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MR PUNCH at the last moment, cancels a very handsome Preface prepared for this his TWENTY-FOURTH

VOLUME in order to give insertion to a communication from the Head of the Horse-Guards: a documen

to which at the present time, and under the present tremulous circumstances-(foreign funds hemg as sensiti

as quicksilver in a thunder-storm)-MK . PUNCH thinks it only wise and loyal to give the first pla

tllG b ldeSt tyPe "

- Horse-Guard,, June U, 1853.

VISCOUNT HARDiNGE-Commander-in-Chief of HER MAJESTY'S Forces presents his compliments

and felicitations to MR. PUNCH ;
and desires that he will, at the promptest military time, cause to be delivered

at the Camp at Chobham, no less than Ten Thousand Copies of his Twenty-Fourth Volume; VISCOUNT

-as an old and instructed reader of PuNCH-knowing that among the many blessings of an Englu

Midsummer, there is ever a new Volume of PUNCH ;
even as at Christmas-time another Volume is one of

the never-failing comforts and delights of that most jolly and most hospitable season.

" The Commanding-Officer at Chobham has it in orders to receive the Volumes of PUNCH with every

possible military honour. On arriving at the Camp, MR. PUNCH himself will be received by a General's

Guard, and be immediately conducted to the officer commanding.

" A salute of Four-and-twenty Guns will be fired on the Ten Thousand Copies of the Twenty-fourth

Volume reaching the ground ; the troops presenting arms, and the Band playing God Save the Queen (with

roo-to-lo-too-it variations).

" The Commanding fficor will address the Troops before distributing the Volumes to the Forces.

That Officer has instructions to dwell most earnestly on the many noble lessons abounding in every Page



iv PREFACE.

of PUNCH to exhort the British Soldier so to study his PUNCH, that, whilst in time of peace he shall feel

as simple as the lamb that, all innocently, crops the mint he shall, in the hour of war, be as the raging

lion that roars and A, hips himself for his shin of beef.

" And here the Commander-in-Chief gladly avails himself of this pleasing opportunity to express his

acknowledgment* to MR. PUNCH for the abounding lessons of mirth and wisdom that, in the hottest weather

in India, have been more refreshing than gentle showers to the troops under VISCOUNT HARDINGE'S

command ; have been more animating than any grant of batta to the native soldier.

" Moral cheerfulness is the very life and soul of a Camp. Keep the soldier cheerful, and he is

ready for any work in any weather, and at any notice. It is, therefore, MR. PUNCH, that as Commander-

in-Cliicf, I have thought it jny duty to order, at the country's expense, the supply of ten thousand of

your Twenty-Fourth Volume for the troops at Chobham; all the other twenty-three volumes, as I have

made it my duty to know, being in the possession of every soldier encamped there, and making an

inseparable part of his d'lily baggage. Yes, MR. PUNCH, not only has the British soldier your works by
heart, but he has 'cm on his shoulders.

"
Anticipating the many privations to be suffered by the heroes of Chobhara (where there will be

no Rotten Row, no Opera, no Club-House) I nevertheless feel confident of the beneficial influence of

your pages upon II KK MAJKSTY'S Forces, feeling assured that both on the part of the officers and men

especially may I speak for the officers the greatest sacrifices will be readily deferred to, if foregoing many
of their usual little comforts, they are permitted an unlimited supply of PUNCH.

"Accept, MR. Pr.vcii, the assurance of my distinguished consideration.

" P.S. and Prlriilc. You will stop to dinner. In fact, bring a portmanteau for a week. There will

be a bullock roasted for every regiment the day of the distribution, with fireworks in the evening. If your
dog can dance, bring him : he '11 take the conceit out of young FITZPIPECLAY and his lot."
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PUNCH'S 4351*

I
AM a young wife,

and not an old wo-

nian. In fact I can

still venture to give

my real age to the

inquisitive gentleman
who comes round with,

the census papers, and

I have not been driven

to seal up the fly-leaf of

the family Bible.which
records *'AM ELI A JANE,

born 1st May, 1830."

My husband, as all

my friends assure me,
is all a man ought to

be. I think he might
be a Ifftle less ob-

stinate, and I confess

be has a bad habit

of bringing his old

bachelor friends home
to dinner without

warning. When I re-

monstrate, he is very

eloquent about the

unimportance of what

there may be for din-

ner, the chief thing

being a hearty wel-

come, &c,, &c., &c.,

though I must say
I've never found him

exactly indifiVrent to

what is served up.
Still I don't com-

plain quite the re-

verse. I'm very happy
now I say now, be-

cause it was not al-

ways so. I propose
to disclose, for the

benefit of young wo-

men about to marry,
the secret of our

THE LADIES OF THE CREATION
OR, HOW I WAS CURED OF BEING A STRONG-MINDED WOMAN.

THE DRAWING ROOM.

former di8Comfort,and
our presenthappiness.
The fact is, I was

brought up a strong-

minded woman. I was

educated on the Pes-

talozzian system

taught to ask ques-

tions about everything
and to insist upon an-

swers, and to question

the answers. After I

had pumped my go-

verness dry in this

way, nonplussed papa,
and gravelled every-

body in the house, no

wonder I was found a

nuisance. They tried

to find food for my in-

quiring disposition, by

employing my restless

curiosity on all sorts

of "ologies," by send-

ing me to all sorts of
"
courses," till my in-

tellectual digestion be-

came seriously im-

paired. Before eigh-

teen I had taken to

green spectacles, and
PROFESSOR FARADAY'S

Friday night lectures.

One thing, however, /
do owe to the Royal
Institution I met my
husband there. He
was charmingly igno-

nmt ; I explained

things to him, and his

first avowal took place
after I had nearly
blown him up by

attempting to decom-

pose oxygen, in which
I only succeeded in dis-

. lady of the ffoasf. " Now THEN, Grnis !

THE DINING ROOM.
FILL YOUR GLASSES ! BUMPERS ! HERE 's JUST ONE TOAST WHICH I AM SURE YOU WILL ALL BRINK

WITH PLEASURE. THE GENTLEMEN ! !

"



PUNCH'S AIMANACX 4SS8.

THE FARM YARD.

Country Friend (to London friend, who w drttted within an inch of hit life).
" THERE, MY EOT COME AND SEE THIS LOVELY PIG, AND THEX

WE'LL GO AND LOOK AT THE BEST OP THE STOCK."

A CAREFUL RIDER.



THE LADIES OF THE

composing myself. He attended three

courses at thu Institution, and de-

clared he had a turn for science,

which I found out afterwards was only

n penchant for me. During three j-ca-

Bons we sut on the name beneh, inhaled

the same liases, started at the same

explosions. He put a
[ great many

questions to the lecturer, and one ques-

tion to me, which I answered in the

affirmative. After our marriage, I found

that Ins ta*tc I'm science declined rapidly.

<HK'<tii>iL-- about the

Chemical aflinilie**, and seemed perfectly

insenMble to the curious discoveries

daily taking place in the ento/.oic and

.il fields of investigation.

The only questions he seemed inclined

to entertain were questions of house

cxpcii!-e*; and when one Friday I pro-

puM-d that we should attend 1'uoi i -M>U

,'< lecture on a candle, he de-

clared he didn't eare a cnuff about such

and that he wished as 1 was

married, 1 would not bother my head

with Mich stuff! Tins was very painful

to me, and we had our first dispute

about this point. 1 quoted Mits. SOHEU-

(\\ample to prove that a won. an

may be deep in science, and make no

wor-e wife foi it. I told him about the

llussian princc.-s with whom EfLEit cor-

responded, and the profcssoress who
used to lecture at Bologna, though she

was BO pretty she had to address her

class from behind a curtain.

Nothing would convince him. He
scoffed at the scientific pretensions of the

s^x, and when I carried the question still

further, and enlarged on the odious

tyranny by which men strove to cabin,

crib, and confine our minds and bodies,

he flew into a passion and went straight

off to his club, where he dined and came

in very late, smelling strongly of cigars.

I cried a good deal that night, but I am

sorry to say that I soon after returned to

the subject. And the more sure our

argument was to end in his leaving me

quite in a powion, for that abominable

Old Gentleman. "You ARE A VERT SAUCY, IMPUPENT WOMAN, AND I'LL

CERTAINLY SUMMON YOU !

"

Conductress.
" THANK YE, SIR! (To Driver.) Go ON, SARAH; NEVER MIND

THE OLD COVE."

marital harbour of refuge, the club, the

more sure, somehow or other, was the

conversation to come back to the same

point. In fact, I became quite wretched,

and I don't think he was a bit happier

than I was.

Had I not been luckily cured of my
notions about the equality of the sexes I

am sure we should have separated a

miserable couple. And how do you think I

\\as cured? 1 had been reading the report
of that remarkable meeting at Syracuse,

Ohio, U. S., in which the rights and

wrongs of women were so forcibly set forth

by Mi l.i < ri u \ MUTT and her friends.

1 had had a perfectly awful argument with

KmvAKi) upon the report of the meeting in

the Times, and he had gone to the club as

usual, denouncing strong-minded women,
with an obvious allusion to me, and de-

claring that this continual discussion was

enough to wear a man's life out.

I retired to bed with a deep sense of

the wrongs of our sex, and of EDWARD'S

brutality, and thinking what a world this

would be if women had their proper place

in it on an equality with men. I tried to

read myself to sleep with TENNYSON'S

Princess, and thought l-'-rSs arguments
much more conclusive than the poet's

conclusions. At last I fell asleep, and

dreamed such a dream, that it seemed

as if I lived a whole life through it all !

And now for my dream.

I was living in a world where the rela-

tions of the sexes were turned topsy-turvy.

The women filled the men's places, and

the lords of the creation were its ladies.

How we revelled in the change at first

particularly after dinner ! It was so plea-

sant to be left round the dining-room

table, to pass the decanters and discuss the

vintages and trifle with the dessert, while

one thought of the gentlemen yawning
over the albums and annuals, and getting

up dreary little bits of flat scandal over

cups of lukewarm tea, and boring each

other, and being bored, all alone in the

drawing-room. I rather think we talked a

good deal of nonsense about the wine, and

MAXIMS FOR YOUNG LADIES' CURL-PAPERS.
THE young gentleman who won't dance till after supper

doesn't deserve to have any.
hand that can make a Pie is a continual feast to the

husband that man i

Between Life and Death there is frequently but the

thinness of a shoe.

The heart of a Flirt settles no more tenaciously <m a

gentleman's affections than a butttm iWs <-u "in 1 of his

shirts, for, in fact, it is no sooner on than it's off again.

Dreams arc the novels we read when we're fast ash-up.

Eyes are the Electric Telegraph of the heart, that will

send a message any distance in a language only known to

the two souls who correspond.
There are ladies who look upon a ball-room as nothing

better than an omnibus, th.it doesn't go off properly unless

it's as full as it can bold*

PREDICTION FOR M A RCII. M AT.S

make* his transit thivugh PISCES,
foreboding evil to the n^h-baskets
in Clare Market, many of which
will ]n>. seized by the JJeadle iu full

Uniterm.

,-i STRANGE. A Lady pass-

ing a bonnet-shop w ithout slopping.

A KM. i i, AH Toi'-SAwyKR.--" The
, to save a deal

out of Board Wages." Jeames'a

Memoirs.

ST. Ii win's Day ought to be kept
as a holiday at tin- K"y; L l Dockyards,
as a day famous l<>i 1.

TlIK 1 V1TV.

Never to laugh at your ow&Jokea.
,

- A Iirtting

intanee,
! v. hen we met

pfetely
i

'

* c^me t<> us

I '.very

child n :ut'Mrty-

two days of its tiirtli. The statute

up tin-

Infant i
- pal<'t'-t. TJiy

Bister
' children

ami (

1 i> MARKET.

It is not

trim tlmt t*' i:,' are in

danger of tailing out when they come
to a cr<

. CICERO sai<l thM
-her. It" I '!'

Fi.t >w KL- OF SPEECH. For the

most part are Passion Flowers.
MARY rHOTECTING THE WEAKER SEX.

PREDICTION FOR APRIL. CASTOR
is seen near ARIES, and a Policeman's
rastm- is visible over the railings.
Let him vim is curious as to the

result consult COOK'S chart.

MEMORANDUM FOR MIKE- PRO-
ritiETORS. In building a column

you commence with the base, but to

Kink a shaft you should first lay
down your capital.

ItriiAL INNOCENCE. A country-
man, hearing of a ship in the Downs,
wanted to know what was the breed
of him.

A KK'U'LAK SMOKY CHIMNEY.
" HER MAJESTY'S Pipe" at the
Ducks is a chimney that actually
smokes tulurco.

THE Ti-RK. The great event at a

1 hmkey MHW- is usually the Chimney
Sweep-stakes.

TO MAKE MINCE-MEAT OF A
Take a volume of no parti-

cular weight, but the heavier the

(jetter. Cut it up as thoroughly as

yuii c;iii, miMiig (ilriity of acid, and

*pmind tuviiy as long as you feel able.

In selecting a writer t'nr this treat-

ment, it is nsn.il ID choose one that
i^ particularly thin-skinned.

[ .--.' >K.\NOK IN THE NINETEENTH
Ci:\ n iiY.A classical schoolmaster,
hearing of a copper cap, supposes it

to be an ancient helmet.

KMVATION, DR. ANDREW BELL
founded National Schools

;
and a

great Bell-foundry too 1

ADMITTED EVILS. Attorneys at
Law.

INCREDIBLE LEAP OF SALMON.
ALUKHMAN GULPH has a Salmon lor

dinner.m the anniversary nf his wed-

ding-day, and he declares it has got
into his head the next morning.



PUNCH'S ALMANACK FOR 4653.

1 LANKTAKY INTJiU.HiENCE.

.Ii IT) IK will ln> itn evening "fitar"

thmiiK>" hist boat
"

ii(j" every evi-iiLii;,
f (P. MI < nm-setiil.

SMI us will !>e visible, in tin- autumn,
without hi^ Iliritf, hut invarmMy with A -

.

MA its will probably Iw sri'ii in France, in

f tlit! establishment of tin*

A l.o;ui St;tr will rr,.> in the Repudiating

recffiwtd
tt the,

_i<
\I \

- - \ I ',;

ai t t<> be curried t<> MIS. onu.
A I tOK. A <h'>wor of

I

lln nxii Tin: MAI:K. UOI:IN H<>MI> is

Hi'ul t'> h;ti e I n-her
;
hut tin-

freeboot
i liniul at tin- ritl<>.

' 'HMINARY. A
lively tnm-Mi'r -jntr.s. that th.'

' "f liidU 03 i 'ii minis,
that an: d<me hy ji.;.

Ill IM RH i ; -i R PARADOX It h:r; been ch-
sen od i i itnttc. that tlie

}H'is.niiT-i irhoare
"
bi.-n-lit np"nn; K 1

'
1 "'-

rally niM-dnciitcd.

roit M AX. IIKRTKR. Yon
\ "U c;U |

ith ymir s)ii;,'

Vl'MIIUI.TV C'crilT. -

:i itnjiixl sliiji have you
nn action for ^hinder ?

AN OLD KNUI.ISII IJUVKIIACIK. The an-
ricnt ap-'thi-r.ii-if-, r,.ni|M,uinlcit minim i>-

!:-ink:ibln K"l'l : wliicli. it' umrlc out
of r..in, \\ ;,. :ui jniriciiniticn of the Yaukei 1

i Mint .lulfp.

\Vrr AND II ,--,_Xhc |[ K j, t

literature "f f-Tfi-u nations is i

-

relished in this country : IH
all th.' ji.krs aiv i'ar Irtclli'd.

!

<'!" tllf ( '"llltlinnwcaltll
(vili^.- i-ai-h of tin-in o.tisi-l. ;.

a Chnivh in him.srlf.

NO PLACE LIKE HOME WHEN THE FAMILY ARE AT A "WATERING PLACE

Old !' ,-nre. of the hoita?),
" Oh yes, Sir. You '11 find the room nice an' clean

an' I 'in sure thu bed's haired for i \r bin and'slep in it my own self hevery night."

T1IINCS IX THE

1. Cessation of th ,>Iy.
-_'. l>.-'.dM]-i/ati.-M nt ill.- liivrr Thames.

"' tin- words "
Agricultural"

'iior

that is buwiu-hini? in a youn^ lady it

ridicn! >' ..ne.

To i'i:i;-i>- i - -For picturo-
frames go to the pRtablishtnrn!
CMAN< f [.LOU ttv THK KxriiRgcrit, Downing
Street win-re r\ m thf l.-timfites are always
" framed with due regard to economy."

CAUTION FOB THE KII nrv. If you cut
horserail 1 ^ ncrape.

Nouns-, in i 11,'iiTr. The IXIRD CHAM-
his own wtKilsack, as

so many victims are fleeced by Chancery.

PBACK. The linchpin of Urn

weal.

A I'.-i'STKii lintiTAST. AII tmportlnont
shop-boy.

THK Rit-rr OP DoMMTIC IlUM. TW
])hniH>> IIDIV i e :qi|'[i.-<l to the onion; when
the. taste for it is mutual.

"V.-OM birds an not
to bo can^'ht with chatf ; mid yet you mako
game ofan old cock-pheasant

I >i.-< ..\T: i:-, or AV 01. i. .'OKK. One of the
iM I

1

'!-.'!]!']] ,i<,i,!t"vi<- i"w]in luid rem!

PBABE) bcin^ usk'-d wtiy In- hud IM-.-I

to emigrate, said that like the crime of the

K>n<j in Ilntnltt, his ofTeiu-p was rank.

A r-.sT or LEISURE AMD UTILITY-. A
ngcr-post
A V I MPEXKTRABLK PBOTECnOSlST. A

Macint '^\\.

EXTREME NATiosALrrv. An agricultu-
ral gentleman down in Hampshire says ho
dwooan't like no foreigners but Swedes.

TAXTALiaiNa. Giving invitations only
t.) ; ;-;.

A TEETOTALLEa's TRUTn. If you take
t.'.i inurli wioe you will ruin yourself, ai:-l

even those who make that insidious poison,
at the very best go to the juice.

PARISH OFFICERS. The remarks ot n
Beadle are generally less consequential
the his deportment.

N.B.-PATEKFAMIUAS PREFERS HIS O\VN r.r.I'UnuM (WHICH THE WHITFAVASIir.i;? IIAVK .11 sT I.r.l T; TO THE DISCOMFORT OF AN I'n'j j-j,.



7HE LADIES OF THE CftEATIOW.

Old Mas. PKA-

BODY (whose
front had unac-

countably dis-

appeared, leav-

ing a venerable

bald head with a

little fringe of

grey hair round
about it, which
somehow she

didn't seem in

the least to care

about neeing)

entirely failed in

her attempt to

prevent us from

nibbling at the

macaroons and

bonbon*, which
he said spoiled
our palates for

the claret
;

1 'in

afraid, too, that

some of us took

more wine than
we were used to,

and I know /saw
a great many
more candles

than there were
on the table, and
EDWARD com-

plained bitterly

of the way I

chattered with

young SVRCIN-

ULE, after we
came up stairs EFFICIENCY OF FEMALE POLICE IN WHAT IS VULGAELY CALLED A " JOLLY ROW."

into the draw-

ing room, which
was not until we
had been sent

for three times.

But to see how
stupid the men
looked ! and how

very glad they
seemed when
we came in, and
how it after-

wards appeared

they had been

comparing notes

concerning their

wives, and their

housekeeping
expenses, until

they had all hut

quarrelled. I did

not feel at all

well for the rest

of the evening,
and fell asleep
on a sofa, till it

was time to take

EDWARD home.
Next day I

had such a head-

ache ! I vowed
I 'd never **

pass
the decanters "

again as long as

I lived, but go

up stairs with
the gentlemen.
EDWARD wanted

very much to go

MOOT POINTS.

1. WHETHER a police-van may be accepted as a legal

eonveyane ?

2. "Whether a retired innkeeper can resume his avocation

without rendering himself liable to be considered a Re-

publican ?

3. Whether the ancient Hebrews were not invariably tried

by Jewry ?

4. Whether public vocalists who sing out of time can be

legally arrested for uttering false notes ?

6. Whether, by the Registration Act, you are required to

register a berth under Government?
6. Whether a blind mau can be held liable fora bill payable

at sight ?

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.

The Balance of Fewer. On* thousand pounds at your
Banker's.
A Measure of Iniquity. A quart bottle holding little more

than a pint.

TUB PLEASURES or TRAVELLING. A young lady has been
turned out of society at New Jersey for having, upon the

rhapsody of the moment, exclaimed at a tea-table,
'* How plea-

sant it is to travel! When you are at sea, what can be more

delightful than a smack? or on land, than a good 'buss !

"

PHILOSOPHY OF FOOYISM. An uld bachelor, recommended to

take a wife for the sake of companionship, replied,
"
Marriage,

Sir, would be simply the exchange of loneliness for disquiet."

MAXIMS FOB A YOUNG LADY*S CURL-PAPERS.

MODESTY is a handsome dish-cover, that makes us fancy
there mast he something very good underneath it.

An old maid is au odd boot of no use without a fellow.

The true test of a man's temper is to keep him waiting five

minutes for his dinner.

There's a secret drawer in every heart, as there is in every
desk, if we only knew how to touch the spring of it.

The art of economy is drawing in as much as one can, but

unfortunately young ladies will apply this "drawing in "
to

their own bodies, wheu they wish to avoid anything like a

waist.

A breach of promise of marriage may be called as a run-

away ring from the church-door."

PREDICTION FOB MAY. MA us is in

opposition to PALLAS. Let the soldier

on duty at St. James's beware.

NAVIGATION FOB LADIES. The
stitch a vessel threads the ocean
with is a tack.

DOMESTIC ANOMALY. Breakfast is

generally considered a quiet meal ;

yet it is that at which there is the

moat tongue.

MERCANTILE MARINE. Captains
of merchant-ships will never be well

informed even if they become readers,
BO long as they are skippers.

GAME OF HAZARD. A steam-en-

gine bursting and skying a copper.

CANINE. A gentlumim that has
had the shine taken off his boots by
a lady's spaniel, will back the dog to

lick anything.
FABULOUS WEALTH OP INDIA.

That the riches of India are in great
measure imaginary is obvious from
the fact that the term, wealth, is

there applied to a lac of rupees.

LAW TERMS. We are happy to

announce a xreat alteration in Law
'IVnns which have been much re-

duced by the recent diminutions in

the scale of costs.

WRITTEN Agreements should be
drawn up as shortly as p-.s-.ible ;

for

parties are sure to agree best be-

twt-rii whm there are the fewest
words.

BRING anxious to make our Alma-
nack as complete as possible, we
shall be obliged to auy one who
would t< t of * 1'Mi'tir.iI

Licence, and at what office It is ob-

tainable.

Av CVDKH TENANT. One who oc-

cupies a cf-lUr.

Air IMMEDIATE LANDLORD. One
who will not wait for his rent.

Aic ArrECTiso PICTURE. There
cannot be a more moving iv,

tin Umu M diorama.

MISS BKOWN KINDLY TAKES HEU COUSIN OUT FISHING.

Inferior Animal. " OH DEAR! Miss BROWN! HERE'S A FISH TAKEN ALL MY BAIT. Do
COME AND PUT ON ANOTHER \VoK3l !

"

PREDICTION FOR JUNE. MARS will

threaten TAURUS. The Ordnance ad-

vertises for tenders for Beef.

COPTRIGHT QUESTION. Is a con-

stable guilty of plagiarism when he
takes up one of HEU MAJESTY'S
subjects ?

PHILHARMONIC SENTIMENT. May
every cottage contain a cottage piano.

VULGAR ERROR. The popular
supposition that the pig sees the

wind most likely was derived from
the nautical corruption, a " sow-
iraator,"

THE GARB OF NATURE. In Spring,
Nature puts on her newest livery,
but, during the rain of Winter, gene-
rally appears in "

slops."

HISTORICAL BUTCHER'S BILL. Tlie

history of the reigns of HENRY VIII.
and MABT has been denned to be
an account of stakes and chops.

FALLACY OF NATURALISTS. It is

not true, whatever may have been
asserted, that whales are produced
by the sea lashing the shore.

NATIONAL DEFENCES. The charge
of British regiments is felt by the
enemy alone, because our soldiers

only stick it into them.

FASHIONS FOB 1853. Costumes for

Conversaziones will consist of book-
muslin.

NOT so BAD AS IT SEEMS. What
part of a shop is exactly like every
other part? The Counter-part.

A NICK QUESTION FOR THE STAMP
OFFICE. Supposing duty to have
been paid on a horse, is there any
drawback if the animal jibs?

A Goou NAME. -The Isle of Dogs
is h;ippilv so called, as it i.s situated
in the Thames, which is a great
Kennel.

A WORTHY CREATURE. He was
worth teu themband a-year and that
was all



MJfl6H'a At-HAMMM FOB 4863.

THE HKIGHT OF ANARCHY.

IK the Communists find Socialists
v. -H- t i hand, and as-

sert tlii-ir anti-conjugal principles,
we should indeed be at the mercy
of an iinbridal'd democracy.

A QlTARBKLBOME NKIiHlllOUKIUKtl).

In the most quiet Squares, if not

scolding, there Is always railing at

the area.

VEGETARIANISM EXTRAORDINARY.
An enthusiast so detests the very

name of animal food, that he re-

futes to partake of kidney beans.

\j,. When a patient re-

quires quiet, send him to Coventry.
HFFECTS or DRINKING. He who

taken too many glasses will become
himself a tumbler.

THE LAHT LINK. An aged mpi-
talist remarked, with a sigh,

'

I take
no more interest in this world than
ten per cent."

"A RISING MAN." The Veteran
QBaasw.

A CONVKYANCE FROM WIIK II A

RELEASE is DESIRABLE A cab or
omiiilms in which a traveller has
hri'ii upset.

ii.siTV TERMS may be ascer-

tained on application to the fathers
of the uuder-graduatea.

Ititmsii Mi'SEUM. Heading Room
oprii tnnn 9 to 4. If you want to

timi 11 book iu the Catalogue It will
be 10 to 1.

A CoNUSDRtTM FOB LITTLE BOTS.

Why is a naughty boy that's being
like an artist who is taking

;t \ ii-\\ <if \Veitmi nster Abbey ? He-
cause he's catching it (skrtching it).

TurE FREEDOM. The patriot,

BRUTUS, could endure no yolk but
that of an egg.

" A WAHM RECEPTION." Any
fashionably crowded soirtt, in tin;

dog-days.

MAY DAY.

DISTRESSING POSITION OF A SENTIMENTAL GENTLEMAN, WHO WAS ABOUT TO OFFER HIS
HAND AND HEART TO THE OBJECT OF Hia AFFECTIONS.

CONFESSION Or AN ACTOR.

DR. JOHNSON, at MR. TIIRAIE'C

mentioning that he bad once pawn*-
his M n ]

i .-.. < . Aiuti< K, who wan ale

prevent, said he Lad often spoil te<

his Ml AK-l'KARK.

A Woiin AMR \VINF. The p.. r

that Is Hid tit li.'tw l'i'i-n tuetit

years la bottle is often

OLI> KM.I.ISH SI->KT. The fairra

cock-fight is fowl play.

THE I>K-TUR'H BEST FRIEND, Th
piano for a young lady no noono

p'K>s war on. rlmn she'

with a cold.

MUSEUM. An Index to the book c

Nature.

BRITIHH ANI> Km
A lady ban remarked tint

tnmbN's urc nitt-n connected wit
disasters In China.

INFINITESIMAL Mmi. i\r. A 11.

furious quark of the HAMNEHAN
specie* professes to cure hams b
bomosopathy.

CONTRADICTORY CREATURE*. W
all admire retiring Modesty in th
softer sex : and yet are captivate-
by woman's Cheek.

GOING TOO FAT. You only nut

run the Constable to be overtake
by the Sheriff s Officer.

PROVERBIAL FUDGE. The prover
says that Beauty in no inheriUna
Nevertheless, we often inherit ou
ancestors' mugs.
A PEDDLING ARISTOCRACY. Bv

a few centuries ago, in the days <

falconry, our nobility and geutr
were the only licensed hawkers.

AM HONEST WISH. Whateve
trials I may have to suffer, 1 Imp
I shall never experience trial b

Jury.
u THB BEST OF MOTIVES." Locc

motives.

PRIZE PROBLEMS. (BY OUR OWN COCKER.)
1. IF three feet make a yard, how many "hands" would

you take to make a garden ?

2. If sixty seconds make one minute, will any number
sufl'u-e to iiijikf one gigantic?

3. Reduce that very vulgar fraction of London, the City,
to its lowest possible value.

4. Calculate the altitude of Louis NAPOLEON'S im-
pudence.

5. Given his proper fare: you are to find, If you can, the
cabby who's contented with it.

A SECRET WARRANTED TO KEEP is ANT CLIMATR. A
woman's age.

MAXIMS FOR YOUNG LADIES* CURL PAPERS.

NEVER rido outside a penny omnibus.
One drop of sense is worth a whole river of words.
A narrowness of waist shows a narrowness of mind.
Keep your countenance open, and your thoughts shut.
A wall of brass is a fop's face.

It is a fine silk that knows no turning.
Practice on the piano makes perfect.
Never open your mind till you know what there's in it.

It's the last ostrich feather that breaks the husband's back.
It's the early riser gets the strong tea.

Fish for no compliments, for they are caught generally in
shallow water.
The lady with a cold avoids the piano.

THE REASON WHY.

MR. PUNCH WILL BE HAPPY to make the acquaintance of th
reader who can tell him,

The reason why you may ask for "
greens

"
at a dinner-tabl<

but on no account for
"
cabbage."

The reason why gentlemen, upon their healths being drunk
Invariably feel it to be " the proudest moment of their li:V."

The reason why ladies think it cheap to purchase things the'
don't want, simply because they happen tobe 'bargains."

The reason why a cabman can't take his proper fare wltliou
grumbling.
The reason why it's not considered theft to steal an umbrella
The reason why they invariably give you boiled mutton fo

dinner in a steam-boat.

FEMALE METAPHY-
SICS. A young lady
defines Attention to
UH that faculty of the
mind that makes you
help one on with one's

things.

MEMORANDUM BY A
MISANTHROPE. The
milk of human kind-
ness is generally
skimmed; or, at least,
all the cream in it

is turned into butter.

VERY TRUE. A
sage has remarked
that a man attains to

the highest position
in the shortpst time

by early rising.

DUTY OF A HUS-
BAND. If you want
to marry, learn to

carve or you will be
unfit for a help-mate.

WARNING TO Yorxo
LAUIKS. Do not too
soon pronounce your
lover a duck, lest you
should afterwards dis-

cover him to be a

goose.

HINT ON TAKING
A HorsK. If you
only keep a clothes'

horse, you don't want
a stable.

TO FIND llHill

\VATERALLTIIEYEAB
HOUND. Go and in-

spect the reservoir
iii-ur the top of Prim-
rose Hill.

THE SEA-SIDE.

A ugustus.
"
ISN 'T IT JOLLY, FRANK, BEING DOWN HERB TOR THE HOLIDAYS \

"

Incipient Swell.
" H'M ! PRETTY WELL FOR THAT. I CONFESS I HISS THB GAIETY or TOWN."

TBIUMPH
,
or Ho

MOEOPATHY. The el

feels of drunkennes
may generally be re
medied by confininf
yourself to brandy
and taking it in in
finitesimal quantities

TOPOOBAPHlCAl
EBHOR. A country
man in London sayi
he finds Itaker Stree

quite straight, where
as he expected to set

it full ol twists.

Aw EXPKKSIVI
BUSISESS-PLANT. O
all plants, the mos
expensive one that i

tradesman can buy ii

decidedly an Aloe, foi

iinlfss he lives i

hundred years he hai

very little chance 01

seeing any return foi

his money.

VEBV TBVINO. A
Pair of New Boot*.

A DESPAIRING
LOVKB. " It's all

pone goose !

"
as th

fast youth said wh-r
his sweetheart jilted
him.

BETTINO BY LA-
DIES. Ladies should
never bet; for though
It may turn a man
into a Better, it in-

variably makes
woman worse.



THE LADIES OF THE CREATION.

out shopping, but I was much too ill to

escort him. So I sent MARY, our foot-

muid, to take care of him and two of his

friends who called. MARY tells me they
were a good deal stared at in Repent street

by some of the girls, but that she thought
her biff stick and cocked hnt frightened tin in.

I felt after this it was not safe fur

EDWARD to walk about without me, and,
as he wanted to go into the City I threw
off my headache, and went with him; but,
feeling tired, we mounted an omnibus. The
Cad was a smart girl, but her language was
dreadfully

"
slang," and I was shocked at

the style in which she "
gave it

"
(as she

said) to a poor old gentleman who wus put
down somewhere where he didn't w;mt in

go to. The driver (whom thc addressed as
< ncouraged her, and, altogether, 1

thought I had never seen two such odious

creatures, and was painfully convinced that

women had no place before or behind omni-
buses.

We dined at VKICKKY'S and stayed until it

was dusk. I decided to walk home, not-

ling KUWAKII'S remarks about the

impropriety of being "in the street ut that

time of night." 1 pointed out to him that we
could always depend on the police, but

alas' I had forgotten that that MRS. COM-
Mi-^inNMi MAYM: was in power inr-tead of

her husband. Just as we passed a Imci id

gin-shop, out 'poured a rabble of drunken

people who insulted me dreadfully ;
and

when I called police, of course the poor
things were dreadfully alarmed by the beha-
viour of these wretches, one of whom
actually put his arm round the sergeant's

THE WOMAN AT THE WHEEL.

waist. If it hadn't been for the old private

watchman at the banking-house close by

(who frightened the drunken men), the con-

sequences might have been awful perhaps
the constables might have been kissed all

round !

I felt then that, after all, street-keeping is

a coarse and brutal employment, fit only for

the other sex.

The next morning EMII.Y BBOWX (not
Jt'i.i.v. who was called to the liar last year)
came in with her cousin, to whom she told

me she had proposed only the day before

while they were out Ashing. KMII.Y had

gone into the Navy, under MRS. ADMIRAL

XAIMKU, and seemed to me to have grown a

sad wild sort of girl. She used nautical

phrases,
" shivered her timbers" frequently,

and declared phe wanted to "
splice the

main-brace," which, I discovered, was the

sailor way of asking for a glass of spirits !

Then she was full of stories about life on

board ship what larks they used to have in

the cockpit, how she had been sent to the

mast-head for being saucy to the captainess,
and how dreadfully cold it was and what

they used to suffer in rough weather, and
how they had to live for months together
on salt beef and biscuit; and altogether I

felt that it was an abominable thing to

condemn poor women to such hardships,

which, after all, men are better suited for.

After EMILY and her cousin had left,

KnwAKii insisted on my taking him to hear

the Band play at St. James's. Keally I had
never before thought KDWAHD so frivolous!

However, it was not worth while to con-

tradict him, so I took him. When we got to

MAXIMS Toil YOUNG LADIES* CURL-PAPERS.
DON'T scream unless you're frightened.
The last dance is the shortest and the S\M

Ceremony on a Christmas Day is as out of place as a
bonnet at the Opera.
Nothing falls so flat as a cold visit excepting an omelette

soujfac.
The reins of a dog-cart should never be seen in the hands

of a young lady.
The worst ribbons you can handle are thoso of a four-

in-hand.

ZODIACAL SIGNS.

^
"WHEN Leo (the Lion) is seen entering the drawing-room, it

is a sign that all pleasant conversation will be stopped.
When Gemini (the Youths) are si-en entering, or rather

walking into Cancer (the Crab), it is u sign that indigestion
will must probably result.

When Aquarius (the Waterman) approaches Virgo (the
Young Lady), it is a sign that her "

luose coppers" will be
speedily reduced.
When Libra fthc Balance) is entered in your favour, it is a

sign that your bankers will not refuse yuitr cheques.

FORWARD YOUNG LADIES.

IF ymmg ladies have a fault it is sometimes in being a
little ton foriv.ird; but then this is a fault which they
alnays cnnvet in after age, for as soon as a young lady
has reached thirty, she begins to make amends for her
foimer forwardness by going backwards regularly every
year.

To PEESEEVE GOOSEBERRIES. Pick your gooseberries
green ; wash them, and put them into a bottle with spirits of

turpentine. You may keep them for ever.

fife- ii

THE BAND AT ST. JAMES'S PALACE.



PUNCH'S ALMANACK FOR 4353.

NAUTICAL SIMPLICITY.

IT is strung: that sailors should

BO often ! 'I" 1 \ ii'iinr; i>t < mil,

when \ve consider how wrll tli--\

: tu be up to the ways of the

Deep.
A Li KK- POLICY. NYver to cull

In the as-iisiatice of a Doctor who
JCOTi

A tlooi) CHAI.K HEAD. A
youth with a turn for figures hud
live eggB to boil, un<i IMJH

B them three minute.-, BACb,
boiled them a qnarter-of-un-huur

ther.

. . mi: (JrM-.iWDKi;.

Sheep'a Head ami Pluck.

TlIK (JAUTKH'H LA \VVKll. We
know u cautions hi\\ yer, v. ho sent.

a proposal of marring"' to a ymin^
lu'ly, and signed it

"
Yours, with-

out prejudice."

I'AMK YOU A I'HII.'iS. .'
:

LINN us, tin- great botanist, was
cuiisidi-jvi! hy tin- vulgar a cun-

ning 111:111, because he was up to

all sorts of phiiits.

Ki:v)i.( -n..\' IN I'tHiTitv. The
l)cst nninluTs tor ;i poi-t t'i write in

now-a-days are Khillin? imin'-ers.

ADVICK TO PDI-ULARITV-
IIi-NTKRS. If the trade of jihi-

hinthropy Bliould fail at In -1111',

the friend of his specie had better

gy to the Di^'in^'s.

ClIABAt'TKKIS'L'K'S (!' A Sl.OVFN.

Ilia coat-collar always shone:
his boots never.

PREDICTION FOR JULY. A
fnn-i^'ii viiliT Ixiws to circum-

stances, and if he h"\vs t<> l>w,
his crown may fall c.ff. A iev..-

Intioiuiry spirit is stii red

by some spoons. But th- ;

spoons alsu of Kind's l';ittrni, ami

hy these a legitimist stir may
be attemptoil. I.-'t diplomatist
look to the Uiver Plate.

DOG DAYS! PLEASANT FOR JOHN THOMAS.
"JOHN* THOM
'

(.'AIIKY 1^

AS?" John Thonins. "
YKS, MY LADY

KUAI.DA SHE'S GETTING TlBED, POOH DAKI

PRISON THOUGHT.
A HKMBF.lt Of th" Sni-11 Mob FO-

marked that he in-\*-]' '

Miiall l.-cr (ifliiins.-lt till In- li<nnd

I:\I.M ron WM-NUKI>
l-'KKi,ix<i3. The oil of Time.

III! U'H 1 "I; A ( i AKM-.NI 1; AM
MIS WIFE. "

Jlere lies a
pair."

"I.ON'.-SnoKK MKN." I.i.

in. -n ;it H.,nl,,;;i..- u.tif in^' ..nl\ In!'

:i rt'iiii'- :.k'laiui.

i MIX. AVht'H you see " To
!J

'' chalked on a vehicle
avoid the Trap.

I'AI'T M.I: : in 1'. ~.

--An clVicrr in the iiriny i'!inii"t

help getting into a mean.

A ItEi;ri.Ai: I'l //I.KK 1

any it!
1

Irtcli

you can find the interest uf a Pro-
tci tinniKt debate?

TIIK \D\ i: *XK.
If a Duke were to f^rin tlinxi^h
ji horse-collar, the world wniiM

iiiir.; in it but a display of
his Grace.

A FAST MAN'B MORAL. As
we get older we find that (lie,

t
thin^'

in lift; i.-i smokt-;
and the cigar is the lollipop of our
niatiirtr years.

A ROYAL EXAMPLE. HKR
i v, at Windsor, in walking

on the M<>i>i-s kei>ps her inclina-
tions under her feet.

CACTIOK T> CHII.HI:K.V. Take
care yon don't commit parricide,

by boring your poor Papa to death.

PREDICTION FOR ATGVST. The
voice of the stars nmwt be con-
sulted this tii.'iifh at the Italian

Opera. If LABLACHR Senior ap-
pears with LABLA< HK Junior,
there will be an eclipse of the

Mow TO FIND TIIF. Moos'n AJK. As I.rsA is a I.iuly, nnr

gallantly forbida us from gratif)-in . ruriosity on
this point.

\i i ::I;INAHY. There are various ways of getting animals
to take medicine, but yon should always, in canine cases,
" throw physic to the dogs."

HISTORICAL. Kixu JOHN was crowned four times -

on the principle, perhaps that four crowns make
sovereign.

FLY-FISHING.
FAVOURABLE WIND AND THE TltOUT KISINO AS FAST AS POSSIBLE.



TH LADIES F THE CREATION.

MAST-HEADED.

St. James's, I saw at once what it was that made him so anxious

to hear the band. Imagine my feelings when I found that it was

composed of the nicest young ladies, in such very becoming

uniforms, with a stout old drum-majorcss. Instead of fifes and

drums, the instruments used were guitars and pianos, and they

p'.nyrd Ji I.I.IKN'B polkas, and marched away to the tune of

" The girls we're left behind <a." Altogether it struck me as

being a style of music better suited to dance to, than to march

to battle upon, and I could not but admit to myself that the old

fife and drum was more spirit-stirring of the two.

EDWARD wanting a new hat, I went with him to buy one ;

but he was such a time about it, trying on upwards of a dozen

hats, that I thought I never should have got him away. I never

imagined before that shopping could be such a nuisance, and

then I saw at once that it is a merciful arrangement which

sends us to shop, and our husbands to wait for us.

I left EDWARD at GUXTKK'S and walked home. When I

reached our own door I was stopped by two over-dressed, tawdry,

fat women of the Jewish persuasion, who, tapping me on the

shoulder, produced a piece of paper, which they called a writ,

and informed me that I was their prisoner, on a judgment for

one of EDWARD'S horrid cigar bills. I pointed out to them that

the debt was incurred by him, and begged them to take him
;

but they told me that the law now made the wife answerable

for the husband's debts, than which nothing can be more

unjust. I felt at once that this was not a change for the better,

and that, after all, it was quite right that if somebody must pay
or 'go to prison, it should be the husband, and not the wife.

I was so annoyed by this latter circumstance, that I went

to call upon MRS. BOROUOHBY (a recently elected Member of

Parliament) an old schoolfellow of Mama's, who had always

proved my constant friend. Such a scene of confusion as I then

witnessed, I shall never forget ! The stairs were littered all

THE BARRISTER.

PREDICTION FOR SEPTEMBER.

LET Hungary be upon her guard agjiin.st SAGITTARIUS.
The close proximity of the Archer may save the mark
involve a-u-arrow c*c:ii'<>.

THK cu^-turn of eating goose on Mii-liaelmas Day has

puzzled the safe, nor has any light been thrown on it by the

ouions.
Annual plants that have done flowering are pulled up in

September, and the sheriffs are rooted out with the other

annuals.

PREDICTION FOB OCTOBER.

MABS again enters LEO; and the British Lion must be

on the defence against threatened war. Should the threat

come from the other side of the water the French MARS
must beware offaux pas.

WORSE AND WORSE. Why is it reasonable to suppose that

tight-rope dancers are in general great favourites with the

public? Because their performance is always en-cored.

(Oh fie !)

FANVY-FAIR. Grown up children playing at shopkeepers.

DEFINITIONS.

CAB. A vehicle of abuse.
CORNS. Pedestrian barometers.
DRUNKARD. A victim to hydrophobia.
ETIQUETTE. French polish for English dinner-tables.

EXAGGERATION. Truth in a dropsy.
HUSBAND. A slave of the ring.
I.AWVKR. A human apteryx, who supports himself

tirely by his bill.

Lips. CUPID'S buss-condnctors.
PLAGIARIST. A thief in the wick of authorship.

THE PARLIAMENTARY FEMALE.
Father of the Family.

" COME, BEAK ; WE so SELDOM GO OUT TOGETHER NOW CAN'T YOU TAKE us ALL TO THE PLAY TO-NIGHT ?
"

Miitress of the Home, and M.P. " How YOU TALK, CHABLES ! DON'T YOU SEE THAT I AM TOO BUSY. I HAVE A COMMITTEE TO-MORBOW
MORNING, AND I HAVE MV SPEECH ON THE GREAT CROCHET QuESHON TO PREPARE FOR THE EVENING."



C FACT FOE LICENSING MAGISTRATES. No mere individual can keep an inn, for the

i'y^ moment he takes a public-houso hi', becomes a Host.

'"'*
<). Wliat two words are sufficient to make an assembly of Englishmen rise at any

I ftS? time? A. " Dinner's served !
"

WARXIKO TO PAST MEN. He that has a latch-key will often let hlmsel fin.

U.I.Y Wnoxo. Inquire at the Htage-door of the Adclphi, and they will
declare and maintain to you that Wniuirr's I.KFT!"

COCKNEY DEFIXITIUX. AVAR. The Winegar of the Common Weal.

s

eq OBO a q.* jnq i tBraiu Xjjip v Sid aq? HD noj^ -xoiSHadsy

; djqs DT enoi oq row 8no o>i
'

spy jo joiaqosg B BWM aq pooisuspun 9qs ostiBOsq 'nvra 99puqniBf> Sanoi 5
sotrep aajqSnp aaq ?8[ o^ pasnju ranq^aaj ; -fpi pooS y 'asYAvy *<"AV



THE LADIES

over with brooms, duat-pans, candle
and coal-scut ties, and the drawing-room,
into which I wa^ allowed to find my \\.i\-

aa I could, was in as great confusion as

a broker's shop. On an elegant ottoman
were a dust-pan and a handle of wood ; tin-

sofas were strewn with blue books, a i

slippers, an opera cloak, and the hou-cumiil'.s

box of bhiek lead and brushes.

An old grey parrot had pot out of his

cage and was busily employed in pit/kin^
holes in a beautiful table-cover, \\ hil.-t

"Buttons," the
[ tt the

piano, endeavouring to pick out the v-
an Ethiopian nu-ludy, calli-d (I In

"Sich a (it-ttiii Vji Stairs"
^'lu'ii I .sut'i'ceded in making the youn.tr

gentleman aware of my pn-scnct
1

, he coolly
told me ttiat

" Mi^us \\ ;i~. IHI-;}-, ami wouldn't
he disturbed by nobody ;

and that MU-UT had

gone out in a huff, 'cos he'd been ro i
,\

wanting to go to the phiy, its MISMI.S w;i^

pettin* up her Parliment speech fur that

cvenin' !

"

This explained to me the state of the*

"Home Department;" and I left without

seeing Mi:-. KniM.ri.miY, convinced that the

house in which woman should have a voice

was not the House of Commons.
And so my dream went on. Everywhere

I found that when women attempted men's

work, they proved their own unfitness for it

discovered that our notions of the happi-
ness, and freedom, and dignity of the other
sex are founded on a mistake, and that it

only depends on us to make them our slaves

and adorers. It is true, we are not in the
House of Commons; but what, after all, is

public opinion ? The opinion of men, if we

THE ARREST BY BAILIFFS.
-" AND SKEVF HER itidirr TOO EXTRAVAGANCE is A MAX is, IN SOME DKGRKF, EX<TSK-
ABLK, FOR HE KNOWS NO BETTER BUT, IN A WOMAN, IT 13 QUITE UNPARDONABLE."

do justice to ourselves, is the opinion of

men's wives. Is there any field for political

manoeuvre or legislation like Home ? What
is a Chancellor of the Exchequer to a wife 1

what the Budget to the weekly house-

bills? what the difficulty of wringing the

supplies out of the House of Commons to that

of extracting a cheque from a hard-up hubby?
Depend upon it there i* employment for any
amount of jockeyship and management with-

out putting one's head beyond the street door.

And so I was cured of my notion of putting
woman on an equality with man.

I saw that the question between the sexes

was not one of superiority or inferiority ;
that

our two spheres lay apart from each other,
but that each exercised on the other a most
blessed influence man's sphere, the world

;

woman's sphere, the home ;
the former

bracing the gentle influences of the latter by
its rough, sharp lessons of effort, endurance,
and antagonism ;

the latter tempering the

hardening effects of the former by its self-de-

nial, its sympathies, and its affections. And
I felt that if we are to compare these two

spheres, the woman's while the narrower

is, in many respects, the nobler of the two,
and her part in the battle of life not unfre-

qucntly the more important and dangerous
one.

This was the lesson of my dream. I awoke

just as EDWARD let himself in with his latch-

key, and I begged his pardon for my silly

forwardness.

I have never had another argument since ;

and I don't believe I have any
*' mission"

that can take me away from my own fire-

side.

DIUECTIOXS KOH I-.UXTI.VG.

NEVER faint when you are alone. Always select some good
opportunity. The more persnns tliere are about you, tli

successful will be j-our lit. A friend's house, when then; is a
dinner or an evening party going on, is far from a bad oppor-
tunity. Never faint more than once in the same evening, as
there may be a falling-off in the sympathyon the second t-xpr-
riment. A woman should not only faint well, but be above
suspicion. Be very careful, therefore, never to risk a faint
unless you have Rome object in view, such as going out of
town or a new gown or a box at the Opera or being taken
to some file or any other little caprice which your husband
may have obstinately refused you. In such cases hysterics
an, sometimes justifiable.

KE ( KNT ADDITIONS TO T1IE BUITISH MUSEUM.
(From our OH.-H

ll<'poi-t<,r.)

1. A Sherry Cobbler's awl. (Unique.)
a. One of the dn^ers which HAMLET spoke.
3. Lids of the boxes in which NAPOLEON'S "

Forty
Cent'ries" stood.

4. About half a peck of the Mould of Fashion.
5. A collection of shells picked up on the shore of the Sea

of Troubles.
(i. Bark of the boot-tree.

(Scarce.)
7. A jar of the Sweets of otlice. (From Downing Street.)

A FAST MAX. A fast man is liko a glass of champagne
directly he begins to settle he gets flat.

MAXIMS FOR YOUNG LADIES CURL-PAPERS.

TEA improves by standing : champagne doesn't.

Young ladies are like jellies aa they are moulded so they
will turn out.
A coquette treats a lover like a bouquet carries him about

a certain time for amusement or show, and then picks him
quietly to pieces.

Compliments are the sugar and sweet stuff which ornament
tlic head of a cake in society.
A wrinkle is the line by which Time generally travels.

She who is too easily pleased with herself rarely succeeds
in pleasing others.

'

The wheel of Fortune turns faster than those of a Hansom
cab.

PREDICTION FOR NOVEMBER.
There is much significance in tha
aspect of LIBRA

; and the Library
ot the British Museum will pro-
bably be the subject of inves-
tigation.

ABSTRACT PHILOSOPHY. When
a lady commits an act of shop-
lifting, she Is supposed to have
taken the gooda in a fit of ab-
straction.

HINT OY TEMPER. Papa loves
all his children very much, but he
has a great objection to Mamma's
Pet.

SPIRITITALRAPPERS. We should
say that the labels put on the
bottl.'K of British Brandy that are
sold for " best French," wi-i -,

ritual wrappers," giving us infor-
iimtiun of the departed spirit of
the dearly lamented (and dearly
paid for) Cognac.

A MODET. HUSBAND. He who,
instead of pulling cracker lnHi-hni is

with the pretty yoiui^ ladies at
HII evening party, fllli ins pi.cfc.-ts
with them to take them home to
his wife.

POOR FKLLOW! A youn^r pon-
tlfijuiii who accepts every invita-
tion, and never shows him
any house where he has been
invited, afterwards, r\i ii*!^ him-
s-lf by saying*' he cannot help'it,
but really paying visits isn't his

calling."

"Apuopos DE BOTTRS." Gutta
Percha is good for the Sole,

A PIV.ZLE FOR CHRISTMAS.
Time. U'iiitf money, reduce a day
into shillings, a week into pom,iN,
and a century into fourpenny bits.

THE WAY TO W>o. That
monstrous tyrant. HKMIY -i UK
EIGHTH, wan so little prone to

shilly-shally, that he married his
wives first, and axed them after-
wards.

fM * M-^I
-j{^j^/ iwwt. Ha(s ,,,,..

/ ">

NATURALLY THE FEMALE THINKS SHOPPING VERY FOOLISH
AND TIRESOME.

Superior Creature. "FoR GOODNESS' SAKE, EDWARD, no COME AWAY! WHEN YOU ONCE
GET INTO A SHOP, THERE S NO GETTING YOU OUT AGAIN !

"

PREDICTION FOR DF.CEMBER. In
London there will he fires. Let

every one be warned, and have
in coals in good time. AQUARIUS
and tlte Baud of OHION will be in

collision, from which the waits in
the capacity of a Band may fear

AQUARIUS in the shape of a water-

ing-jug, should midnight rest be
disturbed.

ASPIRATION <H- A TIrsp.Axi>.--

Oh,that the fashions would last ^r
long as the bonnets !

CHEMISTRY OF THE CONBTITI*
TION. As soon as the QUF.BW dfip
solves Parliament, the Parliament
evaporates.

THK WEALTH OF THE NIGHTIN-
GALE. Notes, and a Bill.

COOKING HIS GOOSE. A cimn-

trymaii coming to Town raw gene-
rally requires a very few minutes
to be thoroughly done.

MISSIONARY PUIIIT.S. There are
some natives that won't believe a
word of the sermon, but will swal-
low the preacher.

QUESTION FOR WIDDICOMB.
AVhn was the earliest clown in
the Ring of SATIMIS ?

DELICACY. AnAmerican young
lady, a weekly newspaper having
been left on her toilet table, refused
to dress herself because there was
an Observer in the room.

LEGAL. A Writ of Execution
may be tested on the day it is is-
sued

';
but it is regularly de-tested

on the day when it is put in force.

A PARADOX. As ugly as a
witch is a proverbial saying; yet
the Lancashire witches are the
finest women in England, whilst
it is not the fact that the smartest
men are to be found in the county
of Bucks.

POMTE SOCIETY. The Institu
tion of Civil Engineers.



OUR HONEYMOON.
AN APOLOGY AND AN EXPLANATION.

A GAIN I have read them
;
and again I feel almost convinced indeed,n- I may sav, pretty well satisfied that CHARLOTTE I mean the dear

girl's spirit for somehow these papers make her a girl again yes,
show her to me thirty years ago, and that very day she was twenty
and these papers pressed and traced with her young bride's hand place
her just as she was before me ; young, and beautiful and happy as

everybody somehow is at such a time on her wedding-day
And he is gone, too both gone both at rest together and for

ever.

Had it not been so, I would certainly not have given to the world
dear CHARLOTTE'S Honeymoon. No : had he survived, they should have
been buried with me. Here it is. Precious leaves ! Just one-and-

ihirty ! So delicately writ, and so neat and so like the dear girl her-
self, ur jbentpmOOni, marked in blue silk with gold thread and
the silk is still as blue as were the bride's eyes and the gold as bright
;is the ring only an hour upon her finger.

Well, it was a day ! Such crying and such laughing ! And how all

the little girls threw flowers
;
and how the bells seemed to rain showers

(it silver sound about us ! And how happv and merry we were ! And
how dear, good MR. WINESOP he had christened CHARLOTTE, and,
indeed, all the family, that is the children how MR. WINESOP in his

merry, kind way, scolded CHARLOTTE'S mot her into good spirits again
when she would take on, when the post-chaise drove from the door, and
she said dear soul ! that she somehow felt as if LOTTV had gone
away for ever. Yes, how that dear, good, droll MR. WINESOP, with
us grave face, told LOTTV'S mother to sit upon the hearth in that
beautiful gown I remember all as slip was, and without a thought of
her cap to sprinkle ashes upon it ! Well, to be sure we did laugh, and
so did LOTTY'S mother.
Ah me ! And how MR. WINESOP told me it would be my turn next,

when a certain person came from sea with gold dust, and elephants'
teeth, and unicorns' horns, and apes, and peacocks and and my
turn has never come never could come for the sea
And so the old maid reads and reads again dear CHARLOTTE'S lively,

loving LOTTY dear LOTTY'S Honeymoon. Yes, there are just thirty-
one sheets of paper a honey month of one-and-thirty days. Wrappedm blue silk and marked, as I may say all her happy life was marked,
111 letters of gold.

Dried flowers ! What a story began in them what memories sur-

vived in them ! A flower almost in every leaf. And all almost all

wild-flowers. Plucked in honeymoon walks. Pretty to mark such days
with such flowers dead and withered all, but with the sweetness of

memory in them.
And now will it be right to fprint them ? Well, when I think into

what hands they may fall where they may go I begin to determine

with myself that I will not print them.

"My dear MARY "
here is her letter; I have read it twenty times to

assure myself that I am not doing wrong
"
My dear MAB.Y, you will

find a certain little packet of papers. Two words will tell you what

they are. They may sometimes bring to your memory your old and

early friend ; my schoolfellow and my bridesmaid. They are many of

them, I am sure very silly; but for that reason they are very true.
" You see, dear Mary, this is how it happened. The day before I

left home that is the day before the wedding my dear father, you
remember his methodical manner, always going, I may say about his

business and doing everything with the regularity of a watch well,

my poor dear father, giving me a long farewell lecture, above all things
advised me to keep a diary.

' A diary, LOTTY,' he said, holding my
hand between his and looking at me in his own way over his spectacles ;

'

a diary, LOTTY, is a check and a monitor ;
and besides, may be of any

value in business. How could I have ever proved my case in that

cause that great cause of myself versus CUTANDRY, but for my diary
?

Certain events had to be proved; almost impossible to prove without the

leading clue of a Journal. How, for instance, could I have known so far

back that, on the very night of the ninth of September at ten o'clock,

being then about to put my coat on at the Flower Pot, because I had

fromised
your mother that on that night I would be home at

'
and here

stopped him, knowing all about it for just then FRED rode up to the

door and I promised briefly, but very resolutely promised my father

that from the day I left his roof and it was to be the next day, you
know I would keep a diary.

"Andlbegan.it. Yes, on the first of Mavjn the year but you
remember the vear, MARY on the first of Mly, or, rather, on the

second, for the first was my wedding-day I began my diary. And so

every day had its page for one-anwthirty days. Well, somehow, I

couldn't get any further. And when Lcame to read over my diary,
as

I thought it, it didn't seem to me a diary at all : but an odd jumble of

thoughts, and feelings, and whims, and and and I know not what.

So what'put it in my head I can't tell but.I resolved (despite of my
wish to do otherwise as I had promised poor father) I resolved not to
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mix the precious leaves with what U,n,iM calls baser matter ; but to

set them apart : to treasure in I hem the flowers that we plucked in our

walks oh, such pretty little histories in some ot those Bowers, MAKY !

And so, 1 took me up "a piece of blur silkyou will at oner see it and

with my very best needle, in the very best and purest goiil thread, 1

marked' Our $)anrt>maon.
"When it passes into your hands. 1 shall have joined htm. Do what

you will with it : laiiLih at it frown at it snmrt lines sigh
overall,

tor

such as it is, it was the written heart of your affectionate LOTTY.

Do what vou will with it ! Now does this mean that the world may
see it? Wli.\ not For it is a written heart as LOTTY says: and

such a heart, so t'nml. so whimsical. The written heart 1 Well, then,

I am resolved ;
and will straightway send to the printer a faithful copy

of LOT i ript.

He may therefore depend
May 1.

A CERTAIN CURE FOR OVERFEEDING.

upon having ur ftanrnmoan.
THE OLD MAID MARY.

THE BEER KING.

THE Austrians may groan, and our neighbour? in France

Henrat h the stern yoke of a despot may dance,
Their Kmpcrors govern with absolute sway,
But our Beer King enjoys quite as much his own way.

The Monarch of Russia 's a great autocrat ,

Hut greater 's the tyrant that reigns o'er the vat,

The Sultan 's a (irand Turk, but grander, by far,

Is the Beer King of Britain than Sultan or Czar.

The Beer King sits high on a green crystal throne

Which is raised on glass lioltles, so cunningly blown,

That the quart but the half of its measure contains,

And so the great Beer King in opulence reigns.

The Beer King has palaces splendid and gay,
You meet them in London wherever you strav,
Vnd Monopoly there wliich no Parliament checks

Supplies lus Archetiuer from dear double X.

And there, too, strange compounds, and mixtures of queer
Unwholesome ingredients, are vended as brer,
Molasses and liquorice and vitriol what not P

In short you may say that there 's death in the pot.

Compel it ion full soon would the Beer King bring down,
But the justices stand by his Majesty's drown,
And shut every door a mawventures to ope
Against an Exclusionist worse than the Pope.

An Englishman's house is his castle, 'tis said,
But if he 'd sell beer to procure himself bread,
The Beer King's wise licensers hinder his view,
And his Castle cannot be his Elephant too.

BOTESTS against the ab-

surd system of overfeed-

ing, which obtains so

hugely at our Christmas

Cattle Shows, have

again appeared in the

Times. The Smithfield

Club, especially, the

Times considers charge-
able with tacitly en-

couragingwhat it should

a. repress. For, as the

? writer very properly ob-

serves

"The conditions imposed
by the Club upon Competi-
tors require them to specify
the kind of food given, but
not the quantity. Now, in

going through the country,

nothing is more common than
to find agriculturist1* pam-
pering animals which they
intend for Baker Street, at

an unheard of outlay one
far beyond the limits of pos-
sible recompense in the
market * * * We have

We quite agree with this, and we think we can suggest an easy

remedy. As a condition of entrance let it be in future stipulated, that

every over-fat trued beast wliich gets a prize shall, tpio fado,_ be held

confiscate to the Judges who award it, and shall by them be forthwith

cut up into Christmas dinners, and charitably distributed among the

labourers who are employed upon the farm where it was overfed.

There would be some little atonement in this for the "pampered" life

the animal had been leading: while the "labourer and his family"

would, in some degree at least, be benefited by the
"
equality of outlay

"

it had been enjoying with them.
We would by no means underrate the benevolence of our breeders :

but we cannot help thinking that the plan we have suggested would
be likely either to increase its development, or to lessen that of their

competing beasts. And we know, of the two, which we think most

probable. _
PUNCH AT THE ADELPHI.

" ALL work and no Play
"

proverbially make
"
a dull boy :

"
and it is

upon this acknowledged principle, we suppose, that the Westminster

Scholars annually act. At any rate, their acting this year shows that

the truth of the proverb may be proved by converse, for certainly the

spirit of dullness seems most thoroughly exorcised from their
"
boards."

The Ailelphi is not a very lively play, either. Its levities are some-

what ponderous, and we question if it was not voted rather
"
slow

"
by

the critics of the period when it was produced. The parts of JUiri,, ami

l>< 'in.-,' for instance are particularly
"
dragging." Theyare both in the con-

ventional
"
heavy father

"
line, and the introduction of a couple of these

I worthies is, of course, felt doubly tedious, where one is generally one

too many. There is a pleasant relief, however, in the humours of the

'roguish servant, Syrus ; on whom the "comic business'' princjnallv
! devolves. And we must say that the character lost none of its point, in

the hands of the gentleman to whom it was entrusted. Especially we
should notice his delivery of the passage, where, after severely chaffing

one of the
"
heavy fathers

"
aforesaid who, by the way, is one of the

distressed agriculturists of the period he cautions him to keep a sharp
look out for things ," ///"i-f/itura sun/" or, literally,

"
looming in t he

future." We really think it was a bit of acting worthy even of MB,.

DISHAKLI himself.

Altogether, then, we spent as pleasant an evening at the Adel/ilii in

Westminster as ever we remember doing at that in the Strand : and
we finally left the dormitory for our own without having felt a trace of

its naturally soporific influence.

Abolition of Christmas Boxes.

W K know a celebrated Marquis, as mean as he is wealthy, who has

done away with his Christmas boxes this year, and the reason he
advances for the shabbiuess of the abolition is, "the extreme scarcity
of silver."

NOTE AND QUERT. Is LORD MOTTNTGAIVRET the author of the

popular melody
"
Sich a Getting up Stairs?"
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THEATRE ROYAL, WESTMINSTER.
BY OUK SLASHING CRITIC.

\\ i are, fortunately, spared the disagreeable duty of commenting,
this week, upon any dramatic performance at this house. We would
gladly have abstained from any allusion whatever to an establishment,
which, as recently managed, has offered few subjects for notice but such
as have imperatively called for that censure we have so strong a dis-

like to award. But, one
evening

it pleased the late managers, whose
virtual abdication we have recorded but who, it seems, have a fag-end
of tenancy, which they will not abandon until actually evicted to open
their doors, in order that, certain addresses and exphinai ions might be
offered in regard to recenl events. Of Mn. DI/./.Y'S share in this pro-
ceeding we desire tu - harsh. He came forward to the foot-

lights, and made: a i -h, in ver> good la-.te, expressed his

gratitude to tin- generous benefactors who had supported him during
the season, and apologised for anj indiscretions into which he might
have been betrayed. Without attaching any undue weight to managers'
addres-.es, \\c have no hesitation in saying that Mn. Di/./i's speech was
as satisfactory as possible, and the warm manner in which it was re-
ceived by the audience ought to convince this clever personage that a
British public, though n u ill not be played with, is both indulgent and
placable. MR. Di/./.v will not, we imagine, be heard of again as a
manager; but if he obtain an engagement, as he will have Ettle diffi-

culty in doing, iii a respectable c ,- will gradually divest him-
self <" Fects which he exhibits at present, and will qualify
himself to play other parts in the national drama.
Butv.

j
that his , MR. BILLY, disp

totally different spirit. He thought proper to come forward, shortly
after Mi;. Di/./v had spoken, and to deliver a long speech, in which i't

difficult to say whet her the mis-statements or the ill : ''most
palpable and reprehensible. Instead of attributing his siirnal failure to
the wretched rubbish he had all along brought forward, and tothe help-
less incompetence of hiscompaiu, he made a Charge, in a lone of mingled
bluster and bcwailment, that he had been the victim of a base
conspiracy, and that it had been organised b> parties anxious to sue
to the management of the theatre. The disapprobation with which his
earlier productions had been received, and the utter damnation of The
Budget, he accounted for, not by their own worthlessuess, but by a
combination against him. Now, it is well known, that no manager ever

: piece condemned, and no actor ever hears one of his points
objected to but he instantly declares that people have been

"
sent in

"

from a rival house to injure him, and he usually rushes round to the :

lobby and insults the parties he suspects, or, if a journal has criticised
him, he displays the extreme of cowardice and folly in removing that
journal from the free-list. Therefore we were prepared by MB

!

BILLY'S antecedents, and our knowledge of the habits of persons
so situated, for the display we refer to. But we are not the less
bound to say that MR. BILLY'S behaviour was disgracefully dero-
gatory to the character lie affected to maintain. We believe the cant
word of

"
chivalry

" was always in the mouth of either himself or his
adulators as descriptive of his order of mind, and as

"
chivalry

"
is

derived from cheval, ahorse, and the ex-manager is understood to be
i great horse-racer, we might not object to the use of the phrase in its
derivative sense. But if the word was designed to express courageous
nigh-minded, and gentlemanly bearing towards opponents, its ludicrous
inapplicability was never more displayed than in his farewell addressWe have now nearly done with a disagreeable subject. It has reached
is that the fortunes of the theatre will, for the present, be undertaken
by MR. ABKRDKEN (a former partner of that celebrated and excellent
manager the late MR. PEEL), and that he is making engagements

> talented and effective company. He will have our support so
he conducts the establishment upon befitting principles and notOne moment longer.

.
We have heard that in a sort of public-house, of no great reputationini the neighbourhood ol'1'ali:Mall (where a Goose Clu" is heui), some

hangers-on ol he !),,., ,

| lave gone go far> m their^ ^
ot the latter as personally to outrage some presumed friends of
V direction 11,,, ),,, ^ ft^ for fl^*^, UQW)^ g

in
everything else, "all that's bright must fade," but why

brightness ot Art should be erased earlier than necessary by the
__.ibby treatment it is getting in the National Gallery we are at a

loss to discover \\ c realh wish a committee may be 'appointed thi
chajrman of which should have power to stop at once the sacri
legions lingers ot the charwomen who are at work upon our National
paintings.

TO GROWERS OF CHRISTMAS TREES.

Mn. I'rxcit is compelled to ap
prise his friends, that is to say
the public, and n

his particular pels ai

the young matrons of the
i hat in consequence ofthe

"*
ordinary demand upon him loi

hints, verses, mottoes, jukes, am
other assistance towards the im

provemeut of the fa

Christmas Trees w
reared at the

must reluctantly decline under-
taking any new commissions.
His very cleverest

man has had no sleep for five
niu'hts by reason of the preter-
natural draft upon his poetic
powers, and his second s

(a most amiable ladi has rhymed
his brains into such a si

he cannot even ask for a cigar
and he used to reque

anicle with unabashed readiness
without moulding his petition

into a couplet with "star,""
faugh-a-ballah," "mamma," or

some such word as a termina-
tion of the first line. Mr. Punch

himself has also suffered intensely from a sleeplessness which he has
seldom experienced from modern poetry. All, therefore, that he as a
philanthropist, and also a humane employer the second character is
so seldom annexed to the first in these days, that he begs to say
he writes advisedly can do, is to offer a model selection of verses for
Christmas Trees, and to beg the public, and more particularly the dear
souls whom he has especially mentioned, to make such use of them as
they may please. For himself he would add, that these compositions
are placed gratuitously at the disposal of his patrons, but he may
perhaps be permitted to say that as young men will be young men any
little acknowledgment in the way of gloves, perfume, hints lor eligible
marriage or dinner invitations, which it may be quite convenient to
send in, shall be apportioned in the proper quarters, and with the
utmost caution.

NATIONAL PICTURE-CLEANING.

of
T
Art

N
f'^l

GaU<F pr
p,

sents a melancholy study to the Amateurs
l Art, who will see how the authorities have been endeavouring to

scrape an acquaintance with the old masters. Instead of scouring

thf f t"

1 3e
tT i

Val"able
P^nt"^. the authorities have scoureSthe paintings themselves in search of, we know not what, for the pictureshave become, in many cases the pictures of misery. There is a CLAUDEthat has been

almost
clawed to pieces by the bristles of some deVaste.

ting scrubbing-brush. The pretence of cleaning the pictures is absurd-for in many cases the beauties are clean gone, and if anything has

?
ne

K
C T./ a^^ for H we cai1 b MVthS "he

has been washed out in doing it. it is true enough that in

MOTTOES.

With Bonbons.

Accept these beauteous lumps of chalk and paint,
And eat them if you're silly. Which you ain't.

With a Seal.

Receive a seal with which a moral lingers,

Bon't, with your wax, or letters, burn your fingers.

With Gloves.

Though
"
hand and glove

"
stands, in proverbial wit,

For Friendship caution : gloves and friends may split.

With a Paper-Weight. (To a Literary Gent.)

Pray take a weight your paper well can bear
After the heavier things you put down there.

With a Ribbon. (To a married Lady.)
For trimming, Madam. As you gaze upon it,

Think how you 've trimmed the man that bought the bonnet.

With, a Gold Pea.

Blacken this gold with ink. How few, alack !

Like MRS. STOWE, with ink could gild the black.

With a Work-Box.

Wife, or Intended One remember this.

Who sews on buttons sows the seed of bliss.

tr iin w U/VC/7CC at/Wf,

If you must waste your time, this hook will keep
Your hands from mischief till you go to>leep.
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THE POULTRY MANIA.

" GOOD GRACIOUS, EMILY. WHAT HORRID FRIGHTS !

"

AW/;/. "FRIGHTS! MY DEAR! WHY, THEY ARE LOVELY COCHIN CHINA FOWLS, AND woRTH-Oi, ! E^ ER so x

RECOLLECTIONS.

BY THE MEMBER OF A GOOSE CLUB.

) my shilling! paid it like a man,

Though much iiiy capital it did reduce ;

But wildly my imagination ran

Upon that luscious luxury, a goose !

Yes ! I became the member of a Club

A Goose Club ! Is it not a. savoury thought ?

But shall I wiu the prize ? Ah ! There 's the rub !

Or will experience be by failure bought 'i

I was a member of a Goose Club !

^
Stay :

Let me- throw water on my fever'd brow.

Mv brain, at the remembrance of that day,

'\Yill be on lire. Ha ! ha ! 'tis burning now.

Vrs '

1 subsrriVd my shilling ! day by day
I asked

" Has fan- destin'd that I should win?

At night, :LS tussiii'.' "ii my bed I lay,

I thought,
"
Will they give sage and onions in ?

"

At length, the Christmas feast was drawing near ;

The issue of my lot I soon should know :

There was a rumour, that of geese this year

Immense would be the price, and small the show.

The long-expected evening came at last,

The members of the Goose Club all had met,

Lots for the
"
foolish bird" were to be cast :

I feel the heart-throb of that moment yet.

Our names were written out on paper strips,

All of the Club distinctly taken down :

JONES, TOMKINS, SPOONER, EDWARDS, BURTON, PHOTS,
BENDIXEN, JACKSON, OLIPHANT, and BROWN.

Ten were the members, while the goose was one-

One only was the prize : the blanks were nine.

The lucky chance could be for one alone

I trembled as I hoped it would be muic.

As round the table anxiously we sat,

The strips of paper were together cast,

And shaken up m a policeman's
hat :

My breath was thick, my pulse beat high and last.

I seized a number, but I feared to look :

I held it in my trembling fingers loose.

Had fate awarded me a goose to cook ?

Or had misfortune rudely cook'd my goose t

They caught the paper from my feeble grasp,

As on my breast niv throbbing temples sank ;

I gave a side-long look a groan a gasp

A shriek a gurgle yes it was a blank !

* * * * *
.

*

Since then has many a
"
merry Christmas

"
pass'd,

And I 've receiv'd from fortune many a rub ;

But that occasion was the first and last

When I was goose enough to join a club.

Requisite Armaments.

ORDERS have been issued from the Ordnance Office for the supply of

the Nary with arm-chairs for the use of the octogenarian admirals

ordered on actual service ;
and contracts have been entered into with

an eminent firm for the manufacture of a number of crutches, to be pro-

vided forthwith and kept in constant readiness, in consequence ot the

numerous appointments which are continually
made of crippled

and

decrepit veteran officers to duties, in India and at the Cape, involving

personal activity in the field.
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THE MiffISTEEIAL CHRISTMAS.

Uwixo to the politic reserve

.it' l.(ii;i. \I-.MUIKKN, very little

reliable information has trans-

pired concerning the ministerial

tmagenssattoi last \\rek. The

following particulars, however,
have been de-

rived from a

most, reliable

source, and may
lie depended on.

( )n Christmas
Davtlic I'l:

had a dinner
;

lint as he was la-

bouring under

slight indisposi-

tion, we are not
in a position to

inform onr read-

ers whether or

not he partook oV

roast beef or

lilum -

pudding ;

because foraught
we know, bot h

the one and the other may have been interdicted by his medical
attendant.
We can confidently state that the OaiSCBliOB OF THI: K\< HEQITER

was one of the PRIME MINISTER'S party; and we have little doubt that
he regaled himself, to a certain extent, with mince-pie.
The attention of the SECRETARY for FORKIGN AFFAIRS was directed

to Turkey ;
and it is supposed that he had a bone to pick in that

quarter.
The LORD CHANCELLOR delivered an opinion on a sirloin, and pro-

nounced judgment on a glass of wine.
With respect to the other movements of the Ministry, we are

ignorant ; indeed they were most likely themselves equally in the dark
as to what game they had best play : which, we should thinly would
have been blind man's huff.

Or where they '11 find one as will suit that howdacious new hempire of
I 'arris,

So well as that other sweei party we had, which his name it is HARRIS.
\\ ich some thinks as there is no such persing, as he couldn't be fund

when required,
But is a good soul, and his meekness, I 'm told, abroad have been

greatly
admired ''.

And how will they do without MAXXKRS in the Government Bildings
and Wurks,

\Vich I 'in sure they want MAXXKKS in there bad enough for them
impereiit chirks '!

Well, I thought we wos in for a time, but we lives in a walley of

surrer,
And tlieni as is here to-day may turn out to i

.rrer,
\\ich I'm sure if I'd known we should lose both our placet and

characters too,
And getnothing at all by our change, I'd have stuck to j'nrtection

all thro',
For it 's grievous to eat all one's words, and to feel all the while like

to bust,
And then to be forced to resign, wich one could "ave resigned at t he-

fust .

tho' I don't seek to proticipate, wich it aint my way and I'd
rather not,

Yet them as goes wrong with one may come right with two, wich it

may be my BKXJIM MIX'S lot
;

And tho' it's but little as puts us out, and collishuns in special is

wrong,
We may have better luck the next time, wich I hope it '11 come before

long."

THE DIGNITY OP DUST.

WE should feel much obliged to any antiquarian who would inform
i us why it is that the Dustmen issue, at Christmas, such document s its

I

the following :

MKS. GAMFS LAMENT.
" DRAT the bragian imperence ! I sez, and the arts of each fakshus

young feller,

Wich I wish I coidd give 'em a poke with my pattens or cotton

umbrcller,
As ave throwed out the sweetest of Budgets, which it promised to

cheapen our beer.
And tho' it's but little I takes, I likes it drawed mild, and not dear,
Wich the bottles, besides, is three-parts froth, and don't hold wot

they ort.

And it's straining the pint rayther too far, to sell you a pint for a

quart.

But, Bless ycr ! we lives in a wale, and must look to be worried and
wexed,

And I shouldn't noways be surpriged, if LORD MADESTING'S dilution
come next,

For the way that I've wcp, since I heerd of my BENJIMMIN'S want
pf SUe

The cri.stial font ins themselves in the pallcgc would fail to express,
But I ope he '11 console hisself soon with his Sibbles, and Tankards,

and hist dries,
And go back to the luvs of his youth, them beautiful Asmatic Miss

TJSHRYS,*
Wich their Asma is not to be wunderd at, as they lived in the desert at

night,
'Stead of casting his purls before swine, wich, I meant to say, COBDING

and BHITE.
And so we 've to thank a collishun, it seems, for these fakshus attacks,
(Wich it aint nothing more than lame fellers a riding on blind fellers

backs)
And as JOHNNY can't drive for hissclf, he offers a seat and the reins
lo them as can handle them for him, wich I ope they '11 be spilt for

their pains.
But I'd like to know where the collishuu will ever find one as knows

more
Of the Post Offige, now, than LORD ARDWICKS, wich he were a Post

Capting before ?

*
Apparently an allusion to tho Asiatic Mystery which the Spirit of the East

revealed to TAXCBED.

TO THE WORTHY INHABITANTS OF BROMPTON.

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN,
WK the Regular DUST.M EX of tills Parish, in the employ of MB.

3. WILLIAMS make humble application to you for a CHRISTMAS BOX
which you are usually so kind as to give. We bring onr Tokens, one a

Copper Medal, on one side the bust of a man in ancient costume ; inscription,
Benedictvs XIII. Pont. Max. On the reverse, a Roman Warrior on horse-

back, on a pedestal. Inscription, Carolo Magno Romanic Ecclesitt. F. D.
1793. The other a Copper Medal of John Churchill, Duke of Malborough,
HDCCXXII. Also a Silver Medal, on one side Bancroft, Archbishop of Can-
terbury, 16H8, on the reverse, busts of Seven llishops of the time of the
Reformation.

THOMAS DANIELS. CHABLBS STAOG. EDWABD PBIQXELL.

jVo Connection with Scavengers.

gy Every precaution should be taken, as there are Persons who go about
with intent to Defraud us and impose on you, be so kind as not to give your
Bounty to any Person, but to those who can produce Medals as aforesaid.

Fleaae not to return this llill.

The regularity of the Dustman is chiefly shown in his regularly asking
for a Christmas Box, and so far the document is intelligible enough,
but we are puzzled when we come to examine the

"
tokens

"
produced

as a proof of the applicants being the legitimate heirs of the fantail

hat, and other dusty insignia. The probability is, that the antique medals
were picked up somewhere in the dust of ages, collected by some
dustman of an earlier era. The connection between the episcopacy and
the dust-cart is very remarkably shown by the silver medal with
ARCHBISHOP BANCROFT on one side, and a patch of seven Bishops on
the other

;
but why the connection should exist is a question we have

no means of answering. Perhaps it is, that their ashes having been
settled long ago, the regular dustman may feel himself entitled to make
use of them.

U'e always thought the dustman's was about the humblest occupation
that could be pursued for even the chimney-sweep's takes higher
views but it seems there is

"
'mid lower depths a deeper still," and an

aristocracy even in the dusthole, which with a sort of patrician air insists

on
"
no connexion with scavengers." We doubt .whether even a

beadle, laced to the very apex of his cocked hat in gold, could present a

prouder presence than the regular" dustman wearing all "his medals,
while looking up to everything and down upon the scavengers on
Boxing-day.

A CLEVER FELLOW. Judging from the initials of MB. BERXAL
OSBOKXE, we should say he was perfectly qualified to say B.O. to a

goose.
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THE PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE MADE EASY.

T
HE President's Message to Con-

gress there is now only one Pre-
Milriitinthe world worth mention-

ing though an able document,
cannot be pronounced worthy the
name of its author, FlLUCORE,
because in fact it fills less, in

point of space, than the mes-
sages of that statesman's prede-
cessors. Nevertheless, it is quite

long enough ;

occupy ing
nearly . four

yards and a half

of small type,
and thus, in

point of longi-

tude, flogging

any snake that

ever existed

anywhere in

the United
States. Indeed,
the appearance
of the Presi-

\losage in the newspapers always reminds us of that of the sea

serpent, being, like it, a periodical item of American intelligence. The
intelligence, nowever, would be more intelligible if the paragraphs of

the Message (which correspond to the coils of the monster) were
elucidated uy marginal summaries, after the manner of our Acts of

Parliament, as "Cuba not to be Annexed Right Slick," "Britishers
Kettle of i'ish Simmerin' Down," "Europe to Revolutionize herself

off her own Hook." The assistance afforded by this expedient to

those who are obliged to read whilst they run would be considerable.

cold. He saw JEMMY BULLFINCH the other day walking across quad,
in pink NORTHAMPTON'S hounds met at Faringdon Windmill and he
sent for him and blew him up so, it made him cry. JEM'S feelings were
so much hurt that he 's gone into the Austrian service.

"
They have completely put down flat racing in Harbour mead for the

present, but the waters are out, and so it doesn't matter much. Recol-
lect what fun we had, overweighting DODSON'S saddle when he rode
FOLLET'S Young Dutchman for the silver cup ? Wasn't he savage ?

Good fellow DODSON though : he is a parson now and no end of Low
Church. I dare say he is all right, you know, but it makes a man so

doosid unpleasant, especially on a Sunday. REE-CHARD ! bring another

bottle of SIMMONDS'S Port floor your liquor, old boy, we'll have some
more directly. Then they 've made the schools so different the great

dodge now is to do sums : fancy asking a fella of my age to do sums !

I tell you what though, Double Rule of Three is doosid hard, and so is

fractions. Can you do fractious ? Can you, by Jove ? Well, I don't
think 1 shall ever be able to do fractions. And I should like to know
what 's the good of them ? You never hear anybody mention them in

ACADEMICAL PORTRAITS.
IT is wonderful how soon a man finds his

University strange to him.

Three years are the usual span of Academical life, and before you return

to put on your Master's gown, a uew generation of boys is swaggering
up and down High Street. I was made very sensible of this the other

day when I went up with young CODLINGS (son of the banker) to intro-

duce him to the authorities of Andrew's. I did not recognise a single
face in Hall except the everlasting RAILTON, who has actually not

got through the schools yet. That venerable patriarch he is eight-and-
twentv if he is a day, for I distinctly recollect his being a senior man
when I matriculated invited me to his rooms after dinner, and though
he is without exception the most awful bore I ever met, I was really

glad to have a talk with him about old times. He was just the same
as ever, but after a separation of some years, I found it difficult, at first,

to listen with composure to the outrageous
"
crackers

"
with which he

pointed his discourse. His remarkable adventures, his success in

society, his whiskers, his governor's influence, vast wealth and aris-

tocratic connections were almost too much for me.
"
REE-CHARD," shouted he down the staircase.

"
REE-CHARD, tell

GODFREY to send dessert for two and tell him if he gives me stale biscuits

again, I '11 complain to the Bursar. Hoo, hoo, old fella !

"
this to me

-"sit down and take a glass of Port
"

once for all, JOE RAILTON,
like all University men, is the most free-hearted, hospitable fellow

in the world, and if you don't eat yourself into a state oordering on

apoplexy, is quite disappointed that
"
there is nothing on the table you

like"- "take a glass of Port; it's very old it's SIMMONDS'S I've
had it all the Long Vacation. Hoo ! hoo ! look now, it lias quite lost

its colour; it's a neutral tint
"

I mentally wished it had lost some of

its flavour at the same time "or try the Sherry; it's some of the

governor's. CABBONEI.L let him have a little as a great favour at seven

pound a dozen. Here 's your health, old fella. Glad to see yon up
asraiu. Ah, you'll find things very much changed. The Dons treat us
like a pack of schoolboys now. You know 1 was rusticated for offering
WHITE, the Proctor, a weed as he was going into St. Mary's. The
dimmed snob why, do you think I 'd speak to him if I met him in

society ? The governor was in such a rage, and told me it served me
right for being civil to a fella of low origin. If he had not been a

clergyman I 'd have had him out, I would, by Gearge. And what do yon

CHRISTMAS WAITS.

THE Waits tins year are more than usually numerous. For instance,
1. There 's the EARL OF DERBY Waiting for the deluge which was

prophesied to succeed if he didn't.

2. There are the Inhabitants of Fleet Street Waiting for the re-
moval of that dreadful Bar to Progress, Temple Bar.

3. There's Louis NAPOLEON Waiting to prove, e conveno, that"
The Empire is Peace."
4. There are the Cape Settlers Waiting for a Settling of their

Const itution, as well as of the Caffres.
5. There are the Keepers of the Betting Shops Waiting for the

expected Early Closing Act which is to shut them up.

arrival of Doomsday, or its equivalent the Catalogue.
7. There arc the Public generally Waiting for a cessation of the Beer

Monopoly, as well as of the bottle tricks.

Very Strange.
" MR. PUNCH, As I don't see one railway accident reported in the

Times of to-day, can you inform me why all railway traffic was stopped
"
Yours, &c., AN OBSOLETE STAGER."

that old BINKS says he will stop boating and hunting in his College. I

expect to see him taking all his men out for a walk two and two, and
making them change their shoes afterwards for fear they should catch

THE BREWER S BUDGET.

'TwAS pretended the Budget would cheapen our beer,
But you can't make malt liquor to Britons less dear.

Q. WHEN is a fisherman not a fisherman? A. When he 's cotehin'eek
Headerfaints.

OUR faults are poor relations that we do not like being visited with.

London, is going to make us get up all about machines, and hydrogen,
and pumps, and things. Instead of coaching up here, fellas will have to

go to town and take a season ticket at the Polytechnic Institution. Itfs

aH Free Trade and that sort of thing has done it. You know, I believe
the University is going to the doose, and before long, no gentleman
will be able to belong to it. My dear fella, don't go yet this is only
the third bottle I '11 order some coffee and an anchovy toast, and we'll
have a Sherry Cup to top up with. As for Free Trade, you know it 's

all gammon about its having done any good. What 's the use of bread's

being cheap ? You don't suppose one eats any more of it in conse-

quence ; and they let you in just the same for clothes and horses and
other things. That beggar, COBDEX, wants to upset the QUEEN and
have a Republic, and be the first President, and then he will come the
LKWIS NAPOLEON game over us. Prussia or Austria will be the

only place for a gentleman to live in then. By the bye think I 'm
I
altered ? see anything different in my appearance ? WTiiskers yes
soap makes them red. Nothing else ? No ? Well, look here."
Here my host gave a dreadful shock to my nerves by suddenly

pulling off a beautiful black curly wig in short, the Gentleman's Real
j

Head of Hair, and exhibiting a shiny, bald pate, just like the portrait
that accompanies the advertisement of that incomparable work of art.
A barber's dummy, in an uncovered state, can alone adequately represent
that vacuous face, those large round eyes and those luxuriant whiskers
which Miss EMILY DEAN would have so much admired.
We spent the rest of the evening very cheerfully over the

Sherry Cup, which was as good as in the golden days of corruption, and
endedbya rather ri9tous game of football with the'Real Head of Hair.
He goes in again this time, and I sincerely hope he won't be floored bj
the Double Rule of Three.
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RESIGNATION AND RECONCILIATION.

<& Oram.i of pnlttir.il Utfr.

DEAXATU I'EIISOS.K.

,
<i Discontent,

RUSHBLL, a Bepmtanl.
(InAiuM, the Generous Foe.

\\ui.n, a Wavcrer.

SlBTHORP, We Slasher.

Members silent and noisy, <Cc.

GENE The Howe of Com
* moms. Ms. DISRAELI din

corf-red attempting 6

huliliiig up hisfinger curve

like a hook to catch tht

Si'K,\KKK's/e. Theleader

of the various parties oppo
fili: COLONEL SIBTIIOK:

in the distance wearing a,

ff of isolation, am
general want of confident

Mr. Disraeli. A word or two, 1 pray thee
MK. SPEAKKK. [SPKAKKK ///.

Mr. Disraeli
(i After that fata

vote of Thursday night,
More fatal to the country than to me (a latiyh)

The EARL OF DERBY and his gallant band
Tendered their resignations to the QUEEN.
Their resignations with a gracious smile

HKR MAJESTY accepted. (Aside.) Woe is me !

(Aloud.) This morning came to me on rumour's wings
Wings made by feathers of reporters' pens
A statement that the EARL OF ABERDEEN
Had undertaken the important task

Of finding fit successors to ourselves.

We hold our offices just as the pot
Holds the hot soup, till the tureen is ready :

But, let me use another simile
;

We hold our offices after the fashion
In which I 've seen a scarlet-vest ed scamp
Holding a horse, until the rider comes
And takes his seat with a triumphant air.

Now let me thank those whom I see around
For the indulgence they have shown to me
(Aside.) In doing all they could to turn me out.

(Aloud.) Oh ! let me praise their generosity,
(Aside.) Exhibited in plans to trip me up,
And take advantage of my weak position.

(Aloud.) Oh, Sir ! if ever in the hot debate
An angry word has found by chance its way
Across the margin of these wayward lips,
If e'er departing from my better nature^-

depth i

Of which 'tis known that I am capable.

1^
never meant it

;
sure you '11 give me credit

For saying often what I did not mean.
Trust me, though aloes cluster'd on my Up,
1 here was a hive of honey at my heart.

May the impression be as light and transient
As was the provocation I received!
(Aside.) When I forget the vile conspiratorsWho in discordant and unnatural band
Were linked together but to ruin

May I forget no matter (_////,/. i M ,,. SPK\M-:I;
With words of kindness born of kindest thoi
Let me express the fondly yearning hope
That I may take with me, across tiie House,
The kind opinion of my kindest friends,

Though they adopt all kinds of polities.
So I resign with love for all mankind. \_Cheers from all sides

,Lord John Russell (wiping aicay a tear). 1 rise to say, how from Ollrselves

my inmost heart

(Right through my over-coat, down to my vest,)
I hear the honourable Member's words
Echoed in every chamber, vault, and cell,
Of my intensely sympathising bosom.
And oh ! if ever on a flying wordA barbed point has been by chance conveyed,
With double power to poison and to pierce,

May all the venom turn to healing halm,
And nothing but the feather still remain,
To serve as feathers for each others caps.
And ah ! should other Ministers exist
Like him who now retires, may every one
Go out as he goes out. (Mat. i I 'fl do my best

To keep him from too long remaining in. (!MHI] Cheers.)
Sir JiiMi's Graham. The future. Sir, to me is all a mist

(Aside.) I must not say a word of our intentions
'. i But for the past I have to say a word ;

'Tis true the Honourable Gentleman
Has wounded me but then, he didn't mean it.

For, if he had intended what he said-^
But no, his meaning ne'er was in his words.
His talents I 've admired fervently ;

And for his bitter insults, what of them?
'Tis very fitting that we should forget
The acts of one who oft forgets himself. (laud Cheers.)

Sir C. Wood. Let me, Sir, to this general amnesty
My share of generosity contribute.
If I've insulted anybody In

1 knew it not
;
then who can take offence ?

He that may wound another person's feelings,
Let him not know 't, and 'tis no wound at all.

As to the Honourable Gentleman
From whom I 've lately had some hardish hits,
If he has planted on me sonic few sores,
lie has so gracefully tendered a plaister,
That 1 forget it all

;
and if at, times

I 've hit hini rather smartly on the raw,
I hope he will forget forgive, as I do. [flits down amid loud cheers.

Colmiel K'Mhorp. I 've listened with attention to them all,

And hold them every one in like contempt ;

I love to see them knock each other down,
Nor will I stretch a hand to lift them up.
I 've heard the EARL OF DERBY has resigned,
Which I regret not on my own account
Office I 've never held, nor ever will.

No ; 'tis my pride that in the House of Commons
I shall be, as I am, quite out of place.
As to the generous sentiments I 've heard,

They come from those who one another hate
With feline fierceness, and with rage canine :

Or, like in plainer laiiguage, eat and dog.
1 verily behove they'll soon be found
At it again, tooth, nail, hammer and tongs ;

For I 've no confidence in any one

Except myself : and, while I hold a seat,

My motto shall be ever,
" Down with humbug !

"

My cry,
"
Beware of man-traps and spring guns."

[The House is counted out, and the Curtainfalls.

BARON LIEBIG ON PUNCH'S ALMANACK.
WE are too glad to be able to append the following testimonial

rom so great an authority as BARON LIEBKJ :

Extract from a Letter dated Giessen, December 26th, 1852, from BABOK LIKBIO to
Mr. Punch, at his celebrated Brewery, 86, Fleet Street.

"
I have submitted your Almanack to the most subtle analysis, and have found it a

lerfectly genuine article. I never knew anything more free from adulteration, and
he specimen you sent me, which was printed on the best paper, was not only full of

spirit, but several degrees above proof. A person might take any quantity of it, and
ar from its doing him any harm, he would feel all the better for it. The taste of it is

xcellent, and what little bitterness there is in it is of that gentle nature, which, acting
a a healthy tonic, is well calculated to correct the acidity of the mosthypochondriacal

tamper. I shall certainly recommend it in all cases as a general beverage toth for tht
nvalid and robust. I have been for many years an ardent admirer of your Almanacks,
nd for the future intend never to take anything else.

"(Signed) JDSTOS LIKBIO."
Giessen, Dee. 25, 1852."

We have other Testimonials, equally nattering, from the Analytical
'anitary Commissioners of the Lancet, SIR CHARLES CLARKE, and the
nost distinguished physicians and chemists of the day, and all testifying" the extreme purity and high quality of our far-famed Almanack,
.J, though they all agree in the generosity of saying that

" we are at
erfect liberty to make whatever use we please of them," still we keep"

in our drawer for our own private gratification, sooner than layL -
the charge of vanity by printing them.

Pray Don't Disturb it.

THE Frenchmen tell us that we mustn't judge of much less condemn
France in its present state, for it is nothing better than

"
mte nation

eadormie." We agree with this amiable excuse, as far as the sleepiness
of the nation goes, for it is evident that France must be in a very
lethargic condition, having just relapsed into its Third NAP.
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THE OLD GENTLEMAN IS IN A HURRY TO GET TO THE STATION-CAB HORSE JIBS

MOST RESOLUTELY.

Old Gent.
" Now THEN, DKTVEE. WHAT 's THE MATTEK ?

"

"On, IT'S XOTHIX', SIR. HE'S OXY A LEETLE TOO FKESH, SIB!"

PROSPECTIVE
CHRONOLOGY.

(From our own Clairvoyant.)

1855. City Improvement
Act passed.

1857- Temple Bar pulled
down and Lord Mayor's
Show abolished.

1880. Peace established

with the Caffres for a
.nonth or two.

1890. Library Catalogue
nf the British Museum corn-

Dieted to the letter D.
1809. Sale of Uncle Tom's

Cabin ceases.

1900. COLONEL SIBTIIORP

beconies Premier, by virtue

of his seniority.
1901. Attempted revival

of Protection fails.

1953. New National Gal-

lery opened.
1960. BeerMonopolvends.
1975. WestmiiisterBridge

ro-built,andtheNew Houses
of Parliament finished.

1999. Railway accidents

cease.

2000. Income - Tax
moved.

DatenotFixed. Prosperity
of Ireland begins.

Date too remote to be

calculated. Publication of

Punch ceases.

toils ministerial,

From state ceremonial,
From tangles imperial,
From murmurs color:::

From net -work gigantic
< )f red tape and tapists,

From Protestants frantic,

And high-flying Papists
From all of the hobbles
Of MALM KSIU KY'S peddling,
m all of the squabbles

Of PAKINGTON'S meddling
From WALFOLE'S well-meaning,
From BERESFORD'S dirt,

From CHRISTOPHER'S leaning
The truth out to blurt

From bearing, in one B<

Inscribed on your banners,
The feudalist nonsense
Of gentle JOHN MANKKKS,

I roni recording in acts

The entire contradiction

Which Free-trading facts

dive Protectionist fiction .

From having to swallow
Kach word you have spoken,

From hopes aU proved hollow,
From promise's broken

A FAREWELL TO DISRAELI.

From venting palaver
You inwardly mourn for,

From stooping to slaver

Tlir men um t'cel scorn for

From gracing PEEL'S triumph,
However you grudge it,

From hearing all cry
"
humph !

"

At sight of your Budget
From each trick, and turn

Of the baffled tactician,

Punch greets your return

To a nobler position !

For he saw in your rising
The work of a brain,

Which its own aggrandising
Had toiled to attain;

Unfavqur'd by station,
Unaided by pelf,

You waited occasion,
And strove for yourself:

Till the House which derided

The youth who began
Its laughter subsided

(lave ear to the n:;,n .

A d, subdued by the power
( )f a resolute will,

rued, hour after hour,
Deferential and still:

And in speech, subtle pleader,
In fight ne'er dismay"d,

You rose to he leader
\\ licrc once you obeyed.

Then the proud ones, your makers,
To bow were full fain,

The Lords of the Acres
To the Lord of the Brain :

Had you been good as gallant,

Strong in wisdom as will,

High in truth as in talent,
Your cause good as ill,

That name now a beacon
Of shoals we should shun

Were a light to men seeking
How fame should be won.

Oh, unworthy possessor
Of powers seldom seen,

Greater wert thou, if lesser

Thy triumphs had been.

Oh, how grand once thy game
But now past is its hour

A life-time of fame
'( lainst a moment of power !

But the low gain thou closest,
The high didst disdain,

And, when office thou losest,

Art nothing again.

i.YATED ADDRESS TO MR. GLADSTONE,
AT THE CJUUTON CLUB.

Tin: exact words that were addressed to M K. GLADSTONE at the

Carlion (,'lnb the other evening by a' gallant Colonel and certain other

gentlemen, after their wine, have not been reported by any of our con-

temporaries \\ c ticlieu' il;at the following is a tolerably correct

of the terms in which they addressed the Right Honourable
nan speaking simultaneously :

"
1-sh-say, Gi.sn-AiisTONE Ish-h-hs-ay! GLAD-SON, old fella ! MIST'

( 1 1. \ss-x Sir ! J'up old GLADST'N !

"
"
Tcllyowash is ! Youuobusin'ss heeaw. Younorighta b'longta Con-

shawiveclab 'tall. Y'ara Kjickle Hnmmug ! Onghtobc pishowtowinda,
in dwectionofawmclab. Dashapwoppaplace for shadam Demoquarric
Mia as vou."

The preceding observations so sufficiently explain themselves, that

they require DO comment whatever from us to indicate the spirit in

which they were uttered.

Creditable Contrivance.

BY some letters in the Times it appears thai two insolvents, a colonel

and a clergyman, owing many thousands of pounds, have, although un-

able to pay a farthing of their debts, put their names down among the

subscribers to the \\KLLINGTON Testimonial. As these gentlemen are

probably denied credit for justice, we suppose they want to procure it

by generosity.

To YOUNG MEN OP PROPERTY. Marry, and be steady ; but don't

settle.

I'rnted hy William Bradbury, of >o. l:t. I'pper Wobum Mace, in the Pariah of St. Pancra*. and rreilerirk Mullen Evans, of No. 7. Church Row, Stoke Newinjrton, both in the County of Middlesex, Printers, at their
O lice in Lombard Street, in the Precinct of Whitefriars, in the City of London, and Published by tlu-ir, at No. S5, Fleet Street, in the Parish of St. -Bride's, in the City of Lowdoa. SATURDAY, January Ht, 1S53.
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CHEMISTRY OF THE ADMINISTRATION.

HE ABERDEEN Ministry

presents some interesting
illustrations of chemical

phenomena. LORDABER-
DEEN himself may be

regarded as an oily body
that, in combination with
the alkali of LOUD JOHN
IfrssELL in the Foreign
Office, may be expected
to form an emollient

diplomatic soap. Mr.
GLADSTONE'S carbonate
of High Church prin-

ciples perhaps will com-
bine with SIR WILLIAM
MOLESWOHTII'S latitudi-

naric acid, in the forma-
tion of a neutral salt,

giving off, it is to be

hoped, carbonic acid in

the shape of Tractari-

anism
;
and we also trust

that, when dissolved in

an administration of sen-

sible men, the ultra-

montane Popery of MR.
KEOGH will be precipi-

tated; at least that the

trumpet he used to play in the POPE'S Brass Band will become so

oxidized, that he will be obliged to put it in his pocket.

OUR HONEYMOON.

FRIDAY, MAY 2, IS-.

FREDERICK never looked so handsome. That I am sure of never-
never !

And what a lovely morning ! Although JOSEPHINE I wish I hadn't

brought her with me that is, with us but then I was overpersuaded,
and dear mother said it would look so to come without a maid although
that JOSEPHINE, when I declared the weather to be so beautiful, pinched
her elbows to her sides, and gave herself a twist, and said for her part
she thought it a little cold for May.
Yes : a beautiful May morning ! Such a morning as that in which

the poets always make May. Well, I must confess it I never thought
I could think poetry to be so true ! I own it to myself : I was an un-
believer in poetry but I am converted. I blush, and am penitent.
The sky never was so blue, and so arched, and so lofty f And there

are a few just a few little threads and flecks of white, for all the world
like down and feathers, dropt from angels' wings, and waving, waving
down the bright blue heavens ! I NEVER saw 'em look so before. Asked
.lo.sF.niiNE just to try the creature what she thought of 'em. She
said, she thought they threatened snow and shivered again. Was
very wrong to bring her with us.

What a perfect bower is this place ! Unconsciously called the place
a bower to JOSEPHINE, when the odious thing replied, it wasn't a
bower at all, but the White Hart. Am convinced JOSEPHINE has no
feeling. Not a girl at all, but, as one might say, a mere vegetable.
A perfect bower ! Nestled and protected between two cliffs, how

confidently how
serenely

it looks forth upon the ocean. Like a

bride, on the arm of her husband, contemplating but with hope and
calmness the unfathomable future !

I never felt so reconciled indeed so much in love with the sea. I
am sure it raises one's feelings, and enlarges one's sympathies. A new
mind I might almost say seems to tttlTup to me trom its depths !

And the sea is spotted with boats. They look in the distance some
of them are such white specks they look 'like water lilies, tost by the
tide. Yes ; water lilies, some like fairy boats bearing fairy folks to
blessed islands some, like cradles, rocking fairy babes to rest.

Was plaintively busied with the thought and floating as it were, had
given up the reins of my imagination to the tide, when that dreadful
JOSEPHINE ran in with a telescope in her hand, and told me that all

those boats the lilies that I thought 'em ! were full of preventive men
a chasing a smuggler the Sarcy Kilderkin, I think she called it. She
said they 'd been watched in the dreadful act of sinking their super-
cargo, and as she further heard, of tying a boy to him. Was in no
humour to be saddened by the sorrows and the crimes of this Kfe

moral does it teach ! That we are never at least not always to bask
in the sunshine of security ;

but to have a wary thought for the tempest.
And now the black cloud breaks like a rent pal! asunder, and l lie sun-
shine falls in showers through it. Another moral let me treasure it !

(I feel that I write this as at the very minute, but I can't help doing
so. Somehow, the pen as I think I once, heard dear Fm
observe the pen makes the present. Yesterday becomes to-day.)
And now how beautiful is this bower ! For now, May unclouded

May is again in the heavens and now the ocean heaving, like a
cathedral organ

And at this moment, that dreadful JOSEPHINE brings in the land-

lady somehow I don't like the glittering eyes, I mean I he sort of bold
look that that woman has, though I must say it, verv attcntm , vcn
civil. The landlady who wants to kuo\y what we should like for liinnerP

As if I should ever again think of dinner! She asks "Is the

gentleman fond of mackarcl '*.

" What a question ! How can I tell ?

Where is FREDERICK. '' She will go on to say that they have some
wonderful early peas, and would I like a duck ? I say yes to be sure

anything to get rid of her
;
to be left, for awhile, to the sweet solitude

of my own thoughts.
And the ocean is heaving and bursting with a torrent of sound
When again comes in the landlady, sweeping the floor with curtseys,

and begs to beg my pardon. "About the duck'' Of course the good
gentleman and myself would like to have it stuffed ?

" A stuffed duck !

And this question to me ! A bride of one day old ! I tell the tea/.inir

creature to wait until FREDERICK returns (he is, by the way, a little

long,) and so get rid of her.

I wish we had gone at once to France
; though, indeed, this is very

very beautiful so like a bower ! And as dear FREDERICK says,
"
one

ought always to see every bit of one's own country, before we go abroad."
Dear papa, I remember, called that a noble a patriotic sentiment : and

FREDERICK, I now remember, always liked to utter thorough English
sentiments before papa. Still, I do wonder, if FREDERICK remains
such a patriot, I do wonder when we shall ever go to Paris. Not but
what I could live and die here I feel that.

For I am so happy, and being so full of happiness, I ought to take

myself to task to find out how, in any way, I can give happiness to

others. What shall I send to MARY ? What shall I buy for

MARGARET ?

Yes, I really think I will do it : I never thought I could and now
I think, indeed I am almost sure, I can. MARY I know she loves the
dear dog MARY has often begged, though in fun although I know
she loves her begged of me to give her darling Venus. What a dog
that is ! But I ought not to be selfish : no, so happy myself, I ought

' to make a sacrifice and certainly such a little sacrifice when it would
so please another.

1 think I really will give Venus to MARY. And yet when I think of

her ears, and her eyes, and her beautiful black nose ! For all that, I

ought to make a sacrifice and MARY shall have her. Yes: poor
Venus will be better with MARY. For I ought, as dear mother says
and I will, when I once get home (our own home !) to give all my heart
to my husband and my house. With new. and as papa has sometimes

said, solemn duties upon my hands, I shall not have much time for

Venus. It is decided then ;
dear MARY shall have her. I '11 write

the first minute I have to spare I '11 write, without a tear, and
sav so.

1 didn't think I could make that sacrifice but then some one else so
fills my thoughts and think so little of it. However, resolved upon my

| duties, resolved upon not keeping even the smallest comer of my
heart away from him, I will complete the sacrifice. Venus gone, the

Rajah shafl go too. Yes
;
the parrot shall follow the spaniel. Are not

these offerings ? though let me not boast but are they not offerings,
let me ask of myself, to conjugal duty ? There never was bird that

talked like the Rajah never had cockatoo such a crest, with an eye,

too, that when he turns his head on one side, seems to go through you
yet for all that, the Rajah is MARGARET'S. She has more time to talk

to the dear thing than I shall have : for, of course, all my conversation
is now the right, the inalienable right of FREDERICK.
Let me see. Is there anything else I have to give ? No not ^tliat

I remember.
And I think dear FREDERICK does not love Venus as he ought-

considering whose she was since the day she bit him. And I ;

remember when once the Rajah was in full talk that FREDERICK
asked CAPTAIN MANGO, in his odd way, if they didn't put parrots in

pies in India ? And when the Captain said they did, I do remember
that FREDERICK, with a strange quiver of his mouth (I may say a

quiver, indeed!) said he should very much like to eat a parrot pie.

Well, the sacrifice is complete. And I will write to MARGARET, and
she shall have the Rajah.
How calm, yet how enlarged one's feelings, when after a struggle,

or two one knows one has surrendered what one ought !

My first sacrifices to my home ! My first offerings, of the kind, upon
the altar of my hearth-stone.wherever they may exist so desired the intruder to be gone.A dark blue cloud almost black hurries up from the sea, and there

is a sudden chill for May. But, how beautiful the contrast ! What a MARGARET whom can she better amuse who' can be more delighted

MARY has time and plenty to comb and pet Venus. And dear
* i -Si*.. 11 ii'ij'i

sh<

VOL. XXIV.
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with her prattle than the Rajah ? And then, when I like, I can always

see them.
I don't know that I quite like the name of our house. 1 RE it LITC 11 !

I can't say I like it. What dear marnma said is quite true. It's open
to a joke. And, my dear LOTTY said dear mamma in your journey

through life
;
in your pilgrimage through the vale, always avoid what is

open to a joke. And then papa in his odd way rubbed his spectacles

and laughed.
At the same time, what a paradise our FLITCH if FLITCH it is to be

shall be made ! Quite an Eden ! 1 shall collect all sorts of wild flower

roots to take home and - arden all beautiful recollections to

grow and grow for many years to come, of this time.

But at this moment, I hear his foot on the stairs.

I must write it again. FREDERICK never looked so handsome !

BEST, YKTKRAN, REST!
"*'

IT appears that the good old gentleman, who, in the capacity if we

may use so decided an expression of General, is managing <p use

another expression the Burmese war, has not been getting ou quite so

fast as might have been expected if he had been, as he ought to have

been, a younger man. Now, we put it to a new Cabinet would ii iioi

be well" to make a slight change in the qualifications of late and at

required of a Commanding ' Mh'eer r I fit is indispensable that

an Admiral or General should be the subject of some bodily defect or

privation, we propose that the re (uisit ion shall be held to be sufficiently

ed by an arm, or a leg, or an eye lost, in action, or by a bullet

lodged in some part of i remote from the brain

not to disturb those mental functions which are so conducive, in their way,
to the success of the B"itish arms.
We don't think that the leader of British troops, or sailors, ought to

have the gout to contend with as well as i lie enemy ; and must equally

protest against the maxim of ''Age before Honesty," and that of "Age
before Efficiency." To smooth the pillow of a disabled veteran -would

be less expensive, in the long run, than sending him to rough it in a

campaign. Put him in his arm-ehair
;
and let his word of command be

simply Wheel ! to the head of the dinner-table or the chimney-corner.
How are our forces to be led to victory by a chief with one foot iu the

stirrup, or on t he quarter-deck, and the other in the flannel roller, or

the pan of hot water r

1

"DOTH NOT A MEETING LIKE THIS," Sec.

MADAME TUSSAUD, in one of her recent handbills, advertises as a

great attraction no less than three carriages that belonged to NAPOLEON,
"
two of which

"
she says,

Were, used by him at tho battle of Waterloo, not having met since they were

separated at the Un-at Battle which decided the late of their Master, a period

of 36 years."

This meeting, after so long a
separation,

must have been very

affecting. The frame of each crazy vehicle must have trembled all over

with joy, and we wonder they did not rush into each other's arms we
mean the Imperial arms painted on the panel of each door. In fact, the

scene must have been so intensely exciting, that we are rather surprised

it did not melt all the wax figures in MADAME TUSSAUD'S exhibition

merely to behold it !

" Old Women Wanted."

SUCH was the heading of a letter that appeared a day or two ago in

l. The want of anility seems to exist in the Temple, where

there is a short supply of aged females, in the capacity or incapacity of

laundresses. We, in a spirit of kindness, call the attention of MRS.
HARRIS and MRS. GAMP to this eligible opening. Now that the

DERBYITES are cleared out entirely, and all chance of a little charing at

Downing Street utterly at an end, the venerable females whom we have

named may perhaps find their occupation not quite gone, if they apply
at the Temple hi obedience to the cry of

"
Old women wanted."

The Great Disowned.

ACCORDING to t he !/.,////// 1
'hrimirlr, the Northern Sovereigns refuse

to address Louis NAPOI.KO.N in the usual brotherly style of ,)A///.v/V<//,-

man frere. Did he not do enough on t he second of December last

twelvemonth, as well as last, to entitle him to that, fraternal and
endearing salutation, at, least from the Great NICHOLAS and the little

NBBO?

T1IK. LONG AND THE SHORT OF IT.

IT is an absurdity to say of a man who has consumed two bottles of
wine that he has had a glass too much; for, taking into consideration
the shamefully short measure, he will have had, instead of a glass too

much, six glasses too little.

THE FAT LADY'S BEST FRIEND is the Custom House, which she is

sure to leave som, -what thinner for the visit. On one occasion, a
fashionable lady was so corpulent that she was obliged to be helped
through the Custom House door and yet when she left it was so
reduced in bulk that none of her friends recognised her as the same
person. It was calculated that, she had lost no less than \'<

twenty pounds on that one occasion.

A Strange Misunderstanding.

A CONTEMPORARY, speaking of a recent street affray between two
Members of Parliament, calls it a misunderstanding. When one gentle-

man hits another, and that other knocks his assailant into the gutter,

the affair may be a misunderstanding, but it is a misunderstanding of a

peculiar sort : a misunderstanding and no mistake. The distinction is

important, for unless it be borne in mind, a man will not very intelligibly

express what has happened to him if, meaning to intimate that he has

been kicked or horse-whipped, he says he has been misunderstood.

Not to be Wondered at.

THE Parisian journals announce that

TIn> Government have issued a decree prohibiting the employment of children in

theatres."

Well, we are not surprised at this. The acting of the French
Government has been of late such perfect child's play, that we think it

was but natural it should consider that of its little rivals to be quite

superfluous.

The Best of a Bad Bargain.

SOME of the few friends of the DERBY Ministry are still heard to

insist on the excellence of the late Government, of which it is said we
shall only thoroughly feel the loss, when it has been some time excluded
from power. Without wishing to make unpleasant comparisons between
the present and the late Administration, we should be disposed to admit
without, hesitation that the DEBBYITE Government is out-and-out"
the best Ministry.

.oll'idea di quel Metallo.

IN looking over the
"
Money Market "

of the last week we find that,
on one particular day, the shares of some outlandish gold companies
were quite "inanimate." We are rejoiced at the fact, and should be

glad to see the appropriate word "
inanimate

"
attached in all cases to

a "dead" swindle.

LAW PROVERBS.

HE who is too fond of maintaining an action will soon be without
the means of maintaining himself.
The real value of a name is discovered by him who has to prove his

title.

CLEANLINESS CARKIED TOO FAB.

'Pins virtue may be sometimes carried too far, as in the instance
of t he pictures of the National Gallerv that have recently been cleaned,
ami \\ hich, considering how much of tlie original picture has been taken
away with the scrubbing-brush, certainly now appear "too cleau by hall'."

THE FIRST SIGN OF A YOUNG MAN GETTING OLD. Shaving his
Whiskers off.

COMPORT FOR PLI:UAUSTS. There are tish in the See of Canterbury
as sweet as any that have yet come out of it.
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THEATRE ROYAL, WESTMINSTER.
BY OUR SLASHING CRITIC.

THE new manager has advertised his

Foreign parts, and we trust that he" will imitate neither "Maniac"
i, nor "Jerry Sneak" Ki SSKU., lint act at once with vigour

and polish apropus of which (and of kini/ Julia \ we should like to see

i.i- polish oli' .lux/rid at his early oaaremenoe. li would In- a

most popular nimmenrement of his career. Mu. \ i u ( ASH. K joins,
list of engagements for all ,| we trust will not lie deterred by any foolish stage jokes about
the approaching N yiuircnaU to lib, >i-

it,
and the like, from acting ener-

'

they appear
tp

us
,,,., j^Hy, andand

>e been dictated
he used to ael in /./</ M u. (iliAHAM

engaged, and, we believe, makes his first appearance in the Wooden
by good sense. At all ////, / (,/,/ England, This accomplished actor may be trusted with
events there IS an avoid- anything On the stBfll, exmri perhaps the delivery of a letter. (If ihe

ance of so t of the actors we shall speak when they COme before us. The
errors of his predeces- f,. llla l r p ;l ,.| <>f the corps is as yet incomplete', but there' are excellent

OK, We find no pro- ]J wonu .u within the manager's reach, and the Pension l-ist will direct

rincial sticks, whose bin to seme very neat figures. He will do well to look to his chorus,
sole claim to assume M ,i l;lt ,,r t he laic manager shouted awfully, but in dismal fashion,
leadingeliaraeters iiithe being dreadfully flat throughout. We do not' observe any information

metropolis lay in the
; , s t,,ih,. orchestra, but we trust that Mu. AHF.UHKKN will eschew a

fact that these rustic
111IIS) nndiiriiilied and inartistic habit, largely adopted by his predecessor,

stars had been too ill-
,,f eoniing into the front and blowing his own trumpet.

tie to add this week,'except that Mi:, \IUI:MI:KN has
and, therefore, tha, mptuous answer to \ln. DILLY'S ridiculous

tad been .\. which has placed the latter lower, if possible,
i hem. The new ,.,, m the opinion of the public. We do not care to give

edol ,.].,. mours, hut we hear that a new adaptation, with eiten-
whi) know their

,, 1()lls am | alteralious, of that, popular affair, The Franchise, is to be
business. Nor ,,,, || l(

. novelties of the season. If boldly done, this will be a

public likely again to bo SBf(

.

insulted by
' =========

ing Foreign parts we
mean parts requiring

a

knowledge of conti-

Caution to Tradesmen.

WE have lately discontinued dealing with our baker, in consequence

iseologv to of his having perpet rated an atrocity in the shape of a pun, for we are

a personage actually in- (mite convinced that the man who could make such apun as will be

capable of dealing gram- found below is capable of pic V\ c happened to

ally with his native language. Nor will the principal characters be passing his shop a few days ago, and having but recently pai

in the Domestic drams, 01 what we believe the actors, borrowing the bill, we were looking boldly into the window, where we saw the folli

unworthy slang of another theatre, call the Home Department, beinotice:

aid our

lowing

allottedto a merely respectable performer, estimable in private life, but
without the slightest humour or appreciation of a joke, as was signally
manifested in his absurd performance in the farce of the Militia-mans

The new list is so far satisfactory; and the manager states that

his company has unanimously agreed to waive all questions of rank ami
choice of parts, and to co-operate cordially for the good of the esta-

blishment.
We are glad to see that, accomplished artist, MR. MOLESWORTII. en

b] Mu. AI\I:KIII,KX. We have watched his career for so i

and with great gratification. He has been often engaged in the Borough,
and has had to appear before an audience much too fond of coarse

Wanted immediately an industrious crumpet boy, to supply the

place of an idle rag-a-muffin !

"

A Promising Title.

WE see a law book advertised, called BROOM'S Practice of the County
Courts. Judging from its title merely, we are sure this must be a most

useful work, and we only regret it should be so restricted in its scope.

The Superior Courts, we think, stand equally in need of it. lor,
the late enactments have certainly done much to reform

:ction, still with Ihimti-l we would cry, "0! Reform it
">. .,>, .... u.u, v.

t j jurisdiction, still with ffamitt we would cry, "U! tteiorm it
dice and clap-trap. Hut Mu. AoLEswoim, while retaining his

JJf gether
" And we should, therefore, hail with pleasure the intro-

popular, y by that genuine mode ol acting which always tolls upon
** '

j. fc ; measures which the words, BROOM'S
a British audience no matter how uncultivated has resisted all V

"
,_,.,

Practice, may be fairly held to indicate.

RABBITS V. DONKK1S.

temptations to extravagance or bombast, and has adhered to what
was strictly intellectual and legitimate. He has thus lost, no
doubt, many a gallery shout, but he has gained in the estimation
ol real jmkcs. \\ e trust that the

"
works

"
which he will be called on to IT seems that tue p^gg ^ tne Granli Metropolitan Rabbit Show are

illustrate will be worthy of his talent. We have never seen anything principally chosen for their "length of ears." This has fired the
more admirable than his representation of Lycurgus,.in The Colony, m emulation rf SIBTHORP and several Protectionist Members of Parlia-
which he was not only letter-perfect, but thoroughly informed with the ment who have declared their intention of competing for the prizes
true conception of the part. His make-up was very remarkable. MR. next year
t ISBOUM. is also added to the company, having been engaged for naval

parts. I low he will play them we can only guess we never yet saw . _ ,.,-- p,,,^;.,.,
him at a

"
hitch," and though we know how he can deal with returns,

A c alltlon Fudd

we cannot fancy him with a pig-tail : however, we shall see. He has, MR. DISRAELI lately said that "The country does not love coalitions."
we belie\ e, been a captain in his t ime, and we have frequently seen him But there is a coalition one of which we have

lately,
most of ns, had

knock his antagonists into a cocked hat, so that he is not without experience ;
a coalition of flour with sugar, with spice, with brandy.

nautical knowledge. And we anticipate a bold effect in any drama in with candied citron and lemon-peel, with eggs and with raisins and
which he may have to denounce the friends of

"
peace at any price." currants which the country does love. We only hope that the love

;. nw iii i formerly of the Liverpool theatre, where he lost his entertained by the country for the coalition that contains the candied
, 'incut owintrt othe superior attract ions of the Scotch xiil/ii,ilmnqiie, peel will be deserved by that of the Whigs and the Peelites.

FORBES M< TF.KTOTI M, whose gyrations \\erc certainly wonderful) is in
MR. ABERDEEN'S lust ; he is a good artist, of the PKEL school,
and, though somewhat too solemn m his delivery, can be effective. A
young Irish actor, named KEOGH, has also nrcd, and his

JAST COLOtTRS.

THE pictures at the National Gallery can scarcely have been painted
vigorous manner and agreeable intonation will, we think, make him in Fast Colours, for the more they are sent to be cleaned, the more
popular. He has been spoken of as the Pope's Ifijul,' (kinti John), their colours disappear in the wash. However, no matter what the

trust his good sense will prevent his appearing in such a colours may originally have been, it is now very clear that they are

character, while he may make a golden reputation in such parts as the rapidly going fast.
Ir/.i/i l.ini-iir,- ; Makepeace, in Oranges and Kib/mnx . /'/>//;/, in Landlord
and Tenant, and similar personations.
Among the veterans who

THE POINT OF ALL T1IK

ssr^^Jtt^szszr--
-

and Mirabels, especially when they got upon the continent, and
fluttered the Viennese Volsciaus. The indomitable RUSSELL takes MOTTO FOR A VINTNER.

"
Keep up your spirits."
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A CAUTION TO LITTLE BOYS AT THIS FESTIVE SEASON.

Mamma. "WHY, MY DEAREST ALBERT, WHAT ARE YOU CRYING FOR? so GOOD, TOO, AS YOU HAVE BEEN ALL

~3oy.
" BOO-HOO ! I'VE EATEN so M-MUCH BE-EEF AND * ^ -"- T * * > '^ T>-T>-"P

AUSTRIAN HOSPITALITIES.

A CONSIDERATION which he has never before entertained will be

forced upon the mind of MR. JOHN BULL, by the treatment which the

correspondent of the Nriny Cliru.iirle has experienced in Austria.

For simply writing to his paper in a tone unpleasant to the Austrian

Government, it appears that this gentleman was seized by order of

\i, KKMPKN and thrown into a dungeon Ml of filth and vermin,

his ears being regaled, whilst in that place and that company, by a

serenade of shrieks performed by somebody outside the grating and

under the lash. Besides these outrages, his papers were seized, and

all his love letters, if he had any, read over and above the violation

of the rest of his private correspondence. What next ? Why, some-

body at Vienna, supposed to represent Punch, will be similarly

served, because we sometimes make jokes which the Austrian Govern-

ment cannot laugh at.

It is getting quite the fashion in the Austrian dominions to maltreat

Englishmen. We are continually hearing of some one or other of our

countrymen who has been incarcerated, or beaten, or sabred, for nothing
at

all,
m those barbarous regions. Such intelligence will soon be as

plentiful as blackberries, or as reports of murders from Ireland. Now,
the consideration that will be forced upon MR. JOHN BULL is, whether

he mar not begin to consider himself horsewhipped and kicked by
authority in Austria : literally kicked and horsewhipped, indeed, by
representative and proxy. And then it will be for MR. BULL to consider

whether he will stand this, and whether the subjects of QUEEN
VICTORIA are, if they go to Austria, to be made, instead, the subjects of

false imprisonment, assault and battery, and cutting and wounding
with intent.

On Six Lord Chancellors.

(Slightly alteredfrom BURNS I'j his Countryman, the Premier.)

LORD LYNDHURST'S a buck, LORD CAWMKLL has luck,

ST. LEONARD'S kens iimokle, WILDE little, o' law;
There's nane that c;iu huff 'em like bonnie auld BRUFFAM,
But CRANWORTII'S the jewel for me of 'em 'a.

Singular Petrifaction.

THE newspapers lately contained an account of a feat imposed upon
a pony, and accomplished by the animal, of performing the journey t

London from Oxford and back again in twenty hours. The weight o

the driver was stated to be 14 stone. A considerable proportion of thi

stone must have been formed by the heart of the fellow who coul(

commit such an act of
"
Cruelty to Animals."

SACKED INVECTIVE.

IN allusion to the union between the Whig leader and thePeelites,

a correspondent of the Morning Herald, signing himself W. H. DETERS

any descendant of the famous HUGH of that surname f suggest:

a comparison, which is decidedly odious. We subjoin the words ot his

wisdom:
" LORD JOHN RUSSELL has already signified to his constituents his intention of

urther decbristianising the British legislature; does not such a coalition of pro-

Popish and Jewish 1,-itislators of the most opposite politics and opinions foreshadow

nuch danger to our Protestant institutions, and remind us of the account given in

Scripture of Pilate and Herod, who, being enemies, became reconciled to each other in

rder to carry out the crucifixion of our Lord ?"

We wonder if MR. PETERS seriously considers LORD JOHN RUSSELL

o be such a monster as PONTIUS PILATE, or thinks that MR. GLAD-

STONE is as great a brute and tyrant .as HEROD. If he is only joking,

Punch must tell him that jokes that consist simply in calling names

cannot, with any degree of correctness, be classed amongst things said

in fun. Politicians of the class of MR. PETERS seem very prone to

asperse their opponents with scriptural abuse: we recollect how they

used to speak of SIB. ROBERT PEEL as JUDAS ISCARIOT. Either

lolitical affairs are more sacred, or biblical matters less so than they are

generally supposed to be, if this freedom of reference is allowable. But

f such allusions are meant for wit, we can only regard them as examples
of a very ponderous levity.

WHITE (AND RED) LIES.

WE really think it is high time to exclude from the list of Latin

proverbs that venerable humbug which has been so long suffered to exist

under the title of In vino veritas. Our reason for urging the abolition

of this phrase is obvious, or, at all events, it will be so when we qualify
our demand by proposing that the term should, henceforth, be limited

to wine in the cask ; for, how is it possible to talk of In vino veritas,

with reference to wine in bottles, not one of which is true to its
(

denomination of either pint or quart. Perhaps the origin of the saying,

Magna est veritas, may be traced to the fact, that the only chance of
|

finding truth in a wine-bottle is to endeavour to meet with it iii its
j

Magnum-ised form. We can only say, that if there is any truth in an >

ordinary bottle of wine, it is not the whole truth, for there is invariably
about a third short.

FREE TRADE IN PARTIES.

THE present Ministers seem, on the true Free Trade principle, to

have made a good bargain with one another
;
for they have mutually

come to terms, and agreed to split the difference.
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IT IS LUCKY THAT CHRISTMAS DOES COME BUT

ONCE A YEAR.

EAR PUNCH, I live in

lodgings. I am one of

those poor unfortunate

helpless beings, called Ba-

chelors, who are dependent
for their wants and com-
forts upon the services of

others. If I want the

mustard, I have to ring
half-a-dozen times for it

;
if

I am waiting for my sha-

ving water, I have to

wander up and down the
room for at least a quarter
of an hour, with a soaped
chin, before it makes its

appearance.
But this system of delay,

this extreme backwardness
in attending to one's sim-

plest calls, is invariably
shown a thousand times

more backward about
Christmas time.

"
I am afraid to tell you

what I have endured this

Christmas. My persecutions have been such as to almost make me wish that

Christinas were blotted out of the Calendar altogether."
I have never been called in the morning at the proper time. My breakfast has

always been served an hour later than usual and as for dinner, it has been with

difficulty that I have been able to procure any at all !

"This invasion of one's habits and comforts is most heart-rending; and the

only excuse I have been able to receive to my repeated remonstrances has been,
'

Oh, Sir, you must really make some allowances ; pray recollect it is Christmas
time.'

"
Last week I invited some friends to spend the evening with me but I could

g^ive
them neither tea, nor hot grog, nor supper, nor anything because,

'

Please,

Sir, the servant has gone to the Pantomime she's always allowed to go at

Christmas time.'
''

Hang this Christmas time ! My canary died this morning. Upon inquiry I
found that it had not had any seed or water for three days, Every one was so

busy at this time of the year.' It was lucky, I thought, that I had some more
expressive means of making my wants known than my poor starved canary, or else

I should have shared its unhappy fate a week ago." A day or two before Christmas Day my dress boots burst, and I sent them
to be mended, with a pressing request that they might be sent home immediately.
Well, Sir, from that day to this, I have never seen my dress boots. The only ex-

planation I get to my frequent inquiries is,
'

Very sorry, Sir, but it is impossible,
Sir, to get the men to work at this time of the year." It has been the same with a
dress coat, which was split down the back. The tailor informs me, with a face as

long as his pattern-book and containing nearly as many colours, that 'he regrets it

extremely but every one of his workmen have been drunk since Christmas Day
-they always do so at this period of the year." What has been the consequence.

bir ? Why, I have only one pair of dress-boots, one dress-coat I am not ashamed
to confess 1 cannot afford more and the consequence has been, that I have not
been able to accept many pleasant Christmas invitations, because I had not the
proper attire to go in to them ! Instead of amusing myself and others elsewhere,
I have been obliged to mope at home over a sickly fire, expiring by inches for
the want of a few nourishing coals, and without even a drop of hot water to make
raj-sen a comforting glass of grog. Servants, it would seem

(
have a time-honoured

privilege to go out and do just as they please at Christmas time !"
I suffered cold, incipient rheumatism, and violent tooth-ache, for three sleep-

less nights, because there was a broken window in my bedroom. I stamped, I
swore, I rung the bell like a madman, but not a person could I get to put in a
fresh pane for me. No : 'It was Christmas time, and the men wouldn't work,
to please anybody.'

The worst yet remains. As I was out walking, a coalheaver knocked against
me. He then abused me, and because I complained rather warmly, he bonnetted
me, and -ultimately knocked me down. I have still the marks of his brutality on
both my eyes. Yet. Sir, will you believe it, this savage met me the following !

morning in Court
;
his wife was with him. and she said, half-crying,

' Her husband
was very sorry, and so was she

;
but the fact was, he had taken a little drop too

'

much, but she hoped I would excuse, it it was Christmas time.' Pretty com-
pensation this to a man who has received a couple of black eyes !"

Now, Sir, it seems to me, from the above grievances, (and I have not enume-
rated one half of them), that Christmas is, with a certain class of people, a privi-
leged period of the year to commit all sorts of excesses, to evade their usual duties,
and to jump altogether out of their customary avocations into others the very op-
posite of them. For myself, I am extremely glad that Christmas does come but
once a-year. I know I shall go, next December, to Constantinople, or Jerusalem,

or the Minories, or some place where the savage cus-

toms I have described do not exist; for I would not

endure another Christmas in England for any amount
of holly, plum-pudding, or Christmas-boxes in the world.

"
I have the misfortune to remain, Mr. Punch,

"
Your much-persecuted Servant,

" AN OLD BACIIELOK."

THE NEW YEAE'S CHIMES.

WHII.K, in thousand belfries swinging-,
Midnight, bells an: loudly ringing
In the new-born Year a-briii

By the Yule lug's last faint ember,
At the death-bed of December,
Let us sit, and there remember

Wiling reverent our faces

All that memory retraces
Of the Old Year's grid's and graces.

Well may all men's hearts be shaken
"With the mingled thoughts that waken
Of all it brought us or hath taken :

One, the pillar of our nation,
ll hath stricken from his station

'Midst a people's lamentation.

Low lieth the grey head we knew so well,

Weaponless is the hand we most did trust,
Chief captain and chief counsellor he fell

Laden with years well spent, and honours just.

And, as our WELLINGTON'S great sun was setting
Below the verge from England's sorrowing glance/

'

The Old Year saw the ominous up-getting
Of that red star that rules the fate of France

Which many worship in its lurid splendour,
And call on us to worship by their side ;

But unto which he that doth homage render
Bows to blood-guiltiness with fraud allied.

We will not have the politicians' measure
Still shifting as the tides of interest run.

Declaring black is white, white black at pleasure,
And ever calling

"
Peace

"
where peace is none.

Truth shall be truth for us, and lying, lying ;

Who breaks his oath a perjurer stui snail be -

}We will not call wrong right, though the denying
Bring the wrong-doer o er our Channel sea.|

If in the womb of the New Year be hidden

(Which Heaven avert !) the bloody brood of war,
Strong in our good cause we will flock, unbidden,
To build a living wall around our shore.

But hark ! to notes of war and woe succeeding,
What grand glad music on the wind is borne ?

It is the Song of Peace, free Commerce leading
Over her prostrate foes, up to her throne ;

And shifty senators, in forced submission,

sing palinodes around her flag unfurled,
And celebrate, perforce, her manumission

Their slave no more, but mistress of the world.

The Arts are at her side, Love stoops to bless her.
Bowed Industry looks hopeful from her toil,

And with new life doth to her work address her,
And Rapine at her feet lays down his spoil.

The Year that hence its rapid flight is winging
Takes with it ripe renown and ancient wrong;

The New Year good mid evil may be bringing,
But evil shall be short, and good is long.

A Very Melancholy Con.

OUR new Cabinet may be considered a case of fusion.

We hope that no little difference of opinion among them-

selves, or between them and their country, may ever oblige
us to prefix the syllable con to the word fusion.
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A VALUABLE LESSON.

THAT the character of the Minister, no less than that of :

the man, is formed in the nursery, may be denied
by

a few

aut has been demonstrated to the satisfaction ot all candid |

minds by the success of an article which appeared in one ot
|

our recent numbers. MR. GLADSTONE had objected to the

isolated merit of poor DISRAELI'S budget, a scheme tor a raster

Income Tax We took the liberty of pointing out his error

to liim in words of one and two syllables. And now LORD

ABERDEEN with MR. GLADSTONE tor his Chancellor ot the

Exchequer, announces that the Income Tax is to be equitably

adjusted according to the dictates of Common Sense and of

Punch
'

We might say a great deal more on this subject ;
but

we won't. We have no desire to blow our own trumpet-

penny trumpet, as some maliciously say though it is a three-

penny trumpet, fourpcnce stamped, to be had at 85, lleet

Street, and at all Booksellers.

AFTER THE PANTOMIME.

Mary.
" OH ! HOW I SHOULD LIKE TO BE A BEAUTIFUL COLUMBINE, AND KIDE

ABOUT IN A GOLD CAB DRAWN BY WHITE DOVES!"

Auyiiftvs.
" AND HOW I SHOULD LIKE TO BE A HARLEQUIN AND CHANGE WHOLE

STREETS INTO REALMS OF DAZZLIliG DELIGHT !"

Tom (a rude boy).
" AND HOW I SHOULD LIKE TO BE THE OLD CLOWN, AND

MAKE BUTTER SLIDES ON THE PAVEMENT TO UPSET OLD LADIES AND GENTLEMEN!"

A GUELPH IN TROUBLE.

IN the list of persons against whom proclamation of out-

lawry was made the other day at the Sheriffs Court, occurs

no less a name, or roll of names, than CHARLES FREDERICK
AUGUSTUS WILLIAM GUELPH ! That outlawry should be com-

patible with the blood of a GUELPH ;
that a genuine cousin-

well beloved or not of HER MAJESTY should stand in so

totally different a relationship to the QUEEN as that of an out-

law, is an idea that would fill us with horror, did we not

consider that the gentleman thus legally excommunicated at

the suit of MOSES or AARON we forget which may in fact be

a pretender to the lioyal surname, and no better, if not a

great deal worse, than a LAMBERT SIMNEL, or a PERK.IN

WARBECK.

French Mastered.

AN advertisement has long pretended to teach "French
without a Master;" a way of learning that language that

could only have been managed by going to France, and picking
it up amongst the natives

;
but, under the Empire, to learo

French without a Master will be quite impossible.

RATHER TOO NICE.

A STRICT teetotaller fof our acquaintance lately refused a

most eligible match, on the ground that the young lady had
such an amazing flow of animal spirits.

THE NATIVITY OF THE NEW MINISTRY.

PREVIOUS to casting the Nativity
of the Ministry, we ought
perhaps to have ascertained

the exact moment of its
1

coming into existence ;
but

we could not make the in-
1

quiry as to when it was
born, lest we should put it

in the power of any one to

say that we had asked for a
berth from the Government.
The precise period at which
the new Cabinet was born i

may, however, be fixed at

1 hat particular moment when
the late Administration could
be borne no longer.
The appearance of the

political skies may be de-
scribed as favourable, and
the fact of TAURUS and LEO
being in the ascending
degree, shows that JOHN
BULL and the British Lion

are gradually on the rise together. The great luminaries are in close conjunction, and are no
longer in opposition, but have crossed over by a right line to PALLAS, where the signs are
favourable. The rapid passage of MERCURY to and fro denotes much negotiation ; and the

writhing of SCOKPIO beyond the parallel shows unparalleled rage and disappointment among
the stars that have lately fallen.

In considering whether the native will be long-lived, we see no reason for apprehension ;
for 1

though MARS has a threatening aspect, should the position of LIBRA continue favourable, and a I

good balance bekept in hand, MAHS may be either

avoided or met without danger. The native .will
be subjected to some violent attacks, but internal

disagreement is most to be feared
;
and PISCES,

or the little fishes, may occasion some difficulty

by their power of attraction, which may lead

some of the lesser luminaries out of the sphere,
and into irregular latitudes. As courtship and

marriage are important points in every nativity,
we may predict that the native will court popu-
larity by honourable means, but will not . be
wedded to it, unless the alliance promises to be

happv and respectable. The native will not 'fix

its affection upon any object that does not stand

high, is not upright, and has not a complexion
so fair as to carry a good recommendation on the

face of it. On looking further we see some in-

dications about the Quartile, which may refer

to the quart bottle as a measure to be taken in.

hand by the native, and the position of SAGIT-

TARIUS leads us to expect that the general aim
of the native will be worthy of approbation.

How to Cure Fainting.

THERE are various remedies. A glass of cold

water is effective. Burnt feathers have their

charms. Pinching is not without its effect.

Cutting the stays nave been known to succeed,.

especially when the stays have been a new pair
-but there is nothing like a glass of vinegar ; in

every case of a velvet or a silk dress, the effect

is instantaneous.
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THE PRESS AND THE PLAY.

I l; ilcvcr comedian and manager,
Mi;. CHAHLES MATTHEWS, nas

mi old-slandin? quarrel with the

writer of the theatrical criti-

cisms in the Morning Chr<-

He considers that gentle
has criticised unfairly certain

. produced at the Lye
i

i-ti. Irritated at this, \l i .

('IIM;I,KS MvmiF.ws llu

his own words) "deprived the

paper of its privilege of writing
two orders nightly to ilie

theatre."

The proprietors of the .l//v/-

ing Chi-iH/ii-lf, although thus

deprived of their
"
pnvilege

"

of writing orders, mai
somehow to pay for the ad-

111 of their critic to the theatre. He continues to write criti-

cisms more sympathetic or hearty probably, for the previous

passages between him and MB. CHARLKS .MATTHEWS".

I5o\iug night comes, aad with it the Christmas pieces. Preeminent

among them, as usual/for the brilliancy of its scenery, the taste of its

dresses, and the propriety and splendour of its mise en scene, comes The
iliM'l IT'iMit/i i/i me Irood, at the Lyceum. The critic of the Morning Chm-
niflf writes anotice of it, which, alter calling the piece

"
e,old and heavy

"

(which it is), goes on to describe the sceneryas
"
faded and dingy," (which

it i- not.) MB. CHARLEsMATTiiEWS reprints this notice conspicuously in

his playbills, prefixing to it an account of the previous passages of

bet ween himself and the Morning Chronicle, in which he names the ob-

noxious erit ic, says he has thrown off
"
the character of an anonymous

enemy," calls him
"
a writer of calumnies," hints that he has no friends,

and insinuates that he is not likely to pay for admission to the Lyceum
1 !' t his were a mere quarrel between a manager and a dramatic

critic, it would ill become Punch to come between them, especially as he
has not any personal sympathy with either of the combatants. But the

public, as well as the managers and the press, are all really concerned
|

in the matter; and it is as their friend and adviser that Mr. Punch'.

intrudes into the quarrel, with a few words of comment and suggestion,
j

It seems to him that the mischievous and much-abused system of news-

paper orders is at the bottom of this discreditable "Appeal to the

Public," about the folly and bad taste of which then! can only be one

opiniou. Ma. MATTHEWS seems to have been entirely led astray by the

system. He regards the writing of these orders as "a privilege,"

"in? the unfortunate critics of the newspapers who receive them
to tne duty 'of praising what they see.

But this is simply ridiculous. There are newspapers, no .doubt, to

which the nightly orders are a means of propitiating advertisers and

this, we apprehend, is the only use, besides that of occasionally obliging
friends or acquaintances, to which tliis

"
privilege

"
is ever put. In

this sense the
"
privilege

"
is neither more nor less than the most insig-

niiieaiit and dirty form of a bribe conceivable.

But if newspaper proprietors are mean enough to accept such

bribuncles, it is very important that the public should be guarded, or at
least warned, against the consequences, if the "privilege" of the pro-
prietors is to involve the praise of the critic. MR. CHARLES MATTHEWS
can hardly have weighed this consequence. If only critics who praise
an- i'i be privileged, what becomes of the value of criticism? How
can you expect the public to swallow MB. I'LASIIY'S sugary puffs for

independent judgments, after yourself telling us t hat you regard Ma.
KiAsm as "privileged" only for the purpose of concocting these
unwholesome articles V

And what do you think of the critics, MB. MATTHEWS? Are they,
as a whole, the style of men to be cajoled into saying what they don't
think by a ni;htly order, or to be deterred from saying what they do think

by the threat of not being allowed to come into your theatre for nothing,
or even by that still more awful one of not .being allowed to pay for
admission ?

Is it such a "privilege to be admitted, even for nothing, to your;
theatre, that I am to sacrifice my eyes, ears, taste, and judgment for
it, ? Am [ to be thought so stage-ridden, so enamoured of your
own unquestionable powers as an actor, or MR. SEVERITY'S beautiful

i hat. 1 will write what I don't think, lest, for telling unpleasant
truths, I should be compelled to pay admission-money at your doors ?

I who am so poor a creature as this, or is it my proprietor ? Is
your privilege a bait to me, or to him ? It would be well the Public
should be .enabled to answer the question, that it may know what its

Press is. \V"e. say nothing in all this of the particular offence out of
which the appeal of MB. MATTHEWS has arisen. MR. MATTHEWS is,

probably, as much ashamed of it by this time as his friends are. But
the reason of it is the important matter. That reason is in the news-
paper-order system ;

aud the remedy for such things is to abandon !

that system. Managers are too great cowards to do it, though they

groan under it. The best part of the I'ress can, and ought, to break it,

down for the sake of their independence, which is incompatible with

the order-system as interpreted by MR. CHAKLES MATTHEWS and other

managers who might be mentioned.
I., i all li ;ile journals, daily and weekly, combine to

renounce the "pnvilege "of writing orders, and let them signify as

much to the managers. When t he n journals have once done

this, managers-will perhaps better appreciate the value of a "privilege"
whicl ly the stragglers, sharpers, mid outsiders the Smallest of the

.small newspaper fry will condescend to accept .

The public should press this, as far as it. can, for it is inlen

litieisnis which are in no way influenced by the advertising
! newspaper proprietors, or by the temptation of free admissions

to the critic, if there be a critic .susceptible
of such temptation.

Managers of theatres should press it, to nil themselves of a nightly

influxof non-paying, and by no means ornimeiii o theirupper

boxes, and to put themselves licumd temptation to commit such an

egregious act of bad taste as ME. CHAKLES MATTHEWS has been

of.

An'tl the critics arc, more than all, interested in getting rid of this

"privilege;" for they would thus rcco\cr that proud right of finding

fault which no man can exercise freely am! fully unless he has paid

his money; and which has, unibrtunat . -I \ . been all but utterly renounced

by our theatrical Khadainanl buses. I low one longs for a dash of good
wholesome bitters now and then, in the eternal dribble of mawkish,

sugar-and-watcry commonplace, which is called t heat rical criticism !

()nr ancestors had energy
to damn pieces t hey didn't

like._
We have

not vigour to damn anything now, and the worst of it is that the

vapid tolerance of the Press has invaded the : ''e who can't

stand twaddle, or coarseness, or flatness, stay away from the theatre.

If they go, they see these offences tolerated so meekly and uncomplain-

ingly, that they go away with an impression that theatre-goers are not

as other men are that their standards of taste are different that they
i nit to see with other eyes, to hear with other ears ;

and this

is true in a great measure, and maiiuy for want of a reasonable amount

of honest, truth-seeing, truth-speaking criticism of actors and pieces.
And just as the sense of his privilege

"
may cripple the critic, so it

must deaden and kill the audience. Do you think that there is any com-

parison between the advertiser in the upper boxes admitted by er

and the public in the pit who have paid their money ? How should

the former be very anxious about the quality of a thing which costs

him nothing or very free in his judgment of that which he is admitted

to see as a favour ?

We shoidd apologise for the length of this paper but it really is

worthwhile to speak some truth onthifsTrrJjent'of the theatre, because

it is an amusement, the love of which is born with us, because it is an

art illustrated by a SHAKSPEARE, because its arena has been trodden by

BETTEBTON, and KEMBLE, and SIDDONS, and KEAN, and because it is a

haunt of the people, which might be at once their academy of taste,

their school of manners, their lecture-room and music-hall, and their

gallery of painting and sculpture.
Mr. Punch feels a double sympathy : as a street performer, -with the

managers ; as a journalist, with the critics. He considers himself,

therefore, to stand in a favourable position to tell both certain truths,

which have long needed telling, ana which MR. ALBERT SMITH has been

the first public exhibitor bold enough to avow, in a letter in which he

announces to newspaper proprietors his intention of abolishing altogether

the
"
privilege

"
of writing orders to his entertainment of Mont Blanc.

Managers, the Public, Newspaper Proprietors and Critics should be

alike obliged to MB. ALBERT SMITH, for he has done good service to all

worthy members of these classes, in thus making the first attack on a de-

grading, misleading, much-abused, and in every way mischievous system.

A Carmonical Saint.

It appears that the artillery in France has a patron Saint, rejoicing,

with peculiar felicity, in the name of SAIVT BA&BABA. lo be sure,

bombs and bullets might rather be supposed to belong more properly to

the province of SAINT ZAMIEL, or some other saint of the inferior

calendar : and in presiding over shot
,
S u N r I !A H.BARA, one would think,

must feel conscious of poaching on the manor of the Wdd Huntsman.
In France, youperceive, the Saints do not limit their patronage to the

canons of the Church.

BEER ME\s

t K :: pint of Brewer's beer - .r>t of Publican's ditto*

One glass of the latter generally makes one ill.

' WIT THAT WANTS A TERMINUS.

A CORRESPONDENT has written to u to inquire whether,
"

if it is

illegal for cabs to stand at a Railway Terminus, except under Police

rejnlat ions, it is lawful for a bookseller, at a station, to have Uncle
Turn's Cab-in ?
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THE NEW REGULATION.

Lieutenant Blazer (of the Plungers).
" GOOD GWACIOUS ! HEBE'S A HOKWIBLEGO! THE

INFANTWY'S GOING TO GWOW A MOUSTACHE!"

Cornet Flufey. "YAW DON'T MEAN THAT! WELL! THERE'S ONLY ONK ALTERNATIVE

FOE BS. WE MEST SHAVE 1.!"

MINISTERIAL PERQUISITES.

IT is rather hard upon some of the late Ministers

who have given up a snug little business at the bar,

that since they have stood at the bar of public

opinion to be tried as Members of a Government, it

is against etiquette that they should return to their

former employment. There are two or three ex-

officials in this unpleasant predicament, whose minis-

terial professions and practice having become dis-

tasteful to the country at large, has caused them to

be dismissed from the public service, without having
their old profession and practice to fall back upon.

The LOKB CHANCELLOR is the only fortunate one of

the party ;
for though in his dismissal from the wool-

sack, he may be said to receive the sack, he is .

allowed to retain the wool in the shape of a handsome

pension, byway of perquisite.

A MINE OP WEALTH.

THE last intelligence from the Mining districts

informs us, that there is no difficulty in finding

plenty of quartz. We wish some enterprising indi-

vidual would convert the quartz into wine bottles,

which are, at present, little better than pints.

Imperial Gambols.

THE Moniteur has denied pfficially
the report,

"that the Imperial Government intended to authorize

gaming houses, and to re-establish the lottery."

The Moniteur might have added, that the Govern^

meiit has no necessity to authorize any other gaming
establishment than the Bourse, or to extend the.

privilege of gambling to any but such companies
as the Societe Generate da, Credit Mobilier, and others-

of the same class to which the Empire gives it*

patronage.

A NEW WORD FOR THE DICTIONARY. The*

opposite of
"
realization

" DISRAELIZATION.

MY OWN NEW BROOM.

Song to the Ministry.

My own new Broom, my pretty new Broom,
I hope you will make a clear place of the room

;

'Tis large enough, and abounds m stuff,

Which you should sweep up, and the flames consume.

You 've Chancery laws, and legal flaws,

And quibbles awaiting their final doom
Old rubbish, such as has 'scaped the touch

(No fault of his) of an older BROUGHAM.

A thorough clean out, to put to rout

The spiders which there ply their ruinous loom,
Is one good lot of work you 've got
In the Patent Office to do, my Broom.

The Arches Court, which save on Port

A judgment should never to give presume,

Sweep wholly clear, my sweet, my dear,

My pretty, my elegant brand-new Broom.

And then the Church, my bunch of birch,

Though Bishops may fret, and Deans may fume,
Of pluralist rust and MooiiE-ish dust,

Oh, rid me for ever, my nice new Broom !

The Susceptibilities of Foreigners.
ALL the clowns have been strictly prohibited from making

use in any of the pantomimes of the familiar exclamation of
"
Somebody's coming." for fear it might be construed into

an allusion to the probability of an invasion of England by a

celebrated personage with an Imperial, on the other side of

the Channel.

SEASONABLE COMPARISON.

SPECULATIONS are like snap-dragons. A cool hand may
sometimes pick up a plum, where a hasty one but burns his

fingers.

CORRUPTION OF THE OLD MASTERS.

THROUGH the organ pipe of the

Times, "O.LEBS IN SEARCH.
or A LAUNDRESS "

trumpets
to the universe that in the

Temple there at present exists

a grievous lack of Old Women
for Laundresses. We can tell

CYELEBS "the reason why"
he has to complain of this ex-

traordinary dearth of washer-

women. They are all absorbed

by the demand of the picture-

cleaners at the National Gal

lery for persons to help them,

to rub and scrub, and scour

the works of Art there. It

would be well if those gentle-
men's anile accomplices re-

stricted their labours to legi-

timate friction with soap and.

water : but they seem to have
also resorted to pumice-stone,
in combination with those cor-

rosive substances with which.

they arc accustomed to ruin

our linen. In cleaning the
coats of ancient artists, they

make holes in them, just as they do in pur under-waistcoats. They, moreover,
have carried their professional proceedings so far, that the portal of the
Institution might justly be surmounted with .the inscription "Mangling Done
Here."
From the appearance presented by old piasters,

when their tilings come home from
the wash, has resulted a necessity for seriously modifying the names of some of those
whose works have been submitted to the old women's operations. Henceforth,
that his paintings may he described correctly, RUBENS will have to be converted
into RUBBINGS

; SALVATOR ROSA, for the same reason, into TABULA RASA
;
whilst

CARACCI, if our abrasive friends ever get a scratch at him, will assume the name,
together with the nature, of SCRATCHY.
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HABERDASHERY, TKASIIERY, AND SMASHERY.

NE of the most

melancholy features

of an
"

alarming
failure

"
in the

linendrapery trade

is that we never
seem to hear the

last of it. A "fright-
ful sacrifice

"
is ren-

dered still more

frightfid by the pro-
tracted period dur-

ing which the
"

sa-

crifice
"

is dinned
into the public ear,

and by the efforts

that are made to

lure fresh victims to

"assist "at it. The
well-known bank-

ruptcy of a cele-

brated Regent
Street house,

though it happened
several months ago,
is still kept up as

a standing adver-

tisementby avariety
of gangs in all quarters of the town, who have been

"
finally clearing out

" and

disposing of
"
the last portion

"
of the

"
valuable stock," almost ever since the

failure of the firm in question was notified. A well-known
"
bankrupt's stock

"
is

an inexhaustible bottle to these charlatans, who, after
"
clearing out

' and
"
selling

off" during several months in succession, ha.ve always remaining, in some odd

corner, a few thousand Paris cashmeres, which they are willing to
"
relinquish

"

at only five pounds each, though the
"
value

"
of every one of them is twenty

guineas.
We have now before us a catalogue to which attention is invited by an envelope

inscribed with the words
" FaoM THE COMMISSIONERS," and intimating that

"
nine

thousand embroidered robes (Lyons;" are to be
"
abandoned

"
at eight and nine-

pence the worth being fiye-and-twenty shillings. In another line we are informed

that
"
about 3600 Carmelite and French Merino robes," the same that were

"
so

much admired in the Exhibition," are to be "surrendered"
at fifteen and sixpence, the price being one hundred francs

to the party who paid for them. Now, if these things
cost one hundred francs when paid for, are we to presume
that they may be sold at fifteen and sixpence lirr;nr-r they
are not paid for ? and if we buy what is not paid for, are
we not doing something very like possessing ourselves of
stolen articles ?

Such would really be the case if the announcements of
these dishonest pullers happened to be tine

;
but every

one, except the greenest goose, is perfectly well aware that
of the thousands of articles advertised at the low prices
named, not one is to be had when application is made at

the puffing establishment. The last of the "9000 em-
broidered robes, at 8. fid." has just been parted with,
should any one be weak enough to ask lor the article

advertised; and the "last hundred dozen French cambric

handkerchiefs," out of the "COOO dozen at half-a-crown
"

has been scut home to theDuciiK.ss or ( >TIII:I:J.AXI> just as

the lady stepped in who would like to have had a few of

them.
We warn these impostors not to send their circulars in

us, for we will not give to their swindling establishments
the benefit of notoriety, even, by n;.niing them for the pur-

pose of exposing their falsehood and dishonesty. We snail

content ourselves with pointing out to the public the
alternative presented to all who visit these swindling"
emporiums,"

"
commission rooms,' or what ever else their

temporary occupants may call the scenes of their iniquity.
In becoming a purchaser at one of these places, you

either buy goods which are reduced in price by somebody
having been defrauded of his property, or, what is far

more likely and the argument is, unfortunately, much
more calculated to produce an impression on the female

"shopping" mind the thing you purchase is rubbish,
worth not one quarter of what you have given, under the
idea that you were obtaining it at one tenth of its value.

We attach every credit to the announcement of an
"
alarming sacrifice," but the victims to the sacrifice are.

probably, the landlord of the premises who is cheated
of his rent

; possibly, the manufacturer or trader who
is robbed of his goods ;

but most probably, and indeed
almost certainly, the buyer, who is swindled out of his

money.

OUR HONEYMOON.

SATURDAY, MAY 3, 18
A MORE lovely morning than yesterday ! And yet when I told JO-

SEPHINE that we were going out, she hoped, she said, I would wrap up
well for she was sure, if she knew anything of the weather that it

would snow. The gardener of the hotel had told her, it would snow.
That girl is a creature of ice.

FREDERICK having gone on the beach just to look at the weather,
as he said I am left alone to thank goodness for such a. husband !

And that thought as if it ever left me ! brings me again to Venus
and dear MARY, and the Rajah and sweet MARGABET. Both dog and
cockatoo much as I did and do love 'em shall go. Our higher
duties are as good MR. WINESOP, the dear good creature that made
its one our higher duties, as that good man beautifully said, when he
proposed our health and happiness on Thursday our higher duties
should ever be o\\x first thought.

And now, JOSEPHINE comes in with a nosegay of wallflowers, and
says they're from the landlady, with her compliments ;

that the season is

so backward, she can't do any better.
JOSEPHINE will hang about and want to know, if I'm determined to

go out ? She doesn't think her master means to go out. Ask her how
*she presumes to know what her master means ? She'll allow me to mean
fur Uw and that I told her

; and it was the first thought of ill-temper
that I have had since I don t know when which made me the more
angry that it was so.

The sky is overcast
;
and JOSEPHINE, with a real look of interest in

her face, says she's so sorry I didn't bring my furs with me. But then
as the girl discreetly enough remarked who was to expect to want

fur in May ? The poor thing has, I believe, a real regard for me.
The sky is darker, and the wind is rising. JOSEPHINE, with a

shudder, declares it's terrific, horrid weather and is bound for it that
it s ten times warmer at home. I desire her

;
as a young woman and

particularly in her situation, not to make use oi strong words language
that does not become her. (Indeed, what is a waiting-maid to know of

terrific and horrid ?)
JOSEPHINE she is a droll girl, makes me laugh ! JOSEPHINE begs

my pardon ; says she was only thinking if May s been like this in

London, what a shocking season the chimney-sweepers must have had !

After all I can't but say to myself what is weather? And what

poor, unhappy things we must be, when we cannot make our <./'//

weather ! les when we cannot glow in the sunshine of the heart ?
I am sure ice always shall. And then, how summer may always reign at
the hearth ! Altcays, whatever rages without.
JOSEPHINE says that the gardener tells her there 11 never have been
since he was an inhabitant- such a year for fruit. All the things cut

to the hearts. And not a peach no, not so much as a cherry for love
or money. And what, ma'am asks that odd girl what ma am, are we
to do then. ? she says we can't make cherries. At which I laugh to

myself. (Lone when money can't may make even cherries.)
The sky gets really black, and the wind rises, and how the waves

tumble. (JOSEPHINE says they're beginning to rear up on their hind

legs like white horses ! What a strange creature !)

Well, it is weather for May ! Where can FREDERICK be ? JOSE-

PHINE, the cruel girl, says looking so odd she trusts master 's not

gone to bathe ? Hopes she's not offending me, but begs to know if, in

case of anything, master can swimr
1

I know it's foolish, but feel such a cold twitch of the heart, and a
faintness that that makes me call her a silly girl. And then I bid her

bring me the telescope (it sweeps the beach, as dear FREDERICK says),
that I may just look out just a peep.

She goes away, and it's an age uutil she comes back. And then she

comes, and tells me that the old gentleman above insists upon keeping
the glass, as he's watching a lugger I think she says in the offing,

and with his compliments the lady shall have the telescope as soon as

she goes entirely to pieces.W ith all the wife m my bosom, I am about to rush for my bonnet

when the landlady runs in with the glass. Says she has all but snatched

it from the old gentleman, as she knows what a young wife's feelings
must be. The woman is really a kind creature and looking to

motherly. How foolish, very often, arc first impressions !

I look out, above and below, and there is no FREDERICK. Perhaps,
says the cruel JOSEPHINE perhaps he's swimming, and begs me to

take comfort and look again. He is not swimming ;
the mere idea is

of course ridiculous
;
but as far as the telescope can sweep, he is not

swimming !

The telescope begins to tremble in my hand but it's very ridiculous.

I can't see the least signs of a human being. Yes- there's something
turns the corner of the cliff. Something; and JOSEPHINE asks if it's

VOL. XXIV.
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something alive ? I look and look it is but a speck, and yet it is

my heart tells me so it is my own FREDERICK. !

The speck increases ;
and now- I can see the very curls of his hair.

He sees me and waves his hand and now he runs, and how beautifully,
how gracefully he does run !

I put down the telescope, and hist look in the glass. And now, the

sky clears up again for a bit of blue, like a blue eye looks out and
FREDERICK runs into the room. He never did look so beautiful !

With such a glow such a sparkling look such a but it's no use
;

words seem tofaint away at some things.
And now the landlady comes and says the luncheon 's ready if we 're

ready. Dear FREDERICK, cries Let 's have it and then says to me,
he 's so hungry

',
he could eat a live Cupid. And then I cajl him and

he laughs quite a caniii/nil.

I never did see him eat, and indeed, my appetite is improved with
the sea air but I never did see him devour so. Quite shocking.
The weather clears up, and as we had such a very little walk yester-

day just down to the beach and no more FREDERICK says if I '11

brace the elements, we'll walk and look at the church. (The spire looks
so pretty from the bed-room window, that I'm sure, it's quite a little

done of a church, nestled among the trees.)

Well, we go out. Dear fellow ! he will put on my upper shoes Mm-
self, looking as I couldn't help observing, looking a little anxious at

the thinness of the soles, which he says he shall reform pulling on my
over shoes, and tightening my shawl so about me, that I ask him if he
thinks he 's rolling up a mummy and he says no ; quite the reverse ; and
so with a deal of no, I won't call it nonsense, though I want a word
we find ourselves in the garden, and through the other gate into the
meadow that leads the landlady told me the prettiest lover's walk in
the world, to the church.
And it it beautiful ! (I find that I 'm writing all this and it seems

more real all as if at the very minute, and I had my pea and ink and
paper in one hand, and my other in FREDERICK s arm, though to be
sure I don't know how that could be !) But it it beautiful

;
for the

sky is quite blue again, and the clouds have rolled themselves off, and
heaped themselves into mountains of snow, and all is as blue between
as FREDERICK says as somebody s eyes.
How green the grass is ! And how beautiful the sheep are ! I never

did see such sheep. So elegant of shape, so meek of face, so white in
wool quite like sheep in Arcadia ! And so I remark to FREDERICK, and
he says I am quite right. The real Southdowns all come from Arcadia.
And then the sheep-bell ! I am sure I shall think of that sheep-bell, think
of it, when I 've as much tileer in -my hair if it ever comes to that as
there is saeet siher in its sound. What beautiful music ! And I must

have heard it a thousand times, and never heard it sound so before.

What dull ears I must have had ! For now, with these green meadows
so quiet all around us ;

with the dear graceful sheep, and the sound of

the sheep-bell, it seems to me music for the hedge flower-buds to open
their little mouths to, and drink up the music in the silver drops that
run down to their dear dear little hearts. Now, what nonsense I
can't help writing !

With what a ush comes the perfume of the May that, bad as they
say the season is, loads the hedges ! What lumps of blossom ! I
bid FREDERICK pluck a piece one piece for my flower diary of this

month this happy, happy, happi/ month ! (Yesterday, I forgot to put
that down yesterday I marked with a wild heartsease.)
Was there ever anvthing so pretty ? anything so charming ? Whilst

FREDERICK is plucking the hawthorn, a wedding, a country wedding
comes through the gate. They are coming back from church ! The bride

such a sweet little mild-rose of a thing and the bridegroom so iroitn

and handsome ! I can't tell how it is, but when I look in the happy
bride's innocent happy face, the tears come to my eyes, and I feel for

the moment towards her like a sister. I kiss my hand to her, and she

stops and makes the prettiest curtsey ;
and FREDERICK well, I never

was so proud of him as though he felt even through his arm what was
passing in my mind FREDERICK, in his frank way, goes up to the

bridegroom and shakes his hand, and wishes him all happiness.
And so we both go our way; we towards the church, and the young

married folks home to their wedding dinner. God bless them ! I must
write that.

How beautiful are the meadows ! So swelling so rich. And we
walk, but still the church is a little further than FREDERICK thought.
And now the clouds gather thick and black again, and the wind rises,
and without thinking of it I do shiver. It is as far to go back as to

go on. The wind howls -and, as if discharged from twenty thousand

Ci,
as FREDERICK says and without any warning, showers of

.

FREDERICK lifts me np for all the world like a baby, I laughing all

the time and runs with me under a large tree. He will take off his

over-coat, and wrap about me. And still the hail comes down, cutting
even through the leaves, and

bounding^
and jumping about us. FRE-

DERICK looks just as
sorry

as if dear fellow ! he could help it.

I'm smothered with hail-stones, but I laugh and call 'em sugar-plums.
To humour me, he says they are sugar-plums. Wonders how they II

taste ! And then, with his very lips, takes one, or perhaps two or three
of them from between my throat and my collar.

We hear a cart
yes, a covered cart in the road. And we get home

that is to the White Hart red, and rumpled, and happy.

TAXES ON KNOWLEDGE.
SUGGESTED BY A SUFFERER.

EING called'out to Bow Street
at Four o'clock, A.M.
to bail a

"
fast

"
ac-

quaintance who has
been

"
out on the

loose."

Having a host pf
country appetites, in

the shape of country
cousins, dropping re-

gularly in to dinner

every day in the Cattle
Show week.

Being recognised in

a Police Court by
the gentleman

"
of

fashionable exterior"
in the dock, whom
you remember to have
met at Boulogne last

autumn, and to have
noted in your journal
as

"
a very entertain-

ing and agreeable
companion."

1 1 appening, in a
moment of weakness,
to boast that youknow a thing or two about the Turf, and being perpetually consulted by your

sporting friends in consequence.
Knowing an amateur dramatic author who will insist on making you the

audience of his rejected
"
heavies."

Being lugged out "sight-seeing," by all your country visitors because you "know
the way about so much better than they do."

Being recognised at a Watering Place by your own green-grocer, while you

are in the act of talking Peerage with your
"
exclusive

"

friends, the DRAWLINGTONS.
And, lastly, knowing one of those artistic ogres, who

entrap unwary friends into their studios, and then make"
models

"
of them.

OUR OWN NAVAL INTELLIGENCE.

VICE-ADMIRAL SIR THOMAS CHILBLAIN has obtained

Admiralty leave, having been taken in toe by the clipper
gout, to be laid up in ordinary till the end of the winter.
SECOND LIEUTENANT OLDBOY gave a dinner on board

the Evergreen, on the completion of his eightieth year of
service. He is expected to be promoted to the First

Lieutenancy when the present occupant of that position,
who happens to be just now bed-ridden, shall be suffi-

ciently recovered to get hoisted on board the Blunderer.
The newly built screw steamer Rattleshake, which left

the harbour last week with troops for India, has just re-

turned with her screw loose. Every effort has been made
by means of a screw-driver to repair the injury, but it is

expected that some months will elapse before the Rattle-
shake can proceed on her voyage. HER MAJESTY'S steam-
frigate Impracticable built m 1851, when, being found too
small for her boilers, she was converted into a sailing
vessel, and cut down in 1852 without any material im
provement is ordered in 1853 to be cut up for lire-

wood.

A LESSON FROM THE SKY.

Tire clouds have been setting an example to the

Legislature, by giving us an unintermittent supply of
water.

NO DOUBT OF IT.

OF all the "tricks of trade," perhaps the most deceitful
are the Bottle tricks.
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MR. PUNCH AT THE PLAY.

E hear the theatrical critics

iii the newspapers con-

tinually impressing upon
their readers the nit Ian

choly fact that the Drama
has declined. It seems to
me past dispute, that what-
ever the Drama may have
done in that way, a great
portion of the .Public have
declined the Drama. Many
reasons are given. Some
say it is cheap concerts.
There may be something in
this.

Young MAGGS the stock-

brokerwhose father, Old
M u;c;s, was a great play-
goer, and whose favourite
talk now of a night is M us.

writing my name on two cards, wrapping them up in a play-bill and
Pushing them to me through the aforesaid pigeon-hole ?

1 declare I never take a place of Mil. POTTKK but I inwardly protest
against that shilling, and vow never to take another place as long as I
live and I wouldn't, only Mn. 1>. insists on it. Depend upon it that

i)er
'

S unaccountable snillil> keeps many a crown out of

and how he once stood for
five hours in a crush in

Vinegar Yard, and was
finally carried into the; two-
shilling gallery in a state of

insensibility, and with noMo Ins coat -young NU0M has grown decidedly musical, I admit
and entertains his friends at classieal quartette parties where every-
body but the four performers appears dreadfully bored. He has
certainly,

eut the theatre, which he considers low. But after all I
don t think M wxtfj friends as a class, are of his way of thinking
though they do tolerate his classical chamber concerts for the sake of

ic cold suppers. And. after all, the MAGGSES constitute an incon-
siderable fraction of the London Public.

Neither do 1 think that the decline of the Drama is to be accounted
for bv late hours. At all events, if seven o'clock dinners are incom-
patible with seven o'clock dramas, the difficulty docs not seem past

itting over exactly as I hope to convince you, by and bye. Again
["dole

class London has certainly taken to living out of town a gooddeal. The City is a desert after eight o'clock, and the West End is
gradually

extending
to Brentford and Ealing. But still I don't think

that is quite a sufficient
expansion; or else why are the Promenade

Concerts so lull and the suburban gardens in the summer, and the
lecture-rooms, and Institutions, and similar places of resort ?
No. I don't think if we reckon up all the out-of-door causes that

are commonly alleged for the decline of the Drama, we shall get at the
true explanation It appears to me, in fact that we must go into the

atre to find why so many people now-a-days stay out of it This
;as been simmering in my mind a long time. I satisfied mysetf for awhile with such reasons as I have given. But finding that it was noneof these reasons which prevented me from going to the theatre, and yetthat I am every day finding myself less and less inclined to go there I

set myself seriously to answer the question-" What is the reason yon
1 1 patronize the Drama t Because, thought I, ten to one that the

my

.lit suppose that I have paid MR. POTTER and secured my pl-
.t hen comes the getting to the theatre. Now, I am not a late diner-but stil

, business is not over in the City till close on six and
though I don't

live./;/,;
out of town, I have my box at Bayswater (semil

detached); so that it is a physical impossibility for me to get home
there, snatch a hasty dinner, wait for Mrt. P?i finishing touches to
her cap and be in the house by seven, when the play begins Whydon t.they

_

begin at eight? I know what you are going to say, mydear MR. PUMPKIN (of the T. K, Long Acre). It has never beenie
"",'

(
lu 'te aware

.
that when People gave up business at four, and

dined at five, the play began when it does now. But what I want toknow is, why'tin: practice should be continued, now (hat we leave our
offices at half-past-hve and dine at half-past six? Why am I obliged
to purchase the opening scene of Macbeth with an indigestion " Why
must I forfeit mv two glasses of nost-prandial Port, unless I am
content to begin the Rival* at Act. II., Scene :',

-

Suppose, for once, you broke in on the canonical hour, and accom
modated your arrangements, at least in this point, to the altered habit
of the day r

I am quite aware of the sacredness of theatrical traditions I fee
profoundly convinced that when Conservatism is expelled from the
breast of SIR KOBKKT ISGLIS, it will still have a stronghold in the
theatre You hare tanght me by all 1 we both in front of the kmps

t behind them, that what the great <;\<,(,IK
(A D 1740) did in the

part of Hamlet, t he little GAGOEHS (A.D. 1852) are bound to go on doingBut 1 don t think the law of the Dramatic Medes and Persians should
extend to hours. In fact, yon must admit managers have made somt
change. In SIIAKSFEARE'S day, the play began at three

; in CHARLES
THE SECOND'S time (I speak pace PEPYS) at four. But then middle
class people dined at twelve and one.

I reallv think it would be worth your while to try the experiment ot
ismg the green curtain an hour later, or suppose the immutability o;

stage usage forbids this why should you not play a short piece to
begin with, and keep your strong attraction your three acts, or five
.'.eis, if you v;//have five acts for the second course of the night's
entertainment P

I am quite aware that you do not admit the force of French example
(except as to pieces). But I really think that you might take a hint
from those who have furnished you with so many new and original

, works, and give us a
"
lever de rideau"a. curtain raiser as they call

the little second-rate or used up vaudevilles with which they open the
performance. In this way I might, at least, escape a strong dose oi
MR. BROADGRIN s low comedy which would very likely please the
early-comers, and I should be able to sit out the rest of the entertain-
ment, and see your strong piece unmutilated. which you will own is
important.

Suppose, however I have got to the theatre, and in time for the
first piece, if you please. Let us see next, what encounters me on

A Pretty Game of Forfeits.

THE Portuguese Government has been playing this Christmas a nice

li ga
r
m

?
forfeits the forfeits on this occasion consisting of two-

fafths off the accounts of those who have lawful claims upon the Public
Jmnds, besides various other "pretty little things," the owners of
which we will be bound, never expected to see them in the lap ofDONA MAXIA DA GLORIA. However, we hope that England or some
superior power, will make the Portuguese Government give up what
was entrusted to them in confidence, telling them very plainly that
forfeits are never kept back, but arc invariably returned to their respec-
tive owners as soon as the game is over.

Extraordinary Rationality in a Lady.
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Y>:s DEAR.

DISTRESSING

JOH. LEFT

RESULT OF EMIGRATION.

. ANY WARNING, AND WE CAN'T MATCH THE OTHER FOOTMAN, BECAUSE ALL Ti:E

TALL MEN ARE GONE TO AUSTRALIA."

OXFORD LINGO.

AT the nomination of the Candidates for the University of Oxford,

some of the parties to the proceedings spoke in Latin, and, considering

the very un-English character of the opposition to Mu. GLADSTONE, we

think tfic renunciation of the English language as awaited to the oc-

-\v;n quite allowable. It seems rather odd that Alma Mater

should object to the mother tongue ;
but as ordinary doctors write

their prescriptions and clothe their nauseous drugs m Latin, it may be

permitted to University Doctors to wrap up their speeches, which are

often not over-nice, in the mystery of a dead language.

\s we fear that some of|he University men to whom the speeches

are addressed may have forgotten a little of their Latin, we have much

pleasure in presenting them with a specimen ot a vocabulary which wi 1

some of the words most likely to be in familiar use on such

MIS as that of the unseemly contest now in progress at Oxford.

It is true that our interpretations are not of the highest classical au-

thority but on an occasion when the learned pundits are quarrelling

like cat and dog, a little dog Latin may be found exactly the sort ot

thing that is required.

Reguhiris rusfoi niger. A regular blackguard.

Jselus lapis in /</!. GLADSTONE for ever.

//'/(/ sum linxle ecclcsiee. Down with the enemy of the Church.

ritt adpolm. Hun to the poll.

''.i-if/ilii. Away with the Wfhligs.
St<i/iini>ix iiullix inciitinx- \\'e will stand no nonsense.

ln-1'is lapis nan putest esse semilater. GLADSTONE can't be half a

brick.

A Brace of Bores.

IN every society you will find a person who will talk, and a person

who will interrupt. The worst is, the one is not a corrective of the

other- tor the talkative Bore invariably talks when he is not wanted

to talk, and the interruptative Bore will interrupt at the very period

when he is least wanted to interrupt.

THE NEW FANATICO PER LA MUSICA.

THE Daily News savs, that the EARL OF WESTMORELAND is employing ,

his time-that is. the time of his nation-at Vienna, by comyosii

fugues and chorals, and superintending the rehearsals of those com-

positions, for the service of the Roman Catholic Church, lor this

mode of performing his diplomatic functions, LORD \V ESTMORELAND s

obvious excuse is, that he is thereby doing his best for the promotion

of harmonv ;
the old plea : the old pun. Kcplv ing in the same spirit,

we might" suggest that his lordship's business is to represent the

ruterestsof tfie British Public, instead of attending to those of the

Romish Masses; that if NERO fiddled while Rome was burning, that

is no reason why WESTMORELAND should fiddle while Home is not

burning, but would be burning could she only command the iaith tli

tire, and the faggots, and the power, to burn. We may add, that this

same fiddling of LORD WESTMORELAND'S is eminently calculated to

confirm the popular feeling, that diplomacy is all liddlestick.

Endurance Abroad,

A "
TRAVELLER

"
writing to the Chronicle on the outrage committed

oft its Austrian correspondent, says" there is the endurance of t

martyr at the stake : there is also the endurance of the ox ana the

ass"
And he might have added" there is also the endurance of the EARL

OF WESTMORELAND." It is said, however, that our new Foreign becre-

tary, with a graceful appreciation of the noble EARL'S musical tastes,

has" recalled him in a significant, but most melodious way. LORD JOHN

has simply sent to the EARL a copy of the song Home, sweet

I" lHome l

time."

f sent to the KARL a copy ot tne song nume, K/OT

His Lordship has merely written in the margin in quiet

THE HIORY OF FRANCE. For the last few years a nois/ Com-

monw(h)eal, that no sooner completed one Revolution but it made

another !



P-LM-STON. R-SS-LL.

4 ( PLEDGING."
"HALLO! WHO WOULD HAVE THOUGHT 0' SEEING YOU HERE?"

JAM-ART 15, 1853.
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THEATRE ROYAL, WESTMINSTER.
BY OUR SLASHING CRITIC.

HE leading artists

secured for the ap-

proaching season
have availed them-
selves of the closing
of the house tc

make "
starring

tours into the pro-
vinces. According
to the local prints,

they have, generally
speaking, been weD
received. In some
places, however, the

audiences, unaccus
tomed to the draw
ing-room tone ol

good society, have
raised the vulgar cry
of "Speak out !

''

and have evinced
some dissatisfaction

that the actors have
chosen to husband
their forces for the

coming campai
MR. RUSSELL has
been appearing at

the City of London

.. u v wuw vw* ov>uuvi ucciii legitimate uuLinK. IU.K. vtuuu uas seen ai nauiax,
where a cabal, it appears, was got up against him and he was hissed a good deal,
but his final success was complete. A great opportunity is in preparation for him,we hear, in a piece called The Charter, the scene of which is hud in India, and we
hope he will be able to do it justice, and astonish the natives. MR. PALMERSTON
has been at Tiverton, and has come out in his old part of Jaunty ; the local critics
say he manifested far more care than usual, and seemed apprehensive of saying more
than was set down for him, a new thing with this free and easy artist. He made
a speech, however, and especially complimented the ladies of Tiverton on what
they had done for his benefit. MR. COCMURN is, or was, at Southampton, and
has been very successful an opposition attraction, a MR. COCHRANE, who was
engaged to compete with him, having made a ludicrousfiasco. We have some re-
collection of this individual : he used to play and by no means to the dissatisfaction

lJ fc\ughter-loving
world Gobemouche to MR. PALMERSTON'S Gibe, in Foreign

Affairs, but he is not a very intellectual artist.

_
The Oxford Theatre appears to have been the scene of one of those discreditable

intrigues which we had hoped the good feeling of the day had finally condemned
MR. GLADSTONE had been engaged, and was to have appeared as Easy, in Walking

Course. But it seems that a clique had determined that he should not come
at in that character, and organised a systematic opposition, placarding the streets
d bringing in persons whose habits are of the blackest description, to prevent

le performance. Some
treachery, too, seems to have been at work, some of the

:s implicated having taken pains to assure MR. GLADSTONE that he should not
annoyed ; and, as soon as he had left town, having sent to devise means of
ick. An individual named LKMPRIERE is stated to be at the head of this We

o not know him, but if he be the author of the Classical Dictionary, we are not
aware ot any person so capable of accumulating falsehoods. The result has been
that MR. GLADSTONE was hindered from taking the part he had expected to perform,

i has been compelled to study a new one that of Caustic, in Retaliation in
which we have no doubt he will come out dashingly. STOWELL not the informer
and indeed a person whose information is of a sadly limited order is mixed up in
the matter, and so is a mysterious person known as MRS. GAMP, who was latelykicked out of doors by Ma. FORBES MACKENZIE, for having unlawful possession of
an article manufactured by himself and partners. We are far from saying that we
lie everything GLADSTONE does, but that such an artist should be driven from the
uxtord theatre is disgraceful to everybody except himself. A stick called PERCEVAL
is, it seems, thrust forward under the patronage of MR. GLADSTONE'S assailants-
but MR. PERCEVAL is we imagine, onh qualified for playing such parts as Crack,
though we have heard that he is singularly faithful and natural as Dogberry, when
stating what he has been called, and wishes to be "written down "

, wh?r
-
that ^^ CO"1?1 4

? are
,
being made as to the system of admission to

the Westminster Theatre. It is alleged that though the public may be told that"
his money, in a way which
managers are said to have

that the first who should come anything of this kind should
be first served with a writ, and then served out with a
vengeance.

THE CRUIZE OF THE OLD ADMLRAL.
How crazily, how lazily,
We creep along the sea

;

Our upper works are straining,
Our hull is rolling free:

Our lower ports they baffle

Attempts to caulk 'em tight,
Like scuppers, through whose leaky seams
The water runs outright !

E'en coal-brigs o'er us triumph,
Smart yachts about us sweep ;

GREEN'S ships come up to look at us
The slow-coach of the deep !

In their wake, like any servant,
We sail from day to dark

;

Oh, proud must be our Admiral-

ty Lords of such a barque !

And proud must be our Admiral
(He 's seventy-four to-day)

Of turning out on duty,
Whate'er the doctors say ;

He has fought with them and conquered,
Although 'twas mad, they swore,

To go to sea, when he should have
Been laid up snug on shore.

Oh, if I were an Admiral
I wouldn't be on board,

I 'd
stay

in London, if I could,
And be made a Junior Lord ;

I 'd write to the Prime Minister,"
Just find a place for me.

For a sheer hulk lies TOM BOWLING,
No longer fit for sea !

"

Our Admiral grew paler.
And bluer and more blue,

'Midst the sniggers of the officers,
And the broad grins of the crew ;

For at sixes and at sevens
His stomach well might be,

'Twas so long, the poor old creature !

Since he had been at sea.
He heaved 'twas but an instant
For the old sailor's pride

Succeeded in the effort

His nausea to hide.

So he mopped his poor old forehead,
And held hard his wheezy breath ;

And, like a steamboat passenger,
Sat, looking grim as death !

That night the surgeon's whisper
Went round the mess to say,

That our poor old used-np Admiral
Was in a dreadful way :

Next day we beat to quarters,
"*

In a Bath-chair wheeled was he,
With a Welsh wig, and his legs

Wrapped in fleecy hosiery !,

That night a glass of toddy
Sent him cozily to sleep,

And next morning into harbour
The old ship made shift to creep.

And never from that moment,
(Lest again he sick might be)

Excepting in fine weather,
Did we venture out to sea.

tooked
ie an

a good

-
tin

!t
that this sl}?ld be** upper circle) were surely was

T16' fot served-" P rtraits

Very Early Art.

A BOOKSELLER'S list of Christmas Presents, lately issued,
advertises

"
Eighteen Portraits, forming a second series of

the Bible Gallery," under the title of "The Women of the

To what artist did these ladies sit for their portraits P He-
a very old master. The project of publishingexamDe of thnr ,

.

ndl whfh in
P
tl?P n ^ d nC a

T/'
*" T16' fot served-" P rtraits of Pe^onages of such very great antiquity is a spe-ule, which, in the present case, we would make absolute to the effect

j cdation thatmust have been got up by the Wandering Jew
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RINGING THE NEW YAB. IN AT ST. STEPHEN'S.

NEW WRITS.
MR. SLOMAN moved for a New Writ against a Hon M.P., with

Ic.n c to take him if he could but catch him, during the recess.

Mil. LEV I moved for six New Writs to arrest six Hon. Members,
(five of them Irish, and all thoroughly Insolvent), who had accepted
thousands of his, but wouldn't take the Chiltern Hundreds. He a so

begged to move for a return of all the monies those Hon. Gentlemen
owed him

; and, in exchange, he would give the House all (he bills he

(MR. LEVI) held in his possession belonging to them.
Both motions rcfusea on the score of

"
Parliamentary Privilege

"

which seems to be not a bad "score" for Members who exercise their

Parliamentary Privilege of running into debt.

FRENCH USHERS AT FAULT.

FRANCE has been accustomed to set copies to Europe but she will

hardly be able to do so now with no Pen, but only a Hitler.

ACADEMICAL PORTRAITS.
No. 2.

As I strolled this afternoon with CHARLEY CODLINGS in Trinity

Meadow and showed him the lions, I found that old RAILTON was

uot the only fossil that remained as a relic of by-gone times. One of the

very first men I met was poor SWISHKR, the schoolmaster, who came up
to a Hall (1 will not say which, for I would not hurt his feelings for the

world), in the vain hope of getting a degree, and thereby strengthening

his connexion in the country. Such a contrast to the bravery of the

boys who thronged that promenade, with their hairy coats, and gold

chains, and adventurous trowscrs, and other gallantries ! Quite a dull

spot was SWISHER in the midst of the splendid crowd, who almost

sneered at his coat, which certainly was very badly made, anil liis large

boots
; by the way. I wish somebody would write to the Gentleman'i

Magazine, or the Notes and Queries, if it is still going on, and ask how it

is that directly a man is poor his feet seem to grow to such an awful size.

Well! SWISHER comes up every year, invested witli the fftstue of

failure, and fails as before, though he is the most pains-taking fellow

possible. They say (of course it is a wicked joke, and nothing more,) that

his little girl habitually runs into the house and cries
"
Mamma, Mamma,

Pa's plucked again !

'' The last time he went in he was completely

stumped out by the Latin prose one of those horrid bits from the

Spectator about WILL ^NEYCOMB and lie passed a slip
of paper to his

neighbour, containing this touching request :

"
Pray, Sir. for Heaven's

sake, tell a married man, with three small children, the Latin for licet

Street ;

"
but no aid could save him, he is hopelessly, helplessly stupid.

I never could understand what he docs with those few sheep in the

wilderness when he is away ;
or. in fact, what he does with them when

he isn't. Poor fellow ! If I had my will he should be turned out a

double first and Doctor of Divinity, or Grand Compounder and Classical

Tripos, or whatever he wants. His perseverance is heroic, and he is a

worthy, honest man, although he cannot tell the Latin for Fleet Street,

or Charing Cross, or
Piccadilly.

And his little wife, so humble, and

kind, and good, is worth all the Dons' ladies put together, with their

silks, and satins, and underbred insolence.

And here, my dear CHARLEY, let me advise you always to shirk a Dem's

party if you can do so decently. I am not Ppeaking of College tutors

they are irreproachable, especially your men at Margaret's but of the !

great guns, the old fellows who wear the very swell gowns on Sundays,
and keep dismal houses and vulgar wives. Ihey sometimes let in a few

undergraduates to the awful conclave, and expect them to worship in

silence. You will find the women stuck up against the wall in a row, as

if they were for sale; and, if you have the audacity to speak to one of

them you will catch it, and no mistake. Whv, I remember, when 1

was a youngster, being put on in lecture every day for a whole term by
RICKARDS, our Senior Tutor, because I asked his daughter if she dirt

not think University parties very slow, and she went and told him. 1

always hated RICKARDS afterwards. Now, you know they will ask

you, because your father has lots of tin
;
but catch them asking

SWISHER, who is as well-born as most of them, and twiee as well-bred.

What if lie is stupid and ignorant ? They are civil enough to GRUBBS,
the son of the railway contractor, who can't write a sentence of English,
and have him to dinner, though he eats and drinks like a cannii

swallows his knife like a juggler. And they almost fall down before

PINCUSHION, because he is the son of a lord, and will be a lord himself

if he lives long enough, and he is the. next thing to an idiot. And I

should like to know what old CADMION, for instance, has learned sin< r

he got his fellowship at Christopher's. He was elected forty years ago,
in the good old times that RAILTON is so fond of, because he came
from Stokehampton parish in Wessex. You may say there is some
merit in that, for the district only includes fifty houses, and he has

certainly been of use to his College as a judge of Port wine. Besides, to

give him his due, he can play quadrille, or take a hand at whist. But
what else can he do ? Mind, I don't object to his coming up to town,
although he is a parson, and yisiting the Palladium that exclusive aid
fashionable place of resort in a blue coat and great white buckskin

gloves : but what right has he, when he reads nothing but the Moriiinif

Herald, and forms his opinions from the leading articles, to an endow-
ment founded for the encouragement of learning ? Do you suppose ho

would not be plucked as often as my poor friend, the schoolmaster,
whom he snubs so disdainfully. Why, I would back SWISHER against
him now, even in Latin grammar.

Beware !

You are requested not to be enraged if I ask you

Why is MRS. BRIEFLESS'S one dinner a season like solitude?
Because there is no second party.

CLOSE REASONERS. The retailers of beer have the best of the

argument about the quantity that ought to be contained in a quart
bottle, inasmuch as thoy stick to the pint.
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THE BAKER."

To mix them with his wheaten

\Vho if a trifling rise in price

in corn, will not be nice,

bread will charge it

Who when the corn is
" down again,"

I* Mirli u thorough rogue in .gram

The rise in bread still to
maintain^

Who is it, when we send a pie,

Will chikUike take a straw and try

To suck it of the syrup dr

Who is it, when we trust some ribs

Of beef to bake, a portion cribs.

And hides the fault by wicked fibs

Who, if we miss a piece of fat,

Has always got an answer pat

And lays it on a neighbour s d

Who from rice pudding, with a cup,

Extracts the custard-eyery sup-

And says the fire has dncd it up

Who the unpleasant truth to state,

Cheats us at such a fearful rate

That every loaf is short m "i

r
TIME TO'PWCK' IN V LlFfil

"
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ids thc'fate'of Millions.
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A PUFF FOR THE BLUE BOOKS.

HE Commons have been dis-

'cussing the possibility
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pushing the circulation of

their Blue Books, which have

hitherto been looked upon

a" so many blue pills bv the

public,
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no particular
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swallow them. Ihey have,

in fact, been considered as
j

somewhat of a drug m the

trade, and have been to be

found chiefly
on the shelves,

of the second-hand!

book-stalls. \\ e

admit that there is

often a good thinr

to be met witt.

in a Parliamentary

Blue Book, and we

should be glad of
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practice, by which

the principal
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Mildness of the Season.

SUCH has been the extraordinary

-our Admirals, on active serv.ee
an

ingettect 01 wmcn, IK

-all things considered.
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THOUGHT IOR THE TRAIN.

i v tt,p survivors of railway accidents can reci
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tally sui-c as a matter ot tact.

A QUESTION FOR UNIVERSITY MEN.
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In-itatcd Swell. "RING! YES, OF COL USE I Kuwi ! How THE DEUCE DO YOU

SUPPOSE I'M TO DO MY HACK HAIR WITH ONLY ONE CANDLE?"

Till: BLACK JOB OF THE CITY.

WE always begin to burn with indignation, when we think
i'f (Mir coal- and tin- ia\ we have to

pay for them to the LORD
MAVIK and Aldermen of London. They frequently tax our
]>a!icnce bv iheir olitnseness, and our gravity by their absurdity,
liui why tliej should tax our coals we cannot tell, unless ills
that ihej feel a sort of right to place upon illumination or
enlightenment as much restrict!- Me. The tax WES
originally confined to coda coming to London by the Thames,
it In-ill!: thought, probably, that the right of bringing com-
bustibles b\ the river migffl interfere with the old privilege
of

"letting; the Thames on lire," which is supposed to be
vested in the \.n\\\i Mnoii and Aldermen. The subject is

now boldly grasped, and coal is being taken in hand, with u
view to a thorough sifting. Those who haw- had the

lingering
of coal for so many years cannot come out of the affair with
clean hands, but the sooner the dirty affair is got rid of. the
belter it will be for the character of 'the Corporation, and the

pockets of the public.

Till-: HKLK.YSE OF MADIAI!
AxoTll ri( brand upon the brow of Home !

Anot her murder to the papal score!
Where III ss and JKKOMF. were inscribed before,
Oh now . Hceordinir Angel

'

in thy tome
\I.MH\i. though his lips no foam

Of felon's death-pan;: whitened, and his gore
Made red no scatl'old ; glowing pincers tore

\ni Ins quick tlesh
; nor did the martyrdom

( If lien torment his fell butchers glut.

Miit him did LaOFOLD, the dastard tool
( H I'opery, in a loathsome dungeon shut,
So that he died.

"
Freedom of Action," Fool,

Would'st thou grant Komish bigots? Freedom, out
Freedom of prate and antics : NONE of RULE.

A SHORT THEATRICAL CATECHISM.

Q. What order do the Press Orders belong to ?

.-/. The Order of the Fleece.

OUR HONEYMOON.

SI M)AY, MAY 4., IS

_

WKATIIKH beautiful ! I may say, quite Sabbat li weather. Somehow,
afraid to be a little laic at church ; and so, really, as I told FREDERICK,
don't half dress myself, going out quit? it Jiyurf. Wonder what the

people will think? In his grave, sly way, FRED, tells me to calm
>nii iiiiijiiixh : and thai as we're going to church, he has the liveliest-

hope that the congregation will charitably construe my bouuet, and
undergo my gown with Christian resignation. He assures me that

people don t think
;
that people don't trouble their heads with people ;

and that even were I to go to church the greatestfriijht that could be,
people would know nothing of the matter; would eat their dinners ;

and at bedtime positively go to sleep as if nothing had happened. And
all this long speech he made, looking in my eyes in his sly way all this

long speech, because I merch wondered when I was putting on my
bonnet at the glass, what people would think? What an odd lore of a
cmn'HIT he ix !

How lovely the walk to church ! The grass and hedges all so fresh,
all as if they'd drunk their (ill of the rain, that still glitters in millions

ofdiamond drops! Such a freshness from the earth, as though it took
and breathed a hearty hmith .' And the church-bell rings so cheerfully,
as if it called all people to come and hear blessed tidings as, indeed,
it does. And on we walk, and the sheep i hose dear sheep look at us
with their meek faces, and there is one dear lit tie lamb that FREDERICK
vows has leapt out of the frame and trotted all the way from Home-
where he once saw it, when he travelled out of the frame of one of
RAPHAJBL'S pictures it has such a sweet speaking little face. I tell
FREDERICK, that 1 should like so much to take it Home with us(t/iat
word Home! if it doesn't seem to get mrn /,',- ,1,1,1 x ,r,.,./,'i- every time I
speak it !) it would be so pretty always to have a dear pet lamb. But
FREDERICK answers that lambs have a habit, of becoming sheep ; and
he is afraid that sheep, pet them as we may, do awaken in the contem-
plative mind emotions bordering on turnips. He is an odd creature !

It is beautiful to see the people. The young so fresh and rosy
country girls with such bright blood in their faces, and such browii and
white complexions, and such big sloe-black eyes (FREDERICK prefers
them blue

;
but that, 1 fear no, I dent/few it that is out of compli-

ment to a certain person) sloe-black and sky blue when bluest and

brightest, and all looking so sweet and fresh as though they'd always
been washed in Mn>/ .,/<////'// i/i">-.

And young and old, we sec them dotting the
fields in all directions,

moving towards the church. And it is the prettiest of churches. So
old! Yet with such a pleasant aspect. A small grey church built of

rugged stones and with such a peaceful, cheerful look; like an old,
old man that had lived through a long, long stormy life,

and yet in his
old age kept a cheerful, hopeful face, as though stdl looking, not

onward, but upward.
We enter the church, and we are shown towards a pew. Of course,

I am going in, when FREDERICK takes my arm in his hand, and with a
gentle firmness sways me on one side, and passes me by him, seating
me and then seating himself yes, seating me in the middle of the

church, on He open seats, and in no pew at all. I was -astonished. I
am afraid! was mure than a-tomshed. I felt, yes positively angry : and
tried to giee him a look: but I might just as weU have looked at one of
the stone cherubim on the wall he wouldn't see it.

But 1 huil cause to be angry! For just beside me yes, positively
next to me there was an old dame, I do think nothing more than a
labourer's wife, in a red cloak, and next to her her husband, quite a
peasant ana I did feel my face as red as that cloak, and was quite in a
twitter. I do think 1 should have left the church it I could have gone
out but FREDERICK the provoking creature as if he had foreseen

that, sat lite a rock before me. Well, to mend the matter, and to put
me almost in a passion, who should come in in such a shaicl and bonnet,
\es, a bonnet, too, with staring corn-flowers and poppies in it as if

anybody wore corn-flowers and poppies in .Mini but who should come
into the church, and like her impotence ! sit herself down immediately
behind me but JOSEPHINE ': 1 nudged FREDERICK but as if he knew
what I was going to say he took no more notice of me than if I'd
been the atrnnin^ 1

stranger. 1 nudged him again when opening his

prayer-bookhe gave it to me with a manner that seemed to say
Alt end to Hint.

Well, the service began or begins, for my pen will get back to the

present. The service begins : and by degrees I get calmer, though not
so tranquil I feel Hint as 1 ought to be. And I do catch myself
looking round at the pews m ,d positively do see in one of them the

landlady of our house, of the \\hite Hart ; who and this does astonish
me doesn't seem surprised to see me where 1 am. Indeed, not a single

in any of the pews appears to think the Icttst of the Matter .' ;

VOL. XXIV.
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The service continues, and the clergyman a mild, sweet-voiced old

man! -at length begins the sermon. The text is "And when the

devil left HIM, angels came and ministered unto HIM."

Such a l>r;uit it'iil discourse ! The dear good man's words fall like soft,

refreshing rain. "And so it is, my brethren "lie says "so it is with

us in the world; with everyone of IK. We are rewarded for every

rinmph we make over temptation. I will suppose that there are among

q who have struggled against the vanity of vain pleasures;

many who have put down evil thoughts with a strong will
; many who,

after along, and it maybe, an uncertain conflict withwe seduction of the

world, at length have triumphed. 1 will put it to them to answer

n the sanctity of their own consciences whet her, when they have com-

bated and so prevailed against the Evil, compelling and driving it into

itter darkness from them I put it to them, whether their hearts have

not softened and melted within them ; \\hether they have not felt in

;heir bosoms a seraphic inllnence. They have so felt ;
it cannot be

ithcnvise. Yud so it will ever be. Yes, mj fnrmU: nn sooner shaH

rou have driven from you the tempting' demon of pride, of vanity, of

ansrer no sooner shall the devil have left you, than augels will come
and minister unto you."
The tears roll down my face

;
and I feel so happy and so humbled; and

ued that I had shrank and couldn't help it shrunk from the

ieh ot' the dear old sonl's scarlet cloak as though there had been
i let fever in it. But now, I felt so happy and the happier the

nore I wept ;
and I felt the pressure of I'IIEDEIUCK'S arm as though his

icart was at that moment heaving me sob at that moment growing
;owards me. The servir ihc people leave the church.

Again in the church-yard, it is pretty beautiful to
_

see knots of

people in threes and fours married children from distant villages

greeting father and mother grandchildren hen' and there the tiniest

jaby kissed and danced by granny and gramlsire !

Without a word, but with the same consent, we wander about the

churchyard, and iu a few minutes we are alone in it. What a beau-

tiful spot! What a place as FREDERICK afterwards said what a

jilaee tor the inevitable sleep !

We wander about, and without saying a word, read the tomb-stones.

'This is very sad; worse than sad!'' says FKKIIKIUCK. "Here we

are required to ponder the vanities of life, remembering that he who

lies below he, whom the fulness of health and hope. v. as snatched from

life at twenty-three is now a prey to the devouring worm. This is

very foolish."
'

Foolish!" I cry, surprised.
"

Foolish, mv love," said FREDERICK ; very, very foolish, and very,

very untru". What has the worm to do \\ith him, more than had the

moih that may ha\e eaten into his cast-off-coat:' What was put here,

but his coat of flesh and bonehis garni. MI' of earth f No, no; let

the cheerful hope that is the vitality of our faith write my epitaph. No
worms for me."

I can't say a word not a word. "So we pass from grave to grave,

and I give a look homewards ;
and we are about to go thither, when we

both together stop at a tombstone. It bears this word these verses,

and no more :

"
ILurg."

" Poaacliild of grief, by fxithless vows betray'd.
At length from sin and sorrow thou art free

;

Thy debt to nature, it is truly paid.
And wounded pity pays her debt to tliee."

" The heart that is now a clod below us "said FREDERICK, at the

ng himself upon the
grassy grave "the poor heart, it

is plain bitterly plain broke in the trial."

I couldn't sav a word. I sat down beside him. I thought of my
vanity, mv \\orldliness, my pride in the church. The grave I sat upon

reproach, yet kmttly teach me. I gathered a daisy it was
i lie only om> from Lrci's grave ;

and in remembrance of the cheerful-

ness, the humility, the constancy it should teach me for is not the

an emblem of all these ? -marked my iirst wedded Sabbath. _

ACADEMICAL PORTRAITS. No. 3.

BELIEVE I am dreadfully want-
ing in decision of character.

I lere is our election going on,
and I can't bring myself to

join cither side. Every one
to have made up his

mind, except mvself. Each

party is clear that it is the

original and only genuine

champion of the Protestant

Religion and the House of

Brunswick, which long live

the QUEEN and PRINCE AL-
liEUT. The other side are

lesnits, Papists in disguise,
I lissrnters, Absolutists, Radi-

cals, Socialists, unscrupulous
place-hunters, disappointed
bun it s, renegades and traitors.

What nonsense! It isn't so.

They know it isn't so. Take
BROWN, for instance, who is

on the RIGHT HOXOCKAKLK
JOHN DOE'S

091111!
I'liiuWN' supports his mother
and sisters by hard work at

the Bar, and some years ago
a Fellowship because he thought such an endowment unlit

for a man who could manage to li\e without it. And FITCH calls

this man dishonest, simply because he is High Church. Why,
If would trust him \\iih an untold bushel of bank-notes,

if he had them, this very day. Then Fin n catches it, from the
other side. FITCH is an active partisan of MR. ROE, and in conse-

idi to throw at him. Far-sighted and
deliberate schemes of sel are at t abated to that honest

fellow, worthy of ( IN. Ami yet he is

et boy. He looks forward to thr cud of Term and getting a

shot at a snipe, or a day or two's salmon-fishing, as eagerly as he did

when he was lit'leen. lint then he has some unintelligible crotchet

he 17lh Article, and i tile of any base n

hate these religious controversies: they make men so bitter and
unable. Here are gentlemen of education and position who talk

i other as if they \. \ pickpockets. Pray, my brothers,
mcour and calumny to more congenial spirits, to Metropolitan
Meetings, and such like. I ""f learned hands were never made
each other's

eyes.
Let the Morning Cnr bark and bite, and the

i'.luc growl and light, for 'tis thrir nature 10. If you can't be

unanimous, vote in silence, and don't call names.

By Jove ! what a lot of the old fellows are up. I have shaken hands

with thirty men in live minutes. Every master's gown m the city

must have been hired for the occasion. Why there 's SCORESBY, ol all

men in the world, like the priest all shaven and shorn, in the very

stillest while choker, and the highest black silk waistcoat I ever beheld.

And did j on v\ er sec such an apostolic coat ? He might be a dean or an

archbishop. I remember SCOUBSBY with whiskers curling down almost

into his lap, a wonderful smoker and whist-player, with an extraordinary

talent for drinking beer. He was sent down for painting^
the Provost s

door pea-green ;
and now he is bringing out an edition ot CYPRIAN,

to be followed by the rest of the African Fathers. Gad, he looks as

if he hadn't dined for a week.
Here comes a stately swell with a blond moustache. That s I HORN-

TON
;
he is in the Heavies, and I should have thought much too great a

man to be interested in politics. He seems rather uneasy in his cap

and gown. The pale youth with him is his cousin, the Hox. AND
REV. SPENCER THORNTON, so well known at Exeter Hall m the month

of May. He is rather shy of visiting the University, where his parti-

cular kind of humbug is at a discount. He has a great flow of words,
but a ren lii'd memory, and makes the most tremendous blunders m
his historical allusions. So he is never quite comfortable except among

women, who idolize him, and are always giving him cambric handker-

chiefs.

Here comes a detachment of barristers from London. They all

vote for I)OE and have a great contempt for the other side, the

strength of which lies among the country parsons. It is very amusing
in the Common-room after dinner, to hear one of these shrewd, perhaps
not over-modest, gentlemen set the mild residents to rights, and explain
to them how ignorant they are of the world.

I heard young J"AWK.INS, who has just got his first brief, chaffing poor

liousKR, the tutor, in the nwst unmerciful manner about College

bigotry and intolerance ;
and it is barely four years since the boy looked

on that venerable man, and heard his words with awe and admiral ion.

UOWSKK said privately, afterwards,
" When ,!AWKINS grows older, he

will bun i" li'xn." Here, at all events, is one man who is not changed.
1 1 o\v are you, SIDNEY, old boy? He wears the same hunting scarf,

neat black riding coat and tight drab trowsers, and has his boots

cleaned as incomparably as ever. His face is as weatherbeaten and

jolly, and, I doubt not, his heart is as warm as when we were under-

graduates together. He is a country gentleman, and, I fear, rather

wedded to obsolete economical theories, the abolition of which certainly
reliexed him of live hundred a-year. He is a great man with the

Ditcldey hunt, and a dead shot, and keeps up his place in Northampton-
shire with traditional state and hospitality. He has come up to vote
for ROE, whom lie identities with Protestantism and pur ancient institu-

tions. He is never haunted by a doubt or scruple in his politics. He
has a maxim which never fails him. "My deal' fellow, I always go
v. ith my friends."
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ORTHOGRAPHY.
WE have heard that there

is a sort of enchant-
ment in the pro,

oftheactor.but -.-,

I here is or no, we are
sure tlial tin-re is

a peculiar spell ahont,
the staire, which
to lie met with ill the.

pronunciation of those
who appear he

theatrical audience. U e

should like Id

and uonld ask if there
of our

fret tin:,' a

-' wh.v il is thai
the prthographj of real
life is abandoned on the
oilier side of the foot-

:i!S Id
lie tin- boondarj

unknown, and

his mechanical form
alone, without an) of
those lexicographical
attributes with which
his name is iden-

,,

Wr w "uM '"* > f I caul be followed in the sa word'iu't'he letter r witho,
n.sio.i ,, an mrpertmenl rowel to disturb the union \ \i\n i, i

'

,rl , ",
"

auajs rele-rilm,,,,!, '.nil,,-,,,,,,,,!, of ,l,e,raKe,i .,' h,'',,,, :

v, ,,, ,

,, ,,, ,, so many ecee's to umke ,, 8
patter

of much diliicultvHow In <
I he letter r altofrclher seems to be marked out for perseenno,,

.%s, ;WM <^JH
,,i,;: jsaas

lor in
o, wj ucimj tortured into

"
skei he"tn n-irrnt IIP"IM" Irseenthi-onuliiionitln- inteiiMtv of tlie -i

', ,,, bffi^ffi
i-niliul; a cnmc "

is rendered far more atrocious

TIIK XKSTOR OF TJ1K NAVY.
( )li, the dajs when I was TO

III GEORGB nil-: TIIIHU'S ol

\\ hen, all his jolly dogs among,
Tin- I'KIM i: or \\ U.KS was in his prime.

I recollect DINIIAS and I''

I-'IA was famous I'm his tongue,
And SIIKKIDAN reiiow ned foi- ,

All in the dajs when 1 was Joung.

Oh, the dajs when I

lofl JORDAN pL
And roiriies anil vagabond* Wete huii!,',

l-'or pettj si,

Then men could ilrink their bottle--, n
1

.-

And then the war with |-'raiiee up spAnd then iliil I lirst <

All in the dajs w hen 1 was young.

Oh. the dajs win

old llnw i.'s and \

I often to the topmast dim
wh.ch I iieedn'i

And uiy promotion I desem-d,
All in tin; days when I was young.

I )h, the dajs when I was younjr !

I helped Lniui N i:i.so\'v, in the Nile.
U hilst DiiiiiiN's songs our

now I am a irrey old lile !

!ii at Trafalgar.
Then dowi: n honour (In)iL' :

Since Ilim 1 Ye seen no more of war
None, sim-e the days when I was yoilllg.

Oil, the days when 1 I

That art and science could restore !

At
f
jeasl this old hulk caulk and bl

That rates :

I''"-' I

-and,
All battered, shattered, and unstrung;

Oh. tromy foot ! oh, shaky hand !

And, on the days when I was young !

ope dflieartlilvai) 1m u-'v "\\ ;.";'!',
y T'/T'T notmng better than

"
hevery

em mat
L,oyis JNAPOLEON would at onc

of spell , ha, I , e ,'oii, Ill( , , s

'

, '.'' ,V ,'?

* 1 lirri
',

k ' "' '''sonchantmoiit ,f the sort Abandon
aU ambitious idea of invading England,

only with, he hope', -he ,.(' ^ ^~ al
,"
U we 'UV s

'
!" krl1

l llaml .
v

- *
^r to land an army on the coast in the teeth of

the future us pla I ', w h- r 1
n .'

' P tO loU W the CX!U111'lc
' ^^S to speak for ?'*h rtrone ck-li-nr,-* would be only to expose it

to certain death. Once set the trains running,
and not a Frenchman would be found to face
the fearful danger, more especially, if a set of
t 11 r If '-1 :i )ilr>u TV/IVO tMililiuVmi-l (( 1... A , .* I. ,

'

_. ,

-. Another
ni testify thai ..

< due proportions)
With ereq

we imist

much puzzled.

-

.-
- up, 10 me satislaction ot all -"ji-f""-' ". ""mu vumci me pruuu nouour

the rapid union of two or more volumes of mg aPP mtcd Commander-in-Chief of these
much several volumes of airy nothings are con-

most ln
]I""'lallt tori ilieat ions. All claims, how-

:

,
'.'

(x suvprised at the dampness of the atmomhen- ever
>. '"y considered, we think the preference

by which these volumes are distributed;" an assertion sh.
^ be given to the Oxford and Buckingham

' volumes i

: ,| ,,n- |,y the agency of ^- Uu
,

der
,
lts ^ care

. or rath" the ^ant
ya l denses into rain;" and we ourselves

I'.n-land may be safely pronounced to be

s to the ground with ama/iiii; rapiditx.' destructive powers of railway engines

tint "wi',"," ';]" I ""'7>-
i t("'" 1

iftcct of where the rain has come
ha

^
e been

sufficiently
tried upon Englishmen.wnere it has all gone to" is a point on which we are quite us

an(
l

li
}?

tln
?
e now that th se same engines of

destruction shodd be turned a little against our
Iocs. We will pay the damages of the next rail-

Windfalls for the Church. waX "cement, it, with such defences on our coast
to recede an invading army, a man of it leaves

t he the island alive !

rr ^f **" "" v/nurcn.

J^TS? Sgtt*S~2TO?J=- .Mftlk. P-t
were pluralists with IHO

'

at about 350; by which
'

m deaths. MAXIM mi; TIIK ADMIRALTY. You may take
a ship to the water, but you can't make it swim.
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PROBABLE RESULT OF THE POULTRY MANIA.

A TRIFLE PROM SCOTLAND TO THE EMPEROR!

Is our excellent contemporary, far north, the Lmrnesi Couri,;; we

find these glad tidings :

its journey."

This is very handsome of the cnod folks whoever they may be ot

Scotland TSe, ea-le, too Truly this makes the offering more

^"I rut Wo are moreover deKghted to find that the ca.le has l,,rn

sZently provided with food, so thai he may appear mthe best t
- ithei

before his' new owner. Ami 5$
a doubt comes over us. Rabbits ! Aie

thev rabbits in the fur. or merely \\ rich rabbits 1
~,ne.t,,\\v

\,,v way, it is very charming to know that Scotland has so BcefuUy

rcn.-w.-d her ancient' alliance with the kingdom ot Trance Can she not

still further strengthen it ". fcraua wants a wile As Scotiandhas

sent him an eau-le, coul.1 she n.,t prov.de him with a dove-a
rag-dove?

We are U surprise,! as charme, w,th the enthusiasm o en three

or four Scotchmen-perlmps. loo, the number may swell to half-a-dozen,

or it mav subside to ,,,u-who can thus tonehmgly illustrate an a -

miration for patriotism, generosity, munificence, and magnanimity, and

twenty other virtues, all as resplendent in the LJIPEROR as are the

lo den plumes of the imv eri;,l bird. How will the eagle be received

WMScotchmen residing in Pa f ? ta
',V.

om
'/

OUS1
"vnl

Di'KK "K'lIvMlLTOS, 1o be preceded by a piper blowing and screeching

and inarclnn- like a nnatic peacock, to the Tudenes ? We hope so

\VlicH Sed!l;md parts with so much gold as a golden cagle-and to sucl

a man it is impossible to make too much oi the donation.
"

V would not aoa.1 liberality, nevertheless we must suggest an ad

dit ion to the golden gift . The EMPEROR is about to be crowned and

robed Well there arc, we have heard, sleek, beautiful, wild crea

lures to be found among' the hills of Sen. laud We. think, if we mis

ike not thev are called wild-cats. \es ;
wild-cats is the name. Ihey

are pDul and innocent in their habits, never carrying off
^o

much as a

htX cattle-not even lifting a sin,le stag Now and then, it is said

thev have been known to sit.upon their hmd legs and bck the r lips and

mew tofull-uddered cows for a drop of milk. Well.wc propose that a tew

of these cats be snared, killed, and skinned, and their furs duly pre-

Sffi*toN^S THE THIRD, to decorate
bgoomigatob^

IP lives rxjTOilarlv bestowed upon a eat might, m catskm lie

Serpreted as SH^rlfon of Scotland-" May the EMPEROR live
;

for ever !

"

As we were about to rfo to press, a letter-of which theM*;
is

he postscript-was received V the well-known Scotch house-MAC-

iiLE, MACWHISTLE, and MACBRISTLE :

"
Inverness. Jan. 19.

" You will not be surprised to learn that our golden eagle, intended

as a present to the EHPEBOK OP FRANCE, has not yet quitted us.

Some say that the bird is not well enough to take so distant a oumey

Some say it has got the .pip : but-a word in your lug-/ flunk it s

1

line in the Trench funds.
"
Yours, ARCHIBALD MACSILLER.

Borne say lu nas gut me
the awful decUne in the

The Hems of Power.

SoME'nmbrellas arc being advertised, of a colour called Napoleon Blue.

Napoleon is rather aptly associated with an umbrella just now, tor the

oldBaying,
"

it never rains but it pours," was never more thorough y

illustrated than in the case ef Louis BONAPARTE. How he may be able

10 weather the stonn, should it really set in, is a rather difficult question,

and the umbrella, as well as the EMPEROR, may then find less magic in

the name of NAPOLEON than some seem to anticipate.

CONSCIENCE MONEY. MR. CHARLES MATTHEWS begs to

VJ acknowledge the receipt of four shillings, being the price of admission to th

boxes, which have been sent to him by a most honourable Individual, who signs

himself (though somewhat at length) as " One of the 100,000 persons whc.have beein

the cause, by going in with orders during the last five years, ot keeping f20,000 out o

the Lyceum Treasury, and who hopes the remaining 99,999 persons will do the same.

ME. CHA M.F.S MATTHEWS hopes, in the name of conscience, those honourable gentlemen

will do the same, and he doesn't mind on this occasion sinking the manager, od acting

for the first time as Money-taker.

A LEGAL CONVEYANCE. The Prison Van.
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TUB POULTRY EXHIBITION.

HE 'exhibition of
fowls hasbeen draw-

ing such numbers,
that thr throng in

Baker Stivei Ins

been sufficient to

remind one 01

crowd in the 1'oul-

try. The anxiety
to see these

and their various

plumage shows how
the public taste can
be tickled by a

feather, and, indeed,

during every day of

the exhibition, the

appropriated
to the fowl has re-

sembled a fair.

The display has
somewhat shaken
our faith in the old

tin!
"
birds of a feather flock together," for we^haye never seen so many

birds of different, feathers as we have recently found flocking together in BakeT
Tlii 1

pi-ices
fetched at the sale have been almost fabulous, and a

a e, i lain duck which must have been a regular
"
duck of ducks" was

\ alued at one hundred pounds sterling. Two of the pens of Polish fowls are
led at one thousand pounds- -a circumstance which ought to make the |i:

market look up, for if so much can be obtained by a pen, the author's fortune may
be one on which he has a right, to plume himself. We are not in the habit of

: our own pen into the market, but we should like to ask, if a pen at Baker
Street -Polish though it be is worth one thousand pounds, what is the value of
the pen of I'mtch, which is all polish, and point of the most brilliant order?

PROSPECTU S
OF

THE GRAND UNITED GOLD AND DIAMOND DUST COMPANY.
An Act is already in existence the Insolvent Act to limit the liability of the

Shareholders.

CAPITAL, 100,000 in Shares of 1.

To show the confidence felt in the undertaking on the spot, it is respectfully
announced, that OO.tJOO Shares are reserved for the locality where the dust exists,
or, in other words, for the dusthole.
The names of the Directors, if announced, would be recognised in the market

as guarantees for very large amounts, and every one of them is extensively
associated with the stamp or stamps of credit.

This ( 'imipaiiy is formed for the purpose of working the rich deposits supposed to
lie embedded in the various Banks of an extensive district. The Directors are in
1 real y for the lease of an extensive river in the Brazils, the tide of which is supposed
to lead on to fortune.

They hope, by getting into the right current, to be able to stir up the sources
I

iji already alluded to, when they may anticipate that the numerous flats
sides will yield an abundance of the precious ore they are in search of.

|

Should these means of profit become exhausted, the Directors have the satisfaction I

of ieelimr that the adjacent plantations will enable them to take advantage of the '

numerous plants, and the gold being used up, they can cut their sticks immediately.
The Directors propose to take further powers for pocket-smelting, and otherwise

reducing the quantities of auriferous matter that remain unappropriated, on account
cl the imperfect manner in hieh the process of extracting gold from anyplace in
which it exists, has been hiiherto carried on in this country.
Notvwthstanfing the numerous arts that have been employed, the Directors

Hatter themselves they are in possession of a machinery by which gold can be
Squeezed OTl I nun quarters where it has, until now, remained so tightly held as
to have been regarded as utterly unattainable. The process is one of refinement,
but it would be obviously imprudent to say more on this point in a public
advertisement.
The Directors hope that enough money for their purpose will be obtained at

once, and they anticipate no further calls, but the Subscribers will have the
right of making as main calls as they please for the recovery of their money
at the office of the Company, should the undertaking be nn-remunerative to the
Shareholders.

Applications for Shares, in the usual form, may be made forthwith to the
Secretary //,/,/., who will be happy to throw samples of the Dust immediately
into the eye ot any applicant.

.
PRECIOUS POULTRY. Hens rear ducklings ; but the price of Cochin China fowls

is so enormous, that their chickens can only be reared by geese.

SISTERS AND SLAVERY.

AFFECTIONATE REPROOF
11Y HIE LADIES HULL.

DEAREST Sisters, we implore you
"

To receive our fond caress,
Whilst we meekly lay before you
An affectionate address;

Do not think we mean to blame you
By a single thing we say,

Or desire at all to shame you
In the slightest kind of way.

But by such a sense of duty
To this rourv we arc impelled,

From publicity though Ueauty
We re av p witliheld,

Thai we must call \oiir attention

To a tender point, we know,
You will guess it when we mention'
Mus. HAKKIKT BKECIIER STOWB.

Sisters, daughters, wives, and mothers,
Ah ! our feelings how it

rackSj
That your son ., sires, husbands, brothers,
Should so badly use their blacks !

Oh ! we speak with hearts siuccrest,
All with love and pity rent

;

But why don't you, bisters dearest,
Make your relat ives repent ?

ENDEARING RECRIMINATION
BY THE LADIES JONATHAN.

Sisters, darlings, sweetest creatures,
Of a common faith and stock,

Not a word to cloud yonr features,
Or your gent le bosoms shock,

For a moment would we utter,
For all Californy's gold,

But now we've churned all that butter,
You must let the truth be told.

You have slaves far worse than niggers,
That in ignorance are sunk,

Who no letters know, nor figures,

Vicious, destitute, and drunk :

Have them taught to read their Bibles,
And repeat their ABC,

Better this than writing libels

On the Nation of the Free.

Go, exhort each male relation,
We would earnestly implore,

To relieve the dire starvation

Which is lying at your door ;

"Tis with deepest pam, that others
Of their faults we 're forced to tell,

Whilst forbearance gently smothers
Hearts each gushing like a well !

SEASONABLE INTERFERENCE
BY AN IMPARTIAL ARBITRATOR.

Ladies, ladies, soft and fairly

Interchange your loving raps,
Or you '11 'scape a i|uarrel barely,

If not come to pulling caps.
Both have grounds for accusation,
But on one side there's a flaw :

Slaves for want of Legislation
Arc not quite like slaves by Law.

A Dead Certainty.

ME. NASJCYTII has been promising to endow England
with a new "Destructive Engine." We doubt if it can
be half so destructive as the Railway engines England has

already got.
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THE SWEEP AND MANY FRIENDS.

A SWEEP has just been having what may be called a brush
with the Post -Office. The "

honest fellow
"

happens to find

the Newcastle mail bag lying in Coppice Row, when instead
of sacking the bag, he asks the assistance of a policeman to

carry it to the Post-Office. The
"
honest fellow

"
naturally

expects a reward, and on being offered ten
shillings, he writes

to the Times to say that acting under the advice of "his friends,"
he has refused the gratuity. We do not exactly understand
the principle on which the sweep, as advised by his "friends

in council," lias declined taking the money. Is it considered
that ten shillings is not enough for carrying a bag to the nearest

police station to which the mail was conveyed by the help of

.Vtiim. "MY DEAK FREDERICK, DO, PRAY. TAKE YOUR HANDS OUT OF YOUR
POCKETS !

"

Frederick " COULDN'T DO IT, MAMMA DEAR ; ALL OUR MEN AT CAMBRIDGE
WEAR THEIR HANDS IN THEIR POCKETS, A.SD 1 COULDN'T DlSGBACE MY COLLEGE
BY TAKING MINE OUT ! !

"

rejected as surplusage ? When questioned by the policeman
who met him carrying the bag, the sweep certainly appeared
to come out of the matter with clean hands, and indeed
he only expressed a wish to wash his hands of the bag alto-

gether.
As a remuneration for his labours, we think ten shillings

must pay the sweep tolerably well for a short morning's work,
but if his friends think he ought to charge for his honesty,
we should find it difficult to estimate the value of that article
in a man who is induced to haggle about the worth of it.

Suppose the sweep were offered five pounds, would his friends
advise him to accept that amount as the sum representing
the price of his integrity? WALPOLE not the late Home
Secretary said that

"
every man has his price." We wish

we could see a regular tariff drawn up, as a guide in such
cases as that of the sweep, who has evidently consulted his
friends for the purpose of obtaining satisfaction.

A Youthful Party.

Six Admirals dined together last week at Portsmouth, and
their united ages amounted to 55G years. The youngest of the

parry, who WHS not more than 73, is anxiously waiting for his
turn to be called into active exercise. It is strongly feared by
his friends, however, that his age will stand materially in his

way, as he is considered far too young at present to be ap-
pointed to any responsible post. The other Admirals join
their ships (gout permitting) in a few days.

PORTRAIT OF AN AMERICAN STATESMAN.
"My DEAREST PUNCH,

"MAMMA is what thev call a stronsr-mindecl woman. She

is^ilways reading books about Progress, and Mind, and the Mission of

Women, and all that sort of thing, especially American works. I
lately happened to take up one of these

;
it was an Oration by a kind

of clergyman of the name of THEODORE PABKER on the late MR.
DAXEEL WEBSTER. As it was lying open on mamma's desk, I observed
some passages in it which she had marked. They were descriptions of
Mit. WEBSTER'S features and personal appearance. Mamma, I know,
Inn! marked them in admiration

;
but I am sure her taste is very

different from mine, and I think you will agree with me that MR.
I'AHKER'S sketch is the portrait of a very plain man. Allow me, dear
I'/'in-li, to present you with a few of lu's remarks on the attractions of
the great President or Statesman, or whatever you call him. For
instance :

"' He was * great mm a man of the largest mould a great lady and a qreatlraiu
he seemed made to last 100 years. Since SOCBATES, there has seldom been a head so
l:iissivi; huge.'

" What an advantage to have a massive huge head ! How extremely
like an elephant. Equally like SOCRATES, no doubt. I have been
shown a bust of SOCRATES. The head is certainly a

'

massive huso
'

one; as much so as MAGOG'S; broad enough in front for two, with a
wide, thick month, and a

piiggy, snubby nose. It can be no flattering
likeness to anybody; and indeed I never saw anything more ugly,
except the objects with such horrid faces that are carved in stone
about old cathedrals, and which I am told the Puseyites worship."

I do not wonder at what MR. PARKER says a liitle farther on :

M.-n from the country, who knew him not, stored at him as he passed throueh our
street*.'

I dare say they did. I believe I should have been rude enough to do
so too. The boys must have nm after him, if the girls did not. Nor

nrpriscd at who were his principal admirers.
" ' The coalheavers and porters of London looked on him as one ot the great forces of

the ,?lobe; they recognised a native king.'

"
Such a great, coarse, overgrown creature would naturally be the

admired of all coalheavers, as well as the observed of all observers. A
giant like that might be looked upon by them as equal to any force in
the world however inferior, in other eyes, to a single officer in a
certain regiment. That the porters and coalheavers recognised him
for a native king, too, is very likely. I dare say he did very much
resemble the Sovereign of the Cannibal Islands. In fact, MR. PARKEK
says nearly as much :

" ' What a mouth he had ! It was a lion'a mouth.'

"
However, though MR. WEBSTER had a lion's mouth, there were

times, I conclude, when a VAN AMBURGH might have put his head in
it. Because MR. PARKER continues :

"'Yet there was a sweet grandeur in his smile, and a woman's softness when he
would.

"
But I can't believe that any man could possibly display such softness

as that much less a being who, in a finishing touch, is painted as a
perfect Ogre :

" ' What a brow it was ! What eyes ! like charcoal fire in the bottom of a dee.p dark
veil. His face was rugged with volcanic fire, great passions, and great thoughts !

'

"Did you ever, Mr. Fund,, read anything more terrible ? Why. this
is the description of a Monster. With two eyes like charcoal fire

glaring m the dark, MR. WEBSTER must have been a greater hideosity
than the giant I have read about, who had only one the giant called

POLYPHEMUS, although he was a man : but I suppose that POLLY could
express a woman's softness, too. And then, only think of a face

rujrgcd
with volcanic fire ! A burning mountain of a man. I should

i 1 7P
U V:ES

J
;ylus~an(l I wonder who could ever have married him

but -diTXA : for, besides his face being in a state of fiery eruption, we
are told it was inflamed with great passions, which must have proved
fatal o domestic bliss. AVho would ever dream of such a man?
though I am afraid /shall: and it will be the fault of the HEV MR
1 AUKEII for putting the idea of such a fright into my head.

"
ANGELINA."
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MR. PUNCH AT THE PLAY.

CHAPTER II.

,,,-
, f ,

i

eiirht shillings for the night's amusement of mjsrll' and Mrs. P.
. not tind myself subjected to an extra plunder

of two shillings more.

No doubt you escape the payment, of certain salaries by this
; you

of the blackmail levied on your visitor int.

' ;"" " v<' !* "< iii:ui ihis -"'" i>v ''"

The amount
i i'

n

r i r ii """ i""-ut ' ''"" ' ;"" " v<' !* "< iii:ui ihis -"'" i
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'

h
'1'imbers the present system keeps ,,. ,,f yom theatre. The a

thcra,sm*oMhec,ntam,hv
,

.mi |1(
.

(

.

( .,. (] (|f is |]( ,, h|] ^f ,,. ,,.; .,,, ;,. , ha|
,h,,i nt much hurrymg ot

fleeced at all engenders it is the "take careof your pocketa"
i i i'\ ;? i ,

of mind that is so dangerous to the popularity of your theatre.i i i' ; i ,dared I had brought her out

frame

dangerous to <i,e popularity of yc

not lit I,, be seen, and was,
1!l

".
'

'.'

b
!

llllv(
' ''eoneil,,! myself to the two

iel\ sli' rl
Sl

'

; '" second row, which my sixpence has procured torinvsell and

and disagweable with me in
- Urs -

!'
' ll:lu

' M '" lrl1 <>""'"' :1 "
:'!'J<>y">ent

of this .delightful

aly 01 con: Manners, in which the pretty waiting maid

Suppose ns however ar keeps up that perpetual fire of repartee with i

rived and extricated from P*" "ur
'living-rooms

at home, while an old gentleman, in un

the pressing but unneces-
"';1M

'

1 '' 1 '' %v

,

! - :U1<
, f 1

",
M"i

'yrpetnallv
insulted by one ol those comic

sary Intentions of those in,- !S?wta ^MSf. .".."'M^ ^'^t-n

which you haw- .a I read v
j

1 "'
.

m" sl ''"I"' uhiiMi other people are eoiisl ant ly

onenecl 'l, -mil out ladies I,,', letting <mt by the eriuall.v "ng their letters

Aemrinj.
, )t |u!r v

loud ol quoting) is holding the mirror up to nature, ami ishowing

lly useless and expect
''"' age and body of the time its lorn, and pressure,

'
as these have im-

To be paid for it. Uready Passed thanBalres on your popular dramatiafc, Mr,. Vi/.t.n,.

on the threshold of the place" ,

Great a is nwenioymenl ofthisfim lite, it would not

the abominable atmosphere
'"'

^sa
had 1 a room lor my le-s. and were I not from time

of imposition hangs about to time made aware by I//-.*. J'. that, the stout gent lei, lan on the Other

one In the vestibule round si<leill insist upon sitting on her : a practice which 'thouifh 1 cannot

about the cloak-women's den, it becomes thicker and thicker; till,
M a husband approve of it lido not wondfl dering how hard

box-lobbies, "you could cut it with a knife," as the ' "' f^ are. Could you not so furnish your boxes, MR 1 UMPKIN,
..

| s
I -a man with the usual allowance of limbs, aud the average

''It fs verv'lrving to the temper to run the gauntkt of linkman, cloak- breadth of base Tmight sit i,, them without bavin- m\ knees screwed

sinan. and hovkccper, and puts one in a frame of mind no way suited >"'" ''" ""<* of the writable gentleman m tront a necessity which,

totii. ii of MR. BROADGRIN'S rich humour, or MR. SWITCHER'S J il
'rl - a*raches also to the gentleman behind myself?

Irirant fight comcdv You will teU mi-, perhaps, that there are three more individuals m
The insT.lcnt servility of those cloak-women ! Their manner of hang- the box who have paid money too at your door than can possibly

v. /'.'.v cloak in one place, and my paletot in another, that they sit at their case in it, and that you are therefore a gamer ot Ii*. by
.cure two fees instead of one ! Their brassy way of waiting for our discomfort. But do you think it likelv that the irritable gentleman

.1 coin before they hand yon the wraps which l//x /'. is in front of me I beg your pardon, Sir, but there really is no other

shiver,'' i'ki- clntefi of Conrpeii'! All this, pher for iny knees will oonwv again to your Ihentre mahnrry?
i with feelings of posit i\c hatred to the institu- myself strong as is the impression I shall carry away from your

I have no doubt I am extremely uncharitable to these poor charming entertainment will carry away a much stronger impression

10 probably are very honest, 'hard-working creatures, very of the knees of the gentleman in my rear. I don't think my aching and

ilvely with pale-faced, heavy-eyed little children, training for the ballet, cramped bones will lea\e me under a strong inducement to return to

Lung up by the waist, or the head, or the heels, as the case yur theatre, unless Mrs. P. insist upon it, which I do not think her

nay' be, to people the realms of bliss in a pantomime, or to heighten so likelv to do as she was before the stout gentleman sat upon her.

i/.e of triumph in the concluding tableau of a fairy piece. I ask After all, people are a good deal guided in their choice of amusements

.ardou, mv good women, but I cannot look upon you in any other by the accommodation secured to them. A tragedy, or a comedy, is

Ighi t han as robbers and enemies. If I pay your demand, it is with n t a whit the worse received when the audience is comfortably instead

and lest I should be accused of meanness, in the presence of uncomfortably seated. It seems to me probable that, by insisting on
of the box company; I am sure the money you get does not do you cramming six sitters into the room of four, you may run the risk of

any good. It is given savagely no grace of kindliness or charity nly having one to accommodate ; and, I really think, matters have in

,ies it.
i
many cases gone a good way towards this.

Let us say no more of this, but pass on having paid toll to the ' Ladies accustomed in their drawing-rooms and boudoirs to all the

oe Vestibule to the CHA.RYBDIS of the Lobby. luxury of perfect cleanliness, at least, are apt to complain of unswept
Here comes upon me, heavier and more nauseous still, the same low, private boxes, with their greasy walls, dusty chairs, musty cotton velvet,

Creeping, nauseating air of servile insolence, and mercenary civility, and the pop visits of that obtrusive female, who cannot be disabused
These box-keepers, who won't hear my call till they have eyed me and of her fixed idea that refreshments are necessary for your party in the

ni> waistcoat pocket their manner of fumbling at the door- intervals of the performance.
e of obstructing the entrance and of not knowing whether there And all this time what a headache I am getting! Ouph ! and

are places or not K>f half entreating half ordering me to
"
take a bUl

" Mrs. P. is growing purple in the face, top. Incipient congestion of
in short, of baffling all my efforts after seats, till they have brought the

brain, I should think partial asphyxia! Yes help ! I'm being
ny hand to my pocket, and seen the coin between my fingers ; and then, suffocated ! The pit the hot, happy, merry crowded pit is doing the
when the fee is pocketed and the bill bestowed, the sudden drop of all work of a pan of lighted charcoal on us unfortunates up here. Where
hat la \\uing- obsequiousness of a moment ago, and their dart awayafter is your ventilation, MR. PUMPKIN? where is your ventilation ? Send
i fresh

"

party
"
and a new prey ! I say that all this inspires me with for DR. REID send for MR. GOLDSWORTHY GURNEY send for MB,

i feeling of hate of my species, of something that is above vexation BARRY send for somebody, anybody, to pump a supply of breathable
and below contempt. I long to kick these men. I feel convinced I air into this carbonic acid gas retort of yours, or I will not answer for

might kick them for a consideration. They seem to me the very the consequences.
>'o of the lowest flunkcyism, the embodiment of civility at per At last, thank the fates, the (blue and red fires are blazing, the glory

sixpence, of mercenary courtesy, of shuffling, story-telling, hypocrisy of the Orbs of stalactites in the magic hall of a million mirrors is

and false pretence. i revolving, the fairies are standing on their toes, and the poor little

Now, I want to know why all this should be ? I know, MR. PUMP- children, hung up by wires wreathed with rose garlands what a
KIX, yon will emote to me the parallel case of waiters and inn-servants, picture of life ! are waving their wands, and smiling as pleasantly
"nt it is no defence of one abuse to show me another. as their slings and bands andterror will allow them.
What 1 want to know is, why yon do not have decent, sober, clean, The curtain falls. Weary and worn out in body and mind, my legs
d well-conducted servants to do these duties people paid by you cramped with your narrow rows, my spine aching with your unbacked

or their work, not paying yon for permission to fleece me and make chairs, my eyes throbbing with your gas, my brain congested with
;e aud sulky, and badly disposed for the entertainment you your carbonic acid, my back sore with knees, my mind soured by

Brovule me ?
fleecing, I dragJfr, P. into your lobby recover her wraps, pay myWhat I want is, that I may know the worst that having looked forward last fee to the cloakwoinan, accompanied by a most unchristian senti-
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A LEFT-HANDED COMPLIMENT.

)-B KC..KC;,,

(i/ovng ffimrod -it immentely diayusted.)

THE WAV

KO MORE GREY HAIR!

IT wis remarked that, under the penultimate Administration, among

th,M> TSO, s cmploved in the public service llu-rc was a prroat excess ot

he GREYS Tone sense the Aberdeen Cabinet will be less Greyish

iianits Whig predecessor; and let us hope that its proceedings, in

:,,' 1 ,r omt Sfvicw.'B-iU cause to be too strongly characterised by

the coloS alluded to. Extremely grey veterans should not be

'npointed to important military and naval eommands ;
and common

'^'M "quires tlat the whiteness, of which the .Rear-Admiral
of

)

the

Whit, ilhe Kcar-Adiniral, should not necessarily be that of the hair,

and suggests th,rt fSently Grey element in the British Army is

constituted by the Scotch Greys.

WHO'S TO BE "MY BROTHER?"

THE great continental question is set, and of course for

ever at rest NAPOLEON THE THIRD at length knows his rela,

tiVes and friends. Sad is it to think that the estimable

crelture has been so long in doubt. Perhaps it was somewhat

h s own fault. Why did he not advertise for his "brothers"

the Ti,es or Punch? However, the Emperor has now re-

"iv'laUthe credentials of relationship;
and the epithets o

ide: rment that sweetened them have been so many bon-bons

iUc-d w th cordials to the Royal stomach. Our friend the

reader knows right well the pretty, the ingenuous, the affection-

ate phrases with which, in a very contest of tenderness and

love the governesses and nurses of GAROAHTUA were wont to

address their darling. The epithets are, for one thing, a little

too numerous to be repeated in our page enough is it, weM
touched upon them; but merely m illustration ot

affection that has been bestowed, in so many different syllables,

on the Imperial GABGANTUA at present studying in Fi ns. J

reasons of State these endearing terms have, tor

been suppressed; and colder and more ceremoi,

supplied: There is, however, good reason for this,

known that NAPOLEON THE THIRD never so mucL

without good reason for it. Sagacious as an oyster he is also

-when he wills it-as silent; never blabbing a word of the

1'unch trom ms triumphant and inapproachable position,

Rttisia calls him
" My own black beat !

I nutria
" My eagle of the sun of Austerktz !

'Prussia"My lad of wax !

"

England"My jolly big nose !

Jiavaria" My own bottle of beet !

Holland "My pickled herring !

"

{{pain "My mild cigar !"

Sweden" My real turnip !

Turkey" My sack my bow-stnng !

'

Naples" My .lucifer !

"

Rome" MY LAMBKIN !

Here are names to go to bed with ; names benign and

beautiful NevSeless'such is the.self-denial
of^

"'RAX that as we have said tor state reasons

wm no\ as've^ppear in the XoM*r. As Jom.Mii.To*

says
_" Silence is pleased.

Terms of the Theatre.

are recommended to attend to an important

ween two words that are often confounded.

Thev" mav pay only five shillings to be admitted m the boxes;

but w nt ^ one shilling for booking and another for the

box-keeperTthcy will have to pay seven shillings in order to be

completely let .in.

THE MASTER OF THE HOT ROLLS.

of the Rolls comprehends the direction and control <

aud crumpets. -===
No more Boiled Fowl.

at tic tel Sto. seemed to

A Harmonious Ambassador.

IT is said that the EAHI, OF WESTMORELAND our ambassador at
,

Vienn-'i and Austria's vcrv luimlile sen-ant lias, at length, proffered ima pursley.

his kind offices iu saiisfiict'i.m of the \fammg (XromeU* eonespondeat,
'

(rsrds'lv ()utra-e<l by the Austrian police. The noble Earl, to make

everything pleasant, and to strike up harmony between the parties,

v.ith i, fuil sympathy for the wrongs of the Englishman, has oilercd t

set them to music.

EXPECTED REMOVAL It is said that LORD JOHN RITSSEM, will

shortly give up his rooms at the Foreign Office, it being his wish to

leave it for the Clarendon.

OST,

Missing Old Clothes.

various periods within the last few m nth*, in the NATIOI

Iv 7)VS od, ,, there 1. reason to s ,,spect, m,y IVnon or Peren,,., ,,hri

o ly KKWM',.K,,. who ill Kive such inforaat.on as shall lead to tl.

(.\IXVICTIOS and 1'usisiiHKST of the OFFEKDKRS.

^^^^
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THE GRANDEUR OF THE GRAND JURY.
NY philosopher who

\\ idled for an example- of
the emptiness of gran-
drur, and its unsatisfae-

tory effect upon the

grand themselves, need
look no further than the
(irand Jury of Middle-
sex. This venerable body
never assembles with-
init being lectured on its"
extreme anticMiitj,"

and its
"
utter nselcss-

ucss," its
"

respecta-
liility," and its "snper-
Iuonne88:"in tine upon
its having attained to

such a good old age, as
to be of no good at all;
its very age haying
caused it to lapse into

surplus-age. "Gentle-
men," says the presiding
judge at tlie commence-
ment of every sessions,"

\ on are a most ancient

body ;" by which he
means

"
a very old-fa-

shioned bpdv," and a

body that is behind the

time, or, rather, should
have been left behind
long ago, but has been
by some mistake brought
on like a lot of old lum-
ber, that is by no means
worth the carriage.
The Grand Jury then

retires to a private room,
to look for some bills,
which it finds, almost as
a matter of course, and
frequently very much in
the dark; but the truest

,= r t- j M i
'>'U f a" 's *hat wliicl

bounty finds it has to pay for keeping up this ancient institution
tong after it has ceased to be comfort able to itself or useful to others
Inci presiding judge invariably dismisses the Grand Jury, at the close

t the sessions with the observation,
"
You may now go to your homes

gentlemen, and I am sorry you have been brought here. The County is
inuchohliged to you" a phrase equivalent to "thank you for nothing

'

1 he Grand Jurv will usually, through its foreman, express its own sense
ot its own uselessness, and urge the expediency of its own abolition

;r
was grandeur so little coveted as it is by the Grand Jury, whose

position appears to be one of splendid misery and the sooner, therefore

iff,

lsla' urc.interferes to put the complaining body out of its misery'

Armour for Veterans.
A REGULATIOX has just been issued from the Horse Guards and the

ivT ,(,', 32** " ^"".to the Aliform of general officers and

uyl
connmmdcrs on active service. Over the full dress coat they arein future to wear a spencer. It has been considered that their ad-c that

ihey
should have

been

reduced, that

viwith his
we drop

confident no one would r-cosnise us as the same b

nv nan;:"!
"'
T'T TJ'r,", wr '

plcture KsS
7 charitable individual, doubtful of our statement, may convince himselfown eyes of the truth of it by looking in at the National l TereTntoff the hooks (which, with our shrunken frames, is not unlikelyto ou7evervare at present hanRine out. Subscriptions to I,,- sent in to the^ PictorS

APSLEY HOUSE.
THE iron

pies set wide let in the human tide
Of gentle and of simple, of wealthy and of _poor,M in numbers ever .-welling it may flood the hero's dwelling,
Bee, it stands not in the court, and it stops not at the door.

Pass along !

It stays not in the hall to look around the wall
At the range of busts all standing in a still and stately ring,On on the tide keeps flowing, nor pauses in its .

ior soldier or for statesman, for Kaiser or for King.
Pass along .

Up the staircase let it flow, past that marble bulk belowA colossus, seeming (rage* in that twili-ht dim and dun-
M ho sceptred thus doth stand, dobc and victory in hand '-

lis the conqueror of all, the conquered but of one '.

Pass along !

Through chambers gay and bright, with costly pictures dight
'

frnere LAHMEZK'a strong beast-tamer fiis fierce creatures do'Ii
subdue,

Where \\ II.KIK'.S veterans listen, with eyes that glow and glisten,lo the record of his battle the Gazette of Waterloo.
._ Pass along !

From saloon unto saloon let the tide sweep onward soon,
Till suddenly it slackens in a lontr and narrow hall,

*j MuiULLo's bright brown faces, and VELASQUEZ' knightly gracesAnd IITIAN s golden sunlights are glowing on the wall

ll'ass along !

Yet pause awhile for here he welcomed year by year
The companions of his triumph, the men of Waterloo;

.Mark, curious, the space where his chair they used to place
Enough ! it is enough we have seen it, and swept through

Pass along !

Through curious treasure-rooms, where are gathered great heir-looms
Ihe trophies of his triumphs rich gifts of price untold

In their cases locked and guarded: so great deeds should be rewarded
-But why dwell on gauds and jewels on malachite and gold ?

Pass along !

What means the sudden hush that has checked the hasty rush
Of the crowd that still pressed onwards, in this chamber low anc

bare ''.

To what poor place have we come in this vast and stately home
'

What s that table, and that deal box standing there ?

Pass along !

No, linger long, and learn how, Spartan-like and stern,He wrote at that poor table and sat in that mean chair
;

How, with secretary near, in close toil and severe
He laboured, nor his body nor his mind for age would spare.

Pause awhile !

Twas on the unpolished face of that rough-hewn old deal case
He wrote from all his fields how the fight had chanced to fare,

i<rom Oporto s triumph through to the day of Waterloo
It was with him, and liis records of battle still did bear.

Pause awhile

In this room, where none have past since its master left it last
.Nought touched : the book he laid aside to take it up again

bee the letters of the day after reading laid away
His open inkstand, and the ink scarce dry within his pen.

Pass along !

To where he slept his sleep not in downy cushions deepbuch his bed as soldier's bed should be, uncurtained, hard and plainsolemn and still we gaze, till the fancy seems to raise,
'Midst these relics of his life, the old warrior up again !

Pass along !

The Imperial Shorts.

THE Paris correspondent of the Morning Chronicle says
" A grave deliberatinn yesterday took place in tlie Fenat*. The Emperor havin

expressed a wish that knee-breeches sh. uld be Kent-rally adopted by the senators o
great occasion-, it was cairied by a majority of 16, so that on the occasion of the nex
ball to be (riven to the Emperor in the 25th, all the members of the Senate should
appear in shorts."

We are glad to find the Emperor making such a point of wearing the
irecctics. We hope that the determination which he evinces as a
bachelor will be equally exhibited by himj when he has become a
named man.

VOL. XXIV.
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A STAINED WINDOW FOR ROCHESTER
CATHEDRAL.

WE have been favoured with the inspection of a design for a painted
window to be put up in Rochester Cathedral at the expense of the
DEAN and CHAITEK.
When we say, at the expense of the DEAN and CHAPTER, we do not

mean to insinuate that the DEAN and CHATTER are going to pay for the
window.
The design is divided into compartments, each representing, in the

mediaeval fashion, a
"
Fytte," in

" Ye Gestes of MAISTER HUBERT
\VHVSTON ye CONJESSOUR."

In Compartment 1, at the left hand corner of ttic window, the Master
of the Cathedral School, WHISTON, is seen standing beside a lectern or

reading desk, whereon lie some scrolls of parchment inscribed with
black letter, which he is supposed to be reading; although, in accord-

j

ance with the principles of ancient art, he is delineated fronting the

spectator. His anus are averted sideways, with the hands uplifted,
and the palms open. He rests on the points of his toes, and his cap is

raised from his head on those of his hair, which is standing on end.
The contorted mouth and goggle e\rs express horror and astonishment.
Beneath is written,

Division 3 represents the Rjsy. MR. WHISTON seated in his study,

pen in hand, writhing, with dislocated limbs, in the agonies in com-

position. This effort of genius is described as meant to pourtray

,>

iHauitcr liabrrtr EEIIjtsStoiu Qts'rournmsc &ato jir Cattjearal
tatules' torn

r i
he

i

"e*r
,
scen? our hero appears pleading the cause of the

Cathedral Scholars, in the Chapter-Room, before the DEAN and his
associates With one hand (which is wide open) he extends the Statutes
towards the capitular body; the other he stretches over the heads of a
party ot emaciated youths in academic costume, and angular postureswho are making dolorously wry faces, and have labels issuing from
their mouths, inscribed with the legends, "WEE ARE STARVING " "Grv
7s ,

ov
.!

;

*>" iiml l)th(
'

1
'

appeals to pity and justice. "Ye Dene"
is delineated in the centre of a number of fat fellows, who, seated at a
table covered with great loaves of bread and large fishes, are thrusting
their tongues out and poking one another in the ribs

; whilst the Verv
Reverend Gentleman himself is responding to the appeal of WHISTON
by taking an energetic sight at him with both hands, the fingers of
which are extended like spikes in a lateral direction from the ifecanal
nose. -...JUis stage of the history is described, below as

inrjitinge Catijrtrrall CrtuStrJ anlf

The fourth picture exhibits in one view the interior and exterior of
the Cathedral School. In the school-room are a number of figures, who
are recognised by their corpulence and shovel hats as identical with the

occupants of the Chapter-House before depicted. A figure of superior
obesity to the rest, whom, as their CORYPILEUS, there is no mistaking,
is kicking the CONFESSOR WHISTON out of doors ; the others are joining
their hands in what seems devotion, but is intended for applause. The
emaciated scholars are here introduced as trampled on and sprawling
beneath their feet. The title under-written is

aJSIjtittnnnc tijrurft forty of Ijte gdjoolc fcji w fflmnr
nirtr Cfjajpjitcr.

Compartment Fifth displays the expelled Schoolmaster in liis progress
through the Courts of Law and Equity ;

the fat clerical figures already
alluded to, aided by sundry monsters with tails and cloven feet, and
wigs on their heads through which protrude horns, endeavouring to
obstruct his progress with various legal' instruments, labelled "Reply-
cacyon,"

"
Demnjurrer,"

"
Byll of Costes," and such like terms of Law.

The denomination of this compartment is

#UuJicr tJ9!)Bton IjuJJ Uctnnmii to yc fflcnr anlr Crjapttrr. itobt. mutton SrrSnth 3>iuJtnj?r.
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Tin- nucwding dhrifflon discovers our indomitable WHIM-OX baring
can-i. before the Bishop of the Diocese, who is pronouncing

indgmenl In the ell'eet of reinstating thai ill-used clergyman in the

ip of the Cathedral School. Tin- mcdia^-al style i here very

ipriatc, us strikingly expressive of tin- ill '-Tare with which the

prelate performs tlial act of tardy justice, munch, In thrusting the

appellant down in an aead. v-icr, held between his

wrists, whilsl lie exchanges momnl'nl pinnaces with the DEAN aild

Cii UTK.H. This representation is eniitlcd,

Grapnr.

The r

JBriic antt Cljnptrrr rnttiin; &iimfat(

The defeated dignitaries .1 in the Chapter-House as

before; but ill lieu of the loaves and tishes, their fare now consists of

a large pasty, on which is \\ritteu the word RxsTITUCTOH. In the
riulii hand corner stands the HKV. MK. WHISTON hugging a folio, indi-

cated as his hook on Cathedral Trusts ;
in the left there is a Cathedral

scholar dancing for joy.
In "storied windows richly dight

"
there are generally too many

stories illustrated that arc not strictly accurate; but it will be allowed
that the paintings in the new window of Rochester Cathedral will

embody a true story.

RAPSCALLIONISM.

THE .subjoined advertisement from a morning paper might, not

very long ago, have procured a very desirable investment in the Stocks
or Pillory :

OPIRITUAL COMMUNICATION INVESTIGATED by the celebrated
AniiTican IVilVss.irs HOBBRTS, at tin- liuusi' ! any l.nlv or gentleman, by appoint-

ment, at tlu'ir own residence, daily from 11 to 3, and 6 to 10 o'clock, at &c., &c. Number
at each meeting not to exceed 10.

If anybody wants spirits raised, he should have recourse to Paneh,
who will raise his own for him to the highest pitch ;

and should not go
and waste his money on those who will raise no spirits at all, nor any-
thing else, except the wind.

TURNING A PENNY.

AMONG the new inventions of the day is an article called a Revolving
Till. We are not fully aware of the, advantages of a Revolving Till,
but one of its uses may probably be the reception of good round sums.

BOOK-KEEPING TAUGHT IN ONE LESSON. Don't lend them !

THEATRE ROYAL, WESTMINSTER.
FROM OUR SLASHING CRITIC.

/' Mr. I'liarh. (1'rirate.)

"Sin,
-

" THERE is nothing to say about the above theatre this week.
And if there were . lint I do 'not want to be disrespectful. I'.nt

Sir! ll'/iiif about these theatrical orders;- I 'pon my word, Sir, I am
placed in a most embarrassing position. What, Sir, 'is it expected that

I am to do, or rather, not to do ?
"
There are to be no more theatrical orders, it seems. The '/

happy to give them up, and the //' "., j., delighted
them up, ami the <'linniicl<- is cm hantcd to give llicm up, ami

your reasons for doing so. and Mr. .Ill,,-,-/ ,/, M,,,,/ HI,,,.

that sauce and shirts shall not keep monej out of hi-, stalls, and \)r.

.Ijt'itlili- llturk protests against two hundred and lifu ihonsand
Such sum no matter for his lignre being kept away 1'iom lr-

and we are all to be \irtuons and candid, and nothiir-'

is to be praised but what deserves it, and, in far

looking up.
'

Woald'you consider it vulgar, or would you think I spoke from pile,
ami I!. .cd like II \vtrnr.x to I'm pl.-acd K Mom's gambit, or
rat her opening, if 1 ventured the colloquial critique 'very lincojst-"

How. Sir, do \im propose that I should get into the above theatre,
' which \on have placed under my charge r

"
1 am not aware, Sir. that ion have CUT found me shrink from or

shirk my duty. I h.-ae In -en ordered by yon to the Chiswiekyi 'If, when
it has been wet, and 1 have gone. I have been sent when it was

nlinitclv more danireroiis, bee;.' fatal

than ancles, and I ha. ! went for yon to F.X'ter Hall, and
Mu. C,\\o\ BOANERGES denounce the' Crystal I'alaccas trans-

parently intidel, ami I have been to the Mine place to a Temperance
Meeting, and have reported how the Oracle of the Botth but why
should I recapitulate mj sen ices? Sir, Mr. 1'ii/ic/i, \MII know- me,
and that 1 never evade your . Nor will 1 now, but I think

you should understand the -

"There are four ways of getting into this theatre. First, you may get
into a sort of

'

sli] u'ntance with an actor and being
brought in by him. Secondly, yon may get a ticket from one of the

performers, and then you will be placed in a remote gallery. Thirdly,
you may obtain an order signed by an official named CHARLES JAMES
Fox K t

-

ss v. 1,1
., and then you have a very good place, in virtuous company,

and close to the locality allotted to the ladies of t he performers and their
friends. Fourthly, you may talk to W. B., and his friend MR. FRAIL.
"
Now, the first course woidd be degrading to one's dignity, and the

last to one's decency. The second involves standing in a crowd, and
sitting in a draught. Besides, you woidd not ask your critic to herd
with people who can haunt such performances, unless compelled. The
third course used to be a pleasant one. But, if orders are prohibited by
you, this course is impracticable."

The house will not take my money. Now, Sir, if a common minor
theatre made this declaration, I would speedjv bring the question to
an issue. A theatrical manager has no more rignt to exclude a decently
dressed person, who tenders legitimate coin, than the keeper of any
other licensed place of entertainment. And after proper and witnessed

preliminaries, if the ill-advised servants of such a theatre were to

attempt to exclude me by assault, a police magistrate shonld arbitrate
the case. But in the Westminster Theatre, the magistrate's authority
is, I am sorry to say, unrespected. Whatever the Noes may be, the
Beak is powerless. If as I am quite prepared to do I insist on
admission, tendering money, the result wul be a cell, and one not to
be laughed at. Mr. Affable Huwk thinks it a 'privilege' to a

critic,
to

allow him to sit in a vilely ventilated building, read ungrammatical
bills, and hear dull jokes : so, exactly, think the Westminster managers,
and they call it breach of 'privilege

'
if you speak out. And I know

that if I comply with your instructions, and go in without an order, 1

shall find myself in the prison of the martyrs O'BRIEN, EDWARDS, and
other victims.

"
But I don't care, Sir. You are, I believe, a father at least 1

think I have heard you speak furiously against school-bills. I am a

father, and have occasion to speak furiously against most bills. I am
also a husband. I shall, when the Westminster Theatre opens, force my
way in, tendering five shillings at the Crowu Office. I shall take the

consequences and the Serjeant will take me. My wife if ever there
was an angel ! But that has no connexion with the subject. That
woman and her nine hopeful, but helpless ones, reside at the address
I enclose. The rest is in your hands.

"
I am, Sir, your faithful and devoted

"
Il<iiiiji.i/nid Ponds.

" SLASHING CRITIC."
"
P.S. Should I become a victim, our humble cellar the top shelf

of the broom closet requires replenishing ;
it holds three bottles, with

management. And my live younger boys' highlows. But why should
I dictate to your generosity ?

"
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Stable-Keeper (to little Gent.)
"
SET TO KICKING, AND THEN BOLTED INTO A SHOP ! DID HE, NOW ? An ! HE ALWAYS WAS A

LIGHT-'ARTED 'OSS."

MILITARY INTELLIGENCE.

"SlB,
"
Sikhroom, Jan. 20, 1853.

'

I HAVE the honour to inform you of another victory, which

has been gained without the loss of a drop of blood.

"An attack was yesterday made on GENERAL FOGAY'S flank by
Rheumatism, in its acute form ; but was speedily repulsed by the force

which 1 have the honour to command.
"
For this success I have been materially indebted to the activity

and energy of Colchicum. I also derived valuable assistance from

Blue Pill.
"
The Lancets were in readiness, but it was not necessary to bring

them into action.
"
Should the attack be renewed, it will probably be on the extremi-

ties, in which case, I hope to record another triumph of the British

arms and legs."
I date this letter from head-quarters, being the head of the bed

;

and from the very spot which may be regarded as the seat of war the

arm-chair. "
I have the honour to be, &c.,

"ARCHIBALD MAC KILLUMMORE, M.D.

" To MAJ.-OEX. SIB THOMAS Puxcu,K.C.B."
&c. &c. &c.

"Acting Assistant Surgeon in Attendance"

Gone, but not Going.

IT has been denied,
"
on authority," that there is any truth in the

rumour of MR. DISRAELI being about to take a tour on the Continent.

We certainly see no necessity for such a step after the tour he has so

recently made from Protection to Free Trade. As to his going abroad,
the idea is absurd, for he lias had quite enough of being abroad during
his Chancellorship of the Exchequer, and as he has now returned to

opposition, he is sure to be found thoroughly at home.

THE CRY OF THE NEGLECTED HUSBAND. Woman's affection is

best proved by the care she takes of your linen.

A RECEIPT FOR "OXFORD MIXTURE."

(For the use of MR. PERCEVAL'S supporters.)

To some best Roman bitters, stewed under a trencher

For years in a college of celibate rooks,

Add of staunch stattt-qiio-ism all an old Bencher
In an old Inn of Court has condensed from old books

;

Squeeze in gall of a sectary culled from the platform
Of Exeter Hall, or the Club (mis)called National;

('Twill be equally potent in this form or that form,

Though the latter, perhaps, is a trifle less rational ; )

Beat up with some high-dried Erastiam'sm

(On the whole you'll find INGLIS'S strongest and best)

Then season with all sorts of Anglican schism,

iRViNG-ism, and DsinsoN-ism, and the rest.

DR. WYNTER, I 'm told, adds of LEMPKIERE a spice,
But this is a thing many people can't swallow,

And which must disagree with a stomach that's nice,

Though that that's an objection, in this case don't follow.

Dish up with Papistico-Romanist tropes.
And garnish with slices of STOWELL ail hot,

(So to suit those who hate and who reverence Popes,
As you never can tell who at table you've got),

Then pour round Carlton sauce so it's but
"
safe and good,"

(None is genuine, mind, unless signed
" W. B.")

And serve up tied round tight with an old master's hood
Tis a disn for an Emperor not an M.P.

LOVE OF THE SPANISH. Some doubts have been thrown on the
fortune of MADEMOISELLE DE MONTIJOS, the Empress that is to be
of France. We are enabled to state that the young Spanish lady is

in her, own right the owner of several Chateaux en Espagne.
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VAGARIES UNDER BROAD-BRIMS.

EIUULY danced the Quaker's
wife,

And merrily danced the

Quaker ;

She had been a preacher all

her life,

And her spouse an Under-
taker.

He made it his special pride
and boast

At war to be a railer,

And couldn't tell which he
hated most,

A soldier or a sailor.

Not that old BROADBRIM
bore ill-will,

Or was actually malicious,
But an) thing which re-

trench'd his bill

He held inexcusably vici-

ous,
He call'd it the act of ruffian

brutes
To die on the field of

battle,
And pay no more for pall

and mutes
Than so many slaughter'd

cattle.

Yet he gave a new half-crown one day
To STEGGARS, the tall policeman,

And said,
" Thou worthily earn'st thy pay

In guarding my home and peace, man."
A Quaker's saving instinct 's strong,
Like a snipe's, that lives by suction ;

But the bird, it seems, has a head as long
At drawing a clear deduction.

And thus they all are freakish elves,

Doing things out of season,
Kor which no mortal but themselves
Can ever assign a reason.

On the burial day of our glorious chief

They open'd their shops at Gloucester,
And declared in print for their minds' relief,
The good old Duke an impostor.

They are harmless neighbours, on the whole,
Though rather close and selfish,

And have, I believe, a responsible soul,
Which isn't the case with shell-tish.

But it hurts their creed and pride to pay
Any regular Gospel teachers ;

And ST. PAUL would be "struck all-a-heap" with dismay,
If he heard their female preachers.

A Quaker baby never was seen,
Or a Quaker boy a playing ;

They never are born till turn'd eighteen,
And whether they suck, there 's no saying.A Ranter can sow a Baptist mow,A Romanist build your dwelling,

But a Quaker's forte, as all men know,
Is the knack of buying and selling.

Friend FRY hath a deal of active zeal
As a Peace Society talker.

But I 'd rather consult, on the common weal
Our old friend, HOOK KY \\ ,\ i.k > u .

The man who fights for his country's rightsHe would coolly dub an unholy one,
And freely abjure, to make trade secure,
VICTORIA for NAPOLEON.

Sim- they arc the most eccentric race
That ever were born of ADAM :

1 bey would wear their hats to HER MAJESTY'S face,And refuse her the title of Madam.
But the world has room for every one,
And they don't require compassion ;

oo long may they live to enjoy their fun
In their own remarkable fashion.

"TAKE A RULE."

IN the new Rules and Orders in Bankruptcy, which came into

operation on the llth instant, the 41st Rule runs thus :

" All proceedings In the Court shall be written, >>r printed, on parchment or paper,
of one uniform Bine, that is to say, on sheets of aixUen iurJv-i in Invjth, and (< inchtt in

brradth, without unnecessary alterations or interlineations; and no erasures shall be
permitted, except by leave of the Court oil special caune shown, In which cast; any
proceedings, though on paper or parchment not of the said size, may be received and
filed.

The above Rule may be, for some hidden reasons, a very wise one,
but we can imagine cases in which it would be very difficult of appli-
cation. In fact we have been told of a ease which recently occurred
at Manchester, in which the difficulty was such that the Bench, at that
moment occupied by an elderly Commissioner, was puzzled for a long
time to know how to act. The printed forms, which were tendered to
him in the usual way for signature before filing, were found to be the

ei/jhih of an inch too small, both in breadth and lenu-tli. Tin- Miming
sheets were imliirnaiitly scut hack to conform to the proper Parlia-

mentary' dimension-.. With (lie help of some
slips of paper and a little

paste, the sheets soon grew to the requisite si/.e, were handed up a
second time, and were honoured, without further objection, with the
Commissioner's valuable autograph.
But paper and paste are not always procurable ! A needle and

thread may not, upon all occasions, be at hand! Besides some
fastidious Commissioners may object to receive any such patched-up,
or darned documents. They might declare it was a gross contempt of

Court, and wreak vengeance upon the offenders. Again, how is a Com-
missioner to ascertain that the sheets arc, to the fraction of an inch, of

i
the proper legal size and stature ? Is he to sit with a two-foot rule
in his hand ? or to have a yard-tape, hanging, tailor-fashion, round his

neck, ready to take the measurement of any suit that may be handed
up to him ? If this be the case, every Commissioner will have to pass
an apprenticeship in a linen-draper's shop, in order to learn the art of

measuring. The figure of Justice if justice ever figures in a Bank-
ruptcy Court will have also to be altered, for, instead of the

customary scales, it will be necessary to put in her hand a yard-
measure. However, it is so far consolatory to see this change, for
whereas formerly they stretched matters as much as they pleased in
our law courts, they are now growing particular, it seems, to the

quarter of an inch.

METAL MOST ATTRACTIVE.

IT is not often that we trouble ourselves about the advertising de-

partment of our own work for we are so absorbed in the higher pur-
poses of Punch, that the advertising page is generally treated by us with
that contempt which we are always prepared to pay to mere wealth in

any shape whatever. Our eye has, however, been caught by an
announcement that Punch is printed in a

"
copper-faced type," which

may be a very useful sort of article, as far as we know, but to tell us
to our face that we are

"
copper-faced," is so much like accusing us

of being brazen-faced, that we cannot allow the imputation to pass
without a protest. We may. however, add, that it is not altogether a
bad idea to put a metal face of some sort upon that which is perhaps the
greatest circulating medium ever known. Need we say that we
allude to this periodical ?

Fowl Dealings of Foreigners.

THE immense number of eggs imported into England is a great fact
for farmers. How much longer will they endure this foreign yolk P

There was a time when they defied the Gallic cock surely they might
compete with the Gallic hen. British Industry ought to turn its
attention to poultry: and in the preceding remarks about eggs, we
think we have said enough to egg it on.

TAKE CAKE OP YOUR POCKETS.

SINCE the Government of Portugal lias repudiated a portion of its

debts, we recommend the well-known establishment in Portugal Street
as the most appropriate spot for disposing of its liabilities.

LOVE'S LABOUR LOST.

Two men exert themselves to no purpose. One is the man who tries
to have the last word with his wife; and the other is he who, having
had the last word, tries to make her confess she was in the wrong.

QUITE THE REVERSE. Formerly the fleets of our enemies were
destroyed by one DRAKE but now, ifmany ofour elderly Admirals went
to sea, they would play ducks and drakes, not with the enemies' ships,
but more likely with our own.
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A NEW HUNTING DIIKSS TOR THE PHKSENT SEASON.

THOUGHTS ABOUT SNUFF.

BY ONE WHO NEVER TAKES IT.

IT'S curious how one snuff-taker will pick put another. Place two
snuff-takers in the most crowded room, and before ten minutes are oyer
they will have found out each other, and be in earnest conversation

together.
A snuff-box is an opening for conversation between two persons,

who, without it, would not probably have exchanged a single word.
The English, who are generally so punctilious about introductions,

cheerfully dispense with the ceremony if a stranger only advances with
a snuff-box in hand.
There is a Freemasonry in snuff-taking, not enjoyed by the worship-

pers of any other social vice. Gamblers are necessarily discontented,

scowling, suspicious people. Smokers are generally dreamers, wander-
ing amongst the clouds which they themselves have blown. Drinkers
are surly, quarrelsome creatures, who fling insults and bottles about.
But snuff-takers are invariably open, communicative souls who associate
with one another all over the world. Put two foreigners together, and
though they never saw each other before, and cannot speak a word of
each other's language, still they becpme friendly, and DOW, and smile,
and show each other all manner of little civilities, directly a pinch of
snuff has been exchanged between them. Besides, I am confident
snuff-takers have signs, known only to themselves like the Freemasons

or else how can you account for snuff-takers always huddling together
in the same circle, exactly like corks in a pail ?

A foreigner can travel with no better letter of introduction than a
snuff-box.

Snuff, too, encourages liberality. A snuff-box, once opened, becomes
at once a general box, into which every snuff-taker has a right to dip his

fingers. I should call the snuff-taker who refused another a pinch of
snuff

"
the meanest of mortals." But I doubt very much it such a

specimen of meanness was ever known. If he ever did exist, every
man's box and heart ought to have been closed against him, and he
deserved that every pinch of snuff he took should have given him a con-
scientious pull of the nose.

Snuff, also, is the breeder of conversation, If yon notice, snuff-

takers are generally loquacious people, fond of argument, and fond of a

joke, and who will go on talking as long as there is any snuff left, in the
same way that a drunkard will go on drinking as long as there is any-
thing left in the bottle.

I cannot imagine a silent snuff-taker, excepting he is by himself, and
moreover I never knew a deaf and dumb person who took snuff. 1

never saw, either, two Quakers taking snuff together. All the snuff they
take is in the colour of their suits.

Besides, snuff is the source of good feeling. It would be difficult to

say how many prejudices and enmities have fallen to the ground with
the remains of a pinch of snuff !

I have a belief, also, that many a quarrel might have been prevented,

if, when the dispute was at its height, one of the disputants had had
the good sense to offer his antagonist a pinch of snuff.

1 don't admire or like a woman who takes snuff, any more than I like

a woman who smokes, or drinks, or indulges in any other masculine

vice. It seems to have a different effect upon her altogether t9 what it

has upon a man
;
and, besides, she is loquacious enough without it.

Moreover, I have remarked, that the woman who takes snuff is gene-

rally passionate, and has a red nose, which would seem to suggest

drinking. I have a notion that Xantippe took snuff.

\Vhat would Kings and Emperors have done if there had been no

such invention as snuff ? They would have been puzzled what presents
to make to singers, ambassadors, and others. Calculate all the snuff-

boxes NICHOLAS has given away, and say, what could he have given in

their stead ? Besides, the snuff-box is an elegant excuse for the royal

potentate to smuggle in his own portrait (with a diamond frame, of

course) upon the lid. Ask LABLACHE who, they say, has a different

snuff-box for every day in the year whether he would have liked

diamond pins, or rings, in preference to snuff-boxes ? He wouldn't

have cared "the snuff of a candle
"

for presents like those, which he
would have been obliged to bury in his drawer, and which, if he had
carried about with him, could never have yielded him and others a fresh

source of delight every time he opened it.

It is a question, however, if the handsome present of a snuff-box has

not made many a person take snuff who never took snuff before.

Snuff is a great leveller. The poet who takes snuff out of a prince's
snuff-box puts himself, for the moment, on the same footing.

There is a great deal of communism, also, in a snuff-box. I know of

no other species of property that undergoes the same equal distribution

without being followed by discontent or quarrelling. Snuff-takers seem
to have adopted as their motto

"
Share and share alike."

In fact, when I consider the good feeling, the perfect freedom and

equality, amongst all persons who take snuff, I think there could not
be a better inscription for a snuff-box than the oft-abused one of
"

Liberte, Egalite, Fraternite."

The freedom of a town could not be presented, for the above reasons,
in a better vehicle than a snuff-box. It says at once, you are free, and,
wherever you present it, you will be well received and treated as aa
equal by all men.

I wonder that no monarch has ever thought of instituting the
"Order of the Snuff-box," to which none but distinguished men, great
poets, and philanthropists, should be admitted. Perhaps, however, the
Order has been thought of, and condemned as being too liberal in its

tendencies.

I do not take snuff myself, but I must say I envy those who do, from
the never-failing pleasure it seems to yield them. But I suppose I can

congratulate myself upon having a vice less than they have.

AGAINST BRIBERY.

How does the busy W. B.

Improve each voting hour,
And bags of money 'mongst the Free
And Independent, shower !

The Carlton Club I never will

Become the cad nnto,
For DERBY finds some mischief still

For dirty hands to do.

The Corporation Phoenix.

THAT celebrated bird, the Phoenix, has seldom, if ever, appeared in
these pages. He must now, however, make an exhibition or exposure
of himself. The City of London is a Phoenix that is renovated by
springing out of its ashes which are our coals.

THE PRINCIPLE OP PROMOTION.
JOHN BULL may boast that he is not to be taken in

; yet the age of !

the general officers appointed to the most important commands suffi-

ciently shows how easy it is to come the old soldier over him.

The Warden of the Cinque Ports.

IP the sinecure of the Wardenship of the Cinque Ports is to be filled

up, may we suggest that the appointment be conferred upon the QUART
BOTTLE, whose services for several years past eminently recommend it,
not only to Cinque Ports, but to sink everything else that requires being
properly filled up.

THE MEMBER FOR OXFORD. MR. PERCEVAL had no chance against
MR. GLADSTONE. Some bucolic gentleman should have been put up
for Oxon.
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A SNUG PARTY IN CHANCERY.
E now and then, in the course of

,

the Concert Season, hear of a con-
1

cerleil piece being got up with
unusual force for the purpose of

Ill-infill:: as many names as pos-
(

sible into the bill aud this prin-

ciple seems occasionally to be

adopted with regard to a Bill in

Chancery. The prayer in 3/w.w_is
frcipicnth the subject selected for,
the concentration of a galaxy of

talent, and oddly enough it is the

of a petition oefore the

Lords Justices of Appeal, that has
\

recently been got up with a very

powerful forensic cast, embracing a

considerable portion of the strength
of the Chancery company. U'e

mvil mil) call the attention of

I he reader to the following brief

report in order to illustrate our
observation.

"(Before the LORDS JOSTICKS of APPEAL.)

"PlCACOCK V. SrufliKORD.
" This wns an appeal from a decision of

VICK < :-I.KY, the ques-
tion arising tip m tin- iv^rds of a very
obs'-urvly worded will. The facts are

totally devoid of all but prm
interest.

" The following counsel were engaged :

Mu. SUAN-^TOV, Mn. Bu'ov, MR. KOLT,
Mi:. W!<;KAM, Mil KI.MSI.KY, MR. BAILT,
Mi;. .1. V. I'niim, Mil. WKI.KDKD, MR.

, MR. BEAVAX, MK. W. W. COOPBB,
Mu. llAOaAI.AV, MR. GlFKAKD, Mll.AMYUTT,
and MR. HOKMAN FlSHBlt.

"Judgment was renerved."

There is something awfully im-

posing in the ideaof fifteen barristers

being engaged in giving further obscurity to the already obscure words
of a will, for whatever confusion may have existed in the language of

the testator must have been far worse confounded when the fifteen

learned gentlemen had had a hand or rather a voice in it.

As PEACOCK, and STOCKFORD are only two persons, we do not see

the necessity of having (il'teen counsel seven and a half each as

their representatives. \V
r
c dare say, hswcvcr, that tin; two parties

named are not the only parties to the suit, but that there is an infant
or two that must be before the Court

;
the part of "the infant"

being represented by some seedy old junior in a rumpled old wig and a

rusty old gown, with a brief endorsed
" Two guineas," by virtue of which

he bows a
"
consent

"
at the back of the Court to some arrangement

that is muttered in the front row by the seniors. No wonder that after

fifteen counsel had appeared,
"
judgment was reserved," and it will be

necessary that, Z:iiniel-like, they shall all "appear" again and again
before the judgment is delivered. Not a step, of course, can be taken
without the whole batch of fifteen being dragged in to have a hand in

the proceeding, which means nothing but a band in the suitors' pockets.

RESTITUTION AT ROCHESTER.

On, Rochester's Chapter ! oh, Rochester's Dean !

What a triumph that wicked IS'iii WINSTON'S has been !

Notwithstanding, I hope you are calm and serene.

I trust you feel peaceful, content, and resigned,
In a happy and gentle condition of mind,
And rather to lilcs-, Mi:. U IIISTOX inclined.

Because he lias made jnu disgorge, there's no doubt,
And you vainly endeavoured to turn I lie man out, ,,

But his ruin exactly could not bring about. ,

So your students^ou've now raised to thirty pound ten
Instead of their five pounds, my reverend men,
Twenty scholars from two to sixteen odd, again.'

From six pounds some shillings to fourteen or so
You've increased your six bedesmen; and now you will go
On paying, I hope, what you lawfully owe.

Precentor aud sacrist at ten pound and six

In place of two pounds each, h seems you now tix -.

May all Deans and Chapter* abandon their tricks!

"THERE'S NOTHING LIKE LEATHER."

SOME Frenchman has he himself in the fabrication of a

new Hat, which is made entirely of leather. We don't know why a
hat made of leather should not be as good and as handsome as any
oilier hat, but somehow it would seem strange to us if we had to

leave our hat with our boots outside the door to be cleaned every
morning, and it would sound equally strange to hear any one calling
down the kitchen stairs "Hallo! MARY, haven't you blacked my hat

yet?" One good turn, however, these leather hats would certainly
answer : in the event of a fire, every man would be able to convert
his hat into a fire-bucket ; and in France, where a fire-engine is as

little known as at Vesuvius, sneh an invention may be of great practical
benefit, considering that the Frenchmen generally stand in a long line,
whenever there is a

"
Tremendous Conflagration, and pass the bucket

on from one to another. These clutpeax, though a little cuir. perhaps,
on other occasions, would unquestionably come off then with flowing
honours, and must effectually swamp the ill-natured joke-^-snpposing
any one is weak enough to make it of calling that nation leather-

headed that chooses to wear it.

Geology for the City.

A\ interesting GRESHAM lecture was delivered the other evening
at the

Rpval Exchange, on the Coal Formation of the City of London
Basin. Tho Basiu was shown to consist of porcelain or tureen clay,
vitrified by h -at, mid containing organic remains of gigantic chelonians,
or reptiles of the turtle family, supposed to have been left when their
more digestible portions \v,"-e, swallowed in an aldermanic convulsion.
Abundant fragmentary deposits of the haunch of the cerous elaphus
were also found in the neighbourhood of the Basin

; together with the
bones of the capon, turkey, peaciek, p-irtri Ue, pheasant, and cygnet.
The City of Lou Ion Basin was tbimnstrated. to rest on all the coal
within twenty miles of Loudon, and to be maintained, jn a great
measure, on that extremely productive stratum of carboniferous
treasure.

The Dictionary at Fault.

ACCORDING to JOHNSON, "Election" is a synonyme for "choice."
But this is clearly not the case with the Oxford Election, for we should
hardly think tint riaiiii* up at your own expense a hundred miles or
so to vote, could in any light be viewed as a matter of choice.

THE TRADESMEN'S LITTLE WARBLER.
IN these days of universal harmony, when everybody "'appreciates a

song, and nearly everybody can sing one, we think tnat every class

should have a little warbler of its own, instead of having to choose
from the general collections of naval, national, sentimental, or comic.
We have much pleasure in presenting a specimen, which we offer to

any musical butcher who fancies he has a voice, and has no objection
to try it on the following ballad to the well-known air of

WOMAN'S HEART.
A hungry wight, whose hopes were bent

Upon a mutton chop,
Put on his coat, and forth he went
To seek a butcher's shop.

At every stall he made' a call,

In every public mart ;

But there was nothing left at all,

Excepting Bullock's heart !

The hungry youth, still undismayed,
Determined not to flee ;

Though, if the truth be told, afraid

That meat-less he might be.
" Oh ! never be it said," he cried,

"I played DUKE HUMPHREY'S part !"

And, casting thoughts of chops aside,
He purchased Bullock's heart !

Bottled Beer Measure.

Two Sips make one
"
Pint."

Six Pints make one
"
Dozen."

One Dozen (when you come to pay for it) makes One Swear.

TASTE FOR POULTRY. Cochin China fowls are considered to re- POLITICAL TRTJISM. If the present Ministers do not fall out, it is
semble game. They are certainly very high. I more than probable that they will keep in.
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Objectionable Child.
" LOR ! PA, ARE YOU GOING TO SMOKE ? MY EYE ! WON'T YOU

CATCH IT WHEN MA COMES HOME, TOR MAKING THE CURTAINS SMELL!"

"WHEN FOUND, DON'T MAKE A NOTE OF."

FEARLESSLY Punch hurls down the gauntlet of defiance, and challenges the wide universe

r.l'liis inquiring-minded renders

Tn find a thud-class railway carriage without at least a dozen babies m it.

To tind a Government steamer which will compete in speed with any common coal-barge.

To li T school for Accidence than a Railway.
To find a picture of sufficient vital tenacity to survive the "restoration" process at the

Naiiimal Ornery. -

To liud the logician (out of Bedlam) who will undertake to prove the justice of the City

Cdal-l:

'I'd tind the philosopher's stone, or its equivalent in rarity a stone of butcher's meat,
which by your own scale weighs fourteen pounds.
To liiid the centre of a dress circle without a shilling to the boxkeeper.
To find a clairvoyant who, upon his own responsibility, will venture to foretell when the

Beer Monopoly will end, or the Amelioration of Ireland begin.

To find a vegetarian so strictly adherent to his principles as to decline eating a kidney

potato.
To find the husband who will submit with calmness to cold mutton, in consideration of the

promised sequitur of
"
his favourite pudding."

To find the wife who will spontaneously give her husband the latch key, rather than herself

sit up for him.

To find a British Admiral whom it is not a mockery to send on
"
active

"
service.

To find an individual of sufficiently homoeopathic appetite to dine twice off a leg of mutton
at a seaside lodging-honse.
To find a betting-shop which pays anybody but the man who keeps it.

To find the infant cockney who expects a sufficient longevity to see the Thames deodorized.

To find a Clapham omnibus that will not put you down within "aunderd yards or so"
of Kensington.
To !hul so "plain" a cook that not even a policeman will "make up" to her.

To find the man who ever lent his umbrella
"
for live minutes," and Lived to see it back

again. ___________^_____
The Diplomatic Key.

A DIPLOMATIC note, we understand, has been addressed by the EARL or WESTMORELAND
to the Government of Austria, on the subject of the ill usage which British subjects have

lately experienced in that country. The note of the musical Ambassador was supposed
to be A minor.

A TRIBUTE TO DEPARTED TALENT.

DISRAELI was certainly the head and front of the late Ministry. His colleagues were
nothing without him, and if we had been asked to supply him with an appropriate motto,
we should at once have exclaimed Kx v.iw l>iz:n oinncs.

LOUIS NAPOLEON'S COURTSHIP.
AlK "

Barnfy Prallaglian"

'TWAS evening, noon, and night,

And afternoon and morning,
The French Imperial wight

All foreign courts were scorning.

He begg'd from door to door

A wife to share his glory,

His love tale he did pour,
And this was part of his story.

Only say,

You 'ft your husband make me
;

France shall pay
Whatever you charge to take me !

Oh, list to what I say,

Pretty Royal VENUS ;

.Name your price you may,
France we '11 share between us.

The country 's gone to sleep,

Void of sense and feeling,

Hound about I creep,

AH I long'd for stealing.
:

Only say, &c.

I 've got a set of tools,

I 'ye got the gold to glut them ;

And if they 're obstinate fools,

In prison I can shut them.

Men without, a coat

If truly I describe them
A moderate bank-note

Will any morning bribe them.

Only say, &c.

I 've got a little fame

By love of peace declaring ;

I 've got my uncle's name,
A little tlie worse for wearing.

I 've got some
gooseberry wine,

With sausages and pullets,

To make the soldiers mine
Whene'er I want their bullets.

Only say, &c.

I 've got a million pound,
(That 's what I 'm to be paid is)

A sum so ver.v round,
1 'in sure will charm the ladies.

I 've got the crown to wear,
And robes adorn'd with posies :

A lied I've got to share,
Of not exactly roses.

.

Only say, i:c.

I 've no one in my eye,
A wife alone I 'm needing,

'

Who 's got what have not I
The real Royal breeding.

I 've wealth ! that all will own,
No matter how I get it

;

I 've got, besides, a throne,
As long as they don't upset it.

Only say, &c.

For a wife till death
I '11 take the first will prize me ;

But oh ! I waste my breath,
You every one despise me.

I 'm just beginning to reign,
No wife 1 cau discover

But that young girl from Spain
So I'll be her constant lover.

Only say, &c.

A Crest for the Carlton.

WE believe that the members of the Carlton
Club are about to take the Rose as their crest :

that flower, it is urged, being delicately sug-

gestive of their way of doing business under it.

MOTTO FOK ONE-HALF OF OUR OLD ADMIRALS.
"
Chncun a son GOUT."

Printtd byWilliam Bradbury, of N '. 13, Upper Wohnm Plnre in the Parish nf St. Pnncra, fird P.vdpridt Mullet' Evans, of No. 7. Church Uow, Ptnke. NewinRton, hot h in the County of Middlesex, Printers, at their
Officc in Lombard Street, in tlie P.ecinct of Whiteriar, In toe City of London, and I'ublisl c ilid by Uiem nt No. Ni, l-'lm Street, in ilie 1'urisli of St. liriilu's, in the City o[' London. SAT CUB AY, January 29th, 1
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A VERY VULGAR SUBJECT.

William. " HERE'S WISHIN' YOU GOOD 'EALTH, JIM, AND A HAPPY
NEW YEAR!"

James. "
THANK'YE, BILL, TIIANK'VE. I MAD OUGHT TO BE A HAPPY COVE

FOR I'VE GOT A WIFE AS CAN THRASII ANY MAN OF HER WEIGHT AND
I'VE GOT A CHILD OF TWO YEARS AND A

BKEP-STEAK AT A SITTING LET ALONE
TAN TARRIEK JN THE WORLD!"

ARF AS CAN EAT TWO POUNDS O

OWN1N' TUB SMALLEST JjLACK AND

OUR HONEYMOON.

MONDAY, MAY 5, IS-.
MORE rain; and JOSEPHINE with quite a pert manners-wonders

if there can be anything like such weather at home ! Says, it will be
reri/ dull don't I think it will with such weather, to remain shut up
here, a month ? I make her no answer

; but cannot disguise it from

myself that the weather is unpropitious. JOSEPHINE with real im-

pertinence hopes when her time comes, she shall have better honey-
moon weather. Nothing to look upon but the wet sea which is always

I am indeed, it is almost my only weakness how really frightened I
am at thunder, and he is not here to protect me. Yes ; I am deter-
mined I will be tery angry.
And feeling this, I feel a certain sort of satisfaction, that I shall be

able to show a spirit. It is something to know this, and to do it.

And, at this minute, quite as I may say, warm with my temper,
JOSEPHINE a little abruptly, certainly, and I am about to scold her
JOSEPHINE brings in an old woman who, she says, has the privilege of

the White Hart an old woman with a basket full of nosegays. I am
really in no humour to think of flowers, or to say a single word to old
women.
Poor soul ! if it isn't the very old woman whom I sat next to yester-

day in the middle of the church ! I can't say, if I don't feel humbled
to see her. But why should 1 when the landlady herself taw un; ami
therefore knows all about it. And why can't I feel just as I felt in the
tuiililli- of IIn' m-riiinii

yesterday:' Why should not Sunday feelings and

Monday feelings towards such people be just the same ? And yet they
'

are not. No ; I will not hide it from myself. 1 dun' I feel Inwards her,
in her working-day darned and faded cloak, as I did yesterday, when
both of us were dressedfor the Sabbath. I'm afraid to confess it, but
1 do think FREDERICK'S right: we are wont to dress our hearts for

the Sunday, and undress them again when the Sunday 't over.

"Sunday's heart in church," says FREDERICK, "is, somehow, not

Monday's heart in business." Why shouldn't it lie 'r

And with this thought I turn to the poor old thing ;
and if her cloak

isn't drenched through and through and I have been sitting here in

the midst of all sorts of comfort ; and her basket poor heart ! with

just a few bunclies of wall-flowers and polyanthuses such a few !

to buy bread, and clothes, and home. And yet the old soul seems so

happy and the flowers so bright, so balmy through the rain-drops that

hang about them that they make me feel remorseful, yes, and some-

thing more, smiling so cheerfully, so sweetly through their tears.

And the poor old soul tells me that she is the grandmother of the

pretty girl the little bride that FRED and I met coming from church]:
and she is so good, so industrious, so dutiful. I promise to go and see

her and so, the poor old woman goes her way, leaving me a nosegay,
and wishing me all sorts of things, that I only hope I may be worthy a
tillie <if Ihi'ni.

And while I have been talking to the old woman the sky ha*.
cleared up, and there has been no thunder after all. What a deal of

anxiety I have wasted what a needless flutter I have been in, and
no thunder after all.

Here is FREDERICK, close below and walking as leisurely as well,
I do feel just a little of the rebel and no, I'll put the tempter down
I will.

He comes into the room with his glowing, open, happy face, as if no
storm had threatened as if, indeed, nothing had occurred. And then,
his coat 's as dry, and he seems as comfortable and, if I may use the

word, cosey, that in such weather, where could he have been ?

I do feel a little hot and a little cold, and I can't help it. So without

saying a word but with a smile, though it cost me something, and a
real smile never does but with a smile, I leave the room yes ; I leave

the room, shutting the door as
the door.

Half-an-hour, and I am
bits of rock and stones before

I go out. Yes
;
I believe I did shut

looking over FREDERICK, who sits with

lim, which in his strange way, he calls
the same Poor thing ! But then as FREDERICK says-we are not _ _ iut_^ o^uuo TOIUIC ^^ m u
to expect to give people sentiments a.ndfeeti/igs, because we give 'em the great globe's register, written in granite.

Servants my dear -said FRED-" are not like bride-cakes; <^.ye thinking "-said I, wanting to say something-" I 've
do what one will, they are not to be made to ordsr." I am afraid he

j

teen thinking of that epitaph the epitaph, my love, we read

yesterday
"

In spite of the rain, and when I told him, I was sure he would get
j

<< what since you left the room ? Well my dear your manner of
C
rff rfi?

15

!^:*
w
?"!f,

s out-talking the beach, and climbing the
,
ieavmg jt

'

made me think Of another epitaph indeed, quite another
..think he might have staid at home, when /asked him. There sort-written by a loving widower upon Ms gentle wife-for the

is sense in what JOSEPHINE says-hut then how does she know that
epitaph said everything for her-though, as you may think, in an oddwe shall stay here all the month f Why should we ? Didn t fashion

"
FREDERICK in his odd way tell Mamma that we should take out \Yhat was it ?

"
said I

'

fpTr^Mv
""'

n*'T 't hl

)f
t

CTS
i'

We shaU n0t C Mnve hcre ; J Should "
SimPIv this/' said FKED looking-he can't help it-a little mis-

. chievous
"
After her name, age, and time of dece^e, there ran these

I ought to write home, but somehow I cannot. It was hardly thought-; ^3 . SAe lined a wife for firle^nd-twenty yean, and, in all that time,ful of 1 RED to leave me all alone, and to go out in such weather, too, i SHE NEVER BANGED THE DOOR !

and only to pick up pebbles, and knock and chip at the rocks with,

yS b Ut W'th U ' wl"ch u,

t nl i rt
'

almost told him this very morning, he seems now and.then .to
think

more of than his oicn wife. I felt my tongue very nearly saying
only, somehow, my heart wouldn't let mr.
But to be out in such weather !

ram pouring
hide the sea

be out in such weather ! How can he escape a cold ? If the

ing down, and steaming up as it does if it doesn't positively
iea ! I begin to feel it to be quite impossible at least very un-

said nothing, but I felt the reproof. I then remembered how,
wh i I left him/U / had shut the <Lr. I wouldn't let him see my
face but behin<l his chair, and with my arms about his neck, I asked
as carelessly as I could, And where, dear FRED, did you see this ?

"

"Oh, in my travels, LOTTY," said he. "Many strange things I've

heard of, seen you may hear of them some day. But LOTTY, love,
i

i there is a world of meaning in that epitaph. A whole history of a life

, ., , ,

be quite imposs.ible-at least m^- of gentleness. 'She never banged the door!' Almost pathetic," said
'

:o,,,fortable-t? have to endure a month of this. And at this very ]FRlD dy]y- affecting, for its household simplicity 'She ,iever.

vn\ IV^Pr S

fn
mC
im YU001"' S me

i

caver\ wlth that F- baxgedthldoor." It ought to be set to music for family voices."
voking hammer, for all the world like a smuggler or a buccaneer, when
he might be so warm, and comfortable, with his own wife at his own
fireside. I am determined when he comes home to show that /
think so. And now, I have nothing to do, and I ought to write home,
but I am so restless, and do so feelmy temper rising and yet, by the, ,

sudden darkness, I am sure it will thunder. And he knows how fearful

THE THEATRICAL TRAHCUISE.

THE registration of a b9x costs as much as the registration of a vote,
which makes the one privilege of a Briton as dear as the other.

VOL. XXIV.
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LOGIC FOB THE LEGEEES.

To MRS. LEGREE, MRS. JONATHAN JEITERSON JACKSON

LEGBKE, and the MISSES LEGREE.

_M t DEAR LADIES,

THE more I think of your retort on our females about

Slavery the more I like it. Some have said it was not yours

no woman's work. But I had no doubt whose it was. Yes,

ves I think, we do know the sweet American hand.
'

Besides, your logic was too conclusive, your statements

were too exact, for mere man.

Crime, poverty, and ignorance are as bad as slavery, ot

course. Ignorance, poverty, and crime are British institutions,

just as slavery is an American one.
. .

We let the Irish starve during the famine, without giving

them a cent. In order to keep them in superstitious igno-

i-uiee regardless of the wishes of their enlightened priesthood,

we established the QUEEN'S Colleges upon a sectarian prin-

ciple judiciously condemned h\ the Synod ol Thurles.

The wretchedness, the wickedness, the nescience ot our

people result from Acts of Parliament to such ends expressly

uid provided. It is a legal and a social crime to educate

the poor. No attempt is made to ameliorate their condition.

We have no hospitals, no ragged schools, no baths and wash-

houses.
If they attempt to escape from the slavery ot circumstances

to a better state say to Australia we drag them back

again. A fugitive slave law for that very purpose was enacted

last session.

My dear Sisters, fulfil your mission. Teach your husbands

fathers brothers sweethearts true Christianity. Their

nigger is not their neighbour ; they have no
duty

to him. All

argument to the contrary is an attempt to prove black white.

And if that point could be proved, it would follow that if

the white Americans were justified in asserting their inde-

pendence with the sword, the black negroes would be equally

right in vindicating their freedom with the knife. That, dear

ladies, is doubtless as clear to you as it is to

Our Artitt . < work on "
Equitation? a*d tnes to do some "

stir la i-ull,i, a main yawhe" in Hyde Park.

THE TEETOTALLER'S ADDRESS TO THE PUMP.
" Am 1 not

a Man and a Brother ?
"

MR. PUNCH AT THE PLAY.

CHAPTER III.

WHILE we await the raising of the curtain, a polite gentleman near

us has handed to Mrs. P. one of those very bills so affectionately and

politely pressed upon us by the box-keeper. On running my eye over

it I am struck by its peculiarities, not less as a literary performance,
than as a theatrical announcement. As a literary performance it is

remarkable for its enthusiastic tautology; and as an announcement,
for its bold defiance of fact. In style and arrangement it has obviously
been modelled on the programmes of another class of performances,

usually given in yellow caravans, and enlivened by the music of gongs,

cymbals, and speaking-trumpets. My early experieuee. has accus-

tomed me to the invitation to "Walk up, walk up, and witness the

wonderful exhibition of the Spotted Boy" and I am equally familiar

with the assurance that the said spotted boy is "universally pronounced

by the nobility, the faculty, and the public, to be the most wonderful

phenomenon now travelling." The summons of the Circus clown to

his benefit is also present to my mind, with its judicious hints to
" come

early ;" and so is the madenandfaag advice of the magnificent lord in

spangled tunic and yellow boots, who, from the parade of RICHARDSON'S,
counsels me to

"
be hi time be in time !" for the players, the players

the London performers !

"

l>ut it belonged to our own times to transfer these passionate and

highly coloured modes of allocution from the caravan, the clown, and
the booth platform, to the London theatre.

The bill before me is a rich example of the llorid or decorated e

order. Beginning with an ejarulatory outburst
" Knormous S

Bl:i/,e of Triumph!" it proceeds, without stooping to the aid of

connectives
"
Overflowing Houses! Magnificent Delineations of

character ! ! Glorious seenerv ! ! !

"

And all this lavish expeudit ure of ornamental 1 ypography has been

indulged in before I get to the name of the first piece, anil its list of

characters. It is, as it were, a gorgeous vestibule through which one
arrives at a second-hand clothes shop.

I look around me, as soon as my mind has recovered itself from this

douche of managerial exultation, to seek in the fact some illustration of

the fancy printing. The
"
overflow" has not yet succeeded in swamping

more than the front rows of the gallery, two-thirds of the pit, and a

slender proportion of the boxes. It can't be said to pour yet. It rather

dribbles. I suppose it is coming with LORD MAIDSTONE'S Deluge, and
"*T

R. DISRAELI'S Future. It is, no doubt, "looming" in the neigh-

mrhood.
As the Free List is entirely suspended, the public press only exceptei

I wonder what all those rather seedy-looking parties, with those coloured

bits of paper in their hands, could oe doing as we came in, round about

that pigeon-hole with Free List written over it ? I suppose they were
the Public Press.

I must own that to pass from the passionate magnificence of the

bill to the slender and shabby reality of the house, is a good deal like

the transition from the
"
wild Indian chief

"
of the show-ctoth (who is

massacreing three of a boat's crew, including a lieutenant in uniform,

while other four are flying in a manner unworthy of British seamen,)
j

to the battered, tattered, begrimmed, and besotted Lascar, in a -chintz

tunic, and with a curtain-ring through his nose, inside the ten feet by
seven of the caravan. I am used to that contrast by this time iu the

case of the caravan ; but I must confess it annoys me in the theatre,

which you have not yet succeeded in bringing down to the caravan
j

level, at least in my mind. Besides, I have a preference for fact over

fiction, for truth over falsehood, in all announcements of things which I

pay money to see. I would rather have the simple name of the play,

and list of the characters and actors. I believe the great majority of

\our audience think as I do. I exceedingly doubt whether all your
capitals, italics, notes of exclamation, abuse of superlatives, and mis-

statements of fact, draw a single person into your theatre. The trick

is so very stale by this time, that, I own, I cannot conceive a goose
riven enough to be entrapped by it. But if you will insist on this

feature of booth and caravan practice, wny not go the entire show-
man U'hy not boldly throw out a platform to the street, take your
stand on it, and blow your own trumpet ? Why not put your band into

beef-eaters' coats, and insist on your actors parading in costume, and
executing a country dance before their

"
all-in-to-begin

"
? This wotdd

at least be new -and might, I have no doubt, collect a crowd outside

your theatre.

Honestly now, my dear Sir, what possible good can come of all

this puffing and story-telling ? Do you not see that it is degrading to
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;hose who do
it,

to t'r.ose of whom it is done, and to those for whom

lime) il is done:' Are you aware that this absurd and extrava-

gant falsehood of playbills has become a standing joke, and that the

of tibhiiiL' has lieen transferred from bulletins and epitaph* to bills

it' the play Did I net know the extraordinary ignorance in which you
jve of all things and thoughts out of the magic ring of your theatre,

him as if he were doing him a favour. I don't hear that he- over pays-
In fact, no youngster ever got the better of him. CIIAUI.KY Onm.iM.s,
beware of that man

;
as vou say of a horse he is a." thorough bad "un."

I don't like his ways in London. Nobody knows him, he is always by
himself, unless you see him in .lermyn Street talking to an Israelite

of fashionable exterior. He is always to be seen late at night, as I am
I should say it is impossible you should be ignorant of this. 1 own told, in one of those private institutions about St. James's, whose

hat, for mv own part, I shall despair of your awaking to a sense of
j

interiors I hope you wiD never have the euiiosityto penetrate. Hut,
i , , -i T _ L' ..-.I-. ..i'ii.. i u ,,,.* ,_* :..*.. _j._i_i__i_.i_ ii . 1.1 .i,u^ii A -i .. i * i. _

your tn . until 1 see yon reform jour playbills !

If appeals to your good taste are in vain, only thiidt of the saving on
vour printing account.

Mind, 1 am not under-rating the advantage, nay, the indispensable-
f , ,> >, T i ATI _ I'll .'i T f-_l u_i _l

lie cannot get into a respectable elub. He was cyen blackballed at the

I'ortico, where they are not generally hard on a man.

Depend upon it lie will ec ..... to grief before long. He has been
hard hit at play lately, and has bought

intends to
a thorough-bred screw to

her.ness (if publicity. 1 respect the bill-sticker. 1 feel what a pleasant retrieve his losses. He intends to make a steeplechaser of ,

nranch of street literature he opens to us all. You are welcome to all and commit some robbery on the British public on the turf but 1

Ihc hoards and blank walls 1 have no objection to your even resorting i never knew that answer. If he wins he won't be paid, and if he

to the arches of the bridges. 1 allow you the use of bright colours,
j

loses he will have to bolt. His brother
"
went "

for a large stake last

monsi ic lettering. Nay, I dp not even share my Derby : if Hobbie Noble had won, he would have cleared ten thousand
;

friend SiHTiioiir's strong feeling au-ainst advertising vans. But do, as it is, he is driving a coach in Wales. There's a pretty end for a

in the name of good taste, truth, and common sense, confine yourself to gentleman "who has had the advantage of a University education."

announcements. I lepend upon it that the fate of your theatre And now don't let me hear of your having anything to do with

ids not on what you sij in vour bills, but on what, your audience this man. If the mare (Iocs not break his neck when he is teaching her

says of your performances. The public takes the showman's advice in to jump, he will be a billiard-

t his, and invariably
"
inquires the character of the exhibition from for it .

,

those who come out."

Hut the orchestra is rising in its last grand crescendo. The first

n given with the second rises the curtain ami now,

having vented my feelings on your bill of fare, let me settle down to a
scrums judgment of the repast you mean to serve up to me. This, how-

ever, I must keep for next week.

ACADEMICAL PORTRAITS. No. 4.

c
ODLINGS tells me that SCAMP,
formerly of his College, is

up and winning money of
the youngsters. SCAMP
was expelled from Mar-
garet's, and migrated to
a Hall. No one exactly
knows his present address.
but he pays periodical
visits to our beloved

University, and makes an
honest penny by billiards,

horse-racing, and so on.

Now I tell you what,
CHARLEY, if I see you
speaking to him I '11

write home and tell your
governor, I will, by JOVE.
He is too clever for you,
and will clean you out, if

he gets a chance, as sure
as you bear the ancient
name of CODLINGS. I

recollect the gentleman,
perfectly. He can do a

good many things, and do
them well, too. He in-

variably wins a game of

billiards by two or three,
whoever he plays with, and says it was his luck. He can ride a flat

race like a professional jock, but, somehow or other, he always drops
a stirrup-iron if he is on the favourite. He runs uncommonly well,

moreover, although he does look pale and thin ; and will spar with

any man of his weight - don't you put on the gloves with him. He
sculls us well as Him COOMBES, and men insist upon laying odds
on him accordingly ; but he is such an unlucky fellow in a race
when he is

"
rowing within himself," and looks like winning in a canter,

he is sure to break his foot-strap, or his left arm "goes," or else he
fouls the next boat, or suffers some other unfortunate casualty, which
puts him out of it. Yes, and his backers use such dreadful language,
and say such unkind things of him, as if he were not mortified enough
already, and swear that he stands in with the winner. O SCAMP is a
verv clever man, indeed.

Then he is such a friendly, easy fellow, he will talk to every one
on his own hobby. You might think him quite a saint, and too good
for this world if you heard him with his uncle the Dean, but catch PADDINGTPN omnibusses now run nearly two miles for a penny,
him among the watermen (who adore him) or over a pipe with Fibbing This fact being known, cab-drivers have determined to charge for

BILLY, the puggilist, as he calls himself, and you would form every single mile one-aud-sixpence.
rather a different opinion of his morality. Young fellows, how-
ever, are his

especial friends, and he delights in teaching them the

simple theory of rouge et noir, and otherwise enlarging their minds, (it seems there is one
When he finds one very green indeed, I believe he borrows money of InsuUum."

HUMOURS OF THE CARLOW ELECTION.
BY ONE OF Till CONSTITUENCY.

HEAB my narration of the botheration,
How we the recreant SA.DLEIU did unsate

At Carlow Election, where lie met rejection,
A mighty victory and grand delate.

SADLKIK, the traitor, was the vindicator
Of Irish freedom in the Pope's brigade;

But foes deserting, and to friends reverting,
A base alliance with the Pcelites made.

He joined the Cabinet, so mane and shabby,
Of ABERDEEN, with GIADSTONE, HERBERT, GRAHAM,

Tergiversating, and his pledges at ing,
To mix himself with tnem that thinks the same.

Ne'er such a shindy 'mong the wars in Indy;
When our surviving troops was drowned in blood,

Aquall'd in compass the extinsivc rumpus
When that true rinegade for Carlow stud.

There was PRIEST MURPHY against FATHER DURFY,
With both their crowns conspicuous through their hats,

And MICHAEL POWER continding with a shower
Of bad potatoes and departed cats.

MIKE knocked down TERENCE, to the interfarence
Of DENNIS and the other boys which led

;

PHF.LIM bate TIM, and BRYAN larrup'd him,
BAENEY kilt DAN, and DAN broke DERMOT'S head.

Then, och, how candid the remarks we bandied !

For SADLIKR BISHOP HALY durst to vote
;

They called him booby sure the fact is thrue, by
The Powers ! regardless of his holy coat.

But JOHN OF TUAM, -that excels LORD BROUGHAM
In mathematics and the gift of spache,

Made clear to rason MISTEII SADLEIR'S trason,
U hich is a fact that no one can impache.

So out we kicked him, sound discretion's victim,
Sent him his big diminished head to hide,

And in our glory went and chose a Tory
To take liis place upon the other side !

marker at Ban Francisco, take my word

Breeches of Decorum.

WE are surprised at shorts having been adopted as the Court
costume of the French Empiie, for we always thought that Imperial
measure and short measure were very different things.

CAB v. OMNI in s.

THE CHAMBER OF MISREPRESENTATIVES. A patriotic Frenchman

left) calls the French Senate the
"
Senatut
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A PICTURE.

Show-ing what Mas-tcr Tom did af-ter See-ing a Pan-to-mime But you would not do so Oh, Dear no !

Be-cause you are a good Boy.

A JUDGE'S JUDGMENT GONE BY DEFAULT.

THE morning papers of Thursday report the
followin^little

incident

as having
" come off" on the preceding day in the Bail Court.

" MB. JrsTicK CHOMPTOS, after having disposed of several undefended causes at nisi

prius, proceeded to deliver judgment in a case which had been argued in banco, a roost

unum a pM<vi>dmx, when. 'us iv.is the I'ain tu-,l;iy. nisi print sittings had been specially

appointed. The consequence was that none of the officials in lanca were present, nor

even tin- parties to the cause, and the judgment was allowed to go off unheeded."

We do not quite understand this little matter, which seems to inti-

mate, that there has been a case of quasi spontaneous combustion, or

premature
"
firing away

"
on the part of the learned judge alluded to,

1 (V VI. _ _*_J._1_1.1__1P 1 A.

and
" when found take'a note of it ;" the parties concerned in the suit

were absent, the reporters
were not in their places, and the judgment

consequently passed off like a coup manque, or so much judicial firing

in i lie air. 'it is all very well to say 1he proceeding was unusual, but,

in our eyes, the blame rests rather with the absent officials, the missing

part ics, and the inattentive reporters, than with the learned judge, who,

having a judgment to deliver, proceeded to deliver it when an oppor-

tunity offered.

An Electric Lady.

THE German papers give an account of an Austrian lady who is so

charged with electricity, that sparks are constantly given out from her

fingers' ends. It is seldom that a lady is found sending sparks away
from her, though it is a common attribute of the sex to attract sparks,

and even to twirl them round the finger with the utmost ease. We
suspect that the account in the German papers is like the electric

lady herself a little over-charged.

A BURNING SHAME. The City of London Coal-tax.

LONG RANGE FOB. THE PEACE SOCIETY.

A SCHEME has been submitted to us for the pacific conquest of

despotism throughout Europe.
This great victory over persecution and tyranny it is proposed to

achieve by means of an intellectual Long Range.
Balloons are to be provided, each carrying a bale of books to be

detached and dropped, at 'a certain distance, by means of a match

calculated to burn accordingly. Each mass of information is to he

connected with a parachute, that it may fall gently, and not break any
of those heads it is destined io benefit.

The books shall consist of various enlightened periodicals besides

the principal one newspapers, works on natural science, metaphysics,

history, moral philosophy, and, in general, such volumes as are inter-

dicted on the Continent on account of their truth including Bibles.

To make sure of dropping the books in the right place, an extensive

series of meteorological observations will be instituted to ascertain at

any given time how the wind blows. The only difficulty likely to be

encountered will consist in raising the wind.

It is hoped the Peace Society will patronize this grand project,

whereby it is designed to reduce tyrants and bigots to reason, or bring
them to book, by a peaceful bombardment with shells loaded with

useful knowledge : exploding only to demolish falsehood and nonsense.

If human liberty can be vindicated by such means, we so far agree with

our friends above-mentioned, as to be inclined to resort to them in

preference to ordinary bombs, and other appliances for sweeping

oppressors from the face of the earth.

Appointments and Dis-Appointments.

EVEN the very best friends of Louis NAPOLEON are obliged to admit,
since the appointment of his Cousin JEROME to the rank of a General
of Division, that the EMPEROR shows himself not sufficiently particular
when dealing in such Generals as the one lately made.
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THE EAGLE IN LOVE.
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OUT-HERALDING HERALDRY.
the RIGHT HON. THE

LordLyon, King of

Arms, Sfe., Sfc., Sfe.

"Mr LOUD,"
IALWAYS thought

Edinburgh was the
Modern Athens, but
it would seem to be
the Scotch Gotham.

"rive philosophers
of that celebrated

city have, in a peti-
tion to your Lord-

ship, committed a
most unwarrantable

outrage on your
Lordship's humble
servant. They have
in the most gratui-
tous and uncalled for

manner attacked me,
with a view to dis-

lodge me from a

position which I have
forcenturies occupied
unmolested in the

Royal Anns of the
United Kingdom. In appears to be their wish that I should cede that post of
honour to an obsolete quadruped calling itself the Lion of Scotland.
"I am sure your Lordship has never heard of any Scotch Lion worthy of

the least notice, since the Lion WALLACE
; and will admit that one consolidated

Lion is sufficient for the heraldry of Great Britain.
"
My Lord, it IBS been erroneously reported that I am defunct. I apprehend

that this is the supposition of
' JOHN GRANT, Esq., accountant

;

' '

JAMES MAC-
NAB, Esq., writer; 'STEWART WATSON, Esq., historical painter :' 'PATRICK
EDWARD DOVE, Esq. ;' and

'

JAMES GRANT, Esq., architect.' They imagine me to
be dead and therefore have they lifted their heels against me."

Will your Lordship have the kindness to inform them that I am alive and
lacking I might say, ifI were like one of themselves, but no ! alive and

'

passant.'"
Your Lordship will, perhaps further oblige me by directing the attention of

these extremely zealous sticklers for Scottish symbolism, to an emblem of nationality
1'or which they may indulge their preference without objection. I mean the thistle.

[n conclusion, my Lord, I beg to say, that I hope your Lordship will not lend

pour ears to those whose own are too long already ; and I have the honour
to be, &c.,
"
Queen's Arm, Jan., 1853. " THE BRITISH LION."

THE PIG-HEADED PUBLIC.
THE Managers of the Zoological Gardens in the Regent's Park deserve infinite

praise for their energy in providing novelty for the
"
Zoological Recreations

"

the public in general. We have had, in succession, a boa-constrictor whose
blanket-trick rendered him so great a favourite; the hippopotamus who made
.sort of splash for a short time by his well-known feat of the plunge bath; an
lepnaiit calt whose infant elephantine gambols put him into everybody's mouth,and got him universally talked about

; and now we have, as the star of the season. -.

Uioiropotamos or river pig. This interesting brute is expected to win all

y
lir

suPenor cleanliness, and by habits altogether unlike the porcine
tratermty. We understand the new comer has been secured at considerable cost
r the Managers of the Zoological Society thought it worth while to go the whole

tog in securing the river pig for their establishment, which is beginning to take
its position as one of the lions of the season.

THE
The Bishop of Cartridge.

OP
T
M NTENE&RO, who is now occupying so prominent a position,

is an odd fellow. He is a sort of Highland Chief, and also Bishop ;
a kind of

piscopal
RODERICK DHU. His mitre is supposed to be sabre-proof. He goesabout with a dirk and several braces of pistols stuck in his girdle, and instead

ot a crosier he carries a rifle, with which he is the best shot in his own diocese
le charges oi this prelate are peculiarly impressive consisting as -they do of

powder and ball, and being debvered with unerring precision

AN AFTER-DINNER CONUNDRUM.
0. IF a Frenchman had been promised a Quart Bottle of Port, what would he

exclaim when it was brought to him ?

A. O ! DIS-A-PINT-MEANT ! ! !

"
(See

"
Police Report

"
next Monday.)

-
f*

THE SPANISH LADY'S LOVE.

(Being the Old Ballad altered to suit the limes,}

WOULD you hear a Spanish ladye
How an Emperor she won ?

Very marked attentions paid he,
But she was not to be done.

The belle of all the Tuileries balls was she.

And had a gross of titles and a mile of pedigree.

To be mistress of the Master
Of the Frenche she was too high ;

CUPID'S bonds did hold dim 1',-islcr

All the more that she luimiite shy:
In her charming company was all his joy,
But to favour him in anything he found her coy.

Till at last he gave commandment
At Compiegne a hunt should be;

To chase the dear was his intention
lint not the one spelt double e.

Then said the ladye milde,
"
His game I see,

But mine is not a heart that 's caught so easilie."

"
Gentle ladye, show some pitie ;

I 'm an Emperor no i<

But the ladye was too wit tie

To be caughte with chall'f, 1 sucsse ;"
There 's one way from my chains yourself to free,

My gallant Emperor that is, to marry me."

"Aught I'll swear, so thou but love me ;

See, on marrow-bones I goe !"
"

Sire, fair words no parsnips butter,

Swearing don't coste much, you knowe.
Some people I have known swear over nighte,
Who all their oaths next morning have forgotten quite.

' The Assemblie saw no reason
'Gainst your treading Gallic grounde :

Then all traitors and all treason
How you swore, Sire, to confounde !

But now the Assemblie you have overthrowne,
And in their place you sit, as Emperor, alone."

"
Hold your tongue, free-spoken ladye,
Hold your tongue, you are a bore :

Of fair ladies there are plentie,
France doth yield a wondrous store ;

Spaniards to their own fortunes may be blinde,
But the French ladies to my prayer will be more kinde.

"
Yet forgive me, lovely Spaniard,
You alone possess my heart ;

And with thee, if so it must be,

My Imperial crowne I '11 part.
With all the Royal houses to wedde I've done my best,
But all decline the honor the Coburgs 'mong the rest,"

"I have neither golde or silver,
To maintain me in such place ;

To be Empress is great charges,
As you know, in any case.""

My cash and jewels every
one shall be thy owne,

The sums I 've made by dabbling in the Funds are^quite
unknowne."

" On French thrones are many changes
Quick they fall who quickly rise :

Then the way you 've been behaving
Prisoning, snooting, telling lies !

"
" A better man henceforth I mean to be,
And all the credit of the change they will set down] to

thee !

"

" Then your friends, Sire, of both sexes,
Have a reputation sad

;

Louis QUINZE had his DUBAKEYS,
Other Louis are as bad."

"
I '11 set them all a packing, whate'er age, sex, or claims,

Till your Court's dull and decorous as that of sour
St. James."

"
Well, Sire, upon these conditions
I to share your throne consent

;

Spanish ladies arc no greenhorns,
With bare love to be content ;

But Empress though of such an Emperor to be,
Is a chance I can't resist, though a true blue-blood

grandee."
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X. 42. "Dm you CALL THE POLICE, SIR!"

Swell (who would perish rather than disturb his sJiirt-collar).
" YA AS, A I'VE

HAD TUP, MISFORTUNE TO DWOP MY UlrtBRELLAW, AND THERE ISN'T A BOY WITHIN

A MILE TO PICK IT UP A WlLL YOU HAVE THE GOODNESS ?
"

SHOUTS AND SHINS AT THE TUILERIES.

A'NOBLEMAN in France
Was invited to a ball ;

He was a man of pleasure and a dandy oh !

But though he loved a Polka well,
He wouldn't go at all ;

For his legs were most unquestionably bandy on !

Now was this bandy nobleman

Obliged his legs to show ?

With DUSAUTOY to make his trousers handy oh !

By the EMPEROR'S high command,
Velvet breeches were the go :

And the fashion did not suit this noble dandy oh f

He observed, 'Tis very jolly

For the fellows that have calves,

But I must have imbibed a deal of brandy oh !

To display such legs as these

Of callipers like halves,

Which not to mince the matter are so bandy oh I

Jam for Emigrants.

BY an Act to amend the laws respecting the carriage of

passengers by sea, passed last year, it is prescribed that if the

ship be intended to enter the tropics,
15 clear superficial feet,

and a berth 6 feet long and 18 inches wide shall be allotted

to each passenger. This Act did not contemplate the emigra-
tion of aldermen. Allotting but 18 inches width for a berth,

it seems to have been based on the most narrow views. Its

framers probably supposed that all emigrants must be

starving, to entertain the idea of squeezing them into 18-inch

grooves. Or, perhaps they were sleepily -confounding the

measure before them with an interment till, and dreamt

that they were regulating the dimensions of the "narrow
home."

THEY LIKE TO BE DESPISED.'

Louis NAPOLEON boasts that all he has done has been

sanctioned by the French nation. We must admit, that all1

his acts of the last year or two have been performed on the

authority of what we understand in this country as
"
French

leave."

ANTI-BIGOTRY UNREPORTED !

IT appears that the murder of FRANCESCO MADIAI is not quite

accomplished. He still languishes in prison, but is
"
not dead not

yet quite dead." There is yet hope for the success of the energetic
exertions which all denominations are making for the liberation of that

poor fellow and his wife.

For are not all denominations making these exertions ? Which is the

exception ? Is there one ? Can it be possible that echo answers ONE ?

If so, that heathen nymph that lies unseen is surely in collusion

with our heretical newspapers.
The whole Protestant press has evidently behaved with the most

shameful disingenuousness in this matter. It daily relates the

imvtings of the public at large, at Exeter Hall and elsewhere, for

the deliverance of the victims of Tuscan bigotry. But it records
not one demonstration on the part of the Roman Catholic section

of the community in deprecation of the intolerance which has incar-

cerated that unoffending pair for reading the Bible. It says not a word
of the indignant harangues which, doubtless, are made by them at the

Freemason's Tavern, at Highbury Barn, at every available place of

meeting throughout the country, denouncing that flagrant violation, in

their religion's name, of religious liberty. Not an extract does it quote
from the numerous "pastorals" published of course by their "ve-
nerated prelates," warning the faithful, and all else whom it may
concern, that such persecution is not warranted by their Church, hut

altogether abhorred, detested, condemned; and that they are to let

any one who shall affirm otherwise be anathema. It mentions nothing
of the requests that cannot but he outside of all the Roman Catholic

Chapels, addressed to the POPE, begging him to interfere, and use his

influence to abate this scandal to their creed. Nor has it, up to the

present time, taken the slightest notice of the novenas, masses, and
other serviees to the same purpose, that as certainly are performed
within the walls of those edifices. In fine, it has left us bursting in

ignorance of the efforts of CARDINAL WISEMAN, DR. NEWMAN, ST.

JOHN ot~ TUAM, and S. S. CAIIILL and LUCAS, by sermons, preach-

ings, pamphlets, leading articles, prayers, and fastings on this behalf.

In consequence of the insidious reticence of our contemporaries, a

very general idea is gaining ground that the liberality of Roman Catho-

licism is mere humbug ;
its profession of toleration a sham ;

its
cry

of
"
religious equality

"
a gross equivocation, meaning nothing more than

"
Universal Popery."
Accordingly, even the EARL OF CARLISLE, who, in regard to the

Roman Church, like the Mamma in Lord Bateman,
"
never was heard

to speak before," writes a letter to the Leeds Mercury, animadverting
on the Tuscan persecutions, and declaring :

" I must repeat that upon the mode in which the Koman Catholic body at large treat

these contemporary occurrences, their place in the estimation of their sincere well-

wishers must depend."

The amiable nobleman whose words have lust been quoted is,

naturally enough, misled by the suppression of which our journals have
been guilty. It is a great pity that the Roman Catholics dp not con-

trive to undeceive the noble lord, and the rest of the nobility, gentry,,
and people in general, as touching their fancied supineness in regard to

the MADIAI, and the other apparent victims of their Church, which,

personified as a POPE, may, for aught we know better, be imagined
grilling a heretic with one hand and presenting a petition for religious,

liberty with the other.

A Digested Code
THE Times tells us that
" On the re-assembling of the House of Commons, MR. PHILLIMOBK, M.P., i8 to move-

An 'Address that UKR MAJESTY will be pleased to appoint commissioners to digest
the law of England into a code.'

"

Remembering the old iron to be found in the laws, we suggest that

among the commissioners there be appointed at least halfa-dozen.
ostriches.

THE GREATEST WORK OF FICTION OF THE DAY. BRADSUAW'S
Tales of the Trains.
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SCIENCE FOE SOFT HORNS.

WE have had much pleasure in hearini,' that some attention is about

to be given, at Oxford aud Cambrioge, to the study of plants.

Instruction is to be provided iu that peculiar branch of botany that has

reference to Itotam Hay. Professorships are to be appointed at either

University in order to tVach tlie anatomy and physiology of the several

genera of fraud. The lectures will elucidate the forms of swindling,
and the classes and orders of roguery. Tin- system of sells, the tissues

of deceit, and th.- ramifications of imposture, will be demonstrated;
and the peculiai i exmsed.
Two experienced barrister, of ihe ( Vuiral Criminal Court have been

selected to till the respective chairs. They will rejoice iu the title of

in Hebrew. It is to be hoped that, through the

lessons . irned gentlemen, every young clergyman, however

simple, will know better than to accept a lull, and trust an advertising
rascal to get it discounted.

THE FINE OLD ENGLISH ADMIRAL.

FRA DIAVOLO IN LONDON.
EAR I .''ix<; recently to

the barber, who shares with
Fat her Time the task ofthin-

m y hair, 1 found that

he had been garrotted and
robbed on the

]n

night ;
and heard from his

atllictd wife all the pa-
thclic lamentations which I

ha\e interwoven iu the en-

closed verses."

They say we live in peaceful
, and in a peaceful

city, Sir,

But somehow we're sur-

rounded by most belli-

cose banditti, Sir
;

And really it would
less safe, for us to be

benighted in

The streets of London than
the glens which Si in [,-

s Moor delighted
in.

I suppose that British industry spurred on by mad ambition, Sir,

With ScifiNDEKHANNEs meditates an active competition, Sir;
That ladies of romantic minds, no longer forced to travel 0,
May find the hero they desire in a native fro, Diavolo.

He does not wear a high-crowned hat, or live on maccaroni, Sir,

Or look as WALLACK used to look in playing Massaroni, Sir;
He 's not the stylish sort of thief SALVATOR ROSA painted, man,
And as for MRS. UADCLIFFE, if she 'd seen him, she 'd have fainted, man;
But though in shabby corduroys, pea-coat, and hlnchcr boots he goes,
And to a den in Monmouth Street instead of the Abruzzi goes,
And though his name is SMITH, or JONES, or BBOWN, he takes your

money, Sir,

As well as if 't were BRUNO BRUN, or MATTED FALCONNI, Sir.

When Massaroni went abroad to serenade Zi/ella. Sir,
He lefl. his \\ il'e at home to watch his kitchen and his cellar, Sir,
And Leonora stayed behind to mind Rolando's cookery,
But oar Brigands have a better use for the ladies of the Rookery.
For when from opera or ball you plod along with weary knees,
Nor think to tind on Holborn Hill the perils of the Pyrenees,
Some woman asks you,

" What 's o'clock ?
"
and while you are reply-

ing, Sir,

You find her partner round your neck his handkerchief is tying, Sir.

The other morning, as my hair to straggle was beginning, Sir,
I went to TONGS (& neat artists for trimming or for thinning, Sir),

But I had scarcely passed the shop and reached the cutting-room, ere I
Saw MBS. TONGS in tears amid the brushes and perfumery." Where 's TONGS ?

"
I said.

"
Oh, dear !

"
she sobbed,

* As home last

night he trotted, Sir,

Prom a friend's in Hupper Obin, he was robbed, Sir, and garrotted,
Sir;

And when I see him brought home bruised and bleeding on a shutter,
Sir,

By policemen, Sir, the turn- 1 got no words of mine can utter, Sir.

" And I 'm quite without assistance, for it 's took us without warning,
Sir,

And you 're the second ead of air I Ve turned away this morning, Sir ;

And M its. TURNER, three doors off, in bed is forced a bit to wait,
As TONGS is quite unable yet her top and front to titiwate.
With planters and with vinegar I dress his cuts and bruises, Sir,
But who is fit to hold the tongs and scissors as he uses, Sir ?

And there 's his children (here the dame began to sob and pout
He put their air in paper, Sir, BUT who 's to take it out again?

'

I left the weeping MBS. TONGS, and thought if I had seen her, man,
In such a grief, for such a cause, at the inn of Terracina, man,
I had not marvelled at the case ; but hearing such a story, Sir,
Of brigands living 'neath the nose of good SIR PETER LAUKIE, Sir,
I 'd better hurry home at once, in urgent haste, and write of it

To Punch, that he may instantly inform the worthy knight of it,
And make him

"
put the fellows down," and use the utmost rigor o'

The law 'gainst those who thus have robbed my inoffensive Figaro.

THE AUSTRALIAN BANKING SYSTEM. The Banks of the Australian
1

,

KT w
.

A ALMERSTON like the measles ? Because nearly every Gold Fields are so constituted, that you draw money out of them with
Administration has him once. ! a scoop instead of a cheque

I'LL sing you a new song, on a theme much stirred of late,

Of a tine old Knulish \dmiral, grown rathrr out; oi'

Who
;
tho' in second childhood and a v< i state,

Is still on
"
active

"
service, commanding a

" '

Like a fine Old English Admiral, one of the present time.

His cabin is well stored around with powders, drauirhts, and pills,

And pn-lty nearly half his pay is sp

Cramp, ague, cough, and rheumal :

" his foes,

With now and then a touch of gout, to warm his good old toes

Like a fine Old English Admiral, one of the present time.

He seldom ventures up on deck, save just to take the air,

With a respirator round his chin, and in an easy chair
;

But o'er his nightly gruel a stave he '11 often sing
Of battles fought in his hot youth, when GEORGE THE THIRD was King,

Like a fine Old English Admiral, one of the present time.

His good old ship, the Slanderer, is quite infirm as he,
As snaky in her

'

upper works," and out of trim for sea ;

E'en coal-brigs pass her easily, and clippers round her sail,

And tho' she's slow," she's pretty
"
sure

"
of found'ring in a gale,

With her fine Old English Admiral, one of the present time.

But tho' the good old ship and he alike are breaking fast,

We'll hope he still may live to see her snug in port at last :

And if he s then in favour with the Admiralty Board,
Perhaps, as he's near ninety now, they'll make a Junior Lord

Of our poor Old used-up Admiral, one of the present time.

Now frankly we confess a doubt if any British tar

Be the better fit for
"
service

"
from his rivalling OLD PARR;

Nor put we faith in veterans, tho' doubtless bold and brave,
Who have one foot crippled by the gout, and t'other in the grave

Like our fine Ola English Admiral, one of the present time.

A CAPTAIN BOLD.

A CERTAIN CAPTAIN HENRY H IT, u CLAYTON has greatly distinguished
himself by caning a housemaid ; because the aforesaid maid would not
listen to the advantageous offers as no doubt he considered them of

the man of valour. She spurned him, and the warrior caned her. Well,
for this caning MR. LONG, the magistrate, fined the captain 50*. : a

,

mere trifle, for the hero as it appeared was perfectly ready to pay
,

fifty pounds. We are not aware whether the prowess of the captain
,

will be duly gazetted ; but, any way, it ought to be marked in some
,

very especial manner. We suppose he cannot be made a K.C.B. : but,

nevertheless, he ought to be distinguished. We think it clear that the ,

warrior who canes an honest housemaid ought himself to receive the

Order of the Broomstick.

Our Imperial Arms.

SCOTLAND having complained of the shameful treatment of her lion

in the English standard, the complaint will, it is understood, be followed

up by Wales, the English Heralds having entirely ignored the Welsh
rabbit.
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STUDY OF AN ELDERLY FEMALE HAILING THE LAST OMBLEBUS.

THE LAY OF THE ANXIOUS DEBTOR.

(ADDRESSED TO HIS CONFIDING BUTCHER.)

AIR " Will you lovt me then as now 1
"

You have told me that you trust me ?

And you prove the words you speak,

As you send the meat in daily,

And the book but once a week !

May I hope your kindly feeling

Nothing ever will estrange,

And this pleasant mode of dealing
1

Circumstances ne'er will change.
When you send a twelvemonth's bill in,

And to pay I don't know how,
When you hear I "ve not a shillin',

Will you trust me then as now ?

Though a month may pass unclouded*
And you send what 's ordered home,

Yet, as week on week advances,

Thoughts across your mind must come.

You will lose your old politeness,

And reluctant fill your tray,

Cheerful looks will lose their lightness.

When you find I never pay.

When my debts have pressed upon me,
And my tradesmen make a row,

Will the change find you unchanging
Will you trust me then as now ?

Mistake in the
"
Moniteur."

WE beg leave to call the attention of our Parisian contem-

porary, the Moniteur, to a mistake in one of its recent numbers,
which 'we take the liberty to correct. Instead of the an-

nouncement that
" JEKOME BONAFAKTE has been raised to the

rank of General of Division," it should have been stated that
"
the rank of General of Division has been lowered to JEROME

BONAPARTE."

AN "ACKNOWLEDGED" HEROINE.

IF we are to believe the anecdotes in the French papers, the new

Empress has been reviving in Paris the good old days of the British

Drama. In going about with purses in her hand, and distributing them
with all the promiscuous liberality that marked the "rich uncle." in .a

farce, or the
"
benevolent baron" in a melodrama. Since she has been

selected as the wife of Louis NAPOLEON, the DUCHESS HE TEBA is

discovered to have been for some time past pursuing that brilliant

career of reckless liberality, which thrusts a pocket-book filled with

bank-notes into the hands of the first mendicant one meets, and wraps

up the first half-clad beggar in a satin cloak taken expressly from the

shoulders of the donor.

The Duchess has been most conveniently at hand on several recent

occasions, when there was an opportunity for acting the part of a

"ministering angel;" and, si range to say, her angelic actions have
come to light just at the right time to make her popular in her new
character of Empress. "Lately," we are told, the Duchess was

passing just as a labourer was blown from ofl' a scaffold
;
a circumstance

that proved a regular wind-fall for the poor fellow, who was most

liberally assisted by the fail- witness of the accident. "Another day,"
a poor woman hall-clothed, carrying two infants forming a group no
doubt very like the well-known

"
mother and twins

"
of our own

thoroughfares was met by the Duchess, who "
took a wrapper from

her carriage, which she threw over the woman and children, and then

emptied her purse into the emaciated hand of the poor creature, and

disappeared."

We wonder the
"
disappearance

"
was not effected through a

"
trap

"

or some other stage contrivance, to give due effect to the dramatic

incident, and impart to the Duchess as much of the air of a
"
good

genius," as could be attained by the help of regular machinery. Such
a character would be invaluable to those ready-made widows in clean

white aprons, who lie about on doorsteps, with two great drugged four-

ycar-olders in long clothes on their laps, or who line the New Cut on

Saturday nights with a family of seven in sizes each member having
a tract in one hand, and a box of lucifcrs in the other. Should the

Kmprcss vi>it Kugland, the fraternity of "cadgers" mav expect a

plentiful harvest, if all we hear be true of her indiscriminate alms-

giving in Paris.

Should the Imperial female philanthropist desire to keep up in this

country the habits she is said to have adopted in her own, she will of

course make at once for the Surrey side of the water, and run up and

down " The Cut
"

as it is curtly called by the natives with as many

purses as the
"
situation

"
may seem to require.

WHAT SHALL I DO WITH MY MONEY ?

BDEK this head there has
been continually ap-

pearing for some months

past an advertisement,

by which we confess to

have been fairly puzzled.
How any gentleman can
feel any difficulty in

knowing what to do
with his money, amidst
the mass of notices

"To the benevolent,"
and others in affluent

circumstances, that may
be seen side by side

witli his own inquiry, is

a problem we cannot
solve. There is gene-

rally in the next column
an

"
eligible opportu-

nity of investing, to pay
200 per cent." or "a
fortune to be realised

f r n^v pounds," which
should at once enlighten
the gentleman as to

There is, Lowever, a question whichwhat he may do with his money..
, ,

has often seemed to us a really difficult one, and one which we are

astonished at not having seen put to a benevolent public through the
medium of advertisements, and that question is,

" What shall I do
without any money at all ?

"

l*rinted by William Bradbury, of No. 13, Upper \Vohum Place, in tlie Parish of St. Pancran, and Frederick Mullen Evans, of No. 1, Church Row, Stoke Newington.both in the County of Middlesex, Printers, at their
Office in Lombard Street, iialthe Precinct of Whiiefilan.m the City of London, and Published by them at No. 8& Fleet Street. in the Parish of St. Bride's, in the City 01 London. SATURDAY ^February 5th, 1363.
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KNOWLEDGE IS POWER.

Tom. "JACK ! WHEREABOUTS is AMSTID-AM!"

Jack. WELL, I CAN'T SAY EXACKERLY, BUT 1 KNOW IT'S SOMEWHERE
NEAR AMPSTID-KATH !

"

OUR HONEYMOON.

TUESDAY, MAY 6 18-.
THE most lovely of mornings ! Such a sky, and such a sea like a

mirror. I ask FRED if it isn't like a looking-glass ; and in his strange
way, he says he's no judge of such matters. 1 ought to know best.

But, if he must speak, he tliinks the sea this morning very like a mirror
not to be always Irt/strd. What does he mean y

"
Why, LOTTY, love,

the sea shining before us is like a looking-glass : it reflects what seems
tranquillity and happiness : but the little clouds that, even now, may be
gat hering, are not shewn there. The morning face may beam in the

mirror; with never a coming shade of the noon-day temper." FRE-

Impossible, my dear ; quite impossible." And FREDERICK makes
no answer, but stares in my eyes, as though I had uttered something very
ridiculous, or very dreadful But I know what it all means

; yes : it

was settled that, we should make a little voyage to-day if the weather
was fine; and here it is the finest, yes, all to nothing the finest day we
kave had, and I'm afraid, just to shew a silly authority; for at any
time, and upon any occasion to go out of one's way to shew one's power,
when it's nerer

disputed, is foolish at least
,
if not more and yet, I must

suspect that just for the love ofpower, FREDERICK will insist that to-day
isn't fine enough, and won't go after all. But I've made up my mind.
"And you think it impossible, my love," says FRED, "that for this

day at least the sea can change ?
"

'

it
Why, how calm, how bright, how happy it looks !

"
'

See here, LOTTY," and FRED turns me to the chimney mirror"
see, how calm, how bright, how happy it looks !

"
"
Welly

"

'Do you think 'twill last all the day ?
"

says FREDERICK."
\\ hut ! "and I was about to say something angry, for I caught the

Mtle storm coming in my features ; there it was, m the glass and I
would have no

bad^
weather there, and so I landied." Hm !

"
said FRED.

"
I'm afraid, my love "and he looked very

oddly from me to the sea, and from the sea to me again
"
I'm afraid

there'll be a little storm."
" With such a sky, and such a sea, impossible," I cried.
At this very minute, in comes JOSEPHINE.

"
If you please, Sir, the

sailor men. In half-an-hour, Sir, they say the boat the Cliitjiini/ Kitty
as they call her, ma'am

;
and wherever they get such names from

nobody knows- tin- t7/j,/,i>,// KI//I/, that is, the boat
"

"Tell the men we've changed our mind we won't go to-day," says
FREDERICK.

"
Not go, IMIKD !

"
and I can't help it I give him a look.

"Oh, very well, be it so.'
1

sa\s KI;KI>.
"

In half-an- hour then
; only

depend upon it, we shall have a storm."
.Insi.i'iiiM: walks very slowly towards the door; stops, and then

turns hark.
"

It' you please, ma'am, you'll no' want me? I'm very
ioml ol' the sea, ma'am, lint if the weather gets up, I've nothing that will

wash." And without waiting for an answer, she trips away.
"
I'm sure" and 1 go towards the window

"
I'm Mire, 1'VK.n, you

only wish to frighten me for the ocean never looked more e;dm -like

a sleeping beauty." l'Y,i IIKHK K whistles. "That means" I say to

him- "that means. 1 suppose, we're not to go at ally
"

"
(lo! It' your heart's set upon it, you shall go, LOTTY ; yes, tolhevery

bottom."
I make a little bit of a start at FRED'S composure; but directly

recover my sell.
"
Then I'd better go and get ready ?

"
"
Go," says FHKD.

1 feel almost about to cry, but spirit it's a great comfort, and a
sweet support spirit comes to my help, and 1 leave the room \\iiha
sort of smile, and already hold the handle of the door, and am about to

give it before I know what 1 'm doing such a pull to, whin, oddly
enough, 1 shut it so softly, as though it was the door of a jewel 'cabinet.

I could almost vow I heard FRED titter.

That cowardly creature .losmiiNK comes about me, and begins to
sa\ she should be so glad to go, only that what she has won't wash
which I know is not quite true and moreover she 'd an ugly dream
last night, how that a mermaid would comb her hair for her with her

comb and how she would make her look into her glass and how when
she saw herself there, she saw nothing but a death's-head, and not a
morsel like herself, and how
But I desire her to hold her tongue and take herself away, and it's

wonderful how soon she obeys me. I look out at the window
;
and I

am more convinced of the weather
;

it couldn't be more auspicious ;

and FREDERICK shan't frighten me.
"
You'll wrap up more than that, LOTTY "

says FRED
;
as I join

him.
"
Where 's your cloak, and your dreadnought bonnet ?" as if I

ha l such a thing.
"I'm sure I shall do very well, such weather as this: and why

.should I make myself a figure ?
"

FRED is perfectly satisfied. Not another word does he utter. The
landlady begs to know what time we shall be back ?

" To dinner, of

course, I say."
\Y it h luck," adds FREDERICK, and not another word. My heart a

little misgives me, but FRED offers his arm. and away we go to the

beach, that girl JOSEPHINE following with a basket, for the landlady
knows we shall want something people always do at sea. The boat
is a beautiful boat

;
and the men three of them such sailor-looking

men, I'm sure we could go round the world with them. FREDERICK

I

says something aside to the captain, and he casts his eye up,
and says

"
Perhaps, a capfull, Sir ! What can he mean by

a capfull ? However, we are in the boat. "A pleasant sail, ma'am," says
somebody I think JOSEPHINE

;
for in half-a-minute we seem almost m

the middle of the sea, with the sail fluttering, and I never could have

thought looking as I did from the window, and indeed, I may say,
from the beach that the sea could be to rough !

I say nothing, but I cannot help observing that FRED speaks, in a

low voice, something to the man who is steering. And the man, with
the same cast of the eye at the clouds, again says

"
Well, it may be

just a cap-full."
We seem to have been only a few minutes on the water, and already

the land so far away !

"
Charming sail, isn't it, LOTTY ? "says FRED ;

and I say nothing, but I feel that 1 am, whether or no, smiling ;
for

really I had no idea that, in so short a time, the sea could have been so

very rough.
WTiat sort of a wind is it ?

"
I ask, with all my best boldness, of

the steersman.
" A soier's wind, my lady," answers the man.
" A soldier's wind ! Why, what do soldiers, who are always on shore,

what dp they
"

"
Sojer's wind, my lady," replies the man, and FREDERICK'S laughing

to himself, "sojer's wind, means this
; you can sail either one way or

'tother with it ; only you must look arter the tide."
"
I apprehend," is my remark ; and the feeling is forced upon me

I could not have imagined it was so rough. "What's that?" and
I seize hold of FREDERICK.

"Nothing, my lady. Only shipped a bit o' sea. Doesn't do it in

common ; for Clipping Kit 'U go over anything. Like me, my lady, never
takes a drop of water." And at the creature's words, a wave as big
as a house bursts right upon us ! I scream, and dig my fingers iu

FREDERICK.
" We 'd better go about," says FRED, and I follow his eye as it

VOL. XXIV.
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glances above, and see the clouds black aud threatening, and I creep
still closer closer to him.

"
Stand in for shore," says FRED, and the sailor shakes his head:

and as. if at the motion, the rain pours suddenly down upon us, and
the wind howls, and the boat is all going over, and un cheek feels the
heart of FRED beating, when the sail nutters all loose, and we're tossed

up and down up and down- -with the waves like huge monsters,
every one of 'em threatening to burst in and devour us. boat and all.

1 don't say a word, but creep closer, closer to FRED : because,
for a moment, 1 did feel as if it were all my fault, and his life his

precious life w;is on my head. And all the time, he is so Cidm, so

gentle and his lips touch my face, aud my heart is melted."
Stand in for home," cries FRED.

"
Not to be done, Sir : all along of the tide. We must put in at

Choughcliff," says the steersman.
FREDERICK makes no answer

; but I follow his eyes. "I suppose
it must be so. LOTTY, love "and he looks down on me" LOTTY, we
shall be late for dinner; and we must dine, too, in new quarters/'

I say nothing can say nothing but creep closer, closer to him; for
it is all my fault.

'ihe wind still rises, and I watch 'he faces of the sailors, and I think

they look serious anxious. I try to appear confident. I try to smile
and speak to one of the men.

"
Have you any child n "Six,'' says the man, without looking

at me
; and peals of thunder break all about us.

Again the wind and again the boat
A moment, and I see all all. The church our wedding my

mother, father, all I hear the sound of the bells comr.ig and going
'

Three hours only, he tells mo, by the clock but by the heart how
long! aud I am safe: I know I am safe. Strange faces are about
me ; but my hand is in his, his eyes on my eyes, and his breath upon
my face.

THE ALARMING SACRIFICERS.
TIIOROUGHFA RES just now are

infested by gangs of sus-

picious looking characters,
who go about for the pur-

pose of thrusting into our

hands, throwing into the
windows of cabs and omni-

buses, or impudently leav-

at our houses a quantity
of printed letters, having
the words

" From the Com-
missioners,"

"
Private Is-

sue," and not unfrequently
the Royal Arms on the en-

velope. These things are

becoming an intolerable

nuisance, not only in Lon-
don, but in several pro-
vincial towns, into which a
set of hawkers have in-

truded themselves, aud
: possession of a room at one of the principal inns, they

diffuse their fraudulent announcements among the nususpc'-ting in-
habitants. For the instruction of the public we shall take the liberty
ol translating one of these swindling circulars into the plain truth, so
that

people may know what they really have to expect if they visit the
niasion Rooms," "Marts," "Emporiums," "Public 'Halls," or

whatever else these dens of dishonesty may be called in town or
country.

Alarming Sacrifice of Truth and Honesty.
1. The well-known and much better known than trusted firm of

SWAG, BRAG, TAG, RAG, AND COMPANY
having purchased, with accommodation bills drawn upon the notorious

I BWIHDLB. DWI.N-DLB, AND Co., the whole stock of Damaged
Damasks, Rubbishy Stuffs, Short measure Longcloths, and Bad
Goods, have determined to -< t them cleared off in a few days, so that

SWAC;, Bun;. TAG, It \>;, ts I Oo. may .;.( clear off themselves before
thev are traced by their dupes and creditors.

1 h v- '>e got rid of without any reserve, but with the
usual amount of unblushing impudence, and wholly regardless of cost-
to char*

r,' the principal bargains will be found 5000 Opera mantles
vrortti 1 :ii price, 1 U These eleganl articles may be said
* Re s '

' * to be had for almost nothing, as they are so small
that scarcely any use can be made of them.
30 X) pieces of Common English Stuff, lately translated into French

Merino, and now offered for six t '. . -\\ ;,s they are worth, as
they must be got rid of in order to effect a good riddance.

About 1000 dresses in pieces every dress being in at least 8 or 9

pieces but must not be opened before purchase, as tune will not

,

allow
; at, say 6 and 9 per dress.

Thousands of Lovely Bareges, at a nominal price the value being
literally nominal.

Several Shawls in beautiful designs the principal design being on
the pockets of the public.

170 Dresses at 8 and 6 ! Very costly at that price.
1000 Ell Wide Robing silks at 2 guineas, worth at least ten

shillings.
Several pieces of Satin in lengths, greatly reduced in length, by

short measure.
7000 Transparent Encaustic Shawls, at 25 shillings the transparency

being so complete that the imposition may be seen through immediately.
Several thousands of extraordinary Muffs quite worthy of the

purchasers at this establishment.
A 1 goods and bads must be paid for before they are taken away, as,

if time were allowed for inspection, no one would ever think of paying
for them afterwards. Any article complained of will be rectified, on
inquiring at the other establishment, Number 2WO, Regent Street,
with back entrance in Cheapside.

THE CONSPIRACY IN THE CELLAR.

A WARNING, IN A TRUE BRITISH BALLAD, TO WALEWSKI. \

IT is the First of April, of all days in the
year,LEWIS NAPOLEON BONAPARTE should hold in dread and fear ;

Thereon it is determined to take the Emperor's life,

By blowing him to smithereens with his young and lovely wife.

Unto the French Ambassador the fact full well is know'd
Of the horrible conspiracy found out in Tibbald's Road ;

And there is more French patriots with beards upon their chins
Concerned in that same job : and so let him repent his sins.

There
]s

scores of bold French exiles as have took then- sacrymong,
To strike for LEDRU ROLLING, and also LEWIS BLONG.
A sharp look-out I would advise NAPOLEON for to keep,
Or he '11 be served as FISHY meant to serve out old PHILLIPPE.

A hundred musket -barrels all in a bundle joined,
Go search in a certain cellar, and you will surely find;
Oh ! ponder well, WALEWSKI, the circumstance I state,
And go and stir.up Scotland Yard afore it is too late.

Upon the First of April I do again declare
This tragedy will sure befall, unless you take good care,
And make tue Emperor stay at home all in the Tideree,
And mind he sends for pigeon's milk for breakfast and for tea.

ART-HABILIMENTS AND ART-HIGHLOWS.
FROM the report of the Great Exhibition Commissioners, and from

the speech made by MR. GLADSTONE at Oxford the other day, it appears
that a feeling is gaining ground in favour of industrial education at the
Universities. We haU this indication with delight, for we are sure
that we desire nothing so much as that the callings of all those parties
with whom we deal should become liberal. We say this, with regard
to our butcher, our baker, our grocer in ordinary, and our green one,
our bootmaker, and our tailor, in a spirit of sincerity for which, we
hope, we shall get credit. At both of our principal seats of learning,
we trust we shall shortly witness the establishment of Crispin Pro-
fessorships, and Chairs of Sartorian Philosophy, whose occupants will
deliver transcendental lectures, each in his line, upon the Fit, alike
conducive to the improvement of the exterior and the understanding,
and tending, practically, to famish us with better and cheaper clothes
and boots.

A Safe Bet.

MR COBDEN bets 10,000 with LIEUT.-GENERAL BROTirenTON, to be
paid him whenever the French shall attempt an invasion of England ;

the LIEUT.-GENERAL on his part paying a shilling a week to the Man-
chester Insnnary tf/such invasion shall be attempted.

Ihis is a safe bet for MR. COBDEN
; because there can be no doubt

that the BuraaOB OF FRANCE, fully aliv to his obligations to the
man ot peace, will reimburse him in the 10,000 whether the invasion
be attempted or effected. If effected, the money may come out of
the Bank cellars.

"
PORTER'S PROGRESS." Degenerating gradually from wholesome

beer into unwholesome
"
Cabman's Mixture."
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AS CLEAR AS MUD.
S ( uui as Mud, is an old sayin<:,

that ought real!} to lie super

the House of Austria. The
nuderst \ed at was
not vcn Ory on eithe:-

side. ;ind Ir Hi talk

over one unpleasant little

all'air, I lie Minlsteis. in the

tnic spirit of diplomacy,

"agreed to differ'' on some
other small matters, not in-

tended to form the siilijee! of

their interview. Being unable

to settle one little sillijrcl of

--..the AnstiianMinister
a ooiintcr-

ii-ritant liy asking,
"
ll\\

about the. occupation of

Home ?
"

and tlie French Minister, ad in? in tlie spirit of mutual provocation, wanted to know

tlie mewing of the "augmentation of the Austrian forces in Lombard;/ Ot course the-wnole

thin- was conducted in the politest manner possible, and the two Ministers v, .

their bitter insults to each other in the most sugary words; but if it had been JAC K CM it is

alhcaver
"
blackguarding

" JKM JOXKS the sweep, it would onh have been in the

],li! aseology, that the affair differed from the altercation between M. DROUYN BE L HUYS

and M. ii: Hi'-BXEK. Put into plain English we should find the language by no n

choice on either side. The Austrian Minister certainly commenced the conversation

liv more than insinuating that Louis NAPOLEON had told a he; and the French

Minister replied, by intimating in rll'eet if not in words that even if a lie had been

told, the KMI'KKOR OF AUSTRIA might do his best or his worst, for that no explanation

would be civi n.
i

The whole business seems to have been conducted in the spirit, if not precisely in the

language, of a couple of quarrelling costermongers, who, having met to settle one point,

set "to abusing each other on half-a-dozen others. It is a pity that nations are so often

obliged to quarrel and liirhl. because diplomatists cannot understand each other, and, indeed,

it would be strange if they could, for nothing is so unintelligible as the language of diplomacy.

Ass, perceiving that his companion was in an

usrly humour, was fain to trot off with some

rapidity.
MORAL.

\Ve should listen to the exhortations of those

sci led by the phrase, "As clear who dissuade us from attacking other countries,
as a ministerial explanation." but turn a deaf car to the declamations of the

The Minister of Foreign Af- parties that desire to prevent us from defending
fairs in France has just

been otir native land

ha\ in- an "explanation
"
with

the Austrian Minister in

J'aris, on the subject of an

allusion made b.\ l.nns NA-
rnu.dN to the marriage of his

. . . . . , I a

uncle With an Archdiic
THAT charm or! Tell me not

\\ hat shocking acts the Dear has done.

The worst is but a little spot,
A tiny speck, upon the tan.

Such -I'liiiincnt he now evin<

j'm sure he is the 1'rince of I'rinccs.

TIIK KMI'KIIOK OF 1 1 MARTS.

Jil KUSA

THE ASS AND THE BULL.

a dfablr.

THERE was, once upon a time, an Ass who, from the colour of his coat, had obtained the

name of Drab. He was an animal of such extremely mild principles that he woidd IIOMT

kick, although under the greatest provocation, and made it a P9int to forbear from using his

heels to repel even an actual assault. In the same pasture with him there grazed a Bull,
whose behaviour, whenever he was affronted or attacked, was entirely different. The Bull,
indeed, had formerly, to say the truth, been somewhat quarrelsome ;

and the Ass, who was
\m\ ilcged to address him as a friend, occasionally took the liberty of remonstrating with him
on his pugnacious conduct. The Bull, being a not unreasonable beast, received these admo-
nitions in good part, and so far attended to them, that of late years he had successfully
endeavoured to restrain his temper, and had desisted wholly from aggressive violence. Not
content with having brought him to practise this moderation', the Ass now tried to persuade
his neighbour to go the same lengths in following pacific maxims with himself. To that end
he pronounced a long discourse, condemning all hostilities, whether offensive or defensive,
and concluding with a proposal that the Bull should disarm outright, and allow him, the

Jackass, to saw off his horns. Upon this, the Bull lost all patience, and stamping with his

feet, bade his long-eared adviser begone to Jericho! "Saw off my horns, indeed!" ex-
claimed he, "a pretty soft-bom you must take me for. Do you think I am in my second
childhood ; or do you wish to induce me to make a calf of myself ? Shall I reject the weapons
with which Nature has furnished me, not only for self-preservation and defence, but also

for the protection of the whole herd ? Go and try to wheedle the hedgehog into letting you
shave him; and when you have done that, whistle jigs to yonder mile-stone, before you
again make such a ridiculous suggestion to me. There was some reason in what you used to

.say about the folly and extravagance of lighting upon every trumpery ground of offence ; and
then I thought that, you were not what you seemed

; but now your language is suitable
to your looks, and you talk like a regular Ass, as you are. I shall keep the horns with
which I have been provided, as long as it shall please Heaven to preserve them on my
head; and not only that, but shall show my value of those gifts by maintaining them in the

sharpest state of eilieiencv that ever 1 can, to let wolves, bears, arid all other brutes whom
it may concern, sec that I mean to stand no nonsense." With that the Bull, foaming with
indignation, set himself to whet his horns vehemently against the stump of an oak; and the

Oh! why upbraid him. that on !!

lie melted the tvranl's (!

Now that hi.s heart is Passion's In

lie won't behave like I hat a

hot people is stupid;
lie has been shot himself!)} Cri'll).

And don't keep on about the men
\\ horn from their families he tore,

And then transported to < 'a>>

He '11 never dp so any more :

'He's E 0, of the banished

That all remembrance now has vanished.

AYhat iffeeaeized upon estates

To other persons that belong ?

If on the Bourse he
B]

- to do a little wi

Love \\ill excuse his confiscations,

And such financial operations.

Happy, I'm certain, he will make
His subjects if a sovereign can

So well he knows what course to take,

To be, himself, a happy man,
In marrying from fond affection,

And not for wealth and high connexion.

A pattern as he is to kings

(And others) of attachment true,

You should forgive the little things
That he has done or yet may do ;

And let him upon Freedom trample,

Setting so proper an example !

The Same Toast Differently Buttered.

AT a dinner given in this country by English
Authors to MONSIEUR SCRIBE, the celebrated

French Dramatist the first toast of the evening

was,
" The French Drama and its SCRIBE." As

the second toast was the English Drama, there

was some difficulty who should propose it. Every
one from modesty refused, until a sour-minded

critic rose, and gave out the toast loudly, thus :

"The English Drama and its CRIB." There
was a dead pause ; but, after a few minutes, an

eminent translator had the good sense to rise,

and returned thanks.

CABMAN'S MIXTURE.

THE publicans keep, it seems, a peculiar
beverage which they c;.ll

"
Cabman's Mixture."

The only mixture we know of is a peculiar

compound of slang, impudence, and extortion:

and we must say that that
"
Cabman's mixture

is so particularly disagreeable that we have no
w ish to try any other.

NICE BiT.^On the occasion of Louis
. N'S wedding, it wcs remarked that his

ambition was, probably, now bridal'd.
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Individual (who is not over slron'i in liis In ml, or firm on his leys).
" D-D-D-D-OES

WALTZING EVER MAKE YOU GIDDY ! BECAUSE, I SHALL BE HAPPY TO

SIT DOWN WHENEVER YOU'RE TIRED !

"

Girl (who is in high dancing condition).
" On DEAR, No I COULD WALTZ ALL

N)GHT !"

THE BAINS AND THE RAILWAYS.

AN ingenious writer in the Suffolk Chronicle, speaking of

the late unusual continuance of wet weather, which he says

"fa at length beginning to attract the serious attention ot

the scientific
"

(himself obviously inclusive), asks with a

naivete which we think is quite refreshing

" Whether if iron be a conductor of electricity, it is not probable that the

ntersecUons of the country by railroads may have some specific

ISeTon the d,S" while the electricity may keep up the temperature above

the point of froat or snow V
"

Well, it may, certainly; though we own we cannot suf-

ficiently give our imagination the rams to think it probable.

In one sense, we admit, the Railways may be said to have

exercised a dampening influence upon the country, inasmuch as

they have unquestionably brought many a rainy day, (as it

is termed) to many an unlucky speculator But although the

"
atmospheric principle

" was once a good deal talked about

we doubt if it was ever found to have that "specific eftect

on the clouds
" which the writer of the above has somewhat

cloudily, we think, suggested.

Loyalty of the Rising Generation.

BY way of keeping up a wholesome spirit of loyalty in the

Rising Generation, it is customary at all our public schools

to observe the thirtieth of January, the anniversary oi the

Martyrdom of CHARLES, by giving the boys a holiday. We
have no doubt the intention is to cherish a love for monarchy

in the youthful mind, by making a sort ot solemnity ot the day

of the execution of the unfortunate CHARLES ;
but we tear the

purpose is not answered, for the only observation we ever

heard made upon the subject was by a youth, who exclaimed

"To-morrow's a holiday for the Martyrdom pi
CHARLES!

Oh ! how jolly it would have been if all the longs had been

beheaded !

"

A Conversion.

THE Morning Chronicle informs us that

" The writer HI'.KII lias just been converted at Paris to Catholicism."

Who is BEER? Surely he must have been very small BEER

to be turned by the thunder of the Vatican.

FACT FOB. IRISH LANDLORDS. SAINT PATRICK banished

all the "varmint" from Ireland except the slugs.

"THE BEST OF CUT-THROATS."

THE French bully, BILI.OT, says he shall not be satisfied

till "mill'ons of men with the torch and the sword in

hand shall have interred under its own rums the whole

English people." This extensive funeral is rather a more

serious undertaking than Bully BILLOT is probably aware

of. Punch is not very pugnacious, and not at all sangui-

nary, but he would reallylike to have the pulling of that

fellow's nose. If any of our own countrymen should

happen to be passing that way, and will give the proboscis

of BILLOT a contemptuous tweak, we think all Englishmen,

and a great majority of Frenchmen, would heartily approve

of the proceeding.

Landsmen at Sea.

UNDER the head of Naval Intelligence in the Times, the

other day, it was stated that the Rodney, 92, CAPTAIN

CHARLES GRAHAM, C.B., had taken on board her powder,

and that REAR ADMIRAL CORRY had hoisted his flag on

board the Prince Regent, 90, at Spithead. This inform-

ation may be all very satisfactory to n.-iutical gentlemen
who are acquainted with ADMIRAL CORRY and CAPTAIN i

GRAHAM ; but we unhappy land-lubbers, who have not that

honour, are left in doubt as to whether the 92 of the

. and the 90 of the Prince Regent, mean the numbers
|

of their guns, or their commanders' ages.

THE KITCHEN FIRE OF THE CITY. It has long been

known that the Corporation of London manages to make

the pot boil, but p-ople were not generally aware that it

accomplished that object by means of other people's coals.

SPORTING INTELLIGENCE.

(From a Miuicliester Correspondent.)

HE Betting - rooms
have presented a new

aspect since they have

been graced by the

presence of the Mem-
ber for the West Rid-

ing, whose truly sport-

ingwager of 10,000
., to a shilling a week

has been taken by
a gallant general in

Her Majesty's ser-

vice. The example
has been catching,
and many new faces

have appeared. MR.
BRIGHT came in last

night, and took the

odds against LORD
DERBY'S Umbriel. He also inquired whether any fights were coming off, and

seemed disappointed that lie could not get more than C to 2 against the Nobby
Buster, whose affair with Shambling Billy is fixed for Tuesday. The Peace Con-

ference has backed Billy rather heavily. MR. JOSEPH HUME telegraphed that he

was making a book on West Australian, and his agent did a good deal at 12 to 1.

MR. BROTHERTON came down by express train, and was busily offering 8 to 3 t hat

the dog Tommy would not kill the 50 rats in five minutes on Thursday, and 6 to 3

that MR. DISRAELI will not sit with the Irish brigade on the same night, and

11 to 1 against the two events. It is thought that a foot-race about to come off

between the Flying Butcher and Sam Jones's Bill, will bring down all the Peace

Society next week. This is as it should be, and good old English habits and English

logic are coming up again.
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EEAL WHITE SLAVERY. ACADEMICAL PORTRAITS. No. 5.

Third Lady. I object decidedly to followers.

K have beard a great deal about White CODLINGS major (my young friend CHARLEY'S brother Auc,i

Slavery, but the ml White Slaves of w
.as distinguish. -ii among the wet bubs at Eton. Even at a tci.ilt ,

the present day are the fair house- his name appeared in /;///'. Lite. If you turn over the tiles ut

keepers of Kil^'iaud, who, though periodical, you will lind how the four oars was won by Moouv, II

nominally mistresses, are in fact the STANLEY, (Vsr, and C<H>I.INUS ma. (stroke), LORD PADDI
slaves of those who, under the name of (stecrer;. He .. Us in BUKNABY'S year; and it is

domestics, exercise a domestic tyranny *aid that nothing but an unworthy jealousy prevented his i,-

hem. The "
Servants' Bazaars, captain of the ei-ht. 'I he Margaret's men looked with great im-

as they arc called, are daily lined patience, lam told, for the arrival at their College nl so able an oarsman,
with \vcll-dressed victims, termed by and when be came up he was immediately made stroke, to hi

'uistresses," who are delight, lie expect* to work them up to be, bead of the river, end

waiting to be "engaged" by a variety meanwhile give- breathing c\er) day. He grinds a\\

lales, who, under the assumed his oar like a si- and fancies all other men to have the same
denomination of "servants," are exhaustless wind and endurance that he has. There they go hammering
pleased to make choice of the families along, wearing out the skins of their hands and the seats of their

the\ will condescend to go into. trowsers. "So it, bow! Now thru, inuiii.ei- : even
; give it her, four

The following are a few snatches and five!" sinus out, I'I.TI.U the cad, who is steering; "lift her
of eonvci-sal ion picked np in a Domes- together, all. That 'a your long dwelling stroke very much bravo,
lie I'.a/aar on a recent occasion. indeed, gentlemen !"

hiily. You will of course have your !
No country but England could show such a sight. Eight \

ilto make. fellows one a nobleman ; t he rest with historic names 'except I

Plain .//v/.v//,//7/v iiliiin Cook, the Bible clerk from Cumberland, a six-foot man of great stnnuih,
Make my own bed, Mum! I never wbo sits in the middle of the boat, but, according to I'KTKH, is

heard of such a thing. You won't suit >

"
gruelled t he first of the lot ") all bred up in luxury, and with a strong

me, Mum. appetite for pleasure, yet agree to live on mutton-chops, stale bread,
and bitter beer, to limit themselves to a single weed per diem, to inn

eight oar down to Gravel Pound lock and back, at a pace that would
kill one of then- fathers' footmen, and take it out of many a London
waterman. Compare the life of young French gentlemen of the same
age ! Then they come reeking out ot the boat, braving the chill air

with utter recklessness, their hands perhaps cut to pieces with the oar.

You would have to answer the door while the man is

Second Cook. Oh, dear me, Mum ! I couldn't think of walking up
and down stairs ; your place, I see, is not the kind of thing for

me, Mum. ****
but as jolly as possible, and with an appetite that would procure ruin

Third "Cool', fveTnTyThree7ous"ins"iu' the 'Police, and a brother-in- '

to a navvy ancf happiness to an alderman. I can tell you they are a

law or two at the Barracks, besides some voung men who are relations "$*
worth lookmg at> when th7 arc ^ ,

theF s
Pl

e
f
11"1^,

of ray sister's husband. Yon surely would not prevent me from seeing
CODL,NGS plays an uncommonfy good knife ancffork; so they do all

them Mum but that BITER is tremendous. Some fellows say he has not enough to

Third Lady. Oh dear no ! When you go out you might see whom you ?* whP h? is at ^"le
'
and soAhat he lays in a stock for Vacation,

please, but you can't see any male friends at my house. T?T fc

'"
n
S 7! *V"

flow .f "o^f'Conviviality among them
Third Cook. Then, Mum, it's no use your giving me the trouble to go i

tnat I have often missed at Greenwich and Richmond over whitebait

to the last lady to tell her t shall want her to give me a character.
aud Champagne. The talk is simple enough indeed confined to the one

t , , ,
uaiovu

favorite topic; but its interest never flags. The improvement of the crew

v 11 T j r>u the ments of other boats the rumours of trials below the locks the
Jfourtk Lady. Oh yes, I would try and spare you on Sunday for an '

progress of the new 64-foot
"
ship

"
that is being laid down for them by

those eminent boat-builders, the MESSRS. SEABLE complaints that some

tWZ w ?tt n
y

i

a"
l!T l?r

i 7' f

Um my ll W0uld take me
evergreen Master of Arts of long standing is going to oe brought up bythat to walk to the church I wish to go to. the Andrew's men to row stroke for them, and save them from being

/'<[' v M a
fi

'" "cishb };ha smt/9u ? bumped-such is the staple of conversation. Then perhaps thev chaff

T rtrrhr-wAfr,
' rVT?'- i "1 'vr

neighbourhood is too BITER about the pudding he ate last Sunday, and trace the fatal effectsLow Church forme. I in High Church Mum
; but as you don't allow of suoh licentiousness in his diminished prowess in the boat, digginga grease pot, that s equally Objectionable. I go nowhere if I can't him playfully in the ribs to ascertain whether he is getting into cfndi*

um Tc"
1

IP 7 1)erqulsltes - *> ! beg to decbne your tion, a process which, though great fun to these athletes, who are like
i c., <xc., ace.

JPQJJ ^ over) ^ouid probablyproduce hours of the most excruciating
============================== agony to an ordinary man. They are jolly fellows, these rowing men ;

and in my dismal chambers in the Temple, after a day's work at Fauna
t in 3 Vols. or STORY, I often sigh for the happy days when I was one of them, and

WE see there is announced a new Edition of
"
The Initials." Can F

ould m^ ta
P,H

e
,

a
P?
und^ "Jf^ of

,
steak

f
r dinner, and then

it be a history of the Derby Committee ? Can the
"

initials
"

possibly
hav

?
a set to ^th the ^7?> or a

,
b"cket

*%**
the eT without the

refer to the well-known
" W. B. ?

" The author luckily has not put
least

mcpnvenience.
And dear old GUSSY CODLINGS is a worthy chief

his name to his work, or else most assuredly he would have heard from
amon them. It is quite a pleasure to see him, witn his brown healthy

the warlike ex-Secretary-at-War, demanding if there was any "im- i
3*6 and J /1^

,
laug

?< !
trldu

ls
down to the boats

in. flannel

pertinent allusion" in the title of his work In fact for what we Browsers
and a pea-jacket. Out of the way, you awful swells in shiny

know, a correspondence may already have taken place. If so we hope W3 and
,

fl^sh tlc
?> t^e your glossy hats off to your superior,

for the love of fun, that it will be published. Although he is no dandy, he is a gentleman all over, as any one may'

see. Look at his manly, erect carnage, his proud mouth and delicate

cleanliness. That muscular form enshrines a kind and honourable

spirit, like the old Douglas, "tender and true;" and wherever GUSSY
may go a farmer in Australia, a soldier in India, a parson in Wales, a
bams.T in London he will have friends that would do anything in

The Genuine Article.

Query?
To MR. PUNCH.

SIR, In a letter to the Post, MR. CHARLES MATHEWS compares the
the world to serve a creature so brave and upright,

critics to naughty boys who stand about a confectioner's door, and try
to get tarts by surreptitious means he being the said tradesman. Are
they not as much like the Oriental police, who nail an objectionable
confectioner's ear to his door-post, as a hint that his puffs are too
hollow, and his wares in general want weight ?

"
Yours affectionately,

" A FORNARINA."

THE ULTIMA RATIO. As war has been called the "Ultima Ratio
of Kings
Pools."

*. ii 1*1 ut*o uwu -<i*.Lim LUC u it'll llil JxHllt)
so a duel may be stigmatised as the

"
Ultima Ratio of

LISTEN to a New Orleans man, and he would wish to persuade you
that Slavery warn't Slavery not a bit of it it was Liberty itself at
all events, if not Liberty itself, it was so slavish an imitation of it, that

you couldn't tell it from the real thing !

INSANE QUERY. Whether, considering the blackguard way they
(

tax our coals, the Corporation of London may not properly be stigma-
tised as a Coalition Government ?
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"
SIR,

PEACE ANECDOTES.
To Mr. Punch.

" HAVING had the pleasure of hearing one MR. BABCLAY Ifox,

of Falmouth, narrate to the Manchester Peace Conference a charming
anecdote of a French Captain, who having captured a Quaker's vessel,

instantly restored it on finding that the owner would not fight, I have gone

through various histories in my possession, and have transcribed a few

similar Peace Anecdotes, equally authentic, and equally satisfactory as

proofs that we have nothing to tear from Louis NAPOLEON. I beg you
to accept them. You may rely upon the accuracy of the details,

because I got MR. COHDEN to be so kind as to collate them with the

very authorities from which he proved that the last war against France

was begun by England.
"
Your obedient Well-wisher," MACAULAY M'ALISON MACKENZIE."

During the war in Spain (which was caused by the DUKE OF

WELLINGTON'S criminal ambition to become MARQUIS OF DOURO) a

native family was peacefully silting down to its siesta, or mid-day

meal, which consisted of Spanish onions and (Spanish liquorice, when
-looking French dragoon (not that he really was savage, none

of them are, like our own brutal soldiery) entered. "Soh!" he

exclaimed, drawing liis sabre,
"
PALAFOX proclaims

' War to the

knife.' Ha! And doubtless you cry
' War to the knife,' also. Eh?"

" Andfork" replied the father of the family, mildly, and pointing to a

chair at the ta

into tears, ate

Dicu cons lieuisse !

CUUGU WIG LCftVAlvi wi lilt; 4UJUJJ.J) LLLLUUjj CMJ.U j^uiiii'ij.i.g \-\

able. The brave Frenchman paused a moment, burst

up all the onions, and departed, saying,
"
C'esl different.

Horrible Apparition which appeared to ct l)eni<jhtcd Ehlci'ly Female

during the Foy of Tuesday, February 1.

A MAN OF METAL FOR THE MILLION.

THE poet HORACE, blowing his own trumpet, boasted, on the pub-
lication of the third volume of his poems, that he had completed a
monument more durable than brass.

Another poet lias done the same thing though he has not said so.

EBF.NF.ZER ELLIOTT, bard of the Anti-Corn-Law League, has left us a

memorial of a substance as imperishable as the testimonial to QUIXTUS
HORATIUS FLACCUS contributed by himself.

It is proposed to erect a statue in hsnqur of ELLIOTT ;
and any

monument which the public may award to him ought obviously to be
made of as good stuff as that which he has bequeathed to the public.
The acknowledged legislator who repealed the Corn Law SIR

ROBERT PEEL has had raised to his memory some ten or a dozen
statues of bronze. The "unacknowledged" legislator that did the
same service is to have one which, for want of metal, threatens to be
of Portland stone.

The site intended for ELLIOTT'S statue is Sheffield, the metropolis of

hardware, the chief town of workers in brass and iron how dis-

respectful to the founder of all foundries, to set up a stone image instead

of a metallic one in that place, under the very nose, as it were, of

TUBAL-CAIN ! r .

It is well known that Sheffield is a town which does not consume its out bloodshed ?

own smoke. Should the statue of ELLIOTT, which is to adorn it, be
made of stone, that work of art, in the first place, during

1

fine weather

At the storming of San Sebastian (where the British army's
wickedness so unfavourably contrasted with the conduct of the French,
who only set the town on fire by accident, and treated the women and

prisoners so humanely) a British grenadier, who was in one of the for-

lorn hopes, was rushing furiously with levelled bayonet and dreadful

execrations upon the gallant defenders,when liis foot slipped, and he fell

at the feet of a young French officer, who, sword in hand, was directing
the defence. Instead of passing his weapon through the Englishman's

body, the noble-minded young hero picked him up, restored to him liis

gun, which had slipped from his fingers, and said,
"
Now, won ami, at

it again." The grenadier again fell this time on his knees and

registered a solemn oath never to shed another drorj of blood. Will it

be believed (hat when PICTOJJ heard this, instead ot being affected at

the anecdote, he flogged the man ?

After the storming of Seringapatam, while the British soldiers were
scattered over the town killing, robbing, and debauching a private in

the 19th Dragoons strayed into a garden, and suddenly found himself

surrounded by ten or twelve armed followers of TIPPOO SAIB, who were
about to cut him to pieces. Happening, fortunately, to speak their lan-

guage, he exclaimed,
"
Tata ko-harneepuiiah-be-khodah kondapillypuggree

bundy" that is,
" The object of the English here is simply the libera-

tion of the prisoners so improperly incarcerated by your inconsiderate

master, now no more, and the general adjustment of the fiscal and
financial arrangements of the country." He had hardly said the words
when they all threw down their arms, and saluted him, saying,"'

Nozuffernugnar yericaddy boguewitter bung gong?" or "Why was not. 'iff-

this explained to us bv arbitrators, and it should have been done with-

Why, indeed?

,
.

,
As the great NAPOLEON dashed triumphantly into Lodi, in pursuit

will have all its hollows and mouldings blackened with soot
;

in the
j

of the Austrian BEAULIEU, his eye fell upon a pretty little girl at a
next place, the rain will come and wash the channels clean, leaving the window, who, scarcely heeding the military clamour, was tranquilly
smooth surfaces dingy. The statue will thus exist alternately in two
opposite states of piebald, exposed to the derision of Europe and the
little boys.

Perhaps it would so soon become an eyesore, that the next genera-
tion would hurl it from its pedestal to Macadamise instead of dis-

gracing the street.

To preserve the memory of ELLIOTT from those relative indignities
which it will suffer in his graven image, if of stone

;
to give him a

proper statue of bronze : what is lacking is, as aforesaid, metal.

Bronze, as all enlightened members of Mechanics' Institutes know, is

partly of copper. The contribution of a certain number of

id supply the needful. A penny subscription from working
composed
pence wou
men would be precisely the most suitable "tribute to ELLIOTT'S merit.
It would, moreover, be the discharge of a debt of gratitude, at least

;

paving him a part of what, but for him, they would owe the baker.
It is needless to remind a scientific public, that silver and even gold

may, by a very simple process, be transmuted into bronze
;
and that

the largest as well as the smallest contributions will be thankfully
received by the promoters of the design to raise a monument
to ELLIOTT, that snail not degenerate and crumble into a laughing-
stock.

singing a song. The conqueror, arrested by the spectacle, checked his

horse and said, "Qua chantez-vous, petite:"' "I sing the 'Maid of

Lodi,'
"
replied the child innocently.

" Tu as raison," replied NAPOLEON,
mournfully,

"
and I too would sing, if my enemies would give me

time, and if I had a voice." And that day he would not attack.
Yet it was a man with these amiable feelings whom the Allied Armies
hunted to his grave.

While, at Trafalgar, the French vessel I'Indomitable, and the English
Thunderbomb were lying yard-arm and yard-arm, a French and an
English sailor, each armed with a blunderbuss, climbed into the tops
of their respective ships, and each took aim at an officer of the enemy.
While their fingers were on the triggers their eyes happened to meet,
and the common-sense which nature has implanted in all of us came to
their aid. They both laughed. JACK was the first to speak, "Why,
man bo," he said,

"
if so be as I kills that cove of yourn in the spangles,

and you kills our fust luff down here, what 's the odds ? We 're just
where we was. Let 's save powder, and have a quid."

"
(Test juste,"

said the Frenchman, and the friendly enemies, having arrived at the
real state of the case, held a peace conference of their own until both
ships blew up.
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THE LITERATURE OF FLUNKEYISM.
NOTHING marks so much (he I'lunkeyismof t !>< age. us the demand for

books of information as to the I' ronetage, K
pr

any

other age to which the intcn.sc Snobagc of the present, day attach

interest. Such is the morbid curiosit,v about anything with even the

meanest pretension to rank, that we should not be surprised if the

rank were maile the subject of a work that wight appropriate!} beoftlleda

Cab-age, as a companion to the, I'eer, liaron. Knight, and

which are published with periodical regularity. U'c have had the

Romance of the Peerage, anil we may therefore expect shortly

favoured with the .Romance of the Knight-age, which would be perhaps

better, in many respects, than its reality.

If the literature of Flunke., lea to expand as it has done

recently, it will probably soon embrace not only the Knightage, 1ml the

Brougham il be favoured with the biographies of all

who keep a carriage. Such a work might, not he devoid ot nil

and we will give a sketch of (lie career of our friend or anyb
and everybody's friend SMITH, as an illustration of the way in which

such a work might be edited.

SMITH, JOHN, born in Carnahv Market, sou of old Smith. _Ll
the hist hue but one, of several hundred lines of SMITHS, in an old

Directory. Mother, JoHBB: .laughter of old MOTHER JOHBS. The

subject of on i- mvseni sketch was apprenticed to .1 nid apothe-

cary, who, lincling young SMITH with a taste for drawing,
him to dr.' -vtli. in which, notwithstanding liis poor extrac-

tion, lie soon began to distinguish himself. Time and the hour, which

ran through the longest apprenticeship, brought SMITH nd of

his term, when he at once passed the Hall and the College ;
but he <:id

noi go in. M lie had not the means of pay in',' the fi re required.

Having served laut In- [earned to help himself; and by
habits of prudence lie ultimately accumulated sufficient to in

a legally qualified practitioner. Having taken a shop he advertised Iris

readiness to prepare prescriptions, but for some time he was chiefly

occupied in prescribing for himself a course of the most rigid economy.
A piece of orange peel, accit lent ally thrown before his door, intro-

duced him to the wealthy BKOWN (see J!> , vol. iv.
Ttll<:^

BROWN >, whose fall was SMITH'S rise; for in lifting the former off

the pavement, the latter picked up a patient. SMITH, who had hitherto

been confined to that humblest walk of life his own. legs was now to

be seen occasionally in the higher position of a seat on an omnibus. A
few years later we tind him in a cab, and then, losing sight of him for

some time we meet with him in a hired Clarence. An envious

neighbour having sneered at the turn-out as a shabby job, SMITH feeling

uneasy iu a vehicle which was used by the ill-natured as a vehicle

of satk-flj resolved u the pim:haM~aa-8eeoBd-iutd Brougham, and

lie st.-ppiul at once into the right to assume his place in the Brougham-
age of his native country. He at present drives only oue horse, but he

is in treaty for another, which lie hopes to get ou his own terms ;
and

he purposes driving two, if he succeeds in driving a bargain.

FANCY BIPEDS WITHOUT I'KATIIKKS.

Surrtisr, there \V.TC a r;. or beings superior to ourselves,
i -li so as \i. same |*iwcr of con-

trolling our physical development as we have of modifying t hat of cocks

and In

And suppose this higher order of creatures took it. into their heads

to become SUB
'

to cultivate our species m a

- now the fashion to grow
fowls.

Man is a strange animal as il is; but he would become a still

me in the ease supposed. Imagine the inllneiicc ot food,

rat nrc, and other circumstances, being brought to bear by the

in the different \ as to exaggerate the

IS that arc speeiliealK distil! Il to the VBt

Con il width of 1 ;olian tribes increased

to Cue or six times its present a' > the obliquity of their ejes

augmented to within a t'ev, udicular. Fancy the

legs of UK largcd to the di'i of those of the hippo-

potamus,
the bridge of his nose altogether obliterated, li is jaws brought

to pr.
-"s, and hiswoolh crop expanded

i limes as big as his h

Sufficiently singular specimens of humanity, however, would be

produced K ig its indigenous and
peculiarities. A

judicious system of did, administered by the (ienii with a -ruins I'm-

that sort of thing, might produce a cavalry officer with moustaches

long enough to entangle the let's of his horse . or so extend the legs of

agren.viiiv as to render him unable to stand upright in anj -entry-

box. On the other hand it n oil of "dumpies" or

"liakies" of aldermen, \\itb lowe M/.C of skittles.

It might ii hto the nose of a Hebrew, and un-

limited magnitude to a footman's cal\es.

For professions, trades, and the various uses of society, ilicn

bo provided individuals, whose, recommendations would consist, in

golden-pencilled, chesnnt-pcucillcd, auburn-pencilled, or sable-pencilled

eyebrows. Young ladies would be rendered le by the qualifi-

cations of pink eyes and white hair, extreme emaciation, cnoimous

obesity, long necks, hour-glass waists, Chinese feet, and the superfluity

of figure which characterised the Hottentot VENUS.
How should we like to have all our personal oddities aggravated,

and to be made objects and figures of, like those we make of the

unhappy fowls ?

Very Proper.

OUT of respect to the infirmity of so many of our naval veterans,
we believe that the hackneyed simile of

"
As deaf as a Post," will very

shortly be altered into
" As deaf as a Post-Captain."

THEOKY OF TREATING.

IT may be stated, on authority no less trustworthy than that of

W. B., that the drunkenness at contested elections is occasioned, in a

great measure, by party spirit.

A COURT CARD.

Now that the British dominions include the Australian 'Diggings,
UK it MAJESTY can add to her present titles that of the Queen of

Spades.

From Gay to Grave.

As the advices from Liverpool announce
"
a tone of great steadiness

in the Yarn market," we may look for more gravity than usual in the

speeches in the House of Commons when the session is resumed.

THE WHOLE HOG (and something more). An incurable Punster
declares, that the new kind of paper mail, t of straw will, doubtlessly,
lay the foundation of a new li((er-ni\iiG ! ! !

SADDLING THE WRONG BACK. Among the entries for the Liver-
pool Steeplechase occurs "SiR PETER LAURIE." Fancy such a name
for a horse !

Louis NAPOLEON'S GOOD GENIUS Eu-efcNiE. It is not often we
are so complimentary ! Hem ! ED.

The Lion Brothers.

THE controversy about the Scotch and English Lions might be easily

settled. AVTiy not have them represented on the British
(
flag as frater-

nising; one taking the other lovingly around the neck,
"
embrassant

"

instead of
"
passant

"
like the Lion of England in

sulky grandeur, and
"
rampant" like the Scotch Lion, furiously clawing and scratch

NEW NAME FOB A " PARLIAMENTARY." The Slow of Desponl.
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II K MUST HAVE BLOOD !

A FRENCH Legitimist writer talking of the treaties of

1815, describes them elegantly as "a page of mud," and he

adds with a true sanguinary gusto, that "there is not sufficient,

Wood in the veins of 10,000,000 of men tq wash out that,

immense stain." Whether the treaties were written in mud,
we can't say. But this Legitimist notion of washing out,

"mud with "blood," is remarkable alike for its folly and

ferocity. To our own eyes,
"
blood

"
is a far more sorry sight

than
"
mud," and the lasting stain left by the former is much

more revolting than the temporary blot caused by the latter.

Unfortunately, however, for France, there are some French-

men happily a minority, we hope, of the nation to whom
( ion- and Glorv are alike in sense as well as in sound, and who
go about howling "Death to the English!" like this mur-

derous maniac, who couples his amiable watchword with the

assertion that "the French carry life throughout all the

countries where they penetrate."

Mr. Cobden in Error.

MK. COKDEN, in his recent "Letters," takes occasion to

remark, with a considerable amount of emphasis for so pacific

a writer, that notwithstanding, in the last fifteen years or so,

there have been added upwards of 100,000 men to our naval

and military establishments, the public press is still continually
to be found complaining of their

"
great deficiency." Now, if

this be the rule with our contemporaries, we certainly must

plead ourselves complete exceptions to it. For, considering
what a number. of superannuated veterans are kept on what
of course to them is nominally

"
active

"
service, we cannot

think we have to complain so much of the "deficiency" of our

forces, as of their surplus-age.

Railicay Porter.
"
FIRST CLASS, Sin?"

Unfortunate Oxonian.
" No ! PLUCKED !"

A TEMPERANCE FROLIC.

WE lately saw, in a paper, an announcement of the promo-
tion of the

"
Assistant Engineer of the first class of the

Di'i-iix/n/in,/," by name " MR. R. GROG." We suspect that

the paragraph thus connecting GROG with Devastation must
have been concocted by some teetotal wag.

PRESENTATION OT
AND PUNCH.

rrrv TTJT? mn?T?AT voice of Mature to the fact that Punch is worth his weight in gold a
IU Itifj y U Jld\

!

fact Qur mo(iRsty might never have allowed us to proclaim, had not the

admission been," as it were, wrested from us by the incident which
has given rise to these observations.

HER MAJESTY and ourselves have been selected as the recipients of

two fine specimens of Australian gold, one having been forwarded to

VICTORIA as the Queen of these realms, and the other to Punch, as the

Prince of Periodicals. We have seen no official report of the presen-
tation of the nugget at the Palace; but our own specimen has been
rnvivrd with a solemnity almost equalling, in imposing pomp, the

ceremonials observed at Louis NAPOLEON'S marriage.
The precious treasure having been shipped under a salute of sixteen

sons of guns, in the service of MR. DAVID BARCLAY of Hobart Town,
was, during the whole of the voyage, guarded by a loblolli-boy ;

and
on its arrival in London, was received at Austin Friars by a represen-
tative of the highly respectable house of KENNARD & COMPANY, who
had raused the entire right-hand pocket of a velvet waistcoat to be set

apart for its reception.
Its arrival having been notified to us, preparations were made at our

Office on an extensive scale, and the publisher wore all his orders

including the most recent order in black and white of a set of our
work from the commencement in honour of the occasion. An extra

boy had been laid on in addition to our ordinary staff, and on the

arrival of the cab containing the precious relic, the ooy walked forward
at a slow pace towards the assistant publisher, who proceeded a few

steps towards the publisher-in-chief, when the whole of the officials

formed into line, and advancing towards the cab, received the golden
tribute from the hands of the cab-driver, into which it had been placed

by the representative of the house entrusted with its delivery. After
an exchange of mutual courtesies, the treasure was carried slowly into

the Office, and deposited with the other tributes received from all

quarters of the world, including the celebrated lobster's claw portrait
of Punch from the United States, the plaster of Paris cast from

Germany, the statue of Toby in Roman cement, and the vast collection

of complimentary curiosities which have converted one of our shelves

into a British Museum in miniature.

The piece of gold bears a striking resemblance to the figure of Punch,
and has been moulded by nature to add the conclusive evidence of the

THE GREAT PUNCH NL'GGET.

Egging them on.

A COUNTRY Barrister in France, named BILLOT and a most tern

pestuous frothy Billot he seems to be has published a pamphlet, in

which he humanely announces that we English must all be massacred,
and England herself destroyed "in its egg." When this ranting
would-be cut-throat talks of destroying England in its egg, he seems to

forget that there is something in the shape of shell to be met before

the egg is to undergo the process of batter.

AN EDITORIAL CRY.

Overheard in the Coiinting-housc of a Shabby Newspaper Office.

"
GIVE your Orders, gentlemen give your Orders for the Theatres,

gentlemen the Advertisers are in the room."

Printed byWilliam Bradbury, of No. 13, Upper Wobnrn Hare, in the Parish of St. PniKTa*, nnd Frederick Mullett Evnns, of No. 7. Ctuireh Row, Stoke Newinirtnn, both in the County of Middlesex, Printers, nt their
Office in Lombard Street, in the Precinct of Whilefriars, in the City of London, and I'ubluhcd by them at No. 85, Fleet Street, in the Parish of St. Bride's, in the City of London. SATURDAY, February 12th, 186S.
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POLITICAL BETTING-OFFICES.

0\V natural it is that the

representative of a

Riding should know
something of horses,
and there is nothing

strange in such a per-
son's coming forward
as a

"
bet ting mini."

As the sagacious Cuii-

DKX has commenced
betting on the invasion

question, it is not un-

likely that he will make
a book on tin-

event ; and if In: is as

clever as we think

him, he will probably"
hedge

'"
in such a

manner that he would
stand to win cither

way. We do not fear

thai he will lose inui-li

in any event; and in-

safe unless
"

Tin- KMPKIIOII" is allowed to
"
walk over.deed lie will be perfectly

Shier the example has been set by Mu. Cnf.ni.N of betting on public events, we should not

be surprised if Political Betting-Offices were to be established or rather started, for they
never get established in all parts of the town, for the purpose of enabling the shopmen,
apprentices, and oilier speculators, with money not their own, to take an interest in the

chances of politics. The
"
prophets" may also be expected to reap the benefit of this new

lii hi for gambling, so considerately opened for them by MR. COBDEN ;
and genuine information

on "the lindget,"
"

the New Reform Bill," and other great events of the political year, will

furnish a series of excellent pretexts for recommending
"

tips
"

to the green geese of the

community.

Til i; PATRIARCH OF THE PLAYHOUSE.

AI.AS, alas how old I am !

How old? oh ! ask me not to say.
But that my soul abhors a sham,

I'd get a M ig 1 am so grc\ .

M \ reminiscence of the .stage

Too plainly will betray m\

I recollect I he elder KK.VS
And then 1 was a line young mi

Miss INVKKAUITV 1 've seen,
Also Miss SIIIKHEFF; and 1 <

Cold is the bosom that forgets

Distinctly call to mind Miss HKTTS.

My sides have ached with Lis-n.-.'s fnn,
JACK RKI.VI: has often made me split ,

And 1 remember how begun
"With him that favourite piece of wit,

Of shouting, in a tuneful key.
The simple word "

Va-ri-e-ty !

"

And then the kidneys, rabbits, stouts,
And subsequent cigars and

Of twenty-one or thereabouts '

Ah ! still young fellows, 1 suppose,
Rejoice in luxuries like these,

Accompanied by songs and glees.

No\i give me what I can digest.

The plainest dinner nightly till

The cup prescribed to give me rest ;

And let me take my morning pill.

Had I been bred up to the sea,
AJI Admiral they'd now make me !

OUR HONEYMOON.

\Vi:i)M-;si)AY, MAY 7, 18.
DID 1 ever think 1 should sleep in such a bed-room! And could I

ever believe I should be so grateful so full, so overflowing with
t haiiksgiving for such a bed ! Why, it isn't above half the size of a ship's
cabin -and the bed itself (but then, as FREDERICK says, he can always
make himself small ; can sleep upon a boot -jack ! 1 'in sure there's not
much more room for tin,} tin- bed hardly wider than a bolster!
But oh, what it, might have been ! Two or three times 1 woke, with
the bed like a boat, and the sea gurgling in my ears; and then again
1 fell asleep, so thankful, so happy! I was preserved he was saved;
and with such tranquillity, such goodness in his sleeping face, how I
blessed him how I blamed myself for it was my fault, all my fault.

\\ hat an early lesson and let me cherish, love it, as' a most dear and
valued one but what an early lesson for a Honeymoon.
And now FKKDKIUCK is gone out and why did he leave me in such

a hurry ? let me look about me. Last night, I could scarcely see or
know anything. All I remember was being dashed in the boat upon
the beach, \\ it h twenty people shouting and crowding about me and,
wet to the skin, being carried up and up some rocks, and after a time

finding mjsclf at the fireside with i'liKDEMCK, and two or three kind
women all such eager, anxious, yet gentle creatures about me! But
he was safe he was preserved ; and with that big blessing at my
heart I wont to sleep, and woke and was again and again thankful,
and with the thought again and again blessed, and again slept!
And what a strange, odd, pretty little place ! The room as modest.

as humble, but as sweet as a daisy. A brick floor what would
mamma say ? positively a brick floor with surely a bit of sail-cloth by
the bed-side! And everything so clean and neat! And there is art,
1 declare, art upon the mantel-piece. Two plaster parrots, greener
than ever yet were feathers : and a demure white cat with round black
spots, as if cut out of court-plaistcr, silting with her tail curled round
her lore-legs, on the chest of drawen. And there are shells upon the
mantel-piece; and dried sea-weed (a piece of it, I shall beg to mark
yesterday with ; a piece to look at, in future days, if ever peevish, dis-
contented thoughts arise, to look at and Leant from it patience and
thankfulness) ;

and the model of a little boat perhaps the boat of the
pour thing's husband.
And here, more dead than alive, they brought- me last night. Here,

making the bed as hot as an oven, they laid 'my storm-tossed limbs
here they woidd nurse and wait upon my little wayward self that wouldm upon the sea, if only lo x/mr MI/ */,<>//, and to have almost my little
lite land lux life

; ah, that was the wrong the wickedness) washed out
ot me. And / deserved it, / did: but he? I could weep again to
think of my stubbornness.

And the old woman of the house the cabin, I mean has been with
me. And so thankful, so kind, and so full of excuses for the place
that

"
is not for the likes of me "

(" the likes of me," indeed ! when
1 might have been in some deep sea-cave, or flung like so much
weed upon the beach

;
a dead thing, that makes all /// *o i-fi-y like)

and so she tells me that the messenger can't be long before he comes
back from the White Hart ;

for though it 's a good twelve miles from

Choughcliff, he 'd a good horse, and would ride liis fastest, and they 'd

send back a post-chaise with a change of clothes, and I should only
laugh some day at th,: bedroom with the brick floor

; though, after all,

she must say with such weather, and with such a coast ; she knew it

well
; she had GOD help her ! and here with her apron she wiped her

I
eyes she had good cause to know it with such weather, we had been

lucky as all turned out. Poor soul ! Her husband, with one of her

sous, had been drowned drowned just off the shore she might have
heard 'em cry. But she wouldn't talk of that now : but it was a
blessed Providence that with such a wind, and such a tide, we had
ever made the land as we did. We 'd dnven at least fifteen miles

by sea; and oh! the poor souls that had gone down just off the
Point !

And at this time, I hear the cry of a baby. Yes
;

that is her

daughter's baby that is the young woman who had married her son.

Her son is a fisherman, and and would I like to see the baby ?

What a dear little rose-bud ! Just two mouths old well, I never
did see such a beautiful baby ! And so strong, and so fresh

;
as if it

had been born and rocked at sea.

And the mother a buxom, charming young woman comes to hope
that baby does n't teaze me. She has not been so much herself, she

says, as she might have been and the baby's hardly so tidy as she 'd

like. And I can't but see it there 's something strange and restless

in the young woman's manner. She says, it was a dreadful night last

. night but then, people who get their fiving out of the sea must make
their minds up to bad weather. It 's nothing, when Providence is

above all. Still, they 've had their trials in that house; but still they
must hope for the best it 's their duty and and shall she take baby
from me, for he's fallen asleep in my lap!
Oh no! Let him be just a few minutes; only a few. For I can't

help thinking how I should like i'iit:i>KiucK to come just now and look

at the dear little fellow fast asleep in my lap. And he looks so happy,
too : so composed, and so much at home!
What a beautiful, solemn, mysterious thing is a baby's face ! I don't

know why I should think in this manner now ! I never thought so

before. Yes
; such a pretty mystery ! Such an unopened book !

Well, mamma irimlil laugh to see me now. In this place ;
and such

a figure as I am but JOSEPHINE can't be long with my things, if Hu-

man rides fast but mamma would laugh to see me with a baby on my
knees. She would

VOL. xxiv.
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Heaven bless us ! FREDERICK comes in, and he looks no, not
j

Lord Aberdeen. Nay, fear me not. At Christmas I explained

angry, not vexed ; hut pale and and though I smile at him, aud then What we should do, if we in place remained,
down at the baby, betakes no notice of the little sleeping cherub. I '11 say no more. / cannot quite forget

The claims of custom and of etiquette.What it the matter P

A wreck at least, the fear, the all but horrid certainty of a

wreck.
"
My love," says FREDERICK,

" we have solemn reason to be
thankful."

"
I am thankful ever, ever shall be.

child of the old woman's daughter"

But look at baby it's the

We must not talk as DERBY ought to know,
On Bills they 're framing in the House below.
Lord Derby. Come, that 's all bosh. Now, ABERDEEN, speak out,

And let the country know what you 're about.
Lord Aberdeen. They publish (near where Paul's big belfry chimes)

An unpretending trifle called TheAnd FREDERICK looks at it : and all his dear, good heart breaks in a
smile in his face, as he stoops, and pressing me, kisses the little darling

' Over your toast and eggs, my Lord, at eight
in my lap. If I don't feel that I love the dear little angel all the more !

I To-morrow, study that. Till then, you '11 wait.
'

Poor little thing," says FRED with such a mournful look.
"
Dear heart ! Isn't it beautiful ? And I never looked on one so

innocent."
"
Poor little soul," says FRED again, and shakes his head : and I am

sure something has happened must have happened."
There 's bad news, LOTTV, down on the beach."

'

Bad news '-.

"
ami 1 press the baby."

Very bad. Hush ! 1 have been among the men ; have sent out
far and wide upon the shore but can learn nothing. It is thought
it is believed it is almost certain that they have nil gone down."

"All:- Whop""
God help it," says FRED, looking sadly at the infant" God help

i lu' poor thiii!,' ! For, I take it. God alone will be its father."
"You never mean that oh, that poor dear woman the young wi
the mother ! Oh, FREDERICK, is there no hope

"
"
Along the beach spars and boards, aud kegs belonging to the poor

fellows' vessel, have been flung ashore. The oldest, roughest saflors.

shake their heads no doubt of it that's the general belief that all

nave perished."

||
And the poor, dear, wretched woman ?

"
"
As yet, she knows nothing of her loss," answers FREDERICK.

lie has scarcely uttered the lasi word, than a fierce, wild shriek as of
a broken heart pierces me like a sword: a shriek, and then a fall as of
some one, falling dead.

Tlu- scream awakes the baby ; it suddenly cries, as though, poor
tliiir-', it answered to the misery it was, in some way, to share. It

> stirs
; whru 1 raise it to my bosom, and with a sob

or two, and putting its little hand upon my neck, it subsides again to
sleep.

PARLIAMENT MADE EASY.
A DRAMA, IN TWO ACTS,

A* performed by HER MAJESTY'S Smi'iits and Opposition, at the Theatre

Royal, Westminister, u,i Tlu>rs'ltiii, February \(Uh, 1853.

ACT I.

SCENE The House of Lords.

PRESENT The LORD CHANCELLOR, on woolsack, C.
ABERPF.KN ami "his accom, ,-y"

T
The EARL OF
The EARL or

DERBY and his band of patriots, R. Light*

Choriin L.
AVith joy let us hasten our CKANWORTH to greet,Who to-night on the \Voolsaek has taken his seat.
M iv his labours be light, and his duties be clear,
Till he comes to his pension, five thousand a year.

Lord Cranwurth. I thank you all. I 'in sure you 're most politeNow let us take the business of the night.
I<ord St. Leonards. Behold these bills ! Nay, never look so scared

With skill and caution have they been prepared.
re all on Law Reform.

Several young fords i
, \ precious treat.

LordOrameorfA (atUk). Heontsthe mind from underneath my feet-
But I 11 dissemble. Lay iln>rn on the board:
I '11 read them over when I 've time, my Lord,

-.omc hills to introduce
< In tin- same subject till which ti

, a truce.
Lor I Aberdeen. 1 bea; to move this house do now adjourn

Not quite so fast, my Lords. I wish to learn
\V hat our new Government intends to do.
\Vill they oblige us vulli a word or two ?

I. want wo vague, indefinite harangue,
eechea charged with diplom:

ement of each measure
Oil which they mean to a*k your Lonlship.s' pleasure.

fUttnlliom i uierponna). My Lord of ABERDEEN, I pray be shy
)l humouring DERBY'S curio

\\ hat ri'.'ht on earth has he to put a series
Of N 1 for and unu-.n;:! <HI,M ii

Lord Derby. But you '11 say something ?

iM-d Aberdeen. Saying what I 've said,
I 've said my say ;

so no more on that head.
Lord Derby. Then, I conclude, you 've nothing to reveal.

Lord Aberdeen. Stop till you see our cards. It 's RUSSELL'S deal.

Lord Derby. Ah ! Tell us one.

Lord Aber / Well, is it any use
To say we shan't, as yon did, play the deuce ?

Lord Derby. Thou mock'st me, Scotchman. Dost thou seek a row ?

[LORD ABERDEEN bows.
Ha ! never think to answer with a bow.
Am I to understand you "11 say no more ? [LoKD ABERDEEN bows.
I say, don't bow. I told you that before.
You 've got no measures, that 's what I conclude ?

[LORD ABERDEEN bows.
You're so polite, that it 's uncommon rude.

Well, silence gives consent. What ! silent still P

[LORD ABERDEEN lows.
Then I'll be off to dinner, that I will :

To a right pretty pass have matters come,When England's Crown's First Minister is dumb.
It was not so with me. When in your station,
I spoke upon the slightest provocation.

An Unknown Figure rises.

Figure. I beg to move this House adjourn.
Lord Cranwortk. 'Tis done.

Importers. Up, by SAINT STENOGRAPH ! What blessed fun.

[Their Lordships disperse.

Chorus of Reportt'l-s.

The Ins and Outs to dine are gone,
Or, perhaps, to get some tea ;

The messenger is left alone
To lock our gallery.

Away with note-book, pencil, pen,
One's night 's not thrown away !

Uprouse ye then, my gallery gallery men,
And use it as ye may,
And use it as ye may.

Tableau of exulting Eeporters, and Curtain.

ACT II.

SCENE. The House of Commons.

PRESENT. LORD JOHN RUSSELL, LORD PALMERSTON, MR. GLAD-
STONE, SIR A. COCKBURN, and other Ministers, R. A CAUCASIAN
ARAB, L. A large table, C. The Speaker sealed above it. Clerks

Speaker. Up with
you all, you Ministerial band,And m a circle round my table stand ! [The Ministers rush to the table

Speaker. Now all of you take books. All ready there ?
btr James Graham (x/m/h'ny mi,dimlt11 as AW Lord of the Admi-

ralty). Ay, ay, Sir.

Speaker. Silence, JAMES. Now, SWEAR !

We swear !

aptM*. 1 hen sign that book, and to your various placesN ow cut away with public work like blazes.
[ Tliei/ retire

lard John B*tett (mlranees to table). It seems convenient. Sir. that
i should mention

What measures 'tis the Government's intention
lo introduce this session, for no doubt,

,/ maddened Reporter who rr,i,,l,, strnet to mi,-!, what LORD J R is

nmrnmnmj confidentially. Why doesn't some one ask him 'to

,
,

speak out ?
[ The Serjeant-at-Arms looks vp awfully.Another Reporter. I say, he heard you

I',, -si Reporter (////,//). Bless me, I don't care.Who s to report whde he keeps mumbling thei
''"'ft -Inl,,, Resell. Ahem ! The Estimates will first be takenW c wish to save I mean to save our baeou.

I he men we have suflice us for the pre. .

But ue require more money.
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Wlu> cares

I//- II Him'. Come, that's pleasant.
li'i.t.ti'll. Well, then we think th:ii Canada

i M. I', i/iii/f/i'ii/ty.)

For Canada ?

l.m-il .Itihn /L/isxrtl. Must mind her own affairs,

And pay the preachers whom she likes the most,
It'.- nut' for Downing Street to rule her roast ;

CI hat's MoLMWOaiVs doctrine, and 1 deem it sound).

Well, next, you see, we come on ticklish ground,
But we're resolved. The legislative pike

The Jews shall pay in any coin they like.

Sif H. II ///' tyroaiu). The country's rained, and you've brought
her to it. [Falls (iynin.it //;< CAUCASIAN- AIIAB.

'

. Imli
(aside). Despite my books, / 'd not the pluck to do it.

I'lillint; the Jews is one thing it 's another

To act as if you thought a Jew your brot her.

Lonl .lulu! Riixxtll (miillitiiiiiij'\. We'll send out no more convicts to

Australia,

Seeing that system has turned out a failure.

And as regards the rising generation,
\\ r 'II have a bill promoting education.

Tin' law, we mean, shall be reformed, at least a

1'urtion thereof. The Budget conies at Master.

I 'm shocked to hear eomplaints, from Hull to Highbury,
That at elections there is so much bribery.
U e must administer some awful doses

To sicken FRAILS of that atrocious proe
I don't desire to say a thing to hurt you,
But bribery don't combine with public virtue.

The Courts Ecclesiastic must come down,
Though Mil. MOORE and his allies may frown,

And, lastly, we '11 put everything to rights
About the pilots, harbour dues, and lights.

As for Uefonu, I t hiiik it 's pretty clear,

That should stand over till let 's say next year,

When, having sought all kinds of information,
We '11 frame a bill to satisfy the nation.

[LORD Joira RUSSELL sits down.

Arab. On all these topics, on a proper day,
I shall, no doubt, have several things to

Treasury Whip. Adjourn. Come, MR. SPEAKER, put the question.
I 've fasted till I fear an indigestion.

[The SPEAKER declares the House adjourned.

I'irxt Reporter. Adjourned, by JOVE ! These chaps are really bricks.

nd llepnrter. Say the House rose a quarter after six.

Then fly with me ! My bark is on the shore,
[Her mark A 1, her size eight hundred tons),

And though she 's nearly full, can take

Dry goods, by measurement say (!REKN anr

Yes, fly \vith me ! Had all our friends been blind,
We might have married, and been happy lifrej

But since young married folks the means must find

The eyes of stern society to cheer,
And satisfy its numerous demands,

I think 'twill save' us mam a vain expense,
If on our wedding cards this Notice stands,"

At Home, at Ballarat, just three months hence !

"

As the Serjeaiit-at-Arvns seizes the Mace, the Curtain falls.

THE FIRST SENSIBLE VALENTINE.

(One of the most astonishing fruits of the Emigration Mania.)

LET other swains, upon the best cream-laid
Or wire-wove, note, their amorous strains indite ;

Or, in despair, invoke the limner's aid

To paint the sufferings they cannot write :

Upon their page, transfixed with numerous darts,
Let slender youths in a uony expire ;

Or, on one spit, let two pale pink calves' hearts
Roast at some fierce imaginary fire.

Let ANOKUXA, there, as in a bower
Of shnili-, unknown to LIMU.F.V, she reposes,

See her own ALFRED to the old church tower
Led on by Crrm, in a chain of roses ;

Or let the wreath, when raised, a cage reveal,
Wherein two doves their little hills entwine ;

(A vile device, which ahvavs makes me feel

Marriage would only add your bills to mine).

For arts like these 1 've neither skill nor time :

But if you'll seek the Diggings, dearest maid,
And shaie my fortune in that happier clime,
Your berth is taken, and your passage paid.

For reading, lately, in my list of things,
'

Twelve dozen shirts ! twelve dozen collars," too!
The horrid host of buttons and of stm

Flashed on my spirit, and 1 thought of you.

"
Surely," I said, as in my ehcst I dived
That vast receptacle of all things known" To teach this truth my outfit was contrived,
It is not good for man to be alone 1

"

ANYTHING BUT A BILLOT-DOUX.
WE have just read M. BILLOT'S Lettre* Pratique*, in wliieh he

proves clearly that it is as much the duty as the desire of France to
'

walk into
"

England, first in the literal, and afterwards in the pugi-
listic sense of the word.
Our hair stands on end, and our hand trembles as we lay down the

explosive volume ! A sulphurous odour exhales from its pages, which
must have been manufactured of

"
gun cotton."

"
Every bullet has its billet," says the olden proverb. If the con-

verse hold true, and
"
Every BILLOT has his bullet," what a bombarding

France will give us ! As it is, luckily, the pellets are of paper instead
of lead, though from their heaviness this might not be suspected.

A Rehearsing Clergy.

IT seems that in Boston, the American public do not countenance
the clergy if they attend concerts. Now, many of the clergy wanted to
hear MADAME SONTAG

; and MADAME SON-TAG, like a good lady-like
creature as she is, wanted to be heard by the clergy. How was tnis to
lie managed:

1 How should the German nightingale trill, and. jug-jug
to the Church blackbirds ? Why, Madame invited them all to a"
rehearsal

;

"
and the casuists went. The iniquity, it seems, is in Un-

real concert ; but there can be no sin in the rehearsal of the wickedness.

A KNOT TO BE UNTIED.

IT was hoped that Louis NAPOLEON, after his marriage, would
abandon his despotic policy, for having got an amiable wile, it was
reasonably expected that he would no longer be wedded to anything

'. objectionable.
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THE GHOSTS OF GUILDHALL !

ATA NY of our readers, doubtless, on visiting Guildhall, have felt ;i.s

1 though they were breathing a sort of supernatural atmosphere; a

<m which they probably have referred to the mysterious presence
dl' (ioi, ami M.\(;OG.

It appears, however, (hat Guildhall is really haunted. This startling
but undeniable fact formed the subject of a discussion at a Committee
of Aldermen reported last week in the Morning Post. It thence

appears that, for many years, quite notoriously among the Members of
the Corporation, the nooks and crannies of the great Civic edifice have
been inhabited by a multitude of strange beings in the shape of

pigeons. So numerous had these creatures lately become, that MR.
TKMTI.F,, the Hall-keeper, believing them to be what they seemed,
issued orders for their destruction. Therefore he was called to
account by the Aldermen, who regard the winged denizens of Guildhall
with the same veneration that the old priests of Egypt entertained for
the hawk and the ibis. This sentiment on the part of their worships
may seem strange, as they have not hitherto been conceived to care
about any such things as pigeons except in a pie.

\Vhen, however, MR. TKMPLK alleged that these Guildhall pigeons
were a nuisance to the neighbourhood by injuring the dresses of ladies

" Wlm happened to sit under the elevations on which, they perched thems?lvi's in

wman%
n

and by flying
" In at windows and down chimneys, to the great annoyance of families (Laughter}"

MR. AI.DKKMAX WILSON, we are informed, said
"

I should wish tn hear some instances in whicli the poor pigeons have given such
mortal offence. (Hear, hear) Sin ,I.\MKS SHAW, our old Chamberlain,' with who e
kindness of heart we are all acquainted, took great delight in supplying them with
food, considering that it was essential ti. the character of Guildhall for hospitality, that
such harmless tenants should receive a little of the bounty of the Corporation."

'

It is all very well for ALDERMAN- WILSON to talk in this way; but
who will believe that an old gentleman, however kind-hearted, would,
unless equally soft-headed, have gone feeding pigeons as a child feeds
cock-robins P There is a deeper significance in the act of a City
Chamberlain scattering civic crumbs to civic pigeons. That these are
no common pigeons is clear from the farther statement of the Hall-

keeper :

" About three or four years ago the splendid dress of a lady, who sat at the Lord
Mayor's Dinner In the Hall, was completely destroyed by the unceremonious conduct ot
some of tho pigeons abi.v,- her head, (laughter.) Two years ago, whcu his s, rv:int
tfirl went into one of the bedrooms, she was terrified by a noise in ttic ehimn-y, and
imTjediaUiIy afterwards down tumbled a quantity of aoot, and a pigeon in the mttl.it of it.

But that was not the only disagreeable consequence of the unwelcome visit, for the
bird in its fright fluttered, iwl <mli/ '(y////.^ the walls of the. room, but against the curtains of
the bed, and did a great deal of damage, very much to the annoyance of his wife and the

terror of his children. (Laughter.)"

This was evidently a supernatural visitant. See the well-known

story of the LYTTELTON apparition. Itead GLANVIL'S
"

Sarl/lin'hninx

Ti-it!,ii/ilt<ttiix,'' and the
"
Misctllanies of AUBREY," Conf. WIERVS de

Pnesligiis Dn'uiuaitm ;" but we will cut short our learning with proof
more to the purpose : .

" ALDERMAN LAWREXCI:. How much soot came down the chimney ?
" THE HALL-KEEPER. The room was covered with it.

"ALDERMAN LAWUKSCK. It seems, then, thut the pigeon saved you the expense of
employing a chimney-sweeper"

How strongly this reminds us of the old story that
" Tells how the drudging goblin sweat !"

But this spirit did mischief, and caused terror and annoyance, l>!

means of soot and coming out of the chimney; which MR. LAWRENCE
did not remark, but which is very remarkable. The Committee was
evidently determined to take the part of the supposed pigeons.
ALDERMAN HUMPHERY recommended the . Hall-keeper to dispose of

the litter made by them, which he complained of, to advantage, by
selling it for guano. We also find that

The worthy Aldermen might well laugh at the idea of
ol such materials. "When the pie was opened," the birds 'would
probably begin to coo, and the contents of the pasty would flv away
whereby however, little laughter, and not great, would be occasioned.
lue Hall-keeper declared, in answer to ALDERMAN

"'

making a pie

i~i.T
"""""*"*** > i ui^n m^ j/tt no*s upcucu, LUC birds would

probably begin to coo, and the contents of the pasty would flv away
WhfiTftnV hnWPVPl' litthi !<llln>lif 01. nnrl ~.~* ~ n ,*^ Illld lip nf'P'l^ll

J

HuMmERY
"
I assure you, Sir, that I never tasted one of them in all my life."

Of course not. He might as well have attempted to eat the White
Dove \nVer Freischiitz, or the White Doe (if a Hall-keeper of Guild-
hall could think of eating doe-venison) of Rylstone. The only question
is what maybe the nature and quality of these

"
black spirits and

white, blue spirits and
grey," that

"
mingle, mingle, mingle, in civic

banquets, and flutter and flit about Guildhall ?
Some may imagine that they are the ghosts of defunct Aldermen

others, that they belong more decidedly to the goblin order. But the
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more prevalent opinion is, that they are the spirits of those deceased parties who ought to

have Benefited by the various charitable funds which the Corporation of London has eaten

up. The magnitude of their number tends strongly to confirm this supposition. So does

the peculiar denomination of the bird whose semblance they present. It is suspected that

they also include the discontented shades of late inhabitants of the surrounding twenty
miles, who, during life, were the victims of the Civic coal-exaction; and altogether,

mysterious birds mav be considered to be the ghosts of all the pigeons that have been plucked

by the City. It would be better if that Municipality would desist from MHUMfUon the

llying, without pretending to make restitution to the departed whom it has diddled, by
petting their maun in the likeness of pouters and fantails.

MINISTERIAL BYE-PLAY.

Parliamentary Report of Fri-

day's Morning Herald says of

LORDS JOHN RUSSELL and
PALMERSTON. that they

"
en-

tered into what seemed to be

a very friendly and familiar

conversation." Surely our

contemporary does not mean
to insinuate that their Lord-

ships were putting on the

gestures, and using the mere

bye-play of friendship, as we

the IVMII. OF ABERDEEN, he, the EARL OF

DERBY, must take him, the EARL OK ABERDEEN
for a greater flat than he, the EARL OP ABER
DEEN, really was; and that lie, the IVAHL or

DNRBY, would get nothing out of him, the EARL
iiiiuKN, he, the EAULOF DERBY, might be

quite certain of.

have sometimes

chorus-singers on
seen two
the Stage,

who though cordially shaking

CONSEQUENCES FOE CANTERS
Tin: holier any place is, the greater is any sin

committed in it.

Suppose it is wrong to derive pleasure from
looking at works of Art on a Sunday.
In that case, anybody who goes, on a Sunday,

to church, anil experiences '-.'ratification from tin

view of any statues thai ma\ be contained in the
sacred edifice, is evidently guilty of a greater
transgression than he would be, if he enj> i;

same kind of spectacle in the Crystal Palace.

If, then, the people are to be forbidden to

rejoice in the contemplation of sculpture at

Sulenham on the Sunday, they ought also to be
debarred from the more heinous indulgence ol

gazing on the like objects in church.

Accordingly, if the Crystal Palace is shut up
on Sunday, all the monuments in St. Paul's
and Westminster Abbey ought to be veiled, in
order that the public may not incur the guilt

~-~;Ŝ , l)art f the same band of rob-

~^IJJ3fi;g bers, are in reality at daggers~

j|15 drawn, and are mutteriii'-r to

Sfc eaah other in words of bitter

enmity. We recollect to have
seen a couple of supernume-
rary Druids in Nornui, with

. the most benevolent smiles
on their countenances ; but
one of them appearing rather

uncomfortable, with a druidical nightgown far above his knees, and the other with the same
stage sacerdotal piece of wearing apparel trailing on the ground. Happening to be near
enough, we caught the following snatch of a conversation between the intervals of those in-

terjectional shouts of "Yes!" "Ah!" "Sacred grove!" "Pious love!" and 9ther little

tit-bitsof
sympathy

with Ororeso, that come in byway of chorus to the recitative of that
most white-worsted-headed of patriarchs :

/'i,-*/ l>ri>i</ in Short Petticoats. You've got on my things again to-night. (Singing.) "This
sacred grove !"

Second Druid in Long Petticoats. Why don't you look after your own things how am I to
know? (Singing*) "Ah! pious love."

\t Druid You 're an impertinent humbug. (Singing.)
"
These peaceful shades !"

i>econai)rmd If you say that again, I '11 knock you down when I get you off to the wing.
(Singing.) \es, these tranquil glades !

"

and so on, until Oroveso marched off with his venerable party, the First Druid giving the
"

r^i ,

a
j
most ill-natured "shove" towards the prompter's box, behind which we lost

sight of the bed-gowned disputants

hands as members of the of looking round at them,
same hunting party, or clink- The necessity for this precaution will be more

manifest when it is considered that many, anding their tin cups in amity, as

indeed most, of those particular monuments are
of an entirely secular character, as the images of

the British Lion, and BRITANNIA, or heathen

emblems, and even idols
;
for instance, the figures

of FAME and of NEPTUNE; that several of
them represent charges of grenadiers and other
transactions wliich are not edifying : finally, that

by far the greater portion of them are calculated
to excite emotions of levity, being extremely
ludicrous.

The Sabbatarians should consider that to
cover up these objects would in one sense be a
real charity, which is an additional reason why
they should try to get it done, before they seek
to close against the working people a more inno-
cent exhibition on their only noliday.

A NEW MIRROR OF PARLIAMENT.
ONE of the most popular musical speculations of the day has been the idea of publishing
songs without words;" and this has suggested to us the notion of a rival to HAXSAUI.
nder the very taking title of

"
Speeches without Language." We are sure the columns

Jted to the debates by the newspapers would be far more agreeably occupied by the
imnerous unutterable things" that are either looked or thought by Honourable Members,

by the mass of spoken stull that fills the
daily prints during the Session of Parlia-As specimen of a series of speeches without language, we give the following, which

is -of what certain Honourable Members "said to themselves," and which will be foundmuch better than a great deal of what certain other Members said to the House, as far at

ment.
consis

,

In repiy to a renmrk f

said (to himself) that there could be no necessity for legislation on the
subject of light dues, as no one could say that light dues were heavy

ir

US
?

:

t ^T *

the EARL OF DERBY twice asked, "What are the measures which
intends to submit to the House in the present Session p

TE
1i'

m
i
lde n rePly

~m rds-but he said to himself, that if the
"' th -* ABERDEEN, was going to be such a fool as to tell

mi

u
,,

M '

*
- , as gong o e suc a oo as o te

: Noble Sari what he the EARL OF ABERDEEN, intended doing, so that he, thex OF DERBY, might begin to take measures, and form plans to frustrate the plans of him

SAUVE QUI PEUT.

AMONG those whom it was necessary, "for
the safety of society," to imprison without law,
on the 2nd of December, 1851, in Paris, was
a certain "child, 10 years old, the son of a
saddler." What Loqis NAPOLEON could hare
apprehended from this unhappy juvenile it is

difficult to guess, and as the EMPEROR gives no
reasons for anvthing he chooses to do, it would
be a waste of time to inquire. We have all

heard of the Enfant* Terrioies of Paris, and we
presume it was to this dangerous class the un-
fortunate ten-year-old saddler was supposed to

belong, when he was incarcerated fourteen
months ago, in order to

"
saye society

"
on the

other side of the water.

"Love in the Moon."
WE see a little work advertised, called Lore

iii f/if Monti. We cannot speak of its contents,
for we have not yet looked into it. But we
confess we think the title is a decidedly well-
chosen one. Love in the Moon seems to us
quite in its proper sphere, seeing what decided
lunatics it makes of all who come within its

influence.

THE LAHGEST^COAL-SACK IN THE WORLD.

THE
Penny a Ton sacked

by~tfce~City Corpora-
tion upon all coals within twenty miles round
London !
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PUNCH, THE CITY GIANT-KILLER.

ONCE upon a time, during the reign of the good QUEEN VICTORIA, there lived in Fleet

Street an honest fellow called Punch, who had an only dog named Toby, who was by no means

it dull dog. In those days the City was infested by the great giants, named GOG and MAGOG
who were the terror of the place, and in whose name toll was levied upon every cart tha

entered the City with merchandise. These giants were such selfisli monsters, that they wouk

not allow the inhabitants to wann themselves, but made a claim on all the coals that were

brought into the neighbourhood for several miles round. These giants made nothing o

carrying off half-a-dozen tons at a time, and, indeed, many a poor family would often be left

without firing in the coldest weather, on account of the coals being forced to a high price bj

the rapacity of GOG and MAGOG, who would always take a large slice out of them. This

course had been followed for many years, when Punch resolved to kill the monsters, whosi

exactions were felt to be almost unendurable. Taking with him a lance of sharpness in the

shape of his pen, and the cap of knowledge which he always wears on his head, he went fort]

accompanied by his faithful dog Toby, with the nose of sagacity for scenting out an abuse

and the teeth of fierceness to snap at it.

Punch, preceded by his dog Toby, soon found himself at the entrance of the cave of the twi

giants, GOG and MAGOG, in a place called Guildhall, where great feasting was often carried on

with part of the plunder, 1 akcn from the inhabitants of the neighbourhood. Punch saw th

two giants standing on high pedestals, as if they were ready to pounce down npon a victim

with large clubs in their hands. At first Punch could not reach the giants, on account of the

height at which they stood, but Toby, climbing up cleverly, snapped at their heels, which

caused them to tumble, when Punch went boldly up with his pen, and sticking it into them,
made an end of them in a very short time. Then the people, being able to get their coals at

a reasonable price, made bonfires in honour of Punch, and showed the warmth of then-

gratitude.
I'/'.n-h then went up to the QUEEN and gave HER MAJESTY an account of his exploits, and

presented his faithful dog Toby, who was invested with the collar of his own order by an order

of a new collar
;
and Punch lived happy and respected with his wife Judy for the remainder

of their days. .

THE OXFORD MIXTURE AND THE
MONS. JULLIEN.

As Oxford cannot come to JULLIEN to take a

art-well of the Moils., the MONS. has eonde-

cendingly gone to take a farewell of Oxford.

We are afraid that we cannot altogether trust

he quotation which asserts that

" didicisse fideliter artes

Emollit mores nee shut esse feros"

or the arts of which men become Bachelors

and Masters do not act always as an emollient

of the manners, nor do they prevent certain

members of the University from Becoming some-

what wild. We are strengthened in this opinion

>y the following extract from a bill which J i I.LI KN

:hought it necessary to issue to the University

and Town, forming the compound to which we
liave given the name of the Oxford Mixture :

It is aim respectfully requested that, out of cmiaiiieratirm

to the L<idi< * pre* /<'.' '/ "tinmen will abstain from sm'

oermit the performance to It carried on without intei-rvptiun^

If this request has been rendered necessary by
the conduct of any of the graduates, we are

compelled to say that gentlemanly manners

appear to become "small by degrees and beau-

tifully less." Oxford must really be in a semi-

barbarous state, if it is necessary to^ call on

the gown and town to permit a public enter-

tainment to be carried through
"
out of con-

sideration to the ladies "without pulling- the.

smoke of cigars into the ladies' faces, and with

a sufficient avoidance of riot and confusion to

allow the performance to proceed. \Ve should

be almost afraid that this concession to the

comfort of ladies could hardly be expected from

those who appear to have so little of the

manners of gentlemen as to have rendered

necessary the above appeal. We do not wonder
that JULLIEN, whose air is elegance itself,

should object to the odour of tolwco, ndi!i:ii

the greatest master of the art of puffing should

be sensitive to the smoking of an ill-timed cigar.

Progress of Poultry.

SHOULD poidtry breeders continue increasing the size of their stock at the present rate,

the housekeeper will have occasionally to choose between a leg of fowl and a leg of mutton
;

we shall have chicken cutlets and capon steaks : and as to the merrythought, it will become
so heavy as to be no joke.

" THE TUG OF WAR." The Megtcra, or any one of our Government Steamers.

The Dear Little Cherubs.

A LADY, who writes to us under the t>igna-

ture of
"
Materfamilias," declares that the Bex-

keepers at all the English Theatres must be
"
dear little Cherubs

"
in their way, for ask them

when you will they
"
never have a seat."

THE EEIGN OP ACCIDENTS.

THE Times
says,

"
France is no longer governed

by established laws or institutions, but by the

accidents thrown in her way." In other words,
France is governed precisely as if it were an I

English Radway.

Different Grades of Punishment.

IP a boy steals a shilling, or a pocket-handker-

chief, he is transported: but if a Railway King

helps himself to hundreds of shares, or thousand*

of pounds, he is simply called upon to refund

them.

THE PRESS AND THE EMPRESS.

SEVERAL of our Contemporaries appear to

question the felicity of the EMPEROR'S marriage.
For ourselves, however, we confess we cannot

regard them otherwise than as quite a Nappy
couple.

PRIZE (FIGHTING) JOKE.

A DISTINGUISHED Pugilist hearing that there

had been some fighting at Milan, said he didn't

see how there could be millin' without.

HINT TO MISCHIEF-MAKERS. Every medal
has its reverse and every meddler deserves to

meet with one.
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PEACE AND WAR.

(BEING A DUKT BETWEEN RICHARD COBDEN AUD THE BRITISH LION.)

AYS 11. COBDEN to the

Lion,
"
French

assurances rely

Oil,

\ever mind their

Minic ritles and
their sabres ;

It "sail a vile invention
to assert they 've

intention

Of doing any mis-

chief to their

ighbours."

Lion to

K. COBDEN, "My
house 1 won't be
robbed in

;

Nor have it broken
into or bom-
barded;

And I 'in very glad to

say, I can quite
afford to pay

The constables to

keep it safely

guarded." ,

Says R. COBDEN to the Lion,
"
NAPOLEON'S noble scion

Will feel hurt at all your warlike preparation;
So your claws put in their sheath, let the Quakers draw your teeth,

And trust, instead of Arms, to Arbitration."

Says the Lion to R. COBDEN,
"
In France I 've seen a job done

By that very noble scion you refer to,

Which assures me there 's no harm in a little quiet arming,
If the Arbitrator's finding he demur to."

Says R. COBDEN to the Lion,
"
I assure you I 've my eye on

The French nation, and I 'm not the least afraid, Sir ;

For, throughout their vast dominion, the popular opinion
Is that war would play the devil with their trade, Sir."

Says
the Lion to R. COBDEN,

" What might be by French mob done
Matters little

; though they 're friends from north to south, man ;

He the general voice unwarlike, the General's voice is more like

To be talking to us through the cannon's mouth, man."

Says R. COBDEN to the Lion, "Army estimates look shy on ;

To your soldiers pray give neither love nor money;
Land forces or aquatic they 're a swarm aristocratic

Of drones, who fatten idle on your honey."

Says the Lion to R. COBDEN,
"
Ordnance charges may be jobbed in

;

But if folks have foes, thev must have men to face em :

Hist'ry teaches us (we '11 tell 'em)
'

Si vis pacempara bellunt :
"

Not (as you say)
'

Si vis helium para pacem.'
"

Says R. COBDEN to the Lion,
"
'Twas the Press set this mad cry on

;

Talk of gun-boats, praams, flotillas why not
'

coracles ?
'

If a man would live in quiet, he should join the Peace Society,
And take my friend JOHN BRIGHT and me for oracles."

Says the Lion to 11. COBDEN,
"
The papers you 've been snubbed in,

And critics arn't so pleasant as reverers :

And we know that there are leaders, which produce upon their readers
More effect than other leaders on their hearers."

War of ninety-three,
And have set distorted facts in aspects more fair."

Says the Lion to R. COBDEN,
"
Your pamphlet I 've just bobbed in ;

And if ninety-three were only eighteen two, Sir :

Had NAP. ne'er mounted throne, or ne'er camped beside Boulogne,
I won't say but your conclusions might be true, Sir.

"
But unhappily, you see, Eighteen two 's not ninety-three ;

NAP.'S a fact, and so 's his muster at Boulogne, Sir
But all talk's not worth a tittle: I tell all NAPS great and little

Lion irin \w, \ \ alone, Sir.

its

" Mr hrgs to state most fully he don't intend to bully,

(Wrong he knows, although triumphant, brings

Nemesis) ;

Hut waiving brag and bounce, one thing he does announce,
llK \\1I.I. NOT MAM) AN INTIU'SION O.N MIS PREMISES !"

A JOKE FOR THE LAST (I KM! UAL ELECTION.

A YOUNG friend of ours who is being brought up as a

punster, and has I.

ig
an

apprenticeship
of some

years to an experienced joker, is
very

desirous of
"
coming

out
"

in the arduous and unprofitable profession he has

chosen. He has sent n men of an article he has

manufactured during hi* over-boure a pun made at home,
which may be termed homeVpim work and the only fault

of which appears to be, that the subject beinir out ut season

just, now, I here is mi demaml for it. Tli. M be an
it joke at tin- time of a general election, and the

only question was, whether it >hould lie kept standing over
until then, rn -1 by time -

for nothing "Oil as a joke or be put at once

into circulation. Our young friend lifting upon the advice

of one who has several hundreds of jukes thrown useless

upon his hands, in ice of his having overstood the

market, has adopted the latter course, and we have been
entrusted with the delivery of the article. It h

consigned to the Punch Office, with directions to "keep
the point downwards" thai he point
come at the cud tf the paragraph. In pursuance ot our

instructions, here it i- ndidate, who had been

pelted with nrad on the hustings, declared that his audience

agreed in all he said.
'

True,' replied a wag, pointing to

the stains of dirt still adhering to the candidate's coat,
'

for here are plenty of marks of adhesion.'
"

EXTRACTION OF SCOTCH BOOT;
OB, THE GENEALOGY OP TILE EMPRESS EUGENIi.

"
PUNCHJE,

"
GIF ye see the papers, ye'll hae kent that the

EMPRESS o' THE FKENCH is, as ye might have expectit, a

Scotch lassie, for a' she just happened to be born in

Spain, being a KIRKTATRICK by tlw wit her' s side.
" A chiel that ca's himsel SCOTUS, in the Morning Post.

and ither loons, hae been fashin' their thumbs to expoond
and mak oot, and set forth the teddy's pedigree; aboot
whilk they're a' wrang. They ken naething ava o' the

subjeck; and gin ye wad wush to hae the true hestory
o' her forbears, 'tis just this :

"
Auld MR. KIRKPATRICK'S dochter, that married the

COURT DE THEBA, and is nop the mither o' the present
Empress, was ane o' four bairns, a" dochters, forbye ony
sons with whom a'm not acquaint ; so ye ken she was the

third dochter o' KIRKPATRICK o' that ilk
;
wha was first

cousin to COSPATRICK. o' Dunbar : that married a FORBKS,
that was niece by the mither's side to a MACKENZIE, wha
was ane o' the MACKENZIES o' Glenbrunstane, whose
father's third wife, and his ain mither, was sister o' the
second cousin of DONALD FRAZER o' Toddywhosky,
ALISTEH MAC AUSTER ;

descended in a direct line from
ADAM MAC ADAM; wha, by a collateral branch, was the
ancestor o' the present LAIRD o' CLANHAGGIS, cousin some
degrees, but I dinna weel ken hoo mony, removed to

LORD ABERDEEN, and aiblins a few mair to the DUKE
OF ARGYLE.

"
Should ye ever be tauld that Scotland 's nae a gude

'

Ian' for timber, Punehie, just show the abune skatch
q'

a

family tree, and gif ony one speers what's your authority,
use the name o' your correspondent,

"Hoor AWA!"
"
Drumpibroch, Feb. 1853."

The Porce of Habit.

A BUSINESS Man of our acquaintance is so scrupulously
exact in all his doings, that whenever he pays a visit he

always will insist upon taking a receipt.

VARIETY is CHARMING. A Theatre, the other day, ad-

vertised the "Last Week of 'Gold.'" That meant, we
suppose, that they intended to give the public change.
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EXCITED, BUT MISTAKEN WOULD-BE NlMROD, WHO, HAVING BEEN THROWN OUT, IS UNDER THE IMPRESSION THAT HE II \S
COME UP WITH SOME OP THE TAIL HOUNDS. "Hl'IC FOK-R-A-D-E lOR-R-A -A-D THEN!"

[Great Demonstratloti of Disgust on tlie part of Old Gentleman out Shooting.

SCIENCE AND THE POPE.
DOCTOR WISKM.VX in flaming red; red as a flamingo has lately

addressed a crowd of Catholics at Leeds, on the intimate connexion

jet
\\een science and Catholicism. They are as intimate yet as

distinct, we should imagine, as the mouse and the bird that, 'incor-
porated, make up a bat. The DOCTOR proved to his satisfaction, and
doubtless to the instruction of his hearers, that the Catholic Church

Iways been the patroness of science, whatever vulgar scandal
might avouch to the contrary. One ALEXANDER POPE, a Catholic, by
the way, has written of Koine

.'
Lo ! Rome herself, proud mistress now no more
Of arts, but thundering against heathen lore

;Her Krey-hsintd synods dimming books unread,And IUCON trembling for his brazen head."

But this is merely the gall of an undutiful satirist. .Rome never did
, persecute GALILEO; the Church never did oppose the theory of
COLUMBUS that the earth was spherical, quoting in triumphant confu-

of the navigator the words of Holy Writ, that figuratively say
the heavens are spread over the earth even as a tent. Therefore
good CiiRisToi'iiKii COLUMBUS, supposing that you sail a certain
distance over the earth, how in the name of all the saints ! how will
you ever get back again? To be sure, even as DOCTOR WISEMAN is
illuiiiinalinu' the easy ones of Leeds with new scientific light the
Bishop o! Besaneon is declaring unto the innkeepers of his diocese in
his Lenten charge, that they have brought upon themselves Hie unpro-

abomination oi railways, because they have supplied to their
customers the carnal ones ! meat on \Vcdnodays, and meat on

5. Hence, railways. Beef and mutton have gone into theM dl the cusK
liners, and thereupon has railway iron entered

the souls cii the publicans!
Nevertheless, it imisl be conceded to DOCTOR WISEMAN (hat the

. between science and Catholicism is wondrously close For
v, on the Saint's day, docs not the blood of Si JANUAKIUS

blood, hard as a pebble thaw and dissolve in the bottle shewn at
1 here must be some science amnn^ the monks to inan.vc

that. Again; have we not winking Madonnas? Now, if it demands

some science to cause a doll to open and shut its eyes how much
greater the art to make a Madonna wink, and all for the glory of ihe
Roman Catholic Church ? DOCTOR WISEMAN it must be allowed
has made good Ms case.

Newton at Sea.

THE French have in their navy a steam sloop of war named Le N&ete*.
Ihe French certainly beat us in their acknowledgment of the claims
ot art, literature, and science. We have no Newton in our navv. As
soon would the Lords of the Admiral! v christen a ship after the astro-
nomer, as after the astronomer's apple that aroused him to ponder
gravitation, les, when we have Neietnn as a seventy-four, then may
apples swim

; then and not until then, may we have The Golden Pipptx

A GRATEFUL EMPEROR.
WE understand that, in obedience to the EMPEROR NAPOLEON'S

orders, MR. COBDEN will be regularly prayed for in all French
churches. Foe salvum _/;/<;, ,/, Cn/n/cii .' Further than this the

EMPEROR has presented MK. COBDEN with a forty-two pounder cast in
.Normandy sugar ! MOH hi,, .'

LATEST STATE
against the Field.

or TIIE ODDS. MR. COBDEN backs Manchester

Reasonable Enough.
THE REVEREND MR. STOWEI.L announces that lie will engage no

curate who is guilty of the unpardonable crime of smokin" :

iue reverend gentleman fairly says, that, he does all his own puffing
anp i iiat it the curate wants a uarc :tic, he has onlv to read one of his
rector s sermons. This seems all right e

THE PEACE-M.\KKI:'S IY.HMISES. Tho logic of the Peace Society
will a ways be imperfect, so long as they object iudiscriminateh to
every V

g * :
tlic County of Middlewx. Printer*.

:r:tl';a. S/.TuaAr,Febrij-j- 1.
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SNOW-FLAKES.-No. 1.

Street Boy (to kis natural enemy tlie Policeman).
"
SNOWBALLS, SIR ! No, SIR !

I HAVEN'T SEEN NO ONE THROW NO SNOWBALLS, SIR !

"

LYNCH LAW AT THE STOCK EXCHANGE.
THE papers informed us the other day of a practical joke

which for one of the parties concerned, was no joke at all

having been played oil upon a parson on the Stock Exchange.
This Reverend (ient in Holy Orders had been giving a senes
of most unholy orders I <> a variety of Stockbrokers, who had
been

"
let in

''
to ;i serious amount by the speculating clergy-

man. Having iiccn persuaded to visit the Stock Exchange,
the parson was suddenly .surrounded and punished, without
the slightest benefit of aetgj bring allowed to him. His coat
was covered with Hour thrown from bags, without the smallest

respect for his cloth, and lie was pelted with eL'vs, of which
there was an ample .supply iu readiness to m.-iki as was re-

marked by an
unhappy punster on the spot a terrible eggs-

amplr of the defaulting clergyman. The Reverend Gent's
white choker wu ,-d with hatter, that he wasobliged
to rush from the Stork Exchange to exchange his stoek at the
nearest hosier's. Tlie all'air, happening as it did on or about
Shrove Tuesday, caused some who saw the parson covered
with eggs and flour, to suppose that he had fallen into a quan-
tity of batter prepared for the manufacture of pan-cakes.
We are no admirers of Lynch law in any shape; but if

parsons will throw a stain on their
characters, they must be

prepared to have the^Hn made manifest on their clothes, in
the Way adopted (lie other day by the members of the Stoek

Exchange . __

WRECK OF A PAPAL BRIG.

WE have to record the wreck of His HDUNKSS'S Brig,

Torquemada, F. LUCAS, Commander, which on Thursday night,
during a brisk gale off the Tuscan coast, broke loose from her
moorings at St. Stephen's, and drifted away so far out of her
course as the Society Islands in the South Pacific, when she
ran ashore on the coast of Tahiti, between 17 28' and 17" 53'

S. lat., and 149 11' and 149 39" W. long. The mate, BOWYKK,
made the best exertions he could for the preservation of the

: but she has been so much damaged that it is believed
she must go to pieces in the event of her ever getting afloat

airain
.;

so that the probability is, that she will be condemned :

in which case..her timbers will make capital firewood.

PROBLEM FOR A PLACE-HUNT.. Is the situation of the
Groom in Waiting a stable one ?

REPRESENTATIVE MEN IN CHANCERY.
L?

"
all the world 's a stage," and, the Court of Chancery being a

portion of the world, if we are to look upon the scenes enacted there
as dramatic scenes, we must be struck by the number of performers
that their representations seem to require. The most unimportant act
that is gone through in a Court of Equity combines as many persons
in the representation as would be ordinarily included in a" plav-bill
announcement of

"
the whole strength of the company." The follow-

ing extract from the report of a little Equity interlude, enacted before
VICE-CHANCELLOR SIR W. P. WOOD, will give a notion of our
meaning :

" MR. BACOS and MR. DART, for the legatees of the stock In trade and leasehold
property, claimed the benefit of the proceeds arising from the sale, as if it had remained
unchunt In its character at the time of the testator's death.

'Mn. ELDERTOS and MR. W. FURSTBR, for tlio other parties, contended that the
ICKACy had failed by the sle and conversion of the property."Ms. CAMPBBU. and MR. CHIC-KNELL appeared for ilie purchaser of the lunatic's
prop* rty, and Ma. TEED and MB. llETiiEnisaToN for the executors."

We do not 9uite understand the plot of this little affair, which is

probably intricate enough, but we cannot withhold our admiration
from the immense amount of forensic talent employed in representing
the characters. We have no doubt that Ma. BACON and MR. DART i

threw into their representation of the legatees of the stock, all that
unction and point for which the names of BACON and DART are guaran-
tees, while MR. ELDKRTON and MB. W. FOIISTEU, as "the other
parties, would in all probability invest the "other parties

"
with that

shadowy and mysterious vagueness which is so "telling" on the stage
ot .Equity. One would have imagined that the whole cast of the little

piece would have been complete when the legatees and the
"
other

parties were in the hands of fitting representatives : but the strength
I the performance is further enhanced by the abilities of MR CAMP-

BELL and MR. CRACKNELL who appear upon the scene in the little
;s ol purchasers of the lunatic's property." We can fancy the

broad effects that might be produced by these gentlemen in the per-
plexing position of the buyers of goods from a lunatic, who seems by

the way, to be a very favourite portion of the dramatis persona: iu
numerous Chancery performances. The two remaining parts of the
executors, which were represented by MR. TEED and MR. HETHXEDie-
TON, could not have been in abler hands, and we are certain that
these accomph'shed equity actors would make the most of anything
that might be entrusted to them. We presume the lunatic himself'
is only spoken of in the course of the performance, and does not on this
occasion appear, for we see the name of no one as his representative.
This gives novelty to the whole affair, for a lunatic is so frequently
dragged upon the scene of Chancery, that the character is becoming
rather monotonous. It is not an uncommon thing for one of the parties
in a Chancery Drama to appear as an infant in tne earlier scenes, and
to become an aged lunatic towards the denoument ; but the perform-
ance before SIR W. P. WOOD is evidently a mere bagatelle, without
those melodramatic lapses of ten or twenty years between each act,
wlu'ch are so common to the stage of Chancery.

OUR SAVAGE CUSTOMS.

To ensure Peace with our French neighbours we should not only
mend our manners, but reform our customs.
How absurd, as well as impolitic, it is of us to interpose a duty

which is nearly prohibitive between their clarets and our ports !

To be linked with any foreign nation in the bonds of amity, we must
hook the padlock of peace to the staple of production.
Our harbours would be in small danger of French round shot, if

we allowed them to throw in their grape.
England is right in requiring Englishmen to do their duty in time of

war : but it is quite another policy to make Frenchmen pay it in time
of peace.

If it were generally known how good Chablis is with oysters, the force
of the above considerations would be so apparent, that the Peace
Society would transfer their present exertions to the abatement of the
duty on light wines

; and that the motion to that end, about to be pro-
posed in the House of Commons, would be carried by acclamation.

VOL. XXIV.
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What the Acrobats will probably do next for tlie ymtification of an
"
enlightened British public."

Fine Weather for the Country !

DURING the late inclement weather the sliding scale has been
partially renewed

;
but no rise in the price of bread appears to have

resulted from its seasonable restoration. The scale of the slide has
been extensive, including all the ornamental water in the Parks ; and
Protection has experienced a revival in the exertions of the Humane
Society. All this corroborates the generally expressed opinion of the
farmers that we wanted frost.

A KNOTTY POINT. A young lady says, that in a yachting match
the vessels run so many knots that she should think that the results of
the race must be all ties.

THE MEMBER FOR TOLERATION.

THE Times, in its summary of Thursday night's debate on the subject
of papistical persecution in Tuscany, records that

" LORD Jons RUSSSLL profc>ssefl himself totally at a loss to know whether ME. LUCAS

approved or uot of persecution for religious opiuiona."

We are quite sure that MR. LUCAS does not approve of persecution
for opinions that he considers religious. The Honourable Member for

Meath, we are convinced, would be the last man to defend the perse-
cution of anybody for the opinion that ST. SCHOLASTICA shone in I lie

dark; that ST. ANTHONY preached to the fishes; that ST. DENIS held

his own decorpqrated head in Irs hands
;
that the House atLorettoflew

Ihrou.irh the air; that the blood of ST. JANUAMUS melts from a

supernatural cause ; or, that the Rimini Picture cocked its eye from
ditto. Because all these things are, in the eyes of Ms. LUCAS, really
matters of religious opinion ;

that is to say, you are not absolutely

required to believe them by MR. LUCAS'S Church
;
but allowed to

believe them it' you like.

Whether MR, LUCAS approves of the toleration of irreligious

opinions is another matter. Perhaps he might not be quite inclined

to tolerate the opinion of THOMAS CARLYLE we think that what he,
FHKHKIIK'K LUCAS, considers to be his holy Father, is a "triple-hatted
Chimsera, calling itself Pope." Nor is it certain that he would desire

the toleration of the several other opinions which follow from this

one and are entertained by the majority of the British public.
It is, however, our firm conviction, that the liberal Member for

Meath is decidedly opposed to all persecution for religious opinions,
and religious belief properly as he thinks so called: that is to

say, for the opinions that Rome permits, and the creed that Rome
enjoins.
No Protestant, of course, can, in the view of MR. LUCAS, have any

religious opinions at all, unless he happens to be of opinion that any
of the Roman Catholic legends are true. His Protestantism is an.

aggregate of opinions which are not religious ; but just the reverse.
He is of no religion : what he calls such is heresy. It is impossible to

persecute anybody for religion, except a Roman Catholic
; because

nobody else has any religion for which he can be persecuted : and the

persuasions of all other people, in that regard, are scandalous, wicked,
odious, pernicious, blasphemous, detestable, and we suppose
roastable.

CATECHISM FOR MAJOR CANONS.

THE newspapers have published a long string of questions, addressed

by the ARCHBISHOP OF CANTERBURY, on behalf of the Commissioners
for inquiring into the state of Cathedral and Collegiate Churches, to
the various Deans and Chapters, respecting the constitution, arrange-
ments, and economy of their several establishments.
From this list of interrogatories, however, the following are omitted

notwithstanding their importance.

CONCERNING WINE.

1. How many courses does the dinner of a prebend usually include
;

and what provision is there for the meals of minor canons ?

2. To what sum does your expenditure on port amount for a term of

say, five years ?

3. Please to state the age of your port, according to the best of your
judgment ;

and mention whether it abounds in any great measure with
beeswing, and whether it is a dry or a fruity wine ?

4. What is the smallest quantity of port you ever reduce yourself to
after dinner V

5. How much port do you consider yourself competent to dispose of
at a sitting ?

6. Is your butler careful to burn your port-wine corks, or does he
throw them into any river or other place where their numbers would
be likely to attract public attention ?

7. What particular port do you recommend ?

ABOUT THE HEALTH AND CONDITION Of THE CAPITULAR BODY.
1. How many of you are subject to gout ?

2. What is the weight of the Dean and Chapter, individually and
i collectively, and by how much does it exceed that of an equal number
ot curates? What are your circumferences respectively about the

1 waist, and by what magnitude are they superior to those of the inferior

clergy ?

3. Have any of you got red noses ?

COALS AND THEIK CONSEQUENCE. If the Corporation of London
will persist in its claim to our coals, let it take care it doesn't get the
sack as well.

Warm Fowls.

THE eggs of some of the fancy fowls recently exhibited fetched
enormous prices. These hens must have pretty well feathered their
nests.
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GREAT ANTI-POLICE DEMONSTRATION.

THE Olive ( I rcen Association, for establishing the principle of non-

resistance, held a Meeting yesterday for the assertion of their views, in

reference to the precautions which nave been adopted by the State to

secure persons and property from criminal invasion. The plat-
form was crowded by the advocates of total abstinence from war.
MR. MOONHEAD took the chair amid an immense hum of apj lause.

The CHAIRMAN, after having briefly complimented the assembly
before him on their vast intelligence and high morality, and devoted a

few additional hours to an expression of the diffidence which he felt in

the presence of so imposing an assembly, stated, in a speech that lasted

full two minutes longer, the object of the Meeting ; which was to

protest against the maintenance of the Police force as useless and

wrong.
The REVEREND MR. BALDERDASH, of Salt Lake Chapel, proposed

a resolution accordingly, which he said he believed would express the
sense of the Meeting ; although interested parties might stigmatize it

as nonsense. Their doctrines had been denounced as humbug: he
himself might be called a humbug and if he were, his reply would be," You 're another." Gaols were humbug ;

bridewells were humbug ;

bolts, bars, shackles, fetters, were all humbug: the whole system of

incarceration was humbug ; and if he were asked for logical proof of
that position, he would answer,

"
Quod erat demonstrandum." The

greatest humbug of all was the Police force; for it pretended to keep
the peace by acts of violent interference, which would only render any
breach of it wider, whereas they all knew that policemen were never
within call; and the fact was notorious, that their sole employment
consisted in patrolling at the areas of the great mansions to prevent
the people from disturbing, by their indignant outcries, the slumbers of
a bloated oligarchy.
MR. COLNEV HATCH rose to second the resolution. He said, those

who proposed to abolish the Police, no doubt, would be called mad.
So had all great Reformers been (here the well-meaning gentleman
ytioted

/In- Hxinil r'.rn inpl.es) but it would be found there was a method
m their madness. The test of principles was in their extremes, lie
would go all lengths he could stretch indefinitely: he was made of
Vulcanized Indian Rubber. All war was unjustifiable. If interna-
national war was bad, civil war was worse. The service of the Police
force was civil war

;
it was forcible opposition to a native foe. Acknow-

ledge the duty of non-resistance, and you abolish constables, as a
matter of course. Granted the obligation of submitting to spoliation,
surely we should sooner submit to domestic robbery than foreign
although, of course, it was incumbent on us to acquiesce in both.
There was once a man at an ancient city, whom he highly respected.
That gentleman believed that all the vessels in a certain harbour were
his property, which was a mistake

; but he respected the gentleman's
belief : and when he calculated the value of those vessels, with their

cargoes, and inferred the anwunt to belong to himself, he was con-
sistent. In like manner, consistency was his (MR. COLNEY HATCH'S)
motto, and, therefore, when he shouted "No Militia!" with all his
soul he would also shout

" No Police !

"
with all his strength.

MR. BOSH said it was a libel on human nature, to assert that there
was any necessity for a police. One of our greatest poets had
demanded

' ; Why should I deprive my neighbour
Of his goods against his -will ''.

"

There was no reason for such an act. It was absurd. Theft and
robbery were a species of invasion provoked by the insult of establish-

ing a police. A very unjust opinion prevailed with icgard to our
neighbours over the \va: most injurious suspicion-- had lieen

excited against the inhabitants of the New Cut. You had been told
that the population of Lambeth Marsh were only awaiting an oppor
(unity I" and plunder the Strand and Clicapside.
It was bj these and suchlike monstrous alarm cries, that the requisi-
tion of a Police Force was -upported. Across the river, and every-

tee, people now simply minded their own business. Covetous-
ncss was obsolete . there were no ro'jiics any longer, or at least very
few ; and if you wanted lo put thieves down, "you must try some better

plan fan. taking them up. lie bad calculated the oosi of our Con-
stabulary, and found it to exceed, vcr> far, the loss which could possibly
be sustained from robbers and thieves. The tmidwhcel revolved a
certain number of times in one hour. He had computed i

revolution of every I readwheel cost sixpence, lleie options
that miirlit well astound us. The , ,,f the treadmill, at a

moderate estimate, had cost us .U,!)(ilH till.(KK) since lablish-

ment. Would all the burglaries, highway robberies, felonies, and
s of all kinds that could po.-.sibly have been committed during

that time, have occasioned the loss of 1 um ? No one
at that time of day thought of robbing us; minds that once, perhaps,
may have been possessed with such an idea, were now intent upon the
Australian l>; Be hoped to see the whole body of the Police

disbanded; but for the present would be content with their reduction
In one half, which would render them inellicicnt. and thus pave the

their ultimate abolition. Policemen were only a militia in a
different cloth, arrayed against domestic instead of foreign depredators,
and he was happy to say lie had that faith in human nature, that he as
much believed in the existence of one set of villains as in the other.
The addresses of the various speakers were accompanied by and

concluded with tremendous cheers.

A gentleman who gave as his address 85, Fleet Street, here obtained

permission to speak, and indulged in a glowing description of our
domestic comforts, and our national riches: the wealth contained in
the Bank, the Docks, and our other great public establishments, which
was received with vociferous acclamation. He then begged to ask
what would be the consequence if all these treasures were abandoned
to the rapaciousness of unopposed rascality : but this question excited
a violent uproar, in the midst of which the resolution condemnatory
of the Police was put and earned.; and the Meeting terminated in

great disorder.

THE LADIES' BATTLE.

IT is fortunate, just now, that the ocean divides the ladies of

England from the ladies of America
; for, if they were in closer contact,

they might forget the touching theory, too often violated in practice,
that

" Their little bands were never made
To tear each other's eyes."

Throwing stones is not a pretty p:st hue for the gentler sex
;
and we

regret to find our favourite, the British female, engaged in pelting even
with philanthropic missiles our fair friend, the American lady, who,
if the stone has been thrown at her, has certainly pitched it un-

commonly strong in casting it back again. Perhaps there is much
truth in what has been written by one to the other ; but the very fact

that there is a great deal to be said on both sides renders it advisable

for females not to interfere, since, however much there may be to be

said, it is certain that a great deal more will be said than necessary, if

the female tongue has anything to do with it.

If our advice could be taken, we should recommend the parties to
" make it up

"
at once ; and if they would only consent to kiss and

be friends," as the operation cannot be performed in person, we should
be most happy to accept the proxy of the American ladies, empowering
us to imprint on the lips of our fair countrywomen the kiss of peace
from their sisters across the Atlantic. Should the arrangement be
carried out, we shall take measures for issuing orders, payable at

sight, which will entitle the female holder to the enviable privilege.

Difficulty of the Stomach.

THE noble Lord on the Woolsack has introduced a measure for the

digestion of the statute law. The material is so tough that it will task

the Peers' stomachs, and we fear trouble them dreadfully with dys-

pepsia : although, in the meanwhile, they will he engaged in wholesome

legislation.

IRISH TRIMMING.

A YOUNG lady who thinks more about her clothes than her country,
says, it must be delightful to live in Ireland, because there is so much
Ribbonism there

;
and she understands it is very killing.
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SNOW-FLAKES-NO. 2.

Street Boy.
" Hon ! SOOSANNER ! DON'T YER CRY FOR ME ! FOL DE ROL DE RIDDLE LOL.

HERE'S A JOLLY SLIDE. GET AWAY, YOUNG 'UN. IT'S ALL SERENE !"

TORTURE OF THE ENGLISH ACCORDING TO LAW !

,E have been told that

torture is foreign to

the law of England,
but this must be
a mistake, for the

English law is full

of the most affecting

examples of the
cruel torture of the

English language.
If we look through
the statute-book we
shall feel a thrill

of horror at the
wretched straining
of words, the fright-
ful dislocation of
common sense, the
fearful fracture of

all the parts of speech, and the general ill-treatment to which the English
language is subjected. So awful is the plight of an unhappy word in an Act of

Parliament, that it is at once presumed to have been driven mad, or. at all events,
to have lost its common sense, and the Judges in Westminster Hall immediately
begin to inquire what is its "statutable meaning?

"
it being, as the lawyers say,

"settled" that
"
statutable meaning

"
and "

plain ordinary meaning" are things
altogether different.

There is certainly often an air of insanity in the language of an Act of Parlia-
ment which justifies the Courts in doubting whether words mean what they say,
when different words are used to say the same thing over and over again with a
sort of "damnable iteration," which is enough to try the patience of any but the
legal mind, which is accustomed to these cumulative absurdities.
As an instance of the justice of our accusation against the wild eccentricity of

the language of an
"
Act," we take at random from a recent statute the description

of a Justice of the Peace for England and Wales. One would think such an indi-
vidual might be described as we have described him, but we find him in the statute

amplified into
"
Any one of HER MAJESTY'S Justices of the Peace for any county,

riding, division, liberty, city, borough, or place within

England or Wales." Now, the only object of this definition

seems to be, that if some hole or corner can possibly be

ferreted out, within England or Wales, that is neither
"
a

county, riding, division, liberty, city or borough," there

may be opportunity for "learned counsel" fee ten

guineas
"
with

" whom may be other not quite so
"
learned

counsel" fee three 'guineas to argue that sonic other

place is not a place at all within the statute. This neces-

sitates other "learned counsel," with other not quite so
"
learned counsel," to; argue on the other side, at commen-

surate fees, that
"
a place is a place ;

"
and then conies the

elaborate delivery of ^' most learned" judgment by Hie

Court, in which the
discovery

is made that
" HOLT laid

down" this,
"
KENYOsJeld

"
the other,

" LORD MANSFIELD
let drop

"
something ^else,

" BAYLEY threw out
"

so-and-

so, "HuLLOCK wouid'go the length," of this, that, and
the other,

"
GrASKLEE-was quite willing to let in," and all

the rest of it. Upon a most careful consideration of all

these different and frequently conflicting "layings down,"
"holdings," "lettings drop," "throwings out," "length-

enings or shortcomings," and "lettings in," the Court

possibly comes to the conclusion that the law does mean
what it says, or does not mean what it says, or means a

great deal more than it says, or has said a great deal and
means nothing.
Hence the "glorionS uncertainty" of the law, hence

the horror of the public at going to law at all, hence the

utter lack of business ip Westminster Hall, and hence, in

a word, what so many lawyers are now complaining of

the ruin of the profession. When the Legislature will be
content to use only the necessary words to express its

meaning,
"
learned counsel

"
cannot differ about the mean-

suitors knowing that the language of the law is interpreted

according to common sense will feel some confidence in the

certainty of the law, and resort to it much more frequently
than they do now, when they had rather endure a wrong
than enter into the expensive lottery of seeking a remedy.

THE CABS OF LONDON.
THE dirty Cabs of London !

. How lazily they stand

About the public thoroughfares,
Or crawl along the Strand

;

The omnibuses pass them by
With a corftempt supreme ;

E'en the coalicart overtakes them
With slow and heavy team.

The crazy Cats of London !

How wretched is the sight
Of one of those old vehicles

That ply for hire by night !

There, cracked is every window-pane,
The dour is weak and old;

The former'ldts in all the rain,
The latter all the cold.

The shakeyiCabs of London !

How impotent the powers
Of one poor' nervous female fare,

\Vhen tierce the driver lowers,
Swearing, with impudence sublime
And ruffianly frown,

He can't afford to lose his time
;"

His fare will lie a crown."

The dear, bad Cabs of London !

In vain the public call

For a bettefr class of vehicles
That can't be got at all.

Extortion
ijhust tor ever thrive,

Cabs must be bad and dear,
Till Legislation looks alive,
And deigps to interfere.

Definitions for Country Gentlemen.

A LANDLORD is one who has a share in the soil.

A Tenant Farmer is a person who has only a ploughshare.
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MR. PUNCH AT THE PLAY.

CHAPTER. IV.

T HE entertainment provided for us

which my hist chapter left myself
and Mrs. P. just sitting down to

is abundant in quantity, if the

quality be not perfectly satisfactory.
The lirsf dish having been put oil

tin; table at seven, 1 see at once,
11 the bill, that we arc in for

hours of it. It is as bad as a

German /'////' d'Ao'le, where one has

Liboratc and appease three

di.-tinct arid successive appetites.
1 shall be tired to death long before

it is over. The boxes will be half

deserted, and even the staunch and
much enduring pit will show many
gaps ere the facetious Mn. BKOAD-
GRIN steps on to fillip our jaded

eyes and cars with his natural

humour and easy pleasantry, in the

aftermost piece. Why do you give
us so much of it, MR. PUMPKIN?
Why not allow us to rise with some

lains of appetite, instead of driv-

ing 'us away, worn out, before the last course announced in your
bill of fare comes In table ': 1 hear everybody everywhere complaining
of the length of your entertainment, which seems calculated to match
its breadth it 's as broad as it 's long, and as long as it 's broad and.

in'my honest judgment, it's a great deal too broad, and a great deal

too long for the ta.sle of most of your audience.

Your first piece is, perhaps, a play of SIIAKSPEAUE'S a great poem
and a great play it is sure to be. liut you will excuse my suggesting

that, till your actors and actresses have learnt the art of speaking in

their natural voices, their mere utterance of these exquisite lines mars
the music in them just as much as their apparent ignorance (in most

cases) of the meaning of the words they are speaking deprives those

words of sense and significance to the audience. I say nothing of sup-

pressed or supererogatory "H's," of "sk-e-y-es" and "k-y-inds"
of

"
d-e-rr-eads

"
and

"
scar-r-rs

"
of

"
ye's

" where grammar requires"
you's

"
and the other cacophonous and ungrammatical tricks which

the stage is heir to.

I am astonished to find that among a profession whose livelihood is

obtained by declamation, the elementary principles of the declamatory
art seem unknown. There is that long-limbed gentleman, now in the

yellow boots, and plumed toque why is he wasting all that valuable

breath, and risking serious injury to his bronchial tubes, by swallowing
his words, in the attempt to be guttural and impressive, instead of pro-

pelling them out of his mouth, in the humbler effort to be intelligible ?

When the secret of all clear delivery of metre is to keep the voice sus-

tained at the end of the line, why this perseverance in so dropping
the final syllables as to keep my ear on an agonized stretch to catch a

meaning, which is perpetually left half-expressed ?

And why will that meritorious and hard-working and pretty little

lady your juvenile tragedian why will she not be content with the
sweet voice Nature has given her but she must pitch it into a key,
where, from a warble, it becomes a scream ? Why will your contralto
insist on being a soprano, and your soprana smother herself into a
contralto ?

Is there no one to point out these matters to your company ? no
"veteran" (to use a word you are fond of, MR PUMPKIN) to take in
hand these eager youths and willing young ladies, and show them how
they arc throwing away good gifts, and becoming peacocks when they
might be nightingales ? Oh, that it were the fashion that actors, before

being permitted to play, were required to be able to read I don't mean
to make out printed or written character but to read from the book,
with proper intonation, and so as to convey the author's meaning. Had
I the misfortune to be a manager, my first rehearsals shoidd be reading
lessons at which 1 would allow the author to be present. I would
even listen to his views upon the meaning of his own words. I do
not know that I would not give him a voice in explaining his con-

ception of the characters he had drawn. It is possible indeed. I

may say probable that he knows this better than you do, MR.
PUMPKIN.

I say nothing about graceless action, coarse exaggerations, unmeaning
noise, the substitution of stiltedness for solemnity, the misplacing of"
points

"
like a tipsy station-man and the utter smashing of long

trains of meaning thereby.
All these faults are invisible so to speak in the glare of that

great master-vice, of not conveying by the voice the meaning of the
words uttered. Possibly this meaning is often a mystery to the

speaker, but I am sure for once that it is missed, it is mis-spoken a

hundred times.

All this offends me though 1 am not a fastidious
listener.^

Persons
il taste it ii .

i dri\es from your theatre. Tli

to resort to it, as a source of refined pleasure, and if they go at. all,

only go to laugh at MR. Hit'iMmur, as tin'} might at a clown

grimacing through a horse collar.

I am bomii! vcr, that your play has been beautifully

dressed, and its
scenery consummately painted. My complaint is

merely that of ^Esol''s Fox over the Vi/.ard,
"
\Vhal rt fair 1'aee : only it

wants brains.''

I own, moreover, to a hankering after something like a rejn

tion on the stage of the manners of my own time. I see tragciK

',-oingon about m. . II ." > l.nows! I'Vw houses 1 know!),

roic struggles theirgrcil crime-, --their snip' > itions.

Why, in the theatre, am I never to n-se but in the dress of

SHAKSPEARK'S time, with all the sacred accompaniments of blank verse,
old-fashioned language, and five acts? If you were paint ing old times

only, something might bo said for this; but when it comes t<> footmen

announcing the carriage in rhythmical iambics, and gay inn

town being light and airy in regular lengths of ten syllables, and MI

forth, I am seriously bored at the incongruity and long for even the

humblest prose, in the comparison.
I am not one of the

"
Fast

"
School who run a muck against some-

bflj call tin: "legitimate drama" an expression tin- meaning
of which,' in their minds, 1 have never been able to discover, though,
as far as 1 can make out, it comprehends every play in five acts with

a serious thought at the bottom of it.

lint I do object to this imitation-Elizabethan this stucco of "by'r
holies" and "gallants," and "rapiers," and "doublets," with which a

certain class of play-writers.will insist upon beplastering their works.

Believing there is a dramatic side to the times 1 live in. I wish to see

that side reflected on the Stage whose aim should still be "to show
the age aad body of the time, his form and pressure," as //"

the players. In'faet, MR. PI.'MPKIX, all the advice in that scene may
still be studied with much profit by your actors and actr.

What their faults were in SIIAKSPEARE'S time their faults arc still.

If I wanted proof of what reverent holders by the old ways you
players are, I should find it in the great dramatist's enumeration of the

actor's vices of art in his own day. You are like the BOURBONS, MR.
PUMPKIN. You have learnt nothing, and you have forgotten nothing.
But I fed I am getting stupidly serious. Excuse me, I will be

livelier next week.

WHAT AN INVADING ARMY MIGHT DESTROY IN
LONDON.

WE rejoice in the pacific assurances of Louis NAPOLEON. We trust

that the foot of an invader will never profane these shores Puddle-

dock and the contiguous embankments more particularly to wit. Yet,

if ever the French do come to London, there are several bits of mis-

chief which they might do for our great advantage in the end.

They might, perhaps, blow up Temple Bar.

They might certainly demolish the iron railings around St. Paul's.

It would be a good job if they were to raze the Court of Chancery
to its foundations, and annihilate the whole of Doctors' Commons.

If they were to bum the National Gallery saving the pictures it

would be no very great harm : and, considering the present state of the

river, they certamlV would abate a very nasty nuisance if they could

manage to set the Thames on fire.

Ammunition Flung Away.

GOLDNER'S Preserves have again been brought under the public
nose ; and it appears that several more pots of them have been cast

into the sea. This is a grievous waste ; they should have been re-

soldered, and kept for ammunition. Their contents, if unfit for our

seamens' food, would give their antagonists a good bellyfull. Discharged

upon the deck of an enemy these tins would De more destructive than

any other canister ; and, upon bursting, would scatter their deadly
contents around with overpowering effect : indeed, we will venture to

say, that CAPTAIN WARNER himself has never invented any shell or

other projectile that would constitute such offensive weapons.

XTHEME CASE OF CONSCIENCE MONEY.

THE CHANCELLOR op THE EXCHEQUER has received a cheque for

0*. Oil. from M. R. C. S., the amount due for arrears of Income-
Tax.

AN UNWHOLESOME TRUTH. However brisk the demand may be
for beer, it is pretty certain that a large proportion of it is a perfect

drug.
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A VISIT TO THE ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS.

LORD CRANWORTH, LAW, AND PHYSIC.

IN the House of Lords, the other evening, LOUD CRANWORTH is

reported to have expressed an apprehension in which few will partici-

pate. He intimated that there was some fear that a Lord Chancellor

might get on too fast with Chancery Reform. This extremely im- ;

probable contingency Ms Lordship illustrated by what he imagined to

be a parallel case :

" There might be, in short, a little danger lest the holder of the Oreat Seal should

fall into a course somothing like that occnsionally pursued by inferior medical prac-

titioners, who prescribe for their patients doses of physic, when the best thing would

have been, probably, to let them alone."

It is the best thing to let patients alone under one of two opposite
conditions and those two only. 1. When it is clear that no medicine

will expedite the patient's recovery. 2. When it is manifest that no
medicine will save him.

Docs LORD CRANWORTH think that Chancery will reform itself

without legislation ? Or, does he consider it to be in so bad a state

that there is no hope of its amendment ?

An Emperor's Joke.

Louis NAPOLEON justifies the fact of his not permitting the Lcgis-
lat ive Assembly or the Senators to say a word by the good old English

joke, that
"
It is necessary and proper to have plenty of Mutes at his

great undertaking."

A LARCENOUS IMPOST.

IT is strange that MR. FREWKN'S resolution tending to the repeal of

the Hop Duty should have been rejected, when it is manifest that every

shilling of tax levied on a pocket of hops is picking the pocket.

ELEGY
WRITTEN IN A RAILWAY STATION.

THE Station clock proclaims the close of day ;

The. hard-worked elcrks drop gladly off to tea ;

The last train out starts on its dangerous way,
And leaves the place to darkness and to me.

Now fades the panting engine's red tail-light,

And all the platform solemn stillness holds,

Save where the watchmen, pacing for the night,

By smothered coughs announce their several colds.

Behind that door of throe-inch planking made,
Those frosted panes placed too high up to peep,

All in their iron safes securely laid,

The cooked account-books of the Railway sleep.

The Debts to credit side so neatly borne,

What should be losses, profits proved instead;

The Dividends those pages that adorn

No more shall turn the fond Shareholder's head.

Oft did the doubtful to their balance yield,

Their evidence arithmetic could choke :

How jocund were they that to them appealed !

How many votes ot thanks did they provoke !

Let not Derision mock KING HUDSON'S toil,

Who made things pleasant greenhorns to allure ;

Nor prudery give hard names to the spoil

'Twas glad to sharewhile it could share secure.

All know the way that he his fortune made,
How he bought votes and consciences did hire

;

How hands that Gold and Silver-sticks have swayed
To grasp his dirty palm would oft aspire,

Till these accounts at last their doctored page,
Thanks to mischance and panic, did unroll,

When virtue suddenly became the rage,

And wiped GEORGE HUDSON out of fashion's scroll.

Full many a noble Lord who once serene

The feasts at Albert Gate was glad to share,

For tricks he blushed not at, or blushed unseen,
Now cuts the Iron King with vacant stare.

1'or those who, mindful of their money fled,

Rejoice in retribution, sure though late

Should they, by ruin to reflection led,

Ask Punch to point the moral of his fate,

Haply that wooden-headed sage may say,

Oft have I seen him, in his fortune's dawn,
When at his levees elbowing their way,

Peer's ermine might be seen and Bishop's lawn.

"
There the great man vouchsafed in turn to each

Advice, what scrip or shares 'twas best to buy,
There his own arts his favourites he would teach,
And put them up to good things on the sly.

"
Till to the House by his admirers borne,
Warmed with Champagne in flustered speech he strove,

And on through commerce, colonies, and corn,
Like engine, without break or driver, drove.

"
Till when he ceased to dip in fortune's till,

Out came one cooked account of our M.P. ;

Another came yet men scarce ventured, still,

To think their idol such a rogue could be.

"
Until those figures set in sad array
Proved how his victims he had fleeced and shorn

Approach and read (if thou canst read) my lay,

Writ on him more in sadness than in scorn."

THE EPITAPH.

Here lies, the gilt rubbed off his sordid earth,
A man whom Fortune made to Fashion known ;

Though void alike of breeding, parts, or birth,
God Mammon early marked him for his own.

Large was his fortune, but he bought it dear ;

What he won foully he did freely spend.
He plundered no one knows how much a year,
But Chancery o'ertook him in the end.

No further seek his frailties to disclose :

For many of his sins should share the load :

While he kept rising, who asked how he rose ?

While we could reap, what cared we how he sowed ?
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A BATCH OF CORRESPONDENCE.
HAT :i frightful amount of corre-

spondence is our of the penalties we
have to pay lor our popularity, any-

body may understand; but no one can

iudgi ialty is, un-

less we pn: mcns of the

oppressive heap of dry rubbish thrown

upon us In those who continually keep
up a paper w;ir upon our peace and
our patience. If any one should be
inclined to charge us with want of

courtesy in not. replying to our corre-

spondents, we would answer the

Charge by calling attention to the fol-

lowing samples of the sort of stuff that

we get daily and hourly in such quan-
lities. that an ingenious calculator

would probably find out how many
times the interior of St. Pi^ul's COuld
lie papered with the letters we receive
in u mouth, and how many, millions of

QUEEN'S Heads h.ue heeu sacrificed

by those who would seciu to ha\r

hardly a head of their own, if we may
judge by the insane stu If they transmit
to us through the Post-Olh'rr.

It would form a very curious section
of the Statistics of Insanity and we recommend the subject to the
able Editor of the Psychological Review if a calculation were to be
made of the number of madmen who are continually suggesting

"
cuts

"

for our periodical. There is generally a wild impossibility, or a hope-
less platitude, about the ideas, winch renders their realisation equally
out of the question in either case.

There is one now before us proposing "a Drawing of a country
station, with a train just gone and another not yet in sight from a siding
on the same line, with DISRAELI in the former, and LORD JOHN
RUSSELL in the latter." How an artist is to embody the idea of two
trains both out of sight, together with the portraits of two statesmen,
neither of them visible, does not seem to have occurred to our suggestive
friend, who is, no doubt, expecting every week to find his

"
idea

"

developed in our front page, and who, of course, wonders at our blind-

ness to our own interest in not making more speedy use of the hint
that hiia been given us.

Another of our pictorial tormrutcrs writes to say that a Railway
train by which she travelled was detained longer than usual at a Station,
and she forwards an elaborate drawing of a long hue of railway car-

riages, from one of which the lady herself is looking, with what is artis-

tically termed a
"
balloon

"
proceeding from her mouth, and encircling

the interesting words
"
Guard ! Guard! What are we waiting for?"

We dare say we shall soon get an angry letter from the fair "suggester"
of tliis

"
cut," complaining that we have

"
fallen off fearfully," par-

ticularly in
"
the humour and richness of our engravings," because we

have not adopted her lively tableau as the principal illustration of one
of our recent numbers.

Somebody else writes all the way from Manchester to tell us that
he saw an old lady leaving a pair of spectacles to be mended, and he
places "the fact at our disposal to make such use of it as we think
til He concludes thus : "It occurred to me that with a good illus-

tration, and garnished with your usual good taste, it might be made
into a good story." Given an old woman and a pair of spectacles out

r; tn find an illustration for Punch! We confidently ask if

there is anything in EUCLID, WA.LKINCAMK, BONNYCASTLE, or anybody
else, to equal the unfathomable mystery of this problem.
Another individual, addressing us from Liverpool, is so excited by

reading f'nrlr Tom'
: ,t he suggests, as a nice little subject for

our artist,
"
The United States as 1 1 and

"
The United States

as they ought to be." Our correspondent s.-ns he has already "pic-
tured them in his mind." where there must have been a considerable
extent of blank space to have afforded roomr for America under two
different

aspects,
one showing what it really is, and the other repre-

senting
"

all his fancy painted it."

Somebody else has favoured us with a scries of hieroglvphiral scratches
on several strips of paper watered together, accompanied by a note

"ing jauntily li\ saying,
"
Perhaps you nan make something of

the enclosed.
'

After inspect ing it for so lu . think we suc.

ni tracing out something like tin- outline of a human being and
a carpet bag; but we could get no further. anying note
concludes thus :

" The engine may resemble a hearse." As we can
see nothing in the hieroglyphics that n-si--:ihl-s an engine, and as we
must

"
first catch

"
our engine, we do not, see where the hearse is to

come from.
We think wv need go no further for the present in justification of

our practice of leal ing unnoticed many of tho
"
ideas

"
that are poured

in upon us through the Post-Office. We have this week confined
ourselves to

"
subjects for ruts," but we shall probably be graded

(

into an exposure of some of the stulT that is sent to us for insertion, in

a written form, and which would degrade our work to the dingy level

of the "Dry Goods Report er," wrrr we to adn i it even an occasional

sample of an article which would lie no less heavily upon our conscience
than on our columns.

A TALK WITH MRS. TILER.

On, MRS. EX-PRESIDENT JULIA (i. TYLEK !

You are pretty, they say -yoi ty rcviler

You do pitch it awlully into poor Motherland
In that same reply to the Ducm IKKI.AJID !

Your epistle 's so trenchant, I look on it, Ma'am, as on
The defiance, in fact, of a gcnuiin
And you show such a spirit again very.
That her Grace, ouo m h;id questioned your bravery.

You lay on the lash with cv <

rity,

And do you 011 n i terity,

Upon your toba< <

Ot blackamoors, Mrs., with' lent r

You say that vour ladies avoid all conventions,
S;nr those hold with purely religious intentions,
In Ord' -'ate true <

A creed not exclusive of sable humanity ';

Ah ! there you, of course, are taught love to the neighbour,
Which cannot permit us his hack to belabour,
Because it is black- -or the faith is prodigious
Of that kind of people that you call religious.

You tell us of fashions you have a variety,
The vestments of charity, meekness, and piety,
Instead of our vanities aristocratical :

I hope your costumes are by no means fanajtical.

But surely you joke, when you say our nobility
Incited their wives out of hale and hostility
To America, wishing her ruin to compass
To send you their letter to kick up a rumpus.

If seriously any such not ion possesses you,
The natural 4iuesi ion with \ufti^l^ii>ft AfMr

Is, had poor Mil. TYLER the irrationality
To put into your head such a wild unreality ?

If you Ve slaves, we have paupers, you say, in our nation.

But that 's a more angry than wise observation,,
t'nrqiial among us are wealth's distributions.
But poverty 's not one of our

"
Institution^."

The DUCHESS you 'd have to mend Fortune's disparity
By giving her gems and her jewels in charity
In her hair, or her dress, whilst V brilliant will glisten,
To her plea for the slave you '11, of course, uever listen.

Well clothed and well fed are your negroes you tell us ;

But I fancy that won't make our poor people jealous,
We use dogs and ho:ses as well as/ you treat them,
We keep them in decent condition and beat them.

With Ireland's unhappy condition you twit us.

But there widest miss, where you hardest might hit us,

By saying she 's ruined by rule Anglo-Saxon,
Requiring a yoke such as you lay your blacks on.

You write in such ire as to raise the suggestion.
That

your style would have hetter Income the Fish Question,
Not that to the Bay named of Pundy related,
But one in a market by Thames Street debated.

The Empire of Jack Ketch.

ITALY has sometimes been called the Garden of Europe. In so far
as it is under Austrian dpinhiai as a curiosity of ancient
eastern horticulture being a Hanging Garden.

HIST FOR THE SERVANTS HALL.

WHY does not the Livery of the metropob's establish a United
Domestic Service Club ? The idea looks promising on the first plush
of it.
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We regret the necessity of speaking with more candonr
than courtesy of any portion of that sex with whom we
know we are an especial favourite, hut it is quite necessary
that we should put down a rampant species of imposture,
which threatens to undermine the morality of our wives
and daughters, by turning them into a sort of genteel
marine store dealers, for the purchase of unlawfully ob-

tained property.

FOR INFANT i

Playful

SNOW-FLAXES.-No. 3.

PLEASB, 5m, I WASN'T A HEAVIN' AT YOU I WAS HEAVIN AT

BILLY JONES."

PARLIAMENTARY POEMS
MINDS.

Slightly varied from the favourite "originals," and respect-

fully offered to the Mamma* of England.

NATURAL HISTORY.

THE Whig must come when he is called,

The Tory walk
away,

The PALMERSTON is slightlv bald,
The WOOD admires the GREY.

The ABERDEEN'S a statesman ripe,

The DERBY is not wise,
The RUSSELL'S speech reads well in typer

The HUME for papers cries.

The Irish vote that white is black

Their priesthood to obey,
The CRANWORTH sits on SUGDZN'S sack,
The ROEBUCK likes a fray.

The GLADSTOWE is a speaker nice,
'Tis bad to be his butt,

The DRUMMOND gives you quaint advice,

The HUDSON'S month is shut.

The bold ARGYLL has golden hair,

But white the LOWE and SHEE,
The BRIGHT he is a foeman fair,

And who so loud as he ?

O ves, the CHRISTOPHER'S more loud

By reason of his size,

The DIZZY loves a listening crowd
To .dazzle aud surprise.

A RAP ON THE KNUCKLES FOR THE BRITISH FEMALE.

IT the ladies of America really wished to take advantage of a weak point in

the ladies of England, there cowl not have been a finer subject for the former than

the readiness of the latter to'rush to an Alarming Sacrifice, when invited by a

gang of sharpers who haunt London and other large towns, with a lot of linen-

drapery rubbish, which is advertised as the stock of some notorious bankrupt.
If we analyse the feeling that prompts the women of England to resort to these

swindling concerns, we regret to say that the fair sex seems to have lost all its

pretensions to fairness, and welcome to the melancholy conclusion that the British

female is half kna^e and half fool the only doubt 111 our minds being, whether

dishonesty or stupidity predominates. We regret to make this avowal, but love

of truth overcomes our gallantry, and our very regard for. the ladies of England
induces us to tell them, pretty, plainly,

what we think of those who respond to the

swindling circulars of the Alarming Sacrificers who traffic in trashery, haberdashery,
and smashcry.
We have before us at this moment an envelope to a beggarly bill or circular,

commencing in the usual form
; while, to crown the impertinence of the imposture,

the transaction is said to be "patronised" by a couple of Duchesses, whose names
are libellously inserted at the head of the

"
catalogue."

The avowed "attraction" of this affair is an intimation that the goods have
been obtained by "meretricious over-trading," or, in other words, by fraud, and
the ladies of England are asked to present themselves as the receivers of stolen

goods for assuredly such is the real character of those who willingly participate
in I he plunder obtained by fraudulent bankruptcies. It is difficult to say in which

i

category to place the "ladies" who are lured by these promises of a dishonest!

advantage, aud we know not, whether to regard them as fools for believing the
,

patent falsehoods that are told, or as knaves for wishing to obtain at an unfair!

price those goods which have been procured by defrauding creditors.

\Ve are afraid that we cannot allow the 'female purchaser at these marts of

roguery to escape from either dilemma, for she must be at the same time a knave
and a tool; inasmuch as nothing but knavery would seek to buy at a low price
goods got by fraud, and nothing but the sheerest folly could give credit to
the absurd statements issued by the Alarming Sacrificers to their soft-headed
customers.

; teas a downy bird,
But now his eves arc dun,

The CARTER rails in speech absurd,
But no one cares for him.

The COCKBUKN fights in dashing style,

The BETHEL lisps and drawls,
The GRAHAM is the deepest file

You '11 meet all round St. Paul's.

The COLONEL is a prate-apace,
We heed not what he says,

The SIDNEY-HERBERT loves his race,
The BULWER writes good plays.

The BROTHERTON at twelve must flit,

(So ought all other folk,)
The OSBORNE has a biting wit,
The WALPOLE hates a joke.

lite kind CARLISLE can write good verse,

The MALMESBUHY bad prose,
The INGLIS thinks the world grows worse,
He always wears a rose.

Tlie child who does not these things know
jMust be a little dunce,

But you, my love, I 'm sure will go,
And learn this song at once.

SCHOOL FOR CHANCERY REFORM.
THE great obstacle to Reform in Chancery is, that the

persons prpmoted to the Woolsack are deficient in experi-
ence of the Court over which they have to preside. They
know nothing of it except as practitioners, whereas, to

understand it thoroughly, they ought to have been con-

cerned in it as suitors. In that case they would no longer
speak of Chancery as Equity, but give it the right and

proper name of Iniquity as let it ever be called. If,

instead of making their fortunes, they had lost their pro-

perty by it, they would find themselves considerably more
able, because more willing, to abolish its atrocities.
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Office kWBMM Slieet, in tie Precinct of WhiKthun, in Uw City of London, and Published by them at No. 80, Fleet Street, in the Parish of St. Bride's, in the City of London. Scu>iT, February 26tb, l&Ski.
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PROTECTION AGAINST THE ELECTRIC
TELEGRAPH.

IMPORTANT MEETING OK THE SWELL MOB.

ERTAIN gentlemen, practising
as conveyancers in a pecu-
liar line at races, public

K meetings, reviews, exhibi-

tions, tights, and theatres,
or otherwise interested in

the irregular and clandestine

transfer of property, many
of whom were attired in the

extreme style of fashion,
assembled yesterday evening
in a private room of the Old

Shop, to consider what steps
to take in consequence of

the arrangements now in

course of being made to

connect all the Police Offices

with the Electric Telegraph.
The worthy host, MR.

IKEY SI.OMANS, who occupied the chair, said he felt himself much
honoured by the werry respectable body as had come forrads in

defence of their common interest* on that 'occasion, and begged to

express his sympathy with them as a landlord. (Hear, hear.)

MR. MONTGOMERY MORTIMER said, that they had a new and terrible

foe to contend with. To the Beak to the Claw of the Lobster the

Law had now added the Lightning. (Oh /) They were to be nabbed

through electricity ; they were to be collared by the agency of mag-
netism. Science had enlisted the Levin Brand as a Crusher. (Shame /)

In the exercise of the arduous profession in which they (himself, and
his friends now present) were'engaged, the climate of this country often

became too warm for their health. (Hear.) A brief retirement to

Boulogne, or tour on the Continent perhaps a trip to America was
then necessary. The connexion of the Police Offices with the Electric

Telegraph would operate as a most injurious check upon that temporary
emigration which was an essential refuge to gentlemen who followed an
avocation so extremely trying. (Hear, hear.)

MR. BOB SMITHERS, alias JONES, understood the gen'lm'n as had

just spoke, to mean that this here 'Lectric Telegraph bisnis would
hinder hissclf and his pals from cuttin* and runuin', by makin* of 'em
safe to be lagged.
MR. MORTIMER said the drift of his observations had been correctly

appreciated by his honourable friend.

Ma. BOB SMITHERS continued. There was no chance for a cove
now. The detectives was bad enough ; but this here scientific dodge
would be a reglar flabbergaster. (Hear.) Your mechanical inwentions was
spifllicatin' manival dexterity. (Hear.) They had long hindered a
poor feller from turnin" an honest penny (Oh !) and now they wouldn't
let him turn a penny nohow. (Hear, hear.) He agreed with them
werry respeckble old gen'lm'n as held that machinery and all that sort
o" thing was the cms o' the country. (Cheeri.)
The REVEREND MR. CAVENDISH BELGRAVE, from his observation of

fashionable society, and especially from what he had heard at genteel
places of worship (Ironical CAeer>)he might, perhaps, be better
understood if he said swell churches (Laughter) was happy in being
enabled to state, for the comfort of the assembly, that there was a
clerical party not a party in an individual sense, but a party of clerical

gents in fact, of parsons highly influential in the Legislature, who
were all for going back to the Middle Ages the good old times when
no Electric Telegraphs, or Police Offices either, existed to restrict

ingenuity and limit enterprise. (Loud Cheers.)
MR. BILL SNIGG, surnamed The Downy, asked, vos there no ope in

a appeal to Guv'ment ? In connection with Ministers he had heerd

no elpin' and, that and as they had often met in the pocket o' the
people. (Hear, hear.) They might at all events try it on: and he
proposed that a petition should be sent to the EARL OF DERBY, prayin'
lor Protection agin competition with the 'Lectric Telegraph on be-arf
of that important branch of British industry-
Ma. BELGRAVE. Of which, in point of fact, we are the Chevaliers.

The honourable gentleman added that he should have much pleasure in

seconding MR. SNIGG'S suggestion; but he was afraid the hope of

sympathy in the Ministerial quarter was the dream of a too confiding
mind. The Cabinet would never legislate against electric wires, unless
those wires were used to catch hares. (Hear.) All the Government
could do for them, he had reason to apprehend, would be to substitute
for that temporary emigration alluded to by MR. MORTIMER, an emigra-
tion that would afford them an asylum more or less permanent, (Ok !)

but also more or less disagreeable (AH .') and inconvenient (Histes) a
sort of emigration, in short, of which the only advantage was that of

being gratuitous. (Loud groans.)
MR. Cni/ZELL said he feared they must trust to their personal

resources, For his own part, if science was sharp, he hoped to prove
sharper. (Hear.) In the meantime, he would propose

" Down with the
Electric Telegraph !

"
(Cheers.)

The toast having been drunk with acclamation, three groans were
given for PROFESSOR WIIBATSTONB; and the time of opening the
theatres approaching, the assembly dispersed itself.

ONE OF OUR WOODEN WALLS.
(To the Admiralty.')

HER boilers unsafe overloaded with coals

About the Atlantic the poor Harpy rolls :

Used up all her fuel, ths vessel they strip,
And burn every rag, stick, and chip in the ship ;

Scarce able to steam, quite unable to sail,

She fares like a loose buoy afloat in the gale ;

She tumbles and wanders amid the sea-foam
A hundred and ten days at last she gets home,
Her crew nearly starved out of water and grub
And don't you call this a true Tale of a Tub ?

ZOOLOGICAL RECREATIONS.

MR. BBODEIUP has writ-

ten a very amusing
book on the subject of

Zoological llecrea-

tions, but he has left

out a few of the most

popular recreations in

zoology, which are

known to and indulged
in by the inhabitants
of the Metropolis. A
recfnt visit to the Sur-

rey Zoological Gardens
has introduced us to se-

veral recreations which
seem to be the most

popular with the fre-

quenters, and which
MR. BKODKKIP takes

no notice of.

1. Tfaere is the zoo-

logical recreation of

riding on the elephant's
back for twopence.

2. There is the zoo-

logical recreation of

throwing bits of stale

bun to the bear.

3. There is the zoo-

logical recreation po-

pular among the ladies of poking at the monkeys with the points of

parasols.
4. There is the zoological recreation of pelting the ducks at night-

fall, when the police are in the dark, in consequence of the forges of

the Cyclops being not yet lighted.
5. There is the zoological recreation of seeing the Carnivora dine at

five, and the more fashionable pelicans at half-past, in consequence of

there being two sets of animals to feed, like two dinners to be got in

one lodging-house.
6. and last. There is the zoological recreation of making a donkey of

one's self, a recreation which is much indulged in by certain persons at

all places of public amusement.

The Queen of the Sea.

THE Royal yacht was somewhat unceremoniously treated by FATHER
NEPTUNE last week, and the attempts of some of the lords and ladies

in ordinary to stand upon Court etiquette were cut short by their

inability to stand upon anything. The functionary most in request was
the Lord Steward, who had exchanged his wand of office for an ordinary
basin. HER MAJESTY happily has no occasion for the services of this

great officer at sea, and the High Steward was therefore free to attend

upon himself, or upon any other portion of the suite to whom he might
be disposed to extend his good offices.
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A PRETTY KETTLE OP FISH. CAUTION !

sweet little 'cherub
that sits up aloft to keep
watch for the welfare of

JOHN BULL, has for

some time past been

continually sweeping the
horizon with his

telescope
to see if he can make

put the possibility loom-

ing in the distance, that

the agriculturists were
told to look out for by
MR. DISRAELI. It is the

cherub's strong suspicion
that be now diicerns the

possibility alluded to, in

a shape very much re-

sembling a kettle which
he conjectures to be that

pretty kettle of fish likely
to accrue to the nation
in consequence of the

abrupt and unseasonable
mission on the part of

the Government of a

warlike squadron against
the American fishermen.

The elevated cherub con-

siders that America is

one of the chief sources
of our supply of bread-

stuffs
;
and that since the possibility of famine by means of a Corn Law

looms in the past, the only possibility of ditto that can loom in

the future, is contingent on a quarrel with pur corn-merchant in

other words, with our bread-and-butter ; in which quarrel, the cherub
in the high position hopes the people of England will not back the
Protectionists.

9

A PLEASANT WAY HOME.
(From our OJCH Correspondent)

WHEN you requested me to act as your own correspondent during
my fortnight's tour in North Wales, you could not have been aware of
the utter impossibility of my writing you any letters, under the excite-
ment of new scenes, the inconveniences of travelling, and the remoteness
from all ordinary means of communication of the district in question. I
assure you 1 have not seen a Times during the whole fortnight less than
two days old. The staleness of the news, in fact, in these pastoral
regions, can only be equalled by the freshness of the eggs. I therefore
conceived that I should best, act, up to the spirit of my instructions by
not writing at all. I should have carried out this intention fully, but
the circumstances under which I have returned to London appear to
me to deserve mention. I write, therefore, from my residence at

Paddington, and shall be obliged by your remitting in return my
fortnight's salary.

I do not know, sir, if you know North Wales, but if not, as is pro-
bable, 1 have to inform you, that near Llanrwst (you will please put in
the vowels ad libitum), is a romantic village called Be Hws-y-Coed,
(you will please to repeat the process with the vowels,) which is a head-
quarters of artists during the summer and autumn. MR. DAVID Cox I

has frequented the place for half a century, and MK. CRESWICK'S
'

umbrella is a conspicuous landmark in most years. Among many other
j

charming pictures of the latter artist, you may reicember one, exhibited
some three or four years ago, called "A Pleasflnt Way Home."
That picture, sir, represents a landscape near Be Hws-y-Coed. The
same locality has furnished me too with a picture on the same subject
which I propose to present to you in this letter. By my

"
pleasant

way home" I mean the route from the said Be Hws-y-Coed to
London.

If you had seen my fruitless efforts, on several mornings during my
stay, to discover by means of Brads/taw the route back to town, you
would have pitied me, in common with all travellers in these romantic
regions. I knew the way to the Llangollen Road Station. This was
by coach : for there are still four-horse coaches in this primitive
quarter of the island

; but here all distinct conception of progress
ended, and the struggle with Bradthaw began.

I despair of describing the manner in which 1 floundered through the
mazes of that periodical ; the wild way in which I plunged from
Llangollen Road (p. 01) to Shrewsbury (pp. 43 to 47, 04, 07) thence
to VVolverhampton (pp. 42 to 47, GO to 05), and to Stafford (pp. 42 to
47, GOto 03), not to speak of n>ad divarications to Chester (pp. 42 to 47,

49, 50, CO to 03). I found myself sometimes brought up in a cul-de-sac at

some remote place, entirely unknown to the civilised world ; or more

frequently, after a tangled navigation of many hundred miles, succeeded
in finding my way back to my starting point at the Llangollen Road.
In short, after a series of mental efforts, which left me in a painful
state of incipient imbecility, I flung Bradshaw on one side, and in a

rash hour determined to commit myself to the information of the rail-

way officials, and started, in that resigned frame of mind which, I

fancy, characterises the Arctic navigator.

I arrived at the Llangollen Road Station at seven o'clock, and was
assured I could reach town via Wolverhampton and Birmingham the
same night, or rather, next morning, at 4 or 5 o'clock. I felt grateful
to the station-master, and started. I pass briefly over the incidents of

my journey to Wolverhampton via Shrewsbury. Anxious to study the
native manners, and attentive to your recommendation not to spend
more money than I could help, 1 took a second-class ticket to this

point. It was the day of Oswestry fair, and the train appeared to be
an excursion one provided for the accommodation of the

"
pleasure-

seekers
;

"
and, therefore, extremely overcrowded, drawn by a very

wheezy and feeble-bodied engine, and invariably arriving everywhere
half an hour after its time : thus providing to passengers the additional

excitement arising from the probability of being run into by the next

express ; which, conveying wealthy people on business cannot, of course,
be retarded by any paltry consideration for the lives and limbs of poor
people on pleasure.

I may mention incidentally, that during that part of my ride I was
a good deal gnawed about the legs by a pig, which travelled with us
in a sack, under the restraint of which garment it seemed not

unnaturally impatient. Its companion and proprietor seemed highly to

enjoy the little diversion afforded by his four-legged friend. I was
also much poked in the face by the umbrellas and parasols of unpro-
tected females tumbling into the carriage in a state of excitement, and
armed with sheaves of these weapons, which they protruded recklessly.
Nor was my enjoyment materially heightened by the playful humour of

several large and energetic young gentlemen, whom 1 found to be iron-
workers in various ways, and who, no doubt from habitually talking
against the roar of blast furnaces and the clang of steam hammers, had
acquired the practice of invariably roaring at the top of their voices,
and who made me an involuntary confidant of their amours, adventures,
and achievements during the fair, which did not appear to be relished

by the unprotected females of whom I have spoken.
We reached Wolverhampton at last, about an hour after our time,

but fortunately uninjured. I had anxiously repeated my inquiries at
all the stations along the road, as to the possibility of my getting on to
town. I had been invariably assured by the station-masters and others

high in office on the different platforms, that this was practicable. On
making the same inquiry at Wolverhampton of a porter, he was just
informing me that I was in error and could not get further than
Birmingham, when he was checked by a gentleman very tightly
buttoned up in authority and a blue coat, who assured me that it

was
alright,

and that I should find myself at Enston Square at six,
A.M.

"
Take this gentleman's luggage to a cab," he added, authori-

tatively, in conclusion.
"
Don't I go on from here?" "No, Sir.

You leave this line here and catch the Birmingham train at Willenhall
Heath" (I think this was the name, but I am not sure). I felt

awkward, but was re-assured by the porter, who informed me cheer-

fully that "he supposed the trains was changed, for he knowed I
couldn't a" got on last week."

"
It's only a mile and an arf," he said, by way of cheering me up, as

he turned the handle of my cab door. The night was squally and
dismal. Wolverhampton is not, I believe, a cheerful place at any time,
to persons unaccustomed to breathe carbonic acid gas instead of the
usual quality of atmospheric air. I was trundled along, I think, for
some three-quarters of an hour through miry and plashy roads, lit up
by blazing chimneys and lurid furnace-mouths, which filled the air
with a red lowering light, as if there was an extensive fire going on
everywhere at the same time. We stopped.

I found myself opposite a vawning cavern.
" Down there, Sir,"

said my driver, cheerfully." Where f
"

I asked ?
" The station, Sir,"

he replied, nodding with his chin towards the cavern. I walked down.
He followed me, bearing the luggage. I found myself on a narrow
deserted platform, flanked by a small two-roomed station, with
a large board informing me I was 14 miles from Birmingham, 126 from
London, and some distance I forget from Liverpool. The information
might have been interesting under other circumstances, but here it
rather depressed me. 1 was roused by my driver's cry of

"
porter,"

which rang through the cavern we had come through, and along the
solitary platform ; a railway lamp burnt in a melancholy manner under a
bench but no living soul except our two selves was to be seen.
Ihere aint nobody 'ere," said the driver, putting down my modest,

I felt the truth of his remark, forcibly, and proceeded at
his request to pay him his fare. It was 1*. Orf. All my silver was a
half-crown : of course he had no change. At this moment a step rang
through the cavern. Oh joy ! it was a railway policeman, of staid
appearance and dignified demeanour.

"
Can you give me change for
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half-a-crown P
"

I asked him eagerly.
"

Sir, I've only got three 'apeuce
in the world," was his discouraging reply.

I gave my driver the half-crown helplessly. I heard him drive oli'.

I stood alone with the dignified policem.m. Re looked vacantly at, my
luggage. "Where are the porters?" "They've gone to ln-d."
" Where is the station-master f

" " He 've gone to bed."" Where's
the refreshment room?" (I had eaten nothing since three.) "There
ain't none."" Where 's the waiting room ?

" "It 's shut up."" When
will the train to Birmingham be by?"

"
Arf artcr twelve." "Does

it go on to London ?
" "

No."
" Then I can't, get on to town to-night ?

"

"No." "They told me 1 could at the other station." "All they
allus' does ; but you can't."" The devil 1 can't !

" "
No."

mat ui tiio Di/aiu uuuucuiau. uui. WUAII s tu uo UUIM . i uuu L : , i . AIT * T i j i r

w."
" Can 1 get a cab back to Wolverhampton P

" "
There int i <jught

that 1 hud
passed

the most uncomfortable nigut in the world,

cabs here." "Can I get a bed here ?
" lf

l don't know. You U ">'
"*f

traveller desire to try this pleasure, he has only to follow

firf at J,he Hotel up yonder."-" Oh ! there i* a Hotel."
"
Yes." i ^. ^tt

',

1*5^ J
g
t

u tu 1sonh U ales' aad Ute * Peasant wX "me,"
sleei

Here 1 omit a scene of expletives on my part, of impassive silence

on that of the staid policeman.
"
But what 's to be done ?

" "I don't

know." "Can
'

no

may"
Then I 'd better sleep there, and go on by the first train to-

morrow morning?"
"
Weil, I don't know pr'aps you may get a bed i

hut 1 think they 're shut up."" Shut up at half-past ten o'clock !

"

"Well they're rayther unregular people, and sometimes shuts up
early." "At least I can trv "Yes, yon can try."

"
Will you

carry my luggage up ?
" "

Well, I don't mind."
The staid man took up my luggage and preceded me, wheezing

painfully. Porterage was evidently not his torte. We reached the

Hotel, a building, as well as the darkness enabled me to make it out, of

highly decorated Elizabethan architecture. My conductor knocked
at the front door. No answer. We walked round the liou-e and
knocked and rang at all the doors we came to. At last, a window on
the first floor was cautiously opened

" Who 's there P
"
asked a female

voice.
"
It 's me, m'm," answered the Doliooaaa respectfully." Oh,

it's you, Mu. MOULDY, is it, ?
"

"Yes, m'm, it's me."
"

VVc.il,

MR. MOULDY, what is it?
"

"It's a gent, m'm, as wants a bed."

"Oh, a gent as wants a bed?" "Yes, m'm." "Well, we're shut

up but I '11 see." Hereupon the head was withdrawn, and an animated
conversation appeared to be proceeding within. Lights moved slowly
from window to window. I filled up the time with a few more ex-

pletives : the staid policeman remained calm and impassive. At last

the female head reappeared.
" He can have a bed, MK. MOULDY." 1

felt, then, how entirely I owed this favour to Ma. MOULDY. In about
five minutes a door was lingeriugly unbolted by a slip-shod servant-

maid, carrying a small but, powerfully smelling dip, apparently swooning
away in a dirty brass candlestick. Ma. MOULDY carried in my luggage
and deposited it solemnly on the passage
The slip-shod maid looked at me uncomfortably and qiiestioningly.
Well, can I have a bed ?

" 1 asked rather savagely.
"
I think so."

No supper, I suppose ?
" Wr

ell, they 're all in bed." MK. MOULDY
touched his hat and left me alone with the slatternly maid-servant." You are not going to give me that candle, I hope ?'" She looked
at me wonderiugly, then at the candle, and at last slowly moved away
with her dip, leaving me in darkness on the door-mat.

* * * *

She returned in a few minutes with another dip, even more power-
fully smelling, and more helplessly inclined to one side, with a more
flaring fungus of a wick, and in a more offensive brass candlestick than

At last I concluded my apology for a wash, and going to the door for

my boots, found them absent. 1 rang. Ten minutes elapsed. The
engines appeared to me now to be wide awake, and I inferred the
speedy starting of the train. 1 rang more wildly. The slipshod maid-
servant appeared.

"
My boots !

"
1 exclaimed. She disappeared. Ten

minutes more elapsed. 1 rang furiously. She reappeared with my
boots, which she put down with the simple woois: "They ain't
cleaned 'em."

By heavens my boots were there, dusty and dirty, as I had put
them off on arriving! It was perfect: 1 felt grateful they had not
cleaned them, for then I should not have eujoycd my night fully and
one thing would have been done at this mysterious hotel, as it is done
iu o'.her places of public entertainment. I paid for my bed ; nobody
KM tip iu the house but the slip-shod maid.

1 felt, a grim sort of cheerfulness, as 1 walked to the station, at the

the other.

"At least you can give me a pair of snuffers ?
"

again with the same wondering expression, and
both dips with her.

1 stood again in darkness on the door-mat.

She gazed at me
retired, carrying

She returned, bringing with her a tiny pair of brass snuffers, weak
in the joint, with one finger-ring gone, and with a box of insufficient

capacity to accommodate half the fungus already accumulated on that
atrocious dip."

I *o by the first train at seven in the morning : may I rely on being
called ?

"
Well, they 're mostly up in the mornings."" Can I have

any breakfast before starting P" "They'll have to get up earlier to
git you breakfast."! felt it was hopeless.

"
Never mind, I won't

take breakfast."
She seemed relieved by this, and preceded me slowly upstairs into a

lusty little room. 1 found the sheets tolerably clean, and resigned
myself to my fate. I need not attempt to deicribe the nisut 1 spent.
My room-window opened on to the railway station; sleep-walking
engines were wandering uncomfortably up and down all nigtit, sighing,
squealing, ikzing, and growlinsr, iu the usual depressive manner of
these overworked machines. I felt sure no one would be awake to call
me, and, of course, counted tun clock all night till I heard six strike.

I sprung out of bed joyfully, and began to dress. I pass by the
toilet-table. Tiie soap was of the flinty description one might expect
in such a place. I had one small and very limp towel, and the wash-
stand was one of those inaccessible triangular arrangements, over

Domestic. "
PLEASE, SIB, IHE GUIDK SAYS YOU TOLD HIM TO TAKE YOU

UP SNOWDON TO SBE THK SUM IUSE."

Enthiulattlc Touritt. "Oul AH! YE-ES! You WILL TELL TUB OUIDE
THAT 1 HAVE BEEN THINKING THE SvKsST WILL BE MUCH BETTER WORTH
SEEING J SO I SHALL NOT WANT HIM JUSI YET."

A MASTER WHO KNOWS HIS WORKMEN.
Louis NAPOLEON has been giving a grand dinner at St. Cloud, to

all the generals of the army of Paris. They were all ai jolly as school-

boys on a half-holiday. There was plenty of drinking, of course, for
what would officers do without drinking? and in the cjurse of the fun,
the Prince said to his comrades

" '

I tliink you <io not regret having followed me in my policy on December 2, nd
period.' The Generals were miAnimmi-i in their approbation ; and some

exclaimed. "1'j you, Prince, the iuititive to in, the unhesitating execution.' "

Execution is just the word for suc'i services. When we recollect the
butcheries that took place in December, the Prince may well be proud
of having such

"
unhesitating execationert."

Much of a Muchness.

TUB parties indicted for the Stockport Riots were stated in the

papers as seven Protestants and eight Papists ; but we are enabled to
affirm that these figures C9uvey an erroneous impression, the fact being
that the rioters were precisely six of one and half-a-dozsn of the other.

THE SAMJJ THING.

SMITH. "Did you ever look for a needle in a bottle of hay?"L t i - . r " .".viiivMuol v/vci kjainii. i/iu juu cv cr iuuh. ior a ncciuc in IMHUC 01 naywnicli washing consists in knocking your head against the wall in the JONES.
" \o

;
but I have searched for a book in the Catalogue of the

abortive attempt to get it over the basin.
| British Museum."
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A KIND WOED WITH JONATHAN.

PERISH all the cod and mackerel in the Ocean fine eating

as they are before we go to war with brother JONATHAN for

a cause as scaly as any fish can be that have no scales. We
can't think of quarrelling with JONATHAN about fish at a time

when our general enemy is plotting everywhere to reduce us,

in a greater measure than we like, to a fish diet ;
and would,

if possible, move all the nations, and Heaven and Earth, and

another place also, even worse than Ireland, against us for

that end. We must recqlltct
that JONATHAN is now the only

national creature of any importance, except ourself, that is not

priest-ridden and soldier-ridden ;
the Soldier in the saddle, and

the Jack-Priest on the crupper. Our natural relation to

JONATHAN at present should be that, of a league, offensive and

defensive, against despotism and papal petticoat government
all over the world. We may, however, remonstrate with

JONATHAN in a brotherly way on occasion ; and we do so

remonstrate with him respecting the following passage from

the New York Herald, on the supposition that it correctly

expresses his mind as to the matter between us :

" It is a shame that the great expedition to Japan, for a hydrographical
survey of those islands, and the conversion of the heathen therein to Com-
merce and Christianity it is a burning shame that the expedition for the^e

great objecrs should be broken up, fromthe necessity of detailing the flag-ship
of the Commodore to the protection of our Yankee fishermen in the Bay of

Fundy."

Now, JONATHAN, are you not taking this querulous and

audibly nasal tone rather inconsider ately ? Does it not occur

to you that you are a little inconsistent in setting out to

convert the heathen to
" Commerce and Christianity

"
in one

quarter of the globe, and going a-poaching in the other ?

Never mind jour collocation of
" Commerce and Chris-

tianity." Success to you in your endeavour to convert the

Japanese to both your religions.

EFFECTS OF SALT WATER AS OBSERVED AT THE
REGATTA BAIL.

Wcatherspoon, Esq. (of the Oriana, S.Y.S.) "I SAT, TOM, WHAT'S THAT LITTLE

CRAFT WITH THE BLACK VELVET FLYING AT THE FORE, CLOSE WNDLK. THE LEE

SCOFFERS OP THE MAN OP WAR ?
"

llonvumUc Jlinnacle (of the Matilda, R.V.Y.C.). "WHY, FBOM HER FORE AND

AFT RIG, AND THE CUT OF HER MAINSAIL, I SHOULD SAY SHE'S DOWN FROM TH K

PORT OF LONDON ;
BUT I'LL SIGNAL THE COMMODORE TO COME AND INTRODUCE us !

"

How to Make One Dizzy.

TAKE one half Protection, and one half Free Trade, and

pour from one Conservative measure to another, until you get
a fine head with plenty of froth. It is this mixture of half-and-

half, smartly combined, that makes one DIZZY.

WANTED A DIPLOMATIST.

WHERE is the celebrated statesman, M. PISCATORY ? He
would be the man to negotiate for us with the Americans the

settlement of our dispute about fishing.

THE LA.ST KICKS OF PUFFERY.

MAD attempts are being continually made to give to even the air an

air of novelty. A few days ago an individual to whom it is immaterial

whether he stands on his head or his heels, lowered himself by going

up in a balloon, from which he was suspended so fearfully that it was
a moment of horrid suspense to all who looked on, as well as to the

aeronaut. He, however, seemed to be quite at home, and neither to

care where he happened to hang out, or to feel the inconvenience of

being completely tied by the leg, for the time being. It is true thai

he did it as easily as if he had been
"
native and to the manner born,"

for the operation ; but a man who is
"
born to be hanged," even by the

leg, is scarcely a desirable person for the public to make acquaint-
ance with.

Tliis, however, is nothing to the ascent of MONSIEUR POITEVIN with
a carriage and four a feat that might terminate rather awkwardly for

those on terra firma, inasmuch as if the exhibitor were to throw himself

on the public, or to tumble on the public, which would be much the

same thing, the effect would be far from agreeable. As to science

being aided by these pieces of fool-hardiness, the idea is absurd, and we
think M. POITEVIN himself, with his carriage and four in the air,

would be puzzled to tell us what he is driviug at.

No Getting Out of It.

THE MARQUIS OF LONDONDERRY can get nothing out of Louis
NAPOLEON respecting the liberation of ABD-EL-KADER

;
his HIGHNESS

having seemingly condemned himself to the silent system for his breach
of promise sooner or later to set the Emir at liberty. The PRESIDENT
is unable to get out of his unenviable position ; but the person most to

be sympathised with (not most to be pitied) who can't get out, is the

captive chief.

/

A GOLD MINE OF ADVERTISEMENTS.

HE venerable old proverb
tells us that

" What is one
man's meat is another man's

poison," but with regard to

the strychnine, we think we
can alter the proverb to
" What is one man's poison
is another man's meat," con-

sidering the source of profit

it has been to the brewers.

Never did any body of trades-

men derive so much benefit

from a libel as our Bitter Ale
manufacturers. They have
advertised their innocence
far and wide, with testimo-

nials of the purity of their

beer, and the price of each
barrel. Thousands have been

spent in proving that this

strychnine was the most bit-

ter calumny that was ever in-

vented to poison honest men's
characters. One brewer, we
are told, is prepared to spend
5000 in advertisements in

order to wash himself as

clean as his rivals in the
estimation of the public. We are not at liberty to mention his name,
but we can safely say that, in this instance, BASS is not

"
the Slave

that pays."



A DIP IN THE FREE TRADE SEA.
"THEKE, TAKE OFF HIS COAT LIKE A GOOD LITTLE BEN, AND COME TO HIS COBDEN."

ACGUST 21, 1S52.
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HINTS TO YOUNG YACHTSMEN.

wil1 ronine ur pleasant col-

loquial advice. \on obierve,
that, it was "all PLEBSON'S

fault," that the Parvenu and
Bubble fouled each other in

the race for the crown. Very

possibly.
I really must decline

going into the inquiry ; and
had I been at your dinner at

the George the day after, I

should have been ineffably

bored by the discussion.

Having seen fifteen sail of

the line come into Malta
Harbour without an atom of

disturbance, I cannot be ex-

pected to sympathise with

any such bungling. But why
would PLEBSON sail her, him-

self, just, at the most critical

period of the race ? Ah, that 's

the rub ! Why does BUNG-
LER-TON "accept office," and
throw his family into agonies

of apprehension ? Why did JONES write a tragedy on the subject of

MONTEZBMA? The truth is, that PLEBSON falls into a not uncommon
error. He is not content to be a yachtsman, but must needs be a

naval man must mount a couple of brass guns, and give his poor
little Parvenu the airs of a man-of-war. By JOVE ! everything goes on,

on board that cutter, as if she was commanded by COLLINGWOOD, or

that ever-to-be-lamented hero on whom all our youth model them-

selves, in the service of course I mean BENBOTV.

There are two extremes which often meet in harbours I mean the

man-of-war that apes the yacht, and the yacht that apes the man-of-

war. Sometimes a line-of-battle ship is seen where everything is

paint and polish where the tompions in the mouths of the guns look

so deuced neat, that it would be a pity to take them out to fire. The
Parvenu, again, is the extreme that meets this; and PLEBSON half

fancies that lie bears the Queen's commission. You must have heard,

I suppose, of one gallant yachtsman who wanted to have power to flog

his men. This may be a piece of scandal ; but I can fancy the morbid

appetite. I believe, indeed, that he formed a contract to that effect with

one or two of his crew, and paid them extra wages, accordingly. It

seems odd, certainly, to pay for the whistle-^of the lash. Keep your

eye on your friend PLEBSON, or he will be imitating this great man, and

turning the hands up
"
to punishment," with all the gravity of the

genuine performer.
And consider how naval men would necessarily laugh at your friend

PLEBSON'S affectation. A better-natured set of fellows as a body
doesn't exist but perhaps their one weakness is a tendency to laugh
at any absurdity which sins against orthodox nauticality. To be sure,

I don't see how a "tinker" is necessarily, as the naval mind would
seem to suppose, a supremely contemptible person, much less
"
cobbler." But they are right in laughing at pretenders in their own

line. They most cordially enjoy, I assure you, the beautiful little

eccentricities of LORD MUDDLEB, when he comes down from the

Admiralty to "inspect" a ship, and walks slap towards the stern,

instead of the gangway, &c. So.be sure, friend PLEBSON will come in

for his share of chaff if this advice does not make him amend his ways.
I am afraid you suffer a good deal from the predatory incursions of

"
youngsters

" from men-of-war. A greater set of vultures than these

fellows it would be difficult to find. And the worst of it is, that they
look on a

"
T. G." or travelling gentleman, as they call a civilian, as

their legitimate prey. The pompous old proprietor of that big yacht, the

Lumberer, mistook one of these precocious cubs for a matured tar,

when he saw him knocking about in a white jacket in summer. He
engaged him to sail the Lumberer somewhere, and the fellow (who was
indignant at being taken for a

"
plebeian," as he afterwards said,) took

the old gentleman a cruise which he won't forget in a hurry, I know.
I have no objection to a certain moderate luxury in the fitting up of

your yacht all within reasonable bounds. I know that the Diddler
has the armorial bearings of FITZ-OFFAL on the stem which is clearly
intended for the benefit of his creditors, who find that portion of the
vessel the one oftenest presented to them.

A SQUEAK FOR THE BRITISH DRAMA.
"Ma. PUNCH,

"I am one of the swinish multitude. Understand me; I

intend no figure of speech : my meaning runs upon four legs ; I am
in fact, the entire animal ; and srnd you this, writ with one of my own
bristles in rose-pink, from the Haymarket Theatre. I am descended in

a right line and no gammon from Toby the learned pig, which may
account for my letters. However, what's birth ? When one comes to

be cut into rashers or put in a playbill, quarterings go for nothing.

For here 1 am in a playhouse ! Here I am, as sure as eggs are eggs,

and as I myself may be bacon and bacon.
"
This, Mr. Punch, is a free country ; and I do not feel disposed I

never did to submit to any violence, without having a good squeak
for it. I ask it is my arena the stage? Is my forte, eccentric

comedy ? When nature gave me four legs (that is. two hands and two

hams) did she intend that they should run in a drama of grilling 1

mean, of thrilling interest ? What have I to dp with any Writing on the

Wall ; especially when such writing on a wall is only a play-bill poster.
"
My business in life is to do nothing but quietly, soberly, to become

pork. Bacon may be my mission. But, certainly, I was never intended

to shine in the British drama. Besides, when that drama has all the

brutes of the field and all the birds of the air open to it when your

legitimate dramatist may go, so to speak, into the Zoological Gardens,

and take his pick and choose of animals, why should he stick his goose-

quill into a pig ? Why not take an elephant ? the more especially as I

have heard that elephants and pigs are proved by MR. BUFFON to be

of the same family ; though, if so, I mut say it, the elephants have

always treated the hogs as Christians .treat their poor relations. But

why take a pig ? I repeat I again scream that question why, in a

drama, take a live pig? But I will answer the question, as yes as I

have already heard it answered on these boards.
" '

Why a live pig ? Oh, it gives a reality to the scene : makes the

thingrar/, you know.'
"
Well, then, why not a real blind beggar why not a real felon why

have any acting illusion, I believe it's called at all ? Bother art !

Let 's have real, naked nature.
" Mr. Punch, pigs have been greatly honoured in their day. There

was MORLAND, the painter, painted pigs that you might almost nose "em,

almost hear 'em grant. But then this was art, Sir. Yes; but art

thrown away. If the real thing is the thing, have a real hog in your

parlour, and don't hang him on your walls. The stage-^I give you
what I heard our prompter say the stage, Sir, should be illusion ; not

a real pig-stye : if real pigs, why not, in the farm-yard, a real dung-cart
with everything to match ?

" And you will perceive, Mr. Punch, that we-^I mean myself and my
two brothers, who, I'm ashamed to say, not being literary, do not feel

as I do the degradation of their present state, making as free with all

the actors as if they 'd known pork all their days you will, 1 saj,

perceive, that the weight of the play unfairly rests upon us. Now, Sir,

it's all very well with horses, or even dogs, but pigs were never made
to draw. However, to give you what some of the critics say of us. (I

heard one of our brother actors read it from a newspaper, and here it is.)

" When MB. WRIGHT begins to flag, there are some quadrupeds. Three piglings
are introduced in the model farm ; and they do wonders in escaping pursuit, consenting
to a recall before the curtain, and finally leaping into the orchestra, where they con-

tributed an adagio movement of squeak, which brought the house down."

" Now. I ask in the language of the theatre, why should pigs hold

up Ms.. WRIGHT'S train ? We can't gag : no, we can simply grunt
and squeak the author !

" I'm aihamed to say it of my two brothers, they were as happy and as

proud as real players ; giving themselves no end of airs at the applause,

and specially when called for. But for myself, I felt so ashamed when

among the fiddlers, that I'd sooner been hissea with eggs in a frying-

An Orange Pip.

WE are glad to find that an attempted Orange Procession at Liver-

pool the other day was suppressed. An Orange Procession is the
march of a very forlorn hope, only calculated to lead to a breach of
the peace.

among
pan than applauded in the orchestra.

"
And, Mr. Punch, to end it all 1 protest against being used upon the

stage. As a pig, I am the born servant of man, to play, 1 own, many
parts. Serious hams eccentric sausages light rasters heavy sides

of bacon tragedy black puddings ! Any and many of these parts I

am bom to act and double but, I repeat it, I was not intended to be

dragged upon the stage, and as a free pig in a free country, I raise my
voice against it. yourg) Mr Pttneh>

"Gin OF THE PIGS OP THB HAYXARKET."
"
Post-Squeak. Understand, I don't complain of salary; pollard's fine

and pease in plenty. I also hear that we 're to have the actors we've

supported could do no less, not that I care about it we're to hare, at

the end of the run real silver rings put in our noses (which are to be

bored for the benefit night of the authors) as affectionate testimonials.

Well, we've brought a good deal of silver, and we ought to have a little

of it." _
DEFINITION or ETERNITY.

"
Jnst lend me your Umbrella for five

minutes."
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SPECIMENS OF THE DELUGE.
A PROPHECY; BY LORD MUDSTONE.

IN LEAVES FB.OM THE LOO.

EATHER hazy in the bay.
Wind : Downing Street

by Somerset House. Took
soundings in the hold.* No
water ; or should have sent
HUSKIES to the pumps.
Ordered MALMESBURY aloft

to look out: reported that
he could see nothing before
liim : didn't expect he would.
tv'up rides like a duck
sounded again, and not a

drop of water ; but then, as
PAKINGTON says, we pitched
it so very strong.

Hazy weather, with
scudding fogs. At 12 P.M.

bumped against something :

took soundings, with a pie
of butter at the end
lead: brought up a bit

stone, which, the B p o
L N N, bursting inl

tears, identified as a piec
of Fulham Palace. Fog ver
thick indeed. At noon
DIZZY takes an observation
Swears he sees &c. &c. Arc

in distance : nobody believes him laughs, and says he doesn't believ
himself.

-Wind, (he Bank by Exchange-Change East. Noon: Dizz
ssts that, &c .. &c., &c. This time, others protest so, too somebod

floating in the distance. We put up the helm, and shake out all reu
pe ;!

mean all reefs. Approach the man in the water. Make him
with our glases and so he proves to be PALMEKSTON in hin mdwr uniform, with his hair curled. What can he float on ? We
the helm up again and near him. The B r insists we shall takehim aboard

; MALWESBUSY opposes, swearing he'd take the ship from"'
j.

e
,,
ha

!!i
lm tnrou f?h speaking-trumpet.

"
PAM., will you come

See you drowned first." "But, PAM., what do you float

r.K
er
u
n
.
p<?

n' P.4* held up for a minute the cork-the single one
rk of the bottle which, before t he Deluge, he judiciously held We
it up the helm and run afore the wind, PAM singing the "Bay of

Biscay," and floating towards Windsor.
y

Wind variable, in all places at oner. Dreadful to see everv-
s the bodies of t ree-Traders even Dizzr nearly wept ! COLONELTHORP counted two hundred, entering their names in his own

icket-book of ass's skin. Again put the helm up to get rid of the

SSSfc ^nW" u
Ca

'
led U1

i
on WAWOLE to make a joke; and

mast-headed him for disobeying orders.
Wind anyhow. Free-traders' bodies still float by our gallantcraft. WALPOLE swears he sees a man alive. Boatswain BERESFORI>

declares he's only one of
.the rabble. Man nears us, and proves to behe venerab e and veracious editor of the Standard. He calls for a

life, buoy, when DizzY-(that Chancellor in the human shaPe)-throwslover, but he nprUrAs in m;*r>ua a file
~'* u - -'->-

the Victoria Tower of the Houses of Parliament. Thought we were
sinking; to lighten the ship threw MALMSSBURY overboard.

Foundered on the House of Commons.******
(Here log becomes broken andfragmenliiry.)

"
Only a shower," and no deluge after all !

TradTHal'l
'

ail.

KITCHEN CAPERS.

BAHOS NATHAN will go down to posterity on a shilling's worth of
eggs ; but we have lately performed a feat which even his feet might
fail to execute. The nature of our achievement may be better under-
stood when we recommend it as the subject of a new Pat, which will
rival that of L' Ombre in mysterious darkness literally throw the
Shadow Dance into the shade, and supersede the Pas des Patineurs, or
Dance of Skaters, which was popular on an extensive scale, though
there is not a stronger instance of a eliding scile than that of public
favour.

the Pas we propose wherewith to finish the season, is a grand POT
ties Blackbfdles and Quadrille des Cockroaches. We have had recent
opportunities of practising this dance in our own ki'chen, and we can
answer for the extreme difficulty of the steps, and the necessity for a
nicety of coming down on the points of the toes which TAGLIONI in
her best days could scarcely parallel. Accompanied as this dance has
been m the obscurity of the night by a sort of Cricket Pulka comingtrom the hearth, the effect has been very striking, and we have felt our-
selves as critically situated among the biackbeetles, as ever NATHAN
was among the eggs in the brightest day of Tivoli.

Ncr PORTRAY OP THE INDIVIDUAL WHO SENDS A FIPTV POUND NOTE
FOR CNPAID INCOME-TAX TO THE CHANCELLOR OP THE EXCHEQUER.

Table-Talk for the Times.
PERSONS in a small way of business are hereby informed that the

1K ' ' be madc "Wt easily are botted

e, and threatened him with irons

's
WOr

M !"J!
by r

0rst '

l

Found we wer d'rectly over Free-Saw the top of one chimney at least, with COBDEN d
aVln f ditre '8' a Manchester

"

f Whlch a Penn}
'

f the qUMtitr of which hose

something-
-
Wind, squally.-Passed GLADSTONE on a cotton-bag-

id gone down. Took soundings. Found we were jut over

MINISTERIALISTS SHOWING THEIR AIRS

howmuch it

SUFFRAGE IXTENSION.
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PORTRAITS. No. 6.
by sueeessi\e acts n!

1

Maiiiehiean licreM amom,' Ilic \Valdeuscs sub-
re certainty of objectivi Gracious Heavens ! what is that ? What

it FKKSIOW i: domic? Oh, it m;ikr.-> me ill
;
lake liiin away, somebody,

knock liimdiiv. in! M a. (ii IK.DYI.K, how could you expose me
tcriainmcnt tliai [shall aol in my delicate healtl rhere was thai monster in human form

read ' >cllintc. .<
. something about

look mi: will) him I" an our
"

all guiii',' a maum; ''
i il should have IIITII a ra\ n.. upan\.

"sesth juriiat his There wa- m particular diseo\erable, but a '.Teat deal of linn-,

-, thr for he was sav. with his hand in tin ,->ed by ,M K.

(I nu'iiibrr of tin- 1 1 1 U.AH'S pnnils and coming down * rvcrj now and then on
his music-book.

it early an ,ds of this ainment. another trcntleman

found a circle, of mild en- with a different kind of \oice did e thing, only
.irints. lower down ; and then a yen irnill'li;. his example : then

'

by KEMBKANUI they all did a I. vest he words
"
with a fal, liil, la.'

1

H a crown-piece Thr id, and by d
icet of to my inexpressible lamlwem \plain-

eonvcrsution. "It is eer- in^r the crror> eommitted by Ins two friends (it appears he had himself

tainly worth five pounds," done all that eonld be expected of man under the circumstances), and
said BuiKN of Catherine's wa.s clearing his voice for a new yell, when 1 availed nnself of the

(the authority on these interval to slink out of the ;

points), "but if there is a I found old K.MI.TOS over* pipe and a tankard of beer, and told him
mark on it, which wanting m\ adventure*, lie quite agreed with me in

in the SrOWB OOpy, Inn can PBBJ with a bacchanalian

only I -Til by the invitation to drown care in the bo-o-owl by a\ of restori

DtticrO8Ope, it is cheap at plaeenej. /A- haled mmon about the Fine

fifty." DTTREN, as I under- Arts, he said, "Gad ohl KKKMOWK try to

stood, did not know when country, or drh i ng leader, the dimmed
i" look for this important hum! should I, JOE."

i, so the question re-

mained an open one
; but it

THE LAMENT OF TIIH UNSEATED.
was' easy to sec what veneration hi.s audience jieldcd to a lore so much
beyond them,
As the visitors entered they were pointed out to me by GuRGOYLE.

|

"That is STOM.IIKM.I:, so well known in connection with the supposed Do you ask me why I whistle such a melancholy i

Drmdicaliv lisburj I'laiu: he has proved they were built by I'm a lancet for th'e jester : I'm a him : Toon.
the Pelasgi (by Jove!); the little fellow with him has published a \\hen | contested Kmneston I was swindled ouf of bounds,
sheet ot designs lor hatpegs, ornamentallj treated in the

style
of And now I have to whistle for my live thousand pounds.

the lllh and 15th cent uries 'don't yon think he would be the better
for a little oniainental himself in the style
here is CANTOWK FKKMOWI. of this Collcice. a leadi

of the I'.lth r

1

) ; [How the money conld have prone, I'm quite unable to conceive,

the Moteit and Madrid, a very good fellow, only he plays Gregorian
chants with one linger on a seraphim- till two o'clock in the morning.
S~n i

-
. i j I

*
.

^
1 il i -ill'

JtJ l\j V/i. 11-lVyJ.^lll.f. i i ' " tin i \ 11 ,-,> ill' , I

leading member of For the free and independent, as I verily believe,
Polled forme from purr heir credit which redounds
Bvit yet I have to whistle for my ii id pounds.

(Poor (ii EUiOYLE ! I his was evidently a sore point with him, lint

he did not . \press his . .-linirs %viii> !0 Lots of roupth but wore,
those cheerful melodies, or he. nighf have heen turned out of the i

ihree hundred stalwart fighting men that staves and bludgeons bore ;

Antiquarian Society for unsoundncss iii his theological opinions.)
And since I was thus popular, my reason ilconfounds

Those two men talking in the corner arc I IOHIU.K of Margaret's, and
i

lo tn'ik I have to whistle tor ray five thousand pounds.
GOBBLE of Boriel. Yes their toinrucs will rattle on till we separate. -p_ . i lf , r ,

Hoiim.K is enlargin!? on the beauties of the second order of Engb'sh ^T street on mv bchalt with bands of brazen music rang,

Pointed Architecture, and < (OBBLB is stickmg up for the Vencto-Bvzau- ff"^ '",-

v r" srH ?
y
/"""

evel7 corner sang;
'

,-

l

' 1 ' ' these verv cheering sounds,
uvc W"^ pounds.

sticking up for the. Vcncto-Byzan- . .

tine style: they both know a greatdeal about it. ('RUSTY, the eminent V
critic (author of

' New Lamns for Old Ones'), was to have been here and
J Te

ions with continual hooray,
drinking my success from day to day

T3" --
--. f-r +-- v-v- ^.-.,1. **.., ,.uu me Jolphin, and the Sun, and Hare and Hounds,

read before our Society on Platonic Idealism, the true loundation tor Whereas I have to whistle for my live thousand pounds
Beauty m Design. I thought every one knew that."
The conversation by this time had waxed very animated. Each little The electors must among them have a deal of money spent,

group was mounted on its own special hobby : each leader of opinion
'

But I don't know where it came from, and I can't think how mine went :

was delighting a select audience with his latest views: coffee and One signs the lawyer's cheque, of course, and:questions ne'er propounds,
muffins w ere disregarded. I was surrounded by a buzzing atmosphere And I have just to whistle for my five thousand pounds,
of architecture, paint ing, stained glass, brasses, 'heraldry, wood carvinc,
madrigals, chants, motetts, mysticism, theology. The scraps of talk J?or.although 1 won the battle, the opponent whom I beat

one heard on all sides showed what depths were touched, if not Petitioned
; and the consequence is, I have lost my seat,

explored, by the enthusiastic party. It quite made me dizzy ;
and when Of bribery and treating, by my agent, on the grounds ;

the faithless GURGOYLK left me eagerly, to floor CINQUEFOIL who had And so anl " to whistle for my five thousand pounds.
made some unguarded statement about a painted window in St. Jacques, I =^___=________
at Liege, I felt as if I had strayed into the very middle of a great'
complicated machine, whose wheels, cranks, and pistons, all at their

noisy work together, seemed to threaten destruction to the ignorant
intruder.

Fun for Quadrupeds.

THE following seasonable paragraph was quoted from the Manchester

"Oh, CRUSTY quite put down CLAUDE, you know, nobody thinks Guardian by various other newspapers during the late frost :

_ything of him now no, excuse me, Norman pillars in the nave ;
!

" SLTDIXO ASTO SKATING. It ought to be generally known, and especial.., -.

Clerestory, Early English ; transitional arcade in-- nothill" like a eood Prese"t ^anon, that any man may. on his hands and knees, safely traverse ice which

persecution, the writ de karetico <;,ml>u nonsense, milk much finer
"ould scarcel)r be*r hia woight when on his

[

feet
"

than RAPHAEL, only look at ihe Dolicopteros Maitgifolia in the fore-' In other words, to venture upon ice that is dangerous, you should go
ground; quite a botanical study, and K ANT lays down in his Critic of on all fours. No doubt

; and, moreover, you ought also to have a very
pure images of saints in silver all stored away and will be replaced l nS pair of ears and a tail,

above the altar when I he times anmbrye and piscina in 1'iirbcek

marble well, quite right, if the toes are not turned in, in nature, they
Jit to lie. and the head is put on a little sideways in order to A CONSIDERABLE RISE IN HOUSE PROPERTY.

chasten him pro talvte on a chief gules live pellets argent (this came As the houses, which are now being built, near Albert Gate, in the
om bALTiRE, ot the Heraldic section), a bend wavy of the first then Hyde Park, are as yet unchristened, might we be allowed, m considcra-

Cam
,

e
-i

cVlons
t

'" C
1)OS an<1 all)s two ai

.

icl tw
.
an(i boys in chimeres tion of their right-in-the-middle-of-the-next-week elevation, to call

-the identity ot the sentient subject being proved if not constituted them, after MRS. AUSTIN'S work ; "Stories mf/tout an Bud."
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S(
' KN I!.-WESTMINSTER BRIDGE.-TIME,

FOGGY MORNING.
TWO

Rntund Tradetmcm (to little party retw-niny home).
" DID YOU WANT

TO BUT A GOOD RAZOR I"

SCIENCES FOR SOLDIERS.
THE army has generally

been considered an
indifferent school, but
the militia seems

likely to be such a

good one that a poor
parent might be glad
to send a boy there.

Even in Wiltshire,

where, according to

tradition, the stan-

dard of intelligence
was once so low, that

the people tried to
rake the moon out of
a pond, the soldiers

of that constitutional
force are receiving an
education which is in-

clusive ofaccomplish-
ments. The Times

says :

" We have already no-
ticed that the Wiltshire
Militia, a remarkably fine

body of young men, has
been called out for a drill

at Devizes. We may now
observe, that arrange-

ments of a very complete character have been made by the inhabitants for pro-
viding the men witlr rational amusements during their leisure hours. Yfstortlay
wei-k there was a concert at the Town Hall, under the direction of MR. C. UI.AKKK;
nd on the following evening reading and writing classes were formed: mi Fridny,

1)R. FOOT* delivered a lecture, introductory to a course; on Monday, MR. U. W. Biaos
delivered a lecture on Astronomy ; on Tuesday, MR. G. FALKNKR another, on galvanism
and the Klectric Telegraph ; and on Wednesday evening there was a second concert.
This day (Friday) there will be a lecture on Chemistry, by MB. T. B. ANSTIE,M.R C.S.: ne.it Tuesday a lecture on the History of the Militia, by MR. S. WITTRV :

on Wednesday a third concert ; and on Friday, the llth inst., a concluding address will
be delivered by the Rsv. B. C. DOWDINO, M.A. In all these cases the Militiamen
have been admitted free of charge."

There arc certain majors and other veterans, who on readina the

above will fling the newspaper across the room, and exclaim that they

never read such a paek ot nonsense in their life, Sir ! Concerts fiddle-

stick ! music for tin: militia? what should soldiers have to do with

music beyond the drums and fifes? Heading and writing be hauged!
we don't want our troops to be lawyers. Where's the use of astronomy

and star-gazing to fellows that have quite enough employment witli

their eyes right ? As to electricity and galvanismegad ! a soldier had

better a deuced deal learn how to stand the shock of an enemy, and to

charge his musket, or to charge a battalion of vile foreign blackguards,

than to charge a battery of Leyden vial bottles. Chemistry ? they '11

lie sufficient chemists if they can physic the French.

Tench them the History of the Militia ? tell them what the Milil ia

lias done ? You'll find it as much as yon will manage to make them un-

derstand what the Militia has to do. Drill the fellows thoroughly;
learn them to march

;
but don't for confound it, Sir, that 's what you

are coming to ! don't teach them dancing and deportment. Bosh !

Fudge ! Moonshine ! Twaddle ! Humbug !

So far from agreeing with the majority of old majors in such sen-

timents as those expressed above, we of course only hope that tin-

Wilts Militiamen have really been entertained with good music, and

have received serious and solid instruction in military history, astro-

nomy, chemistry, galvanism, and electro-magnetism. We shall rejoice

to learn that the endeavours to teach them those sciences have peen
made in earnest, and not in a mawkish and maudlin spirit of patronizing
and playing pretty.

OUR "HONOURABLE MEN."

HERE 's to the
"
House of Commons !

"
long may its Members stand

;

A shining light of honour bright a beacon to the land.

Long may their sterling qualities employ the honest pen
In heralding the virtues of our

"
Honourable Men."

'Tis true, they bribe the voters the truth we must not blink

And steal away their consciences when laid asleep by drink
;

' 'Tis true, some teach them perjurv and buy their souls but then,

I

The Legislative body, all are
"
Honourable Men !

"

A i 'Tis true, the public service is made the means to bribe

The abject, the incompetent, the base and worthless tribe :

True, our departments may be filled with vile Corruption's clan,
But what of that ? It helps to make an

"
Honourable Man !

"

'Tis true, the conscience-stricken knave may feel a little loath-
After the perjurer's pay is spent to take the perjurer's oath ;

The candidate may put him up to some evasive plan.
But an M. P. is none the less an

"
Honourable Man !

"

'Tis true that money may be found in overwhelming sums
;

The givers dream not where it goes, though from themselves it comes ;

They know not why in drawing cheques thev ply the willing pen,

They '11 swear 'twas not for bribery these
'

Honourable Men !

"

'Tis true, in Public Offices the chiefs their trust betray,
In giving situations for purchased votes to pay :

A Government supporter will have his price but then,

Officials, Candidates, and all, are
"
Honourable Men !

"******
But now, enough of banter ! 'Tis indignation's task
To tear from roguery and fraud relentlessly the mask,
And place the culprit, high or low, under the self-same ban,
Denying him the title of an

"
Honourable Man !

"

Though base the bribe's recipient not less degraded he
Who profits by the crime, and pays the malefactor's fee ;

Let us impale together, on our steel-pointed pen,
Rich knaves and poor, as all alike, dis-" Honourable Men !

"

The Best Lord Mayor's Screened.

WE do not know whether the above title, which we have seen over

many a coal-shed, is applied to the coals which have to pay the City
toll, but we should say they would require a great deal of screening,
under the

"
best Loiu> MAYOE," to hide the injustice of the tax which

is levied upon them.

TOAST WITH A TANKAKD OP ALE. Measures, not men.

TIIF. DELUSION or Tire DAY. The poultrv-mania may be defined
a species of insanity, which is evinced in brooding over chickens.

N EW DANCK. As a companion to the popular dance, "Pop Goes the

Wensel," shortly will be published "Pop GOES THE TICKER," the favourite step of
licat Students, when wishing to "go it rather" at the Casino, or any of the

Mobility's SLilliug Balls. Published by BUOZEY and Co.

JVhiti-d by William BraAurr, of No. la. Upper Wnhoni Plcf, in flic Pariili of SI. riinrriu. n<l Fmferirt Mnllrtt Evnn. of No. 7, Church Row, Stoke Nrwin
Offlr* in Lombard Strt. u, the Precinct of WhitcfHr., u, U* Ulr of London, and ftblblml by U*rn at No. bi I'M Strain fhe l-arob ot St, Bri^,,

MS Bt their
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HOW MR. PETER PIPER ENJOYED A DAY'S
'''

PIG-STICKING,"
NEAR BURHAHPOOR, BENGAL.-PART 2.

AKTEK A TRFMRKDOITH HPX FOR ms I.IFK, Mil. I'I-IKK I'II-KR MP.KTB A TRUSTY
J-Y'-F, Wlin, TO HIE IXTE.1SE UELlflUT OF MR. J'KTEB FlPEU HAS BBOUGMT
HIS HOUSE.

OS IIIS WAT THEOUOH THF Jt;X<;LK, MR. 1'KTF.R PlI'KK F.M'orSTERS A
B," AND DISPATCHES THREE " HoUS "

IK GALLANT STYLE.

IlE PURSUES BIS WAT ID A TBICMPHAIIT MASKER

AND ULTIMATELY REJOINS HIS FBIF.KII9 AT "
TlFVIK," WHERF. HE AFFIRMS

THAT A DAY'S " PIQ-STICKINO "
is THE HEIOHT or ALL HUMAN EXJOYMENT

ANU BEKOAL RATHER A JOLLY PLACE THAN OTHERWISE.

OUR HONEYMOON.

THURSDAY, MAY 8, 18.
WHAT a silent, heavy grief seems to lie upon the house ! The poor old

mother long since widowed by the sea ; and then one son taken, and
now made childless ! poor creature

; it is wonderful a lesson for life

to see her patience, her resignation. She goes about the house, and
without a word the tears trickling down her pale, quiet face, when she
is out of sight of her daughter without a word settiyg things to rights,
ami now and then trying good-naturedly, affectionately, to scold the

young wife for making tare of the worst.
"
If she loses a husband,

doesn't she lose a son ? a last, and only son, too, God help her ! There
has been worse weather than last night, and folks still alive and stout
who was out in it." And then the old woman catches up the baby, and
stifling her sobs, kisses it, and then away again, making household
work that she may seem to keep her heart up.
Poor souls ! Just as the news came of the loss of the boat for all

the things of the boat were washed ashore, and after that, apiece of
the boat itself though that's not so certain, for some of the fishermen

dispute it just as the news came, and the poor young wife was struck
down by her sorrow, like a dead thing comes JOSK.I-HINE from the
U hitc Hart with mv things.

i(
JOSEPHINE but I believe it is only her care for me wants me to
come away directly from such a dismal place ; enough to kill anybody

to see such trouble, 'specially, too, when they can't help it- and
besides they 're expecting us with such a dinner at the White Hart,
and what's the use of staying?" And still the little baby nestles

close, and still its little hana presses my neck, as though it heard and
understood her. And all this while its poor mother lies like one dead
and I can't and wont put it from me.
FREDERICK says nothing ; but I can see it looks at JOSEPHINE,

and then at me, for my answer. Not a word docs he utter : but his

looks^ ask,
"
Well, LOTTY, do vou go or stay ?

"
"
There may yet be hope, FRED ;

and it would be so sad to leave the

poor tilings in their trouble : especially, too, when they gave us, with
such a hearty welcome, such homely kindness, the best they had. Two
or three hours, at least, we may stay ; and it will be such a reward if

good news should come, and after all, poor little baby here had still a
father."

"
Just so, LOTTY ; to be sure^-quite right, love," says FRED, and

with a look that tells me how rightly I have determined
;
and more

than that, how very much he 's pleased.
And now the little cottage fills with people ;

and in the midst of the

trouble, how, I may say, it chastens the grief, and gives a beauty to

sorrow, to see the simple kindness the real, earnest help, that in Ihe
hour of trouble the dear souls come to ofler. I never knew, never
could have thought, there had been such feeling with such poverty. I
used to hear that poverty deadened the heart that poverty was selfish

that misery taught the poor to think only of themselves. And here

everybody seems to feel the loss of the poor young wife and mother, as

VOL. XXIV.
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though they had a large share of the calamity.
an old man. not knowing me->-" H:i ! Miss, 'tisii'

Christians learn to know one another."

FRED goes to the beach, beckoned out by a neighbour. I waited and
saw him, with two or tin i

ti, below: it was plain, they were

debating something about the lost boat.

In a few minutes FIIKD returns,
for an hour to-night ?

"

"Hi! Miss "said
j

JOSBPHIKE to bed, wherever she could find it, and sought the poor old
(isn't in tine weather that woman, and the wretched mother.

"
I! iby's t'.-actiuiu, ma'am,

'

said the old woman,
"
and poor heart

it's no wonder."
I staid awhile with them; and was schooled I felt it, solemnly

schooled by the swjet patienc::, the resignation, with which they
"
LOTTY, love, you can keep watch

"
U'.it.ch ! what alone, FIIED? Alone?" I couldn't help saying it.

"
VI 1:1

'

ll.ivcii't you JOSEPHINE? Look here, love," and FIIKII

dropt into a chair and took my hand.
"
See h^re, Ljrrv. I am told

by the m.-ii tliai there is yet hope of the brave fellows. They may have
been driven by the gale to a rock off tin coast a solitary rock that

tnied to ins may give them safety until the tids risss : but, if

foundered, h:y mint parish with tlie flood. The
m.'ii are ditermined to make for th's paint and and, Lanir, love, I
have a favour to ask of you. Let me go ?

"

"Oh
words, FIIED caught me iu his arms.

" We may be late,
i little late ; but there's ir> danger, now; none; the wind's gone down,
ami we shall be back by early morning""

Early iiuniiiu', FRED !

"
and I know. I looked.

> ourself easy, and only think what a happiness for both of
us for all ot us it' \\\: save the brave fellows, and leave the house

the poor young wife the baby that you've made s

of and there, make yourself comfortable and be a good girl and
and "

And
>

much more of ths same comforting kind, that I couldn't a
wouldn't at th,: 1 11112 ma'te oat. All I know is, that FRED and with
such a happy, glowing fasc too tore himself away, and I I couldn't
help it sat down and just a little cried.
flow long I might have gin?aieay, I don't know, if JOSEPHINE hadn't

ci>m.i in, and asked ms for she coulla'l ani wouldn't believe it if
i RED (not that she called him FRED) had really gone out for the night

<

What wast hat to her?
"It was quite the talk of the place. Everybody thought it so

strange; and for her part she had never heard of such no, it was not
or her to call it neglect still she must say, and she hoped I'd excuse

she was in my place
"

But as you're not in my place, JOSEPHINE, pray remember and
'iir oicti." Tins I said as spitefully as I could : for I did feel

hurt; and what right had she to interfere yes, I was angry, hurt
* lt~_f U_* 1 T^ o *"

-would be out for

Kunterfi . m ,> a
" H >w did she kuow her master yes, her master

the night?""
Way, the folks sai I so; saiil it was impossible with the tide that

they could get back before early morning, if then. All the sailor-men
said that?"

" Was she certain ?
"

and I know I looked vexed, frightened, pale.
Quite certain

; and though the sailor-msu said it was very kind of
master to go, for all that some of 'em asked what good he could do
his money was enough."
And so it was: I felt JOSEPHINE was right. It was ridiculous more

than (Ant to leave me in a strange place, and all alone. I was wrong
very wrong not to go back to the White Hart : and here I was left

al^alone.
JOSEPHINE is a girl of sense."

t

Of course, ma'am, you '11 never think of sitting up ?
"

a Sitting up, JosEi'inxK r
"

"Not but what if I was you, ma'am though there's not a bit of use
in it still for all that, and taking things as they are, I wouldn't think
of going to bed."

;

If it's idle to sit up, why not go to bed, JOSEPHINE ?
"

Why mi'aai, owaassifyon go to bad not but what you might
just as well, for they 'U not be home till morning : no chances of it with
the tide, ma am, still, if you go in earnest to-bed, and go to sleep

"

;

But suppose I don't go to si

1 be all the asms, mi'a'ii; if yon go to bed, you'll never
persuad,; master you didn't go to sleep; whereas, if you sit up, and he
nnds you sitting up, never having taken a thread of your clothes off
and never having taken so much as a single wink, why then ma'am
don't

^-ou see
"

lo.sErm.NK. What ought I to see ?
"

Why don't you see that then you'll have such a right to worrit
and complain, which you couldn't have had if vou'd "one as I mav sav i

. the sheets. W a nght-that is, a^triKo wS
'

seemed resolved to await the morning.
" We 're in God's hands, my lady," said the old woman.
And the young pale mother kissed her child, and her lips moved

"
In God's hands.'

5

I returned to my room humbled, and rebuked. I sat, looking out

upon the sea ; so calm so beautiful ; with a pathway of moonlight
fading far, far away.

It struck twelve. Again I thought of my husband's kind, goal,
generous heart

;
and again upon my knees I prayed for him ; for all

;

and most for those who if it should seem good in His sight might
not be of the widowed and the fatherless.

And so ended the eighth day of Our Honeymoon.

CHEAP HOME.

To live with economy, don't go to Rome,
Vienna, or Paris no places bke home !

You can purchase a lot of commodities there,
Which all the world over you won't inset elsewhere.

Home, home ! cheap, cheap home !

For cheapness there almost is no place like home !

But cheaper would be many things we consume,
By adopting the plan reeom-nended by HUME,
And taking off duties on all that we use,
From glass to Gruyere, and from butter to shoes.

Home, home ! cheap, cheap home !

For cheapness there then will be no place like home !

Sagacious Austrians.

AFTER the late revolt at Milan, and a few were hanged an inmesnt,
lame old schoolmaster among the number the

"
authorities

"
in search

of the patriots had, it is said, even the coifias opsned that passed
through the gates. Very natural, this

;
for where would Austria like

to find the remains of Italian liberty so well as in a coifln ?

ADVERTISEMENTS FROM THE "OXONIAN'S LIFE
FASr MAN'S GUIDE." A JOURNAL OF 1870. ,

AND

HE REGIUS PROFESSOR OF
VETERINARIAN PHILO-
SOPHY will begin a series of
lectures at the Taylor Build-

ings, on Friday next. All p-
plications to be made at his

private residence
;

where a
good stock of steeple-chasers
and hacks is always on view.

TO PIGEON-FANCIERS
AND OTHERS. WANTED,

a professor in a larg- est ibli-h-
nient near the river Is s. He
will have to undertake the

spirituous and geneial conduct
ofag od many pupils,and Uex-
pecied to teach riding, driving,
the art of self-defencs, and the
use or the cue, besides uiving
lessons on the horn (tandem of

course). He must be a profi-
cient in theartsofhorse-ra-'ing,
iockeyship and book-making,
and have a knowledge of rar.'s
and sleight of hand, as applied
to them in the games of huzard,
roulette, &c. A fashi nalile

exteriora'.d persuasive miimier
are indispensable. As the pro-
fessor will have many oppor-
tunities of making money

All applications and testimonials to be sent

say 1 felt a sort of satisfaction in listening
to her. i ogU not to have bjen left alone : it was absurd, and more,
t was aery neglectful of FREDERICK, and
And so I sat, ray I>1<> > \

, :i 1 warmor with my injuries
i was lair y getting into a passion, when I heard the baby cry, andho trn rl\i mr\(-hrn until. i...-. 1 i. : . . j _ i i ,

I immediately sent

1 the mother sobbing, ani trying to hush it.

I lelt humiliated, ashamed of my temper.

ATTRACTION
Eltlbltion ,.l Jo

' e0
EXTBAORDIAftyiH-Oa Wednd.y, a Grand
will tv place in the Sheldonian Theatre; ratting in the pit to
The S~s~ 1' P~c-8 has khKlly vn

A BSCO.VOKD. A. yoiinij man aprcd Twenty, thin, with fair hair and
ichios. with a slight lisp in his spe-ch and a ca-eless style of w dk last seenon the Woo .stock Koad; had on one of ths new f.-h ,1,1,. turner ove co'itTr

black and fm with large c'un, butt,, wl.it. trowscrs with a 1 n> d g^en tripe b
"

neck.l ,th and wa.steoat. ani a shovel hat. Wlnerer will give Infonn-it ,n that w illlead to the ducovery of his rejdenc. to the V-E C-B wilf ba amply remunerated
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SUBJECT FOR A STAINED WINDOW.
T is a blessed thing ti

in which rcL'iis

in the architecture anil dc-

eorations of the 11

Lore !\ prc-
over the i

customs o!' their l.ordsli!) s.

During the ages of faith, or
of dark i, ess (whichever you
please to call them), prelates
of the Church militant

would so> militate

With, weapons eoir.jilcrabK

heavier than argument, and
more cutting than s.

\\ ere these the da\s when
1

>nq confounded his

adversaries with a club, or
;> I'-i talked of

single combat with Ins uncle,
there miirht have 00

v, cck wli.-.:

secular per
"affair of h- tween
two personages i

nitied and venerable

spiritual I'ecrs. Dm
discussion in the i

HOU-M- ooncei iiin- i

nada Clergy Id
in- EXETER is reported to have used the following language, in allusion

to his RIGHT BBtBan BROTHER or OXFORD :

"Tl" 1

'

said, that what his l:ii-ht Kevorond friend hud snid of his the liifiior or '

I-.XETKR'S) hiring supported the measure, of 1840, was not only not true, but wan the very contrary
ot truth.

LAMENT OF FOP'S ALLEY.
'tated by afrequenter of that Tlmroug^fare )

I si(,n like a delicate Faiaw,
in by the Ijweath of a

\\ hieh sin i.|' its stwcnu'lh not awayaw
Has applied to haw beautiful BO

Mndl 1 ted yon the cause of my woe ':

Haw .Majesty's Theataw Fane
Of ]'-! hut uj), am

I 'in afvtaid it won't open again.

i,Va..iiig the sh-;w of kid cloves
In the 1'il bj tin- l'i : , ,| !

In the Uoxes how charming the Loves

_

111 the sweetest of dwcssi s aua.\cd
'

The i ihiiiL'sone ne\a faw_r
ets;

What bliss those dcea\\ ctteeeha n ti.

As the> kept lookini; tiirnii^li their /

And wuw, sain of them, looking B

Oh, moments too wapidly spent !

Oh. plcas.iaws too speedih tlo\rn !

In an aiaw full of meloiK. hlriit

U illi the
|
awl'iin

When the haul so dcliciousK i

To the ehoi-wiis of "Twa lit la I-

Or the si wain w. ed, till ur -

Qijimorr, >

And then, on that exquisite siprhl

It. wa- I'awadisc. weal
the Svl] h from her li.vaw took i

in the llallel's a/.e.

"My Iwansjiawts v

aint
;

They waw almost too o\\,

at times made mi o faint.

This scene of enchantment
, why changed ':

\\ h; ; ncc have we to thank
Fwoni (lie Op'wa law haviiiir cst wanted
The affection ol I d \\ auk ':

Faw my pawt I think it '3 J-'wee Twade,
\\ hich l he whole Awist'ocwacy quite

Will have wuined. 1 'in sadlj al'waid,

Thwugh those dim fellows, COHDKX and BWIGIIT.

It can't be hecausctlic t

H;IM- acquiaw'd a dill'awcnt taste.

And their leisvaw and money object
Upon fwivolous pleasyaws to v.>

But whatever the weason may be,
The wesult is a tewible baw,

And I cwy when I think I shall see
The delightful old Op'wa . na maw.

Now. it is needless to observe that this is a kind of remark, which, amongst
laymen, is apt to induce scrion iiccs; a stand-up fight in a common
public house, where il would be h-.--

: a ''hostile meelin
uttered in a genteel one. Thus, such an observation made in the British
Senate by one temporal Peer concerning another, would be in danger of leading
to an adjournment at an early hour to ^\ imblcdon Common. The BISHOP OF

i:i>, in the present instance, might, wire these the Middle Ages, have demanded
of the I'.isiK.r in EXKTKK that satisfaction which was usual unionist genttaoKn,]
and not very unusual among Bishops. Instead of that, we have the pleasure to
see, that

' The P.iwiiop 01- OXFORD, fnr his pnrt, had to call upon liis liiom RltvFiiE.vn BROTHER OF EXETER for
an explanation (l.avglit,r). Their Lordships need n-.t i.pprel eml that thin demand for an explanat

; on
j

ill- iueMiiiK ll,,,,,,l:,, r ), hut. Ml n ( 'h 111 cluimn's humility n,ii,,l. il I

itiess of ipiril niiiile allow in,, -e f,i- (la,,ykt,r ,
he iiniht really put it to his Ri(r|it ](,

rother, tliat it IVIIK in,| ii
,. r . e:ihl,- to hear it n-undly st ed, that hat one had said was not only

'

not true, but was wholly coutradii-tory to truth (Hear, /,

Of course, this matter will go no farther; and we shall not even be called upon
ay ( AI-TMN in Ports to publish any correspondence respecting it on hi half of

"1LBH Km imagine now it might have ended in the days of
ited architecture and blunt behaviour, of heraldic splendour and optional Unintentional Cnl,,mr

orthographj As the canons of the Church interdicted the clergy from bloodshed,
)tlOnal Calumny-

Mhops cuiihl not hue broken a lance on their respective cobs nor " IS Kov.u. HIGHKESS "never mind who "was in
i 01

.'?
1 " "

. They would, therefore, perhaps, have decided 'their
the chair, supported by His I-A< i TJ.ENCV THE Cm- VAIJER

ot
.battle in the lists, a-foot, with slaves and sand -bail's

- the cro/.ier of each
l!l

'

N
'SKN - H' s ^I'ltl'Ni: llii.MM.ss TIIK PRINCE EnWARD OF

ot the mitred belligerents serving for his stall'. Fancy the uncdifviu" spectacle
SAXE WEIMAR, COUNT KIF.I.MANSEGOE, LORD W. PACLET,

e\hii.itcd in Hyde Park, before the OtrjjEN and PRINCE ALBERT of the BISHOP MR- T - JAMES NELSON, DR. STTRO, physician, and DR.
'- being thwacked and thrashed in that ridiculous manner by the I

::AUBE, surgeon to the hospital." This statement is

OXFORD. Such a seem- might, peradvcnlurc. ha\e been witnc^ed if we were taken from the newspaper account of a public dinner. How
unhappily, living in those days of which Tractarian prelates desire the restoration'

ver>' incautious it is! On the face of it, the sentence
onteinporary art, perhaps, would , led the duel between the two holv

aPPfws to imply that the PRINCE was tipsy at the head of
men in the style of the period, when the times, by historv and the saints bv the table, and required seven men to hold himnp !

painting, are represented as equally out of joi
t must howTver, be hoped that HK s TER will henceforth keep a polite

tongue in his head, albeit that head, through an opposite line of conduct may not
likely now-Ktaya to incur concussion. He will do well to consider that the Hat

imputation of untrutldnlness is unworthy of the name of PHILPOTTS, unless speltwith an l,twoLs,an(loneT.; and unaccustomed to ptoceed from the occupant,ot a scat on any bench that is not situated in a very inferior tap-room

She never told hsr Love."

ded t week at the Hegent's Park Zoological
"CTCr '" word of ll(

'r sorrow

What shall I do with my Money ?

A very Simple Question answered by an old 3femry-lendtr.

IN all money matters never do things by halves excepting
in lending it and then never lend more than one half the
sum that is asked of you ; for you may be sure that the
person who is borrowing has asked for twice as much as
he wants, in the full consciousness that he is not likely to
get more than one half.

gentlnw ,oos d ,

'

stac

Tlre SPRJEAD OF EDCCAT,ON.-An alderman being asked

,

a C nSta
?
t V1Slt?r'

w
!

th II V(<r
>" '

)r - about the s
Pread of education said, extremely^ *"^ ^' ^ y Ung

"
**"'^ **
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SERVANTGALISM ;

OR, WHAT'S TO BECOME OF THE MISSUSES ?-No. 2.

Servant Gal. "
WELL, ^!AM HEVERYTHINK CONSIDERED I 'M AFRAID yon WON'T

SUIT ME. 1 'VE ALWAYS SIN BROUGHT UP GENTEEL
J
AND I COULDN'T GO NOWHERES

WHERE THERE AIN'T NO FoOTMAN KEP*."

ILLUSTRATED PASSPORTS.

SOME ingenious individual has proposed that every

Forei-n passport shall be stamped with a daguerreotype

ikeness of tie bearer. This project is intended to aid in

the detection of what may be termed the ugly customers

who travel abroad; but it would perhaps be easy to put

mother and a false face upon the matterV a few touches of

he pencil One great objection to the plan seems to be, that

to artists who get their living by daguerreotype portraits

would be ruined, if the Governments abroad should com-

nence the practice of issuing a passport with a correct

ikeness included, for a few francs, to every traveller.

This is no doubt the age of Illustration ;
and the idea

of bringing out passports with cuts may possibly
tend to

nve some little popularity to a system which has hitherto,

been altogether unpopular As nobody remains the same

for any length of time, and as illness may frequently alter

the features" it would be hardly fair to subject a traveller

to suspicion, because the light happens to have gone out ot

Us laughing eye, or the cheek that was plump when his

portrait was taken, may have sunk so low as to have

destroyed all resemblance. Should any case ot the kind

occur, the Passport System will begin to assume a new

series of tdaruiing features.

Training for the Church of Oxford.

EXERCISES for the degree of Bachelor of Divinity have

been announced as about to be held at Oxford. As that

semi Roman Catholic seat of learning must of course

desire to encourage clerical celibacy, it may be presumed

that these exercises are, in part at least, intended to adapt

the Bachelors to continue such. Accordingly, the Oxtord

exercises for Bachelors of Divinity ought to include prac-

tice in sewing on buttons, mending surplices, starching

cravats, and ironing out bands ; operations which they may
have to perform for themselves whilst they remain

Bachelors : and .which they may not always be able to get

properly done for them if ever they marry.

An Old Romance in a New Channel.

WE hope we need not inform onr intelligent readers

that St. George's Channel is called by the French
" La

Manche." However, we take the liberty of reminding

them of this little fact for the pleasure of convincing them

how literally MONSIEUR BILLOT, by the publication of his

Lettres Francqites, has entitled himself to be called,
" LE

DON QUIXOTE DE LA MANCHE."

VOTE BY AUCTION.

IT is easy to see what bribery at Borough elections will come to.

You can't prevent it
;
so you had better permit it. Open dealing in

votes is better than clandestine corruption. Englishmen hate all

underhand transactions : and
"

the spirit of frankness that reigns in

British boroughs will, if unrestricted, very soon assert itself in the

sale of electors without reserve or secresy, by public auction. We
foresee the scene which will ere long be exhibited before the polling-

booth at Bribely. That respectable borough is in course of discharging
the electoral trust which has been confided to it ;

which it does by an

arrangement analogous to MESSRS. .TATTERSALLS. Mounted in a

pulpit, hammer in hand, behold MR. EDWARDES COPPOCKS, the con-

stituency's auctioneer ; below him stand the candidates, their agents
and the multitude. On the end of a barrel, set upright before the assem-

bly, is stationed the Lot to be disposed of, consisting of a ten-pound
householder, not a little inebriated. The crown of this gentleman's
hat has been knocked in, and his coat has been torn in a constitutional

struggle ;
his knees bend a little under him

;
and he blinks and grins,

with a pot of beer in one hand, and a pipe in the other. MR. COPPOCKS

proceeds to appraise the valuable commodity in an oration of this

Lot One-hundred-and-one. A free and independent Elector, inhabit-

ing a house rated at Ten Pounds per Annum ; Plumber and Glazier.

What shall we say for this free and independent Elector ? Renting a

house at Ten Pounds per Annum, and paying Rates and Taxes.

Plumber and Glazier. Shall we say One Thousand Pounds for this

free and independent Elector? A free Plumber. How much for the

free Plumber ? An independent Glazier. Nobody say One Thousand
Pounds for this independent Glazier ? An unbought Elector. Five
hundred pounds for this Elector unbought. An intelligent Elector at

Five hundred Pounds. Four Hundred ? Three ? Two ? One ? An

intelligent Elector and only one hundred pounds. Walk the intelligent

Elector down a few paces and back. One Hundred pounds only is

asked for this intelligent, unbought, free and independent Elector!

His principles are more straightforward than his steps. Only One
Hundred Pounds and nobody bids; and his principles straightforward.

Set him up again if he can't stand, let him sit. Fifty ? Thirty ?-

Twenty? Ten? Five? One! Thank you, Sir. One Pound is bid

for this incorrupt Elector. Only One Pound for this Elector, and

incorrupt. Replenish the incorrupt Elector's tankard. Going at One
Pound. Two ! Two Pounds offered for this incorrupt Elector a British

Freeman. Going at Tw Pounds. At Two Pounds, and a BritishFreeman.

A British Freeman forwhom SIDNEY bled at two pounds and HAMP-
DEN fought, going at Two Pounds. At Two Pounds only and Three !

For whom HAMPDEN fought and SIDNEY bled, at Three Pounds. And
Ten ! Three PoundsvTen. And HAMPDEN and SIDNEY only Three

Pounds Ten HAMPDEN, SIDNEY and RUSSELL going at Three

Pounds Ten Shillings bled Three Pounds Ten ! Four ! Going at

Four. Assist the British Freeman to hold up his head. And his

birthright is Magna Charta and going at Four Pounds ! Magna
Charta and the Bill of Rights and Five Pounds ! At Five Pounds

fiing
! this incorrupt, intelligent, unboaght, free, and independent

lector, incorrupt and Five Pounds only and intelligent and only
Five and unbought for Five only ;

and free and independent, and

going at Five Pounds. Six ! Seven ! Going at Seven. And his

birthright Magna Charta. At Seven Pounds ! And his inheritance

the Bill of Rights. Supply the inheritor of Magna Charta with another

j
Pipe. And Seven Pounds. -Eight! .Nine!. Nine Pounds for this

unbought Elector. Going at Nine going going ! Ten Pounds !

Ten Pounds for this incorrupt Elector ! Going at Ten Pounds. For
whom RUSSELL, SIDNEY, and HAMPDEN bled at Ten Pounds. Going !

and his inheritance the Bill of Rights. Going ! And his birthright

Magna Charta. And Ten Pounds. And Habeas Corpus. Going !

Habeas Corpus and Magna Charta ! Habeas Corpus and the Bill of
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Rights ! Ooinj? at Ten Pounds.
Orpin;?.

Bill of Rights ! Going.
Manila CharU! Going ! going going going Habeas Corpus!
Gone !

Ami Ma. Enw\ur>KS COPPOCKS knocks down the precious Lot, who,
thereupon, rolls nil' his barrel amid the cheers and laughter of the

spectators.

pretend to your wives that you liitve been at the House when you have

ily been at play or at the play, and you I'ear be[n_r bowled on! liy a
sudden visit and an Opera j ret, yes, unit will even
believe better of you, despite the Election Commit!

Si
i, gentlemen, be good enoiuh to provide for the ladies in the

llon>e, .shut, up their present irallery, and d

those who Murrayfy your (tramma:-, ,.nd l.ranMnule ynur stammering
and floundering speeches into Ciceronian
As for the reporters, if t he Ventilators, or "hoeus-|,< will

do nothing for them, why do they nol put, the.r luts on 'r liy a

transcendant fiction of the Huns-, siiaiiLcn s ate nvisilile, and who
shall arraign them, moreover, for imitating the habits of those v,

words they arc bound to copy? Audit' bold) CIIAKI.KS KISSKU, la

civil man enough) sends up a pol Mie snbjeet, let him,
with ei|\ial |iolilene.s.s, be asked lo ehan-e his ariu-r-hair lor a gallery
stall for an hour, and so eo-nprehend tin: position. His Lordship's
health might suffer, but there would be a lar m his favour,
on account of the improvement of Ins company.

NOT A SAD CUSTOMER.

Fortunate Digger (loq.)
" Haifa hogshead of Port, waiter, and a ton or two

of your best Cigars." [See Times, "Australian Intelligence," Feb. 9.

SHORT PLEA FOR SHORT-HAND.
WE observe, with sympathy, that the poor reporters in the House

of Commons have been making new appeals to the Ventilators, as the
officials facetiously call themselves though, by the way, as ventilator,

according to the Latin Dictionary, means, secondarily,
"
a juggler, a

hocus-pocus man," the name may not be so unsuitable as it appears.
The gentlemen in the gallery speak or

"
ice-cold air, suddenly forced

down upon their heads, when the chamber is at its hottest," to the

rapid propagation of colds, coughs, deafnesses, rheumatisms, and all

sorts of afflictions, from a sneeze to an influenza. It seems, too, that
the ladies are the proximate causes of this. The statement is shocking,
but true, as in order to keep their brass-grated gallery cool and com-
fortable, doors are set open, and the unhappy reporters below not
sufficiently distracted by the charming chatter and laughter of their
fair neighbours are thus cruelly

"
ventilated

"
for their benefit.

Now, of course, it is of the utmost importance that LADY ADELINE
AMUNUEVILLE and her girls should be able to hear LORD HENRY'S
speech without having to wait for the Times in the morning; that
Mils. RAHm and her black-eyed party, including the rich vouug Jewess
from Frankfort, should see Parliament, among the other sights of
London ; and that good-natured MBS. GUY FLOUNCEY should bring in

her bevy of laughing young friends to hear Mn. DISRAELI scorch SIR
JAMES with his sarcasms, and to giggle at COLONEL SIBTHORP'S
volpanic bursts of political virtue. But whether these important
objects might not be obtained without a holocaust of reporters (many
of whom have families) is a consideration worthy of a humane Senate.

Why, we would ask, are the ladies to be thrust out of sight at all,

'

and obliged to reverse the rule given to little boys, by being heard and
not seen ? Why, gentlemen Commons, do you not admit them into the
chamber ? Your betters do

it,
in the House of Lords, which is also

a much finer house than your big box, with its roof hie the bottom of
a barge, its Catherine-wheels and inverted parasols for lights, and its

foolish monsters grinning in the vulgar windows. Why not put the
ladies in that comfortable gallery over the clock, usually empty, except
when a Peer looks in to hear whether his nominee can speaK, or when
RAM CIIUNDER BUNG JOWL, and his interpreter DR. Me. CUTTYSAJIK
are brought that the Mofussilite mav comprehend the working of the
British Constitution by seeing how the attorneys can

"
whip

"
against

a law reform bill, or how speedily fifty members can vote away five
millions of taxes. Give that pleasant gallery to the ladies, and let the
MARQUIS OF STEYNE and RAM BUNG sit in the pews below. Are you
ashamed of being seen lounging and yawning ? Is it that the Brigade
is^hardly the thing you like to be seen fraternizing with ? Do you ever

DEATH IN THE JAM-1'OT.

TUB Analytical Commissioners of the himrl have been dipping
their lingers lately into the preserve-pots of the

Metropolis, and OHe,
jam salis!" must, we fancy, be the. exclamation of \erybo.ly who
read.; then- Report. For, among other pleasant discoveries^ we find it

stated,

ni tlia raspberry jam analvsed contained a VITV cnnniclerahle quantity of
That tlic four samples m.-il copper.

i l.nvr nit. wa- detected lii 1-' <>t tin: 14 samples ot
ni.irnmlade analysed. That tin- nine sample* of >*r rni;a;,'e jmii w.-rv all more

or h--, i with ropp.-r. i In-ini,' piv^'ut MI siilrrablt' mm.nut in rivn <.f the
miiiplex. That the i;i-wnii.ii;es c nta neil in thr.-e diir>Trni boiM ot crystallised fruits

. all oweii their deep ^r^n colour to i\i\- presence of copper, i hat tin: hint's ;ui<l -n-.-n-

jgage prawnl in B little glass jar of fmit |IIYTI-.-I| In i"llv also owed their h.i liant
-colour to a salt of copper. Tha' copper was il lei-.t..<! i > L-s^ than 3t of th- 35
samples of different pn-st-rvcs uimlyHed; Ihrew contained traces only; in II the met*l
ws present in small quantity ; and in 19, either in considerable or even very large
amount. '

Preserve us from preserves, say we, in future ! Even as it is, we
own an introspection makes us anything but comfortable, and we
tremble to think of how ma y internal coats of copper we may
incautiously have given ourselves. In our fondness for the jam, we
fear indeed we have been playing "old gooseberry" with our con-
stitution

;
and we should certainly be making very decided gooseberry

fools of ourselves if we were any longer to partake of it.

Before the lancet's searching fingers
Had found the limes where copper lingers,

that fruit, we confess, was a confirmed weakness of ours : but the"
little glass jar," which was analysed as above, has proved quite a

jar of electricity to us, such a shock has it imparted to our nervous
system. Nor have we any longer an appetite for crystallised green-
gages : for, knowing now to what they owe their colour, we should be"
deep green

"
ourselves if we ventured any more to taste them.

With the above appalling facts before them, we would seriously
recommend any of our readers who may have a

"
sweet tooth

"
in their

heads, to go immediately to the dentist's, and have it out. There is no
telling how soon it may eat them into danger.

Bail-way Assurance.

WE understand it is in contemplation, by some of the principal

Railway Companies, to try the experiment of starting, daily, a

guaranteed train, for the accommodation of those who are desirous
of being secured against accidents. There will be no difficulty in

carrying out tlrs arrangement, as it has been proved that caution is the

only thing wanting to prevent the sacrifice of life ; and preference
tickets may be easily issued at an advanced price, entitling the holder
to safe conduct to the end of his journey.

ANALYSIS OF THE DELUGE.

WE have inflicted upon ourselves the punishment (which, we hope,
will be looked upon as more than ample penance for all our literary

sins) of wading through LORD MAIDSTONE'S Deluge, and have found
at the bottom of it nothing but wnat Moss. BILLOT would call

"
a

page of mud."

Prince Albert's Band.

FOR some time past the papers have resounded with the harmonious
intentions of PKINCK AI.IU.RT, to make one of his regimental bauds the

most perfect combination of military music. Seeing that His ROYAL
HIGHNKS.S is appointed (over the heads of veterans) to the Grenadier
Guards at 3000, if he had foregone the band it would certainly not
have been for want of brass.
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A PRUDENT RESOLVE.

"Ousemaiil. " WELL, MR. ROBERT, I SUPPOSE YOU 'LL BE OFF TO THE DIGGINGS

ALONO WITH THE REST OF THE GENTLEMEN I"

Flunkey.
" NOT IF I KNOWS IT, MARY, MY DEAR. I AIN'T BEEN ACCUSTOMED TO

FIZZICAL EXERTION ; AND I DON'T INTEND TO BEGIN HARD WORK AT MY TIME OF LIFE."

COLONIAL CORRESPONDENCE "WASHED AND
DONE FOR."

WE understand that the ~Post Office authorities intend

shortly adding to their establishment an extensive drying

ground. This has become necessary in consequence of the

mail-bags being liable to saturation in leaky vessels, espe-

cially on their passage by steamer to Australia. It appears
that in despatching a letter to a Colony through the Post

Office we are in fact sending it to the wash, for the proba-
! bility is that the communication, whatever it may be, will

remain in soak, till the vessel that is charged with it gets
to its journey's end, or what is more likely, puts back

again.
The newspapers have lately given an account of a scene

at the General Post Office, where the correspondence for-

warded by the Australian mail steamer was hung out to

dry, after the ducking it had experienced. Of course a

great portion of it was wholly illegible, as ordinary ink

will easily wash out, and common writing paper is soon
reduced by moisture to a pulp, but those persons writing to

the Colonies will in future do wisely to write their letters

on prepared linen, with indelible marking ink. We purpose
carrying on our own communications with Australia

through the medium of a few pairs of old stockings,
which we happen to have on hand, as they are no longer fit

to go on foot
;
and merchants will do well to draw their

bills of exchange on their woni-out shirt-collars. We trust

that every mail steamer going to Australia will be com-

pelled to carry a mangle and a good supply of starch, so

that the correspondence may be
"
got up

'

from time to

time, in a fit state to be sent home after the process ol

washing. The whole of the letters should be hung up
occasionally in the rigging to dry during the voyage, and a
few active hands should be taken on board to do the neces

sary ironing. The letters such of them at least as survive
the soaking process will probably be delivered in clothes

baskets, should they ever reach their destination; and

washing-books will, we hope, be immediately supplied for

keeping the Colonial accounts of the General Post Office. .

THE POSTMAN'S PROVERB. The extreme stinginess
evinced by the salaries of the Letter-Carriers may explain
the saying that it is a hard job to get blood out of a post.

WHAT IT COSTS TO BE TREE OP THE CITY?

W r can all of us appreciate the blessings of freedom ; but even
freedom may be purchased too dear, when the invitation to be free

reaches us in the shape of a threatening letter, demanding a sum of

money, and menacing us with an action for penalties if we will not

appreciate the blessings of freedom, by accepting it at the price which
trie City authorities attach to it. We have now before us a printed
letter, signed by the City Solicitor, who exclaims, in effect, though
rather in prosaic terms,

"
Hereditary bondsmen, know ye not,
Who would be free themselves must "

pay the sum of 6 5*. 4rf., or show cause to ANTHONY BROWN at

Guildhall, why an action should not be commenced for penr.lties
incurred by the crime of keeping a shop in the City of London without

having obtained the
"
freedom of the said City." We were not aware

until now, or, at least, the thought never came across us before, that
London proper is inhabited by a large slave population, whose emanci-

pation may, nevertheless, be had from the great London Liberator
whoever he may be at the moderate price of 6 5s. 4d., which is not
above one quarter of the value of an inferior or damaged nigger. We
must admire the moderation shown by the

City
in its mode of dealing

with its slaves, for, though the traffic might be made the source of

large profits in the way of pains and penalties, the City Solicitor is only
desired to demand 6 5s. 4rf. per head of his un-emancipated fellow
creatures as the price of their freedom. As a further mitigation of the
horrors of Cockney slavery, the Committee desire the City Solicitor to

say,
"
that the heavy fines formerly payable, and the objectionable oath

formerly taken, are now no longer required." We trust the captives
of Cornhill, the fettered ones of Fetter Lane, and the whole slave

population of the City will appreciate this humane relaxation of the

rigours to which they were formerly liable. We may possibly attribute
this amelioration of the condition of the London slaves to the circula-
tion of Uncle Tom's Cabin within the Metropolis. We suspect, however,
that there is no great desire on the part of the bondsmen of the City
to purchase their freedom at the price proposed ; and we would warn

the authorities against the contingency of a Cockney civil war, which
might end in the emancipation of the City slaves, witlwut the payment
of the 6 5*. 4?d., which the threatening communication of the City
Solicitor has demanded.

THE LETTER OF THE REFORM BILL.

IN this great commercial country, human value is estimated by the
pound. A man is described to be worth so many pounds a year. The
Reform Bill made the qualification for the elective franchise in
boroughs consist in being rated at ten pounds and some members of
the constituency thus created have, it seems, been very precisely
appreciated accordingly. A gentleman, one MR. JOHN MILLS, plas-
terer resident in Sun Street, Cambridge, stated in evidence before the
Cambridge Election Committee, that

" There was a little window near, nd 10 was handed out to each. Witness got
1 .... At the last election it was notorious that 10 was the price of a vote:

that was the '

genei al figure.'
"

^
MR. MILLS and the majority of his fellow electors, being of the same
general figure," we suppose, may be said to vote as ten pound

householders.

Black Art in America.
AMONG a lot of slaves of different vocations advertised for sale in

the New Orleans Picayune, is a
"

fine painter." We have heard of a
RAPHAEL or a CORREGGIO being sold for thousands : how much did
this nne painter fetch ?

INDICATIONS OF OPULENCE.

THE enormous wealth of the English gentry may be inferred not only
from their mansions in the counties, but also from their seats in the
boroughs.

A BLUNT REQUEST." Your Money, or your Life."
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THE PLAY-BILL.

TIIK public have been some-
what amused lately by the use

or abuse to which the play-bills
of certain theatres ha\e been

put by a couple of managers.
one oi whom lias in

with a desire to show his wit,

and we owe much to ourselves, in addition to what we owe our
-tors. If my humble cll'orts contribute to the payment of the
llesl instalment of either of these debts, ray ambition will be more

than satisfied.''
(Spud] "TJIK MANAGER."

ENCOURAGEMENT OF ROBBERY.
,, WE think we can find for Mit. I'AXI/./.I a subject which will pro-

ker has made an bably occupy a lit t le of that spare time, which he is always spending
astc Minding display ot his learn- for his o\vn amusement really because he lias got nothing to do in
ing. We hear that the example our Police Courts

a followed by some The subject in question is for him to look through that part of theoMhc smflUer
try^ot

dramatic British Museum catalogue which a already tinishcd the labour of

works of the

he will beW. LI. nv-i ,i i

j

.1 : n, vl IJIV nut, >-' 'ii.' n n i , t ui' 1 1 11 : it i K i >y un,'ii W III TCWIird IIIS

ballad operas, wit han atl en- laborious investigation. We then beg of him to put to himself the
lion to costume and other de-

(|ll csliou -providing always he has ,,oi ,cet
,- ill be best explained whether, by kecpin- I lies.; pirated copies in the national library, he is not

by the following copy of a IvollerinL L1 torobbenrf He must know thatm contemplation to
(| lc |; (o ,|, (

. French p'rcss what the American
ih the play-bill, reprints are to Knglish literature, and he mc,'ht as well hav

THE WATERMAN er ittjiis collection (for we have often thought that the library was
h more Mit. l'\si//.i's collection than the Nation's) as retain

'

I he success which attended
'

ih,< former on his book-shelves, [t would be a fine taunt
the

production
of Uniting the for the American .throw in when the subject of

Wind last season at this < national Copyright comes a^ain i, id in a list
blishmcnt has encouraged me of these Brussels robberies, as an earne , ity in the good
to attempt another revival on cause ; audit' we. were told

"
Von s.-e -you don't like being robbed

the same scale, and a long yourselves, but don't mind : hers," we do not see how, with
com- ling during fts in our hands, MR. lV\i/,/.i could, with all his talent, get us

summer has directed my attention to He Waterman. The vc thcaccns;
uncertain and doubtful position 'The Waterman 'now holds on the! Nov. as soon as he has collected all these
river has rendered my task one of the greatest difficulty, and 1 have damn s together, t make a regular bonfire of them before
therefore felt it necessary to explain the authorities which have guided the accusation of encouragement of literary robbery is really made
me on this occasion. against us; and we are sure it will lie an afternoon's work which will

The continual inroads of steam have enveloped the character of the redound infinitely more to his credit than any he could spend in a
waterman in such obscurity that Tom Tug is almost lost in the mist of magistrate's office, busying himself over the infliction of angry fines
the Steam Tug, and imagination may tints be justified in clothing him

:

upon poor neglectful publishers,
in any garb, from the coat and badge to the

'

striped and chequered
shirt' of a much older era. I have retained the oilskin hat out of
deference to an old stage tradition of which I cannot learn the date ;

and a perusal of an old black-letter M.S. addressed by I STFJSDON to
CAUTION IN STIOI'I'IXC, !

some person unknown, requesting "that his white stockings may be AT a meeting held the other evening at, Exeter Hall, for the promo-
sent home as he has to wear them in Tin' II 'a/f/-///ir,/,' has settled con- tion of Early Closing, DR. PKTTK; HEW is reported to nave advocated
clusively in my mind the question of knee breeches or trowsers. It the necessity of that practice, on medical grounds, and for the sake of
will be seen that I have adopted l he former, and i am supported in my health.

theory by GEOFFREY of Monmouth Street, who recollects making a
,

Air, in which a lot of human beings have been breathing and per-
purchase of an ancient pair of shorts as far back as the year 1830 from spiring, and gas has been flaring, all day and half the night, must be
a retired sculler. not only nasty, but really poisonous."

In an old coloured frontispiece to the ancient ballad of the Fireman That it is so is apparent from the sallow unwholesome complexions
Waterman in the CATNACK collection (and here let me say how much and debilitated frames of the young men who constantly live in it.
I am indebted to CATNACH on this and all other occasions) I find the They, however, are used to it, of course, poor wretches

;
never mind

Fireman Waterman rcDrescutcd wearing a tunic to the knee, holding them. But only think what a dreadful thing it must be for a youngm one hand a sen]!, ami in the other the lobster spoken of by the poet, lady, in the bloom of health and beauty, to get her blood infected with
which the heroine nad received '&wn a rival fever or consumption, or goodness knows what, and fall sick, and very

likely become disfigured, or perhaps die, by venturing, incautiously.
into the tainted atmosphere of a late closing linen-draper's horrid

shop !

"
Bundle and his associates I have equipped in the brown coats, red

waistcoats, and brown breeches, which were introduced upon the stage
during the last century. In the wardrobe of the MESSRS. NATHAN,

' Who sent it wrapped up to her by n man,
Wlii'ii what did she do but invite
To eat it the Waterman Firemao.'

Speculation Baffled.
m _ T_ u T> r f D-H -jIE 3 "* Pr vldcs' ?

. . a. L T
other things, that Jews

urL

. . , _ _ D -

to which I have been allowed access, I have seen several of these suits
, \

IE
f7"*

Pr vl

some of the coats of which are made of serge, and indeed I have met f
1

?
11

f

no be eU
^'.

ble
^

an? ??
ce

,

m
,
the

,
.

with breeches of the same rude material BLAXCIIARD, of Covent
^f^ a ^ery rational curiosity ;

to know whether a Jew would make

Garden, is spoken of as early as 1829 by a contemporary critic, as having
mor

,

e
t

money out of a hlshoPnc thaa * been made bv some Christian

dressed the character of Bundle to perfection, and by the kindness of
relates -

an old dresser, for some t hue laid upon the shelf, 1 have been presented
with a plate from which the costume of Bundle has been carefully
copied.

. . rni
The scenery has been the subject, of much research, and the exterior

of Bundle's house, with its old cottage architecture, its rude verandah

LATEST PBOM THE DIGGINGS. This is a prosy country. In fact,

you never hear the name of any poet mentioned except GOLDSMITH.

its wild appurtenances of chiiniiej-poi, irablc-end, and doorway could"

only have been thus faithfnllv rendered by an artist who dunn" the
summer and autumn paid repeated visits to the shore for 'the purpose

3
-

6a TO T .P'Jff
!

,
wan( ^A8^

of filling his whole iii^inati'on with the associations of Battersea
" gF?&HVS&2 ?JS&^PP*ZZJ^^Z

A Humdrum Conundrum ?

WE are not much addicted to the practice of wandering
joke, which is an article that may be too

"
far-

"The scenery of Act 2 commences with the sce^e" of Act'l-a fine rM T iT3 " '^l llowing is rather
"
"eat "-as imported from the

trokl?lra
.

m.^^ Twh^whereorwhatsortof.fowlisnotafowl?
A. A Pekin fowl is the bird alluded to, for though he is a cock in

this country, he is a Co(a)ch-in China.*
* There may be somi doubt whether this should not have been a prohibited

article, but we have admitted it, subject to the usual tax on the patieiice of the

, ,

PLAUTUS, REYNOLDS SOPHOCLES, CENTLIVRE, EURIPIDES, HOLCROFT,
VOLTAIRE, HA YNES BAYLEY, DIODORUS SICULUS, PAHVCS RIDICULUS,
and a great many others."

In the quarter of a century which has nearly passed since the retire-
ment of INCLEDON, much has been done, but more has been neglected,
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GOOD SECURITY.

Boy. "PLEASE, SIR, GIVK ME A BROWN ?"

Swell. "SIXPENCE is THE SMALLEST Montr I HAVK, MI LITTLE LAD."

Boy.
"
VEL, SIR. I 'LL OET YER CHANGE ; AND IF TKB DOUBTS MY HONOU*

HOLD MY BROOM !"

DYING BY DIET.

"Mr BEAK PUNCH,
"
I SAW such a funny thing in the paper the

other day it was headed
'

Curious Physiogical (I hope
I have spelt the word right) Discovery.' It said that a

MONSIEUR ttouuu had been feeding silkworms with food

of different colours, and by that means making them spin

silk of the same colour as the food. And it also mentioned

that the very bones of animals may be tinged with what

they eat. Law ! I wonder if it is the same with a human

being and jf so, whether it would be possible to affect

the -complexion by food. It would be so nice to be able to

obtain a clear delicate colour that would waxli, without being

obliged to resort to any of those preparations. And then

limy funny to have it in one's power to be either a blonde

or a brunette, according to one's fancy, or as might be found

convenient and perhaps to change from one to the other

if desired, or advisable. Can you, dear Punch, or any of

your scientific friends tell me if there are any articles of

diet which have the power to make these alterations and

what they are ? for I should so like to know. I should

not mind their taste very much though, of course, I

should rather they
were nice : only fancy now delightful to

realise a beautiful white neck, hand, and arm, by a course

of open jam tarts ! A word in answer to your "
JULIA."

** JULIA must not think about open jam tarts. The
effect of such delicacies in a complexional point of view

may be called pimplific. JULIA is probably not disposed to

be blue
;
but that is the only tint which it is possible to

acquire by such means as those to which she alludes : it

may be obtained by perseverance in small doses of nitrate

of silver, at the risk simply of being poisoned. Plain living

and plenty of exercise will effect the greatest alteration in

respect of hue that the cheek of a young lady can undergo :

namely, to fresh, pure, and glowing, from dull, spotty, and

sallow. JULIA is recommended to
try

oatmeal porridge.
She should not eat too much bread and butter.

Dramatic Reformation.

MDLLE. LUTHER is performing with great success at the
,

"French Plays, We wish a LUTHEK would appear on the
;

English stage for it is in great want of one.

ART WAITING ROOMS.

IN very commcndably bringing the subject of railway accidents before

the House of Peers, LORD MALMESBURY remarked the grave fact that

when, on entering a railway office,

"The passenger looked round, ho snw the hill announcing the arrival and departure
of the trains, and hy its side was 'posted he must say, with most ingenuous candour

on the purl of the directors another bill, advising him, in the most seductive terms,

to insure his life."

Railway Companies might improve on this system of starting trains

of serious thought. They should illuminate the walls of their waiting
rooms with moral sentences, expressive of the uncertainty of human

existence, such as MEMENTO MORI, MORS JANUA VIIVE, &c. ; which,
executed in the old English character, would have a picturesque, if not

a pleasing effect. The intermixture with these legends of tombstone

cherubs, skulls, and femoral bones, and views in cemeteries, well

painted, would be very suitable : and to these aesthetic decorations

might be added the figure of old TIME with his scythe and hour-glass.

Whilst the former of those instruments would suggest a warning to

the passengers, the latter might convey a lesson to the directors them-

sclvo, if anything whatever, except pecuniary loss, conld teach them
the necessity of being punctual.

A CABINET CONTRAST.

You may know a man, according to an old saying, by the way he-

answers a question. Would anybody like to know two of the cleverest

men of the dav ? Punch is happy to effect the introduction, by pre-

senting the following extract from the note-book of his own special

reporter in the House of Commons :

The Rookery near St. Paul's.

GREAT satisfaction will have been given by the statement of LORD
PAI.MERSTON, that Government seriously contemplates the abatement

of those pestilent nuisances, the dirty Courts situated in Doctors'

Commons. The public have been too long subject to be dragged into

these dens of infamy, and plundered, besides being eaten up with a

l>;irrrl of vermin, who devour from 3,000 and 4,000 to upwards of

8,000 a year.

No MEDIUM. There is no medium in a moustache : it is the type
of either the Guard, or the Blackguard.

do, consistenty wt s ogaons o te amustraon w wc e a e

honour of being connected. The Honourable Member's question naturally divided

itself into three parts, and it might, perhaps, be most convenient to the House, if he

a os er ives n e aray; y, we
been mixed up in the affair; and sixthly, under
had taken place, and whether his L

'

xiiuy, mini 1

! WIIHI CHCltiusiiiiiCiin 'lit; uifsiniuain.es

(ordsbip had any objection to lay the papers on tha
table of tli- Boue.

" LOUD PAI.MKRSTON (rises). Sir, it's all losft, cooked up by some penny-a-lipet,
(Sits down amid cheering and laughttr)."

MEDICAL INTELLIGENCE FROM AUSTRALIA. A Surgeon writes from
the Gold Fields to say that he has now quite discarded the lancet ; and
opens the vein with a pickaxe.

Printed by William Bradbury, of \o. 13. Upper Wobm Place, in the Parish of SL Pancras, and Frederic* Mullett Eviins, of No. 7, Church Row, Stoke NewinRton. both in tlip County of Middlesex. Printera, at their
UiSce In Lombard Sujei, in the Precinct of Wuitetruu-i, iu the fur of London, and I'uUuucJ by them at Mo. So, fleet Street, in the Popish of St. Bride's, in the City of London. SATCBDIT, March 12 ISoi.
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HOW MR. PETER PIPER TRIED HIS HAND AT BUFFALO-SHOOTING,
NEAR BURimiPOOH, BENGAL. PAKI 1.

Ma. PETER PIFEB is MORALLY CERTAIN THAT HE CAN'T POSSIBLE FIEE WITHOUT MOMENT OF ISTKNBK AK.XIKTY Mr.. rmr.it PIPER KIIIEB AXU iiis PREDICTION

ill.SU THE CANOE IS FULFILLED.

TlIK SHUT. HcmicvKR, TAKKH EFFICT THE BUKALO BECOMES A CORPSE, BUT
.Ml:. PETEB 1'IPKK THINKS IT HABDLY WOBTII WHILE, SECUBISG^TIIE BODI.

MB. PETER PIPER HAS x<> FAITH WHATEVER i "THOSE QIMCRACK CAXOES,"
AND BEOINS TO THINK B|:FFALO-SHOOTISG " VBY POOR FCX " A8 COMPARED
WITH ' PlU-STlCKUiO." llE TAKES A LITTLE REFRESHMENT.

OUR HONEYMOON.

FRIDAY, MAY 9, 18.
I WAS sure I should not sleep ; so took a book, and making myself

comfortable for the night, I resolved to read away the time, for morning
would come, though never so slowly.

Yes : I knew I should not sleep a wiuk and then how far I read I

have no recollection and then fell into a deep slumber, and dreamt of

I'liKiiKHicK. Such a terrible dream! He was struggling, drowning,
and I awoke with the terror, when it was broad daylight. How
gloriously the sun rose from the sea! Wkat tranquillity was on the
waters ! I opened the window, and the sweet breath of the morning
brought a sudden comfort to my heart.

It was impossible 1 triedto think -that any evil could have befallen

him. Impossible, with such beauty in the sky and on the sea such

sweetness, breathing of happiness from all around. Everything seemed
full of hope. The soft, musical plash of the small waves said hope
and hope rose in a hymn from the lark, a fluttering speck hi the clue

heaven.
I felt soothed, comforted. There was silence throughout the house.

Not a sound. Poor souls! They doubtless slept : utter weariness had

brought that comfort.

Wrapping myself up, I stole on tiptoe from my room, and left the

house. How beautiful was the morning ! What a pity, and what a

reproach that bed should ever cheat us of such sights such purifying-,

strengthening influences ! I almost vowed that, for the rest of my life.

I'd rise only a Little after the sun. On second thoughts, remembered
that hasty vows were very, very rash.

I took the path down the cliff to the beach. I turned the point of

rock that gave me a wide, wide view. There was not an object on the

sea. All was blank ; and I felt, ou the sudden, chilled and sad. But
still the beauty of the morning deepened still the waves gently mur-
mured still the birds louder and louder poured forth their songs and
with new hone, new strength, I walked on and on.

And now, in the far, far distance, a boat appears. It must be that :

I am convinced certain. And now, another and another and each

and all alike, and I am again disheartened, perplexed. After all, it

was hazardous and foolish in FUKDKIUCK to go himself. JOSEPHIXK
was right : his money would have been sufficient.

I felt my temper rising. I was beginning to be very angry ; and
then the thought rebuked me the thought that some danger, some
mischance might have

happenedNo : I would not think so I would control such idle fancies : and I
would wait patiently, hopefully. And so I went straying onward and

onward; now picking up a shell, and now with straining looks

gazing over the sea : and still other boats and vessels arose, and passed
away and wita every one a new hope, another disappointment.

VOL. xxiv.
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Then I sat down, and as the ships sailed onward, to cheat the time,
I tried to fancy the history of some vessel. Where was she going ?

What were the hopes, the anxieties of those on board ? What a world
of feelings a world of faith and love !

And so, in ntter vacancy of heart, I tried to while away the time.

And still the sun rose, and the morning was arrayed in the fulness of

its beauty. I had gathered a few shells. In idleness I had placed one
to my ear, and was listening to its sounds. What a little sea wizard
what did it prophesy ? What did it say ? I could make out the

name of FREDERICK. that seemed with rising, falling sound, to whisper
to me. Yes ; my fancy put a tongue into that shell, gave it a voice,
and made it sin;, gently sing the word tint was my music.

And so silting, so listening, 1 heard myself loudly called and there,

having followed me, and crying and waving her hands, was JOSEPHINE.
We flew to one another.
"
Oh, ma'am, all's safe all's saved so happy, so

"

"Ml"
"
Yes, ma'am. All the men, and the poor wife and mother-^-oh, I

never knew such weeping, and such thanksgiving now with their arms
about his neck, and now upon their knees. Quite touching, ma'am
but quite beautiful."
"
And, I suppose, your master was too fatigued to seek me himself ?

"

and I knew I bit my lip.
"

\l later. mVa'ii
;
we haven't see nothing of him as yet. I was only

talking of th.3 crew of the boat, and all of 'em safe and sound though
they 've lost every stitch, and the boat besides."

'

And your master ! No news no tidings of him
"
Can't get back, they say, ma'am, with the wind as it is, till the

afternoon ; perhaps not till night ; perhaps not then. I heard one of

the men say, in his own words, there wasn't such another bit of sea in

the 'versal world. Bu. only to think how the poor things escaped ;
for

it "s quite a miracle quite a wonder."
"
Indeed. Poor souls ! How ?

"

"
Why, ma'am, they were what they call run down in the storm by a

l>i','ger boat but they all got aboard, and was carried a long way on the
nt her side of the coast, whilst their bits of things, as we already know,
with a piece of the boat, was flung upon the beach, just, as one may say,
at the poor souls' door-step to make us all miserable and to take away
master on a wild-goose chase

;
not but what, of course, it 's very kind

of him nevertheless, to keep you out of your bed all night for nothing
when his money, as I said before, would have done quite as well or

better than him : and in such a case, when money does as well, my
maxim is to let well alone."

Now, I knew, I felt it was wrong to let JOSEPHINE go upon such a

rambling talk ; nevertheless, I could not but think that the
girl had

some reason in what she said. FREDERICK. he cannot, with any
justice, deny it FKKDKivioK. need not have left me all alone; sitting
up all night watching in the morning ;

besides being terrified by so
dreadful ;i dream. When money would have done, why not have
spared my feelings ? I would be very angry.

"
Surely," said I, with

a shiver I wouldn't repress,
"
surely, the morning's turned very cold."

"To be sure it has, ma'am; and if it hadn't, it couldn't be other-
wise with folks who, without wrapping themselves up, will go wander-

ing out on the wet beach, without any breakfast, picking up shells, and
thinking nothing of their own health, when they ought, for there's not
many lie 'em in this world, I'm sure."
And still I let her talk.

" We '11 breakfast directly your master
comes back," I said, trying to smile."

I 'm afeard, ma'am, you '11 be
pretty hungry if you wait till then.

I wouldn't frighten you for the world
; but it isn't so sure the sailor

men all say so, and they must know not so sure that he '11 be home
much afore bedtime."

My heart seemed to shrink at the words. I hurried on. Now and
then, I turned to gaze across the sea : looking in silence, JOSEPHINE
still interpreted my thoughts."

No, ma'am, no
; there isn't a boat a bit like master's boat not a

bit
; and so, ma'am, as what 's done can't he undone that is, as master

can't be here for breakfast, and breakfast i here for you
"

"
Hold your tongue, JOSEPIUNK

;
I shall wait for your master. But

here we are at the house." And before we could half-way ascend the
cliff, the wife and old mother, with the husband and sou snatched from
the sea, all came to meet me. What thankful words ! What looks
of happiness !

"We've lost all all," said the wife, with a beaming face; "but
we ve lost nothing nothing ; for haven't we saved him," and she
grasped her husband's arm.
The man was full of thanks. Was sorry that the gentleman had

been put to such trouble on bis account. He was afraid I had taken
on npon it ; afraid I had got cold, sitting up : and he should be so
glad when he could thank the gentleman face to face, if he mHit
be so bold.

"_
And when," I asked, "when might I expect the return of

"
"
Well, it might not be until the afternoon

; indeed, not before and
perhaps'
My heart was too full to hear more : to answer a syllable. I went

to my room. Hour after hour passed. I walked on the cliff and still

I the day wont on. I returned to my room : again and again returned

again and again quitted it. The good people were frightened at my
I

looks ; ana JOSEPHINE watched me I saw that with a strange

anxiety.
The sun set : and as it sank beneath the sea, and the" wind rose

I felt as though I stood alone
friendlesSj hopeless. All all gone,

sunk with the sun, and the wind moaning above the wreck.

Night came. Ten o'clock eleven and still the wind rose with
! every minute ;

still the sea roared and dashed beneath my window.
If that day passed if that one hour elapsed and he came not back,

I felt I was alone for ever for ever alone.

My watch lay before me. Each sound seemed, like a needle's point, to

enter my brain. Half-past eleven

There is a shout from below, and in an instant, FREDERICK holds me
in his arms.

OUR NAVAL VETERANS.

E hear that in consequence of

the remarks that have been
made on the inconveniently ad-

vanced age of some of our
Admirals and Captains in the

Navy, it is in contemplation to

issue an Admiralty order, pro-

hibiting any one in command
from hoisting his flag, until

he can produce three juvenile

wigs, and two entire sets of

teeth, as a qualification for his

position. Every Admiral on
active service will be expected
to sleep in his wig, and to

have his teeth at hand during
the niglit in case of a surprise,
so that he may be enabled to

place them in his mouth at a
minute's notice, and give dis-

tinct directions to the officers

under him. Any departure
from this rule will subject the

offender, whatever his rank, to
be superseded during HER
MAJESTY'S pleasure.
The messman on board any

of HER MAJESTY'S ships will
not be permitted to serve out
to any Admiral or Captain
more than a single "go" of

gruel at bed-time, on any foreign station. The senior officer only will
be allowed to put his feet in hot water, in any friendly port, and this
indulgence elsewhere is strictly prohibited.

A Public Servant -who really deserves a Warning.
THE Courrier de I'Europe, in reporting the debates of the House of

Lords, writes most impudently
" Satnee du Itr Mars. Sans intcrut."

Now this is too bad! It is lucky our clever French contemporary
does not pass his literary existence at Paris or else, as sure as dun-
geons and despotism go together, he would soon receive a warning for

writing these shameful insults, as they happen to be unfortunately
but too true. And besides, if carried away by his love of the truth,
he says these things of the House of Lords, we wonder what, in the
name of impudence, he will be saying next of the House of Commons !

A Puff for Austria.

TUB latest news from Vienna puts us in possession of the important
tact that the Emperor has at length been allowed by his physicians
to indulge his intense longing for a cigar." We trust we shall not be
thought to have abandoned our abhorrence of the Emperor's policy, if
we say that we are glad to learn from the incident of the cigar that

i?i
attemPt at assassinatLm has ended in smoke. We wish he

would learn from the Havannah what an excellent quality it is to be
mud."

T M?
^ INS. The greatest attraction of the present season at DruryLane Iheatre has been an individual who walks with his heels up and

his head down, and who has furnished, perhaps, the climax to the ups
and downs of this

"
great national establishment "
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ST. STEPHEN AND HIS CHERUBS.
ST. STKNITA sat late at his new chapel

In a state of resigned expectation
Of the winding up of a lengthy debate,
Not the least affeetiiig the nation.

When, up in the air, tile Saint is ;r

( )f a Miinid as nf wings and of voices,
And he lifts up his eyes in pious surprise,
To see what the cause of the noise is.

It conies from a rout of cherubim stout

Parliament' nses

Their checks once so chuhhj. U'slubbcred and grubby
With the tears that have run down their noses.

With agonised swings of their poor little wings
: rv vainly to wipe their fat ;

\Vith Bitter complaint, o'er the head of the Saint,

.Flying: out from their late pleasant places.

"What ni< ild grieving!'" said holy ST. STEPJIKV

Quoth they,
" U'e arc \ictims to law, Sir."

" Won't you sit and explain ?
"

But they answered again," How sit ? when we hav'u'l tie ijuui, Sir !

'' The seats arc all gone that we late sat npon
Ta'cn away by our hard-hearted brothers

;

And the worst of the ill is, that, do what we will,

There 's no chance of our meeting with others.

"
Here 's t he Cherub of Clitheroc, whither, oh whither, oh,
Is he to go look for a borough ?

Here 's the Cherub of Chatham, they all went in at him,

Though they'd play just the same tricks to-morrow.

" And the Lancaster Cherub '11 feel his loss terrible,

As his seat to get warm was beginnin' ;

And the Hull Cherubs 'twain must go canvass again,
With the Cherub of Rye, young MACKINNON.

'

The\ who over the same bridge of gold iu for Cambridge
\\alked triumphant one rich a \er,

Before the;, can meet with as cozy a scat,

May go wand'riug the kingdom for ever !

" And what adds aggravation to our sad situation,
Is the fact which all folks must admit, Sir

'i hat the lev, thus ill-treated by beiug unseated,
Are no worse than the many who sit, Sir !"

Then the Saint witli a grin stroked the beard on his chin,
And with voice, than which none could be blander,

Said,
"
In my house, you see, the proverb should be,

'

Sauce for goose is not q>iite sauce for gander.'
"

A VALUABLE HEAD OF HAIR!

TllK Paris ladies arc wearing gold and silver dust in their hair.

Their heads, so dressed, must be worth a mint, of money. \\ c have
heard of damsels being so distressed as to be compcDcd to cut off their

hair and sell it; but these ladies would command a large price for theirs,

or probably they would keep it themselves, and coin their own silver

or gold, by simply cutting off a curl, or as much as they wanted, for

their immediate necessities. Perhaps they pay their bills in this way?
ips, if a /iut/i/r is hard pressed for cash bv some inexorable

diamond merchant, or has not wherewith to discharge her debts at

lansquenet, she unfastens her head-dress and pays her creditor in gold-
dust by putting into his hands an immense tuft of false hair, with a

request "that he will oblige her with the difference." With this

expensive fashion, a "Rape of the Lock" might become a very
dangerous felony, and there 's no doubt a hair-brained lover, if detected
in the act of cutting an auriferous ringlet off the head of his beloved

mistress, would be carried off to the Hurettu de Police, and treated no

better than a rhetvilii /
', who had been caught picking her

'pocket. For ourselves, we do not much admire young ladies v.

heads are full of nothing but gold and silver, though the //,,,,,/es-de-

r/titnilrrfx, who, of course, claim the' washing of their hair-brushes as

their perquisites, must be of a \cr\ different way of thinking.
Then, again, we always entertained an absurd potion that a woman,

i

let her be ever so old, invariably looked upon the appearance of silver

in her hair with the greatest horror
;
but fashion, it seems, will reconcile

the. fair sex almost to anUhing. However this practice, if it spreads,
of carrying jour purse in your hair, will have the one great effect,

before long, of altering the distribution of wealth upon the stage : and
instead of an old gentleman pulling out of his breast-coat a pocket-
book plethoric with bank-notes, we shall quietly see him bare his bald

head to the audience, and hear him exclaim
"
Here, young man, take

this wig; it contains three ounces of gold-dust take it, and be happy !"

In the meantime, we are afraid that poor lovers will tind the fashion

. quite turning the ladies' heads, for with their beautiful tresses pow-
dered with five-franc pieces and Napoleons, it is but natural to suppose

they will look at nothing short of a gold, or at least a silver key to

open such very expensive locks !

NAPOLEON'S ENTIRE.

ONE of the new French senators is a sea-captain, whose claim to
senatorial dignity is said to consist in his having proposed to effect the

escape of NAPOLEON THE FIRST, by enclosing him in a beer-barrel.
'

The Emperor however could not be persuaded to think sufficiently
small beer of himself to remain for a time in cask; and the Imperial
one was unwilling to pass for 18 imperial gallons. We can scarcely
blame the decision of NAPOLEON on this occasion; for he had become
so decidedly stout, that his weight

- in a barrel would have baffled the

strongest porter. It must be remembered, also, that if a search had
been made by the British, and the cask had been subjected to a tap,
the truth would have probably burst forth

;
and what might have been

intended to pass for a barrel of beer would have become a butt of
ridicule.

"There's the Rub."
\\ it ILH estimating the strength at our disposal in the event of an

invasion, we seem to have lost sight of a most respectable body of
artisans who would be invaluable as auxiliaries to our regular armv.
\Ve allude to the French polishers, who might be most Beneficially
employed in polishing off the French.

HIGH SKY HIGH.

THE experiment of MR. SANDS at Drury Lane, who traverses a

ceiling with his head suspended in the air, has been defended against
some attacks on the illegitimacy of the entertainment by the assertion
that the feat belongs to the very highest walk of the drama.

THE BELLE SAUVAGE AT COURT.

AMONG the orders for Court mourning published the other day, the

LORD CHAMBERLAIN directs the ladies to wear "white gloves, neck-

laces, and ear-rings" Can it be that our countrywomen of the aristocracy

appear at the British Court with foreign bodies stuck through their

ears ? Such decorations might be expected to be met with at the

Palace of His MAJESTY OF DAHOMKY, but an intelligent Public must

regard with surprise their exhibition at that of QUEEN VICTORIA. It

is quite obvious, whatever may be said to the contrary, that rings in

the ears are, only less incongruous with civilization than the like orna-

ments in the nose or lips. Ladies who go to Court may consider

themselves as belonging to 1li c superior classes; but in wearing pieces
of metal in perforations drilled through portions of their skin, they
assimilate themselves to creatures the lowest in the scale of humanity ;

nay, lower than that. They not
only

assume a resemblance to savages,
but also to pigs ;

moreover the pig does not wear rings by choice, out

on compulsion, to prevent him from rooting with his snout, whereas
there is no use whatever in their being worn by the lady.

A SAFE SPECULATION.

SOME years ago a publication was issued at Paris, which had an
immense success. The title of it was

"
Leu Fratifais peints par evx-

memes." As a companion to the above, and one which would meet,
\ve think, with an equal success, as it would have the advantage of

showing a totally different side of the picture, might we suggest to

some enterprising Parisian publisher to start a new serial under the

title of
"
Les Frati^ais peints par Monsieur Col/den." We are positive

the series would have all the interest of a romance, and would not

require the help of any coloured illustrations, as the facts would be

sufficiently coloured in themselves. Moreover the charm of novelty
would be as great to the English as to the French themselves. Here
is a certain fortune to any publisher who has the energy to grasp it.

All we ask in return for the suggestion is a copy of the work when
published. The amusement we are sure, to derive from it will be

more than ample repayment for our liberality.

EXTREME SENSITIVENESS. The man who has once been kicked

imagines that every man's leg is raised against him.

A VEIL. A Lace Blind, woni by a woman, not to hide her blushes,

but to save her complexion.
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Ommbui Driver (addressing another). "You 'RE A PRETTY. FELLOW, YOU ABE. You CALL YOTJRSELF A MAN? WHY, I'VE SEEN

A BETTER MAN THAN YOU MADE OUT OF TEA LEAVES."

*j THE MEN OF LAW.

AN attempt is made every year to get the tax taken off attorneys,

hut these unl'orlunates having
" no friends," the CHANCELLOR OF THE

IT.K always feds prct
1

liuinif them. There seems a

,-ort of rade injustice in suhk> ticujar class to a heav.v\.di|t.y,.

nndai:: earned every now and thru to exempt the victims

from the burden, but on further reflection the feelin- seems to relapse

into an opinion that "it serves them perfectly right," and the attorneys

go groaning on from year to year, under the infliction of a heavy-

charge on their certificates. For our own parts we feel it to be a

mercy to all parties concerned, to continue a tax calculated to diminish

the number of those who are eager tfc prey on the public, and who, in

ui <if a falling olf in the number of clients, are ready to prey

savagely on one another.
.

Some people are of opinion that a' tax on attorneys keeps a certain

disreputable class out of the profession, but we cannot believe that

anythiug.lower than some of those who manage to get in can be kept

out, by any possibility whatever. There are, no doubt, many unfor-

tunate attorneys who arc obliged to offer "pledges to prosecute,"

and are compelled to part wit h -.etore they are in a position to

commence another. The fact is, however, that

" They care for noVxlr.
Since nobody cares for them,"

and we leave their fate therefore entirely in the hands "of Parliament.

=;
PUZZLES IN CdfUllT PLUSH.

THE titles of some of the grand menials who dance attendance at

Court are calculated to mislead Unsophisticated -foreigners. Tor

instance, in the account of the Levee the other day. we find mentioned

not only Gold Stick in Waiting and Silver Stick, but the Gentlemen

Ushers of the Black and of the Green Rod. An enlightened Bosjes-

man, reading this intelligence, would never dream that these great

officials were what, by leave of CARLYLE, may be called transcendental

flunkeys. He would conclude not only that two of the high domestics

at Saint James's Palace were mere Sticks
;
but also that the barbarism

of flogging was maintained in the education of the Royal Family. It

would further appear to the intelligent native that there was a peculiar

cruelty in that system as administered to the illustrious children

there being provided for their punishment, not only an ordinary black

pr dry rod, but they also having another rod, green and griding, kept
in pickle for them to inflict aggravated pain.

TOAST AND SENTIMENT ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS.

MAY the Austrian Scaffold that has been raised in Italy be prepa

ratory to the erection of the constitutional Building.

PREVENTION OF CRTJELTY TO WOMEN.

"MY BEAR MR. PUNCH,
"Looking into the paper the other

day,
I saw a speech about

\ssanlts upon Women and Children,' which I read. It was by

I?ITZHOY, in the House of Commons, proposing to have a severer

lie wretches who bf at theivwm-s g-Mfeired it very

mneli, all bill ">"' passage, which I consider satirical : it is tins -

1 1,, was only asking them to exb>nl the same protection to defenceless women, as

tli.'v :ilruly extended to poodla 4ogs and donkles.

"If we are to share the protection of poorf/e dogs and donkeys, I

suppose they will put colri round our necks, to prevent our being

lost KO& saddles to support m\\- htmlcM, when we are put upon. But

what we want is proper protection. Fining a brute of a husband is

worse than no use, because, t lie money conies out of the ktep ; and so,

in the end, the punishment falls on the wife. No, Mr. Punch; what

the law should be is, that every \\ ret eh who is guilty of cruelty to a

woman should be well fioggeil : that is how the QUEEN has been pro-

tected ;
and the same protection ought to be given to every other

woman in England. I am ^te I speak the sentiments, as 1 bear the

name of "Your own JUDITH."

"P.S. The man who woild lay- his hand upon a woman
gayejui

the

way of kindness deserves to have a whip laid upon himself,'
"

J."

THE NEwtfPALK OF THE DRAMA.

THE New Walk of the IMma seems to be the ceiling for a person is

advertised to walk across the proscenium of Drary Lane with his head

downwards, just as if he were a human fly going to scrape acquaintance
with the other Flies of the^heatre.

This exhibition is typical, however,

of the state of theatrical witters brute force being in the ascendant,

and the head so rarely appealed to that no wonder it droops with shame

at being introduced at all into the entertainment. Intellect is evidently

considered the lowest part of the performances, and it is but right that

this position should be illustrated, in the person of a mountebank, by
the feet being kept uppermost. But, to complete the bouleversement,

the statue of SHAKSPEARE should be turned upside down, and if the

ludicrous three-footed headless figure which is generally stamped on a

Manx halfpenny could be put up in its stead, it would do for a capital

booth advertisement, as it would tell the cublic better than any picture

outside a caravan that the1 Management of Drury Lane was at present

all legs and no brains.

USE IDfeE NAPOLfcONIENNE.

THE former Kings of France were fond of boasting that "L'etal,

c'est moi." We suppose we shall soon be hearing Louis NAPOLEON

bragging in a somewhat similar spirit :

" Le coup d'etat, c'est moi."
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MR. PUNCH AT THE PLAY.

CHAPTER VI.

IfK. PUNCH ATTENDS THE MATING OF A NEW PIECE.

MY friend RAPID was
much stung at my last

chapter. tie declared
th;it I had been unjust
alike to d ntics

and dramatic writers, from
not knowing enough of
the inner life of the
theatre: "You should
come with me, my dear
Punch" he said,

"
to a

reading and u rehearsal,
and then you will sec how
things are managed !

"

I asked uo better, I told

him. And accordingly,
since we spoke, he

managed that, I should b(;

present at the reading of
of his pieces, by the

-
innocent device ot assign-
ing to me the h-

(without the emoluments,
I am bound to add) of a
i-iiHiil,<if,ilfnr. As the

piece was what he called
an adaptation, or what. I

shoidd call a translation,
from the French, I did not
feel that I was trenching

seriously on RAPID'S credit by winking at this little fraud. I have just come from the

reading of our piece, and I write while the impression it has left is fresh, but without any
conscious bitterness. Poor RAPID is in a great state of indignation, but he is at least a kind
of step-father to his bantling, while I, being at most only its godfather, and having given it

my countenance or
"
mug," feel no other responsibility, and can record its treatment in the

Green-room with perfect equanimity.
The reading was fixed at twelve, and the time was kept by most of the company with fair

punctuality allowing for the ten minutes grace which RAPID informs me is traditional, and
therefore of course sacred in the theatre. It is true that Miss FLITTER, the

"
principal lady,"

did not make her appearance till after a delay of twice ten minutes, when aU had long been

ready to begin, and after RAPID had already swallowed two tumblers of vapid water from the
Green-room filter in his nervous anxiety for her arrival. And when she did come, as the east,

of the piece included most of the company, and the Green-room was small, cousidenkli
derangement and re-arrangement were necessary before she could be accommodated as

comfortably as became her position in the theatre ;
and her temper was not improved in

consequence.
The delay, however, gave me an opportunity of being introduced to the principal members

of the company present, who received me with the greatest affability. MR, PUMF-KIN-
himself was as cordial as could be expected from one in so high a position. HuttZB,
stage-manager, and what RAPID calls leading man," STILTS, the celebrated performer of
what is known as "heavy business," which I find includes a wide range of parts, from virtuous
and reduced fathers in come.iies, to moody ruffians in melodramas

; CYPHER, the elegant
walking gentleman ; SWELLINGTON, the light comedian who I was glad to find did not wear
canary trousers and chocolate coats in private life ; BROADGEIN, the low comedian a nervous
and melancholy looking person by daylight ; with black-eyed Miss SHADRACH, the singing
lady, and little Miss PUDSEY, wno does the smart chambermaids, together with others of
the T. R. Lon$ Acre troupe, less known to fame w?re all in the highest degree pleasant with
RAPID, and civil to myself. Even a fagged and distemper-splashed gentleman, introduced
to me as MR. SIZE, the eminent scene-painter who crept into the room as timidly as if he
were a mere paint er-stainer, instead of (what he is) a great artist in conception, and a very
LEONARDO DA VINCI for ingenuity of contrivance, mechanical, and pictorial had a pleasant
word and a greeting for us. Altogether I was agreeably surprised at the brotherhood and
good nature which prevailed among the society. Surely, I thought, actors are not the
jealous, intriguing, slanderous beings they have been represented to be. What equal number
of barristers pract isin<* in the same court, or doctors physicking the same quarter of the town, ,

woidd be as companionable and as good-humoured with each other as these children of
THESPIS ? a phrase often used by PUMPKIN at the dinners of the T. R. L. A. Theatrical Fund,
of which he is a prominent member and committee man.
Miss FLITTER being at last settled to her taste, the reading began. Not being particularly i

interested in the piece, I occupied myself in watching the company. I was struck with
the singular alternation among them of absolute inattention, and close attention. I observed
that HULKER was all cars for the scenes where the leading man was prominent; but that
he closed his eyes, and seemed asleep or lost in reverie during the comic portions oi

piece, in which BROADGRIN was to be allowed to give the rein to his chaste humour. The
case was the same with the rest. I perceived that each came not to hear the piece as a
whole, but only those parts of it which were to be intrusted to him or herself so that RAPID
had seldom more than two listeners

neighbours, or fidgettcd, or dozed, or

at a time, while the rest yawned, or whispered their

flirted, or played little practical jokes (out of sight of.

MB. HtiLKER and MR. PUMPKIN, I am bound
to say), or otherwise passed the time as they
best might. The most attentive person I saw
was a respectable man in a fustian coat, whom 1

afterwards found out to be the master oar|>enter
admitted to the reading, as the piece involved

"startling effects" in which his skill was much
required.

The reading concluded, PI.MI-KIN andHui.KER
took l< \rni and iiivsclf aside, with the manii-

i began what they called "getting it

; liat, is, cut.) ing out all of K.U'in's oia-

wliich was not necessary to carry on the

action, and a gin id deal, incidentally, which
In vain HAFID begged to he allowed to perform
this delicate operation for himself. IVMI'KIN

icd him it would "go" much the better for

his cuts, and promised him, if he would submit

quietly, permission to solder and piece up tin-

gashed and severed portions afterwards. It
struck me that thoir.rh the quality of K.VI-IU'S

dialogue was not such ;,irr much n
for these curt ailments, still this process of cutting
was one which ought to be entrusted to the
author particularly as I saw that neither Pr MI--

KIN nor llri.KKi! were at all solicitous about
coherence or connexion, and that their notions of
Grammar were large and loose. Poor HAIMH
winced and fought occasionally for a favorite bit

;

but he was borne down, and in a quarter of an
hour his poor production was returned to him,
much in the, condition that a macaw in the Zoo-

logical Gardens, too far gone for biting, miirht

be expected to present if left for the same time in

the principal monkey-house of that establishment .

I could not, in my heart, say that anything was
gone the least worth retaining, but! repeat that
this unpluming ought to be confided to the

author, that he may at least so manage matters
as not to leave his work in bald and absolu ely
feat Iierless patches.
But tliis was nothing to what followed after

eneils of PUMPKIN and HULKER had done
their work. That, after all, was only a sort of
Nemesis of the scissars. Those useful imple-
ments had figured so largely in the production of
I lie piece in Kvi'in's room, that they had a sort
of right to assist in its filial shaping for MR.
Pi MPKIN'S stage. Besides, how often had RAPID

Mended I he judicious application of the

pniuing-kuife
"

to pieces of his brethren? Here
was a retribution, 1 felt, not altogether unde-
served.

But after PUMPKIN and HULKER, BROADGHIN
took up his tale, and insisted that STILTS had it

all his own way in the comic scenes, and quite
"killed" him, BROADGRIN, and that either
STILTS must be

"
cut down to lengths," or he,

BROADGHIN, couldn't undertake the part of Tom
Trot. Besides, whatever was done, he wanted
more jokes didn't comprehend the fun of the

part didn't feel himself in it at all he might
be very stupid he no doubt was very stupid
but he didn't see it; not that he wanted any-
thing done for Aim oh, no it was the piece
he was anxious for of course. And after BROAD-
GRIN came STILTS, to tell us he couldn't be a
mere

"
feeder

"
(lion's provider of good things)

to BROADGRIN, he hated
buffoonery, and woula

rather be out of the piece altogether than play
in thote scenes, unless BROADGRIN'S part was
"kept down" not that he cared, for his pwn
art but the piece would suffer, we might
epend upon it. And then came stately Miss

FLITTER, with an air of mock humility, to know
which part we meant for her the chambermaid or
the walking lady ? for, of course, she supposed,
we didn't think of her for Arabella, who comes
on just after Cecilia's song, and hasn't a single
good exit from first to last. And MR. HULKER
himself who had, all tliis while, been Conferring
privately with the prompter, scene-painter, and

r carpenter now came with his few sug-
gestions (suggestions from a stage-manager are
Eke invitations from the QDEEN) : that the second
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scene of the first act, in which he had his strong bit, should be trans-

ferred to the third scene of the fifth aef. where he was weak and wanted

"bringing up;" and CITHER thought the piece would go better if

SWELLIXCTON'S part were "cut down to cues;" and SWELLINGTON
privately hinted, that there was too much "

bricks and mortar," and
that if he was us, he'd be somethingcd before he'd have the play

swamped by all that infernal heavy business of CYPHER'S; not that he
cared particularly RAPID kue\v he'd do anything for him and for the
I lie.-it re ; he was always glad to put his shoulder to the wheel, that was
well known but still CYPHER was htary, infernally heavy, and the

public thought so. Had we seen that notice of his // ildblood in

\\wSiiitftHnt of hist Sunday:' He'd advise us to read it -. and so forth.

In short, there was not a soul in the cast of the piece, down to

STRUGGLES (whoplavs "little bits" of servants, and waiters, and tifih-

rate countrymen, and so forth), who had not his suggestion to offer;

beginning and ending invariably with his own part, and as completely
ignoring the existence of anything else in the play, any general aim it

might have bad, its proportions, the gmwlli of its interest, the nahual
oe of incidents, the relative importance of the different characters,

as though no such things existed ; and I am bound in truth to state

they were not apparent in our piece. It was a swarm of pent-up
vanities let loose, a cloud of mos(|uito-like jealousies and rivalries and
hates and fears, bu/./.ing round the bead of the unhappy RAPID, and
threatening alike the fate of the play and the author's peace of mind.
All partook in it, from the great I'IMPKIN himself down to the humblest
dcli\erer of a message. Indeed, as PUMPKIN set the example, no
wonder it was generally followed. Only the scene-painter and the

master carpenter seemed satisfied and serene. It is true they were
both undisputed masters in their own domains.

At last w," extricated ourselves from this seething flood of selfish-

nesses, this Maelstrom of conflicting eddies of conceit, self-will, passion,

ignorance and imbecility.
"
There !

"
said RAPID, as we blundered from the hall into the street,"

what do you think of a play-writer's chance now ?
"

I did not answer him : but it occurred to me that, after all, considering
the

quality of the ware dealt with, no great harm had been done by all

the chopping and changing, the doctoring, transposing, and interpo-

lating his production had undergone. "VV orks of Art only have a right
to the immunities and respects due to Art. 1 felt that the remedy for

what RAPID complains of must lie in the hands of the RAPIDS them-

selves, (piite as much as of the PUMPKINS. While the former produce
pieces with so little of the character of true works of dramatic art that

they can be thus handled, without falling to pieces altogether, and
while they themselves are so dependent on the latter as to be unable
to maintain their own rights and position, as inventors and creators

so long will the actor rule the author, or, in other words, so long will

the model school the artist, and the tool give the law to the workman.
While RAPIDS only write, PUMPKINS will rule nay, I am not sure

if their rule be not salutary, so far as RAPID'S success is concerned, for

at least they have experience and
familiarity

with the sources of routine

effect, while he has less than they have ot this, and little or nothing
that they have not. Of course 1 didn't hint anything of this kind to

RAPID. But it is a comfort to me to think he, will read it.
.
i have not

the least expectation it will do him any good.

SERVANTGALISM
;

OR., WHAT'S TO BECOME OF THE MISSUSES? No. 3.

Old Lady.
" WHAT is IT, Boy ?

"

Boy. "PLEASE 'M IT'S A PAIR OP WHITE SATIXG SHOES, AND THE LADY'S FAS WOT'B BIS
1IENDED NAME OF MlSS JuLIER PjSAHLASH !"

Old Lady.
" Miss ! ! I'??.'??"

Vuii:e from Area. "On, IT'S ALL BIGHT, MUM. IT'S ME !"

Superfluously Strong Language.
MR. PKLLATT, the other evening, mooted the question of substituting declarations for oaths.

As anybody who believes in Christianity may reasonably object to do what it apparently
forbids in black-or-white, the removal of all compulsion to swear is obviously requisite
lor liberty of conscience. ^^

INSANE QUERY.

"A VOICE from Hanwell" asks, "Why is a Thunderstorm in top-boots like a roasted
Snowball ? As orators say, we

"
pause for a reply."

COLLOQUY ON A CAB-STAND.

{Adaptedfor the Boudoir.)

" On ! WILLIAM," JAMES was heard to say
.1 \ M i:s drove a hackney cabriolet :

WILLIAM, the horses of bis friend,
With hay and water used to tend.
"
Now, tell me, WILLIAM, can it be,

That MAYNE has issued a decree,
Severe and stem, against us, planned
Of comfort to deprive our Stand ?

"

"
I fear the talc is all too true,"

Said WILLIAM,
"
on my word I do."

Are we, restricted to the Row
And from the footpath ?

" " Even so."
" Must our companions be resigned,
We to the Rank alone confined ?

"
"
Yes

;
or they apprehend the lads

Denominated Bucks and Cads."
"
Dear me !

"
cried JAMES,

" how very hard !

And are we, too, from beer debarred ?
"

Said WILLIAM,
"
Whilst remaining here

We also arc forbidden beer."
" Nor may we breathe the fragrant weed ':

"
"
That 's interdicted too."

"
Indeed !

"
" Nor ill the purifying wave
Must we our steeds or chariots lave."^
"
For private drivers, at request,

It is SIR RICHARD MAYNE'S behest
That we shall move, I understand ?

"
"
Such, 1 believe, is the command."

"
Of all remains of food and drink

Left by our animals, I think,
\Ve are required to clear the ground ?

"
"
Yes : to remove them we are bound."

"These mandates should we disobey
'

"
They take our licenses away.""
That were unkind. How harsh our lot !

"
"
It is indeed."

" Now is it not ?
"

"
Thus strictly why are we pursued?

"
"

It is alleged that we are rude ;

The people opposite complain,
Our lips that coarse expressions stain."
"
Law, how absurd !

" " And then, they say
U'e smoke and tipple all the day,
Are oft in an excited state,

Disturbance, noise, and dirt create."
" What shocking stories people tell !

I never ! Did you ever ? Well
Bless them !

"
the Cabman mildly sighed."

May they be blest !

"
his Friend replied.
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THE HUMOURS OF CHANCERY.
ri II fun !

" seems still to be
I he order of the (lav in the

Courts of Ki|inty. The sport
is rather killing, nerhaps : and
though it is a joke to one set

of parties I the lawyers), it may
lie death lo another set (the

-
'

; bnl nevertheless we
resist the opportunity

of call 1

'in, Irom time
to time, to the humours of

icrj . 1 1 ere, for instance,
is a funny affair, the fun of
w Inch all bill those who pay
will perhaps be able to appre-

:

i v. BLACKBOBX.

relator took these provi-cd-
"f a d sseii'.ioii

M the c 'iitretffttion ot'a rlmjirl
:'.'ni tin- Tni^t-i-, ; in OODfll

:iL,'S Imd bi'dl

lii'M, aii-1 ;i j't-rson wlio ha'l ln'*-n

ts Chairman was forcibly
ejected from his seat, and another

lihnvtl therein."

There does not seem a great
deal to go to law about in a

parish squabble ;
and one would think that [the calling in of a single

policeman might have preserved the peace ;
but No ! for the report

goes on to state that
" MB. UI.ASRE and Mit. DICKES appeared for the relator; MB. WIORAM find Ma.

PIAUSON for OTIC et of Trustees, Ma. TSBD and Mil. KVI.K for the other set
;
MB. COLE

for another party."

The
"
relator

" must be a singular, or rather a dual personage, if it

requires two counsel to represent him
;
and as he seems to have set

the game going by rushing into Chancery, we should be inclined to

regard him as an individual "divided against himself," and thus

explaining the necessity for a couple of learned gents to embody him.
The Trustees, it seems, go in sets

;
and we should like to know

which is the more precious set of the two the "one set
"
represented

hv MKSSRS. WIGHAM and PEARSON, or the "other set," for whom
M KSSIIS. TKED and K i I.K have consented tp.abamloii their -individuality.
The cast of characters comprises also a kind oipersona IHH/H, under the

rather indefinite appellation of
"
another party," of whom MR. COLE

has kindly consented to take the part, though the name does not even

appear in the Bill an act of condescension on the part of Ma. COLE,
which is rarely found among performers of his great ability.

The whole affair seems to be one of those humorous imlirnylins

which are constantly got up, without regard to expense, in our

Chancery Courts
;
and we cannot too much admire the liberality of

those who are willing to pay a strong body of first-rate forensic talent,

for the purpose of making themselves appear ridiculous in the eyes of

the public in general.

i ,'
=

JUSTICE FOR WOMEN.
MR. FITZROY deserves eternal honour for having taken up the cause

of the ill-used Women, and asked, at the hands of Parliament, some of
that protection for the weaker sex which is not denied to the brute

.species. Undoubtedly all who can feel for the. "poor dumb animals"
should sympathise with an ill-treated wife, wluxbecotnes too often

"
a

poor dumb animal
"

in a Court of Justice, when called on to give her
evidence against her tyrant. MR. PIIIXN, the very promising Member
for Bath, recommends the addition of the huiniliatinir punishment of

flogging, in a clear case of brutality towards a woman, and we confess
we are inclined to think that nothing can be too degrading for one who
degrades himself in the manner alluded to. We have no doubt MR.
PHINN speaks the honest sentiment of many genuine Bath Chap,
when he recommends the lash, as the only means of scoring quits upon
the backs of those who think nothing of leavutg the marks of their

ferocity on the eyes and limbs of their helpless victims.

Touching a Cord.

THE price of hemp is rising fast in the Austrian part of Italy; where
-.men begin to anticipate some, difficulty in finding halters.

We hope, however, for an obvious reason, that some means will be
found to supply the Government with rope enough.

A BIT or OUR MIND. The best way to curb a wild young man is,

decidedly, to bridal him.

ACADEMICAL PORTRAITS. No. 7.

CRISIMN, now a fellow of Christo|iher's, was a scholar of Margaret's
In my time, lie came from somc\\ here in Lancashire, I bchcvej he
bad a very broad provincial .d was very poor, lie was liked

by the Dons 'except the I'.ursKr, who was always having rows with him
about his College billsi, but no one could have been more unpopular
with the uiungsters. I recollect, with self reproach, how 1 abominatec
the very sight of him. lie ran counter to all the special likes and dislikes

of an undergraduate, lie seemed lo lake a plea-lire in being disagreeabh
to us. It would ill beseem me, in these strictly moral pages, to com-
plain of his superhuman steadiness of st ndy, o'r his miraculous regu-

larity at chapel. TlioiiL'h n ccrtaiulv wa- a little provoking to havi

him constantly cited as a model, or when one was shut up in a
TllUI VIIIDIS lecture lo > suns drawling out. "Take it,

M K. CIIISI-IN, as no one seems able to make aiijthing of the passage."
illanir that If ICK MIIIS ') lint CKI-TIN was personally odious Ion-.
His habits might be described as young BI.A/.KK of II. M. ,V '/'//////</</-

liniiili hit oil' the manners and customs of the I'oUnesian islanders in his

journal,
"
Manners, none; customs, disgusting." Von know. (.'HAKI.KY,

how fond undergraduates are of soap and water and clean shirts, not

to mention em])!' and waistcoats. You needn't blush, I was
not alluding to that cheerful suit of tartan which yon adorn at this

moment. \\ ell, Cnisri \. u I (irmly belie washed himself.
Hi ,'LKlNCii and I enclosed him a pound Of snap once, with our eompli
ments, as a Valentine, lie used to put on a clean shirt on No
and a fresh collar in the middle of the week, turning the old one down,
as was plainly visible across the street. Sitting next him in Hall on

Saturday was no joke, I can tell yoo. Then his clothes, the mon -i

conception of a provincial artist, were always in the extremity of dirt,

grease, and seedmess. But, to see him eat, my dear fellow, shovelling
cohbage, as he pronounced it, into his month, like coals into a cellar ! I
draw a veil over such horrors. Poor LK.SLIK VAVASOI; was carried out
unwell the first time he witnessed the banquet of ihis POLY PHI

Then, we thought him awfully stingy. He never would subscribe to
the boat or the cricket club he never rowed or played, he said. You
know the half-crown a term charged for condiments in the battels: well,
he actually wanted to be let off that item, on the ground that he v.

fond of pepper and salt. That was rather strong, wasn't it? He
never gave a party unless he had sonic other Lancashire man in to tea
and improving conversation. There is a story of his having got through
all the hot water on one ol -ivc occasions, and, after a few
minutes' silent thought .shout in:.; .

nimilhc aaroaaooj k-l 'a hare
another kettle." I am not sure tTial he didn't put his back to the door
and say that no one should leave the room till thev had floored the new
supply. Well, you know, we hated the fellow, and as he went stumping
along in a pair of highlows, with a chum, talking moral philosophy or
the history of Greece in Trinity Meadow, he was the^object of general
derision.

But i; i.KV, mark the end of this. He went on toiling,
and though not aV< :,

;t(J not h;i
:

.

wit that you have, you idle vairabond , In i i retolasTTuid a
fellowship at Christopher's. Moreover, lie makes five hundred a year
by pupils, lives some months on the Continent every Long Vacation, and
is better off than a man in town with his thousands. And it is

wonderful how success has improved him. He gives breakfasts and
dinners, and does it pretty well for a man that is not used to it. lie

looks decently clean now, and seems t$ brush his hair, and in his Anglo
Catholic waistcoat and neat white tie. really has somewhat the air of a

gentleman. Here he comes outside a horse which he bought of TOPPING
for thirty pounds. Not much of an animal in the eyes of a connoisseur
like CODLINGS, but to his taste just the tning. Yes, it is a straight-
shouldered leggy brute, as you say, but it is quiet, and suits his style
of riding. Certainly, he does not sit him as MR. MASON would

; but
don't laugh at him, Sir. He has done what you and I could not do in

a century : with everything against him, he has made his fortune by
hard labour, and, if you will, parsimonious thrift. But he is a hero in

his way, and heroes, you know, generally have to go through a
little dirt.

Filthy Lucre.

A CORRESPONDENT of Household Words, speaking from experience
of the delights which our intending Emigrants will find awaiting them
at the Diggings, says, by way of finish

"
They will have to eat dirt, drink dirt, breathe dirt, get only dirty water to wash

in (and but little ot that), and hav* their souls obscured in clouds ot diut, and clouds ol
dirt during the whole period of their labours."

Well : nobody after this will deny, we think, that in Australia at

least
"
money is dirt."

A SHORT CRITICISM OP LORD MAIDSTONE'S DBLUGB. Rather

watery.

A JESUIT. The
"
Area Sneak

"
of religion.
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VERY ODD!

Lecturer on Electro-Biology. "Now, SIR! You CAN'T JUMP OVER THAT STICK! AHEM!"

"JUMP? EH! UGH! LOR BLESS ME, JUMP? No, I KNOW I CAN'T SEVER COULD JUMP UGH!

\Thundert of Applause
from the Gentlemen iu the cane-bottom chain (i.e. believers).

" WONDERFUL THINGS."

A NEW weekly periodical was announced & short time s'jwe, called

V'rvAerful Thing*, W<> *l-J?h( <.< :.V <;i.ir i)s ;*!<; was a taking one,

and knowing what a large majority of readers are caught by a title

quite as readily as a plebeian millionaire, \ve remember that we laid a

mental wager with ourselves that our contemporary would soon enjoy

a circulation only second to our own. We fear, however, that our bet

was pretty nearly as unsafe as if we had made it at a Betting Office ;

for beyond the publication
of the first two numbers, we have seen no

advertisement of our predicted rival since. We can hardly think it

could have failed from any want of
"
copy," for on a subject so prolific

almost any pen could write. Here, for instance, are a text or two

which mignt be easily dilated on, and which with our usual philan-

thropy we freely offer for the use of any used-up contributor. Nobody
out of Bedlam will deny, we think, that among "Wonderful Things

'

we may fairly class the following .

A Cab which is not a vehicle of abuse.

A so-called
"
Quiet." Street without a barrel-organ iu it.

A "
Quart

"
Bottle of Beer that you can squeeze above a couple of

half-pint glasses out of.

A Lodging-house Knife that will cut.

A Government Steamer which can be at sea a whole week without

bcingforced to put back for repairs.
A Dress Circfe whose centre is discoverable without a sixpence to

the box-keeper.
A Punctual Kailway Train.

A Glass of Thames water that you can drink without deodorising.
An "

Alarming Sacrifice
"

where the process of selling docs not

invariably include the purchaser.
A Statue which the British Nation need not blush to godfather.
A Carpet-Bag or Omiiibus that it is possible to fill.

A Clean Street in the City, or one not under repair.
A "

Warranted Foreign
"

Cigar which you may not safely bet

is cabbaged from a London market-garden.
A New Orleans Paper without the advertisement of a Slave Sale

in it.

A Homoeopathic Practice which is not quite a sine-cure.

An Umbrella which has not been borrowed.

An Area that for four-and-twenty hours has been innocent of a

policeman.
A Betting-Office, where whatever horse you wish to back, you may

not safely calculate on being
"
taken "in.

We are forced to break off here from our usual "want of space
"-

a want that we are always pretty sure to feel whenever we are not

inclined to be diffuse. But we think we have already said enough to

show that the CatalogueUf "Wonderful Things" would be about as

difficult a thing to finish 'as the Catalogue of the Library at the British

Museum itself.
,

Imposition and Humbug Market.

BUSINESS in some linM is rather heavy ;
in others may be considered

looking up. Spiritual jippers are quoted at 1 Is.
;
but arc in small

demand. Transactions} to Astrology continue to take place at from

10s. to 5 5s. for cash, rineipally by private negociation ;
and over the

water, ZADKIEL is uni irstood to be inquired for, under the name of

SMITH ; but as regards purchasers
the market is flat. Electro-biology

is rather inanimate; lough a few provincials have been done at

from Is. In animal mjiinctism, French seances are given from 11 to 4

at a premium, 'with mi Seal advice and experiences of high phenomena
of the human mind: aid partial sales of considerable magnitude have

been effected amongst&he higher classes at the West End.

A Rabid Trench Conundrum.

The Rabid Qite.itioii 'Who was the first man, according to a French-

man's notions, win) cviT ate mushrooms?
The Rabid Ammr'. ICARUS, when he tried the sham-pinions (chatn-

GREAT Civic BANQUET TOR THE MIND. The LOUD MAYOR and

the civic authorities, t the motion of MR. ANDERTON in Cominor

Council, are actually bestirring themselves to get up a Free Library
iu the City. This is a fact which we hope, at least speaks volumes.

Primed by William Bradbury, of N
0:Ece to Lombard Street.

, of No. 13, Upper Woburn Place, in the Fari.b of SI. Pancri... ami Frcxlrric-k MullcttEvani, of No. 7. Church Boo-, Stole_Newin$toi>, both la the County of Miildlc.fi. I'rin'??, *
(>

'

ID the I'rec.inct of Whitefiiar., In the City of London, and Publi.hed by them at Ho. 6, Fleet Street.in the Pamh of St. Bnde',in the City of Loadou.-Sitl!i>t ,
March 191U, Uoi
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HOW MR. PETER PIPER TRIED HIS HAND AT BUFFALO-SHOOTING.
NEAR BURHAMPOOR, BENGAL.-P.uii 2.

:

TERRIFIC DESCENT or A HERD OF BUFFALOES. MB. PETER PIPER is SEIZED
WITH A PANIC

AND WITH CONSIDERABLE DIFFICULTY CI.IMUR IXTO A TREK FOB SAFETY.
PECULIARLY PERPLEXIHG POSITION OF MR. PETIB PIPIB.

BlTT A WELL-DIRECTED SECOND BARREL SETTLES THE MATTER SATISFACTORILY,
AND MR. PETEB PIPER " KNOCKS OVEB" THE " MONSTIB" w OALLA.XT STYLE.

HAVING SECURED THE SKIN AND HORNS AS TROPHIES or HIS PROWESS, MB. PETIB
PlPEB BETUBNS TO liURHAMPOOU IS A TRIUMPHANT MASKER.

OUR HONEYMOON.

SATURDAY, MAY 10, 18-.
I THINK, the very finest morning since we left home. Perfect May is

all about us : and what an air of happiness throughout the cabin of a
house. The old mother, with her heart in her face, looks like a beauti-
ful old picture : and the young wife, though she can't talk as, she says

teaming with thanks. Baby itself has caught the happiness, and
stairs ami rnms with all its might. Such a sweet little creature!
FRED asks in his odd way if I shouldn't like to take it home ? And
JOSEPHINE ventured to wonder if she may be so bold how I can see
so much in that baby ? Never thought I cared for babies.
Dear FREDERICK; he takes or rather he won't take, won't have

them all the thanks, and prayers, and praises of the poor folks, as if
he had no right to them whatever; as if lie had undergone no danger
risked nothing when I 'm told the passage was terrible, and with such
a tide and wind, it was quite a miracle he got home till this morning :

when he'd have found me dead, I'm sure yes, to have lived out
another night would have been impossible. I know myself, and it

'f be.

And now we are to go back to the White Hart. I can't help t (link-

ing that we 've had enough of the White Hart
; indeed, I do feel a

little tired, and shall be so glad when we've settled at home. That

dear
"

'Flitch "for FRED says,
"
Flitch

"
it must remain ; though

again and agaiu I 've told him it 's open to a joke, as mamma says,
and people should never begin the world with a joke ; it isn't what the
world likes or thinks respectable that dear

"
Flitch shall be such a

bower ! as FRED says, such a Garden of Eden for the tea-tree.

Ten days ! We've been married ten days, and that's only a third of
the time we 're to be away. Only a third ! Well, after all, though one
mustn't say so, I don't see why people should go away for a whole
month

; especially, too, with a home like ours empty and waiting for
us. I saia as much to FRED early this morning.

"
To be ture," said he."

very right, darling. We'll go back on Monday." Notfor millions, saia

I, to myself. For of course, 1 know what envious folks would say ; we
had become tired of one another, and wanted to get back for better

company. I did hint as much as that to FRED : but he's such an odd,
dear creature.

"
Ha, LOTTY," said he,

" what a beautiful world this
would be, if there was no world !

" What did he mean ? but when I
don't understand, I always think he means the best : at least I try,
like a good wife, to do so.

Well, the carriage is ready, and we say good bye. How the good
souls cried about us! Where have the people come from ? Such a
gathering of men, and women, and shouting chQdreu ! And our hostess
will make me take a set of such lovely shells ;

if I will only be so good
as to put 'em somewhere on a shelf at home when I'm far awav, that if

she may be so bold as to hope so, I may sometimes think of V

vou xxiv.
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The old mother has quite stript the garden and lays such a
. on my lap. And now we're off, and the folks shout, and tin-

women of the house wave their hands, and the fisherman holds up the

baby high above his head dear little soul ! to take a last look at us.

The weather itself is happiness ; and the country seems to feel it and
enjoy it. The hedges are white with hawthorn, and there seems a

blessing in the very air. A day, when one's heart opens and loves all

the world. As the carriage rolls along, I could shut my eyes, and
almost dream we were travelling to Fairy-land.
How soon the miles are run over, and here again the White Hart.

1 don't know; but it looks colder, duller since we've been away. FRED
sees [ think so.

"
Very well, LOTTY," says he,

" we '11 have a calm,
I

met to-morrow, and then on Monday we '11 strike our tent and no
"

'

\Vh,

"We'll go why, we'll go home. Yes, LOTTY, we'll show how
much we love one another by not carin? for the world, and going
direct to our fireside. We'll take our (light on Monday, and folding
our win.'s, like pigeons, descend into the garden of the ''Flitch.'

"
'

I should like it above all things, but what would
people say, FRED ?"

My love, when you took this man for your wedded husband," says
FRED, his hand towards himself,

"
you

'

certainly deceived me and
I that serious engagement, if at the same time you married

anybody of the outside world. Wedding-rings, my love, are only made
for one." But he it such an odd creature.

"
Yes

;
on Tuesday we'll

take our supper with our toes at our own hearth."
'

"
I should be delighted, FKED; and as for the world, love, I hope

1 m now above it."

1 know you are, LOTTY
; and, therefore, we'll go home and "

Bui the paint, dear! For as for what one's acquaintance would
say, why happiness, as you have beautifully told me happiness grows
at our own fireside, and is not to be picked in strangers' gardens and
therefore, I'd go home with delight, love; but consider the new
paint

"
"
That's something," said FRED, looking in my eyes, and laughing.

les : I 'd forgotten the paint,"
( 1 own it : I was grateful for the paint, because, not that I sho\dd

have minded it, but I know what people would have said, if we 'd come
home before the month. Tired ot one another, of course

; no resourcesm our own hearts, and must fly to the world. Yes : I was thankful for
t be paint.)"

Well then, I tell you what, LOTTY," said FRED, "We'll hold a
bed of justice and "

"A what P FRED!"
"A bed of justice, love," repeated FRED, very seriously, so I couldn't

laugh, and determine where we shall go. Or, to make it shorter,
there is a globe in the drawing-room, and we '11 give it a turn or two
and with our eyes shut, so choose. Or, what is better still, we'll go
straight over the way," and FRED pointed to the coast of France that,m the clearness of the day, is quite distant and bright.

That will be beautiful," said I. "France! Well, that will be a
surprise to Mamma and Mary and Margaret ; and I '11 bring 'em all
back a beautiful

'

"My love," said FRED :

"
my ever dear LOTTY ;

"
and he placed his

a round my waist and drew me close to him, rumpling all my curls
about his shoulder, "my rose, my pigeon, and my pearl," (what we*

going to say?) "in taking you from your native British Isle to
introduce you to our natural enemies as philosophers speak of rats
and cats to our natural enemies, you must not forget your duties and
your rights as an English matron."

'

Uell, FRED," said I, "I hope I know my duties; but" and I

"
I should think that sufficient," was my very courageous remark."
Being man and wife, we should have nothing hidden from each

other"
"
I hope not ; indeed, FREDERICK, I am sure uot. One soul !

"
was

my exclamation.
"
Very true : one soul in two dwellings. Because where there is

sccresy m married life, especially when visiting France "
" But why, visiting France above all places ?

"
I asked.

"
Or rather, whenleaving France," continued FRED, looking at me

very earnestly' "the result may to the feelings of a husband be most
distressing. Imagine, my beloved LOTTY, what would be my emotions
as your husband if if the wife of ray bosom were found out."

"
Found out ! my dear ;" and I was mystified," Found out, my love : for I know too well it is impossible it should

be otherwise the guilty thought that possessed you. I saw it tinging
your cheek, lightening in your eye

:

"
Guilty thought !

"
and I was fas

1

did laugh "what are my rights r
"

"
Bone of my bone "

renliedmy bone" replied FIIED,' very gravely
"
don't be

1 1 was fast becoming serious angry.
'

Put it from you crush it annihilate it
'

"
Now, FREDERICK," said I, and! drew myself with a sudden twitch

from him,
"

I'll have no more of this : I won't listen to another word,
until you tell me what you mean. Found out ! Guilty thought ! 1.

ask what you mean ?
"
and I threw myself back in a chair, and was ready

to cry, but wouldn't.
"I mean this, my dear. You allow with me that (here should be

nothing secret between man and wife ?".," Most certaiidy.""
That there should be nothing hidden?

"
" No to be sure not : of course not."

"Very well, love; on that understanding I will take you 'to
France."

But why on that understanding ?
"

"
Because, when we leave it strong in your principles you will

scorn smuggling."
Now, I don't think 'twould ever have entered my head, if he hadn't

named it.

MOTIVES FOR GOING INTO PARLIAMENT.

WOULD have been very grateful for

some small appointment, and all have
their motives for going into Parliament,
I suppose."

Such was the avowal made before
an Election Committee the other day
by a too candid candid-ate. He would
have gone into Parliament for the
sake of a "small appointment" for

himself, at the risk of no small dis-ap-
pointment to his confiding constitu-
ents. "AH have their motives," no
doubt, lor becoming Members of the
House of Commons, but all are not
so very forward in avowing their
motives as the individual to whom
this blunt declaration is attributed.
We might certainly be puzzled to

find out what motives some people
could

possibly have had in going into

Parliament, for they get no appoint-
ment and are in every way "out of

i ) 1 1 T > y
uace in the House of Commons. Some probably enter the Legis-

lfl.T.llT*P TITlf n (< na4-vnn4u , n^?iT *> 1 i J.1. _ 1 i j !

J *- niiji'j i VJL y ;^i a v cij UU11 \j Uc I T i v i (t
- n ^

impatient. . Learn and practise your duties; and as for vour rights !

re with patriotic motives," but there are many who, if they
why, leave them to come as best they may. Right, my love is a plant .

w then-country's true interest as well as they think they do theif

pi
slow growth. You can't tell how long justice herself was a baby at :

o
-

w*n> w<?
,

'
,
o>n the Purest

"
Patriotic motives," keep out of Par-

the breast of Truth, before justice could run alone. As for women's
uament altogether.- --

j -**s~vm.v JH-JKI^U vvriuu 11*11. ttujin;. _X3 1U1 WOIUC11 S
;hts, my forlorn one, they were sent into the world somewhere but
Jrtam philosophers believe and I confess myself one of them

Relieve that women's rights have been frozen in the North-West

fhaw""'
k110^? They may drift back again at the great

I didn't understand a word
;
and so I nodded. "But then," said I

about France and "

."And that brings me back to my exhortation. Sweetest daughter01 Eve
"

Don't be foolish, FRED," said I."
Bud of Eden and chosen floweret for my button-hole"

of no use to interrupt so I let him go on.
Before we quit our beloved Albion, it is necessary it is most

'I, my darling, to our future peace, and' the perennial growth
1 our fireside flowers -(and without thorn the rose) that we should
come to a serious understanding; .should ratify a solemn comnact be-

ns."
"
What ! another !

"
said I, and I know I laughed.

Another. Being man and wife
'

PERRIN had a narrow

Judicial Experience in Ireland.

late Kerry Assizes, as Sn/i/i/ffr&'n Newsletter states, JUDGE
id a narrow escape; a fellow on being sentenced to two

years hard labour for robbery having flung a stone of two pounds'
weight at his head and nearly hit it. MR. JUSTICE PEREIN will now,
perhaps, rather better than when he charged the Grand Jurv of Clare
understand what it is for soldiers to be pelted by a mob

POLITICAL rniLOsopiry.

THKRE
%
is a COLONEL DICKSON who is just now complaining very

loudly ol his treatment by the DKKBY Government, after services
alleged to have been rendered to "the party" by that gallant indivi-
dual. We would recommend to the consideration of disappointed men
in general the wholesome truth, that they who consent to be occasion-
ally used must expect to be sometimes

"
ill-used

"
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ENGLAND A NATION OF MASQUERADERS.

MI/YD, I 5MXXU VVAWT IT

WHCfv I COMC BACK

reciprocal duty should be imposed upon ln-r of

being tolerably civil, exec|it w hen too much put

upon tie WOnld SUggeat that a mother-in-law he
were noi aware tuai

ll( ,, ll ,,,| mdnol permitted to take up
aigbshmenwereolever ,.,. Mat|llll m

'

m i Kl hj tl
.

( i house without
-

upon a million Englishmen, residents or travelling, in France must be more than sufficient

- Hal Masque, and to convert every Battery

at masquerading. i)n
w|i ,,. M)11 .m .i,, Wi ML,,,,,,i

,,
CO1111 ''

elsewhere than at home, and attested b\ two
' "'} ".>'"' bachelor acquaintances. No husband to be re-

keavy,
dull mutish.

Ids wife's d- racted
and had no talent, or

in | lis ,,.,.,,.. An ,

8
circulars aniionneini; "I ilices," or

musk. But we were .. A f [ Bankruptcy," "> liave five years at the
-tor listen In

,,,..,,[,,,111

MONSIEUR EDMOTD
, \li the Acts to he burned. All'the

/'y/!;"" y","':'"
duties t;d tile delicienej supplied bj

..''' " a just proper!} lax, by economy, and by tre-

mendous duties, to be imposed on Parliamentary
"The continental KiiBlish- speeches of more t ban ten minutes, tdvertising

Kn~in' Vii'riK

l

'''i

l

"''ii'" 'it!!-
valls ' Ki'i'ish ei<;ars, (|uack advertisements, sales

Hnie person as the English- of Church preferment, railway collisions. 1'ro-

iul. and PS)*- leetionist art ieles, fancy shirt s. smoke from fnr-

cially in London. EnBl>- naccs, priests interfering in elections I
I rish to

men hav a mask winch , ^Tf *
,

th,. v 1,-av.. at Dover when "<' char-ed double, as doubly DO

they embark, and which acrobats who employ children, crossed letters

they put on again when they from ladies, underdone salmon, overdoii-

mems In \JOKD M \insinM . tliealneal box-

Now we have often kecjMTS, thieves' attorneys. I lie Court of( hancen.
been at Dover, hut and the dealers in marine stores, with some ol her

were not aware of this nuisances ot'which '//. /'uncA will be prepared

practice. The quant it } to hand in a schedule when Mi. GLAH
of masks which must takes the Bill into committee,
be stored up in the

Castle considering it

has been computed
there are always near

,

to turn every cannon-hall in the arsenal into

alon<r the coast into a masked one.

Till-; LAST KICK OF FOP'S ALLEY.

AIB " Wetur's Latt Walu."

MY wawst feaws are wealised ;
the Op'wa is na

maw,
And the wain of DONIZETTI and TAPSICHOWB

are aw !

No entapwising capitalist bidding faw the lot,

lie pwopaty is being sold by

.

\\ ho is the storekeeper, we wonder, of this extraordinary depot of masks t Is it JNATIIAN r

or the authors of .)/,/-. u,nl l-'aces .'or has the redoubtable JULLIEN been appointed the

Mast, r-Cciieral of this new description of Ordnance. We can only say, that if the Jiughshmen . 1>y cllla ,JwlBU

do take off their masks, before visiting France, it is a great pity they do not keep them on, jn (jetaj\ at

for the race of Knsrlish one meets in I'nris, staring go6emouc/ie-{ash\o\i about tliein look SCOTT.
;illv as hapi)V as the class of Frenchmen we encounter, with their hands in their pockets,

aiinV iu wuigs of threes and lours and more round Leicester Square. It is a mile- lahwell to Anna Bolena; to Nauma, oh, fahwell'

./w*of a pity that, on landiim at Dover.they had not thought of putting on the masks Adieu to La Sonnambula ! the hamma wings haw

which the I'.inrlish had left behind them, for undoubtedly the poor Mounseers would km knell:

looked all the happier for the change. However, whenever we are leaving. Dover, we / Puwitam, too, must cease a cwowded house to

shall enquire whe.re we are to deposit our mask, so that we may know where to apply for it

on returning from France. -

By the bye, this hahit of our countrymen taking off their faces previous
to leaving their

country may account for their coming back with such totally difierent countenances so

disguised in hair-so continent alised with beards and monstaches-that they are scarcely

recognisable by their dearest friends as being the same humble JOHH-SMITH persons. MONS.

EDMOND TkxiBB has kindly exjilained a metamorphosis which the great OVID himself would

have experienced as great a difficulty as ourselves in accounting for.

dwaw,
And they 've knocked down lovely Lucia, the

Bwide of Lammamaw.

That

CONSOLIDATING THE LAW.

THE LOKD CHANCELLOR privately informed Mr. Punch the other afternoon, and then,

_ the many twinkling steps ;
fahwell the

gwaceful iawm
bounded o'er the wose-beds, and that

twipped amid the stawm ;

Fahwell the gauze and muslin doomed to load

the Hebwew's bags ;

Faw the Timet assauts the wawdwobe went

just fancy as old wags !

That ev'wy thing that's bwight must fade, we
know is vewy twue,

what sublunawy glowwy must

of being sold !

Theataw j, k cawse

uutb apeuiinuiia Ul liiu WOIK niif;nt uc lam uciutc i in luuiu in. an . j. mnvn iiiiiiitv*A^^i
t
* .jvuw ~~ .

several of MK. I vans for a small portion of the statutes, and amused himself * ' ^ ^^
during the rest of the evening by reducing a few tons of law to something like sense. He is XT iiT.5 ff. ... i

happy to offer his labours as guides for his friend the CHANCELLOR'S consolidators.

BEEH. All the Acts to be ounied. Any person may brew and sell, and no person may
adulterate or give sho Any complauit to be instantly referred to a jury of t\\

medical students. Punishment, for adulteration swallowing two gallons of the offensive. Quite an Election Treat.
fluid. For short measure, < of stock in trade to the use of the jury and the poor.
GAME. All the Acts to be burned. Any person who occupies, or has the occupier's leave, LOOKING at the result of most of the Election

may shoot. Anybody else to come under trespass law. No person to buy game in Newgate petitions, we are more pleased than we can

Street, put his seal over the beak, and send it to a kdy as the pick of a capital day at the express, iu noticing that
"
Money

"
not only

Dock's. Penalty exposure iu the pages of Puncli.
I

"
causes the mare to go," but, when used in

ECCLESIASTICAL. All the Acts to be burned, and all the Courts likewise. All the wills to matters of bribery, likewise "causes the M.P. to

be re-bound and indexed, and placed in a room in the British Museum, with a catalogue, the

preparation of which MK. PANIZZI is expressly ordered not to hinder by meddling with it.

M arriage licences to be obtained at the Punch Office, free of charge, on the personal application
of the bride only if young: by letter if advanced in life. Divorces will for the future be

unnecessary, as no marriage bcences will be issued to any persons who are likely to mis-

conduct Ihemsehes.

go
"

about his business.

SOMETHING IN A NAME.

WE are not at all surprised at the result of

. the inquiry into the Derby Election. To us

\\HMAN. Mr. /'/>,//?! has been unable to find any act for the protection of this article, there is a something in the very name of

He suggests as heads for an act, that all assaults upon her should be punished by hard HOKS(E)FALL which seems obviously to intimate

labour (reading the Morning Herald, in a very bad case), low diet, and flogging. That a that its owner would be unseated.
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VERY ACCOMMODATING.
I'jbman. "WANT A CAT?, SIR? TAKE YER ANYVEBE, ANY DISTANCE, ANY PRICE, AND WITKN YER PLEASE! TROT YER DOWN TO

VlTECIIAPEL, OB 'AcKNEY, OR SPIN YER ALONG LIKE ONE O'CLOCK TO HEGHAM, SlAlNES, OB WINDSOR."

THAT DKEADFUL TAX THE ATTOKNIES'.

THAT long-suffering body of men (they have not always been

decorously denominated a body, but simply limbs limbs of the law)
the London and pastoral Attorniesi, have again appealed to Parliament
to be relieved of that most wicked, most uncharitable, most degrading
tax, the tax on the yearly certificate for elucidating to simple, foolish

folk, the many obscurities that will now and then (are there not spots
in the sun, and spots on a leopard!) blot an Act of Parliament. Tax
Attornies ! Why not tax

finger-j^osts
that direct belated people on

the proper primrose-path ? .

We confess it : year after year have we witnessed the noble efforts

of that combined but most persecuted body of men, the metropolitan
and rural"Attornies, to relieve themselves of the soul-crushing yearly
certificate 12 for a London Attorney, 8 for the Attorney among the

far-off daisies. This session they hve girded their loins with red-tape,
and come up very strong indeed to Parliament. They have put a bolder

face upon -the matter than they were wont to do; even as a door-

platclmay receive a brighter burnish. They have too long been perse-
cuted. Tread upon a worm, and continue to tax an Attorney, and both

will turn especially the Attorney.
It is quite right that certain folks of vulgar callings should pay a tax

;

because they make sordid profit of their
"

business. Whereas the

Attorney is a professional man; a guide, philosopher, and friend; a

pillar of light of blue light. Well, when the window-tax went, we
thought, as a logical deduction, the Attorney-tax

must go after it.

But, it appears, we have yet to fight the cattle of pure intellect

("without prejudice").
Let us take a few only a few-^-of the individuals required to pay

for a license to exercise their daily calling, and we shall at ouce be
struck it may be struck almost insensible, for such will be the blow
with the injustice committed upon Attoniies.

Hawkers and Pedlars pay 4 per annum ; and very right, for they
make their money by selling the worst of bargains. Now, the Attorney
brings law, like cat's-meat, to your door; and will sell you even a

penn'orth.

Card-makers pay 50 a year. Right again. Cards are an element

of chance
;
now nothing is more certain than the bill of an Attorney.

Medicine vendors pay 2 per annum. Very proper. But why
should law pay, seeing.that law has no bowels ?

Poulterers who sell game pay 2 10s. And so they ought : they sell

the game uuphicked. Whereas the Attorney plucks his game to hand,
often leaving it without a single feather.

We might but we will not multiply illustrations to show the

horror of that dreadful Tax the Attornies'.

"HE 'S BEEN AND GONE AND DONE IT !

"

IN the Times of March 16th., we read the following lucid explanation,
which is certainly worthy of a Member of Parliament :

' We .ire requested hy SIB .1. FORSTKR FITZGERALD, Member for the County of Clare,

to state that the vote he gave in favour of a new writ for Bridgenorth was in consequence

of his having gone on the wrong side of the Bouse"

Poor misguided M.P. ! We can imagine he must have laughed rather

on the wrong side of his mouth when he found out he had been voting
"
on the wrong side of the House." But we should like to know how

many votes have been thrown away how many ministries have been
thrown out from precisely the same cause. Why there 's no doubt

the :

Derbyites would still be in power, and that MR. BENJAMIN
DISRAELI would be at the present moment our Caucasian Leader, if

their votes had not been given, like that of poor SIR J. EITZGEBALD,
"
on the wrong side of the House."

The Force of Habit.

MR. GLADSTONE was once asked by a little boy to tell him something
about CERBEKUS, when the great orator, clearing his throat, eloquently

began :

"
Why, my little dear, we must divide the subject into three

heads." The little boy instinctively ran out of the room.

MOTTO FOB TIIE TOMB OP ITALIAN LIBERTY. Insurgam !
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A PLACE UNDER GOVERNMENT.

OLONJJL DlCKSON, the
irate ex-candidate

tor Norwich, com-

plains that after he
lost his election the

HIIMI: N:i ,

refused to sci' him,

though he, the

Colonel, had beeu in-

formed that lie was
to have the salaried

chairmanship of a

Commission, and
that "the Sewers
had been kept open
for him." Of the

gallant Colonel's

lit ness to avail him-
self of such an open-

ing, we have nothing
to say, though he,

himself, appears to

regret that he did

not find his way to

the Sewers, in pur-
suance of what, at

one time, seemed to

be the Government
estimate of his capa-
city. Considering
the amount of cor-

ruption that floats about, during a general election, and for which
the party in power is expected to provide place, the keeping
open of the Sewers seems to be a very prudent arrangement. It is

to be hoped that if Government took advantage of the Sewers, as a

provision for electoral corruption, there has been a sufficient
"
flushing

"

of them since, or they would be found to be in a very .unwholesome
condition.

THE SALE AT HER MAJESTY'S THEATRE.

THE SPEECH OF THE AUCTIONEER.

MY noble Lords and Gentlemen, I'm in the proud condition
Of offering this morning, to public competition,
The scenery, machinery, the armour, swords, and spears,
The organ and the wardrobe, fixtures and chandeliers,
The grates, the chairs, the cisterns, tfie tables small and greater,

Forming the whole effects within HER MAJESTY'S Theatre.
Now bring the lots on porters' knots, and boldly bid away :

For
"
Thirty devil's dresses

"
tell me ! what shall I say ?

The catalogue says_
"
various ?" The catalogue says true,

They seem to bo of every shade, but chiefly devils blue.
Give me a bidding anything ': How fearfully you eye them ;

The deuce is in the dresses still, for nobody will buy them.
But here's a very useful Lot ! a bidding I entreat !

How much for Two ghosts' dresses," with satin shoes complete ?

What, only half-a-crown the two ! that hole 's not done by moths ]

Three shillings ! Thank
you

half their price as common table-cloths !

But here's a Lot to which my niind with confidence reverts
A very useful Lot indeed Six dozen ballet shirts."
To any country gentleman they'd really be a prize :

A happy peasant ready-made a ballet shirt supplies.
All agricidtural distress a Lot like tliis puts down
Going going gone at two and six they're yours at half-a-cro\vn.
Now here's a valuable Lot ! Nine baskets fuu of flowers,
The very thing for any one in want of blissful bowers.
Four shillings ! Did I ever see a sacrifice like this ?

What no advance ? Does nobody want an abode of bliss ?

Oh, what an opportunity the present meeting scorns !

Perhaps, gentlemen, you're not aware, these roses have no thorns.
If no one makes me an advance, I really knock it down ;

'Tis giving property away. They 're yours, Sir, at a crown.
The next Lot is a precious lot of interesting things"
Four trophies, six-and-twenty snakes, with thirty pair of wings ;"

This is, in fact, three Lots in one : if separately sold,
The trophies, singly, should have fetched nearly their weight in gold !

But since 'tis so, it can't be helped a bidding, if you please.A gent asks what the trophies are ? Caddies, I think, for teas !"
They can't be opened !

"
some one says. Defects we will not blink,

It may have been the stand that held Lucre:ia liorgia's ink ;

As to the snakes, I 'm authorised to state before their sale
That six of them are wanting heads one, is without a tail.

The wings I'm told are sylphides" ;
the pair of liner gauze

Were worn by TAI.LIOM with thunders of
app!What for the Lot ? Three shillings, Sir ? The sum I blush to name.

What, no advance ! They 're yours, Sir, then; and thank you all the

Next Lot is p'rhaps the prettiest lot in all the morning's sale,
Described as

"
Twenty banners mix'd, flags, and a peacock's tail."

uiers their allegiance most cunningly divide,
And represent a separate house up' irate side.
What shall I say just In begin '; (he beauty i

Ten pounds! A shilling. Thank you, Sir! Will none say eighteen-
pence ?

Four shillings ! Why, the peacock's tail is worth as much again :

But I must knock them down, alas ! Now, how much lor the rain ?

'Tis suitable for any wind -north-easter or sou.we
You recollect its great effect in HALEY v's

Tempesta.
Some gentleman said half-a-c' rain fur i\u> and six!
Will no one help to send it up '? How very low it sticks,
Almost an element entire going for no price at all :

A wag observes, in rain of hue there's been a fearful fall.

U hat, no advance '( Then down it goes. Now for the wind and crash,
The very same that used to -eml Ntnia'i tomb to smash.
What, shall I say for crash and wind? I think there's been a blunder,
The wind ought not to have been sold separate from the thnmler.
One shilling only for the wind ! how lowly you appraise it ;

I only hope that none of you will ever have to raise it.

A shilling for the wind ! Tis gone ! that gentleman in black;
He says he '11 take it with him now ; hoist it upon his bock.
Next Lot comes from a little room the scene of great events,
To competition I submit the Treasury's content s.

And first a nest of pigeon-holes. A shilling ! bid again ;

Two shillings ! Thank you, p'rhaps the nest a nest-egg may contain.
Does any one advance on two ? some one said half-a-crpwn
'Tis yours, Sir

; you have really bought the cheapest thing in town.
The next Lot is an iron chest. Bid something now in reason
The purchaser will find in it the profits of last season.
Its state will show the miseries a manager environ,
'Twould really melt a heart of steel to see his chest of iron.

A pound. I tnank you ! Knock it down
;
the truth must be confest,

Often the singer's highest note comes from the manager's chest.
Now for the painting-room : This Lot includes

"
Cut wood and cavern,

Island of Cyprus ; vestibule Ninas' abode and tavern
"

A pound the Lot ! A gentleman asks if it's understood
Whether the Lot includes the right of game in the

"
cut wood ?

'"

Two pounds are bid ! Why, Ninas' house is worth some eight or nine ;

The tavern may be opened in any other line.
/~i i T -tr-ii 1 1

Two water ripples and a
roof, a chamber and sea-shore ;

The ripples are so natural I think I hear them play ;

For ripples, chamber, roof and shore, what will you let me sayi?
A pound the lot ! Why, gentlemen, this really is a sin !

Who says the roof 's not water-proof, and lets the ripples in ?

Two pounds are bid
;
in summer time you '11 save the sum or more,

For who need go to the sea-side, having just bought sea-shore.
Two guineas ! Thank you, Sir ; although the honest truth to speak
You 'd pay as much at Margate, Sir, in lodgings for a week.
And now the greatest Lot of all that painting of renown,
The curtain, which has, in its time, seen many an up and down.
But really no one bids at all ! This sale 'tis time to stop,

So, porter, don't put up the lot, but let the curtain drop.

FENCES OF THE CONSTITUTION.

IN the late revelations of Bribery, it is astonishing how plenteously
have figured the names of MAJORS and COLONELS. This is either not

very
creditable to HER MAJESTY'S service, or it is very creditable to

Bribery. If officers and gentlemen were found to be extensively mixed
up in dishonest stockjobbing, for instance, or in thimble-rig, would

thimble-rig and stockjobbing, likewise, reflect disgrace on, or derive

respectability from, gentlemen and officers ?

It would seem that

" The name of Major honours this corruption,
And chastisement doth, therefore, hide his head,"

officers and gentlemen being only "guilty of bribery through their

agents "as JONATHAN WILD was guilty of theft.

ALARMING ELEVATION or SPIRITS. Brandy has just risen twenty-
five per Cent ! ! !
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OFF SHE GOES, AND BACK SHE COMES.

HERE seems to be a'pros-

pect of replacing the Aus-

tralian bv the purchase of

a ship, which is at present
in the market, and which
would probably be found

a very fitting substitute

for the ill-fated vessel al-

luded to. We be? to refer

the Australian Mail Com-

pany to the catalogue of

the properties of HER
MAJESTY'S Theatre, in

which the last lot 9f the

Ninth Day's Sale is de-

scribed as

"THE TEMPEST SHIP AND
THE APPENDAGES."

We recommend the

Company to treat at once

for this highly effective

craft, which gallantly siir-

vived the Tempest for

several nights, and which
would form a most appro-

priate addition to the fleet,

of which the Melbourne,

the Adelaide, and the Australian are such distinguished ornaments. The Tempest

Ship of HER MAJESTY'S Theatre will, at all events, escape some of the incon-

veniences that arose on board the Australian, for the former has no boilers that

may refuse to
"
feed," and no pipes or valves that are addicted to

"
choking. We

can scarcely doubt that the adventurous passengers, who have twice shown their

faith in the Australian by twice embarking in her after her mishaps, will be quite

ready to evince the same confidence in the theatrical craft, by retaining their

berths in the Tempest Ship of HER MAJESTY'S Theatre, should she be purchased
for the Australian station.

PARODY FOR A REFORMED PARLIAMENT.

THE quality of bribery is deep stained ;

It droppeth from a hand behind the door

Into the voter's palm. It is twice dirty :

It dirts both him that gives, and him that takes.

'Tis basest in the basest, and becomes
Low blacklegs more than servants of the Crown.
Those swindlers show the force of venal power,
The attribute to trick and roguery.

Whereby 'tis managed that a bad horse wins :

But bribery is below their knavish
"
lay."

It is the vilest of dishonest things ;

It was the attribute to Gatton's self
;

And other boroughs most like Gatton show
When bribery smothers conscience. Therefore, you,
Whose conscience takes the fee, consider this

That in the cause of just reform, you all

Should lose, your franchise : we do dislike bribery ;

And that dislike doth cause us to object to

The deeds of W. B.

The Beginning and End of a British Seaman's
Career.

THE Merchant Service has generally been called "the

Nursery of our Navy," and we suppose the Navy itself may
be called

"
the Dormitory or Sick-room of the Service ;

considering that, when once our brave old Admirals are

carried up over the shoulders of younger men into it, they
are generally so weak and advanced in years that they

rarely ever leave it again. There they pass quietly their

few remaining years, and it is a pleasure to notice how
extremely snug some of the places are made to receive

them, so as to comfort them in their declining days.

As IT SHOULD BE. In one of our weekly contempo:
we observe the

"
Railway Intelligence" is inserted n

the
"
Obituary."

iranes,
next to

MR. PUNCH AT THE PLAY.

CHAPTER VII.

RAPID has fulfilled his promise,
to a rehearsal of our piece, and I

1 have been, under his auspices,

, -, am glad of it; for though the

theatre was very cold and comfortless, and I was a good deal bumped

by the carpenters moving about pieces of scenery, and though

altogether it was obvious I was generally in the way almost as

much so, indeed, as the author himself still I now see the reason

of many things which have hitherto puzzled me in our theatrical

arrangements, and which the reading had not explained.
The theatre by daylight is a place riot to be rashly ventured into.

Independently ot the chances of falling down a trap, or breaking your
nose or your shins against flats, and wings, and set pieces, and the

strong probability of catching cold, there is a chilling and disenchanting
effect in that empty sweep of canvass-covered boxes, a gaping, cavernous

naked appearance about that skeleton pit it looks for all the world

like an old dandy's mouth, with the false teeth withdrawn which

depresses a spectator who is new to it. The straggling rays of daylight
which look in here and there through odd windows, as the curious boys

peep through the curtain of my show, are blue and ghastly in the

austy gloom of the place. Their effect reminds me of the chill I have

seen produced by a sudden flash of truth among the speechifications
aft IT a public dinner.

We made our way to this temple of disenchantment through an inde-

scribable dinginess, dirtiness, and out-at-elbowishness, such as no

place but a theatre can exhibit. In the hall, where messages and notes

are left, I passed some poor supernumeraries and small performers

(aspiring no higher than what is

may be anything from the left lei

called "general utility," which
of an elephant up to a Lord in

Waiting) humbly waiting for a sight of the acting manager. Sueh

pale, sharp, hungry faces such pinched, white-seamed, tight-strapped,

napless, shirtless shabby-gentility is unknown in the daylight world.

And further on, in the dark passages, grimy old women, worse than

skirt, standing on one leg in a painful manner, with a perfectly sad

face, under the eye of an imaginary ballet-mistress, I suppose.
I felt strongly, after this rehearsal, what hard work an actor's life

must be; how it must wear and grind the heart out of man or

woman to lounge here for so many hours, doing little cr nothing. I

am not surprised the poor little actresses take to picking each other to

pieces, for want of something better to employ them, during the tedious,,

halting, off-and-on hours of rehearsal.

It struck me that there were many things being arranged between

manager, prompter, and stage-manager, carpenter and property man,
that had better have been settled beforehand: exits and entrances,
and numbers, the working of various mysterious engines of machinery
called

"
sloats

"
and

"
scruto-pieces," the bill of fare of a papier-mache

banquet to be given in the course of the piece, and so on. During
which discussions the actors lounged and yawned and kicked their

heels and gossipped in little knots, and the actresses sat wearily on the

edge of the proscenium boxes and did crochet work, or retired to the

recesses of the same boxes and had mysterious cold collations, or

snatched such other rest and refreshment as they could. Some of the

ballet I observed industriously cobbling at their worn white satin

shoes, or making up little head-dresses, or such fal-lals, destined to set

off some fairy or peasant that night, beyond her fellows. I was struck

with the good breeding and quiet docility of these poor little girls

God help 'em !

I had heard the usual scandal about the belongings and behavings
of the ballet. But the day dresses of most of them seemed to me
to give the lie to evil

washed out chalis at
report. Vice does not disport itself in a

nor hide its brazen face under a close black-

chip at 2*. 6d. I saw more trace of hard work, late hours, scant

feeding, and early care in most of those poor pale faces, than of the

insolent flush of pampered vice, the glow of Greenwich dinners, and
the purple light of Star and Garter festivity.

I had no conception till to-day of the immense importance of the

stage manager in a theatre, and the insignificance of an author.

HULKER(! was told by RAPID) is considered a first-rate stage-manager.
His functions, so far as I could discover by respectful observation,

Temple laundresses, or college bed-makers, were sweeping queens of
j

seemed to consist principally in rating the smallest actors with most

light, I dare say, once, and fairy centres of blazes of triumph in the i dignified severity, cursing a knot of unfortunate lords (who could not

days of ELLISTON and FARLEY. I hit the proper mean between jaunty assurance and abject servility, in

In the tireless Green-room (into which we peeped en passant) was

nobody but a pallid little old womanish child of thirteen, or there-

abouts, in a scrimp cotton velvet jacket and a short whitey-brown muslin

entering the presence-chamber of a monarch, represented by HULKER
himself), assenting to the views of the manager, repressing in a pitying
manner any attempt at interference on the part of poor RAPID, throwing
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out impressive opinions with no particular bearing on the matter in

question, and, above all, discovering mares' nests and parading the

contents with perfect self-complacency. Se seemed to attach mormons
importance to the distiudion between (he street door and the door

leading to the garden; and 1ml be exerted hi^ emergiee half as mueh

[
the iietors to their parls, as lie did in demonstrating to them

the absol.He impossibility of a man's making his exit O. I'., and his

next appearance I'. S., I liave no doubt that RAPID would have felt

more grateful to him, and the pieee would have been none the worse.

Av I o any power of marshalling the ladic^ and gentlemen under his

command, enlightening them as to the meaning' of the words they were

charged with, or shaping the action of the scene, I could not discover

anything of this kind in Uri.iiEu. lint, as 1 said before, it did one

good to hear him wither a "super:
"

his manner of rolling his words
at the poor trembling shilling-a-uiglit, wretch, and lookrng him fiercely
over as he hnrlcd denunciations and contempt at his head, was calcu-

lated to i-n force (hi: most wholesome notions of subordination; just as

his bland and court eons deference to the least whisper of the manager
(who, to do him justice, spoke to the point when he spoke at all), was
equally adapted to impress on the company a due sense of the import-
ance of their chief and paymaster. I tried to follow the action and
dialogue of the piece, but found it impossible. The actors seemed to

have a sort of freemasonry, or cipher, in respect of both. The dialogue
was shambled, scrambled, stuttered, spluttered, and mumbled through,
without intention or emphasis except a very marked one, by the way.
on the last words, or

"
cue," as the actors called it, i iccasii mally desiring

each other in an impatient manner to
" come to the cue."

HUM i) did occasionally venture to entreat a little attention to his

words. Probably, as I was present, he felt this the more news-
But, on the whole, he was not successful. Some of the actors retorted
on him with elaborate sarcasms. By the less majestic, he was told it

would be all right at night others snapped at him openly and I saw
clearly that these ladies and gentlemen, with very few exceptions,
trusted entirely, for any effect their impersonations might ha\c, to the

excitement of the lights, music, and applauding audience of the evening.
It did not appear to me that, as a general rule, they conceived the pos-
sibility of acting at rehearsal of securing the effect to be produced by
repeated and careful trying at it. And if the words were cavalierly
dealt with, the action was not much more considered. Close attention

was, indeed, paid to the entrances and exits, the "crossings" and"
retirings up,

'

and such stage exercises. But I could not perceive
the least solicitude about those minor details of movement that give
and take of action which I observe are so perfectly understood by
the French actors, whose performances MR. MITCHELL'S kindness
has enabled me to study frequently this season. The busiest man
in the rehearsal, I thought was the prompter, who was short-sighted
and nervous, and whose struggles to succeed at once in

"
marking his

book," and keeping up in anything like a decent manner with the

progress of the] rehearsal, were very severe. His chief labour con-
sisted in finding the place in the MS., a performance which was
repeated at every appeal to him for the words, bv any actor or actress
at a stand still. I also noticed that the carefulness of the actors
and actresses was in an inverse proportion to their merits. The
worst were the most reckless and most inclined to rely on the stimu-
lus of that time of promise" at night." The best were the only
ones who threw themselves at all into their work.

I wondered why it was not considered the duty of the stage-
manager to make all act or do their best towards it. It clearly was
not held to be so. I saw several of the most helpless walking- \

ladies, for example, who I am sure would have been grateful for any
help, teaching, or guidance whatever. The little I did see offered in
this way might have been better spared, as it was nothing but insisting
on the mechanical imitation of some gesture, or the parrot-like repe-
tition of some speech with no explanation of the sentiment to be
embodied, the meaning of the scene, or the import of the character
with which the uninformed but willing mind was painfully struggling.

I thought, until to-day, that rehearsal was a training for represen-
tation. I see now that (as I witnessed it) it is merely a going over of
the thing to be represented, principally with a view to avoid hitching
of the scenery, and bodily collision of the actors. I see that it is
conducted without regard to the comfort or self-respect of the persons
engaged, that the time of all is recklessly wasted, the strength of
women coarsely and carelessly overtasked, the convenience of every one
but those in command entirely overlooked, and the meaning and inten-
tions of the author ignored, pooh-poohed, and over-rule The only
commanding figure of the whole impression is HULKER. He stands
out in my recollection as a magnificent impersonation of blustering
dignity and condescending emptiness the most stately and hollow of
stage shams one of the few masks I have seen in my life, absolutely
without brains behind it.

I have no doubt that rehearsals are not all like this : that there are
theatres without a HULKER where the Green-room fire is lighted, and
the room itself swept and garnished for such of the performers as may
not be wanted on the

stage where the small fry of the place are not
kept causelessly waiting Tor hours of cold, hunger and fatigue- where

the ballet are not sworn at, and the "supers" are not bullied where
nthor is held to know his own meaning, and allowed to express it

-where the words arc required to be spoken, and the action to be
through instead of telegraphed where the prompter can find the
at a moiiK on the stage-inanairer j> not alwavs

ntal wind-eggs where willing ignorance can find a guide,
and docile inexperience a teacher : in --hort, where the business of the
theatre is dealt with as one that reuuires brains, and acting treated as
the most charming of arts instead ot the most sordid of trades.

But RAPID'S theatre was not of these favoured ones.

GENERAL PIERCE'S CREED.
T I he end of a speech, replete with

"d by (iKNKlLAL
i at Washington, on his inau-

guration as I'M THE
UNITED STATES, and indicative of
his intended policy in that capacity,
the' General made the following pro-

of his faith as touching
slavery :

r y of society or government,
tli ofbpring ot feverish ambition or
I enthusiasm, calculated to dissolve

. and law which unite
1 iiiUTjune a stern and ready restst-

:u)o.-. i I* -i:. >. :! iuvluiitary servitude, as
of this Confede-

'isyxl by the Constitution. I
luit it stands liki> any othur admitted

ri-lit, and that the States wherein it eilsts
< led to efficient ramc^JM to enforce

! ihiti.nial provisions. 1 hold that the
l.Sjil, cumin..!,, compro-

itntional,
and to (>, ini!i.-Mtati[ii,'lv carried into effect.

thiitth.. constitutional authorities
of this Kriwblie an? bound to regard the
rights of thi! Smith ir. this respect as they
would view any other legal and constitu-
tional right, and that the laws to enforce
them should be respected and obeyed, not
with a reluctance encouraged by abstract
opinions as to their propriety in a different
state of society, but cheerfully, and accord-
ing to the decisions of the tribunal to which
their exposition belongs."

So far, however, GENERALPIERCE'S
Creed has at least the merit of con-

sistency. In this "connexion,"
as himself would say, it contains

no objectionable phrase, except
"
involuntary servitude." That is

mealy-mouthed. Why not have said at once
" NEGRO SLAVERY P

"

Surely GENERAL PIERCE was not ashamed of the name he is not
ashamed of the thing. And he should have boldly said so, and carried

his Belief out. It lacks, to complete it, a few additional clauses. As,
"I believe that might is right; I believe that Negroes are property
alike with cattle. I believe that we are at liberty to

flojj
slaves at

pleasure. I believe that there are no ties of relationship between
coloured persons which we ought to regard. I believe that there is no
cause orjust impediment why we should not, if we choose, traffic in

human flesh if black. I believe that we are not forbidden by any
law, either of justice or humanity, from separating black child from

parent, black husband from wife. 1 believe that there is no such thing
as duty towards a black neighbour. I believe in the supremacy of

popular feeling in the United States. I believe in a duty to that. I

don't believe in a duty to any other power."
Instead of which fearless exposition of his tenets, GENERAL PIERGB

proceeded to preach the following sermonet :

" But let not the foundation of our hopes rest upon man's wisdom. It will not be
sufficient that sectional prejudices find no place in the public deliberations. It will not

be sufficient that the rash counsels of human passion are rejected. It must be felt that

there is no national security but in the nation's humble, acknowledged dependence
upon God and his overruling providence."

Examine this, for goodness' sake. By
"

sectional prejudices,"
PIERCE means Abolitionism he uses the word in that

"
connexion."

Then, in brief, his precious exhortation amounts to this :

"
It is not

enough that we must not talk about abolishing slavery ; we must also

trust in Providence."
Did drunkenness did madness ever utter aught more awfully

absurd than this impious snuffle ?

The sequel to the Creed of GENERAL PIERCE should, consistently,
have been

"
Hit the Nigger hard ; he has no friends on earth : and

there is no Friend to help him elsewhere !

"

We read that
"
50,000 in the streets declared that

'

PIERCE is the

man for the times.'
"

That was the response to the General's Creed.

Had it concluded with the appropriate and logical negation, no doubt

they would have said
" AMEN !

"
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A MISREPORTED MAGISTRATE.

GOVERNMENT must take a leaf out of Louis NAPOLEON'S

book Our contemporaries ought not to be allowed to

publish false intelligence. A monstrous fabrication has.

lately been committed by the British Press. The dany

and weekly newspapers have concurred m recording a

case that "(never) occurred at the Middlesex Sessions.

According to these deceitful prints, an unfortunate person,

one MARY HILL, aged twenty-two, was convicted ol

stcalin" a watch MR. SERJEANT ADAMS, the Assistant-

Judge" asked if anything was known of her previous

character. The police officer concerned in the case said

that she was the associate of reputed thieves and bad

characters, and that she was with a regular gang when

taken into custody :

" The AssistantJudge then sentenced her to seven years' transporta-

tion The prisoner, who had gone down on her knees imploring merry,

on hearing this rose up, and in a towering rage screamed out to the

policeman,
' You- pig, oh you -pig ! You - perjured tine !

' The Assistant-Judge: The sentence upon you wow is that you Be

transported for ten years."

Such a statement as this is obviously calculated to

occasion remarks which must be unpleasant to MR. SER-

JEANT ADAMB. Any one, believing it, would naturally be

inclined to say that the learned SERJEANT, not content

with administering the law, made it ; improvised it on

the bench ;
that he had discovered a new crime, that pi

abusing a policeman, and instituted a new penalty lor it,

three years' transportation ; devising sentence for the emer-

gency prescribing punishment pro re nata, as the doctors

say At this rate, MR. SERJEANT ADAMS would be not

only Judge and Jury, but also QUEEN, Lords, and

Commons, in his own person; and therefore much too

many for the office which he so discreetly fills.

SERVANTGALISM ;

OR, WHAT'S TO BECOME OF THE MISSUSES ? No. 4.

to

any lor me uuiuu wmuu uo ou UUBU*IV^U-. ,

Our contemporaries really ought to be officially warned

to take care how they report the sayings and doings ol our

Judges, and particularly those of MR. SERJEANT ADAMS ;

and if they neglect that warning, their types ought to be

seized and their offices shut up, and their proprietors,

printers, publisher, editor, contributors, and reporters, as

many of them as can be caught, sent to Newgate, in order

that'they may learn to promulgate no more news calculated

to place'a MINOS in the light of a MIDAS.

Servant Gal. (who TMS quarrelled with Tier bread-and-butter). "Iv YOU PLEASE,

MA'AM, I FIND THERE'S COLD MEAT FOR DINNER IN THE KITCHEN. DID YOU EXPECT

ME TO EAT IT ?

"

Lady.
" OF COURSE I EXPECT Ton TO EAT IT, AND AS EXCELLENT DINNER, TOO !

"

Servant.
1; OH, THEN, IF YOU PLEASE 'M, I SHOULD LIKE TO LEAVE THIS DAY

MONTH." \.
Exit Idiot -

The Old House and the New.

BEFORE the Reform Bill the influence of the Aristocracy

in boroughs was the thing complained of. Now-^-as the

revelations before the Election Committees have demon-

strated it is the influence of the Sovereign.

A LIGHT DAY'S WORf SOU A HEAVY DAY'S WAGES.

HERE is the most liberaliadvertiscment we ever saw. It Jately

appeared in the Law Times :

LAW. Salary 1 ]
Os._per

week
eacl

THE NEW TALE OP A TUB.

THAT crazy old steamship, the Australian (by the bye she has been

scarcelv launched a twelvemonth), has again, we see, been forced to put
i -i - i_ TI .ii. A iv .,11 +u ,;.o g was reported to

,
I back into Plymouth. After all the

"
repairs

, r The Advertiser will pay 30s. per week
; nave un(jergone, she left the Sound, it seems, in anything but sound

to any number of Writers capable of copying per day Eighteen Sheets, or
j cfm(j^;otl

. for w;thin a very few hours she was as full of leaks as a

i^haTfan^our'to'iMn^

'

I
Welshman's market garden, and it was only by incessant working at

Apply by post only, to cbi'chester Rents, chancery Lane, London. the pumps that the passengers contrived to keep their heads above

... , water They will now, we suppose, go to work at the Directors, and
To copy eighteen sheets or seventy folios on parchment per day

cxperic

"

nce at the Pumps will here obviously assist them
would be. a difficult job-* stiff bit ol ^vntmg-for only two or

fo
*

f]ie ^^ t^Ungdownso often,
she should now be

unless, indeed, her owners were to sell her to the

Her performances are already abiost worthy of

.

three people. But the generons author of the above advertisement, ^^
aware of the Herculean nature of the task winch he wants to get doi(., l

announces that he is ready to give 80.. a week to each of any numbe, /
d fc usual Q{ emcnt she might soon, we

of persons who will undertake to accomplish it. Of course t

,. fe d
*

j as d t otller of our Government
handsome and confiding proposal must be niet m a correspon, , -

he mhi be

spiriiT-underTtoodTo-mean by "any number. of writers'' any'reason- JS t̂oSXAfiSLSC
able multitude : and not taken as an invitation to all the scribes in c

Town to rush to Chichester llents in the expectation of getting

employment, every one of them, at 1 10s. a week each for copying

eighteen sheets between them. That the Office hours are from eight

to eight, is obviously an intimation that when each writer has finished

the little work that he individually has got to do, there will be more

for him to turn his hand to if inclined, so as to enable him to earn a

considerable addition to his weekly 80s. The short time allowed for

meals must be owing to the necessity, from the pressure of business,

for constant attendance in the office
;

for the intervals for Beating
cannot have been measured according to the amount of food which the

lightly worked writers might be expected to be capable of affording

out of their immense salaries.

Prospect for Paternal Rulers.

DESPOTISM is said to have hindered the development of the resources

of Italy ; nevertheless, it is probable that the EMPEROR OF AUSTRIA,

and BOMBA, and the POPE, will very soou find that, under their

patcrnal systems of government, she has become a rising nation.

THEATRICAL CRIBBA. It has been goodnaturedly said, that ME
SANDS must eventually win the game, for every time he plays he scores
"
one for his nob and two for his heels."

Printed byWilliam Bradbury, of No. 13. Upper Wob.m Place, In the Pari.h of St. Pane., and Frederick Mullett E,.n>, of No. 7, Ctmrchi Row Stok

Office ii Lombard Street, in the Precmctof WuiteMu-t, to the City of London, and PoWtooed b them at No. 80, Fleet Street, In tuc Famh of St ct. Bride 5, in the Cit> o
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BELGRAVIAN TRAINING FOR YOUNG LADIES.

To ANTHONY UOWLKY, '/ <)ul;ley Hall, ESQUIRE.

UTAH ROWLEY, Sincerely do
I condole uith you under
the: privation of Hunting,
which you have siill'cicd

from the late frosts. But
still you have, your land

anil
| eo]ile to attend to,

and may he consoled in

your affliction by the con-

sciousness that jou are

residing upon your estate.

and doin.i< your duty as an
Kni'lish irentlcman.

'I on flatter me greatly by
consulting me on a matter
of such importance a-- jom-
daughter's education. But

liermit me as a candid.

though:! fashionable friend

to assure you that your
\ic\\s on this siil.ject for

Mis.s KIJWLEY are quite
obsolete.

' The usual ac-

complishment s on it solid

English basis
' v My dear

Squire, you might as well

talk of a fni'jllr on a sirloin

of beef.
' Music of t he

great masters' ''. Yes ; in-

deed : but who arc they
Not. the old dullards

who wrote oratories and

symphonies, compositions
which all sharp and gen-

t eel people consider ridiculous : but those eminent foreign artists \vho come over

with the night ii and the cuckoo to give concerts and lessons, and
\vhosesubli Kmees, tufted and moils! ached, are exhibited in lithograph,
at i he [irincipal music shops. 'French enough to jabber intelligibly in case she

tumbles against a foreigner
'

?

M y worthy mummy my ibssil-frieud my antediluvian specimen of the good old

school !

Why, don't you know that it will be requisite for a young lady in the position of

Miss KOWLEY to speak French better than her native tongue that the primary

object of her mental cultivation must be to enable her to converse freely with the

continental noblemen, and other Lions, with whom she will have to dance through

lift ': She oiiL'ht to become capableof meriting the compli-
ment, which the Cm NT Di.i SIM.KS paid the oilier evening
at Mus. S\M)\VICI[ THAI'S to the daughter of his hostess,
in saying that she had nothing English about her except

French, my dear Sir, is now the young lady's
educational medium; a sort of solvent for all the know-

ledges, wherein each of them is to be taken, as it v,

a draught. Or rather, perhaps, the knowledges may be

regarded as \ehiclcs for the French. If jou read your

INSTITUTK for YOl Nil I,AD IKS. It represents the.

establishment as conducted by a gentleman with a French

name, and designates all the of learning taught
there in the same language: that is to say: /

llistoire, Qdoffraplie et .//;<<,/<. Ml* muml, ttaliat, I'in/in

ft Iliiruliillif, ('Ill/ill, llffxi/l ft 1'ft II tuff, I'lllixiijlif
ft I'/iialif

Amusaiitix, Ilitaxf, /.'./v/v/V.v Ciillixt/,- ,,il bj eminent

Professors, mostly foreign. You sec, Sir, that
"

Ifi <>n
jmr/f

I'l-iiiU'iiin" with what jon may call a vengeance. This is

where you should send Miss Kou u v. How delighted
will you be to hear her quote the ///.<////> of .////. trrrt, and
talk about our GUILLAUMKS and Knot MINN, and JACQUES.
and SIR KAI.EK;II, and CKOMVEL, and Vn.ANTON and
Vaterloo and discourse of et Aitrtnn

Heaven and Karth in the language and BOOeni of I'aris !

One ilcm of tuition I hiive omitled; let me here supply it

fur your express cditicat ion. It is :

"Anglais lUv.J. BULL, M.A."

I have simply altered the reverend teacher's name to one
which you may perhaps consider more appropriate. So jou
see that even Anglais it self is apparently taught in /',

thus your ears will also perhaps be charmed by your daughter
reading English poetrv with a French intonation : imparting
a new grace to the language of SIIAKSPEAKK, whom our
neighbours call the divine WILLIAMS.
Then you may expect that Miss K<>\\ LEY will he divested

of all ideas of the sort that FATHER NKWMAX terms

"insular." She will breathe a small continental atmo-

sphere; for, as in the. region of the City there is a Little

Britain, so, you see, is there a Little France in ihat tract

of Tractanan country denominated Belgravia. With the

tip of my left thumb at the end of my nose, and the cor-

responding fingers in a state of energetic vibration, I

subscribe myself,
Your faithful Friend and Monitor,

85, Fleet Street, March 1853.

OUR HONEYMOON.

SUNDAY, MAY 11, 18-.

A DELIGHTFUL walk through the meadows to that beautiful church.
How familiar seemed to me many of the faces ! How often, in future

days, shall I think of that old church ;
how often will the scene dawn

upon me ;
how often the sheep-bell tinkle in my memory. I am sure

01 it my mind is so full, so stored with the sights and sounds of the

place. How happy, what a blessed fortune will be mine if these days
days that still have had their hours of pain and trial, but hours that

have taught my heart the best of lessons how happy it these days are

but the earnest of a long, long future ! It is almost daring, presump-
tuous to think it and yet, all about me fills me with confidence and

hope.
"
In some places" as dear FREDERICK says "and in some

hours, it is wicked not to hope ; and hoping, foretaste the good." And
then, he is always turning things the most odd as well as the most
common to a lesson. Eveiy day, I feel I learn so much my heart so

goes to school to him.

Last, night only, I was about to make a little difficulty and as FRED
savs, difficulties are the worst things people can make, they so improve
with practice I was about to object something, when FRED suddenly
desired me to watch and learn of Prince, the landlady's dog that had
come into the room. The evening sky had been overcast

;
the dog lay

at my feet
; suddenly the sun shone, and a little patch of sunlight

brightened a corner of the carpet. Immediately, Prince got np, and
with a wise look trotted to the bright place, and laid himself in it.
"
There's philosophy

"
said F'RED :

"
only one patch of sunlight in the

place, and the wise, sagacious dog walks out of the shadow, and rolls

himself round in the brightness. My dear LOTTY "
said FRED

"there's a lesson for folks who love to make difficulties. Don't be
proud in your humanity take no arrogance to yourself because of your
\i oman's wisdom but be instructed even by a lap-dog. Let the teaching
of Prince my beloved one be not cast away upon you, so that where-

ever there shall shine one patch of sunlight, there make it out, and with
all your best enjoy it."

The easiest dt all trades is to make difficulties. I thought of these
words of FRED'S when I put on my bonnet this morning; for my
taste did rebel a little the uonnet had suffered a shower or two, and
was not exactly the sort of bonnet to go to church in : I was about to

do or say something foolish, when FRED'S words came into my head,
and I tied my bonnet with a resolute hand, and for it was spotted
all over with the rain felt quite a heroine !

FRED smiled so graciously when upon entering the church I made
for my old place, and took my seat next to the old soul in the red cloak.

After the service, we again wandered through the churchyard. We
both paused at a grave new dug.

" The tenant, I
suppose^"

said FRED,"
takes possession this afternoon. Well, LOTTY, you did right very

right, love."
'

I'm glad of that, FEED : but when did I do right ?
"

" When you seated yourself in the church. Very right. What arc
the finest sittings in church, when we must even strip, and lie down
here ? How small it is, for what it has to hold ! Nothing packs so

much, so closely, as a grave, LOTTY. Nothing in the world so big,

nothing so fine, that this won't swallow. AH JOB'S camels and flocks

when JOB flourished again nay, all SOLOMON'S Temple, in so far as

JOB and SOLOMON were touched all went into a hole like this ; a hole

that, always swallowing, is for ever empty. After all, it may do
one good to look into such a place once a week once a week to smiif

the smell of the fresh earth ; there's an odour in it that might kill

certain working-day vanities."

Well, we wandered across the meadows ;
and making a round, came

to a farm-house. Tired with my walk, we asked for house-room and
refreshment. We were heartily welcomed ; but the farm was full of

guests and neighbours. It was plain, something out of every-day life

was afoot. And so it proved ; the fanner and his wife, with a troop
of friends, were preparing to go to the church to have their last baby
christened. I think I never saw so beautiful a girl ! But then FRED

VOL. XXIV.
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declares I see beauty in all babies : whereas he vows they're all alike.
|

wonderful wood that, no sooner shall the good man's beaver be hung
But then, is it to be expected he should have /</ eyes ? upon it than no matter what his out-of-door care, his out-oWoor toQ

We have rested and refreshed; and the people, setting out, we ; his whole house shall be to him as bright as a garden, and his fireside

isurelv follow them I am so taken, charmed with the baby, that I hum with pleasant music.' Now, the tree where this wood was cut
leisurely follow them. I am so taken, charmed with the baby, that I

declare I *>;'// send it something. This determination I repeat again
and again after our return to the White Hart.

" What will you send it ?
"

asked FRED ;
as the evening advanced

we m seated until bedtime in our room at the White Hart.

"What shall it lie. I.OTTY:"
"
Well, 1 can't say, but something"

'

'Tis a great pity you weni't its godmother," said FRED, gravely."
I shouldn't ha\e minded that, FIIKD ;

"
and I laughed.

" Then you would have a right, or rather a duty, to bestow a gift.

Now what shall it be ?
"

said FRED, musing."
Oh, a cap, or a frock, or""
No, no : vanity of vanities," replied FRED.

" Nor cap, nor frock.

1 tell you what, LOTTY : give it something that, when it grows up,
shall be of the best service to it."

" To be sure," said I.
" A nice little silver mus.

"Nor cap nor frock nor silver mug," said FRED half seriously.
"But-a hat-peg."" A hat-peg !

"
I cried.

" A hat-peg," answered FRED, very solemnly.
" A hat-peg."" Go on," said I, for I

could_
see by his looks he meant something." You see, my love, that unformed red, little baby

'

" Now unformed ! I never s;i a more regular baby."

"Is, it may be, in the innocence and longitude of its long clothes,
the appointed wife for another baby. Perhaps, the husband and future

bread-winner is at this time in advance of his spouse, and has cut his

teeth : perhaps, he has already made the manly effort, and succeeded in

it, of running alone
"

"
Well ?

"
"
For when you read of the baby girls and boys sent yearly into the

world spangling the earth plentifully as daisies it is, it must be a

frequent and curious speculation to a woman of your contemplative
mind "

"Now, FREDERICK "
'' To think how one wife lies in the cradle, thoughtless of the tyrant

from still flourishes. And wise the wife who, from its magical boughs,
shall resolve to make such a hat-peg."

THE MITCHAM MOVEMENT.
TUB progress party at Mitcham
are pushing civilisation into the

very heart of that hitherto be-

nighted suburb. For some time
it was thought hopeless to carry
the magic lantern of enlighten-
ment beyond Clapham, and indeed
for some time the polite arts were

supposed to have permanently
pulled up at Kennington Gate, but
the progress has at length been
carried by the omnibus through
the turnpike, and several of the

side bars on that trust. We are

happy to find that the spread of

intelligence is now more rapid
than heretofore, and indeed so

greatly accelerated is the news
of the day among the Mitcham-

ites, that the population generally
had become aware of the fire at

"Windsor Castle, and were actually

talking of it within the compara-
tively short space of six days after

its occurrence. Extensive prepara-
tions are being made for keeping

up a continuous current of information among the inhabitants, and a

suite of rooms has already been taken to answer a similar purpose to
who is destined to enslave her; and how the despot himself takes his that of the Exchange Rooms at Glasgow and Liverpool.
morning pap, his white sheet-of-paper of a mind yet unwritten with

, \ye have seen a prospectus of this establishment, which is arranged
the name of her who may have, m the far years, to sit up for him ;' according to the following programme :

sitting and watching with the resolution to tell him what she thinks of

him when, at unseasonable hour, he shall return zig-zag home." Room No. 1. lie ZVaw of yesterday."
Well

;
what has that to do with a hat-peg ?

" l^om No. 2. The Time ol last week.

"Much
; everything. Listen, core of my heart, and be instructed.

I will tell you a true story never yet in print a story of a hat-peg
a hat-peg made of marvellous wood a hat-peg grown deep in fairy
forests."

"
Oh, a fairy tale ! I thought," said I,

"
'twas a true story."" ~\ ntllini* r>*_iii V\o +vnoi +lia vi f-iIiMr CTria/^nm '* t-oirl T^DWTI ll

Room No. 3. A back number <

Room No. 4. An odd number of Household Words. \

Rooms Nos. 5, 0, 7, and 8. Old Magazines and Conversation.

All this indicates a move in the right direction, and we shall be glad
- - - , - - , - to see Mitcham exercising that due proportion of weight in the balance

Nothing can be truer than fairy wisdom, said FRED. It is
'

Of power, which from its position on the Map of Europe it is fairly
true as sunbeams

;
aud though you cannot com em into golden com entitled to.

and then count 'em and weigh 'em they are true, true as light.""
Very well," said I, prepared to listen.

"Once upon a time," began FRED, with a most sedate face, and with
an instructive manner, as though he was telling a story to a very child

"once upon a time, a girl was born to a couple who, with everything

SUGGESTION FOR THE GOOD OF ARCHITECTS.

_____ ______
; _ =__ ________________ _____ j _________ f ___o FOB. the advancement of architecture an art in which we are rather

in the work! to make' them happy, still pulled^ at the' wedding-chain"; backward our principal public edifices ought to be now and then rebuilt,,
- ,

and every day would hear the rattling of the marriage links. The wife to which end it is expedient that they should be occasionally burnt down.
was a sour-tempered shrew

;
aud the husband at first an easy, good- This object will be best accomplished by their being so constructed as to"

natured man became sullen ami savage. For even in the early time oe continually liable to catch lire, aud it is satisfactory to reflect that

of wedlock, he never sought his home that his home was not comfort- the requirement in question is very generally fulfilled by the arrange-
less. The working world outside was even better, brighter, than his nient of the flues in these buildings, which, for the most part, is

own fireside. Whatever troubles he had upon his head, when he such as to distribute not merely warmth, but fire all over them. There
crossed his own threshold, such cares seemed heavier upon him : a hard exist, in many of them, heaps of musty old records, not only involving
fate a sad condition, LOTTY, for the man who has to struggle outside tedious legal questions about property, but also holding out temptations
for the shoulder of mutton to be provided within." to impertinent historical inquiries, tending to augment our present

"
Very sad, and very wicked," said I.

" And these folks had a cumbrous stock of knowledge, already so troublesome to acquire. As
child ?

" it would save much laborious discussion if this rubbish were all con-
"
Yes

;
and there was great fuss made at the christening although sumed, let us hope that no alteration may be made in the present

~/en at that festival, the mother- inarrelled with the father of the baby
contrivances whereby the lumber-rooms it is contained in are kept

and the father for a moment, in his heart wished his wife anywhere but warm when they are not kept wet. Because there is some, though
where she was. Well, folks brought presents to the child caps frocks not much tear, that some other means will be adopted for warming
spoons, mugs. All the gifts had been made when accordm" to the old tliese, aud other offices aud national structures, seeing that the devour-

story an old, old woman brought /m- present.
'

I can bestow nothing
in? clement, the other day, committed arson aud high treason together

fine,' said she
; 'but I give, what is better this bit of wood.' and the at Windsor Castle.

angry mother was about to throw it into the tire or out of the window
;

when the husband took possession of it.
'

This bit of wood,' said the
old woman,

'

will be worth all the other gifts.'

;'

' And what, dame, shall be made of it ?
'

asked the father.

Valuable Suggestions for the Admiralty.
THAT the age of a naval veteran should rather be under than above" When the babe shall become a woman and a wife, then let the that of a Theatrical ditto, the latter having been found quite old enough

piece of wood it is from a magical tree the piece of wood be made for any successful engagement.
That no admiral be allowed to remain

"
on active duty," unless

he can danee the naval hornpipe, and be able also to repeat the
'A peg where the good performance without the omission of a single hitch or shuffle, it

_ 1- _i _ P _ _1_ 1 1 'i l

into a hat-peg.
"'A hat-peg!" cried all." ' A hat-peg,' repeated the old woman.

man shall his hat when he comes home ; a hat-peg of such honoured with an encore.
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Till-: SI.AVKS OK TIIK CITY.
)

TIIKIU: is something quite remarkable in <

with which tin- inhabitants of London
i

their fetters, notwithstanding the pcrsc\ i whicn

called n| on to lie five. The oooie of freedom is

in i'aei growing rapidly inio discredit, through the repug-'
nanrc which is so decidedly evinced towards the

"
freedom

of the Citj." K\er\ now and tlien llie article gets, some-

body to accept il. when il is
"

pr< 'scntcd iii a irold box;"
Inn' il mm I he I'm- the sake of t lie gilding of the exterior

that the "|iill" i.s swallowed by I al reei]iient.

t is, that however glad we may he to enjoy the

Btg of freedom, \ve do not like having that which

iy i-ecra riled as a "precious gift," eomcrtcd into;;

formidable sell, and ticketed with a price which \ve are not

only expected to pa\, hut which is demanded at the point
of ihe B 'vn ill a threatening manner.

\\ c should like to know the principle upon \\ hieli I

men Living in the City
are supposed to he sla\es until thej

i freedom to the Ci\io authorities. "\Ve

always thought, vii.

of the I'.ritish 111. need onlj s<'1 his

fool on llritish soil to lie free;" lull there seems to be

a distinction bet ween the London ( 'it y mud and the British

soil, which dcprues the former of its emaneipat ing in

unlil a quantify of lilth, d from the pocket
of the IVecdinau. \\ e v. 'Id write a ( 'ockney
I ,id,' 7'm,i to shame the London ( 'orpuration into an
abandonment of their traffic in freedom.

\\hen Ml;s. lir.Kcn I'll STONE-' arrives in the Metropolis,
we shall he happy to furnish her with the necessary facts

for producing a successful rival to her own wonderful
work on American Slavery.

K
Unele (ini/'x /'>///" would

make a beautiful companion volume to
"

/

\Ve shall be MTV glad to provide her with correct data

a, sort c,f kc\ to Temple liar and the Cit\ masteries ill

the form of a quantity of tin calling upon
the slaves to take up and pay for their freedom.

PROVISIONAL GOVERNMENT AT ROME.

His HoiJM'ss Tin: 1'orr. has done an odd thing accord-

ing to the Hiin-,/11/1' i/i l!i,,n(i. Our Roman contemporary
announces that

" The POPE has suppressed the Ministry of Grace ami Justice, and
transferred its iittnlnitionn to tlm department of the Interior.'

1

\Vc must not have our Pio Xoso slandered whatever
difference there may he between us. To say that he has

suppressed the Ministry of Grace and Justice, and trans-

ferred its atlribnlions to the department of the Interior, is

tantamount to the assertion that he dines without Grace,
and has sacrificed Grace to gastron<niy, and immolated
Justice at the shrine of i li. If, indeed, the POPE
would content himself with taking care of his inside, and
not meddle with the affairs of other people, it might,
perhaps, be heller for the peace 9f the world

; although, of

course, he would scandalize his spiritual subjects if he
were thus to constitute himself the successor of IlELIOGA-
BALUS instead of pretending to be that of ST. PETER.

Sink or Swim.

Tin' lioyal .li>x/ni/iini Mail Steamer is evidently quite
unfit for service, and should no longer lie permitted to

take the Mail to sea: but as a thorough i,m/>ij,i iuse,\i

ought at once to be declared a m

INTEMPERANCE IN inn EAST.

TURKEY is not much of a country for drinking; hut it

appears that France and .Russia have been very nearly
quarrelling over their Porte.

DEFECTIVE UTTERANCE.

LISPING seems likely to become as prevalent in Europe
generally as it is amongst our own dandies

;
since nobody

on the Continent is permitted to speak plain.

MOTTO TOR AN ENGLISH ADMIRAL. "Age before

Honesty
" and everything e

THE POPE IN A CLEFT STICK.

UK 1'oi'K OF ROME
was sitting, triple-

crowned, in l'i

chair.

At his feet the f'oi vr

i.onuknelt,
like small child say-
ing p

\ml wry and rueful

faces made, most do-

lorous to

As In- spread In-

aitd raised his eves

u|m his bended
knee.

The 1'oi'K, with brow
and shoulder-, shrug-

ged, looked griev-

\\honi had he

footstool there but

lli:sm FIFTH OF
. i !:

'

Most Christian king.

i nnate. \n rule of

right di\ i

BOLI
FAI anoint

tier Line:'

" Oh ! sure am I," DE Cit

your HOLINESS intends the thing :- you do;
To pluck the golden pippin n from l'i

"
My sou, that 's only,

holy Father, yes, indeed! but for thai

Did uu angel not in a holy pot bring Si - nl down V

Is the
'

Sinn! Jvipoule' no : Bask or crock?'
"

( )h, talk not so, my sou ;
I feel the very thought a shock."

" From me, the true successor of ST. Louis, holy king,

Will you aid a gross usurper my inheritance to wring ?

ShaLl'Si. PETER'S heir ST. Louis's heir of patrimony spoil,

And the hair of another party grace with consecrating oil
' "

" Of good SAINT Louis's Crown will I my faithful son bereave ?

Ne'er, so thou do what I command, and w hat 1 preach, believe ;

That circlet still with golden light shall flame around thy head,

And evermore thy portraits, too, shall wear it when thou'rt dead."

"
Oh, that's the nimbus, holy Sire ! 'twas not thereof I snokc

;

That is a crown in nubibus."
"
My son, forbear to joke.

'

"
But shall that other party, holy Sire, by you be crowned ?

Have you thrown SAINT Louis over, and another Louis found ?

"
Another Louis I have found, my faithful sou, indeed,

Who, Saint or not, behaved as such to me in time of need ;

For he replaced me on the throne by force of arms benign
"-

'limonmine?"

, ,

e replaced me on the throne by force of arms benign
"

" Which you 've to pay for," CIIAMBORD said,
"
by seating hi

"
In truth," the HOLY FATHER cried, "I know not how to act."

"
Then," said DE CHAMBORD, "the report is not a hoax, m fact.

What crime what sin that 's unabsolved what ever have I done ?

Alas ! am I a heretic r
" " Of course thou 'rt not, my son."

"
Bethink you, Father, well, what all the world will snrely say

My due of birth if your holy breath so lightly blow away ;

So much for faithful dynasties we see what they may hope
And a.Jico for the blessing of His HOLINESS THE POPE !

"
I own," the PONTIFF sighed,

"
my son. in what thou say'st there's force."

"
And^' said DE CHAMBORD,

"
whither led your se\ enth namesake's course,

That Plus did the sort of thins that you design to do
;

And small good did he get thereby : about as much will you."

"
Well, well," said Pio NONO,

"
son, at any rate here 's this,"

Vnd lus baud he stretched right graciously to HENRY forth to kiss;
" We will act as we think best, and we shall see what we shall sec ;

Li the meantime I bestow my benediction upon tliee."

Another Brace of Bores.

NEXT to the man who is continually asking you the price of everything you

have, there is no greater bore, perhaps, than the man who is incessantly telling you
t he price (down to the very glass of wine you are drinking) of evcrytliing he has got.
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SERVANTGALISM ; OR, WHAT'S TO BECOME OF THE MISSUSES P-NO. 5.

Senanf (Sul.
" OH ! IF YOU PLEASE, MAM, THERE WAS ONE OTHER THINK I SHOULD LIKE TO 'AVE SETTLED."

Lad)/. "Yi

r,al.
" WHERE DO YOU GO TO THE SEA-SIDE IN THE SUMMER? BECAUSE I COULDN'T STOP AT A DULL PLACE, AND WITEU

HAIR WASN'T VERY BRACING ! !

"
VINCi

THE UNPROTECTED FEMALE IS TEMPTED TO

A RUBBISH SALE.

SCENE 1 THE UNPROTECTED FEMALE at Home.

l'.,iter MARY.

Mnr.v. A lot I er, 'm, and it 's twopence, please.

The Unprotected Female. Twopence ! How dare you take in a two-

penny letter? Missionary Society, I dare say, or the Friends of the

Negro, or the Soup-kitchens (looking at address) Eh !

" On Govern-

ment service." I mustn't send it back, I suppose, as itV the

Government ;
but I think the Government might prepay its letters.

(Opening letter.) What can the Government want with me, I wonder ?

(lifiids.)
" Grand Custom-House Clearing Sale" Well, I'm sure, to

|

think of Government taking to send round bills like any other trades-
(

man ! (Continues to read,)
"

Together with the extensive and splendid

stock of MESSRS. GROGGY AND CRASH, Bankrupts, whose reckless and

wicked career haring been at length arrested by the law, the opportunity

has been seized of acquiring goods, manufactured without consideration of

cost, at prices ludicrously below their raliie, and throwing them at owe

upon the market" Well, now, I hope the Government doesn't dll

that honest dealing? However, there are sure to be some extra-

ordinary bargains, that's one comfort. (Stifling nil twinges ofconscience

with this reflection, THE UNPROTECTED plunges at once into the Catalogue,

the style of which is as rubbishing as the goods ; it enumerates
"
Ten

thousand trench Cachemires") Ten thousand, only think !

"
These are

articles intended e.rclnt>irely for the luxurious classes, and are as much

beyond the weans of the masses as they would be unbecoming their hnmble

station." Well, I 'm sure servants, now-a
days, go dressed every bit-

as well as their mistresses. They don't think there's anything too

good for 'em, that I know ;
but I 'm glad the Government don't think

so.
"
These articles could not have been produced underfrom 10 to 12

per shawl, but we do not hesitate to throw them in at from 2 to 3."

Well, that is a great reduction, certainly, and I suppose if somebody
must go without, their money, it, had better be the Government.
"

i'ifli'i-,1 Ih'Hixiinil SH-IXX iffOrked muslin CvrtaiAs, u truly tasteful article,

irhii-h trill lend to the humble roof of the arti:an something of the refine-

ment often raiiih/ sought in the palatial residences of the nobility. All

the designs have been upprorrd by the Professors of the School of

Practical Art at MarlburnHiih House, by whose rail/able opinion the

undersigned hare determined /o lie innded in all cuses ;ull at childishly

low prices, from Ss. upintrds." Well, now, I was iust thinking this

morning we should be wanting something of the kind for the summer.

I may as well look in on my way to the City. What 's this ?
" A .S.

In reference In IIn' riskfrom crowding, so justly dreaded by the fair se.r,

we are glad to be able to stale Unit, on our representation of the rush to be

anticipated to secure the unprecedented advantages indicated above, and

n,i nnr assurance tlutt we would not be aiisirerable for the consequences,

Hi,- ,/ittliorilies cf I la' Horse I i minis hare i,i the kindest manner directed

sentries to be placed at the doors with fixed bayonets. The most tin**

uiui/. therefore, make flu'ir purchases without the least apprehension."

Well, I don't know ;
sentries are all very well, but suppose they were

to begin on one with their bayonets ;
and then, if their guns are loaded ?

However, it 's meant as an attention of the Government, and we pay
taxes enough, goodness 'knows, and it 's a comfort to have sou/ft l<i<i;i

for one's money, if it 's only a sentry. As for the police, I 'm sure one

never sees such a thing when they're wanted, that is well known.

However, I '11 just look in at the address, and there can't be any harm
in seeing the things, as they do seem cheap.

[tecit THE UNPROTECTED to make herpurchases.

SCENE 2. The interior of the Grand Customs Clearing Sale, and Bank-

ruptcy Stock Emporium. A large room, fitted up with counters and
tables. The light is judiciously dimmed by ample draperies. The

goods are displayed artfully : the decoys at the top, and trash below.

The (supposed) proprietors have a miscellaneous look of something
between betting-office keeper, thimble-rig tauter, bruiser, City swell,
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and counter-dandy. The young men loot as if they were accus-
I in trii un lln- ijlnrrs in more ways than one, and us

time liii'l 'I pretty equally between, sparriny,
uners are oeing half cajoled, haU terrified into

I'rixiH/i, mill mi iiiiini-iixi' factitious (n-H'-'/iii pravatu /// tie way of
packing, impac/ntty, folding, Kiifoliliinj, Hxhrrimj ut and bowing out.

Enter TILE UNPROTECTED.

Towzer (a principal). A chair for this lady. Now Madam (with

great ru!nbi.Hli/\, what, can we show you our Cachemires, at four ten,
are highly popular, or our French chalia at bfi dress usually
sold at thirty-tour or our Genoa \e'.vet mantles UK; last fashion
from l'an> i/'-lly ilischanjing these and similar offers, the young
menu l> ndiun to the word, piling u/i the goods referred to

round THE UNPROTECTED).
The 1'iiiifili'i-i n moment of ureathleuneis). No ;

it Was only
some worked window curtains.

Ml" i in TDWZER, who retires to take breath preparatory
to going in at a /', ,. Show window curtains. Mit. Mu<m NSJUTU

the Swiss worked window curtains to the lady fifteen thousand sets,
Madam

;
these at twelve these at sixteen I would recommend these

at thirty are si ill more exquisite design Moresque, with Greek border,
and Gothic cuds.

The Unprotected (after examining). Oh, but I don't think these are
the best quality

IS/,, ":,;. | beg your pardon, Madam; the same as sold hi the shops
for twice the price and then the guarantee of the School of Design,
you will remember, I5ut, here is a Cheaper article though dearer in
the long run at fourteen; we will say twelve.

Tin'
uyprottcted (ir/mxr eye is keen, and who

discovers^
the trashy

quality of tlie // I). Oh, no; I couldn't think of giving the

money Cor sueh (lungs as (hat. They'd not stand two washings.

Kluipzer. I beg your pardon, Madam. They are the best article

manufactured, and are offered as imported. However, we do not try
to force a sale. The Government lias made it a condition. Pray
dou't think of going till you've looked round. Our sprigged muslins,
now, as manufactured for the Empress sweet morning wear. Show
muslins, Mu. Toi'i'ER. ( Htuluu art shotaered down.) It is a pleasure
to show them to a lady of your taste.

The Unprotected. No, thank you; I've no occasion for anything
of the kind.

Mowzer. Or scarves gauze with silk flowers much worn, and
most chaste, for young persons. Scarves, MB. FLINT.

[A rainbow of Scarves is wreathed about the group.
The Unprotected. Yes, very pretty. No, thank you, I really don't

want anything of

Blouizer. Our Caeheraires. We cannot think of your going till

you've seen our Cachemires show Shawls, MR. SCREWJACK woven
by the wandering tribes of the Black Sea, and smuggled across by the
tea-caravans. Observe ! all those at ten, twelve, and thirteen. lu
Regent Street you would be asked twenty, at least. (Piles of Shawls
are accumulated, amidst the vain remonstrances oftttx UNPROTECTED,
who hax experience enough to see the things are trash, but wants courage
to make a bolt). This shawl. Yes, certainly.

The Unprotected. No, no. I didn't
Blowzer. The green and gold beautiful selection. The green and

gold for this lady. Twelve ten, Madam.
The Unprotected. Oh ! but I never bought it, and I don't like it,

and I don't want it.

Blowzer (sternly). Twelve ten, Madam, if you please.
The Unprotected. But, I assure you
Blowzer (still more sternly). Twelve ten, Madam, if you please.

MR. SCREWJACK, you heard the lady select the green and gold ? (SCREW-
JACK, TOPPER, and the m/ier young men corroborate MR. BLOWZER'S
impression). \OM hear these highly respectable young men, Madam;
it 's no use coming any of your Regent Street capers here.

The Unprotected (in yriecous terror). I assure you
Topper. Now Marin, fork out, will yer ?

Sersajaek. You'd better, I tell you ; we Ve a Crusher at the door.
Flint. P'raps you'd like to know how the inside of the Station

looks, wouldn't you ?

Tnir:,'r (coming up in an authoritative manner). What 's the meaning
of this here dist urbance ?

Blowzer. A lady bought au article, and refuses to pay for it.

Oh ! if you please, Sir
; 1 assure you, it 's a mis

Towzer (frowning.) Has she been searched, Ma. B. ?

The Unprotected. Oh, gracious !

Slower. Shall we have in the searcher, Mu. T. ?

The Uiiproi,-, -ifit. Oh, no, no, please I'll pay anything but, oh
lte ExiuhlixliMi'iil. xm-round her in a thm/i- n>r ; and she

surrenders her purse more dead than alive.

How TO FIND OUT wiiBjf IT is HIGH WATER. Go into the cabin
ot one ot the Australian Mail Steamers.

LOOK ON THIS ADVERTISEMENT, AND ON THAT.

one gets hold of

a sporting pa-

per, and reads
the cheerful

and encourag-
ing tone in

which one is in-

vited to pave
way to a for-

tune, to cheer
one's heart h-

M and to be

brought home
with lljing co-

lours, and all for

ild "lip," a

which can-

not possibly re-

pay the adver-

tiser," and "a
promise ot live

per cent, on the winnings," it is very ditfieidt to rel'nun from

writing to these Horse Prophets, and asking for the "great secret,"
and the "right thing," which it, lias been the labour of their liv>

master, and yet may be had so dirt-cheap. But,
When POTLUCK. and SNOBSTON have something that will cheer and

do you good, and are sure thai itn-n Derby nag will win in a canter
and that your days of success are not far off :

When DODGER & Co. are gratified with the unique result of their

predictions, and print that "a great winner" has sent them ingratitude
a "handsome cheque" :

When a GENTLEMAN guarantees you Chester and Derby for half a
sov., the affair being

"
only a matter of health."

When COWARD and SQUINTON are determined that not one great
handicap shall elude their vigilance, are on the qui vice, and go heart
and soul into the work :

When FILCIIKK, though he has no claim on his subscribers as yet,
thanks them for acting handsome, and is so busy about Warwick that
he can't think of Doncaster : and, finally,
When J. NONPLUS is going to give the ring an electric shock, thanks

his friends for their kind and ardent wishes, flatters himself that he is

going to shed round his path the light of truthfulness and success,
having received immense sums from stables to get on, and begs you
will enrol yourselves under his banner:
What a SHAME it is that the Times is allowed to dash our aspira-

tions by publishing such a paragraph as this ! A miserable shop-boy,
whose friends are respectable, is, sent for .trial by MR. ELLIOTT, for

plundering his master's till.,

' SiBOBAxr KOKMXK, in addition to the evidence ha had given, said, that on search
ing the prisoner's boxes he had found one of them tilled with love-letters, sporting
calendars, the Racing Times, and other documents, from which it was quite apparent he
dabbled in betting on horse-racing. Amongst the documents so found was a '

tip
'

or

prophecy by one of the numerous sporting prophets that have lately sprung
up, and who reap a rich harvest by the credulity of shopmen, errand boys, Sx. This
'

tip
'

comprised a list of toe horses ' who would be the winners '

in all the principal
races throughout the year, but, singular to relate, in all the races that have come
off *

is at fault, tor, out of a dozen of races, he has not even guessed a single
winner."

We call on the true friends of the sporting world to put down the

police-court. It is clear that the two institutions cannot go on
together.

The Warlock of the Glen.

WE read in the papers that it has been legally decided
"
there is a

public
road through Glen Tilt," and that the Duke is made liable to

'

the whole expenses of the process." It is a natural result of the

obstinacy shown by the Duke that he has made away with a great deal
of money in refusing to let the public make a way across his ground,
and he has run through because he would not let others walk through
a small portion of his vast property. As the path is now opened once
for all, we will not again open the question.

Very Bitter, but how True.

A MAN will forgive an injury, or the pull of a nose, or a kick, or being
supplanted in a woman's affections, or the robbery of an umbrella, or,

perhaps, a dishonoured bill, and, in certain cases, even bad wine
; he

will forgive anything, down to the blackest ingratitude, but what he
eau scarcely ever bring himself to forgive, especially in a rival or a
friend, is a great success.
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judges in that case having held that it was not the duty of a railway guard or station-

master i > cuter in n a contract with a surgeon to uttund a passenger, accidentally

injured on a railway.
1

"I have cut the above piece of useful information out of the
Minif/ii'x/,',- Kj-iimii/i I-//,/'/ Times. I say useful information, because it

may teach surgeons to ascertain the solvency of a sull'erer. by a railway
accident before rendering him any assistance if surgeons are the same
good men of business that railway directors are. The gentlemen of

the Lancashire and Yorkshire think, I suppose, that a doctor can afford

to give attendance and advice gratis, but that their Company cannot
afford to pay 8.

"I should mention that the Judge 'much to his regret' was

obliged by what the lawyers call 'precedent,' to declare the plaintiff

nonsuited. MR, WRAITH will therefore have to mind, in future, how
he attends to people that have been crushed on the Lancashire and
Yorkshire Railway, unless he is prepared to take that trouble for

|

nothing, except the reward of an approving conscience.
"
Whenever a coacli of ours was the means of injuring an unfortu-

nate fellow-creature that hadn't the means to employ a surgeon, I'm
sure 1 and my partners were always ready and willing to pay the
doctor's bill, whatever it came to

;
and perhaps a trifle over to the

sull'erer to make amends : as respectable people. Yet ours was a small

concern compared to one of these Railway Companies. You would
think a matter of eight pound would not hurt such a body as that

;

but what with competition, and going to law, and gambling, and one

thing and another, the fact is, I take it, that railways are so badly oli'

that they are obliged to scrape and save every sixpence they can to pay
dividends. That is why they cut down their expenses, in the first

place, and so cause accidents, and then grumble at haying to pay for

the damage they do in the next. What is the remedy for all tin's ? I

say, the Whip. I mean the whip with the old four-in-hand, but you may
propose that instrument without it which certainly would he a means
of appealing to the feelings of people who have no sense of shame that

I

you can touch up.
I am no Protectionist though my opinions may show rather a

j

stable mind. I don't want any compensation from the railways, but

I

1 think they might have indemnilied my doctor if I had been one of"

their victims, in a different sense from that in which I may call myself,

, BUT 501 KILLED."

"Proud, indeed! ! Vhy I remember him a, Costermonger's dog Vonce!''

REMUNERATION FOR RAILWAY SURGERY.
" MB. PUNCH,"

I AM a man who has seen better days though the present
might be worse. Once I was an extensive stage-coach proprietor : the
Kailroads ruined me, and I am now in an almshouse.

"
People are so fast now, that they say it is all cant to talk about the

greater pleasantness of travelling in the old coaching days. Therefore,
I won't argue how agreeable the drive used to be in the fresh air, with
the entertainment that turned up in the events of the road, and in

seeing country and the gentlemen's seats that you passed, and the
wood-smoke curling up from the Park lodges, and the tidy barmaid,
at every place where we changed horses, coming out with a glass
of ale.

"
But I '11 tell you what, Mr. Punch ; there was one advantage of

travelling by coach, that there is no mistake or humbug in speaking of.

I say, Sir, it was a comfort to think that, if you were so unfortunate as
to meet with an accident, by means of being upset, or such like, you
were sure to be found willingly with the best surgical assistance that
was to be had. Suppose you had the bad luck to get your leg broken,
you had it mended, or if that was impossible, removed, and the expense
of getting rid of it, and being fitted with another, defrayed. The same
was the ease if any poor creature happened to be run over. Now, Sir,
look back at that picture, and then look here on this :

"'BLACKBURN.
" ' IMPORTANT RAILWAY CSE. Samuel Hope Wraith v. the Lancashire and Yorkshire

Xmlway Company. lu the County Court, at Hlackburn, on Tuesday last, the above
case came on f..r bearing. The plaintiff, a surgeon, had been sent for at an early hour
of the morning, to attend a person who had jut been run ..ver by one of the defendants'
trains, and was lying bleeding i.y the side of the line with on thigh fractured and two ;

tues of the other limb also fractured. The plaintiff went immediately, and whilst
attending, was told by the station-master that he must attend to the case and would be
paid by the Company. The plaintiff consulted with another surgeon whether the patient
could bear to be removed 'o the Infirmary, at Manches:er; but ihey thought he would
die before he could be got there. The plaintiff then proceeded to amputate the thighand the two toes. After about two months, the patient so far recovered as not to
require further surgical attendance. 'I he plaintiff made a charge for attendance and
mcoicine of 8, being less than his usual charge, became the patient was a poor n, MI.
On the part ol the defendants the fact was not disputed, nor was any question rais. d as

p
the propriety of the tre .fluent or the amount of the charge, but it was contended

,

iliat, according to the decision of the Court of Exchequer in 'Cox t> the Midland
Kailway Company,' the defendants were not liable to pay the surgeon's bill; the

1

NO HOSE WITHOUT A THORN.

POOR COLONEL ROSE, the charye d'affaires at Constantinople, who, in

the absence of the ambassador from the post of duty, did his best at
a moment of great difficulty, has been for the last'week or two the

target of all the pens in the newspapers. If anything goes wrong,
somebody, of course, must bear the blame

;
but who is to bear it is

I quite a separate question from who is really blameablc. Poor COLONKL
ROSE has been made the subject of a shower of attacks which have
fluctuated in the degrees of their severity, not according to the con-
sideration of what he did, but according as the accounts from the East
or from Paris have been favourable or otherwise. Of course when a
measure taken by a charm d'affaires happens to be successful, the whole
merit is given to the ambassador

; but, if the step should chance to be
unfortunate, the whole of the odium is heaped on the head of the

unhappy subordinate. It is quite clear that the couch occupied by.
COLONEL ROSE is not exactly a bed of roses.

A Few of
1 The Hills that (Horse) Flesh is Hair to."

There 's"DEAR, PUNCH, I sends you a short list on 'em."
Snow Hill, and

Ludgate Hill, and
,

'

MaicTa Hill, and
'

Pentonville Hill
; and, last not least.

I
Holborn Hill.

"
Now, I think that 's enough with fourteen insides, and ten out-

sides ! What say you? "
Yours, werry hill-used,
" A LuNNtiN 'BUS 'Oss."

Which it is Cruel.

AMONG the Companies daily announcing themselves, there is one
which proposes to start a new Newspaper, to be called the Protestant

Standard, its object being to uphold sound Protestant principles, and
its profits (after the trifling expenses incident to a London Newspaper)
to be applied for variously promoting the same end. Well ! That
cruel FORBES MACKENZIE kicked that poor dear MRS. HARRIS, of the
Herald, out of doors, and now MRS. GAMP, of the old original Standard,
is to be discarded, with a slur upon the Protestantism for which she
has expended such worlds of Billingsgate. MKS. GAMP is not Pro-
testant enough ! Can it be true, then, that CARDINAL WISEMAN
but we must not talk scandal. Poor old SAIREY !
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OUR INDIAN COMMISSION.
\\lnts tc, throw light on the

Had presided Martini, ami had had ample opportunities of

forming an opinion on Ihis (mint. Thoii'.'lit that new FurtOUgb Rcgula-
tions ought to be K 1 liable yning mm Id niinr holm- and sec
the v;ust improvement^ in CM TV direction. Sees vast improvements

subject ol our Indian Empire, ],ims( .lf. \\ : , Hy struck with N.-w ( Kford Street. Thinks
winch the Government seems

railways iu India will at er. It wimld re<|uin: an army of
inclined to legislate for "" "' > -- <<

'
<

Indian Commission, and print
the lirst hatch of evidence.

India scurrilous and vile.

years.

the newspapers ail opinion,
that after sixty. Indian ol -iders that an

,, , otlicer o!,
1

ii he tit for something when he reaches sixty-five.MA/OB LARKSPUR, ot
CollM( i, TS ,,,,,,, , r ,,, ,-,. .....ythj,,,,. ^ readv t(J tll

i
t

.

anything he

can get."
II. M.'s - Keiriment of Foot.

Served for six years in India.

Particularly observed the

country. Thought it a good
deal like Ireland, only hotter.

and the people not so well

clothed. Considered the Go-
vernment honourable enough ;

they were always ready witn

their pay for the troops.
Thought thc dykes in

THE CORONATION OF LOUIS NAPOLEON.
IT has always been admit led that a barrister is nothing without his

wig, a beadle is nobody when divested of his cocked hat, and // fortiori

an Emperor without his crown must be deficient of at least half his

dignity. Loins NAPOLEON nevertheless remains without a bit of

erowu to his head, like an individual in a hat less state, liable to take

,,, ,
cold, and we should not wonder if coolness should come upon the

of the principal stations ought
l

,

: , I1|lf
.

1
.

01
. who continu( ,s so lollg w jthout his diadem. Numerous

''

reasons have I). id for the delav in putting the finishing touch
dangerous at night to officers

to tk( , ido , of umv( .,.sa | sll ,rra!j ( ,," by 'the ,'lavinu' oil' of what may be
returning from mess. Ob-

termed the
,.
crin, mlr ,

j, )kc Jf thc piece that has been played in so
served the working of a

, eccentric acts by the French people. Sometimes we are told the
Cutcherry or Court. Went there to ask the Magistrate lor the loan dd is occasioned gy thc dimcultv in securing the services of the
of an.elenhant and a few men to beat the jungles, on a shooting excur-

]>o wh it jsg,^ .yjU be engaged to head the supernumeraries
sion. The Magistrate appeared hot and uncomfortable . Did not

in the spectaclc aoout t

'

o be ?ot on a scaie of unprecedented
observe how justice was administered. DM not look. Had no doubt

spiendou in the French Capital Others say that the POPE has his
Could not say anything m favour of the Police. > ' i 1-1 n , ** v i j. __-j_it was all right. small telescopc mm lavoui ice.

trl le tiara alread kcd
-

Had a gun stolen, and never saw it again. Could not state whether
, to present himself when the "cue "

is given him to come on, and that
the people were oppressed or not; it they were thought it was no .

there is no truth in the rumours of the
"
Sacred College" having

more than they deserved. Believes they are infernal bars Knew
hidden^ t bag, or any portion of his luggage, to prevent him

nothing of the Court of Directors, except from hearsay. The Court of from settin o on ms .,

starrmg expedition.
Directors were not the style of

people
he should like to be acquainted Qnc of the ^est reports in circulation to account for the coronation's

with, unless he had lots of sons and lots ot money, and wished to get I

not comi otf that the crown ^ not ready," though the order for
rid ot both by sending the sons into the Bengal Army. Could suggest it has Ion! been given to the Court jeweller. This is an absurdity on
several improvements and alterations m India. Would improve the the face of it for pawnbroker would get up a real crown at a
roads and make the conveyance of mess stores less expensive,

j
week>s noti and a ma?uiu(

,
(

. al , diadem could be procured for a song,
Would alter the climate and

haye
the mean temperature 7a degrees in or indeed for a si, lc note of solyent bank at any decent masque-

the summer inste:, mkahs 1 nought radc warehouse. Butifeventl (iioulty in obtaining the
the passage to India u trigfe It was paint til enough to

lmp(Tilll , nil to mind
out there at all, without the additional annoyance of having to

the fact of the recce Theatre, where a crown

might have been picked up for a shilling, if the French Government
go
come down with a large sum."
'""CAPTAIN STIFFLIP, of HER MAJESTY'S Regiment of Dragoons.
Had been five years in India. TliDinrht. the Company a low set. Had

had only sent over a commissioner empowered to make a bidding. The
crown olSeminiaiitlf with the hack hair removed, and an Emperor's: .

" . , .
, 1^-1 j iL n uiuwn ui n' i/i/ ni.iiitur, \vuii i in uauK. iiiui n.nmvuu, auu an ^uuucivi o

a horse shot under him in the Pun anb campaign and the
^
Company Crop substituted, or the whole of I he upper part filled in with a shock

evaded giving compensation by a paltry quibble. Thought the system wi ^ could have ,,,.,., , p,,,.,.,,,,,,,! ,-,. uVo-;,nd-sk; or, if that would not
t -

, ,, -o T i plying the necessary article, we are ready at once tc
"COLONEL MANGOSTEEX, of the Bengal Native Infantry. Is in his ^ in the hands of the POPE, or any other French

sixty-seventh year. Has been fifty-six years in India. Came home last up PmnnWp,pH +n pill fm- th^m
.spring. Felt the climate of England tell upon his constitution. Had

fc ^
been nardly used by the Horse Guards, iu not receiving a C.B.ship for

past services : considered he had a claim. Knew a man who had laid

in a nullah at Sobraon till the fighting was over, and then^came out
and got a C.B. A nullah means a deep ditch.

finest country under the sun. The climate nothii_
represented. _ Considers tli3 great curse in India to be the inefficient e _ "?,

e
,

OU!

agent who may

Military, but not Civil.

ans-a deep ditch. 'Thought India thc Fj5?,
<

j?
is

S|f ^pidest
rcghnent in the whole of the service ?-Thc

E1C " '/^f^^M^^ ^nSo^paKardwffl be given for the head, or rather,

. -, ,
-_ -'. It is the finest army

in the world still. There is no soldier like the sepoy. He shows
British troops the way to victory in hard-fought fields. Has the

highest opinion of the people of India. They made excellent servants.
Will allow you to thrash and abuse them without resisting. QUEEN'S
officers treated their servants very badly in India. Wouldn't take the
trouble to study the native language; and then punched their

servants' heads for not understanding them. Would abolish the
Civil Service, and give their appointments to military men of standing
and .experience. Military men make the best judges in the world.

ready

w cou ave ,,.,., , p,,,.,.,,,,,, ,. Vo-;,n-s; ,

of Government in India m amons in every respect Would go to- have been suitable, we are quite sure that we have seen something worn
morrow to see every member ot the Court ot Directors hanged. b SIGNOR VENAFRA in an old baUet-an arrangement between a
Thought the Bengal Civil Service a mistake. Young civilians wore cn let and a helraet studded profusei v wit.h precious (large)

stones-
moustaches Had a contempt for any civilian who wore moustaches. that m; ht have been easily convcrted 'into an article fit for the coro-
The men belonging to the QUEEN s regiments were shamefuUy used nation

*
the Emperor Considering the friendship that always existed

and so were their wives and families; while the sepoys were treated between thc Government of the Italian Opera m London, and the
with absurd mdidgenee. Sepoys were no good : they generally bolted

ent ^^ b the French, we are convinced that the latter had only

wieneyer
they had a chance. Had seen some of the leading civilians in

, Mk the/favour, and the whole of the dramatic regalia of either
Calcutta 1 bought them awful snobs. Believed several of them had establishment would have been at the disposal of Louis NAPOLEON.
recently been detected in mal-practices. Heard them spoken of as We will not hear of the further postponement of the coronation in
such tools

a
for being found out : not as such rogues, lor having France for want of a crown, and we beg to say that, bv way of sun-

been guilty.
_ lin the necessar article we are read at once to place two haff-

Any one harbouring him after this notice will be punisi

accomplice.

iriHE LATEST LONDON IMPROVEMENT. n

THE immense wooden hoarding erected (not unlike an envelope-box)
over the statue at Charing-Cross has been called, by certain playful

antiquarians,
" A New Statue of Charles concealed in. the Wood."

FEMALE INFALLIBILITY. A man frequently admits that he was in

i
the wrong, but a woman, never she was

"
only mistaken."
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HOW MR. PETER PIPER WAS INDUCED TO JOIN IN A BEAR-HUNT,

NEAR BURHAMPOOR, BENGAL. PART 1.

.

\

MK. PETER PIPKB TAKBS CP WHAT HE TONSIDKBS TO BE A " FIBST-RATB POSITION."

TUB FlBEWOIiK IS ABOUT TO BE THROWN INTO T11E UEN OK TUE BEAR

MOMENT OF INTENSE EXCITEMENT.

-nnrx AXD rsv.xry.CTED ATTFABAXO r A DEAR IN Tin; WRONG DIRECTION.

MK. Pr.TKR PlPER BEGINS 10 THINK U1S 1'OBITIO.X I1AT1IKK INFERIOR TEAS

OTHERWISE;

'

I!i:T XOTHIXG DAlTNTKn HE np.APPI.ES MANFULLY WITH HIS FKBOCIOCS

ANTAGONIST, AND A TKHI'.iriO bTBUGGLE ENSUES.

DTK COUUSK 01' TIMK Mil. PF.TER PlPF.R AND THE FEROCIOUS ANTAGONIST
ARRIVE AT TUB P.O1TOJI OK THE BAVINK, IN A VEI1V DILAPIDATED AND
EXHAUSTED CONDITION.

POLICE REGULATIONS
FOR THE 'BETTER BEHAVIOUR AND ELEGANT DEPORTMENT OF CABMEN.

EVERY Cabman is to wear a white neckcloth.

No Cabman is to open the door without first putting his gloves on.

Every Cabman is to have a bottle of Eau-de-Cologne in his vehicle, for
!

fear of accidents.

Every cabman is to shave at least once a day, and to wash his face '

and hands not less than three times viz. : 8 A.M. 1 P.M. and -1 P.M.

None but the best Windsor soap to be used on all abluvial

occasions.

Any Cabman, detected reading a letter on his box, and afterwards ;

tearing it up, and Hinging the pieces about the street, will be instantly
(;ikcn into custody.
On all levees, and drawing-room days, every Cabman is to wear a

nosegay in his button-hole.

Every Cabman is expected to touch his hat only every time he sees
a gentleman or lady pass, but, it' he is spoken to, "he must take it off,

and remain uncovered until the gentleman or lady leaves him.

Every Cabman must possess a certain knowledge of French and
German sufficient to make himself understood and, if he can add to
the above a small smattering of Italian, his merits will not be
overlooked.

Every Cabman must be provided with a silk umbrella in the event of

rainy weather.

No Cabman, whilst on his box, must road, or yawn, or sleep, or sing,

or whistle, or talk too loud, or make pantomimic signals with nis hands,
or keep them in his pocket, or sit with one leg crossed over the other,

under any pretence whatever.

Any infringement of the above regulations will be visited with the

very severest punishments the Legislature can inflict the lowest being
a month's imprisonment, with hard labour.

(Signed) COMMISSIONER MAYXE.

Postscriptum. Any Cabman seen touching a pipe, or a pewter pot,
will be instantly TRANSPORTED FOR THE TERM or CERTAINLY NOT LESS

THAN HIS NATURAL LIFE.

Scotland Yard, March 20, 1853.

Recovery of Spanish Credit.

THE Spanish Government, we see, has concluded another loan to

the amount of 500,000,000 reals, with the house of BARING. We did
not think that the credit of Spain could have so much reality. We
hope the results of this transaction, to the eminent capitalists, may not

prove wholly devoid of interest.

Printed by William Brndbury. of No. B, Upper Wobnm rlr.cr. in the Parih of St. Panrtas, and Frederick MulleHEn, of No. 7, Church Bow, Stoke Newington,
USice in Lombard Street, in the Pltenet ofWhitcfriarB, m the City of London, and Published by them at No. 85, Fleet Street. til the Parish of St. Brid.-'a, in t

both in the County of Middlesex, Printers, at ;Ui r
he Oity of London. SiTt'BBAr , April 2od,l^^i,
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HOW MR. PETER PIPER WAS INDUCED TO JOIN IN A BEAR-HUNT,
NEAR BURHAMPOOR, BENGAL. PART 2.

r

HAVING COLLEOTF.D nn sr .\TTF.Rr.n SENSES, Mil. PETER PIPER is DKTERJIIXKH TO
srnouK Tin: MMNSTKII OK " i-EaibU is THE ATTEMPT." HE PREPARES TO

A DE6PERATR STRUGGLE ENSUES, AND MR. I*ETEtt Pi PER IS ON Til". I'olVT oP
" PERISHING IS THE ATTEMPT," WHEN A TIMELY BHOT KHO1C 11 1.S TRUSTY SVCK
ALTERS THE POSITION OF AFFAIRS.

MB. PETER PIPER RETURNS TO BURHAHPOOR IN A TRIUMPHANT MANNER, AND BEGINS TO LOOK UPON HIMSELF is- THE LIGHT OF A HKHO.

OUR HONEYMOON.
MONDAY, MAY 12, 18-.
A LETTER from home : the first since away. JOSEPHINE gave it me

with a look as if she really knew what it contained. At least I thought
so ; and the thought so amazed me that

But FREDERICK came in at the moment
;
and so with the brightest

face I could be mistress of, I broke the scnl.
" From the

'

Flitch,'
"

said FRED.
"
Why, what 's the matter ?

"
I

felt myself setting angry."
Nothing," said 1.

" Hm ! Never saw nothing look so red in the face. Quite a
carnation nothing.""

Well, then, it 's a letter from"
" Out with it, LOTTY. From the

'

Flitch.' What 's the news ? Are
the rose-buds making up their pink mouths to be kissed by June, and
are

'

"
Nonsense, FRED. It's something something very serious. But

I knew it I had a fore-warning of it we should never have any good
fortune while the house had that name "

"Why not? A very sound, substantial, hospitable name. 'The
Fli/i'/i ." Why, how much better than

'

Erfritx,' and
'
Bov-ers' and

'

Elysium! They all of 'cm have the odour of stale, dead noscgavs.
Now the 'Flitch' has a fine relish about it; a smaek of bacon; de-

lighting the mouth : the while the fancy sings with the music of frying
eggs."

"
Don't be so vulgar, FRED ; especially at such a-time," and I was

tery cross.
"
Right, love," said he, with provoking composure.

"
Eggs are

vulgar : even birds of Paradise come out of 'cm. And still he never
asked about the letter.

"
Why, you 're never going out ? "and he was absolutely about to

leave the room.
" And you don't care about the letter ; or rather the

two letters, for this is from Mamma, and this is from well, she's a

pretty creature !

"
"
Glad to hear that," said he. "Live furniture, at least, should be

handsome. And when the mistress of the house is so beautiful, the

maids ought somehow to match. Come, what 's the matter ?
"

said

FRED in his droll, coaxing way, pulling me towards him.
"
Why, there, then

"
and I pushed the letter in his face.

" A bold broomstick hand, and he began to read the precious

epistle from that creature SUSANNAH
"'

Honmireil Mi/Jam, Am very sorry for yovr sake that circumstances

of tlie hoiii state irhich are about to take place trill not allow me to keep
ho/'*? after this week' a good beginning for the holy state," said FRED.

" Now do go on, FRED. You haven't yet come to half her inso-

lence."
"'For as I've had an offer which is to my advantage, it irouliiiit befor

my future peace (and she spelt peace piece, but I don't follow the

creature's orthography) pence of mind to refute it. The offer as I apeak

of comes in the shape of the milkman to irhin.i I /':'<' if liux /ileiixeil provi-
ae/tce to call me : the milkman that fortune has brought to this door wilk

vou xxiv.
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Ih,- milk since I hate kept it until mistress should have well (jot over her

Here FRED laughed outrageously ; though, as I said, I could see

nothing to laugh at. So he went on.

" ' Which mutt hi' i.iii I'.ri-i'xi'j'tn- bi't/,'i-i,iii iii i/se/f on so short a notice :

r x/intitil Inn;' th'iniiht uf tukinij on me to keep the house (though
here 1 must sail the

"
VlttcA

"
/ "< dean and as sweet as a rose), if I'd

/ thoughts of the young man (he's (/ol ttco conns already, and hopes
to have (iiintin'i- liii tin: /inii' f Hinri'ii) icho has offered forme. , /.' / /

beg to sit:/ Unit, tkottgh I 'rr tin'// in keep of the house, and had it all to

myself I do linj In sii./i that ['re never once asked WILLIAM (which is his

,'/ the threshold, Imt that all t/m/ has passed Aits been at the

inte iii the OjKii ei/es uf tin: trurlil. I urn /IH/I/II/
In sun thilt ecery-

li'r mil linnets at the
"
Mitch "

which mistress willjiiid

and the stock is i/mif "/> /'//>'//, < \\ i I.LIAM x/iyx, X/IOK.I there's a blessing

/>/'<in mi' -ant tlmt I 'in sill ii /'nautili lo take all a doting sweetheart wi/x us

if if iriis irfit in a book. Will, llir I'mclx /nice laid wonderful, and there

promises to be HO eml tif piiji-oii*. if \\ ILLIAM and me as he says is

half as l/irkii irit/i HIT /litis,
in- Hitiiisiirii/i/ your presence in his own

words soon have a " FLITCH "
cf our oicn.'

"
Like the creature's insolence," said I, and I couldn't help it.

"
Very presumptuous, indeed," replied FRED, looking comically."

Very. Flitch, indeed ! such people should be satisfied with a
'

Basher.' But let 's finish the missive. 'Tis now soon over.

" '

/'-/, lo In' liKirrii'd mi Monday next which is early ; but I do it on my
own accord and by the best adeice r>f my icelt-wishers : for I hace heard
that WILLIAM has offered afore, and nothing has come of it. So shall

make sure of Monday ; as, if I man say so, there's many a, slip atween the

husband and the lip. I'll keep the key, if it will accommodate lo the last

minute afore going to church ; and am yours humbly to command
" ' SUSANNAH BAGSIER.'

' '
P.S. Mistress mill be glad to hear that the cockatoo pines and takes

on after her like any ( Y//-/V/,/,/. Andfurther that Rajah the parrot uiakes
the whole neighbourhood scream again now calling

"
CHARLOTTE" and

now "
LOTTY." But some birds is more sensible than any of us two-legged

creatures'

"Now, what do you think of that?" said I. "Why, I'd have
trusted that girl with yes, with untold gold."
"To be sure. LOTTY. That's why you locked up the plate-chest.

But untold gold is one matter the untold love of a milkman another.""
Now, dear FRED, don't be foolish. To leave the house at such a

warning ! Well, I do think at least she might have waited until I had
returned."

"
She might," said FRED

;

"
but perhaps the milkman wouldn't.

Poor soul ! I don't see why she should wait for your moon waning
out

"
Waning out, FRED ! Well, that it an expression

"

Before her mooii should begin to shine. Honeymoons may be as

Of course, she never before had an offer"
"
Why there was a talk, Sir," said JOSEPHINE, who had come in,

and I'd allowed to remain
"
there was a talk of a private soldier."

"
Soldier," cried FRED drily.

" How ! Food for powder."-
"No, Sir," said JOSEPHINE, whom I immediately ordered out of the

room
"
no, Sir, for it never come to nothing."

FRED, with a loud laugh, declared that when it was all over 'twould

be quite a relief to his mind. I couldn't help wondering what the

creature had to do with him.
"
Creature," echoed FRED, and then he went on. "My dear, I have

observed that on several occasions you have spoken of certain folks as

creatures
"

"
There's no harm in that," I cried, a little twitted. What should

I call 'em?"
"
Very true : there is no harm in it, and what should you call 'em ?

It is quite right ; very estimable of you. Because, my love, when you

speak of low and humble folk as creatures : of course in your humilit y,

your Christian lowliness, you think and speak of 'em as feUow-

creatures. After such fashion even duchesses may talk of charwomen.

But to return to SUSANNAH
"
I think we 've had quite enough of her, and I shall answer

Mamma and beg her at once to send the creat the woman about her

business."
"
Very good, LOTTY ;

and for the future, if you value the peace of

mind ot your inferior moiety, myself take good heed that you never

have a skeleton in the house."
"
I shoidd think not," said I.

"
Don't be confident, my love ;

it's presumptuous," said FRED.
" What says the saying : there 's a skeleton in every house. But there

will, there shall be none in ours therefore do I rejoice in the going
awav of SUSANNAH."
"Why, what has she to do

"

FRED with uplifted finger and solemn face stopped me short.
"
My

dear, SUSANNAH was ill-favoured
; plain ; nay the milkman not

hearing me I will call SUSANNAH ugly. Now, my dear, in your
future engagements, try the other side of the question. Pay extra

wages for extra beauty."
Indeed. Sir" I called him Sir

"
indeed, I shall do no such

thing. Why should I?"
"
Why? To display the liberality of your sex; for, in a word,

LOTTY, I will have no skeleton, if I can help it, in my house."
"
I don't know what you call a skeleton," I replied." Theu listen, my love

" and he would take my hand between his
"
listen and learn. Skeletons are of various sorts

;
dwarf skelet9ns,

giant skeletons. But, to my mind, the worst skeleton in a house is

an ugly house-maid."

SOCRATES IN THE NURSERY.
NE of the Training Schools for

Nurses advertises that it is

ready to receive Probation-
ers. Testimonials are to be
sent in, and the candidates
are to attend on an appointed
day to undergo an examina-
tion. Mr. Punch greatly ap-

proves of the institution, and
in order to further its objects
is happy to print a copy of
the examination paper which
is to be furnished to appli-
cants. He recommends it

not only to the attention of
those who may intend to
become Probationers, but to
all who may be entrusted
witli the guardianship of his

young friends the rising gene-
ration.

1. State your acquaint-
ance with Bogy, and your
opinion as to the desirability

01 referring to him in cases of fractiousness.
2. In the case of a child pertinaciously lefusing to go to sleep, give

the examiner your idea of the proper treatment, and whether an
imitation goblin or GODFREY'S cordial is, in your judgment, the pre-
ferable soporific.

3. At what period of a difference between yourself and your

charge do you introduce the name of the horrid black man in the
cellar ?

4. In the event of a youthful party making enquiries after its Papa
or Mamma, do you apprise it that the parent in question is gone
to Bobberty-shooty to shave the monkies, or what other information
do you supply ?

5. What amount of gold hobby-horses, diamond shoes, and bran-

silver-new-nothings-to-put-round-its-neck do you promise a child when
your ship comes home, and what date do you assign to that feat in

navigation ?

6. Supposing there is reasonable ground for thinking that an infant

cries because a pin is running into it, do you adopt the prevalent belief

that the speediest relief is caused by a good slap upon the afflicted

region ?

7. Is it your opinion that any promise which will take a child quietly
out of the room, or to bed, may conscientiously be made, and that the

only promise which should be faithfully redeemed is one of castigation ?

8. Doyou recommend bribe or threat as the best means of preventing
a child from telling its Mamma that your Cousin in the Life-Guards
came to tea and stopped to supper ?

Dental Anatomy for Roman Doctors.

THE grinder or incisor presented by the POPE to the EMPEROR
OP AUSTRIA, has been the subject of numerous comments implying
doubt as to the authenticity of the relic. One incredulous person says
that the alleged ST. PETER'S tooth is a mere bite. Another sceptic
thinks it was the lost wise tooth of Infallibility. A third declares it is

one of the teeth of evidence against which the Papacy makes its pre-
tensions. A fourth considers that the dental gift came with peculiar

jngnificaaoe
from the head of a priesthood which inculcates I)ENS'S

Theology.
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FINE ARTS FOR FINE PEOPLE.

IT is with great plea-
sure I hat \vc note a

work of fashionable

art. which has liccn

exhibited lately in the

windows of the prin-
inusic shops, and

Woich, (o (lie imbecile

prettiiiess which clia-

MCterizea most, pro-
ductions of its kind,

idds BOH

if meaning. The

picture in ..nes'ion is

a coloured lithograph,
illustrative of a dance

I"The Delightful
Wall/," liy the

|ioser of
" The De-

lightful I'olU.
1

'

It.

lady of flushed C

tenant' iiioil-

alile exterior, fail

'Haul

officer whose coat

is radiant with gold
and vermilion, and whose visage glows win, IB and exen
The son of il.uis is depositing the asphyxiated lieauty <

amid the admiring gesticulations of the beholden. So far il. may not

appear that this c - embodies ;, -nth, or is i neh
to he commended in a in it,

however, than the simple fact of an elegant I;.

who has been waltzing till she faints, bch

embroidered military man. When it is said that, she is represented
as of

"
fashionable exterior," the whole truth is not stated. Si

delineated as being of fashionable interior also. Her waist i

small thai the diaphragm, the liver, and the otl-

: il chviiii ,-c plainly iml lie in a i

fashionable state of compression ; the play of the lungs likewise being
seriously impeded by the restriction of the movement of the ribs: the

coHsci|iience of which must be engorgement of the blood-vessels,

and congestion about the region of the heart. Hence, the i

artist of course intends to imply, the syncope which has resulted to the

attractive \ming lady from waltzing; with the auriferous and scarlet

officer; MI that the object of his pencil isto point a medical moral : and
not merely to excite genteel susceptibility, but also to exemplify the

consequences of tight -lacing.

A MEdKNAS AT MANCHESTER.
MANC i a rare place for patterns; it has afforded one to

gentlemen wishing to afford encouragement to Art. The Manchester
to the Annual Meeting of the School of

Design at that town, that a document was read by MR. HAMMKKSI.KV
particularizing this line example, as consisting in the offer of "a very
noble prize" b\ a gentleman, as a reward for the greatest amount of

proficiency, assiduity, and talent exhibited in the School during the

ensuing year- \>MRctt:

"One hundred pounds wilt be Riven to the gainer of this prize, in bills payable in

Venice, Bologna, Florence, and Home. The prize-holder will be required to remain in
these eatm.fart for a wr. lie ill conn- under ohliR.ttlon toi'evote a certain number
of hours weekly in producing drawings for the donor of tlio. prizn. A certain number
Of celebrated works will 1.,, name,! pie', of which it will I that the liursnr
Should pr.nliu'c iii water colour, in a style and size to be indicated by Mil. HAXMKIUH.EY ;

and, of course, it will be necessary lm tin,so who pn.ji, for the prize to
ilrvotc Mime time in the School lo the practice of this style, in .niter to evince their
capabilities for fulfillin Mions. Introductions'* ill be provided in the very
hlgheal ij.iarters to the most eminent Artists and others, in the cities to which the
bursar will be accredited. The winner of this great prize will, therefore, be placed
in a position which twice the sum could not secure for any one travelling merely on his
own private resources."

In continuation, MR. HAMMERSLEY
"
Explained that the 100 were Riven by a gentleman whoso name was known to the

Council, but who particularly desired not to be known otherwise in connexion with the
gift."

It is easy to conceive why this munificent patron of Aj-t may
wish to be anonymous. Because, the patronage which he offers to Art
is of a peculiar kind. The conditions of trial for his prize are, first, a
year's hard work, with the chance of failure. The winner next
travel a thousand miles, reside abroad a year, and find himself in all

things during that time. His 100 wonld be simply a small deduction
from liis expenses. Then he is to labour a certain number of hours

WHAT IS REALLY "LOOMING IX THE FUTl'llK."

CORRESPONDENT of the i

writing evidently in a moon.
<!-, state, has observed

"a column of light having

i Luna "for it si

This "column of light" has
rise to the contribu-

of a column
of small type from a p

, homtimati
i _' the moon, or perhaps

the man in the moon, fairly

out of countenance, he ob-

served, "the light grow
gradually paler and paler
until it vanished." He adds
that

"
to a person of imagi-

native temperament the

moon seemed to be on fire."

Had it appeared in this light

to a boy of
"
imaginative

temperament," his imagina-
tion might have urged him
to call up the firemen and
cause the engines to be put
in requisition. We trust

that the moon-gazers in general will keep their imaginations down,

for the fire-brigade is already sufficiently emplo\ cd in putting out real

conflagrations, wit liout having to throw cold water on some fictitious

flare-up that is blazing away in the imagination of some old gentleman
strainimr bis eyes, the whole night long, through a I

The very observant gentleman who fancied the moon was on fire

himself bv saying that the atmosphere was in a condition

highly favourable tor the phenomenon called
"
looming." It is a pity

that MR. DISRAELI was not ready to take advantage of this atmo-

spherical state of things to show the country what he has declared to

be "looming in the future," for its special benefit. ( hi the occasion

in question, nothing "loomed" but a few small merchant ctaft which

had been mistaken for a powerful squadron, so that t he phenomenon
of "looming" seems to be nothing more than the process of gross

exaggeration. In the eyes of the lookers-on, some very little craft

nmed the dimensions of an invading force ; and, perhaps the

small political craft of DISRAELI will take the form of considerable

power when his vision of something "looming in the future" is

realised.

The City Arms.

SINCE the visit of the Deputation
of London Merchants and Bankers

to Louis NAFOLKHN, the dagger has leapt with indignation out of the

City Anns. It is to be replaced, we are told, with a 1'rench knife and
fork. There will be no crest on them, as it is said the City is far too

crest-fallen to make any such show at prc

weekly, in copying a certain number of pictures for his benefactor; but
introductions into the bargain.

Now, certainly, this is one \\ ay to encourage a rising Artist. It i-

a wav of e abilities on moderate terms. It maybe com-
who are disposed to \cnture

in the hope of getting a roomful of drawings from great
of giving .' in to a larger amount for the

job at once.

A \VlMir.\l,L FOR THE LO\<;.\\ IXDED.

\Vi: an; hap[i> i" eon" rat ulate our old friend Mi;. Cii isiim.M A .

On his having rccc.v.l a (ioM-rnment appoint ment . The once honour- '

able aud now honoured gentleman has been nominated a Member of

the Commission for Consolidate ce to find

that instead of being employed in making \er\ long ; ary
ihfiS. he will be engaged in the more profitable occupation of

;

making Parliamentary acts as short as possible. 'llmn-h we could not

lk of him in a flattering manner, when we had to jiuL'e him

by his words, we have no doubt we -hall have to report favourably
of him \\ hen judging him by his acts.

No man knows better than he dees what it is to be too long-winded,
and he. will be able to corn. an error (hat li

.bjy,
. discovered in himself, \\coflcn had to blame him for

of the Mm, -!ies. and if :

time of the country by abridging tlr lie v, ill make more than

amends.
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SERVANTGALISM
; OR, WHAT'S TO BECOME OF THE MISSUSES ?-No. 6.

Cook. "WELL .TO BE SURE, MUM ! LAST PLACE I WERE IN MISSIS ALWAYS KNOCKED AT THE DOOB AFOBE SHE COME INTO
MY KITCHEN ! !

"
'

.

:

A CLERICAL EEROE.
THERE surely must be some mistake about the following advertise-

ment, extracted from a recent Supplement of the Times .

7 AAV WANTED, by tlie advertiser, a. SITUATION as COPYINQ
*-> CLKliK, out-door, in a respectable Attorney's Office, in London. As the adver-
tiser is a man of extreme tHg* Church principles, no high Calvinist Sociniait or
Lmtanan need notice thin. Salary-JSs. per week, the advertiser having a small annuity.

This High Church Clerk; must be some unfortunate clerk in orders,
with the charge of a parish,.for which he receives the usual stipend of
thirty or forty pounds a jtpar, which he is justified in alluding to as
''a small annuity." The advertiser is, probably, a poor provincial
curate, who is anxious to eke out, as a copying clerk, the miserable
income which, as an original writer of sermons, he receives, perhaps,
from some well-paid incumbent in London, who having

"
a divided

duty
"

transfers the hardest part of it with a miserable pittance to some
unhappy substitute.

That the advertiser is a half-starved clergyman we cannot doubt, or
why should he be so particular in intimating that he cannot accept
wages from any but a High Churchman? No Calvinist, Socinian, or
Unitarian is to apply to this would-be Scribe, who would probably' be
turned out of his curacy if he accepted aid from a Pharisee. We do
not wonder at the poor fellow's eagerness to earn fifteen shillings
a week by his own labour rather than avail himself of the humiliating
aids that are condescendingly bestowed on some of the

"
lower order "

of
clergj. The latest bit of benevolence has for its object the

conversion of the poor curates by the Jews, for Hob/well Street is
ransacked to obtain old clothes with which to transform the ill-paid
seedy divine into the external semblance of a gentleman. The motive
may be very good which causes a collection to be made of cast-off
wearing apparel, for the use of the inferior that is to say, the under-
paidclergy, but we had much rather see an effort made to give the
labourer his hire, and to tear off the cloak and mask from the humbugs
and hypocrites than to get together a second-hand wardrobe to furnish
decent dress to those by whom redress is the thing most required.

THE NABOB'S PETITION.

A GOOD man whose name will have become familiar to the news-

paper reader has been publishing lately an affecting address, in the
form of an advertisement,

" To the Proprietors of East Lidia Stock."
He tells them, reverentially, that he has the honour to apprise them

that the election of six Directors of the East India Company will take

place on the 13th instant, when the vacancy caused by the death of
GENERAL CAULFEILD will be filled up.
With a warmth of feeling which does credit to his heart, he begs to

express his most grateful thanks for the kind and continued support with
which he has been, honoured, and which enables him to look to the result
of a contest with the most confident expectation of success. There is

a peculiar enthusiasm ill this . last declaration, which is evidently
couched in the spirit of sanguine interest for some great object.
In the language of pathetic entreaty, he begs that he may be per-

mitted to take this opportunity of renewing his solicitations for the votes
and influence of those

Proprietors
who may not yet have declared their

intentions, and assuring tifem, as well as the rest, that if placed in the

position to which he so Anxiously aspires, his best energies shall be
devoted to the zealous Discharge of the important duties confided
to him.
He concludes his supplication by saying that he ventures earnestly to

solicit the attendance oi his friends.

As a specimen of the eloquence of imploring humility, this gentle-
man's advertisement may be backed against the Beggar's Petition.
When it is considered that his object is the unselfish one of obtaining
a share in the government of our Indian Empire, that is to say in

directing the destiny, of above 100,000,000 of the human race, it is

pleasing to find him so terribly in earnest : the only reward he can look
to being, of course, the pleasure of promoting the happiness of so many
of his fellow-creatures.

LET HIM HAVE HIS SAY. "I'm out for the day," as the Court suit
said when it left the pawnbroker's on the morning of the Levee.



TURKEY IN DANGER,

Aritu, 9, 1S53.
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FREE-TRADE IN FORTUNE-TELLING. - U 1IKN I di M), iiu\'T MAKE A NOTE OF.".

X>D Mil. PUNCH, I appeal r

' /' challenges the I ."inverse

to you as the
ready champion

I
To find a newspaper w i ult

"
in it.

of oppressed classes To find a richer field fo .nan Gold l-'ield.

persons. I get my livini;
1" lind the British Freeman whose \<itc is independent of the way in

:li telh'ng fortunes by which he 's treated,

astrology, or rather, 1 used ' To liml a Spirit iial Happing that, is worth a single rap.
to do so: for Hi I o find a convert t

rically "distrest
"

has greatly fallen oil' of late, agriculturists.

That business, such as it is,
To find a nervous Emigrant who would like Call'raria to settle in.

I carry on under the title of To lind a Hallway accident where tin: slightest, blame attaches to
'

Astronomical Lecturer,' the immaculate Directors,

which I. put on my door. It

is necessary for me to resort %red,as a "bai

to this unworthy subterfuge

money, as a rogue and a

vagabond. Yet here is an
advertisement which ap-

peared last week in a news-

paper :

MRS.
GERALD MASSEY

tl,.' s.iinnuniliiile JASB) will
hold a public SKA.NCi; THIS
I )AY, at

,
at 2 o'clock, for the

Manifestation of Clairvoyante
Phenomena. Admission 2s. Gd.

Private Clairvoyante Consultations for Disease, its Cause, Effect, and Remedy,
Persons Absent, Mental Travelling, &c., front 11 to 4, one guinea.

"Now if I for I dabble in the occnlts generally show a servant-
maid her absent sweetheart in a mirror, I am liable to be sent to the
House of Correction. It would be at my peril that I charged a guinea
for revelations with respect to stolen goods, which I believe is one of
the &c. of Clairvoyance : if I am detected in doing any such thing my
reward is the County crop and the treadmill.

"
Immediately under the above advertisement there was the fol-

lowing :

,

MESMERISM.
The celebrated SOMNAMBULE, ADOLPHE DIDIER

gives his MAGNETIC SEANCES and CONSULTATIONS for Diseases, every
day, from 11 till 4. Thursday, at 3 o'clock, experiments illustrating the highest
phenomena of the human mind under the magnetic influence. Consultations by letter.

" The terms for M. ADOLPHE DIDIER'S ieanees and consultations
are not stated ; because the parties appealed to belong to the upper
classes, who are regardless of expense. Do not mistake me, Mr. Punch.
I am not so illiberal as to complain that MRS. MASSEY and MR. DIDIER
are suffered to practise, their art, but I do complain that I am not
suffered to practise mine as well. Neither have I the meanness to

disparage their pretensions. Of course they are entitled to as much
credit in their Ime as I am in mine

; as to which of us may give the
most satisfaction, let fair competition decide that. No doubt they
are perfectly able to see through every thing, in all directions, to

any distance, with their eyes shut ; and to describe past or foretell
future events, divine diseases and their remedies, and disclose the
secrets of the other world. But if they may make their guineas out of
the faith of the aristocracy in these preternatural powers of theirs, why
must I be debarred from obtaining less money from an humbler public,
by pretences quite as true P

' The Spirit Rappers, too, are permitted to go on without molestation,
whereas if I ever do a little bit of necromancy it must be on the sly.
Do you call this Free Trade ? Pray, Mr. Punch, advocate the repeal
of those restrictive laws which not only fetter a peculiar branch of

industry, but also, most unnaturally, tend to check the native Professor,
whilst

they encourage the foreign Chevalier. Flourish your mighty
cudgel in the cause of a poor conjuror, who, wishing that your star may
be ever in the ascendant, remains, in good old unaffected Englisn
parlance, your most obedient humble Knave,

"RAPHAEL ZADKIEL."

There is much in what R. Z. says : moreover, as he does not

To lind the British l\m. lr who can resist a useless purchase if it 's

fered as a
"

1)

To Find a "Junior
''

Lord of the Admiralty who is not, at least, an
in order to evade the law, ton.

which would punish me for To lind a French newspaper (if sufficient vital tenacity to survive a

Casting nativities to obtain
"
warning" from the (ioM-nnncnt.
To liml an

"
Alarming Sacrifice

"
whei . .r is the victim.

To liml a Husband of snlliei. o endure the ordeal of a
"cleaning''^ i taking ni Club.
To lind a Wife of sullieii nl self-denial to refuse, anew dress because

she doesn't want it.

To lind y(/i it chman's house at dinner-time.
To lind a Clairv"' faculty of

"
second sight

"
may not very

y be seen through at lirst.

To find a City Street that for four-and-twcnty hours is innocent of a
paving rammer.
To find the British Publican who is not well up in the bottle-trick. 1
To find a Government Steamer that. 's a single whit less "slow"

than
"
sure

"
of an accident.

To find a man of sufficient appctital energy to cat a London Sausage.
To find an Election where, the (strictly)

""

legal expenses" will bear

the^test
of the Committee Room.

To find a maiden lady who will own to being twenty.
To find a Geometrician who can calculate the altitude of a Railway

Company's Assurance.
To find the British Boxkeeper who will give you admission, if you

happen unluckily to look as if you 'd pay for it.

lo find a
"
Plain

" Cook who does not over-dress herself.
To find an Omnibus that will carry you at a greater pace than you

can walk.
To lind a Betting Shop frequenter whose "settling" at home does

not lead eventually to his settling abroad.

And, as a final clencher
To find the British Cabman who would not perish sooner than

confess that he had change for half-a-crowu about hun.j

says,

Well Qualified to be a Sheriff's Officer.

A FHENt'H-tpadying contemporary, writing about Louis NAPOLEON,
ys,

"
There is no doubt that for months past he has succeeded in

arresting the general attention of Europe," and not the only General
by many (may we be allowed to add) which he has succeeded in

arresting. The FRENCH EMPEBOR'S powers of arrest are not exceeded,
we should say, by any LEVI or SLOMAN in Christendom.

A MOST DIFFICULT PASSAGE.

A LIBERAL Manager has been giving or pretending to give away
free passages to Australia." This is easy enough, but we should Eke

to see the manager who could secure for any one of his audience a"
free passage

"
through the Lowther Arcade.

"
You're neither a Man nor a Brother."

THE present American Government, as it advocates slavery, may be
denominated

"
an Uncle Tom's Cabin-et

"
and if it should want a

good whipper-in, we are sure GENERAL PIERCE will forget for the

S'of
ess clairvoyance, there may be some reason why he should practise I

moment he is President, and be too happy to lend his hand to it. He
vination for gain. But there is no occasion for those persons to is

J.nst the man for a country that boasts of
"
flogging all creation."

make a trade ot soothsaying who, as they can see into every thing, can
look into the earth, discover its hidden treasures and choose their own
diggings.

N.B. WANTED. One Event, Occurrence, or Fact, of a Public
Nature, which has turned out to verify any assertion of a Clairvoyante.

SHOP ! "The London deputation to Locis NAPOLEON has been
condemned as betraying, not so much a love for peace, as a

"
\ .

after French Centimc-ntalism."

which boast, as far as the black portion of it is concerned, is certainly
only too true.

ULTRA-NATIONAL HERALDBT.

PERHAPS some heraldic enthusiast hi the North will object to the
motto of the PRINCE OF WALES, Ir/i /)ir>/, and insist on an additional
letter being used in the orthography ofM.

AFTER DINNER CONVERSATION. Austria to Russia. "The Forte's
with you."
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A CONSISTENT MEMBER OF THE TEAM: DEPUTATION.' " You are heartily Welcome to anything

wij Poor House affords."

SERVICES OF DANGER.

THIS is not the place wherein to expatiate on the maxim that in the performance of charity

the left hand should not know the deed of the right. But it may be remarked that if ever

that virtue ought to be unostentatious, it is when exercised in praying for a condemned culprit.

That tliis is not it superfluous observation will be manifest from the following paragraph

out of the Times :

"THE CONVICT SPAUKES. A roost unusual mode has been adopted with respect to this convicted murderer.

Notic.' hns been civeu in five churches at Exeter, that divine service will be performed every day until the

t'XiTUtiou, and Iliiit the churclu-s will be opened half-an-hour before, and half-an-hour after the service, that,

I.ITSHI.-. may at the altnr offer up their prayers for the salvation of the unhappy convict, and a manual of prayers

lias been printed and circulated for that purpose. Notice has also been given that service will be performed lit

the hour of the execution. These matters have caused a very strong sensation through the city of Exeter."

Against the particular act of devotion above alluded to, not a word can be said ;
it is quite

right and proper ;
but like many other proper and right things it ought to be done with the

greatest possible secrecy. Publicity of services and supplications, in behalf of a man who is

going to be hanged for murder, is calculated to render the place in which they are customary
unsafe. We should be afraid to live in the diocese of Exeter, except under the conditions of

a private watchman, a large dog in the yard, and a COLT'S revolver under our pillow. Such

demonstrative collects and liturgies may or may not tend to effect the criminal's conversion,

but they are very likely to result in converting a mere ruffian into an actual assassin. They
conduce to the augmentation of that vulgar celebrity which surrounds a cut-throat, and con-

stitutes him, on the scaffold, an example m the wrong sense. If any low brute is inclined

to envy the wretch his notoriety, of course that fellow's emulation must be stimulated by
the stir and excitement created about him by those means. He naturally thinks what a fine

thing it must be to be prayed for in church, together with the QUEEN and Koyal Family,

the Houses of Parliament, and all bishops, priests, and deacons, and to become an object of

special interest to the clergy and ladies of the neighbourhood.
It is idle to question whether the object of these services is likely to be answered in the

present instance, because nobody will believe that it is what it pretends to be. Every one

is sufficiently well satisfied that it is secondarily, if at all, the benefit of the prisoner, and

primarily and principally, the assertion of Tractarianism. We all know that Puseyism is

as rampant at Exeter as'felony is about Ratcliff Highway ;
and the lovers of the liomanesque

would naturally take such a leaf out of FATHER NEWMAN'S book as may be found in the

212th and succeeding pages of his eighth Lecture
" On Certain Difficulties," &c,

Mr. Punch as Richard IH.

KING HICHAM THE THIRI>, says MR. Toss, in his "Judges of England," used, among
his milder recreations, to go into the Courts of Law, and propound questions to the Bench,
which the poor Judges

"
found great difficulty in answering." He asked one question,

to which he never could get a response up to the day of his Bosworth, and which Mr. Punch

begs leave to re-iterate.
"
Why do you wear those ridiculous and unwholesome wigs ?

"

Mr. 1'iinck pauses for a reply.

THE LIMITS OF FEMALE FORGIVENESS. A woman will forgive any thing in a rival,

excepting her being prettier than herself.

THE GENTLE CABMAN.

HAIL ! Gentle Cabman, modest youth,
Vilest type of innocence and truth;
Where shall \vc lind if not ill thee

The emblem of simplicit y ?

Devoid of guile, thy softness rare

Deserves the very choicest fare.

In thee we happily possess
The paragon of artlessness.

Let slander's evil tongue enlarge
( )n thy weak way of overcharge ;

But oli ! to what does tliis amount ?

That thou 'rt too much a child to count.

Detraction, with sarcastic smile,

May say yon call a
.\
ard a mile

;

But freshest heart feels purest pleasure
in pinning faith to

"
liberal measure."

Your language is not always choice,
_

P'rhaps to an oath you lend your voice ;

But rustic DAMON young and fair

To PHYLLIS now and then will swear.

To smoke and drink you may be prone ;

But any candid mind will own,
This is the true Arcadian type
PAN loves his pot, STKEI'HOX his pipe.

Then, gentle Cabman, tell me why
They look on thee with jaundiced eye ':

Why look at me with wonder blank,

Thou ornament to any rank ?

The Cabman answered,
"
Tell ye wot,

Mankind's a worry rummy lot,

Like dogs with a bad name they harranguc us,

The next they '11 do will be to hang us."

SLAVISH IMITATION.

SINCE GENERAL PIERCE defined Slavery to

be "involuntary servitude," a great change has

taken place in America in the Southern States

especially in certain popular expressions. You
no longer hear a person rudely saying, "I'm
the slave of the tender passion;" but he will

express the same thing much better by

delicately observing, "I'm the involuntary

servant of the tender passion." This sensible

improvement has taken place, we are glad to

state, throughout all the different forms of

Slaverj-, from that of a Vulgar Prejudice down
to that of the Bottle. It is most interesting to

overhear a young gentleman passionately con-

fessing to a young lady, as he is kneeling at her

feet that he is "her involuntary servant for

life."
==^======

A New Inscription for the City Arras.

LOUIS-PHILIPPE'S well-known motto of
" La

Paix a tout Prix" might appropriately (i gure
on the City Arms, for the 4,12(1 London Mer-
chants and Bankers, who have lately been licking

the boots of Louis NAPOLEON seem anxious to

purchase
"
peace at any price," even at the

price of their own independence, and the respect

of their fellow-countrymen.

REMARKABLE INSTANCE OF DELUSION.'

IT is said that there is now living in the

United States an upholder of
slavery,

whose mind

is affected to such a degree that he sometimes

fancies himself a republican.

WHY is a person with the lumbago like a man
smoking a cheap cigar ? Because his back is bad

(baccy 's) bad.
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,

A NEW BROOM BEING TAUGHT TO DISTINGUISH HIS PATRONS BY AN OLD
BROOM (RETIIUSG FROM 13USIXESS).

New Broom. " POOR JACK, TER HONOR ?"

Old Broom. " LEAVE THEM COVES ALOXE, TIM ;
THEY 'RE TWO SWELLS WHAT

ALWAYS CROSSES IN A 'AKSOM 'CAUSE o' THEIR BOOTS !

"

ADVERTISEMENTS MORALISED.

NOISELESS WHEELS.
THERE is a rumour and a talk

( If an invention that 's applied
Not to the use of those that walk.

But to the use of those that ride.

What is it to the public ear
In loud advertisements appeals ?

What do they sneak of far and near '1

What makes this "noise ? The "
Noiseless Wheels."'

A subtle meaning may be found
Where 'tis not looked for by the throng

A "
noiseless wheel !

"
Thus, free from sound,.

The wheel of Time revolves along. ,

No voice is heard to note its speed,
Silent and swift it onward steals :

'Tis only by its loss we heed
The flight of time with

"
noiseless wheels."

Under the sun there 's nothing new ;

Whatever is, has always been :

Invention can but bring to view

Things that would else remain unseen.

The law of Nature far and near

The principle at once reveals
;

The world, the seasons, year by year
Go round and round like noiseless wheels."

The blood that warms the mortal frame
In circulation will be found

;

The air about us does the same
In silent currents twirling round.

The head itself will often swim ;

The brain occasionally reels ;

And round will come the lot of him
Who 's helped by Fortune's

"
noiseless wheels.

But Science may have miss'd its aim,
For clattering wheels are oft preferred

By those who think that noise is fame
;

Not mute would be the vulgar herd.

Rare, is the man his carriage owns,
Who modestly his state conceals ;

He 'd rather rattle o'er the stones,

Than pass unheard with
"
noiseless wheels."

DRUNKENNESS OF THE SCOTCH.

AN elegant little controversy has been going on recently among the

Scotch people, as to which portion of them mav be considered the most

addicted to drunkenness. Glasgow and Edinburgh have been the

two chief disputants in this disreputable dispute, as to which city has

the greatest tendency to intoxication. The excitement has been still

further heightened by Dundee having staggered into the argument, and

wanting to know whieh of the three degrees of drunkenness shall be

assigned to itself: and how Edinburgh, Dundee, and Glasgow, are to

stand with regard to each other, as the worthy representatives of Drunk,

Drunker, ana Drunkest. We always imagined that the Scotch took

much credit for sobriety, but the nation, it appears, when reflecting

upon itself, and looking as it were at itself in the glass, finds evidence

of a strong attachment to the bottle. We shall begin to think that

l the national Scotch Reel is more closely connected with the equally
'

national Scotch toddy, than we had been apt to imagine.
We do not see very well how the controversy is to end

;
but if one

of the three cities can manage to abstain for a time from intoxication,

the other two may make the third the arbiter for all, and thus Glasgow
and Dundee drunk may be able to appeal to Edinburgh sober.

: PIUS THE NINTH AND PROFESSOR OWEN.

THE following statement, by the Austrian Correspondent of our

universal contemporary, will refute a blind calumny current amongst
heretics :

" His Apostolic Majesty, FRANCIS JOSEPH, has just received a valuable present from

Rome; it is a tooth said to have been taken by his HousKss's own fingers from tin

jaw of ST. FETKR. This relic was presented on the 17th by the Nuncio, CARDINAL
VIAI.E PRELA, iu a costly

' Ostensorium.'
"

Hence it is clear that the idea of the POPE worshipping relics is aL'i

stuff. The veneration that he really pays them is much the same as-

PROFESSOR OWEN evinces towards fossil remains : putting them into

an Ostensqriunij more or less expensive, for exhibition. To be sure

there is this difference between the PROFESSOR and the PONTIFF, that,

give the former a tooth, and he will tell you whether it is a Mastodon's

or a Mammoth's, whereas if you were to show the latter a whole set

of teeth, he would be unable to inform you if they belonged to a saiut;

The City Shoe-black Brigade.

ONE of the little red-jackets stationed in Trafalgar Square, upon
reading the address of the London Bankers and Merchants to Louis
NAPOIEOX, exclaimed most indignantly,

"
Well, I'm blessed if, in the

way of boot-cleaning, this doesn't lick everything of the kind !

"

CHIVALRY FOR THE MILLION. It is proposed to establish an order
of Knighthood for the reward of eminent sanitary services, to be
called the Order of the Bath and Washhouse.

or a sinner.

The Maine Law.

THERE is a law which prohibits the sale of any spirituous liquors in

certain States of America, known by the name of tne
"
Maine Law."

A cabman writes to us to say that "hb is precisely in the same State,

for the late Police Regulations, which iorbid him any spirits or a

drop of beer, no matter how many hours he may have been on his box,

may be justly called
'

The English MAYNE Law.'
"

UN JEU QUI NE VAUT PAS LA CHANDELLE.

NOTICE.
The half-dozen translators of MON8. SCRIBE'S DRAMA of

" MARCO SPADA "
publicly give notice that they intend to reserve to them-

selves the right of translating it back agaia into French.

Printed byWilliam Bradbury, of No. 13. Upper Wobm Place, in the Parib of St. Pane*, and Fmlpriclt Mullett Kvani.of No.7, Church Row, Stoke Newinzton. both in the County of Middlesex, Printers, AS :.

Oct In Lombard SUM* im the Precinct of Wuitefrian, In the City or London. and Published by tueai ct No. So, Fleet Street, iu the Pamh ot St. Bride'i, in the Citj of London. SATOIDAI, Arm. t, ISM.
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THE BELGRAVIAN VENUS ATTIRED BY THE GRACES. (BY AN OLD STUPID.)

1 1 ( ) I

'

( i 1 1 I'm now old anil fat, and look heavy and dim,
I don't envy the bright-eyed, tin- \onnir and the slim,
I cnjii) v. nity and ^ until at a Hall,

Whilst 1 think what a few years will make of it alL

Those exquisite creatures (if Riches and Birth
children of classes superior to Karth.

With such joy in their voices, such smiles on their cheeks,
Like the happy Immortals adored liy the Greeks.

Look at yon titled Maiden that form is divine,
And the, clothes she is wearing are suitably fine,

It is VK.M s herself, an old 1'auan mi'.'lit (-->>

By the GRACES attired in ( iljmpic full dress.

lint l>y no Nymphs, the dmghten of tcgis-armed JOVE,
The robes of that Goddess were fashioned or wove,
In an Attic, indeed, but no classical spot,

They were made in a Garret close, reeking, and hot.

When Morn, rosy-fingered, appeared, or before,
Whilst the Goddess was snoring- such Goddesses snore
The Nunphs of the Garret, the dressmaking Powers,
Arose from a slumber perhaps of three hours.

From dawn till past midnight the needle they ply,
( )t't till next morning's twilight appears in the sky,
\\ ith a |'aii-r lor each meal -lift een minutes, may be,
Their ambrosia dry bread, and their nectar weak tea.

A minute slice of meat, and potatoe, to these,
Add at dinner

;
at supper a morsel of cheese.

Toast and water 's allowed the first banquet to cheer,
At the last may be taken a small glass of beer.

But to check the somnific effect of the hops,
The sad Nymph must eftsoon imbibe China's green slops,

Lest she doze o'er the task, that, her life must consume,
To make that CYTHEREA the belle of the room.

So I sec, in the dance whilst our deity whirls,

Hov'ring round her the ghosts of poor milliner-girls,

"IV. u those Graces that gave the gay VKNUS her clothes,

And their spirits attend her wherever she goes.

Grim GRACES were such if young dandies could see

Through the spectacled eyes of a Fogy like me ;

And should VKXUS disrelish sueh haunted attire,

Ere she fix on her milliner let her inquire.

OUR HONEYMOON.

TUESDAY, MAY 13, 18-.
Is is quite plain that this Honeymoon of ours is to be a time of trial,

at least to one of us. Goodness knows what a pang it has cost me
but no-^-ycs I do begin to doubt, no, not doubt, but just question
the affection, the one absorbing, soul-possessing (as I used to think
and talk of it) affection that JnmDZBICK has for me. I can't help
beginning to think that my eves are not the stars they used to be and
that when I speak mghtmgUBB need not so about their business. It 's

very hard, after all that 's happened, to feel so humiliated. But, I'm
afraid I've been in a dream, and am now beginning to rub my eyes to
the cold, wide world about me.

Shall I ever forget when I awoke this morning ? I had been restless
all night for I never could sleep with a gnat in the room never. I
had been rery restless, for if there was one gnat there were at least

twenty oh, I 've known "em so well from a rery child and could
hear all their little trumpets blowing about my pillow. Twenty gnats
at least. "Well, when I woke very drowsily, after being tired out

I

with those dreadful creatures, FREDERICK stared, and laughed in the

I

most unfeeling manner. A coarse laugh, so different from that every
; morning smile -and then my eyes began to open."

I see nothing to laugh at," said I, though I'd a dreadful feeling of
the cause of his ungenerous mirth

;
and yes, 1 tlid swing myself round."

I'm glad of that. LOTTY," said FRED, for all the world as if he was
a stone.

" And I tell you what, love, I'll make a bargain with you
"

"
I want none of your bargains," said I, for my face was smarting,

and my temper rising."
Come, it's a bargain you'll gain bv," and he spoke more kindly."
I'm not so sure of that," said I,

"
still, FREP, what is it ?

"

"Merely this. That you won't, for a day or two or for the whole

day at least you won't stare in the looking-glass." (I did feel indig-

nant but I held my tongue : so he went on.)
"
Darling Lorry

"
"
Don't darling me !

"
"
The gnats

"

"There now, I don't want to hear anything of the gnats. I've

heard enough of 'em all night. Nobody else would have brought me
to a place infested with gnats."

" My dear, you must have brought them yourself. You know the

saying : where the sugar is, there will be the fly. Now, you 're the

sugar.""
Now, FREDERICK. I want none of your compliments. I think

we've now been quite long enough married to be in earnest.'
1

"Earnest! Why, my darling, did you think I married in joke? I

said you were sugar ;
and it must be confessed, my love, that the flies

or gnats, rather have taken their bellyfull.""
I don't know at all what YOU mean

;
and I do wish you 'd let me

go to sleep. I hav'n't slept all night," said I very crossly.

"And so you shall sleep, LOTTY. And not to disturb you, I'll get

up and take a stroll, and see that all's ready for pur starting."
"
I won't move a morsel," said I to myself, with my head under the

sheets,
"
not a bit, if it 's what 1 suspect, to-day."

"
We'll start at twelve, love, and that will give you time. So, go to

sleep, there's a good girl;" and FREDERICK rose in the coolest

manner, leaving me quite alone. I thought he'd gone, when lie looked

in at the door, and said,
"
LOTTY, I know you're a woman of gigantic

mind ;
and therefore you will not look in the glass."

I listened until I heard him in his dressing-room, then bounded from

bed, rushed to the glass, and 1 thought I should have fainted. There
never was such an object. The words the unfeeling, satirical words
of FREDERICK fell upon me like a thunderbolt; the gnats had,

VOL. xxn.
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indeed, had their stomachsfull. I crept back to bed again like a

criminal
;
but it was no use the looking-glass followed me

;
and 1

couldn't get rid of my face my horrid face. Gnats 'they must have
been wasps ! My nose, upon which I was sometimes vain enough to

pride myself, my nose was, I believe, like nothing in this world or the

next ! Would it ever become itself again ? My cheeks, my very eye-
lids though how they got at them, I could not tell, for I hardly once
closed them my eyelids were dreadful Indeed, all my face I may
say it w;vs poisoned.

I lay, melting in grief and vexation ; full of my trouble, my humilia-

tion. JOSEPHINE 1 didn't hear her must have opened the door and

crept into the room like a cat : for she stood by my bedside, and wit h

that small, sharp voice of hers that snips like scissars, said "Did you
ring, Ma'am ?

"

1 screamed, and covered my face with the quilt. But the creature

had seen me; for I heard her drop on her knees at the bedside.
"

\V hat's the matter, Ma'am?" she cried. I wouldn't say a word.
"

U'hat's disfigured you in that shocking manner? Do tell me, Ma'am
do. Does master know it, Ma'am ? La, if you hadn't been in this

bed, I shouldn't have known you from the biggest stranger. What's
the matter ?

"
"

It's nothing," said I
;
and with an effort I put aside the quilt.

Again that JOSEPHINE clasped her hands, and exclaimed and every
word went to my heart

" But what can it be, Ma'am ?
"

said she.
"
Impossible, it's fleas ?

"

"
Merely gnats," said I, with the most heroic effort at a smile.

"
Well, I ought to be thankful," said the aggravating thing, "they

never touch me."

I smiled bitterly ;
and she saw it, so continued. "But it 's dreadful

how soft some people's skins are ;
and shocking to think it should have

come upon you in your honeymoon. Ha! that's it !

"
and she clasped

her hands, and jumped to her feet, and looked as though she had made
a discovery.

"
That 's it !

"
" What 's it ?

"
I asked, quite in a rage."

Why, honey, Ma'am; nothing fora cure for all stings like honey.
I '11 get some directly directly." She took a *tep or two

;
then

paused, and with a look of vulgar compassion, that was like a dagger
to me, she went away.
How it happened I know not

; but I suppose it was from the worry
of my mind as H REDBRICK called it the mental tension I fell asleep.

"People have slept upon the rack," said FRED, "and i was only
another horrible example." However, sleep I did; and it was full

noon, when FREDERICK stood at the bed-side.

"Now, LOTTY, all's ready, and after you've breakfasted, we'll
start."

"
Start, FREDERICK ? Where ?

"
I enquired with my best freezing

manner.
'

\Vliv, where we proposed. Start on our way to France. "-
" And in my present state ! What would people say ?

"
"
Pooh, pooh," cried FREDERICK.

All the woman was roused within me : my feelings stung worse than

my face. 1 exclaimed, grasping the counterpane with one hand, and
raising the other" FREDERICK, have you a heart ?"

"
No, my dear," said he ;

"
you have it all to yourself. But if you

are bitten here and there
'

" Here and there, indeed !

"
" What then ? What have

'

people,' as you call 'em, to do with it ?

It 's my face, you know, not theirs
;
and if it were bitten into a thousand

little pieces, and I loved it all the better, wherefore should you care ?

I 'm content, my darling.""
Oh, yes, you look very content : so content that yon 'd move me

in my present situation. But I'll not stir. No; you can go go
alone : but you carry me bed and all, if / go.""

\Vhy, now, LOTTY, haven't you a veil ? If the bites are so bad,
can't you hide 'em ? For my part, darling, I love you all the better for

In a few minutes up comes the landlady ;
and didn't 1 soundly abuse

her for harbouring gnats in her house ! She made a thousand apologies :

said the house mis sometimes troubled
;
but the gnats were very early

this season never in common came before July. And then the

impudent woman had the face to ask me "
If I was quite sure we

hadn't brought 'em in our trunks with ns ?
"

At this minute, JOSEPHINE entered.
"
Where's your master?" I asked

heart -broken.
"
Gone, Ma'am."

" Gone !

"
and I sprang up in the bed.

"Yes, Ma'am," said the landlady getting to the door, "gone
fishing ;

"
and she left the room. Again I sank upon my miserable

pillow, and burst into tears.

"And this, JOSEPHINE," I said sobbing,
"
this face this in my

honeymoon !

"
"
Yes, Ma'am," said the girl,

"
but take this comfort, it might have

been worse."
" Worse !

"

"Yes, Ma'am, it might have happened the day afore your honeymoon.
You might have been called up to church with that face, and master

might have refused you ; now yon can lie as long as you like in bed,
and master can't help himself."

DOMESTIC HINTS FROM THE ANTIPODES.
S every apparent evil

has some inherent good,
there is every pros-

pect of an immense ad-

vantage from the /;/////./

facie inconvenience of

a dearth of servants in

Australia. The Miss-
uses at the Antipodes
have had such a dose of

Servantgalism that they
are beginning to dis-

pense with the nuisance

altogether, and the
ladies find that they can
be their own housemaids
and cooks almost as

easily as theirownhouse-

keepers. We strongly
recommend the trial of
the experiment at home,
where the real white

slavery is to be found
in the drawing-room
among those who, having
become the slaves of

habit, are reluctant to throw off the yoke of domestic tyranny. There can surely
be no particular talent required for making a bed; and, as to cookery, since
SHYER has elevated it into a scientific p

surrounding ourselves with a lot of salaried interlopers on
our domestic peace, who, if they make our beds, cause us
to have anything but beds of roses to lie upon.

THE DEFLATIONISTS' DINNER.
A CIVIC DUET.

: ' WELCOME from Paris. How have you fared ?
"

"
In all the dishes of France I 've shared."

" And tell me, what dainty you liked the best
;

Now, which do yon say had ihe nicest x.est P"
"
There was great delight there was much to please

111 their //vV, 4 theirfricassees,

Very high merit indeed beli >

To their soups and their sultiiin and eol-n/i-r<

But of all that 1 tasted the pleasantest meat
Was the dirt that we eat at the EMPEROR'S feet."

is topursuit, we do not see what
prevent every lady from

being^ a mistress of the culinary art, instead of the"
Missus

"
of some domestic nuisance, who receives high wages for making herself

!

disagreeable.

The whole question resolves itself into one of convenience and comfort. It has
been already ascertained in Australia that it is better to wait on oue's-solf than to
submit to the annoyances which servants entail, and it is beginning to be worth
onsidering among ourselves whether we do not lose much more than we gain by

Parochial Education Eeforra.

THER.E is one reform, in connexion with national educa-

tion, that has not yet been suggested, but is hereby, and
will, it is to be hoped, be carried out. Whether it is pos-
sible, or desirable, to separate religious teaching from
secular instruction, may be questioned, but there e;>' be no
doubt that it is perfectly easy, and highly expedient to dis-

connect secular instruction from yellow breeches. Nor do
we see what necessity there is for the combination of those
absurd garments with spiritual tuition, unless that the paro-
chial scholar may be exercised in lessons of patience,
through being habituated to endure the derision to which
he is constantly exposed by his ridiculous shorts.

SOMETHING TOR SURGEONS. There is no operation so

dangerous as that of managing the Opera.
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LOUIS NAPOLEON CONDEMNED BY
iimkc

extracts

HIMSELF.

the following
B

niatinn addressed
"
to

thr French IVople
"
by

M. Loi a Ki 01 LPABTI

As we proceed, we grow more serious :

"May niy heart dry up Iff d-astrhr] in my kreait the day when 1

shall forget what I uwe In VMH nil, wliut I one to I

And t :.hiii'-' fountain is not dried up: I

continin ever and if, in its il.

onalh . ii is always in

of champagne, and ]n\cr with the least drop of

(the man whom M~o
English hankers and

honour),
he had just

idler of the Na-
tional Assembly. It is

both amiisni"- ami in-

Ot how-

many of the
"
solemn

"

with which it is packed
as full as ,-'

have been fullilled since

then. In the third pa-

But we must not pause to admire too much, but continue

|u
our pleasant jonrnej oi (inotaiions :

when "May my month be *l,nt for et> i :v word,
i li-ni il people !

"
.M,l> 1

.
i

-

.t nr iin: . Contrary to tt e

leipl,. which should ilirect the (iovunimi-ut i.t tin

.he !

itie day whfn, Ktiilty,
and a traitor, 1 should liaie to lay :. bind upon tl

ol the |i,-oj,l,-, eith'-r with it- . against
titeir w

" Al " f ' - v escape
from all our breants, like u ,

"
hong li\ ,

l.i.i - l:i nNAI'AKTE."

i with Kr,,,i

you h.-n i

brins you all my life, nil my

___
,

Never was there such a pi-

lows, and appeals lo lb aveu ! lli.v.

I: have been ke; Never mii.d ! Let us h

thinir. and when M. I

\itTK denies all intc;- nvading KiiL-land,
and strikes Ii.

: breast in indiunatii.n at I

d cries
"

/ - m '
"

am,'

our don 1

at h may lie
-

heart turned into a paving-stone, it' ever he dreams of

In any way, or even as much as tone!

riti-h Lion, we can point to the above

W( '

! he had brouirht them llis 1

",'

;

!

rt

something better. However, if he was "
penetrated with gratitude," the

"
Flench "tacking

I'cop-. .
i wards penctialcd with mu-ket ball>, which is

' ''' '"'" "' " '"" " l "". ur e.m [mini, iu me ttuuvt

certainly of testifyii. atitude for "atVeelion." If this
l ' llrlllll '' t :ill| l 'ell him very j.olitelv that, v

wae fhe return Locng made for affection, we wonder what graoeful form lls '" ''"' f:l(
'

( '- '' lh

of acknowledgment he would make for In, possible to believe ft single word he says. The n

more
especiallj from his

"
afeotioa !" protested and wished he might be cursed, ftq.,

if either his
Flirt IK r on, he says :

"
lire, (her; :in.l (itii'eiis, it is not a rreti-iulpr you ro rcorivinc in tl.e midst of you It i not In

vain that I h.ive meditnted in exile. A ITetunder is a curse; I will not he yours'; I will never be
Bit] , r ungrateful, or infamous."

These promises from one brother to another fsneh a brother as CAIK was to
ABEL) have all been strictly fulfilled. No one can say that Louis NAPOLEON

was a pretender. It was certainly not at Strasburcr nor at Boulogne
nor a-aui m December, 1851. They were not the acts of a' pretender, but of one
who proved br the goodness and the self-abnegation that prompted him on those
occasions, that he

"
had not in vain meditated in exile." Is for his having been

a curse" to Trance or having shown himself in the least "ungrateful or
inlamous no one would ever think of accusing the EMI-KIIOK of such a thing !

"
It is in a sincere and ardent Demnrrntic It'pullican (lie tells us in the next paragraph) that I

invsen ii. I |i,,c;,l to tl.e Shade ,,f tl.e C rent Man of this century to be a witness of
the promi.ses which I here make soleniiily."

'I he
"
solemnly

"
conies in beautifully from one, who, in the honorable fulfilment

of bis promises, lias alwava proved himself scrupulously "particular to a Shade,"
and no one can doubt his having been a most "ardent and sincere Democratic
Republican," when it is well known that the coup d'i'tut was resorted to rather to
support than put down that "dangerous class," which has alwa\s been
on the head with the greatest kindness by Louis NAPOLEON. Besides, as rather a
strong test, is there one Kepubh'can in exile at the present day?
"In each Frenchman I shall always see a Brother.'

1

as the result has abundantly shown: a Brother that Loris
would always be happy to see at the F.I) see, at the Tuileries; a Brother, who. if he

mil to be impiisonul at Doullens, at Cayenne. no matter
Louis NAI-OI.IOX would instantly run all the way. and Ii ! And the

Bqnence is. that Loris N AKH.KON has not a single brother in Belgium, or in
' ,

All his brothers are in 1'rance assembled (the very group of a 1 1
England!
i'amily) around him:

" The hall 1,,. n .y ,'e a ,,. n .y ,

.
Aml;1Sil an has at p.. . so Louis NAPOLEON has not any

rights either no right to be on the throne--no right to .stop the press to put J'ari's
in a state of siege nor role France with a loaded cannon no more nghl than
the commonest Frenchman alive has. Neither, you will see, will he ha\c his full

rights until every Frenchman has his !

" The Democratic KeimMic shall be the object of my especial worship. I shall be its priest."

And like a good priest, he has followed the Republic to i; d buried if
I tew umskets, it is true, were Bred over it, but then as the Kcpublie had been in
the armyat Koine and elsewhere these shots were simply discharged to do

'. honour to its memory.
"NEVEB WILL I ATTEMPT TO EXVKJJIIT! MYSELF IN THE IMPERIAL PITBPLE."

This is but too. true ! Look at Lm is N'Aroi.r.ox now! Hasn't his dress
ike Ins conduct, been all throughout perfectly uniform ? the uniform of a

Ueneraj
of the National Guard ? No ! he never has made any attempt ! There

isn t a drop of purple about him ! not even on his hands !

breast, or the sea-port of that name, harbouredI any
design of invasion against England, the more we should

to the contrary !

Wetts's Income Tax Logic.

\\ III:N Hishops, who in wealth abound,
Return their incomes w rontr,

And) nousand pound
To them that dou't belong,

Oh how can Government expect
A struggling chap like me

Should put his earnings down correct

To fill up Schedule D P

" HOW TO WALK ON THE CEILING."

WE notice in a work addressed to the youths of England,
an article with the above title. We really should be
frightened to let such a work enter into our house. We
should be afraid that the young gentlemen of our establish-
ment would be trying to put into practice the instructions
there laid down for them. It would not be plcavmt in
have to send for the doctor at a moment's notice because

B JOHNNY had been converting hltnsi -If into a

SANDS, by endeavouring to walk a la bluebottle
across the nursery ceiling. It is too bad to attempt to

turn the head of Young England to|sj-tune\ in this

manner, just as if children were not sufficiently 'skilled in

tumbling and hurting themselves, without their being
taught, how to tumble and hurt themselves still more.
Punch, as a parent, denounces such instructions as the

height of juvenile cruelty, and inveighs indignantly, in the
name of //"//' and maternal fondness, agaiust the folly of

trying to make a scientific impression on the infant niind

by the means of such ceiling-whacks !

Poetry of the Money Market.

U going to reduce the Three Per Cents :

Oh jolly news for those who live on rents,
dative Cits,

For us \\ ho earn our venison by our wits
;

:.d a Hair to many a widow poor,
To many a needy orphan what a bore !

TUB BEST AGENT
Disinfecting Agent.

FOU A ROTTEN BOROCOH. A
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HUNTING MEMORANDUM.
APPEARANCE OF THINGS IN GENERAL TO A GENTLEMAN WHO HAS JUST TURNED A COMPLETE SOMERSAULT ! !

% &c., &c., Represent Sparks of Divers Beautiful Colours.

UNREPORTED EARTHQUAKES.
"\VE do not know whether it is out of compliment to the Peace

Society, but the fact seems to be that the earth is becoming a Quaker to
a very considerable extent, for we not only hear of an earthquake about
once a week, but we '

are favoured also with hints that there are
numerous earthquakes going about which we never hear of at all, in

consequence of the neglect of the penny-a-liners in not reporting them.
If this sort of thing is to continue, the newspapers must really increase
their staff, and must engage in addition to their parliamentary, police,
and other reporters, a corps of earthquake reporters, whose duty it will
be to chronicle the latest terrestrial vibrations, and when there happen
to be no great shakes, to take notes of all the little shakes that may
happen. The last advices from Jersey speak of an earthquake having sug-
gested itself to a gentleman who heard a sound like that of a cart going
over a road recently macadamised. -This "phenomenon" lasted nearly
15 seconds, so that the cart or the earthquake as the case may be
must have pulled up rather sharp, and Nature, if she went into con-
vulsions, must have got pretty quickly out of them. We should
imagine that TERRA, must teel greatly amused by the rjobemoucherie of
those who are on the look put for her ireaks, and we are not surprised
at her occasionally splitting her sides with a deep sense of the
ridiculous.

Considerations on a New Currency.

THERE has been expressed, in some quarters, a desire for a decimal
coinage ; but most people are very well satisfied with the present coin
of the realm

;
or would be if they only had enough of it. Englishmen

object to change, except the change is such as may be now had for a
bank-note or a sovereign, and though of all change preferring small

change, would not like change so very minute as the integer which it

is proposed to introduce under the name of Doit. The best use of that
infinitesimal piece of money should it ever be issued would be to
serve as a fee for homoeopathic physicians.

THE PUBLIC AND THE PRIVATE CREDITOR.

THE CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUUH.'S intended arrangement with
the public creditor seems 1

likely to be so successful that MR. DUNUP
has determined to ascertain whether that still more -troublesome

customer, the private creditor, may not be dealt with on a somewhat
similar principle.
The first part of MR. DUNUP'S scheme provides for selling off the old

stock of worn-out wearing apparel, which is so very much reduced as
to have^ entirely lost all interest. He then proposes to convert his last

baby's interminable long clothes into short reduced; for the former are
no longer required as annuities, in which light he has, hitherto, been
obliged to regard them. The old debt due to the Patent Washing
Company, which he always denounced as a bubble company in con-

sequence of the soap and; hot water in which it was mixed up, will be
converted into a permanent loan, and the old original stock ot wearing
apparel will be transferred to such capitalists as will bid for it. The
great house of ISAAC, of Holywell Street, in conjunction with the
Petticoat Lane branch of the firm, have already expressed a desire to
barter. All the stock now in the hands of the various large pawn-
broking concerns, and bearing an interest of 25 per cent., will be offered
to those who are willing to take the debt and security at a lower rate
of interest.

'

Mercantile Humility.
GLADSTONE, MASTERMAX, and POWLES,
Are three noble British souls

;

And had I French speculations in pursuit,
To"NAPOLEON I, with bliss,
Would kneel down 'mid England's hiss,
And imprint a fervent kiss

On his Boot!.

THE HEIGHT OF WOMAN'S AMBITION. Diamonds.
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THE ENGLISH GOLD FIELDS.

UK foil"-, c is from a

joir -U of

Brihewiek, who emigrated i

:

-. for-

tunes. II. in humble

life in the town of Soft borough.

Nugget Vein, \th .

"DKAII ELIZA,
''
You and Ma, and brother

TIIM will r how
1 have b on in this

i- which yi
id so

much talk of. 6 i all, I

arrived here just before a new
vein

all the people running wild with

ement, for the talk was that

had been seen ill goudquan-
iii tin- I'ig (ireeii and down

by Members' Lane. A drunken
ie past me the liisl alter

noon wit ha bright bit of it in his

MPKTF.K
' '

And th.

no trouble at the diggin', for it

did no! require much labour

only that the work was dirty:
bill this could not be helped, and

cular. The d :al!y be-

i gang
has its own colours, and its own lea 1

old is found in

of places where you would n shining right

under your nose; a man will go with scarce a coat to his back to the

: mentioned and o with his nngget. They

spend it often just M fast -"Ugh! 00 -o
"

and

ly a hard-living lot, what I '\c seen nl them.
" You can't think, though. I

"<\y
is, for a while.

An intruder will get himself Lynched iu no time. There's a deal of

jealousy about who the right of du :* to m different places.

They s;'u the ground that yields the gold mo ,-s to certain

nobs in the back-ground, who, somehow, know nothing about it. This

I can't understand.
"
Provisions of all kin Is are plent it'ul, and once you belong to a body

of the regular diggers, j on soon h L Lawk! Eliza! to see

r running to see the break fastess it would do your heart

good! While the new all llribewiek will be m merry as

grigs. They say that the gold it> found in. quarts, hut I eanft

say lor that' further than tliat the\ do go t ogcthcr of a certainty.

"
In haste Your affectionate Brother,

" THOMAS SIMPLETON."

ODE I,TO\ OPERA DIU.SS.

(See Complaint in the
"
Time*.")

Mi;.

01
Is it

St iti> )|>cra door,
A fellow fora in: :il. r, litter far

d
wijh surlv trr-owl to 1 ar,

A rude, impertinent, offensive lioor,
I ninanncred slave,
Y ca, and a kna

Who, when
Uou'i 1, i tin-in in.

If, to his taste, their

in pfla t of cut supreme \.

"d of way
SulV II house to

i

And then, forsooth ! denied adnf
not. in Inn;

In the opinion
( )f volir in

Folks of their purcha nit,

Tim IM-I|, do you
\nd, with your sanelion, d snoi

An hi ob ?

I f \ o

Yon lunipikc _

First ti-kc the tr; same 's tlic case-

And then 'ml in his face;
Not let him tin-'.

'Twould In- either do.

I say, if you allo ndle,
-erve to dwindle.

You !

'

a-nt

Your aenl :

You may in 11 lie smart,
\Vitii all my h.

Be, if you like, fastidiously nice

As to their dress but be precise !

Define it, and be rigorous as you choose ;

Compel us to wear shorts and silk- .

And all sport buckles in our sh

lint base t lie sla\ e is \\ hosocvcr liiiks !

(TO may know b 'bout,
\Vhen for yoin :ingc our blunt,

I recommend urn lo handout
A tailor's dummy on \onr ( Ipera front,

That we may understand what ilre-is is fit

To pass tie s that guards your pit.

LITERARY INTELLIGENCE.

WE understand that LORD M VID-TONI- is about to take a leaf out of

MRS. STOWK'S last book, and that in imitation of the A-'." /o Uncle

Tom's Ciihiii, we shall very shortly be presented with a Key to his lord-

ship's great (in the sen

This, we believe, has been sie.'u'cstcd ehielly as a means of

sale; which, it would seem, has been impeded somewhat seriously

hitherto, by the not unreasonable pivjn lice which i ust pur-

chasing a book wliien >ou can't make head or tail of. This little defect

in the Deluge it is hoped a key will remedy: idv ins; its author another

opportunity to unlock his me;: i, and opening the

door to a large class of readers ho wonhl oi \enecessarily
been shut out.

\\e congratulate LOUD MAIDSTONK upon his extremely happy
con-

ception, and wish him every success i : it out. With the

assistance of his KI'II, we have no doubt, we may often lind ourselves

dipping very pleasantly into his l>, -luiii; and instead of regarding it aa

hitherto a labour to w:nle llnourb, \\cinayreiillysoonexpecttofind
it quite a Hood of eloquence.

The Weather-Talk of a
"
Coalition Cabinet."

WHAT is it, pray. In the weather we have had lately ? It has been

perfectly a COALITION M combining a little of all the

talents in the way of Hail, Sled, llaiu, Snow, and Frost, and composed
of every variety of Wind, selected more particularly from the opposition,
in whicli that old bln^' r, the North-East, has more especially
taken the lead. Such a (,'oalitiou U'cathcr, in which the elements liave

been so many elements of discord, can never last, and the sooner the

Sun steps in, and effects a dissolution, the better.

" Black Moves."

MK. HENRY DKVMMOXD, M.PV urges that some punishment ought
to be inflicted on the electioneering lawyers,

"
who," he says,

"
play

with Members as if they v. ere chess-men." \Ve dispute this. Chess-

.:re always played on i Now, lawyers but we have no
wish to be disagreeable. MR. DHL MMOND will understand us.

Decoration for Desert.

Wl tffidentand that the KMI'KKOII OF TIIK FKKNCH has established
a new Order of Chivalry, under the name of the Lombard >

of Honour. Instead ol across, the badu'e of its members is a button
of the Imperial livery, to be suspended on the bosom by a shoe-string.

THE LIVERY OF THE CITY OF LONDON.

WE do not know what Livery this particularly is, but we should say
that, since the D- of the Hankers and Merchants to Paris, it

must be precisely the same as that worn by the servants and flunkies

of the Frcneli Kmperor.

n. WVSTK.- The only notion that a woman has of Time is

shown by her constant uring to imitate in her person, as near

can, the shape oi the hour-glass !
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PANEL FOR THE PROTECTION OF LADIES.
HAT the Tyrant Man
should so Ions have

been suffered, at the

expense of a small

sum, to wreak his

malevolence on the

Victim Woman ;
that

the Brute, like a char-

tnvd ruffian, should

have been empowered
to beat, kick, and

trample upon her, with

indefinite, short of

fatal, violence, for the

consideration of about
five pounds ; knocking
her tect li out, perhaps,
at a much less price
than the dentist would

charge to supply their

place : that even now
the Wretch who may
commit such outrages
on a Female will incur

no heavier penalty than
a moderate imprison-
ment : might make
foreigners imagine that
our laws, in this regard,
had eitherbeen enacted

by a Parliament of

BLUEBEARDS, or dic-

tated by KING HENRY VIII. The additional fact, that when a fellow is tried for wilfully

battering his wife to death with a kitchen poker, and proved to have deliberately done the

deed, a Court of Assize generally convicts the savage of mere manslaughter, would also serin

to .--how that British justice holds a Sex, that ought to be dear, extremely cheap.
But then, on the other hand, there is the fact, equally notorious, that small as may be

the satisfaction which a female may get for a broken head, she obtains ample amends for

a breach of promise of marriage. If tive pounds will compensate for barbarity to a lady, it

takes from lilty to a thousand to atone for inconstancy. The faithless one may be a youth
without brains in his head, or a dotard without teeth in it. The boy may have marred
the prospects of a buxom widow iL ~

in her teens. But fickleness must
under the name of damages. "The
boot, so heavy that something very near to ruin is the punishment of the young simpleton for

deluding the matron, or of the old noodle for disappointing the child.

To account for this inconsistency it might be supposed that old "Father Antic, the

Law " who is lather crotchetty entertained some theory of the physical impassibility and
moral supersensitiveuess of the fair sex

;
as if women could bear any cut in the flesh, but no

wound of the affections ; could endure to have the body lacerated to a great extent, but the

feelings not in the least degree : as though their heads would resist a crowbar, -whilst their

hearts could be broken with a feather. In short, one would think that, according to the
"
Perfection of Human Reason," Wcman was corporeally a zoophyte that would stand dis-

memberment ; mentally a mimosa plant, not to be touched. If this view were correct, she

who, in respect of sentiment might be called the tender POLLY, could, with reference to

common sensation, be described as the unfeeling PoLYPre.
But the true reason why breach of bones is so leniently, whilst breach of promise is so

heavily dealt with, in reference to the Weaker Vessel, is that the British juryman, being a

householder, is generally likewise a Father and a Husband. As a husband he can sympathise
with another husband who has been provoked by an intolerable wife ;

as a father he can feel

for the other father, who is burdened with an expensive daughter. He comprehends the

temptation to get rid of the former : he understands the annoyance of not getting rid of the
latter. Therefore is his verdict against the uxoricidc merciful, but he inflicts heavy damages
on the villain who shirks his pledge to take a wife !

Of course, the edentulous old gentleman, sporting with the fondness of youth and beauty,
should be handsomely amerced

; by all means, let the beardless triller with the affections of

maturity and corpulence be mulcted liberally. Doubtless due allowance is to be made for

masculine rage inflamed by feminine aggravation. But surely, for wronsing a lady by light

conduct, the punishment ought not to be very much greater than for injuring her by heavy
blows.

That defaulters towards daughters, therefore, may be trounced with some moderation, and
barbarians towards wives with adequate rigour, it is hereby proposed that the jury on the
trial of cither shall be constituted <le medietate eondiiionu: of a mean between the two
states of life

; and. whether in the case of breach of promise, or of personal breakage, shall

consist of six Fathers of Families, and half-a-dozen Bachelors.

THE MERCHANT PRINCE.

Till' Merchant Prince of England,
\\ hat u glorious name he bears !

No minstrel tongue has ever sung
The deeds the hero dares.

Kiilist that soldier in your Cause,
No dangers liar his way,

But gallantly he draws his cheque,
If the Cause will only pay.

Where Freedom waves her banners,
He stands, her champion bold,

The noble English Merchant Prince
For her unlocks his gold ;

For her the Prince's glowing pulse
With generous ardour thrills,

If only sure that Freedom
Will duly meet her bills.

When scarce the gory bayonet
Upholds the Despot's throne.

The Merchant Prince, all chivalry,

Springs forward, with a loan ;

Anil vain a nation's cry to scare

That dauntless friend-in-need,
Provided only that the loan

Is safely guaranteed.

See, where a sovereign's crown rewards
A venturous Parvenu,

Crouches the Merchant Prince to kiss

His royal brother's shoe.

For trampled law, for broken vow,
No doit his Princeship cares,

If that salute can raise, an eighth,
His gain on railway shares.

You, Christian of the slop-shop,
And you, usurious Jew,

Assert your royal blood, lor both
Are Merchant-Princes, too.

One common creed unites you,
Devout professors of it,

"There's but one ALLAH MAMMON,
And Cent, per Cent.'s his profit."

What, blame some pettv huckster
That his vote is bought and sold :

What, chide some wretched juryman
That he blinked at guilt, for gold :

AVhat, whip some crouching mendicant,
Who fawned that he might eat

With the Merchant-Prince of England
At the TiiiiiB NAPOLEON'S feet ?

An Undermining Agent of the Mountain.

Tire Earthquake has been running about France, shaking the steadiness of some of the
most Buonapartist towns. We wonder Louis NAPOLEON did not send his soldiers to take
it instantly into custody; firstly, because it was travelling without a passport, and secondly,
because it was attempting to make the country rise, and doing all it could to couvulse France
to its very centre.

The Root of (Election) Evil.

LORD JOHN RUSSELL has admitted that, in
all matters of election bribery and corruption,"
the attovnies were at the very root of the

evil." If this is the root, we will suggest how
it might easily be plucked up. A week before
an election, let every attorney in the town, or
who conies near the place, be imprisoned, and
be kept in solitary confinement until the election

is over, when, being harmless, he might be
: liberated. If this was not enough to guard
against the evil, we would have it specially
enacted that an election was, ipsofacto, null and
void, in which an attorney was known to have
been in the least concerned. These enactments
would effectually put the shutters up at MR.
COPPOCK'S electioneering shop, in the centre of
which this evil has been known for years to have
taken root, and to have flourished to that extent,
that branches of it have stretched themselves
over almost every town and borough in England.
It is time that the evil were exterminated

"
root

and branch."

SUBJECT FOE A FRESCO. The City Millen-
nium : The British Lion lying down, with the
French Lamb.
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THE WESTMINSTER CLUB.
\ rouse, iiicnee. of certain mis-

conceptions at present prevail-

in'.: a

others, as to the real
objects

and intentions of the \\ EOT-

or, as it is

vnl'.Tirly called, the II

illowing rules

ami regulations ha\

OH at a meeting of
', of tlie members, and

will short h be distributed

with the rot8, and otherwise
r which it is

honed lhat no further mistakes

TlIK WKSTM1XSTEK CLl'H.

1. This Club was instituted

nen of pro-

perty to spend a pi

-.enlivened by in:,

excitement.
L'. The Club shall not exceed

(>.)(i members.
:!. The Club shall meet on

four nights in the week, at

such times between January
and August as shall be most convenient, regard being had to the

hunting and shooting seasons, and to the racing meet

4. The entrance fee shall be settled, from time to time, by oflicers
;

to be appointed for that purpose, such officers for the current year to

be Mit. COPPEBPACE, of the Reform Club, ihdMAJOB F&AjrjLof the

Carlton Club, and iu case of any difference between them the decision

of Coi. !<>HP to be linal.

5. That the Club be open on Wednesdays from 12 to G, and no

longer, when country members are especially requested to attend.

(i. That politics, as such, be expressly excluded from the Club, but

this rule is not to apply where the private interests of members are

at stake, or to bets upon political topics. It is hoped that members
will recollect that they aro gentlemen, and that no subject of merely

political interest should cause high words or divisions between them.

7. That all petitions shall be discouraged, unless on satin paper
ad perfumed, and that under no circumstauees shall a member bring

j

a dog or a petition beyond the hall of the Club.

8. That the Club shall be closed on the Derby, Oaks, and Emperor's
Cupdavs, and at such other times as a committee of such members as

also In -long to the Jockey Club shall suggest, and shall on Opera nights
be shut at half-past 8, P.M.

9. That the Managing Committee shall consist of HER MAJESTY'S
Ministers for the time being, with the assistance of such leading
Members of the Opposition as niay be agreed upon, and that, as hereto-

fore, the lirst subject for their consideratioii shall be the tariff of

refreshments and the quality of wines.
10. That, the SPEAKER shall continue to give a series of House

Dinners during the season.

11. That to avoid the unseemly contests which have recently taken

place, when, in their eagerness to obtain cabs, members have beaten
[

and kicked one another, no gentleman shall be eligible to this Club
unless he keep a

carriage; a brougham, and a private cab, one or more
of which shall always be in waiting for him in Palace Yaid.

12. That any member who shall rise in the Club-room and signify
his wish of making observations upon the colonies, education, sani'orv

(

arrangements, law reform, or anv topic of no interest to the Club

generally, shall be forthwith provided with an empty committee-room, I

to which he may retire and make the same observations, and when he
is quite sure he has quite done, he can como back.

13. That, in compliance with an old custom, the press be admitted,
but that as manv hindrances in the way of their publshing any account
of the Club's doings shall be created as possible, by means of inauffi-

cieut light, bad ventilation, chattering neighbours, and expulsion upon
every possible occasion. In these respect r, it is not probable
that the present system can be improved.

TlIK OI'I'liKSSKI) r.YHMAX.

TlIK Ma-istnile v.as sealed on lii.s lirncll ;

A mild M-fore him

ich,

lest illlll respectful 111'

I le linked i

' could bi 1

rude;
I 1 is IK; L was CHAR] I) lie drove,
Ami I'nmi liis Kank v. i with having dared to rove.

A stem Inspector of 1

'

i red

Which when the -ml,
To list the culprit's talc he turned lii> car

;

The Cabman with a sitjh exclaimed
"

I
Hi, dear !

I beg you: il

This is a sort of t hinic to which I aui not u

"
I will admit I 'in sure I would not tell

Aston for the world -I am aware
That 1 \ature will rebel

When laws are made "ear.

Von Constable has sworn -/ never swear
I left my vehicle to drink ; the fact

i will not contradict !>

"
It \va-i not Malt that, in a lii|iiid form,

I me from the line by Law prescribed :

spirits -whether cold or warm
By mi- those thiiils never arc imbibed,
Ifor which, bv my conn I 'm gilwd,
Who say,

'

( In, niinsciise, CiiAHI.KS ! do pray come ill,

And have a little just a little drop of gin.'

" But I was hungry. 'Twas the hour of noon
;

For lunch severe exhaustion made d; maild:

I could be back a^ain m
;

A pastrycook's, just opposite the Stand,
Seemed absolutely for my purpose planned.
I rushed across, and of a cake took, part
And then L had au open raspberry jam tart.

" Thereon I drank the truth I'll not deny
For thirst assailed me then, which I allaxcd

As I do general!/ when I am dry,

With the least httle glass of lemonade ;

That done.', no longer ittjifijhop I staved,
But to my cab returned directly thence :

I do assure you, Sir, this was my whole offence."

His Worship said, "I do not doubt your word;
Of such a thing I could not think, of course :

But even if we deem a law absurd,
You know we 're bound to put it into force.

To mitigate your doom "b my sole resource ;

At present, for the summons you must pay,
And mind you're not brought here again another day."

" Law !

"
cried the Cabman, of an injured one

Casting around him the appealing glance ;" What ! am 1 for my lemonade and bun
Over the way and back forbid to dance ?

Oh, bless your means of sight ! In very France,
Not even the very EMPEROR behaves
So very absolutely to his very slaves."

LOUIS NAPOLEON'S LIVERYMEN.
" Ma. PUNCH," As a young man, anxious to improve his mind, I have been

J-"--
*ne writings of MR. THOMAS CAKLYLE, in which occurs

temporary hallelujah of flunkeys." I

not mean any service of the nature of

Economical Suggestion.

THE valuable JOSEPH HUME, said, on Frid iy, tint, he had ;j plan bv
which cxac'ly half the time of the House of Co-nmons might be saved.
The object would be gained at once, if tha exosllan 1

Montrose would speak on only nine out of evsry ten su'ojacts which
come befote the House, and would abstain from repeating the sanje
tiling more than nine times in each speech.

and which cannot last. Do you consider, Sir, that I am right in this

conjecture? And should you not say that the homage which Louis
NAPOLEON received the olher day from the deputation of London

i

merchants, was a temporary hallelujah of the sort alluded to by MR.
1 CAHLYLE P Pray inform your constant reader,

'iEtonian. Institute, April, 1S53."
" STUDIOSUS."

WHAT LORD MAIDSTONE'S "DELUGE"
clear a\vay

"
BESJA^IIS'S Mess."

liEES SBNT FOB. To
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THE NEW DECIMAL COINAGE.

THERE is no doubt that counting our copper

coinage by fours and twelves very often throws

everything into sixes and sevens an inconve-

nience that would be avoided by making tenpence
into a shilling. A proposition to this effect has

been put forward, and as we are very glad to

make the most of our money, we shall be de-

lighted to hear that two shiDings are to do duty
for half-a-crown, and that if we owe the latter

sum. we may pay the former in discharge of the

small obligation. There is some difficulty, we be-

lieve, as to names for the proposed new coins, and

somebody has suggested that a sixpence should

henceforth be called bythe old name of a "tester."

We do not see why the word "tester" is

entitled to any particular recognition, any more
than a "tanner," or a "Bob," and indeed a
"
Joey

" would have an equal right to recognition

by Act of Parliament. If brevity is desirable, let

us carry out the principle to its fullest extent :

let all our copper coinage pass indiscriminately
under the name of

"
Browns," and let QUEEN,

Lords, and Commons formally recognise as
"
Tin

"
the whole of our metallic currency.

SERVANTGALISM
;

Oli, WHAT'S TO BECOME OF THE MISSUSES? No. 7.

Ifoiuemaid. "
WELL, SOOSAN, I 'VE MADE UP MY MIND NOT TO STOP 'ERE NO LONGER TO

WORK LIKE NEGKOIS AS WE DO !

"

Cimk:
" NOR I, NUTHEH ! BUT JUST TURN THE MEAT, WILL YOU, PLEASE, THE WHILST I

FINISH MY CROCHET?"

The Emperor's Pootman.

A MASTER I have, and I am his Man,
Cringe to him all you can,

Sing, creeping snail-way, New French Railway,
And I hope he'll concede our plan.

Pictures of Merit not Meretricious.

THE beauties of the Old Masters are generally
allowed the praise of being natural. This is at

least so far true, that the majority of those

beauties at the National Gallery, in consequence
of the frictional system of cleaning them that is

practised there, threaten to become very soon

beauties without paint.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTER.

ONE of the most instructive Law Books that could be written, would
be comprised in the notes of a few leading cases that have been decided

,

in the inferior law courts of India, presided over by the nominees of the

Great Grocery and Government concern in Leadenhall Street. This

mixed despotism of Allspice and Patronage, carrying on a traffic in

Indian places and Indian pickles, has certainly by its judicial appoint-
ments contributed to the

"
legal decisions

"
of the present generation

a crop of injustice and absurdity very far beyond the European average.
Our old Courts of Request, presided over by the old Commissioners
who were not above talcing a bribe in the vestibule for the decision

about to be given on the Bench, were nothing in point of ignorance and

absurdity to some of those who sit in judgment on the lives, liberties,

and property of our fellow-subjects in India.

\\ e furnish below a specimen of the sort of Law Book that would be

produced by a selection of some of the leading cases decided by
the luminaries to whom judicial power is entrusted by the Indian
Government.
MURDER. In this case the evident was, that the prisoner was seen

near the spot where the deceased was ifouud dead. The jury found a

verdict of Guilty, but as it was held by the Judge that the verdict

was wrong, and the accused was probably innocent, the accused was
sentenced to imprisonment for life.

FRAUD. In this case the accused had presented a cheque, which
was said to have been forged ; but nobody had ever seen the cheque,
which had probably never been in existence. The Judge, however,
directed the jury to find a verdict of Guilty on the following grounds :

1st. That though there was no cheque proved to be in existence, Mill,

if there had been one, the accused might have forged it, for his character
was very bad. 2nd. That as forgery is on the increase, it is necessary
to make an example of every person charged with the crime. 3rd. That

though there was no direct evidence, the looks of the prisoner were

enough to convict him in any Court of Justice. 4th, and last, That
the prisoner in this case had conducted himself with great insolence
towards the Court, and in a manner altogether inconsistent with inno-

cence. Verdict accordingly. Sentence deferred, to See how the

prisoner behaved himself.

ASSAULT. A had knocked down B, and run away in the presence of

C, whereupon D remarks that B had been served perfectly right by A.

Upon this 13, F, and G begin to quarrel with D, and C having joined in

the discussion, a fight ensues, in which E is much hurt by either F, G,

D, or C ; but the actual assailant is not identified. Held that as E
was clearly assaulted by either F, G, D, or C, though it is impossible
to say which, but it being clear that there would have been no assault

unless A had knocked down B, there must be a verdict of Guilty

against A, though he was never in custody ;
but as his being in custody

could form no part of the evidence against him, and he lias not objected
to the laches, either in person or by his Attorney, the verdict of Guilty
must be recorded. Verdict accordingly.

THE MERCHANT MERCENARIES.

LORD MALMESHURY, our ex-Foreign Secretary, has characteristically

enough defended the flunkeyism of the Cockney speculators who went
over to Paris to lay their address at the feet ot Louis NAPOLEON.
LoiiD MALMESBURY calls the proceeding a

"
rash, but successful

"

step. There is no doubt that it deserves to be called
"
successful,"

for the miserable
"
concession

" made by the getters-up of the business,
has led to a

"
concession

"
by the French Government of a certain

railway line in favour of some of the parties to the presentation of the

address. It is complained by some that the degrading affair was not

conducted through the projwr channel. We can only say that the

channel through which the deputation passed we mean the British

Channel was very much degraded by the freight it had to carry.

An Excise Question to the Rappers.

Is MRS. HAYDEN, the lady
" medium " who attends parties wishing

to communicate with the other world, is she duly licensed to sell

spirits ?

Answer. No, she only sells the dupes who pay for what they don't

get. _j
I

INSCRIPTION TO BE ENGRAVED OVER THE POMICO OF THE 11 ALL
OF THE LEGISLATIVE BODY IN PARIS.

" Id on dame sur 1111 1'olcan."

Fru-tedby William Bradbury, of No. 13, Vpper \Vr.burn Place, in tl Pariyh of St. Pancrns, nml Frederick Miillett Evans, of No. 7, Church Row, Stoke Nfwinrton, both in the County of Middlesex, Printers, at ths'.r

Office in Lombard Street, in the I'reciuct of \Vhitefriars. m the Cily of London, and Published by them at No. S3, Fleet Street. in the Parish of St. Bride'^in the City o; London. SUTCHDIY .April ICth.l JoS.
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ELECAXT MATI:HIAL FOB TROWSERS; ONLY TAKES Two MEN TO snow
THE I'ATTERX.

OUR HONEYMOON.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 1-i, 18-.
"

\Vell, LOTTV, love, shall we start to-davr
"

"
Now, KitED, dear, liow can you ask such a question ? "What would

the world think ? What would people say ? That is, how can you be
so cruel as to ask me to show myself?

"
"
Why not ? Why, the cure's miraculous," and EKED stared soberly

in my face.
"
Take away your nose, and there's scarcely a bite about

3 ou. Well, yon won't go ?
"

" No : I won't !

"
and I spoke with such spirit that FRED made no

answer
;
hut beginning a low whistle, he immediately prepared to get

up' for this talk was oefore we had risen. "You're never going to

get up ?
"

said I : when he made no answer, but straightway left the
room.

" Where can he be going so early ?
"
was a thought that went

through my brain like a needle. I had intended to go to sleep, but
from that moment, sleep was impossible. It seemed to me as if some-
thing dreadful was going to happen.
U ell, I lay for an hour and more listening for FEED, when, at last,

I heard him leave his room, and he ran down stairs without ever
looking iii whistling and singing as happy as a bird. And I sick, and
mortified, and abed! A shadow seemed to fill the room; and I was
determined to gel, up. With sudden euergy I rose and and faced the

looking-glass ! It was too much for me
; weakened, humbled, I crawled

hack, and again hid myself. There never was such a nose. I felt, I
niav say, shut out of the pale of society. And FREDERICK could sing
and whistle !

JOSEPHINE brought me my breakfast. "Well, Ma'am," said the

creature,
"
I declare if you 're not almost getting yourself again.

Nothing like honey, Ma'am, for gnat-bites: all of 'em, with three or
four not wortli thinking of, all of 'cm gone down."
"
It 's of no consequence," said I, as coolly as I could. "Not the

least. Where 's your master ?
"

"Master, Ma'am? Oh, swallowed his breakfast, and went off a
fishing !

"

\
Fishing !

"
I cried.

"
Why, he went fishing yesterday !

"
"
That 's what I thought, Ma'am

;
but I suppose he liked it so well,

that 's the reason he 's gone again. Besides, he said you were so fond
of trout. Then to be sure you had trout yesterday. Still, two days

running to go a fishing, and leave you in bed when you could have
gone with him there

;
as there you d be seen by nobody."

"That's true, JOSEPHINE
; very true: with my veil, I might ha\e

gone there : and lie leaves me in bed all alone in bed."
"And such a sweet day for fishing. Master said, with a laugh, the

trouts would bite like gnats."

nuttiing; but I held my breath and bit my lips. To have my
affliction mide sport of to my servant ! Oh, all my happiness seemed
melting away like any sunset. I resolved to get up. les; 1 woidd

with my sorrows out of bed. I [DM; and after all, my face

was not, so n;-ii bad. 1 might with a good thick veil confront the
world. Already 1 had taken resolution; itml when in anything like

.1 passion 1 can dress in a minute and in a minute 1 vat

The landlady followed me into OUT sitting-room. Was so delighted
to see me look so well; and made such apologies for the' gnats which
had come on purpose, she believed, to rum her bouse, that I couldn't
in m\ heart abuse her.

" U hat would I like for dinner ': 'I.

tleman had ordered nothing, lie onlv saiii, he might be late, but he
sh; uld brinir home some trout. I had trout yesterday ;

would 1 have

tainly not," I cried, very angry.
" And he said he shouldn't be

home till late ':

"

"
\\liv, ma'am, you know he can't if the gentleman walks all the

way; for it's eight miles at the short e-t over thelields to Diamond
Stream ;

and ciiilit miles back, and that would make-
"

I'll go myself: yes, t he thought comes like iiir-piration, and I'll see

OUt-figninfr. To fish two days together;. and to go oil'

ihng, with never so much as lookim.- into my loom. And
a little more than a fortnight married! No; if I'm put upon in

this manner, and do nothing, the worm will never be allowed to

turn." Now all these went, like sparks from a wheel, through my
iiils; I just looked at the landlady.

"
1 can have a can

said I.

"
U'hy no, Ma'am; I'm afraid not. To be sure there's the pony

"Thai will do. JOSEPHINE, put on your things. We'll drive to

Diamonds! ream; we'll sec this trout fishing," and I felt my spirit
rising with the determination.

"
Ifs a long way round the road," said the landlady." No mailer, 'twill do me good. Make haste. Get the chai.si

directly.""
To be sure, Ma'am : and it will hold three

;
one at the back so that

von may brinir the gentleman with you ;
whilst your maid rides behind,

lieady in a minute, Ma'am," and the landlady trotted off.

I can't say what it was possessed me; but I felt as if something
dreadful \vas about to happen, and it all depended upon n

My blood was getting into a fever ; and my face burned and burned;
and if the chaise hadn't beeu ready as it wg, I felt as if 1 inn

gone off on foot.

At length I and JOSEPHINE were seated I was always a good whip
when a very, nry little girl and the landlady gives directions.

" The
first to the right, then to the left, then go on to the Barlcymow, turn
to the right of that, then to the Plough, and then ask again, and I

couldn't miss it."

How my spirits bounded, and my heart leapt, as the pony a fiery
little thing ! started. "This is beautiful," said I to JOSEPHINE ; and
somehow I felt an air of liberty that was strangely pleasant.

"
Beau-

tiful isn't it ?'

"Lovely, Ma'am," said JOSEPHINE, quite in a glow. "La! howl
should like to go round the world in this manner ; and it miirht be

done, Ma'am, with money and spirit, mightn't it ? For myself, m day-

light I'm afraid of nothing. Two women, and spirit, and a pony like

this, with a bigger place in the chay for the bonnets, and what life they
might see! It is lovely!" and JOSEPHINE looked about her quite

animated, as we tore along. After some minutes, JOSEPHINE said
" How master will be surprised to see you ! Yes, when he looks in your
face, he oh, Ma'am !" and the girl clasped her hands iu sudden fright

"
oh. Ma'am !

"

"What's the matter?" '

"
Matter, Ma'am," she repeated, at the same time placing her finger

to her own uose in a manner I couldn't misunderstand "matter,
Ma'am ! Why, if you havn't gone and forgot the veil !

"

It was quite true : in the hurry, the agitation of the moment, I tad
forgotten it, and there I was in the king's highway, in broad daylight,
and nobody could say who might pass there I was, and such a figure !

" We must return immediately.""
Yes, Ma'am ; though Ma'am we 've come a good way, and master

will have fished and been gone afore we get there
; and the road seems

very quiet met nobody but a tinker, and two haymakers have passed,
and wno 'd think of such creatures as them ! Besides it isn't so very
bad ; and after all, the veil would only draw and heat it, and make it

even bigger and redder than it is, and
"

"
That will do ; we ifill go on," and my conscience immediately

smote me for what I dealt upon the poor pon3' but the girl was so

aggravating, how could I help it ?

Well, we drove for an hour, and inquiring here and there still

followed the road. At length, we approached Diamondstream. We
inquired of a boy the direct road to the water. . It was three fields off.

Had he seen a gentleman there ?."
^ es."

VOL. XXIV,
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"
What sort of a gentleman ?

"
I asked ; and it was wonderful M it h

what accuracy the boy a child of nature described FREDERICK.
" A good-looking gentleman, green coat, blue handkerchief, and a

Jady a-lishing down stream, tt ith him !

"

Could I believe my ears r U'as it possible? It couldn't lie;

nevertheless, 1 jumped' from the chaise, and desired JOSEPHINE to stay

For, knowing that the people must have something to abuse,
A singer so unpopular exactly met their views

;

They hoped, that in Hie general zeal In-,- errors to condemn,
The Milanese would for a time, perchance, lose sight of tltem ;

So, saying that her contract had deprived her of the right
To quit the stage, they lodged her in the guardhouse for the night.

'-'
affected me : , like a make in the distance. 1 crossed the third Held, i

*othj,
W orF KKI>^^

hare become tangled;" and then, in the coolest manner, he went on Oh, Italy ! the fairest and the saddest nook of earth !

trying with his teeth and fingers to separate those horrid lines, knotted Thy ] t
> though oft we grieve for it, must often move our mirth

;

as they were together.
Then I thought I must have dropped.

WHAT THE
WHICH

AUSTRIANS DO WITH BIRDS

CAN SING AND WON'T SING.

E learned diMtiiiifi,

who, in the Opera
pit,

On cmtralti and

soprani in awful

judgment sit
;

Who tell us if a

IHIMII. runt fit /H/XXO.

or tenors

May lawfully excite

our wrath, or sim-

ply afurore ;

If you would keep

your green-rooms
free from petty
i'cuds and jars,

And, as MEDEA used,
control your con-
tumacious stars.

I rede you, watch
the Austrians well,
and imitate theplan

They have tried

with LA SIGNORA
ALUMO at Milan.

We had the ladv

And surely it is passing strange that, in a land so long
The chosen nursery and home of music and of song,
A singer quite unqualified to please the public ear

Should night by night upon the si;r_'r lie driven to appear,
And that her audience, though it tries with sneer, and jeer, and scoff,

To mark its hatred of her song, can never hiss her off.

THE PALMERSTONIAN CATECHISMS.

LORD PALMERSTON having announced that it would, in his opinion,
be a most desirable thing that all candidates for Diplomatic Offices

should be duly educated tor their work, and should, from time to time,

undergo Examinations, in order to prove that they are properly

qualified, Mr. Punch and his Lordship have framed a series of ques-
lions. with which LORD CLARENDON, the Foreign Secretary, has
instructed our representatives to provide themselves, and to which

they are to be prepared to reply. The following are addressed to the

young gentlemen who call themselves Attaches :

1. Can you understand French when it is spoken to you ?

2. Do you ordinarily comprehend an epigram, or if not, can you look
as if you did ?

3. Have you made yourself master of the great doctrines of Cookery,
of the lives of its professors and martyrs, and of the principal points in

culinary polemics ?

4. Can you copy a dispatch, without its contents leaving the slightest

impression on your mind ?

5. Give specimens of the properly contemptuous tone in which an.

Attach* speaks of his Ambassador behind the back of the latter.

6. Give imitations of the Ambassadress, or of any other member of
the Ambassador's establishment.

7. By what excuses do you chiefly evade duty when you want to

ride, pay a visit, or go to the Opera, instead of completing the papersA-JJ- -.. :,-- --,-,,.,_ '

understanding with

was
com-

"
register

"

poor, her

pass" small
;

That her
"
organ" in its "lower notes

" was hoarse, aud cracked, and
- weak

;

Aud in its
"
upper," thin and flat in short, all but a squeak :

And that, in VERDI'S stunning airs compelled to scream and shout,
Its

"
middle notes

"
for many a day had all been quite worn out

;

But thou-jh you wrote these cruel things, yet on each Opera night,
Yon bore her song in silence with what fortitude you might. >

But your true Italian critic, when a singer breaks a rule,
Or can't

"
sustain the D in alt," is not so calm and cool

;

He thinks each slight olfence against the laws of tune and time
Far worse than Austrian tyranny, and treats it as a crime :

And as he cannot write each day some withering critique,
He vents his spleen in many a groan, and shrug, and stamp, and shriek,
And howls the

offending singer down, with a zeal and energy,
Which, rightly used, might long 'ere this have set his country free.

So that when within La Scala's walls this hapless lady came,
The first few feeble notes she breathed stirred up a fearful flame:

"Ah, icelerata .'" shrieked the Pit. "Ah, tmditrice .'" cried
The Boxes, as her piteous L.MZC she turned from side to side;

'//.'" r.irnih'xsn uiiilafletta !"
Were the mildest of the civil terms with which her audience mot her,
Till wearied out, and r-'ioke;! with tears of shame, and fear, and rage,
The poor Signora turned at last, anil bolted from the stage.

Perhaps, you think, her exit brought her troubles to a close :'

.Vot so ! The Austrian rulers put the finish to her woes ;

here a: nieht
! entrusted to y u

> and how do vou establish a good

shTcOTddn^ nor
the Physiciau to the Embassy ?

]
i ii 8. Suppose, by some unhappy accident, yon were made Charge

You told us that her
d'affa*res 'n the absence of your chief, and naturally wished to shew

'

I your zeal and talent, in what way would you try to get up a

misimderstandiiii; '*.

9. Write a dispatch acknowledging the receipt of documents.
10. Now, revise that dispatch, and correct the grammar and the

spelling.
11. Revise it again, and try and make it say what you mean.
12. Copy it, without leaving out the principal word.
13. State your chief reasons for hating the Secretary.
14. State whether, in society, you assume the extreme butterfly, or

the profound diplomat, and whether you talk entr'acte or protocol. Give

specimens of each style.
!5. State, upon oath, whether you ever reported yourself to have'

rather mystified PRINCESS L . If not, what do you think of the

diplomatic chances of the HONOURABLE CARNABY SPOONBILL, who,
at 22, boasted to that effect in Carlton Gardens.

16. What, do you suppose, is the use of you ?

A Warning to the Evil-Disposed.
MR. PUNCH, having received several threatening letters on the

subject of the crusade against eccentric and revolutionary hats at

Munich, warns the writers that by the kind permission of the authori-
ties at the Home Office, police have been stationed on the premises,
with orders to take into custody all persons depositing in his letter-
box letters containing puns upon the expressions

"
mob-cap," "wide-

awake,"
"
nap,"

"
felt,"

"
crown,"

"
light-headed,"

"
the cap fitting," or

other plays upon words of the same notorious family.

THE BEST PLEDGE. If a man would only look at himself when he
was drunk, he never would drink again.
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WHO WILL BELL THE CAT?
IN who on
will I'.rll

I

In- Cut ? is indeed

;,
those

well - known uni-

is speedih bell'd.

iMie e\e will

tie kliockeil idlf or

blocked in. which
would entail about
an equal aih<

optical iiieomeui-
This mania

no KM absurd than

daageroi, -. fur it :

hieh

liollod;,

;>d which, ap-

othcr

windows of the

and the

heads of ill,

. We have

devoured to follow

oul the scltemc of
the wiine in our

A 1 ALL IN WATERFALLS.
i vnn.ws has in a very characteristic

'" 'Be newspapers, announced Ins n
the effecte" in bu .,,.,,. |,

hop,
01 our (

" '" with the adornment of t|ie ,

I

'

-;' BT> beaut : uis |, :i

,'!"
'

substitute
; ,blc basiiuHM whicl I honld be glad to

"'^. '

;
.'

1;"" ls "'
tunitj If tl,,.

watertaJJ in
,,,,.

remove it ai ,

summer;and though the real water could . enjov a run at tl,,:
'

I

""-'' ll(
'

l|(
ul the whole

te wiine in our
'': but.whniv. ..... so, our bod) : in for the
r cnnosity. We eta only hope thai it will not be thought indicative of
nimals on our

,. ,.

.. "!" 1<ls

fruitsol our . y ope a w no e ougt ncatve of
'ni, IH to animals on our part if wo express our desire for the extermination of

; if instead of nine, it had ninety thousand lives our deep
disgust would h;n !, for them all

"

The Invader's Guide-Book to England.
MOW far it maybe true, but

loirs BILLOT'S stupid pamphlel nf
is so often

Ul: ' t

.," In fact it i-

tamiliarly known now by the title of "Tin
Jncaae-mecum.

Puseyism in the Funds.
I'l' ''- fa he Traclarian views of thi-

ns trust as a ( abinel Minister for

but as yet M
sion, except liis proposition to convert the Tin,

:

\ I'l U I WHICH Y(), nLD OF
,u-r WHICH \-,, ONE i:\ i.n ra

get a good Cigar.

THE UNPROTECTED FEMALE
CONTEMPLATES WITH DISMAY Ml;. GLADSTONE'S OPERATIONS

CN THE 1'UNUS.

"On,
_!//-.

I',':!,, if uin please Sir, 1 really wish you would!
You \c clone jour b, xl id make me and if I 'm not a

perfect //'///(/,v/-.v/,,,-/- i,, ii, (

. u | ;( ii,. ,,/,/,<, H,-!,,,,,,/ and even to my MM
servants, I'm sure it's no / urs. But if you would only
explain what wwthat Mi;. GLADSTOHI'S a--oiim-to do with the /'<&,
for / can t understand it, thouul, 1 've been in the habit of receiving my
dividends regularly myself, as \ou ousiht to know, for you sent a youngman to the Hi i, I/,- to Y, ay. oulj t hree years ago
and he wrote anaecowii of it, though there were manj things he saia
""'"tli

pened. But I don't mind that, if you'd only explain
iniir.I've asked a jrreat many ladies in the same -

nd I ve bad in all the ilailii pa]iers, and the Ob&ener, which I 'm told
is (mm,, -ted \MI|, the ,| ought to know what 's going on-
and the more I've ra</aboni it, the less I can understand, but it seems
clear IM retoberoWatf.andtohave /:.>-, /,, ,/Her bills, or bond* msotu<- Whether we like it or not. to the extent of ,,ns or what
tliej tali new

securities, when 1 "n lore the old ones were quite
trouble n\ouh,p,<, ,., )al

.

,-,.,

' w
?
s
,> .^.

nd >'' ' '" niake them t<,t<!,-rxt,i,,d what I come for,
dividend day, ,v//. I 'm sure my /IOOT- uncle

'""1
IAslin when he left me the /i,,,,k annuities and the

houth N.;I ,s|, i-k that he /,,t//;/ and slaved for all his life, that ever they
Xonld ' Wltl '

''.v >""' Mi'. s and vour LOUD
tUANCKI.LoKS OF TIIK 1\,

trrf my BOOT
uncle say a

thing
was 'as safe as the p.ank,' but those words

\
!"'!" never to hear a^tm, now Government'a going t,, 4,

(us lAamtful way. / never was it it, nor anybody
else, I dare saj, that had prtjpw/B in the Funds, and always paid

POO i< witt linn, besides aflthe assessed taxes
I UlOUgW and always said when people useil to make a/awabout the Corn Laws and the POPE, and the Finn h coming <

KusM-ni and i\w&f, wretches, 'Well, my money's in the (',,,
md //<,'/ i //;-, at aU events

;

"
a set of meddlim? artful people

I
injure

/(oor dear MK. DISKAELI wouldn't have lliuighl of such a

jon pleate, if you 11 //// me what to do; I declare I 've u
to sell out and go abroad; and I *&? there are several

ladies of my acquaintance who are thinking seriously whether thev
wont go and take their money right out of L
serve then, right, too-and then I should like to
pack ot little better than rogues and swindlers. I do hope you '11 be
kind enough to say in your next whether you don't think that would
bring them to their senses.

" And I remain, Mr. Punch,
"
Your obedient humble servant,"

(bearing no malicefor the unwarrantable liberties you 're taken with me),
Late "MARTHA STRUGGLES," (now "Mas. JONES.")

CANINE MADNESS.
CAN the Animals' Friend Society produce an instance of friendshipmore touching than the subjoined advertisement ?

A GENTLEMAN, who, through the death of his lady, his a very mallH and exreedii.gly hnnilsi>nii> ISLACK and TAN TI.I:|:I l' I: in
Itltle over 31bi., lor which he hu been offered a Urge sum wihi> to 1'AKT WITH
it, lo be kindly treated. Would be happy to uelwgc with any lady ..r irentlenmn
having a horse, which they islied to be also ki.,dly tn-ated (and having no uae for)
for his own ridinx or ('riving. Undeniable references will be aaked for and *in
Apply by letter, post paid.

This must be (he dearest little dog that ever yelped too dear to be
sold. The wish to part with it arising, doubtless, from some very
senous cause can only contemplate an exchange of so beloved a pet
for a horse. \\ hat scrt of a horse ? "Would an ordinary hack do ?
or a hunter be expected ? or would nothing be taken under the winner
of the approaching Derby? Weighing only 31bs., the canine darlingmust be appraised at its cm u weight in gold a very nngget of a dog.We should like to take it at our valuation, and barter It at its pro-
prietor's, in which case we should ultimately obtain a gallant steed
by the original sacrifice of an old hat or pair of highlows. If any poor
marina-maker gill should happen to read this advertisement, we would
exhort her to suppress the feeling of envy, should that baleful passion
be excited in her bosom, by the comparison of her own haid pallet with
ihe cosy clover which is probably the couch of this beatified little
least.

WHAT A ('ABMAN PAKTK i I.UIM nisi.ih.Ks. To drop a gentleman
at his door, without being asked what his fare is, but to have it sent
out to him by the servant.
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Cabby. "DON'T BE ALARMED, SIR. IT'S
CpfLY

HIS PLAY !"

ges.

OLD ENGLAND'S BABES IN THE WOOD.
IN a nurse's uncouth telling, in a broadside's random spelling,

Or in statelier garb of sto.ry-book, with binding and gilt edges,

For ages has that story set Young England's tears a-welling.

That sanctifies the red-breast on our window-sills and hed;

How oft with tear-drenched pinafore, has he sat and lost his dinner for

The death of those rood parents, in that uncle too confiding,

And wondered in his fifcoceucc, what he was such a sinner for,

As to hire those cruel ruffians who took the babes out riding.

How oft the nursery's rattle has been hushed before the prattle

Of those pretty babes which wrought so on the milder-minded Waller,

That in the lonely forest he gave his fellow battle, ..

And slew him, thereby cheating the gallows and the halter.

And then, instead of staying to keep the babes from straying,

He weakly left them, V'ith command to "stop there like good children;"

For Young England well remembered his own manner of obeying
The like order from tie nurse-maid whom he gloried in bewildering.

With what bursts of tender sobbing he blessed the gentle robin,

Who the forest leaves their faces laid with pious beak and claws on,

And how heavily in school-days was he visited with cobbing
Who the robin's sacred nest laid his sacrilegious paws on.

That old tale with a new dress on, for Old England has its lesson ;

Touching his
"
Babes in the Wood" he a hint from it may borrow

In the wood through whose entanglements scarce manly strength can

press on
The wood of sin and suffering, of ignorance and sorrow.

There the little childreA wander, while in mortal combat yonder
Those who call themselves their guides for the mastery are fighting ;

There in striving for that wood's sour fruit their infant strength they

squander,

Deep and deeper in its hideous depths body and soul benighting.

The combatants are sturdy, skilled to use then- weapons wordv ;

And 'ere Chapel's got the better of Church, or Church of Chapel,
The children may be lying, while Punch, for pious birdie,

Strews his leaves on those that perished while their guides were in

death-grapple.

THE WHISTONIAN CONSOLS.

IP any one should ask, like the capitalist
in the advertisement,

" What
.hall I do with my money r

" he might be recommended to invest some

ii it in the WHISTON Fund, for one thing. This is a subscription which,

las been started in order to reiniburse the REV. ROBERT WHISTON.
MR. WHISTON is the Master of Rochester Cathedral School. Not
content with flogging his own scholars, he flogged the DEAN and

CHAPTER OF RIICII i:siKK. Bovs sometimes evince their sense of a

flagellation by
" barn* out." The DEAN and CHAPTEE resented their

chastisement -sOjnewhsl in the same puerile manner. They extruded

\tit. WHISTON from his situation. In compelling them to let him

nto his school again, aibd by more than three years'loss of salary whilst

,hey kept him out of it, MR. WHISTON has become the loser by
,hese sacred gentlemen, and the creditor of a spirited public, to the

amount of above 1,500.

Had MR. WHISTON a right to flog the DEAN and CHAPTER ? A
question to be asked before subscribing to his fund and to be answered

)y the admission tha he had certainly no more right than Punch

would have to flog a Mayor and Aldermen for eating up property, ot

which they were the trustees, in the form of turtle-soup.

MR. WHISTON flogged his involuntary pupils for being greedy the

vice of some clerical as well as other corporations. Instead of kicking

under the infliction they had much better have meekly kissed his rod,

entitled Cathedral Tntffs and their Fulfilment. For they have been

obliged to swallow What they ejected, and disgorge what they

swallowed. Their Bisfiop has reluctantly forced MR. WHISTON back

upon them, and they have taken him, under compulsion, with wry
faces. Part, at least, of the monies in dispute, they have also

refunded.

Under these circumstances, surely MR. WHISTON must be regarded as

a public benefactor, one of the class of dragon-killers, as well deserving

to be indemnified as Si. GEORGE would have been, if he had found

himself between one and two thousand pounds out of pocket by his

triumph over his voracious antagonist.

Supernatural Amusement.

SPIRIT-RAPPING is PERFORMED NIGHTLY at the Pio-AND-WmsTLE
Harmonic Meeting, after each of the Songs and Glees, by PERSONS
under the INFLUENCE OF SPIRITS ! ! !
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CHARITABLE CONVIVIALITIES.

O mod, the objection which
'MTU rai-eil

rity dinners, as well on ac-

count of the duoomforl

attending them, as on the

ground thai their expense
IS SO iiineh devoured that

might have been he

>o much glu
that might h:r.

lenclieenei aehange
is proposed to be made in

the style and characi

these festivals.

them would bo out of the

quest ion, as it is an esta-

blished truth that, nothing
of any eon >n be

managed in England with-

out a dinner of .some

It is therefore sugge ted,

not that the banquet should

be done away with, but

that it should be of a light
and cooling nature, consist-

ing of the simple stall'

of life accompanied by
the genuine and original

draught which cheer.

not inebriated ADAM. A reasonable charge will be allowed for the room, in regard
to the interests of the Albion and the Condon Tavern. The heat of cookery and

recking viands will thus be obviated; and the dinner will become simply a device

lor saving the greatest possible amount out of the guinea paid for the dinner ticket.

l.l,\l)i;\HAU, STREET MENDICANTS.
A DEFEATED candidate for an East Indian Directorship

-es his would-havc-been constituency in the following
. holy strain :

" Ladies and Gfnll. m.-n, -The unfxpecled lune of the Ballot at the
-MJ ttiU tiny, has bean to me a wvere disappointment,

;.r numerous promises .,! supivirt which 1 had received from so many
k nl (trui iii!im:iitui iii, IK i. having led me to expect a very different

Has i \\ifeanil seven children depending
upon him for support r \\ a- there nothing but th

ation that he has lost between him and the workhouse ?

Will he now apply to the Union, or retire from the- world,
by making a suicidal phinirc over one of the bridges?

relief to k i docs not meditate self-

tor, hi' continues :

"stances I hare only to tender to the 1,047 Pro-

prietors who Imvi- ilmif nn- th honour "t' recording their vDtos in my
t'avoar, my war grateful thanks, and to announce to them
mill ihr I'roprtetors, at litr^e, my determination to proceed again to the
Ballot on the occurrence nl' the next vacancy."

So lie won't play the Roman fool this time at least
;
he

will have another try first, anyhow. In the meantime he
returns his supporters his "warmest and most grateful
thanks

"
thanks which doubtless have all the warmth and

the flavour of curry and mulligatawny soup. But

hardly addresses them with siitlieient humility. He begins
his letter with

"
Ladies and (icntlemen." A t

commencement would have been "To Tin. Ai i i.i;tNT."

A Rallying Cry for the Quakers.

SnoiII.li England ever be invaded, the Quakers ought to
lie the tirst to rush to the rescue, and make a rallying-
crv of the old proverb "A Friend in need is a

'

indeed."

SECOND-HAND CANONICALS.

LORD Bishop ! yon Curate so spare do you note ?

How threadbare, your Lordship observes, is his coat,
Ho disgrace to his Cloth is that Parson so slim,
But his Cloth is a grievous dishonour to him.

How came that vile garment of rusty old black.
l>o >ou fancy, my Lord, on his Kev'rcnce's back?
Tin re's a Charity, haply your Lordship may know,
Which for "poor pious Clergymen" gathers old clo".

Therefrom came that relic of ancient attire,

Redeemed, to invest a Divine, from the fire,

By a .lew, who a shilling had felt in the tail,

Where the owner had happened to leave an odd vail.

For once that same coat which, though shabby downright,
Sets oil', in a manner, the neckcloth of white.
\\ ii li a similar contrast distinguished a Swell
Of a Waiter, who served at a civic Hotel

What service it saw when his shoulders it warmed !

The service that Minister daily performed ;

With the Waiter it stood at the rich turtle feast,
But it sits down to poor bread and cheese with the Priest.

For earn ing plates 'tis not good enough wear,
But it docs for the office of preaching and prayer,
And, my Lord, if you'd poverty preach with success,
Let your Lordship in such like canonicals dress.

'( i.'iinst riches with greater effect you'd inveigh,
If you were attired in that rusty array ,

Than if you should hold forth, in a tone so severe,
And lawn sleeves that are starched with twelve thousand a-year.

The Protector of the Holy Places.

WE see by the advertisements and the show-boards that "Shortly
will Close Jerusalem." Now this is a chance for M. Louis NA-
POLEON to rush in and save Jerusalem at all events, if he is a sincere
Protector of the Holy Places, to do his best to keep it out of the hands
ot the .lews. By the bye, maj we also offer to his notice the wo,,d
pavement in lie-vut Street ? for we think that at present that is about
the holiest place, in London.

A NOVUM ORGANUM. A Jew buying BACON.

BAP-RASCALISM.
" THE WITCH OF ENDOB SUPERSEDED EVERT EVENINO "

will

probably very soon be the heading of the newspaper advertisements

put forth by the
"
Spiritual Rappers." The following cool announce-

ment of regular necromancy or impostureappeared last week :

CPIRITUAL MANIFESTATIONS AND COMMUNICATIONS from
^ departed friends, which BO much gratify serious and enlightened minds, are exem-
plified daily from 10 to 12, and from 2 to 8 o'clock, by the American Medium, Mas.
Ii, at &c., &c.

There does, to be sure, seem to be something peculiarly shocking in

practising on feelings relative to departed friends
;
but as the

"
serious

and enlightened minds
"

that are so much gratified by such sordid impo-
sition are brainless dupes, their sensibilities are the least likely to be

outraged by the heartless hoax..

The Americans appear to have such a passion for territory, that,

having licked all Nature, as they conceive, they now want to annex
the spiritual world also. In this scheme of aggrandisement, however,
they have competitors; for, consulting English prejudices rather than

English grammar, a wizard has issued the notification subjoined :

SPIRIT
MANIFESTATIONS. MB. HARDINOF, and ENGLISH MKDIU*

will give Spiritual Seances every evening, for the purpose of delineating the truth
and use of these wonderful communications. Most interesting, instructive, and useful

impressions are written out by the Medium while subjected to the Influence of Spirits.

Whiskey, rum, gin, brandy, or hollands?
Those who wish to see a female under the influence of spirits have a

peculiar taste : but if they must indulge it, they had better perambulate
the neighbourhood of Seven Dials on a Saturday night, than go and

pay their money to see that which, if worth seeing, is worth no more,
and may be seen gratis in any disreputable part of town.

There is reason to believe that those who consult the Spirit Rappers
do not, for the most part, dp so in the hope of detecting the trick, but
with

"
serious

"
if not

"
enh'ghtened minds," impressed with a belief in

their professions. For the gratification of minds thus serious and
enlightened, we may expect, as above hinted, to have, in a little time,

performances and exhibitions of real sorcery and genuine witchcraft

openly advertised amongst the public amusements; and perhaps a
theatre will be established whereat an actual Zamiel will come on in

Iif i- /> iiarition> of authentic tiends will ascend in Macbeth,
and DR. FAUSTUS will positively raise the devil.

A PRETTY GO !

WK. understand that in compliment to the position of Leader of the

opposition to the Jew Bill, assumed by ME. CUMMING BEUCE, he will

be allowed to take the title of the Cumming Man !
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TASTE.
First Swell.

" THAT 's A DEUCED NEAT STYLE OF PIN, CHARLEY !

YA-AS IT'S A PRETTY THING. A'VE GOT SET A SHIRT STUDS AND
AW WAISTCOAT BUTT'NS TO MATCH LOOK STUNNING AT NIGHT 'SURE YAH!" THE QUAKER'S OATH. Odd-drab -it it ! ! !

A WAR CEY IN WORCESTERSHIRE.
EVERY now and then there proceeds from some little

hole and comer of the country a cry of defiance, a moan ot

lamentation, or a shriek of alarm, which has the double
effect of surprising the rest of the world, and reminding the

aforesaid rest of the world that there is such a place in

existence as the hole or comer which the cry, moan, or

shriek as the case may be has proceeded from. A few

nights ago the House ot Commons found itself listening to

a shrill shriek eclwcd throughout the world in all the ,

papers on the following day from a no less and no greater
'

place than Bromsgrove which, reference to a minute dot

in a map informs us, is in Worcestershire. The public-
after the first burst of astonishment at the intimation that

Bromsgrove is at all will be curious to learn what can

liromsgroye want, and why Bromsgrove has walked out

from its little dot on the map, to arrest the attention of

the world for a few hurried minutes ? We should have
been scarcely more surprised had modest little Mitcham

attempted to seize the nineteenth century by the button,
and murmured out a few mild words about itself.

But what has Bromsgrove got to say ? is the question
that now presents itself. Let Bromsgrove answer ! or

rather, as Bromsgrove has run back again into liis little

place in Worcestershire, we must answer for it. Well
then, Bromsgrove has petitioned the House of Commons
against a war between Trance and England ! Has Broms-

grove been asleep since the peace of Amiens ? and does

Bromsgrove timidly apprehend that war will break out

again? or has some mad wag" of the present day
walked into Bromsgrove to hoax it with the pretended
news of war being about to be deckred immediately? At
all events, the petition from Bromsgrove came upon the

House with all the rococo air of a request to Parliament
not to sanction Catholic Emancipation, or to repeal the

Test Acts, or to do, or abstain from doing some other act

which has been disposed of and forgotten for half a century.
The only reply we can suggest to the prayer of Bromsgrove
is to scud down all the necessary apparatus for a Com
mission of Lunacy, with full power to inquire whether

Bromsgrove has or has not been in a sound state of mind,
and capable of managing its own affairs, from the day ol

the date of its absurd petition.

ACADEMICAL PORTRAITS. No. 9.

THE name of CHAKLEY CURETON has recently become notorious in

connexion with the beautiful and eccentric COUNTESS VISCONTI. He
was a contemporary of mine at the University, and an object there (as
indeed he has been everywhere else) 'of contempt and admiration to an
uncommon degree. He is one of those remarkable men who have only
to appear in a new circle to achieve a reputation. He had not eaten
three dinners in Hall before every one was talking of the extensive
freshman at St. Peter's. The foreman of MESSES. GALLOWS, of Bond
Street, came up before the commencement of Term to measure
MR. CURETON'S apartments, and in a few days arrived a dazzling
vision of walnut chairs and tables, fauteuils, sofas, carpets, and
flock papers. JOHN, the oldest College servant, had never seen the
likes of it not even in the Warden's lodgings and portraits of
hactresses in short petticoats, and Chiuey shepherdesses and Hindiau
hidols, and halabaster hangels and things (which it was to be oped they
was not Popish superstitious). The very Dons listened to the catalogue
of wonders with curiosity.
The owner, perhaps, hardly seemed equal to Ins position. He was

pale, slender, flaxen-haired, and only nineteen. But he had the aplomb
of a Cabinet Minister. He was insolently serene and self-possessed.
He had the invaluable talent of silence ; and when he did speak, it was
in a melodious lingo not understood by honest JOHN to his foring
walet, a party with bushy whiskers and earrings, who answered to the
name of GERONIMO. li is unnecessary to add that JOHN and his
fellows would have looked upon the sudden death of this individual with

feelings of great joy and thankfulness.
I was delighted to find that I had met the distinguished freshman of

St. Peter's at Florence where his father, SIR CLAUD CURETON, was an
eminent physician and hastened to pay my respects to him. He
seemed pleased to sec any one who had been out of England, and invited
me to smoke the calumet of peace. While GERONIMO was artfully
preparing a sumptuous hookah for my benefit, I had leisure to observe
my host. He was reclining with languid grace on one of MESSRS.
GALLOWS'S incomparable solas. He was like a large tropical bird

silent, but gorgeous. He wore a crimson dressing-gown of Oriental

cut, voluminous trowsers, and yellow slippers. On his head was a
scarlet Eez embroidered in gold by some dark-browed daughter of

Damascus, and he was sucking away at the enormous amber mouth-piece
of a long straight pipe which had accompanied him from Constantinople.
GERONIMO obsequiously

tendered the hookah and retired. CURETON
motioned towards a tall square bottle of Dalmatian Maraschino, and
we blew a perfumed cloud in company. I am not a talker, I was not
in a hurry, the hookah was very cool and pleasant ;

and for half-an-hour

no sound was to be heard but the bubbles gurgling through the rose-

water.

At length he finished his pipe, sighed, and took up a guitar which

lay beside him. He struck the chords with confidence, modulated a

little, and settling down into a Barcarole accompaniment, hummed, not

unpleasantly, a little canzonet which may be heard every day at

Naples. A shake (rather indicated bv the vocalist than expressed) and
a very high falsetto squeak indeed, completed the entertainment.

Another sigh, and I was informed that it was a sad souvenir of a
friend (a very nice-looking party indeed, if like a portrait which he
showed me) named EUPHRASIE, who used to warble the same barcarole

in an exceedingly agreeable manner.
" Ah !

"
lighting a cigar a foot

long
"
poor EUPHRASIE ! (puff) what a poetical temperament all

soul but {puff"} violent. Knocked me down once with a decanter
confined to my bed for a week most delightful companion, though!
It makes me miserable in this dismal place to think of the sunny South.
I feel like OVID the first of poets relegated to the inhospitable
Euxinc, and have to exist on my recollections.

"
Excuse me, but what a dreadful horde of barbarians the young men.

here are ! When will civilisation reach them ? They get up in the
middle of the night to what is pleasantly called morning chapel, and go
to bed before I have had my dinner :

"
(I must here say that CURETON

only attended Hall as a form, and used to dine afterwards on GERONIMO'S
cookery, in his own room ;)

"
they eat raw flesh like the ancient

Scythians, and swill oceans of beer as their ancestors did in the time of

JULIUS CAESAR. They associate from choice with horses, and dogs,
and rats, and badgers, instead of human beings ;

and amuse themselves
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with occupations, that iu civilised countries form th.

!i ;us postboys and boatmen, figure to

yourself my emotio !.iy, when I B MM! of II. [del

MR. COIIUM.S, and found him in his ii large glu\.

his hands, exchanging bullets with a person <>\

and niamii
;,

Hat by violence, and
w hum he addressed as Hll.l.V. I ha\ < -aril fur his mot i

person, win) was kind to I had a lexer at

Jerusalem, and am reallv concerned for tii aits of her

son. I'oor I'clloxv ! yon knoir h ! .m, or

dance; to has literally no accompHAmentfl ;
and hi.s habits I i.

to u.sc such hill- i nil* linital. Yes, yes ; Id n are

quite right ;
mi iluiili! his mural diameter i -just tne sort of

pei-sun that \\unld make a lie ( iiiards
;

lint he Ii

tasles. iiu refinement, nu poetry. Ah! EC hear iiim ill the middle of

di\ine chorus in
ip to x\

rang]
D obtrusive

particle, or an u i -it is chilling, sicke.

Then his eunversaliuii, like liis friends, is ah.

I!) Ihe wa\ he liroim-hl a of his menagerie here the other

day, in the shape of a hairj little animal I believe from ouc of the.

Scotch Islands Tig liudy and short h

centipede; the' n iwed uii' three tassels from my sola I.

lie. was observed. (' ml e\ en alarm! Nothing
lint: i

idjlikc audple.asiug.pe,

prevented my forbidding him my rooms fur the futi

Hefore CuuinoN had finished his strict UIT.S on our English n

1 had become almost ashamed oi'
i
in ihink that,

all, Ihe Kpieiireans had the liesl of it, or that one Could live ver\

well -.potism, and surrounded by suiierstition. An easy sort,

of existence, nu doubt, to jounce 'iiimie's sola wil Ii a nargilly and M
. listening to Krnii;,\sii:'s Neapolitan ean/.unels!

were well braced up at dinner, for Ai t iDLINQa delivered him-
self, with houesi. fervour and some power of vituperai u'e, of
li!x opinion of Cii.viii.i'.v C-i UF.TON'S philosophy, which lie dft

just what you would expect of tlu.se foreign beggars who could not
call their souls their own, but was revolting when it came from the lips
ol a Free lint m. For his part he was a Tory, and wouldn't have your
revolutionary humbugs at any price, but he would sooner have a fellow
talk any Radical nonsense than ignore all interest in his conn
withdraw from politics to smoke his weeds, hoxvexer good thex fflSgbi
lie. Then, taking a rapid survey of the present state of the Continent,
into which he incorporated some of the must striking images of the

nan's letters to the Times, he returned with a little asperity to
CUUETON'S reflections on his Skye terrier Hags, whom he vindicated as
not only the most lovely, but the most amiable and wise of quadrupeds.
The conversation here took a canine turn : some of the exploits of that
brae and beautiful creature xxith I badgers were re-
counted In his master, ami Ct;RETON escaped further chastisement for
that time ; but I felt grateful tu \i ,. his manly lecture, and

in- evening I read the sturdy British papers, botn Liberal and
Conseivatixe, with a glow of pride at the thought that there was still

one place in Europe where the truth could be told and the devil shamed
thereby.

Railway Safety put into something like a Ship-Shape train.
"
MOST ships carry, or are expected to carry, "an Experienced

Surgeon on board," why shouldn't Railways be made to adopt the
^illation ? for, in our opinion, the one requires the services of a

burgeon just as much, if not more, than the other. In fact, it is a
question whether a medical student wouldn't gain more knowledge of
his business by occasionally riding on a railway than by diligently
walking all the nospitals.

THE GRAVEYARDS OF LONDON.
HE Church has of late occu-

pied so much atleiitiiin, that

the public, mind has been
he ('hnrcli-

uni that cir-

ciiniMuucc, bodies have, in

it, remained

Og to a

lent published by Mil.
> \\ U.KKH,

the poisonous and abomin-

be of intramural

intermcni continues a

nnab. Is get
and i -e ei

with Icnan' itions

with power lo

add tu their number: for

tidy allowed to pol-
uakes

re. Ill pletion Of in-

tramural burial-gronndfl thus

goes oil in i

ly in-

creasim: ratio, and therefore

; |id intercM

taphs arc rendered a mock-

ery :

Retaliation.

Fain UWINS and SEGUIER would barter
With CLAUDE and with TITIAN their lot :

They get TITIAN and CLAUDE in warm water,
CLAUDE and TITIAN get them into hot.

n> . for "Here l.ii be said of any! hiir-r under the tomb-
understood of the author of the inscription.

\\li:n ou-hl tu lie there is mustU chopped up and spread abroad, to

make room for newer arrivals; and the resi of it i> diffused in the

form of pestilential ga.s in the air that we breathe. A man cannot go
down to his grave in peace, without the prospect of evaporating and

killing his relations. He foresees that as much of Mm as is mortal,
will be a mortal poison; .that he will .be inh --hbours'

lungs, and get into their stomachs as a solution of animal ma
the water which they drink. This consideration is enough to make us

all stick to raw brandy: and the tee-totallcrs ought to look to it.

The dead experience the wrongs, and not the rites of sepulture, which

is enough to make them rise from their graves; and so they do by a

sexton's resurrectionism. It would be much better if the parisliioners

would rise and depose the beadle, w ho, iu confederacy with the under-

taker and the parish clerk, is chiefly responsible for intramural jobbery
and corruption.

EIGHT CONUNDRUMS FROM THE COMMONS.
WHY does a Manchester member pronounce

"
schedule

"
as if spelt

sheddle ?

What does an Irish member mean when he says he has examund the

terrums, and believes from his hurrut (he is sorry to say ut), that they
incur the purull of being misunderstood by a Jewry ?

Why does LOKD JOHJJ RUSSELL feel himself obleeged ?

Why do MB. DISRAELI and the rest of the aristocracy speak of LORD
DARBY?
Why are all the railway members artily willing to leave matters in

the ands of the ouse?
\\ In does I JUKI) DUDLEY STOART say he has no hesitation in giving

utterance to his sentiment s 'r

Why does SIR ROWDY Dow speak after dinner ?

Why does MR. RAILWAY Kmo speak at all?

Obvious Initials.

IT was announced in the Times the other day, that
" The CHANOKLLOB OF THE EICKEUI-KB iicknowledees the receipt of 15 in Bank of

Engbuul uotM from '

I). F.,' for additional Inooine Tax."

No need to ask what D. F. stands for. Decided Fool, of course.

A GENUINE STOCK.

\Vi- have all of us heard of a
" Sou of a Gun," bin the "

Son of a
IVslol" must be a nexv branch of the family tree from which the storks

isoended : and yet, tracing the pedigree of one of
COLTS revolvers, it, stands (anl, if need be, tires) to reason that a
genuine COLT must be the son of a /low-pistol.

French Legislation.

A FASHIONABLE contemporary gives the list of the enormous quantity
of Glaces and Sorbets, and glasses of Punch, which were consumed at
the grand ball given by tie Legislative Body to the Emperor and
Kmpress. According to this it must have been a complete Assembly
of Mutes and Liquids.

TOfOOBAPllY 01' LONDON.

\V r are credibly informed that, in honour of the London Merchants'
and Bankers' Deputation to Lotns NAPOLEON, Spitalfields for the
future is to be called LICK-SI-ITALFIKI.DS.

LITTLE AND BAD. LORD CAMPBELL' has intimated that the Civic
s of Louis NAPOLEON have been guilty of high treason. Con-

sidering the littleness of the whole affair, we tliink petty treason would
be the more appropriate name for it.
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SERVANTGALISM :

OR, WHAT 'S TO BECOME OF THE MISSUSES ? No. 8.

'Ouxmaid (from Town). "Is HANN JENKINS AT HOME?"
Suburban Cook. "No; SHE HAS JUST GONE TO HER MILLINER'S."

'Ousmaid. "THEN GIVE HER MY CARD, PLEASE, AND SAT, I OPE SHE GOT HOME SAFELY
FROM THE BALL."

:

YOUTHFUL SPORT IN THE STREET.

SING a song of mischief,
Policeman standing by ;

Idle boys play
"
tip-cat :"

Let 's have a shy.
When the cat is started,
You don't know where 'twill spring ;

And if it breaks a window-pane,
Oh, what a jolly thing !

As I was in my counting-house
A counting out my money,

I saw a game that ended
In something very funny.

Old gentleman was passing,
When "cat" was struck awry ;

Whack ! came the knob of wood,
And knocked out his eye !

A Duke in Fartibus.

THAT Government was quite right in

strengthening our national defences will be
abnost admitted even by the Quakers them-

selves, now that the news has arrived from

Italy that the POPE has actually offered to
GENERAL OUDINOT the title of the DUKE OP
ST. PANCRAS, which the General has declined.

That was wise of the General. For a foreign,

power to create a Frenchman a British duke it

is easy enough ;
not quite so easy for the duke

so created to come over and take his dukedom.
But see how spiritual aggression leads to tem-

poral. From an ARCHBISHOP OP WESTMINSTER
now easy is the transition to a DUKE OF ST.
PANCRAS ! His HOLINESS Pio NONO, perhaps,
will next oblige us with an EABL OP ST.

MARTIN'S-IN-TUE-FIELDS, and a MARQUIS OP
MARYLEBONE.

A LAZY FRAME OF MIND. When you It

out of window. t

THE CBOWJT ABTD THE BfcOAD-BBIM IN BAVAKIA.
THE following paragraph, though a genuine extract from the foreign

Correspondence of a London daily paper, reads more like a bit of

burlesque from some mock account ofsome imaginary revolution.

" BAVAEIA.
"
MUNICH, APRIL 5. The police have been instructed to arrest all persons who

are found with Calabrian broad-brimmed hats. These instructions have been carried
out. Large numbers of young men have been arrested and taken to the stations.

They were subsequently liberated, but the police retained their hats. Complete igno-
rance prevails as to the motives of this measure, but it is thought that the authorities
have acted in consequence of advices which have reached them from abroad."

Surely the first of April, and not the fifth, should have been the date
of this news we cannot dignify anything so absurd with the title of
"

intelligence." We hope that none of our friends, the Quakers, will

find themselves arrested on account of their broad-brims, under the
shade of which treason is supposed to lurk

; though, by the way, dissa-

tisfaction with the Bavarian Government is far more likely to be met
with in a Wide-awake. It is really lamentable to think of the inanity
that must possess what ought to be the mind of that ruler who can
have resorted to such a piece of imbecile tyranny as the arrest of every-
body with a.hat of a particular fashion. Imagine our own Government,
in the days of Chartist torn-foolery, having ordered the arrest of every-
body wearing point lace, or of every one pointing with his hand on the

ground; under the apprehension that the point particularly in the case
of the hand with its four fingers and thumb must indicate some sym-
pathy with- the five points of the Charter. Mental imbecility such as
this must disqualify those who are afflicted with it for the duties of

government. How any nation can be ruled over for a day by persons
displaying such a puerile notion of the means and appliances of power, is

a miracle only to be accounted for by the supposition that the mass of
the people are still lower in the intellectual scale than then- governors.
To complete the idiotic colouring of this picture, we are told that the

)><Tons
arrested were liberated, "but the police retained their hats."

The danger to the Government is thus imputed to the_hats themselves,
and not to the heads they covered. We shall not be surprised to hear
that the hats have been all tried on

by court-martial and shot, for it

is quite impossible to
suggest any bounds to the idiotic proceedings of

a Government that has taken a lot of old hats into custody on a charge

of high treason. Of course every person who has been deprived 9f his
hat by the cxecuWre will be known to have had relations with a

revolutionary broad-brim, and the fact of his going about bare-headed
will render him b'able to arrest on bare suspicion. We have not heard ;

the measurement of brim which constitutes the offensive width, but we
believe the Bavarian Government allows very little margin. If this is

not filling up the cup of oppression to the very brim, we know not
what will constitute the full measure of tyranny.

"Come Back!"

THERE is a new steamer called the Boomerang Propeller. A Boome-
rang, if we understand right, is an Indian instrument which returns to
the place from which it was flung. We can hardly imagine this to be
the case with this new steamer, but we should say that The Boomerang
would be a- capital name for the Australian Mail Steamers and many of

our Government steam frigates, for such is their attachment to tin 1

spot they have left that they are sure, after a few turns and useless

gyrations, to come back as quick as they can to the places they have
started from.

A QUESTION POH THE CHANCELLOR OP THE EXCHEQUER.
WHAT is that Fund which is always buoyant, in which there is never

any flatness, and the interest of which can never be diminished ?

Why, Punch's inexhaustible fund of humour, to be sure !

PARRIERY AT THE DIGGINGS.

A GOOD opening presents itself in Australia for working Goldsmiths,
who are wanted there to shoe horses.

TJTREE THINGS A WOMAN CANNOT DO. To pass a bonnet-shop /

without stopping to see a baby without kissing it and to admir<

piece of lace without inquiring "how much it was per yard ?
"

SPIRIT-RAPPING. Gents knocking at the different doors as they go
home late at night.

I NEted byWilliam Bradbury of No. 13. Upper Wohurn Place, In the Parish of St. PimcrM, and Frederick Mullett Erann, of No. 7, Church Row, Stoke N'evriturton. both in the County of Middlesex, Printers. t tr.eir
Ult ce In LomlMrd Street, in the Precinct of Whiteuiars, hi tlie City of London, and Published hy them at No. Si, Fleet Street, in the Parish of St. Bride's, in the City of London. SATOED*! , AFBIL 23, 13
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ART AND IDEAS.
ITH other di

s and critics,

1'ttin'h makes it a custdin,
at this period of I lie \ear.

to inspect the studios (if

his friends the painters,
who have pictures for

I lie Inhibition >

Royal Academy. He re-

gards this us a great pri-

vilege. It enables him
to talk with oonodenbk
elVeet at t lie eai'ly dinner-

tahle of tin- season, about

"thai charming female

I'VI:M INK'S." and
that

"
bit of

genre of OLDCUII i.n'

aud so forth, and at the

same time to throw in

little anecdotes of CAR-
MINK and OI.IK i,ni (, n,

in their private life ; in

short, to give himself the

usual airs which belong
to that, imposing and

effect i\

Artist's Friend. Such
conversation is much re-

lished, and gives one a sort of perfume of the painting-room, which is not without

its efl'eel on the young ladies especiallv who have delicious dim notions that

painters are gracefully luxurious person.-., living in paradises of the most pietur. M|iie

f/r/c-aJ/i-iir, peopled with llouris of models. Alas! you and I know what dreary
shifts poor lion BLMHIKK is put to, to keep together even the dingy assort-

ment of old casts, odd gauntlets, cracked mandolines Brummagem rapiers, and

llolywcll Street tapestry, in the midst of which he takes his frugal steak and pint
of porter, and smokes the vulgarest of clay pipes, with other KAFFAELLES ill the

bud, like himself. Still, if the dear young ladies, whom it is my privilege and

pleasure to impress, tri/l form extravagant and romantic notions of artist life, 1

don't I should knock down the cloud castle in which they locate the

CAKMINKS, and OLUCLOU<;IIS, and KOH ULAUIIKKS.
There is, however, one fact painfully impressed upon me by this ;.ntc-F.\hibition

round of mine. Every one to whom ideas meanings of some sort are a necessity,
must have felt saddened by the alarming dearth ol them in our annual picture shows.
Hut when one comes into contact witli the contributors to these shows, one by one,
the sense of this vacancy is still more depressing. It is the difference between

knowing as a general fact that all the world is out of town (as one does in

September for example), and knocking at a number of doors, to find nobody at

home.
This is the more painful, as the men seem unconscious, for the most part, of any

snch deficiency in themselves or their brethren. TOM MANXKKIN", for example,
when he exultinglv sweeps his maul-stick across his composition with such a
confident demand for my admiration, does not seem to reflect for a moment that
I have seen those identical perriwigs, doublets, breeches, cavalier hats

(
and satin

oats, just as well painted from the lay-figure not to speak of trie spaniel,
and the chairs and tables in every Exhibition these hist twelve years. It never
secnis to occur to him that these clothes covering bodies without interesting
action, these perriwigs framing faces with no expression all these accessories so

laboriously arranged to tell no story whatever arc to me simply as wearisome as
w as the display, a few weeks ago, of the Opera wardrobe spread out for inspection,
when that Hall of Enchantment was in possession of the judgment creditors.

I flattered myself, two or three years since, that 1 had struck a severe blow at
this masquerade-warehouse Art that thanks partly to me the painter's range of
books was enlarging, and with it the horizon of his conceptions. I thought I had
put a stop to the wholesale robbery of the late DR. GOLDSMITH and M. LE SAGE

;

that the unhappy HAKOI.II would be allowed at length to rest in the grave, his

body safe from future discovery; and the tender PIIILIWA permitted to repose
on her tomb, without being called for, year after year, to repeat her popular
performance of sucking the assassin's poison from her husband's arm.

liui 1 grieve to say that my labours have had but little real effect. They may
have frightened some old ofleuders. NUDKLY, I see, has abandoned LXMFKKBX'S
liiftintiiirii, aud TEACH will not have a single velvet coat this year. But NUDELY
is expressing the same absolute lack of meaning with the aid of HORT'S Pantheon,
and PXACH has only abandoned the era of GEOKGK TIIK SECOND to fling himself
with the same, unbridled relish for textile fabrics into the clothes of CJIAKLKS TIIK

SECOND'S time. Besides, the young ones are perpetually rearing the old stock on
the old ground of the / ii-nr and (HI Kliix, and the .Ir/ix/'.i Ilixtnrti uf Eiigluiul.
The hardy annuals seem, in fact, to be perennials ; and, so far as l' can see, the

young gardeners have no fresher seed from which to raise their crops than the
old ones.

It has occurred to me that, in these times of Co-operation, the good which my
single efforts have failed to produce might be effected by g Soeieu oV

Association. The material wants of the poor and suffering artist arc already
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Mipplie i by the agency of the excellent Artists' (ieneral

Benevolent Fund and similar charities, all which may
Heaven speed ! Could not a Society be formed to relieve

the alarming intellectual destitution of the same pro-
fession '". In the anticipation that this notion will be
taken up, 1 would suggest a programme something like

this.

ARTISTS' GENERAL INTELLIGENCE FUND.

(A SOCIETY poa riu.vmiNG IHEAS F<M ARTISTS is TIIEIE

r\ivnx(.-iin<r-

li 18 IY-, posed that a Society he formed for relieving the
necessities of that huge and increasing class of Artists, who
labour under an almost cut ire want of the Ideas commonly

in for their decent maintenance in the practice of
their calling.
The founders of the Societv have had brought to their

notice, both by the yearly displays of this want at our
Inhibitions, and In private visiting, the awful extent to

which Painters are suffering under a 1.
, while

they are prevented from making any ap:
either b\ false delicacy or by ignorance that the will or
means lo relieve them exists.

It is projKised that a Society should be formed of

willing to contribute Ideas for the use of 1'ainters,
who may be pro| er

objects of the Society's bounty a
\ which will be ioiind to comprise, it is feared, a

large' majority of thoM -

gaining a livelihood by the Arts.

The ideas tlin.-. contributed will form a common stock.
from which advances will he made no Idea being usea
more than once, and the Painter being bound by an under-
taking not. to avail himself of it year after year.
The Society will be open to accept Ideas upon all classes

of subjects suitable for pictorial treatment, with the

following exceptions :

No Idea from the I'intr <f It'akrfield or Gil Jilas can be

accepted on any terms. Ideas from Si <rn 's Novels will be

narrowly examined by the Committee, and accepted or

rejected by ballot .

The following Ideas from the llixtnfi/ '

will, on
no account, be received or distributed by the Soeiet v :

Alfred in Ike Danish Camp.
I'li//, i, liur/niiii (\il;cx.

luxi-ni-fry df'llir Jlody of Harold.
Death of li'ilHum Kafut.
Murder of Thomas a Herkett.

liii-lnird Cu'tir de Linn pardoning the Archer who shot him.

Signinfi of Magna Charta.
A IHII Kilirard the Third receiring the Burgesset of Calais.

Queen Philips tucking the Poitonfrom arm of ditto.

li,;tth >

:f II ill Tyler.

Prince Henry Striking the Lord Chief Jtutice.

lintlie of Agincourt.
Murder of tht Infant Princes in the Tower by Richard

llu- Third.
'

Ilfi/ry the Eighth and Anne Boleytt.
/../edition of Lady Jane Grey.
Elizabeth at TMury Fort.

Mary, Queen of Scots, taking leave of her Attendant}.
Ditto on the Scaffold.

Capture of Charles the Tint.

Ditto taking leate of his Family.
Cromtcell Dissolving the Loaff Parliament.

Landing of William the Third.

The Pretender in lliding\

The Society believe that no Painter is so absolutely
dest it ute as not to have Ideas on these subjects; while, in

tin almost inconceivable case of his not having any of his

own, he can borrow from any of the many Painters who
have already made use of the subjects above enumerated.
The Society hope to be able to prepare a new Classical

Dictionary for the use of Painters, with an entirely fresh set

of stories of (iods, Goddesses, Demigods, Heroes, and
other mythical and historical personages of antiquity who
have been hitherto unaccountably neglected.
The Society have directed their special attention to a

field of Ideas, in rVspect of which the most shocking
destitution prevails: they refer to the subject of Ideas on

1'ontrniporary Life.

The number of Arties possessing even the most limited

stock of these Ideas is insignificant. Aud even of those
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which they have found -in circulation, the greater number belong to

foreign manners.
The Society trust to the kindness of their contributors in this branch

of their labours more.' than in any other. They hope to be able to turn

uiiiiu tlie unfortunate class, which they are founded to relieve, a
stock of notions and subjects fro n the life of our own times, by aid of

which a s/mp.ithy, at present unknown, will be established between
M aiul the great public. Thanks to this, the Artist will, they

trust, no longer feel himself an isolated being, conde nned to support
life/ on conventionalism's, dilettantisms, and galvanisms, but may hope
at leugth to ted as p is^e^im; the same interests, shariuz
in the same thoughts, quickened by the same impulses, moved
by the same hopes anil fears, occupied with the same topics, and
dwelling in the sam: region of feelings and impressions as the public
for whom he lives and works.

Ideas will li i " i behalf of the Society at the Punch Office,
where destitute Artists, requiring the aid of the Society, may apply
any day from ten till four.

JUDICIAL IGNORANCE.
LEGAL Education has been much

improved
of late years ;

but, in one respect, it is

still seriously deficient.

An. acquaintance not to

say a familiarity with the

language of those classes

that are peculiarly apt to

present themselves, or to

be brought, before the
tribunals of justice, might
be supposed to constitute
one of the primary quali-
fications of a BritishJudge.
Yet scarcely ever does a
term of extra-Johnsonian

Euglishocsur in the course
of a trial, but the dignitary
on the Bench exhibits the

i ignorance of its

meaning, though the word
may be ever so popular,
and indeed vulgar. Now
there was MB. BARON
PLATT the other day-
according to the law re-

ports presiding in the
Court of Exchequer, the
case before him being an

action brought by a tobacconist against a fast young man for the
balance of a cigar-bill : when I he following epistle from defendant was
read in Court :

"
Sir, No one had authority from me to plead minority, and I never told any

gentleman [ ha I nobbled you out of c'gars; if you give up the gentleman who has
told you Hub a lie, I will pay you for what I have had, but no more."

Whereupon the following question was put by the learned judge,
that is to say, the judge learned in the law, and doubtless, also, in

polite literature, but in no other, apparently :

" MR. M AKOV PLATT. ' Nobbled !

'

I see that word is used by this young gentleman
in his letter to you. What is

' nobbled ?
'

rhat does it mean ?
"

Why any young lady, even of the
"
Belgraviau Educational Insti-

tute," would have known enough Anglais to explain that, in the
language of

"THB PLAIXTIF. Why, I suppose, my lord, it means doing me out of the eoods
(Laughter):'

'

Really the ermine should not expose itself to derision in this way.
For MR. BARON PLATT is not a solitary instance of the ignorance
which forms the subject of this denunciation. His judicial brethren
are as remarkable in that respect as himself; and they invariably mis-
take, a "mill" for a grindiu,' engine, a "crusher" for an agricultural
implement, a

"
tanner

"
for a minut'actnrer of leather, and a "bob"

for the abbreviation of a Christian name.
It is curious to observei such a sin ;ular want of th? lowest inform-

ation combined with the highest professional acquirements and personal
qualities.

Intended Strike of Operatives.

IT is said to be the intention of the Union Surgeons throughout the
country to strike for an advance of wages, which is certainly due to tlie
labour and dexterity, as well as scientific knowledge, exacted from
these hardly-worked operatives.

. A STAFFORD ANSWER.
MB. JOUN BULL now knows what kind of answers he may expect

from his servants, should he again permit the EAKL OP DERBY to take

the direction of affairs. Sin BENJAMIN HALL has done the good
service of enabling the public to understand what the DERBYITE rule

of sincerity ami frankness really is. We may therefore expect, after

I ; accession of the DERBIES and DIZZIES to office, to read some-

thing of this kind under the head of "Questions to Ministers," in

the Parliamentary Reports.
MR. HUME asked the LEADER or THE HOUSE OP COMMONS, whether

a pension had not been conferred upon an otlicer notoriously rich

enough not to need it?

The LEADER OP THE HOUSE OF COMMONS assured the Honourable
Member that the statement was untrue. At the time the pension was
conferred the gallant otlicer in question (upon whom lie passed a high
eulogium) had not one shilling in the world. (Hear, hear.)

[The Minister was afterwards heard to remark, privately, to a
member near him, that this was strictly true, for the officer had

nothing but sovereigns, halfcrowns, and sixpences about him, and a
round balance at his banker's].
MR. GLADSTONE asked the Home Secretary whether it were true

that, a warrant had yesterday been issued for the execution of DAVID
JONES, now under sentence.

THE HOME SECRETARY. Certainly not. (Cheers.) [The Honourable
Gentleman winked at a friend, and said, in a low voice,

"
It was the

day before yesterday "].
LORD PALMERSON wanted to ask the Secretary for Foreign Affairs,

whether he had received dispatches announcing war between Spain and
America.
THE FOREIGN SECRETARY said that he had not. (Sensation.)

[We learned accidentally, that there had been only one dispatch,
containing the important information].
MR. SIDNEY HERBERT wished to ask whether it were true that a

Government Emigrant vessel, the Washingtah, had, as was reported,
sailed without a surgeon on board.
THE FIRST LORD OP THE ADMIRALTY asserted in the most emphatic

manner, that neither the Washinyttib nor any other vessel in HBB
UuKsry's service had ever sailed without so necessary an. officer.

(Loud cheers.)
[Ho explain nl, privately, that the Washiiigtub was a steamer, and,

of course, therefore, had not sailed].
L')iiu R'jBEKT GaosVENOB asked the CHANCELLOR OF THE EX-

CHEQUER, whether IK; intended to move the second reading of the Me-
tropolitan Pavement Bill that night. If so, he must remain, having
some observations to olfer upon it if not, he should be glad to leave,
as he had a deputation to receive.

Tine CKAJTCHLLOB OF THE EXCHEQUER pledged himself not to move
the second reading that night.

[LORD ROBERT GROSVENOR left, and the CHANCELLOR OP THE
EXCHEQUER moved the second reading at exactly five minutes past
twelve, when, of course, it was the next day].

Shall Fitzroy have a Statue ?

No, we think not. It would be inappropriate. A statue means a

thing which stands still, and FITZROY is the reformer of locomotion.
But we suggest that the Ladies of London do subscribe the amount
out of which, at the lowest figure, they consider they are bullied or
swindled by cabmen in one week. And with that handsome sum let

theja buy MR. FITZROY the handsomest cab and horse that can be got
for money. And with the surplus hundreds, let them also present
something handsome to Mr. Punch (say his portrait) for having so long
and so nobly seconded MR. FITZROY in his crusade against the enemies
of Womankind.

A Truth Seen in the Glass,

(And dedicated to our friend, GEORGE CRUIKSHANK.)

THE French word, Un Sot, means, if we mistake not, a Fool, which
same word "

sot
"

means, in English, if we and WEBSTER are right,"
a person stupefied by excessive drinking." Perhaps the two meanings

may be decanted into one, for they mean that the man who drinks to
excess is generally Un Sot, or, in other words, generally makes a fool
of himself.

Quadrilles for the Ceiling.

WE observe that "A GREAT MUSICAL CURIOSITY" is announced
under the title of "TiiE DOUBLE, or Upside-Down QUADRILLES, for
the Piano-forte, composed so that by turning them upside down they
become another set." We should like to know whether instruction in

j

dancing these quadrilles could be obtained of the gentleman who was
I lately walking withTiis head downwards at Drury Lane.
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THE MILLIONAIRE IN DIFFICULTIES.

II, what shall I do with my
nej

'

What plan will 'good in-

Affording the prospect so

sunny,
Meanwhile, of investment

tenant
A Bee, 1 lint's perplexed

with his honey,
Tribulation extreme I en-

dure.

I must, if my choice be
"Oo

\ icld llUH'll of my iOC

or part
\\'illi capital Ino ; at:

lion

Which almost will break

my old hr.

< lh. worsr than iVoin lo\nl

desertion,

When our property ;

us, we smart.

If out of the Funds I go
selling,

For eighties my hundreds
will count;

And how I shall \veep o'er, whilst telling,

pound of the lessened amount !

\\ Inch if my tear.-, tended to swelling,
1 would pour a whole tlood from their fount.

In Business I'd gladly liestow it ;

But whore's the coueein you can trust?

irty will
"

Sometimes of misfort une the siust

Will puff you may well exclaim blow it !

\\ ith a breath, all your stumpy to dust.

Like liiili
1 of a marsli exhalation

Of Railways the wild promise shines;
I think Ihey'ie a hallucination,
Nor hope for much good out of mines,

Anxiety, cave, botheration,
All such ha/.ard with profit combines.

A mortgage or freehold were better,

By far, than jour shares and vour scrip,
For there is the land of your debtor,

In case he should ijivc you the slip,

Of such a chance happy "a the gei

But oh ! where for such luck shall I dip ?

They call this Prosperity's season;
\\hich I cannot see, 1 confess,

1 think I have pretty good reason,

Mj dividends since 'twill make less,

And therefore I hope tlieic's no treason
In preferring the reign of Distress.

SELECT SPIRITUAL RAPPING SOIREE.

.clebralcd American medium. MKS. PoitCAS A. JuGGLi
a spiritual stance yesterday evening, at her residence, to a select circle,

including several distinguished members of the aristocracy.

Previous!] to the experiments an exphuaior] lecmre was delivered by
MR. EKKNF./.K.K F. Hi MM, the tenth-man by who.M- agency, according
to the arrangemenl of the spirits, Mi:s. JuoGLza has I,,.,.,, introduced
to this conntrv. The objeel of Mi:. Ill M.M'S discourse was to show
thc

universality; of the intervention of mediums: which he accom-

plished very satisfactorily by illustrating the familiar maxim, that there
is a medium in all things.

Preliminaries having been adjusted, intercourse with the other
world \vas opened without ceremony; to which the spirits h:ae
informed Mus. JIC.M.KS that they arc averse, declaring it riles them.

Responses of an interesting nature were obtained by raps upon the
table, from lloMr.n. Mnsi:s. A( mi.i.F.s, and A\ AT TM.I;!; : trom I'YTHA-
GOKAS, Loi.n Ciii'M i i;ni.i n. and \ i 10 < n MIXK//.AK : ; PHON,
PLATO, DEAN Svurr, A n IIIIAUKS and DEAF HUKKE ; from CHARLE-

MAGNE, jEsnm.rs, and UK. WATTS; from WIILT TIM.TI.N. VI.I.IAIHK,

UN, Am IIIMKIIKS, and JOK SMITH ;
with numerous other

celebrities ol ancient and modern times.

The de and friends of several of the pa-
made ei nimeai nm- to them, of a nature highly satisfactory and
convincing. The bereaved husband of a I' ; \L\IVI k's was
consoled by h s departed lady with the inforiuation, that she v. .

'ppicr in her present abode than she had been

below, and tliat the spliore she now moved in stumped tl i.'ible

world slick -

KOI himself by fourteen distinct raps,
declared that his Life and Adventure, a, recorded by lH:toK were
founded on fact, lie said hi- Mil- happy; and so was r'uii'Ai.

Another spirit then gave evidence of his presence by a thump so loud

as to terrify the ascmhh. He stated that lie also had been the hero

of a romance, BO called, but which was a true book. The wonders ii

contained, lie added, were not him: to those w Inch would be revealed by

spirit-rapping. On being asked w he] h- d move the table, he

replied thai he guessed lie could; and il hutenth began 1" rock to

and fro. Having made this manifestation of his power, he was
entreated In declare who he was. His reply was, | \ -,i Uuinx
M' ,< He rapped OUt the last h-lier of his name- with such

thai the blow overturned the table, wh t toe

of a lady of rank, where it would have crushed a corn, if that

-eeiicc had not been extracted the day before by Mil.

rdinary occurrence tl. . ..-cd.

\:iioii'_' the visitors we remarked the |y\i:i

\ i SIMM.KTOX,
and the Loao FmoAf, accompanied by Sin SIMON ami I, ADI |)

the lln\. Iti I.IN AI.II ( i\nv, and MR. Moox( \

THE POULTRY MANIA.
" Don't cry, there's a Da-arlingl And it shall have a Cochin-China~*l

that it shall a little Cutset .'

"

Not Screened.

Sin PI;TI:I; l,\i iirE, the other day, made joyful the cars of the

Corporation with t he news that "the noise about the Coals was all

over, and they would hear no more of it." We arc sorry to differ with
SIK I'KTKH. nut would sugaest to him, that when he has given a

good-for-not hint: servant warning, he does not think it worth
scold him through the remaining month. London will, in due time,

inly have the Coals, as her Corporation will have the sack, ana
scuttle off in disgrace.

SMALL COMFORT.

IT is an absurdity to say of a man who has just got through a w hole
bottle of \v inc that he has had a

"
drop too much," for the fact is, that

he will have had about half a pint short, and consequently a good drop
too little.

ALL SMOKE. Why is a notorious Professor of Pills and Ointment
like a tobacconist ? Because he thrives by puffing.

WHAT A VEGETARIAN CANNOT DO. To say Grace before Meat.
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NEA7CUR.ENCES

AM OSi ill BUS
EVENING PARTIES

THE CONSCIENTIOUS STABLE-KEEPER.

Gent (who meditates a ride}.
" HALLO ! WHY, CON-FOUND IT. THAT 's MY SADDLE HORSE, ISN'T IT ?

"

'fly-Man.
"
YES, SIR ! IT'S ALL KIGHT

;
MASTER SAYS YOU'RE WERRY PARTIKLER ABOUT 'AVIS or 'IM EXERCISED REGLAR so WE

PUTS 'iM INTO THE -BROOM WHEN YOU AIN'T OUT A RID1N' !

"

PARLIAMENTARY HONOUR.
WE have all heard of words being used in a "Parliamentary" sense,

wifich seems to be so very far apart from common sense that a

Parliamentary dictionary is really becoming almost indispensable. The
debate the other night on Dock-yard Appointments was full of

examples to prove the utility of such a work, and we need but call

attention to the Parliamentary interpretation of
" Honour "

in order to

make good our position.
It seems that the late Secretary of the Admiralty had done and said

certain ^or uncertain things thatrequired explanation, and a debate

ensued, in the course of which almost every one who spoke testified to

the perfect
"
honour "

of that individual. It is true that he had denied
the fact of having had any correspondence with the Surveyor of the

Navy, though letters had passed between the two
; but possibly in a

"
Parliamentary

"
sense it may be said that, as the letters were on a

point on which the parties differed, they could not be said to
"
corre-

spond;
"
and thus the assertion that there had been no

"
correspondence"

may be quite consistent with Parliamentary honour. However, in

spite of these little variances from common-place truth, it seems to be

quite settled in the House of Commons that the late Secretary to the

Admiralty is an "honourable man," and, as they are all "honourable

men," we must be content to take for granted their interpretation of
the word "honour."

" The Untradesmanlike Falsehood."

THE bold assertion of the London Merchants and Bankers that they
went to Louis NAPOLEON, because they had heard that the French
believed there was an ill-feeling on the part of the English against
them. We mean to say that the City Merchants and Bankers went
over to Paris simply on matters of Trade, and nothing else, and that
the above assertion can only be called

" A MOST UNTRADESMANLIKE
FALSEHOOD."

THE "CAT."
.

A NUISANCE is the small wheel which urchins drive along,
A nuisance is the large hoop, of iron made so strong -.

But still a greater nuisance, you may be sure, is that

Small piece of pointed wood, so absurdly called a
"
Gat."

The passenger of London who sees three boys at play,
All crouching near a gutter, fears mischief in his way :

To know "which way the cat jumps" he feels his terrors ask,
And wishes 'twas the fashion to wear an iron mask.

Just search the morning journals for letters that declare

The ill the wooden demon is doing everywhere ;"
P. Q." and

"
Anti-Nuisance," their broken panes deplore ;" A Constant Reader" '$ blinded, and won't read any more.

We should be most unwilling to mar the scanty joy
Which fate -in this a niggard awards the London boy ;

But we have Kseertained, by long study of the same,
That

"
Cat

"
is anything but a bosom-cheering game.

The gamester lays his
"
Cat

" down with melancholy stare,
And drearily he watches its passage through the air :

Unlike sweet Portia's mercy (familiar to all wits),
It glads not him who hits it it glads not him it hits.

Pedestrians of London, who through the streets must go,
Get up a strong petition against your common foe ;

And let this declaration be fixed in every hat,"
Dispersion to Cat-players ! Destruction to the

'

Cat !

' '

A PHILANTHROPIC PROFESSION. We never saw the goodwill of a

lawyer's practice advertised. Does such a thing exist ?
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OUR INDIAN COMMISSION. No. 2.

If. LiMi'i.Kv has been thirty-

seven years in the Bengal
nee. lla> recently

retired on his pension, 1000
iiiniiii. Not :i farthing

more, is sum In HH I l;i

belli be beat ap-

pointments in the service.

rone through the usual

ae of olliees. The\ are

MIL-, kinds, lias been
an Under-secret ary to Go-

ent, 1 1,'is been in (lie

salt and opium department.
liasoiiiciatrilas I'ostmaster-

(icneral. Has been in the

Customs department. Had
been Deputy Commissioner
of an ultra regulation dis-

trict. Has been a Magis-
trate, and afterwards a Col-

lector. Was afterwards a

Sessions .lud:;e. While

holding this last-mentioned

office, was charged by a
n;iti\e with taking a bribe.

Was perfectly innocent. A
brother Civilian, deputed to

investigate, so reported.
Believes that brother Civilian was qualified to investigate, and likely to

be impartial. He had once been accused himself. Government was
perfectly satisfied. Thinks that is all any honest man need care about.
Is sure it is all anybody need care about in India. The opinions of the
natives are worthless. So 1

are the opinions of interlopers. Considers
,TS mischievous. Means by interloper every European in India

unconnected with Government. Includes under this terra, indigo
planters, merchants, shopkeepers, printers, publishers, attorn
barristers. Is iut quite sure if he would include under this term I IKK
MAJESTY'S

Supreme Court. On the whole is inclined to do so. Believes
vine (. ourts do a great deal of harm. Is satisfied they uv

bottom of every species of discontent. They unsettle the Native mind.
Id a seat on the Sudder Bench, the highest Court of Appeal in

India. This was after his triumphant acquittal. Believes all tin

officials in the Company's Courts to be hones! men that is, for Natives.
1 1 to be slandered ; has heard that they take bribes, but does

not believe it. They are large and loose in their mode of expression.
It is a peculiarity of the Native mind. Had good interest in India.
It was earned by merit. Is first cousin to a Director. Considers

patronage in India most fairly dispensed. Would suggest no alteration
in the Government of India. If altered at all, would make it what it

was thirty-five years ago. At that time liberty of the press was not
established in India. Thinks liberty of the press a ridiculous conceit.
SIR CHARLES METCALFE freed the press of India. Believes that

person had not the smallest idea of the curse he was bringing on the
country. His reason for thinking so is, that till then everything went
on smoothly. Now-a-davs there has grown up a habit of complaining
of the Government and its servants. The Native mind has been
warped by a free press. Believes it is made sensible of imaginary
grievances. Thinks justice on the whole administered far better
in India than in England or in any other country, except Austria.
It is more summary in criminal cases and less rigid in civil. Magis-
tral es and judges have a broader discretion to work upon. Would
have no code ot laws whatever. Would leave all to the equity ami
good conscience of those who preside in the various Courts. Had some
thoughts of standing for a seat in the Direction. Was aware that he I

would have to stand a long time seven years perhaps. Thought,
nevertheless, that persons of such high standing as himself had standing
enough already. Believes that no emolument, except the 400 per
annum, attaches to a Directorship. Is satisfied that the honourable
character of the position alone makes it so attractive. Has relations, I

of course. Considers it his duty to provide for his family. Has
nothing further to add.
MAIOR-GKNERAL BUSTBLEBY can go back to the taking of Agra-

that was upwards of fifty years ago. Has since then seen a great deal
of India. Thought the condition of the people of India excellent
especially the Baboos in Calcutta, founds his opinion on their appear-
ance. They are usually fat and lazy. Has observed the working of
the system in the East. It works easily on the whole. Should
movirg principle was brandy-and-water, and pale ale. Had several
sons in flu- Bengal army. Has not been able to procure for any of them
Staff appointments. Has tried. Thinks it natural to t ry. II

m all quarters. His sons have all passed in the Native languages, and
have received medals for proficiency. Understands from i

interest at home is required. Believes this to be a mistake. The
Court of Dirtictors assure him that they never interfere with the local

patronage. Is given to understand that this extends to their own sons
anil ni'p ver knew a Director's son in the service,
without a good appointment. Murt of Directors a verv
bi^'h in uf men. I la, heard it insinuated that, they sell

appointments,
ana make large Cortun i by disposing of contracts to

i ';mn, it ihink this possible. Is assured t" the

contrary. II I such assurances from l)ir Drives.
Would vote for the renewal of the Charter. W9uld extend the period
to fort] d of twenty. Hoped his evidence would be pub-
lished. Thought it due to the Court of Dm it should be.
Is incapable oi interested inMt :l s the insinuation of currying

I.-, ready In light any one who hints at
ig. May have

d differ nt opinions out of doors in a moment of haste. After
deliberation is disposed to adhere to the opinions now given

befere the (,'umniil.ter.

THE BUDGET MADE EASY.

MB, PUNCH and Ma. GLADSTOKE. (After dinner)

I//-. P. WHAT do yon do with the Income Tax ?

Mr il. It still must lie on the people's backs.
Mr. P. What ! to be a perpetual fixity ?

Mr. G. Not, after Mill.

Mr. /'. lie-constructed, or lightened duty?
Mr. <!. Neither; for cither would spoil its beauty.
Mr. P. Extended to humbler incomes, I fear?
Mr. d. To all exceeding 100 a

.

Mr. /'. Do yon mean to lay it on Ireland, GLADDT ?

Mr. G. Divil a claim to exemption has PADDT.
Mr. P. Legacy Duty reform we 've prayed for.

Mr. G. All successions must now be paid for.

Mr. P. Any new tax on Spirit Distilling?
Mr. G. From tipsy Scotland an extra shilling.
Mr. P. Not on L. L." or potheen, I 'spose ?

-I//-, il. We '11 let PAT off for a couple of Joes.
Mr. I'. None of his burdens to be abated ?

Mr. G. Yes, all his debt in Consolidated.
Mr. P. I say, my WILLIAM, you 're making a purse
Mr. G. Over two million it might be worse.
Mr. P. Now you '11 talk of Remission, I hope.
Mr. G. Off goes all the duty on Soap.
Mr. P. Good ! Go on till I bid you stop.
Mr. G. At different rates these duties will drop ;

On Life Assurance, on 'Prentice Stamps,
On Lawyers' Licenses.

Mr. P. (aside). Bless the scamps!
Mr. G. On Cabs to keep up the tax were shabby,

As FITZROY.' s going to deal with Cabby :

Receipt Stamps we '11 abolish instead,

Stamp your bill with a penny Queen's head.
From the eighteenpence Advertisements pay
Deduct a shilling nay, hear me, pray !

We'll sponge out the crimson patch diurnal,'
On the supplemental sheet of the journal.

I//-. 1'. I think I know who will like that move ;

However, we 've got you in GIBSON'S groove.
Mr. G. I give up something from various sources

Servants, carriages, dogs, and horses.

Mr. P. (witlt intention.) Fill your glass.
Mr. G. The sarcasm 's fine ;

Bnt I can't take off the duty on Wine :
;

No chance of that, as it seems to me,
But fourpence-halfpenny off your Tea:
And in just three years that duty shall sink
To a shilling a pound on the feminine drink.
Mr. P. TE Ducef As will be, I trust, the case.
Mr. G. Puncho juvente, I 'U keep my place.

I can't give wine
;
but I '11 give dessert

;

The following things shall be cheap as dirt :

i and cocoa, raisins and cheese ;

Eggs and butter from over the seas :

On lemons a lighter duty shall fall

Mr. P. One of the wisest provisions of all.

Mr. G. On a hundred-and-twenty items, I say,
The whole of the duty I sweep away ;

And much reduce the duty that bore
On just a huudred-and-thirty more.
Mr. P. How many millions of taxes cease ?

Mr. G. Two-and-a-half, if we keep the peace.
Mr. P. Well, altogether, it does you credit.

Mr. G. (earnestly). Think so ?

Mr. P. (patronizingly). WILLIAM, my boy, I 've said it.
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SEIZURE OF WARLIKE MISSILES.

WE earnestly entreat that ihc Metropolis will not, go into fits at

what we arc about to communicate, and we particularly hog the neigh-
bourhood of the New Cut to peruse with calmness the following

Alarming Intelligence, If Lambeth should feel itself particularly low,

or Blackfriars should have a fit of the blues, it would be better for those

districts to postpone for at least a week the perusal of the particulars

we arc about to disclose of an

for the warlike purpose of disturbing the peace of society, and

preventing persons from pursuing in safety the ordinary paths of

mdustr,y.
It was expected, when the immense pile of Tip-Cats was thoroughly

examined, some foreign refugee would De found at the bottom of it
;

EXTENSIVE SEIZURE OF TIP-CATS,

At a house on the other title uf Hie irafer, icif/tin a pea-shooter's range if .
V

For some time whispers had
been in circulation, which
had received further con-

firmation from certain mys-
terious winks, and on one
occasion these proofs had
even taken the still more con-

Y. Z have been for

but it is only justice to the

numerous strangers in this

country to say, that there

has been, hitherto, nothing
in the way of proof that any
subject of any foreign state

has been compromised by
the Tip-Cat discovery. It

would DC premature to say
whether any of these dan-

gerous projectiles were in-

tended for exportation ;
but

^-. it is probable that many of
Ss~

them were designed for the

other side of the water, as

several were found to be tied up in bundles ready for removal. It is

" form of nods convev- PossiWe therefore, that inroads woidd have been made on the Western

frontier, and the Tip-Cat war might, perhaps, have been carried into the

very heart of Bclgravia. Remonstrances have been already addressed

to the Bermondsey authorities by the Eastern, Northern, and Western

powers allied, and a joint note 'from the City, Clerkenwell, and the

Strand Governments will, perhaps, be agreed upon.
While admitting the right of Bermondsey to extend the shelter of its

in^pvpi-vfhiti^-ird^evervnodv follow-in" smoky hospitality to the Cis-pontine refugees of every description, we
many months engaged m w ate i. l evei j hoaj o o v n ^^ fe ^ ^^^ desecrate t]uj ^^ thcy emoV; by
coal waggons, looking into donkej

' ca.Us liacm tiucKs ,uun,js
m^ j on a mlumfactnre intended to disturb the tranquillity of other

-and eating-meat pies ior t e
j shcrald be t ht tlmt t]l cannot so abuse thc favour that is

interior of the cans in which

they are carried; stopping
muffin boys, holding dustmen
in conversation while a de-

tective glancsd at the con-

tents of their dust carts; and,
in fact, leaving no stone or

rubbish heap unturned to ob-

tain the evidence thcy re-

quired.
At length a well-known

detective, after having con-

sumed nearly two hundred

kidney puddings in his

hunger for information, and imbibed upwards of three hundred pints

of
"
Saloup

"
in his thirst for knowledge, succeeded in finding a clue

to a cellar in the vicinity of Blackfriars, where he had reason to believe

that the manufacture of Tip-cats was being carried on for aggressive

purposes. Having obtained the assistance of a strong body of A. B. C.'s,

SUPERINTENDENT Y. L. pro-
ceeded to the spot, and so

planted his men, that all es-

cape except perhaps for the

gas would have been impos-
sible. Six of the most active

officers were stationed on the

cellar flap ;
one on the iron

plate, through which coals

arc usually shot ;
another on

the grating at the corner of

the street, to prevent any
tampering with the drains;
four were seated in a room

in a beer-shop over the way ; one was in a chimney-pot, commanding a
sort of general view, where his head was protected by a commodious
cowl from observation

; another, disguised as a

waterman, had taken his stand at an adjacent
cab-rank

; and about a dozen more were in

"reserve," at numerous places of refreshment
in the vicinity. Immense credit is due to

SUPERINTENDENT Y. Z. for the mode in which
his plans had been laid, and at a given signal
a sneeze from the acting Inspector the ceEar
was entered by a strong body.
On thc entrance of the authorities a curious

scer.e presented itself. On the floor of the
cellar were several thousand Cats in various

stages of preparation ;
while in the corner was

a small dog, who seemed to be placed for the

purpose of guarding them. The dog having
been first secured, the police took possession of

the Cats, which are of the kind now so familiar to the public eye

shown to them. At a period when the whole of the metropolis is in a

state of apprehension, from the intelligence that reaches every quarter
of it, that a blow has been struck by the Tip-Cat party, in some place

or other, every minute of the day, it is shameful that any facilities

should be given for the manufacture of the destructive missiles that are

spreading consternation everywhere. When we make the serious

reflection that a single Tip-Cat fired off in one of the streets at the

West End, in the midst of a crowd, might lead to confusion, of which

nobody could see the end, and of which there is sure to be no police-

man to see the beginning, we feel justified in calling upon Bennondsey
to give pledges to its neighbours that no preparations shall be made
within its precincts for making an aggression on its allies, and throwing
an incalculable number of the most destructive species of dead Cats

into the face of civilised society.

THE EMBROGLIO AT THE PHILHARMONIC.

Lone Mo Verte by a very Old Subscriber and Poet.

STERNDALE BENNETT was Indignant with COSTA,
For not playing BENNETT'S Composition faster,

COSTA flew into Excitement at LUCAS
For Showing him BENNETT'S Order, or Ukase,
Haughtily Resigned the Seat which he sat on,
And Contemptuously told LUCAS himself to Take the baton,
Moreover Stipulated this Year with the Directors

That Nobody was to read Him any more Lectures :

Also, he made it a Condition Strict,

He was Only to conduct what Pieces of Music he lik'd,

Whereby this Year COSTA doth Prevent

Any performance of Music by STERNJULE BEKX'TT :

Likewise Excluding the young and gifted Miss GODDARD,
Whom with Admiration all the Critical Squad heard :

All to be Deplored, and, without more Amalgamation,
The Philharmonic will Tarnish its Hitherto Deservedly High

Reputation.

WARM WORK IN WESTMINSTER HALL.

IN the course of the proceedings in the Bail Court the other day, the

learned judge who, evidently, was not one of the justices in Eyre
asked the Bar if they would have any objection to have one of the
windows open. One of the learned counsel was so overcome by the
heat that he must have thrown up his brief if somebody had not thrown

up the window. It is really dreadful that justice should be stifled for

want of a mouthful of fresh air, and that there are no arrangements
for letting a little of that

"
ill wind that blows nobody good

"
find its

way into Westminster Hall for the good of the barristers. Considering
thc falling-oif in the business of counsel, and the difficulty many of

as well as to other portions of the public lace and head under the them have to raise the wind, it is too bad that the usual means of

name of Tip-cats. There can be no doubt that they are designed I ventilation should be denied to them.
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GOVERNMENT PAPER. FASHIONS I;Y A "FIRST" Il\\l>.

a chamber we approve of

course not from any jjite-

n-stcd motive.

But there is one Govern-
ment Office for which,
although a highly appro-
priate lining might be formed
of instructive and amusing
designs extracted from these

pages, we would sujwsi
one composed of other

wood-cuts to be found in

other periodicals.
It is true that the works of

art which we propose should
constitute the internal

investment of the Office

alluded to, would perhaps diffuse a gloom over the apartment which they were meant
to decorate

; but, like death's-heads and tombstone cherubs in a churchyard, they
would he becoming, if not lively. The Office that we mean is the CHANCELLOR OF
THE EXCHEQUER'S ;

and the embellishments recommended for its walls are the
illustrations of certain productions of cheap literature, such as the Lives of Jack
Sheppard and Claude Duval, the Hanpmatt limujhtiT, and the like, consisting of
horrors and atrocities whereon the little boys feast their eyes at the windows of
the small newsvcnders' shops. Gallant highwaymen blowing gentlemen's brains out
in all the varieties of dramatic attitude; romantic ruffians cutting throats:

mysterious robberies in the course of commission ; savage assaults on unprotected
females

; burglary, arson, murder, and capital punishment presented in the most
interesting and attractive point of view to the vulgar mind, are the subjects of
these edifying engravings. It is impossible to look at them without feeling that
the publications of which they indicate the contents, must powerfully tend to
familiarise the large classes amongst which they circulate with villany, and to

>ur them of crime; and therefore they ought to be constantly in the eye
of the CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER, to remind him that such rubbish exists
to demoralize the people, because the Stamp Duty prevents it from being
superseded by wholesome news.

IFFKKEXT people have differ- THE fashions in millinery "il dress-making present some
ill papering their of the usual features. Fiir-iTs an- scry nuicli worn nearly

to the IMIIK skirts niul aecomits are still very long, while
bodies, particularly tlio.-M- that think themselves some-

,..,, bodies, an- excessively low, witli a great deal of 8'iffness

tures : wliieh latter method MM a quantity of bone about the place where the heart is

of adorning the interior of likely to eome, if then- happens to be any. In evening dress

rooms for one tiiiiif,'.
< >m-

B his walls with postage
o, another with carica-

is usually very full and the pocket often very
empty. 1 he matrnal of the bosom is frequently glace, and
covered with a transparent lissu.- of imitation stulf, which
may be seen through easily. Flowers are not much worn
this sea-on in the hair, but the cheeks are got up as usual
with artificial roses.

THK LAST CHANCE!
Now's the time, JOHN BULL, or never,

'Gainst the I in e Tax. to fight,
Mu. GLADSTONE'S \ery el. .

Let. him dazzle not your sight.

Tolerate that confiscation
( l.ice attain, jou're only sure,

ii lined by alteration,
iVo years more that 'twill endure.

Tune will certainly be hatching
Some excuse, at which, you 11 find,

(lo\ eminent, adroitly catching,
On you will the load rebino.

Have that imposition 'bated

Now, or ne er its end you'll see ;

Under it, perpetuated,
Groaning you "11 remember me.

Unexampled Culinary Feat.

MR. FITZROY, M.P., has at length succeeded in an exploit
which has baffled the culinary force of the age, and to wnich
even the boldness of the M.P. who cooks accounts, has not

aspired. He lias f/jQkfd the Cabman'* Goose.

PUNCH AND PARCHMENT.
A LAW-STATIONER, of Chichester Rents, Chancery Lane, has pub-

lished a Circular, deprecating, in mild terms, some remarks made a short
time ago by Mr. Punch on an advertisement that had appeared in the
Law Times, which were also mild. He avows himself the author of
that advertisement ; and it is but fair that Mr. Punch should give the
benefit of publicity to his protest against the opinion that the labour of

copying eighteen sheets or seventy folios per day, at 30s. per week, is

excessive. He says that to copy 70 folios is an easy day's work for a

practised writer, and that a hand in his employ will do double that

Quantity in the time specified. He may be right and Mr. Punch may
have been mistaken. Punch, as all the world knows, is no copyist, ana
was liable to error on that point, which is a question for clerks, who,
if he was wrong laughed at him instead of witn him and rendered it

unnecessary for his friend the law-stationer to publish any vindication.
But Mr. Punch cannot but consider service of 12 hours' quill-driving
a-day, in confinement to a desk in an office, with intermission of only
half an hour for dinner, and a quarter of an hour for tea, hard labour
with something like imprisonment. It may not be unusually hard ; but
so much the better reason for insisting that it is hard. If customary,
it is not salubrious

;
if common, so are bilious disorders, nervous com-

plaints, and a host of other ailments, the consequences of sedentary
occupation combined with the bolting of meals

;
and the causes of the

consumpti6n of pecks of quack pills, to say no worse. It was the
general system of fagging that has originated the very name of fag-
clerks which Mr. Punch animadverted upon, avoiding indeed, particular
reference to the individual law-stationer, who in reply to him has rushed
into print, and whom he has permitted to engross this paragraph.

A BOLUS FROM ITALIAN DOCTORS.

March of Politeness.

THE Cabmen in Palace Yard have profited so much by the remarks
of their fares, the Members of Parliament and Reporters, that in

abusing one another they now never say,
" You must be a precious

stupid donkey," but,
" You must be the man wot ventilates the House

of Commons."

A NEWSPAPER calling itself the Official Journal of the Two Sicilies,
but for which a fitter title would be the Marvellous Chronicle, an-

nounces, according to the Times, another miracle of a Continental

character, said to have taken place on Good Friday last, at Ban, and con-

sisting in the bleeding of a certain thorn, alleged to possess a history
which need not be repeated. Another such thorn is also stated to have
bled on the same day at Andria : and we are further informed that the
wonder is no novelty, having been observed several times

;
the last

before this in 1842. It is declared that the Ban prodigy happened in
the presence of a numerous coneburse of people on a scale ample
enough to have been apparent to all of them P The circumstance may
have occurred from natural causes. Such phenomena seem to be con-
nected with atmospheric influence. They are developed in the air of

sunny Italy, and, as FATHER NEWMAN says,
"

in the Roman States."
Sometimes they are exhibited in countries less enlightened by the solar

rays, and more illuminated by those of science and reflection, as in

France, but, examined in the latter species of light, they are apt to

result, as in the case of MADEMOISELLE TAMISEER, in the committal of
their authors to the House of Correction.

Unreported Remarks.

"I DO not see," said an Honourable Member after the Budget
speech,

"
what GLADSTONE meant by saying, that taking off the duty

on soap would diminish the Slave-trade."
"
Clearly," replied his facetious friend.

"
If yon soap a nigger he

will be more difficult to catch."
" Ah !

"
said the former. And they went to the Carlton to supper.

SYMPTOMS OF SPRING.

SEVERAL hotel-keepers at Greenwich and Blackwall advertise that
"
Whitebait is Now in Season.

"
Coincidently with the interesting

circumstance thus announced, we observe the Return of the Swallow.
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THE COLLAROTYPE; OR, SUN PICTURES OF,

SCOUNDRELS.

(BY A GENTLEMAN OF THE PREDATORY PROFESSION.)

A VULGAR print has just come out,
To aid the low detective scout ;

Appealing chiefly to the eye :

The Illustrated Hue and Cry.

The object of this journal base
Is to facilitate the chase
Of gentlemen, for whom the air

Is wanner than their health can bear.

To coarse descriptions not confined,
Which are most personal in kind,
Your portraits also it appends,
Or superadds to them, my friends.

This periodicals-excuse
The literary slang I use.

Strange in our fashionable haunt
Is issued to

"
supply a want."

That is, in short, should you, or I,

From legal persecution fly,

"Twill circulate the stations round,
That we, the Wanted, may be found.

And can you fancy any one
So void of taste ? the very Sun.

Its soulless publishers degrade
The common Constable to aid !

Grave as the fact is, one might laugh
Almost, to see the Phptograpk
So ignominiouslv applied,
To serve as the Policeman's guide.

The likeness most correct you 'd deem.
Indeed 'tis rather too extreme ;

The least obliquity it, shows
Of eyes converging to the nose ;

The faintest lines our feelings trace

On our characteristic face
;

The cast that to the visage cleaves
Of those called harshly, .Rogues and

Thieves.

Oh, Seels ! for mastery that fight,
And do obscure a deal of light,
Would you could intercept the rays
Whose pencil thus the Prig betrays !

WILLIAM PRIGGS, lay.
"
Why, that 's my Pictur ! Wdl,\if that ain't the meanest

thing I ever tee t"

GETTING RID OF A " GOVERNOR."
THERE has just been printed and laid before the House-

of Commons a letter, showing how coollv the late Adminis-
J

tration could get ria of a Governor. The communication.
'

is addressed oy SIR JOHN PAKINGTON to SIR JAMES
BROOKE, to whom something like a month's warning was

i given, that he would, at the end of the year, then near its

! close, be
"
relieved

"
from his office as Governor of Labnan .

SIR JOHN tells the Rajah in plain terms that Sarawak ;

cannot stand the expense of a governor, except at
"
a very j

moderate salary ;

" and SIR JAMES BROOKE is left to the
;

agreeable necessity of looking out for another situation..

unless he wished to be out of work altogether when his.

brief warning should have expired. Probably the naming
|

was revoked, as we saw no advertisement among the- 1.

" Want Places
"

from the RAJAH OF SARAWAK, and in- :

deed, it would be almost a waste of money to advertise -

r

for a Rajah out of a situation is not quite so likely to get \

into one as a butler, a single-handed footman, or a coach-

man anxious to drive a serious family.
We do not know whether it is for the advantage, but it

certainly is not for the dignity of the public service, to

turn off Colonial Governors, or any other class of functioni-

aries at a few weeks' warning, in the off-hand style in which
SIR JAMES BROOKE had his conge given him. The Rajah
could scarcely have had time to pack up his tilings and
get his box corded up much less to suit himself with
another situation in the very brief space allowed him bjs

SIR JOHN PAKINGTON. It is true that there is an offer,

made indirectly, to give the Rajah a character, should h&
have anything else in his eye ; forj,he letter says,

1 In announcing to you this intention, I have to convey to you the
assurance of HER MAJESTY'S Government that they neither overlooh
nor undervalue the important services you have rendered in the form-
ation and establishment of Ibis settlement."

The
"
valuation," whether under or over, is evidently repre-

sented by the few weeks' wages that will be payable from
the date of the warning to the day on which it expires.

Something rather better than a month's salary is the extent
of appreciation set upon the

"
important services," rendered

by the RAJAH OP SARAWAK.
There can be no doubt that this "written character''

appended to the warning is intended to be useful to the
I

Governor, should he be a candidate for a situation in tlie, !

Police, or on a railway. Probably the Government wliirli

gave ham his dismissal may have thought that a great
favour was done to SIR JAMES by letting him know, in

time to apply at the Crystal Palace or the Dublin Exhi-

bition, at either of which places a live Rajah (and such a

Rajah!) in some official position, might have been an
attractive novelty !

TURNING THE CORNER. It is an awkward turn in'a man's life when he begins
talking about "his Solicitor."

FOOD FOR HAIR POWDER.
BY advice from America we learn that a white hair dye

is wanted at Washington, for political purposes,
"
because

old fogies are in the ascendant
"

at the seat of Yankee
government. In the United States newspapers we mav
now expect to see advertisements headed "No More Black

Hair," and "Loss of Teeth Promoted." Stump-oratory
will accordingly acquire a lisping character, and harangues-
at caucus or in Congress will be delivered in the accents,

of Justice Shallow and Sir Peter Teazle.

There would be one advantage, certainly, if American-
statesmen were all aged. The inclination of senility being
to dwell upon the past, they would talk, in that case, more-
about Bunker's Hill, and less about Cuba.

An Error of the Press.

IT is quite wrong to suppose and it shows, besides,
but a very slender knowledge of the man to fall into so
absurd a supposition that MR. LUCAS is the Editor of the
Civil Service Gazette.

A PICTURESQUE. TITLE. The porters, &c., of the Royal
Academy, whenever they sec approaching the Members
of the Hanging Committee, cry out, "Here come the
Austrians!"

A NEW FAST PROVERB. A living Brick is better tkan
a dead wall.

inMdby William Bradkuiy, of No. IS. Upper Wobiini Place, fa the Parf.h of St. Pane., and Frederick MullettEvars, cf No. 7, Church Pow, Stoke Newtnpon.both in the County of Middlesex, Printers, at theirOm m Lombard Street, u, the Precinct of W Imefrlan, m the City of London, and Published by them at Mo. Si Fleet Street. in the ParUh of St. liride'.,in the City of London.-Bin>i>iT .April 30th 1SU;
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HARMONIC RAPPING.

IF spirits can rap upon a table, it stands to

reason that tlicy arc also able to strike the keys
of a piano. The rappists should theret'i >rc extend

the range of their entertainments by adding a

I'.IIIIAIIWOOD to their mahogany, and by com-

liming tlie harmonic meeting with the spiritual

seance. WKHKR, who was such a capital hand at

supernal ural effects, and whose amiable character

during life renders it probable that his dispo-
itimi i.- accommodating after deatli, would

doubtless \\illingly oblige the company with an
air or two from '/)>/ l''ri-i*rliHt:, nr <>!,

perform the overture to the Ruler of tin-

The ears of the visitors ininlit also be gratified
with a genuine "Ghost Melody:" th

u hereof upon those organs would probably be

to add, iu a preternatural decree, lo their

natural elongation.

DISCERNMENT !

Child. "On ! DO LOOK HEKE, MAMMA DEAR. SUCH A Fraur THING! Mn. BORER'S

GOT ANOTHER FOKEBEAD AT THE BACK OF HIS HEAD." [BoKER it ddiyhted.

No Little Goes.

AN emigrant to Australia writes :" People
do not mind what hard work they undertake.

Very many graduates from Oxford and Cam-
bridge might be found at the bars of publie-

aml in similar places." Con-

how utterly unaccustomed these gentlemen mu-.t

be to Mich icenet, their fortitude dors them

credit. One of them is stated to have knocked

down his employer for telling him to give short

measure, which he described as a "
false

quantity."

POLICE ! POLICE !

WHAT article of dress are Cooks most attached

to ? The Pelisse.

OUR HONEYMOON.

THURSDAY, MAY 15, 18^T
I SAY, I thought I should have dropped. (To-day is a blank day :

I 'in all alone ; nobody with me but the fears and anxieties of a wife ;

so I continue the story from the dreadful yesterday.) When I saw the

/ luilji not that her looks or her manners appeared to me to be
too much of the lady standing coolly by FREDERICK, and smiling

yes, boldly smiling, as with his dear white teeth he now and then tried

to bite out the tangle of the filthy knots of those stupid fishing-lines I

</hl feel all the spirit of a wife boil in my heart, and burn up in my
face. My face ! With the very flush, came the dreadful consciousness,
the terrible recollection of those odious gnat-bites ;

and I could clearly

lee the i/u/ii/i/ Im/iix eyes (eyes of treacherous, miscliievous black; a
colour 1 never could abide,) see her eyes wander up and down my
face ;

and then, with a simper of insolence, make a d?ad settlement on

my nose ; on the very place where the gnats had been. I could have

well, at the moment, I wouldn't have answered for what I could have
done. If I'd only brought my veil! But there I stood, as I felt, an

injured, gnat-bitten, lawful wile, and looked down upon by that ymuxj
ladii. And then the coolness of FRED ! Did I ever think he could be
such a savage ?

" You see, my dear, as I've told you," and he kept trying the knots
with his teeth "as I've said, fishing near one another by the way,
you should see what an admirable angler the lady is. How beautifully
she

"

And at this moment, with FRED still biting, she had yes, before my
very face she had the. impudence to hope he wouldn't hurt his teeth !

What right had she to hope anything of the sort ? Such familiarity, and
as I say, /his wife present! But I knew there was something: I

felt it all tin' way coming along I was certain that he wouldn't go
out two days together fishing ;

and for trout, too. Yes : very pretty
trout. Never saw trout in n straw boxtet before. All this I couldn't

help thinking as I stood and saw their lines knotted and twisted. I

am not superstitious ; certainly not
;
but can't be deaf and blind to

omens so loud and so plain.

"Lorry, my love said FRED with aggravating coolness
"
one

would think tliis knot the marriage knot ; it seems impossible to undo it.

Don't you think
"

and he laughed in his old provoking way "don't

yon think it, is the marriage knot ':"
"

-\p, Sir, I don't : I think it
"

and I darted a look like a flash of

lightning at her "I think it quite

"It's a beautiful sport angling," said the young lady, matting her

words. The kitten !

"Yes; very likely," said I: "especially to people without that

inconvenience, a heart."
"
Oh," said the hold thing,

"
you mean the cruelty ? But 1 always

fish with an artificial fly.""
I should think it tcry likely," said I, and I made her a curtsey,

that if she'd had even the feeling of a dormouse, ouyht to have

withered her.

"And very beautifully in fact much finer than Jsature the lady

makes them. Yes, LOTTY, much finer than Nature quite outdoes the

renl thins," saidFm:i>.

"Oh, I have not the least doubt you think so," and I could have

cried, but I wouldn't .

"
Look, love "and he would shew me a lot of rubbish ; 1 don t

like to use a vulgar expression, but it was rubbish
"
look, love : what

do you think of the young lady's Green-drake ?" and 1 did stare ;
tor

it was as much like a Green drake, as ihe youtig loaf herself was like

a Blue Duck ;
and more, I had it on the tip of my tongue to say as

And then the young lady herself would put in her talk. "We
anglers

"
and she looked at FRED in a bold, strange way" we anglers

call it the Green-drake fly."

"Oh, it's meant for a fly, is it?" said I; "well, I shouldnthave

thought it. I should rather have taken it for a frog, or a grass-

Ha, the fish are the best judges ; you should see, LOTTY, how they

rise to it," said he.
"
I can understand that, dear FREDERICK : fishes, like other people,

are so often taken by what is false, and artificial ;" and my temper

began to get up." But they mav be made so natural," said the young lady ; an^
then

they may be used so humanely. You see, to make a Green-drake

Or a green goose," I murmured with a look yea, muttered quite

loud enough for FRED to hear me. More : 1 repeated it between my
teeth

"
a green goose"" To make the fly according to authority "and the meet and timid

creature went on'" you must take camel's hair, bright bear's hair,

the down that is combed from a hog's brisl les
"

"
Well, I'm sure," said I, with the loudest laugh I could manage.

"
camels, bears, and hogs ! What strange company lor a young lady !

And yet for all that, you seem quite at home with them. Ha! ha!

|uitc at home."

vol.. xxtv.
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"
Quite so," she answered, never touched;

"
with green silk, with

long hairs of sables, and feathers of a mallard but I see you don't

care for 1 1n- gent le art . MI 1 won't weary you. But when you have per-

fectly ma.le your lly
"-- and she looked, I couldn't mistake mv eyes,

at Fit F.i>-
" when yon'\ e U'n nature, making 8 finer fly than

nature herself, you' are sun 1 of your trout. I've caught twenty
"-

"
At our \>;\\i'-

"
1 askeil, anil 1 gave her a look in return.

"
hi DIM- hour, b am," and tlieu she curtsied. "Oh, you

don't know what may come of a Green-drake !

"

It \\ as wonderful th thrill that, with her words, went through me!
I was curried back to the day after my marriage. There 1 was, at the

Hart,; and there- .stood the landlady, asking "if we 'd like

for dinner P" Now I'm not I'm persuaded superstitions;
but those dueks had, it was plain oh! it all came upon me plain,

some meaning with the Qree^drake. I felt that I was doomed to be

unhappy. 1 could not help con' fasting my feelings flint morning, when
the landlady talked of ducks, and the present desolate hour when that

/inn*/ lii'/ii minced about, drakes. FREDERICK never looked so ill

positively ugly ;
it was, of course, only my fancy but remembering my

fairy-tale days, he seemed to have almost the face of a trout.

And then the thought Hashed upon me! I had eaten trout for

dinner yesterday. Now who caught that trout? I would know.

Looking at the ////,/// /,/-/// IV top to toe, I asked her if she that is,

it' ///'.// hail bad good sport yesterday
"

"
Yesterday F She didn't tlsh yesterday. She had only come home

last night.""
Indeed ! Didn't fish yesterday r

"
as if I believed her !

And all this time, there stood l''ui-:i> sotnctiaies laughing, sometimes

picking the tangled, lines with his lingers sometimes usiujr his teeth.

At last I could see it by the twitter she was in her fingers began to

move as though she 'd use them, too. What next ? thought I, and my
blood began fairly to boil.

_

1 said n tilling. I motioned JOSEPHINE to my side. She had fol-

lowed me for all I said as hard as she could, leaving the pony in

charge of a boy,
and had I could see that by the good creature's face

had been a feeling ituess ,,f the injuries I was suffering. I low the

;.o a- thing raised her eyes, and lifted her hands, and wondered at the

manners of that i/oioiy lady.
"

I never did, in all my days," said FRED, "fall into such a tangle."
As if I was deceived by that ! As if I didn't see that he was making
the tangle greater and the knots tighter, only that he might torture

id keep me standing there, looking at him with all herWutfi eyes,

ung lii-lii .'

"
Seems quite united for ever," I observed to i\\vfsherwoman, at the

limi: sidling nearer to a>,y husband. "What's to be done,

"Can't say, I'm sure. Most extraordinary tangle: tremendous
knots!"

''As you observed, FIIKD, every knot like the knot of matrimony.
Now what is to be done, when you can't untie a kaot ?

"

.:, Uiere is only one alternative, my love
"

"Just so," said I,

"
only don't lone me. Just so; when you cau't

untie it, you must cut it."

And at the word, I drew forth JOSEPHINE'S scissars (she always
carried seissars) and with a tremendous x,/ip, 1 cut the lines in two !

llo\v the 1/1111,1 -I l,i 'I ii .stared, and didn't I give her a look ! IM<F.I> K KICK

and frowned ;
and I just to spite him I kissed the

POLEMICAL PUFFING.

TTENTION is hereby
directed to the sub-

joined extract from
the Morning Post :

" TUB ORATORIANS AT
BKOMPTON. A rumour lias

for some time prevailed
that the Roman Catholics
are about to found a large

religious establishment for

this order in the field im-

meilia'ely in front of the

parish church, which ad-

joins the land purchased
by the Koyal Commis-
sioners. The excifrmi'iit

of the neighbourhood hns

greatly increased by the

hoarding in the premises
during the last few days,
and the frequent visits of
CARDINAL WISEMAN ami
his Priests. The Vicar
and Churchwardens, with
a very proper regard to

the peace of the parish,
as well as its local and

religious interests, laid the
matter before the Secretary
of State in January last,
and (in a memorial for-

warded by him to the Royal
Commissioners) pointed
out the effect of the project
on the whole neighbour-
hood."

The vicar and church-
wardens of Brompton

should [not have done that. Mr. Punch must deprecate any attempt to prevent
fair competition. CARDINALWISEMAN has a perfect right to set up an opposition-
shop over against Brompton church, if he pleases. Nay, he is to be commended
for so doing. It is consistent in him. Does not his EMINENCE continually advertise,
or cause to be advertised, his pontifical performances in the Times newspaper, in

the same, or nearly the same column, with JACOBS, ventriloquist and Wizard ?

This is not untradesmanlike, but quite the reverse. By all means let the CARDINAL
go on in the same way. Let him send acolytes to march along the curbstones,
with a placard-board, each, fore and aft of his person, inviting the public to try
the Infallible Church. Let him appoint the Brothers of the Oratory an exercise in

humility, and make them useful at the same time, by causing them also to peram-
bulate the streets, bearing long poles, whereon are hoisted posters, announcing"
Immense Attraction at Moorfields," or

"
Great Success at St. George's

Cathedral." A few advertising vans, driven by barefooted friars, in costume, and
illuminated after the manner of mediaeval missals, might also be recommended
as a means of obtaining publicity for Roman Catholic services and ceremonies.

Nay, WISKM\X \M> Co. might even try the TOW/.ERY plan of sending round
circulars, announcing the public admission of a convert, or a taking of the veil, as
"Enormous Sacrifice," and "Awful Results of Wild and Unprincipled Speculation."

On the front of the edifice about to be erected under the

auspices of the Cardinal at Brompton a locality for it

which the vicinity of Belgravia renders very suitable

should be placed the inscription
"
Established to Supply

the Public with the Genuine Roman Doctrine
"

for which
the spurio\is imitation of it, called Puseyism;

has so long
been offered in the neighbourhood. To which might be
added

" No Connexion with the Establishment Over the

Way."
In recommending our Cardinal the improvements in

pulling above suggested, we are sure that we advise him
to do what is so far entirely orthodox, that it is warranted

by the decided authority of MOSES the tailor.

ACTIVITY IN THE DOCKYARDS.

BY AN EYE-WITNESS.

I STOOD in Portsmouth, on the Dockyard ground,
And looked about for industry's display ;

But when of work I did not hear the sound,
I thought, of course, it was a holiday.

I was mistaken
; things pursued their course

According to the customary track :

I saw nine men uniting all their force

To move what one might carry on his back.

I saw four stalwart fellows, tall and stout,
Who with their arms compactly folded stood,

Looking at one, who as he stared about,
Morticed by fits and starts a bit of wood.

I saw two brawny men with feeble blows
An iron hoop upon some timber drive

;

And when 'twas on for practice, I suppose
To take it off again they did contrive.

I saw four others working at a mast
;

But their pursuit I scarce had time to con,
When I perceived with admiration vast

Nine more at the proceeding looking on.

I saw two horses drag a single stone;
At scarce two miles an hour their pace I fix.

Though by one horse the job coidd have been done
Not at two miles an hour, but five or six.

Yet Portsmouth boasts, they say, a model yard;
We 've heard that,

story many a time ana oft :

But he who henceforth thinks they're working hard
At Portsmouth Dockyard, will be precious soft.

A LANCASHIRE THREAT. Alwavs threatening to rain.
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GOOD NEWS FOR HUSBANDS.

1

: we
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This is imleet! c\eell< n t news for husbands of > the

highest to the lowest, from those fro "onii*

HIPWKI.I, AMI .l.vMl.s. to tlin<-r whose
" "

nil! in debt witli the

talhman. We earnestly praj that oo other judges and no other court

will, in that spirit of contradiction which too often constitutes the

spint of our laws or of our lawyers proceed to run counter to this

perhaps the most salubrious principle thai has CUT been laid down in

the old Hallo!' Westminster. We will be bound that there has never

appeared among the "fashionable intelligence" of the newspapers a

.ieh a deep sensation in the fashionable

world, as this judicial intimation that extravagant wives cannot run

their husbands into debt, and that tradesmen will, in future, have to

pause before lhc\ proceed to "tempt" ladies to what has too often

proved their husbands' ruin. "We have, how CUT, still more reason to

rejoice in the blow that will be struck at the iniquities of the
"
tally"

system, which has introduced misery, over and over again, into the

family of the industiious mechanic whose thoughtless partner has been

cajoled into pledging her husband's credit, and often breaking up his

home by I lie facilities for debt afforded by the
"

tally
" man. There

can be no doubt that the old song which connects the words "tally,

high ho" with the characteristic naire of the
"
Grinder," originates in

the grinding practices of those whose calling it is to draw female

weakness within the talons of that rapacious bird of prey, the keeper
of the

"
tally

"
shop.

OF TIIK WORKING CLKRCYMKN.

A 1 1 ><?rt.

TIIK working men arc strikinir. strikiie.', strikin:.',

'.Mirking men are slnkinir, in all direclioiis round,

iking,
i wages bkiiiL' than hitherto they've found;

NTS anil ladurs.

John > is,

Merchantmen Bailors,

Day after day.
The jounii kinir, striking,

urncymcn arc strikiie.' fur I

The \\ca\ers a!

The v.

The miners too ai'e heating.
'

The mini i

Paint

With all the "bio
( Ine spirit run

So the fae

The journeymen
Tic- juiiiii- ieir wagi-s

"

The plumbers and thi . irla/iers,

The
i nee;

The tinkers and the bra/jers, bi:

Tile tinkers and the 1 hra/.iers ; thei.

I'lmr working dt

Who, In

Billows and r

Slaving for tl'i ir Hocks'.

(tM then, so lie. d\
, needy, v,

Curates ti .nd gown,
Sirikc, until the greedy, en
Strike until the greedy ph ne down.

Strike, each lean spectre,

Fag of fat rector,
Port 's ruby nectar

1'nrpling his joles:

Journeymen so seedj cdy,

Journeymen so seedy, employed in cure of souls.

Barbarous Feudal Punishment.

AT Preston, a man charged before the magistrates with drunkenness,
denied the charge, and asked to be allowed to read a newspaper to

them, alleging that "a man who cou'd read a newspaper, could not be

intoxicated." A worthy magistrate handed him a copy of the

Jlfi-nlil. (,kept for the punishment of Kvil-ihcrs), bvit on coming to the

eleventh
"

i/i-eat and GOOD man" in the first article, the poor fellow

begged to be spared further ordeal, and paid his f'me.

Justice for Ireland.

H KM issiov of all Taxes whatever.

Fixity of Tenure.

Optioimlity of Kent.

Emancipation of the Roman Catholic Priesthood from all accounta-

bility 1o the laws.

CAUSE wiTiiorr EFKKCTS.- The Court of Chancery is like the des-

cription which THOMSON in his "Spring," gives of a Rookery: some
less caws" may always be heard there.

BOARD AND LODGING FOE MURDERERS.

AN unfortunate scamp gave himself up the other day to the police
ant liorit ies on t he charge supported by his own confession of having
murdered somebody in Edinburgh. The self-accusation turned out to

be a hoax, and upon inquiry it appeared that the pretended Murderer
had no other object than board and lodging, which lie obtained readily

enough when he was supposed to have committed a murder, though,
to use his own words, he had been

"
kicked out

" when he offered

himself up in a state of innocence to the
"
proper authorities." The

brand of mood, like the stamp on a newspaper, seemed to have given
him a sort of legitimacy, and conferred upon him the privilege of

passing free of charge to his desired destination the Station-house.

Here he was entertained with a supper, for no one can present himself to

the Police in the interesting character of a blood-stained guest without

becoming exceedingly popular. Crime is obvion-ly the price that must

be paid for Station-house hospitality, and it might therefore be as well

to issue a tariff for the information of criminals, showing how much
petty larceny goes to a slice of bread and cheese, or what amount of

felony will entitle the perpetrator to an egg or a rasher of bacon.

The supposed murderer was invited to a
dejeuner

a la lots of bread

and butter, and i here Mould no doubt have been a scries of similar

entertainments provided for him, had not the discouraging discovery
been made that he was no murderer at all, when he was ignominiously
hurried out of custody as unceremoniously as he had been refused a

lodging when he first demanded one without the qnalilication of a

murder to gain him admittance. Evenljodv seems to have been tho-

roughly disgusted with a fellow of whom liigh hopes had been enter-

tained, and even the penny-a-liners dismiss him with an ignominious
kick of indignation at the idea of his haying baulked them as well as

himself- of many a meal by his not having become a qualified candidate

for the gallows. Everybody is irritated at the result, from the detec-

tives who expected theeclaiof tracing a chain of evidence, and tin-

parson who hoped to preach him into a state of
"
abounding grace

"

over his cocoa, down to ihc servant "gal" who was looking out for

a good column of
" murder "

i sive Sunday newspapers.
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A NICE GAME AT BILLIARDS.

Pretty Cousin.
" LET ME SEE, FREDERICK ! I 'M JUST EIGHTEEN TO YOUR LOVE !

"

(ir/in h alicays so ridiculous}. "THAT is PRECISELY THE STATE or THE CASE, MY DEAREST GEORGIXA."

(jeith sm-riti/). "COME! LUNCHEON is QUITE READY."

ADJtIIHALTY,TY "INDISCRETIONS."

ACCORDING to the general run of opinions expressed the other night
in the House of Commofts, on the disgraceful Dockyard affair, the

parties implicated have fcjben guilty of "indiscretion." It may be

useful, therefore, to the public to understand what it is that passes for

mere "indiscretion," according to the judgment of that very honour-
able body, the Lower House of Parliament. The evidence, given before

the Committee on Dockyard Appointments, on the very first day of its

sitting, will throw some light on this subject.
MR. STAFFORD is proved to have denied the existence of a letter

which he is proved to have talked about, and which is proved to have
been in the hands of one of the parties in the room, while he, MR.
STAFFORD, was discussing the contents of it. MR. STAFFORD is also

proved to have cancelled a minute of the Board of Admiralty, without
the consent of the Board. And he is also proved to have asserted that

he had the authority of the Board to do so. These are among MR.
STAFFORD'S

"
indiscretions."

The DUKE OF NORTHUMBERLAND is proved to have asserted that he
had never heard of or seen a letter which was proved to have been put
into his own hands, and the purport of it explained to him. This is,

we suppose, merely a ducal
"
indiscretion."

ADMIRAL PARKER haying denied that he had given permission for

two letters he had written to SIR B. WALKER to be read to the

Committee, is proved to have given such permission in the presence of

two witnesses, who prove the fact denied by the Admiral, who is thus
;il>u guilty of an "indiscretion."

The greatest "indiscretion" of all, will be on the part of the nation,
if it ever allows its affairs to get into the same disreputable hands from
which the Government was rescued by the overthrow of the DERBY-
DISRAELI Ministry.

HYPOCRISY. A great deal of what is called hypocrisy frequently
arises from the delicacy one has in offending the feelings of another.

POOR LITTLE MOM
MY name is Mo SAMUEL, a poor little Jew

;

Tro de Shety I trampsh it, de Commoiish in

But though I am shent dere, 'tis bootlesh to go,

For de Lordsh sets deir face agin poor little Mo' !

My constituents!! often have chose me in vain,

And shent me to Parliament over again,
Determined the shpirit of Britonsh to show;
But de Lordsh sets deir face agin poor little Mo' !

Every year LORD JOHN RUSSHELL proposhes a bill

To give de Eleetorsh of England deir will; .

As often he finds 'tis no use to do so,

For de Lordsh sets deir face agiii poor little Mo' !

NON-DISCOVERY OF POWDER AT PUNCH'S OFFICE.

YESTERDAY a body of police, consisting of a smgle constable, acting
on his own warrant on behalf of the Secretary of State, entered PuncKs
Office, to search for a quantity of explosive matter.
He was informed that this periodical was not a magazine, and con-

tained nothing calculated to cause any explosion more dangerous than
a burst of laughter.
On wanting to know if any gunpowder was concealed on the

premises, he was offered a cup of tea, which contained all that was left

in a damp state.

Demanding whether there was in the establishment any composition
for lilling rockets, he was answered in the negative, and assured that

the only fireworks dealt in at 85, Fleet Street, were squibs.

Having with some difficulty apprehended a joke, the Police retired.



POOR LITTLE MOM
lord Sk-sb-y.

" DON'T MAKE A NOISE HERE-YOU 'LL GET NO RELIEF FROM THIS '

HOUSE,'
I PROMISE YOU."

MAY 7, 1853.
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ACADEMICAL PORTRAITS. No. 10.

AS RAILTON and I were
standiii!.' talking at the

gates of bis College, we
saw a young fellov

li from the inner

quadrangle. \\ e moved
to allow him to

but like an Admiralty
steamer, lie steered wild

and could not fetch the

opening. Me rtu

of the

wicket, and nearlv i

on hi which, to

my astonishment, lie b.

my pardon. I entreated
him not to distress himself
on m\ account; and, as he

floundered away, all

and legs, and blushing

HL'ly, .Ini: Kui.lnS
burst, into a great rude

peal of laughter, wind
me Jiain. Cerlainh, t lie

appearance \\;e- funny
euollL'll. Hi 1 \va- dressed
like .M t:. II: , KSTOM: in

BoxtHltlCoe. His trousers,
of an inconceivably bright blue, were a mile t,,o short for his long
shanks. A plum-coloured waistcoat, ailnmed. or at least \aried, with
sprigs, and which possibly lilted him when he was twelve years old,

led to incel the pantaloons. In \ain a layer of shirt was
obtrusively visible between the two, as well as the mechanism of his

which, like French harness, were eked out with string. He
wore a short DTOWD coal, in which his great grandfal her might have sat
when a child to Sin JOSHTA Id \ fancy cotton handkerchief
of gay rather than chasie design encircled his red neck apparently live

or si\ times, and was ultimately tied in a very small bow under one
Two walls of crumpled linen rose half-.vay up his cheeks, and

were separated by a wide gap behind. His hair was cut according to
the historic tonsure adopted at Christ's Hospital, which gave his poll
the air of a larire spherical tooth-brush. He wore the black tattered

rag on his shoulders which denotes a commoner, and a seedy college
cap hind before. It is only my University readers, perhaps, that will

fully perceive the grotesque effect of this, as well as of an immense
walking-stick which he carried in ignorance or defiance of Academical

ilc.

I never insult anybody, and, therefore, retained my composure till

tlie poor lad had shambled in apologetic awkwardness out ot sight. I
oformed that be was '

\ i:i;i,n:F.lt, of this College"a fresh-
man, and a character by force of having none. His father was a pro-
\iiicial lawyer, and, according to I! ui i,,\. a very Rum Old Cock, who
had no knowledge of the world (.(OK, who lias passed through a quarter
Of a century, is very fond of talking of the world and his experience of
it). He thinks this place is a sort of large boarding and day school,
like the '( ollege

'

|usi established in his town of Stumpingham. He
made his wife write to Mrs. Provost, to sec that young Hopeful's

I. and that he took a little cooling medicine every
week, ol which she enclosed the prescription. The Provost was in
such a r.-mv, that he almost determined not to receive the new lamb
into his flock. Only be didn't like to do amthing against MUFFINS
who bad introduced him. Not know Mi inss? not old Mun
!''

Nl ::! N " Ml;n " HXAH DITTO, D.D.? why, M. M. has done more
for Protestant interests than any one -what's his name?
one of those venerable divines, you know yon recollect who I mean.
ot course-- the tact is, I take a great interest in these things. Mui ;

w rote Ihrce words to the Pope ofRome; a very powerful work. It 'sm process ot rcpublieation by the Hareboncs Society; and I take it in
Eighth volume just delivered. Like to see it? no? Well vomi"
VBHDUTLEB comes here from the parental care of M. M's curate, of'
whom he is the perfect coloured sketch. His favourite literature is

hut and Sandford and Morton, and I understand he models
itter the good boys in Mas. BAKBAULD'S Stories."

liis unnecessary to state that VERDURER was a universal butt The
'"ii harassed him with epigrams, and the stupid men (it appearsthe mMiorit.vt witl,

practical jokes. F.\en traditional trick

"';, and his life was

Uin aming down into, mad b\ tin |,orter's ladder in an awful funk with
Ul the men dialling him about the shape and price of In, Leg! QMO

<

II., and some other fellows pulled him out of bed the ni-lil i

nig him with emblems and patterns in red and
lack, for winch MIA, u. has , ,v prcttv taste, turned him
"">r "" lllr M: '

d,Sir, he looked just like (JIINOU in,.,k in
IllS war paint, previous to burying the pipe of p. U quite an
illusion. Alter snlheicnth ad

" IVS '" I f.bou1 appearing at I ^.nv with
the \ they wished to escort him to bis chamber in a triumphal
procession, u hen it was found his oak had been sported aceidentalh i I

believe (, in,, did it on ,, They com
youtfi Hie impossibility ol inhabit .warn for ii

.-' on the war-path. H

I

bolted in perfect n ertainment.
'It came out the 01

, lrfn
.

e
him hospitality, and lent him ;, nightshirt, to winch of

i

ierred the productions of STENCIL'S fancy. I onl.\ ho,., ,,| ;,.
pression,and thai BOWSED will appreciate thi

auniipie pr. RBI, W( .||I ,,, ,|,,. \ ,,.,. ;

of tne outrage on his person and ,.,, u id not
j,,,,,,.,hw

pid
as a cow;, ami P.\i KIN.

unending him to keep a thick stick in hi
defend Inn Never heard about it

- oh
Capital tun! I'l after dining with some other "full, ''ami

', little STIFLES,' ami
I'!'"

1
'

rdmgly; be i hough not big i-

plucky, lie locked tl, >k down his hunting ci d niv
Lord to his heart's content, and did not let him go ti d for
mercy. U ell, \ F.KDIHKK purchased I he plant you just saw, and has n-ed
It already, though not

<rerj luckily. \\AI.KKH, the junior exliibiti,
came into his rooms last night to borrow a Greek testament and found
him in bed. \ KKI, i BOB, thinking every visitor a i-

, ,/ed
bis bludgeon, and running at his friend as if he was mad, administered
to him a Clipper over the head which brought him down like a shot And
1 don t know but what he would have finished him outright in spite of
MRS. BARBAULD, but he happily found out his mistake, and helped the
poor little beggar on his legs again. On the whole I think he had

r stick to a good Bramali to defend his fortress and leave cudgelling
alone. He 's not fit for it. He 's too nervous. You saw wha:
he was in when lie kicked against the door going out. He 's always
doing that sort of thing.
"His entry into chapel is quite a public event. He hustles everyone

within reach
; baugs up against the eagle ;

if possible, smashes :

glass; and, on passing to his place, kicks the shins of each individual
man who is already seated with unerring precision. Gad! I don't
Vl*(ilm/>r tliov null linn mf f\f IL,..| I ... , ..... . i _ _e 1 . i i

* ft-jv,u ui,j I.\JLL\J .1 lajrui-uVJUh. UU LUC lUilriJH' JlilVt'-
ment with a crash that startles every one. This ceremony he repeats
generally three or four times during service at those portions where it

j
H"s

.Ranners iu private arc harmless, I believe. He regales himself
and his friends with some of tin paierual jam and the ginger wine for
which STIVENS is so justly celebrated. He calls his servant Sir and

o ask him to tea, only he's shy. He used to be very fond of
the

'

Flaxen-headed Cow-boy' on a little flageolet, till that
instrument came into constant use by his friends, as a poker and at
last obstinately refused to blow at all. But he 's going to replace it

by an accordion, which is very sweet for chants, you know."
Poor VERDURER! he has had to pay pretty heavily for the privilege of

having been kept irom the corruption of a public school. I hope he
grateful to his sagacious parents and the Venerable MUFFINS who
ivp so carefully protected him.

A Mitre Full of Money.
people object to the hugeness of the income attached to the

inopnc of Canterbury; but they do not consider that a metro-
must be a capitalist.

A TAKING TITLE.

IT is proposed to publish, in a series, the Thieves' Calotypes after
ey have figged in the Hue and Cry, under the title of

"
Constables'

-JSi SiSS SdSi^^;;;,!
SpOONET.menol Ills own stamp ami si an, lim.". could pi act i.,c on him with

DISKAELI are aboutto
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ART AND IDEAS.

ELL done! My little

ruse has succeeded! 1

have won my wager: I

said I was sure they
would find it out. But
] must explain. Before

writing my article under
this title last week, I had
lireu talking about the

education ot artists with

my friend CHAINMAIL,
himself an artist and
;i learned one, especially
in all that appertains to

English history and
costume. He had been

lamenting the ignorance .

of Ids brethren, and, I

thought, exaggerated it.

But lie declared it sur-

passed all bounds of

belief. I argued that, at

least, with certain in-

cidents and epochs of

our history they must be
well acquainted; and I

gave, as instances, the

very list of subjects

winch I set out in mv prospectus of the Artist's General Intelligence Fund last week.

He declared that I might commit any blunder, even within the limits ot this list, and that

i! would escaped detection from his brethren of the brush, and suggested the substitution of

the THIHD for the FIRST EDWARD, and of the resolute PUILIPPA lor the shrinking and

tender ELEANOR. It was done, and lo ! the result.

I have lo acknowledge with pride and triumph, that I have received no less than twenty-

four letters pointing out the blunder, and administering to me the severest and most,

withering castigations for my presumption in assailing others, when myself so vulnerable.

"With this explanation, and 'thanks for their letters, I might, leave my four-and-twenty

correspondents. But there are some remarks in some of their communications which deserve

a few words of comment. "What do you mean, Sir," asks an indignant young friend,

CIMABUE POTTS,
"
by forbidding me to exercise the genius, with which it has pleased Heaven

to crown my brow, "on any of those glorious subjects from English History which you
enumerate '( Are you, too, leagued with the Academy to crush me ? That miserable clique

refused to hang my JOHN #/>//// Muijua Charta; but do you think I am to be put down
in my Heaven-inspired work of enshrining in immortal form my country's Historic epochs, by
their" impotent envy, or your ignorant sneer ? No, Sir, I have ordered a canvas twice the

size of my former one (which was 16 feet by 12), and rubbed in another picture of the same

subject, irith t/re/ee new Barons! This is my answer to your sneers.

And I tell you, Sir, as a man of genius, it is my intention to pauit a picture of every
event in that series, if only to prove that the subjects are grand ones ;

and that, if consecrated

by power like mine, they will command the admiration of the world when the Academy is

buried in oblivion, and when your paltry print has ceased to cumber the shelves of the low

publishers with its accumulations of unsold back numbers. I am assured by my tobacconist

(who also is a news-agent), from whom I used to have your weekly trash, that your sale has

declined enormously in this neighbourhood, and that he expects you will shortly be discon-

tiiined, as it is notorious you are going on at an enormous weekly loss."

To the more personal part of this letter I have nothing to say ;
I can only bow my head

before the prospect of nun, which must impend on the heels of MR. POTTS'S discontinuing to

take in my journal.
But on MR. POTTS'S Art argument, I would remark that he is quite right in his contention

that every incident, last week enumerated, might form the subject of a grand picture in

the hands of a man of genius. But he should remember that my programme contemplated
a distribution of ideas, not to men of genius, for they do not want them, but to those

who have embraced the profession of Art without Ideas, or at least appear, by their works,
to labour under a lack of them.
A man of genius cannot choose his subject ill. By the act of choice he makes a good

subject of it, and far be it from me to say that of the subjects I mentioned, great pictures
have not been, and may not again be painted. In fact, it is then- suitableness for pictorial

treatment which Ins made them as hacknied as they are, and hence it is that to the most
vacant mind notions of composition and incident and treatment will occur, in connexion with

any of these subjects, which the thinker is likely to natter himself are
"
ideas,"" thoughts

"

of his own, when they are, in truth, but faint reflections of what others have done of that kind

on the same subject already.
Hence it is desirable that young men should be warned off ground so often trodden, that

they can scarce plant a sole but it will fall into some other man's foot-print. With this

explanation we leave our enterprising CIMABUE to his twelve extra Barons, and wish him

health, strength, and capital to cover his 21 by 32 foot canvas.

A Cup Too Much of Tea.

IF, as is stated, the rebellion in China has involved some of the tea districts, those provinces
must be in a state of hot water, and consequently are in danger of being swamped by the

draught which cheers but not inebriates.

THE STATE OF THE WEATHER.
HERE we are in Springtide merry,
And the Apple and the Cherry.
That should bloom in silvery glory,

All wliite frosted, sparkle hoary !

Lambs in flowery meads should gambol;
Children, picking cowslips, ramble -.

Children cry, and lambs are bleating,

Whilst the squally sky is sleeting.

Groves with song the tlirush should favour,

And the blackbird ought to quaver;
And the nightingale should tune up
When you have the cloudless moon up.

'Stead of which, the grim North waileth :

Ice-shot rattles, as it haileth

Through the covert's leafless branches,

On the venison's living haunches.

Bloom should flush the fresh young faces

Ot' the little Loves and Graces :

"U here, alas ! are all the roses?

On the summits of their noses !

And the forms of lightness fairy,

Which, in gauze and muslin airy,

Robed should be, dark furs do muffle,

And the gentle voices snuflle.

Bring the lemons
;
set the bowl on :

Brew the. punch, and fling more coal on :

Let us push about the flagon,

And the children play snap-dragon.

Make the most of moments flying,

Whilst asparagus is dying,
And the green peas loom more distant,

With the weather inconsistent.

Loss of Spring a Fogy grudges,

More, as down the hill he trudges ;

Every year that passes o'er him,

Counting fewer Springs before him.

' MR. GLADSTONE'S FANTASIA.

THE Exchequer fantasia, as played by MR.
GLADSTONE, is a performance which has elicited

considerable approbation. It may, however, be
considered whether, clever as is the execution,

of this eminent violinist, his composition is not

rather brilliant than correct, and more calculated

to dazzle, by display than to satisfy the taste of

a judicious public. The diminuendo on A, B, and

C, and so on alphabetically in the scale, takes

vastly at first hearing ; but on consideration it

will hardly reconcile the audience, at whose ex-

pense the whole is played, for the want of change
in the key of D, where sonic modulation is felt,

to be so imperatively required, whilst the whole
burden in that weary key, as well as in C. hard
and the corresponding sharps a specimen of

severity without grandeur is amplified, and pro-
tracted to the period of a full seventh without
rest or relief for the present, and with a pros-

pect of cessation too remote to be indulged in

with any confidence.

An Honest Living.

As it will in all probability be expedient for

the late Secretary of the Admiralty to withdraw
from political life, we may be excused for sug-

gesting to him, that he may still find a field for

the exercise of his peculiar powers by taking out

patents for some of his numerous "inventions."

NEW EXPRESSIVE TERM. It is usual now to
call any extortion that is to say, the art of

asking or getting more than what i's morally, or

legally, fare CAMS-AGE.
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TUKKlMi Till; TAI'LKS.

OMHIl'itn wrote an BXi

farce called /

Inii it i Faroe ai

(mi 1

tliiil is now ha\ing a run in

private circles, when- the enter-

tainment of turning I he tables is

being got up in a MTV noM'l

manner. 'I hi- pei!:

linked together 1>y

hand, \iliile they plae.

ihiiinli of the otliiT on the

table, which tin".

it, is asserted that, al'lrr tliei

this posilioi
for about half an hour, the ma

in spin roni.i

with fearful veloeilv. That ;

table will go roiini), i C

ing at it M'

believe; but we suspect that
. Illation of the table i

rather intimately connected w itl

the circulation of th,

\\'e have not nilirh faith ill tin

experiment of putting the thumb
in thr mahogany, but < believe

that, li the fingers, With a fall glass between them, are laised MTV
often to the lips, llie phi
^ < l>;nc iii which a rotatory movement lias been

imparted to objects of
a^niorc

tixcd nature liiaii fun
.

' public

THE ELECTRIC PARLIAMENT.
A.s Kieetrie Teleuraph is how laid down from the I louse of ( 'ominous

to the principal railway stations, and the echo of a !

hOB hard!} ibid upm .\li;. l!\uiu's rafters, \\lien the wisdom ilsi

m the new.-- rooms of York and Ldn.
itself is

it is not an uncommon thing for a lamp-post, a pn
. to comni: rapid win: :

':- influence ol

what without reference to the rappers tnaj be called the "spirits."
i.cel that, if the cause of the revolution of the tables wn
iiM'sli-atcd, it, would be found to result from that m

eh elrier v, of which although glass is said to be a non-conductor the
ml the bottle are the jinneipal agents. Perl

philosophj
mav be able to throw sonic light on this subject, for now

thai Scotland is proved to be the drunkest of the three kingdoms, we
.rlv leave such subjects as that of turning the tables in the

hands of our staggering neighbours.

THE CHINESE liEVOLTJTH

(in \\-from (be last advice* appears to be cracked, and is in
of going to pieces. It seems I hat, the acerbity of the Tartar

rule has caused a fearful degree of fern dilation: and, indeed, there is

nothing surprising in the fact that a considerable effervescence, should
arise where Tarlaric acid is prevalent. There appear to be at least two

ml

likely to require for home consumption the wlp r Gunpowder.
\\hcthcr we shall sulfcr much from the Chinese disturbances is

doubtful, and, indeed, we know not how then' can be any falling off in
oal supply of tea as long- as we have our native hedges, our

-e gardens, and our old English sloe plantations toM
mebodj has bin., ossibiliu of our interfering

himself is beaten dead by a SO OVO* the
kingdom, h oiineed not, only that ' .'Tanged

all over thai vast labvnntli c.f I lie New I'alaee at \\csiminstei.

summon the Members, in whichsoever of its thousand cells they may
be hidden, when wauled I'm

down from the llou-e (a the < and other Clubs. >o that

y dine in peace, and vel sa\. Irv. Is not, I h.

trade made ouf- ) as" we rcall;.

the simile.

Hut why not carry out the plan a lit lie furl her? Instead ol

tending electric messages to the Met .win not make the

Members send echesdown to the < me medium ';

The Speaker and a couple of clerks might then do all the work at,

\Vestmn, -i:'>. \inlho'.', 01 > vvi abbreviation which
Member's

sent down. How prating awl platitude would be checked when a

cheque was :

would be boiled down into terseness, as a whole basket of -pmaeh is

boiled into a little dishful. Mow mi n who now find it quite in

to hold their toii-ues, would find h

in the Club-hall counted out their woids. How but. !

realize so b . ,rni.

Mn. SHAW ;

wigs, is

im. and the bivering in the G behind

Highing consiimplivelv ,
and calculating how nnicli, at their

tteir widows will receive from the Vsiirance
The House IS empty. Hut the Members arc at their Clubs,

and the clerk has proceeded to tele order of the da.\ . The
silver bell rings then age.

"
\\lio is ihatr" asks the Speaker.

"CoLOHKL SijtTiioui', Sir."

message.""
Sturdy opposition twaddle a job Ministrrs wallowing in turtle

and champagne humbug bisdatqui people want food not llummery
always opposed it always shall limeo /Janacs utter disgust con-

temptible swindle Crystal Palace ruin of country sera nutiquam ett

-hearty hatred."
I he next is from an Irish Member, penuriously careful of his money,

but, as spoken words cost nothing, MK. CBOWLE used never to speak
under an hour.

" Sim having humid the spaelic of the learnud mover of tin-

I feel_ut me juty to say that 1 would be failun in me pledge to the
Cath'lie clargj if I did not be offeriut the lirrmcst opposition, though
n me conscience 1 Weave the bcel is a good bcel."
Then comes a financier, who was wont to pour out floods of figures,

until the columns of such of the ne--. - were foolish enough to

eport him looked like a new edition of the
"
Tutor's Assistant." How

MIL I'IIH.U TIDNS is improved by pressu
"I support the bill, Sir. Take two millions and a quarter from three

millions and a half (I omit details, which would occupy tinre
and you have a balance of one million and a quarter, whicli in the 3 per
cut. Consolidated Reduced South Sea detarminable K\ehequer Loan
-,ong Annuities, will produce twice what the bill asks."

Or, once more, hear MB. FraouiMB. who used to brine down a ton
if blue books, a pleasing collection of the works of our best divines,

.1. ll._ f__ll_i? J 1. _*_l.j.l.il_l__ 11'T imo u ueu iii UK posMinjnv 01 our miencm j i IL * 11 < 7 . i 11
with a view toeemeuiin ,! China. Dut

a?d,
a wheelbarrow full of papers, under which the table groaned during

further than our sending over a bottle or two of I '....- Loo's cement -v- "i lpgne toprove that little- children should be taught
" i ' '' ! " ] ' >- l: *- i

China together however
m

,,

s
.
w ' onv- He is obhged to be short and frank now.

onld" not feel
"^r> PP SC 'he bill. I have been called an enen

)nr chief interest in China I 2*f
l*lJ&l3t*^ 5L?

lovc
,

t
J
lor

:

pu
J,

edl
?,
Cati n

'

h is warranted, we b,-heve, lo keep C^ ^^,. u,, ccl ., <j- T
iivisious in it mav h e shonhf not feel

oir, I oppose the bill I have been called an enemy of these

oiiis.lvesjnstilicd in going lo any outlay, Our chief interest in China I

s?hoof-
Hfavcn forbid, Sir; I love to honour education, and I only

irises from ditv of our losing om- tea and a great deal of
"

7}

at Putting down the teaching ami transporting the teachers. Ihe

ig the elderly female
,
an > u .

<*es>t Um to spell out of my primer will never read any-
of our popuktion, who are afraid of being i i cup too low" as V"ng wicked books all his We, and will become an infidel, a

ing is by the stir that some iiddledmaded spoons have been
"^ mH " Sn"'"1 ''lrf "

making in the tea districts. U'e confess i! ,,,st recent ti-i" '

lapers, or ad\ ices, are a good deal
"
mi\e,|

"
i illigence thi'v

- well send us over our tea readv made 'instead of'Tn'tiie'leaf as

The Dockyard Dodger.
As advantage o'er \\ u KKI; has S> elaim,

rh as SlB I'.M ,1'W IN'.s but \V.\l.KKIi ill :

Whust Ari.i SITS is such an eqiiiMieal talker.
That though S; LF7QRD by name, lie lij nature is \\'AI.KKK.

a S cialist
^'rate reports would become readable. AndifMembers

of (?ivm increased representation

y and dawdle

give merely a
volume itself

octavo), a thousand Members may express themselves,
iugh a few active clerks, in a night's sitting."
But they would not hear one anot her si>eak, and so would lose"i .-! ' 1,,

the opportunity of being convinced."
" Who said that?" a;

'

U LOUD DKKBY cried to the Bishop the other
night. Not one million readers will answer in LORD
CLARENDON'S choice English,

"
It was me." For Punch flatters

that his readers know better than to make such a green
speech as that. \Vho was it that talked of conviction? Could it be
MR. STAFFORD ?
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HOW MR. PETER PIPER ACCEPTED AN INVITATION

FROM THE RAJAH OF RIIUBBURDUBDUB TO HUNT A "ROYAL BENGAL TIGER." PART 1.

"#*"

ELATED ny nis RF.CEXT TRIUMPHS, MIL PETER PIPER is DETERMINED TO PERFORM

olh. V.I I IS MDIF.WIIAT DISCONCERTED. ON TRYING TO MOUNT
ins ELEPHANT IN AS ACTIVE MANNER.

N KN'TEP.ING THE JUNGLE AN APPALLING GROWL IS DISTINCTLY AUDIBLE
;
THR

ELKPHANT is SEIZED WITH A PANIC AND GETS RID OF MR. PETER PIPER BY
A SUMMARY PROCESS.

'

I

BEWILDERED CONDITION OF MR PKTER PlI'ER ON REACHING TI1E GROUND.
(ANOTHKR GIUAVL.) WHEREVER HK TURNS His FRENZIED GAZE HE " MAKES
SURE" HE SEES THE TlGER. Ill: HKUINS TO FEEL NO LONGER VALIANT

AND IS ON THE POINT OF "LIFTING IIP HIS VOICE" FOR HELP, WHEN THE
M.MIOUT RE-APPEARS WITH THE K I.K.rM A NT, \YI!!01I PERFORMS A TIMELY
SERVICE r.Y LIFTING UP HIS BODY. MR. PETER PlPEB IS RESCUED FEOM THE
HORRORS OF HIS POSITION.

None so Deaf as Those Who Won't Hear.

MR. AUGUSTUS STAFFORD declared, very pathetically, a little while

ago, that he found consolation in the
"
voice of his conscience." Con-

sidering the moral deafnes* MK. SSTAFFOHB has exhibited, we arc afraid
that the voice of his conscience is what may be vulgarly termed,

"
a

stunner."

CHARGE ! CHESTER, CHARGE ! One cause of the great revenues of
our Bishops may probably arise from the fact that when their Clergy
ask them to give them advice, they always make a Charge.

A Lucky Find.

THERE is one consolation left in the midst of the disclosures of

demoralisation and falsehood among the members of the DERBY-
DISRAELI Administration. We may at least congratulate ourselves

that the men will never again be found in, after having been so

effectually found out.

EVEN ODDS. It is difficult to say whether the decimal coinage will

be established or not, for whether it is, or whether it isn't, it is pre-

cisely ten to one.

""T
,

of
1"' !? ".'

lxett, in the Pre
".''I"" ""^P1

,''
11

. 1" ' JwUli of St. Pancras. and Fwlnrlck Mullen Evans, of No,'. Church Row, Stoke N^ngton. noth in the County of Middlesex, Printer, at their
emot of tt hitcfri ,r., m t.iu Oily of London, and Pubii.u j by them ,-.t No. 35, Fleet Street, iu the ParUU of St. BrUe'., in the City ol Loudoi.-SATt . , May 7, 1353.
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a snake into the confidence and good graces of people ; FBXDKBICX
congratulated the old gentleman at so soon finding liis daughter as

if, havinu' ;in, :'!, lie could ha\c mi-sed her! told him, witli a

laiifih, how their lines had got tangled : at which the old gentleman
i like. a, \vluile playhouse, and said that in this world such

i.c old L'entlemaii--as if al In.if lie M
found me out with twinkling ryes, and taking oil' his straw hat. made
a how that tiitghl to have gone like a dagger to the consch -nee ol

hut it didn't not u l)it.

"
Oil !

"
said FRED, as if he 'd just remembered a parcel, or a port-

manteau :

"
my wife, Sir."

OXFORD COSTUME.

'AWFUL SHIKT ! EH?"

Second DUin. Y.VAS, LINEN'S so DEUCED COMMON NOW I'M GOING

TO BPOHT KMHHOIDKUKI) SILKS."

l'i,:i> lii>:". "]l.\ii! Cnri>v IDEA, TOO! HVT TOUR GILLS WANT
, vriNli !"

OUR HONEYMOON.

FRIDAY, MAY 1C,, IS

As I have said, I kissed the soissars. Tlie young huhi, al'ler colouring

,i bit, had the impertinence can I call it otherwise ? to burst into a fit

c.f lauirhter: not that it was mil lui'ijhtcr 1 could see that : hut that

i the worst. FREDERICK, after a minute, began t o laugh also
;

and thru ln.tli <>/"<-,,/ as if it had heen quite a concerted ihing: yes, as

it' it had been a planned duel of Intighter between them, laughed as who
should laugh the loudest! I cast a look at ,losi;niiNK and I shall

like her heller fur I he rest of my life I saw she felt for her mistress;
for her face never moved a muscle. No : the good creature stood and

looked '";/ finfi/: who, to make the insult the

after a lime tried to recover herself,
r
and then with her

ig still spirting out at the comers of her bold month and then.

she dropt a curtsey a liitlrr curtsey, I could sec that and begged my
pardon for laughing; and hoped 1 wasnoi displeased.

"Certain!) not,'
1

said I: "quite the reverse." Though 1
_
may

confess here to myself 1 fell very unhappy: I may say 1 felt just a

Ht/lf small I here was such an I'ux.n Iml'liirxs in thai \ounglady; which,
I suppose, she meant for inxOCSUCe, Like her vnfntdaut!

\i ihis minute, who should come bustling up. but an old gentleman
in a suit of nankeens! A very nn old man he would have

i any other time a man looking over sixty, and all his years
'/;/- mill riix.u in his face ; and his hair like thistledown. Well
iiug hid\ din-el K she saw him ran into bis arms, and kissed

him very Icnderl), very dearly.

! Now, 1 don't know why that should have relieved me ; why, for the

moment, I should have felt more comfortable; but 1 did: but why, I

can't say. Still I felt a load taken off me.)

"Why, MKI,, my darling!
''

said the old gentleman; and then they
kissed one another again. And then, after a time, it came out. that he

was the young lady's father
;

that he had been a\\ ay from home when
she returned 1 ,sl night for Hal. it appeared, was all Iriif ; that he had

just come hack, and r!i<ini:i'/ ////,/*< //', and had then bustled down to

Diamonds! ream to lind Mr.i;, "she was such a little puss," he said,

'for fishing."

FREDERICK, in his own easy way ; it is wonderful how, when he
likes, he can glide like a *// 1 wa.s going to write, but I won't like

curtsey :

the ea^i

up at his CUT) word, like like a tulip bed Q all this strmed
I up tuck n t/iii-it in me, thai I found myself without knowing it

ands, and just grinding in) teeth, whilst I'd have

anything in the world to have been calm and told ardehil. At this

niiunte a peal of hells, of church hells, n: Ids: and

:dy to rise all uji

tinned
|
ah and v. as nearly fainting.

"
I.OTTY, my love," said FRED, in a moment with me, "y.u're not

well r "-
" nuitc well." said I, with a struggle; "it's merely" and 1 looked

"
a little loo WI

"It ix waim,'' said the old gentleman; "and so. Sir, will.

mony will you and
;

[88, known in ih - it's

quarter of a mile away"
"Well," thought I to in) self, "thai '

very kind; and we r :il go."]
"
Not a quarter <if a mile" -said MI:I,.

"
\\'c fuii'f go." wa.s my next detei mination. "Not aslcp,"Iwas

inwardly resolved.
" And if you and vour good lady can stop and spend the re-t of the

day with us: and then return in the cool of the evening we're all

; spend the day with us and
"

"
You re very kind, indeed," said FRED

;
and no doubt he thought

so : for positively he bowed and looked as if, at once without consulting

my feeli cptcd the invitation.
" Yon know, FREDERICK, that we have to get ready for our journey

to-morrotr ;

"
1 said to-morrow, as if I'd liked to have talked pins and

needles "you know that."

"Heady, my dear!" answered FRED: "Why, I thought all your
things were packed ?"

"
Now, how should you know?" and I laughed. "But that's so

like yon."
"\\ell, if vou can't stay, and I wish you could," said Mr

with his good-natured face a little serious
"
at least you'll conic and

ourselves, and take a"
"
1 thank you," said I, with a sudden firmness, ard a /'/// < I' ,,,11 men

"
but I'd rather not" The old gentleman, I could see it, pulled him-

self up ; and MEG looked grave.
" You had reallv rather not? vou have quite made up your mind to

the matter i M>, with calm, settled looks, and speaking slowly

Brer] word ; and I'd have given the world to unsay what I'd said, but

I couldn~ t.

"
Quite made up I'd much rather not." Whereupon, MB. BLISS

made a formal bow to ! KKD, who with his face all flushed returned

it
;
MEG curtsied, and I stooped a lilt le

;
and in a minute, and hardly

that MEG ana her father, who uvula carry her fishing-tackle
and

basket, had turned from us: and JOSEPHINE as I'd mentioned to her

before was crossing the fields back to the chaise.

FRKD and I were alone. Somehow I tried to look every way, but
towards his face.

"
Shall I help you to put by your tackle, love?" said

1. wi h a chirrunping voice.
"
No," said FRED, flinging the word at me, that I'd rather the word

had been a snowball.
"
I didn't know, FRED," said I,

"
that you really made your own

flies. Do you ?
"

"
Sometimes," answered FRED, putting up his fishing things." And of duck's feathers?" No answer. "Didn't the young lady

duck's feat 1 1

" What young lady?" asked FRED ; and I could see his aggravating

eye,"
Why, the young lady that was here ; the young lady there" and I

nodded in the direction.
"

1 am sorry, CHARLOTTE sorry for you as for myself, that jou
seem only to nave discovered that she is a young lady when her back

is turned."
" What do you mean ?

"
said I.

" You wouldn't have had me run up
and embrace her, would you, whenl found you both in a tangle \

.

odd I must say that very odd, that your lines should have caught.
\ civ odd, when I was left at home

"

"
Now, CHARLOTTE

;

"
and he spoke as I didn't think he could speak

"
didn't I wish you to get up. and "---

VOL. xx; .
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"
Get up ! Yes

;
the figure that I was ! With my face in such a

state, but
"
CHARLOTTE," said FRED,

" when I married you"
" U ell, you needn't put such a solemn face upon the matter," said

I.
"
I suppose I may say when I married you

"

"
I thought your face, as far as its fair looks went, belonged to me ;

and to nobody else soever. I thought your face was face of my face
;

nose of my nose; mouth of my mouth;" and he broke into his old

way again.
And when I married you

"
said I "it was my belief that if you

went fishing with anybody, it should have been with me, and me only.
But 1 see 1 am mistaken. It 's a little early, to be sure ; but my eyes
are opened." FKED had sat himself down upon the grass. lie made
no answer. '''Yes.'' 1 repeated: "at list my eyes are opened," and

it down upon the grass beside him. He said nothing ;
but in

my own mind 1 could feel he was in a bad humour.
"

II uv lucky" at last he said, lor all the world as drily as a rusty
hinge

" how very lucky, ( 'IUKI.OTTE, that you had those scissars."
" You think so ?

"
said I :

"
you really think so ? Well, it was

lucky."

"CHARLOTTE," said FRED, a little languidly,
"
are you superstitious ?

I mean, do you on eventful occasions believe in accidents that [

mean do you believe in omens
"

'

1 don't know what you mean," said I.
'

I mean do you believe in the scissars ?
"

'

Believe in the scissars !

"
I cried.

'

\V In not ? You kissed them
"

'Did I?"
'Oh yes;" answered FRED, "kissed them with great fervour : had

they been a lover's present from old VULCAN to VENUS in her days

of maidenhood, she couldn't have kissed the gift with greater
warmth."

"
Now, don't be foolish, FRED," said I, for I felt I'd been wrong ;

and I sidled towards him, for I wanted to get him into a good humour
again.

"
Don't be foolish, there's a dear."

"I never was more serious, CHARLOTTE: for, I am sure of it, there
is an omen : a fata! omen to our happiness to mine at least in those
scissars."

" What can you mean F
" and I was becoming really afraid.

"
Marriage, my dear CHARLOTTE, should be a union of hearts."" Of course. Should be ? Why it it .'

"

" An interknitting of the chords of sympathy ;
of the verv strings of

the heart. How many begin marriage, thinking marriage this !

"
" To be sure : or why marry at all ?

"
said I.

" And then, after a time, they find their mistake," and he spoke the
word mistake like the tolling ot a bell.

"
Mistake!" said I.

"But then, when they discover that the whole scheme goes wrong
with them that the union between them is not a union, but a tangle
of temper, a tangle of feelings, a t angle of interests they discover
u hat is worse, more bitter still : they find, too late, that however they
may desire them, there's no scissars to cut the tic."

I don't see what you mean," said I, with a cold shudder."
I mean, CHARLOTTE, that your scissars of to-day, exercised with

your temper of to-day, may make us wish that law" had scissars for

marriage lines, even as ready as your scissars for lines to fish with.""
FREDERICK !

"
"
CHARLOTTE, you have marked some of these days with flowers.

Mark mine to-day with this" and turning, he plucked and held before

ny face a nettle.

r^r-^m

A PHOTOGRAPHER ASTONISHING THE NATIVES.

Duffy and the Days of Chivalry.

r P U
.

FFI ,

said the
,
t
'?

in? that
,

was untrue, and DUFFY has apologized! Woe! woe unto
linn ! Ine days of Irish chivalry are gone ! SMITH O'BuiEN on such an occasion heroicallywent into the Cellar. DUFFY ought-as an Irish patriot to have spumed the Speakeriolded his arms and magnanimously have walked into the Dust-hole ! Ashes to ashes'
DUFFYS to dust !

Doubtful Dealing.
lF

i
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sta*es, the prisoner KIRWAN has been transported for lifewe should like to know what lor ? He was convicted of the murder of his wife, and con

\???i ?
Cath '

i

l3
, *!f-

e
f doubt.tliat he ou?ht to be hanSed '

or a do" bt ^at he is guilty ?
,-,

w,. should think there is also some doubt that he ought to be transported

ME.. DRUMMOND ON BRIBERY.
TUNE" Sir Rngtr de Ooverley."

MR. SPEAKER, I pray, let us
Our feelings of purism high bury :

I wish we made less fuss

About Corruption and Bribery.

Fiddledy diddledv dee !

We are all birds of a feather, Sir,

To be bribed if 'tis roguery,
We are all of us rogues together, Sir.

My voter if I bribe him
By giving his wife a yard or so

Of halfpenny ribbon, to trim

Her cap, or embellish her pardessus
Is not half such a flagrant case

As some if the truth is confest of 'em
Who sit in Another Place,
With a Ribbon in front of the breast of 'em.

By an Earldom the Baron is bought,
And the Earl, in his turn by a Marquisate ;

By a Dukedom the Marquis is caught ;

And the Duke by some kind of a perquisite ;

The Garter, we '11 say, is the prize
That his Grace's ambition itches for,

And we know what price he ties

It beneath the knee of his breeches for.

By the Sovereign's favour, more
He is bought for political valet, Sir,

Than the fellow behind the door
That is purchased in Sovereign Alley, Sir.

For whatever you can afford

In this House, too, supporters are sold to

you;
As for instance, a seat at a board,
In the hope of which they hold to you.

A Place Market, and Office Bazaar,
We have here the honour of sitting in

;

Hither gentlemen come, from the Bar,
Their mark expectation of hitting in.

That this is all wrong I don't say :

I believe 'tis the height of propriety
That the pocket should here hold the sway

Which it bears in all human society !

"
BEAUTIES WITHOUT PAINT." The "

Old
Masters

"
at the National Gallery.
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PUNCH'S SELECT COMMITTEE ON POLITICAL

DELINQUENCY.

Q. But to return to the little "indiscretion," as you call it, which
has been so much talked

how jou fell into it, ? Well. 1 hardly like splitting upon the li

ot served me well ; bill the treth is, tl

to it. '1 'I.

l\ consequence of the recent alarming and disgraceful d.sclosnp
;

| OIILr |,| ',,, ,|,, ou Inor . mi,, their way.
of roditioal delinquency, we ha uteJ ourselves a Seled Com-

Q. Why did you not tell them to do tl
mittee for the purpose of inquiry, with power at have
call for the pi-

: doeninents, and, in over us In to
j,ut

please, with a view to eliciting the truth for the mlorniat ion of the
, ]s in 1 h'e ho!,- , t he habit of .saying to us,

-
\ on

public, [n pursuance of this power, we eted the following r are ; for though v, o hi-, um are rare b

evidence, and proceed to h*y betee the world the result ot our labour ..ever small the loophole may be that you have to

As some of the p will criminate themselves, we omit ,,.( , )li;

the names of the witue Q you moke of LITTLE JACK'S party having IHVII broken n,

BLANK BLANK called in and examined .

I

,

1
'

11 " s
,

!"'" th:it ll; 'i'P<'ned ,y that the wirtj it b

, . , nil; but it has gone into a more respectable line, ami has shaken on
','

^"1,1
have been, I believe, in the public Kae. and have been a^e of the worst of the lot.

employed at the in Uie Admiralty ? Yes.
(/ [g it as prosperous as it Med to be P I thai it isi

</ It ><m admit having been guilty of som
any people give it credit for a sincere' wish to

., ,, "reform." it ha> iheadvant.,
<>. \\hat hrst drove you into it: was it necessity or some other ,, ,,;,, |h( .

, ,,.,, ,,. .,,.
.

mvfllill ,, aboilt .

tly necessity, and partly bad tra.mng. In Lei, I was
character ?-lt.would have b, . ble to UB if we couldi
it : but we knew that was out of the question, so we nc\cr area tiled

You were led on little by little ?-

Did yon not dread detection

am little rogues employed In burirer rogues than

for it.

',>. 1 1 ad not some of the
"
gang

"
a reputation to In re were

some that had, but there were one or two that had none to

fur the good of the
"
gang.

(f.
Are political rogues, then, generally collected

"
gangs P"- Cerlainly. There are two or three parties, each having

one or more leaders.

Q. Are those parties friendly ( eh other? Not at all.

They are always quarrelling. In fact if they did not quarrel, they

Q. You in' :aps. that, when a certain class fall out,
another c^iss of people get, their ovui '; That is \\hat 1 mean.

(,>.
Can you natn i'enoto-

go into that office this would never have occurred, and 1 will talte care
Br

;
that I never get into such another scrape again.

The Witneu was here allowed to retire.

DEAN SWIFT'S "JACK" ALIVE.

IT is delic'ous, in these hard times of straigln forward reason and.... .- ii and Il\i 'na IV', in Ib
nous who they an-, or rather who thej nsed

; illlm xUllr ,

quite SO n ueh ,.! that sort of thing now. lliere has been LITTI.K
,.,.,, s ,, f ,.,.,! i n ,10ccnce. In a rapture of nausea, accordingly, we

JACK s party, but that is nearly all broken up. Then there was X01
I'.r.viAMis's party a very disreputable party that I was persuaded
to join.

y. Do you trace your "indiscretions" to the influence exercised

o\er you by that, party ? Yes.

of the "gang."
'

I was foolish enough to become one

(/. U as the connection profitable? It seemed to be so for a time.
The "

-ang " found its way into a set of offices, and we all thought we
could do just as we pleased.

Q. I believe it v.as while you and your "gang" were in these offices

thai you attacked some of the old and faithful sen ants of the conee n ?

We certainly did tell them that they must hand over to us all the

property
that had been entrusted to them, for our "gang" had been a

long time without such a chance, and the members were eager to make
-t of it by getting everything they could lay their hands upon.

Q. It is said that you wanted the old and faithful servants to con-
nive at the introduction of some improper persons into a dockyard ':

is'o: we didn't exactly want them to connive ; we only told them they
I.eep quiet while we let our people in.

Q. Did it not occur to yon that this would be, in fact, robbing their

cmploMTs? I did not thii k about that. Besides, I was not the Cap-
tain of the

"
;rang.

: '

and I could only do as I was ordered.

orders in at

what our
Q. But I think I understood that you exceeded your or

least one instance r Thai's I rue; but I knew very well

quote from the Scotsman the subjoined interesting paragraph :-

" INTOI.KRAVCE IN SCOTLASD. It is a not uncommon custom on th* part of the farm
labourers in the Lothiana to n-lieve the tedium -f the wnter vening* by

M.T recitations, 01 ALI.AI* RAMSAY'S beautiful dramatic pastorl
nd sanctioned hy Ion

who lately indulged in
i'/,rnl"i practice innocent in its.'.!

Will it bf bfh'-ved that a par y of farm labourers,
ITIIHM ,|nrnt, were ac tui.lv summoned before the kirk session of Katho,

to answer t' r doing what was "
unbecoming their position as professing Christian

communicants?"

Our Caledonian contemporary then proceeds to quote documents, in

proof that such was the delightful fact. The precious pietists who

syiupa'hi/c with the saints of Katho will, however, snuffle with sorrow
t<i learn that their holy brethren made what is vulgarly termed a mull

of their attempt at interference with other people's business, and that,

having shown the cloven foot, they were ultimately obliged to draw in

t heir horns.

Punch has great pleasure in proposing their very good health in

antimonial wine.

Dissolving View cf the Budget.

THE two principal boons conferred upon us by the Budget require one

t hing additional to give them due effect. Cheap Souchong, alone, is not

sufficient for a.cup of good tea. A proper solvent is also requisite for

leaders wanted, and I was sure I should not get into trouble with them the infusion. And, however well we may be off for Soap, that article.

will avail us nothing, unless we can convert it into lather. To both of

ids an essential condition is an adequate supply of good soft
hy exceeding my authority, so long as il brought am thing to the "gang."

0. But had you no fear of being found out ? No ! I never thought
of that. If I had, I should never have done it

;
for I was quite sure

they would throw me over, as they have done.

Q. You spoke just now of there being several gangs or parties ; can
you mention any besides the two you hav There used to be
a very bad and noisy lot called the Irish party, but they are such a set
of quarrelsome fellows that they seldom work well together ;

and if any
<-ne of them gets hold of a good thing the others are so savage with
him that they will not allow him to enjoy it in peace.

Q. Is a "gang" generally faithful to a leader ? Generally ; but
llVP nttfll llfQt-rl tlif fWHAnlumf fliof tlif Inorlot* rlocav^-c Vio ** rrnnfr '* mhave often heard the complaint, that the leader deserts his

is the cause of breaking up the par'y.

gang," and

(,>.
Is this usually the fault ot the "gang" or of the leader ? I think

it is more often the fault of the
"
gang

"
themselves, all of whom wish

to ha\e the largest share of the plunder; and as the leader cannot

satisfy all. the "gang" get dissatisfied, and declare that their leader
has deserted them.

water.

A New Parliamentary Rhyme.
(For the jfurstrg of Young Protectionist Statesmen.)

I! it KETTY, Ricketty, Dock,
He bribed like, one o'clock.

But it strikes one
That STAFFORD'S done,

llicketty, Ricketty, Dock, (bit.)

WHICH
ho can

HAS NOT BEF N
information as to where

T OST, OR STRAYED T1IK SUN,
J-J seen now for the last two months. Any one i

it has gone to, or where it is likely to be found, or when it is probable it witl rrturn
j. :rn :unongHt us, will be handsomely rewarded by a body of disconsolate daguerreo-
type ArtistN, who find it inipo*Mt>le t" ^. t on unless the SUD gives them ilit: btntnt
ol its countenance. Address to the Photographic Institution, New Bond Street.
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Cousin Emily. "AND so IT'S LITTLE ALFRED'S BIRTHDAY TO-MORROW. Now,
WHAT WOULD HE LIKE BEST FOR A PRESENT?"

Alfred (after much reflection). "WHY, I THINK I SHOULD LIKE A I
SHOULD^

LIKE

A TESTAMENT AND A A AND OH, / KNOW ! I SHOULD LIKE A SQUIRT ! !

"

ODE ON THE ISLE OF WIGHT SAVINGS'
BANK.

To MB. CALCBAFT.

ALTHOUGH, friend CALCEAFT, I incline

Against judicial strangulation.

And think we might wind up your line, ;

Allowing vou fair C9mpensation
:

Albeit, I could wish the drop

Brought altogether to a stop,

So far from wanting, in the least, to see

The restoration of the good old times,

When, thick as apples, upon Tyburn tree,

Small rascals expiated petty crimes :

Good CALCRAFT, notwithstanding that

About a fellow-creature's throat

I would not have your fasten your cravat,

Because the scoundrel forged a five-pound note
;

Or dislocate a villain'
s_
neck

Merely for passing a fictitious cheque :

Yet there 's one species of offender,

A caitiff so detestable ;
a wretch

So base, so cruel, that I could surrender,

Almost, that special miscreant to JACK KETCH.

If any man is hanged for any thing,

i think that knave deserves to swing

Whose acts of counterfeit and theft

The poor and frugal have bereft

The blackguard ! of their little all.
_

What hearts are broken through his grcacl '.

Is cutting throats a blacker deed ?

CALCIUM,! say, let him be sits, per coll}

Whilst by thy hand one malefactor's strung

To gibbet beam ;
whilst yet thou pull'st thy trap ;

It is unfair Ihat he should go unhung
That heartless rogue, that execrable chap,

That lowest reptile in the race of Snobs,

Of criminals the vilest in the rank,

The fittest thief to tread the fatal plank,

Thai gallows-worthiest vagabond, who robs

A Savings' Bank !

WICKED AND UNFEELING HOAX. Directing an elderly

gentleman, who wishes to see one of the burlesques upon

Macbeth, to the Princess's. .

PRESERVES OF THE SEE OF DURHAM.
A PAINFUL mistake has been committed by the Times in the course

of some remarks on the slight increase which has accrued to t lie BISHOP
OF DURHAM'S pittance. It shows how cautious all secular -writers

(except Mr. Punch) ought to be when they meddle with spiritual

matters. Among certain accounts sent in by the BISHOP to the

Ecclesiastical Commissioners, in eyideace of his outgoings, our con-

temporary publishes the following little bill :

"PARK, MANORS, AND MOORS.

Auckland Park, and gamekeeper ....
Merrington gamekeeper
Two permanent watchers at Auckland
Weardale gamekeeper ......
Two permanent watchers on the Moors
Additional watchers during the grouse season .

Sundry extra expenses attending this department
The chapel at Aucklan I Castle ....
The gardens, lawns, and grass walks

s. d.

6101

58 6 6
78
80
80
172 15
40
15

490 19 2

Total 1,116 12"

Whereupon the Times very naturally and therefore very erroneously

observes,
"
only 15 worth of bread to all this intolerable deal of

sack!"
This comment is, to repeat the epithet which custom applies to all

observations made at the expense of the cloth, very
"
painful." Pro-

portionally pleasing is the task of proving it groundless.
How strange that to so acute a journalist as our irreverent contempo-

rary, it should never have occurred that the idea of a Bishop's game-
keeper obviously presents two aspects may be regarded in a figurative
as well as in a literal point of view.

The gamekeeper of a Bishop is a person employed to prevent
poaching on the Bishop's manor. And what is a Bishop's manor ?

Why, his diocese of course ; and the poachers thereon, who are they
but the Romanist priests that infest it, with the pseudo prelate, pre-

tending to "govern" it in virtue of having been illegally dubbed by
the POPE, at the head of the band ? The gamekeepers are clergymen

appointed! by the lawful Bishop to preserve his spiritual game or flock,

and to frustrate the stratagems and destroy the snares of the illicit one,

and his subordinate depredators. The gardens, lawns, and grass walks,

are the true Protestant grounds of faith and right paths, ihe docu-

ment, in short, is simply a bill of the charges incurred by the BISHOP

in resisting Papal Aggression ;
the special period thereof being par-

ticularly denoted by the
"
grouse season ;

" when it was necessary to

employ
"
additional watchers."

The word
"
watchers," indeed, might have suggested to the limes the

true meaning of the interesting little account which it has misunder-

stood so "painfully." The Times should have considered
;

that the

word may be taken to signify angelic spirits, and that
"
angel

"
is often

to be construed, minister of the Church. At any rate, the salaries,

being from 58 odd to 80, and the highest not exceeding 101 Os. 6a.,

ought to have manifested the fact that the so-called episcopal game-

keepers were simply CURATES.

On Certain Outrageous Puffs.

WHAT ISAAC at morn to our HARRIS supplies,
Our SAIREY at evening extols to the skies ;

A union, the Radical VOLSCI to nutter,
The Herald with BUTT, and the Standard with Butter.

Scotch Piddle Paddle.

SCOTLAND has recently been complaining of her position in the

Royal Arms
;
but when we look at her disgraceful drunkenness, we

cannot help feeling that she should be able to keep her own legs
before she talks about her position in the arms of Royalty, We must,

however, admit that she has at least one ground of complaint ; for, ii'

in the Royal shield Ireland is allowed a quarter for her Harp, surely
Scotland might ask another quarter for her Scotch Fiddle.



THE DOCKYARD 'JOB."

."ALL RIGHT, BEN. LITTLE ST-EE-RD CAN DO IT: IT WAS TOO SMALL FOR US."

MAY li, 1S53.
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ART IN THE CITY," BY GOG.

WTO! A COMMENTARY BY MAGOG.

qu
Gu

AYE you heard the wondrous

tidings, Brother MAGOG,
Brother MAGOG ?

"

Thus a voice was heard in-

[uiring, 't other evening, in

iuildhall,"
They've bought statues for the

Mansion House !

"
Ano-

ther answered, "Ay! Goo,
These civic yearnings after

art prognosticate our fiJl.

When MACDOTTKLL, BAILY.

SHALL, J;i>ri;n, and
THKUPJP have done, adorn-

ing
The Mansion House with

statues, hitherward they'll

surely turn,
And we, poor battered

without a moment's warn-

lie sent away, in Baker
''t a resting-place to

earn."

"
Nay ! my MAGOG," quoth the

other,
"
thev 've commis-

sioned MR. BAILY,
The

'

Morning Star
'

of MIL-
TON with his chisel to por-

tray;
And louder will the revel grow,

the feast go on more gaily,
When 'tis honoured by the

presence of that harbinger
of day."

"Stuff!" said MAGOG, "Did
you ever know a gay convi-

vial meet ins,

That didn't think
'

day's harbinger
'

had come an hour too soon ?

Let me tell von, too, the pc.oplc will hi- joking while they're eating,

And comparing that
'

Bright Morning Star,' with our
'

Bright SheriffMOON."
"

"But consider, worthy MAGOG, how the form of patient GRISSEL,
Or GRISELDA, as the\ cull her now, that best of womankind,

Will live again amongst us, hy the help of MARSHALL'S chisel,

Our wealthy civic matrons of their duties to remind."

"iBah !

"
said MAGOG,

"
If a sermon in these stones they would be preaching,

Ami incokjating patience unto Aldermanic souls,
Let t liem banish patient GRISSEL, and illustrate their teaching,
With statues of the men who pay the City tax on coals."

"
Nay ! my MAGOG," said his brother,

" Thou art getting rather crusty ;

Think how beautiful a vision MR. FOLEY will provide !

How EGERIA (his subject) 'mid the banners torn and dusty,
Will beam upon our civic chiefs assembled in their pride."" A fig's end for the goddess," muttered MAGOG,

"
I presume her

Sweet form will be intended civic wit to represent ;

But to make the work eonmleter, there should be a Civic NTJMA,
A SIR PETER cut in marble, and before the goddess bent."

Then MR. Lnrtnr, from I 'nan.*, with a statue will provide us,

Though what his subject is to be, we don't exactly know
:

"
Confusion !

"
shouted M AGOG,

"
Does he venture to deride us f

We must be greatly fallen, it' they dare to treat us so !

If our revels be attended by Sabrina or the Lady,
Some terrible calamity will surely come to pass ;

And, as the loving cup goes rim ml, 'the MAYOR will be afraid, he
Shall see it smashed before his eyes, like Comut' magic glass."

"Come ! Come ! MAGOG, don't be captious !

"
said his kinder-hearted brother,"

For, if so very bitterly you cut the project up,
I really cannot venture to afford you any ol i

Remarks upon the statues of A I i or of TrrRUPP.
I don't know what their works will he. hut thus much men can gather,

That two statues hy these artists will complete the eivic plan,"
Then," quoth MAGOG, "it they really don't know what to carve, I'd rather
They should come and carve a noble haunch of venison, if they can."

THE WONDER OF THE AGE !

SUCH is the phrase commonly applied to Ilailways/in
general, but here it has a special reference to one. Mr.
Punch, having occasion to travel by the London, Brighton,
and South ('.oast Railway, with that condescension which
ever accompanies true dignity, and in that spirit of economy
which i> towed Enoone Ta> look his

place in i Class carriage. He was rewarded for

his graciousness and for his thrift by a very comfortable
seat. Tin carriage, in nitrast with the Second

Cfass carriages of other lines, had the agreeable p -culianty
of being lined and padded, so that the dorsal convexity of

Mr. Punch met with a gentle reception, instead oi ex-

periencing a stubborn and galling resistance.. Under these

agreeabi iiiee.;, he tell inlo a n lumber,
when he dreamt that all the other Railway Conipan:
followed the example ol the London, Brighton, and South
Coast, lie heart ily congratulates that Company on having

I i he duty and the policy of renden
Second < commodious, lie eonimcn,!

for haxi i ne.mms anxietj for profit, which
Railway I

'

carriages unpleasant and ineligible, v, .

design I in into tin

iy which defeats it< own pur-
iii I lie tahl

With an enlight.
. business, it

is perceived that the el to endeavour to

get both First and Second, and also Third Classes, as well

tilled as possible, by affording every accommodation that

can be afforded in each. The superior classes may safely
be trusted to patronize the corresponding class of carriages;

paying their money accordingly, and taking their choice,
wnicn is to be select : just as they prefer the boxes at the

theatre to the pit.

In informing Europe and the universe of his ride in a
decent Second Class carnage, Mr. Punch is conscious of a

quite singular gratification ;
an entirely new sensation of

delight : the pleasure of expressing his approbation, t for

once in the way, of a Railway arrangement.

THE HUSBAND'S BEST EXCUSE." I was detained upon business, my dear."

THE USE AND ABUSE OF PARLIAMENT. ;

DURING last week much of the time of the House of

Commons was consumed in personal altercations between
the Members, several of whom were accusing each other

of bribery, corruption, and guilty consciences. Demands
were made on all sides that certain abusive words should
be

"
taken down," but the vituperation was so plentiful

in amount, and so coarse in quality, that nothing short of a
PETER LAURIE power could have succeeded in "putting
down "

the nuisance. Several of the Irish members were
for having each other

"
taken down "

at once, and it is to be

regretted that they did not succeed, for some require to be
"
taken down "

in a very decisive manner. We ought not,

however, to feel much surprised at the coarseness of the

Commons, when such examples are set in the Lords as

that of applying the term
"
smiling villain" by one noble-

man to another. We hear occasionally some talk about
the morality of public men; but if we are to take as

correct resemblances the pictures of the Lords and Com-
mons, as painted by themselves, we fear that the result will

present a very sorry exhibition of some remarkably ugly
teatures.

Sights for the Working Classes.

THE labouring classes in this Metropolis have no other

day to devote to sight-seeing but Sunday, on which day
a considerably numerous party of sectarians would, if

possible, prevent them, by stopping all omnibuses, trains,
and steamboats, from quitting London. Under these

circumstances, should they be brought about, our indus-

trious fellow-citizens may wish to know what objects of

interest, within the sphere which they will be restricted

to, they may contemplate to refresh their minds. We may
enumerate the Monument, the Duke of York's Column,
and the outside of the British Museum and National

Gallery, to which may be added Aldgate Pump but the

Statue at King's Cross is gone for ever !
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TEST OF SABBATARIAN SINCERITY.

THERE are certain persons of the semi-Hebrew

persuasion who hold by the observance of Sunday !

with the rigour of the Mosaic Sabbath, yet keep
their Sabbath on the first day of the week ami

uot, as MOSES prescribes, on the seventh. These

ilemi-Jews, not content with abiding: in their own
forms, endeavour to force others to conformity

with themselves, and are, accordingly, trying t->

gel. tin' Crystal Palace closed on Sunday, in th;:

j

face of tie non-Judaizing Christians of the

community. They must, however, see that if

laborious townspeople are obliged to keep one

day in the week holy in tne Levitical sense of

the word holiness they ought to be allowed

for health's sake, both of mind and body, to keep
another day holy, after the ordinary manner ol

a holiday.
Nature and Common Sense exclaim, that

working folks ought not to be cooped np on
their only leisure, day, in the heart of London,

I
with nothing better to do, when out of church,

I

than meditate, like an unfortunate kind of

II i KVEYS, among intramural tombs. Our demi-

Jewish friends, therefore, should agitate for the

establishment of a secular Sunday, in addition

to the regular one
;
and they would make a good

beginning of lliis movement by releasing all

manner of persons employed by them from labour

,

on one working-day in every week, and continuing
to pay them wages as before.

Measure for Measure.

.. "WHAT DO YOU THINK, DEAR GliAN'.MA .' THE LADIES IN P.U1ISWEA1! THEIR HAIR
| (J nl; ., ; nn), ) some peoplc and tllCV Will

TAKEN OFF THE FOREHEAD AND SPRINKLED WITH SILVER !" take an ell
;
hut buv a quart bottle of wine of

Grandma. "Do THEY, INDEF.H ! WELL, MY DAKLIXC, so LONG AS THEY AUK KI>: ;,

THERE CAN I)E NO HAHM IN GREY LOCKS !

"
some p'her people, and a pint and a half is all

you will get out of them.

MR. PUNCH AMONG THE PICTURES.

Is it a show, or a shop, or a library that suite of rooms under the

Punch-bowl and Pepper-boxes ?

Are the pictures which cover the walls of those apartments from

the lordly LANDSEERS in the Great Room to the poor little outcasts

in that condemned cell, where they confine and execute too, and so, I

suppose, have eight sides to it. that more may be hung at one time-
are these pictures, I say, put there to be stared at, or to be sold, or to

be read? Do the thousands who keep that unhappy stout gentleman
in the entrance-hall dealing out tickets from morn till noon from

noon till dewy eve come there to gaze only, or to buy, or to read ?

These questions occur to me every year, when I am asked that dis-

tressing question so prevalent this mouth "What do you think of

the Exhibition:'"

Eor my answer, I feel, ought to be guided by a knowledge of what the

Exhibition means. If you ask me what I think of the Exhibition as it

afl'ects the arts of paint ing and sculpture, I have an answer not by

any means cheerful, or likely to be pleasant to the gentlemen who
write K.A. after their names.

If I am to say what I think of it as a lounge a place to meet my
acquaintance in', and to rub shoulders with charming ladies in the

freshest spring luilrtles (for I am given to understand the Exhibition

is a heavy blow and great discouragement to husbands, and other male
relatives who pay the bills), and to exchange shakes of the hand and

compressed criticisms with my good friends the painters then, I say.
those rooms under the Punch-bowl and Pepper-boxes are delightful

places to spend a morning in, and as pleasant this year as usual.

If you wish to know what sum of money is likely to go into the

funds of the Royal Academy, or into the pockets of my old acquain-
tances CARMINE, and OI.DCLOUGH, and MANNEKIN, and BOB BLADDER,
and CIMABUE POTTS, andVERDiTER, then I can only refer you to their

respective bankers' books, and butchers and bakers, and landladies, and

laundresses, and colourmen. But I have no reason to doubt that the

demand for coloured canvass is as brisk as ever. Nay I am inclined to

think the trade of canvass-stainer is getting a better one, year by year,
for the industrious capitalists of the North have gone into it

;
and when

Manchester, and Leeds, and Birmingham, and Liverpool take to

investing in pictures, we may be tolerably sure there will be a brisk

market, and a rapid turning over of capital.

But if, my dear young lady, when smiling so sweetly under the half-

shadow of your pink crape, you ask me with that churming voice of yours,

"
But seriously, dear Mr. Punch, what do you think of the Exhibition ?"

vou wish for an answer that refers to the Exhibition as I look at,

it I will tell you. I go to those rooms, as to a library, where I may read

books written in form and colour, and light and shadow just as poor

students, whose pale faces and white-seamed coats proclaim them too

poor to buy libraries of their own, go to the reading-room of the

British Museum. I go there to refresh my mind with thoughts and

impressions, whether they be of great historic actions, or the sweet

simplicities of fireside life, or the pleasant passages of sentiment, or the

great straggles of passion, or the beautiful harmonies or deep mysteries
of earth, and sea, and sky just as I go to the reading-room for Tin t \-

DIDES, or LIVY, or HOLLINSHED, or EROISSAHT, or for BVKNS. or

CHABBE, or SUAKSPEBE, or MILTON, or WORDSWORTH, or TENNYSON.

And thus, you see, when you ask me what I think of the Exhibition,

you ask me what I find there to read and think upon, ami

knowledge, or insight, or impression from. And in this way the quest MHI

becomes very much narrowed, for, putting it so, you have unpeopled
nine-tenths of those walls for me. The picture-books that cover those

nine-lent hs have no meaning for me. Either there is no
^ meaning

in them, or it is so familiar and trite that it awakens nothing in mj

mind, or the language it is written in is a mystery to me, a cuneiform

character, to winch, for me, there is no GROTEFEND, or RAWLINSON, or

LAYARD. But, if you please, I will begin by telling you of some^of
the picture-books I did read, and with a relish not common. You
must not expect me to respect established order and the ).;

table of precedence. I leave that, with as much more of their pi-act ice

as possible, to the gentlemen who criticise in the serious papers, and

who find it convenient always to begin at the R.A's.

Will you throw a very withering expression of contempt into those

tender grey eyes of yours, if I say that I begin with the "Prc-
Kaffaelites

"
or suppose we drop a word that has been a good deal

abused and may lead to misconceptions, and say with MILLAIS and

HUNT? Will you consider me ridiculous or blind when I assure

you, on my honour as a puppet and a public performer, that

these young gentlemen have written for me this year four of the

sweetest and deepest and most thoughtful books I have read since I

laid down MR. MILLAIS'S historical romance of the Huguenots, last

year ? I am sensible of the omniscenee of the daily, and some ol

the weekly papers, and I am aware that this is an opinion which should

not. be breathed. within ear-shot of places where they take in the Times,
and 1 he Morning Post, and the Examiner. But I am a sort of chartered

libertine, and nobody will believe anything I say is serious, so I can
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enjoy the luxury of saying what I feel, having no character to keep up.
Then 1

'

ly not forgetting I-.UHIV LANDSKKR'.S two

grand (.-into* ui liis Highland pen

</,-, in- SUNFIKI.II'S noble 1111-1111.picture of the Battered Jfull that

..iily iif Nelson, like a viking wftfi his ship for bier not
I'ornellinL,' these ami other

jiict
lire-books well worth reading I tell

jou ihat Hi in me ///< book

tion, though it records in colours what SH

words; i
'

le, if at all after \

'

u.us's Order ofRelease,

Wi then the {f .'}
of , he same authors. I do not

mean to put cither after thi \ brack'-! them.

,
I am glad t that notwithstanding the infallible judgment

of the who talks about
"

I're-Hail'aclite, and other

follies," my Claitilio u, -mite a large reading public;
nay, I fiiul 1 1 round it a denser cor/Ion than even the noble

You wish to know what 1 see in the picture? My charming you ug
friend, '

'

iihella what I think 1 should see in your
own sweetly serious face in the like ci I see in those

grave, ! ihat s"t bmw, the da\\n ol -ion till mm
kept down that i

'

. for whom she would die without a fear

Or a regret, if about to choose his Own life before his sister's honour.
Do you see how she presses her hands on his In-art, as if to quell the

fluttering fear that is about to unman the poor wretch, and how he
has clutched her wrists in tin- abject terror that the what he
fears of death bring storming in upon him How-skilfully and deli-

cately he has marked in the character of her head, with all its

ihat strong temper which will socn rise to her lips in scornful rejection
of

"
that warped slip of wilderness

"
that unworth

And the Claudia too ungraceful, say some as L-raeetul. 1

man in. mortal terror of death is likely to lie. 1 like that perplexed
clutch of the fetter, that cowering figure, those wide-open haggard
eyes, and that mouth adust and clammy with apprehension I

'the horror in his hair." And all made the more palpable bv the fresh
life of the apple-blooms outside the grated window, and the distant

church-spire telling of a peace beyond the grave which his coward-fear
will not let donate see, though Isabella has .seen it all her life long,
so fair and fast, that no terrors can shake her hold upon that hope.
Do not ask me to go into tcclmical criticism of this picture : as well

pause upon the typography of a great book. But if you will have it

so, as s daily and weekly brethren have disparaged these
works in this particular, 1 will tell you that truth and care and force

nlion can in ' r than this young
carried I hem in tliis picture. 'I'.' :- as finely coloured

as the lines) figure of (ii.\\i I'.KI.I.IM, and the convent dra]><

Isabella wrought up to the highest pitch of accurate effect. But I

must warn you again and again that this is not what you must look at

and love the picture for. It is for tin- thought that the painter h;i.s

put into it that i
i it, by the means of all this admirable

labour, the labour itself iicing of \aluc only as the letters are that

thought in readable form.
r Mr. Mn i MS' Order of Release as it is for

M u. Hi NT'S I'liiinliii ami Ixiilu'llii. It is i he sw moving
passage of domestic -n wounded and is prisoner, in

I his brave young wife has walked, with her I

her hale body, their child in her arms, a wearv way, before she got
that order which tells the suspicions old soldier-gaoler that he is

tree. The faithful
collcy

lias followed her from the hills, and
leaps up to lick the well -remembered hand. In her wifely and

womanly triumph she hands the precious paper, but \on sec-
;

are brimful of tears, through all her exulting, and that cm
tellow in the will no sooner have taken himself and IILS

lillhv mundnngus out of the cell, but she- will be sobbing ami
on her husband's neck, as he- is now on hers for the man is the
woman at this moment, and the woman is ihe man, but with all her
woman's tenderness welling up under her bravery. And then, when
they have the cell to themselves, they will wake the child, and the

father will be woman again as he devours it with kisses, and the dear
old colley will frisk about, and yelp and whine in an agony of inability
to express himself otherwise, and thump the floor with his tail, and they
will sit i|iiiet together for awhile, and fori_'et all in the- joy of being
together, with life ami love, and their Highland hills before them once

again. 1 1 ere again, if you will have me talk of painting I could talk

Gods, how I could talk !

But what is the use of discussing how the painter has said all this ?

It is enough for me, a reader, to feel in my heart that he has said it.

It is for them who want to say as much to find out the means by which
this young man of twenty-four speaks to my affections and those of

thousands with this potent truth.

Heaven forgive me ! I forgot all this while the critics of the Times
and the Examiner!

THE PUBLIC HEALTH, WEALTH, AND HAPPINESS.

E are delighted to find, from
official reports on the subject,
that marriages are on the in-

crease, and that the population
is quitting rapidly the state of

single blessedness for the pur-
pose of getting doubled up and,
domestically, done for. Such
has been the velocity with which
the connubial noose has been

recently tied, that single ladies

have been going off at more knots
an hour than we arc able to

calculate. There is, however, a

mystery which we feel ourselves

wholly unable to solve in the
statement which informs us that,
in the last quarter of the year
1852, "one person in 48 was
married." How "

one
"

person
can be married we are quite at a
loss to conceive, unless we come
to the conclusion that the

"
one "

alluded to is the female, or better,
half of the wedded pair, and that
the male fragment being less
than one of the two, maybe set :

down as nobody, and accordingly
ignored bv the registrar. We

|

are told that marriage is a sign
of prosperity, and as people are
said to be never satisfied to leave
well alone, we may, perhaps,
conclude, that when a population
is found rushing into matrimonial

cares, it may be presumed to be

flourishing.
The statistics of the public health arc not quite so cheering as could be wished, but we may

hope that Nature having been weeping for so many weeks, and having gone to the country

with a protracted en almost bad enough to

cry her eyes out we may, at last, look for

sunshine and salubrity. Every place is happily
getting healthier, but we cannot help being
struck by the pertinacity with which certain

complaints stick to certain jocalities.
For ex-

ample, the Mumps have seized Coggeshall in

Essex by the ears
; and, though the report says

nothing of the
fact,

we have reason to believe

that the Blue Devils have been raging at Bays-
water. Streatham has been suffering severely
from the Stitch, Mitcham has been a martyr to

the Megrims, Battersea has had a sty in its eye,
and there is not a house in Dulwich that has
not been visited by the Vapours. As to Scot-

land, it has been brought frightfully low by the

hiccups, Brighton has been laid up with chil-

blains, the neighbourhood of the New River
has had a cold in its Head, and the City has

been groaning under corns, which hare been

frightfully irritated by the patient's toes having
been unmercifully trodden on. Population has
on the whole increased, but there has been a

diminution at Herne Bay, which has fallen, by
the discharge of a beadle, from forty-six to forty-
five individuals. These numbers will not perhaps
tally with the official return, but the error arises,

naturally enough, from the donkeys having been

accidentally classed with the other inhabitants.

Memorandum of the Month.

IN the merry Month of May
Exeter Hall, like bees, doth hum,

And pale young men in sable array
Throng thither to beat of polemical drum.

A CONVERSION CARDINAL WISEMAN is PER-
FECTLY WELCOME TO TRY. The Conversion of

the National Debt.
,
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HOW MR. PETER PIPER ACCEPTED AN INVITATION

PROM THE RAJAH OF RHUBBTJRDUBDUB TO HUNT A "ROYAL BENGAL TIGER.--PART 2.

OXCD MORE S8CCBELY 8BATBD OX THE BACK OF TUB ELEPHAXT, MB. PETEB

PIPER PCBSCEB THE CHASE WITH RBSEWBD EXEBGT. TSBBIFIC APPEAKAXCE

OF THB " ROTAL liBXOAL Tir.EK."

UKOOTKBXABLE BAOE OF THE IHFTJBIATBD ELEPHANT. THE "ROTAL BENGAL

TIGEB" FALLS, TO BIBB xo MOBS. Ix THE IXTSXSITY or HIS EXCITEMENT,

MB. PETEB PIPIB LOSES HIS EQUILIBRIUM.

OX BEOAIXIXU HI3 PEBPENDICDLAB, MB. PETEB PlPEB PRRCF.HTES THE DAXOEROUS

CONDITION OF TUB "FELJXB MONSTEE," AND DETKBMINES TO "POLISH HIM OFF

AT ONCE." HB DOBS 3O IX GALLANT BTJLB.

MR PF.TKK PIPER RECEIVES THE CONGRATULATIONS OF ins FHIF.XDS Tim THF.

."INDOMITABLE COURAGE " AND " RHCRLESS DARIXO " HE HAS MANIFESTED

"THBOUOUOUT THE PERILS OF TUB DAY'S ADVENTURB.

Engrossment of Church Property.

CONCERNING the BISHOP OF DURHAM, the Times says that the

Ecclesiastical Commissioners "proved to demonstration" that his
"
gross income

" was not under 23,800 a year. They took a little

unnecessary trouble. The amount was all that needed to be demon-

strated. That the 23,800 a year of the BISHOP was a gross income, is

self evident.

SOTER'S SAUCE. SOYER says "An alderman lives on the Green Tat

|

of the Land."

Plea for the Proctors.

PEOPLE complain of the plunder to which they are subjected at

Doctors' Commons, and yet there is no institution m the world where

a greater amount of wealth is acquired by sheer Prohaty.

DISRAELI ON "PRIVILEGE."

DISRAELI sees no difference between the privileged
noble and the

privileged tobacconist. Punch sees a great difference. The privileges

of the noble are by no means to be sneezed at.

frinud by William Bradbury,
Office in Lombard Street

, of No. 13, Upper Wobnm Plce, to the P.rUh of St. PMCr,,, nd Predeilck Mallett Evan., of No. 7, Chnrch Bow Stoke Nekton
both to tl,

<Co<r[
Middle,'".Trin'OT, M

t, to the Precinct at Whitefmr., in * C w ILondoo and tublialied. by them t No. 86, Fleet Su-eet.in the Parh of St. BrideXIn the Chj of London. SATUDAI, May Htn, m,
M their

m,
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CONSTITUTIONAL WALK.
Lailii. "DEAR, DEAR, IT 's COMING ox TO RAIN- ! Krx, .IAMFS ! QUICK, AND FETCH AN UMBRELLA
AND TWO PARASOLS. I'M AFRAID MY rooii DKAU COCHINS WILL OEI THE RHEUMATISM !"

A "SWELL'S" HOMAGE TO MHS. STOWE.

A MUST wcad Uncle Tom a \va\vk

Which, A'm afwaid's extwcinely slow,

People "in- meets begin to talk

Of MHS. HARWIKTISEF.C IIASTOWE.

'Tis not as if A saw ha name
I ii \mlls and windas still confined;

All that is mcawly vulga fame :

A don't wespcet the public mind.

But Slaffa'd House has made liaw quite
Anot ha kind a pawson look,

A Countess would pasist, last night,

In asking me about haw book.

She wished to know if I admiawd
Kv\, which quite confounded u

And then haw Ladyship in<|waw'd
\\ lietliaw A didn't hate LEGWI

l',;ii .lo\i:! A was eoni])lrtely tlaw'd ;

A i-h'd myself, or haw, at IVance :

And that's the way a fella's haw'd

By ev'wy gal he asks to dance.

A fell myself a gweata fool

Than A had evaw felt befaw:

A'll study at some Waned School

The tale of that old Blackamaw !

A Parliamentary Move.

is vastly indignant at the fin

is being made about '"moving the table," which,

he says, any broker's man can do, but. what is it,

lie asks, compared to the fact ot his being able,

any night he chooses, to "move the entire

House?"

OUR HONEYMOON.

SATURDAY, MAY IS, 18-.

To-DAT, ii blank; ami so to end my sad, sail story of yesterday.
\\ hen l''ur.nr.ni( K oll'ered me the nr/flf to mark the day with ///.v day,
lie said. I put on my glove as coolly as 1 could just to x/fir i/ii/ .///>//,

and took it from him smiling, as if it had been a rose. I would let him
see, that 1 ir,,tilil nut be slung by his cruelty. A nettle, indeed! And
in a honeymoon !

\Vcll, we had scarcely risen to go home, when JOSEPHINE came flying
back across the Melds. I knew something dreadful had happened!"
That limb of a poucy had broken from the stupid boy, and had torn

back like mad." 1
expected

to see FREDERICK in a rage; but no, he
only laughed laughed as if he mightily enjoyed it.

" \o matter," said he,
"

'tisn't above eight or nine miles back over
Ids."

\nd in this weather," said I, "with the sun over one's head and in
one's face ; and 1 think I've suffered en

"
If we step along," said KiiKDi.KicK, with all the carelessness in the

world, "we shall be ai home before the gnats are out. Gnats, you
know, only make up evening parties.""

( )li. certainly
"

said 1
"

if you desire it : of course you know my
strength better than myself: you ouriht, of course; man is such a
>~ii;i(',-hii- creature : you ought to know."

"
\\ell, LOTTV," said he, and my heart began to melt at the softness

of his voice
j
and I did not feel the gnat blotches on my face, he looked

so tenderly into it" Well, poor LOTTY, 1 tell you as you're tired
I tell you, dear, what we'll do."

"
Yes, love," I answered, very happily.

"We'll east ourselves upon the hospitality of SQUIRE BLISS he
can hardly have got home and, amending our resolution, put up for
an ho.ur or two at Beanblossoms.'

1

"Just_as you please," said I, with such a sudden tightness of the
heart. I'd never felt the like. "Just ai you please. But for
myself. 1 can walk."

"
\\ hat ! alone:"

"
Yes

; why not ? Quite alone
;
that is, JOSEPHINE and I can walk

together. You, if so n-ry tirnl. can rest yourself with MR. and Miss
BLISS

; and per/m/isif we don't walk very fast perhaps, long before
borne, jouTl overtake us."

IREDEIUCK. made no answer ; but I thought I heard him sigh: and
then, for a moment, he passed his hand across his forehead.

" Have you got the headache, dear ?
"

said I.

"No; not the head;" and he walked on, merely adding, as he

pointed the wav, "This is the shortest cut; this will bring us the

nearest way to tlie comforts and delights of our own fireside ;" and then

lie broke into a low whistle.

For a time, we walked on in silence. For myself, I never believed

that we should walk all the way. I made certain we should tint! a

house where we might put up, and get another chaise home. And so

we went on, the sun burning Mercer and fiercer, and JOSEPHINE quite

red hot casting such pitilul looks about her. And so we crossed

field after field, and found nothing.
" When shall we come to a house, FRED?" I at last ventured to

mature.

Well, the house-^the only house this way across the fields the

only house from the inn,"

Yes, dear?"
"
Is the house we 've tnrned our backs upon. Beanblossoms, my

love, is the only house I know ;
and as you 're very tired I can see

you arc
;
and with this heat, you '11 be brown as any mulatto "-

"Oh, no matter for that. I'm sure I needn't care anything for

complexion, now. That's all over now, since nobody else cares

about it."

"Your philosophy, CHAELOTTE, is delightful. After all, what ii

complexion, especially when a woman 's married ? If the sun burns her

face to a cinder what then? The husband has taken the face for

life; white or pink, black or brown. So why need she carer 'II <

great first business of a woman is to get a husband : when he 's got,

her anxiety may be said to be over : she's so convinced that the law

Mils/ liuldnim, she may make herself quite easy and independent of the

matter."
I knew he didn't mean a word he said

;
but I made no answer, for

I knew he was in one of his aggravating humours, so I was resolved

sutler what I might to say nothing. And still the sun burned
hot t er and hotter and I 'd had nothing to eat since breakfast and as

I kept walking on, I felt every step fainter and fainter, and I thought
with every step, I should drop. And so went on broiling and broiling
and for all the weather, FREDERICK was as cool as a frog but this

was to aggravate me.
" We must have come seven miles at least," said I.

"Not three," said FRED.
" And is there no inn, no habitation, no roof between this and

"
" Not a door, not a thatch," answered FRED; stepping out at the

words, as if he 'd got on a pair of three-leagued boots.

VOL. XXIV.
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"
Well, then," said I,

"
if only for five minutes, I must sit down

somewhere. 1 wonder if there 's a stream ! I'd give the world for a

cup of water.''
" And couldn't you eat something, ma'am," said JOSEPHINE, rather

provokingly, "if it was only a bit of the hardest bread-and-cheese ?
"

"I'm sure/ could," answered FKED. "A tankard of line, amber

ale, now ;
with a delicate, creamy froth

;
milk for giants. 1 could see

the bottom of the silver, were it any depth," and than he smacked his

lips.
"
Couldn't you take a cup, LOTTY ?

"
"
Well, I confess I could, FREDERICK," I answered; and my lips

seemed hot coals with thirst.
" And then a nice slice of ham, with the true odour about it? Or

eveira few wings of cold chickens ; with some cream cheese and eh,
LOTTY ?

"

"Yes "I gasped.
"And there they all are." said PEED.
"Where?" I exclaimed.

"No doubt there;" and FRED pointed back: "there, in the full

cellar and crammed larder 01 Jicaubiossoms."
" And there" said I,

"
let them be ;

"
and with //-" *//'///, I

immediately rose from the grass ;
and began to walk on, as it' I

hadn't waited a step before. And so for another hall-hour; and
for it became hotter and hotter and then I thought I should have

dropped.
And all of a sudden, all about one it became stifling as an oven

;
and

the clouds gathered as black as night.

"Talking about ale" said FRED, carelessly enough
"
there '11 be

plenty of I humler, in a few minutes, to trouble it." And just as he

spoke, there shot down sueli a flash of
lightning, that it seemed to

fall right at his feet, and I screamed, and ran into his arms. And then
there burst such a roar of thunder, the very earth trembled, and
seemed to me to heave under us.

hit ha', minute I felt myself so wicked ! What would I have given to

how different all in future shall be." Again and again the thunder,
and JOSEPHINE ran screaming, and huddled herself right into a hedge.

Then came down heavy rain-drops, and then a torrent.
"
Courage,"

said FRED, pressing me,
"
and let us push on." And 1 had new strength

with the words; and we seemed to fly, the rain pouring for some
minutes about us

;
and then, as suddenly as the storm began, it ceased.

The black clouds rolled away, and all the sky burst out blue again;
and the birds poured out their songs ;

and only that we were wet to

the skins, we might have thought it even beautiful

Well, we crossed a stile, that brought us into a green lane ;
and

there shall I ever forget it, for it seemed at the time like a fairy

hut to me ? t here was a gypsey's tent snugly sheltered in a nook
;
and

there as a gypsey family; and there was a fire that seemed to blaze

and sparkle, as though m gay defiance* of the storm. Just as we'd
crossed the stile, JOSEPHINE picking herself somehow out of the

hedge followed us.

As soon as the gypsies saw us, one tall handsome fellow with one of

ices that we sometimes see in pictures came up to us; and
wit h a glance at our clothes, all soaking, asked us if we wouldn't come
and dry ourselves under the tent. And had the man been owner of a

mansion, he couldn't have made the offer more politely, or with better

grace. He 'd hardly done speaking, when his wife with a young baby
in her arms

;
such a brown, plump little dear also came up to back

her husband's otfer.

FRED, just glancing at me, at once accepted the invitation : that is,

if there were not too many for the tent to hold.
" Not a bit," said the

gypsey ;

" we gypsies lie close like young rabbits in the flick."

In less than a minute we are under the tent
;
and the fire is fed and

heaped with sticks, and although it is a little smoky, it's very warm ;

and wet as we are, thaPi much.
Almost before we could place ourselves, the kettle hanging over the

fire was emptied; and how delicious was the smell! It was very odd;
and I saw FRED'S lips curve, and his eyes twinkle, it was odd, but the

young gypsey wife offered me a share of their dinner, or supper, or

whatever it might be. I was hungry and wet
;
and at once I took the

offered meal and I could hardly help laughing I found myself eating
in a gypsey-tent and eating with such an appetite beans and bacon !

" I wonder what SQUIRE BLISS has for dinner to-dav ?
"
whispered

FRED
;
but I made no answer. I was hungry, and a little humbled,

and so saying nothing I went on with my beans and bacon.

THE POOR CLERGY AND THEIR FRIENDS.

HERE has lately been a

sharp contest among ;

two or more different

parties, who are strug- i

gling for the benevolent

privilege of befriending
the poor clergymen.
Two rival societies

rivals, of course, in

nothing but Christian

charity have been ad-

vertising, dinner-giving,

letter-writing, sermon-

ising, and will soon be

speechifying, to prove
themselves the best and
truest friends of the

poor clergy. One asso- 1

ciation is so hungry
for the satisfaction of
"
assisting poor curates,

pensioning their widows
and daughters, and edu-

cating, apprenticing,
and providing outfits

for their children," that

it can scarcely tolerate

the existence of another

society engaged in the
same humane pursuit ;

and with an almost morbid appetite for the luxury of aiding,

pensioning, outfitting, and apprenticing, it requests that its own "title may be
borne in mind, in order to prevent mistakes which frequently arise from another

society having recently been established for similar objects." We cannot quite
understand this jealousy of "another society" with "similar objects," for we
should have thought that all persons working conscientiously in the cause of

charity would be delighted to meet with as many fellow-labourers in the same
field as possible. Benevolence ought to be the last thing in the world to ask
for a monopoly, and to wish for protection against competition.
That there is an opposition between the two societies engaged in helping the

poor clergy is clear enouu'li
;
but it is on one side, at least not the rivalry of

an honest endeavour to do the most good to the objects of its bounty, but of a
rather spiteful effort to do the,most harm, to the other society

"
recently established

for similar objects." Both societies put out their strength
for their anniversary, and it is difficult to say which of the
two got together the best names in its bill of performances.
Both began the day with a sermon, the old concern offering
the attraction of an Archdeacon in St. Paul's Cathedral

against a Bishop in one of the parish churches of London,
advertised by the younger society. Each had, of course,
its dinner

;
and in this the new association seems to have

had the best of it, for it succeeded in getting LORD JOHN
HUSSELL as chairman, in opposition to the LORD MAYOR,
who is no novelty in the City, and who presided at the

banquet of the old original, which, in its eagerness to do
all the good work that is to be done, has warned the public

against the younger promoter of "similar objects."
For ourselves, we can only wonder that any poor clergy-

man remains to require relief at aU, when there is such a

struggle going on for the satisfaction of befriending him.
As we, nevertheless, do hear occasionally of clerical distress,
we can only imagine that the two societies which so hotly
contest the privilege of helping the poor clergy are prac-

tically a couple of stools, between which an unfortunate

clergyman does, now and then, happen to fall to the

ground.

Nose Cartridge.

THE Illustrated News has put its readers" in a new way
up to snuff. It tells them that

" A ME. DNIEL CANNON has been fined by the Excise 25 for mixing
chromate of lead with snuJT. Tlie full penalties were 300. The defendant
said he only did it to add brilliancy to the mixture."

MR. CANNON may be regarded as a brother in misfortune
of MR. HALE, having, like that gentleman, got himself
into a scrape by the manufacture of a dangerous substance,
which may certainly be regarded aapoudre a Can(n)on.

We Cannot Help it.

WE hope it is not ill-nature on our part, but we cannot

help fancying that there is something rather suspicious
about a young man who takes to wearing spectacles and
a white neckcloth. We shoull think twice before we
trusted that young man with the loan of our name on a

piece of Government paper.
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A HOUSE OF HUMBUGS.
VKHSlnN to huinlmi.' of any description

has li-il M K. Dm MMOMI into :i

in which lie ]ilaiiily told I lie House
of Commons : his miml,"
anil proclaimed the (ioveriiinent

1 the Mini

from the Throne downward*, to lie a

of briber. on, and re-

gard to -elf-intcivsl. Wit

on the part of

the public, we inu-t admit that the

unions received the dc-

m of itself with a ih

good h "Hid \onl in

frc'incut bur-.) > of merriment. As

it is well that the opinion held by
.\hole legisl.i

body, should be placed permanently
lene translated into

what will mi dmilit beeonir
"
im-

mot tal TI : a full

mortal coliunn of the daily ncws-

A BONG KOK THE SESSION.

(Aitf !

Applause in ike

liiul

rha|is spoil your dinners ;

I cannot In

ers,
\\ ii

'. down dcrry.

It's all \eryv, .

\<m may talk about purity' glibly rnousrh;
I'.ut even one round me must \ei

j.
\\cll k<

All that kind of thing is the pured of M nil',

\\ ilh my dcrrj down, he\ ! down deny.

Electoral l''rccilom is all very fine,
lint, really, I lake its t rue mcaninu' to be,

That, if to mak.
J
vote 1 inei'

To sell it 1 oimlit to I- free,

With my dcrry down, hey! down deny.

This House independent! Ridiculous thought.
\\ ill any one venture my words 1o a-siil,

\\hen I hold!) assert that 'the I louse may lie bought,
By India Directors anil Kinirs of the liail.

With my dcrry down, hey ! down deny.

Yourpnrih ! pooh! lea\e the subject alone;
_

'T were bctlcr that no! hiug about it be said.

For all is corruption, rii:hl down from the Throne,
To the voters we buy at a sovereign a h

\\ ith my derry down, hey ! down deny. \

And as to mankind ! why the ways are but two,
I'.J which to .subjection | | lr \ ;,,',. to be brought,

There's nothing but force or corruption will do;
Mankind thei. miiM either be bullied or bought ;

U'ith my dcrry down, hey ! down deny.

This House independent ! "Why, only just look
At your Cor i MI us and I '.mn\ ss whii. \on all must confess,

.lust mow- \on aboiii like a Bishop or [took,
|-.mpl"\ed in a game thcj are plajini; at ehess;

With my dorry down, hey
-

! down derry.

We'all of us know why the irents of the bar
To get into Parliament struggle like mad;

It is that the House is in fact a bazaar,
"Where places, In bargain and sale may be had;

With my dcrry down, hey ! down derry.

E'en recent experience easily shows,
In spite of the puritj doctrine we preach,A barrister who his true interest bin,

May get a good berth by a partisan speech ;

With my derry down, hey ! down deny.

Von really are some of \ou stupidly nice,

rhaps, you may think that JOHN I'.ri.i. is an ass ;

He kii'.ws \er.v well that von all ha\e jour price,
The hiu-her the IL'mv the hi-'hcr the ol

With my deny down, hey ! down de.rry.

true fifty shillings won't purchase a o'

Hut, allow 'IK true,
A loi.- .iiL'ht. lie IK

l''or a few jards of ribbon- especially bine
;

With my dcnj down, hey
' down derry.

.mil the m
i the Government don't for a pin ;

But one who becomes a eontimii -us bore
Ma\ linally manage to bore himself in ;

\\ ith my derry down, hc\ ' down <h

Jf the Ministry Tlow ma\ be -aid to be '

"I'is from -.horlncss of places for little and bi

,lity is but the si|ucak
Of to :

-.lied, piir.

\Vith my dern down, he;, ! do

Let bribery then rlcssly On,
Let all opposition be put to the rout;

And this is my linal advice to LUKO .Ions.

Stop in yon "re

With my derry down, hcj ! down derry.

TUE GREAT SAIISAI'AKILLA Mi )V KM FAT.

;. liinitj between physic ai: , -a fact

iter mind nl
i row in 1

:

of the f. for it is el

-'. has its day. I'iil their popi. Klixirs

have had their rim. taroenges have taken their turn on the wheel of

Fortnne. In crowds of

adherents, but (he pen. id has at length arrived arilla to ha\c
its flin;.'. Kverjbody is beinir asked in a hundred dilferent wa> s to buy

'I almost a hundred dill'erent eslablislnncuts.
c-oiieeni we are tempted ! ie of a heavilj freishtC''

amid cntl: -r to pureliase its .

Sarsaparilla, and it is delicatelypinted to us, that we should i

purchase a bottle of that precious decoction which is the object of so
much interest to assembled crowds. At uno' her shop we are allured

by full length portraits of our own QUEEK VICTORIA and the American
President, both of whom, it is ingeniously insinuated, are. lar

sinners of Sarsaparilla, and thus are supposed to preserve the excellent
constitutions of the countries over which (hey arc in authority.
A few doors further off we are enticed by a portrait of a bald-

headed individual, and we arc requested to apply for "OLD DOCTOR
JACOB TOWHSEBD'S Barssparilla, which we ha\e DO sopier made up
our minds not to do, than we are reminded that there is a still older'

DOCTOR JACOB TO\\\M:NI>, with still better Sarsaparilla, a few doors
off. Having crossed orer to avoid the Sarsaparilla nuisance, we find
ourselves assailed by men whose chests arc placarded with an invita-

tion to trj somebody else's trenuine ariie!e. and having re-crossed in

disgust, we tumble into the arms of the bill-deliverer of the llygejst,
who offers to pour his own peculiar Sarsaparilla down the throats of
the public at a contemptibly low figure. One would think that
London had gone Sarsaparilla mad, to judge by the present state of

the Strand. For our own parts we look at the Sarsaparilla Movement
as belonging to the haute ecole of Humbug; or, to make use of a
characteristic illustration, we regard it as Quackery pur tang.

A Toss Up. Man or Woman.
A COMMITTEE is, it seems, about to sit on the cleaned pictures of

the National Gallery. We would suggest that the Committee, instead
of being presided over by a Chair-man, should submit itself to a Char-
woman, who will be a likely person to judge of the effects produced
upon the national pictures by the scrubbing brush.

THE CAMP AT CHOBHAM.
THE announcement of the intended Camp at Chobham has at present

had no other effect than causing a general demand for camp stools,

which, though recently so unsettled as not to have had a leg to stand
upon, may now be quoted as quite firm.

A DEFINITION TO A HAIR. The greatest failure of the crops-
having one's hair very wretchedly cut.
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9.
SERVANTGALISMf OR, WHAT'S TO BECOME OF THE MISSUSES P-No.

Lady. "Wisn TO LEAVE! WHY I THOUGHT, THOMPSON, YOU WERE VERY 'COMFORTABLE, WITH ME!"

Thompson (who is extremely refined).
" Hon YES, MAM ! I DON'T FIND NO FAULT WITH fou, MAM NOB YET WITH MASTER BUT

THE TRUTH BIS, MAM THE BOTHER SERVANTS IS SO 'ORRID VULGAR, AND HIGNORANT, AND SPEAKS SO HUNGRAMMATICAL, THAT

I KEELY CANNOT LIVE IN THE SAME 'OUSE WITH *EM AND I SHOULD LIKE TO GO THIS DAY MONTH, IF SO BE HAS IT WON*T

ILLCONVENIENCE YOU !

"

MARRIAGE UNDER DIFFICULTIES.

THE ceremony of Marriage seems to be getting more difficult than
it used to be

;
for we seldom find that it can be performed in these

days by one clergyman, without his being
"
assisted

"
by another.

_

A
recent advertisement seems to show a rather unusual amount of diffi-

culty in tying a nuptial knot.;
which might have been a porter's knot,

to judge by the quantity of parson-power employed in bearing the

weight of it. We give the advertisement merely omitting the names

though we shall perhaps offend the parties by suppressing what they
have been so ready to publish.

"On the 15th inst., at St. Mathew's, Brixton, by the HEV.
, assisted by the RET.

and the RKV.
,
the RET. , of St. Peter's College, Cambridge, chaplain of

,
to ELIZA, youngest daughter of ."

Here arc three Reverend Gentlemen engaged in the task of uniting
in matrimony a solitary couple a fact that offers to the ill-natured the

temptation to remark that the young lady must have been rather
difficult to get off, since it took no less than three clergymen to marry
her.

As the price of advertisements is about to be reduced, we shall

ex
am
ceremony is performed; and indeed there are frequently so many
names brought in to the announcement of a marriage, that we often

pive the lady to one of the two or three Reverends concerned in the

affair, instead of to the bridegroom. We constantly experience great
difficulty in sorting the couple really married ; and when the under-

lings are dragged in, as we expect they speedily will be, we shall now
and then, by mistake, find ourselves congratulating a young lady of our
acquaintance on her marriage with the beadle, or some other

"
party

"

named in the nuptial announcement.

expect to see the names of the clerks, sextons, beadles, pew-openers,
and others, included as_" assisting" the parson by whom the marriage

CONVICT COLONIES AT HOME.

AN idea is just now prevalent that transportation must be discon-

tinued because the earth has, it is said, become too full. We confess

we do not vet look upon the world as an overcrowded omnibus, and \ve

are inclined to believe that there is yet room for a few more outside.

If transportation is to ceuse on account of over-population abroad, let

us begin to look at home. Why, even in the very midst of the metropolis
we have abundance of localities which are as yet uutenautcd by man.
We have only to refer to the Exeter Arcade, where the beadle, like a

CRUSOE without a ERIDAY, walks from Monday to Saturday the inhos-

pitable stones of that sequestered spot. If any one doubts whether
those cavernous recesses are really untenanted, let him ask the landlord.

But even supposing that the spot we have indicated should be thought
too near the centre of cirilisation, there are still other localities to

which the convict might be banished, without sending him to our over-

populated colonies. The common finger of consent points at once to

Herne Bay, whose bricky wildernesses seem to invite the outcast to their

empty embrace. Under the influence of convict labour, Herne might
rise, if not from its ashes, at least from its lirickdust, and none will

deny that if the criminal should be kept at Bay, there is none more
suitable for the purpose than the Bay of Herne. When the Legislature

asks, Where shall we send our criminals ? Echo and the pier-master,
with a chorus of inn-keepers, answer simultaneously,

"
here."

A HIBERNIAN LEADER.

THE honourable Member for Meath is considered, by his constituents,
to be the first fiddle of the POPE'S Brass Band.

MOTTO OF HIE NORTH-EAST AViND.
"
Cut, and come again."



A ROW AMONG THE POPE'S BRASS BAND."

(SEE THE PARLIAMENTARY DEBATES.)

MAT 21, 1853.
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MR. PUNCH AMONG THE PICTURES.

I MAM-. mviml another drenching from the \lals <>< wrath of my

pictures as children do and has hung them about In -. I used
to paste over my nursery screen with childish tlaiibs, simply and purely
for the pleasure of tin- eye. But the want of the great.

told upon the lesser, and the nu GB has declined more and
-.] -.:.; i I'IITTS, on my last article under this title.

_ more since the art that creates ceased to have a field for its working.

"What!" he asks indignantly
"
devote two columns of praise This being so, our < in have but to despair and

to th. siippled, tortured, stiff, tea-boardy productions ol
,[;,. And whaMhcre is of crcatm- ari mu-i seek some other fashion

young men, llrvr and MILLAIS, and not e\cn i

.pressing itscif than the meat men of old had. Ait must adapt
as far as New-Bal Pieoruri |!ow,

Camden Town, to see m\ itscif to ! he conditions of the time mid the lile it has to i

See what follows.

though Itook care to send you a ticket ! There, Sir, it yon like, is a
[[' pictures are to be hung in rooms instead of churches, and pubb'c

work that, may be r< > your own affected phraseology) a halls iind palaces, they must be small,

stately folio volume of liritish History, and not a miserable duodecimo Work 01 -ale, being meant for the .satisfaction of a close

In- stjle. of the I're-Ral'aelliics. There, Sir, is a canvas such as
eye. must be highly finished.

TITIAN, or I'AOI ">:<KT would have revelled over ! did not all'cct the old painters and must affect the

I i.i lintain that, if these young men be right, all the great masters modems, and these conditions my young friends the Pre-ttaflselites

MM inn \i.\oi.n, 11 ,
'i-L SARTO, ! appear to be conscious of and to submit to, for which I cannot blame

I the CAK M < i,- \M -re wrong. Look them, but praise them rather, for wisely recognising the necessity of

at the broad handling of these men. their sweep of brush, the breadth adapting \rttosurroundiiigcircumsiauces.
of I heir distribution of light and shadow, their manner of indicating What have they recognised be-

leading poi '. That is the wty, Sir, that historv should be 7| la t the truest representation and grandest creation may and must

treated; and there is no true Art that is not historical. Conceive De combined by the great artist; that as man works in a setting of

Mil. i. MS or III M attempting to fill a side of Westn .1, or earth and air, all the beauties and Illness of that setting must be

ibj of tin- .New House-, uf Parliament one of those spaces rendered the more truthfully the better and that the most accurate

ioned now to the tender mercies of the \cademy pets; although rendering of these need not detract from the crowning workthe
I have sent in my sketches for a series that would really do honour to creation of the central interest which sums itself in human expression.
tin- AH of England, the receipt of which the Fine Arts Commission i

They have refused, for example, to admit, that if two lovers an- to be

have ui'l:,n:irl,',lii,'d ; but for which, owing to the influences of Academy painted in a garden, you may put in slovenly or fancy leafage and

i-liqim and A'/v>'., I never expect to receive a commission con- impossible or random flowers,' because the rapture of the faces

ceive the niggling feebleness, the petty detail of these coxcombical pomt of the picture. Theysav, "1 will render the rapture of the faces

boys displayed on that scale !

"

folio page^.

And so on for four closely written
.

,

powerfully as I can, and the roses round about shall be as like roses

as I can make them, and the green leaves that close in the try

pause upon it longer than mere respect for MR. POTTS would lead me
to do.

I begin, then, by taking for granted that in Art, as in, all things, we
must consider the thing to be done with reference to the circumstances

in which it is to be done
to express itself in form

of these objects in importance, and has so far committed a blunder.

But the remedy is, not to paint roses and leaves more carelessly, but

to render the expression of faces better.

The practice of painting, hitherto, has seemed to challenge the

. Thought has, in all civilised times, striven
possibility of combining these two things, human expression, and

and colour, as well as in speech and writing, accurate representation, of inanimate or lower nature. These young
The Egyptians had one mode, which combined both representation and

writing ;
the painted walls and pillars of Luxor, and Carnac, and

^iinboul, are confessedly and by intention books and picture

galleries in oue. The Greek uttered his thoughts through the grandest

men take up tin

to try to
up the gauntlet, and say,

"We are prepared to d

do it." Then: first-fruits are before the world,

;d to do this at least

and already it

has felt that the undertaking is new and startling and cheerfully

courageous : nay, more : that to a certain point and further than

sculptured forms the world has seen; and not less in pictures, too,
|
might be expected from such beardless champions it has already

though not one square inch remains from
^which

we can guess what
, succeeded.

1 these young LuiHERs of the worn-out Art-faith; they
bull of the 1'aiiiter-popes of their time. They have still

were the wall paintings of the Lesche or the Poecile. And from the

Greek, degenerated to Byzantine, grew up the Christian Art of Italy

and Germany, through CIMABUE and GIOTTO, to KAJFAELM; and

So God speed
have burnt the I ,-,
work enough before them, such as their spiritual father before them

MICHKI \M,I LO, and thence by the Venetians and the Eclectic wentthrough devilsof their own creating to hurl their palettes at, and
schools of Bologna, to the feeblenesses of MARATTI and BATTONI, the many mighty magnates to wrestle with, and confute, and put to shame
sprawling* of VKRIIIO and TiKrou, and the deadly-lively classicalities _by trust in their gospel truth Accurate .Representation is the lirst

of CAMTTCCINI and the modern Hal' reouisite of Art.
But note how all these differed from each other ; and how, in pro-

portion as Art became a tradition, and an affair of schools and

Academies, instead of the reproduction of a living impress from things,
a simple honest utterance of real thoughts, and beliefs, and meanings,
it sunk down and down towards a dead level of pretty, graceful, no-

mcaning such as it reaches in the CARLO DOLCES and MAKATTIS, and
others of that kide
Two things kept it alive

them the. old

MAKRIAGE IN VERY HIGH LIFE. 1

MAEKIED, at Exeter Hall, on Wednesday, the llth instant, by
DR. WYLDE, Music to IMMORTAL VEKSE ;

the latter having been

selected from MILTON'S Paradise last, and the former composed by
-portrait and landscape painting for in L)u. WYLDE himself. The marriage ceremony attracted a large

d giant Art touched Mother Earth and Man, and sprang C9ncourse of persons, to whom its performance appeared to afford

up refreshed. A man's face always had a meaning, and Nature always high gratification. We have much pleasure in stating that the match
had her story to tell, her speech to speak, of all which, if the painter is considered a very satisfactory one by the friends of both parties,

could succeed in faithful copying, he became an interpreter. notwithstanding the exalted position ot one of them in the poetical
But this function of into: prcting what a man's face or a landscape world. The other, however, it should be remarked, is of genuine

says, is a lower one than that of conceiving the man and the landscape, English parentage : a fact which refutes the fashionable supposi-
and so the great conccivini: and creating artist is an incomparably tion that the higher class of Music is necessarily of Italian or

higher potentate than the copying and reproducing one. German origin.
In our time and country, mailers have tended irresistibly to develope

the lower power rather than the higher. We have no churches on
whose walls to open the a\\l'ul books of Judgment and Redemption
the legends of saints and martyrs the story of

missionary peril and

triumph ; uo family chapels wherein to record the memories of ancestors.

Our palaces and town halls, our courts of law and railway stations, we
have never yet looked upon as reading-rooms, on whose walls ini-iht In-

spread out forj the public eye the records of historic achievement, of

kingly acts of justice, of popular triumph, of law overriding force, of

A Mythological Conundrum.

(Only for Youny Ladies.}

Q. Wno was the first Spinster on record ? ''

A. AKACHNE, when she was turned into a Spider.

^ *
. i.

'
i, f ^ Reasons for a Singer's Cold.

uucal discovery ol the progress ot the people, in snort, through
all influences from "woad and sheepskins to broadcloth and baths and

" WHAT is the reason that fellow is always indisposed at the moment
\\ash houses, he is wanted to sing ?" inquired an Exeter Hallite. just as a sort of

1'ublic Art Libraries of this kiud England has not yet attained to. SIMS I\I.I:MAN apology had been made for a popular singer. "Oh!
But private and personal picture-books she lutn had, enough and more it. 's easily accounted for," answered his stall neighbour,

'

WO*

than enough ; she has been a large transmitter of faces, more or less tliink of the great airs he is continually giving himself, it 's.nOjWonder
foolish from generation to general ion; she has always rather liked pretty he so often catches cold."
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PORTRAIT OF A DISTINGUISHED PHOTOGRAPHER,
WHO HAS JUST SUCCEEDED IN FOCUSSING A VIEW TO HIS COMPLETE SATISFACTION.

PAROCHIAL PARLIAMENTS.
WE really shall feel compelled to act the part of CROMWELL, and walk in some fine

Saturday afternoon to dissolve the Long or long-winded Parochial Parliaments that infest

the neighbourhoods of Fractal and Marylebone. It would, we are sure, be a source of

great satisfaction to all lovers of sense and decency, if Punch acting the part of the
Protector should make his entry into one of these self-constituted senates, and order the

Inking away of "that bauble," the beadle's staff, which we believe does duty for the mace
in the assembly room of the parish politicians. The affair is becoming such a nuisance at

last that, unless the absurdity is cheeked, we shall have the Pancras and Marylebone vestry-
men going clean out of their minds, and imagining themselves in their madness real

Members of Parliament. Already there are indications of disordered intellect among a few
of the leaders ;

and it was only last week that MR. SOMEBODY, SENIOR, or Ma. NOBODY,
JUNIOR, got up and talked incoherently about his conduct

"
since his accession to power,"

and his determination to relinquish
"
ofhce

" when he could no longer hold it with satisfaction
to his own conscience.

Those unfortunate imbeciles who fancy the vestry a Parliament, are beginning to talk
about the influence of party, which is divided apparently into the

"
Old Orientals" and other

sections, named after the various public-houses at which they are accustomed to congregate.
The "Oriental party

"
sounds

very grand indeed, and has something of Eastern magnificence
to all but those who happen to know that the "Oriental" is a tavern, where the "party"
which takes the name of the

"
house," is or has been in the habit of smoking the

"
calumet

"

of anything but peace, and perhaps, occasionally, the bird's-eye, or short-cut of discord.

At the risk of being summoned by some
"
honourable member "

to the bar of the House
which would of course be the bar of the public-house

"
used

"
by the

"
party

"
for breach

of privilege, we must declare our determination to put down all this nonsense, which is

likely to delude a lot of otherwise decent tradesmen into the idea that they are called upon
to manage not only the affairs of the parish in particular, but of the kingdom in general.

Already we arc inundated with resolutions and debates by these suburban Cabinets upon
nearly every measure of importance that the Legislature has in hand

;
and we shall not be

surprised, it Pancras or Marylebone should favour us with a budget next year in opposition
to the CHANCELLOR, OF THE EXCHEQUER. When SOMEBODY, SENIOR, and"NOBODY, JUNIOR,
begin to talk about

"
accession to power," or

"
indifference to office," or

"
sacrifice of party

"

in a vestry, it is quite time that these gentlemen should be recommended to mind their own
business wholesale or retail, as the case may be and leave the management of Imperial
affairs to the Imperial Parliament.

Convents and Castles.

AGAINST MR. CHAMBERS'S bill for the inspection of nunneries it may be urged by the Irish

Brigade that every man's house is his castle
;
but even if the houses of women can, in some

sense be so denominated, their character, as castles, need not. be so complete as to. include
a dungeon amongst their arrangements.

SOUND SENSE IN SINGING.

PROFESSOR AYTOUN, in one of his lectures the
other day, alluding to the circumstance that

Italian was the language exclusively used by
modern fashionable Syrens to sing in, appeared
to hint that English lyrical poetry might rather

advantageously be substituted. The suggestion
provoked a genteel smile from the PROFESSOR'S

titulary
and ornamental audience. Of course. In

English song more is meant than meets the ear ;

in Italian present Italian precisely nothing
more than just that. Nothing else is meant ;

nor is it desirable, to the Syrens in point, that

there should be meant anything else. The end
in view is simply to give the greatest possible
effect to the Syren's notes

; every adjunct to her

singing is accordingly objectionable that in the
least tends to distract attention from the mere
tone of her voice. The less sense, therefore, in

proportion to the sound, the better
;

not to-

think even of the expression of earnest feeling
or emotion, to which, oesides, all well-instructeU

young females of the superior class ought, of

course, to be superior.

THE OLD MAY MONTH.
AIR "Young May jVwn."

THE Old May Month is here, my love,
With its weather wet and drear, my love ;

How sad to rove through Peckham Grove,
With the frowsy trees all bare, my love.

Then awake : the heavens look dark, my dear,
See the snow how it covers the Park, my dear !

And the best of all ways, to shorten your days,
Is to go out in May for a walk, my dear.

Now all the world is waking, love,
For the 'bus damp clerks are making, love ;

But I, whose star unluckier far,

Have to walk through the wet all quaking, love.

Then sleep on, for the wind is East, my dear,
Neither fit for a man, nor a beast, my dear ;

'Tis the worst of all Mays to lengthen your d<v,-s

Lie abed till July at least, my dear.

QUEEN OF THE MAY.

CULTIVATION FOK CABMEN. If MR. Fm-
ROY'S Bill should not amend the deportment of
the Cabman, it will at all events improve his

Carriage.
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SELF-SUSTENANCE; OR, THE LOST PET.

A TALK OF A RUHAL TAVKKN.

- a zong," cries M
"

U'i" all that are strong beer avore
'ee."

"Can't zing, mate," answered SIMON
DAI*

"
Hut vust I '11 drink a drap o' ale,

And after that, I'll tell a a story ;

"
A talc I read on 'bout a I'iir,

\ or I can rade, although no scollard,

And just let 's ha' another swig
big

to work, the plough I foller'd.

"Now as for this here

Pig, 'twas in

The Peaper as I
' 1111 ;

And when 1 tells thee

he VMS thin,
1 /.ayseuouuiitomake

thee grin :

i't look

vor much good
out o'n.

"Well, I 'ool own
that 1 do love

To look on

pig a vat un,
Of \arty BI

then-above.
One upon barley male

that's thruv,
s to punch his

ribs, and pat un :

" And then to hear un, when you pokes un,
Make answer to 'ee in a grunt,

Much as to tell 'ee you provokes un,
And that it hain't no use to coax un
To move, because a zays,

'

I wunt !

'

"And sich a precious pi if, mayhap,
Was he whereof I'm now a spakun,

Hut lavuu down to take a nap,
Tins llog did in Ins \allcy drap,

Hy manes o' lozun all his bacon.

Pig, at Ripple Farm, nigh I

Was lost, and live Ion;,' weeks a missun;

Stole, as 'In don't feel

i\o shame nor tear a pig to steal ;

However he warn't stole, not this un.

" One day, a shepherd working 'bout

The yard, to Ins surprise and wonder,
You'd ha been took ;ibaek no doubt,
l.o and behold ! tile Pi:,' creeps out

Of a straw-heap as he'd got under.

"
It zeems the Tig had feE on sleep,
As many piirs have done al'ore nn :

Thrashing machine hard by kept pouring
The .straw upon un, 'neath the heap

Whilst a la\ coinl'ortably snoriiu.

"A couldn't stirwi nil that load on,
And did to sitch a shadder pine,

The zo as bore'ii ood scarce ha know'd un,

For tivnn Skehftoa I'd hashow'dun,
If he'il a bin a Pii? o' mine.

"But, now, a Pig. spiled droo starvation!

There couldn't be a crueller loss,

"I'is bad enough to /.ee a boss

All skin and bones
-.
but \s Nvs x exation

A skinny Pig b "ISA."

When SIMON thus had made a finish,

Brisk MMSK.S, with u irrin, replied,

"Without thy victuals for to bide

That while in straw 'd make thee look thinnish,

I vancy, too, 't 'ood shrink my hide."

A SUM FOB, SOMEBODY.

IF wheat is 4-1 shillings a quarter, how much is it a year,

and what will be a fair average price for chaff?

THE LOCOMOTIVE TABLE COMPANY,
PROVISIONALLY REGISTERED.

Capital, 20,000,000, at Twopence Halfpenny a Share.

A LETTER in GALIGNANI'S Messenger having fully moved the facility

with which Tables can be moved by means of a Company, through
mere volition, alter the hands of the Company have been placed for a

short time on the Table, it is proposed that a Company sliafl be formed
for the application of tabular locomotion to practical purposes ;

to be
called the "Locomotive Table Company." The principal object of

the Association will be
;
to supersede Steam Engines on Railways ;

an

improvement in travelling by which, it is hoped, many serious accidents
will be prevented which would otherwise have occurred. The Table
will be placed when; the engine is at present, in front of the train

;
it

will go on grooved castors . and a certain number of the Directors of

the Company will be seated at a board in connexion with it
;
which

will insure that' additional guarantee of safety so much wanted on
railroads.

As the movements of the Table can be guided by the volition of one

individual, the Chairman of the Company will supply the place of

Engineer ; assisted by the Secretary in the capacity of Stoker.
The expenses involved in carrying out the Company's object will

not, it is expected, be very considerable: but Shareholders will be

required to pay down the whole of their subscriptions, as the projectors
anticipate some little difficulty in obtaining credit.

Three things a Married Man cannot do.

(By one who has reason to know them.)

To keep his temper because dinner is not served the very moment he
comes in.

To see how it will be possible to take his wife out of town this

year.
To go out to dinner without wishing to

"
give five pounds to stop

A PHILOSOPHER WANTED.

WE have heard of advertisements for a hermit ; and, indeed, we
believe that there is now an opening for a respectable recluse at

Vauxhall to sit in his cell, surrounded by his cat and his cabalisties,

till the hour fixed for the fireworks ;
but we never, until the other day,

met with an announcement intimating that the services of a philosopher

may be made available. The following bondfide extract from one oi

the papers is rather curious :

WANTED,
A YOUTH OF GOOD CLASSICAL EDUCATION

fwell grounded in composition and logical analytiif), as Clerk, to aid in arranging

and getting up a New Edition of Borne Philosophic Works, illustrated with diagrams,
and for general busmen. Address, slating height, aye, <tc., to

,
Post Office,

Court, London. Salary to commence, 10s. 6d. Pf " ek I and " found suitable, be

might reside in the establishment.

A youth of good classical education who is expected to live on ten

shillings and sixpence a week should indeed be accustomed to com-

position, for he will probably have to effect a composition with his

creditors. He is, it seems, to aid in getting up some philosophic

works
;
but the most philosophic work of all will be the labour of

looking with philosophy at his own position. The stipulation that the

young philosopher shall state his height seems a strange one; but,

perhaps, it is the moral elevation to which he has attained that he is

required to notify. If the young philosopher is found
"
suitable," he

may, it seems, share the privilege conferred by MOSES on his poet and

reside on the premises. He would, of course, be treated as a philosopher
of the Attic School in the apportionment of his lodging.

A FINANCIAL ACHIEVEMENT.

THE CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER has a right to expect that

his repeal of the duty on eggs win be illustrated in his hatchment.

FINE ARTS. They are busy embellishing Buckingham Palace again.
We wonder what architectural enormity it will be like when it is

completely beautified f
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THE UNPROTECTED PROTECTED ; OR, CABS AS THEY WILL BE.

Polite Policeman.
" THE DISTANCE, Miss, is EXACTLY Two MILES, AND YOU WILL HAVE THE GOODNESS TO PAY THE DKIVEB,

ONE SHILLING."

AN ODD PATTERN FROM MANCHESTER.
IP there is anybody unable to form a conception of chaos, here is an

advertisement, extracted from the Manchester Guardian, which may
assist him in that difficulty.

TO BE LET Cheap, yet (several houses been lately let) the Strongest,
Rest-built and Finished HOUSES in the county, lately thoroughly beautified,

stand high and dry, and on the healthy, clear, airy west, and to windward of Man-
chester, away from the swamps near the river northward, and the stenches of the

river and canals, &c., southward, the flats south-easterly, and altogether with smoke,
&c. &c., to leeward of the whole easterly and north-easterly, at from 26, all prfces to

100 per annum, some with coach-houses. Two splendid MANSIONS, .it 100 per
annum each (the faculty often urge patients to go up towards Pendleton) ;

and Building
Land, one plot of freehold, adjoining Swinton Pjirk, and about an acre full of very pure
filtered spring water, fine for a brewery. Numerous other plots, in the best localities

for building, at various rates. Windsor Bridge Junction Railway "Wharfage to all

parts of the kingdom. A few Houses, in gardens, yet on Sale: many sold to pay
8 or 10 per cent. The new measures of government are likely to reduce interest to

2J per cent. All true, and no puff, as may easily be seen, on correct examination, by
any person sufficiently interested to do so. The rents of the above to commence on the
24th of June. Apply at High Street Cross Lane, Salford.

Not much else than the idea of mere confusion may at first sight

appear derivable from this masterpiece of incongruity ; but on a closer
examination of it, we learn that there are some directions in which the
wind never blows at Manchester : the wonderful abodes alluded to
therein lying to the windward of that city, and having on their leeward
all its exhalations, including smoke and unspeakable &e., &c., to the

north, south, east, north-cast, and south-east. It might nevertheless
be imagined that these various eifluvia were offered at from 26 to

100, it we were not informed that there are some with coach-houses,
with which &c. &c. of that sort are not usually connected.

In order to be satisfied on this point, we should be under the

necessity of applying at the Weather Office, if there is one at Salford,
as well as at the place to which the reader is directed for further

particulars. Assuming the statement in question to be correct, and to
relate to a locality lying towards Pendleton, we can have no hesitation
in admitting that flie faculty have good reason to urge their patients
to go up in that direction, wherever it leads

;
that the hint as to in-

vestment is well worth the notice of capitalists who want more than

Mil. GLADSTONE'S per centage for their money; and that the announce-
ment in so far as it is intelligible, is

"
all true, and no puff" not even

the slightest pull' of unpleasant &c. &c.

SCULPTURE FOB, THE LONDON CORPORATION.

WE are enabled to give the subjects of the six pieces of Sculpturt-
which arc to adorn the Mansion House :

1. The LORD MAYOR Screening his Coals.

2. Lame Ducks Dabbling in the French Funds.
3. The Death of the Stag in Capel Court.

4. Louis NAPOLEON hugged by a Stock-Exchange Bear.
5. City GANYMEDE carried away by the French Eagje.
6. SIR PETER LAURIE "putting down" a sovereign for the benefit

of a poor Needlewoman.

The latter subject, however, has been cancelled
;

it having been con-

sidered too personal, or perhaps, too figurative for the hard realities of
stone. The following idea has been substituted, and is to be executed
in alto relievo on the portico of the Post Office :

6. Expulsion of the Franks from St. Martin's-le-Grand by
ROWLAND HILL.

The Exeter Hall Ring.
DR. GUMMING is always challenging CARDINAL WISEMAN to meet

him and CAHDINAL WISEMAN is always too wise, or too indignant, or
too frightened to accept the invitation. Amongst religious sparring-

circles, these two belligerents are known by the names of:

THE MAN THAT'S ALWAYS GUMMING, and
THE MAN THAT ALWAYS AVOIDS GUMMING.

OUR insane Correspondent informs us that the RT. HON. WILLIAM
E. GLADSTONE, Chancellor of the Exchequer, is familiarly called, in

monetary circles,
"
Exchequer BILL."

Printed by Willinm Bradbury, of No. 13, Upper Wobnrn Place, in the Pariah of St. Pancras, n,l Frederick Mullen Evans, ot No. 7, Church Rmv, Stoke Nemnston, both in the County of Middlesex, Printers, n
Office in Lombard Street, m the Precinct of fl lutcfnars, in the City ot London, and Published by tlicm at No. si, Fleet Street, in tbc Parish of St. Bride's, in the City of London. SAIL BDAY, May 21st, ISo

it their
1S63.
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"Not that I bear malice to anybody "cried the girl 'only

supposing, now, that you or Missus, or both of you for I don t care

much for myself; beauty's only skin-deep both of you was to be

DBBli k stared, and then I told him the bad news. He laughed,

but 1 could sec he was vexed, anxious.

Wasn't it a pit v, Ma'am," Slid JnsKHlIXE, and I could have

her no, that's wrong, but the word's down, so let it stand

't it after all a pity you didn't gotoSQI N;K Hi.i.vs s houseto

Bcanblossoms, and than yon wouldn't have had beam and bacon, with

perhaps the small-pox iu the bargain, in a gypsey's tent ?

I felt the blood rush to my face and 1 tairly trembled with passion.
"
Cdinc," said EHED, "a brisk walk over (lie Beldfr we shall not be

too early and we'll pray for ourselves and the gv i

"
La, Sir !

"
cried JOSEPHINE, with a look of wonder at the monstrous

notion. ,
"
It may do us good, and can't do them anv harm, said 1'liKn, ana

away we went
;
and Mwiehow my heart.was lightened by his manner ;

and although, now and then, a gloomy thought would steal upon me, L

considering the eirennistanccs very cheerful. At tines, L felt

a little faint, and then 1 couldn't help asking myself-aml how my
heart did knock

"
if this should he a.symptom !" \\ Qttfor

time iu silence, and still my mind brooded: still I caught up

,, (ii., i l-'i:i,i,ovv, now DO YOU GO TO THE DERBY THIS TEAR?'

"(In, THE OLD WAV HAMPER AND FoUll."

OUR HONEYMOON.

SI NDAY, MAY 18, IS

VERY late I his morning; so worn out and tired by the storm of yes-

terday. However, very iiappy indeed, and very thankful, and //</ AW//C/-

that I felt assured of- t o perplex me. All things seemed

to return to me with their tirst happiness upon them. 1 was so happy !

1 sat waiting for KI:I:IM:HK;K, all ready for church- that dear little

church! And the sonBd'Ofthe bell sweeter and sweeter still came

over the fields, and mj med to open to the music.

\l this minute .InsF.rmM- with staring eyes and pah; face glided into

the room. Something was the matter. 1 saw it : something, and all

!>y I'eeliiiL's were but to mock me.
'"

Don't be frightened, Ma'am," said JOSEPHINE,
"
for it may be

nothing after all."

\\ hat 's the matter? sonic of your idle apprehensions, and 1 tried

to be indifferent.

Hut to be sure," said she, it was nothing less than tempting late

to eat a morsel with such cattle, I mean the gv psies. Ma'am."
" You didn't think so with your spoon in the uish, JOSEPHINE.'
"

\Vtiy, Ma'am, cold and hunger can't be over nice. Still, we may
all of us pay pretty dear for that beans and bacon. Eating of stolen

goods ! What coM come of it ? As I say, it was tempting fate."
" What ii the matter ? Speak at once, or go about your business."
"

\\ ell, Ma'am, it 's this. That gvpsey tent, Ma'am don't be

alarmed
;
but you recollect that baby ?

"

" Of course 'l do. What of the baby ?
"

"Well, they've all been down with the small-pox, and the baby
worse than any of "em."

Suddenly I felt cold at the heart.
"
Ridiculous," I said, and shivered.

"
.Bless you, Ma'am, you should have seen how the landlady jumped

when I told her"
- And
"Why,

eating beans .__,

taken shelter with the gypsies, and warmed ourselves over their fire:

and how you nursed the baby, and how the baby's mother wanted to tell

your fortune and and all that time the landlady, who 'd started from me,
as if I'd been any snake, stood and stared, holding the toasting-fork

at ween me and her, as if I was pison.

says sin 'then you'll sicken ".ml I.

I'.ivn with the gypsies!'

Why, MB. SIMMONS our
:il'

a"-ain and airain the looks of the -vosies, and again and airam d

the though; with a smile at its folly. It was plain that IREDERICK

ill thai perplexed me.

"I'm ceitaiu, Lorry," said he, "it wouldn't make the least

differ
'

\\ hat
- " I asked for I couldn't do less than ask.

" Not the least dillVrenee, love. In fact, alter a time a reasonable

time there 's no beauty between man ami wife."

"That's as it may be," said 1, a little drily.
" None whatever. In six months, and i don't think 1 shall know

whether you 've a nose on your face."
"

\Aef, I'm sure! "said I.

"It is even so, LOTTY," continued FRED. Even so, my love.

\nd I much doubt whether in less time it mav be than that- whether

you '11 remember it as a daily matter, if I have two eyes or only one.

"Indeed, ERED," said I, "you are very much mistaken. <,>

However you may overlook my nose, I trust I shall never be

blind to your eyes."
"
That 's a pity, my dear," said FRED,

"
a very great pity."

"
I don't see it. Quite I mean, quite otherwise.

'

"
For this reason," and ERED kid his hand over mine. "Man and

wife make or should make to one another faces that are not taees 1.1

the flesh. The mind, LOTTY, and the affections gradually make the

noblest and the brightest looks of no more account than so much stnli

in garments. And thus, as I say, I shall forget whether you have or

have not a nose not but what it 's a nose of the nicest self-assertion

and you '11 equally forget
"-

" / can't," said I,
"
whatever you may."

" And thus, my love," continued FREDERICK, quite as if 1 hadn t

spoken,
"
thus, at the very worst, and with your very darkest appre-

hensions realised, I shall love you quite as well minced by the small-

pox
"

" FREDERICK !

"

"Minced by the small-pox," he repeated, in the coolest manner,

"as now, with your face as smooth, as white and pink as face of shep-

herdess in Dresden china. And for this reason, as I say; you will

have made for me such a beautiful face in your daily mind such a

sweet and lovely presence by your affections that the mere visible

outside
"

"
Don't tell me," said I,

"
a husband is just as proud, or ought to

be, of his wife's beauty, as ever ; and if not, it 's only a proof of the

insincerity of the sex. / quite agree with you that "-

"What's the matter, LOTTY?" asked FRED, as I thought, very

seriously."
Matter ! What do you mean ? "-

"
Ar'nt you well ? You look a little pale."-

"Ridiculous, FRED; never better," though I thought I should drop
"
Depend upon it, although the face of the mind, as you call it, may

make people forget their other faces, I shall take care of mine to the

parish doctor has been in such a pucker with the creatures. Never,

he tells me, in all his practice paw such smallpox in his life.' Oh,
Ma'am! I don't care for myself much- and I don't think you do.

Km, Ma'am, has master ever been vaccinat ed ?
"

"That's a very tender question, JOSEPHINE," said FREDERICK.

coming into the room at the time. "Are you particularly interested

in the subject ?
"

"
Missus is, Sir," said JOSEPHINE, stealing

a look at me. "For my
part, I wonder why in a decent Christian land, they sutler gypsies at,

all. I'd have 'em all burnt."

"If that's your Christianity, JOSEPHINE," said ERED, "I think

you 'd better make the shortest way to church, and change it."

last
"

"Very right, my dear ; very proper. Only if accident or sickness-

tis as well to have somethingsuch evils (to happen should spoil it, 'tis as well to have something

ready that neither age nor disease can change or tarnish something

ready behind it. I feel rather odd symptoms, myself" I hardly

knew whether he was in jest or earnest
"
but what of that ? I know

you 'd love me all the better, the uglier I looked to the rest of all the

world."
" To be sure," said I.

"And here we are at the church-door, where we ought to take off,

and set aside all the pride and vanities of the flesh, even as one tak. s

off one's hat." .

And as FRED spoke, who should come up, but SQUIRE BLISS and his

VOL. XXIV.
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daughter, and with her and her arm in his a gentleman, evidently
no relation. I don't know how it was, but all my temper seemed to
cue within me, and 1 felt quite happy, seeing them so comfortable.
i RED bowed

; and I made my best curtsey to Miss BLISS and then
into the tr urch.

beautiful sermon; lint the text startled me a little
from JOB: "7 have said to corruption, Thou art ,,ni father; to the
worm, Thou art my mother find my sister." And as the dear good man
went on in his homily upon the dust and ashes of flesh, and upon the
vanity of blooming looks, and perishable beauty I did once or twice
seem to be in the

gypsey tent; and do what I could, could not help
smelling the beans and bacon.
On leaving the church, we again met the BLISSES in the porch- and

the Squire shook FREDERICK by the hand, and Miss BLISS offered me-

^x ,
. J iiivi, nu. luaoo iL,i>a imcruu. me

hers. I grasped it
very kindly : and then a pang went through my

heart
; for I could not but think, if it should be all tnic about the

gypsies !

A SCHOOL FOR CABMEN.

..inning ignorance ot certain
cabmen was alluded to hy.-ni honour-
able member, in the discussion on
the Nc\v Cab Mill, who complained
t hat a driver frequently did not know
tho East from the West End of the
Metropolis. We should not be sur-

prised at the introduction of a clause
into the new Bill to compel every
cabman to wear a weathercock in his

hat, with the points of the compass
distinctly marked to prevent the pos-

sibility
of his mistaking the East for

the West for the future. We confess

that, though we have met with some
very lamentable specimens of igno-
rance in the cab-driving fraternity,
we have not found the sort of
Gothicism

complained of, though a
driver's want of information of 9ther
kinds has been painfully manifest.
For example : we never met with a
cabman, who npon his lagal amount
of fare being placed in his hand, was
not perfectly mystified, and who did
not exhibit a thirst for knowledge
by exclaiming,

"
What's this ?

"

with peculiar emphasis.
On points of distance, also, we

iave lound a fearful amount of error in the cab-driving mind and a
tendency to exaggerate space, which, though indicative of what may bo
called enlarged notions and a grasp of idea, is too closely connected
with a grasp or take in of another description. which is far from
"espectable. Ihe arithmetical qualities of a cab-driver have alwaysseemed to us considerable

;
for we never met with one who in multi-

)lication and addition was not advanced far beyond ourselves when
came to multiply miles and add up eightpences. It is proposed to

submit cabmen to an examination previous to granting them their
icenses

; and as we know the effect of a cultivation of the "inqenuaiirtes in softening the manners, we may hope for a good result from
acting on the suggestion.
When we remember, however, that education non sinit esse fens

does not permit us to become brutes), we may, perhaps, fear that it
nay not permit any part of the population to become cab-drivers
this would be true if cab-drivers were to remain what they are; butMR. FmROY's New Bdl will, we hope, tend to that elevation of the
species which will tempt us to look upon the cab-rank as one of themost polished ranks of society.

TARTUFFE AT THE CONVENT GRATE.

(DEDICATED TO MR. CHAMBERS.)
TFTE tinkle of the convent bell, so dolefully that rings !

I hear grand music in its chimes ; they promise famous things.
loll, sexton, lor the dead-alive : there's triumph in thy knell,More glorious than the conquest-peal, or jocund marriage-bell.

Lo ! there the wither'd Brides of Heaven, so wan, and pale and gauntAre stalking, in their wedding shrouds, a nuptial dirge to chaunt
H ith ghostly love the eyes are glazed behind their veils that shine
Ot all those souls the masterdom and lordship may be mine !

Say I am their Confessor ! what need hinder me to be ?
lo me they'll bare the secret heart, and crook the lowly knee

I
Ay; they will kneel, I kno\v, to me, and that is all 1 know,

j

lor aught the holy Brotherhood, whose mask I wear, can show.

Oh joy, oh pride to hear my Nuns wail out their dismal hymn,lo organ s growl, mid tapers' blaze with curling incense dim !

On brave, for me to hearken while their grim hosannas rise
And snufl the thurible's rich smoke of fragrant sacrifice !

might to loose and bind the false priest as the true

VJ
ill they not wor-hip me, indeed, with soul and body too ?

Our portals closed against the world who list outside may knock
Ihis is the Power of the Keys ! the Convent gates to lock !

For that no thanks to PETER : to more generous friends owe we
.Religions prisons suffer'd on Religious Freedom's plea:
Hurrah for such like Liberty ! that Priestcraft soon may reign-
Will they withhold the Stake from us who trust us with the Chain?

MODEL HOUSES OF CORRECTION.
NOT know what to do with our convicts ? Don't we ! we should

rather think we did. Set them to hard labour
; keep them at it from

seven o clock in the morning till eleven at night, with intermissions of
just ten minutes at each meal to swallow their victuals in wastin" no
time m mastication. Let them not perform their task in an airv ani
spacious ward, but fag them, by gangs of ten or twelve, in almost air-
tight garrets of about a dozen feet square, whereof the atmosphere for
many hours is flaring hot with gas, and is at all times loaded with a
deleterious excess ot carbonic acid. Put their lungs on short commons
as well as their stomachs; stint them to a limited quantity of
oxygen, the same allowance to last them a long while by being
breathed repeatedly over again. Half suffocate them perpetually bv
way of secondary punishment; wring it out of the rascals in per-
spiration As for their sleep, never suffer them to tale it coolly in a
ventilated cell

; give them dormitories, each barely capable of holding
six rogues of moderate dinunsions, and squeeze into every dormitory
six large rogues. Huddle them together so that they may be mutually
unpleasant. Afflict them, by these arrangements, with heat giddiness
headache; give them the benefit of an occasional fever: let them

I

carry away the seeds of consumption in their chests for prison keep-
sakes. Moreover, and into the bargain, give every one of them,
finally, a sound thrashing, without which, in undergoing the sufferings
above prescribed, they will endure no worse hardships than those which
honest milliner girls, earning their living by their industry, are subjected
to in the City of London workrooms.

Haberdashers Eclipsed.
SINCE the time when children were offered to MOLOCH, the most

H^S^rt T r
t

ecord -not excepting the sale of* MESSRS.

7 mn )

'

i

s M at a loss
?
f Slxty per cent.-is the sacrifice of

T * I

' MK ' &MYTIIE confesses that he performed in 1841 in
order to obtain a seat in Parliament for Canterbury.

Hoyal Sport in Austria.

AT^
ar

fi

S
I7 *j ^I" ,

tnat
,

the
.
Physicians of the EMPEROR orAUSTRIA the other day interdicted His Majesty from hissnine-shooting

hey might as well have allowed him to amuse himself by shooting
snipes and contented themselves with recommending liim not to shoot
patriots.

Nitrous Devotions.

BY our Times Correspondent we are informed that a certain GENERAL
PERRODON

" Has been appointed Director of the service of gunpowder and saltpetre at Paris."

This service is performed, both at Paris and at Rome, for the
maintenance of the present order of things.

THE PROPERTY OF THE BRIGADE.

i

Mem'3Crs obJect to the Income-Tax ; but we should think
that the impost which they would feel most oppressive, would be the
duty on personality.

THE CHINESE REBELLION.
IP the Emperor of China does not take care, the rebellion in his

dominions will present us with the most wonderful case ever known of
lea and Turn-out."

POCKET LEGISLATORS. Considering how many members purchase
their seats most ol the Laws that are made in Parliament maybe
called Buy-Laws.
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THE ROBIN OF HYTHE.
AKE note, Mu.

I'l v
listen for a

while,
Whilst, the crvstal

fount of Helicon
b in,

And I'll sing a lit-

tle ilittj, jour
attention to be-

gnile,
Of a r

logical Hohni.

Not that linbiu

of old fell in

love with JENNV
Wiu-.v,

And declaring her

to be his
"
win-

some marrow"
i her with cherry pic and currant wine,'.and then

\\a-s feloniously slain In a Sparrow;
lint an heir of those i;ood birds, who on linding ill a wood.
Two little babes, with hunger sick and w. I

Sat and nursed them till they died, and then budt/as best tney could,
A i will be still

In the ancient, church of Hjthe thej '\e a quantity of bones,

Skulls, lniMffi, and sn//, />/,<-, (ah ! drat 'em ! 1

i ged in order on the stones]
( >i the crypt by some student ol

And tl rms, as this cheerful sight she shows,

dy Exhibition,)
That > the ancient Saxon blows,

\\ere i'l'oim-ht sad condition :

They were Britons, she declares, who to perish in the tight

For the sunny hills and vales of Kent were willing ;

lint poor fellows, all thev '\e gained by their valour, is the

right
( )f now anil tin i hug.

Now, not i cry long ago, as -he swep" ihe cr\ pt 01,,

She was startled I>J a Innny kind of ta|ipii

\nil knew not, for a moment, if to faint or run av,

to be a Spiritual Ka|/, ing :

And von 'II readi'j imagine her terror and su;
[

When she found that the ;' . proceeded
MI, within whose holl'

did.

. fetch the clerk,

'. and the lieadlr, and the \icar:

Though th and mnch u

Sa\s the bead
In this skull 1 1, -:,'lin' and a bobbin' ;"

lint as ' >idcn whin,
out scnllled not a lark, but a Kobin.

At her ei'^s the . d, and so did ail the r

And they nil of them eonclnded they would couliscate her

To the prolit. of their singular Mu
1 da\ w hen the skull and nest are shown,

A little liiiil /'/// w In or

hi asi hey, if the truth were fairly known.
Of that skull to make lujsclf th,

;'s hand
\\ ith their lioni-s should be familiar, if it pie

Or that in a erjpt, on shelves, th' -kulls should

ad,
I'ancred in order, much lik'

ly gave,
In that native land 1 tiling

should m.t .ton and n grave,

Instead of a mere theatre and showman."

ON TILE PRESENT INFEENALLY LOW STYLE OF
DOI\(! THINGS.

(PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL.)

"My DF.AU PUNCH,
"

1 IIOFE you see now the consequences of tliat free-an<!

shle in whii'h ,MMI Save lieeii ai-eiisioined to talk aboil; Ministers and

gentlemen, and generally about persons infinitely jour superioi

station. Low people arc losing all sense of their situation. 'Ihe

count rj i-- L'oiug to the deuce, and will soon be unlit for a gentleman
to live in. Tn tact it will sooi. be as bad as America.

"Now do look at, matters, like a man of the world, without any of

that infernal humbug about duty, and public
1

iir d progress,
and the masses, and sanitary reform, and baths and wash-houses, and

all that sort of trash, By JOVE ! it 's enough to make a man sick.

My good fellow, I know wi: Ot been in Parliament

these fifteen j cars, and six of them a Lord of the Treasury, without

being perlcctly well aware that newspapers, like public men, must. go
that stjlc of thliur. ll pays- tells on eiiculation and popul

be. 1 know that. Of course, if I were an editor or a

Minister, 1 should talk the same rubbish myself. 1 often do, OS it is,

in the House. But what 1 want now, is to speak seriously to you, as

an of the world to another.
"
Things are really looking infernally nasty in our direction for what

but in prhatc life, Sir Now there 's spiirimg. As ,; man of t lie world,
of course OQSgOea to the country for hunting and shoot ing. \\ ell now,
here are these infernal railroads cutting up some of the lines) counties

in England all to pieces. The fellows gel their Act of Parliament, and
uo slap through a man's country without with your lea\e or by your
leave, or any consideration whatever for ones amusements. That
settles one's hunting. Then, as for shooting. \our low, canting,

ler radicals have poisoned the farmers' minds about game
preserving, and hedges, and so on, till I expect in ten years' time there

won't be a haie, or a partridge, or a pheasant, in the three kingdoms.
Now I ask you candidly,

how is a gentleman to take an interest

in his place without his hunting or shooting? Turning farms into a
set of cattle or corn manufactories ! Upon my soul it's sickening!
And then to sec men really of some standing men like CARLISLE and

SIIAFTESBUKY, going about and lecturing to those discontented, inlidcl

vagabonds, the 'operatives,' as they will themselves, and getting up
baths and wash-houses, and bringing forward long-winded rubbishing

ms about
'

Health of Tour,

illation,' or something or other of that kind. I : I as if

touching one of the bills would give one the itch.
"

I'.nt v,

'

, all this sentimental cant, is th" stntf p
1 Ins session al,out purity, a ' irtuc, and

entle-

"iis, and the Pu ;

. and
louse. If it, sli'i

he publie-ho ina. Hut by (iad. Sir. it h;

into the House of Commons with the low fellows who 've found their

way there since the Kel'orm Bill.

"And really, now-a er knows where he
'

Those Election inquiries tkifl Session. \\ as ever anything like them:'

Raking up a man's arrangements with : . and turning a fellow

out, by JOVE! as if it was nothing for some twopenny-half]
matter of a tavern bill, or a breakfast, or a few sovereigns gi\

drunken vagabond for his vote? As if these things were not

necessary- weren't regularly done, and hadn't been going on

always, and weren't perfectly understood among people who know
what things are; in snort, amou n and men of the world.

And then there was that
'

\V. B.' business; and now there's this

Dockyard Inquiry. What business on earth have the public with that

sort of thing? it's not in their way, any more than the clique!'

a drawing-room, or the ruLs of the Jockey Club. Gentlemen under-

stand the thing. These
'

revelations,' as they call them, arc matters of

A B C with us. Nobody thinks the v HD or STAPFOBD,

poor fellows ! But then there 's the bore of being found out, or rat her

pf having low people thrust their no_ses into tla nd talking

infernal nonsense about it, and forcing Ministers and fellows in the

House of Commons to talk a lot of stuiT about Purity, and Principle,
and all that sort of thing. It 's all uoie

"
The fact is, the masses, as they call 'em that is, people one

doesn't know, people who don't go anywhere, people who are i

tv can't understand these t
' have no business to meddle

with them; and I don't belkve I cant a rap about thi

it \i -itn'i f'/it* vf 11 1 mil tnrc nnH Ffllr\n.v Ai'lr lrr>mi writ i nf nniVIl <

Hi volution about, your ears. That began with putting d"

Aristocracy but see what it, came to before it stopped. l!y JU\K!

you 'd better mind what you 're about.
"
Your constant Header (though you do publish a great deal of rot

and cant),
"A MAX OF HIE WORLD."
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THE HAT-MOVING EXPERIMENT.
M RE PERSONS PLACE TUEIR

K
ON THE RIM THEREOF, THE LITTLE FINGERS
OR PERHAPS MORE, Tlli HAT WILL BEGIN TO

(N.S. The Party above, with the Moustaches, thinks that in the pursuit of Science he could perform the Experiment over and over again)

THE LIVING AND THE DEAD.
" Cp

i
ls "~a Parishioner of St. Botolph Without, writing to the

Tunes, informs us that
" The present very excellent incumbent has voluntarily closed the churchyard and
s income from surplice-fees is consequently reduced to 90 per annum, making in

the whole 140 per annum, out of which lie has to mid himself lodgings."

It is to be hoped that this
truly reverend gentleman will be reim-

bursed to the amount of the surplice-fees which he has resi<*ned with
a trifle over in consideration of the saving in human life and doctors'
bills which he will have effected m his parish by closing an intramural
burying ground. In the mean time, cannot the Ecclesiastical Com-
missioners and the Bishops lay their heads together to make some
arrangement, which may prevent necessitous parochial clergymenirom being driven like the Ghoules of Oriental story to get their
sustenance out of churchyards ?

THE POET'S CORNER. Any corner but the Cornucopoea !

LIBERTY FOR LADIES.

"MR. PUNCH, They say something about there is to be a bill or a
law, whatever you call it, for; the recovery of personal liberty in certain
cases, to protect, nuns. I wish LORD WHATSHISNAME or MR. COBDEN,
or whoever it is, would make it apply to married women

; there are
some I know, who would be sure to take the benefit of the Act.

"Yours ever, PATIENT GRIZZLE."

"P.S. My husband has been cross all the afternoon, because the
potatoes were not clone, and is now consoling himself with a cigar in the
dining-room; besides which, I long in vain for a change of air, to go
and stay a mouth at the sea-side."

An Injured Patriot.

A LIBERAL Alember convicted of having bribed his constituents
ought to have a statue instead of losing his seat

;
for is he not a true

patriot, seeing that he has bled for his country ?
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THE BRIBERY RHYMER.
V Kin man has his price," --aid \\'ALT-

lodging from the late exposure*, we think
the same n

., | ,,t' every
bonmgh. The. "rotten" ones especially arc
!>" 111 Midi luil odour, dial, the

tneyoonld havr. , think, would be a Disin-

fecting A-enI : ami \vr Tear there aiv h'H
lew uhieh, like the v,

il for impure ,

We in
,.(, Of a

," \\hose vote is never
iced

li.v the way in which he's treated:
and we re-aid aa a imth that highly moral
Au'ent. -uhose

"
expenses

"
ouce were known

to bear the test of a Committee-room. In

Short, onvinced that our elective

\crcisrd, would furnish
us witt quite as i

g of corrupt
any ot our naval d>pot for "preserved"
meats.

That the evil j s extending there can be
little doubt, a-ul onh a EHBTHOBI would

I it. Various antidotes have
"'lied bolh liv Parliament and the

md as members of the latter body, we
may fairly move for leave to bring in our
amendment.
We consider then, that by an early course

ot treatment the euro for Bribery should be
intimidation. Belonging, like a baby, to the

'I crnn- nuisance*, we think it may be
fairly dralt with in the cradle: and we would,

When their case is opened
llo\\ \ery .small they sjng,

I 'rot i Mini: on their WOM they nerer
Sanctioned such a thing.

The canvassing was innocent
,

The Au-ents pure as h,,,,|.y_
'"' '

cost
A pretty MUM of moi

Anil cross examined voters
\\ ill prolial \\ diM-lose

That some of the "expl uses"
u '''' traoted ot rth i he rose!

, '"".v uMHi MIL u me crame: ana we would
therefore,' have our nurseries instil a wholesome horror of it Its
name henceforth should be the infantile "Old Boary," and our nurses
should parentally be aided in investing it with all the alarming
attributes of that mythic persona-e. I'raehons infants might be
threatened with the "dark room" of the Carltou; while the

?l
blackman in the cellar" would have a fitting substitute in that terrible

individual who is known as
" W. B." Instead of introducing th-m

to imaginary Forty llueves," we would have our children made
acquainted with the rogues ol an election. Beware of Jiriberu should
be their second round-hand text, and the lirst thing in the spellui-*-book a spell against Corruption.
The same wholesome lesson might be taught through the medium

of those senseless rhymes which are indigenous to the nursery, and
Which the present May of Intellect onghj to put aside as obsoleteWe have a national contempt for these unmeaning Humptu-dumptvi

'

and we are resolved, that u hen oar stereotyped "press of business
' ;

sutlers, we will seriously incline ourselves to the task of their
amendment. Meanwhile.upon a subject so suggestive as the present

Jl
WMe

f

C
v,

aSyH^T a
J
lttle rea

t
on m the rhymes : and s

> oaffing on
the Mothers of England to use their voices in the matter, to them we
specially dedicate the first page of our intended Bribery Rhymtr.

AIR" llush-a-by Baby."

Bribe away, Agent, to the PoU-top,
Where the wind's raised the voters will flockW lien the House meets a Committee they '11 call

Exposed will be Agent, voters, and all !

Am "I Bemrmber, I Bemember."

I 'm a Member ! I 'm a Member !

But my time will soon pass by
They '11 unseat me in December

1'or my treating in July.
All my buying, all my buying
Has furned out a perfect sell

And in wishing for admission
I have been let in as well.

I 'm a Member, &c.

Ara "
Humpty Dumpty."

DUMPY STUMPY sat for Blackwall,
Until a Committee they happened to call
All his Club's money, and all his Club's men
Can t make poor STUMPY a Member again

AIR "
Sing a Smg of Sixpence!'

Sine; a song of Bribery
Done upon the sly.

More than twenty Members
Eating humble pie :

TIII; HiixcE OF Tin; I'I;\NY-A-LIXERS.
Duri

!;

;i1 ""' u ">r contemporaries of the News-

cT, h
eSS

t r''
to fill up ti usio,, ,1 in their

cplumns by the absence ol what is called by co suppose-rUa ^ has been hitherto customary to look
at an early gooseberry thro. milying gia^
tion, and make the allaged enormity of the bi ,., t | lr
paragrapli. Ihe public, however, are not made gooseberry fool
quite so readily aa they used to 1, the monster cabbage has

\\ hold upon the general sympathy which an .abundance of xreen!
among newspaper readers could o

berries, and lorcst-like cabbages haring as subjects for paragraphsrun thoroughly to seed, the
penny-.-, e fortunately caujrhthold o one him, an Alne.an pnnc ving luckily dropped in for

fratcr'nit

&" :lt Soulbalu l)tou ' llaa furnished food to the paragraph

We are told, in twenty-one pcnny\vorth of very passable newspaper
prose, how hiDi" satin the hall of the Hotel smoking cigars-" how
although hwhly mtelligent, he did not betray any emotion in his

countenauce ;" how 'Ins diet consisted chiefly of mutton chops
"
how

he slept in a bed;" and finally, how "he wore European trowserswhich were almost concealed by his robe "-a fact, therefore that
could only have been ascertained by the inquisitive penny-a-liner ikvinir
rudely raised poor Sim's petticoats. As the newspaper historian has
carefully chronicled these tacts, we must presume that he regards ita marvel that Sim went through the various processes described andwe must confess our own surprise at the ab.s, emotions on the
part of Sim whose conduct would have seemed perfectly natural tous had he betrayed a strong inclination to tomahawk the penny-a-liner
for his impertinence. That Sim's diet "consisted chieflV of chops

"

was, perhaps fortunate for the Reporter, since, if SmThad taken a
fancy to calf shead, there is no knowing what might have happened> to the Own Correspondent of a respectable newspaper. The Afric;seems to have astonished the weak mind of our informant by sleepin-in a bed though we really cannot see where else Sim was to have

tap-roomi whose sanded floor might

How to improve your Style.
THERE is one great benefit to be gained by imitation however

annoying or disgusting it may be at the time. A man learns'his eand improves his style by it ; for, however blind a person may beKown faults as long as they are kept to himself, he very soon detect!them when he sees them in another; and as imitation love7Cxag7erate
everything it mutates, there is very little fear of his not seeimf themFor this reason every popular author should encourage, or even keen

Kyle'
m re Unitat rS he ha8

' tbe m re he

SPADES CAIiED SPADES.pl| o not
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^^tand.the constitution of our BritishParliament They would comprehend it better if one place were to
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EPIGRAM ON THE NATIONAL GALLEEY.
THE trustees of this place on such daubs spend their goldlhat the picture is bought whilst the buyers are sold
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HIE ROYAL ARMS IN DANGER.

Kojal rcsidemv
the recent per-

ry new number
, due to number

pillllllii

^^ssssmm
o ever;

-

,
in

the

ocasion of the birthday

to H, /1,,,-1,,-Mral
> Eh ? \Vcll, I tliouldn't wonder if you, got

the Prize !
" " Noa ! Do yer think so ?

CLERICAL CASUALTIES.

THE writer of
"
Notes and Sketches," in the Morning Post remarks that

"The possession of affluence in certain cases is one of the accidents of the clerical

,

called only the other day to the case of a prelate who has tumbled m.o

tome lucrative coal-pits.

Paterfamilias to the Priests.

CEASE your mumhig.
Force or cunning
Never shall my child trepan ;

All the wires pull'd by friars

Shall not took my MAM ANNE !

GREEK. PIPE.

MESSRS. RIVINGTON have published the Baccte of EURIPIDES

which may be recommended to undergraduates in preference to cigars

Rules of the Election Market.

(As laid down by the Free and ^dependent Candidate!: and Voters.)

THE CANDIDATE'S RULE To Buy in the Cheapest.

THE VOTER'S RULE To Sell in the Dearest.

THE SACK OF THE CARLTON.

THEIIE is division in the Tent,

Split is the Camp of Toryism ;

The Carlton Club the hope ot Rent-

Is rent, itself, in twain with schism.

The Derbyites, that gallant band,
'

Against the valiant Pechte crew,

Stand foot to foot, and hand to hand,

As French and English used to do.

Viise! oh, Manchester! arise,

Now is the time your game to bag ;

Go take the Castle by surprise.

Plant on the walls your cotton nag.

Up with the drab : down with the blue,

Ye men of peace, ye sous of twist ;

For you the fortress may subdue

Without the need to clench a net.

By GLADSTONE'S aid you 're safe to win,

His friendship your success insures ;

For when he let his party in,

Of course he made a breach tor yours.

The Slave-Owner's Testament.

IT would boa gainful speculation for an enterprising!

get up, for circulation among serious slave-owners a. JJom

Testament with the objectionable passages expurgated ;
the passages to

be "ed as objectionable being those whereby the practices oi

bS^& fffig, and otherwise treating black men and women

ike blasts or worse than beasts, is forbidden in the injunction to act

towardl others as we would have them act towards ourselves.

am

A Growl over the Counter.

THERE is a law sadly wanted to enforce something like civility on

the part of those who sell the postage-stamps at the different post

offices Really unless you purchase a quarter of a pound of tea, or a

mfre of paper or a pot of pomatum, the discontented shopman

begrudges
1^ services, and fancies he is conferring a favour by letting

you have a postage-stamp.

SINCE LORD WARD has become the purchaser of the properties and

costumes of HER MAJESTY'S Theatre, some wicked wag has conferred

upon kirn the title of LORD WARDROBE.

THE FASHIONABLE FRENZY. The poultry mania may be defined to

be a morbid tendency to brood over chickens. ^

AN EMINENT ARTIST.

a DutchWHY does the French Emperors genius ""Maijiitof
painter P-Because His Majesty evinces a turn for Execution.

WOMAN THE WOOER An eminent legal functionary, in
sittinp

far titter, defined an action for breach of promise ot marnage to be

"
Nisi Priiis Courtship."
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d'j,, If the mere sight of a spider if the mere know

of one 'being in the room is more than sufficient to send any delicate

minded lady into hysterics, what, in wonder, we ask, will be the effect

when she is a-ked' to put on a dieM that is confessedly made from

thetl
"

niist v liu
' - It is not a bit too

that it will fairl.>. OT oi her.
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,, , IIH Of tb Uian to have ladies shoes made

ir -loves manufactured from the cuticle- oi little

All the horrors 1 1 cti of woman's fear should be

ther hut we hayewritten upon tlus lus-

agreeable subject that we feel positively unwell, and must Ware Off to

11 for some burnt feathi llllnt
;

We have (.nly sutlicient strength left to gasp out the hope that

.II.-NKIXS. our dear 3 mH, as he values his reputation,

write something upon this hysterical theme. All our hopes are in

on !

." You may take
\I>MIRM.TY PROVERB (for the use of ,,.-.-, ..

a Ship to the water, but you cannot make it swim.

THE BREAK- DOWN OF THE DERBY LOT. BY W. B.

(Late Whipper-in, and now ready for any job about the Carlton Slablei).

IT was in the Carlton Stables

.red and trained;

At fust I served my time as vip,

And at nnllin never craned,
And ven the 'untin season

U as over for the year,
1 took my turn at Jockeyin',

To sarve my Guv'nor dear.

Me and my mates we made our books,

\t am hoilds we got on;
On our own lot for the Derby

Didn't we just put. the pot on!

For we 'd 'ands as 'ad no ekal

A i pat chin' hup a screw;
And for t uniin' coat3 of man or 'oss

\\c knowed a dodge or two.

The fust 'oss in our stables

Yin v; HEN, it wos 'is name,
His blood it was Arabian,
Or hall us is the, same ;

An uncommon lively goer,
Thouirh his mouth was rayther 'ard;

And Yoi :N<; 'ARRY LENNOX rode him best

( )f all hoys in the yard.

Then we 'd a .nag called WALPOLE,
A pleasant thins to ride ;

But tor DK.IIBY work, Lor' bless you,
'adn't it in 'is 'ide :

1 always told the Guv'nor
lie warn'l an 'oss to trust

And he warn't ; for he showed nowheres

'Arter his starting bust.

COLONIAL wos a clumsy 'oss,

And 'evy in the 'and
;

For performances provincial
'K werry 'igh did stand :

ht he'd make good runnin',

Though they howued he wanted show;
1

But. I always told our Guv'nor
The pace he couldn't go.

Then we 'd a black colt, JorrxNY,
From the well-known BELWOIR Stud;

Some was uncommon sweet on 'im,

'Acos they knowed the hlood;
But 'is legs they wasn't well set on,

And lie warn't. strong in the hack-
Just the thins, though, for a lady,

Or a hout-an-hout 1'ark 'ack.

And some upon the STAFFORD colt

The hodds did freely take,

A heasy-going nag he was,

Springy and no mistake.

As lively as a kitten,

In his gallops makin' play,

But when it corned to doin vork,

I knowed he couldn't stay.

The hugliest 'oss of all the lot

Was MALMESBURY by chalks,

He was lazy in his gallops,
And sidky in his walks ;

An 'oss as on the British turf

Could never 'ave a chance
;

I did 'ear talk as 'ow they said

He 'd been shipped hoff for France.

Well, our DERBY lot was hentered,

And we laid our money free :

There was BROWN and 'ARRY LENNOX,
And cute OLD MACK, and me.

To make the other stables s*fe,

In course, it was our haim ;

Blest if we stuck at trifles,

Bein' hup to hany game.

Both at the Corner and the Ring
We freely laid our blunt ;

The race came hoff, the DERBY lot

Got well away in front.

YOUNG BEN made all the runnin',

(I always knowed he would,)
Waited on by JOHNNY RUSSELL,
And artful CHARLEY WOOD.

Our other 'osses was dead beat

Before they reached the turn ;

There was WALPOLE reg*larly pumped out,

COLONIAL far astern :

The Ki i IAN i> colt and MALMESBTTRY
Was both at their last kick ;

STAFFORD tried every dodge he knew,
But could'nt do the trick.

I soon saw it was H - U - P,
Unless YOUNG BEN could stand ;

llr still made gallant runnin',

Thou-h ii"i well 'eld in 'and,

Till tl; o Budget-Corner,
Where the ground wa soft and loose ;

lie wt-it at it with uncommon pluck,

But it waru't no sort o' use.

RUSSELL challcng'd him o' onc side,

And WOOD upon the other,

uid neck then for a minute

They were all in dust and smother :

I'.rVs jock tried whip and iron,

hut it wasn't to be d"

And they passed the post afore him,

Nigher three lengths than one !

Well I never did see nuffin

(I 've seen most things I may say)

I.H., ir stables,

rVnen n . Ufar* day:
We 'd took the 'hodds like Britons,

'Cos, in course, we rode to win ;

Not thinkin', if so be we lost,

Where we wos to find the tin.

Well : in course, we did the best we could,

I lut we all was werry sad ;

And some on us lewanted,
And some went to the bad :

And the nastiest thing about it

Was a parcel of low snobs,

As went blowin' of our dodges,
And little stable jobs.

And when they peached about us,

The Guv'nor. 1 must say,

He didn't stand by the stables

In a hupright, downright way.
Wouldn't give us no characters,

Nor swear through thick and thin ;

We 'd tried to pull him out o' the 'ole,

And he let "em put bus in.

So I lost my sitiyation,
And my parkisites and all,

And to look out for another

It ain't no use at all.

If it wern't (hat as a vip I gets

A hodd job now and then,

I might starve about the yard, I might,
Like hother "good, safe" men.

So if you '11 stand a pot, master,

It 's thankful I should be ;

I little thought 'twould ever come
To this, with W. B.

I 've seed the day I 'd turn my nose

11 up at less than 'arf-a-crown,

But that was in old times, afore

Our DERBY lot broke down.
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THE MORNING AFTER THE DERBY.
First Gent.

"
WELL, NED, now DID WE GET HOME LAST NIGHT ?

"

Second Gent.
"
OH, I DON'T KNOW ! DIDN'T I GO HOME WITH YOU ?

'

LIVE LEGGED TABLES.

HEY ! The world goes on improving,'

Really, at an awful rate
;

Now \ve 've got to Table moving :

Quite absurd it seems to state.

People sitting round a table,
Hands conjoined upon it lay,

Presently, unless they fable,
It begins to spin away.

If mesmeric power is in you,
And sufficient force of will,

You can cause it to continue,

Disconnected, spinning still.

Am I sleeping, am I waking ?',

In my boots or in my bed ?

Walking on my heels, or making-

Progress with inverted head ?;,

All discoveries this surpasses,
Which of marvel are a theme,

None will now remark, but asses,"
Wonderful invention, Steam !

"

What will't lead to that 's a question"]
To be pondcr'd on because

It concerneth our digestion,
Which must rather give us pause.

At our dinner whilst we 're sitting,
With vitality imbued,

Suddenly the board may, flitting,

Walk away with all our food.

Heedless of our prayer to tarry,
It may start, defying chase,

Out of window fly, and carry
Our provisions into space !

TILE GROCERY GRIEVANCE AND THE GOVERNMENT.
THE grocers have been meeting in great force on the subject of their

alleged wrongs, and aTWMtldigiiairt. about what the CHAKCELLOR OF
THE EXCHEQUER intends to do with tea, that they threaten to make
"tea and turn out" their watchword against the Government.

Somebody having spoken of
"
raisins," there was a general recom-

mendation that they should deal with nothing but tea, and keep tea

separate from everything else : a resolution which we hope may be
carried into effect, for "tea, separate from everything else," is a

luxury we have never been accustomed to. We cannot believe that

any body of grocers can keep tea distinct from all the various articles

that go to turn eight ounces of sloe leaves, two of birch broom,
and about six of half dirt, half Congou, into a pound of Twankay.
When the tea trade moves against the CHANCELLOR .OF THE
EXCHEQUER he must be prepared to meet the rod, for a body of tea-

dealers, holding so. much mrch in their hands, must always be
formidable to a Government.
One of those present at the meeting objected to the payment of

duty on the lead and wood in which tea is packed, and he asked
indignantly what on earth could have put it meaning the lead or the

wood, or both into the head of MB. GLADSTONE ? It is rather too
much of a good thing to find such a love of justice ana fair d. alin?
arising in a class who have, hitherto, written honesty in sand and
such sand as they have charged at the rate of fivepence a pound under
the s.-ccharine soubriquet of sugar. It is somewhat too late for them
to talk of keeping tea separate when, for

years, they have been in the
habit of mingling the small genuine leaf of China w'ith the foliage of
our native hedges, and our British cabbage grounds.

Imperial Wonder.
STRANGE ! I must govern with an iron rod,

Elected notwithstanding I have been
By Universal Suffrage. Very odd !

I can't get on without the "Guillotine !

ADMIRALTY PITCH AND TAR.

THERE is a particular quality about Admiralty Pitch and Tar thai

does not defile. Touch most Pitch dabble in most Tar, and you
cannot help coming out a little dirtier from the process. But
Admiralty Lords have something so pure about their persons that no

dirt, no stain, nothing defiling, will cling to them. Somehow, the
more they are smeared over, the cleaner they look afterwards. It is

like cleaning spoons ; it only dirties them for the moment. Give them
a good rubbing and they have had rubbing enough lately and you
will see they will shine with a higher aristocratic polish than ever.

Look at the DUKE OP NoBTfttntBEBLAM). His stars, and garters,
and coronet, were all over pitch and tar. He was up to his neck in it

;

and yet is he any the less clean, the less bright for it, now ? Does he
shine with less ducal radiance than before ? Has not the Admiralty
Pitch and Tar only been so much rose-water (it wouldn't be a bad name,
by the bye, for the Lords of the Admiralty to call them ROSE-WATER
TARS !) sprinkled over him ? What would have defiled any one else,
has been a bower of fragrance, a fountain of perfume to him ! In fact

could not MR. DELCKOIX, or BREIDENBACH start a new perfume? He
might call it

"
Le Bouquet de Tar," or L'Extrait de Mille Fleurs dr

Piich" No Government officer's handkerchief, no First, Second, or
Third Lord's dressing-case woujd, we are confident, be without it.

Untaxed Successions.

WHILE the Government was about imposing a new tax on Succes-

sions, it might have recollected that there will be a Succession to the

llegistrarship of the Canterbury Prerogative Court, and have taxed
that abominable sinecure. It might also have taken a pretty per
cent age out of the succession to monstrous episcopal incomes, super-
opulent stalls and rectories, and all other lumps of ecclesiastical fat,

which are at present bolted entire by gaping pluralists.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.
THE EDITOR OF PUNCH prrsenls !,is compliments In I.ADV ELIZABETH Borircr, and it

extremely sorry lie cannot possibly aliligr l,tr I.n/lgsl,i/> will, the " Vrilirs tr,r I a
"

.</,

'

slit has been kind enough to write for
"
any dn:, next week" for the Royal Aauhm,/ <u

has never been th- custom of the Press (MB. P. regrets to state) to write Orders lor that" most amusing Exhibition."

THE BRIGADE'S BLUNDERBUSS.

SOME of our own regiments are armed with the new Minie" rifle
;

in

others old Brown Bess still reigns as the queen of weapons ;
whilst,

(lie arm on which the Irish Brigade relies may be said to be the

Pope-^nn.

TOAST FOR REFORM BILL ANNIVERSARY. Every Borough its own
Monger.

5 r ivj '!'?
P'"*.'" lh

f,.

p rili of St.Panmw, anl Frederick Million Evan-, of \o. 7, Cimn-li Row. Stoke Vc.vinzton. bo 1. in tlieCrmntro' Middlesex, Printer!.,net of Wbitefruro, in the City of London, and Published by them at No. S3 Fleet Street, in the I'urisli of St. BrUc's in the City of London. SATUBDiv, May 2-.Ui
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-/'< Swell.
" WHAT AN ASTONISHING COAT, Gus !

"

Second Do. " YA-AS ! You SEE ALL THE SNOBS DWESS so INFERN'LY LOUD-
THAT FWED AND I THOUGHT WE WOULD COME DOWN VEWY O.UIET !

"

FLOWERS OF PROMISE.

AN orchard in bloom in the sunny spring
To me is it wondrous lovely thing;
The silver

clicrrv,
and creamy pear,

And the pure wliitc plum look passing fair;
rest of all is the apple, o'erspread

Wit li its ladylike blossoms of white and red.

With si range delight on the scene I dwell,
It breathes a soft aud dreamy spell ;

Sue.h magic as the Past can raise ;

It conjures up my early days,
When 1 learned to read in Nature's book;
And oft was wont, with earnest look,
i )n ihf flowery trees to stand and muse,
Whilst, rapture would my eyes siill'uve.

And I cried aa the bright thought flashedon me,"
U'hat a jolly lot of fruit, there '11 be !

"

Campaigning at Chobham.

SOLDIERING, as about to be practised in the "Camp at

('hoMiam," appears likely to be not at all dry work. The

journals have announced that

"
Indeed, the locality is altogether damp, BO much BO, that an order

has been issued by the CoimmunU-r-iii-Chief, ^iiuitin^ pemiission for

the tfuups to sleep on pnlliast.es inwtead of upon the ground as usual.
1 '

The military experience of the Chobham Camp will, at

(his rate, probably include actual service in the face of the

enemy ;
as the forces will doubtless be attacked by

Rheumatism.

French Literature.

LAMARTINE has already written one "Restoration"
the Restoration of the Bourbons. Let him now employ
his pen (that pen which, remembering the noble Ihhigs it

lias written, must have been made out of a quill dropt
from one of the wings of Liberty) in writing another

Restoration, that of the BONAPAJITES THE RESTORATION
or THE GUILLOTINE!

OUR HONEYMOON.

MONDAY, MAY 20, 18-.
ELEVEN days longer, and then home !

I never thought to count them, but a letter from the Cottage after

all, I can't abide to call it the Flitch, aud so I told FRED at breakfast,
when in his own odd way, he advised me to change it for Beans-aiirl-

Kacon Lodge, which I certainly shall not do a letter does make me
anxious. SUSANNAH'S gone married herself off at a day's notice and
dear Mamma advises me, if possible, to bring up a nice, innocent,
country servant with us.

" A delightful idea," said FRED, when I 'd foolishly read as much to

him.
"
Blushing, budding innocence

;
fresh as a Covent Garden

bough-pot. If you Eke, my love," he said, with all the ease

imaginable,
"
I '11 beat up the farm-houses."

"You 're very good, FRED "said I, a little nettled.
"
Very good.

Perhaps, Miss BLISS might be able to
"

" How lucky ! How very lucky," and he clapped his hands so

delighted, that it actually brought the blood into my face. "If you
hadn't named her, I should have quite forgotten

"
"
Forgotten what ?

"

"Why, the^ lines. Can't get any lines here. So I've sent to

I should like to know, have fishing-lines to do with the matter ?
"
Everything, my darling. You remember that you cut Miss BLISS'S

line ?
"

"
It mayn't be very much to speak of," said I, getting a little

warm" but I should think I did
;

" and I felt as if I could have cut
it twenty times over.

"Very well. Having destroyed the young lady's property, it is

nothing more than merest honesty to make it good again. I have
written to town, and if it 's sent, we "11 step over to Beanblossoms, and
you my love as the offender

"
" What do you mean by offender, SIR ?

"

"My dear!" cried FREDERICK, jumping from his chair and seizing
hold of my hand. His looks quite alarmed me.

" What 's the matter, FREDERICK ?
"

He never answered ; but with a serious, sad eye looked closely inmy
face then drew his head a little back, taking another long look. Then
he put his fingers on my pulse, and taking out his watch, shook his

head, and sighed. I felt quite terrified.

"Dearest FRED I do feel ill but no it can't be it isn't you
know what I mean it isn't the gypsies ?

"
(I couldn't say small-pox ;

it would have choked me.)"
CHARLOTTE, my own wedded CHARLOTTE," said FREDERICK, and

so solemnly that the words froze me "
CHARLOTTE, my beloved, show

me your tongue."" FREDERICK !

"
" The crisis may be very serious "he said, with the same dark

face
"
very serious. Still, nerve yourself for the occasion, and show

me your tongue."
I knew he always knew something of medicine indeed, what is there

that he doesn't know something of ? and so, with an odd feeling of

unwillingness and I I don't know what I did show him my tongue.

"Well, I'm very much relieved," said he. "I thought, from the
fatal symptoms that your tongue and it looks in perfect health, my
dear"what a load new from my heart !

"
that your tongue had sud-

denly become as black as a parrot's.""
Black !

"
said I.

"
Black," said FRED. " The symptoms, my dear

;
the symptoms,"

and he shook his head.
" What symptoms, FRED ? Do tell me, there's a love ; what were

thev ?
"

Symptoms of ague. Didn't you shiver from your heart up to your
mouth ?

*'

" When ?
"

I cried.
"
Just now ;

a minute since. The heart-ague ? And the very first

symptom, the ccld shiver that from your heart to your lips, and so out,
shivered icily upon the husband of your bosom the cold, cold word,
Sir!"

I did feel ashamed ;
and just to hide my confusion I threw my arms

about his neck and hid my face. And then and then he declared

that, although the symptoms had seemed suspicious, I had no ague at

all : not a bit.

At this minute and that girl is always running to and fro when she's

not wanted JOSEPHINE brings in a little parcel. It is the fishing-
lines. Finding this, I send her away directly.

VOL, XXIV. A A
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'

Well, then," said I, managing to get the words out, "I '11 stay
and pack two or three matters, while you ride over to Miss .Buss
with tiie the lines."

''

There 's a good girl !

"
said FRED ; and I felt quite faint with his

praise.
"
But on second thoughts, I 'll send them. And I tell you

what I shall be busy tor a i'r\v minutes, and 'twill come better from

you write a little note in M iss BLISS, to accompany (lie present."
"With pleasure, IMIKU!" said 1; and in a minute I was seated

alone at uiy task. After biting and biting my pen, and spoiling two or

three sheets of paper, 1 wrote this letter: MRS. presents her
Miss BLISS, iii/il entreats to be allowed to beg

her
acceptance uf the act-", mall, Iliuiiyli ineffectual,

reparation for th<- ftd //.'/ M us. on the

/<*;</ Mi<s Buss. Alas. further entreats to be allowed to hope
that the future deitntii I Miss BI.I~ i-iaed where neither

v //."

I was looking at it, considering if I could at all improve it, \\ hen
FRED came back. Twitching the note from me, he ran his eye
orer it.

"
Yes

; that will do very good. Quite a bee of a billet, honey and
sting." The packet was made up, given into the charge of the land-

lady to be despatched, our luggage \vas all prepared, and at last we
o go.

At this moment comes in one of the men with a long face. The
axle-tree of the phaeton had beeu found broken, and we could not
lca\e until it was repaired."

My dear
"

said I in a whisper to FRED "
depend upon it this is

all a scheme to make us stop and spend our money here."
"
llow about the gig?

"
said FRED with a determined look.

"Gig all right, Sir," said the man, as I believe taken by surprise."
Put to the gig, then," said FRED. " JOSEPHINE and the luggage

must go on by the coach. They '11 be at Brighton before us, then :"

and then in a low voice to me,
" We shall be all the cosier, LOTTY,

in the gig by ourselves. Shan't we ?
" And I pinched the nicest little

yes in his arm in answer.
JosEi-m.NK seemed rather to enjoy the arrangement; and I felt

, o happy that we were about to move at last. All that was wanted
was the bill. The bill was brought, and FRED, taking the money
from that big leather foreign looking pouch that he would bring-
as if he were going to spend the Bank of England as poor dear
Mamma said settled the account.

" And now, FRED "
said I,

"
for the rest of the trip, I insist upon

being treasurer. Why, what a lot of money you 've squandered ;
and

when so many things are still wanted at home. Now, my dear

FREDERICK, you must not refuse me. I say, I must be money-keeper
till .we get sale home again."

" As you like, love," said FRED, in his dear good-natured way :

"
but 'twill only trouble you. The cares of housekeeping," and he was

going to preach, but I put my baud to his mouth
;
and in another

minute, up conies the waiter, and the gig is ready.
JnsKi'iii-VE has her directions, ami Ming in the gig with that spirit

of a poney that ran away before, not that I was a bit afraid with
FRED with me we do at last drive off, and looking back I see through
the dust the landlady still curtseying, and now we turn the corner,
and I feel so happy.

" We've stayed a long while at that White Hart, FRED !" said I.
" How long ? Six weeks ?"-
"
Now, FRED ! I mean we might have seen more variety, not but

what I've been as happy as"
" As the gnats would lot you. And after all, LOTTY, I've discovered

that we fell among the wrong gypsies. Altogether made a mistake."
" A mistake!"
"
Ves, they'll never got beyond measles

;
now the other tribe"

"
Don't be foolish, FKKD," and although lie declared I should throw

him and myself out of the gig, I wouldn't let him speak at least,

not about the gypsies. Still I did t hank goodness for our escape !

What a calamity to have gone home with!

Well, we enjoyed the weather and the ride ;
and the time flew, and

the evening approached, anil we drew near to our destination. It was
a day all to ourselves, without a single circumstance to cloud it. We
arrived at our journey's end as the dusk was setting in. And I felt it

had been the most economic day we had yet passed, for FREDERICK is

extravagant intact, I'm afraid it's true what I've often heard dear
Mamma say, that all men are extravagant the most economic day :

we had only stopped twice, dining upon next to nothing, and
promising ourselves that is, I promised for both to make it up at

supper.
We were shown to our apartments at the inn.

"
All the luggage,

Sir," said the man bringing the things from the gig."
FREDERICK," said I,

"
the pouch the"

" A leather bag, Ma'am," said another servant, bringing it at the
same moment into the room. I took the bag, and I could have
fainted. There was not a farthing in it. I felt myself turn very
pale, and couldn't speak. FREDERICK took the bag trom my hand

;

and at the bottom was worn a large ragged hole."
Why, LOTTY, where did you stow this in the gig ?

" and he almost

laughed.
'

Why I I hung it as I thought at the side of the gig, and
and "-
"
Yes, I see

; just where the wheel has caught it, and going round
and round has worked a hole clean through and to conclude, we've
marked our way with guineas !

"

PAWS OFF, BRUIN!
HE British Lion has

good cause to protest
against the threatened
disturbance of his peace
by the absurd bicker-

ings among some of the
inferior animals. No
sooner had the Gallic

Cock ceased its dis-

cordant crow, than our

friend, the Lion, is

aroused from his dig-
nified repose by the

growl of the Great
Russian Bear, which is

responded to with con-
siderable pluck by the
irritated Turkey-cock.
This spirited, but rat her
imbecile bird is threat-

ened with that hug of

protection from the

Bear, which is always
fatal to any pn/,'yi

: of

the latter very awkward
animal. The menaced bird has all the sympathies of the British Lion : but it would be
lamentable that the noble animal in question should be roused into a warlike demonstration
at the sound of poor dimambared Turkey's drumsticks.
We recommend the Bear to hug himself as comfortably as he likes, in his own security, but

we would advise him to keep his paws otf from Turkey," who, though incapable of the 'noble
art of Self-defence, may find

"
troops of friends

"
wheii occasion requires. Should Turkey

call upon this country, how are we to refuse the aid of our \ast establishments, when there
establishments in London where a fine Bear is slaughtered every week with

harliil facility P We have taught the Russian Bear to shed his dearest grease for our
advantage; and though he may vaunt his triumph over the Pole, we would have him
remember, that he occupies but a very ordinary position among the heads of our countrymen.

HOMCEOPATHIC SPORTS AND
PASTIMES.

THE Morning Post gave, the other day, an
account of a homoeopathic conversazione, whereat,
together with musical and other entertainments,
amusement was provided to the visitors by

j

means of a microscope. Our contemporary omits
to add that the company were gratiSed by an

opportunity of inspecting, through this instru-

ment, an infinitesimal dose of medicine, which
was thus rendered as palpable to sight as it can
be to any other sense or perception. The Post
also neglects to state that the active powers of

infinitesimal doses were similarly demonstrated
in exhibiting the destruction, by the billionth

part of a grain of arsenic, of the parasite of a

parasite of a lap-dog's flea
;
to the great diversion

of the male spectators : though the death-

struggles of the suffering animalcule were a

rather painful exhibition to the ladies.

Spirit Mediums.

THE great medium of Spirits, in Macbeth, is a

piece of gauze, behind which the witches and

spirits rise; and in the Corsican Brothers, the

great spirit medium is MR. CHARLES KEAN,
before whom his brother's spirit, or his own

spirit,
or somebody else's spirit, is continually-

rising. In other Spirits, we do not know of any
particular Medium, for they are generally either

very good or very bad better illus 'rations of

which wo. cannot instance than real Eau-de-Vic
and British Brandy.
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PROPOSED MAGNETIC EXPEDITION TO THE
NORTH POLK.

'/ the Mesmeric 1 i-ctes.

uvts VVIHII.ISTS are MTV bold.

They do things in their
1

1 icy would
doing
iients.

last we
walk the plank in the Opera,
however, v, known
an in-

i-xhibi'ed
'

'.iuiihu-

following,
lately to the

ir when
was asleep or

awake,
The /

.-"

I'KANKI.IX, he will be enabled to afford valuable information to those

iking for him. \\ c should rather think so
%

But his con-
ilerabh licjond

If MK. |) ratified with Sin JOHN KRA.NKI.IS

then SIK .Inns FRAI Mu. Alxn.i'li I-: HiMi.li, will be found

at 10, Charlotte Street, r'it/.ro\ S,|iiarc.

THE PARLIAMENTARY BUSINESS PAPER.

(AS >.-

SOMl WITH TIIKSK

Ko - 98 ' Juris 2 .///////,

, I'li.'rlMtStrerl, Fitzroy Square.

'! the progr
"

I am, Sir, jour humhlc servant,

"Avni.ru* DIDIEB."

Now this is indeed a most courageous offer. It beats any instance

of brave i of the. DUKE <>i \\III.INOTOV It In ais, indeed,
i: act o!

'

h
[it

one: thai, of fearlessly declaring
to the British public, outright, at once, without preamble or equivoca-
tion. When- Slli .lulls l'i;VNM.lN is.

The reward of the valour exerted in a declaration so venturesome
|

would he very grca'. Could a generous nation be too grateful to the

seer who had proved the means of rescuing and liberating our brave

jiaviiratur and his companions from the "thrilling regions of thick-

ribbei 1

All that V would have to do according to mesmeric
authorities would be to procure IN I'IIANKI.IN'S

writing, or a lock of his hair, or some other personal chattel or

appurtenance of his, and thereby, having Bad himself mesmerised into

the lucid slate, communicate wit h the missing i tlicer. and ascertain his

whereabout. To take such little t rouble for so great an object woukl
be wort h his while

;
if only for the sake of the pleasure which attends

rolent act.

Perhaps MK. I>HHI:H'S letter in the Pus/ was an intimation to the

da e.f SIR JOHN FRANKLIN that he wished to lie furnished with
the wherewithal to be placed in

"
rapport

"
with him. He means.

maybe, to say that on receipt of the requisite lock of hair, letter, or

pocket-handkerchief, he will set out at one.- on his mcsmerical Arctic
di-coverv ; and publish the results of his expedition as soon

as he returns.

But M n. Pinnai is mistaken, in spite of his <

ec, in sup-
posing that for the i which lie proposes to undertake, no
trial has been made "of a clairvoyant possessing in a high degree

ei ic lucidi'y." Hit. 11 M' !

ii at cd clairvoyant e. "E.,"
went after Slli .IiniN I'liVNKt.iN several t

; mes, and found him; though
she has not enabled anybody else to find him. Mil. DIIMKR may con-
vince himself of this fact by shutting his eyes, and applying DR.
GREGORY'S book upon animal magnetism) at page 410 and the following

s, to the nape of his neck, or whatever other part of Irs perton
than the regular organs of siiiht, he is in the habit < f reading with.

If auv expense is involved in titling out the mesmeric expedition
which Ma. DIDIER offers to resolve himself, and some dillieulty should
be occasioned bvthat circumstance, we are quite sure that, provided
Mu. puma; will, in the presence of competent witnesses, accurately!
describe what LOUD MKIHI.II.VM is about and where he is. at any par-
ticular time, in his Lordship's absence, the noble Lord will readily, in

his x.eal for science, verify the statement : on the strength whereof, the
successful somnambulist may confidently appeal to public liberality.
MR. DIDIER is convinced that by being identified with SIR JOHN

ORDBRS OF THE DAY for Thunday, 2/td June, 1
-

1. Irish Fisheries Mill.

y. Kneninlieivil
'

;', l-i-lits and linetion- < livlamli llilL

4. Irish i -hillalaL'h.s Mill.

.-,. \Voikh.-: Bill. Conimittee.

(i. Hibernian II il. Committee.

7. Ireland's Kyeaml Hill of Howth Junction liill.

8. Perjurril Witnesses i Ireland) Mill.

'.i. li-i.-'h tlectioi

10. Kxeni].tion l'i -u i Ireland) Bill.

11. Orange and llibb Ireland) Mill. Second K*a
|_>. |

!. Commii

13. 1'actiou fight Li- Mill-

NOTICES OF MOTIONS
At tlif Tinf "f /'/

1. ME. LUCAS. That all Kn-li-h and Scotch Bills be postponed
until the Irish ones hau 1 been a'ten ,ed to.

2. !Mi:. Si i i i.v. That it be a standing order to the Speaker not to

see -h or Scotch .Member when an Irish one wants

a. MK. ('(iNKt.t.Y. That the reporters of the London papers be

reprimanded at the bar, for not taking the Irish speeches
verln ' _

Leave of Absence at Half-past Four.

All the Members, except those from Ireland, for the rest of the Session.

ONE (PERHAPS) IN TEN MILLION. It is a stron

where there can be found a man in the world who
thing to his Tailor.

1. LOKD CLAUDE HAMILTON. Daguerreotype portraits of all the

young ladies confined in Irish Nunneries.

2. COI.OM i. Hi NXE. Address for a Commission to inquire whether

the Crystal Palace at Sydenham should not be moved to

Killarney.
!!. M u. FITZGERALD. - 'inittee to ascertain how many of

the statues iu the New I louses of Parliament may be advan-

ced, with a view to the substitution of effigies of

BRIAN MM "i MI:. Sr. l'vn;t< K, the IRISH GIANT, DABBY KELLY,
TIM Mix IKK, BIDDY the Basket-woman, and other Irish

celebrities.

4. SIR li:\! r.YS. Address to HER MAJESTY, the Queen
of Ireland, En -die will be graciously pleased to

order, that at public ils, theatrical entertainments, and
other festivities. "St. /W//r/',v Day in the Morning" may be

performed in lieu of 1 1 I Anthem.
6. MR. (i. 1!. MOORE. Bill to provide that the Crown Jewels shall

be sold, and the proceeds applied to the enlargement of

Maynooth Collcge.aud that J i Lsh diamonds shall be substituted.

0." MR. "Hi i ovide that the laws of the United

Kingdom shall henceforth be printed in the Irish language only.

7. MR. PAGAN. To move that iii future the Irish Members shall

sit upon the front rows of the Ministerial and Opposition

benches; and that places in the Strangers' and Speakers'

galleries shall by preference be given, to any one applying
with a brogue.

In Committee on the Income Tax.

8. MR. MTkLiHON. To move as an amendment, that whatever may
be supposed due from Ireland shall be paid by her in the fol-

lowing manner: viz.. two-thirds by England; one-sixth by
Scotland, and one-sixth by \Yalcs, as heretofore.

{And so on throughout the Session."]

matter of doubt
oesn't owe some-
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SINGULAR BUT RATHER ALARMING EFFECT PRODUCED BY IMPRUDENTLY TRYING THE HAT
AND TABLE-MOVING EXPERIMENT.

SIR JOHN KEY FOR STUMP-ORATOR!
THE sublime, which generally borders on the ridiculous, has hitherto

been considered to be remote from it in the City of London ;
where

the ridiculous was understood to reign alone, or to hold an empire
divided only with the LORD MAYOR for the time being, GOG and
MAGOG. But a flash of genius has illumined, as with a dying glory,
the Corporation whose departure is at hand- Here is a blaze of civic

eloquence! At the kte election for Chamberlain as the papers
report,

" Sir Jons KEY, upon being called upon, came forward and said, that often as he
had met the Livery within the walls of that hall, he had never done so with so much
difficulty and pain as he did upon that occasion with pain, because, in the spirit of
the warrior who wept upon looking on his army that in a few short years such a
number of noble men would be in the silent grave, so he felt pain on looking back and
finding that so many coadjutors of early days had passed from the scenes of this world
into another state of being."

Up goes SIR JOHN KEY like an eagle but he immediately comes
down again like another bird, which is in season at Michaelmas :

" He regretted that statements should have appeared in the public papers, from the
other side, very devoid of truth. MB. SCOTT had said, in one of his advertisements,
that he ws '

placed in a very painful position
'

[A Toice ' Why does he not retire ?'] ;

that he ' comes forward as the champion of the City of London '

(laughter), and that he
would not have come forward if a stranger had not done so. The fact was, that
MB. SCOTT was the tool of another person (' Hear

' and confusion). SIB PETEB LAURIE
was that person ( Uproar and cries of

' Shame / ')
"

This is indeed a transition from Major Key to Minor Key ;
this drop

j

from the contemplation of hereafter to SIR PETER LAUME. It is as

bold a plunge into the gulf of bathos as ever we had to notice
;
and it

shows that, however distant the civic ridiculous may be from the

sublime, the civic sublime is very close to the ridiculous. But why all

and his army before the walls
;
or rather, like a rookery whose greedy

denizens are screaming at one another, whilst the timber merchant is

marking the trees.

DUMBARTON'S DRUMS AND TRUMPETS.
" DUMBARTON'S Drums "

is denounced by a rather fanatical gentle-
man in

"
Waverley," as

"
a profane and persecuting tune," but what

shall be said of Dumbarton* trumpets, after the following choice

morfeau from the DMmdartSi llmild. Recording the ceremonies

attending the arrival of QIC Judges at Inveray, the northern

MRS. HARRIS remarks :

"There were two trumpeters whose thrilling notes, in the stillness of this peaceful

retreat, must have struck such terror into the hearts of the guilty prisoners, if heard

by them, as must vividly recall to thfo the days of their former innocence, if any ray
of the light of conscience were yet flickering within them."

Very fine, as becomes a virtuous writer
; very cannie and cautious, as

becomes a Scotchman. The splendid moral lesson read by the too-ter-

rooey-tooey is duly noted, but there are three
"

ifs
"

between that

reformatory nourish and its application. "If" the prisoners were
,

guilty,
"

if
"

they heard the sound (rather important this), and
"

if
"

\

any ray of conscience, and so forth, the blast did its salutary work,
j

If not, we suppose the trumpets were only as sillily blatant as the

scribe of the JJion/jniion Herald. Well, we knew that the Scotch used
"
three blasts of a horn in the market-place

"
for the discomfiture of

civil debtors, but we never before heard of the trumpet being used by
[

them for the reformation of criminal offenders. It must be a great
blow at vice. .

Well off for Soap.

THE late Ministers ought to thank the present Government for the !

repeal of the Soap Duty, since the dockyard disclosures show their

hands to be in a state, which ought to make them appreciate the

benefit of that remission.

TRUTH AT THE TUILERIES.
'

MY yoke on France does not quite easy sit
;

The knife 's required her neck to make it fit.
;

THE SEWERS' RATE. A continual drain on the purse.



PLAYING WITH EDGED TOOLS; OR, THE OLD
FRENCH GAME OF THE GUILLOTINE.
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THE CAMP AT CHOBHAM.
UST now, when China

ibout to be cracked
iu hoi water, and the

I

disporting himself oil the

Turkry carpet, to its

we are

ft lad that something very
b out lit' the common

,

is about to take place; on
tin' common at Gliobham.
Those myths of our boy-

hood, the Surrey Hills,

are about to assume, at

last, high ground in con-

temporary history. Cliob-

hiuii is to be converted
info avast camp, and all
"
the pride, pomp, and

circumstance of glorious

war," will be made the

subjects of contract with

RDtUHGTOjr, the repre-

, scntativc of a long line of

marquees, BAKKII AND SON, of Newgate Market, who could brins; into tin- Held innumerable
barons of beef and GIJNI ry genius of pastry-cooks. Everything is bein? done
to enable the military to realise the idea of a regular campaign, and the undulation of the

ground is loudly proclaimed as a proof that the soldiers are to be exposed to the ups and
downs of actual service.

It is intended that the gallant fellows shall be exposed as far as possible to all the

horrors of war, and there are to be occasional "night surprises," or hoaxes, by which "the

camp
"

will be pulled out of bed at all soils of unseasonable hours. Whether a system of

false alarms is likely to make the soldiers ready at the time of actual dauber is best known,
perhaps, to wiser heads than ours ; but we have heard of the cry of

" Wolf "
being raised so

frcrniently "in fun," that when it came in earnest, those who had been repeatedly taken
in by it were not forthcoming when their help was really required.
We shall watch the ensuing campaign at Chobham with intense interest ; and wo shall

avail ourselves of the access promised by the omnibus proprietors, by taking the box seat

at the seat of war, when the mditary commence their operations. We understand that some
engineers will be engaged in destroying fortifications after having first built them up
and that the process of raising up and knocking down again, will be carried on with all the

vigour of a besieging army oelore an enemy. Unless it is actually intended that the
combatants shall kill each other, we presume us used will be of a harmless character ;

and we should recommend garden engines to the engineers, who by constantly playing upon an

opposing force, would harass it rather effectually. If the soldiers are not to be made to
stand ftre

?
their courage may be tested by seeing how they can stand water; and in the

absence ot swan shot, a good ducking would be found an excellent substitute.

AN M.P. IN THE WITNESS BOX.
IN a cause which was tried yesterday before MR. JUSTICE PUNCH, a witness was called,

who said his name was JOHN TOMPKINS, and that he was a Member of Parliament.
MR. JUSTICE PUNCH said that, considering the peculiar circumstances of this person's

calling, and of the society in which he was accustomed to mix, he felt that he could not
permit his evidence to be received, without ascertaining what his ideas were with respect to
the obligation of veracity. He therefore inquired whether the witness recognised the duty,
tinder all circumstances, of speaking the truth.
The Honourable Gentleman said he would not say that he did not consider that he was

bound to be invariably exact in all his statements.
MB. JUSTICE PUNCH desired to know whether the witness was ever in the habit of making

assertions in a Parliamentary sense, that is to say, at variance with fact ?

The M.P. replied that they were true in the sense alluded to, namely, in a Parliamentary
sense.

The learned Judge asked if the Honourable Gentleman would venture to make a statement,
in the sense which he termed Parliamentary, on his oath ?

MR. TOMPKINS was free to confess that" he should not make a statement on oath in that
sense, without some degree of hesitation.

MR. JUSTICE PUNCH inquired whether witness was aware of the consequences of swearing
in a Parliamentary sense ?

The witness gave an indistinct reply to the effect that he had some apprehension of going
to another place.

His LORDSHIP said he was aware it was customary not to mention the House of Lords to
ears polite m the House of Commons. He was not satisfied, therefore, with the witness's
answer. The distinction between Parliamentary truth, and common veracity, was a most
immoral, and improper one. The sense called Parliamentary by Hon. Gentlemen was the
same thing as the sense called non-natural by the : it was simply synonymous with
lalsehood. A man who would not speak the truth on so serious and solemn an'occasion as
that of transacting the business of his Sovereign and his country, was not to be expected to
do so on any other. He must decline to hear ihe Hon. Gentleman's evidence; for, by his
own admission, he was not to be believed on his oath.

TIII; I;ND OF BRIBERY.
Tux* "

Portugal."

.\h frieiid>, with sorrow aul with shame,
The circumstances 1 'll relate,

Before jcin, why, relief to claim,
I Dome in < bj i t ><.led state.

With allliieuee 1 (inee was blest
;

But wealth could not mv pride, content:
Ambition rriu'innir iu my In

I wished a .-eat in Parliament.

I therefore for a lioiouyh stood,
U liich nearly all my substance cost;

Ami, notwithstamding, 't ; no good,
For, after all, my seat was lost.

Upon mv agents I relied :

And they in bribery diu throw
M.\ c.i-,li auay on

every r-ide,

As husbandmen their seed do sow.

Their secret acts I will disclose,
U Inch they performed unknown to me j

And jou, good people, 1 sup
Have never heard such roguery.

They hired a band of drunken knaves,
\Vit.h banners to parade the town,

And armed with bludgeons, sticks, and staves,
To knock the other party down.

They paid them at a monstrous rate,
Besides their victuals and their beer

;

And what they drank and what they ate,
You never would believe, I fear.

They charged I don't know what for flies,
To bring the voters to the poll,

Who scarce could see out of their eyes,
And could not walk, but only roll.

My money, too, they gave away,
In holes and corners close and sly,

Where, hidden from the light of day,
The voters base they lurked to buy.

And men with faces to the wall
Were bid to hold their hands behind,

And, how they did not know at all,
Gold in their palms did straightway find.

From windows and from curtains thrust
Were arms which sovereigns did bestow,

for which the rogues betrayM the trust
That voters to their country owe.

And now behold my fortune's spent, ]

And I have been unseated too,
Condemned unto that punishment

1'or bribery my agents through.

Take warning by this shocking sight,
Your charity the whilst you show,

Since now you see the shameful plight
That Bribery brings a Member to.

Two Things Looming in the Future.

THE Repeal of the Income Tax in seven years.

The gradual decrease of the Tea Duty until
it becomes a shilling per pound.
These things, far distant though they be,

are infinitely better, however, than the things
hinted at by MK. DISRAELI as

"
looming in the

future," who never would fix any date, or tell

us when we might reasonably expect them.

DIPLOMACY. The art of saying something
when

you
have got nothing to say as much as

it is the art of saying nothing when you have

really got something to say.
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GREAT CITY RACE.-THE CHAMBERLAIN STAKES.

THIS inf cresting event has excited a remarkable sensation in civic

circles, and betting has been going ou during the week to an extent of

which the timid West Endcrs can form no idea. On the Stock

Exchange two hats to one were freely offered on SCOTT'S lot (both in

beaver and gibus), and a Leviathan book-maker is said to have no fewer
than eleven cod's-heads and oysters to match on KEY. Of course this

\oeptional state of tilings, and we should be sorry to think that
it was likely to continue, for the betting mania lias, we are informed,
penetrated the counting-houses and warehouses of the City in the most
distressing manner, and even stockbrokers' little boys are wagering
half-sausages and penny Pickwicks on the great event. A trial over
the course has taken place, and our artist, as will be seen above, has
sketched the scene with a fidelity honourable alike to his powers as a

painter, and his feelings as a sportsman ; and, indeed, so vivid is the

way in which he has depicted the affair, that we should not be surprised
to learn that he had been as near the spot as most other sporting artists

ever go to the races they delineate with annual accuracy. In the

above the favourites, Reputation (KEY), and Pluck (Scon's lot), are

not shown, but the artist has seized the moment when GILLS, on

Cocklobster, was thrown, but alighting on the softest part of his person
(need we mention his head ?), escaped unhurt. Wheezy is seen checking
the ardour of Turkeycock, while Turtle, Cochin. China, and Cod's-head
are making play, the latter looking a little fishy. Solan Goose, ridden

by TARTAN, is also shown, with Michaelmas Goose by DUSTMAN, and

altogether we have great pleasure in presenting our subscribers

with

SOMETHING LIKE A SPORTING PICTURE.

LANGUAGE THAT REALLY SHOULD NOT BE ALLOWED.
" MY BEAK PUNCH,

" THE Times says, and I 'm ready to swear as I copy out the
abominable words

' '

\Vas, or was not the DUKK op NonTHmnERLAND the most inefficient of dignified
nonentities, knowing nothing, learning nothing, and inquiring into nothing?'

"
Now, by Jove, that is t90 bad ! Mind you, Punch, I do not care

whether the Duke is efficient, or not a deuced bit of it! It is a
matter of the sublimest indifference to me whether he is really guilty,
or not, of all the stupid things that are brought against him

; but I

do mean to say that language like the above should not, and must not
be tolerated in gentlemanly society. All our mess has condemned it.

It is uncommonly low, isn't it ? Now. supposing the Duke was as

black as the pitch he had the privilege of soiling his fingers with at the

Admiralty ;
or even admitting that his conduct was fifty times more

corrupt than a jar even of GOLDNER'S filthy preserves, still I maintain
that the above is not the style of language that ought to be addressed
to a British nobleman ! I wish to know whether it is the proper sort

of thing to say of a Duke a Duke too who is ab've, a Duke who has a

ribbon, and a star and a garter, besides a magnificent house with a big
lion on the top of it : and who, into the bargain, had a seat only in
HER MAJESTY'S late Government ?

"
I wish to know whether it is the proper sort of tiling to say of a

Duke like that that he knows nothing, and has learned nothing, and
won't trouble himself to inquire into nothing? I tell vou what, I
should like to come across that editor of the Times ; I would very soon
let him know something. The idea of his calling a Duke a dignified

nonentity ! I wouldn't associate with a man who held such vulgar
language; I wouldn't belong to the same club with him; I'd have
him expelled and, I tell you what, if ever he asked me to give him a

light from my cigar, I would blow the smoke in his face, on my honour
1 would. If a Duke is a dignified nonentity and it 's too bad to be
called so without the slightest apology I should like to know what
we 're coming to, and where we 're going to ? I hope there 's no fear
of a filthy revolution, for I have just given 200 guineas for a new horse.

"Just give the chap a rap or two, my dear Punch, and teach him to

be more civil. I wouldn't give a fig for a man who didn't respect our

aristocracy, that I wouldn't. It shows a want of good breeding. I
call it deuced low. Isn't it, now, eh ?

"
Yours, my dear Fellow, preciously put out,

"ONE OF THE GUARDS.
"
I say, this camp business promises to be a pretty bore, and in the

Opera season, too ! Egad ! I think I shall sell out."

Safe on Both Sides.

OF all Government appointments, SIISTHORPE says he should like

being Warden of the Cinque Ports best, as he should then have the

option either to
"
Cinque, or Swim."

ELECTORAL VICE.

THE Times in reviewing DOD'S Electoral Facts says, "There is great
virl ue in a fact." That may be, generally speaking, but in reference
to Electoral Facts, as recently disclosed, we should say, quite the
reverse.

Extraordinary Delusion in a Clergyman.

WANTED by a Rector, who is a disciple of HAHNEMANN, a Curate, who will

undertake the cure of souls by homoeopathy on a corresponding salary.

THE SPIRITS OF THE DEEP. A Teetotaller taking giu-and-water
as medicine.

THE BARREL ORGAN. The vested interests of the Big Brewers

appear to be defended by very WniE-drawn arguments.

UNIVERSITY INTELLIGENCE. A fast undergraduate does not deserve
much credit but he gets it.
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BIG WIGS AND LITTLE WIGS.
IT has been long ago

"
settled," as the lawyers say, that the wisdom

' VVipr; hut it now "
temblt'," \ius the lawyers also say, thai, the

'

ordinary re-|ieci tuihat forensic li.ir.se.hair which commands so much
n'iou in \\estiniiisttT Hall, though it commands so much a pound

-and nothing more in the mari

v is likewise in the wig, as well as, perhaps, a number of oincr .... , .-.,, T nwnnj
grand mialities we had no conception of. The follow

APLEASAM >\ILLLO M W DER.

occurred the other day in the Court of Com; IN
-

connexion with the subject of national defences, it may be
it to our own columns with the remark, tha mentioned that some vomit: put!, men belonging to a

"
Crack

"

annul) trot up with a view to our own
periodical.

We know that
,- ,,, mll stitute a prize, to

their is not much doing in a pro!',
. view in Westrnm .nupowder. The realisation

Hall, and it some ot the Courts amu -I then In iileratum will, it . the principal objec-
tnrning themselves into volnntairj '-the pages of iPwwA, tion to cartrid-. h musk is the nearest
weoiiirht. ;. i thank our distinguish -.ntteitn for their .Broach to the ode: I that has
gratuitous very gratuitous services : D 1)r( ,|

)( ,Sed as >et ; but would, it is feared, ,
, lowering to

friend as well as to i

rtainly, would be conferred

on delicately organized olliccrs by the discovery of a gunpowder,
which, in exploding, would, at the same' time, diffuse fragrance around,

tier destruction a far: delighting those who lire it, and being

"COURT OF COMMON I'LEAS, Wnrrxixsru, MAT 24.

"
(Sitings in Banco, Eastrr Term.)

" TUB DAB CO

" This being the Qintra'a blrtliduy, their Lordships eutcred the court In their scarlet

robes and full bottomed wi^s. At the bar there wi-i i the front row
SF.K.IKANTS ('HANXKI.I., MIU.KK, and THOMAS, in tln-ir ordinary bar dress. The two
t'urmiT ^iitl'.inrn, on seeing their Lordships, immediately left the court to change
their ml KANT THOMAS remaining

" The t
: K.- I am sorry 1 cannot call upon you, brother TUOMAS, as you

sin- ii"t in proper costume.
"

Mil. SKIUITANT TiinMAS apologized to thf'ir Lordships, ;inl suiil IK; had put on his
fnll.lxitt'imi'il win, bul iK'iu-iin? tl'iit

'

;i ttu-. i;ii.'rn's it-'iich had on their
bar wigs, and that the ^uf<-n s Tunnst-l in tii- ,,rlu-r courts appeared only in their bar
wi^'s, hr liud taken his 1'nll-drtss wig ofl'a^iiin.

: THOMAS ha<l uot paid due respect
t>- 1 Ir.h MA.IFSTV. His Lordship then called 01:

" SKRJKANTS CHANNRLL and MILLBH, having rr!nni.-i! in their hill-dn-

were then called upon to move. The bar having be. n -<,IH- thr 'ii^'ti, the tirst cause in
order for argument was called on, and MR. EUWIN JAMKS, Q. L'., \VK.S sent for, ;uul

in a bar wig. On hearing from the bar what liud occurred he immediately
left the court, and the next case was called on. He shortly returned in his full-dress

wig ; but not attired in a court dress.
" The < .-, i am sorry, MB. JAMES, you should not have had time to

attire yourself properly.
" Mu. .1,\\IKS be^eil to apologize to their Lordships. He meant no disrespect to

the occasion, but he had found the leaders of the bar in the other courts not in
full dress, and their Lordships in the Queen's Bench not in their full dre*s, and had
been thus led into an unintentional breach of etiquette.

The CIIIKF JUSTICE was very sorry to hear that the leaders of the bar did not pay
proper respect to HF.R MAJESTY'S birthday. It was the first time that such an
omission had occurred in Ms experience. On the occasion when the LORD MAYOR
visited Westminster Hall the Judges were in the habit of receiving them in full

costume, anil he did not see why any more respect should be shown to the LORD MAYOR
than to HKH MA.IKSTY.

" MB. JKSTICH M.un.R said the observation of LOUD KKXYON- on a similar occasion

otl'eiisive to none but the enemy.

Till- NECESSITY OF MEDICINE.

NE of the cheapest commodities in these
times of cheapness is medical science.

A great reduction has occurred in

al ability; there has been a tre-

mendous fall in pharmaceutical and
obstetric skill. \\itness the rate

whereat those articles are appraised
in the subjoined advertisement, which

lately appeared in the Lancet:

A SURGEON IN PRACTICE IN
the Country Is in want of a Gentleman

to dispense, occasionally visit, and attend

Midwifery. A comfortable home, with board,
lodging, and washing, with the opportunity
of seeing private and union practice will be
considered equivalent to salary.

If the "Surgeon in Practice" had
wanted a Gentleman's Gentleman, he
would at least have tendered him
gome amount of -wages, besides the

i ui uuitL' IXB..I iu >ju aiiitimr uucssura , ,
i i i i i i i* j.-j_ A. i* \

to a learned Serjeant who ilul not appear in proper costume might, perhaps, apply to .
Victuals which, With lodging and washing, constitute all the reniunera-

i counsel -'His brother might be excused, for when he came to show cause tion which he offers to the Gentleman whom he desiderates. He
'

could not have his boots cleaned on the terms on which he expects to

Prescriptions compounded : he would be unable to have his?
et

which SERJEANTS CIIANNELL and MILI.KR scampered out of Court on
"orse groomed for the consideration that he proposes to have hs

The reader cannot fail to remark the admirable sense of dignity with ?
,,Mch SERJEANTS CIIANNELL and MILT.KR scampered out of Court on !. - -

catching a glimpe of the scarlet and full-bottomed glories of the Pa ents attended to.
.

Judges.
"

Brother THOMAS," however, persisting in his most indecent
JtT7 be Questioned whether this individual, in want of a gentle-

undress, was sorrowfully cut according to his cloth by the Chief
man >

,
has w? notion of that which he wants; but we can easily

Justice, who, rather mournfully than angrily, rebuked him for his enough conceive that he has. We have little hesitation in expressing

improper costume. ERA TOMASO was not, however, wholly to blame F b ef tnat - aPPearauces notwithstanding, he is quite a gentleman
for he had, in the tirst instance, loyally enveloped his head in that

himself a medical gentleman : that is, ajxxir one. His advertise-

ample mountain of horse-hair which, though in form resembling a P* look? shabby, but so, probably, dries his coat. He cannot afford

hay-rick, is iu spirit the forensic emblem of loyalty. When however J? pa hl
?, a?8lstallt a stipend : neither, most likely, can he afford

the big-wigged brother discovered that the Judges of the Queen's fe^,, ^ble-beer: and is,
perhaps, obliged^

to live principally upon

are remunerated may
. Union Surgeon: and

head into. Nevertheless,

"

the"\infort"unate'""'Brother
>

THOMAS ""was lmowm? how meal1 and wretched are the pittances allotted to the

doomed to a further "wigging" from the Chief Justice, who was "still T31 pâ of Poo
,

r ^aw Medical Officers, we cannot wonder at one of

sorry that Brother THOMAS "alas ! poor TOM !" had not paid due
that unfortunate body, worse paid, probably, than a footman himself,

respect to HEK MAJESTY." desiring to obtain an assistant for the hire or a knife-boy.

By this time SERJEANTS CIIANNELL and MIU.KR had got themselves
hn Q Giiffi/ii/vntlv Ini-ol ofo^-n V\TT In, ,.,'.,,_ 4-V.C l,-.,,.,,~ J_ ! 1. -_ J

The Convenience of being Short-sighted.
THERE is a great convenience sometimes in being short-sighted. If

friend who is rather

you quietly pass

into a sufficiently loyal state by burying their brows in crinoline, and
having taken their seats like a couple of miniature Mont Blancs, they
were "called upon to move," and moved accordingly. This

"
moving

^'

scene was scarcely over, when M n. KI.WIN JAMES, Q C popped min ou
rS, '"'W * meet a creditor, or a hie

a bar wig; but. hearing what had occurred, popped 'outLain He I

seeA
?>,

or a bore who is an untiring button-holder
KnnvMfn. ^1. li_ __ *_____i _!ii_ _ i ill- i v < An nTin urhATt nhaliAnivA/l tpirn it. ntrprWttrnQ all vmi

i bank-note at his feet, and you will see how very quickly he will

DERH-ATION OF THE CLASSICAL WORD

and the short of it , is that MR. JAMES me Ion- trousers instead of "f5' al1

shorts on this imposing occasion, and the Chii lanced at the p up '

disrespectful pautaloous-with a grief quite inexpressible. MR. JAM
however, had been quite alive to the intense si-nilicance of wigs and
breeches: but, having looked to the Judges of the Queen's Bench to IT is derived, evidently, from "Rubbish" as tt
set the fashions, he had found those dimiitarics "not in tneir full R'bbish 'bbish 'bush (and so, gradually and i

dress, and had thus, from following the judicial example, been
"
led BOSH

'

into an unintentional breach of etiquette."
After the high authority we have for looking at the full bottom of

the wig as the seat of loyalty, we ought, we suppose, to pay more than

BOSH."

thus: Rubbish-
imperceptibly)

PATRIOTIC DISINTERESTEDNESS. The Irish members opposing the
extension of the Income-Tax to Ireland.
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"BLESS US, AND (IP YOU CAN)
SAVE US!"

THE French priests love to bless everything.
No fete, or rejoicing, or grand ceremony, is

complete unless a priest is Drought in to bless

something or other. One day it is a flag with

fleura dc Us the next it is a red the day after

a white one, and so on through all the colours-

of the political rainbow. One year blessings
are poured, liki> wine, upon trees of liberty ;

the next the same fertilising shower descends

upon the head of the Emperor. When they
have nothing better to bless, they lay their

hands upon steam-engines, or heads of cattle.

Lately, however, there has not been much in the

blessing line; and we were afraid the POPE, on
his approaching visit, would have to quit Paris
without leaving a single blessing behind him,
excepting Louis NAPOLEON, and no true French-
man would look upon him in the light of one.

However, a grand institution has recently sprung-
up, and the POPE, of course, will be called upon
to bless it. It is extremely lucky that Pius
will be just in time to bless the Guillotine ! It

might be made the pretext for the grandest
fetes the Emperor has yet given, and we have
not the slightest doubt that it will. Louis
NAPOLEON knows exactly how to take off the
French people.

' NOTHING LIKE FORETHOUGHT.

Captain (to Brother Officer).
" WHAT AM I ABOUT ? I 'LL TELL YOU, OLD BOY. THERE 's NO

KNOWING WHAT MAY HAPPEN WHKN WE ARE ENCAMPED ON CHOBHAM COMMON, SO I AM
LEARNING THE NOBLE AllT OF MAKING OMELETTES, IN CASE ANYTHING SHOULD HAPPEN TO

OUR CHEF !

"

Prince MenschikofFs Ultimatum.

THE ultimatum of PRINCE MENSCHIKOFF has
been boring every newspaper reader for the last

fortnight. We only wish we could see it so as.

to see the last of PIUNCE MENSCHIKOFP.

THE PLEASURES OF HOPE. Being tossed for

several days off the Cape.

THE SOLDIER SIBTHOEPE.

THE gallant COLONEL SIBTIIORPE has been recently in his element

at the head of his army the Militia of South Lincolnshire. The

military chieftain who has no confidence in anything or
anybody

in the

House of Commons, who hates the humbug of Opposition as heartily
as he despises the

"
gammon

"
of Government, has at last found in the

Lincolnshire Militia a "something" to rely upon. There has lately

been a grand review of the regiment at Grantham, and SIBTHORPE has

been playing the part of a Lincolnshire NAPOLEON with all the gusto
of a GOMERSAL. In his address to the army, he may be said to have
beaten BRUCE "all to fits," and put upon HENRY HIE FIFTH'S

spirited appeal a permanent extinguisher. ETCH SHAKSPERE becomes
weak by the side of BIBTHORPE, as the following specimen which we
have wedded to immortal verse, and we care not who forbids the banns

will powerfully testify.

SIBTHORPE'S ADDRESS TO HIS ARMY.

MY gallant soldiers ! brave Militia men !

Heroes of iron hearts and iron heels
;

Where'er you set your heavv-highlowed feet

You stamp the print of freedom on the soil.

Now, by my troth, my spirits rise as high
As the fierce fountain in Trafalgar Square,
When the mad turncock, in eccentric mood,
Turns on, with superhuman might, the mam.
My fcather'd hat sits lightly on my brow

;

My eager sword like soda-water cork

Leaps forth all too impatient to be drawn.

Now, all the youth of Lincoln are on lire ;

The honest ploughman leaves his frock of smock,
And dons the flaming coat of scarlet hue.
His leather gaiters sternly ho discards
A rustic clown in martial pantaloons ;

The pitchfork now he pitches far away,
And grasps the sword : the mild artificer,
Or dealer in tobacco, coffee, tea,
Now cries for canister, or talks of grape,
And the sloe poison he has sold for 1r;i

Is now for deadlier gunpowder exchanged.'

My brave companions, soldiers, brothers, friends,
"Who will refuse to march where SIBTHORPE leads ?

,

What, though I traverse all our native fens

Up to our knees in marsh-^-our way a swamp :

( hirsclves a sop, our stockings all in soak,
Our military costume sorely splashed
What matters, so our honour be not stained ?

,

The milk-sop is the only sop we scorn.

My gallant fellows ! You shall have a band

Complete witJi squeaky fife and hollow drum,
Gaunt ophicleide, and horn with extra keys,
To blow and kindle up the martial flame,

Which, like a spark in tinder, smoulders deep
Beneath your coats, your waistcoats, and vour shirts.

Ha ! ha ! I thank you for those grateful cheers

They tell me, that you all will do your duty,
That JONES will emulate the zeal of BROWN,
And JoiiNSOjr catch a spark from the bright flame

That bursts from THOMSON'S honour-heated breast ;

I know that SIMMONDS cannot coldly stand
While DIXON rushes on to glory's goal :

Your valour, like your dress, is uniform.

Hurrah for England and for England's QUEEN !

Hurrah for SIBTHORPE, Lincolnshire and Co. !

Hurrah for everything, and everybody !

[Exit on a cock-horse,followed by the ichole of the army.

A New Lettcr-Box,

WE arc glad that the authorities at St. Martin's-le-Grand have been

giving the Provincial Letter-Carriers the privilege of carrying a nc\v

Box, . (which, considering the hard work they have to do, and the littl;:

they receive for it, ought never to have been taken away from them) in

the shape of a Christmas-Box. We only hope, for the sake of these

poor, hard-worked, underpaid servants of the public, that this Box may
always be as full as it can hold.

PEACEMAKERS IN SCARLET. Of the two rival Peace' Societies,
that one which will endeavour to insure peace by providing for war
will meet this year at Chobham.

\\ illinm Bra.lburv, nf i.uni I'lrcc, in lire iv.ri-h of si. 1'rncras, au.l Fr.le.lrrirk Miillm Kvaiu, of No. 7, Chu-oli 11, Stoke Newh:zton, both in the Cmiatv 01 MuUltewx, 1'rinten.at t!Kir
Ottics ui Lombard Street, in the 1't. u : s, in the City olLo ului, aud Pnlil lucd by tliem at .No. Si, Flux Street, to tU : Tamil of St. Uride's.in the City of London. SATUHUAY, June 4th, UK.
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FANCY PORTRAIT OF THE UNIVERSAL "FAVOURITE"

OUR HONEYMOON.

TUESDAY, MAY 21, IS

I NEVER closed my eyes all night ;
or if I did as I aft crwards told

FRED I had better been awake, for 1 didn't feel refreshed but shinned.
And to think should haveshould be so unfortunate ; that

placed that odious bag but had a feelinK that some evil

do, ;i:id (retching it.

Well, men arc the strangest creatures ! There is no knowing 'em !

There was I, ready to tear myself to bits with anxiety, quite, I may
say, in a fever, and FJJED asleep all the night as sound as anv new-born
baby ! The truth never struck me so strongly, so forcibly, I may sav

1 i. . i >/ <
* ' *

.
*

before
;

but men are strange creatures,

pocket, and to go fast asleep !

So much money out of

i..i * HMMU, a- tllvuglll* 1WI i UAJCU LU UU11S1UCI IIIU IJI IJ^ll ( (. SI SlUC OI

things I thought, perhaps, FEED went to sleep out of compliment to
me

; purely to spare my feelings. Yes dear fellow ! He wanted to I

In three words I told lirr wliat it was my intention to do; to go
back s.;me of the wav at least and search for the drop) money.

u^r in so lair ami piling out so early, tlicrc 'niirht be a chance ;

and I felt though I said within:; -that the girl's divam of thr

growing guinea* (not that I'm superstitious, certainly Wi was
\cry [ironiising.

"But wlicrc's Master, Ma'am?" asked JOSEPHINE, in a solemn
whisper.

" He's asleep," said I, with my linger at my lips."
l.a !" said .li'SF.i'MiM:, "but you'll never go out without him

' "

I nodded yes. "Well, wlr, ..ing erealurc "why
not? Ten to one, Ma'am, that he never wakes, and you ma} find '- la-

money and come back and slip into bed again, and him never the
wiser."

It was not a time to rebuke her so I let her talk, the more so, as
the more she talked the more she himicd to dres.s herself. So 1 Dipped
back into my room and 1 listened- -

I crept back again to the bei

I looked between theVd curtains and
positively

. there WM fta-
DEIUCK just, as I left him -fast Wy/. I really do think I ne\ er drcsseil

-myself so fast in all my days. It was not the work of the minutes and
still he sir/it. I wrapped myself well up, and I vu Baling out of

the room when I heard him wake. I paused I crept back again to
the bed and no, he had never moved; he Mas still fast asleep,

'.nly wrapping my shawl tiidit about me not that 1 felt hurt mne,
though I couldn't help thinking that /shouldn't have slept so under

the circumstances. Nevertheless, men but, I thought, it 's no matter.

I met JOM-.PIIINE in the passage. "La. Ma'am," said she, "if

nobody should be up ! And upon my word, I do think, they keep a
big dog in the passage. If he should bite us that is, if he. should
bark and .'ster!

"
"
Silly creature ! / saw no dog," said I

; though I wasn't quite sure,
and quite easy on the matter.

Fortunately, (lie cook or housemaid, or .somebody of the sort, met us
inthc) assagc.

" We're No. ID "said JOSEPHINE with more pro.
of mind than I thought in her

"
going to take an early walk." The

woman stared at us as if we were ghosts, and without saying a word
opened the door.

There was not a soul stirring. "You turned this way, Ma'am, I

think?" said JOSEPHINE leading on, and 1 following rather wishing
myself in bed again for it blew chilly." You don't think it will rain, JOSEPHINE ?

"
and I paused."

Quite the contrary," said she, bustling on.
" But if you please,

Ma'am, we'd better make the best of our time and begin to look
directly, for fear anybody should be afore us."

Although I knew it was absurd to expect to find anything so near
L -

'--, still we went on, with our eyes searching even' piece of ground,
we went for more than half-an-hour, or an hour quite.

' When do you think the hole in the bag was worked by the wheel,
I'am ?

"
asked the stupid girl." How can I tell ?

"
I cried almost out of patience."

Because you know, Ma'am, if the hole was soon made and the

way the wheel turned round and round, rubbing the bag, the hole
M'ixt have soon come why, we ought to be at the other end of the

journey for any luck, because the money must have been lost close to
the White Hart. As you come along, Ma'am, you didn't hear any-
thing drop ?

"
" You stupid creature

"
for I began to be very vexed ; began to

think it a little silly leaving my warm lied.
" Vfrv \vpll ATn flm nnv wav llila ia ilin ivinfj Tianl- find n/\w wn ',-

says thinking of money only as dirt, when, as Mamma aiso says, it's
what people that is, people who are anything at all are made of !

I lay and saw the first bit of day-lightheard the first bird's chirrupand then the thought flashed like an inspiration upon me. Yes I
would immediately get up. FRED would make no stir about the
matter so late last night was so determined upon that, that I could
say nothing but now, thought I, I'll be my own mistress.

Whereupon, I withdrew myself in the gentlest way from bed, not,
indeed, and I did feel a pang at the thought not that, I need have
taken so much trouble, F HEn seeming almost perversely to sleep the
sounder for my rising still I did get up, and; walking on tip-toes,
went into JOSEPHINE'S room.
How she could sleep I couldn't understand

;
but there she was, I

may say dead and buried in sleep, with no more thought of the lost
money than of the last month's moon. But that is so" like servants

thought I should never wake her; and when I did, she jumped up!and opening her eyes and mouth was going to scream as she after-
wards told UK to scream

"
thieves and murder," as she was at that

V(
'!7,

'lu
T
nl
\
t

-

e
; ^ in

.
duty bound, dreaming of the lost property.

I didn't think, ma'am," said the girl, rabbins her eyes, "that
you and I was in a field together, and guineas were in-owing for all
the world like buttercups, and we was picking 'em by lapsiulls

"

and then she bustled out of bed.

, , for it was chilly, and I thought of

my warm bed.

How many guineas did youjlose, Ma'am?" asked JOSEPHINK.
" What 's that to you ?

"
for I was quite in a passion.

" When
you've picked up all that's lost I '11 tell you, and then you can go back
again to bed."

"
Yes, Ma'am. Talking of bed. Ma'am, how would you have liked

to have been bom a skylark: up and out, and in the clouds there, singing
away, with hardly a soul to listen to you. Here's a guinea. Ma'am !"
she cried with a scream, and 1 ran forward.

"
No, it isn't, Ma'am, only

a bit of yellow chaney."
And so we went on and on

going
** Tnoi

further. At last I sat
i, and with every step I felt the folly of
down on a felled tree by the road-side.

JOSEPHIXB, I 'in tired and a little hunery."
That 's just like me. Ma'am "said JOSEPHIXK.

"
I tell you what,I i3 JUJi MUMV "YJ .'III Ml OCUU "' ' '.^ f, 1 11 J > I ,. i LC11 <JU Vt Jlrll,

Ma'am should you there 's the smoke of a farm-house sllould you
like some rum-and-milk ?

"
"
I '11 return immediately," I cried and with determination ; and a

little ashamed of my goose-cap adventure, I turned back again.
JOSEPHINE kept her path, running as hard as she could. After a little

time, she came back, overtaking me.
"There's no rum-and-milk, Ma'am" said the girl "but I've

picked such sweet water-cresses, and I 'd brought some biscuits !

"

And then, I thought for
_! liked to consider the brightest side of

to

o-- . ..wwto "
Very well, Ma am

; any way this is the road back, and now we 're
convince me that he thought nothing of my carelessness I mean of quite in the open country ;

and here, to Lc sure, in the fields are the
my misfortune and so slept, out of the purest kindness. I wished to

[
buttercups ;

but I'm blessed if I see ever a guinea. The hole must
think so; bat then] know he is

constitutionally
careless

;
as Mamma

j

have been made very early, Ma'am."
"I'm afraid so, I answered; fo

VOL. XXIV. BB
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I declare, I sat down and did enjoy those water-crosses and biscuits.

\\ruul lunk to inn- inn about seven. II', now, I thought if I can

only get back, mut FKED know nothing about it, what a tale to liave

against
,
and would anybody

THE MELBOURNE MAIL BAGS.

BY way of preserving the correspondence between this country and

Australia it seems to be the praci ice of the Steam Packet Companies
by whom the service (?) is performed, to keep the letters saturated in

sea water like so much beef in brine during the voyage: the bags
enough anybody might ha\e run away with me for what he'd have that arrived by tie Jf/4or# were found on bemg opened to cont
eared. Fast asleep. I looked at him for a minute, and really thought quantity of soft pulpy matter, which was alleged to be the letters for-

1 should have cried. 1 didn't.
_ warded' from England. This pulpy matter was of course quite inca-

"
There" thought 1 to myself "(here, and you to know nothing pablc of being portioned out to any one to whom it might be- supposed

about it." [o have been addressed, and it therefore became ihe sulijeet of a sort

v, mv love "said _FRED" where, in the name of the holy of scramble at the Melbourne post-office. Here and there a kind of

where have \on been':" attempt was made to trace a dim vision of legibility on something that
\\ ell. 1 did feel glad he M missed me. "Been!" cried I. ,,,.,. an envelope; but by the lime the supposed letter, after

i "said he "why 1 've been a widower these four hours." having been hung up to dry, had been folded and made ready for
"

Well, then, I've been- --like a good wife, 1 hope, anxious for her
delivery the slight traces of ink had vanished, and nobody c'ould

husband's property I've been to try to pick up some of those i guess whom the missive eonld have been intended for. As it appears
to be utterly hopeless to carry letters to Australia by steam, with the

"
\\ nat !

"
cried FRED. smallest prospect of their being readable on their arrival, we can only

if those guineas we last night lost
"

suggest the expediency of adopting some course to render written com-
'(luinras !

"
and FRED^shouted^so with laughter that the bed shook munication superfluous. Perhaps some individual could be found

again "Guineas, my darling ! Halfpence ! halfpence!
"

THE POPE'S PEISONERS.

MONO the Notices of

Motion, the other

day, we were asto-

nished by the fol-

lowing :

" MB. LUCAS. In Com-
mittee of Supply on the
Misrcllini.'Mns Intimates,
No. 3, and in reference to
vote 9, to call the atten-
tion of the llon.se to the

unequal and inadequate
provision made for Catho-
lic prisoners both in tlm
Government convict es-

tablishments, and in local

prisons."

with powers oi memory like those of the individual who could learn to

repeat verbatim the contents of the Times newspaper with a double sup-

plement, after two or three perusals, and if such a mnemonic agent
coidd be met with, he might be employed to read all correspondence
intended for the Melbourne mail Dags, and to deliver the contents

viva voce to the parties concerned on his arrival in the colony.

C/EREMONIUM IN ENCXENIIS
HABITUM.

OXONIENSIBUS

i a,,.,,*, or to the like effect,

here followeth the English.}

INCLYTISSIME Cancellarie !

, ,
!

Cancellarii tu Vicarie !

! Vos facundi Prof'essores !

Et Doctissimi Doctores !

Really, our
friend if he will

allow us
.

to call y t Arti Magistrihim such- nnprovcs.
, T dextri quam^nistr'i ,

MR. LUCAS is be-
Placetne vob\ Domini)
Doctoris Legum nomini

Hujus nostree Academies

coming quite liberal.

Here we find him
actually recognising

the existence of Catholjc prisoners, imprisoned for something else
than conscience sake

; felony and larcenv to wit. He does not even
insinuate the supposition that these Catholic convicts are persecuted
confessors

; or, indeed, anything better than common rogues : if a
Catholic rogue can be a common rogue as weE as a Protestant one
can: as is probable: for there is no reason to imagine that every
rogue of the Catholic persuasion is an uncommon rogue. We rejoice
that MR. LUCAS is aware that Catholic prisoners are to be found in
such places as Government convict establishments, and in local

prisons. Perhaps he may make sufficient progress in enlightenment
to discover that there are also Catholic prisoners in prisons which
neither belong to the Government nor to any municipality, but are
institutions of a foreign power namely, convents and monasteries.

Intromitti rite et pie,

Hos quorum recito listum

Miro quodam modo mistuin

The Art of Conversation.

are good talkers
; Englishmen good listeners. It is

rarely you meet with a Frenchman who can listen as well or even,
hall as well as he can talk. The two gifts may be combined in an
Englishman, but in a Frenchman never. Your Frenchman may cease

,

-

talking, he may allow you five minutes to have your say ;
but then do i AYTONEM, scu poeta

not flatter yourself he is listening to you, he is only thinking of what Vult ailoqui, sive rhetor,

he shall say when you have finished.

BETWEEN THE HOPE AND THE KNIFE.

A POOR Italian, whose business condemns him to live at Rome, says
they have not only the Austrian Hope, but also the French Guillotine.
He declares

"
the former is a worthy /H-,/",/,!/. of the latter."

AN ANOMALY. Sending a man back to his constituents for bribery
and saying he was not ret iirned.

Tire HEIGHT OF ABSURDITY. To call a drunken groom a stable man.

The CHANCELLOR, VICE-CHANCELLOR, Heads of Houses, Proctors, and
other Dignitaries being in their places, the REGIUS PROFESSOR OF

CIVIL LAW advances to the Members of Convocation, and, first having

bowed, readeth the list of those that tii-e In lie culled to the degree of

Doctor ofy Civil Law, in the best Latin, that he can compass, as

(For those who understand no Latin,

MY LORD CHANCELLOR, high and

mighty,
And Mr. Vice and Doctors,
Grave Professors, I invite ye,
And venerable Proctors,
And you, Masters of Arts,
On both sides of the Hall,
To pronounce, for your parts,
If all names, great and small,
Jumbled up on my scroll,

In your books you enroll,

With leave, shirts and socks on,
To write L.L.D., Oxon ?

The Ex-Cabinet in toto
; [to,

FORHBS WiNSLOw, whom folks go
Whentheir friends cut crazy capers;
Hacks of Derbyite newspapers ;

Corn growers and stock-feeders ;

Generals, Admirals, and Pleaders ;

One Ex-Sec, (two of the three

Being A. S. and W. B.) ;

SIR E. B. L. B. LYTTON,
Too-late Protection-bitten ;

The BISHOP or OHIO
;

And then a BLACKWOOD trio

ALISON, whose niont lily tiring
Is untired as it is tiring ;

AYTOUN, man of many parts,
That L'ROTEUS of the Arts,
Who knows all, or seems to know it,

Critic, advocate and poet,
Of established fames upsetter,
And Professor of belle-lettres ;

And though last not least, we cram

you will

With WARREN, surnamed SAMUEL.

Say, Lords, Heads, Masters,
Proctors,

Will you have all these for Doctors?

snobiles ;

Ex-Cabinettum totum ;

Modicum quendam bene notum
Sollertia in insanos

;

Essayistas Derbeianos ;

i, Admirales,
Generates,
;x-Secretarios

yanos;
BULWERUM novelistam
Sero (eheu !) Protectionistam,

Episcopum Ohionensem
;

Et qui de mense in mensem
Nigro-silva?. urget pressum,
ALISONEM indefessum

;

Necnon et per varias artes
'

Protei tenet partes,

Sen bellarum litcrarum

Professor harum-scarum
;

Et (quod ultimus sit veniam

Peto) SAMUEL WARRENIUM
Placetne vobis Domini,
Cuique

"
Doctor

"
addi nomini ?

The Convocation replieth

Placet, placet, mire placet,
"
Yea," with one accord we call,

Aut, si cuiquam minus, taeet. i-oth big-wigs and eke small,
For those who won't say

"
yea,"

say nothing at all.
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The RKGIUS PUOI-'KS.SOU Ihut j,,rs,;iM/i In //
,

tin- mtrils of each in u

/! fluilt /III' \ 'if/I

1 1 u;iiu ickvM, olini Dniiiiiiiiiii a I

niptuin ad assault -et-battcry:
Ert Comes Cantabrigue; CM Cnsios EtotuLanun;

ter cnit oli

1 1 Miii H k, Lord-in-

i-aiitain in tin- \
Lil lltl DM i

, mid a .lustier of llir Ononiin,
And: ;an ot'Ictt' ist be.

Tin' KM;L m HAUDU tk lUl plget amOHffjk Doctort. At he I
'

'.i, i.i xrox, lit anilIt

Kn EGLraToinjM nnpcr Ililii-n KC \ .ce lie em. Hi' I he knightly, who so proudly and politely,
ac (

>raji:-e
-\s \ dra niL'-room anil leu-e ;

Tournamentum ilorum A Tournament he <

,
which did not turn oo

Inslai D (iinni fanlor esl 1:111
;

i lir nos Ddetoris imluat \estem, \\ell hi' i' .nc down,
Win i with an ( ).\l'urd Doctor's gown.

Kn \. ' inns I'X-Miiii . K.VSIS,

1 1 A II li I

iavo.

Sa'pc !

mus
l)iM i inter n

Peons,
1

>l,lil',V he!.

"I there I'd.

Once licldii. ,in.s.

Till- 08 >me, hut thi I ufiir be :

Alike in law. and L'lammar, and policy unversed,

On tin duly the .1 Ml till

Docendo quum
"
discendum

sit,
.,. isauctor "I oft their business puztle ont ;

Hie i|ui lej
' .1 l)i ctof. If lli nbt.

l.nnu.M.\i.v -t cheerfully. M he leadeth forth SIR JOHN . he itaith

..bile par IVatriim ! Hieee iloini. isle foras

Item , moras.
Tn, Canceilarie, inedilans < I'uiii'i dl

11 os milites r legist i, hi militcs te d net in,

...rliler ultra eiei.idam ivi! utcrqne. irnarinn :

3, Doctor Leguni mn.

Lo ! a precious brace of brother* ! a Home-Sec, and Colonial;
One. all;
When DKUBY 1h<, ..uial

\\ H "
no wits 'tis t'air to call,

rs went licuiiid their l;ists p

Doctors ofLows they ought to be, for tl :kcd mending fearfully.

SIR JOHN I'AK Mi;. WAS. their seats. As he leadeth forth Mu. HEXLET and LORD STANLEY, he saith

MM! Hie eniiuens prosator ;

elf, pulchrior orator ;

DEMOSTHENES in herba. snl in ore rctineiis illos

(,lll(is, :

aem til, (Icnitor, laleai in.-! i

JlabJns posthae Lej-iim, tibi rnaxime, Doctorem.

and ST\MI..Y! one who never j.'ets his jirosing lit out,

-n, born armed at
poini

. ill be, though the Greek his pebbles spit out,

\Vhei, of Kuowslcy keeps lii i_r in his tii.

You made him, my l,n, .-itdr 1o be,

And the laws he '11 teach you in return, when he is LL.D.

As he leadethforth MK. HAMILTON, he eaith

de.st I'A -Secrctarius, dieu ! unus (|uuin tres nuinero One Ex-See., and only one! All! where is each brave brother ?

Sccn;ti;i ii esse del'ent ; i,nas partes dehinc siimero ? 1'or A. S. and for \V. B. its longing Oxford grieves.
DC his noii verlia I'acin- ininio nihil nisi ' liui be; I leave them, my 1'eelin^s while I smot
Lateant sub initialilms

;
sicut \iohi1 s.ub hcrbii. 'Ncatb the veil of their initials, like violets 'ueath the leaves.

^\ . 1
;

. i i de puro 'Tis not what you did grieves me, but found out like that to be !

Abest A. S. in presenti, erit Doct(i)or in futuro. A. S., deserves to be writ down A. S. S., not LL.D.

. HAM i LTON luktlli , side of him. Here a flourish of shaicnu, sackbuts, psalteries, and other instruments

of f
li forth Mit. DISRAELI, and sailh in, a confused manner, as if overcome by the splendour and the

th him in

\ ernin eniin\cn> i:cmpc i|iiaiido quidein Di boni !

< onsii'in'ji! mlor, obtiindunt aures soni
i.'iiit DISUAEI.I, sophistarnni arehi-sophista !

En AJ .11 mj sterionnn !

I- 11 ttctor, pictor, sori] tor, actor, cultor linpuac florum !

ijihus historiit Tabulator !

Sni i;pnd scnalnin t-alis ct vcneni vend;];

C,liii jnvenis adhnc onmes sibi pra'tnlit colores,
Jam Tory inter WTiiggO8,jam U'hi^ns inter Tories;
Qtuorsua Hi uopnestitil seplusquam Radictdem;
Tune '.eralem;

. insdem iniiiiicns, qbliqtmm ineditans iV

Dehinc ad llrvriM MI siuna s r contulit invictum
Quid inirnin Di ctur l,e;-;iun si noiniuari

fiipit,
Qui leges uovit omues, omucs in\ iccm perrupit?

But holloa! hoy! what! I say! Oh, my! Oh, goodness gracious !

In niv eyes there is a flashing, in my ears there is a rumbling:
'Tis DIZZT, i lie areli-sDphist, the splendidly audacious
At ground and lofty vaulting, monopolylogue, or tumbling !

Tlie Arabico-Caucasian great mystery of mysteries ;

The historian in romances, the romancer in his histories ;

During cribber, desperate fibber, with hard names unsparing dubber, or
With praise just as unscrupulous a brazen-browed bsslubberer;
Grower of flowers of speech, good for pleasure or for poikon,
For a customer all markets through hawking the precious foison.

So fond of shifting colours that, fiom a boy, he wore his

Tory coat among the \VhLr
s, and his \\'liig coat 'inong the Tories.

O'CoNNELL was his godfather and 111 MK, when they baptised him
As some! hini; more than lladieal

;
then PEEL rccatecliised him ;

Till he turned aiiaiu and tearing him, for 1'roteetion since hath six)kcu,
Doctor of Laws he well n.ay be if he knows all he has broken.

MR. DISUAKLI takes /its seal with an air of cold humility. He leaileth forth the writers BCLWER, AJJSON, WARREN, AYTOUN
AND COMPANY, and saith

id post talem virnm deinoror? En scribblatorum agmen,
ui pennas caupoiiautiir, sicut lot Mancunian bagmen!
In K\'\.\\ 1.1,1 s ! sicarionun, ^rassaluri:, or;

A LI SUM s ! Nigro-silvte minflcus calculator!

Alter this let me be brief. Of poor scribblers here a drove is,

AVho win their hard subsistence at the bare po.nt of the pen ;

Such as BULWEH, the laureate of higliwayuu'ii and swell co\ ics,

And ALISON, who mon'hK proves that two and two make ten;
AYTOUN, s\\orn the ballaa-sincer's old gaberdine to put on all;

\',\\ AMIISI s! balladorum scriptor idem et landator
;

l-.:i S \M-\\ \i;i:; \ !

" Dceem Mfllium in Annum" sane amator SAM WAKKEN, who "Ten Thousand a Year" will ne'er make more,
Scd

(juoruni deccm millia lion yalent iinnm
"
'fitter"

Boa iucliisimus cum balwuis pisces parvulos in retc ;

Loctorcs siut : probatum est ! Vos plaudite et valete !

AVitb :s liDimet and a Lily in his button-hole,
\\ c LL.L). such fellows, as they mark sheep, bv the score :

There they 're Doctored. Now be off, and sit down there, by the door !

lie kicketh the scribblers into the lowest places, as beseemeth such folk. They sit proudly. SoLVUNTUR
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First Dandy, M.P. " PWOWOGATION TO BE LATE THIS YEAR ON ACCOUNT OP SOME COLONIAL BILLS, I HEAR."
Second Ditto.

"
BOTHER THE COLONIES! HAVEN'T WE DONE ENOUGH FOB 'an THIS YEAH ? DIDN'T WEST AUSTRALIAN

THE DARBY?"

THE CAMP AT CHOBHAM.
FIELD-MARSHAL PUNCH, with a brilliant staff of contributors who

have distinguished themselves in the field of literature, will, from time
to time, inspect the camp at Chobham.
The ordinary military authorities will give the more common-place

directions that may be required for the guidance of the men con-

stituting the camp : but, for the instruction of the numerous train of

camp followers, &c., &c., FIELD-MARSHAL PUNCH places the annexed
suggestions at the discretion of the community :

1. There will bs a general Commissariat Department for the supply
of the necessary provisions of those who follow the camp, and a
detachment of the Shoe-black Brigade will be stationed at regular
intervals.

2. The Baked Potatoe Company will be called out, and will be
expected to pitch their cans according to the method laid down in the

Regulations for Encampments, taking care that the steam pipe is

perpendicularly placed, and that the hot potatoes are correctly covered.
3. Every can will be attended by three men, who will be told off for

their several functions, as "salt men," "butter men." and "peelers of

potatoes." More than this number will be prohibited, as only impeding
each other.

4. For cooking provisions coals will be required ; and the necessary
coals will be ordered 19 be shot at a convenient distance from the

encampment. On the signal being given, the coals will be raised and
emptied over the heads of the persons employed in the service.

5. The number of sacks will be regulated by the number of those

requiring cooked provisions, and the shooters of the coals will in their

shooting aim at punctuality.
6. Shell practice will not be introduced till after the commencement

of the oyster season.

7. Ball practice will be permitted at any of the adjacent skittle-

grounds. ,

Further directions will be issued as occasion requires.

The Last Look.

WE do not know
anything so painful, so full of sorrow and regret, so

overflowing with unfathomable love, as the last look which au Alderman
gives a haunch of venison, just before it is being carried awayj

THE HAMPSTEAD HEATH MONOPOLIST.
WILLIAM WORDSWORTH composed some verses upon the death].of

JAMES HOGG
; amongst which are these lines :

Now, the transition from, the
"
black wreath

"
9f London to the"

breezy heath
"

of Hampstead is salubrious. It is also at .present
easy; but it may very soon be impossible.
Hampstead Heath is in danger of being enclosed, and, instead of

serving as a park for the London Public, of becoming a common for
the private and particular grazing of SIR THOMAS WILSON.

This SIE THOMAS WILSON, who wants all the fodder on Hampstead
Heath to himself, is, we understand, trying, for the fifth time, to get a
Bill through the House of Lords, to enable him to enclose and build
upon said Heath, reserved by his father's will as open country. For
the fifth time ! Perseverance worthy of a better cause. Stubborn
persistency well becoming a creature that wants all the fodder of
Hampstead Heath to its own jaw-bone.
What a singular instance of degeneracy is presented by this offspring

of a public-spirited parent! It is quite interesting in a physiological
point of view. It proves the converse of the

"
Theory of Development

"

as propounded in the
"

Vestiyes of Creation" SIR THOMAS WILSON
affords living evidence, that the progeny of a gentleman may have
descended in the scale of being so low as to want to monopolize an
entire pasture.

Ought not SIR THOMAS WILSON to be enclosed himself ? Does he
not deserve having strayed from the paternal path to be shut up in
a pound, on a small allowance of hay, and no thistles ? ,

The New Motive Power.

DIFFERENT opinions are entertained with regard to the nature of
the force which operates in producing the phenomena of Table-Moving ;

and it may, perhaps, be said that the tables are turned by a power ol

attorney.

THE COURSE OF
"
EVENTS." The Race Course.
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A CHILD'S SUMMARY OF A LORD'S DEBATE.
Y LOVE, A FEW nights

tin: HouSC of
Lords did meet, :md

of the Lords
I kind

things ;is to Ilic poor
shucs of Spain, in the
l-lesoftlie U I -St. LOUD

:SI,K told a bravo

thing done by a brave
man from England, who
did chase a sliip in

which a bad man from
burr i,|V smiic

poor slaves lie had
slo-len : and we were
glad and proud to hear

that the Kng-Jish-man
did seize the vile ship,
and did make her chase
two of her base eom-

pan-ions; and thus all

three were caught.
That Lord's kind sis-ter was there to hear him, and a good and fa-mous la-dy from A-mc-ri-ca,
who wrote a no-ble book to help the poor black .slaves, and to shame those who \\ :

All this was right ;
and \ve were glad that the good la-dy from A-me-ri-ca saw t lint i lie Lords

of Bag-landhad pi-tr forthe poor slaves. But next, to make her laugh, some more Lords did

speak ;
and one of them, a sharp lit-tle Lord, called SUG-GY (is not that a fun-uy name ?) flew

in-to a great rage, when a friend told him to read a book, and some more Lords did laugh ;

so he ran out of the place in a fu-ry, like a bad lit-tle boy. Then his friend, one LORD
DKH-HY, did prc-tend to be an-gry, and did scold a qni-et Scotch Lord, \vh

A-UKII-DKKN, and tell him he ought not to let his friends laugh, and make lit-tle SUG-GY so
fu-ri-ous. The Scotch Lord said, that in that place all per-sons might laugh or rryjr
they chose ; and it was clear that he thought lit-tle SUG-GY a very sd-ly little fel-low to lose
his temper so. Was not this fun, my love, to make the good la-dy from A-me-ri-ca laugh, for
fear she should be too much de-light-ed with the wise and kind things she first heard : and
will she not have a good tale to tell her friends in the New World, as to that sil-ly lit-tle

SUG-GY ? You are lit-tle, too, but you know bet-ter than to be so ri-di-cu-lous."

THE CABMEN'S FRIEND.

On ! tell me, IM,I is, tell me why
Thou didst, with such '

will,

To burke that useful measure try

Staunch r'nv.Km 's 1 1 aekney Carriage Bill ?

In vain with womlerinu' thought I search
How 'twas that Act incurred thy hate

;

It had no lurking aim the Church
To sever, surely, from the State.

It mowed not, with reforming scythe,
A i benefia i ma fat

;

It did not cut at glebe or ijthe,
Nor went to shave the. shovel-hat.

A cab is not a bishop's coach,
That Cab Reform .should fear inspire ;

On prelates' fares 'I would ne'er encroach,
Not even on a Dm HAM'S hire.

Oh no ! so incorrect a view
Could never have possessed thy mind;

A cab no coachman drives in bine;
Blue footmen stand not cabs behind.

There is one circumstance alone
Which can explain thy course, I trow,

It is, that thou hast, ever shown
A liking for the coach that's slow.

Rogues' Exclusion.

IT is not much to be regretted that the Judges'
in Bill has been lost. The object of any

thinking legislator would be not so much to
exclude Judges from the House of Commons,
as persons on whose account Judges exist.

NATIVE TALENT. Eating five dozen oysters.

THE NEW PHILHARMONIC PEOPLE.

THE extraordinary love of music that now actuates the British

public must be peculiarly gratifying to the British Sovereign : because

if, as SHAKSPEARE asserts, a deficiency of music in the soul implies an

aptitude for treason, an excess of it, of course, argues an exuberance of

loyalty. A liking for the Italian Opera, therefore, is by no means to

be regarded as a symptom of pcrveision towards a foreign power : but,
on the contrary, as an evidence of attachment to those principles which
placed the House of Brunswick on the throne. We are now the most
musical people in Europe, because truism as it may be to say so we
are the most harmonious : and, this being the land of peace and order,
it naturally attracts all the concord of the Continent. We make these
remarks in consequence of something that we heard the other evening at
the New Philharmonic Society. That is to say, they are suggested by
the Fourth Concert of that truly constitutional Association : which we
honoured with our presence. Of LINDFAINTNER'S Widow cf Nain,
which was produced on that occasion, we will only make an observation

respecting one of its movements. It was performed on the same
evening with MENDELSSOHN'S First Walpurgis Night, the Jupiter

'"//// of MOZART, and the late MB. WEBER'S overture to I)er
I'mxrlnif: ; and the movement we allude to consisted in its moving
very worthily in such high society.
We owe it to a countryman, also, to commend MACFAKREN'S over-

ture to Don Carlos, as a piece of music, not incomparable, indeed, only
because comparable to extremely good and sound beef, and forming a
rich treat to those whose philharmonic appetite rejoices in a good cut,
so to speak, off the British sirloin. We cannot indulge in the AB C of

criticism, still less revel in its D E P G, in reference to those compo-
sitions

; seeing that we should thereby introduce a passage which
would constitute rather a species of andante tedioso than what you call
an ni

, and look for here. A word should be said respecting
M. I'm HINT'S Fantasia, La Chcme, namely, that those who do such
things must expect to incur, as he did, the trouble of having to do
them over again ;

and we may add, that his fantasia was calculated to

Eroduce
the impression that, notwithstanding his name and nation, he

as really been out hunting. As to the singers, Miss BIRCH, Miss
DOLBY, MR. REICHART, and MR. PISCHEK, we have to record that they
gave t hemselves no airs, and us some that afforded us great satisfaction.
As this was LINDPAINTNER'S last appearance at these concerts for

the present season, the assembly, after having lent him their ears

during the greater part of the evening, gave him their hands at the
end of it with equal liberality. He had evidently impressed them with
an idea that he is a composer of genius, notwithstanding that he looks
like a respectable somewhat elderly man ; shaves : and is more remark-
able for seeming to be upon good terms with those around him than
with himself.

To the credit of the people forming the audience, be it mentioned,
that, although the overture to Der FreischiUz terminated the pro-
gramme, the

majority
of them stayed to listen to it quietly, instead of

rushing out, with noise and confusion, in an over anxiety to get away,
and an ungovernable impatience for bottled stout and lobster.

Table-Moving at Epsom.
WE are enabled, on the best authority (our own) to state that

several instances of Table-Moving occurred at Epsom on ths Derby
Day, which, from personal observation, we know to be authentic. A
considerable number of tables were operated upon in our presence ;

and but a very few minutes sufficed in general to put them in motion.
The tables in question were mostly those which were in use for

thimble-rigging purposes : and speaking generally, we may say that
they were kept upon the move continually, throughout the afternoon,
the motive agent being in each case a policeman.

Progress of Conversion.

gardener's hope bad weather often mocks,
GLADSTONE has been unlucky with his stocks.
The Three Pounds Ten Per Cents scarce grow at all,
The Two Pounds Ten come up extremely small ;

But, as a reverend Doctor truly saith,
There's no Conversion where there isn't Faith.

THE REAL HEAVEN-BORN STATESMEN.

A REGTTLAR thick-and-thin supporter of LORD JOHN'S says it is down-
right folly to suppose that the Tories can be as clever as their natural

opponents, for, it proof was wanting, there is the authority of the pro-
verb alone which assures us that

"
the wisdom is in the Whig."
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.
^j

Fisst Militia-man. "Jt:.i, YOU HAIN'T IN STEP."

Second ditto. "BAI.N'T I. WELL, CHANGE YOUR'N."

LAY OF THE IMPRISONED SPORTSMAN.

I 'M tired of scarlet gown and hood,
Of i-.udit ale and festal food,

I slumber in my Christ Church stall,

And I am sick of college thrall.

1 wish I were, as I have been,
In the [Stewards' Stand at Ascot green,

Levelling my glass down the T Y C,

For that is the life that is meet for me.

I hats to learn the ebb of time

i'roiu Christ Church steeple's drowsy chime,
Or mark those reverend toadies crawl,
Whose victor thrust me to the wall.

The saddling-bcll at Ascot rings,

In MANNING'S scales FRANK. BUTLER swings;
These towers, although a king's they be,

Are not kill' so dear as that Stand to me.

Weir I at home I at dawn would rise,

"the lots
"

gallop with eager eyes ;

Startle the deer Windsor Forest through,
As 1 rode back to breakl'ast. 'mid early dew.

Here 1 think how I "coached" them ill Hustings
deceit,

As mv Tory Ex-Cabinet kneel at my feet,

Now they 're all 1). C. L.'s except
" W. B."

But Ascot is lost for this year to me !

The Election Market.

WHEN MR. GEORGE SMYTIIE was told that the little
"
Earthmeu

"
(now exhibiting in Regent Street ) lived,

like, rabbits, in burrows in their own native country, he

exclaimed most piteously,
"
Well, 1 only wish England

was like Africa you'd be able to buy up a borough
cheap then !

"

THE TENTED FIELD. The Camp at Chobham, with

the tents pitched all over the plain, will be quite a Boothia

Felix.

THE GREAT INDIAN DEBATE.

TEE SPEAKER was about to take the chair, as usual, at four o'clock,
when
An Iiusn MEMBER, objecting, complained that Irishmen should be

compelled to submit to the tyranny of Saxon dials. He moved that

Dublin time should be kept in the House, namely, about half-au-hour's

difference from London time.

Another IRISH MEMBER moved, as amendment, that Cork time
should be kept.
A third IRISH MEMBER was indignant, and demanded Tyrone time.

This discussion, enlivened by a good deal of abuse disposed of the hall-

hour in question, and the Chair was taken.

SIR CHARLES WOOD rose to announce the Government intentions on
the subject of Indian Government. India was, he said, the most

interesting problem of the day. (Hear, Hear.)
An IRISH MEMBER rose to order. No man should say that, while

Ireland lav like a jewel on the bosom of the Atlantic. (Hear, hear.}
SIR C. WOOD proceeded to sketch the history of our conquest of

India, the gradual extension of our empire, the character of the various

races we had to govern, the present form of administration, and the

plans proposed for its alteration. He was listened to in tolerable

silence, except that whenever the word "superstition" was used,
MR. LUCAS looked up savagely, as ready in case the speaker should be

going to apply it otherwise than to India
;
and that at every repetition

of the term
"
tyranny," MB. MOORE groaned deeply and significantly.

SIR CHARLES having concluded, and the question being put,
MR. DUFFY said that they had heard a good deal about Juggernaut,

but the state carriage ot the QUEEN or ENGLAND was the Irish

Juggernaut Car, and his blood boiled to hear so much about a disquiet
surf at Madras, when there were a million of disquiet serfs in Minister.

MR. CONELLY said that Irish bulls were much finer animals than
Brahmin bulls, but he should not oppose the motion on that account.

MR. LUCAS said that Protestantism was the same in its persecuting
nature, whether India or Ireland were its sphere of action. On SIR C.

WOOD'S own showing, England had, with a strong hand, put down infan-

ticide and the burning of widows. What right had the Protestant to

refuse to the church of Brama its spiritual development ? No more
than it had to say that an Irish priest should not flog voters and

instigate what were termed riots, but which were only Catholic

developments. (Cheers.)
SIR DENHAM NORREYS said that there was another affinity between

India and Ireland. India produced spring Rice, and Ireland produced
LORD MONTEAGLE. (Loud c/ieers.)

LORD JOHN RUSSELL suggested that as Ireland had precedence on
the paper for every other day in the month, they should now confine

themselves to India, if only for a few hours.

COLONEL DUNNE complained that that was the way Irishmen were

treated, if they ventured to point out the wrongs of their country.

He himself had been rebuked by the Chancellor of the Exchequer for

accidentally bursting into a loud laugh in the middle of one of the

latter's speeches on Ireland. But that was another proof of the levity

with which the English discussed Irish subjects.

MR. FITZGERALD had detected, beneath SIR C. WOOD'S assumed

bonhommie, a series of studied insults to the venerable prelates of his,

MR. FITZGERALD'S, church. When Sm CHARLES spoke of "abject
slaves to domineering priests," the scene was in India, but the sneer

was for Ireland.

Another IRISH MEMBER complained that Sir C. WOOD had said that

the quantity of land irrigated in India was larger than the quantity
cultivated in Ireland. This was a gratuitous insult, and if the fact

were so, it was caused by the crime of the oppressors of Ireland.

After considerable discussion, it was agreed that the bill should be

postponed, in order that the House should proceed to inquire into the

case of an Irish priest, at Ballymahowl, comity Kilkenny, at whom it

was alleged that a Protestant magistrate had made a face as he passed
the reverend gentleman in the street ; and this occupied the House
until half-past three in the morning, the discussion being then adjourned,
on Lord J. RUSSELL giving it precedence for the next day.

A Simple Question,
Addressed to the TaUe Movement Party.

SUPPOSING you have been operating on a stupid, refractory table for

a couple of hours, and find that nothing will induce it to put one leg
before another, do you think that the fact of a policeman being sent

for, and requested to exercise his authority, would DC sufficient to make
the table

" move on ?
"
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CURIOUS STATISTICS.
IIKliK is the mistress of a

l/nlies' Hoarding School, at

Blaekhcath, who h;

silver spoons and forks in her
. and yet not two

of tlu-m are alike, or have
ime initials, or name,

or crest upon them !

It 1
1.

i dated that
there were
;Vji'i sore throats, 1 V.Ci

"
rich

.units who were taken sml

denly ill," and 177
"

ere ill 8

state in (lie fount n.

lorning aft'

Derby.
There is, residing at Clerk-

enwell, a gentleman who is

slightly freckled, and h

able to dance the polka \el.

time In- has naked a

! have the
honour:'" she has idwajs

A medical student in a
!,' house in Stamford

Street rang the bell nineteen times, last Friday, before he could gei ,:rd.

It i- i confident authority, that an Irish M.l'. will, as new law comes
into operation, have to pay as much as three halfpence, at least, for Income-tax CUT\
quarter !

The sum of not less than 2,587 was given for a Cochin-China fowl last week. This is

the largest sum given yet.
Mii. JUNKS told his \\ it'e the other c\euing, after the company had left that "he wouldn't

be contradicted," and he said this no less than nineieen tiim-s consecutively ;
and M us. ,1

said each time "she didn't care that (the flint being expressed by a snap of the lingers) for

what he said she should say exactly what she pleased."

T11K \\TIVIir.s ON HAMPSTEAD
HEATH.

Solo. SIR Til M 8 W L S N.

it. Mis 1,1 1, M. ADVISEES.

AIR "
L'-t'ii //'ivf a Dance." Untie in MAeBKTH.

I'LL build and plant on Ilampstead Heath,
To gain more land by Daddj's death

;

Four limes 1 've tried this trick to do,
lla\ in;,' his wishes not in \ :

o I'll break my Father's \V
r

ill,

e_'u'liiiu
r
thlOBgh the Lords a I'.ill,

U'hi! law 'bout trade or crime
Absorbs the Woolsack's th- nne
Four times I hoped each pond and tree

Enclosed, enclosed, enclosed to see

Yet thither t he llritish I'vihlic comes,
\nd townsfolk, 'scaped from smok> liUUS.

Four times I sought, from tern and furze,
To bar th<- children, maids, and curs,
Hut now sneees-. i

And dance to the hisses at my teat :

At an indignant peo |e\ \oiec,

WhUst yon may Crumble, we'll rejoice,

And nimbly, nimbh dance with nil

To check us in my Father's U ill.

The Beginning and the Eliding.

A YOUNG man may be a very great swell when
ds, but, considering the very

great expenses hi; is put to whilst belonging
to that elegant drawing-room regiment, \ve can

only say,
that it is not always (as in the

words ol SHAKSPBAM) "ALL SWELL THAT ENDS
SWELL."

A REWARD OK MERIT FOK DIZZY. A Column
in the Morning Herald.

A NUT FOR NABOBS.

To the Proprietors of East India Slock.

" Tun retirement of MAJOR MULLIGATAWNY from the Canvass having
enabled me to entertain the most sanguine expectations of success in
the endeavour to obtain the honour of a Seat in your Directory, it is

with Treat confidence that I redeem my pledge of proceeding to the
I'oll and entreating the 1'avour of your Suffrages for that important
Office, which I most earnestly implore you to grant me. I can
solemnly promise you that in the Discharge of my responsible duties,
1 shall, entirely disregarding all foreign : considerations, devote my
whole energies and attention to the promotion of your Domestic
Interests, to the entire exclusion of any concern whatever for the

separate welfare of native India. I shall at all times be ready to

forward, to the extent of my ability, the views of any of your body
who have relatives for whom they may wish to provide by appoint-
ments in our Indian Empire ; and I promise you that no amount of

incapacity on the part of the individual for whom the application may
be made, will deter me from availing myself of an opportunity of exer-
cising my patronage in his favour. It will be of course my endeavour,
when no higher post is at my disposal, to obtain for the candidate the

place of a Collector of Revenue, and if the duties of that situation
shall prove too arduous for the amount of intellect with which he may
be endowed, no effort on my part shall be wanting to procure him to
to made a judge; so that, having to perform the comparatively easy
task of administering the Laws, he may alike do justice to the public
suitor, and to the private recommendation which has placed km on
the Bench : as also to the discretion which, I trust, will accord to me
a voice in the Direction of your Affairs.

"
I have the honour to be, Ladies and Gentlemen,

" With sentiments of the most profound Veneration,"
Your most devoted, obedient, humble servant,

"TODDIE Me. CURRIE.
Oriental Club, June, 1853.

"
Lieut.-Col., #c., $c., $c."

EXTRAORDINARY FEAT OP
Summer without a Spring.

NATURE. Jumping from Winter to

BLUNDER TO THE LAST.

MESSRS. MOXSET.L, KEOGH, and SADLEIR have resigned their places
in the Government, on account of LOUD JOHN RUSSELL'S speech on
Irish Church affairs. That is,

LORD JOHN RUSSELL complained that the Catholic clergy claim a
despotic power of influencing the actions of Catholic laymen ;.

So, in order to disprove this assertion.
The three ablest Catholic laymen suddenly render themselves useless

to their country, because t hey arc afraid of the wrath of their clergy
being directed against friends of LORD JOHN RUSSELL. They lose

place to prove his case.

Well, one cannot quarrel with an Irish martyr who dies with a bull
m his mouth.

The Life of an Illustrated Paper.
AN American Illustrated Paper returns thanks to the different Rail-

way Companies, saving, in its great candour,
" We really don't know

what we should do for illustrations, if it wasn't for the Railway
Accidents."

PRINCE MENSCniKOFF's MESS.

THE state of affairs at Constantinople has been described as a pretty
kettle of fish

; but may be more correctly denominated a pretty dish of
kiebobs : which is a Turkish broil.

CUTTING THE KNOT.

How to deal with bribery at elections seems to puzzle Legislators.
Why not legalise it at once under the name of a Poll Tax ?

MODEL SONS OF MARS. If you want to officer your army with
picked men, you might select swells from the Universities, that have '

been plucked.

AN UNFAILING OMNIBUS CHARACTERISTIC. We never were in an
omnibus yet, but some lady was sure to drop her money.
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ON THE ROAD TO ASCOT.

FIRST COSTERMONGER.
" / SAY, SILL, RAYTHER NOBBY, AIN'T IT? "

SECOND DITTO. "HN! GENT A-BL01HN' OF HIS BACCA SPILES THE LOT."

WE SWEAR ! WE SWEAR !

THE Bill for the Alteration of Oaths has been thrown out by the Lords,
and this great country must therefore continue its habit of swearing in

the usual manner. Should any legislative enactment be attempted at

any future time for the alteration of oaths, we hope that there will be
some clause to effect an alteration in the dreadful oaths of cab-drivers,

costermongers, cads, and other irregular affidavit-making members of

the community. The practice of swearing-in is common with regard
to persons appointed to offices, but the custom of cab-drivers in parting
with a passenger who pays only the legal fare is to swear Mm out.

MAKING THE MOST OF AN OPPORTUNITY.

GIVE a Cabman the opportunity of calculating his fare, and you're
pretty sure to find that he will make the most of it.

THE SPY SYSTEM. Letting opera glasses out at the theatre.

THE EXPERIENCE OF A " CONSTANT READER."

THE following judgment upon the morning papers has been sent to

us as the experience of a "Constant Reader," who assures us he has

been in the habit of reading them now for he is afraid to mention
how many years :

The style of the Post and Herald (in politics) is generally Laud-a-

Tory.
The style of the Times, Chronicle, and Advertiser is (with the same

reservation) mostly Condemn-a-Tory.

HIGH ENTERTAINMENT.

THE most expensive theatre in London is that of St. Stephen's ;
for

you pay more for a seat in that House than in any other, and stand a

great chance of losing your place after all.

How TO RISE EARLY. Live next door to a house where Cochin-
China fowls are kept.

"
1?

b
?WUinm Bradbury, of No. 13, Upper Woburn Place, in the Parish of St. Pancra, and Frederick Mullett Evans, of No. 7, Church Kmv, Stoke \'c-inston, both in the C ,

. OJicc in Lombard Street, in the Precinct of Wmtefriars, in the City of London, and Published by them at No. 3d tfleet Street, in the Parish of St. liridc's in the City of London. SATUBDAT, June l

e County of Middlesex, Printem, at their
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I said nothing ; but I did shake my head.

"LoTTY, my treasure," said FKKJ>, looking as beautiful as ever,
"do you know what the great LOUD BACON says of the suddeu
anxieties of a husljaml ':

"

.re!, 1 've no elo;

'

"Quite' 1

dear, ;is yon \\i-'-ly remark. Loi;i> B.\e-nx

says,
' A married man i-- seven >ears older in his tliMr-l day.'

A '.Teat truth ; a solemn fact. I ielt myself exactly seven \e:irs older

tlie happy ami in hour of that my when,
j lucking \ou from

the household nw-l,sh, I carried yon oil', it bud in my button-hole-."

''Now, don't hu silly!" not but that soi,ii'/iin -., when he's foolish,
he's delightful.

nth the hud, 1 had plucked an adilili'iiu!
1

felt it in the sadden sobriety of my brain, and the plea m-aliie anxiety
cjf my heart. \Vcll, that money-hair .1 TIM...'.-- present to

me; be 'd taken it all orer Europe. And he's tteady enough and"-
"

lie ought to be," said 1,
"
he 's gre\ and old eno

"
By M" i old as he seems. As I'm- his greyuess, he caught

it of his wile."
"
Cauirht it of his wife !

"
1 pried.

"
Why liow ':

"

"Sudden fright, my love;'' said KKKU, as grave as a judge
''sudden fright. His wile would wear Mich ugly i

1 was voing to speak, when I-'UKU cauu'ht me hy tl>. said

\v-<\ "!'<(; warned." Then he went on.
" To letttiii to (hi- moiicy-l-.

: the Si B." s:.id 1.
"

Til'.' :.ll\iet\, the trouble

it's ccsi me, with that hole in it.'
1

"
'I he hole iu tin' money-bag ! There's a great moral in it beautiful

teaching," said i'KKIi.

eky tiling," said I, "that there was nothing but iiali

But why" and 1 then a'-vain felt i v.a it

"why didn't 1 know as i.n.ch?"
"
Why, LOTTY, love, yon seemed so .. -d with a gt

it 1 uulii't. know jou wouldn't aeiiievi: the greatest

possible triumph of a wife."

"And what 'slliat.
"

"
\\"hy, my darling, make your husband's poppers go quite as far as

gold. That 's what 1 call cupboard alchemy, my dear."
"
I dare say it 's to be elouc

"
said 1 .

KDN'ESDAY, MAY 22, 18. "You've ilone it," said IRKD. "For with that hole in the bag,
IT

\y;is
mountains' weight off my mind, that there were no guineas seat! eriiig the halfpence on the highway, you "vi; inaete. 'era go much

after all ! i felt, 1 can't say, tote 1 felt comforted ! And then the further."

thought irimld rise though 1 tried with a s/n/mj limn! to put it down
"
Hut what had I to do with the hole ':

"
I ;'sked.

would rise of I'RKD'S cruelty in kcepint: me all night m suspei "Nothing," said Fiu:i>; "nr.thing vvhatc.er. It was to be the
( If course, he could go to sleep ; and could leave me to wear m \selt' to linger of late v, as in it. But what an eloquent mouth is that hole, and
death with anxiety. I 'm sure if the bed had been turned to a bed of what a story it tells us !"

"^-nettles, i couldn't have been moie restless; and there was
"
I suppose it docs," said I ; and I thought and thought, but couldn't

!',;KI> at my elbow, for all the world as fast and as calm as the Monu- find it out.

Blent. 1 thought it all his strength of mind; and two or three times "The Hole in the Money-Bag," repeated I'lU-.n.
"
"Why, it's the

histovv."

held

r culls thn' n't! i',,ri; PERFECTION."
'

}\'<'l, TI-.MM; . / <'
i 't FTonfbr "' it."

OUR HONEYMOON.

\ was lost; aim tlien how many tilings we might nave bought lor its aecommoaauoi
with it ! Hits of plate, and a hundred matters that we must have to" be thing, and the cares c

lit with. For 1 lind it's wonderful, alter a house is furnished, the halfpence. Time
what a house innifx ! And worried to death with the loss of the .

but as LORD Bxe ON 1

. I thought how those bits of plate did seem to dance "Now I don't wa;

when I just dosed to sleep, if I didn't for live of the sort. An

" Now I don't want to hear any more of LORD BACON, or anybody
of the sort. Anyway, I 'm glad the gold is spent at least that 's some

And to think how 1 wore myself ! How I In d to make out how much become so modest in it" pretensions that my purse is quite sufficient

13 was lost; and then liow many things we might have bought for its accommodation. But as we had the bag, and as habit 's every-

i of property grew upon me, I used the bag to save,

le was, when I was above the thoughts of copper ;

: has sa ;d
"

is as I thought how those bits of plate did seem to dance
UPC, when I just, do/ed to sleep, if I didn't for (h .

minutes sillier Mich a nigli'-mare: in the shape of a silver warming-pan comfort."
B mountain ! 1 thought more red-hot coa's were being put into "A fig for the gold the lesson's in the copper that's lost."

it, when 1 wakeel with a shriek- but there- lay I-'KKD. I might have
" I'm sure if there's anything to be had for it, 1 should like to know

lieen burned to death, and he'd neu-r i i a linger. what it is."

Vi i d. 1 said nothing all yesterday nothing ;
but 1 couldn't help my

" You took that bag of money ; andin the very idleness of our hearts,
Y . 1 couldn't help seeing my face ; and if it didn't seem marked iu the very carelessness of our delights, the money was lost."
\vith the: very edges of those guineas ; and almost as yelleiw. "I don't see that at all," said I. "As for carelessness, I hung it

Whilst for I'm D he looked as brewn and as red as any apple. ;
where I thought it was safe; and where I cont inually had my hand

lit. All men are extravagant not that I ever saw it upon it."

in I'KKD before I was married and want, common sense with property.
"
Nevertheless, a deep homily is preached by the adventure. I will

It's my belief, if the money had been really pone. Fur.n wemld hare venture.

slept like a den-mouse. I might have kept "awake'for both of us. and I

what would lie have cared ! Well, it 's enough for one to be. wasteful iu and then he kissed me.

f, my darling, to call it The E ,: the Money -

Auel thus it is. Dearly beloved LOTTY, lay this !o your heart,"

a. family, and ;;s I've said nobody knows the May rn/i'x we //, have
lor money nobody.

"\\ liv, LOTTY, my love, when are you going to eat

" How foolish you are, FRED," said I ;

"
but go on."

"
Lay this to your heart and be instructed. Fair is the morn:

.;; -f"i;

. "V '.v, ". " "'i .'" f-oj,ig to eat like yourself happy the bride and groom. They depart rejoicingly upon their pil-
arain?

"
said JMIED at breakfast, and to see how he eats!

" What is it, grimage, one nionev-bag between them. Ileiw the snn laughs; and
how the very hedge-flowers smile and twinkle, as the pilgrims go

the thought of onward, onward. The money-bag hangs e:\er the wheel. Lovely and
lovclieT shines the day, anel bride and bridegroom lapped in eontcntcd-

'They're ness of heart, .MT and think of nothing let themselves. (Still turns

I'm sure

' of property ?
"

"
L think somebody should care, FRED.

uineas"

"Hang (he guineas!" cried he, swallowing his codec. ,. _ .. ., v_
all safe; I took care of that. Bless you, my love; you don't know the wheel!) They arc all alone, aleme with the'ir happiness, i Si ill

my thrift can't tell how I'm changed. Since I put. a ring about turns the wheel!) The flowers heimath (hem se'nd an inevnse-o!l'er-

your linger, I seem to have worn one about my own heart. It 's hooped
'

ing to their blissful hearts. (Still turns the wheel!) The glorious
with the very thoughts of gold 'tis indeed." skylark, ever above their heads, scatters music down upon them. (Still

\xiv. cc
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turns the wheel!) The day wears; the sinking sun glows with
a solemn good-night ;

and tlic hearts of the lovers arc touched ;md
softened, yea, gl'tritied by the hour. (Still, still turns tin- wheel!)
The pilgrims reach tlieir destined place. They see llie sign, and are

. buried with the thoughts of supper; and final, blissful rest. (How
i softly, miiMCalK turns the wheel !) Tlie resting-place is reached. (Stops
the wheel ! I The nioiicv-bair is light ; the money-baa has a hole in it ;

lor still and still, turning and turning, the Uole in the Money-Bag has
been ground by the wheel. .And thus, my beloved" and the preacher
kissed me again

"
thus, thoughtless, careless of the future; insolent

in our wealth, we may travel onward, the hole in the money-bag whilst

e sport and jest, and play the wanton, the Hole in the Mone.
IK-HIT worn by Fortune's wheel !

"

"That 's \erytruc," said I.
" And what 's tc be done then, 1',

' What ! Why never look behind
;
never tra/a back, hrping to pick

up the pieces that are inevitably gone; I; .t better taught, go on and

on, resolving for the future that liov. ex at guv and happy the seasun

you '11 always keep your eye upon t lie v, heel."
" And this is your sermon ?

"
said I.

" And thus I Mss the book," said EKED ; and so he d

THE DILLY AND THE D'S." (AN APOLOGUE OF THE OXFORD INSTALLATION.)

Part First.

On, Spirit ! Spirit of Literature,
Alien to J.

Oh, Muse ! ungracious to thy sterner

sister, TIII;MIS.

"Whither away !

J

Away !

Far from my brief

Brief with a fee upon it,

Tremendous !

And probably before the business is con-
cluded

A REFRESH EH nay, several! !

"Whit her whirlest thou thy thrall?

Thy_ willing thrall:
1

"
You ,/,/</ Then ;"

But- not just at this moment,
If you please, Spirit !

No, let me read and ponder on
Till; I'LEADINGS.
Declaration I

Plea ! !

Replication ! ! !

Kejoinder ! ! ! !

Surrejoinder ! ! ! ! !

Rebutter !!!!!!
Surrebutter !!!!!!!

ETC ! ETC ! ! ETC ! ! !

It may not be. The Muse
As ladies often are

Though lovely, is obstinate,
And will have her own way !

* * *

And am I not
As well as a Q.S.,
An E.R.S.,
And LL.D. ?

Ask BLACKWOOD
The reason why, and he will tell you ;

So will the Mayor
The MAYOR OP HULL !

I obey, Spirit.

Hang my brief 'tis gone !

To-morrow let my junior cram me in Court.
Whither away ? Where am I ?

What is it I behold ?

In space, or out of space ? I know not.
In fact,
I 've not the least idea, if I 'm crazy,
Or sprung sprung ?

I 've only had a pint of Port at dinner,
And can't be sprung
Oh, no ! Shame on the thought !

I see a coach !

Is it a coach ?

Not exactly.
Yet it has wheels
"Wheels within wheels and on the box
A driver, and a cad behind,
And Horses Horses ?

ink thee Worm!
I lorses ? or that race

Lower than Horses, but; with longer ears
And less intelligence
In fact

"
fy/ii list ,ii

"

Or in vernacular,
JACK
"Tis not a coach exactly
Now I see on the panels-
Pricked out, and flourished

BY S-L W-RH-N, Q.S., LL.D., E.R.S.

A word ! A magic word
" THE DILLY !

" - " THE DEKBY
DILLY!"

Oh Dilly ! Dilly ! all thy passengers
Are outsiders

The road is rough and rutty
And thy driver, like NIMSUI'S son
Driveth

Furiously !

And the cad upon the monkey-board,
The monkey-board behind,
Scorneth the drag but goes
Downhill like mail.

He hath a Caucasian brow !

A son of SHEW, is he,
Not of HAM
Nor JAI'IIHTII

In fact a Jew
But

seCj
the pace

Grows faster and more fast in fact

I may sav
A ease of Eurious driving !

Take care, you '11 be upset
Look out !

Holloa !

* * * *

Horrible ! Horrible ! ! Horrible ! ! !

Dilly
With all its precious freight
Of men and Manners
Is gone !

Gone to immortal
SMASH !

Pick up the pieces ! Let me wipemy eyes !

Oh Muse lend me thy scroll

To do it with, for I have lost

My wipe !

Part Second.

Again upon the road
The road to where ?

To nowhere in particular !

Ah, no I thank thee, Muse
That hint 'tis a finger-post.
And "

he that runs may read
"

He that runs ?

But I am not running
I am riding
How came I here P what am I riding on ?

Who are my fellow passengers ?

Ah, ha !

I recognise them now !

The Coach
The Box
The Driver
And the Cad
I 'm on the Dilly, and the Dilly
Is on the road again !

And now I see
That finger-post !

It saith

"To Oxford

Eifty-two miles ;"

And, Hark, a chorus !

From all the joyous load.
I (river and Cad, and all !" We go," they sing

F:> ( Kford TO BE DOCTORED."
To be Doctored ?

Then, wherefore
Are ye so cheerful ?

I was not cheerful in my early days
Days of my buoyant boyhood
When, after inglutition
Of too much
Christmas pudding,
Or Twelfth cake saccharine,
I went, as we go now,
To be Doctored !

Salts I

Senna and Rhubarb ! !

Jalap and Ipecacuanha ! ! !

And Antimouial Wine ! ! ! !" Wwul .'

IDIOT ! !

DON KEY ! ! !

"

Said the free-spoken Muse."
With them thougoest to be doctored, too,

Not in medicin but in Law
All these and thou
Are going to be made
HONORARY
LL. D.'s !

Behold !

And know thy company
Be thou familiar with them,
But by no means vulgar
For familiarity breeds contempt ;

And no man is a hero
To his valet-de-chtmbre !

So ponder and perpend."
DEBMYt
The wise, the meek, the chivalrous
Mirror of knightly graces
And daily dodges ;

Who always says the right thing
At the right time,
And never

forgets himself as others
Nor changes his side,
Nor his opinion
A STANLEY to the core, as ready
To fight,

As erst on ELODDEN FIELD
His mail-clad ancestor.

See the poem
'

By S'R WAITER SCOTT !

DIZZY!
Dark supple subtle
With mind lithe as the limbs
Of ISIIMAEL'S sons, his swart progeni-

tors

With tongue sharp as the spear
That o'er Sahara

Flings the blue shadow
Of the crown of ostrich feathers

As described so graphically

By L'.YAUD, in his recent book
Oil Nineveh !

With tongue as sharp
As aspic's tooth of N IMS,
Or sugary
Upon occasion
As is the d

Of TAFILAT.

DI/./.Y, the, bounding Arab
Of the political arena
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.1

|;j L
.

, e

' leap
Fron ii

at ill lial:".i

A budget
Or tlinirin^ headlong
His BO

>:arp swords of ailver--;

As vu-rc his h'vihivH nl' i'.l-Arish.

Uhn
.hibifcd

\\ ill] rapturous apph.
At Asllcj's Amp!'

Cipl

At Yauxhall Gardens I

*

Clust.

On l,i\ .-UK! knife-board,
See,

|

i k thy stars

Thai

v.'iitcr

And a bariv

Although a man of elegant acquirements,
[man and a tcholu

i U.S. to hoot-
lllti. ni-li hi-li sncicty,

such Sw i

A.I.I I:I:AI, \oi;s. :

LORDS! and lo ! no

Of Ex-Cabini I Minivers!
Oil! happ). happy, happy,
Oli, happy SAM !

:is w orlli, at tin- least
-

T,;I TtoMOMd a

\n.l these are all, to-day at least

Thy fell

1,1., D.'s. even as ih>-.

Anil thou shall walk in silk nttire,
b anil no!) with nil the mighty of

arth ;

And Lunch in Hail-
In Halll-

Lunchcd before thcc,

But on inferior grub,
That tir-t i:rrat SAM

J'.IINSUN !

And LAI'II, anil K<H,I:R Ihi
And CIIANMKH, LATI.MKK,

!t MILKY,
ran, JACKAON andahoet I

VVhoi -ore
I will look up
In U'ooi/s
"Athena- Otnnienses .'"

Onlj tn think !

How BLACK WOOD
Is ho

. ! !

Hi I.WKR ! ! !

And i ast,
The -

'

! ! !

Oli EB
01, MU;A!
And oh
Our noble selves !

Dh DRAGON!
' HE Geologists are aware

time to time, i

'

feei
si I i saurians

hit!:',

a lil i

a variety <if

iles lias continued in

i -nee from an

period to the present

county of Hants. Ji

or fixing

lizard, of so monstrous a
char ally to cor-

respond to the common
notion of the Dragon;
and it has been accord-

ingly denominated Draco
or the Charity Dragon. This Dragon has for

mi the property of the Hospital of St. Cross, near AViii-
:

ag an enormous i. erect". Within the present
century it is said to have consumed more than of the

I" th;l Insii.iilion. It has entirely bolted ami swallowed
up a whole establishment therewith connected, called the House of
^oble Poverty, thereby evincing a power of deglutition, which tends to
ant henl ieate the feats of that sort, ascribed in the ballad to the Dragon
of \\aiitley
To fo: a of this Dragon's voracity, it is requisite to know

that the Hospital of St. ( founded ii

HK-IS, l!i hop of Winchester, for the lodging, clothing,' and maiiite-

LS poor men, and to the daily feeding of 100 other poor men ;

.-as the igreater vi;u-i of the maintenance of the 13 poor mcr
the whole of the prmisiou for the 100 other poor men, have been

At what pn :. the Jit-urn i of St. Cross made
i'-s .

i certain; 1 m iis production is a curious
i, pie of retrospective development. It WHS originally an imli>

of the human race, appointed under the title of Master of St. Cross,
rity wliich it now eats : and thus owing its o

'" l>i'. I'.iois, h
.litionally said to have been created b

BISHOP or \\ INI H STEB. Sub ted to that

lowpoint in ilic scale of organisation vnioh it at present occi
ILC descended from a warm-blooded and chantable, to a cold-
'ed and rapacious .-:n

;

inal.

ee of this Dragon was long unknown, because its habits
i niolv retired, and it was accustomed to prey quietly, and in

'ii'k. ll has at h nii'li, however, hern detected and (-aptlived, and
is ii' n exhibited in the Rolls Court of Chancery; where an
expei inient is in course of being tried upon it, with a view to cause it

'o disgorge part of what ii has aulped.

THE PRESENT POLITICAL TAPIS. Turkey.

HOW TO MAKE A MOUSE OF COMMONS.
TUES; 1853, was one of those few days in the

public tim,', for i
'

will i !

d," it

when nothing has been said there can be

of gentlemen, who had

Was r.o opportunity of
-

; want
s. But we have known greater conjurors than Members of

ier actors also, compelled to the humiliation of

tearing their tricks unperformed, or their parts at of

[pence. There -

of which in a play-bill would, technically speaking,
"

1

out," and we must candidly admit I hat a debate on I'ei-u is aho;
unattractive an affair as could have been "put up" for an eve;

of Commons. The principal performers \\ ho
were to have figured in Pegu were, of course, irritated at having lost a
chance of "coming out ;" but we really dp not see who is to be Mannd
if the of a few political actors, in characters for
which no'.; should have resulted in bringing nobody to the
exhibition. The proposal that somebody should be responsible for"
making a House," is absurd, for it would be ridiculous to assert the

principle of freedom of debate, and deny to Members the freedom of

refusing to listen to a debate devoid of all interest. The cnly prac-
ticable mode that occurs to us of "making a House," is to leave it in
the hands of MADAME TUSSAUD, who would perhaps contract to
furnish a sufficient number of what might be called Parliamentary

Cock-o-waxeSj to constitute, numerically speaking,
"
a House "

on all

occasions.

As proxies are permitted in the House of Lords, and as
"
silent

Members "
are recognised compoiifnts of the wisdom of the Lower

, we honestly believe that wax figures labelled with the words."
Aye," or

"
No," to show which way they arc iutended to vote, w

IT a great many of the most important purposes which are filled

by the real Members of Parliament. Considering Ihe stuff that some
of the Members are made of, considering how easily they are impressed,
how rapidly they can be made to melt their money in the heat of an
Election contest, and that their final destiny is, to be dissolved, we
think we are justified in recommending a supply of wax-work figures to

prevent the possibility of there being
"
no House "

during the sitting
of Parliament.

The Doctors and the Poet.

IT was observed, as a wise precaution, that when the distinguished
poet of The Daisy and ihe J ed upon to receive his diploma
at Oxford, he was closely attended by DOCTOR BEIGUT and DOCTOJI
FORBES WINSLOW.

NOTHIXO JTEW TINDER THE SUN A DEBA-TABLE POINT.

IT may be a matter for speculation whether the Multiplication Table
is one of those tables adapted for turning, especially when round
numbers arc employed.
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WHEN \T IS DELIGHTFUL TO LOSE A BET.

. "TSDDIXGTON FIRST f THEN THAT WILL MAKE FOUR DOZEN AND A HALF. REJIESTBEK, SIXES! Two DOZEN WHITE,

AND THE REST PALE DllAB AXD LAVENDER."

WHAT AllE OUll SOLDIERS MADE 'OF?

WE feel ourselves call.
1

protest, in the name of our gallant

army, against the absur ion of the people of Chobham for a

force of twenty policemen t:> keep in order a camp of nine thousand

British .soldiers. We do not for a-jnomeut doubt, that the good order

and discipline of our troops will render any precaution quite unneces-

sary, but the idea of pitting twenty policemen against nine thousand
armed men, is so preposterous that we cannot help disavowing, in the

name of our country, the absurd hypothesis. What will foreigners

say to the boasted prowess of the

inspired in the minds of the foe \

policemen are seriously applied R ,

thousand of our best troops, slumld antagonism arise between the

police and the soldiers? V.

iiil'.iir as a hoax
;
and as the facet,

the House of Commons, we are ju

conduct of the nine thousand solt

our own responsibility the pro
1

ritish army, and the vaunted terror

the British soldiers, when twenty
an antagonistic force to nine

inclined to look upon the whole
* Dr. i MMOXD put the question in

tifled in looking for a joke as the

foundation of the business. We i B quite ready to guarantee the good
'

ers at Chobham, and to decline on
iction of twenty policemen for the

trembling Chobhatnites ;' but we .cannot allow it to go forth to the
"
foreigner

"
that we attach so little weight to nine thousand soldiers

t hat. we look upon twenty policemen as a match for them in the event of

a collision.

The Serby Scholarship.

LOUD DERBY, we are informed, made a fine Latin speech at Oxford,
which we are agreeably surprised. at : for we feared that the habit of

Protectionist figures would have occasioned the iioblc Earl to

make false quantities.

In the Press.

THE HOUSEMAID'S GUIDE TO CHOIJHAM CAMP; with What to

Look at, Whnt to Wiuk at, in d What to Avoid. To te had at all Police Stations.

THE LOYAL IRISH.

IP flic Irish newspapers are really the organs of Irish opinion. v.-e arc

rather puzzled 10 know the meaning of Irish loyalty. The A

Journal, which might more appropriately be designated the A.

Cat, is pleasantly looking forward to the moment when "Louts
NAPOLEON will wash out the stain of Waterloo

;

"
and, on that

tremendous washing-day, the Kilkenny Cat suggests that Ihe Irish

people will know their "duty." Another paper the Limerick Reporter

allowing respectable persons to visit the nunneries. Considering how
often Ireland has been

"
in a blaze" during the last twenty or thirty

years, we have begun to look at the country as a sort of harmless

firework,which crackles and fizzes about, but has no more serious eil'cct

1 hau to burn the lingers of those who handle it.

A SUBURBAN SHAME.

GHEAT complaints have been made latclv in the suburban districts

respecting their postal arrangements ;
which are not perfect. : seeing

that it takes, perhaps, rather more time to send a letter from Hammer-
smith to London, than from London to Edinburgh. But the dissatis-

fied parties slrould consider that the Post-Office is regulated by a law

somewhat similar to that whereon depends the action of the Electric

Telegraph. If you want to send a message from Dover to Calais, in

order that it may reach Calais, it, must travel back to Dover. Suppose

you want to dispatch a letter to Shepherd's Bush from Fuloaru, your
letter must go up to London, that it may get down to Shepherd's

Bush. There is, however, this difference between the two cases, that

the law of the Electric Telegraph is a law of Nature which is un-

changeable ;
whilst the law of the Post might be altered by the Post

Office authorities.



, 1

THE CAMP AT CHOBHAM.
Soldier. "IF YOU PLEASE, SIR, IT'S FIVE O'CLOCK, AND I'VE BROUGHT YOUR SHAVING WATER."

K IS, l*j:'.
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ACADEMICAL PORTRAITS. No. 11.

1 THINK, < ''il spend tOO

\ou dill not want thr

I Mud fault \vllli yg quantity of clothes jou buy, the bad
(it most dl iljcni, the stan (I patterns

OC Hit, 11 II of

e, the

be \\(Jl-l(t Wi ,.' "loll lm\c llir f:r.

.

vim uiu uui waui/ tuiuu UL.
; t ivi *. *

waistcoats and three pairs o

J "!"i
,,,v:,liill:,ln:,,lv '"> I' 11"' sll(mlu l)l

'

.

Id say, \\ I'.:M. a

,', k

it, H

. \\ hat a p-iiliemanlike

... i due tlian my
oodteru

phase, plump them down ii. ,,d no one will i

'

a smile. E uith the men I

JACK
d:

an

! >

ml

mil in \diir search ;

;

gam lion.

Now look at PEACOCK of your college, lie is tin- very type of a

University dandy, lie pays exclusive attention to the subject .

-

a m , r
arc ven sober in colour, ami L / ,je in cut ; their clo.i

others lint vo'i wouldn't
' )(

'a '"' 1 "'l.''

listen to it

'

There is 'i homilv
' : ''''' "" w ' ;

I 'believe 01 "l" Ji AiV
t 'u '

1 "' tm '.
v ;i'w;;

m,-,'.|
"

!,;,.], i onrp tn l>p
accumulate apparel that they ( |.

'.'dif v have v &B mind,migot

for that sort of liU'rilim
wr " l)0 lrl

'

1 ::! '

but T wish von to
' ;in - Iour good spirits and dwr

binmlcis ?!,,,'
'

J'?''^ th
-

ey b^t -iMhing atand
iractiv'cncss. Value them

you won't h;e, Hug, cliild; and a clean shirt is an ample
settii:

I have 1 ;se my mind on this subject. No one
can come to this place without observing the extravagant stylo of

iK-ibre the end of the week. He sports jewelled waistcoat buttons
.-//, nth Ins shirt studs, a flaring sold chain with a bunch of charms,
and half a dozen rings of various designs,
apparel that he goes to RICKAR-DS'S Eurip.
(1 think it was) used to dress himself in h
classics, because, said lie,

"
1 am now going into good company." I

don't know whether PEACOCK has an eye to the precedent, but the
1'lorcnt me would have been delighted with his respect for the ancients,
,'/;/// In' Iti'unl Aim liegin to construe. At two o'clock our young friend

in an entirely new toilette, equally gay, but more adapted for

the promenade, llis afternoon stroll up and down High Street with
a friend or two of like tastes and appearance, is to him the event of the

every shop-window, auu stare you in the face tilt that da.

Constantinople P

day. The insolent languor of the Inns when thus emplmn! Russia. Can't I, just ? Why it 's easy enough.
the most delightful sights wit h which 1 am acquainted. The Emperor

j England. It 's not so easy to get through Const
f,f f"U, I,, ..!... I 1 . (? TU 'U -A. - '_Li i_l__ _1 . f 1 ;A '

f~\ iof China, or the Llama of Thibet might take a lesson of solemnity from you may imagine. Come, just you try.
them. As they walk three abreast, their eliins in the air, their hand-'

n"~
C_ _, _ e j.i. _ __ i i i i i j. i _. .. . . . _i . i .

, , _
,

Rvsna. Here goes at it then! C-o-n Con
; s-t-a-n stan, Constan ;

kercaiets streaming from their breast pockets, and their canes dangling t-i ti, Constanti ; n-o no
int heir hands, they forget that they are mortal, they forget everything ; England (stopping him). No.

except the splendour of their exterior, or the tightness of their boots.
It is ten to one that you shall see PEACOCK in the evening got up in '

ul.,~i. 3 __t_;i_ i- i i _ i i. . _ j '_, L ri A
.,1 '

black and white, his embroidered shirt and waistcoat blazing with!

turquoises, and a heavier chain than ever.

Russia (extremely puzzled). No?
England (positively). No, NO.
France (ditto). No, NO, NO.

Turkey (in consequence of the firmness of the other (too, plucks uj
And all this foppery (which would be exaggerated anywhere) in a courage, and also says positively). No, NO, NO, NO.

:ieial town, where you never see a lady! Is it not grossly absurd P i

-^ together (most positicely) . No! NO!! NO!!! NO!!!!
Do.-sn't every one know that the o fora man's being a dandy I

(let the word pass) is to please women, who are supposed to like it
'

~l*r U _ . _f *L _ ni ^1 i _ i jiWould a man of the world, think you, dress in the same style here,
that he docs in Lon ion in the height of the season ? There is some-
thing disgusting to my apprehension in a community of men. decorating
themselves one against the other.

PEACOCK is going into a cavalry regiment, they tell me, most likely
one, and I dare say looks forward to astonishing his brother

officers with his magnificence. Do you know how they will serve him ?
Jnsl as the 25th Hussars did young SPOONBILL they chaffed him out
of his life, and made a bonfire of his French cambric shirts, buff, lilac,

yralet, and blood-red, at one fell swoop

The Fruit of Picture-Cleaning.

-"-'J " 1J ' " a VIA &UB VUIOW1.UA UKMU10 J-fjUlt 1 Zlit VTJjIliO itlll.l AiAlVit I

10 be the plague, of every pi:,. i.t in London,
and that he has been very nearly persecuted into the ordinary modesty
and quietness of an English gentleman. Let PEACOCK take warning in
time or his life in the army will be a burden to him.

Mind you, I don't want you to neglect your appearance here-
a odious in any one, e :i a young man, and cer-

tainly the opjvi ite exl reme is the less objectionable of the two. "V

A FACT THAT SPEAKS FOE ITSELF.

(says SIBTIIOBPE) i

GENTEEL INTELLIGENCE. The Standard is universally spoken of
What in the servants' halls, as the evening organ of the Harris tocracy.

A LITTLE POLITICAL GAME OF SPELLING.

I SAT, RUSSIA, I'll bet you anything you can't spell

Constantinople, my boy, as

[RussiA tries back, and tries very hard several times ; but each
time he tries it on, he is palled up suddenly by the NOES. ll<-

gets very angry ; and at last, not seeing his way at all clearly
through Constantinople, he retire.i i,t the greatest rage and
disguit, ENGLAND, FEANCE, and TURKEY still calling out after

MM,
'l

J\
To> No! No! No!"

v -"", "", ""-, WE got into an argument, the other day, with a commercial politi-
Holdiera

^are very good cian, who asked us where we ww to go for our raw material P Our
} the National Gallery ; where we should
of the old Masters.
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ME. VERDANT'S FIRST ATTEMPT AT BOOK-MAKING.
Verdant's Friend. " WELL AS NEAR AS I CAN MAKE IT OUT YOU XVST LOSE

150, AND UAI- LOSE 300." [VERDANT subsides into his Soots.

MANUFACTURE OF OLD MASTERS.
PROFESSOR OWEN is an expert j hilosopher. With him it is something more

than e:r pecte Herritlen ; he goes the entire animal determines the whole
deinotherium from the extreme phalanx of the toe. ME. OWEN, however, must
be content to share his celebrity for reconstructive genius with a gentleman whose
evidence, given before the National Gallery Committee, has been published in the

papers ; whence we learn that
" On Monday MR. LAxrp. was examined. Tie said lie was at present a painter of flowers and fruitH,

but had formerly been employed as an historical painter. lie was instructed by the keeper to restore
the " Boar Hunt," by VHLASQUKZ. Several portions of the picture wr re entirely destroyed when it

wan placed in his hands. One portion on the right hand as large as a sheet of foolscap of the
picture WHS entirely bare. In fact more than one half of the picture had to he restored by winu's*.
lie WHS sorry to say that the cleaning which it had lately undergone had almost entirely destroyed
hisrepntKt n, ami jmrtiitlly revived VRI.ASQUJ-Z. (Leatffucr),

" M it. I'.. WALL. Had you any plate of the ' Boar Hunt '

to aid yon in your restoration ?
11 M !l. L^NVK. NX
" Mi:, r. WALL. Are you aware whether tliere is any plate of it in existence?
".MR. LANCE. No; I hope there is not. (laughter). I had not seen the picture before it was

damaged."

Out of less than half a picture, MR. LANCE makes a whole one, and give him a

square inch of an old master, he will, doubtless, return you a square ell. There, is

no limiting the possibilities of such a pencil. If no portion of VELASQUEZ'S
"
Boar

Hunt" had been remaining but a simple javelin, all that was wanting to the

javelin might have been supplied by the LANCE. Had RAPHAEL'S St. Catlieriin-

been partially obliterated, that is, the whole of the painting efl'aced except the

wheel, MR. LANCE could have been depended on to restore the remainder; and
if any other saint, by any artist, had faded from the canvass, his nimbus only left ,

we arc confident that MR. LANCE would have been able to put in the saint.

Great injustice is done to such gentlemen as MR. LANCE, by affixing to pictures,
more than half of which those gentlemen have painted, the names of old Masters
who have only done the lesser part of them: and thus giving the ancient and
foreign painter the whole of that credit, the major amount of which is due to the
British and contemporary artist.

A Case of Russian Leather.

WE trust there will be no war between England and Russia, because it would
involve an interruption of our commerce with that empire : whilst, nevertheless,
we should be compelled to send out tanners to the Russians to tan their hides
for them.

ABERDEEN'S CLIENTS.
" Ce cher ABKRDKF.N." Louis PHILIF-PK. Foreign Power.

"
Tins dear ABERDEEN " must he now well aware

Of the recent report of Cork, Sfoo, and Clave

Election Committees
;
which if he 1

li:is seen,

It perhaps has enlightened
"
this dear ABKKDEEN."

"
lliis dear ABERDEEN" may have learned that his pets,

Koine's parsons, use intimidation and threats.

The \ ores of their flocks to control
; which, I ween.

Was a fact quite unknown to "this dear ABERDEEN."
'

This dear AIU'.IIDKKN
"

else would never have bowed
To the POPE'S brazen hand, and LORD JOHN disavowed
In a. manner which would have been sneaking and mean,
Had that fact been but known to "this dear ABERDEEN.
"
This dear ABERDEEN "

may thence, prssibly, see

That the priesthood he cockers ix hostile to free

Institutions; which, were lie not wofully green,
Had been patent, before, to "this dear ABEHDEBN."

"This dear ABERDEEN" bear, however, in mind-
Is less soft than he seems, perhaps; none are so blind

As those who won't see, and .some folks have a keen.

Suspicion 'tis so with "this dear ABERDEEN."
"
This dear ABERDEEN," now, albeit, should kuo\v

That Koine is Constitutional Government's foe,

f.t disloyal to thrones like the throne of (he QUEEN,
The Premier of whom is "this dear ABKUDEKX."

''This dear ABERDEEN," let us hope, will, anon,
See the force of the reasons assigned by LOUD JOHN

;

l-'e/r a vote which would eke without reason have been,
Like some votes, we may say, of

"
this dear ABERDEEN."

THE PINE OLD PORTE.

from throwing himself on the Ottoman,

INCE the Russian. Ulti-

matum, every one is

looking with anxiety to

see how the Porte will

turn out, after the lap
it has received at the

handsofMESScmKOEP.
The general opinion
has beeiijtiiat the Porte,
tliouuh full of body and
inclined to be crusting,
will exhibit a thinness

and mi utter absence of

spirit, which will impair

strength and quajll y.

\Vc arc not surprised
that Porte should begin
to ferment under the

treatment of Russia,
lor Porte is utterly un-

accustomed to imperial
measures. We confess

we hope that, peace will

not be disturbed, for

we are desirous of

taking it as easy as

possible over our Porte ;

and we should be sorry
to see ourselves em-

broiled in preventing
the Russian Autocrat

Kulish Obstinacy in Dress.

OUR young men of the present day run about with black

stripes down their legs not unlike the legs of mules.

Why not carry the likeness further, and allow the strines,

as in the case of mules, to run all over their
coat^s

? Surely
he who dresses himself like a mule must be "next to a

donkey," and, accordingly, cannot make himself too

ridiculous. A sharp young friend of ours, who has studied

heraldry, merely to joke upon it, calls these tl.ick heavy

stripes,
" The bars-sinister of taste."
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PARADISES IN PANDEMONIUM.
THE land we live, in is a pretty place according to the Kilkenny

,

Jounwl ; whieh, in reference to Old England, has uttered the following
(

<-c language :

i; This is tlir lilin-ty of the freest country under the sun ! A curse will attend such
|

in. Tht! Infidelity, the crime, tlie vice, the unmentionable sins all these are
h, and more than enough, tolir'mj,' ilnwu the wrath "I' lli-:n.-n n England. Her
<:ttics are Sodoms; her factnii,s lire hells .... In Kngland there in no n

I'm
1

ivIU'ion ur vii-lur, I'M rpr :iniuii^ i| tl
. duh'.lir jiupiiliuinn, ami it is a cmisoUtion for

us ti> knuw if there car. be any consolation in such a case that it is tli

un^ovvnn:d, hrllish p:is-,ion of iniiiji'lity, directed by a desperate Anti-Catlmlii- ft

th;it ;iims lit the desecration of Catholic religious hnuses. \Vliu exjit/cteii Hi'

better I'nmi I ji-laml, whose people know no hounds to their savage, brutal lust a
people steeped in every kind of K'lilt it is possible for pen to describe or mind to

conjecture a people whose souls are black it!, ci inie that in its worst moments never
contaminated nodt : h

;
and it is from such a people insults and taunts are

to bo hurled out against Catholicity. ,110* can we think of this, with patience?
Demons conspiring against Heaven 1

"

Alas ! it is to be feared that we are a very wicked people ;
addi<

in every villany; but especially to shooting landlords from behind

hedges. And when a dastardly Protestant English scoundrel thus
commits murder, ill open day, not one rascal of the Protestant by-

j

Btanders will budge an inch to apprehend the assassin.
U'e. arc accustomed to knock each other down with large sticks, to

brat and kick one another when down; ten of us, sometimes upou one,

trampling
him and stumping on his stomach. .,_ ,, _

,, , ,

Doubtless we owe our escape from the fate of the cities to which sort of volition that any motion proceeding from the table should go
oui- Kilkenny contemporary alludes to the presence among us of a few ,, way, though it frequently happens that the' influence is exercised by
good persons. There are little colonies of decent people to be found ,

only two or three persons of the whole assembly. In these Ministerial
in London, and most of our other large towns, of which they inhabit experiments it is advisable that the places round the table should be
the more respectable parts. They are remarkable for the cleanliness , retained by the whole group, but it is not necessary that they should
both of their persons and their dwellings: and the extreme neatness of all keep the same places, and. indeed, fresh force has often been gained
I heir attire. Iheir settlements are models of social order and peaceful ()T transi'erriu" one individual to the place of another,
industry. Oaths and imprecations are unknown in their abodes; Those who have full faith in the Turning of the Tables declare that a
where meekness holds a divided sway with temperance. Their names table may revolve while standing on only one leg; but the great art
are characterised by MAC and O; their manners by gentleness; their required by Ministers is to know how to -bring matters round when
customs by refinement

;
their features by delicacy. Indeed if there is there is not even a leg to stand upon

anything by which they are distinguished more than by moral beauty, xhe exper
it is their prepossessing appearance; except that perhaps, upon the Ministry a f<

whole, it may be considered that they arc most chiefly to be admired turn
A

for veracity.
In spite, however, of the existence of these angelic

ttidst, ue have
"
brought dovin uin.ii us ".ike wrath

represented by the Kilkenny Journal, \vhose ire has been kindled by
Mi;. (.' 11 A MHF.RS'S proposed Act for the Recovery of Personal Liberty
in Certain Cases. No wonder : for is it not an Act to prevent those

A MAGNETIC MINISTRY.

fcj lie po i i ual magnetism are beginning
to lie \ U acknowledged, we do not

mid not In- allied with the

he, and applied to lire pur;.'

may lie tried ut the Council table with

ior'it i- "f willand motion
would be of extn it is neces-

sary that the .\l imperial will should lead to

some definite motion on 1 he, part ol the Cabi-

rhere are se\eral modes of trying the

5 the Tables, and the

MI Ministers have so .ed the

tables exceedingly well upon the i'roteet

who, al'ter milking a feu' feeble ell'or s lo "send
round the hat," have abandoned the hope of

doin.' anything of a magnetic character.

The present. Ministers, though comprising a

ruous party, may hope (or a

ltd result from some of their efforts.

The pruetiec is to sit round a table n

{.'oniieil table and without actually joining

hands upou any one subject, they agree, in u

societies in our
i aiu priests

hand was so slight that it slipped through their fingers.

**
A SENSIBLE CIVIC DINNER.

is not accomplished by the mere cultivation

THE POST OFFICE AND THE SUBURBS.
Tin-, suburban population begin to complain bitterly of the un-

businesslike phenomenon, that the nearer they happen to be to the
Genera] Post ( )Uice in point of distance, the farther they are in point
of time away from it. The word Post is, iu its original sense, indica-
tive of delay, and as far as the suburbs are concerned, we can have no
hesitation in saying that the English verb post-pone, and the Latin
post pono, to put in the post are synonymous. All the rules of
arithmetic seem to be set atuoughiby thJ rules of the General Post
Oilier, for it' a letter requires four hours to travel from eighty to a
hundred miles, it follows according to I "ost Office practice that the
sa-iu: letter wduld require twenty-four hours to travel one-thirtieth part
of the distance.

The Ruling Passion Strong in Death.
IT is a curious and remarkable fact, that the

"
Rappers

"
have not

succeeded m summoning from their private
"
vasty deep," any female

spirit who confesses to having lived in the
"
Middle Ages

"

HOW TO COIN A JOKE.

IT is singular that so much astonishment has been created by a man
walking with his feet on the eeilinir, when no less a person than HER
MAJESTY may be, daily seen with her head on the Florin'.

PROGRESS OP TABLE MOVING An Honourable Member has given
notice ol his intention to move the Table instead of the House.

in the Times :

" ENTERTAINMENT AT THE MANSION HOUSE. The LOUD MAITOE gave a dinner last

evening to about 80 Mayors and Provosts of the principal cities and towns of Great

Britain and Ireland. This, we understand, is the first of several entertainments, the

pecial object of which is to aid the efforts of HKK MAJESTY'S Government by promoting
a uniform organization throughout tho country for the Diffusion at a more General

!
and Practical Knowledge of Science and Art among all Classes."

What could be a better beginning for such an end? In dining

! eighty Mayors for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, the City con-

tributes to promote public enlightenment by a proceeding no less

judicious than appropriate. Teaching those eighty municipal magis-
trates how to live, it affords them a lesson which they will be not

slow to communicate to their respective Corporations, whose members,
in their turn, will impart to others the benefit of the instruction they
have thus received. To commence with an entertainment at the

Mansion House, is to lay a good solid foundation for subsequent

acquirements. The digestive function, for example, so important in

physiology, is studied on a sound basis of turtle in addition to capon
and sirloin, besides a great many other of the choicest substances of

the vegetable as well as of the ahimal kingdoms. To the information

capable of being communicated py plates, that which may be derived

from dishes is wisely adjoined; and it is obvious that a taste for Art

may be expected to be developed through the gratification inspired by

good cuts. We hope the eighty Mayors who were regaled the other

day at the Mansion House, for the extension of learning, will earnestly

endeavour to fill their minds as largely as they filled their stomachs on

that occasion. The next Civic Educational Dinner, perhaps, will be

given to eighty Masters in lieu of Mayors, in order to cram them for

their respective tasks. In conclusion, we may observe, that it the

LORD MAYOS'S banquets should make no bookworms, they will con-

stitute very considerable grubs.

NOTE FOR THE NATIONAL GALLEU.V. You should not clean
paintings as you would clean plates.

THE POPULAR MOVEMENT PARTY. It strikes us forcibly that the

popular "Movement Party," of which we are always hearing so much,
must mean the members of the Police Force, for they are always
ordering the people to

" move on."
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THE SERPENTINE.

(GENT THINKS HE IS ROWING TO THE ADMIRATION OF EVERYBODY.)
SMALL BOY.

" '

Old 'ard, Gue'ifr ! And take me and my Traps across! teill yer ?
"

A WEEK OP IRISH WRONG.

(From
"
The Tablet.")

THIS week has been marked by an unusual series of wanton outrages
inflicted on poor, helpless Ireland by the brutal Parliamentary Saxon.

Unusual, did we write? The Saints forgive us the word the record
is but another leaf from the black catalogue of British crime. But let

us be calm while \ve recount these new outrages, calm though the very
ink boils in its bottle as we summon it 8Kembalm the legend of shame.
On Monday, the malignant scorner of our creed and of our priests
need we name the miscreant JOHN ]{I<KSKU, ? dared to answer the

manly interpellations of the patriot, GEORGE MOORE with a scornful
and aristocratic contempt. He would explain nothing, he would retract

nothing of what he had said against the Catholic Church, but he told
the Irishmen a profligate anecdote. An Irishman is a buffoon meet
him with a jest such is the creed of this English lordling. Ha ! ha !

We laugh, my LORD JOHN, but not at your wit. Let those laugh who
win. On Tuesday the whole body of ^English and Scotch Members
united to insult Ireland. They presumed to absent themselves from
the House, though an Irish question stood upon the paper, a question
involving the character of our devoiit. pious, meek, and idolised

clergy, falsely and basely charged with exerting more than their

just influence at an election. Yes, so ran the vile and blundering
charge, as if there could, or ought to be any limit to the influence
of those saintly men. But the Scotch and Saxons stood aloof, and
trembled to hear the glorious vindication which eighteen Irish
Members had resolved to deliver, in speeches of an hour each.
There was

"
no House." But they gave us Wednesday ha. ! Yes,

-day was ours, that is, a morning sitting, when the debauched
Protestant, vyith his head full of the Opera song and the orgv of the

preceding night, lounges on his bench, and lazily listens to Irish

wrong, as he recruits himself for the coming revel. They gave us

Wednesday, but, in bitter mockery, for a law bill. Of course, nothing
but law is wanted for wicked Ireland! Grant us patience, gentle
Saints ! Thursday, we were deliberately and foully outraged. They
trapped us. Then* Indian Debate came on, and we poor Irish, not
caring to hear the tale of their tyranny in the East, too like that which

festers and rankles in our own land, went away to make a night of it.

What is India to us ? Mark ! The fiends brought this discussion to a

sudden end, and called on the hateful, oppressive, extortionate Irish-

Spirits BUI. But we resisted to the death : we stood up and declared

that WE WERE SOT IN THE HOUSE, and that we would oppose any

attempt to proceed in our absence. Even, the deadly-smiling GLADSTONE

gave way at our righteous protest. But on Friday the same treachery
was renewed. We had fought the Spirit Bill, Ireland _w;is again

trampled, and eightpence in copper was added to the weight of her

chains. The Saxons evaded a Legacy Duty discussion, and sought to

bring on a bill affecting the wretched tenantry of Ireland. Then we
rose in noble wrath, and told them we had thought their own debate

would last the night, and that we were not ready. MOORE had
not learned his impromptus, and the fiery and impulsive periods
of FITZJUKLD had not been rehearsed. Were we like the English

churls, content to sit, to bide our time, to take business as it might
come on ? The bounding blood and panting pulse of Ireland were in a

flame and a flutter at the thought, and again we told our oppressors
that WE \VEBE NOT THERE, and would not talk. They yielded of

course they did ha ! ha ! and over the waves of a week of wrongs,
one sunbeam shed its lurid but triumphant ray upon the pale brow of

ruined Erin.

Doctors' Commons.

WE don't know what these Commons may generally be, but we
should imagine that, considering what an "Union Doctor is paid, his

Commons must be scarcely bread and cheese, and very little of I hat r

and, worse still, that the Commons of a Homoeopathic Doctor, if the

fees he receives are anything in proportion to the closes he prescribes,

must be at times exceedingly Short Commons.

THE SCOTCH BAYS.

I'norrssoK AYTOUN can see so little merit in any poetry other than

Scotch, that if he had not earned a true laurel wreath we should be

disposed to suggest for him a chaplet of thistles.

**>JJ'>T.
lr"Mi Bra'lb T, of Mo. 13, Upper Wohurn Tlncr, in the Parish of St. Fanenu, and Frederick Mullen Evans, of No. 7, Church Bow. Stoke Ncwinstcn, both in the Countr of MidiHesei, Printers, t their

Office m Ljn.baid btrect, in the 1'iecinct oi \\ liitefrinr, in the City <,I LonJi n, and PubliBbed by them at No.Si, 1'lcrt Street, in tlie raiish of St. Bride's. in th: City of L radon. SAiuuuii.-'unc l<tb, 1853.
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ACADEMICAL PORTRAITS. No. 12.

To my great regret Lent Term .1 the lime has at length arrived for

quilting the \enerable old city, with its diversities of population, mu-ty, (|Uiiin(,

learned,
pi. MIS, ami jolly. 1 cannot Imt Mali a-- 1 hid adieu to the hoats and the

thoroughbred galloping hacks, the cricket, the great breakfasts. and th.-

room Port. Happy iv ! there is something about yon which, al'UT all,

i he (irccian Tempk at the top of (lower Street 'onthe right hand side as urn

pi towards the New Uoad, 1 forget the nnmbcn, with all its science and (ierman

philologj ; and the hone-,!, hoyish, country sports make a fellow fresher and even

manlier than (lie llaunarket does. J'ut this is sentimental weakness, I know; J

shall be baek in town to-morrow, and have to sneer as usual to keep up a

reputation for intellect.

\\'e had a dinner at the Red Liou in honour of my departure. I know all the
.i generation of youngsters now, and they look upon me with the respect that

an undergraduate always feels for a senior man who does not snub him. There
were about a dozen 01 us, three of them in pink, having had, as l'i.\< rsiiin.v

said, a "slapping wnn with Dwake, old boy." They found, 1 heard certainly
more than (met! during dinner, at llarlevforil [leeches, and after a burst of twenty
minutes across the- but it is absurd for me to attempt to do what the graphic
iicn of little KASPKK will triumphantly reeord in the next number of The l-'u-l,l.

They were splashed up to the eyes, talked
very loud, drank a good deal of

Champagne, and went to sleep after dinner. Old RAILTON (who has got through)
was there, and JOWI.ER, and most of the boating men, a swell or two from All

Saints, with extensive jewellery, and, perhaps, a slight tendency to insipidity ;

lit SKI\, the, son of the Judge, with his unrivalled collection of comic songs,
and No/./.i.i: with his comet; but, the claret, after dinner, disagreed with him
1 don't wonder at it, 1 'in sure and he was unable to gratify us with the
melodies which lli:ui! KIKNK; has made so popular.
The dinner was served in JONES'S well-known style, that is to say, everything

was cold except the Sherry. But, bless you, we didn't care. Men in London
who go early in the morning, and have a private interview with the cook at the

club, and, perhaps, cry to him about his pastry, would have opened their eyes
to see how we polished oil' the solid Knglish fare before us. Cod-fish, beef,

p'geoii-pics, wild-duck, disappeared from the board : great silver tankards of

strong ale and beer cup (a general characteristic of University dinners) were
assiduously drained and replenished. The rage of hunger and of thirst at length
anpeased, came claret, complacency, and conversation. Then, amid jingling of

glasses, arose young CODLINGS, ana, in a speech full of compliments and hearty
jovial bad grammar (there was one sentence for which I quite loved the boy,
he varied the construction of it six times, and never ended it at all), proposed
he health of the humble author of these lines. Horrible uproar succeeded; tile

"

s sings a melodious second here with great art:
" It's ft way we have In the army,
It's a way we have in the navy,
It's a way we have In the Vaolty-y,"

BUSKIX is great here again :

" And to say alt of us.

Hip, Hp, hip, Hurrah.
Hip, hip, hip, Hurrah.
Ill]', HIP, HIP, III I. KM! II."

And the boys sit down, (lushed and hoarse. I rise for

eh, and frracrl'ully put tin;,' my hands into my
trousers' pockets -an attitude which our gifted artist has

caught with his usual skill express m\ inalnlitj to return
thanks properly for the honour that has been dour me.

(A'o, no.)
"

I wish I wasn't going away. i /////,-. hnir.\

It 's much jollier here than in town. If id in',' v. it h t lie il r.,:;

is better fun than listening to l'x.usi:nr. Howsr.K in the
Chancellor's Court. I like steering yon down the mer

frost tie /,<,ti/i,i<i i,n',n much more than 1 do tin;

Statute of I'ses. I could not eat such a dinner in
'

is I have eaten just now I never ha\e the appetite.
They give us the ,<( at the Temple- two
\ear old beef, and premature mutton and I am always
contincd to my bed the day after, (dli, un<l H liujii.\

'Gad, i'nz .\l.\uTiN(,Ai.r, jou won't laugh when yon iirst

try it, I can tell you. They make you eat three dinners
10 sec whether jour constitution is good enough

for the Bar. As it is, many sink under it : but as, ncvcr-

legal business ha.-, been so much diminished lately,

they arc going to increase the number of terminal trials

to six, in order to make a still larger exclusion. (Frr/.

w/rww/, but not riinri,ii-i'il.\ 1 shall come up at Com-
memoration to see hriw Mm LTI on, and give a grateful
University the Opportunity of granting n.e an honorary
degree, Whether 1 accept tbe distinction or not, will

dciend of course on the sort of company with whom 1

should have to appear in Convocation. I' have no doubt
our boat will bump the Christophers' to the eternal renown
of CODLINGS' men, and the University will win the Cop again
at Henley, though 1 am told they will have to woik hard
for it. (Offers to lay six to four

'

on| us
'

no takers.) If

some of you hereafter see your portraits in a popular
periodical, don't call on the Editor with a horsewhip, or
in any way think of violating the laws of your country.
Rather rejoice to be selected as examples for the instruc-

tion of a new race of L'nder-gradnatcs. (KAII.TOX turns

very red indeed, nnd says, 'Hoo, hoo! dcosc take it, old

fella, I say, hang it though ! ') I hope yon will always be
as honest and good fellows as you are now. The pluck and

cheerfulness, the manly energy, which makes you popular
here, will give you the best chance of making your way in

the world, and wherever you may seek your fortunes, I

trust you will never forget the old place and its associa-
tions. A trace of seriousness is seen, just for a moment,
most strongly marked in the muscular oarsmen, and t In-

flow of laughter and of talk is renewed with greater vigour
than ever. Felices sua si bond nurint. I am sitting up
writing, because I can't afford to do otherwise. All the

boys have been in bed for an hour.

three sleepers rose and jumped into their chairs.
"
Your good health, old fellow-

sorry you are going to leave us!" sounded from all sides; and BUSKIN, with his

manly voice, led off that simple, never-tiring canticle,

" Fo-or ho's a jolly good fellow,'

I give the entire poem to obviate the irregular curiosity of the Notes and
Queries. " For ho. 's a jolly good fellow,

For he 's a joliy good fe-cllow-ir-w,

BUSKIN'S vocal training enabled him to hang the last note on to an aggravating
pitch :

" Which iviboily can deny,
Which nobody can deny,
And ao say all of us."

A Locomotive City.

IN these days of Table Moving, there is no sort of
movement that can astonish us much

; but we are sur-

prised a little by the change of place asserted in the follow-

ing item of American news :

" The City of Manchester bad arrived at Philadelphia."

We are conscious of some slight degree of that amaze-
ment which MACBETH experienced when he was informed
that Birnain Wood had come to Dunsinane.

FACILITIES FOE FORAGE.

THAT the plain of Chobham presents a fine area for

military manoeuvres may be the opinion of the officers, but
the men prefer the areas of the domiciles in the various
towns they have been quartered in.

Ah ! Come Bapida !

WE really carnot profess to understand the mystery of

spirit-rapping; but we have seen several authenticated
cases in which a devotion to spirits has caused many to

be without a rap.

VOT. VXIV. nfl
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RUMOURS OF WAR AT WOKING.
ESTERDAY it W8S
generally under-
stood that the
tremendous force

assembled at Chob-
liam is about to do

"something." We
are not surprised
at a rumour having
got afloat that the

army intends to

ITALIAN POETS AND AN AUSTRIAN MEdENAS.
WHO does not know Perugia ? (called anciently, Perusia,
And built in pre-Etruscan times, unless in these my views, I err.)
Her massive walls, six miles in length, and built to form a polygon,
Contain wide streets, and squares, and halls, whose wealth is not yet

wholly gone,
Although to crush her people, now, the Austrian does what he can

;

And (lothic spears, and Gallic guns, and crosiers from the Vatican,
Have clone their worst for her in turn

;
for Might makes Eight was

not a law
Less liked by PAUL THE THIRD, than by NAPOLEON or TOTILA.

make itselFaiTarmy But, though her townsmen are enslaved, they still will be satirical,

of
"
occupation

^J1" mock their tyrants bitterly ; indeed, 't would be a miracle,

and will shortly ^> WMl 're an ANTINORI, CAI'ORAU, and COPPETTA, lived,

--or whatever else it happens to call itself familiarly known
ofas Woking. The people of Woking are, in fact, in a state

trepidation, from the headborough down to the beadle, in consequence
of a rumour I hat Woking is to be

"
invested ;

"
though, as an "

meat," \\c can conceive nothing so absurdly unprofitable as the spot
alluded to. The camp at Chobham will not, however, be idle; and, as

military operations in earnest are understood to be the order of the

day, it is perfectly well known that something in the way of a siege
will be attempted.
Woking has been hinted at as a town that is destined to be"
surprised," and preparations for

"
astonishing the natives

"
are

supposed to be going on with the utmost activity. The publicans
are making ready to meet the invasion with spirit, and the musketeers
of the line will be received with the contents of the double barrels of
BARCLAY AND PERKINS and others, who will place their "entire"
strength before the army. We confess that we are not sufficiently up
in military tactics to know how Woking is to be taken, or whom it

will be taken from, or if, when taken, it. will be well shaken, or whether
it will 1)0 given back again after the feat of taking it has been
accomplished. Perhaps Wokiug will save further trouble by giving
itself up, and placing the keys of its pump or its fire-engine, or what-
ever its public institutipns may chance to be. in the hands of the
invaders. From what little we know of Woking we apprehend no
serious resistance, for pur recollection of the spot carries us back to

nothing but a small ditch, which forms the only national defence of
the place against a hostile army. We have not heard whether Woking
is busily engaged in throwing up entrenchments, but the probability is
that it will throw up the whole affair of defence as a hopeless business.

An Empty Khan!
WE perceive by our highly intellectual and amusing contemporary

the Court Circular, that SHAFI KHAN had an audience of the QUEEN,
and delivered his credentials as Envoy Extraordinary from the SHAH
OF PERSIA. We merely mention the fact for the purpose of asking,
with a view to a correspondence that will no doubt be got up in Notes
and queries on the nice point, "whether SHAFI KHAN is any relation
to Shaving Pot ?

"
There is no doubt, from the splendid style of living

adopted by the envoy, that the Khan is, to a certain extent, a tin
Khan, for there is plenty of

"
tin

"
in his composition.

Financial Physic.
IT is proposed to establish an altogether new method of inquiry into

the state ol the Public Health. The following are some of the interro-
gatories recommended to be addressed to the patient. How are your

SSEL.^ ^lA66^ 00113013 - 3* "* y Stoc-k- Are your

of using

And thus the Austrians daily dread dark plots and bright concetti, Sir,
And fear their subjects' pointed style, as much as their stiletti, Sir !

\ IK! thus it chanced, the other day, a poem by some anonymous
I'eniu'inese (who felt the German yoke weigh heavy on him, as
It must ou every noble soul, and didn't mean to sp'are, if he
Could get a chance to strike,) came forth, the Austrians to scarify.
So savage was the Commandant when first lie read the verses, Sir,
That his grey moustache curled up in fright, at his quaint Teutonic

curses, Sir.

Then said he,
"
Bid the guard at the Palazzo dei Priori, see

That there the five best poets in the town at half-past four I see."

Now as, whate'er his plan might be, he did not then declare it, he
In the city, by this order, caused much bustle and hilarity,
As they all opined :

"
For him who writes the best extemporaneous

Effusion, some reward or decoration it is plain he has."
So that, when the guard by four o'clock had made his choice, as well

as he
Knew how, a thousand poets' hearts were filled with horrid jealousy
Of the five, who now sat planning rhymes, and metaphors, and phrases,

Sir,
Lest they should nave to improvise the stern RADETZKY'S praises, Sir.

The Commandant appeared, and in a most malignant temper ; he
Did not command the bards to steak a eulogy extempore :"

Strip, Sirs !

" he said, and turning to a surgeon (who had handed him
A list of sick), to see what stripes each bard could bear commanded

him.
"
Strip ! Stripes !

"
the poets muttered,

farce ! He has

"
Why our strife will be no

Detennined that the vanquished bards shall share the fate of MARSYAS.
Wr

hat poets with these Austrian clowns could ever fail to quarrel, Sirs ?

They give stripes for decorations, and the birch instead of laurel, Sirs !"

"
Well, General !

"
at length began the medical examiner,"

This sonnetteer for more than twenty stripes has not the stamina ;

But this, whose strains are usually grave, stately, and heroical,
Might bear some twenty dozen with a calmness truly stoical

;

\\ ith these three epigrammatists you can't be too particular ;

Just give their muse a few sharp cuts to stimulate and tickle her."
"Now mark me!" said the Commandant. "You hear what he

rehearses, Sirs,"
If any other poems appear, I '11 pay you for the verses, Sirs !

"

Great Masters of Italian Song ! Ah ! could you but come down again
To view each well-remembered scene, each cherished native town again,
And find that on your sunny land had dawned so sad, so fell, a day ;

Dividends all rightT "H^e"you"'my Pain abo^Go^BondsT A^v & w
?
dlelould y de

,

em each soft, and sweet, and plaintive mefody !

uneasiness referring to vour Foreigl Securitie" WiSt ifthe State cl l
he

,

plff'^
he harp

',

the
tyi

e
> t

he lute
.'7

ould 1mc"7 be torsaken all,

your Corn Market? ALw^ 8." Let Keel ^&^3^S^^Si1S&5E2HH&'

Speculation ?

How is your Discount? Have you any appetite for

^

THE CANTEEN AT CUOBHAM.
WHEN the Camp has been washed just washed by a shower then

will be the tune to brew the beverage which may be called Chobham
negus : a potation composed of Tent and water.

A STRIKE WITHOUT A STICK.
IN

considering the circumstance that the Policemen have struck at
Manchester, it is important to remark that a Policeman, in striking
lays down his truncheon.

Or' " **. t to let them sing in chainsagain.

Improvement in Spectacles.

WHO can contemplate the Marine Vivarium at the Zoological
Gardens, without congratulating himself on living in an age when the

public derives that amusement from zoophytes, which, at a former
period, it would have sought in bear fights r

IRISH CHARACTERISTICS. The two articles of native industry in
which the Dublin Exhibition excels, are Wedding Cakes and Rocking-
horses.
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STATUES TOR SOUTHAMPTON.
IP Goo and MAGOO don't mind what they
are about, they will very soon have to hide

their diminished heads, and take themselves

away with their attenuated stomachs. The

City giants arc in a fair way of being

superseded, and cut out by the Giant

U-ART, and the good Knight. SIR

JUivis, their Southampton c

iTtainment given at that;

live town, under the mild title of

diMMonniii: \ \.\IIF.UI;] I.IIT,

of banquets

A REVERENT RAFFLE.

(Tu FREDERICK LUCAS, M.I'.)

RESPECTED QUONDAM FEIEMI,
I BELIEVE thou art Editor of the Tablet newspaper. Sub-

joined is an advertisement which I have cut out of thy journal.

ONLY
ONE SHILLING. Lost Chancel in the RAFFLE fur OUR

1.AHV ..f (JUAIT. .,f ACTON It Is brllfvrd that some of th.r I.uckii-Kt

Numbers arc still to be hftti. The Bubsi-rip: , fd this
month. IVrsona desirous of obt;
Ti-lvt i'ostKO Slumps, w.iilcl dnTH-ll t.j npply f'.r III.

I.AMHBKT'B, 17, rurtnian S'lv.-t,
I'urtin:. .Iso in to hi- r and exqui-
sitely r'.ii|{ht \VoKKUOX of SII.Vl:i: uiul IVO1 .:jluv lumiu-

Thi affair

M.A.

bidding fair : <ose immense I'.n-tmv. which will !> 1.allotted fur by Forty Members only, at 10*. each. Tl
I.,,..,...,];,;,. ,

. ai .;,.), really worthy ftt
- D

-
V

North Uottgc, Acton Green, Middlesex. JO11N BOM S
..mi ol (oiildhall. \\ M>OU

lo se the Ma.or and Corporation of 1 beseech thee to answer me a lew (|i!eMi. m--. if thou canst, touching
Southampton disposing of their two or the above. \\ h it by "The Kalile for our LAIII of di;ui:of
three hundred tureens of real turtle, and ACTON ':'' Dost thou not think i u might in,

Sequences, at a sitting; with BOme help, that the Aclon alluded to \\as ;m Acton I

,8., in thi ithat
HK\ is and AMM'IIJT ouglit to enjoy the not ideation in regard to the Lady thereof wa a wicked American

a promotion commensurate with the COn- advertisement concerning a female slave r I conjeel lire, however,
sequence wliieh ll'j are so rapidly ac- from the refercnc'c to

"
je\\ els ami other costly objects," t hat I lie object

(liiiring. Tl present represented intended is an image decorated with trinkets; is that tin 1.U1Y of

solely hy two weather-beaten-, portraits on < well as JOHN HOM-S'S? In tl .stand
the face of tlie Bargate ;

mul it is high that the image is a likeness? and if so, why is it <l> "of
time that a dee. Vcton":' Hath thy LADY of GKACK, in respect of Acton, any peculiarity

_ lie erected iii tlie interior of that ancient of countenance or form P Or is the image entitled
"
of Acto

edifice, in order to preside with woper it hath been xised to be worshipped there P Having been the obj
dignity over the festivities of which it is the, scene. The figures adoration, is it now to become the subject of a rail!. fthou
ought to be executed in a style of high sculpture, ;uid not to be must answer this question in the affirmative, tell me in what degree or

wooden and painted images, in order that they may constitute particular the thing dillereth from nfelislt !

the fitting emblems of a reformed and enterprising municipality, in Moreover, I will ttenk thee to inform me what JOHN BONUS meaneth
contradistinction to one that, stuck in the mud of abuses, is most aptly
symbolised by a couple of monstrous dummies.

WHAT IS TRUTH?
A DUET between Sin FREDERICK TILESIGER and MR. COPPOCK.

.SVV F. T. TKI.I. me, prithee, gentle youth,
Tfll, oh ! tell me, what is Truth P

Is it Truth, if one dise

Only part of what one knows,
Closely keeping locked the rest

In the cupboard of the breast ?

.I/--. -,'. Truth, I hold, is that to say
Which shall not my faith betray,
Truth is Fact, in part revealed,
Some discovered, some concealed,
fact, so far as it extends,
Having secrets, kept, for mends.

AY/- /'. /' Would'st thon with half-truth deceive ?

Mr. C. Blame not me if flats believe.

Sir /'. T. Truth, I think, with thee doth He.
.!//. (!. Thou 'rt another, bad as I.

SirF. T. I'm all open
-

Mr. C. Never shut ?

Sir F. T. Speak the whole
!/ ''. C. And nothing but ?

It. is said that Truth doth dwell
In the bottom of a well.

Both.

Is not that the bosom's cell ?

Mow are we that word to spell,
Tell us, oh ye wise oues, tell

;

C., or S. E. double L ?

by signing hiinsell M. A. ? I know that those letters commonly stand
for Master of Arts

;
but it is dillicult to conceive that the' writer of the

above advertisement could ever have been to any college ; or, indeed,
civilised school.

I note that thy friend and condisciple, JOHN liosi s. saith, "It is

believed that some of the luckiest numbers are still to be had." ]

to know, in case I should become a convert to thy persuasion, whether
I should be expected to believe in luck ?

Thy people often complain that the per.-. :e_re, whose image I sup-
pose the

" LADY of GKACE "
to be, is insulted in heretical journals. I

ask thee if thou canst point out anything more derogatory to her in any
one of them than the above advertisement in thy own paper ?

I am, respectfully,

OBAJDIAU PUNCH.
85, Fleet Street, June, 1853.

The Christening of the Camp.
THK inauguration of the Camp at Chobham was an extremely festive i

.
ow

Hy reason of the storm of rain which at tended their operations! ?
r
1

i"

r
! f

y
i

aCe' Wbch'

A CHANCE FOR CLAIRVOYANCE.

SIMILAB to the subjoined, there appeared in the Times the other day
nearly a whole column of advertisements which announced that an
eminent auctioneer

Has received instructions to include in his next Monthly Periodical Sale of Rever-
sions, Policies, &c., a ONE NINTH of a ONK TuiBDPARTOf the Sons of 2,800 and -V lio

Three-ancl-a-Quarter per Cents., receivable on the decease of a lady now in her 61st

year, provided a gentleman, now in his 37 tli year, survives a lady now in her 70th year."

If clairvoyantes can really
" look into the seeds of time,

And say which grain will grow, and which will not,"

iere was a chance ^one of a series of chances for the conversion of
I//-. Punch to a belief in mesmeric prevision. Not that Mr. Punch
limself would have ventured to invest any capital, beyond a few
lalfpence, on the strength of a somnambulist's prediction respecting
mybody's decease

; but, doubtless, there are some persons suihcieutly
jold to try the experiment; and the prophcev mighi have been
nunicated to Mr. Punch first, and its fuMmeut in case thereof
afterwards.

our gallant troops began their campaign with a jolly mess.

TilE MEMBEK FOE COUNTRY BUCKS.
IN reference to the Succession Duty, it is a question whether the

1'A-CiiANCELLOK OF THE
hold with the hounds.

does not run with the heir and

PBOBLBH IN TABLE MOVING. Is it possible to make an unsteady
table turn over a new leaf ?

How is it that the Stock-jobbers have not availed themselves of

iirvoyance, which, if true, would supersede the Lleetric Telegraph ''.

The article seems to be at a discount in the City. That is not much.

to be wondered at, when you consider that its Professors themselves
have not the courage to try it there, but give seances and consultations
for a paltry guinea, when they might make millions by speculating in
the Funds if they are to be credited.

QUEER PAPER.

LORD STANLEY'S notice of motion relative to the Government India
Bill has excited some apprehension that the Bill will be dishonoured.
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THE ST. BEBNARD MASTIFF AT THE MONT BLANC LECTURE. A HA?PY DOG-BATHEB?

INTELLECTUAL ENTERTAINMENT AT THE MANSION-
HOUSE.

TILE LORD MAYOR is, as we anticipated, going to feast the

Preceptors ; bravo, LOUD MAYOR ! Witness this card :

"The LORD MAYOR will be gratified by your attendance at the Mansion-House on
the 30th instant, at six o'clock, P.M., to meet the Masters and Mistresses of the British
and Foreign, National, Parochial, and other Schools of the Metropolis."

On this festive occasion, an entirely new variety of dishes will be
added to those good things which constitute the usual bill of fare at

City banquets. His Lordship states that he is adopting various
measures for the promotion of a knowledge of science and art among
all classes, and that

"With this view he has, with the valuable assistance of the Society of Arts,
collected at the Mansion-House a large assortment of educational models, diagrams,
books, apparatus, &c., showing the latest improvements that have been made in these
important departments."

A new feature will accordingly have to be introduced into the report
of this improved Entertainment at the

'

Mansion-House. It will
behove the chronicler of that event to record, that not only covers, but
books were laid for so many, and that besides the regular number of
tureens of real turtle, &c., there was such or such a lot of cases of geo-
logical specimens, of globes, charts, maps, quadrants, electric machines
galvanic batteries, air-pumps, mathematical instruments, plants, and
objects of natural history. We heartily congratulate our worthy Civic
Monarch on his introduction of food for the mind into his dinners, thus
combining the rational feast, and the psychical libation, with eating and
drinking in ordinary. We trust that he has laid the foundation of a
new style of gluttony and guzzling at the Mansion-House

; that he
will have created a greediness for information which will expand the
intellect instead of the stomach, and a thirst for knowledge which will
get into the head and remain there.

An Experienced Hand.

To make things pleasant with regard to Turkey, MR. CoFPOCK ought
to be sent as plenipotentiary to the Court of Russia. Surely there is
no diplomatist who would know better than that gentleman how to
treat.

RUSSIA AND THE FEMALE WIG PARTY.

THE Submarine Telegraph brought the other day the following

extraordinary intelligence :

"RUSSIA. A new ukase which has been published in the kingdom of Poland pro-
hibits the wearing of lalse hair by the women of the Jewish nation. Several infringe-
ments of this new law have already been punished."

To prohibit the ladies in Poland, or anywhere else, from wearing
false hair, is indeed to strike a blow at the Polish interest which

nothing can compensate. We tremble to think of the number of bald

facts which will be brought to light among the female population, when

they are no longer permitted to assume that false front which has been
hitherto opposed to Time's unwelcome ravages. We presume the

Emperor ot Russia begins to be fearful of conspiracy among the

Jewesses of Poland, and is determined to know what they have really

got in their heads; though many of them will, we are quite sure,

prefer to dye rather than disclose in black and white but particularly
the latter their real condition. Every effort will no doubt be made
to resist this tiruel 'Ukase, but we know not how to recommend the

Jewesses to meet the attack upon their hair, unless by rubbing in a

tremendous supply of bear's grease, they can strike at the root of it.

Possibly the Ukase may have for its object the encouragement of the

consumption of the native article of commerce, by inducing the Jewish
females to plunge into unlimited bear's grease, with the vain hope that

it will tend to restore that luxuriant crop for which the wig-maker has

hitherto provided a substitute. If the women 9f England were to be

subject to such an oppressive Ukase as that issued by the Russian

Government, we are convinced that for the loss of i heir ornamental
head-dress re-dress would be generally demanded. Happily our own
Government is far too gallant to wish to hurt the hair of a British

female, even though the hair is hers by right of purchase only.

Irish Scholarship.

AVE suppose that, on the plea of Religious Equality, it will be

demanded by MR. LUCAS and his confederates, that the intended

"Catholic"
University

shall (when established) return Members to

Parliament. Should their demand be acceded to, the representatives
of that Hibernian Institution will, of course, be wranglers.
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ABERDEEN'S CLIBKTS, 248
Academical Portraits, 8, 28, 32. 53, 67, 99,

119, Ac.

Acknowledged Heroine (An), 60
Activity in the Dockyards, 182
Actor's Orthography (An) 33

Admiralty
"
Indiscretions," 184

Admiralty Pitch and Tar, 220
Advertisements Moralised, 160
After Dinner Conundrum (An), 57
Ah! Uome Rapid*! 251

Alarming S,icrincers (The), 62
All'idea di u.uel Metallo, 12
Another Brace of Bores, l:u

Anything but a Billot-doux, 73

Appointments and Disappointments, 54

Apsley House, 41
Artr-d Ideas, 171, 188
Art-Habiliments and Art-Highlows, 62
Art in the City, by Goo, 197
Art of Conversation (The), 232
Art Waiting Kooms, 110
"As clear as Mud," 63
BAKKK (The), 30
Barou Liebig on Punch's Almanack, 9
Batch of Correspondence (A), 89
Beer king (The), 2

Belgravian Training for Young Ladies, 131
1'.. l-ravian Venus attired by the Graces

(The), 151
Belle Sauvage at Court (The), 113
" Hest "t'Ci.t-throats"(The), 64
Big Wigs and Litlle Wigs, 229

Bishop of Cartridge (The), 57
Black Job of the City (The), 31
" Bless us, and (\fyou can) save us," 230
Blow at the Snuff-Box (A), 98
Blunder to the Last, 239
Board and Lodging for Murderers, 183
Brace of Bores (A), 24
Breakdown of the Derby Lot (The), 219
Bribery lihymer (The), 217
Budget made Easy (The), 177
CABINET CONTRAST (A), 110
Cabman's Friend (The), 237
Cabs of London (The), 84
Cieremonium in Encamiis Oxonieusibus
Habitum, 232

Camp at Cliobham (The), 203. 227, 234
Canteen at Chobham, 252
Case of Russian Leather (A), 248
"Cat" (The), 174
Catechism for Major Canons, 82
Certain Cure for Overfeeding (A), 2
Chance for Clairvoyance, 253
Characteristics of the Rising Generation,
97

Cheap Home, 102
Child's Summary of a Lords' Debate (A),
237

Chinese Revolution (The), 189
Christening of the Camp, 263
Chriitmas Walts, 8

Clerical Casualties, 218
Clerical Error (A

1

. Ill

Collarotype (The), 180

Colloquy on a Cab Stand, 118
Colonial Correspondence,

" Washed and
Done for," 108

" Come Back," 170

Consequences for Canters, 77

Consolidating the Law, 123
Convenience of being Shortsighted (The),
H8

Coronation of Louis Napoleon (The), 139

Corruption of the Old Masters, 20
Crown and the Broadbrim in Bavaria

(The), 17(1

Cruise ..f the Old Admiral (The), 27

Cry of the Neglected Husband (The), 44

Cup too much of Tea (A), 188
Curious Statistics, 239
DEATH in the Jam Pot, 107
liental Anatomy, 142

Derby Scholarship (The), 244
Digested Code (A), 68

Dignity of Dust (The), 7,
"
Dilly and the D.'s" (The), 242

Discovery of a Dragon (The), 243
Doctors and the Poet (The,), 243
Doctors' Commons, 260
" Doth not a Meeting like this, &c.," 12

Duffy and the days of Chivalry, 192
Duke in Pnrtibus (A), 170
Dumbarton's Drums and Trumpets, 2l'l

Dying by Diet, 110
EDITORIAL Cry (An), 70
Egging them on. 70

Eight Conundrums from the Commons, 169
Electric Lady (An), 54
Electric Parliament, IX!

Elegy (written in a Ktiiltcay Station). 88
Elevated Address to Mr. Gladstone, 10
Kmbniglio at the Philharmonic, 178
Emperor of Hearts (The), 63
Emperor's Joke (An), 88
Empire of Jack Ketch (The), 89
Empty Khan (A
Encouragement of Robbery, 109
End of Bribery The;, 227'

England a Nation of Masqneraders, 123
England's Best Defcm
English Gold Fields (The), 157
Exeter Hall Ring (The), 210
Experienced Hand (An), 254
Experience of a " Constant Reader "

(The),
240

Extraction of Scotch Root, 79

Extraordinary Rationality in a Lady, 23
FACILITIES FOR FORAGE, 251
Fall in Waterfalls (A), 163

Fancy Bipeds without Feathers, 69
Fashions by a First Hand, 179
Fat Lady's Best Friend (The), 12
Female Infallibility, 139
Fences of the Constitution, 127

Filthy Lucre, 119
Financial Physic, 252
Fine Old English Admiral (The), 59
Fine Old Porte (The,, 2 is

First Sen-idle \ ill'mine (The), 73
F lowers of Promise, 221
Food for Hair Powder, 180

Habit (The), 79, 124
Fra Diavolo in London, 59
Free Trade in Fortune Telling, 147
Fruit of Picture Cleaning (The), 247
GRNRRAL PIRRCE'S Creed, 129
Gentle Cabman (The), 148
Ghosts of Guildhall (The), 74
Good News for Husbands, 183
Government Labels, 91
Government Paper, 179

iir of the Grand Jury (The), 41
Great Anti-Police Demonstration, 83
Great City Race the Chamberlain Stakes,

B
Great Indian Debate (The), 238
Great Sarsaparilla Movement (The), 203

HABERDASHERV, Trashery, and Smashcry,
21

Hampstead Heath Monopolist (The), 234
Harmonic Rapping, 181
He must have Illuod ! 70
" He's been, and gone, and done it," 124

High Sky llU'h, 11:1

Hit in :i \

Houae of Humbugs (A), 203
How to Cure Fainting, 18
How to Muke ;i House of Commons, 243
How to Walk on the Ceiling, 153
Humdrum Conundrum (A), 109
Hum , 119
Humours of the Cariow Election, 53
IMP,, -i -i ],,N :>.H.I Humbug Market, 120

Improvement in Spectacles, 262
Intellectual Emcrt:iiuuieiitat the Mansion-

,264
Invader's (iuide-book to England, 163
Irish Charaiteristics, 252
Irish Scholarship, 254
Italian Poets and an Austrian Mecfenas,

2:,2

It is lucky that Christmas does come but
once a year, 17

JESUIT (A), 119
Joke for the last General Election (A), 79
Judicial Ignorance, 172
Justice for Women, 119
KNOTTY POINT (A), 82
Knot to be Untied (A), 73
LADIES' Battle (The), 83
Lament of Fop's Alley. 103
Lament of the Unseated (The), 99

Language that really should not be Al-

lowed, 228
Last Chance (The). 179
Last Kick of Fop's Alley (The), 123
Last Look (The), 234

Lay of the Anxious Debtor (The), 60

Lay of the Imprisoned Sportsman (The
238

I .o I'liilosophe Malgre Lui, 93
Lilierty lor l.n.i

Light Day's Work for a Heavy Day'
Wages, 130

Literature of Flnnkeyism (The), 69
Literature of the Play-bill (The), 109
Little Political Game of Spelling (A), 247
Live Legged Tables, 220

Living and the I '. id I I'e,, 214
Locomotive City (A), 251
Locomotive Table Company (The), 209
Logic for the Legrees, 62
Lord Cranworth, Law, and Physic, 88
Louis Napoleon condemned by Himself,
163

Louis Napoleon's Courtship, 50
Love in the Moon, 77
Love's Labour Lost, 47

Loyal Irish (The), 244
MecH'iias at Manchester (A), 143

Magnetic Ministry (A .
- 1:1

Man of Metal for the Million (A), 68
Manufacture of Old Masters. -ji->

Marriage in Very High Life, 207

Marriage under Difficulties, 204
Master of the Hot Rolls (The), 40
Melbourne Mail Bags (The), 232
Mem tier for Country Bucks, 253
Member for Toleration (The), 82
.Men of Law (The), 114
Merchant Prince (The), 158
Millionaire in I)Hliculties(A), 173
.Ministerial Bye-play, 77

Mi-re],,,rted Magistrate (A), 130,
Mitelmm .Movement (The), 132
M itre full of Money (A), 187
Model Houses of Correction, 212
Motives for going into Parliament, 122
M.P. in the Witness Box (An
Mr. Drummond on Bribery, 192
Mr Gladstone's Fantasia, 188
Mr. Punch among the Pictures, 198, 207
Mr. Punch as Ilichiird 111., 148
Mr. Punch at the Play, 23, 39, 52, 87, 92

117, 128
Mr. Punch to Mr. Shaw Lefevre, 9S
Mis. (-amp's Lament, 7
Mulish Obstinacy in Dress, 248
Munificence to Men of Letters, 98
My own New Broom, 20
NABOB'S Petition (A), 144

Napoleon's Entire, 113

Nativity of the New Ministry (The), 18

Necessity of Medicine (The). 2i9
Nestor of the Navy (The), 33
New Fanatico per la Musica, 24
New Mirror of Parliament CA), 77
New Philharmonic People (The), 237
New Tale of a Tub (The), 130
New Walk of the Drama (The), 114
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INDEX.

New Writs, 28

New Year's Chimes (The), 17

Newton at Sea, 80

Nose Cartridge, 202

No more boiled Fowl, 40

No more Grey Hair, 40

No Rose without a Thorn, 138

Nothing New under the Sun, 243

Notices of Motion, 223

Nut for Nabobs (A)..
OCAX to the Railway River of our

Thoughts (The), 93

Odd Pattern from Manchester (An), ^10

Ode upon Opera Dress, 157

Ode to Mr. Calcraft, 1!>I

Off she does, and Back she Comes, 12i

Old England's Babes in the Wood, 164

Old May Month (The), 208

Old Romance in a New Channel (An), 104

old Women Wanted, 12

On Six Lord Chancellors, 14

On the Present Infernally Low Style of

doing things, 213

Oppressed Cabman (The), 159

Our Honeymoon, 1, 11, 21, 31, 51, 61,71,

mi. ill, to.
Our " Honourable Men," 100

Our Indian Commission, 139, 177

Our Irish Commission, 177

I hir Naval Yrterans, 112

our Savage Customs, 81

OutheraldlDK Heraldry, 57

Oxford Mixture (The), 78

PAI.MKIIST..SI.VN Catechism (The), 102

Panel for the Protection of Ladies, 158

Paradises in Pandemonium, -249

Parliament Made Easy, 7J

Parliamentary P.usiness Paper (The), 22.

Parliamentary Poems for Infant Minds, 90

Parochial Parliaments, 208

Parodv for a Reformed Parliament, 128

Patriarch of the Playhouse (The), 71

Paws Off, Bruin, 222

1 V:u and War, 79

Peace Anecdotes, 68

Peculiar People in Parliament (The), 97

Philosopher Wanted (A), 209

Pictures' Petition, (The), 29

Pig-headed Public (The), 57
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r\N Christmas Eve, Mil. PUNCH, on the strength or, rather, length of a Message from PRESIDENT PIERCE,

visited her Majesty QUEKN MAD. lie was received by a most courteous Dream-in-Waiting, who introduced

him through the Gate of Horn, whence, as COLONEL SIBTHORP beautifully remarks,

" Veris facilis cl.itnr exitus Urabris."

Dream-World was merrily keeping its Yule-tide, with shadowy Sports and dissolving Pastimes. As MB. PUNCH

entered, the Game was

The LADY BRITANNIA was enthroned, Mistress of the Revel, and her golden apron was heaped with

Pledges. The owners, a miscellaneous group, awaited the sentence of penalties.

Down, at a smile-signal from the Lady in the Chair, down went the broad brow of MR. PUNCH, to repose

on her knee, while Kings, and Ministers, and Hierarchs, and Demagogues came rustling round to listen.

The magic formula was silverly uttered. "
J^crt fe a 'CCfjing, anb a IJern $rtttg 'tJFhmff, antJ (5 fill

sball be Bone bn (fie toner of ibis Ferp ^reitu tZTbws ?
"

"Answer, de:ir MR. PUNCH," said the Lady in the Chair. "You always say exactly what I wish said."

" The Owner," said MR. PUNCH, "will retire." And the EARL OF ABERDEEN, who had forfeited Public

Confidence, withdrew, and BRITANNIA murmured her intense satisfaction with the proceeding.

The next forfeit was called. " The Owner," said the oracle,
"

will go down upon his knees, will, in all

abjectness of humiliation, beg pardon of all the world, and will humbly deposit his purse at the foot of the

Ottoman nearest to him." A heavy tread, and the EMPEROR or ALL THE RUSSIAS sullenly stalked away,
sooner than thus redeem his Honour.

The third forfeit.
" The Owner will find a Lady, whose well-omened Christian name is VICTORIA,

and to her he will recite some verses, of his own making, in praise of Chobham and Spithead."
" I am
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not much of a poet," said MR. COBDEN,
" but if my Friend, BRIGHT, will help me, I will gladly so redeem my

Blunder."

The fourth.
" A poor Foreigner/' whispered the over-kindly Lady, but MR. PUNCH sternly buttoned

his pockets.
" The Owner will behave with common honesty until further notice." A gentleman in a Spanish

costume looked surprised at such a desire, and said that he did not care whether he did or did not redeem

his Bonds.

The fifth was called, and a light step approached, and somebody was heard humming a melody of TOM
MOORE'S. " The Owner," said MR. PUNCH,

"
will carry three times through the chamber something to help

you, Madam, to hear your own voice better." LORD JOHN RUSSELL smiled, and said that he hoped his Reform

Bill would so redeem his Promise.

And the Dream it is dream fashion grew confused, but MR. PUNCH thinks there was a scramble for

the rest of the things, and that everybody snatched what he could. MR. GLADSTONE, seizing, with tax-gatherer's

gripe, what he thought was a work on Theology, got
" The Whole Duty off Paper." EMPEROR Louis NAPOLEON

departed very happy with a Cradle. LORD PALMERSTON went out, angry with a Scotch Compass, which though

only just out of the Trinity House, had an abominable bias to N.E. POPE Pius ran about most uncomfortably,

apprehending the loss of a French Watch and Guard, to go without which would, His Holiness said, be his ruin.

MR. DISRAELI made several vain grabs at a portfolio, which BRITANNIA, laughing good-natured scorn, refused to

let him have; and when the EARL OF DERBY tried for the same thing, she presented him with a Racing Game,
as more suitable to his capabilities. Several Aldermen, who had presented specimens of Mendacity, received

packets of tickets, inscribed Mendicity, to everybody's delight, and there was a cheer for a bold Bishop, who had

put down a Carriage and was content to take up a little Gig. Another Bishop he had a Fulhara cut found his

mitre, but some one, in unseemly satire, had surmounted it with a golden and most vivacious Weathercock.

" And what would you put down, dear MR. PUNCH," said the Lady of the Revel,
"

if we began again ?"
"

This, dear Lady," said MR. PUNCH, gracefully bending, and proffering an object at which the eyes of

BRITANNIA sparkled like diamonds,
" this which as your game is over, I will pray you_to keep in pledge

that, six months hence, I will present you with its still richer successor."

And BRITANNIA the smile at her heart reflected in her face accepted



MR. PUNCH IN DUBLIN.

"V7ES, with much pleasure," said Mr. Punch, M.P. for England, as he

JL entered the Octagon Hall in Parliament Palace ; and, in his usual

elegant and all'ahle manner, extended his white-gloved hand to a courtly

gentleman who had requested his presence."
I \vas sure YOU woiild say so," said the gentleman, and he raised a

finger. A watchful official at a door instantly turned to the electric

;iiu! Mr. I'liin'li'x gracious assent was known at Holyhead, before
he had finished congratulat iug his companion, in the most truly charming
style, on a promised knighthood, of which the Viceroy of Ireknd had

flred something to Mr. Punch.
" No man e\ei- earned his spurs better than the man who has been

spurriim- raila.\s into increased activity for so many years," said

Mr. Piiiii-li, \\iih a beautiful bow.
"

1 have not called you from the House at an unfortunate time, I
i nisi

, Sir," said the other.
"
Not that you can ever be spared, but

'

I.I\M GLADSTONE is quite up to his work," replied the great

patriot.
" He has but a couple of dozen of the Brigade in hand at

present, ami he is to-sing np one after the other, cup-aud-ball fashion,

copping or spiking him to taste, with the precision of a Roio SAMEE.
1 can lea\e \\ II.I.IAM. Let US go."
"You will take care that no other passenger is put into Mr. Punch's

!." said the gentleman, as ihe Kuston whistle sounded.
" No masculine passenger, please tell him, ME. HONEY," said Mr.

I'l'urli, facetiously.
" Good night."

''

This Irish journey is capitally done, certainly," said Mr. Punch, as,

thirteen hours later, he found himself over his coffee and prawns in

villc Street, on a radiant morning, and all the bright eyes of Dublin
sparkling round the door of his hotel, eagerly glancing towards his

balcony. Mr. Pun rli rushed forth, serviette in hand. II is large heart
beat high at the sight of so much loveliness, and at the sound of those

angel-voices, rising into musical cheering.
Kless you, my darlings!" Mr. I'/nii-h could say no more, hut

finished his prawns, and, throwing his manly form upon a jaunting car,
lie dashed over the bridge, and to Merrion Square."

An it's for luck I'll be takiu' your honour's sixpence, and not
for the dirthy money," said the excited driver, as he rattled round
il''' corner, and into the Square, and the gigantic cylinders of the
EXHIBITION burst upon Mr. Punch's ga/e.

" Mv Irish friend," said Mr. I'lii/i'li, gravely, but not severely,
"
do

not talk nonsense. Your carriage is clean, your horse is rapid, you are

civil, and your fare is certain. In London, we have as yet neither

clean carriages, rapid horses, civil drivers, nor certain fares. We mav
learn those lessons of you. Learn two from us. Do not believe in

luck, but practise perseverance ;
and do not call that money dirty which

is the well-earned pay of honest service. To sweeten the advice, there

is a shilling." And Mr. Punch entered the Exhibition building, and
was drawing out his purse at the turnstile. But two gigantic policemen,
in soldierly garb, welcomed him with a respectful smile, and the turn-

stile suddenly spun him into the building gratis, but a little too fast

for dignity. \V hat a sight was that bel'orc him ! The vast hall, with
its blue hues and red labels, looked a handsome instalment of Pax-
tonia. Plashing fountains, murmuring organs, a MABOCHETTI Queen
high pedestalled, white statues, glistering silver-blazoned banners. A
line and a noble sight, and worthy of all plaudit ; but it was not that

which almost bewildered the great patriot, as he was shot into

Dargania. Those eyes again
two thousand pairs at least Irish

diamonds, worth mines of Koh-i-noors, suddenly flashing and sparkling
and melting upon him. That telegraph message from the Octagon
Hall and, as they say in the Peers* House,

"
and the Ladies sum-

moned." Staggered though he was, you do not often see such a bow as

that with which Mr. J'unch did homage to his lovely hostesses.

Two of the fairest stepped forward gracefullv, and blushingly

proffered themselves as his guides through the building."
Chiefly, that I may set them in my prayers," murmured Mr. Punch,"

if you happen to have names
Those blue eyes belong to HOSOHA, and those violet eyes to i

and all to Mr. Punch's heart henceforth and until further notice. They
proceeded, and there was a sound as of a srrcat rustling, as of a VOH
Hi feminine garments forming into procession and following, but it was
vain for Mr. J'H,K-!I to think of looking round, for he never got further

than i he face of one or other of his companions. They paraded the.

building.
GRACE bade him look from her, and observe the five halls, hi the

central and greatest of which they stood. She showed him that,

Royalty had contributed a gorgeous temple, rich in gems an

richer in an artist-thought of the Prince who desiguc 1 it . And, standing

VOL.
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on the platform, she pointed out that the forge and the loom and

the chisel had all been busy for that hup.- hall, whose wea offered a

series of bold general types of the work to be seen in detail ai , u u

And China was near with her carvings, and udia with her embroideries,

and Japan with a hundred craft* lumv for the first time re'

thanks to our brother, the King of Holland),. and Belgium wrth her

graceful ingenuity, and France with .her
artistic luxury and the

Lllverein with its bronzes, and Austria with h.-r maps, and flowers,

and furniture. And then (iiucK led him on to the Fine Arts Hal ,

where llie original thoughts of a thousand painters, new and old,

glowed upon him from walls which the DEVONSHIRE, and LANS-

DOWNES, and TALBOTS, and PORTARLINGTONS, and YAHBOROK

CHARLEMONTS, and others, had joined to enrich with the choicest

treasures of their castles and mansions. And amid the priceless display,

Mr. Punch felt justly proud of his aristocratic friends, who could at

once trust and teach the people. . .

HONORA bade him look from her, and they passed from an exquisite

Medieval Court, its blue vault studded with golden stars, crossed th<

hall and observed a long range of machinery doing its various

restless work, and doing it noiselessly, thanks to a silent system and

a tremendous rod, sent from Manchester by F.URBAIRN through

whose Tubular Bridge Mr. Punch had llown at dawn. And HONORA

showed him where Ireland had put forth her own str, ngth, and throw:

down her linens and her woollens in friendly challenge, and with

her hardware, her minerals, her beautiful marbles, and her admirable

typography.
'

Thev ascended, and passing through long lines 9! gal-

leries, Mr. Punch's adorable guides pointed out, amid a legion ot

wares, things more graceful and useful than he had seen assembled

since the bell (on that llth of October last but one) tolled for the tail

" And now dear Mr. Punch," said HONORA,
"
you have looked round

our Dublin Exhibit ion, and and

"And" said GKACE, "you know that you sometimes say rather

severe things about Ireland _ ,

"
Never," said Mr. Punch, dropping upon his knees. Never. But

C

The '\diole

r

assembly was suddenly hushed and had Mr Punch's

words been literal, instead of only metaphorical, pearls and diamonds,

you might have heard them fall on those boards.
"
That for your sakes here present, and for the sake ot all the wise,

and energetic, and right-hearted men of Ireland who have to do witli

this buildm-* and with your roads, and railways, and schools, and the

like I will henceforth wage even more merciless and exterminating war

than hitherto with the humbug Irish patriots (dupes or tools), who

tarnish the name of a nation which can rear and iill an edince like

A shout which made the good SIR JOHN BENSON'S broad arches

rin a"ain and again. And, as it subsided, there came lorth from the

crowd of ladies, whose eyes all turned affectionately on the new comer.

a stalwart presence. Mr. Punch sprang up.

"This is your work!" he exclaimed. "Don't say it is not

WILLIAM DARGAN, because I know it is, and because England knows

it too, and holds your name in honour accordingly."

That day's proceedings are not report ed further. But all Mr. J itnch ,

friends who wish to please iim will have the goodness to run over tc

Dublin, and see the finest sight which will be seen between this and

the First of May next.

A NEW TURN IN THE TEMPERANCE MOVEMENT.

A REAL, genuine, out-and-out Teetotaller says he likes this Table

tnrnin- vastly ; for, though it keeps folks to the ta' le, still it kec;)

them from the bottle. "The table may go round," he says,
'

but th

wine does not circulate." There may be more in this teetotaller

chuckle than wine-bibbers imagine. We ourselves have heard an

instance of a wealthy City man, who is nearly as mean as the .MARQUIS
or NORTHHINSTKR, who spares his Port regularly, by proposing to Ins

company, as soon as the cloth is removed, that
"
they should try a

little of this table-moving that is so much talked about. Ihc

decanters are removed, and he keeps his company with their fingers

fixed upon the mahogany, until Coffee is announced. We warn all

persons who are in the habit of dining out, against lending their hands

to this favourite trick.

CRYSTAL NUNNERIES.

YE reverend Fathers, why make such objection, _

Why raise such a cry against Convents Inspection ?

Is it not just the thing to confound the deceivers,

And confute all the slanders of vile unbelievers P

It strikes me that people in your situation

Should welcome, invite, and court investigation,

As much as to say,

" Come and see il you doubt us ;

We defy you to iind any evil about us."

For mv part I think, if I held your persuasion,

That l" should desire to improve the occasion,

And should catch at the chance, opportunely aftorded,

Of showing how well Nuns are lodged, used, and boarded.

That as to the notion of cruel inflictions

Of penance, such tales are a bundle of fictions,
_

And that all that we hear of constraint and coercion

Is, to speak in mild language, mere groundless assertion.

That an Abbess would not any more than a Mayoress

Kver dream of inveigling an opulent heiress,

That each convent's the home of devotion and purity,

And that nothing is thought about, there, but futurity.

That no Nuns exist their profession regretting,

Who kept in confinement are pining and fretting ;

And to fancy there might be one such, though a rarity,

Implies a most sad destitution of charity.

That all sisters are doves without mates of one feather,

In holy tranquillity living together,

Whose dovecote the bigots have found a mare s nest in,

Because its arrangements are rather clandestine.

Nav, I should have gone, out of hand, to SIR PAXTON,
;>

As "a Frenchman would probably call him, and axed un,

As countrymen say his ingenious noddle

Of a New Crystal Convent to scratch lor a model.

Transparent and open, inquiry not shirking,

Like bees you might watch the good Nuns in it, working ;

And study'their habits, observe all their motions,

And see them performing their various devotions.

This is what I should do, on a sound cause relying,

Not run about bellowing, raying, and crying ;

1 shouldn't exhibit all that discomposure,

"Unless in the dread of some startling disclosure.

What makes you betray such tremendous anxiety

To prevent the least peep into those haunts ol
pjetyr

People say there's a bag in your Convents-no doubt ol it,

And you are afraid you'll have Pussy let out oi it.

CANVAS TOWNS.

"Provided Always."

THOUGH, perhaps, not strictly within our province to attend to the

Commissariat of any but ourselves, we beg leave to announce that we

have undertaken to" supply the whole of the Camp at Chobham with

chalf.

THE AUTHOR OF SCOTCH BEER. We lately read an advertisement

of a book entitled The Scottish Ale-Brewer. The author's name is

ROBERTS ;
but it ought to have been MAC ENTIRE.

OUR contemporary, Household Words, has given an account of

Canvas Town in the new world, but we doubt whether a description ol

one of the Canvas Towns or Towns under Canvas in the old world,

would not reveal a greater amount of depravity and corruption tl

anything that, exists even in Australia A Canvas iown in England

no'less bent on gold discovery than a Canvas Town at Port Phillip

the onlv difference being that the candidate's pocket, instead ot t

, earth, is the place that the electors or gold diggers are continually

digging into. In the Colonies the inhabitants of a Canvas Town are

huddled together irrespective of rank, and frequently the best educated

persons are found doing the dirtiest work, just as may be seen in a

Canvas Town in England before election time, ihe inhabitants ot
_

a

Colonial Canvas Town think only of the gold and the quartz, just w at

home the inhabitants of a Canvas Town think ot nothing but

dros and drink- the quarts taking of course precedence ot the pin

the estimation of the
"
independent

"
voters.

More Ornamental than Useful.

ME. DISRAELI calls "invective a great ornament m debate
"

According to this species of decoration Billingsgate j"bej
most ornamental place of debate in the world ;

and MR, 1

himself, than whom few orators deal more largely m 'n e,

deserves taking his rank as the most ornamental debater that e

was born.
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CIVIL (VERY CIVIL) WAR AT CHOBHAM.

aemoli cut ami OUT
ankles in the mud an

(if Chobhain, won 1 00

day, the -2 si of .hinc,

rather guided into o

nost civil wiirs to he

found in tin- pagea including
the fl of history,

It. having been understood
10 be I'ongllt,

i v. rv oiii' M-i-med a>

with the spirit of cont>

and the striisfirle con

at the Kailwav Station, when-
a company of heavy Cockneys,

strong, ijc-

sieged with great eun
t'e\v ll\ i oilier

Vehicles, tli: bfl met.

with. The assault wa-
. d; lull tin; rr-

taliati<

the cads, dnvcrs, and other

marauders, having allowed
the besiegers to fall into the

i oil' ;o the

field, and exacted In

but* as the price nf their

ransom. Some few took refuse by trusting to their heels, rather than undergo the

B to which i hey won i, . -ed; ai.d thc> arrived, after a fatiguing march of
, five miles, much harassed by the ginger-beer picquets and tramps that, always lie

on the outskirts of an army.
It was, however, on the field, or rather among the furze-bushes of Chobham, (hat the

battle was really to be fought; and in the afternoon, the (iuard>, the 1st and iml I'.rigadcs,

with the Artillery and Cavalry, took up a sheltered position under a hill, to coaceal them-
selves from the enemy. This "concealment

"
was nil her ihai. atie than real; for the enemy

1 ad already determined not to sec, ami lind as those, who won't see, the "con-
cealment" was finite effectual. When the force had had fall time to get itself snugly out of

sight, the "foe" poured down with immense vehemence from Flutter's Hill, and began
squeezing into ditches, or hiding behnd mud walls, to avoid the "observation" of the

enemy, who knowing from signals where it was proper to look without the possibility of

seeing anything, kept, up the spirit of this truly "civil* war in the politest manner.
The moment of action was now eagerly looked tor on all sides, and particularly by our

old friend the British Public, who had perched himself on all the available eminences com-

manding a view of those who were about to give and take battle. Aides-de-camp were

now seen living about in all directions with
bieatnles-, speed, delivering "property" des-

patches, similar to those with which the gallant
olliei y's are in the habit of pram

tin; platl'ormed planes of Waterloo. Sud-

denly the skirmishers of the liJnd made a sally

,
and poured an incessant volley

of blank c i lie lliL-h-

lamleis; who, after one
gallant IVllows

rcall.v struggled with dislodged the foe, who had
on the previous day received rnruhir notice to

quit their lodging at the time a'jrecd on. The
ie on from tin- ( i

pper
l-'.ntraiiee. of the Coiliuion, and tuniinL; back the

wing, made for an adjoining Hat, marching
lire

i hing from the muskets of the 011

i-incd liesila ing on which side in

dry turned
the ,'. ei-ed the weights, and upset the
barrow of a seller of sweet -si nil', who had in

ventured too
tlio llanks of the horse on the field of

battle.

and it being
ible to d

toe, the ( ill ,e of

tin- puhl'c on I'Tnl.tei's Hill, w, 'atcly
i." This put the Hill in a .

than usual flutter, for the Ui it isli public having
been given to understand ; "nothing

r their position, were not prepared to

expect there would be any charge r, and
still less a charge at the point of the bayonet.
It was here that the war assumed its most civil

i, for the public, thuiiLdi vigorously

charged, were most civilly requested to get out
of the way, and the request was met on all

with the most civil compliance. Thus ended
the battle of Chobham of the 21st of June, in

which several fell on both sides
;
but of all v. ho

fell every one happily jumped up again. A lev/

lost their balance, but as these Kept no banker's

account the loss did not signify. We annex a

spirited drawing of

THE CAMP AT CHOBHAM TAKEN 0?T THE SPOT BY A RISING YOUNG ARTIST.

A City Ballad.

AT the Metropolitan Free Hospital Dinner, the LOHD MATOB. in the
Chair, we find it reported that Miss M. WELLS obtained great applause
by the spirit and feeling with which she sang the ballad of Annie
Laurie" Is the Reporter sure that it was ANNIE '( Is he quite
certain it wasn't PETER P

A Measure with a Misnomer.

THEKE is one objection to the Bill for the Recovery of Personal

Liberty in Certain Cases. That is, its title. False imprisonment, in

certain cases, is remediable by Habeax Corpta. What inspection of

nunneries is chiefly needed for, is the recovery of personal liberty in

uncertain cases.
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A BIT OF THE CAMP.
1

Mrs. Muggins. "WHAT! FOURTEEN ON YE SLEEP UNDER THAT GIG UMBERELLES or A THING? GET ALONG WITH YER!"

CHARACTER IN A BLUE BAG.

Two attorneys quarrel about a matter of business
;
one of them

accuses the other of trickery ;
the Litter retorts on the former by

calling him a liar and a scoundrel : and the first attorney brings an
action for slander against the second. Whereon, according to the

report of the case :

"The LORD CHIEF JUSTICK, in summing up, said it was not actionable to say of a
man personally, 'you are a liar,' or '

you are a scoundrel;' nor was it actionable to
combine the epitliijts, and say,

'

you are a lying scoundrel
;' but, if said of an attorney

in his prolessiomil ohiirictur, those words would be actionable."

What the law speaking by the LORD CHIEF JUSTICE means to

say, is, that abuse, in order to be actionable, must be injurior
to: cull an attorney a lying and scoundrelly man does him no injury :

whereas, calling him a lying and scoundrelly attorney tends to injure
him in his profession. The law, therefore, presumes, that yon may
esteem a man to be a true and honest attorney, whilst in every other

capacity you consider him a false and mean rascal
;
so that you may

be willing to confide the management of your affairs to him, although
you will not trust him with anything else.

It is curious that the rule applied to the defamation of lawyers is

reversed in its application to invective against legislators. Members
of Parliament are censurable if they impute falsehood and scoundrclism
in each other in a personal sense, but not censurable for making those
imputations in a Parliamentary sense. The theory of this anomaly
seems to be, that the amirs of political life cannot be conducted with-
out deceit and baseness, and accordingly that there is no offence in

accusing an honourable gentleman of evincing those qualities in

labouring at his vocation, that is to say for his country's good, for
which it is necessary that he should cheat and deceive.
The law of slander, partially applied to attorneys, ought perhaps to

be wholly inapplicable in the case of hamsters. If a counsel may
sugirrst to a jury a supposition which lie knows to be false, and
particularly one, which at the same time tends to criminate some
innocent person ; anil if he is to be allowed to make such a sugftesikm
lor Ins client's benefit, he is allowed to be base and deceitful for the
benefit of his client. To charge him with deception and villainy in his

character of advocate, is to accuse him of professional zeal ;
to advan-

tage him, not injure him, in his business. It ought to be lawful to

call him a liar and a scoundrel in a forensic sense, as well as in every
other.

THE HARDEST OF ALL SWEAHING.

loution 01 oains, tuere were certain cams in particular
have taken the opportunity of recommending the

away with. They arc alluded to in the following
tter signed CENSOR in the Times :

WHEN LORD BROUGHAM, the other evening, was presenting some

petition for the abolition of oaths, there were certain oaths in particular
which he might 1

Legislature to do

passage from a letter signed I

" As a condition of admission, the Head and Fellows of all Colleges are enjoined to

take oaths to the inviolable observance of all the enactments of the statutes. These
oaths, to use the words of the commission, increase in stringency and solemnity, in

proportion a j the statutes become more minute and less capable of being observed.
These oaths are not only required but actually taken. Men of high feeling, r

ment, education, and, for the most part, dedicated in an especial manner to (imis

service, are i ailed on suddenly to swear that they will obey enactments incapabli: or

being obeyed."

Oaths such as these are enough to make any man turn Quaker at

least by quaking as he swallows them. Any amount of swearing that

ever disgraced a cabstand is preferable to such shocking affidavits ;

and there is something much more horrible in the oaths of college

Fellows than there is in the imprecations of such fellows as coster-

mongers. Our army once
"
swore terribly in Flanders," but never at

such a rate as officers of the Church Militant appear to be in the

habit of swearing at the Universities : and although there is said to

be an awful amount of perjury committed in the County Courts, it is

probable that the individuals forsworn at those halls of justice are

tar exceeded in number by the Kcverend Divines who kiss the book
to untruth at the temples of learning. It is a strange kind of

consistency that objects to rapping out an oath, and yet obstinately
retains such oaths at Oxford and Cambridge.

THE PLAIN TRUTH or IT. There is so "medium" in Spirit

Happing ; for, in our opinion, it is all humbug from beginning to end.



THE CAMP AT CHOBHAM.-A COLD IN THE HEAD.
Janes

(a. Batman.)
" DID YOU SOUND, SIR ?

"

Officer. "YES, JOLES. BRING ME MY BUCKET OF GRUEL AS SOOL AS I'VE TALLOWED MY LOZE." (Catarrhic for Nose.')

JULY 2, 1S53.
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THE GREAT INDIAN FACT.
i fact in India nay,

\vliy should we nol

affect 'i

side.

if'
country'

cnpiid in '

iprish-
il:i; Indian communities by

bumble pooh ! why
blink (lie truth our noble

and, lit" (uot OD
Ihr \\alei i,

"
and insists on their lieii:" < to rei'der B

ild) ;"
fur then .>s, in all parts of

the world" 'o truth, probably,
ly it in our own

Such is )! ; i ir its eleffect. It

)-
is the posit ......

. a

In short, this rule of Punch is I he only one \i able

! 1 to which all the

-sible,

'be found amonir all

the n '

and Madnrsee, M
and Teliir-'a, Cana'esr and

.!. I'.hecl and (ihoorka,

Khooiid and Holiilla, Sikh

and Alieer it will be

that v too have I

up our India ;
under all

aorta of authorities I'otads

and Zcmeendars, Kardars and Jagheerdars, Ameers and Mokaddams, and

Dcshmucks; with all kinds of tenures Zeineendaree and Ky
and Jagheerdaree. But the wealth, the prosperity, the indcpi

and the self-government, arc to be met with in one class of communities,
under one form of authorities, among one kind of holders only. These

oases in the desert of Indian natuc existence are those in which

Punch the Punch the Mr. Punch m one word the Indian

representative of OURSELVES bears sway !

This remarkable circumstance so deeply gratifying to us of course

is no imagination of our own brain, no dream ot our self-satisfacl ion,

no figment of any of our numerous flatterers and admirers ;
but an

historical truth, recorded in his distinct cst and dryest manner b\ one

of the distiuctest and dryest writers upon India MR. CAMPBELL,
whose work has been much bought, much read, and uublushingly
cribbed from by pillars of the state in the House of Commons, and by

leading columns of the morning papers.
Hear then upon this great, fact MR. CAMI'IIKIX of the Bengal

Civil Service whose civil service to Punches in general, and Indian

Punches in particular, Punch is glad here to acknowledge. Hear
MR. CAMPBELL, on the nature and effects of the authority and
administration of Punch in India. Where Punches preside,

"
the

system" be tells us "is infinitely better than anything we have hitherto

seen." The revenue is larger and more easily collected ;
the condition

of the cultivator more flourishing ; property more secure, and the

police better administered. Each village, under the beneficent and

equal rule of its Punch, "is one community, composed of a number
of families, all possessing rights in the soil, and responsibilities

answering to their right s." Still Punch is no tyrant.
" The Democratic

Punch has no official power or authority except as representing thi*

body of proprietors
"

like ourselves, who have no authority except

selves!
_

i,.,i.

India is a country M \,.- immunity ii India would
BSts Of wealth and n,;,,,, i|i (

,

! , t ongn| tll !- something Re what Kngiii..
:

want, of
prosperity

ami i

p was jjnn |,,

ofindepei ithing which would render alto^
"<' nl linlii.ii debate*, and mount of Indian "cram" which

and despotism. members, the
The want, the i .

. are obliged to bolt, and of which we ha\e

a sample, with great relief to uurtflvcs, at the beginning of

article.

A WITNESS ON AN KLECTln.N COMMITTEE.

I 'M a iiont Brish Elector I swear
And I 'II ha\ nish dullcare !

iseharge in my \

And my countnexpcx -1 shall getiipuunote !

At 'leeksh'n shey 'n \ ied me to come up aniret

;kl'st sol did an' 1 drank -an' I cat

At tin me
And uot one blessed shixpence to forkout had we 1

.

Dropownisky I had
; bein' indishpo posed

nth and sh: ih 1 'elaie 1 'vedisclosed
1 fee! almosa^lcep I've been tna'liiiallnighl

-

Had but one Mii;.llglass gin and you know tha's not right.

I have had a shov give me to come uptatown.
An' shey paid my fareup and shey paid myfare down
Who shey was I donow any more than an assh
But I hadmyplacepaidfor an' comebyfirsclassh.

I'm a true tenpun householder noways a snob
Though I c'id sell myself for the shnmmofivebob
They wanted myvote which I toldem theyshd have,
If they 'd give suuthink for it and tha's what they gi

While 1 'in shtoppiuintowD, I has ten bobaday,
U itch that money's mylowanee myspeases to pay,
For peachin' on myside byzh 'tother I'm paid,
And a preshusgood thingouto' boshsides I 've made.

gave.

I don't feel no 'casion for 'idinmyface,
Don't consider sh' 1 'm kivver'd wizh :shameandisgrace,
I don't unstand wk.t vou should ': franchise me for-

Aud 'tis my 'termiuatiou to have s'rnore breinwarr* !

THE

Russian Cookery.

Russian Minister has long been connected by name and

\J\J\AJ \Ji ^JL^J^Jl 1V.LWI 3 UMJO U1U OV.1 V,Oj If 11VJ i ill t < '*ivj ^/.-i^^i/i/

in so far as we represent the people of Great Britain, which we flatter

ourselves we do in most things.
"The Punch," MR CAMPBELL tells us (page 88) "is as a rule of

parentage with one of. the nicest puSdings to" be found in'the receipts
thepluralnumber'-(thatis,tbereareseveralei)iitnbutors); a clever |Of goTEB, or in the carte of the Troit Friret. We must, however,
well-spoken man, who has a good share ot laud (we subst i

;iinst , ll(
,

j; assiau Diplomatist's endeavouring to combine
brains), 'and is at the head ot a number ot relatives and iriends villl lll;

,

1)ract ice Of cookery the science of medicine, for though we
(in our ease readers and admirers), becomes one of the Punch, always eal with plea-me NESSELBODE pudding, we cannot undertake
which othce he holds for life, it he continues to give satisfaction to n> swallow NESSELKODE'S recent draught.
his constituents

"
(the public and proprietors arc enough tor us)

;

"
but

if he becomes very old, or incompetent, or unpopular, some one c

probably, revolutionises himself into the place" (and serve the SENTIMENT FOU THE PEACE SOCIETY.
incompetent, unpopular contributor right). "The office of Punch is ,n ., , f

much coveted" (we should think it was)," and all arrant THE thunder of war turns he milk of human-knuluess sour. More-

by the Punch collectively
"

(if t he gent Ic reader conld hi; on ;N l
'r

'
"' ma

>' bs slud to sl)()l1 the beer of

one of our Saturday dinners, he would see what very small beer we
think of the Editor).

"
They act not as persons having authority over

the community, but always as representatives, and on many subjects

they consult tlieir constituencies before deciding." (When did "">' not

consult public opinion, and when did we claim any other a

than as representing the country at large?) "There i*

the village a leader of opposition," (poor creature!) "perh
defeated candidate for the last Punchship

"
(obviously a ,

contributor),
" who leads a strong party

"
(oh, dear n* ! MR. CAIHIU.I i .

you are misinformed on that point),
"
accuses the Punch of mah <

love.

ONE VIEW OF TEE TCKKISU QUESTION.

THE SUBLIME PORTE and the EMPKI;IIII M !' ded in an.

:i"-th(>tical point of view, present examples of the Sublime and the

Ridiculous.

LITERATURE FOE THE CAMP. There are not many books to read at

the Chobhun encampment ; but.l. ng through all the Hevicws,
the Camp will, doubtless, take in a threat many iminbers ol'this periodical.
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. ""\VELL, ISUT LOOK HEKE, OLD FELLOW; WHY NOT STOP ALL NIGHT?"

A LIST OF INDKXKS.
THE following Indexes have been compiled by a gen-

ticiiian who is rather strong i" that useful, but ii'iieh-

anubbed and little-read, department of literature. Thev
arc intended to keep in countenance the wcll-kuowu "face,"

1 which is said lo be "the Index of the Mind."

Cold Soup^ is the Index of a Bad Dinner.
A Bang of the door is the Index of a Storm.
A "

Button oil'
"

is t lie sure Index of a Bachelor.
An Irish Debate is the Index of a How.
A Popular Singer is the Index of a Cold.

A bright Poker is the Index of a Cold Hearth.
A Servant standing at the door is the Index of a Wasteful

House.
A Shirt with ballet-girls is the Index of

"
a Gent ."

The Painted Plate is the Index of the Hired Fly.

Duck, or Goose, is the Index of "a Small Glass of

Brandy."
A Baby is the Index of a Kiss.

A Toast (after dinner) is the Index of Butter.
Cold Meat is, frequently, the Index of a Puddincr.
A Favour is, more frequently, the Index of lngratitude.1

'

A Governess is the Index of suffering, uncomplaining,
Poverty.
A Puseyite is the Index of a Roman Catholic.

Koine is the Index Exmirgatorius of Liberty ;
and lastly,

Mismanagement is the Index (at least the only one

published yet) of the Catalogue of the British Museum.

A Question for a Debating Society.

WHETHER, in the event of MR. SANDS being subject, life

Am'iiHi, to fits of somnambulism, it would be likely I hat he
would walk iu Ms sleep head downwards with his feet on
the ceiling ?

A POPULAR TAX. If MR. GLADSTONE taxes any kind ol

license, he ought to tax the license of Counsel.

A YOUNGER SON The Blade of the
"
Cold Shoulder."

OUR HONEYMOON.

THURSDAY, MAY 23, IS
"
IT would be something to say, FRED, that we 'd been to France."

"To be sure," replied FRED. "And yet only to have something to

say and nothing to show, is but parrot's vanity."
"But that needn't be. We might learn a great deal. And I should

like to see Normandy; if only a bit of it. One could fancy the rest,
1' RED. And then I 'vc seen 'em in pictures the women wear such odd
caps !

_
And then WILLIAM THE CONQUEROR papa says we came in

with him
; so that we were Normans once

;
that is on papa's side for

mamma won't hear that she had anything to do with it though papa
has often threatened to get his arms. And now I think of it, FRED,
\\ hat arc your arms ?

"
"
Don't yon know ?

"
asked FRED, puckering his month well, like

any bud. "Don't you know ?
"

"
No. I don't

;

"
and I bit my lip and would be serious. "What are

they :
"

"
It 's very odd," said he, "very odd. And you arc Normans ! To

think now, LOTTY, that I should have made you flesh of my flesh,
without first learniugwhere that flesh first came from.

v -

my love, it was very careless of me.
without a pedigree."

(I did look at him !)"
Nevertheless "and he went on, as if he didn't sec me "never-

theless, my beloved, I must say it showed great elevation of mind on
your part to trust your future fate to a man, without so much as even
a hint about Ins arms. But it only shows the beautiful devotion of
woman ! \\ hat have arms to do with the heart ? Wedlock defies
all heraldry.""

I thought "said I" that, for a lawful marriage, the wedding-
ring most have the Hall mark?"

"
I don't think it indispensable. I take it, brass would be as bindin"

indeed, my love, I think according to the Council of Nice, or Trent, or
(.Ti-etna Green I forget which a marriage lias been solemnised with
nothing more than a simple curtain-ring.""

Nonsense," said I
;
"such a marriage could never hold. Curtain-

nuts are very well in their way ; but give me the real gold."

You must own,
A man doesn't even buy a horse

"
True, my love, that 's the purity of your Woman's nature. In such

a covenant we can't be too real. Any way
"

and he took my wedding-
finger between his "any way, LOTTY, yours seems strong enough to

hold, ay, three husbands."
"One's enough," said I, looking and laughing at him.
"At a time" said FRED; "but when we're about buying a rin;r,

it 's as well to have an article that will wear. Bless you," and he

pressed his thumb upon my ring, "this will last me out and annf/icr."-
"
FREDERICK," I cried very angrily ;

and then I couldn't help it I
almost began to weep. Whereupon, in his kind, foolish manner he

. wdl, I didn't cry.
"Let us, my darling," said FRED, after a minute, "let us return

to our amis. And you came in with the Normans ?
"

" With WILLIAM THE CONQUEROR, papa says, so we must have
arms."
"Now I remember "said FRED, as grave as a judge "once, a

little in his cups, your father told me all about it. I recollect Vev;
beautiful arms : a Normandy pippin with an uplifted battle-axe.""

I never heard that "said I
"
but that seems handsome.""

Yes
; your ancestor sold apples in the camp. A fact, I assure you.

It all comes upon me now. Real Normandy pippins. They show a
tree at Battle this your father told me as a'secrel ;

but as 'man and
wife are one, why it 's only one half talking to the other half a tree at,

Battle grown from your ancestor's apple-pips. Something like a family
tree, that."

"
I don't believe a word of it," said I.

"You must. Bless you" said FRED "arms come by faith, or
how many of the best of people would be without 'em. There 's some-
thing innocent in the pippin : besides it would paint well. And with
my arms "-

"
t

Yes ;

"
I cried

;

"
and what are they, FUKD ?

"

"Well, it's odd: we were it's plain made for one another. I
came from Normandy too.""

You did.'"' and I teas pleased."
Yes," said he.

"
I wonder what terms our families were on a

thousand years ago ? To be sure, I came to England later tliau you ;

and 1 can't exactly say who I came with: but then for I'm sure I
can trust my grandmother my descent is very historical. I assure
you that your family pippin will harmonize with my bearings
beautifully."
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"We'll have tlic hall-chairs painted," said 1, and I felt quite

" And the gig of OOUTse," sau! I

1

'

i.

"
( )f course

;
I'ur what is lid; if one doesn't enjoy it'r'' said I.

"
Very (rue, love. And the atioued I

1 KKD.
''.lust a.s you pleas-, dear." said I ;

'

but certainly llic hall lamp.
"-

"
Yes : and if we could only get no, but that's too much to expect,"

said FKED.
" U hat 's luo niin-li

*"
1 asked; for FUKD'S nianuer quite excited

"
Why, I was thinking, if we- could pet your great aunt merely to

liirht turn out a vcrj \>n -in hatchment."
"
Now, KKKIIKHICK ! "--for this was wing too far.

"1 assure you, my love" said KKKD "'twould give us
lilt in (he neighbourhood: and as you say, wli.* 1 ooe without

enjoying it ? What 's life without pa"
Well, but

"
for lie hadn't told me "

but your descent, love . I a

it so very historical?"
"
Very. I come in a direct line so direct, my darling, you might

think it was drawn by a ruler a direct lin<
"
Is it true ?

"
I cried.

"
U'hen v,c era I over to Dieppe, it isn't far to Rouen. You'd like

to see Rouen - "

"Very inueh, indeed," I answered.
''
1 al

Normandy; the home of my ancestors;" and 'I did feel a little

tied,
"

It's very natural, LOTTY" said FRED. "A reasonable,

very reasonable ambition. Well, at Rouen, I have no doubt i

show you my family tree; at the same time, 1 shouldn't wonder
if we could obtain some further authentic intelligence about jour
pippin."-

"
Nothing more likely," said I; for I did want to see France.

"
Nothing more likely."
"I'm afraid there s no regular packet across" said FRED "but

we can hire a lioal."
" A boat 't Why, my dear, a boat is"
"

^ es
; in a nice trim sea-boat we can cross admirably ; and, my love,"

said FRED, moving close and placing his arm about me "
my love, the

"Let us say the beginning of the settling. Well, we are at a very
interesting point of our history ;

and who knows what may depend
iiiion our Noyau'cr"'

"
Still, you'll never go in a boat that "but he put his hand o

mouth, and went ou.t
"

I declare, beloved LOTTY, when I look upon ourselves two young
creatures- going forth upon the waters to search for and authenticate
our bearings when I reflect, my darling, that not merely ourselves,
but our unborn great grandchildren

"
"
Don't be foolish, FIIF.D," said I

; hut he would.
"
That our great grandchildren, at this moment in the dim regions of

probability, and in the still dimmer limbo of possibility
"-

"Now, what are you talking about ':

"
I asked ; but he was in one

of his ways, and it was of no use.

"Are, without being awake to the fact, acutely interested in our
discovery; why our voyage becomes an adventure of the deepi
the most delicate interest. Open your fancy's eye, my love, and
looking into futurity, just glance at that magnificent young man, your
grandson

"
"
Now, I tell you what, FRED, don't be foolish

;
for I shall look at

nothing of the sort," and with the words, I shut my eyes as close
as shells.

" Or that lovely budding bride,
your grand-daughter

"

"No," said I, "nor auy grand-daughter, either; there's quite lime

enough for din/.''

"Any way, my love, those dearest beings are vitally interested in
the matter of our voyage. Therefore, I'll at once go ami <

boat . Would you like it with a deck ?
"

"
Wh\, my line, m\ dearest as for a boat, I "and I felt ala"
COLUMBUS found America almost in a punt," said FRED; "then

SIM eh we may seek our arms in "-
" But stop," I cried

;
for he was really going.

"
After all,

and I resolutely seated myself on his knee, and held him rouud the
neck

"
after all. you have not told me what are your arms ? I mean

your arms from JOAN OF ARC."
"
Why, you know, my love, that JOAS OF ARC was a shepherdess ?"
I should hope I knew as much as that,'

1

said I.

/'Very good. Well, in order to perpetuate the beautiful humility
ot her first calling, CHARLES THE Si;\ i NTH maim rmittcd
her ami all her descendants, to carry in her shield a lamb's fry !

"

^ Now, FllEDKUK K !

"
"
Such are my bearings, inherited in a direct line I say in a direct

M A Hi OF OliLEANs! "-
" From the MAID OF

"
and then I saw what a goose he had made

of me ; and didn't I box hi.- ears, but not to hurt him
;
and didn't we

afterwards agree that the hall-chairs should remain as they were, and
life might be beautiful ami bright enough without a touch of

herald

we did hugh :;: the family pippin !

GARDENS WITHOUT A WATERPOT.
A WELL- iljce-

i'ecii raised

/.n< 'logical

lion : and that the

one that we can
think of. It is com-

M-d, with

liquor

provided for the

drink

there. I

Jingl r- beer.

:, and le-

moiiude arc not lit for

Iren at all times.

if they nn
and chern -brandy is

good for nobody ;
not

i for the young
ladies who alone drink

it
;

for it neither

queii' :, nor

hilarity: which
t he sole valid

reasons for drinking
anything whatever,

except physic. It ap-
tbat the only

juvenile taps in the

Gardens are those
which supply water
to the gardeners. If

these afforded the pure element, itwould be all very well; but their

.eh more suitable for the, nourishment of plants than
for (!' ent of little boys and girls. Numerous and i

as sre the varieties of the s Won contained in the*
the collection does not include that useful individual of the mammalia,
the common cow, to produce a drop of milk for the little ones.

Even if children could drink soda-water and cherry-brandy, it would
be, for many a fat her of a family which he takes to the Zoological
Gardens for a holiday, much too heavy a disbursement to treat his

progeny with soda-w aters and cherry -brandies all round. If the Society
cannot manage to add an ordinary milch cow to their quadrupeds,
they miiihl, at least, establish the cow with an iron tail. ThcyTjave
evinced great solicitude for the comforts of all the specimens of the
inferior orders of animals on their grounds ; and doubtless, now that

their attention has been directed to the subject, they will make the
ite provision for a very pressing want experienced by the young

of the genus Homo. With such a fact before them as the Camp at

Chobham, they would indeed be inexcusable if they were not imme-
diately to rectify a glaring deficiency in their Commissariat for the

Infantry.

Meat for Mawworms.

THE gin-shop keepers and Sabbatarians ought to gut up a petition to

the Qi i i\, praying 11 1.1; '.MAJESTY to remove Sir WILLIAM MOLES-
WORTH from ner councils, because the Right Hon. Baronet has directed

the Royal Pleasure Grounds at Kew, and the Royal Botanic Gardens
d on Suud; ,ing dese-

i.v to be committed in the enjoyment of flowers and
i . awful decrease in the consumption

of "Cream of the Vail

TILE BANK OF RUSSIA.

THE House of NESSF.I.UODIO and Co. lias issued a Circular Not(
which, however, is a xery different thing from a Letter of Credit. "We
don't think they are very likely to get it discounted.

VAST i

HKH MAJFSTI'.S Draw is, ^ !; .maskable for tin

ded it
;
and it may be observed that each one

i a special train.
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A HINT FROM THE GALLERY.

MR. 1'i'xcii observes thai bis friends the par
liamentary reporters did p sensible thins lately.
An Irish faction-light was detuning the House
of Commons from its bed at the unseemly hour
of three in the morning, and seemed likely to
last until six. As the dawn broke, the gentlemen
of the gallery, wearied with the gesticulations
of LORD CLAUDE CLAMOUROUS -for the best
1 'el er \Vaggcy that ever Jame ont of the Lowther
Arcade ceases to amuse after a feae wearied
with the iterations of LORD CITAOS, for a man
cannot always have an eminent statesman, or
an old friend, to carp at wearied with what
MR. GLADSTONE gently called Ihe

"
freshness''

of MR. CONNOODLE, fresh as dew from the

mountain the reporters, we sav, suddenly shi.i

up their note-books, and retired into their own
apartment. The tongues of the Irish orators

faltered, they looked up piteously at the long
row of empty benches, murmured that it was
unreasonable that the reporters should thinfc

that eleven hours and a naif of talk was as

much as the journals for which they work
could conscientiously rcpublish, and the profit-
less squabble was brought to a speedy close.

Mr. Punch cordially approves of the remedy,
and suggests that on another and a similar

occasion it be tried a little earlier.

SOLDIERS AFLOAT.

THE CAMP.-A NIGHT SUBPHISE.

A FEW more such showers as we h;>\e hud

latch', and the Camp at Chobham will become a

flotilla.

MRS. MAGNALL'S HISTORICAL QUESTIONS
(,is they should be writtenfor Young Ladies).

A HISTORY of England for young ladies remains yet to be written.
The usual ingredients of a reign cannot be interesting to the youthful
female mind. Battles, with the number of killed and wounded

; parly
feuds, witli the names of the ministers who succeed one another in

place : the slow march of public events, and the men who march slowly
with them; the eternal round of diplomatic and political relations

which, as they never marry, are the last relations a lady cares for ;

y, are not exactly the subjects that would engage the
iies or the attention of a young girl. What romance, what

possible interest is there in any one of them ? No ! we would change
all that, and have, our Etglish History written in a style popular, easy.
and graceful, and alluding only to such subjects as ladies understand,
or can best appreciate.

( )ur proposal, however, will he at once apparent by the nature of the
following questions, which we have extracted from a' History supposed
to be written according to our sensible plaa :

HISTORICAL QUESTIONS FOll LADIES.
(Talen principallyfrom the Ktign of QDKKN VICTORIA.)

"What do you mean by the
"
Crash-Room of the Opera :" and why is

it so called?
TV hen did gigot sleeves go out of fashion, and did such sleeves have

anything to cto with the popular French phrase of
"
Revenons a nos

Motifons ? "

What do you mean by "Crochet Work?" and can you set the
pattern for ladies of

" How to make a purse for your brother ?
"

Uho edited the "Book of Beauty?" and 'mention a few of the
aristocratic names whose portraits have had the honour of appearing in
its splendid pages.
Can you describe the habits and haunts of the

"
Swedish Nightin-

gale
f and can you mention the highest note it ever reached, and

also why it sang in a Haymarkct ?

State the name of the "Bohemian nobleman" who first brought
over the Polka to England.

In what year of VICTORIA'S reign was the celebrated Sal Costume
given at Buckingham Palace? and describe the dress that HEK
MAJESTY wore on that interesting occasion.
Give the names of the principal singers who distinguished themselves

: two Italian Operas during the rival administrations of GYE and
LUMIJBY, and describe the nature of the feud that existed between
those two great men.

Give a description of
"
Pop Goes the Weasel," and state all you know

about the "Weasel," and what was the origin of his going "Pop."
Who succeeded WIGAN in the Corsican Brother* ?
Mention the names of the principal watering-places, and say wliie'j

was considered the more fashionable of the two Man;.
Gravesend ?

\Vhen did ilounces come into fashion, anJ state the lowest and lim-

highest number a lady could wear ?

Describe the position of Chiswick and give a short account of its

Gardens, and the Fetes that were held there every year.
What were the duties of the Ladies of the Bedchamber, and in what.

respects did they differ from the Maids of Honour at Richmond ?

Mention the names of the most delicious novels that were published
between the. years 1S10 and 1853, and name the character and seem-
that pleased you the most.

Whose gloves do you consider were the best ?

What was the last elopement that created any sensation at Grctiva
/-I Q
Green .

State who was JULLIEX? also, whether he had anything to do with
the soup that bears his celebrated name ?

Tea-Table Talk.

A LADY living at Peekham Rise has nearly ruined her husband
by the enormous prices she has been giving for Cochin-China fowls.

;

The poor fellow is always pointed at in the neighbourhood, so tli

story goes, as "the Cochin-China-peckcd husband."
A gentleman at a party, where table-turning was the principal

amusement of the evening, upon hearing that the power of turning
mainly depended upon the will, instantly recommended his wife, as he
"
begged to assure the company she had a very strong one, and he

had never known anything able to resist it."

A Good Dirty Job.

IT is pleasant to find that the Commissioners of Sewers are slirrfng-.; ',

notwithstanding the result proverbially ascribed to stirring in such !

matters: and we hope we shall soon be enabled to expect that the

Metropolis will be drained With some degree ol rational asseweranee.
It this great object is successfully accomplished, we take the liberty of

recommending that the Chairman of the Commission should be raised
to the Peerage, by the title of LORD SCAVENGER.

TEST or GOOD HI-MOUR. Wake a man up in the middle of the
night, and ask him to lend you five shillings.

zs&ats^^
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THE CAMP.
COLIN ! DIXXA YE KEN THE WAITER'S FOR DRINK, AND >-AE FOR

n.vniiN .'"

"THE SOLDIER'S DIM-:AM."

{After T. CAMP-DELL. By A. CAMP-BEAU.)

\\'i: were wet as the deuce ;
for like bla/,es it poun-.l.

And the seiitim were the onh things dry;
Ami inulcr their Iruts (.'hobham's hcroe i il,

Tlie weary to snore, and the wakeful to sigh.

\\ hilc do/.iug thai niu'ht in ;ny camp-bed MI small.
\\ ilii a .Mackintosh over to keep nut the rain

After one ;zl,T-s of irrog, cold without that was all

I'd a. dream, which 1 hope I shall ne'er have again.

M'-t bought from damp Cholmam's nioek battle-array,
I had howled oil' to Londo'

"i'wa^ the season, and wax-lights, illiiinineil t li

To the halls of llcL'raua that welcome

I lle\\ to the daneiniMvon.s, whirled through so oft

U'ilh one sweet little partner, who tendril-like e 1
'.

L saw the grim chaperons, perched n;i aloft,

And heard the shrill notes \\ LSI I'l.nf s orchestra flung.

She was there I would "pop "- n no more,
I'Yoip i- for life ne'er would pal

1

,

When sudden I saw just eoueeive wle

A civilian by Jove l:i\inir siege to her h

"
( )iif of .Mght, out of mind !

"
It was not to be born: 1

To cut her. challenge him I was nr-hini' away
6 twang '-)' thai \ile liimle h

the day.

Spirits above Proof.

IT seems that DR. PAUL CULLEX and the Ultraniont

iocured the rejection, from the Irish National Schools,
of the Aia nr.isiiop OF Dv: <.</'

''/'//

Hence it may be presumed that the
"
Evidences

"
of Aiu 11-

Bisiiop WJIATELY are favourable specimens of WIIATELY'S

logic, and afford some really sensible and satisfactory, reason
for believing in the Christian religion.

OUR HONEYMOON.

FRIDAY, MAY 24, 18.
I AM not supers! it ions ei plainly not : but when I woke this morning,

I felt as if something woold happen ; though 1 said nothing to FRED.
With the feeling that came upon me, 1 wouldn't have thought of going
to lYaiiee for worlds. I felt as if a war must break out, or something."

I knew it; I was certain of it," said I, when 1 'd halt read the letter

."lull id l-'iiED, in t he most unconcerned way, which he
1

philosophy, whereas 1 think it downright imprudence but I
fear dear Mamma's right; all men are imprudent

"
III that case, we

have saved postage."
m FRED, don't be frivolous. But I see, there'll be nothing
t home till we get fairly hack. Kventliin- will be saeriliced."-"

Is that your serious belief, my love':" said FRED, finishing his
id I nodded very decidedK.

"
\Vell. then, suppose we pack up

iur traps and return to-day. And talking of home, yon can't think,
LOT ii, v. hat a present yon 've made me without know'ing it."

'Have I indeed': What present, love ?"
"It was in my sleep; but, then, it was one of those dreams that

always forerun the reality. Do you know I dreamt that we 'd returned
home

; and somehow when I tried to sit down in m> elnir, up 1 jumped
gain; and so again and again, Whenever I tried to be quiet and stretch

ray legs out at my lircside, I -.essedwith a legion of imps
that would lift me from my sra

- and pull me towards the door.""
Hi" ! That 's a very ugly dream, FRED," said 1; and I know I

looked thoughtful."
\ei-y: But it's wonderful how, like a tranqnilli/.ing spirit, you
eared upon the scene. 1 thought, my dear, you looked more

beautiful than is possible.""
FREDERICK !

"
"
Not but what 1 'm quite content as it is. You know, my love, ii

might
have be:'n worse."

Well," said 1, ''Mamma needn't have written to me that my
honeymoon was nearly ended. It seems I'm not likely to forget
i Ilili.

" And when it was impossible for me to remain in the chair when

I continued to get up and sit down, and run here and run there then,
as I say, you appeared like a benevolent fairy bearing across one arm
what seemed to me a rainbow turned to silk ; and in the other hand

.ors."
"

U'ell; and then':"
"And then, with a thought I had put 0:1 the morning-gown;

for it was that you carried and placed my feet in the slippers. There
never were more beautiful presents; never richer gifts for a wife to

make her husband. F9r would you think it, LOTTY ': No s<

had I wrapped the dressing-gown about me, than 1 became settled h:

the sweetest repose in my chair : and the very walls of the room
seemed to make the softest music. And then the slippers! Most
wonderful! Would yon believe it, LOTTY wherever the slippers

touched, a flower, sprang up ; flowers and aromatic herbs! The very
hearth seemed glowing and odorous with roses and thyme. Hut then,

you know, it was 'only a dream, LOTTY. There's no such dressing-

gown and In this world no such slippers;" and then I could see

it he looked in his odd way at me.
"
I suppose not, FRED," said I

;
for I wouldn't seem to understand

him. "And then, if! such slippers could be found, where 's the

husband's feet to lit 'cm? "I would be another story of the glass

slipper."
o knows when we get home? But what 's happened ?" and

he pointed to the letter.

Well, then, the pigeon-house has blown down ; and llajah's flown
lid a strange cat has killed the gold-tish; and. in fact, IM;I:D

r Mamma writes to me; not, as she says, she'd have me worry
myself about the matter in fact the house wants a mistress."

"
1 have no doubt your excellent mother is right," said FRED ;

"
and

as you won't go to France, suppose we make way for Tin Flitch. Do
yon know, LUTTY, 1 'in curious to know if after all those slippers

mayn't be found there."
"
/'// take care of that," said I ;

"
but you know, F/IIED, we can't go

back yet."

"Why not?"
"
Why, yon know our honeymoon isn't quite out

;
and

"
'' Ami what of that ': We needn't burn all the moon from home.

What, if we put the last fragment cu a save-all, and sec it out at The
i.'"

VOL. XXV.
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"It isn't to be clone, FKF.IV' said I
;
for I knew how people would

talk. Of course, 'twould be snid e were tired of our own society,

90 !iol home for company. . .

"Nevertheless," said FK i> ; "you take the flight oi Kajah, that

dear liird, with wondrous serenity.''

And it, then struck me that 1 did not icel so
annoyed

as I on-lit.

|1;, r'i;n>
"

xiid I, "yon IM>II'| know what my feclinu's may he;

don't misjudge me beca I

; lalk. 1 eau assure you, I am very

nine 1 ' re

wondered why he should v, i.^h to gei rid of me. It never h

i the thcuirht came again rmi furi'ilili/ upon me- it's

plain the honeymoon's nearly out; and then I left the room
; and as]

left it. didn't i imifhi bans; the door ?

"Why should he wish to get rid of me r
"

I seemed quite

bewildered with this question. Everything seemed to ask it. He
::ive written his letters without my leaving the house. How-
i'elt dad that I contained myself: and especially glad that I

didn't ban"; the door.

UY1I, 1 ran and put on my bonnet; and then just peeping in at the

doorto FMD, said; ".I'm going:" and in another' minute was taking uiu IJV
. ucllv .

tlll , iUULUX .,
,

. , , , ,

my wai towards the Steyne. It was Mich a beautiful day ; the id any idea of liis venerable physiognomy. With v
ai d the air so fresh and sweet, thai -yes, in a little minute.

,, lii
,

| ()f ;l face ,,, represent him, n be a difficulty: unless
my bit of temper had all passed away and i did well scold myscli

; T)roblem should be solved b- miracle. Failing that, the 1

,
*

i problem should

that, for a moment, I had entertained it. I walked down upon the ;,i.,,, ,,.ml irl h*. <

beach. Scarcely a soul was there: and I fell into a sort of dreamy
meditation- thinking about /lit// morning-gown and ilio-ii' slippers.

"I'll get 'cm for "FRED, that 1 will;" I resolved within myself.
"
Roses sJiall grow at the fireside ;

and repose shall be in his arm-

chair. That I 'm determined :" and as 1 resolved this with myself,

everything about me seemed to grow brighter and more beautiful.

And then I wished that we were well at home, and the slippers had,

for once and all, been tried and fitted. The gulls flying about reminded
me of liajah: and I did wonder at myself that I could think of his

loss that would have nigh killed me at one time so calmly. But

then, as Mamma said, and as I've since discovered, it's wonderful

what other trifles marriage makes one forget.
There was nobody upon the beach : so I sat down, and began a day-

dreaming. How happy we should be at home, and how softly and

sweetly all things would go with us ! And still, as the waves ran and
burst m foam upon the beach, I thought of the slippers.

I hardly knew how long I 'd been there, when a little gypscy girl

stood at my side, offering a nosegay. I looked and yes, it was one
of the gypsies, at whose tent FRED and I took shelter in the thunder-
storm. However, before I could say a word, the little creature dropt
the nosegay in my lap ;

and laughing, ran away.
Such a beautiful bouquet ! Had it been a thing of wild or even of

common garden flowers but it was a bouquet of exotics and how
were gypsies to come by such things ? Then something whispered to

me "
stole them."

I didn't like to throw the thing away ;
and as I remained meditating,

RED came up.
"
Pretty flowers, LOTTY," said he.

"Yes: selected with taste great taste, an't they?" said I; and I
cannot think what whim it was possessed me to go off in such praise
of the bouquet.

"Pretty well," said FRED.
"
Pretty well ! my dear FRED ; if you'll only look and attend, you'll

own that the person who composed tliis bouquet must have known all

the true effect of colours."
"
Indeed," said FRED : as I thought very oddly ;

so I went on.
"
Every colour harmonizes ; the light, you see, falling exactly in the

right place; and yet everything arranged so naturally so harmoniously.
The white is precisely where it should be, and "-

"Is it tru'y?"and saying this, FRED twitched from among the
flowers a note that like a mortal snake as I thought it lay there.

'

Why, it's a letter !

"
I cried.

"
It looks like it," said FRED.

THE BREAKSPEAKE TESTIMONIAL.

ACCORDING to the Atheturum, a Cardinal's hat is about to go round

in obedience, however, to no new force or principle. Our learned con-

temporary Bl

"There has been only one Kii^lish v\<c, and of him thr-re has been hitherto no

public monument in the city over which be roied. The omission is now. it

, I. A committee has been tormril v, i; h a \ ir\v to collect subscriptions; I'm
i his Mtssniir, I'AIIIHNAI. Ai.iir.i.i his cimmeiiance, and CARDINAL

WIBIJIAF has received instruct tumiey in this country. . . The
sum named lor the monument is 6,000 ... A nr morial is tn be

him in St. IN tri's. Tlif attempt tu olli-it sllri ,

such a time is a < h'Vt-r trick enough ;
ami in i>rdi-r ti> its success, one of the, trroniiiis of

:iji|
i-il to tin' pockets of Knglishmi'il shuns a pi.o.nnd knowledge of the weak siiir ft"

ual character. \Vlierevrr.lim. r.i i i. \\aiiilf s, it lias been observed that lie

curries with him a passion fur revordin^ liis autograph. The I'.p.owxs, :iml SMIMIS,
:iiiil -1..M SK> v. i lie thrir n:n; it's on tl:e I'anlht on and i'yramids, temple and tomb. The

have had tin- i\'it to make a direi't appeal to this passion; they "iVor to

inscribe the name of every donor of 80 w ii'h Miry aiv willing to receive in monthly
instalments of 20s. on the base of the monument of I'tin-: ^MUIULAS ItUKAKSl'GArvK."

Under POPE NICHOLAS HRF.AKSI'KAKF.. nHns ADRIAN IV, ARNOLD of
' was burned alive having first, we believe, had his nose wrung

oil' with red hot pincers. Who will indorse the sentence upon .''

by causing his name to be carved on the monument of NICHOLAS?
As nearly seven centuries have elapsed since the time when this mild

and bcuefic'ent Pontiff flourished, there may perhaps be no portrait in

what
the
best

."
It was brought by a gypsey," said I ; and I felt my face burning,

and 1 could have cried.
"
It's a mistake."

"Of course," said FRED: "what else, my love? Of course, a
ike."

And then he gave me his arm, and we returned towards the Inn.
FKED laughed and talked

;
but somehow I felt so vexed : yes, I could

have cried
;
and still FRED was so cool so very cool.

plan would be to give him the features of somebody likely to resemble

him. NERO might do for the model : but NERO'S is not an English
face. Under these circumstances G.IKKXACKI: might IK

but as ADRIAN IV was a man of .some force of character, perhaps, on
the whole, it would be better to choose Id ML

FANCY PORTRAIT OF SARDANAPALUS, KINO OF ASSYRIA,

With a Wine Cup of ths Pe,;nil.

Another Change in France.

EVERY liberal-minded person will be glad to hear that Louis
NAPOLEON is about establishing baths and \\aslihonsesin Paris. The
cause of order in France has been threatened chiefly by the unwashed;
and the KMPKKOK will promote the peace of society "by causing

BUS ela^s to disappear.

that

Another Irish Grievance.

WESTMINSTER BRIDGE The new one, is, according to SIR WIL-
LIAM MOLESWORTII, to be built of stone from Ireland. Another evi-

dence of the eagerness of the Saxon to trample upon everything Irish.

LAYING IT ON THICK.

OF a certain author or artist or actor or somebody else who
had acquired much notoriety by laudatory criticisms it was said that

his reputation was built of plaster.
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PUNCH AT A ROYAL CHRISTENING.
I I la not often tha 1 I'anch has to p. ..nulling tleil

our own Court, but unless the Court, Newsman has

.'.formed us, then' was vimelhing very ohji in the pro-

iegs at, Buckingham I'alace on the occasion of the la-t Ko\;;l

Chrislenii. etin::lhat the Sponsors promise in tl

the infant, lo renounce "Hie pomp and
L'lory

of t his world,"

help asking whether the I'n
'

CriptlOU oi

ably at variance with I i. -ivcn :

"Tliii siK'ivil ri:.' :ivntc chsptl in the l'l*cc, which WB
duly J>]V|i:in'.l fur i: rliiiii'-; "t rrinsnii ^iltin alul i;"M wtrt!

[lie t^l.'f.KN, t!

p,-l' on&gl B in v il' ,1 '" In'
]',

This ! head of luxury rather than of

::"!<! l.w. in

comiiiiiui"ii

:ui.l ! t

th^ 1, .
,

,i "t int':nit lui^.-ls i

thi'lyiv; in on a fluted plinth of

Itich'

i.f I i

iinrch wliieh is to

CHOKING i.\ Tin; \I;MV.

It one species of Stock
ill th.' 11 of v. hji-h

DO difficulty whatever

Indeed,

ijilifm ,f Slock lias

been
the liiiiian pin:

i'.ritMi !!:; pire : as is

proved by the following

ex.tr

order :

"Tim CnmniainVr in -CM.'f is

. dis-

'[<Aiiy'H
. under I liis

1'nfiiik-ncy."

The British soldier \i

lie very much nblk-cd to

MI would

Eto convert his >

oin .

_
calling,

into a collar of mere I!,

rial. Thai common
tailors occ;t count

hills is no reason whv "clothing Colo i nch a

:," for thciri.en as, he Bulitarj Stock, i nnof
who, if not too much. :, ,:. ,,t th.

,. s of
arked that wil to

.,
;_!!,,,

altar was ,i fine piece of tape,! ing the baptism of our

If the tapestry told the truth, there would lie no clei-^y in

| by a vnl.uardiM lay of the Itoyal
oxer the front of it ;

,

'* the
'

at the siiii(ile solemnity, of which a lloyal Christening is but a

..'and;

Istanoe to (lie infant in renouncing the pomps and
s of the world, we find that,

"The Heralds and Kings of Amis were on duty to usher thr i" "'rsonages
to tip

Al.ltKKTWlI.MAM '

l.nilll; \V .11. I HI .\SU.N IVolNT. ESQ.,
Killi; -)(' Aflr

'

. MIK1E,
i r 1'rincipal

\v holu u r.n in.^ their splendid tabards, and the Kings of Anns ihrir

It is really sad to think thai in an aprc which prides itself on common
iiy virtues of the

ilisni still holds such sway, that

one \ilniin il is no Ihitlcn to eall ;u! :ll position
still '/miller the neeessilv of converting a solemn religious

_*_ _ j. . I 1
'

1 *.' l I i f~\

Ulli;ilU{.ia . ' V7U1U II- JIVfU H/V. MW

i of the Stin

abolish altogether the

SPIKITUAL MANIFESTATIONS GOING A-11HAD!

REV. GLENDOWER S. FIBBS, of Salem, U. S., has been induced, by
the extensive interest taken by the British aristocracy in the

> ruAL MANIFESTATIONS which have lately been introduced from

America, to visit this country with u view to the exhibition ot OCCULT

PHENOMENA, on a scale which, owing to the prevalence of an

illiberal spirit of persecution, has been hitherto unattcinptcd in this or

any other country since the era of Egyptian magic. He is accompanied

by three ACTUA MEDIUMS, who will utter responses,
il'ord correct information on doctrinal subjects, under the influence

of SPIRITS. He has also, at the expenditure of a, considerable nun,
red the co-operation of a genuine WIZARD and WITCH from

Boston, Mass., who will prove the REALITY OP SORCERY and MAGIC by
OCULAR DEMONSTRATION, to the satisfaction of the most incredulous

and determined sceptic.,

will evoke the SPIKIT of anj-DECEASED Pr.iisox who
Milu-ar display of luxury and vanity. Can it be

1 lne W I/.AI:I> will evoke tl

the admisMon of the Royal infant into the Christian : may be agreed upon by the Party Assembled , ana compel it to appear

grchbisho] ai,.i demy on m u
visiblcjonn before the eyes of the Spectators, dehv^predictions,

. msoii and gold. the. presence of Heralds and rvings-of-
Arm linndle of (iold and other Sticks, the Master of the

Bnckhoundt, and the whole hue and cry of Court
"
pride, pomp, and

winch, however appropriate to some occasions, are

.in infant to a religion for
which humility is one oi iies y

'1M, f ',... .*-; :....< i.. i i i i :. .1: t_ _. ijiTin' Com I to in this countr; and the

__. The VVrrcir will perfonn the much controverted, but undeniable

and surprising feat of HIDING ON A BKOOMSTICK.; and to illustrate the

power of SORCERY over the elements, will raise a Tempest on a small

scale by BREWING A STORM in a Tea-pot. She will also exhibit the

marvellous I'IIKNOMKNA of Ti: \NSFORMATION, by cbi.nging herself

successively into the shape of various animals: after will

summon her FAMILIARS, in the form of CATS. TOADS, and SPIPKKS, and.me Louri is jusiij IOOKCU to in HI is count, ample and the summon uei i. A.uii.mivo, m me mim ui \jma, iu.v -*
is

., as mother, wife, and woman, is indeed on , would do finally, together with her AUTMIANT IMPS, VANISH up THE CHIMNEY.
well to imitate. For this reason we still more regi The WITCH and \\ I/AKO are really and truly what they profess to be,

which will set all the servile crew of in u date, as lia\ing both of them effected a ale oi themselves for 1

far as the\
pan, the pomps .-'in! vanities of a Ko>al Christei l; - NVrli known as the LARGEST

influence will extend down ' OWNER OUT OF THE STATES.

and we shall have the how The soirre to conclude v, nh the A.ITI:AK.VNCE of the DEUCE himself,

Mi;-. JONES of Jones' rated, the Bi i;,,\. (li.iM'nv. 11; S. Finns will raise in a mafric circle upon
up, the font covered with ti ,iliances of the plattbnn, entirely divested of supernatural terrors which might be

Uo\al:.\ apedal the baptism of the JONBSIXN infant. calculated to alarm the t'mid and nervous. The circle will be to c&re-

We have no objection to I .ii'ter the e

ml when I lie ,>( there ,na.\

i Mist Ui'Mi MA.IKSTY will iis her OH n good sense, and >.

future Royal Christenings from the trappinu's of pomp and vanity with i "ill. he trusts, meet wi
, has hitherto entangled them. U'e mn>i wy, in conclusion,

of serious and enlightened minds.
that HKII M.VII.STI is nol le for all tl

against which we have raised our voice, for it has h lary

'

,

before she e.-me to the throne, and she has, in many instances, had the

courage and good sense to abolish many empty observances. \\

next occasion of a l(o\al Christening, to find her exercisiua her
own proper feeling in divesting the occasion of ail those forms which
are at variance with its spirit.

th the SUPPORT and APPROBATION

jit home every morning from 10 to 2, for private consultation*.

Obnoxious Parties bewitched
; Discovery of Stolen Goods, Philtres,

&c., &c , on moderate terms.

Magic Mirrors, /.>/>/,//'// Rods, $-c., Loaned or Sold.

Svii-Kes commence at 8.

mr AMERICAN DRINKS.
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Gentleman in Cart.
"
I SAY, GUV'NOB, BEING us OUT A SPOONFUL o' GIN FOR THE OLD LADY, WILL YEH?-AXD I'LL TAKE A

PINT o' MILD ALE AND LOOK HEIIE. I DON'T WANT IT THICK TOE I AIN'T IIUKGBY !

OUR RUPTURE WITH
RUSSIA.

AVE cannot help re-
i

grettin? that anything
should 1>e done by our mi-

litarj authorities to irri-

tate the sore place which
j

has been established in '

our relations with Russia.

We, tlierd'ore, read with

a degree of pain which
made us almost cry out,
for we were really much
hurt that a letter dated

June 27th, 1853, has gone
out from the Horse !

Guards, prohibiting all
'

general and staff officers

from wearing Russia
ducks by way of trousers.

Whether this is meant
as an insult to Itussia

unable to state;
but we fear that Kussia

in the present sensitive

state of affairs will regard
i his declaration of war '

against Russia ducks as

an indication of a desire

to provoke hostilities.

DIPLOMATIC PASTRY.-

Thcre is every probability
that the dish Heretofore

known as NESSELUODE
Pudding will, in future, be
denominated Humble Pie.

A SEAMSTRESS THAT
WON'T STARVE.

THE Glasgow Chronicle

describes a
'
;

sewing ma-

chine, which has been
introduced by a ME.
DAKLIX&. This DAELING
will be considered a duck

by some of our fashion-

able milliners
;

and his

Jenny will be just the

seamstress for their mo-

ney, as she will ask no

wages, want no food but

a little oil, and be able to

do without any rest what-

ever. Our own shirts,

also, will be more com-
fortable to wear when we
shall be enabled to think

to ourselves that tlu-ir

manufacture has been

ground out of wheels and

cogs at small cost, and

not out of human nerves

and muscles for miserable

pay.

THE CAMP.

Captain Roister.
" HEBE ! Hi ! SOME ONE ! STOP MY BSD ROOM/Hi !

"

DRINKING HEALTH.

MR. HARKER will per-

haps have the goodness
to propose at the , next

great Civic banquet -this

toast :

"
Extramural In-

terment : or the Incorpo
ration of London with

Gravesend."



.

e
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Till*; KEY TO THE RUSSIAN QUESTION.
Mind, howe'.ei, thai, if you \\ 11! associate sepulture with upliol-

you must i :vrs looking to sepulture with

lilies. You oii:,'ht, not to be surpii- d that under'
s after all Ihal tin- ! of a job at. your bfflue. I' thonld not

"(.ween (hi- iry were to propose to mi
ml Russia is "Who wife or CB . offln. If umrf i la bo "furnished,"

shall keep the key c,, .ill involve competition, and its incidental
'

trarch?" Tnea ,

: ,i|'s old clothes in a plain box, with
is to determine \

. i no oth< -re they ma;,
l>e\ in question ,osc, and i: ka possible of any

i
- chain of the ralue to , , mild it. cost a consid

sum to pi,' a Mii.dl piece of organic i > ''. Whilst
lhai operation continue-; i

invading tin- TJ chl

\Ve mi-lit as well allo\\ tin
i iders of cheap collins, reduced shrouds, moi

>i; oF('m\\ to inter- palls, ridiculously 1-m hearses, ec louming c

fere with us, and insist onsp- highly reasonable feathers,

pointing
a protector of Temple

liar, for the purpose of dc-
'

elding whether the < >n i'\' n

'j

1 ' shall have THE GREAT CAB REFORM.
the custody ol that, rusty old

(ii-eek, ov Inn-r on the bunch
with tin- street -door ami other

i pati'iiirch.

t he Cit

is absurd, and yet a\\

ity.

1 fill

AITKII several years of grumbling on the part of the public, we
Government that, ha h" to

think, that a I Europe should v,.,,,,, ;,| v intelligent, circles of |! reet,

epi on the. das hitherto been consi
'

hazardous question
"
9 onn.

a key ot no real value, and
, [Mu. l

; rm;<A tool, th.e matter in :

list.ration b .d'raid" of the iatroduction of a Cab

and we can point I he way to

putting the all'air into the hand'

about.
U e think we can furnish a

key to the whole dilliculty,

solution of the question by
Is of our friend ('arm: of St. Paul's

Churchyard, or our equally enlightened friend BHAMAH of Piccadilly.
We are convinced tliat either of these ingenious individuals will

undertake to dispose of the question,
" Who shall keep the key ':

"
by

furnishing each party with a duplicate. J5y this arrangement either of

the individuals claiming- en tody of the key will have, it in his power to

avoid the necessity of either picking the lock or picking a quarrel.

ENTERPRISING UNDERTAKERS.

OPHELIA, in her madness, exclaims,
"
They say the owl was a baker's

daughter." This was a delirious mistake. What they do say, or

ought to say, is, that the owl is an undertaker's son. For truly the
of a certain sort of undertaker has an owl for his father: is an owl

and the sou of an owl, that ominous bird which
" Puts the wretch that lies in woe,

In remembrance of a shroud."

Witness the subjoined statement by a correspondent of the Daily
News :

" A member of my family is just recovering rom an illness which, for a time, kept
all about her in daily apprehension. The fact of the illness becoming known in the

neighbourhood, I Jim forthwith inundated with undertakers' circulars, in which all the
horrid paraphernalia of the tomb are set forth, together with the various morit^,
"readiness," "dispatch," &c., of the applicant, expectant of his job, and all this is

shamelessly, indecently, wantonly, thrust before the very eyes of afflicted relatives,
Wiitcliin^ the bick bed with feelings racked between the alternations of hope and

Precisely as the light in the sick chamber elicits the shriek of the

screech-owl, so does the muffled knocker attract the puffs of the adver-

tising undertaker. With the attributes of the owl, however, these
ilea'h -hunters combine the propensities of the crow and the vulture,
which repair to the spot whereon a creature is dying, and hover

impatiently about their prey that still breathes. Occasionally, no
doubt, the vultures and crows, by a premature bite or dig of the beak,
expedite the process of dissolution, and very likely the other birds of

prey not unfrequcntly do the same tiling : for one of these undertakers'
circulars getting, by the folly of an old nurse, or any other misfortune,
into the hands of a person dangerously ill, would b'e extremely likely
to occasion a fatal shock, and convert the expected corpse into an
actual one.

The writer in the Daily Nans says that he called on one of the
senders of these disgusting handbills, and informed the sordid and
unfeeling snob that in case the services proffered by him were ever,
unhappily, required, he would undoubtedly not be employed to render
them. It is to be hoped that the determination expressed by this

gentleman will be strenuously acted on by everybody else ; and that
when any one gets hold of a communication of this sort under similar

circumstances, he will, instead of flinging it in a rage behind the lire,

carefully preserve it, for the purposed showing it to all his acquaint-
ance, in order that they may make a note of the advertiser's name,
lest they should ever forget it, and be induced to give any custom to
such an odious brute.

lest, it should h:\c o position, or, in other

words, the public v;cre to be crammed iuto wretched cabs, lest the
Cab-in ct should he turned out.

Kverybody with half a grain of common sense was perfectly well
that (.all l!i form would be one of the most popular things a

(lovernment could undertake : but it has required M-u-ral years to

make, this plain fact \\: and even now
;
there

has been a timidity in dealimr with some portions of the subject of

Cab Reform, which, though the new Act is very good, as far as it goes,
will soon cause the pi'blic to complain. We, however, desire to give
all praise where it i.i di ; eciallj to MK. FIT/.KOY, who wifl go
down to posterity with his aggravated Assaults' Act in one hand, and
his Cab Law in the other, to say nothing of the County Courts'

Measure sticking out of his pocket. The sympathy shown by the

present Government towards riders in cabs affords a proof that we
have in the Administration (now, reader, prepare to be knocked over

by an unexpected blow) a few really Cabbin'-it Ministers. We will

conclude with a lyric tribute to MR. FITZROY, adapted to the itinerant

air of

CHEER! BOYS, CHEER!

CHEER ! boys, cheer ! no more of imposition,
Cabs at true fares shall bear us on our way ;

MAYNE'S smart police shall show the proper tariff,

Telling us exactly what we have to pay.
So farewell, fraud much as we've endured thee,

We'll let alone what may have gone before,

Why should we growl at having paid back carriage,
We shall not have to pay it any more.
Cheer! boys, cheer] for Punch and MR. FITZROY,
Cheer ! boys, cheer ! for Punch is our right hand :

Cheer ! boys, cheer ! there's fruit of FITZROY'S labour,
Cheer ! boys, cheer ! for the new Improved Cab Stand.

Cheer ! boys, cheer ! no wind is on us blowing,
Through broken panes upon our neck and chest,

This horse can go the distance we are going,

By over work he is no more opprest ;

Onee we had cabs than hencoops scarcely better

TThrough open spaces letting in the rain ;

Now, ours shall be the clean and well-built carriage,
And at a price as moderate again.

Cheer ! boys, cheer ! &c."

PASSIONATE MEN.
" MEN in a passion should be treated like kettles when they boil

over, they should be taken off."

PECUNIARY DEMAXDS.

OF all men it must be confessed that the Tax-gatherer has the most
calls for his money.

A GUARDSMAN'S CONFESSION (overheard at Choi/ham).
" On my word

there 's no greater Bore in the world than your military Drill !

"
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STANZAS TO ERIN.

ON THE DUBLIN EXHIBITION.

On Emerald Isle, brightest pearl of the ocean,
Kirs i ilowcr of the earth, on thy newly-born wings

Soar up to the sky, with triumphant emotion,
Whilst tliou sittest, receiving the homage of kings.

liaise1

, Erin, thy brow, which no longer is clouded

And scared by the cold brand of chilling neglect;]
Stand forth in the garb of festivity shrouded
As thy sons and thy daughters, fair maiden, expect.

Exchanging thy widowhood's lonely condition

For the splendour and state of a blushing young bride,

Preside, unabashed, o'er thy Great Exhibition,

Thy heart humbly swelling with glory and pride.

Yes, Ireland, thy lap filled with all the world's riches,
Of thy shirt-sleeves the elbows, gone rasged of yore,

Shall no longer hang out at the knees of thy breeches,
And the toes of thy brogues out at heel go no more.

Too long has the Demon of fell agitation,

By the dark torch of discord diffused o'er the land,
Created a stir, which has cau^-ci! a

stagnation,
Bringing business, and everything else, to a stand.

Away with Brigades they're all mighty bad bargains ;

Away with those heads that are nothing but tails,

The footsteps for you, boys, to follow, are DAKGA.VS .

And don't proceed backwards iu DR. MACHALE'S !

l-'irst Cock Sparrou: "WHAT A MIWACKUIOUS TYE, KWAKK. How THE DOOSE
DO YOU MANAGE IT ?

"

Second Cock Sparrow. "YAS. I FANCY IT is

BIB, I GIVE THE WHOLE OP MY MlND TO IT !

"
HATHEE GUASD

; BUT THEN, YOU

An Obvious Mistake.

AN advertisement has appeared in nearly all the papers,
announcing as a

"
novel and thrilling attraction

"
tliat

" Two ladies will make their ascent on Monday evening next, suspended
from the car of the Iloyal Cremorne Balloon."

There is evidently some mistake in the announcement
of this unwomanly and degrading exhibition. We cannot
well allow that to be an "ascent" where the parties
engaged so completely lower themselves.

INSPECTION OF CAVALRY BY GENERAL PUNCH.
MAJOB-GENEKAL PUNCH having appointed this day for the inspec-

tion of the QUEEN'S Piebalds, that gallant and distinguished corps
arrived at Chamomile Scrubs at 9 o'clock in full marching order, and
formed bine with rear to the railway, to await the arrival of the General.
The inspections of the General are generally looked forward to with
much interest by the cavalry, in consequence of their practical nature

;

and this being so close upon the Chobham affair, a considerable amount
of cramming had been practised by the subalterns, who had given up
their days and nights to the getting up of their

"
echelons,"

"
wheels,"

&c., and the other interesting information afforded by the book published
by authority of the Adjutant-General.
The General arrived shortly after the troops, and immediately pro-

ceeded to business. He first inspected the ranks
;
and having ascer-

tained (as indeed had been ascertained before, in
"
troop,"

"
squad,"

uid "grand parade") that the men's hair was cut according to the
emulations, that the whiskers were in line with their ears, and that
iieir boots were polished and jackets were trim," lie made a minute

carabine as giving ample room lor improvement. The pouch he was
particularly displeased with, asking somewhat snappishly, What the

the word of command the practice he always adopts at his inspections)
in order to prevent the possibility of commanding officers cramming
their troops with a series of common-place movements. However,
things went off very well, notwithstanding. While the skirmishers were
out the General took the opportunity of again pointing out the great
inconvenience, not to say the utter uselessness of the pouch, which
article of war, by the bye, he seems to be properly

" down upon." It
was noticed indeed that nearly all the skirmishers dispensed entirely
with its use, putting their ammunition in their breasts, or rather, in
the breasts of their coat s. The gallant General galloped about from
flank to flank with great fury,

"
dressing

"
the line and the leaders

with a nicety which must have greatly pleased the adjutant. The
manner in which he shouted "Up, up, up, up the 1-1-let't !

" "
Back the

r-r-right !

"
must also have been equally approved of by that officer.

On returning to barracks, the General w;ent round the stables,
attended by the Colonel and the officers of their respective troops. It
is this part of the day's business that always causes the

"
funking" (if

we may be allowed to apply that term in military matters) of the
.

_ , , .
i

officers. The General being well "up" in all the minutia; of stable
pection ot the appointments, pointing out the mode of fastening the economy, mostly puzzles the officers with his curious informal ion
ibine as

giving
amnle room tor improvement. The rjouch he was respecting straps, buckles, wallets, shoe-cases, &c., a sort of informa-

tion which, though it may be thought ^'boring"
f" <ii "'i

,,.
... ~MV *'e****^**|p *** lUMlfU^U III

files, troops, threes, &c. While ranking past by single fil

by the bye, which is particularly slow in more senses

.e a movement,
f-$ , *

j V i
* Dw*DW3 iiiio.ii uiii; bllC IT v; til V c a oUCCJ

era! resumed the subject of the appointments, and paid particular of these affairs p
itention to the valise, and mode of packing it

; but as his observations I officer, and subjwere repeated in an after part of the day, we need not here insert mouredly dodges

in more senses than one the We give a specimen of the sort of information required by the General
f these affairs,

"~
*"**"*>5 ""

j WIAU 11.3 nit] v> i,.-i L .11 iMii.T) i winccr, mid su
n alter part of the day, we need not here insert mouredly dodges from one to another, so that no one feels as it he had

been subjected to an
"
examinaton." The following

the Piebalds 4 years, a Lieutenant
_ , _ _ ,, ,.,^ troop sometimes in the absence of

.winch must have struck terror into the I the Captain ; had frequently sat on Courts-martial, which he considered
illustrious namesake himself, had either a bore : didn't know who ro<"

premising however that he does not select an individual

iject him to a lengthened catechism; but good-hu-

may be given as

nothmg, with a zeal and
bent of NICHOLAS, or
V' J

T|!fPvJ!!t
e
;n
C
=

De '

!

number ; the horse in the next s'tall was""rode~"l>y a serjcaiit ;" didn'tie evolutions next commenced, GENERAL PUNCH himself giving |
know the Serjeant's name; knew he was a Serjeant, because he wore
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daily, or g Mr, to suit the convenience of
I lory habits of

da\
, ^ T ]{J;ADEIJ"

about so much; ilic; nt was down in t)

lomliered "
I'.S. 11 n's subjects have to tlianl. onto

he Ont joined; LIEUT. Wmrjn him with \-.Ai\\ . It would coold
irhile he was doing BO. Couldn't 'ion,

"
Do

.>

;

,.- Nineveh
\onroatsr" there was nothing i; -rrow
kneu how lii pack a \, ion of i Ijr

the pr<". the Matin] .\<i;" l,ne\\ there was a standin
aboul it, didn'l i

r,-(] on the heels of llir liL-li
1

ain ol' thai : tin

.it plan (lie lx ;ots and spurs might be rolled ii]i in ;i shirt
;
Mai 1

.

and piper along v.i'li tin- socks; 11

REASONS.

hind and i

'11111]) us,
I'ourls iind (,'aljinets among.

' idea how iiiiich me;,:

required fur lifty ma sight; didn't know
wheth red beer, had reason to believe they drank

it, or eke sometimes. Didn'l kno\\ much aboi

ments, how should he f Had bee up I'or (.'hobli,-:.

find out wb si was bard or soft, lia'lirr liked the id

d lie some fun. Didn't know much al

Sitchiu
-fd it would ne roferen.-

rv- lint his li4i,i!iii ,ir sot,,,, nnp ,']o. ,,],! .,11,. Vs 111) ( ablllc! gHI Vci.V Call llOUl SUCll a Hot loll.

will go
' >e to impress, at your <

. point out that of truth tlicrr'.-' no particle
In tin

-ullaii an .

U'hieh puts tv, alb the tlmnili of the Czar.

dry; but his batman or some one else uonM attend to that soi

tiling, (irsri'ii was going to forage for their mess. Thought any
jokiir >..pid: no one but a civilian

\\onld attempt it.

The General wound up the day
5
s pro . \isiting the llos]iital,

! Room, Library,.and outhouses ; and umn
to tin ;

:e barracks, read all tin- books in the libran.

every man's aeconnls in each troop, ascertained the

ever} ease in hospital-- adjourned to the nif.ss, v.herc the fe.-ti,

were kept with the usual spirit of the Piebalds.

BORE AT THE BRITISH MUSEUM.
THE RIGHT HON. Sm WIL-
LIAM MOLESWORTU, BART.

"
I AM a Man upon Town ,

that is, I confess, I spend the

greater part of my time in

idling thereabout. But now
and then 1 am seized with a
desire to improve my mind,
expand my faculties, cle\a!i

mv ideas and all that sort

of thing and in this proper

disposition I go to the
British Musuem : which I fine

shut.
"
I don't know how this is

My own fault ? I ought to
know that the Museum is only
open on certain days ? Yes, I

ought but I don't. I forget
the days. I can't remember
them ; and other people who
are not so indolent as i am,
and take pains to recollect

them, forget them too.

"Besides, if i am indolent,
1 am one of the British Public,

j

for whose use and amusement the, British Museum is meant, and think

j

its arrangements ought, in a reasonable measure, to be accommodated
I to mv indolence.

what you will, perhaps, regard as a consideration of greater
weight, there arc numerous persons who only get a leisure day occa-
sionally ;

and that, leisure, like my fit of diligence, is safe to occur on
a. da} when the Museum is c'.osed.

"
\Vhy not throw the British Museum open everyday, except on the

few days when it may be necessary, if it is nee
should have it all to themselves like the National Gallery? \Vh:t
.rood do the statues, the stuffed animals, the antiquities, and the mnm-
"!'.' s do half their time, wasting their sweetness on the desert or at

leasl the vacant air? ]t would be much better if they were putting
some ideas into my vacant mind.
"I wish, like a good fellow, j'ou would attend to this, as Chie'

Commissioner of U'orks, and have the British Museum thrown
or get the Trustees, or whatever you call ths authorities, to throw i;

The C/.ar's (.'hristian i are and nil -ition

i'or the Knsso-lircck Church in the realms of th- I'orte.

You will saj that his feelinsrs arc strictly parental
,'ids that Church, of which lie is and head;

That the influence In

A fact proved by all he lias done at lea1, said.

Describe the Czar's wish to know wherefore this heat is

At demands \\hieh i HIS allow
;

Cite Kainardji's and Adrianople's two treaties,

Aud point out that they give all we 're asking for now.

Show how, from beginning to end of the business,
All about Holy Places t lie question has been ;

That, if 'twixt us and France there was some slight uneasiness,
The horizon on that side is now quite serene.

That the llusso-Greek rights have been
clearly admitted.

And secured by a firman, and Hatti-Scheritt';
So that Prance and the Latin Communions outwitted,

Yield the pas to the liusso-Greek Church and its chief.

Recapitulate then, as these rights in the first place
Are what Russia has always enjoyed, beyond doubt ;

And as secondly Prance is now put in the worst place
In the matter, whereon she and Russia fell out;

And as in the third place the Sultan has granted
All we asked by a Pirman, which clearly maintains

The rights of our Church, which was all we e'er wanted ;

And as in the fourth place my note thus explains

The duplicity, weakness, and tergiversation
Which the Porte through the whole of this business has shown,

And proves, too. the Czar's great forbearance and patience,

Guided, as he has been, by his duty alone ;

We cannot conceive what he 's taken to task for,

If on the offensive he ventures to act,

Seeing that we have always had all we now ask for,

And have since got a firinan confirming the fact.)

Submit the above, as a full demonstration,
That no option we 'vc had, 'tween disgrace and a war,

And ask if the Porte had so used them, what nation

But must have done just what 's been done by the Czar ':

The Soldier's First Step.

THE chief difficulty of military science, as studied at the Camp at

lioliham, has proved during the late wet weather to consist in flic

elements.

A CASE IN PIST.

ON what irodel has the India Bill been formed ? On that of a pale
ale bottle, one would think, for it seems to be a very insufficient

measure.
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ANOTHER NIGHT SURPRISE AT CHOBHAM.

DOMESTIC RESULTS OF THE CAMP.

THE Camp at Chobham has already so far answered its purpose as to

have given a powerful impetus to the military propensities of the rising

generation, and there has been a considerable muster of troops in many
a nursery, which may, on this occasion, be termed a nursery for young
soldiers.

U'e lately had the privilege of being present at a brand Aursery

1 Review and Sham Fight, where the Wooden Cavalry,
under the

command of MASTER JONES, stood a fierce attack from a division of tin

, soldiery under the able direction of MASTER and Miss TODDLEKINS.

The ground occupied was a sort of table land, having for its surface a

i (ipis vert, or green cover. MASTER JONES was on the spot early, and

the Wooden Cavalry were at once disturbed from their uivouac; and

the sentries having been summoned from their boxes, took up a strong

position behiud some lines formed 9f an open dictionary, which admitted

of the soldiers being disposed in double columns. The Wooden
Cavalry looked remarkably well, though some of them were evidently

! veterans who had been in the wars, for there were many without arms,

a few without heads; and here and there a horse had been curtailed of

a tail, or some other usual adjunct. MASTER and Miss TODDLEKINS
i now brought up from down-stairs a considerable body of tin soldiery

of every arm though, occasionally, deficient of a leg and these having
been drawn UD exactly opposite to the Wooden Cavalry, both sides

were prepared-to give or take battle.

The proceedings commenced by the sound of a trumpet feebly blown

by Miss TODDLEKINS, and responded to on the drum by MASTER
JONES, when a smart fire of peas, ably directed by MASTER TODDLEKINS,
was opened on the wooden cavalry. The double columns of

"
Johnson's

JJiclionary
"

for a time sheltered the forces under MASTER JONES
;
but

a sudden sortie made- by Miss TODDLEKINS shook the opposing force

with such violence that several fell en masse, and the melee becoming
general, great numbers on both sides were savagely put to the pea-
shootef . The forces under MASTER JONES being now entirely put to the

rout, their young commander grew desperate and threw down upon the

foe all his strength, combined in one enormous volume of the dictionary

already alludnl to.

The loss on both sides was considerable, and among the casualties

must be enumerated an accident of a rather harassing nature to

MR. JONES SENIOR who, while surveying the field of battle, received

in a small indentation on the right of his nose one of the largest peas

of the enemy. It is satisfactory, however, to add that the battle was

decisive for no animosity remained on the minds of the young clucts

on either side, who, having removed the killed and wounded,

mmediately spread the tapis vert with a repast of the choicest iams,

which they all freely partook of. The only soreness that remained was

on the part of MR. JONES SENIOR, but his anger was soon appeased,

and the peas were speedily forgotten.

A FLOURISHING BUSINESS.

HERE is a bit of fine writing :

" We have been led to imagine that the dark cloud which impended over commerce

in the time of the Star Clumber, had been scattered by the onward progress of civil

freHdom we have from early childhood been thankful that we were nut born in the

days when toifdom crippled the b-dy and bigotry the mind of man, and we cannot

think your Lordship will pledge the legislation of the 10th century to an enactment

so offensive as this irresponsible police power is to"

To whom ? Well taking
" commerce

"
as a misprint for "con-

science" one might imagine that the remonstrants were i< JOHN

TUAM" DANIEL, or DENNIS, or DERMOT, or whatever-lus-name-is

CAHILL, FREDERICK LUCAS, and other such gentry and clergy-

denouncing a sanguinary, atrocious, diabolical, fiendish, &c. ^...pro-

position for the deliverance of nuns from false imprisonment. But

no. The individuals to whom the "irresponsible police power is

"
offensive," arc simply

" One branch of English tradesmen."

That is to say, they are the Metropolitan Omnibus Proprietors,

complaining by the pen of MR. H. GRAY, their Chairman, to LORD..

A.BFKBEEN, against certain clauses of the Hackney Carriage Act. ,VVe

dare sav this""one branch of English tradesmen" will no more bo

rendered subject to an
"
irresponsible police power than any other

branch of the same tree ;
but if

"
like master like man is a true

move on.

progress of civil freedom, and hope they
will contrive to make their

drivers and conductors stick to that ; for the liberty which those persons

are in the habit of takins is too often destitute of civility.

ey,unr.! ury,oi,ppet<,arn.ce,ne S o..aiCT.,,i11ecpcu,i..:,. , - ...
,
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QUARTER'S ACCOUNT.
MR. PUNCH'S Quarterly ac-

count lias, like that oV the

nation, been duly made up,
and presents equally satis-

factory results with the
national finance sheet.

Tin re has hem an increase

of 537 Epigrams on the

corresponding quarter in last

year.
In the Jokes department

there has been no very
great increase, but this is

accounted for by the contri-

butor whose business it is to

make them having fanned
himself in love, and taken
to ultra-sentimental poetry.
Hut we are happy to state

that he has been unmis-

lakeably thrown over liy the

\oung laily, and will at once
return to Ins duties.

On the Capital Hits the

increase is very largo, and
although this may iu some

ire be due to the

military array at Chobham,
there is no reason to think

there will be a drawback,
especially .-is no announce-
ment has appeared of any
intention to close Parliament

or the Princess's Theatre.

On the Imports and Stamps, that is to say, the original plays, and the actors' displays, there

is a small diminution, owing to a pair of spectacles aud the warm evenings, but Mr. Punch

anticipates that he shall have a different account to give at his next return, and after his

next return check.
The Great Cuts show their usual average of 13 to the quarter, but evince the remarkable

progressive phenomenon of each being more supernaturally brilliant than its predecessor,
and adding a new lustre to this unparalleled gallery of Social and Political Satire, prompted
by Philanthropy, elevated by High Art, recognised by the Million, and published at

85, Fleet Street.

On everv item in the Miscellaneous List the return is comparatively, as well as positively
and superlatively satisfactory. To the Bride in her Honeymoon, to the Cabman and the

Cabinet Minister at their respective boxes, to the Bribed Elector in his Dungeon and to the

Spirit Rapper in his Sell, to the Artist before, the Candidate after, and the Soldier under,
his Canvass, to the woman-smiting ruffian, now (thanks to FITZKOY) catching it from
Beak and Clause, to the spoiled juvenile at the Jellies and the Undergraduate at the

Isis, to the Actor at the Wing and the Author at the Tale, to the Fisherman at the
Perch and to the Politician knocked off it, to the Turk by his Port, to the Guardsman by
his Tent, to the Policeman by his Cape, the Exeter Arcade Beadle by his \Vhitc Hermitage,
and to the Masquerader by his patron saint JULLIEN, Mr. Punch is delighted to say that

they will all find their account in looking through his accounts for the last quarter.

But now, what with the performances at

Exeter Hall and the Promenade Concerts,
what with hearing I.mirl in F.yiij/1, and liiijulflln.

and I'>M i IK.-, i N'S SIIMJI/IUHI/ in (,'. Mi/mr, and
MM/.A HT'S Krijuifiii, and l't>]> i/ufs tin- It'ftuel,

i.ublio ear has got educated, and looks

down- if an car can look, as perhaps it can in

ito of clairvoyance on a perambidatory
orchestra of free and independent Britons: in-

dependent chiefly in their plajing.
\\hat then'r Abolish election music? Do

awavwitli a great institution because it has been

inefficiently carried out ? No; to be sure. 1m-

. prove it, m accordance \iith the requirements
of the age. Don't put down election bauds;
but give them better music to play; not, COLONEL,
that I shall contradict you if yon say that (here

can be none better ilian The Itnni-l AVv/
J
&c.

Have pieces composed on purpose for elections ;

symphonies breathing loyalty and order together
with a spirit of economy and retrenchment ;

pastoud symphonies expressive of the feelings

!
of the agricultural interests ;

marches infusing
into the minds of voters courage to resist,

attempts at intimidation: overtures of a lofty

chaiactcr, different from CoPFOCt's. At
LINCOLN, where jou could have it all your own
way, you misht cause to he performed music

descriptive of dislike of the Whigs, and of want
of confidence in Ih-.R MAJKSTY'S Government.
There arc, doubtless, musical effects repre-
sentative of all human emotions; disgust, even,
at the recollection of the Crystal Palace.

To prevent Ministerial jobber}', let the

candidates have to find the music; composers
as well as executants

;
base is the slave who

cannot pay his expenses, and something more :

like a gentleman, like yourself, and like

ELECTIONS WITH ACCOMPANIMENTS.

(To the Member for Lincoln.}

IT is, COLONEL SIBTHOKP, as you say, a mean, dirty, shabby, and disgraceful measure
that Expenses of Elections Bill, which prohibits flags and bands of music at Parliamentary
elections. Flags, no doubt, materially assist a thinking man in the process of deliberation,
by which he determines on a fit and proper person to represent him in Parliament. But,
waving the flags, let us more particularly denounce the prohibition of music. The proposal,
of course, arose from an absence of music in the soul, and a fitness for treasons on the part
of the revolutionist who originated it.

But abuse, COLONEL, is not argument. Relinquishing the former, let us bring forward
the latter.

Elect ion music is an institution of our ancestors
; and, you may say, was intended for the

promotion of harmony between opposite parties. When it was first introduced, philharmonic
art, was in the state wherein it had been left by Saint CECILIA, and had not arrived at the

perfection which it has attained to under M. JULLIEN. The wisdom of our ancestors was
ly in advance of their music; their common sense was acute, but their perception of

sweet sounds obtuse ; they had "a reasonable good ear in music," according to Jiottom's idea

thereof; let them have (he tongs and bones give 1 hem H/IM/H;- Squire Jones, Old Sir Simon
flif Kin;/, The Roast Beef nf Old England, and the liko, and they were content. Tunes that
the old cow died c>f animated them: they were enchanted by melodies that now only charm
the hearts of broomsticks. Elevated, however, they were by these old rugged but patriotic
strains, and in a state cf elevation they rushed to the poll, and did their duty as men and
Britons.

P.S. Solos to the tune of . *. d. to be per-
formed bv any candidates who choose, as they
have a right, to do hat they like with their own.
The Rogue's March would be an appropriate air

to celebrate the next return of the Nohle Lord
the Member for London, Eh ?

" SURE DERBYITES."

(At Sung by SIB JOHN PAKINOTOX at St. Stephen'* Theatre.

in the new Musical Comedy o/ the Succfiaitma' Taj;)

STJKE Derbyites were born to sorrow,
Kicked out to-day, and mocked to-morrow

;

By DIZZY 1 'm snubbed, and by COBDEN I 'm

rated,
Ne'er was Chairman of Quarter Sessions so

sittivated.

There's GLADSTONE swears the squires shan't

trick him,
And vote as they may, it seems they can't lick

him.

Their Taxation Area he enlarges,
And a Succession Tax on real property charges.

Oh! lackaday,

Pity JOHNNY, lackaday !

I denounced the bill in a voice of thunder,
And a House of fifty Members as

" FRAUD and
PLUNDER :

"

But they only grinned at, my desperation
And my lack ol all "powers of ratiocinate, ,/."

That GLADSTONE he has quite undone me
;

Like auv bashaw looks down upon me,
When I kneels to ax for the squires some

mercy,
It does no good but vice varsey.

Oh ! lackaday,

Pity JOHNNY, lackaday!
[En< I..

HOPING AGAINST HOPE. Taking a ticket in

a Betting-Office.
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INFINITESIMAL LOGIC.
'rcc with PROFESSOR PARA-

HAY that there is something very

startling in the condition of the

public mind in regard to

.scientific reasoning. Here is a

specimen if correctly reported
of the ratiocination of a

lint ish Legislator, and a gentle-
man of more than average

education, moreover, a polemic
of considerable celebrity ;

re-

lative to a simple question of

evidence. At a recent meeting
of the

"
English Homoeopathic

Association," according to the

Mumiiig Post:
"
Mit. MIAI.L, M.P., moved the adop-

tion of the report, and stated that he
had become a convert to the truth of

the princiiles of Ilonueopathy from

seeing their effects as regarded a re-

ijuive though, tlmiiks to tile goodness
of Providence, he had no personal
experience of them."

To any one possessed of com-
mon understanding and decent

information, who is accustomed
to exercise the least caution in

drawing inferences, who has

the'slightest glimmering of an idea of the nature of inductive proof, !

Iwho does not, in short, jump to his conclusions like a kangaroo, it is

truly marvellous 1 hat any sane human mind should be capable of such

'a generalization as the above. Mil. MIALL says that he became
"
a

convert to the principles of Homceopathy "whence ? From carefully

sifting an accumulation of evidence, patiently comparing and analysing
hosts of fads? No; but "from seeing their effects as regarded a

relative."

This is just the mental process by which an old woman arrives at a

faith in HOLLOWAY'S or MOIUSON'S Pills.

Observe, too, that the thing which MR. MIALL is persuaded of with

such
facility,

is one which is, so far from being in itself likely,

anteriorly improbable in the very highest degree, and, indeed,

ridiculously absurd on the first face of it.

It is curious how nonsensically men, otherwise intelligent, will

argue whenever they meddle with a question relative to medicine. A
man is reckoned a fool for talking about any other subject which he
does not understand ; but it seems to be assumed that there is

a specialty in medical matters, which admits of sound opinions

being formed respecting them by people who are entirely ignorant
of them.
MR. Mi ALL, however, uses a correct expression when he calls

himself a
"
convert

"
to Homoeopathy. Science has no

"
converts."

Scientific truths are either self-evident or demonstrable. Philosophical
systems are not

"
denominations

"
or

"
persuasions." It is systems of

another kind that exercise faith such faith as MR. MIALL appears to

repose in Homoeopathy.
To medical nonconformity, however, let MR. MIALL be welcome, if

he will only sutler nonconformity of another kind to constitute him no
obstacle to that

"
secular

"
education which is so needful a preservative

against all manner of humbug.
We say Amen to MB. MIALL'S thanksgiving for never having

experienced the effects of Homceopathy in liis own person ;
that is to

say, never h;ivinur experienced the eti'eets of a serious illness unchecked
by the quackery resorted to for its cure.

While so much bigotry exists, a corresponding amount of prejudice
must also exist, tending to obstruct the entrance of Israelites into

the House of Commons. For if the bigot Matter-of-fact's assertion,
that in nine cases out of ten a bill discounter, low-hell-keepcr, fence,

or other trader in \vickedncss, is a Jiw, !>, believed, then the sup-

position that it is ten to one that a Jew is a rogue, is not very
unreasonable.
Now the Jewish community is not numerous and poor, but just the

reverse ;
and its chiefs are wallowing in relies. Would they not take

the most effectual means of getting their disabilities removed, if by
(lill'u.sing education throughout their body, they could manage to abate

that bigotry of Matter-of-fact which ascribes to it so large a portion of

discreditable members ?

A HELP TO JEWISH EMANCIPATION.
TITE Jews are excluded from Parliament by bigotry but not merely

by the bigotry of the House of Peers.
Facts are stubborn things ; they arc also bigoted things : at least

Matter-of-fact exhibits a remarkable biwtry in regard to the Jews.

_

Last week, in the law reports, appeared t he old story o!' the plucked
: dissipation, horse-dealing, bill-discounting, cheating, and ras-

cality. Bigoted Matter-of-fact,M usual, exhibited the scoundrel of the
tale as a gentleman of the Hebrew persr.
How is it, that if there is any viflany, if there is any wickedness of a

particularly dirt) sort; a case of bill-stealing, receipt of stolen goods,
ttwiduli store-shop, or other disreputable estab-

,, chiefly implicated is sure, in the great majority of

:s,
to be a gentleman rejoicing in the name, slightly corrupted.

of one of th : prophets or patriarchs ? For so it is, accoruin"- to bigoted
Matler-of-fact.

TO PROFESSOR FARADAY.

ON HIS ASTONISHMENT AT THE EXTENT OP POPULAR DELUSION
WHICII HAS BEEN DISCLOSED BY

" TABLE-TURNIM:."

On, MR. FARADAY, simple MR. FARADAY !

Much as you've discovered touching chemic laws and powers,

Strange, that you should, till now, never have discovered how
Many foolish dunces there are in this world of ours !

Nature's veracity, wuilsl with perspicacity,

Vigilantly, carefully, you labour to educe,
Little do you suspect how extremely incorrect

Common observation is, and common sense how loose.

Oh, MB. FARADAY, simple MR. FAHADAY !

Did you of enlightenment consider this an age ?

Bless your simplicity, deep in electricity,

Hut, in social matters, unsophisticated sage !

Weak Superstition dead
;
knocked safely on the head,

Long since buried deeper than the bed of the lied Sea,
Did you not fondly fancy ? Did you think that necromancy

Practised now at the expense of any fool could be 1

Oh, MR. FARADAY, simple MR. FARADAY !

Persons not uneducated very highly dressed
Fine folks as peer and peeress, go and "fee a Yankee seeres.s,

To evoke their dead relations' Spirits from their rest.

Also seek cunning men, feigning, by mesmeric ken,

Missing property to trace and indicate the thief,

Cure ailments, give predictions : all of these enormous fictions.

Are, among our higher classes, matters of belief.

Oh, MR. FAJRADAY, simple MR. FARADAY !

Past, you probably supposed the days of DR. DEE,
Upturned his Crystal, though, but a little while ago,

Full of magic visions for genteel small boys to see.

Talk of gentility ! see what gullibility
Fashionable dupes of homoeopathy betray,

Who smallest globules cram with the very biggest flam,

Swallowing both together hi the most prodigious way.

Oh, MR. FARADAY, simple MR. FARADAY !

Men of learning, who, at least, should better know, you'd think,
Credit a pack of odd talcs of images that nod,
Openly profess belief that certain pictures wink,

That saints have sailed on cloaks, and without the slightest hoax,
In the dark, by miracle, not like stale fish, did shine,

Nor phosphorus, that slowly, might, in personages holy
As in others, possibly, with oxygen combine.

Oh, MR. FARADAY, simple MR. FARADAY !

Guided by the steady light which mighty BACON lit,

You naturally stare, seeing that so many are

Following whither fraudulent Jack-with-the-Lauterns flit.

Of scientific lore, though you have an ample itorc,

Gptlen by experiments, in one respect you lack
;

Society's weak side, whereupon you none have tried,

Being all Philosopher and nothing of a Quack.

A Phrenological Puzzle.

WE are continually hearing of some individual or other who is

remarkable for what is called an
"
Enlarged Benevolence." We wish

MR. DONOVAN would explain to us the meaning of this phrase, for

though we sometimes hear of an enlargement of th- heart, or of a

newspaper having been
"
permanently enlarged," we arc puzzled to

understand how there can be an enlargement of an individual's

benevolence.
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TIIH .IOKK OK THE SESSION.

the hea\ i; deliatcs i; the

with which i

!

although these arc

numerous.
at. joking,

ii would n- '1 in

it. T-> quote : '<

:ain Ai'.\M SMITH v.itli a view to insti. 'her.

jokes, like a V kind of i: ons,

arc warrai ' me of them ir:.

lull. Mil'

The, boldest inuova-
'

i icrt'ul thai found in

then,
;

nil of IjCCb'.i

In :i of the most brilliant

joke Iliat lias for

of Si. MCI hen's. 'I liis liitihl'. sally
11 by

'Mi H-. who <'\pn'-srd iiii.xit-ty to krnnr, as
.'r in future any o! his cunsiiruenta '

I* fined for
i la) :n- the Scotch li...

If i VOUTS of the qi..

il under the ancient Scottish

ution.

PAPA TO HIS HEIR.

-\
' -OR.

warning heed;
I think my cud is niiih :

And (lien. -ju will succeed
Unto mj .

you are not, just yet,

Hi-fore you full possession ire),

\"ii 'Ii ii; n a while to

A lari/'e all ;-llot

Von during lliat delay;
And 1 don't recommend you not
To throw it all I

Ii advice you'd ne'er attend
;

..on't let pi
1

!

Youi- courses; but, 1 know, will spend
1 our money like a fool.

1 Ho n to eschew

_
The jiatlis of rice and sin

;

You 'II 1:0 as all young boobies, who
Are left, as you say, tin.

sot, jon '11 net ; and Iwing green,
At all that 's riuht you 11 joke;

Your life will be e -eene
Of billiards and

Wi'h bad eonipa ':! consort,
\Vi \iii and b

AVho 'II rob yon : yours will be, in short,
The puppy's common case.

Url oli, ihj son! j.lthou.sli you must
Through this oidcal :

You will not be, I hope 1 trust

A wholh ass.

Of course, at prudence you will sneer,
On that tbcinc I won't harp ;

od, 1 wi n't sa\ that's severe;
be a little sharp.

All rascally associates shun
To bid you were too much,

But oh ! beware, my spooney son,
llewiirc one kind of such.

It asks no
j

mind
To ! -hen

At once i.

My hopeful, if v
Bill don't your means

Through bill-di-

LAW ON ITS LAST LEGS.

OF all the indignities to which the legal profession has been exposed,
we know of nothing to equal the insult just passed upon it by the

parish authorities of r
's, Westminster, who have advertised

lor a first-ra to fill the place of Parochial ^ ! Our
assertion might appear incredible, were it not sustained by the following
extract from one of the Times' Supplements :

PAROCHIAL MKSSKNGER. St. James's, Westminster. WAX TKT>, l>
A the Governors and Diivctnr^ of tins I'oor, a respectable PKRSON, of active habit-*.

tn fill tin! al'ove situation. lie must be thoroughly acquainted with the Law of

1 Settlement, the practice at sessions re'a'ing to appeals, and with pai .

I
generally c<.ii-rnin^ ih-- |>o<.r. The duties and salary Annexed to the appoin

! may be ascertxined at my office, No. 50, Poland Street, Oxford Street, daily, b.

9 and 6 o'clock
;
where also applications, accompanied hy testimonials of character and

ability, aro to be left on or bvtore Thursday, the 14th instant. -
order

GEOKOE BUZ/ABU, Clerk.

Now every lawyer is perfectly aware that the law of settlement is a

subject so abstruse and difficult that a
"
thorough acquaintance" with

it can only be derjyed fiom years of stuc,y and practice at the Bar :

and it is, tli .ident that the Guardians of the Poor of

one of the ablest Sessions banisters

that, can be found to undertake the pi ee of messenger. We will

adinii icss has gadlj but we are not yet prepared to

believe that our .11 id our H.M.I \NTIXKS, or even our

HOKRLDS and our l-'i.ni;ins, \iill yet be content to undertake tin-

task of running on parochial errands, and delivering parochial

messages. We sliall. not IK- surprised at finding a forensic

d for a i of police, because it is neces-

hc latter should knov tin: law; but we hope it will be long
"iir \\ n e to ornament our Bar by their splendid

talents, and begin to exchange the coil" for the cape, or the big wig for

the baton.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

SUSDAY AT BLACKWALL Mr. Punch would be glad to know where
a letter would find you.
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THE GREENWICH DINNER.-A
Gentleman (under the influence of White Bai/).

"
WELL, OLD FELLA REKLECT FRESHEST COMPANY DINE HERE WITH ME EVERY

MONDAY, THURSDAY, AN' SAT'DY FRIDAY Ni. TOOSDAY, THURSDAY, AN' SAT'DY MIND AN' DON' FORGET I SAY WHAT A GOOD
FELLA YOU ARE GREATEST 'STEEM AND KEGAKD FOR YOU, OLD FELLA

!,
!

"

THEOLOGICAL
TANNING.

BERMONDSEY is a great

place for tanners. Ac-

cording to the REV. DR.
ARMSTRONG, the incum-
bent of St. Paul's in that

district, the converts to

Protestantism from Po-

pery t herein residing get
thrashed by their quon-
dam co-religionists. Is
it the genius loci or the

genius of Komau Catho-
licism that suggests
this tanning of the Hides
of heretics ? \yhich, one
would think, if it cured
their skins, would
scarcely heal their souls,
and instead of recon-

verting them to Roman-
ism would only convert
them to leather.

PROSPECT IN FOREIGN

P9LITICS. When Aus-
tria and Russia fall out,
KOSSUTH and MAZZINI
will come by their own.

QUERY FOR TABLE-
TURNERS. Have you
ever turned a square
table round ? ONE OF THE HORRORS OF THE CHOBHAM WAR

UNCLE TOM'S POL-
LING BOOTH.

THE dashing Protestant
candidate for Sligo in

his address advised his

intended constituents to

beware of the "priestly
LEGREES who seek to

reduce them to political
UNCLETOSIITUDE." \Vc
should sav lhat he but,
on seconu thoughts, we
scorn to put two good
things into the same

paragraph.

Little Cry and Great

Wool.

ONE of the daily jour-
nals constantly warns

I

the present age against
1

il s tendency to succumb

|

to the Lawyers, and
"
the

iegal mind." But the

mammas and nurses of

England arc beforehand
with the journalist.
Nearly the '.irst lesson

and warning a child re-

ceives is,

"
Bar, Bar

Black Sheep."

AN ACHING VOID.
A hollow tooth, i
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THE NEW CAB ACT.

THOUGH on the principle of
" Hear both sides," \ve have no objection

to allow even the hoarse voice of a cab-driver to address itself to the

polite ears of the public on the great question of CaO Reform, we
must protest against many, if not all, of the positions taken up and

set down by the editor of the New Hackney Carriage Act, in the fol-

lowing edition of that ussful measure. We have not taken the trouble

1 o answer the arguments of the unlearned annotator, inasmuch as we
feel it to be quite unnecessary ;

for every one will see at a glance what

the cabman is driving at.

THE NEW HACKNEY CARRIAGE BILL,
EDITED BY A CABMAN.

This here measure sets out at a sort of full gallop, which is nothing

more nor less than iurious driving against us poor cabmen, by saying
+i,* + i^ " "Pnortfo/i Kir iji OiTTTux-'c nin^t. T^Yp.clicut Majesty," whichis

"
Unacted by ttie yuEEVs most Excellent Majesty;

I don't deny that slic is and "with the advice and consent of the

Lords Spiritual" (them's the bishops: which I should like to know
who ever seed a bishop in a cab, or on a 'bus, and therefore what have

they to do with it ?). The Act has twenty-two clauses ;
and every

clause is intended to stick it into us. I shall take them clauses one by

one, and if I use a little more license than the Commissioners like, they

must recollect they makes us pay precious dear for our license, so we

may as well have our say for our money.
1. Everybody who wants a license must apply in writing ; so, it a

poor unfortnate feller can't comply with the letter of the law by writing

a letter which he never learnt to do, he must take to thieving, or

something else, for he mustn't keep no cab, nor nothing.

2. The Conmissiontrs is to have power to inspect your wehicles and

your cattle whenever they like, so that when your 'bus is full and your

passengers in a hurry to go by the train, you may all be pulled up
while SIR RICIIATO turns over the cushions, and sees if you 've got any
broken windows in your 'bus, or any broken winder drawin' of it. Of
course nothin' will be good enough, unless we have velvet hottermans

to keep the insides warm, and downy cushions for the outsides, as if

we wasn't downy enough already. As 1o the horses, I don't know
where we arc to get V"i gfiod enough. Praps they '11 expect us to

buy all the Derby wim ,,s and them sort of cattle to do our opposition

work wif h. But' I sivpose there '11 be a grant of money next year from

the public purse, for private spcckclation won't make it pay anyhow.
I!. I'm-widcs that, if we don't keep hansom private carriages for the

i"
'

d first-rate cattle to draw four on 'em about at tlirec-half-

., mile a-piccc, we arc to be fined three pounds a day, and go to

,on a month for every day ;
so that, if we 'vc done it for a whole

, ear. we may be fined upards of a thousand pound, and be locked up
for about five-and-tliirty y ars. Consekweiitly three years would give

us a hundred and five years imprisonment.
4. This takes all the crummy part of the bread out of our mouths by

reducing our fares to sixpence a mile, which it used to be cightpenee,
which meant a shilling. Never mind ! We'll get it out of 'em some-

how, for we mav charge twopence a package for luggage that won't

go inside the cab ;
and we'll take care nothin' shall go in, for we'll

have the doors so narrow that we can't be made to open our doors to

imposition.
5 By this they compel us to have the fares painted up, and to carry

a book of tares. What right have we to turn our cabs luto a library or

bookcase ? When we make a mistake about a fare they always tell us

we "ou-ht to know the law." Why ought we to know it better than

them as hires us ? Let them carry books themselves. We 'vc got

i uouiili to do to carry them.

0. 'In case ot disputes the Police is to have it all their own way, for

what they says is lav/, and what we says is nothiu'.

7, 8, and 9. Compel us to go with anybody anywhere ; give him a

ticket wilh our number onas if he couldn't use his eyes and carry

as many as our license says though, sometimes, one iat rider would

make three ;
so that if we get four such customers we shall as good as

1 carry a dozen.

10 This is the unkindest cut of all, for it says we shall carry a

i
"reasonable quantity of luggage." Why, with the women, there 's no

end to what they call a
"
reasonable quantity of luggage.

'

I wish the

I Parlyment would have just settled that for us
; for, n four females is

! go
:

n^ off to a train to spend a month at the sea-side, who is to say

what' will be a "reasonable quantity" of bonuet-boxes, carpet-bags,
I pet dogs, and bird-cages, that each on 'em may want to carry r

1

11. This makes us pay for other people's carelessness ;
for if anybody

goes and leaves anything in any of our cabs, we mustn't earn another

: sixpence by taking another fare, but we must drive oil' in search ot a
1

police-station ;
and how, in our innocence, are we to know where to

i look for such places ? If we don't, we must pay ten pounds penalty
'

or stay a month in prison.

12 and 13. Purwides for fuming adrift all the poor old watermen,
1

and for putting Peelers in their stead. Praps they '11 get a new Act,

next year to make us keep all the poor old coves that are cut out of

the bread they used to get by giving us our water en the Cab Stands.

14. Says we shall have a lamp burning inside. Who 's to trim it, I

should like to know ?

15, 1G. As if we wasn't pitched into enough by rcdoosin our fares !

We ain't to stand a chance of getting an odd sixpence out of NICHOLS

or MOSES, or the Nutty Sherry, or any of them dodges, that used to

advertise in our vehicles. There's nothin' said again the Railway

people a doin' it. But Guvament is evidently afeard of them Railway

chaps, so they are to go on doin' as they like with the public ;
and the

public 's to do as they like with us by way of recompense.

17. This says over agcn what's been said already about reasonable

luggage; and then says further, that we shall drive at least six miles

an hour. I should like to see one on 'em who made the law drivin'

six mile an hour down Cheapside, at four o'clock in the afternoon.

But we must do it, or pay forty sliillins, or go to prison for a month,
if we like that better.

18. According to this claws if any feller wants to cheat us, or gets

up a dispute with

NOW My 500 1 MAN
DOM-T BE RUDE. -

OR "l MUST

~"\ PULL

us, though he's in

the wrong, and we
right, we must driyc
the gentleman in

our own carriage to

the nearest police
court. This ought
to be good on both

sides anyhow. And
if we are in the

right the law ought
to be that the gent
who made us drive

him should be

obliged to order out

his own carriage, if

he's got one and
be made to hire

one if he hasn't-
to drive us home
again.

19. As if there

warn't penalties
enough, this claws

'hrows a penalty of

forty shillin or a

month's imprison-
ment in, for any-

thing in general, or

nothin particular,
at the hoption of the magistrate.

20, 21, 22. These three last clawses says nothin, 'and so there's

nothin to say about 'em, unless to notice the stoopidity of sayin' that

this Act and two others shall be read as one, as if anybody could read

three Acts of Parlymcnt .at a time, and think he is only readiu' one

but it's just like 'em.
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CHAGRIN FOR OLD COMMODORES.

leading ar-

ticle in th.

amount, of human

clined in i

In coin-

on this de-
i of seamen, remarks, that this "i

'iug more and more im- >ver, that,

"
Anything like a frequent resort to it in till. "illy upon the whole ship's

company, hut upon tin: nl'lici-rs iu command."

If B lid be
procured

of the number of imprecations uttered on reading
liliiH' ol I retired admirals and snperannua
oms at, our various sea-ports, where I

., should probably
1 b,- with

5
of figure*. By the stigma which :

:ans, for the most part, boast of having maintained, their h
lu: as (

'

ri1 ' d the backs of their
men to be.

POISONOUS PUFFS.

SOMETIIINR has been done, of late, towards the abatement of nuisances.
Cinder-heaps have been swept away, sewers trapped, eesspools elosed, and
laystalls removed from under our noses. Their still remains, i ^reat

: nil offensive stuff to be sot rid of; partieii ad of

Ij contaminating our air and water, if infects th nrrcnt
informal ion. li i library, it denies the drawing-room ta l

olent evil is the pest of soiled newspapers journals of ill

In any fetid sort of printers' ink. but by \ile advertisements, whereat (he
physical nostrils, indeed, an ulcd: but the moral nose is in great indig-
nation.

An obscure and narrow street through which few respectable persons, and
no ladies, ever pass, bears a scandalous name, and is considered a 10 the

. by reason of the sort of literature displayed in its wii.

precisely ol I he same quality as the advertisements alluded to : and these, in the
columns of reputable and even "

serious
"
journals, get introduced into families,

and be about the house, to attract the notice, and obtain the perusal, of the
T members of (he establishment, male and female.

You may take up or what is of more consequence your little boy or girl may
fake up a newspaper, and read, on one side of it, a leading article which might
be preached out of a pulpit : on the other a scries of turpitudes unfit for utterance
under any circumstances.

atrocities are heightened to the point of perfection by the circumstance
that, they are the puffs of a set of

rascally quacks, not the least mischievous of
whose suggestions are the recommendations of their own medicines poison for
the body winch they vend to simpletons, whilst they disseminate mental poison

,
both in the advertisements themselves, and in books which form the

subject ol them, in addition to the other poison.

iper-proprictors whose journals arc sullied by these putrescencesum be ol opinion that the odour of gain, from whatever source derived is a

ind, therefore, prcsen ,-uther fragrant than otherwise, the following
i anon has been addressed to their customers :

"It rests with you- with you alone, newspaper readers, to stop the torrent And yon can do it,rttbout
upniMj

and with but little self-denial. L,t each individual that reives this appealwrite without delay In thn editor of the paper he reads, wherever he sers It defiled by one of these
. and say that, iml.-.^ its insertion is discounted, he cannM in

conscionre, any longer patronise the publication. Whatever y.mr station may be, you can do
mt;; and ih,. higher it is. thr greater is your influence and responsibility. On country

pnttanen n , s
_n
m ,,,,,i v ,1,,, , , p,,,,.;,,^, p.paM;

1

7h,y ct
*

and WB trll/t
... each one of you that are adcr,isers, bo you publishers, men of business

?m nT' '"*", IT ?'< 2*
Berv<nt

,

3' or s '
' '* to appear any more in such

:ompany, and let it Ije known at the newspaper office why jou withhold your patnjn

The above
paragraph

is extracted from the prospectus of a society which has
been formed lor the special purpose of suppressing this vilhtnous puffery. The
association is entitled "The Union for Discouragement of Vicious Advert i-e-
inenis; and we hope it will succeed in closing a channel of commuui
winch has all the qualities, except the utility, of a gutter.

T1IK KCCLKSIASTICAL AUCTION MART.

ie other day into an and ion-room in a

i,
1 found that I;

k, the

ii, on whose
.-; lerm.i :

"
('.our

hi- l/il I ';,, .'11;

for il iloii lion

, its to tell.

If a ifil'l, or of pniyiie.' or

In :

Ho may furtli.- , in

Tin: climrh, now put n/i, of St. .
;

- not some . worn build

'\nd if any, who

1 C-IM tell (hem the> :

:

ng
John.

held of the Town Corporation
) rent,

And will '

i ion

To the tune oi percent.

And I as second-hand :.rannen1s to dou
iron with enn.ies) the casso,

Of the late worthy priest of St. John.

"
If (be sittings (not counting the free

\Vhich are placed in (he drani:hi or),
Be computed, I think there, must, be seats

For nine hundred pew-renters or more
;

Then the district quite swarms with young ladies,
And the tenant who's recently gone,

From the slippers they worked him, quite paid his

Clerk, sexton, and choir of St. John.

By the bishop its liccm nted ;

But the owners no bid will reject
As the cash is immediately wanted
From any persuasion or sect .

the Jumper may practise gymnastics;
I lure the Ranter's glib tongue may run on;

Turks or Hindoos, or Buddhists, or Aztecs,

May use, if they pay for, St. John.

' a Thousand ! a Rapper then offers ;

Fifteen hundred! the Mormons exclaim.

Come, Gentlemen, open your coffers,
For your biddings are terribly tame.

Two thousand ! Not half enough ! Yet it

Must go to the Rappers ; Going ! Gone !

The key's with the sexton, Sir; get it,

And yours is the church of St. John."

OUR METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.

THK public is ranch indebted to a gentleman named
LOWE, who lives at Bcrmond-e . and uiit s every day
to the Times, to inform the world which way the wind
blew on the preceding day, how much rain fell late in

the evening, what amount of cloud was floating about
at a particular hour of the day, and other equally interesting

particulars. On Tuesday this gentleman reports his detec-

tion of some
"

cirri," and he Kindly writes to the Timet
to give the world the bcnellt of the discovery.

Anxious to make ourselves generally useful, we have

attempted a few meteorological observations on onr own
account, and the following is the report we have to offer :

Barometer fell to the ground and smashed.
iiometcr rose to blood heat having been turned
down by an infant.

Direction of wind right in our own i

Amount of rain 001. in. in our umbrella stand.
Amount of cloud 9 from onr own tobacco-pipe. Should

our scientific observations as recorde.l above tend to throw
any li.irht upon anything, we are mere than satisfied.
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NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS.
On DEAR No ! OLD BE GGS is NOT DEAB^-HE HAS TAKEN TO YACHTING ron THE BENEFIT op HIS HEALTH.

A BIG BROTHER OF MERCY.

BESIDES tlic Plymouth Brethren, there are the Plymouth Sisters,

called Sisters of Mercy. These ladies, however, appear to stand in

the relationship of Sister to something else than Mercy; to_Clicler,
\ve may say, and Choler unbridled, so to speak, and rather asinine.

The Horning Post published the other day a correspondence between
a Mn. J. 1). CHAMBERS and MR. PnrxN, M.P., which will probably be

considered to supply the foregoing remark with some foundation.

There is, it appears, among the Sisters of Mercy, a lady who is also

the sister of MR. CHAMBERS. On her behalf MR. CHAMBERS writes a

letter to MR. I'IIINN, to demand whether he, in his place in Parlia-

ment, made certain statements respecting the community to which she

belongs, imputing to them systematic fraud and hypocrisy, and the

endeavour to convert, their institution into a lloman Catholic nunnery.
MR. PHIXN replies that he might decline to answer MR. CHAMBERS,

on the ground of privilege, as well as on that of the intemperance and
want of courtesy displayed in MR. CHAMBERS' s letlcr which rights,

however, he waves
; says that he cannnot reconcile newspaper reports

of his words, nor exactly remember those which he used ;
nut denies

that his language, as reported by any of the papers, conveys the impu-
tations alluded to by Mn. CHAMBERS, or that he made odious and

unsupported acciisations of fraud and dishonesty against the ladies in

question.

MR. PIIINN then proceeds to remind his peppery correspondent
that the late QUEEN UOWA'GER felt it her duty, alter strict investiga-

tion, to withdraw her support from the Society, on the ground that its

doctrines were at variance with those of the Established Church.

To this reply MK. CHAMBERS rejoins, reiterating his statements as to

the imputation of fraud and duplicity, and concluding in the following

polite terms :

" My duty, therefore, as her (his sis'er's) protector, is simply to tell you, in plain

words, that such your accusations are false."

"Everybody, of course, knows that the Sisters of Mercy form that

celebrated community which rejoices under the superintendance of a

single lady, writing herself "Y c Mother Sup
r

;

"
not being a mother, o;-

even a mother-in-law, or a mother in any sense known to the law, or

in any sense whatever except a lloman Cal holic one.

MR. PHINN merely expresses an opinion about the Sisters of Mercy,
which is entertained by most other pcoplf, saving I'nseyilcs at a

temperature of red heat. The charge against him of making i'alse

accusations is itself an accusation that is untrue.

The convent, or whatever it calls itself, of the Sisters of Mercy, is no
doubt a highly respectable, though a pseudo-Roman Catholic concern.

Before MR. CHAMBERS figures again as the "big brother," he should

not only make sure that the honour of his relative has been impugned,
but it will be well for him to consid'-r whether he does her quasi-

imnncry much good by 'constituting himself a bully to the establishment.

'. ': :.<ri by William Kradlrarr, of No. 13, I'jiper W oliurn Flaw, In thr PatWi of St. Pancra,and FrederirkMuf Itvann, of No. 7, Church Row, Stake Notrinvton, both in tlir County of Middlesex, I'rintrt".a th -v

No.-Sj, l'"lecl Street, in tlie 1'arUli ol St, DrUlt'M, in tuetit.v of L
am rararr, o o.

, jiper oiurn aw, n r ati o . ancra,an reerr
i i hi.mbard Street, m the Precinct of Whitelriara, in I IK' Ut^ u London, and Published by tlieni

,

of LoudoD. SATI'RPAT, July l
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A STARTLING NOVELTY IN SHIRTS

THE EARL-KING;

OR, THE EARL OF SHAFTESBURY AND THE
JUVENILE MENDICANT.

WHO lurks in the slums ? Who goes ragged and wild ?

A villanous father and vagabond child
;

That urchin roams prowling, of swag in pursuit,

By begging and stealing to keep the old brute.

" Oh father ! oh father ! that, rum covo d 'ye twig ':

lie looks so hard at me he knows I 'm a Prig !

To hook it, and mizzle, my best way would be."
"
No, stoopid, that cove ain't no crusher not he."

" Oh father ! oh father ! he keeps looking here
;

He's coining to nab me that "ere blessed I'err :

It, is the. Earl-King with his Book and his School."
"
No, no, 'tis some pantiler only, you fool."

" Hi ! wilt, thou come with me, neglected young
wretch ?

I'll shield thee, I'll save thee, from gaol and JACK
K ETCH,

In work and in study thy time I '11 employ,
And feed thee, and clothe thee, and teach thee, my boy."

" Oh father ! oh father ! you 'd best let me go ;

There's the Earl-King's new Hact ; and they'll lake

me. I know :

And you'll have to fork out, too, yourself, by and by."
" Oh gammon, oh gammon ! that 'ere 'a all my eye."

"
Come, come, and be taught, you young varlet, I say,

Or else, silly child, I shall walk thee away."" Oh father ! oh father ! I know'd I was right ;

The Earl-King has grabbed me ! got hold ofme tight."

Tlie nice father put down his pipe and his pot,
And around him, bewildered, he stared like a sot :

"
Hallo ! you young beggar, vere are yer ?

" he said.

But the poor boy to school with the Earl King-had fled !

OUR HONEYMOON.

SATURDAY, MAY 25, 18

I CANNOT but confess it I felt hurt, twitted by the easiness, the un-
concern of FRED. Of course I should have thought it very foolish, nay,
worse in him, to be jealous. That would have been ridiculous, un-

worthy of him. Nevertheless, I could not help endeavouring to place
myself in his situation to enter into the feelings of a husband, and to
think myself a man !

That a letter and such a letter should have been sent to me. was,
of course, a mistake. But, for all that putting myself in the place of
a man and a husband for that was, of course, the most reasonable and
the most natural way for a woman to come to a right conclusion I
could not have been so calm, so tranquil, 1 may, indeed, say so stone-
cold. Indeed, judging, moreover, from my own feelings as a woman
and a wife, it would have been impossible : not that I'm of a jealous
habit of mind. No, certainly ;

I should say, quite the reverse. Still.it
is quite plain, that if we

really
value and love a thing we must be

anxious accordingly. That is but natural. Nevertheless. I cannot
disguise it from myself that FRED even after he had handed me the
letter to read, and I all in a twitter I must say had read it to him,
did nothing but laugh. I 've no doubt he was very right ; and yet,
if I know myself and I'd been in his place I don't think I should have
laughed."

Read the letter, LOTTY," cried FIXED
"
by all means read it ; it

may amuse us."
" To be sure," said I ;

"
not that it can be for me." And then, when I

opened the stupid bit of paper, it seemed to scorch my face and some-
thing came into my throat, as I began to read the ridiculous words
Mil i/rur iiml beautiful girl.'

"Must be a mistake," cried FRED : though 1 thought I saw him
just bite his lip, and just a little wrinkle his eye-brows. "But go
on."

/ hate beheld yon in silent admiration ; but- now Ifeel longer silence

impossible !
'

I shan't read any more," said I,
"
for how can it con-

cern me I mean it* / "
" Go on," cried FRED, hooking his fore-finger round his nose and

rubbing it in his manner, when he is thinking.
'

// Uplain you icere intendedfor a brighter destiny than :c/iat has be-
fftlleu you.'

VOL. xxv. i

"
Come," said FRED in his aggravating way, "that's no compliment

to me."
" To you ! Then, if it comes to that," said I,

"
and if for a minute

you think this stuff was written to me, you may read the rest yourself."

And with this with all the spirit I could 1 flung the letter at him.

Yes ; at him
;
and as he looked up, and a little astonished, but more

hurt, as I thought, opened his eyes at me I felt myself so wrong,
so rebuked, that I flung my arms about his neck, and the next

snatched up the note to tear it to pieces.
"

Stop, LOTTY ;

"
cried EKED ; as it is not our property, we've no

right to destroy it." And then he put the letter in his breast pocket ;

I and, as he did so, I had a twinge of the heart, a cold chill, for all the

world as though he had put a viper there.
"
FRED, dear FRED," said I, and what ailed me I couldn't tell :

but all I recollect was that saying or stammering,
"
let us go home," I

fell upon his neck
;
and after awhile coming to myself, I found JOSE-

PHINE now pale and now flustered at my side. But still the wish

was in my thoughts. "J)o, do let us go home."
"
Well, LOTTY, love ;

we will go home. In a little while ;
a very

little while ; a day or two "
"
Now, FRED

; to-day."

"Why, to-day, LOTTY, is impossible. The fact is, I expect but

: never Bond ;

"
and I felt sure there was something FEED was hiding

from me
; something I ought to know. But before I could reply, he

took his hat and left the room. I don't know what could have

possessed me; but, for the minute, I felt alone all alone in the

world
;
and the next, such a newer, deeper love I had thought it

impossible to be so for FREDERICK ; and then but JOSEPHINE was

present, looking so curiously at me, that I was directly called to myself." You 'd never think of going home, Ma'am, without a peep at

Fr.-mce ?
"

said JOSEPHINE.
" What I think can in no way concern you," I replied very freezingly ;

for, somehow, I could not quite understand JOSEPHINE'S looks.
"
Ccrtaiidy not, Ma'am ; only to be io near France, and not to cross,

what would people say ? And lace I 'm told so cheap there ! Not
that I wish to go myself. Certainly not. Oh dear no. Old England
tor me. I 'm sure I can stay here till you conic back with the greatest

pleasure in no, not exactly that : still, Ma'am, I can stay."
And the more she talked, and the more i looked at her, the more she

seemed in a sort of pucker and flurry that I 'm not suspicious : still,

ii did ;ippear mysterious."
I shall not go to France. We shall return straight home, and you
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may, or may not just as you please, JOSEPHINE, so make it entirely

agreeable to yourself go back with us, or stay here alon ." And with

this, I left the room to join FRED ;
aud lie I discovered to my great

annoyance had gone out. Gone put ! It was very odd.

I couldn't rest indoors. So, without a word to JOSEPHINE, I put
on my things snatched them on I should rather say and followed

WHAT I SAW, HEARD, AND THOUGHT AT CHOBHAM.

{By one who has mentally been there).

I SAW the Light Cavalry so heavily accoutred that it seemed a

perfect farce ever to have ordered them on "
active" service.

FEED. Up"and down the beach-but no signs of hiin. "Where coM \

'

I saw the Infantry dressed in ,uch torturingly tight coa's, thr.t it

ne be ? I appeared a bitter mockery to bid them stani) at. ease : and I thought

As the time went on, and I continued to look for and expect him, I that what made them smart on parade must make them anything but

could scarcely contain myself, [sat down upon the beach; and the
,

snVart m actual service.

sun, setting, looked so magnificent. I tried to calm and comfort

myself, making out a home in the clouds. Such a home ! With such

gardens and golden plains and palaces of ruby pillars but no ;
it

wouldn't do. And 1 felt all the angrier that I had so tried to cheat
m , sejf

At the moment, who should glide past me not seeing me, as I

thought but

I saw the troops generally learning to stand water as well as to stand

fire.:
and I thought a drenching shower rather seemed to damp their

military ardour.
_ _

1
Bought

that most of the regimerts, in attacking a sham enemy,
would be attacked by a real one m the shape 01 rheumatism : while

brave fellow whoever owned to a defeat would return to his
-iv.ii.iij

tiiw kjiiumu. tiiiu^; ijnou uiv UVU 01 (yUUl mv/j <AO A . , , ,

the very gvpsey child who had brought that foolish ,
quarters completely weather-beaten.

bouquet, and that stupid note !
l lleard >'OU11S ENSIGN DRAWLINGTON complain that it was a

1

taking a minute's counsel with myself, to discover the
'
"
torwid baw fa fla who's aw fond of OpwB and C abs and-aw

i_.. J... i _ iii i* IT id I'll i rnot1 oftifnivto> T/I r\r> TO \vnnn t r> lr>"ivn T nnrn tni" t n i (r>*n*i famn nti i

'

to be fawced to leave town for this I'ernal camp atfaiaw:
'

the gallant officer would feel considerably more at home
of St. James's than in the Theatre cf War.

ruv^u^u, llll\l IruaV Ob

i reSOlVed, taking a, IUHIULU a uuuuoct mi iiiyocii, LU uiauuvci me ,i~
individual who had employed the gypsey ;

so followed the child, who that sorthmg,

suddenly seemed to guess my determination.
" Wimt a nosegay,

and 1 thought
Ma'am ?

"
said the girl.

"
Buy a nosegay to get me a bit of bread." m

T
tne Iheatre

"
Now, if I buy tins nosegay "-and the little creature looked at me l saw a forco of nearly two dozen policemen sent to keep m order

with her glittering eyes, as much as to say in her artful manner she near'y ten thousand men : and I thought that the force should be

was nuite a matnh for mp "
U'ill vnn t.ll mp tlip t.mt.h t>

" rather called a weakness on the part ol the Government.
In short, 1 saw on all sides sufficient ground for thinking that there

are few finer fields for observation just at present than the field at

Chobham
; although, as an area for military manoeuvring, it is not to

i be compared with many an area in Knightsbridge.

was quite a match for me "
\Vill you tell me the truth ?

.

"
Yes, lady ;

that I will, whether you buy or not, and sixpence will

be cheap at the money."

And how did you know me I mean, did he point me out to
?"you ?_"
Yes

;

"
answered the little elf for she looked to me like a mis-

chievous sprite, she laughed as I thought so wickedly
"
yes : you was

with another."
"
Another ?"-

"
Yes : but that was in the fore-part of the day ;

aud you both went
away so quick, that you give me no chance

;
and the geiiTman called

me back. When I seed you in the arternoon, then I give it you."" And what sort of a a gentleman ?
"

"
He's now a walking or was a walking just by the but would you

like to see him ?
"

" No
; certainly not."

"'Cause you can. Give me sixpence, and I'll shew him you, and
say nothin' not a word, my lady. Only round here 'tisn't a minute.
I 'il walk first."

Without a thought, I was about to follow the child, when FREDERICK
coming behind me, laid his hand upon my arm. "LoTTY, my dear,"
and without looking at him, I thought I should have dropped at his
voice.

"Not going to have your fortune told?" and he glanced at the

, l->UK -LJU1A1, UIJ JUVC, y\J\i llit'

friend ? My bridesman, Ton TRUEPENNY:
It was MR. TRUEPENNY. He had come to Brighton upon business

;

i RED saw him as he alighted from the coach.
" He didn't want, to

break upon us," said FRED :

"
for you know what a shy, modest fellow

IOM is : but I said you 'd be delighted to see him.")M is but I said you 'd be delighted to see him '

||
Delighted, indeed FRED," said I.

Delighted
a girl.

indeed," stammered MR. TRUEPENNY, colouring like

" He has a little business to do, but has promised to join us in the
^venmg," said FRED.

||
Oh certainly, with pleasure in the evening," said TRUEPENNY.

f>
ou " not " ToM

'

"cried FRED, holding up his finger.1

Depend on my punctuality," replied MR. TRUEPENNY. And then
strangely confused as I thought he bowed to me, and hurried off
He s an excellent fellow," said FRED.
It was very lucky that you met him, FRED," said I.v'~"

answered FRED.

The Irresistibles ; or, Horse Guards (Black).

IT is to be hoped that all those cab-drivers who are dissatisfied with
the Hackney Carriage Act will enlist in the British army. A regiment
ol these fellows woird carry everything before them ; no troops what-
ever could stand their charge.

.., PROMOTION The "ENORMOUS STRAWBERRY "
to the

|

columns ot the provincial newspapers, vice the "ENORMOUS GOOSE-
BERRY," broken for incapacity.

WHAT IS A CABMAN'S MILE?
THE question of "What is a Mile?" is

likely to take its place by the side of (he

important question
" What is a Pound ''

"

in the annals of political or some other

kind of economy. Since the new Act
has come into force or rather into opera-
tion, for its potency is not yet much felt

there has been a tearful conflict of opinion
between the cab-drivers and the public
as to what is a mile. It is evident that

there must be an appendix added to all

the books on arithmetic, for the purpose
of including Cab Measure, which is quite
distinct from any other measure wr have,

yet met with, and is about as diametri-

cally opposed to Long Measure, as chalk

is to any caseal or curdy compound. In
the eyes of a cabman,

"
a miss is as good

as a mile ;" in fact, anything is as good
as a mile for his that is to say for his

passenger's money.
Any one who takes a cab from the

West End to go over the water, whether

by Westminster or Waterloo, may think

himself fortunate if he is not involved in

a sort of
"
Six-Mile-Bridge affair," by

the demand of the cabman for three

shillings, as the fare for passing one of the bridges. We can scarcely
wonder at the easy familiarity of a cab-driver

;
for there is no one

who seems so utterly incapable of keeping his distance. We trust,

however, that the new Act will enable us to have justice brought
to our own door, by handing a cabman at once over to the po.ice,

when a driver gives us a good setting down in a double sense, by
insulting us after taking us to our destination. We may, in fact, now
hope that a cabman's abuse as well as his distance will have to be

measured.

'A Determined Duellist.

IT is said that a celebrated, otherwise a notorious peer, disappointed
of satisfaction at the hands of a certa u illustrious Earl, has, in his

uespair, resolved to call out the Man in the Moon, he will diiile as

soon take the shine out of him as out of the distinguished Kari in

question. But then it must not be forgotten that the challenger is a

'LONG "
shot.

AN UNDEKTAKEK'S LIVE JOB.

A CABMAN, who docs not approve of sixpenny faros, wishes to

know if the Law will unrv him now that it has screwed him down?

QUERY. Whether MR. GEORGE BUTT, M.P., who opposed
MR. PIIILLIMORE'S motion for amending <ho laws against simony, may
be looked upon as one of the buttresses of the Established Church ?
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THE OLDEST CHANCERY SUIT IN THE WORLD.

N many occasions we have
heard of UK; father of the

Imr, the father of the City,
iiiul of the father (if lies :

but a discovery ha.s just

been made of soin

which uiav be perhaps lik-

ened to tli" last, in other

mailers besides antiquity.
\\'e allude to the father of

equity, or what we believe

to be the oldest, suit in Chan-

cery. This precious relic was

that he should like to hang Sin .Ions I'AKIM.TON, for

objecting to one of the items, and enforcing his intimation

by an appeal to the
"
Holy Moses."

On ihe whole, Mr. I'u/ich is disposed to suggest to

his colonial f> r whose fortunes lie watches with
the utmost interest i that there is one species of "self-

government'' to which the\ seem hardly to have L'i\.'n

sufficient attention. It is nrrsonal. Therefore, Mr. Punch,
who is never personal, will saj no more about it.

GOLD FOUND IN KNGLAXD.

TirERK seems to be at last a prospect of a cheek being
i lie rush to the Diggings I.

ill England, and, indeed, it stands ti 'at if there is
,

*
,. , I 111 j^ii^ianu, aim, unit ru, ji suuius u ii men: is

dug up a few dap ago, and L-y at , Me Antipodes, we have onl.i i ..... g deep e
its tattered remains were ex-

i(1()wu ; ,,,,., t() t , ( , it ,VoM| (h ,

,,,. wor | (| _

posed tor a tew minutes t,,
{ ,-,, ( | 1(

. ,,.,.,. Supposin- that there is

the air m the Court ot VlCl v ()f ,,
| (l iu "the bed of the Tur.m," we have

( HAM I.U.IIH. KlM'KI.
i,j

'

It arose out ot a bill lilrd

n 'arly a hundred year
and we need not siiy that r,,

a pre-

eioK old tile that keeps the

vd ohl thins to,'ether.

It a bill to distribute

all the property of <iu old

Scotchman among all his

poor relations, and as th

h can al\\a>s MJ
scratch a relationship with

eaeh other, and as the rela-

tion > ehman an;

certain to be poor enough to want something, the whole of Scotland may be

said to have keen flfe or less intcrcsicd in tlie suit in question. Four hundred

and sixty-three persons had alreah made out a claim, and the descendants of all

these are BOW iMiitendinu' will) the descendants of another batch of poor Scotch-

men with "itching ]ialnis," who have filed bills of reviver for the purpose of
1

'
1 1 . !_! _IJ li. I. r_l. _*. Ill 1 i ^ Kirn f,\, ,,..i t\,n /""*,->. .t-<1 nf

galvanisin
MTV.

,

this spectral old suit, which still haunts, like a ghost, the Courts of

.

The Vicc-Chancellor made an order for a reviver,
"
no one appearing to oppose ;

and, mdcfd, who could have appeared but a few ghosts oi dead legatees to

demur to the galvanism.' of this sumdchral business? We are satisfied that his

Honour, when making the inquiry if
"
any one app3ared to oppose," must have

felt, with a shudder, that he was peiforminz a species of incantation, and that to

call upon any one to
"
appear

"
under such circumsta: ces was almost equivalent

to an invocation of Zamiel. The "suit," however, is to be permitted again to

w; Ik the earth for a time by the agency of a bill of "reviver," and we suppose it

will disappe a- at the cock crow of the long vacation, to come forth again in the

dark days of term-time during the ensuing November.

u' all tin ->dney for the purpose of getting
into the bed in question.
A paragraph iu the Kfiit .Ifat I annonin

of gold at (,'anterlmry in such a decided form, that we
emigration of those who are

rnshiiiL' ier canvas, v ithout any
of the comforts or decencies of civilisation, witli the idea

but gold, constitutes "prosperity."
The following is tin b to which we have alluded :

CAXTKBBUR. Airing Friday and Saturday last a
Mirber in the Friar- I tg looking niiK'il like MIV..;

:i>- l;otroiii ni i
!

i .but thought they wen 1 onlv butt

iot worth his trouble to get. He repeatedly < MI. to the
lumber of 17. Having inniinioifed to others wlntt he leni

seen, two youn fellows ^'or :i bout, iui'1 tortlnviili ]>icked up a number.
whii'h proved to he trn, , iri

oloat. other persons inspi
'

md many more.
his way; and at the bottom of Fortune a 1'a age, >t. Mibln^'s. a lr*ir

watebgu^rd, with two gold keys and a seal attached, WHS taken from
the river: aud at another spot a portion of a mourning nn was
pitked up."

We may expect, after the publicity we are now giving to

this affair, that the outskirts of Canterbury will soon be
turned into a

"
Canvas Town," and that there will be an

unprecedented demand for fishing-tackle to supply those

WILD FLOWEES FROM CANADA.

MR. PUNCH has had much
friends in West Canada. It

pleasure in receiving a newspaper from some of his

i is called the Hamilton Spectator, and Mr. I'/mcli

cannot give a higher idea of the excellence of the journal than oy mentioning that

the first article m the number sent, him is from his own pen. So long as the

colonists keep such models before them they may salely be trusted with any
amount of

"
self-government."

He must, however, confess himself rather less pleased with a report contained in

the next page of the Hamilton Spectator. It isau account of the latest proceedings
in the House of Assembly. The House was in

" Committee of Supply," aud

salaries, printing expenses, and snch matters were in discussion. The report shall

speak for itself.

"The nest item was 15,091 for expenses at Spencer Wo d. MB. MACKENZIE objected to it;

saying, that he supposed i I.UINKU I'RINCE would like to treat Mm as he had once treated the poor
pi is,, eis at Sandwich, who were shot accordingly. But if the Honourable Member could do 80, ie

would not prevent Irm from doing Ins duty to hi* c un n .

"Coi.iisr.i. I'KINI-K look.d on MIL MAOUHXII as a reptile, and trod on him as uch. For the
Member lor llabtiMiatid to talk of these times, when he practised icbellion, murder, and mail robbery
It was lueky for bun lie '<>I..,NKI. I'IUSCK) did not caich him, for b> the Ilnlv Moses, if he had, the
Ho it-abb- M, niber would never have been seen again on the ll'ior of lhat House. He wisbon th,

Honourable, Member had col

to Heaven. He would have
thousand pounds.

oldl r*s dea'h
Honourable Member liail emue over then, mid iiy th- Holy MOM'S he would have, speedily sent him

dea'h aud have thus saved
n itinerant mendicant, who e

sitting MI tli;ii House and getiiut; a pound a day, because lie could noc net a fortuoe anywhere else

ud have thus saved tlie country many
'I In- Member tor IlHldimatid was an itinerant mendicant, who eanud a t'.mine hy

He concluded by assuring the Honourable M.mher that, friendly as he was to independence, if Ue
Bl H r;,ught him again in the portion which he had once been in, he would bang him.

" The resolution was then carri. d."

Now, this is really rat her strong for a Committee of Supplv. The Irish Members a!

home are somewhat turgid and Blatant; but, except that MR. GRATTAN (the pre
sent one, not the clever one, of course) once intimated that he should like to have
the head of one of the Ministers and really no one wanted a head more than MR.
GRATTAN we do not think that this very emphatic style has been introduced into
the English legislature. Imagine AlR. GLADSTONE, on the estimates, intimating

Tlie report
vreut parts ot' t tie t i\'er, ami ii!

Altoi;, ther above j>0/. bus been reovereil 1,1

pply t

it wilwho will make a rush to the goldfishinss. it will be
observed that the Canterbury gold discoveries are superior
in many respects to the Australian, for while in the latter

the precious metal is in its rough state, the gold found at

Canterbury is met with in the very convenient form of gold
keys, seals, and sovereigns.

some people have been puzzling themselves rather

seriously with the inquiry, how it is that gold has been
found in the river Stow ? but we have no hesitation in

accounting for the fact by statin?, that this wealth must
be the result of the washings of the adjacent see, which
is well known to be one of the richest, if not the very
richest, in the whole world. We mean, of course, the See
of Canterbury._

A LIKELY JOKE.

ACCORDING to the Licerpool Standard, the Irish have been

quarrelling amongst themselves at Liverpool ; but from our

contemporary's version of the affair, we are inclined to

doubt this intrinsically very improbable circumstance. That
narrative states that the row apparently originated as

follows :

" An Orangeman complained that a Papist boy had thrown some dirt

at him."

Orangemen never complain groundlessly of Papist boys,
and Papist boys never throw dirt either literally or figu-

ratively. Dirt ! how are they to come by it ? Who ever

saw or smelt any snch thing as dirt in any the most remote
connexion with a

"
Papist boy ?

"

Changes in the Camp.
IT is found that the late wet weather at Chobham has

had a most singularly contrasting effect upon the potatory

propensities of the officers who have been stationed there,

i'or while the bibulous have been reduced to most un-

palatable tent-and-water, the temperate have been rarely
known to get to bed without a thorough

"
soaking."
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THE NEW ACT.

Hansom Cabby. "H'M! SIXPENCE. You BA^BETTER KEEP IT. You MAY WANT IT FOB YOUB WASHIN' OR SOMETHINK!"

THE HAT-MOVING TRICK.

OR some time past we have seen in

the country papers that a great

many parties have been given for

the purpose of trying the hat-moving
experiment. We are not at all dis-

posed to quarrel with the fact, for

we are decidedly of a social turn

ourselves, and we rejoice to find

that party-spirit is so favourably pro-

gressing. But the experiment is so

certain to be introduced at parties,
that we cannot say we see the use
of giving them expressly for the

purpose of its trial. The motion

may in f ict be legally regarded as

a
"
motion of course :

"
as in-

separable from a party as white kid

gloves and flirting. We would

simply put it to the reader, whether,
in the whole course of his social experience, he ever recollects being
present at a party where, by the time he went away, his hat was not
"moved" from the peg on which he hung it. For ourselves, indeed, we
may confidently assert that at 99 at least out of a 100

"
squeezes

" we
have attended this season, our hat has been so severely

"
operated upon

"

in our absence from the cloak-room, that we have scarcely had an inch
of brim left us to walk home in. In fact, on more than one occasion,
the operators have so far succeeded in their

"
moving

"
as to have moved

it altogether off the premises by the tune we wanted it : but this has

only happened, we believe, when by some unlucky accident we have so
far forgot ourselves as to have brought a new one.

ADVICE TO GABBLING M.P.'s. When you resolve upon making a

speech, copy the cook who, preparing a sheep's head, never dishes

up the tongue without the brums.

WHAT IS THE HOUSE OF KEYS?

THE Court Circular tells us that a deputation from "the House of

Keys
" had an interview with one of the official somebodies or nobodies

at Downing Street the other day, and MR. WILSOX, M.P., told the

House of Commons the other eyemng that he had a scries of resolutions

by
"
the House of Keys

"
in his possession. Alter some research we

li'nd that "the House of Keys" is something or other in the Isle of

Man, answering probably to the vestry of a parish, the beadledom of an

arcade, or some other small local authority.
We should like to be present at a debate among

"
the Keys," for we

are curious to know whether they allude to each other as the

"Honourable Member for Street Door," "the Honourable and

Learned Member for Padlock," or
"
the Gallant, and Distinguished

representative of Tea-caddy." We do not quite understand the

principle of election that can prevail in the Isle of Man, if its council

cousisis of nothing but a buach ol keys; and we are rather puzzled to

guess whether the franchise attaches to' persons or things, and whether
it would be the door or the owner of the door, the watch or the owner
of the watch, that would send "a Key" to Parliament. There is one

peculiarity of result in having a House of Keys instead of a House of

Commons
; for^ of course, in an assembly where the members are all

keys they would be unable to deal with any open question. Perhaps,

however, we may have mistaken the sort of "Keys" of which the

"House" in the Isle of Man is composed, and the members may bo

mere musical
"
keys

"
a set of sharps and flats, playing any tune, just

like any other ordinary house of representatives. We cannot conclude

without remarking that a very long debate in "the House of Keys"
would remind one of

"
a lock jaw," though the association is not

agreeable.

Conjuring at Chobham.

ALARMISTS needlessly we are not, and would never prematurely
frighten any nervous reader. But we really think it is our duty to

apprise the nation, that on paying a visit to the
_
Camp the other

evening, we discovered that the men were all turned in-to straw ! ,
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THE POTMAN AND THE PR/ETOR.-CA LAY OF THE MIDDLESEX SESSIONS).

FLATULEJUS, the advocate,
.1 1 is client's cause hath sped,

And ADAMUS, the stern Pnctor.
Hatli reared his learned head;

He hath gummed up to the jury
With digressions, by the way,

On juvenile offenders

And the topics of the day.

Till BIBULUS, the foreman,
That was beer-bemused before,

By the Praetor's various learning
Is mystified still more

;

And with the eleven, his comrades,
More obfuscate e'en than he,

Hath been led forth by the lictor,
On their verdict to agree, j

They have sworn another jury,

They have called another case,
An hour hath passed, but BIBULUS
Hath not yet shown his face,

And the learned Praetor wonders
What the fools can be about,

For he told them what their verdict

Ought to be when they went out.

When, sudden, a plebeian
Excited, rushes in,

And, in a voice that drowneth
E'en FLATULEIUS' din,

Exclaimeth to the Praetor,"
My Lord, a party here

Says, as how them blessed jury
Is a drinkin' pots o' beer."

" Ho ! call the recreant lictor !

"

The angry Prater cried.

"I'was his to guard the doorway
That nought might be supplied

Nor meat;, nor drink, nor firing,

Excepting candle-light ;

For so the Law enacteth,
And the Law is always [right !

"

The lictor comes
" Thou traitor !

The law dost thou deride ?

How came liquor to the jury ?

How was the beer supplied ?
"

"
My lord, I heard 'em drinking,
And found out that their lay

See Times, July 14.

Was to summon forth the potman
Of the public o'er the way,

Who through the open window
The pewter did convey."

One moment paused the Prator,
And with tin angry blush,

For the Common Law thus outraged,
His awful face did flush.

One moment you had fancied
He was about to swear

;

But he checked the rising impulse,
And spoke with awful air :

"
Bring forth to me the landlord

Of the public o'er I hr way ;

Say 'tis the Law that calls him,
And the Law brooks no delay.

And summon, too, the potman
Him who supplied the beer

And now bring foreman BIBULUS
And his bold comrades here !

"

With stealthy hand, still wiping
The froth from off his chin,

They have brought forth beery BIBULUS,
Aid his fellows in the sin.

You had not guessed the burden

Upon their thirsty souls,

Though the PreetoPs eye clean through
them

Its gathered lightning rolls !

Then, in Olympic thunders,
The hoarded tempest broke :"
Ye seem to take it easy ;

I '11 show ye 'tis no joke !

Think ye, in this its temple
The Law to flout aad jeer.

Getting in through the window
Pots of illegal beer ?

" The Common Law of England
Blushes for you, through me ;

Little thought 1 that these Sessions

Would e'er such scandal see !

Go, shameless men ! I'll teach ye
''

Your appetites to balk,
In a room whereto no pewter
Can through the windows walk ;

And when you bring your verdict,
About the fine we'll talk."

BIBULUS knows the Pnctor,
Nor idly pardon begs ;

But goeth forth crest-fallen

His tail between his legs

When sudden in the lobby
Is heard a mightv din,

And before the awful IV
That potman is dragged iu !

A loud irreverent laughter

Through all the Court-house ran,

As pot, in hand he stood tin

A blank bewildered man !

And so sternly looks the Prtclor,
That the potman knowtth

If he be not going straightway
Himself, at last, to pot.

" Thou caitiff!
"
roared the Praetor,

(And mirth was changed for awe)"
Hov. iiiiMvrrrst. ihdu tiiis outrage
On the majesty of Law ?

"

Right IminbK spoke the potman"
Your worship that's my Lord

The beer MOM geni'men ordered,
And in course the beer was drorcd.

" But as for
'

Law,' and
'

majesty,'
That's neither here nor there :

The beer was served as called for,

And paid for straight and fair.

And what 1 say, your Lordship
And I means to put it strong-

Is what was I brought 'ere for,

When I ha'n't done niiffin wrong?"
" No wrong !

"
quick spoke the Praetor.

" Ho ! gaoler let him see,
That in justice's high precinct,

Right and wrong depend on me !

Go, bear him to the dungeon
Be the lowest cell his lot !

Meanwhile to thee, chief lictor,

We give in charge the pot."

They have haled him from the Court-house,
Aid have locked him up below

;

And the lictor guards the pewter,
With its head of froth like snow.

And never while our Prsetor

Dealeth stern justice here,
Will the most thirsty jury
Venture to call for beer,

Or the most reckless potman
Bring it from public near !

A HINT.

THE Times newspaper (a publication of merit, and which may possibly
be known to some of our readers) has just put forth an excellent
article deprecating the terribly long sittings of the House of Commons,
and the love of chattering, on the part of the Members especially the
new ones which chiefly conduces to those protracted and unwholesome
seances. But the Times ought to be perfectly well aware that the

remedy is in its own hands. These objectionable spouters spout, not
to one another (for they ridicule one another's oratory), but to the
readers out of doors. If they could not reach these readers they
would cease to spout. Eigo, if the Times would instruct its reporters
to report only what is worth reporting, and, in fact, to deal with all

debates as they now deal with those in Committee, when only the pith
of the speeches is given, and moreover the pith of the pithy men only,
the sittings of Parliament would speedily evince a marvellous change
for the better. There ! Mr. Punch, in his keen, practical way, has
solved the difficulty at once.

A Joke at the Public Expense.
ACCORDING to a correspondent of the Daily News, MR. SERJEANT

ADAMS, Assistant Judge of the Middlesex Sessions, is applying to
Parliament for an increase of salary from 1,200 to 1.500. The
learned Serjeant is often facetious

;
but certainly this is his richest

joke.

ANOTHER INSULT TO IRELAND.

IT is quite proper, but very distressing, that Ireland should know
all the outrages perpetrated and planned upon her dearest interests.

Mot a day can elapse that is not notched, like ROBINSON CRUSOE'S,
with a new insult from the Saxon. It ought to have been sufficient

that the Camp at Chobham was commanded in order to destroy the

Dublin Exhibition
;
the tents being pitched as strougly as possible in

outrageous contrast with DARGAN'S Crystal Palace. But no : a certain

illustrious personage with whom it is notorious the sea does not

agree in order to frustrate an intended visit to Dublin, went and
caught the measles ! Fortunately, however, he is now convalescent ;

left without a spot, and consequently without an excuse.

An Impossible Commissariat.

THE EMPEROR OF RUSSIA pretends to say that lie will provide his

troops, now occupying the Danubian principalities, with rations. How
is it possible that any such promise can be kept by an old despot, who
is so very irration-al ?

ANOTHER POTATO BLIGHT FOR "THE KILKENNY CAT.-"

THE Saxon has again cast his pestiferous blHit upon one of Ireland's
chosen potatoes ; ^having withered the patriot MURPHY into an
Insolvent Commissioner !
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NUTS FOR NOTES AND QUERIES.
ThEi>E is a fine field opened to the

editor ;uid contributors

of Notes and Queries

by the prominence just
now being given to the

names of Wallachia and
Moldavia. We shall

leave Wallachia to onr

contemporary merely

observing by the way
that it miy have been
founded by the WAL-
LACK family bnt we
have taken a fancy to

Moldavia, and shall

speculate a little on its

origin. We are in-

clined <o regard the

first syllable, MOL, as

ii clear corruption of

MARY
;
and there can

be no doubt in the
world that davia is no
other than DAVIS, who
was probably some re-

lation to the identical

DAVIS, whose most un-

pleasant Straits have
conferred upon him
such extensive noto-

riety. Moldavia may,
therefore, be regarded

as the discovery of one MARY DAVIS ; but. which one is a little bit of mystery a sort of bone
that we generously throw to our old friend .Vote and Queries to "lazily mumble" over

during the hot season.

OUR ANCIENT NICHOLAS.

RUSSIA, having crossed the Pruth,
Teaches us a bit of truth

;

Here we have our precious CZAK
Lighting up the flames of war.

He that kept all Europe quiet
Is involving her in riot,

( )n hostilities we border
With tiiis vaunted man of order.

Who were right and who were wrong,
We, who hissed him all along,
Or the folks that cheered and shouted
After him who women knouted ?

No\v, perhaps, you arc disgusted
With the tyrant whom you trusted,

Oh, unworthy sons of Britain !

Don't you 'feel a little bitten ?

A Key to a Difficulty.

WiiKxthe appointment of City Chamberlain-
was conferred oil SIR JOHN KEY, the worthy
Ex-Alderman naturally asked for the keys oi"

office. A brother alderman, who happened to-

be a wag, remarked that "to bestow a key upon
KEY would, be to carry coals to Newcastle, and
that, therefore, Siu JOTIN must be satisfied with
his habitual self-possession."

EXTREMELY PARTICULAR. We know a stupid
old teetotaller who is so true to his principles he
won't even mix in society !

THOUGHTS ON TTIK SAVAGE LIONS OF LONDON.
BY A FRIEND AND A BROTHER.

You may talk as you please of magnetic attraction,
, Electro-biology, media, and stuff :

Happing for Spirits don't give satisfaction,
The relatives never relate half enough.

Tables on castors, and castors on tables,
All I have turu'd to alike m their turn

;

Mesmeric stories are nothing but fables,
Stories indeed, which intelligence spurns.

la all these sensations I own I 'm a scorner,
Never in them have my feelings a part ;

But where GORDON GUMMING was, near Hyde Park Comer,
Oh ! there, there is something that touches the heart !

His exhibition of skins show'd the ravages
Hunters can make with the savage wild beast ;

But now they have got there a troupe of wild Savages,
Who have not (as yet !) of their guests made a feast.

Kafirs from Borioboola, or somewhere
There are delighting the civilised world :

Belles from Belgravia in afternoons come there ;

Thither the fairest of May-fair are whirl'd.

Dowagers craving for something exciting,
Gentlemen blase with Fashion's dull round,

Those who find novelty always delighting,
With those dear Kafirs may daily be iound.

And delightful it is there, to see them transacting
Their business of marriage, and murder, and war ;

Delightful to sit there, and know that 'tis acting,
And not the real thing which, of course, we abhor.

We see in each movement such truth of expression,
Their stampings and kickings are done with such grace,

That ladies of title e'en make the confession
That they in the Savage nobility trace !

But chief the delight, when the acting is ended,
To go to_the room from which GUMMING is gone,

And there inspect closely their figures so splendid,
And, timidly, even shake hands with each one,

And their dear little baby we smother with kisses,
And stroke and admire its darlin? bronze skin,

And think that there ne'er was a baby like this is,
As a lion of London its life to begin.

It is all very proper to say that a baby
Might be found nearer home, if we sought for a pet,

And that in the baek courts of St. Giles's, it may be,
Hordes of young savages there we could get :

But, they've no fancy dresses to set off their figures,
And nothing is thought of an every-day sight ;

And " UNCLE TOM "
's roused such "&. penchant for niggers,

That dark skins mnst now take precedence of white.

That little dark baby could never have vices
Like those which degrade us in civilised life

;And though he may p'raps chop his lather in slices,
His country lias customs that legalise strife.

But, really what humbugs call Civilisation,
Seems spreading everywhere under the skies,

That soon, I suppose, we shall not have a nation
To furnish a savage to gladden our eyes.

A BENEFICE IN THE MARKET.
IN moving, on Wednesday, the second reading of the Simony Law

Amendment Bill deferred, to the delight no doubt of certain

prelates, to that day three months VISCOUNT GODERICH is reported
to have asked :

" What was it which the riKht of presentation conferred ? It was a right to FeToct a
an who, as a Minister of the Church of England, was to be intrusted with the
liritual affuirs of a certain place."

Yes indeed, of a certain place and, one woidd think, when tlw
right of presentation is simoniacally purchased, of a certain place (not
to be mentioned to ears polite) where the cure of souls would be a
farce.

Strength Apparently Accounted For.

NOTWITHSTANDING the small size of the Aztec children, they are

exceedingly strong. An incurable punster says they doubtlessly
derived tin's strength from Gymn-aztecs, from whom it probably
descended in a straight line.

HIBERNIAN TACTICS.

THE military ability evinced by the Irish Brigade is of a -peculiar
kind. It is chiefly conspicuous in besieging ; for almost the only talent
in the whole party has been displayed in taking places.
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MILITARY INTELLIGENCE.

HE excitement caused by
:;\L IVvil's reviru.s

'tis abated.

That gallant and distin-

guished ollieer seems
'

that Hie troops in his

1 mil !)! much, if

ai all, behind those who, at

ham or elsewhere, have
more favourable opportuni-
ties of attaining peri<

in discipline. The Chamo-
inile Scrubs the scene of

the reviews arc daily
thronged with numerous

tors, who, though they

generally arrive when there

is nothing to see, and go
back again in the wet, never

it to bo disappointed,
but, 011 the contrary, return

et good humour.
A more than usual num-

ber of persons assembled

yesterday, in the expect
of seeing .something grand,
a rumour having got abroad
that, it was the intention of

the GENERAL to call out the Brook Green Militia (which distin

corps, in consequence of the recent augmentation, now numbers nearly
two lilc and a half), and to brigade them with the Queen's Piebalds.
It was said, too, that the forces thus brought together would be sepa-
rated as two divisions, and occupy respectively the Scrubs and Starch

Green, and that a sham light woidd take place. But the idea (if ever

entertained) was abandoned for what reason we cannot say, as we do
not happen to know these things being kept in profound mystery:
but we are informed that a sergeant is under arrest, and will probably
be

"
smashed

"
for having said that the ground on Starch Green was

too stiff for the Piebalds. Such an atrocious attempt at a joke will

meet with little sympathy from our readers, and we doubt not the
offender will meet with Ins deserts, though, after all, perhaps, the idea
tacts given up on that ground. The Piebalds, having sole possession of

the Scrubs, went through their evolutions with their accustomed pre-
cision. The

"
brilliancy

"
of the movements was somewhat abated in

consequence of GENERAL PUNCH having ordered
"

field exercise
"

instead of
"
marching order." But those who have any regard for our

gallant defenders will, we arc sure, willingly give up
"

glittering
helmets," &c., for anything that may conduce to their comfort. We
subjoin a letter which has come into our hands, which will show that
the privates are subjected to privations and moving accidents in peace
as well as war in barracks as well as in the field :

To LIEUTENANT WHIFFIN, Royal South-South-East-Middlesex

llitn Browns.

"DEAuWiiirriN, T must tell you how we have been going on. Old
PUNCU has been working us up in fine style four field days a week,
and riding drill on the off days ;

besides practising pitching tent in

the afternoon in the barrack yard. However, he is such a jolly old

fellow, that we don't mind a little extra work for him. One thing he
has done which we are particularly thankful for. He lets us go to his
reviews in field exercise instead of marching order."

Young GIIEEN of ours says he considers it a personal favour. You
know he swapped helmets with CAPTAIN WIDEAWAKE when he (WIDE-
AWAKE) went up to the DUKE'S funeral, and has never been able to get
his own back since. WIDEAWAKE is always

'

so busy he can't give it

him now.' The consequence is, I hat W.'s helmet rolls about on
GREEN'S head like

'

anything,' especially at a trot, and the scales
are so long that he's obliged to keep his mouth open all the field day to

keep it ou his head. So that it's fortunate for him that he's only been
a serrefile as yet. If he were to lead a troop he would have some diffi-

culty in giving the word of command. Some recruits only recently
dismissed have a similar difficulty to brave."

I got my troop last Tuesday, which I suppose you saw in the
Gazette; and as the (iF.Ni:KAi, wants the captains to get up the names
of all the men in the troop, and the number of all the horses, I've got
the troop-roll from Sergeant-Major, and am getting it off by he
had a 'law-suit

'

the other day. PRIVATE GH.UMBLE reported the

bread, but as he was not supported by the other men, I put him down
easily. The fact is, he's not much liked by the rest of the men in the

troop. He used to be looked up to as a
'

schollard,' but has lost

ground lately, owing to a singular circumstance. A letter appeared in
the Balls/mucky Reporter, signed

'

MILES,' and Sergeant-Major tells me

tha'. GRUMBLE wrote a letter in reply, and signed himself
' Two miles'

and was informed in the answers to correspondents, in thi

number, that ii ass. All the, men saw it, and (li;i MULE got

laughed at for his
'

law.' I am very glad the men
'

i'aith in

..IN Cm M told me he was always boring about fr

and the price of shaving brushes. As the GKNI:KAL wanis us to know
all about straps and buckles, and packing valise, \e., 1 told Sergeant-

Major I would look at one yesterday. So I'KIVMI: MISII.ES was
ordered to show; hut as his highlows were at the shoemaker's, and

up at the tailor's, and the rest of the valise was tilled with two
sheets and a bolster, 1 didn't get, much inioniia'ion from him. The

rant-Major said 1 had better order hi: irdcr,

aake him show kit in the afternoon. Which 1 did, as 1 thought
it better to do what the Sergeant-Major said. 1 looked at the kit in

the afternoon. Suclt a kit, WHIKFIN, yon never saw. The. Serireant-

,
Major

'

shook up' everything, and found thai the fellow had actually

wisp of hay rolled up in a helmet-bag to represent a shut, and his
'

drors,' as he called them, would, 1 verily believe, reach trom my
quarters to the riding-sdn.. , it -Major saya he's always late for

morning stables in vunlci because his drawers are so lull ot holes lie

can't get into them till a candle is lighted. 1 hope all this
'

pi i

information won't bore you, but 1 have really had no time lately to

go to town and see any of our old haunts. l> I:HM,

'kc an interest in this sort of thing, in order lo study the
'

comforts of the men."
"
Good-bye for the present, old fellow. I shall let you know how

we're getting on from time to tii

''

^ uurs truly,
" Jons SNAFFLES, Qwvv/.v J'ii-halJs.

"I'.S. Fve released and given him a new kit, on. the

condition that he won't get drunk for a month. You know our match
with ail Hammersmith comes off in tin. u;l it wouldn't do
io have him away then he's a capital long-stop. I'.ytlie live, you must
contrive to have a pain in the side, or some urgent business with your
legal adviser about that time, as we can't get any one to bowl in your
place. J. S."

MORNINGTON'S CHALLENGE.

(Which was an Attempt to stir up a Noble Lord with a Long Pole.)

HAIL, MORNINGTON what ! venerable Peer,
Dost thou again before the Public show P

Gone to the deuce we thought thee, many a year,
As BYRON has it,

"
diddled," long ago.

Thus reascending on our modern stage,
As through a

"
trap," thou mak'st us boys again ;

The ardent spirit of thy reverend age,
Of GEORGE THE FOURTH revives the splendid reign.

For well do we remember how thy fame
Accustomed was oar fathers to amuse

;

And what a by-word was
thy complex name,

Then daily ventilated in the news.

Then ventilated : was not that enough
That name's purification to complete ?

Think'st thou that it required the sulph'rous puff
Of gunpowder, to make it wholly sweet ?

Would'st Ihou eat fire the fire of other days P

And SHAFTESBURY to that repast invite ?

Knowing thou mightV as well propose to blaze

At any bishop, or at MR. BRIGHT.

Pah ! there's a tune which, in the festive hop,
Will cause me evermore to think of thee ;"
Pop goes the Weasel "thou would'st, too, go pop ;

Pop goes the WELLESLEY, let it henceforth be.

Digestive Apparatus.

THE best
"
grubber

"
obtained a prize at the late agricultural

gathering at Gloucester : but we are not informed whether the suc-

cessful competitor was a citizen, who emptied a tureen of turtle, or a

ploughman, who devoured
''
a leg of mutton and trimmings." In such

\ contest Town would be likely to beat Country; at least if the

grubbing-match were open to the Corporation of London.

RESULTS OP A WAR.

IN the event of Austria and Russia joining in an European war, it is

not too much to suppose that Hungary, Lombardy, and Poland, will

all become members of the
" EARL! RISING Association."
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THE CAMP.
Jurr.iiile (apropos of Jliyttlantler in gentry i<w). "On ! MY WTO, CHARLEY.

A JOLLY JACK-IN-THE-GREEN UK 'D MAKE !

"
WHAT

THE DISCOUNTEE'S DIRGE.

A Fragmnntary Lamentfound in the Common Pleas after the

recent Trial of "S MM ss v. P KK ss x."

SUPPOSED TO BE SLIGHTLY ALTKBED FROM CAMPBELL.

" And I qould vcep," the Oneida Chief's
Caucasian vendor thus begun" To hear them Councils, with their briefs,

Traducing of my father's son,
Vith jokes uncommon low.

And that there Judge, vich busts in wrath,
Vich takes no heed of vot he saith,
But stamps a name as sticks till death

' A Knave.' He called me so,
And all because that Christian boy
Paid somevot dearly for a toy.

"
That Hemerald brooch, the vich vas given-

By Hingland's Queen 1 o PEEL so deep,
I charged out lil'ty-two eleven,
As I maintains vos really cheap ;

They swore the stane was glass,
The bracelet for his gentle EVE,
They called a Ouudsditch make-believe,
And said I'd plotted to deceive
The fashionable ass

Six bills at sight I swore my right,
The jury took vun extra sight.

"
My art goes thump. Before me now
That Judge's countenanth appears ;

I see him knit a norrid brow.
His vice is thunderin in mine ears ;

He puts me in a hawful ole,
He riles me till I 'm fit to bust,
He calls my case, from last to first,

About the wilest and the wust
Of vich he's ad control :

And says the union's
'

past belief

Of '

such a Fool,' and
'

such a Thief."

"So,
THE CABMAN'S BEST FRIEND.

"The Police cases under the New Hackney Carriage Act

Now, an excessive legal fare was enough to keep these kinds of people-
out of cabs

;
to say nothing of the certainty of an additional demand,

accompanied hy insult, and urged in derisive and revolting language.
3t

"
Let it be once understood, on all hands, that the new cab tariff is

show that a determination to struggle against the working of that
measure prevails among the members of my profession, which, though
1 am a legally qualified medical practitioner, is at present that of a
cabman. For, Sir, 1 turned cabman rather than turn .quack or myself, seek an honest livelihood by taking as many cases that is-,

sycophant, one of which tilings a man must, in general, turn, who has 1.fares as they can, upon reasonable terms, instead of plundering such
to get his living out of people most of whom are weakly in mind, patients or victims as they can get hold of to the most villanous

"

to be a serious reality, a
thing^

as settled as the price of a pot of beer,
and I am sure the increase of practice will more than compensate us
for the diminution of our individual fees. I speak of those who, like

tody, and sex : particularly in these days when ladies of rank and
Members of Parliament patronise clairvoyance and homoeopathy. 1

may add that I have less driving to do now than I had when 1 was
in medical practice, and that I get better paid for it."

My object in addressing you, is to beg that you will use all your
influence to make the public insist on having the provisions of this

Act, in regard to fares, severely carried out.
-t may be the opinion of insolent WILLIAM, and intoxicated

possible extent.
"
Pray, therefore, impress upon all friends of the working man, that

working men are to be considered in the light of cab takers as well as
in that of cab drivers. There are some impetuous young blades who
are prone to scatter their cash about on all kinds of cads, amongst
whom we have the honour to rank in their estimation."

Accordingly they in general overpay us monstrously. Advise them
-_ ~i ., ,, !,. ,,,v.^u.^<* to discontinue that injudicious liberality; it spoils us: it causes us to

JAMES, my brethren of the whip, that in expressing this desire I am 1
be discontented with full wages, and to laugh m the face of a customer

merely uttering the sentiments of a truculent magistrate, or other !
who proposes to pay us our legal due. It has possessed us with the

S S?
8 tyrannical member of the aristocracy, desirous of interfering I

notion that everybody who takes a cab is infinitely rich : so that when
>etween a poor fellow and the swell out of whom it is his bus'ncss to i

a man does not offer us much more than we are entitled to, we are
:t as much as he can. They may be disposed to invoke dreadful

j

accustomed to ask him ironically whether he calls himself a gentleman,
vengeance upon me for what they consider a sympathy with wealth I

Hence it is that we dance, with menacing gestures, around those who
and respectability, rather than a fellow feeling with labour and them-

j

resist our endeavours to cheat them ; collect mobs about them
;
and

V
*
S '

.
' ' lny .bpclT and abusive friends arc both wrong. 1 pursue them with execrations as far as we dare. A stop will be put.

want the Act of Parliament enforced for the benefit of the people ;
;

to this state of things by the strict and uniform enforcement of the
C
riV

S
.

nt
!
ca 1 w 'th our own. much-needed Act which has been passed for the abatement of our

Ihc mistake of vituperative WILLIAM, the error of hiccuping and knavery and the prevention of our insolence; I will add, on the whole,
unsteady JAMES, is the supposition that cabs were made for none but

\

for our good : at least for the good of one member of our body, who
xtortionate rascals to drive, and none hut opident spendthrifts to ride

'

is also a Member of the Royal College of Surgeons, and Licentiate of
in .Nature lor nature presides even over hired vehicles intended cabs the Apothecaries Company, albeit now necessitated to cry

only tor the conveyance of intemperate dandies with cigars in their
mouths, for travellers in hot haste regardless of expense, and reckless
pleasure-hunters dashing away to Crcmorne or the Opera. She meant
tan also lor the accommodation of sober matrons of narrow circum-
stances and broad umbrellas, poor clerks, small tradesmen, indigent
utnors, and other humble persons pressed for time, troubled with
orns, caught m the ram, or otherwise precluded from pcdestrianism

"The Stand, July, ]853."
" HEKE You AHE, SIR !

"

. Unless all the Jokes, which have been sent in about JULLIEN
'cutting his Mton," are iimniMlmtely removed from the Punch Office, thfty

will be sold as waste paper, and the proceeds devoted to the bt- nefit of the " ASYLUM
KIR IDIOTS."

frilled bj, William Bradbury, of No IS, Upper Wohurn Place, to the Pamh of P. p..Offlce in Lombard Street, in the Prccir.ct of WhiK-frian, ii the City or :>,,.:, n!

* *. nivl !' ederieli Million T>an:.

a 1 Publi*:,c;i by them at No.
Evan*, of No. ^, Church How, Stnkc Ncwintrton, both in the Countr o!

1

Miiidlcici, Printer!,M tb:
, Fleet Street, In the j'arUu of St. Hride'i, in the City of UnJon. SiruaDir, July 23, 1*J.
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nothing. A woman's not to be kept out of her bed as if her soul

wasn't, her own."
"
Why, your soul doesn't wear a nightcap, does it? asked *RED,

meaning to be aggravatim:.
'

I don't know that" said I ; for, as I 've said, I was determined to

tnebud.
"
Nevertheless "for I wasn t to be put

and before I

IGNORANCE.

'",'/ .'/'"'<' jn'i'tl"n, Sir, lut is my Fare really

Hiijii i"
:

< :

'

OUR HONEYMOON.

SUNDAY, MAY 26, 18-.
<i-MY dear," said FRED, this morning "I I don't think I can go

to church. But, of course, you can go, I don't feel like myself this

morning."
"I don't wonder at that, love. Indeed, you don't look yourself.

But I expected as much."-
"
You, LOTTY !

"
and FRED opened his eyes.

"Why, I knew what would come of it. Here were you out till

twelve o'clock
"

"
It wanted a quarter," said FRED, as if a quarter could make any

difference.
"
Twelve o'clock," said I firmly, "allowing for watches, before you

came home."
"
I told you I was out talking with TOM," and FRED tapped the

table.
"
Well, if I must say what I think, FRED ;

I don't like MR. TRUEPENNY.
7 do not like him."

"
I don't wisli you to like him, my dear. You 're to like and love

me
;
and to love one man industriously and conscientiously is as much I

as any woman can be expected to do. More no reasonable husband
can ;isk of her."

But this I wouldn't seem to listen to. "Twelve o'clock," I

repeated. "Well, what you could find to talk about all that time
and 1 sitting here at the window alone"

" You might have gone to bed," said FREDERICK.
" Gone to bed ! And you out ! Why, what can you think me made

of ?
"

But he only looked at, me from under his eyes and laughed."
I 'm not a stock or a stone."
"
Certainly not, my darling. I may perhaps be permitted to observe

in your own picturesque language quite
reverse," and he again tapped the table.

"
No, love

"
said I ;

for I thought I'

nip the notion in -------- -----

off" what could you talk of till twelve o'clock :

FKED said nothing, but looked up at the ceiling.

"No good, I'm sure," said I in a bit of a passion

knew it.
" CHARLOTTE !

"
cried FiEDHBICK, and his eyes flashed, as 1 it never

seen 'cm. And then in a moment he looked kind, and I thought sad;

and holding out. his hand, he said, looking at me and his eyes softening,
"
LOTTY. love, don't let us quarrel."

My heart was in my throat, and my arm about his neck. We
shall' never quarrel, Fniii>," said I. "But what I meant to say was

what, an odd person MR. TRUKPKNXY is."
" Odd ? A mosl excellent fellow !

"
said FREDERICK with energy.

"Of course. You wouldn't have any other for a friend; I know

that, love. But what I mean is, he's so confused so bashful.

"Yes. A. bachelor's fsoft. I was so myscK once. But it 's wonder-

ful what confidence marriage gives a man. Kiss me, my darling.
"
There, now, FRED

;
it's Sunday," said I, not knowing what to say.

"But wh\ :iiouM MK. Tunu-ENNY be in such a twitter when he sees

me? He blushes and stammers, and"
"
It 's your beaut y, no doubt," said FRED. ]

"
Nonsense !

"
" A solemn truth. Ah ! my dear, it 's a great comfort for timid

men that beauty, like the elephant, doesn't, know its strength. Other-

wise, how it would trample on us ! It 's a fact, LOTTY, if you had only

known half your power, you 'd never have married me. Certainly not.

But then women never do. Looking-glasses are thrown away upon

'em, poor thinss. When you consented to take me, LOTTY, I don t

know that I didn't feel quite crushed by your condescension. Quite

crushed. Yes : the last knowledge a woman ever acquires is a proper

sense of the power of her own beauty. Otherwise, LOTTY, they "d

never throw it away upon us ; but live and die like the roses. Don t

you think they would P Like the roses ?
"

I said nothing, but was just gently pulling his ear, when the church

bells struck out.

"If it isn't church-time," said I; but I'm drcst. Nothing, but

my bonnet."
"
Well, LOTTY, you can go without me ; yes, you and men ne

paused, and looked at
'

love : you shall not go
me, I thought so strangely, and said

'

no, my
alone. We '11 go together." With this, he left

.

the room
;
and a sudden shadow seemed to fall about me.

The next moment, the servant introduced
" MR. TRUEPENNY. With

his face the truth flashed upon me that that I didn't know what.

But, instantly, I felt resolved to find it out ; and so, in a minute, was

in my very best spirits."
FREDERICK," said I,

"
will be here directly. He's preparing for

church."
"
Church," said MR. TRUEPENNY, as if the word half stuck between

his lips."
Don't you ever go to church, MR. TRUEPENNY ? I mean

"
Always," said he.

" But the fact is, when one Comes to the

soi-sidc
**_

" PETER'S boat," I observed very seriously,
" was at the sea-side."

" To be sure, certainly," said he
;
then he looked at the toe of his

boot, and then at the pattern of the carpet ;
in fact, anywhere but at

7 mi 1 T t 1 r Itj 1 _ . 1-1 'f I, _ ~,-,~ i,ll,,,, _

MR.
I,

the reverse. Quit/- tin-

d at once nip that notion in-l.lv, 1VJ(> EXUU JL j
l\JL i VUWUAW -L H till VJlluc; 111|J ttvwi UUUVU lli

the bud "
of course I don't wish, in fact, I should never think of such

a thing, as to desire to control vou in the choice of your friends. If I
don't like MR. TRUEPENNY, why I can't help it ; and there 's an end.
But what I wish to say, my love, is this oh, it 's no laughing matter,
for I 'in quite in earnest, I assure you if MR. TRUEPENNY thinks he 's

to keep you out till twelve at night, and I 'm to go to bed
;

if he thinks
that

"

"But I don't believe "said FRED coolly "he thinks anything of
the matter. Indeed, what is it to him whether you never go toted
at all?"
"Of course; retiring. Only I'm not going to sit up and say

everywhere ;
that is, if persons are only disposed to b'sten to it."

TRUEPENNY his eye still on his boot- bowed. "I hope,' said
"
you will accompany us to church ?"
" What ! I ?

"
cried the man, really alarmed.

" To be sure : why not ?
"

said FRED, coming into the room.
' And

then, TOM, we'll take a walk LOTTY isn't equal to the fatigue" how
did he know that ?

" and then we'll all dine, and comfortably close the

day together."
"
Well, I I I've no objection," said MR. TRUEPENNY ;

as though

desperately making up his mind to endure the worst.

"A most admirable preacher, I 'm told. Has preached before his

Gracious Majesty, when Prince Regent," said FRED.
"
Indeed ?

"
said Ma. TRUEPENNY, as if he wished to be astonished.

" A great favourite at Brighton ;
he's so extremely mild and well-

bred. Touches upon the pomps and vanities of this wicked world

and scourges the miserable sinners who keep carriages gently, ten-

derly. For all the world as if with a bunch of peacock's feathers you'd
dust so many images of Dresden China."

"
That's lucky," said MR. TRUEPENNY.

"
Why lucky?" I asked for there was something in the man's

manner.
"

I meant to say,
'

he stammered,
"
that there are times when one

VOL. XXV.
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doesn't like like one's sins to be bullied that is, not at the

sea-side." , .

"
Quite right, TOM," said FRED, who I could see was helping Dim

out
"
Very well in one's own parish church, but"

" We shall be too late," said I, and I ran from the room ;
and in a

minute never in all my life did I put my bonnet on so quick in a

minute 1 was ready.
Tiir rhiiivli \\a> extremely full as we afterwards found ior the

season. FREDEUICK was particularly serious ;
and for MR. TRUEPENNY,

if he'd been lisieiiiii;; to his o\vn condemned sermon, he couldn't have

bent more solemn, 'it was odd, too, 1 thought, the glances he now
and then eaM inwards me. -And particularly when the clergyman said

and he seemed, 1 really did think for the minute, as though he was

looking right into our pew, when he said
"
Thou shall do no muni>,-''

'

at the very words, MR. TRUEPENNY lot his prayer-book slip, and made
such a start to catch it, that he drew all eyes upon us. I saw

;;ICK colour scarlet, and bite his lips as he glanced at his friend.

At last the service was over, and wo got away.
" A very nice sermon," said MR, TRUEPENNY, trying to say

ling.
"

\ rry spotliing," I added; for I knew he was half-asleep all the

time.

"Yes; that's it," said he: "but that's what I like, when I come
to a watering-place. Something quiet, something to think over."

Well, we returned to the inn
;
and somehow we got through the

day. I don't know how late MR. TRUEPENNY would have sat; but,
for all FEED'S nods and winks, I was determined to sit him out.

last it was nearly twelve at last he went away.
"

\\ 6 shall meet in the morning," said FRED to him.

"Of of course," said MR. TRUEPENNY; and then with

awkwardest bow in the world, he left me and FRED together." We 'd better go to bed," said FRED.
"
Isn't it late ?

"

"Very/" said 1; "and for my part I thought Ma. TRUEPENNY was
never going."

I went into my room, and there upon my table was a slip of paper
written in JOSEPHINE'S hand, with these words :

"
//' you really love master, you 'It not let him get vji to-morrow

morning !
"

And now all the horror was plain as light !

"
Get up !

"
I thought

and all a woman's resolution came upon me "
only let me once get

him well to bed, and he doesn't get -up." I listened for his footsteps.
He came. I met him with a smile; and didn't I lock the door?

At

the

MARKET AND TRADE REPORT.

CITY. The deportation of

such large numbers of shirt

hands, to which we have
before alluded, has caused
an unparalleled rise in

wages, amounting, we are

assured, in some cases, to

as much as a farthing per
dozen on

"
gents' dress."

It is rumoured that the
"
United Distressed Needle-

women" contemplate
striking for a reduction
of the hours of labour.

Twenty-one hours a day,
with three intervals of two
minutes each for meals, ex-

cept during the busv season
which comprises only about
eleven months in the year,
is spoken of as likely to be
their stipulation.
MANCHESTER. Police-

men are in rather better

demand, at a slight advance on former prices. Good stout articles are

quoted at from 13s. to 17*. per week ; sergeants 19s. to 21s. ; best

blues, strong, full length, 23s.

Carving his Way to Iniquity.

A CULINARY wag (not SOYEII) has inserted in his Cookery Book the

proclamation of the EMPEROR NICHOLAS, in which he talks so largely
about the

"
orthodox faith," and

"
the sword," and has labelled it :"

DIRECTIONS TOR CUTTING UP A TURKEY."

SAPPHICS OF THE CABSTAND.

Friend of Self-Government.

SEEDY Cab-driver, whither art thou going?
Sad is thy fate reduced to law and order,

Local self-governmeiit yielding to the gripe of

Centralisation.

Victim of FITZROY ! little think the M.P.'s.

Lording it o'er cab, 'bus, lodging-house and graveyard,

Of the good times when every Anglo-Saxon's
House was his castle.

Say, hapless sufferer, was it MR. CHADWICK

Underground foe to the British Constitution

Or my LOUD SHATTESBURY, put up MK. FITZROY
Thus to assail you ?

Was it the growth of Continental notions,
( )r as it the Metropolitan police force

Prompted this blow at Laissez-faire;
that free and

Easiest of doctrines ?

Have you not read MR. TOULMIN SMITH'S great work on

Centralisation ? If you haven't, buy it ;

Meanwhile I should be glad at once to hear your
View on the subject.

Cab-drii; ,-.

View on the subjeck ? jiggered if Pve got one ;

Only I wants no centrylism', I don't

Which I suppose it 's a crusher standin' gentry
Hover a cabstand.

Whereby if we gives e'er a word o' cheek to

Parties as rides, they pulls us up like winkin'

And them there blessed beaks is down upon us

Dead as an 'ammer !

As for MK. TOULMIN SMITH, can't say I knows him

But as you talks so worry like a gem'man,

Perhaps you 're a goin' in 'ansome style to stand a

Shillin' a mile, Sir ? :

Friend of Self-Government.

I give a shilling ? I will see thee hanged first

Sixpence a mile or drive me straight to Bow Street

Idle, ill-mannered, dissipated, dirty,

Insolent rascal !

THE STAMP Or LIBERALITY AND MEANNESS.

THE liberal man, when he is in doubt about the proper weight of a
letter, puts on two stamps : the mean man only puts on one.

PEDESTRIANISM AT ST. STEPHEN'S.

MEMBERS of the House of Commons, being in the Library, or

elsewhere about the House, have to run for it in order to be present

at divisions, and are sometimes too late. Lightness of heels (as well

as of principle) appears to be a quality necessary to a representative
of the British people. An election contest might be an actual foot-

race. Why not ? The candidate that is able to outrun his opponent
is at least as fit and proper a man to represent a constituency, as he

is who can outbribe him. However this may be, we expect soon to

see some such arrangements as the following among the Parliamentary

notices :

THOMAS BABINGTON MACAULAY will ran JOSEPH HUME, or any
other Member, on the India question ;

or what- not.

FREDERICK LUCAS, the Scarlet Runner, will match himself with

PHINN, the Bath Brick, to run any length upon the Nunneries' Bdl ;

or as much farther as the POPE chooses.

COLONEL SIBTHORPE will run any Member of HER MAJESTY s

Government (in which he has no confidence) at any time, on any

question.

We shall also have Sin J. T. TYRRELL, the Farmer's Boy,

challenging LORD JOHN RUSSELL, the Bedford Pet, to a trial of speed ;

the ATTORNEY-GENERAL will be invited to a similar match by
SIR F. THESIGER; MR. BRIGHT will be proposing to hop LORD

PALMERSTON; and perhaps MR. BENJAMIN DISRAELI will want to

jump MR. GLADSTONE in a budget.

ST. STEPHEN'S RUBBER.

To judge from the smoke in which the investigation of the Dockyard
abuses has ended, it would seem that the late Government played their

cards in the knowledge that knaves were trumps.

THE EAST INDIA HOUSE. It has been said of the East India Hpuse,
that "it is an establishment which, in patronage, aud other delicate

little matters, generally goes
'

the whole HOGG.'
"
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DELIGHT OF THE GUOL'SK AT THE PROSPECT OF A LATE SE

PAX VOBISCUM.;
irisli const it ucneies being now completely

in the hands of their spiritual advisers, it is

eoiitcmi t'urtli the Speak,
for ;i ne\- in Ireland shall I

the vacant locality. Till' I!

'a arc to \ toddv and
tobacco In lie charged to the county), ana their

nil till- hark

:it, without any other form of

is to save all tin- bloodshed which
v feel it their duty to their Church

and their 00 if a launa:!,
Catholic

Anything for peace and quietness.

THE FARMER'S MAGIC STROP.

THE genius of MR. MECHI has sharpened
ninny ra/.ors : may it, have a corresi'

cll'ect upon agricultural blades.

HINTS FOE A NEW EDITION OF THE
DRAMATISTS.

WE have been favoured with a glimpse of the note-book of a great
dramatic critie. who evidently contemplates uiviug, or selling to the

world, a great national treat in the iorin of a new edition of the

dramatists. The annotaior seems to combine all the acuteness of the

needle wnh the straightforward bluutness of the railway buffer. A\ c

subjoin a few specimens :

NOTE ON THE TRAGEDY OP DOUGLAS.

There is a passage in this play which has escaped the attention of all

critics who have preceded me ; a passage which shows Glenahon to

have been of a social disposition. In one of the scenes with Nonal
Glenahon says (aside),

" His port I love."

And, from this remarkable passage, we get three facts: first, that

Glenahon liked port ; secondly, that he had tasted Norcal'i port ; and,

thirdly, that the port in question was of a high character.

NOTE ON JULIUS CjESAR.

The character of Casca has never yet had full justice done to it by
the critics ; but there is one passage wliieh may be compared to a

perfect thorouglifare for finding our way to Casca's real condition. He
evidently belonged to the landlord or agrarian party in the State, and
there can be no doubt that the terms on which his tenants held of him
were exorbitant. The whole fact bursts in upon us like a thunderbolt

through the roof of an out-house, or a broker through the door of an

apartment with the rent in arrear, when we read the following line,

spoken by Antony in the course of his funeral oration over Ctesar :

" See what a rent the envious Casca made! "

1

Now, this allusion to the rent made by Casca proves either one of
two things : First, that he let lodgings at a hiah price ; or, secondly,
thai he derived a ccn income from a landed tenantry. lam
inclined to the latter supposition, for it is possible that had he let

merely lodginas, some of the lodgers would have been introduced into
the play, with that nice appreciation of the ludicrous for which
SHAKSFEARE is conspicuous. This not having been done, we are
driven on the other hypothesis, to which, on the whole, we give the

uce.

The above specimens will suffice to show the public the addition that

may be shortlv expected to a department and style of literature in
which the English language is already rich e\ec-M\cly rich in the

opinion of sonic of us.

Philosophy Teaching by Conundrums.
are diplomatic paper* called Circular Notes': Because they

go round about a subject without coming to any definite end! Thev
are, moreover, called Circular because they are seldom on the square.

EXPENSIVE SPIRITS. The estimates of the charge of the disembodied
Militia are heavier ihaii one would expect on the supposition that the
Militia, disembodied, consists of the ghosts of Militiamen.

TUB AFFAIRS OF TURKEY. The SULTAN may "lead a life of
jollity :

"
but liis Minister for Foreign Affairs is KEDSCHID.

BRICKS.
THE natural history of Bricks is interesting.

\Ve are enabled to trace it without, difficulty from very ancient

periods, both with reference to its different structures, and with

reference to building purposes.
It is pleasing to observe how the bitumen was first used, how it was

moulded into form, and baked into hardness, by the heat of the Persian

sun. \Ve can trace it through many of its forms until we come to the

great Roman Brick of nine inches long, three inches brmd, and three

thick. \Vc now discover, with the sat isfaction and pleasure of

the antiquarian, how long these Bricks have endured ; but, for many
years, we were not aware of any application of the Brick, other than

that of strength, stability, and support of edifices edifices which,

sometimes, might really raise the question: "To what extent the

architect for Time meant to contend with Eternity ? "

We think we are indebted to our Cambridge friends it may be to

our Harrow friends, we cannot tell for the first moral or ethical

application of the word Brick.

How common it has been of late years to say to a man, whose
virtuous tendencies are of the first order,

"
My dear fellow, you are a

Brick." It becomes, however, more emphatic in the usage of the third

person. "Do you know Ma. So-AND-So? Is he really a man I

can trust ? Is he a good fellow ?
" The answer in one word is,

"He's a Brick." The answer is satisfactory, in all senses, to the pro-

pounder of the question indeed, a more satisfactory reply cannot be

ottered.

We have heard this kind of expression called ila>ig\t really is not so.

Gentlemen, take up your Plutarch, turn to the Life of AGESILAUS, and
what do you read r You'll find, if you understand Greek and if you
don't, set about learning it immediately, for the purposes of history,
as well as poetry and elevation of thought that when the Ambassador
from Epirus went to AOESILAUS, to have a diplomatic chit-chat with

him, be said to him: "Where on earth are the walls of Sparta?
In other States of Greece the principal towns have walls but where
are yours, dear AGESILAUS ?

'' The SIR STRATFORD CANNING, or

LORD COWLET, from Epirus, was answered by that amiable monarch :

"
I '11 to-morrow at morning dawn shew you the walls of Sparta.

Breakfast with me, old chap ; some of the best black soup that Sparta
can afford shall be put on the table ; and I '11 shew you the walls.

They met : and AGESILAUS had drawn out his Spartan army before

him, and, with exulting cheer and dignified mien, said to his friend

from Epirus, "Look! these are the Walls of Sparta, Kir ; and erery

particular man you see is a Brick." How classical becomes the phrase !

how distinct from slang !

We do not say we have translated the great Plutarch literally, but
we have translated him in spirit, and if that great man had been now
living, and could have seen this, he would no doubt have been

delighted, and grateful to us for our application of history to the

correction of vulgarisms, and to the promotion of sound and sincere

classical literature.

Slight Mistakes.

WHY is there such a fuss made about the purchase of benefices, the

possession of pluralities, and the management of bishops to get more
income than they ought to have ? These are all merely clerical

errors.

THE " VEXATA ^'
" What is a mile ?

"
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Gipsy.
" HAVE TOUB FORTUNE TOLD, MY PRETTY GENTLEMAN ?

"

Pretty Gent.
" OH ! LAWK ! DON'T MENTION IT !

"

Evanescent Art.

THE most remarkable exhibition of Dissolving Views is

that of the National Gallery, where, through various
chemical processes and mechanical means, the pictures of
the ancient Masters are undergoing dissolution.

SPIRITED CONDUCT OP MR. CHARLES KEAN.

MK. CHARLES KKAN continuing to be exposed to the

nuisance of criticism, lias determined, though with imich

regret, on a still more decided step in vindication of his

personal dignity than any he has yet taken. Having already
struck off the Free List of the Princess's Theatre all the

critics vho have insolently ventured to express unfavour-

able opinions- of his acting, -Mil. KKAN had hoped that

the public would have taken this warning that lie is not
amenable to hostile criticism. In this hope he regrets to

find himself disappointed. Many persons still consider

him a bad actor, and have not shrunk from audaciously

expressing this detestable opinion in and cut of the

Princess's Theatre. .Further forbearance on MR. KEAX'S

part would clearly be an act of injustice to himselj,
He has, therefore (thottgh at cost of much paid to him-

self), resolved on a measure which he trusts will prevent

any repetition of this annoyance. MR. KEAN deeply
regrets that HEII MAJESTY, having lately visited! the

Haymarket Theatre, was observed (no doubt, in aii mi

guarded moment.) to laugh at ME. DRAID'S offensive (and
most unsuccessful) imitation of MR. KEAN'S performance
in the Corsican Brothers, which MR. BUCKSTONE has had

\

the bad taste to sanction hi a ridiculous and entirely un-
j

successful burlesque or extravaganza, called the Ascent
;

of Mount Parnassus. This having been brought to MR.
KEAN'S ears (as. most acts of the same kind are sure to be I,

lie has, in consequence, struck HER MAJESTUT'S name oil'

the Free List of the Princess's Theatre, exclaiming, in the
manner of Richard, and in a tone of dignity which so over-

;

powered the prompter and stage-manager that he has not

yet recovered the shock

" Off with licr name ! so much for Royalty !
"

THE PUBLIC'S ADDRESS TO HIS CABMAN.

(IMITATED PROM THE ARAB'S ADDKESS 10 HIS STEED.)

MY insolent, my turbulent ! that stands crest-fallen by,
With the recent Cab Act in thy hand, and tear-drops in thine eye,

Try not to overcharge us now, or make our pockets bleed:

You cannot do it now again thou 'rt sold, my man, indeed !

Fret not with that impatient cough : if surlily inclined,

The nearest station is the place at which redress to find
;

The magistrates have now the power to mulct thee of thy gold,
Or send thee off to jail, my friend. Thou 'rt sold, my man, thou 'rt sold.

"Tis well ! those old and crazy wheels not many a mile can roam
;

After next October you must keep that vehicle at home.
Some other cab less old and torn you shortly must prepare,
With roof not full of crevices, admitting rain and air.

Yes, it must go ! the crazy cab, the old abandoned fly,

Must on thy master's premises be finally put by ;

And in it there some juveniles, who cannot get a rido,

May cram themselves, by climbing up the wheels on every side.

Do they ill-use thee, Cabman? No ! I'm sure it cannot be
;

You that have bullied half the world, and humbugged even inc.

And yet, if haply thou 'rt done up, and for thee we should yearn,
Can the same law that cut thee off compel thee to return ?

Return ! alas ! my Cabman bold, what shall the public do,
When rain is falling everywhere, wetting the public through ?

I '11 stand me up beneath an arch, and pause and sadly think
'Twas at the beer- shop opposite, the Cabmen used to drink.

THE CABMEN USED TO DMNK ! Away my fevered dream is o'er ;

1^
could not live a day and know cabs were to be no more.

They 've cut thee down, exacting one
; but legal power is strong :

You ten.pted us, my insolent ! you kept it up too long.
Who said that I had given thee up ? Who said that thou wert sold ?

'Tis false ! 'tis false ! Thou 'rt better off, my Cabman, thou art told.

Thus, thus, I leap into thy cab, to ride five miles from town,
And when at Acton I alight, I '11 pay thee half-a-crowu.

XATUKAL HISTORY OF CHOBHAil.

An Appropriate Amendment.
SEEING how extremely difficult it is to get a complaint listened to at,

almost any post-office, we think the old simile "As deaf as a Post"

might very suitably be altered into
" As deaf as a Post-Master."
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THE GREAT CHOBHAM CAMPAIGN.
E learn with plea-

sure thatthe gallant
fellows assembled

under canvas at
!

,aiu have

proved that they
can not only stand

fire, but tli.

r with

No soldiers have

ever gone so far

i lie, bowels

of the land
"

as

these hjghlo-wed

,

viio have
,1 the imprint

of their military

heels on the mud
ofChoblia'.:. Never

were laurels so thoroughly watered as the laurels worn at Chobham. In hat Cock-

neyism would call indiscriminately the veterans and the wetter-uns ot our encamped

soldiery. If any man lately under canvas has had ;i stain to get nd of, we may be

sure that it has been thoroughly washed uit by the showers with which he ha

saturated. The only wonder is that the trallant fellows have not been all washed

away by a mode of
"
hero wash-up

"
that would have been indeed deplorable.

THE LAST OF THE PAUPERS.

A PAUPEB is generally imagined by foreigners to be a lantern-jawed, herrinp:-

paunched, emaciated and pallid wretch, cropped and shaven, clothed m pepper-

and-salt ditto, and employed in crushing bones for manure and soup. Thanks to

Free Trade and the Diggings among second causes this order ot fellow

Christians is now almost extinct. Our continental neighbours will find, on inquiry,

that a wholly different appearance is for the most part presented by the remaining

objects of British charity. Coats, waistcoats, and trousers in some cases gaiters

and breeches of superfine black cloth, warm and comfortable to the feeling,

sleek and glossy to the sight, envelope with liberal amplitude proportions which

are plump, and perhaps corpulent. The nether extremities are encased m capa-

cious and shiny highlows, sometimes silver-buckled. A goodly beaver hat with

extensive brim shades the entire man from the rays which tend to liquefy the

oleaginous part of him. This is the only badge of poverty that he bears about

him ; its form is suggestive of an emblem of manual labour the Shovel.

His dietary is open to no objection in regard either to quantity or quality;

except that, in both respects, it tends rather to produce plethora and engender

gout. It is, in fact, discretional : for even when he enJ9ys an indoor maintenance,

he receives a stipend in lieu of rations, and this sum is usually handsome enough
to enable him to indulge in every delicacy of every season.

When he thus lives in the House the Almshouse provided for him he has the

whole of it to himself, and is required to share it with nobody except his own

family, if he is blessed with one : so far, therefore, from being separated from

his wife in a comfortless ward, he occupies a mansion which is the abode of

domestic happiness.
His work is mostly as optional, conversely, as his victuals : so that he can eat and

drink as much, and exert himself as little as he likes. The only employment
obligatory upon him is light clerical duty, and the greater part of that he is

permitted to delegate to somebody else. He is supposed, indeed, to be continually

producing new editions of Greek Testament, biblical or patristic commentaries,
confutations of Popery, apologies for Church-rates, and other works tending to

the spiritual welfare of the nation; to the due performance ofwhich tasks a necessary
condition is learned leisure, accompanied by nutritious food and generous liquor.

This walking monument of beneficence walking when he does not ride in a

well-appointed carriage is almost the only eleemosynary kind of person, except the

actual mendicant, existing among HER MAJESTY'S subjects. The funds which serve

for the maintenance of the order of industrious poverty to which this useful

member of society belongs, are derived from freehold and personal property

together with rent-charges on land, amounting on the whole to 50,000,000.
That all this property was granted by our ancestors for charitable purposes to wit

hospitals and schools attests their munificence ; whilst how prosperous we
are is evident from the fact, that in order to use up all their bounty, we roll several

hundred paupers into one.

The Heroes of a Hundred Showers.

THE Clerk of the Weather ought certainly to be called to account for his

treatment of our gallant soldiers at Chobham, who have been literally in "soak"
during nearly the whole of the present campaign. The incessant wet is, in fact,

a reflection upon the courage of the military
;
for we may well ask it' they are

subjected to weather that is always foul on the principle, that
"
none but the

brave deserve the fair."

THE MAD CABMAN'S SONG OJ?

SIXPENCE.

WOT 's this ? wot hever is this 'ere V

a suvrin! feels like vim

Boohoo! they won't let me have IID beer !

Suppose I chucks it u]i into the sun!

No that ain't right

The yallcr's turned \vite !

Ha, ha, ho! he's sold and done-
Come, I say! 1 won't stand that

"['is all IMV '>'<' :ill(! I' 1 IT '

1 ^ MiTIS !

Over the left a'nd all round my hat,

As the pewter pot said to tlie kcvarten.

Wio am I? HEMPKER of the Fiir.NCH

LEWIS NAPOLEON P.ONI IVMIT,

Old Spooney, to be sure

Bctwee: yo'i and me and the old blind oss.

And ths doctor says there ain't no ei

I >'ye thmk I care for the blessed Bench?

From Temple Bar to Charing CY
Two mile and better art' a crown
Talk of screwing a feller down !

As for poor BILL, it's broke his art.

Cab to the Moon, Sir ? Here you are !

That's how much ?

A farthin' touch !

Now as we can't demand back fare.

But. guv'ner, wot can this 'ere be P

The fare of a himperial oarridge ?

You don't mean all this 'ere for me !

In course you ain't heerd about my marridge
I feels so precious keveer !

How was it I got that kick o' the ed ?
.

I've ad a slight hindisposition,

But a Beak ain't no Physician.

Wot's this 'ere, Sir ? wot's this 'ere ?

You call yerself a gentleman ? yfc Snob !

He wasn't bled :

And I was let in for forty bob,
Or a month, instead :

And I caught the lumbago in the brain

I've been confined

But never you mind

Ho, ho, ho, ho, ho, ho ! I ain't hinsane.

Vot his this 'ere ? Can't no one tell ?

It sets my ed a spinnin
The QUEEN'S eye winks it aint no sell

The QUEEN'S ed keeps a grinnin :

Ha, ha ! 'twas guv
By the cove I druv

I vunders for wot e meant it !

For e sez to me,
E sez, sez e,

As I ort to be contented !

Wot did yer say, Sir, wot did yer say ?

My fare ! wot, that !

Yer knocks me flat.

Hit in the vind '.I'm chokm give us air

My fare ? Ha, ha ! My fare ? Ho, ho ! My fare ?

Call that my fare for drivin yer a mile ?

I ain't hinsane not yet not yet avile !

Wot makes yer smile ?

My blood is bilin' in a wiolent manner !

Wot's this I've got?
Show us a light

This ere is wot ?

There's sunthin the matter with my sight-
It is yes ! No !

'Tis, raly, though
Oh, blow ! blow ! blow !

Ho, ho, ho, ho ! it is, it is a Tanner !

Parliamentary Parallels.
" ME. Sroomreprescntpcl a i>cti inn from parishes in Wiltshire against

the opening of the Crystal Palace on Sundays."

Suppose MR. LUCAS were to present a petition from

parishes in Meath, praying for the closure of butchers'

chops on Fridays ?
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A PHOTOGRAPHIC POSITIVE.

Lady Mother (loquitur).
"

I shall feel obliged to you, MR. SQUILLS, if you would remove these
stains from my daughter's face. I cannot persuade her to be sufficiently careful with her

Photographic Chemicals, and she has had a misfortune with her Nitrate of Silver. Unless you
cau do something for her, she will not be fit to be seen at LADY MAYFAIU'S to-night."

[MB. SQUILLS administers relief to the fair sufferer, in the shape of Cyanide of Potassium.

SONGS OP THE MENDICANTS.

No. l.-THE SAILOR : BEGGAR'S! [SONG.

I 'M a jolly London sailor
; \

Gaily still I keep afloat,
"With the picture of a Whaler,
And the model of a boat.

True, I ne'er was on the Ocean,
But I 've travelled wide and far,

Kept by the police in motion.

Pity a Whitcchapel Tar !

Shivered are my timbers, stranger ;

Lame, you see, is poor JACK JUNK :

Yes, I got, this, braving danger,

(Falling from a scaffold drunk).
On my forehead see depicted

Valour's honourable scar

('T was with a pint pot inflicted).

Pity a "Whitcchapel Tar !

Glazed my hat and blue my jacket,
White my trowsers, loose my tie ;

Seaman's costume, when I lack it,

Down at Houndsditch I can buy.
Naval talk I 've learnt in places
Where the British seamen are ;

"Furl the main-top," "splice the braces."

Pity a Whitechapel Tar !

Nursemaids, from your upper casements
Throw the halfpence freely down ;

Cooks from areas and from basements,
On the sailor do

1

not frown.

Bring the joints out, if we ask it,

Distant is the seaman's star ;

(Here 's the plate ! I '11 prig the basket) .

Pity a Whitechapel Tar !

TOAST AND WATER. A Toast proposed at a

Temperance Meeting.

GREAT JEW MEETING.
ON Saturday evening last, a large and influential meeting of members

of the Hebrew nation assembled in the Synagogue, Great Saint Helen's,
for the purpose of taking into consideration the recent article in Punch,
in which that illustrious individual, remarking upon the fact that Jews
were somehow or other mixed up in most cases of fraud, chicanery and
imposture, strongly counselled the respectable and wealthy portion of
the community to take such measures, as might tend to destroy an
argument especially useful to those whose bigotry resisted the admis-
sion of the Jew Englishman to the civil rights of a Christian
Englishman.
Among those who were'present we noticed BAKON INGOTS, Sin

AARON MONTECHRISTO, MR, ALDERMAN FITZDAVID, the REV. RABBI
HAPHTOHAH, PROFESSORS BEHESHITII and BAH A, and others, as repre-
sentatives of the higher classes ; andMESSRS. ABRAHAMS,!SAACS, JACOBS,
IKEY, BAENEY, CLO, 0. CLO, BEHEMOTH, GONOFF, SHOBBUS, FENCE.
SHEENEY, TANGO, &c. &c. on the other interest. The former class had
not deemed it desirable to bring the ladies of their families, but in the
body of the meeting we remarked MRS. and Miss IKEY, MRS. BEHE-
MOTH, MRS. and the MISSES SHOBBUS (11), MRS. and Miss SHARON,
MRS. TUSKS, and other distinguished Mosaic ornaments of private
life.

MB. ALDERMAN FITZDAVID was voted into the chair, and a dispo-
sition to disturbance among the less select part of the meeting was
speedily suppressed by the worthy Alderman reminding them, in a firm
but good-humoured tone, that

"
he happened to be a magistrate." A

young gentleman in the crowd appeared to take this remark as personal,
and left the meeting somewhat abruptly, immediately after which it was
noticed that MRS. SHARON was compelled to borrow her daughter's
pocket-handkerchief.
MH. ALDERMAN FITZDAVID then read the article from Punch, and

said that the Hebrews were
deeply indebted to that periodical. It

had. never shrunk from fighting their battles, or from pointing out
their errors, and he was convinced that no right-minded Jew could
mistake Mr. Punch's meaning or mistrust his goodwill. There was no
doubt that the great mass of the Jews in England worshipped gold with
a devotion which made them blind to better things.A Voice. Vot's better, my dear, ceptin' dimonds ; eh, vot

MR. ALDERMAN FITZDAVID would tell them. Honesty was better,
and straightforward dealing, and liberality. Why had the word Jew
become synonymous
A Voice. Eli ? vot. There's a proud vord. Dictionary, s'elp me !

Aint he ambitions ? Sjnonuymouth ! Lor !

MR. ALDERMAN FITZDAVID. Synonymous with he would not say
cheat, but witli a sharp practitioner, in the mouths of their Christian

fellow-subjects ?

A Voice. All preiudith, my dear : all blinded prejudith, whereof it

behoves them to be ashamed. (The speaker was here removed by
Policeman C 146, in order to an arbitration in regard to a gold snuff-

box just annexed by the former.)
BARON INGOTS said that he was urgent to remove this reproach from

Israel. He looked to education as the
remedy,

but then the Jews had

already ample provision of well-conducted schools. There was some-

thing wanting besides mere book-learning.
The REV. RABBI HAPHTOHAH would not preach to them, but he, in

common with all who endeavoured to do good by instruction, felt pain-

fully that the spirit of modern Jewism counteracted the effect of the

noble Hebrew rules of life. What was the use of his proclaiming"
Covet not," when the lesson of every day was "

Covet everything,
and get as much of it as you can."
A Vcice. The Christians as talks is so much better, isn't them ?

SIR A. MONTECHRISTO. That was no answer. Besides he was bound
to admit that there was a large portion, though only a portion, of the

Christians, who did look to better things than mere gain. It was a

disgrace to the English Jews, considering their limited number and great

advantages, that they did not present a practical refutation ol the

charges of their enemies.
A Voice. Hear him ! Vy, he could buy up streets full of Christians

as easy as I'd buy a net of oranges, (lllaiidly.) D'ye happen to vant

nay fine oranges, SIR HAIHON ? Proud to vait upon ycr at yer ouse
knows it veil. Not a Lord in the land not the DUKEY VELLIXTONS
himself has got a finer. Now.
PROFESSOR BERESHITH dwelt with much earnestness upon the con-

tcmpt.blc character of the greedy and avaricious man, and upon his

inevitably low station in the scale of society; but his speech was

interrupted by MRS. BEHEMOTH, who insisted on forcing her way to
the chairman, in order to get him to buy a ring which had come into
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her hands rather
promiscuous,

and \v;is just fit for his finder. The
horrible clamour which the energetic matron made, on being put forth
from the

meeting
tended to bring matters to a conclusion. Other

speeches were delivered, in which ih.: Hebrew
then- sincere desire to improve the condition of their humbler brethren,
but the latter did not seem very grateful, or much inclined to co-ope-
rate. A resolution of thanks to Punch, and of hope that he would
continue his exertions for and among the Jews was carried, and the
meeting was broken up. .

A WASTE OF SYMPATHY.

UNCII has seen that much
Si'iierous sympathy lias been '' xccl|ent proprietor, tho E.uti, <>

or an unfortunate wWch 'has

""' Op a * v ' sit" rs

Cab-driver, "said" to have
been sent to prison for a
month for the offence of not
ha\ing live shillings iu his

One story is good

MARTIN IN JACK'S GOWN; OR, MAWWORM
AVJiLL ACTED.

THERE is no kind of man more delightful to meet with than a good
clergyman who is also a good fellow, and, moreover, witliin canonical
and decent limits a wag. Now, here is one sucli singularly pleasant

parson, writing, as a correspondent of the 7V///, thus :

"Sir, My attention lins junt been directed to an Advertisement in tho Timfs of the
llth iustant, inserted by ttie < < :orn]Mny, announcing an
excursion train for Sunday, the 17th instant, t.i Oxford, llanbiiry, Leamington,
Warwick, and concluding by saying, that 'the Warwick station is onl7 a shofl
distance from the rom.intic ruins of Kenilwurtli '

" This last sentriice is jin.bitlily only milled ;is :i bait to catch excursionists. It is

nil, therefore, that such and the public in general should know that thanks to its

>K CLAKI NIII.V -the romantic ruins of Kenilworth
pen to visitors im the S;iblKith an arrangement, I may add,
much to the morality and proper observance of the Lord's Day in

our parish.
" I remain, your obedient Servant,

"EDWAKD H. BARDLET WIUIOT,"
Vicarage, Kenilworth, July 18. Vicar of Kenilworth."

This is no jndaising Puritan, this .M it. WILMOT. This is no semi-
tili another is told ; but un- Christian nliiirisec, substituting for the broad phylactery the extensive
fortunately the police re- white choker highly starched; no fanatical sort of hybrid or mule,
porters tell so many stories,

t

taking most after donkey. No; our Reverend gentleman is a genial,
ilmost impossible to kindly priest, with a turn for playful irony in the spirit whereof he

keep pace with them. After
several columns of indigna-
tion more or less virtuous;

* J.K~ JM._. f

to the Times. He knows well enough bless him! that the
liberal EAKL OP CLARENDON would never have shut up

"
Kenilworth

Castle "
against the busy people, on the only day when there would be

than the usual quantity ol

gall iii^it; and after a tittle

energetic questioning in the
of Commons, the" plain

truth comes out that the Cab-
driver never said a word about
"not having five shillings/'
and consequently was not sent
to prison at all for his poverty,
but because he was convicted
of an overcharge, and because
he declined the test of actual
measurement which was off-

ered to him.
We make every allowance

for a reporter whose province
it may be to exaggerate goose-
berries, and give undue enor-

mity to cauliflowers for para-
graphical purposes, but it is

rather top hard of him to in-

dulge his imagination and
allow it to run riot in getting
up a monstrous case of

The affair has, perhaps, answered its pur-
igantic dimensions to a police report and
lalf-a-crown which would, if kept within the

commonplace limits of fact, have yielded scarcely a shilling; it has givenm
opportunity to

"
able editors

"
to write admirable leading articles

admirable in every respect but the foundation, which has unfortu-
latcly given way; and it has permitted vigilant Members of Parlia-
ncnt to show their vigilance, by asking the Home Secretary what he

about, and why he doesn't reverse a few magisterial decisions
ivery now and then, by way of keeping up the "independence" of
ne Bench and showing that he is not asleep in his office. So far as
my good may result from these things, the fictitious report of the Cab
:ase has answered its purpose ; but the only real advantage we can
ee in it has been gained by the Cabman, for whom subscriptions have
>ourcd m which have enabled him to pay his tine, and perhaps leaveum a handsome balance for future penalties. Whilst we firmly
>pposc the Cabman in all his delinquencies and they are not a few

linn only come forward with a real wrong, and he shall hare all the
jeneht of Punch's avenging baton.',

after the expenditure of a any use iifopening it to'tliem. 'He, to be "sure, is aware that the un-
rivulct oi ink, having more gracious deed has been perpetrated by some underling; some sancti-
rhfLTI rhn nnol n-nnn4-i4< nC , ,' T*. ,_/_ .1 . ..ii.J'i'.i _ 1 _1 1. _

magisterial oppression,
pose, for it has given
made that productive of

monious BAREBONTSS of a steward, or some methodistical old house-

keeper, to whom the "bitter observance of the Sabbath" is 'sweeter
than fees. Indeed, his use of the Jewish word Sabbath, in this con-
nexion, for the day which he calls below by its Christian name, allows
his real feeling as regards the matter to transpire. In feigning to
thank the excellent EAE.L OP CLARENDON for a miserable act ot bigotry,
he takes a funny way of letting the noble EABJ, know what a sectarian
ass some one of his servants has been making himself in the name, and
at the expense, of the reputation of his Lordship.
The conclusion of our Reverend humourist's epistle is capital. No

doubt such an arrangement as that of shutting up
"
a romantic ruin,"

a scene of picturesque and venerable beauty, replete with historical

associations of famous memory, suggestive of lofty and solemn thought :

no doubt the arrangement of closing such an objectionable place as this

on the Sunday, must have
"
added much to the morality and proper

observance
"

of that day in the parish, by tending considerably to
increase the congregation at the public-house.

Well off for Soap.

onflo?,?
e(1TC

ri
0f th red 'lction of

,

the SaP Duties, an eccentric

I 1\ ^ ps a smooth sharen lawn, has the lawn in front of
ins house lathered in order to be shaved.

LOVESUIT AND LAWSUIT.
-a man to

THE JOLLY OLD WATERMAN.
AND did you ne'er hear of a jolly old Waterman
Who at the cabstand used for to ply ?

He feathered his nest with the passenger's halfpennies,
Smoking his pipe, with a drop in each eye.

He looked so drunk yet stood so steadilv.
The drivers all nocked to his stand so readily ;

And he eyed the old rogues with so knowing an air,
For this Waterman knew they would cheat every fare.

What sights of gents drunk and incapable, very,
He 'd clean out so nice, and politely withal,

As he called the first cab, when the finely-dressed victims
Came staggering out from Crcmorne or Vauxhall,

And oftentimes would they be quizzing and queering,
And 'twas all one to TOM, all this chaffing and jeering :

.For laughing or chaffing he little did care,
For this Waterman wished but to rifle the fare.

And yet but to see how strangely things happen,
As he jogged along, thinking of nothing at all,

He was caught by a Cab Act so awfully stringent,"
That it caused all the tricks of the cab-stand to fall.

But would this old Waterman feel proper sorrow,
For all his old tricks, and turn honest to-morrow ;

And should this old Waterman act with more care,
He '11 be licensed, and never impose on a fare.

The American Cupid.
A YOUNG lady calls MR. HOBBS, CUPID, because CUPID is Love,

and Love, as the proverb says, laughs at locksmiths, and so does
Ma. HOBBS.

A CABMAN'S IDEA OP A FARE. A cheque on a Banker.
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PORTRAIT OF AN OFFICER IX THE BLUES.

CURE FOR THE CONSCIENCE MONEY MANIA.
REALLY the Conscience Money Mania is becoming quite a nuisance.

Every day, almost, the Times contains some such announcement
as this :

" The CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUEH acknowledges the receipt of half-notes value
15, for unpaid Income Tax."

A good healthy conscience is the noblest point- in the character of
that noblest work of creation an honest man. But a diseased con-
science is as bad as a rotten potatoe ;

it is worse than no conscience at
all: some degrees below mere dishonesty. This kind of conscience
makes people pay- omitted Income Tax. They shouldn't do so. It is

really quite immoral. The Income Tax is acknowledged to be an
imposition by GLADSTONE himself, insomuch tliat he has even made
arrangements for its cessation. That it never will cease, however

;

that it will be as perennial as evil in the abstract, or the Deuce him-
self, is feared by everybody except the jolly beggars, and those who arc
too ignorant and helpless, or too lazy, to earn liability to its infliction.

Any symptoms of acquiescence in it, of anything but dogged opposition
to

ij,
on the part of the public, will

infallibly encourage Chancellors
of the Exchequer to try and perpetuate it. To pay it voluntarily, to

pay it at all except under protest, to pay it under any circumstances
whatever but those of legal necessity, is to give Chancellors of the
Exchequer that encouragement : much more to pay it in a conspicuous
and ostentatious manner,' at beat of drum, so to speak, as the gentle-
man settles his

just accounts in A New Way to Pay Old Debts. And
this is encouraging the CHANCELIXDR OF THE EXCHEQUER to go on
cheating the nation, or rather cheating part of the nation, in order to
bribe the rest. It is being an accessary to the confiscation of one's
own property : to defrauding one's self : whereas, surely, if suicide is
the worst kind of murder, self-cozenage is the vilest sort of roguery.
Therefore, we argue that the conscientiousness that pays conscience
money on account of Income Tax is, as aforesaid, morbid

;
a diseased

bump, m phrenological language, which ought to be shaved, and have

<-

c
?i
put ji lt] or 'eccucs

>
or cupping glasses after scarification, to be

oilowed by a blister: recourse to these antiphlogistic measures being
combined with alterative and coolins medicines.

A GROSS IMPOSITION.

SnouiJ) the Corporation of London be
"
hauled over the coals

"
it

ill certainly be the heaviest burden that has yet been laid ou the uu-
lortunate coals m spite of what they already suffer

.
IMPORTANT TO MANUFACTURERS. The machinery of a cotton-mill

in general goes like clock-work, but this is not the case when the hands
strike.

THE GAME IN THE EAST.

OF all the games that e'er in the world of play were hit upon,
Since the ingenious

"
heads I win, and tails you lose," was lit upon,

Tlii> most winning game by far is that now played by the CZAR
With .France and England famous flats to try his wicked wit upon.

A Turkey is the stakes in the match
;
and who can wonder

That to the wily CZAR France, and England should knock under,
That the honour in their hand 'gainsf his tricks can never stand,
AY hen his game is all finesse, and theirs all revoke and blunder?

What marvel Trance and England each deal are looking graver ?

What marvel Russia's play grows more brilliant and braver?

AVhen, thanks to his strong club, 'ere the close of the first rub,

He 's the nine points of possession scored already iu his favour ?

When they lead off with a bow, he trumps it with a bluster ;

They come out, with a minister, he answers with a muster
;

When diplomatic right meets autocratic might,
The latter oft proves stronger, though the former may be juster.

Meanwhile no rook e'er plucked his pigeons with more suavity,
( )r pocketed his winnings with more self-denying gravity,
Or ever did express more acut.eness of distress

At the slightest hint of cheating, or any such depravity.

And throughout, it must be owned, he has shown the utmost patience
In entertaining any or all negotiations ;

liut we argue and he acts, till our words against his facts'

Eud in landing him across the Pruth, for further operations.

LOGIC FOR MR. LUCAS.

NUNS are, for the most part, ladies of extreme sanctity and purity
who educate large numbers of children, and do a great deal of good to

tiie poor.

Therefore, to institute any inquiry as to their liability, under existing

circumstances, to compulsory detention in their convents, to cruel

punishments under the name of penance, to coercion in regard to the

assignment of their properly, or any other species of constraint, ill-

usage, or duresse, at the hands of malicious, fanatical, or unscrupulous

superiors, and ecclesiastical governors, is unnecessary and inexpedient.

Table Turning Extraordinary.
'' DEAR PUNCH, FARADAY was regularly non-plusscd by experiments

at the Royal Agricultural Meeting at Gloucester. The President,

Vice-President, and Honorary Secretary caused to be placed before

them a large tub filled with three gallons of cream; the fingers of the

three gentlemen were placed upon the rim of the tub, and in about

lit'teeu minutes the cream began to move round until it became to/id

tii'-itcr! " A BLACK SPIRIT."

c'.ence among the Swains.

IF there were any truth in Spirit Rapping, we should be glad if the

ghost of any good old Brit i?h fanner would be so kind as to rap out its

ideas on the subject of an agricultural implement, for which a prize
has

been awarded by the Royal Agricultural Society, and which rejoices in

the name of a Dynamometer. Respecting this new-fangled invention,

however, it would not, perhaps, be correct to print all the expressions
which the worthy but possibly rather prejudiced spirit might
"
rap out."_.

JEWIS;I DISABILITIES!

TOM DUNCOMBE thanks his stars that the Jews never can come into

1'arliainenl, as it will be a matter of impossibility for them to

the immense quantity of tjammon there is in the House.

What "can" the Police be about?

A WRETCHED creature who hangs about the Punch Office thrust the

following indescribable piece of nonsense under the door :

''When is the weather favourable to Haymaking? When it
'

rains pitchforks.'
"

There ! and yet we pay a police rate of two shillings and twopence
in the pound.

A MISTAKE IN ALL THE MAPS.

WHATEVER geographers may say, in order that the combined fleets

may cuter the Dardanelles, they must get out of the Pacific

Jointed by W illiara Bradbury, of Ko. 13, Upper V.'oburn Finer, in the Parish of St. Pancrni, mil Fmirrii'k MuMctt EVRUS, of Nn 7, Church Row. Stoke Ncwinirtnn, hoth in the County of Middlevx, Printer-. < t tv j r
i Street, m the Precinct of WUIcfrian, in tue City ol London, and Published hv them at .No.hi, 1'leet Street, in the Parish of St. Bride'., in the City of London. SATUOOAT , July Kith.. PK.
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EFFECT OF THE CAB STRIKE. GOING TO THE OPERA IN

A WHEELBARROW.

THE LAMENT OF THE PORTSMOUTH
SLOPSELLER.

PRF.TTY Christianth! No war! Dey von't fight after all !

Pretty Christianth, nice Christianth. dese nations I call :

Dcy promith'd so fair to cut each others' throatsh,
And dey 're goin' to thettle de shquabble by notesh !

Not a goin' to fight ! and deir quarrel arose
About deir religionth not comin' to blows !

Dere never was Christianth behaved so afore,
But who 'a to depend on 'em now, any more ?

Hcre'th we bin' a goin' and thtockin' our thopth,"
And what shall we do now wid all dem old thlopl li

Uid which all our thelvth and our vindcrs is lilted

No war, nor no actionth, nor 110 theamcn killed '-i

Vat customers is dcrc dem vatcheth vill buy,
As ve 've got for the thailorth dem vatcheth t.o fry ?

Drni jewels, rings, thatins, and thilks, all in i ;<jre

Agin JACK with prizemoney comin' athore ?

And vcrc's all de monish ve thought good as made
In other thnmll vays of rethpectable trade,
Such as lodgin' and board for de tars to provide,
And p'raps a few thlight 'commodations bethide ?

Dcre 's JACOBTH a cryin', 'cause now lie von't get
JACK JUNK to run head over cars in his debt,
Vid his Vill and his Power, lest he shouldn't come back.

By vay of insurin' de life of poor JACK.

Vot a shame o' them Christianth our hopes to ecthitc,

And then for to cruth 'em, and not have no fight !

Just vcn as ve "d made up our mouths for the meat-
Pretty Christianth ! I thpose you don't call this no sheat f

The Bill of the Session.

A MORE important Bill than any which has been intro-

duced into Parliament this Sessi9n remains to be brought
forward. That is, the Bill of National Expenses, including
the baker's bill, which will have been incurred on account

of the paper war with Russia.

OUR HONEYMOON.

MONDAY, MAY 27, 18
"
TOM'S a good fellow," said FREDERICK, when he got to bed.

"
I don't want to hear anything of TOM now," said I

;
for suddenly

I felt as if I could have well, I don't know what
; but I did for the

minute almost hate the man.
"He goes very early to-morrow. By the first coach, love. I've

promised to see him oft'."
" How very kind of you, FRED

;

"
and I could dtnost have cried, he

seemed as if it was so easy for him to try to deceive me.
"
Going to

see him off? Then for it's very late
;
for my part, I thought the man

would never go then you'd better go to sleep, FRED ; that you may be

up. Otherwise you'll he very tired, dear; very tired.""
Think so ?

"
said FRED, trying to be cool : for I knew it was only

trying.
"
Think so ?

"
"
I'm sure so," said I, worried and restless and vexed : not that I

stirred.
"
Well, then, love, good night," said FRED."
Good night," said I, very short ; though 1 felt as if my heart would

break.

1 lay and listened, with the door-key under my pillow ;
and iry

pillow well under my shoulders. That key I was determined should
never leave me : I 'd make sure of that, and I grasped it to be certain
it was there. Then I listened again. He was not asleep ; I was sure
of that

; though he lay as still as any babv, and tried to seem asleep
Very well, thought I

; very well
; you shall not outwake me : no I'll

watch like any owl. At least like any guardian spirit.
And to think that FRED my own FREDERICK, with one heart

Del ween us, as he 's ho often said could lie there ; yes, by my very side,
and have a secret and keep it from me well, I did begin to think that
dear Mamma was right ; and I've heard her say she'd never trust dear
Papa further than she could see him not always that.
At la?t he slept. No ; he didn't. Well. I never thought he could

have such art. But perhaps he suspected my thoughts ; imagined I
was watching him ! When this entered my head, I determined to
aflect sleep myself; and so see which of us could do it the best.

So I settled myself and again being sure of the key ; yes, there it

was safe enough and began to appear to go to sleep. In a little

while, I had so beautifully deceived him that he was fast fast as a

church.

It couldn't have been above five minutes, but I had dozed off; and
woke with such a start ! Almost instinctively I placed my hand under
the pillow ;

the key was safe.

"What's the matter, LOTTY? Dreaming ? "said FITRD; for I

had either awakened him, or he was awake all the time. "What 's it

about ?
"
he asked.

"Nothing in particular," said I, "good night, love; or you '11 be
too late for MR. TRUEPENNY."
At the word, I thought I heard FRED sigh just gently sigh and

the sound went like a dagger through me !

And then what a dream I 'd had : and it couldn't have lasted above
three

certainly
not five minutes ! What a dream ! Such a confusion

of things ! I thought I still grasped the key, and it turned in my hand
to a pistol ! And then I thought I dropt it on the ground, and it went

hopping along like a grasshopper, popping and going off as it went.

Then I thought I was resolved FRED should not get up and go out
and then I suddenly found myself tying the sleeves of his shirt in double-

knots, and then emptying the water-jug into both his boots ! Then
1 thought I went through a church-yard, and saw that odious TRUE-
PENNY drest like a pantomime clown digging a grave ;

and as he

dug it, singing a song about spades being trumps. Then I thought
FRED was suddenly by my side, and that dreadful TRUEPENNY took up
a shovelful of earth, and was about to throw it, with a laugh, in the

face of FRED, when 1 I tried to scream, or did scream, and awoke !

Oh ! how I did wish we were well at home ! And how I did lie lie

upon thorns and listen for him to go well to sleep, that I might creep
out and learn everything of JOSEPHINE. And how I blamed myself
that, before I came to bed, I didn't go and hear all she had to say !

But then I was in such a flurry to have FRED all safe, and the key in

my own possession safe under my pillow and I thought he would
so soon go to sleep, and he hadn't ! Which made it plain to me that.

he had something on liis mind : and that something oh, how I did

abominate that MR. TRUEPENNY. No; I thought to myself as 1 lay

awake, waiting for FRED to go off, tliat is, if he was going to sleep at

VOL. xxv.
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all no : MR. TRUEPENNY : you never enter my house. You never

cross the threshold of the F"litch. A pretty friend indeed to take a

man out and that man newly married to be shot like a sheep ;
and

to leave a lonely, unprotected, broken-hearted
The bitter thought was too much for me, I wept in good earnest

;

but cried so quietly I was almost choked for fear FKED, for he was
not asleep, should near me ! Oh, and again and again 1 thought, if

ever we do get home ! What a home I'll make it ! And still and 1

was sure of it still he was awake.
And then I thought, suppose he should not go to sleep at all. Sup-

pose he should get up and well, no matter
;
I was resolved : I'd get

up with him. I'd go with him. I'd cling to him. I'd never leave

Kim. I'd call assistance, constables
And now it was broad daylight, and yes, surely, he was asleep ? I

listened
;
and 1 couldn't be mistaken : no, I was sure he slept. And

then I rose gently very, very gently to look, and yes, he was in a

deep sleep. His face that beautiful face was wlu'te, white and
hushed and still <>s marble! Oh, how much 1 seemed to learn

how much moie to live in that minute looking, looking and he
all the time as if there was some dreadful story under that deep
stillness !

I rose quietly as possible ; hardly breathing. But still he slept 1

was sure of that. I took the key from under my pillow. Oh, that
dreadful lock ! It was old and rusty, and began to creak and squeak ;

and 1 holding my breath, and almost standing upon my tiptoes trying
to turn the key. At last, with a gratinz noise the lock turned. I

passed he was still asleep. I opened 1 he door ; and was about to pass
to JOSEPHINE'S, when something whispered me, lock the door again.
I did so

;
for I couldn't be too sure. So 1 locked the door that

casket-door, as I thought for FRED lay sleeping.

1'ortuuately, JOSEPHINE'S door was unlocked; though I had not
time to speak of it at the moment, not but that the thouaht struck me
at the very instant though how a young woman could go to bed
without double-locking her door I couldn't understand, although on
second thoughts perhaps she had left it open for me and JOSEPHINE
fast asleep. Fast ! in fact, as I said, anybody that is, any robber

might have come in and stripped everything, and she been none the

wiser. At last, by nudging and shaking 1 woke her.
" Murder !

"
she half-cried ; but I put my hand before her mouth.

"
Silence ! you foolish creature ! You needn't cry out so ! It 's

only"-" La !

"
said the girl ;

"
I was dreaming ; and you did a little startle

me. 1 thought it was I rue."
_"

Now, JOSEPHINE ! what is it ? I mean about your master "-

"It wasn't him 1 was dreaming on, Ma'am," cried the creature.

"I should think not, indeed," said I. "Dream of your master ! Like

your impudence ! But what I want to know is all, all you know."
" La ! Ma'am !

"
cried the stupid girl, rubbing her eyes, and

yawning frightfully."
I mean that note you left on my dressing-table !

"

"Oh! "
she exclaimed, as though at last she was thoroughly awake.

"
Oh, ma'am, be sure you don't let master get up. Put your arms

round his iieck, it' you almost choke him but don't let him get up.""
Why not ?

"
1 cried.

"He's going to fight; with pistols. One of that is, I've been
told all about it

;
but not time enough to tell you. Master would have

fought yesterday, only it was Sunday, so he went to church inster d.

Mil. TRUEPENNY has come, like a friend, all the way from London, to

see fair play ;
rut don't you let him get up, Ma'am, pray don't

"

"Fight! And with wliom ':

"'

"
Don't know exactly, Ma'am ;

but that doesn't matter. One may
be as bad as another. But you 're sure master's safe, for he was to

go out early, as 1 In
"
I 've lacked the door

; and he shall not stir. If he attempts it, I '11

raise the house !

"
said I.

"
Do, Ma'am," cried JOSEPHINE, "and I '11 help you."

I returned to my apartment with new resolution. I "unlocked the

door; crept into the room, and without looking again locked i>
;

taking out the key, and hugging it close, I stept softly towards the bed.

FREDERICK was not there ! I looked round the sash was raised.

He had escaped through the window.
All I know is, I gave a shriek and fell fainting upon the bed !

THE WOMAN'S ELEVATION LEAGUE.

HE March of Intellect will

eventually stride onwards
in

"
seven-leagued boots,"

for there is every now and
them some new league claim-

ing to give a forward impetus
to humanity. The last new
league is calculated to carry
us many miles in advance of

everything we have yet ap-
proached, for it is no other
than a

"
Woman's Elevation

League." Every league <>f

this description contains se-

veral acres commonly called

wise-acres and though no
names are given in the

"
pros-

pectus," we dare say we
should meet with several
"old familiar faces," if we
could fall in with the com-
mittee, and that we should

recognise among the mem-
bers not a few of those pro-
fessed friends of

"
progress,"

, ,,
who are always making a

ot something or other, and eventually falling out among themselves in the
name ot universal harmony." The "

Woman's Elevation League
"

professes of
course to give Woman a tremendous hoist in one shape or another. We confess
that our own ideas of the Elevation of Woman are not particularly definite, but are
jvidcd between MADAME POITEVIN in a balloon, and MADEMOISELLE GELLINI
making her terrific ascent" at Cremorne to the top of a pasteboard tower
amidst a brilliant display of lireworks." Possibly this is not the sort of

elevation contemplated by the
"
league

"
in question for the female sex, though

i evidently designed to place Woman occasionally at the top of a poll ;
for it is

contempla eel that she jhall take her seat in Parliament. We have been in the
habit ot thinking that women are very well as they are, but the "League" is

;
rsirous of makjag her a doctor, a trader, an artist, a politician, and a minister.
Hie League thinks she docs not "

embrace
"

half enough; but we are modestly of

closlTasi )ossib7

maU S cmbriu:es should be confijied to her own family circle as

It would be impossible for any
"
League," however purely benevolent its objects

Tiayjie,
to proceed without subscriptions, and accordingly all ladies who wish to

e requested to scud "one shillin-" as a preliminary step towards
get "elevated

the happy state alluded to. Any lady may, however,
become qualified for

"
elevation

"
for life by a contribution

of five guineas a sum so large, that we think lew women
who take a sober view of matters in general will like to

part with it. We have reasons of our own for thinking
that the

"
elevation

"
of Woman would be a dangerous step,

for a woman when once
"
put up

"
is not easily put down

again.

THE KENSINGTON BUS-MEN.

IT would be a great convenience to the public if some-

body would undertake the task of issuing a daily guide to

apprise us of the fluctuations in the fares of a Kensington
Omnibus. The price of shares, and the value of tlie funds
are steadiness itself to the ups and downs of the fares

demanded by the Kensington conductors, who frequently

vary one hundred percent, from the morning to the after-

noon in their claims on the pockets of passengers. We can

compare the fluctuations of the Kensington fares to nothing
but the diiily changes in t he price of fish or other perishable
commodities. On the dav of the Cab strike the Kensington
and other Bus-men brought out their fares at much higher

quotations ;
but the public kept aloof, and very few pas-

sengers were
"
done at the increased prices. It is some

satisfaction to feel that after October these
"

tricks upon
travellers" by the savage Bus-men of the West will he

impossible, as the Police Commissioners will fix the fares,

and one may then leave home in the morning with some
coiifi tciice that after having paid a fair price to go into town,
it will not be necessary to pay double the sum to get
back again, by the same conveyance.

A Cool Bog.
GENERAL Fox complains to the Times that the Great

Northern refused to forward a setter, which he wished to

send to Newcastle-on-Tyne, unless the dog was packed
in a hamper. This precautionary stipulation, i hough
rather vexatious, was not unreasonable, perhaps, in the

dog-days : but when the Company required that the (log

should be packed in a hamper, they n.ightas well have also

insisted on having him packed in ice.

PEDESTRIANISM EXTRAORDINARY. The Cab Strike was
no joke, although it was all WALKER.
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THE NEW CAB ACT,

f

ADB FOR THE BETTER
REGULATION OF I'hll-

SON.S WHO HIDK IN

CABS, AND FOR THK
BETTER I'llOT!

OF THOSE WHO DRIVE
THEJI.

(Being the kind of Act
t/tal < 'it/iiiina. would
wish to /tape.)

ThisBiliwill shortly
be printed. The fol-

lowing arc some of
ils most important
provisions :

The Cabman shall

lm\e the option of

,ting a lare or

and he in

, precisely as he
likes. If he has tra-

velled a lorn; distance,
(hen IK; is to have the power of cliarging according 1o the number of miles, but, if he has only

:i short journey, and has taken a tout; tiii.e in going over it, in that case the Cabman
is to lie allowed the

|
rivil ^e of chargiiu by the hour.

Any i.'abman, fancying he lias gone quite far enough and Cabmen know best for them-
selves how far thcv can go may suddenly stop, and insist upon his fare alighting, no matter .

nee i I e [alter may be from his (lest inal ion.

The rale i.f -peed in be regulated by the Cabman himself, as it depends entirely upon what '

kind i f horse he h i lid her he has engaged his fare by time or dista

In 1 1 i the iare making any complaint, or neglecting to pay at once the full snm
demanded of him, the Cabman is empowered to drive him to the nearest station-house, and
to have the matter investigated. It in the wrong, the Cabman may have him fined for

incivility, the penalty whereof shall be a sum not exceeding five pounds, and not less than
five shillings; or, at the discretion of the magistrate, imprisonment, with or without hard
labour, in the House of Correction, for a term not less than two calendar months.

Any person refusing to give his card, or to be quietly carried to the station-house, or

convicted of having used insulting or disrespectful language against a Cabman, to be liable to
j

a heavy tine, not exceeding 50, one-half ofwhich is to go to the QUEEN, and the other half
to the Cabman, or an imprisonment as above; and the person so condemned is further to
find two sureties to keep the peace for six months.

Any pei son convicted of two such offences is to be deprived for ever of the privilege of

riding in a public cab.

The rate of payment to be two shillings for the first mile, and as much as the Cabman likes
to charge for every mile after that.

The above rate to be materially increased, if a person is going in a hurry to a railway, or is

returning home late at night, and also on all special occasions, such as QUEEN'S Birthdays,
Easter and Whitsun Mondays, Horticultural and Botanical Fete days, and all illumination

nights, and likewise at. all times when it should happen to be hailing, snowing, or raining.
In the event of a dispute as to distance, the ground to be measured at the expense of the

'ii disputing the Cabman's word, and a sum of two pounds to be paid into Court as a
guarnntce tor the result thereof.

Clause the Thirteenth enacts that, in all matters of dispute, whether the Cabman shall be
proved to be right or

wronjj, he is to be paid his expenses, and a certain sum, not less than
li\e -hillings, for his 1< ss ot time.

Every person, beyond two, to be charged at the rate of a separate fare.

Luggage to be charged according to weight, at the same rates demanded by the Parcels'

Delivery Company.
Back Fare to be paid on all occasions, and to be doubled after twelve o'clock.

By the next Clause it is enacted, that ladies are to be charged one-half as much again as

gentlemen (this clause has been objected to as being rather stringent, and oppressively
severe, but when it is considered the trouble that ladies give, and how they always object to

pay what a Cabman asks of them, and how they always keep the Cabman waiting, with their
useless arguments and frivolous complaints, it is but right that the Cabman should be protected
against all such contingencies, and be allowed something extra for his unfeeling waste of time).

Baiiies, if taken, to be charged each as a separate fare, or else weighed as luggage,
according to the option of the Cabman.

In no case is the fare to have the power of appeal against the Magistrate's decision.
There are several minor clauses, but we think we liave shown enough of the NEW CAB

ACT to prove that if only one-half of it is carried out, we shall have not only the Cabmen
better protected, but also a better and more respectable class of riders iu cabs.

OUR MUDDY METROPOLIS.
LORD PALMERSTON at a recent City dinner

good-hiunouredlv twitted the Corporation on
their dirt, and playfu ly threw the Thames in Ilie.

fare of the citizens. The Home Secretary,
a pleasant nrxture of urbanity and satire, eu-

d the aid of the Londoners in cousin

their own smoke, and absorbing their own mud,
with a view to tl <u of their own rixi-r.

\\ e suppose his Lordship fancied I he City Cor-

poration might correct the City dirt ;
a-

poison is said to dispel another, on the pri
1

cipje
of similia simili!iu.i. We fear I he ll<

tary fails to see with his usual clearnr-- \\\,.

looks at. tin' Thames as a sort of mirror which is

only labouring undt" arj obfuscaiiou,
but, which is ea] able of being restored to

lucent, state which, according to the p

formerly belonged to it. The Thames is o:

those enormities which none of us can ever

hope to see to the botto

TurCAHALISTIC NUMBER. This number is 6, with a small "d" placed on the right
hand side, over the top of it ; meaning that the price for riding in a Cab is now Sixpence
a mile.

! LATEST FROM THE CAPE. A proposal has been under consideration in the magnetic
circles here, to iorm an expedition lor the purpose of moving Table Bay.

BEWARE! BEWARE! BEWARE!
(lleiinj Ihf J'.'si" ri'-nce of a, very Old J/UM.)

BBWAKE of listening to a man who says lie

"will not detain you live minutes."
Beware of purchasing wine at, an auction,

which is described as
"

l::i of a

nobleman who has gone to the
(': nt:i

Beware, if you are in a hurry, of getting into

an empty omi.ibu-.

Beware of a shop that deals in
" Awret

FAILUKKS !"
Beware of mentioning the name of Ireland

in the presence of an Irishman.

Beware of interfering in any quarrel more
particularly a matrimonial one.

Beware of marrying a woman who has
"
great

expectations."
Beware of short cuts, when you are travelling ;

of playing with a man who knows a trick or two
at cards ; of buying a horse of a friend

;
of

living near a firework-gallery ; above all, beware
of putting your name on a stamped piece of

paper, as much as you would beware of steel-

traps and spring guns, or of putting your fingers
in the fire.

ROSES OF SHARON FOR AUSTRALIA.

WE are pleased to learn that MBS. CHISHOLM
(she is to have a formal interview of HER

MAJESTY, we understand, before departure) is

about to take in her own ship, the Caroline

Chitholm, no less than twenty young maiden

Jewesses, resolved to emigrate to Australia for

the noblest and most humanising of purposes.
These damsels should matrimony be their fate

have every hope that they shall be enabled to

win their gold digging husbands from an un-

ceasing pursuit of the root of evil, teaching
them that, after all, gold is only the dross of

life, and that there is nothing like virtuous love

ana contented povert y . These young enthusiasts

have made quite a sensation in the Minories;
and one speculative Hebrew has already offered

them very handsome terms to exhib'it them-
selves. Several entire Jewish families have

already emigrated to the diggings. None of

them, it, was observed, had pickaxes; but all

had scales.

A Coagulated Horde.

IN connexion with the Eastern question, it

may be remarked that the Kurds appear to be
a very savage, murderous race

;
and i uat Kurds

like these can hardly be supposed to be made
of the milk of human kindness.

THE HEIGHT OF IMPOSSIBILITY (AT PRE-

SENT).
" To make hay while the sun shines."
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A SON AND HEIR.

Son and Heir.
" How MANY OF us ARE THERE ? WHY, IF YOTJ COUNT THE GIRLS, THERE ARE Six BUT SOME PEOPLE DON'T

COUNT THE GIRLS. I'it OXE,"

THE CABMAN AND HIS GOOD AND EVIL
REPORT.

THE Reporter of the celebrated Bow Street Cab Case has writ) on to

tlie Times and to us (our letter is sealed with
tke_

official seal of the

Court) to contradict the contradiction which was given in the House of

Commons to his report of the case of PHILLIPS the cabman, who would
not or cpuld not put down five shillings for measuring the distance of

a fare with respect to which he was charged with an overcharge.
The Reporter appeals to our sense of justice a tribunal to which

nobody ever appealed in vain- but we cannot see that any injustice
has been done, and therefore the appeal can only meet with a dismissal.

The Reporter and the Magistrate are at issue in tiieir statements of

what took place, but the former's contradiction of the latter had not

been published when our article was at press ; and, had it been, we
certainly see no reason why we should believe one party to the discredit

of the other. That reporters are fallible we know by the frequency
with which their inaccuracies are corrected : and we fear the Eeporter
in question is capable of making a mistake, for he informs us that
"
years ago

"
his

" Bow Street reports led to the dismissal of a very

incompetent magistrate
"
(which may he possible),

"
and to the appoint-

ment of MR. HENRY as his successor," which is utterly incredible. We
need not waste words in pointing out the absurdity of the assumption
that the report of what was being done by a magistrate at one court,
could in the smallest degree conduce to the appointment of any other

magistrate, though the publicity given to any improper acts of the former

might lead to his dismissal.

In conclusion, we have only to say that the Magistrate gives
one version of the affair, and the Reporter gives another. Neither

magistrates nor reporters are infallible, and we must therefore leave

the public to decide for themselves which of the two has, on this occa-

sion, been accurate. The Reporter lays some stress and with some
show of reason on the alleged fact, that his statement of the case is

supported by a note in the minute-book kept by the clerk, and pried
into, as it seems, rather unceremoniously by the Reporter ; but if a

magistrate is liable to err, it is possible that his clerk may be capable ot

error. Having performed an act of justice, by recording the protest

of the Reporter against the impeachment of his accuracy, which we

noticed last week, we have done with the subject.

A learned Assistant Judge, while trying a boy tor stealing a pudding,

summed up thus : "Here's the pudding; up pops the boy, off goes

the pudding, and after him goes the policeman. You've got the boy,

the pudding, and the policeman before you, and now, Gentlemen of the

Jury, consider your verdict." in like manner, we say to the public,
" You have got the report, the Reporter, and the Magistrate before you ;

therefore, Gentlemen of England, consider your verdict."

BAD BEER WITH A GOOD NAME.

PROM the report of a recent case in the Rolls Court, it appears that,

some rogues have been putting damaged Prestonpans Ale into bottles

labelled with the names of MESSRS. BASS and MESSRS. ALLSOPP, and

selling the stuff under these false titles "at fairs and races We
suspect that this trick is too common. You meet, occasionally, with

beer thus labelled, bv which, no doubt, those firms are libelled ;
for it

is a libel on respectable brewers to impute bad beer to them : and the

sort of bitter beer we allude to is bitter bad. We call it beer, mdeecf ;

but we no more believe that it is made of malt and hops than that it is

brewed by ALLSOPP or by BASS, whose names appear on the bottles it

is sold in, but, to give a correct idea of their contents, ought to be

altered to BASE and ALLSLOP.

"Time was made for Slaves."

THE present policy of NICHOLAS is an illustration of the truth of

this. For all he wants for Russians is time ;
a commodity that our

Cabinet seems disposed to allow any quantity of.

SHEAK IMPUDENCE. Following from street to street a poor

foreigner with a long beard, and persecuting him to buy a pair of razors.



THE DISTANCE TO DOWNING STREET.
D-s-li. "HOW EAU TO DOWNING STREET?"

Rssll. "WELL, SIR, JWiL.FIND IT A LONG WAY ROUND."

AUGUST G, 1S53.
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THE UNPBOTECTED FEMALE IN WANT OF

A CAB.

SCEXE. The Great Western Railway Station on the morning of

Wednesday, July Wth. A Train has just arrired, bringing, inter

alios et. ali;is, THE UNPROTECTED FEMVLE, icith her usual moderate

, atwm*lafa tf htgcag,cc -trunk
| ^ualnull . ^^ L ,uu , , U z.

.

/// bratt-lettered, and fling appliance in
Jf

-

/y has
-

( depotitf
,, , f/e in a

the tray <f handles; a cubical black boj- ictth a convex top very reiteraled threats of legal vengeance on the Ct

aid to gire tnty < like its unstress) on sltiiht >, and trust- ow '

s!rreeus?
rh fur support ton net-work i,f knotted cordage;

an oblutuj contrivance of wicker-work anil > a chicken-

basket i>i a tarpaulin overcoat; a jloirer-pot, rith a balsam in full
t uuman ,, .

,

bl,,to ; a basket, much too small far Uf
vorh ; ft /"'reels, accolnlllo(]u , j(m'-Six|>chce a mib-ho !

of respectable ritMWMM and urMulaf torn, tm tm*> paper, ,./ nl feiKeteen ( poin ting ( a wheelbarrow,
> n ,/eirspnper. and the fourth uotrtly MAM tip '" huckaback ;

,ye stone bottle of re;> I ketchup ; a pair of strong

shoes, icliich hiicing obstinately /<///// > i-n^-r the hinr-tnink, hate

the desolation they have made. A miscellaneous collection of vehicles

if till r/'-trri/i/ini/.i is niiiili/ endeavouring f" *"/>pl.y the place if Cabs,
and an impression is being slowly made on the piles of luggage. The

include most things on wheels from a cottermongrr's
truck with the smallest of donkey*, to a buttered old Sheriff's

carriage drawn by two large cart-horses. Chaff abounds, as might be

expected.

Cabman in Box Coat (To TXDHJXAXT GF.NTI.EMAN, who with muck

costermonger's cart, after

Company). Olio! Guv'nor
ow 's preens P

[INDIGNANT GENT retorts by a withering look, but wisely abstains

fl'I'M II fl'l'lll.

Cabman (in fustian jacket and ditto). Here's your hout-an-hout

to trhieh is con-

signed t Itf I'tir/gage of a despairing ninth: r, including three babies). Hall

alive, oh ! nlive, oh ! Pen ny win kies hall alive, oh !

, Cabman (in dress coat, with straw-band to his hat). Wot '11 yon take
been bruiujht up by hand ; au a,,ed, b />' >>isice, carpet-bag, for the babbies Mann '^

'/; its contents ; n &MM*-tai md an umbrella, with a Waterman (in clogs and maudlin). Ax MUSTER FlTZBOY to stsp up,
parasol n,id 11 camp-stool. As the .v. , ,.,,is liiu UNPROTECTED some on yer, and look at this 'ere.

in dixrorcreil in the act of redaiiniiuj and yitthering about her, milt
Chorus of Cabmen (with prolong

h'r utuai '/itirnctedness, these her
tjoods_

and chattels, <M
they

are
Satirical Cabman (to ARISTOCRATIC OLD GENTLEMAN, who has just

prolonged howl of execration). Y a
/ Ktva i* 1 ;t l -,;,ies er Satirical Cabman (to ARISTOCRATIC OLD GENTLEMAN, who as

the Luijijage-l an, in I la crowd of all ages, Bended a small, but highly unctuous butcher's cart, in a state of
sexes, and conditions, occupied in tie same icay. Ihe fan**

centrated bitterness). Heasy over the stones with that 'ere cat's-

Old Gentleman (starting vp in the carf). What's that

,
. ---. -.-- , ixntrated bitterness)

hare an embarrassed air, and not a Cab is to be seen on the fitana.
jjujcuer

Sharp-witted Passengers, who hace rushed off to secure "first Cab"
j Arist<n

stand bewildered on the edge of the Platform. Ladies are huddled you Mack-mard ?

<ty together, ruefully turveying their baggage Indignant
J

Chorus of Cabmen Cat's-meat cat's-meat !

indiviil muff questions ; and the possession of every inch,

of room in tiro fortunate Omnibuses is being fiercely contested,

with very little regard to the route about to be taken by these vehicles.

con-

t's-meat,

/i/r/t,/iiin/! (,'1',/fli'nian (who has a habit of constituting himself the
l j> _! Tl > /- *. - ._\ XT_ /"1_1 I TJ-ll I C. n :

to say.

Hopeless Lady (teho has a happy faculty of seeing the worst at a

glance). Oh ! I was sure something aWdM would happen.
/'/ ntleman. Cabs struck? What the devil! eh d'ye

mean to u-ll me struck !

Officer. Not a Cab to be had all over London !

Indignant Gentleman (whom the unhappy passengers hare already begun
to look up to, so imposing is his manner). Here 's a pretty state of

thin.ss the blackguards! But they're punishable. They're bound
to ply for hire it 's illegal.

Officer. Can't sav, Sir. But they 've done it, any way.

[INDIGNANT GENTLEMAN delivers a withering Philippic against the

in general, and MR. FITZKOY in particular, which is to letntn the sticks .

respectfully received by the Passengers, but Joes not excite much tne_nower-pot r

attentionfrom the Railway Officials, whom h threatens violently

Practical Man (teho has hitherto said nothing, but heard everything,
to a Porter). Can I get a man to carry my luggage ?

\st Porter. We '11 carry on it all outside the Station, Sir ; there 's

men there

2nd Portrr (shouldering a mountain of Portmanteaus}. And wehicles

3rd Porter (upheaving a similar load, and half to himself). Sich as

they is.

[The Porters hate by this time arrived at the luggage of THE
UNPROTECTED, who still sits as if crushed by the blow.

Cheery Porter. Now, v arm
; jes sit up off the trunk, will ye

The Unprotected (suddenly awaking to a sense of her desolation). Oh!
where ?

Cheery Porter. Anyvheres, ma'am ; only let me ketch a hold. Now,
JEM.

[Her luggage is appropriated by the united efforts of two Porters,
who are bearing it off.

Unprotected Female (vaguely following and clutching at the load).
Oh ! but where to ? \ou never can it's to 38, Great Coram Street
and there 's bottles in the bag, by the name of JOXES. Oh please
couldn't you

Cheery Porter. All right, 'M. You '11 p'raps get a trap outside.
Tliis way, Ma'am it 's all right.

SCENE rhaxys to exterior of Station. Here the full extent of the

Metropolitan calamity is apparent. Amidst the stranded packages of
the day's arrivals, are seen heaped together the exhausted Passengers
sitting, lying, or standing about, among, and 'ipon them, like ship-
tendctdtt '

the dAri* of a lee-shore. Crowds of Cabmen,
in various stages of intoxication, are gathered together , triumphing in

_____ .

[THE ARISTOCRATIC OLD GENTLEMAN retires from He unequal

contest, and allows his pride tofull with hisfortunet.
Driver of Butcher's Cart. Whereto, Sir?

Aristocratic Old Gentleman. 115, Eaton Square. No
stop

at IKK
Satiric Cabman. Mind you ring the hairy bell, old feller Cat's-

meat !

Bitter Cabman. And mind yer, if he stops to call at the Pallis, it 'a

sixpence for hevery kervarter you waits Butcher.

Chorus of Cabmen (saluting the departure of the butcher's cart}. Ya
a ah ! Cow Cross Sharpe's Alley ! Ya ah !

[At this moment appears the Luggage of TTTE UNPROTECTED,
followed by her disconsolate self'. She is hailed by the Cabmen.

\st Cabman. Olio Marm you 've forgotten your pattings.
' Cabman. And there ain't no Cabs 'acos we're a takin' it hairy-

stercratic, we are !

Cheery Porter (tumbling down the luggage). Now Ma'am if you
look sharp you'll soon get a carriage 1 dessay.

Unprotected Female. Oh, but could n't you help
me if you please !

1st Cabman (delighted with her distress). Here s fumitur ! 1 irst floor

What d'ye ask a week, Marm for the use of

D UUWGi-yvl/ :

Unprotected Female. Oh how can you man ? Oh will somebodyin u'HI to it j rum me I\MIUVUU lywicratJ, WHUUI ttc (/c(.ro t(Vicny - -r-
, . V,* m^r\ I n o^ j. i_ 41 f T

.Joges to a large amount. THE UNPROTECTED FEMALE, caU something It's 38, Great Coram Street, by the name of JONES-

who has heard the preceding dialogue, seems stupefied. She has and I
Jl pay anything !

not uttered even a cry or an exclamation, but sits helpless and ;

Bitter Cabman Oh, no you must n't go out o the Hact ! Sixpence

hopeless, amidst a barricade of her luggage.
a mile and no back tare that s the ticket !

3rd Cabman. Wans kept and goods carefully removed !

Treacherous CabauM (in a tone ofpretended sympathy). There you arc,

Marm !

Unprotected Female. Oh thank you where ?

Treacherous Cabman (culling a water-cart which is laying the dutt).

Here, Force-pump lady to take hup !

Satiric Cabman. And a reasonable quantity of luggage wide the hact !

Unprotected Female (simply). Oh but I can't ride in a water-cart !

Satiric Cabman. Thort you might like it this 'ot weather, Marm.
Polite Cabman. So werry refresliin' and you looks 'eated, Marm.

Unprotected Female. Oh if you wouldn't

Polite Cabman. Could I hoffer hany refreshment, Marm.
Treacherous Cabman. A little 'ot heel-soup, Marm or a penn'orth o

winkles !

Unprotected Female. Oh if it was only a -wheelbarrow !

[The UNPRI .TECTED sinks in despair upon the pile. The Cabmen sur-

round her in fierce exultation. Crowdt of wrecked passengers
and piles of luggage slowly accumulate around her, and gra-

dually conceal herfrom the eye. Afeeble plaint is occasionally

heard to ascendfrom the recesses of the heap. SCENE closes.

A COUP DE SOLEIL. The most remarkable illustration of "high
Art," is presented by the Sun in his character of a Photographist ; and
indeed he may be regarded as par excellence the rising artist of the day.

WANTED (during the Cab-strike), A ROOMV WHEELBARROW,
capable of accommodating a Memher of Parliament on the rising of the House.

Address, CULOMEU SiBiuosr. No Free-Trailer need apply.
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A NEW CHAPTER IN THE ROMANCE OF KING ARTHUR.

Shotting how the Round Table moved of its own accord, and of the terrible Adventure of the Rapping Spirits, and how SIR LANCELOT took

i Aim the quest of a Medium.

Thus in Camelot around the great loo table in the hall

Just thrice fifty knights were daily ranged by KATE the Senesclu.l,
Whilst KING ARTHUR in the centre of the table took his seat,
That lie might the better notice if his knights were off their meat.

LORDINGS, who a milder folly than your fathers knew have found.

And, where thev liad pushed the bottle, only push the table round
;

Gentle (ay, and simple) Ladies, who, when Rapping Spirits come
To relieve the weary, dreary tedium of the rout or drum,

Rapt in admiration listen, half in wonder, half in fear,

Lest there should be "something wicked
"
mingled with a sport so dear;

Sages, who, with show cf reason, 'gainst all reason can discourse

Of ideo-motor systems, motive wills, and vital force
;

Dupes of every age and rlimr, whate'er vour station, sex, or years,

Lend me all your strength of credence, all your wondrous length of ears,

Whilst of things lhat in the old time in KING ARTHUR'S court bcfe!,

Till his very table moved, a veritable tale I tell.

Good KING ARTHUR had a custom, whence he swerved not in the least,

That the morn should bring the tourney, and the noon should bring
the feast,

For he knew his knights, aye ready for (he ba'tle or the board,
Were as prompt with knife' and cleaver as with battle-axe and sword,
"With the same good will would carve a haunch and cut a foeman down,
And with equal satisfaction crack a marrow-bone or crown ;

'Twas a sultry day in summer : e'en the castle's massive walls

Could not, keep the heat from out the lofty corridors and halls :

Open were the doors ai'd windows (partly for the sake of air,

Partly that the baser people might behold them dining there,
For in high baronial state but little pleasure would there be
If a crowd of reverential paupers were not there to see),

And the sunlight pouring through them, on the shining armour gleamed,
Gleamed on all the banners bright that over every chieftain streamed,
Gleamed upon the golden flagons, and the monarch's flashing sword
Laid before him, and his silver beard down flowing on the board.

Floating in there came a murmur, of the trees that whispered near,
Of the river babbling to the reeds in accents low but clear,
Of the birds, and of sweet silver voices from the green alcove,
Where GINEVRA and her maidens prattled of their champions' l.vc.

Silent were the knights, and in that happy meditative mood,
Which au ample meal induces, each his brother warriors viewed,

Or with smiles and winks would bid them listen to the nasal tune
Of the King, who dozed

"
his custom always of an afternoon."

Thus they sat, and each upon the table laid his brawny hand,
Idly musing, till SIR Ton, the youngest of the mighty band,
Crying,

"
Why, the table 's moving !

"
pressed against SIR DINAPAN

Sitting next him, and impelled him gently towards the good KING B.vx.
BAN on BORS, and BORS on PELLES, PELLES on Sm GAB.ETH leant ;

GARETH, bending over GAWAIN, GAWAIN over TRISTREM bent ;

Thus as each, from each escaping, other upon other drove,
All, in what logicians call a vicious circle, 'gan to rove.
And the table, twirling with them, seemed to each excited mind,
Though they pushed it on beside them, to be leaving them behind.
Fast and faster flew the table

; faster every champion flew,
Till the swords, the helms, the banners, flagons, dishes, faces too,
Merged in one vast whirling bpdv, many-lined and globiform,
(Like an old Cartesian.whirlwind, or a rotatory storm),
With KING ARTHUR in the ceatre, twirling in his royal chair,
And his great beard like a pennon streaming on the troubled air.

So till now they had been whirling, puffing, stamping, night and day ;

But SIR ECTOB
tripping, stumbled suddenly on proud SIR KAYE :

As the first impulsive push went, so the fall went circling round,
'

Till the knights, each prone on each like cards, lay panting on the
ground."

Certes !

"
said the good KING ARTHUR, soon as ho had breath to

speak,
And had wiped the dust from off liis draggled beard and pallid

cheek,"
Certes ! These be great adventures, such as I remember not,

Ever sincj the death of MERLIN, to have come to Camelot ;

One 'Seat Perilous
'
he fashioned, when he framed this board for me

;

But, if thus it takes to moving, perilous each seat will be.

Doth its wild unwonted motion then portend some dire mishap ?

Doth some hidden danger threaten to our crown:1" A sudden rap
Low but clear within the wall the monarch's wise discourse broke down,
Saving, plain as rap could say, "A raj) is threatened to thy crown."
"
Perdy !

"
said the startled monarch.

" What strange visitant thus
shocks

All our ears at such a moment ? It must be the ghost of
" Knocks

Two or three upon the wall came, ere
"
of MERLIN," he could say.

Then SIR LANCELOT stepped before him, as the echoes died awav.
"
If a knight should fly from knocks, 'twould surely be a parlous shame,""

Said he.
"
Wherefore to accomplish this adventure I shall claim.

I will take my horse and spear and journey down to Caer Lud,
Where 'LINETTE, the damsel sauvage,'

* dwells beside the Fleet's clear

flood
;

All the meaning of this marvel she shall tell, and let me see
All the glories of the future, and the wonders that shall be.

Ho ! Sir Butler, bring me quickly four men's shares of wine and meat,

That, as much as may suffice me for my journey, I may eat."

Seemed to him, as forth he journeyed, that the laud was passing

_ strange ;

Was it sooth, or was it glamour that had worked so great a change ?

For the moorland and the woodland, where with horse, and hound, and
horn,

He had chased the boar and aurochs, glowed with summer's ripening
com

;

At the well known fording-places stately bridges stemmed the tide,

Turnpikes, 'stead of knights or giants, barred his way on either side ;

Feeble women, damp and dingv, for a trifle came to show
All the ruins of the castles he had kept with many a blow ;

* This historical personage was apparently the first landlady of the Belle Sauvogc.
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And where cross-roads met, and where the best adventures once bad

been,
Whitewashed sign-posts bade him f urn to Frogmore Pound, or Pogis

I 1 reen.

Now anil then athwart liis eourse came, with a rumble and a scream,
(irveii and golden creatures, glaring fierce, and breathing fire and

steam,
Seemed that each was dragging on a thousand victims at the least :

"By my knighthood," quoth SIE LANCELOT, "this must be 'the

ing neast ;

'

Something nM\ have I grown by dwelling there at peace so long,
J''or ever rating <>!' the tat, and CUT drinking of the strong,
Yfi with slout and knightly valour I shall dress me to the fight;"
But, before his lauee was couched,

"
the questing beast

" was out of

sight.
So he journeyed till, one evening, from the hill-top looking down-
As I lie setting sun in gold and criin:soii bathed the mighty town
All the spires, and masts, and towers (that seemed as they had lent

I lie skies

Gauds from London's wealth to deck them) flashed upon his wond'ring
eyes.

"This adventure," said SIR LANCELOT, "I may scarcely understand,"
So he wisely brought his good sword closer to liis strong right, hand.
To

"
LINETTE the damsel Saiuaire," who abode on Ludgate Hill,

lie armed at length by dint of wondrous toil and care and skill;
In a four-pair back she dwelt, and it was noted on her door,
That she held

"
mesmeriques st'uaccx

"
every afternoon at four.

Seemed that she was greatly altered from the blooming girl who
brought

Fair Dame LYONS and Sin GABETU Lome to Royal ARTUUB'S Court

She whose witchcraft (witch they called her) in her beauty seemed to lie
;

Red, but not with bloom, her cheek was
; bright, but not with health,

her eye,
And her mouth, whose slightest smile had won the hearts of ARTHUR'S

train,
l>\ its pale thin lips' quick tremor half confessed the inward pain.
Much she laughed, when LANCELOT told her what had brought him

to her door,
And how ARTHUR'S famous knights had sprawled upon the sandy floor;
"Though," said she, "my quick clairvoyant spirit saw the merry scene,
And I heard ion ask each ol her what, the invstie raps might mean;
So 1 cast a dauiour round you, that your dazzled eyes might see
All the glories of the future, and the wonders I hat shall be.
A.sk nut \\lij I he table m./ved or \stie nips may be;
Mar\els, such asthese, we Media i n \\ilhout a fee;
lint be, sure, lhe.se things that fright (her in the future shall not fail

I he men who 'II deem lliy fame an idle tale.

Though the men of future aues yon and yours shall despise,

They shall not be wholly prescient, and nut altogether wise;
Some defect., to p'ove them human, shall their brightest plans deface;
Follies worthy of the weakest, shall the wisest age disgrace;
And as if xoa/e superstition still the human brain mutt bother,

They shall but shake oil' one folly to be taken with another,
So that tho.se, who all the tales of AKTIIIK as mere lies reprove,
Shall believe his great round table by his knights' mere will could move."

As she spoke the glamour faded, and SIR LANCELOT saw the moor
And the woouland stretching out for many a league his road belorc

;

Many a sign of kuoll and headland marked an old familiar spot,
So, upon the vision musing, bac;c he rode to Camelot.

FRIENDS OF CABMANITY.
SIR ROBERT INGLTS
LORD DUDLEY STUAKTJ
and MR BONHAM CAR-
TER are to be congratu-
lated on the highly re-

spectable lifehold resi-

dence which, it appears,
they have acquiredf. Tliej
are to dwell, conjointly,
iii the hearts of the can-

owners, where, let, u.s

hope, they will not quar
"
rel: especially as Mi;.

C l BRIGHT is to be their

feDow-tenant. On Wed-
nesday evening last, at a
meeting of that worthy
proprietary, convened for

the purpose of asserting
the principle of extortion

against the Legislature,
a man named BEADLE,
who proposed a shilling
a mile fares, is reported
to have said :

' The Rentlemon who sat
at the Cranbourn Hotel had
endeavoured to show the Go-
vernment that they could not
live under the law, hut they
had met few friends in the

House, except Sm It. IXGI.JX,
LCIHU I). SiTUABT, and MB.
lloxiMU CARTER, whose
names, he hoped, would never
be effaced from their in.

(Cheers, and met nj 'MIL.

BHIOHT.') Yes, MR. BBIOIIT
Imil sp.-keu lor them, but lie

nil joe
from those very men who now
said that changes must be
made in the bill before they
came to work it."

Some people value any kind of popularity. MR. BRIGHT may exult in the
shouts of the least respectable Manchester people. LORD DUDLEY STUART may
like to be cheered by the baser sort of Marylebonians. MR. BONHAM CARTER
may ivjniee in the huzzas of the lowest classes of the population at Winchester
Silt KOHKKT IN<;US may be elated with the applause of the inferior portion of the
inhabitants of Ratokff Highway, if they do, they will be proud of the position they
occupy in the good graces of the proprietors ot dirty cabs, miserable horses and
BbUWVe, rapacious fellows.

It must, he ra'her flattering to Church Dignitaries to observe what company
they are in, as eulogists and admirers of the Honourable Member for Oxford.

The fact itself is not wonderful
; for cab fares as they

were, and episcopal incomes as they are, are things not
very dissimilar, except in having been eightpence a mile on
the one hand, and being from five to twenty thousand
pounds per annum and upwards on the other.

RECOVERY FROM THE CABMEN'S STRIKE.

(To the Editor of "Punch.")
"SiR, " PERMIT me to relate th- particulars of my

wonderful recovery of the use of my limos, and consequent
iion to health. I was afraid the strike of the

Cabmen yesterday would have been a great blow to me.
F found that I had to walk three miles to my office.

Sir, I expected that exertion to be my death. I have
been for years a sufferer from indigestion, occasioning an
unpleasant emptiness before meals, and an oppressive
fulness afterwards, and attended by headache, giddiness,
dimness of sight, shortness of breath, and other premonitory
symptoms of apoplexy. I have been bled and cupped, and
have taken all sorts of medicine

; made my stomach a
regular doctor's

shop,
and not only that but a College

of Vegetable Pills and a HOLLOWAY'S Depot. Under these

circumstances, I should never have dreamt of walking
three miles, if I had not been obliged to do it. I did it,

though. It exhausted me a little. It threw me into a
perspiration. But, sir, it gave me an appetite for my
dinner such as I had not experienced for years. I ate and
drank heartily ;

I had not enjoyed anything so much
since I don't know when; and after an unusually ample
indulgence in the pleasures of the table, 1 sunk into a
re! reshing slumber, which I understand was unaccom-
panied by stertorous breathing. Sir, I shall continue to
walk to my office whereby I shall invigorate my frame,
improve my appetite, save Cab-hire certainly, avoid liability
to extortion and insolence, and lose some of the weight
without any of the importance of

" A ClTlZEX "
"
Hermitage, Clapham, July 28, 1853.

MOVEMENTS IN (CELESTIAL) HIGH LIFE.

WE are informed, by our fashionable reporter, (hat a
suite of apartments on the first floor have just been bespoken
at MIVART'S Hotel for the EMPEROR OP CHINA.

THE DISSATISFIED CREATURES ! Cabmen sho"ld not

miilaiu of heing paid at the rate of sixpence a mile; for,
took at some of our best Panoramas, they only charge a

Shilling and they are generally
"
three mdes lojg."
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A SKETCH TAKEN AT GOODWOOD.

" Your Petitioners forbear to enter into the

religious portion of the argument, as they do not

exaetly remember the text in the New Testa-

ncnt which forbids the walking in corn-fields,

or gardens, or conservatories on the Sunday ; but

rour Petitioners are of opinion that your
Lionourable House ought to preserve these pri-

ileges as heretofore for Earls, Bishops, and

wealthy members of your Honourable House,
who can atl'prd

to keep gardens and conserva-

tories at their private expense.
"
Your Petitioners therefore pray your IIo-

lourablc House to protect
'

their natim i,//f//.\f,-//

'

by keeping the doors of the Crystal I'alrico-

and its gardens closed against tlie working
classes of London."

TELE CABMAN AND HIS PINT
STOUT. A TABLE.

OF

PETITION FROM THE MEDICAL PROFESSION.
"
To (tie Riyltl Hon. the Ifoase nf Commons :

"The Petition of the undersigned sheweth.

"That your Pet itiomrs are members of the medical profession, and earn their living^bj
the sale of pills, plaisters, bolusrs, black draughts, blisters, powders, and similar commodities

j

which are administered or applied to persons suffering from sickness, indigestion, bile

! lowness of spirits, drunkenness, dissipation, and general debility.

"That your Petitioners are deeply interested in the condition of (lie working classes o
I great cities who toil through excessive hours of labour, and dwell in close, unwholesome
habitations. Your Petitioners have ever found their largest and most valuable practice

I among this class of the community and continue to do so, notwithstanding the miserable

and abortive attempts of Government, and of weak-minded enthusiasts, to interfere with

their trade by improving, 'as it is called,' the dwellings of the poor, and preaching
against bad drainage, dirt, and drunkenness.
"Your Petitioners view with alarm and indignation the proposed desecration of the

Sunday, by opening the Crystal Palace and its grounds, at Svdt'iiham, to the people of

London ;
and cannot but express their conviction that it would lead to the infliction of

serious loss on the profession of which they arc members.
"Your Petitioners bun bly call the attention of your Honourable House to the fact that

they derive a
very

considerable revenue from the following souvces, all of which arc

threatened to be diminished by the increase of parks, pleasure gardens, and conservatories

for the working classes.

"
First, Prom fevers and other diseases generated by heated and impure atmosphere ;

from which even one day's escape in seven may tend to relieve the present dwellers
in the dark court s and alleys of London."

Secondly, From adulterated gin and British brandy, which arc consumed in vast quan-
tities by a large portion of the aforesaid dwellers in dark places, who seek in these

stimulants some little excitement during their brief repose from the daily labour of life.
"
Lastly, From broken head?, bruises, black eyes.&e., all of which require a considerable
amount of medical treatment,

'

both in the hospitals and out,' on Monday mornings.

A CABMAN, being inclined to drink, stepped
into a public-house, and asked for a pint of stout,
which he swallowed at a draught, and in pay-
ment for the liquor laid down a fourpenny piece.
The landlord, who chanced to be serving m the

bar, being a wag, called after his customer, as

the latter was going,
" Hi there, you !

"
to which

the other, turning his head, replied,
"
Halloa !

; '

"
Come, I say !

"
pursued mine bosl, "this

here won't do !

" " Wot won't do ?
"
demanded

the other.
" Wot ?" the landlord repeated;" wot 's this here?" "Wot 's this here?'-' re-

turned the cabman; "why, it's a fo'p'ny bit,

isn't it?" "Well, and wot then?" cried the

landlord. "Wot dy'e mean?" retorted the

cabman.
" Wot do you mean ?

"
rejoined the

landlord; "wot dy'c mean this here for?"-
"For a pint o' stout, to be sure," was the cab-

man's answer.
"
Ho, ho, ho, ho !

"
shouted the

landlord.
" Wot are yer larfin' at ?

"
exclaimed

the cabman, in astonishment ;

"
Fo'pence a pint

o' stout ain't that right !
"--" I s'pose," replied

the landlord,
"
yer calls yerself a gem.ln

Here the people who were tippling at the bar

burst into a loud laugh, which awoke the cab-

man to a perception that the landlord had been

making game of him. "Conic, come," said l?n-

niface,
"
I was only chaffin' you ;

but now I

hope you'll see the propriety of takin' wot

you 're entitled to when you 're offered it, with-

out indulgin' in superfluous and unpleasant liob-

scrvations."

STRIKE OF THE WIVES OF ENGLAND.

MK. PUNCH has received a letter, written in

a bold feminine style, and scaled with a cret, a

hand-and-patten a letter, of which the subjoined
are the contents :

" At the present moment, when everything is

rising, it behoves the Wives of England to be

up and doing too. There are thousands perhaps
millions of my oppressed sisters this minute
married to husbands in the human form who,
with a meanness which ought to make them
ashamed of themselves, allow so much and M
more for the expenses of the house. No matter
what arc the markets the weekly allowance is

the same. Bread may rise butter may go up
legs of mutton may advance and still no rise

at home !

"
Therefore, it is desired that all wives suffering

in silence under the yoke of the tyrant will take,

their remedy in their own hands ; and strike.

"
All ladies willing to co-operate that the blow

may be aimed through the cupboards at the hus-

bands on the same day are requested to com-
municate (post paid) with

"MRS. MART AXNE HEN."
"
ShonUer-qf-Mittton Fields."

Trim -.1 liy William BraJbmr.of No 13. Upper Wohnrn Place, in the Parish of St. Panrras, and Frederick Mullen Evans, of No. 7, Church Rmv. Stoke Nrwinffton, both in thcCountyof Middleaei, Printers, at their
ufll.-L- in Lombard Strst,in the 1'rccinct of Woitefriars. in the City of LouCon, and Published by them at No. 35, Fleet Street, in tiic i'arihof St. Bndc't.in the City of London. SATURDAY August C, ISoU.
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THE BETTING HOUSE DEPUTATION.
'

\ <'. putation asrainfit the propoied Bill for the suppression of lu'ttin^-lmuses had
an iutrrvif-w with VI?COL-NT PALMKBSTON yesterday." COM/-/ Circular, Thurslay.

THE TEA-TOTAL MOVEMENT.
Tun Tea-totallers whose /cal we much admire, (hough we cannot,

rush into the cistern or hang on to the pump with all the ardour they
di.-|jlayin their attempts to bring an hydraulic pressure: to hear oil

EARLY on the above day, Mr. Punch received public opinion have published a sort of summary of their aclu'evements.

a note from his frien'd, LORD PALM KKSTON, i'hcy have forwarded
"
30,000 letters "to noblemen, &c., from which

apprising him that such a deputation was e infer that they have filled at least 300 waste-paper baskets, and
expected at the Home Oflire, ami asking furnished wrappers to several thousand quarters of pounds

9!'
butter,

him to "come down." Mr. Punch, who They have held several hundred
"
tea-meetings," and they might have

is always ready to come down in a good '. added,
"
munched a million muffins," to say nothing of the consump-

\ eomplii-il, and 'may tion of crumpets, which must have been some! L ilous. They
indeed add, that from the disgraceful state have delivered some thousands of lectures on water, am! have probably
of Whitehall (proverb worst exhausted a great many highly respectable pumps in the

, ';ept, drained, and watered street in

Mf. Punch
__ We find from a prospectus, that the hot clays of August .

London),* 'Mr. Punch was laughingly be refreshed by a flood of American eloquence, which is about to be

charged by his noble friend, on entering,
"
turned on "

at Exeter Hall, through the medium ofa Mi;. GUI MI,
with having

"
eomc down with the dust."

|

of whom it is said that "he makes strong men to weep like

Mr. Punch need hardly remark that his children, and women to sob as if their hearts would burst." This
retort was triumphant. 'The Home Secre- command over the tears of his audience is an appropriate attribute to

lary and his friend were soon apprised : one whose mission is to popularise water; and there can be n<.

that the Betting-house Keepers were in that when every eve around him is gushing with moisture, he will feel

attendance. Buttoning up their P9ckets.
himself quite in his clement. If he bears out the reputation he

therefore, the two statesmen directed brings with hin, his lectures will be no laughing matter ; for he is, as

1 h. I l heir visitors should be introduced. it were, pledged to set all the men and women off into so mam
LORD PALMERSTON'S easy manner, not

uumingled with a pleasant scornfulness

(scarcely perceptible to the fine natures

ing-pots, by drawing from them such a series of wailings and sobs, as

orator, but threaten eveu
hear him. We hope the

will not only drown the voice of the
to drown those who are assembled to

of the Deputation), was a model of the
j

Trustees of Exeter Hall will see to the drainage of the building before
best style of Reception. Mr- Punch was sterner he could not smile
on such folk. His appearance threw the Deputation into manifest

consternation, and one of the fraternity was heard to observe, with

almost irreverent reference to one of Mr. J'uneh's features, that
"

if

NOSEY was to be heerd, it was all Queer Street." The vulgar party was

supposed to mean that Mr. Punch's well-known sentiments on the

subject of Betting-houses would render remonstrance ineffective.

Well, gentlemen," said the Home Secretary, with the smallest
inflexion on the latter word,

"
1 promised to see you. What have

you got to say!"
"

] , my lord," said a keen, slangy-looking man, with tight light

trpwsers, a scampish cut-away coat, and a dark blue cravat, adorned
witli a huge horseshoe pin. ''we think, that is me and the rest of us,
MR. BOLT, MR. SAINT LEVANT, MR. DIDDLES, MR. FLYPAPER, MR.
WHITEWASH, and these other gents

"
(gracefully introducing eaeh on

naming him) "including your humble, namely myself MR. DOOBRUS,
we think, my lord, that in this matter Parliament is rather down upon
us, and that it ain't the thing,
that light."

We want your lordship to see it in

or, if
''
I am open to to to a to conviction," said his lordship ; .,

the word is offensive to any gentleman present, I will say, to argument.""
My lord," said Mn. DOOBRUS, impressively,

"
the British turf is a

noble and manly recreation, fostered by princes, and encouraging the
finest breed of

1

"
MR. a DOOBRUS," interrupted his lordship.

"
Mr. Punch's time

and my own is valuable. Please to keep to the point. Betting-houses
have nothing whatever to do with the turf, so suppose we don't talk
nonsense. If you can give me any reasons why gambling-shops,
that demoralise the rising generation and lill the "gaols (with, I am
sorry to say, the customers, not the dealers), should not be suppressed,
do. But as to talking ot the turf, you might as well tell me that
St. Paul's is a big church, or, what is a little more to the purpose,
that the House of Correction is in Coldbath Fields.""

t
But, my lord, as a racing man, you must know"
I am not a racing man, MR. DOOBRUS, but I have some race-horses.

But once more, leave out 9f the question that which we have nothing
to do with. We are speaking as men of business. It 's all very well
to cant out of doors about

"
one law for the rich and another for the

poor," and to say that "JACK JONES has as much right to bet his half-
crown on Joe Miller, as LORD BATTLEAXE has to bet his thousand
pounds on Hydaspes," but that trash is of no use here. Rich and poor
has nothing to do with the matter, except that you do your best to
make the rich poor and the poor poorer. But when you take JACK
JONES s halt-crown he no more bets on Jo/- Miller than on the Moon.
He knows and cares nothing about, Joe Miller, but he wants to gamble,
and a horse's name does as well for that purpose as anything else.
What has JACK JONES to do with the turf, or you cither ?

"

But, mv lord." pv^im^ oil tln iiQ ,f +;,-, T.~^

"
I ,* i,;.v

all the Deputation, has a right

.
Let him. But you shall not keep gambling-houses to tempt and

rum him. The law forbids them to the rich, and so it shall to the
poor 1 he Hill will be law this day fortnight. Anything more to sav
gentlemen ?

"

The Deputation retired, considerably disgusted, and were understood
have subsequently made particular inquiries as to the cost of

these orations come off, or we do not know what may lie the
of a combination of several thousand floods of tears with the orator's
flood of eloquence.

THE REAL SMOKE NUISANCE.

WE must confess that our objection to the Smoke Nuisance does not
extend so much to the honest chimney -pot of private life, or to the tall

smoke-evolving structure of manufacturing industry, as io that useless
and disgusting object, the street smoker, who pull's his

"
cheap and

nasty
"
cigar in the faces of innocent passengers. We sincerely hope

that LORD PALJIERSTON will render it imperative on those offensive
locomotives to consume their own smoke in some way or other. They
are usually of a class that may be got to swallow almost anything, and
we would therefore suggest that they be called upon to swallow their
own smoke, for in the event of there being no other outlet, their mouths
are always open to them.

Most Musical, Most Diplomatic.
WE are particularly happy in being the first to state that the EAKL

OF WESTMORELAND, our illustrious ambassador at the Court of Vienna,
is busily engaged composing a new March of Intellect for the EMPEROR

I'llIA.

passages to Australia.

THE EUROPEAN CONCERT.
Tins Concert, which has been going on now for several years most

I

^armoniously, is likely to be disturbed by the fact of Russia, who is,

I really, very clover on the base, wishing to play first-fiddle.
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A GROWL FROM THE SCOTTISH LION.

IT was the auld Scottish Lion,
I heard him grow I in' sair

;

"Deil ha'et, gin 1 pit, up wi'

Sieean iivilmciit ony niair.

"
Oh, ancc my mane was winsome :

And oh !
I

But ou them baith is scorn ;

From Southron deeds of wrong !

"Now up and ride, LAIRD EGLIXION,
That was sac stout in stour,

That when i; ; and dors,

Aye jousted through the sh<

,
horse ! my provosts and baOlies,

And convener of the Trades,
Dean o' (iiiild, and maister o' Merchants,
The auld Lion craves your aids.

"
It 's up on your ain middens,
My cocks, sac croose to cra\\ ,

And gar play your Scottish liddles,

And your Scottish bag-pipes blaw.

" And i 'eu and sworn an uitli

An aitli both strang and true

That for the, auld Lion o' Scotland

They will win back his due.

"
I 've a sair, sair pain in my belly,

And a sair Ciilch in my breath ;

Ye Tl mind it was English misdoings
That brocht me to my death.

"And ye've aye uphauld, saebluff and bauld,

My r

Aboon the pock-puddins' Lion

Upon the Scottish I;;

"
Ve '11 to the Prince Royal o' Scotland
Him the Southrons misca's

'

Wales,'
And ask him what gars his household
Wear breeks aboot their tails ?

Why a Scots' prince liasna aboot him
Scots' men and places got,

A' things Scots, but the wages, whilk
should be

Punds sterlin', and no pimds Scot.

"
Say there 'a a keeper o' the swans
\\ hose office ocht to <<

Or Scotland behoves a keeper too,
To keep her Solan geese.

"
There 's the maister o' the music,
That the music maks

i'nr his thousand puns' a year
>\v he were best awa'.

"Or if no thai Scotland ocht to brink

|!r
"\V i

'

i

\\ "e 'il lind him wark to do.

"And put down the Scottish

mint,
Xae money nno

To eoiu the

"And .iiiicnt, Ale 1

eh

Our votes wi' placet-'. 1

But TLHU Scots' thumb in 1 i

" And Tlolyrood 1'ark is a bonny ;

Hut 'tis nae place for me and you ;

And the Embro' baillies lets it

Tor a kailyard oot to feu.

" And oh, 'tis in geography
We'redrhi \va'

Till in the map o' Europe
We 're hard to find aya' ;

" And when a Scotsman's i<

(E'en Scotland rogues wii'

There 's nae a Scottish h;'ic.rma:i to fit

The noose about his craig.

"
Now, well-a-day, and wae is me,
Eor the days 01 auld lang syne,

When wi' England we had nocht to do
Save liftin' o' her kine !

" The Lion o' a kingdom small

I trow I 'd suner be,
Than the Lion of an empire vast

When there 's ither there than me."

A CHANCE FOR THE POOR CLERGY.

IT is certainly scandalous tha) there should be any sale of livings,

though, if the practice IIMIM a e happy to find that a "good
living" may be bmwhi for a sum within the crippled means of a poor

In) has not. yet exhausted the whole of his begging and

borrowing resources' and energies. The anneNed advertisement will,
we trust, attract the attention of the sons of the clergy who may be
induced to confer the

"
irood living" on one of the thousands of poor

parsons whom Ihe clergy's sons claim the especial privilege of aiding
and comforting. The :..d\crtiscmcm. is copied literally from the Times

newspaper.

A GOOD LIVING. To ho SOLD, :, new PATENT MANGLE, by
linker, \\-itli ^'uml li'iMiii.^ iitfjictu-t!, MiitublR for .inr industrious person desirous

of obtaining a rvsin>ct;ilili> livelihood. Price 12. Apply at, &c.

There is a "good living" to be had for twelve pounds, and it is

evidently a much better tiling than the average ran of small curacies,
for it will enable a person to obtain

"
a respectable livelihood."

We arc glad to find that the condition of the poor clergy is at length
being looked at in its proper light, and that a good mangle
advertised as a

"
good living

"
so as to catch at once the eye of the clerical

class to whom lite owner of the mangle has evidently addressed himself.
We shall really begin to hof>o that the wretched condition of the under-
paid clergyman is beginning to "take a turn," if we can find in

Reverend hands a few mangles with
"
good livings

"
attached to them.

LONDON WITHOUT A POLICEMAN. There is a threat of all the

policemen striking. We doubt it' London will perceive the difference,
even supposing that they do.

LOVE'S LABOUR LOST AT LIMERICK.

Or what use is it to read a good book and trangress its rules in the

very act ?

The Times has a paragraph, stating that two London missionaries,
the REV. MESSRS. DICKINSON and LEWIS, attempted to read and ex-

pound the Scriptures to a crowd in Limerick on Sunday evening;
when

" After a few minutes a mob collected and set upon tha Reverend gentlemen, who
were severely maltreated. It is computed thnt 10,000 of the canaille of Limerick were

engaged in hooting, yelling, and throwing stones, where they could with safety to

themselves, at the obnoxious clergymen."

Oh, MB.. DICKINSON! Oh, MR. LEWIS! Punch does not quote

anything above SHAKSPEARE ;
but how could you Reverend gentlemen

how could you scatter sacred words before the Limerick multitude ?

Have you not sufficiently studied the volume you were reading from to

recollect what it says about pearls and Limerick multitudes ? Well

you have disobeyed the precept and taken the consequences.

Something really New.

Q. What Member of the present House of Commons has really made
himself a new name in the country ?

A. The Member for South Essex who spells his name SJTIJTH.

We have met with SMITHS in thousands before, and know a few

S.VJTHES, and have been introduced to SMYTHS and SMYTHES by the

hundred; but nc\er, in our whole existence, do we recollect having
net with a single SMIJTII ! It's grand ! How noble the simple

introduction of that j makes it ! But we wonder how the servants

pronounce it at an evening party ?
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CRUEL.
'REMEMBER THE STEWARD, Sin, IP YOU PLEASE.''

THE RETURN TO DUTY.
BY A VERY MILD CABMAN.

RECHLCITRATION, WILLIAM, cease
;

JAMES, we "11 return to work in peace :

Alas ! the struggle to prolong
Were useless would be, therefore, wrong.

The Legislature and the Press,
Whom Heaven although they 've wronged us bless !

Have triumphed by .superior force :

Submission now should be our course.

And (hough defeated, after all,

Our loss, in fact, will be but small
;

A slight reduction of our fare,

Which our proprietors will bear.

Employment will increase, besides ;

Our friends will take more frequent rides,
And that will amply compensate
For payment at a lower rate.

Whilst o'er our tongue respect presides,
And courtesy our mauner guides,
Of temperance let us own the sway,
And that of cleanliness obey.

Of insult or extortion, none
.In terror, then, our cabs will shun ;

Perhaps ev'n ladies then will dare
To constitute themselves our fare.

And oh, divesting our pursuit
Of altercation and dispute,
How much more pleasantly shall we
Discuss our toast, and sip our tea !

All the Difference.

HOWEVER muoh the Whigs may be found fault with for

;lieir acts of omission, they are perfectly clear about their

acts of Commission, for we believe it is indisputable that

;hey have passed more acts that have saddled the country
with Commissions than any other Government.

THE TAILOR ASSASSIN.

AN unhappy French tailor has been charged, on the evidence of our
old friend J OINVILLE, with a conspiracy to assassinate our old enemy
Louis JNAPOLEON. The "conspiracy" looks very like an attempt on
our gracious QUEEN, for the unhappy wretch of a tailor wanted HER
MAJESTY'S head on twenty pieces of gold coin, and his design was
directed far more upon English sovereigns than upon French
ISapoleons. Twenty pounds was the price to be charged by the
French tailor for making his country free and happy; but, considering
that the trade of patriotism is rat her at a low ebb just now, we cannot
help thinking that the unfortunate humbug placed his services at too
high a figure.

Whether the accused really contemplated the murder of Louis
JNAPOLEON is doubtful, though MR. BODKIN was engaged to argue that

DJI
r desl necl

t.'
16 quietus of the Emperor with, perhaps,

"
a bare

Bodkin, which, being the instrument of his trade, might have been
the intended instrument of his iniquity. Our private opinion of the

A r
S

1
the Frencl1 vagabond, instead of wishing to shed the:

t ot the present ruler of France, was anxious only to make the
iRiNCE DE JOINVILLE "bleed" to the tune of twenty sovereigns.

teadol elevating the scamp into a political conspirator, it would be
etter to treat him at once as a swindler nd a would-be obtainer of

money under false pretences. There is no greater
"
mistake

"
than to

rn political motives to a merely mercenary act, and to arraign as a
monster, who would have murdered an Emperor, a poor insignificantauventurer who though utterly hopeless of a

"
clean shirt" may have

aspired to the chance of
"
a guinea."

The Maims of Money.
You scarcely ever receive change for a sovereign without findingthat one of the shillings or sixpences has had a hSle drilled through

, which-suggesting a painful doubt as to the exchangeable value ofthe coin-is altpgetKer a bore. \Ve are glad that MR. WILSON has
got leave to bring in a toll to prevent the defacing of the QUEEN^
money; and we hope this measure will have the effect of remedy^one of the greatest evils of change.

j"i

MR. PUBLIC SUPPLICATES THE CABMAN TO RETURN TO HIS STAND, TO
CHARGE A SHILLING A MILE, AND ALL SHALL BE FORGOTTEN !

[_A Picture seen only "in the mind's eye" of Cablii.

SUNDAY^ AMONG THE SEWERS. The Sabbatarians want to ha\v
nothing stirring on Sunday but stagnation ;

which is not only not
conducive to health, but also tends to engender zymotic diseases.
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KENILWOBTH CHURCH AND KENILWOKTH CASTLE.

I:KKK lias reached J/r. /'.?;</

a very good-humoured
letter from a Reverend
gentleman Mitriresting In

him the ex]

subscribing 10

towards I In- endowment
of a new church at

Kenilwnrlh, in order to

show tlmt he, Mr. i

is not opposed 1o llu>

(Christian observance of

Sunday, which miiiht,

KI think,

I'erred from liis objection
to I he Jewish observance
of it.

The idea of a church
at KenilworUi is pecu-

liarly happy. On Sun-

dajs it, miirht

counter-attraction to the

Castle. Success to the
, : he minister

j to preach in it

to render it such !

Our clerical corres-

pondent's suggestion is

ingenious ;
it merits attention: it shall be attended to in good ,timc.

1 1 '//. r/i/ii'/i\i ideas and circulation were narrow, he might plead that the

church at Kcnilworth is not in his own parish. But that would be an invalid

as well as a sneaking excuse for parsimony. The parish of Punch is the world.
When all the property appertaining to the Established Church has been so

distributed among the clergy as to maintain every one of them, bishops and all, in

a shle of apostolical competence, and when the whole of tbe surplus thus created
shall have been applied to the endowment of new churches, then, if any more

money is wanted tor that purpose, Mr. Punch will be most nappy to contribute
as much as ever he is able; and his munificence shall, in the very first place,
effuse itself upon the new church at Kenilworth.

STRIKING CIRCUMSTANCES.

REALLY JOHN B 1:1,1. may almost be described as a maniac
with lucid intervals, lie appears to be always suffering
under some form of mania or other. A few year
was the Kailway Mania a very dangerous pliren/,- . Then

occurs a Poultry .Mania, or MIC, of the
lilder I'nnns of insanity. The mania now

prevailing is one which, if not attended to, may
prove troublesome. This 18 the Striking Mania. Krcry-
body is Striking. The other dav it was the cabmen; now

I labourers; the polie p,
hare

struck and thrown down their slaves. (!ur meohanil
so far become machines, that, like clocks, as clocks ought
to be, they are all slrikii:

Should this man 11 have Stri

what might be called the. order, but that it will be the

t,
of the day. The professions will strike

will send for your lawyer to make jour will, anil your
messenger will return wi'h iiuii rst /,/ ick; or

you ask the lejrn!

question, yon will discover that lie has struck fur 13*. 4a.
Thr physicians and surgeons will strike for t\\o-::-nin

"thecaries for ten-shilling mixtures. The clergy
will all strike as indeed some of them, the poor c

reasonably do and pluralists will b

for! j thousand a j'ear instead of twenty; v,

will bang up the mitre, stick the crosier over

piece, and hold out against the Ecclesiastical Commis-
sioners for double incomes. In short, almost everybody
will strike except the threshers, the smiths, and the

pugilists.
\Y it li all this striking, though, we had better take care

that we are not floored.

Musical Intelligence.

TALKING about music and our Honourable W
have been talking a great deal about it lately a celebrated

professor says :

" You generally find that persons w ho; are
not fond of music play the Flute."

THE POPULAR LAURIE BALLAD.

TITEKE is a song to which we have alluded before, called
"
Annie

Laurie," beiiii,' snug at all the Mansion House dinners; and though
is the name in common use, there can be no doubt that PETEE

is the party whom the ballad is designed to flatter. We have there-
fore engaged our own Laureate in the graceful task of fixing on the
head of the LAURIES the honour which had been conferred on ANNIE,
by a poet evidently unconscious of the

"
coming

"
Alder-" man."

The Mansion House is bonnie when dinners are not few ;

And it 's there that PETEK LAURIE gave me his promise true,
Gave me his promise true that 1 his guest should be ;

And for Old SIR PETER LAUIUE I 'd lay me doun and dee.

His neckcloth 's like the snaw-drift
;
his frill like down of swan

;

His watch-chain is the smartest electro e'er shone on,
Electro e'er shone on ! And green is his coatee;
And for Old SIR PETEK LAUIUE 1 'd lay me doun and dee.

Like lead on the pavement dropping is the fa' of his heavy feet ;

And like winds in winter blo\\jnir. I us voice on the judgment scat,
oice on i he judgment seat ! And, though he frightens me,

For Old Sia PETER LAURIE I 'd lay me douu aud dee.

WONDERS OF THE DEEP.

\\ r paid a visit to the Regent's Park Zoological Gardens the other
day, for the purpose of noticing the collection of Mollusca, Zoophytes,
&c.

?
and very much regret to find it incomple

There are specimens from the German Ocean and the Bristol Channel,
but none from the Sees of London, Durham, Rochester, or S;>

'eity of whose tenants is so well known, that there is no doubt,
could their destructive propensities be as clearly seen as those now
exhibiting, the very Sees themselves would be drained to stop their

depredationg.
; niring the reason of the absence of so interesting a collection,

v.c were told that although a variety of nets, such as the Ecclesiastical

Commission, WINSTON'S Inquiries, and others, have been tried, they
have never succeeded in bringing these very recondite creatures above

the surface, for when they perceive their approach to public gaze, they
become so alarmed, and struggle so violently, as always to succeed in

escaping to their natural shelter among the riches deposited at the
bottom of their Sees.

The most rapacious among them is said to be the
"
Episcopus," as

only one of them can be found in a See. This will not cause surprise,
for it has been ascertained that 10,000 per annum is devoured by a

single specimen. The Episcopus is always attended by a crowd of

Rectors, Canons, and Vicars, who are all more or less grabifcrous.
These curious animals are said to possess a peculiarity wanting in all

other species, that of ubiquity ; as they are supposed to be able to be
in several places at once.

SHOCKING LANGUAGE.
"
SIR, The papers inform us that Ma. PHILLIMOIIE, the other night,

asked the President of the Board of Control why the returns given in
the case of

' RUSTOMJEE VICCAJEE and VICCAJEE PESTONJEE
'

were
incomplete ? That a subject, evidently surrounded with ease, should
be attended with difficulty is certainly strange. But I want to know, if

you can inform me, who or what
' RUSTOMJEE VICCAJEE and VICCAJEE

PESTONJEE,' aforesaid are ? I thought at first that these words were
specimens of the

'

foul language
'

used by cabmen and others as com-
plained of by COLONEL SIBTHOME. Am I right ? By the bye, while on
the subject of bad words, may I ask (indignantly, as the father of a

family) how it is that PROFESSOR GREGORY and other chemists are not
restrained from circulating such words as the following: Methylethy-
lamylophenylium, Ethylopropylamylaniiue, Methvlethylamylophenylam-
moniuui

; 76 letters in three words my hand aches with writing them.
To be sure, as a set-off, these professors sometimes give us something
more euphonious; 'Margarate of Glycerine' sounds like the title of a
novel, but then whoever Beard of 'Glycerine?' Where is it? What
did Margarate there, and is she a descendant of MARGARET or ANJOU ?

I trust that you will be able to give me some information, or, at any
rate, give your assistance in the cause of monosyllabic simplicity.

"Buzpuz."
"
P.S.

' What 's in a name ?
'
is a quest ion that has been often asked.

I find that
' MABGARATE or GLYCERINE '

is not so pretty as her name
she 's FAT."
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ME. PETEELOO BEOWS EXAMINATION OF THE
OXFORD STATUTES.

"
I APPEAL to you in a case of difficulty, and trust that my

familiarity will not beget your contempt. -My name is BROWN : not

au uncommon surname, perhaps, but I am distinguished by my
Christian name of PETERLOO. My eldest lad is called alter me, and it

is in his behalf. I//'. I'"nek that I crave your advice. He is at '.resent

an Eton b<,y, but he will soon be ready to be an Oxford man, and i am

now looking forward to his matriculation. You arc, doubtless, Sir,

aware that every one who goes through that form ha* to subscribe to

certain oaths and conditions, before he can be admitted to the privileges

of the University. I myself never had the benefit of a University

education, but I am well aware how it helps a man to gain a position

in society a position which my rapid rise to fortune has only in pa.t

secured to me ;
lor there are, Mr. Punch, aristocrats by birth, who turn

up their noses at us aristocrats by wealth, and yet will stoop to -

however, to return to my son. I am determined that he shall not

want for advantages ; but, as I have a certain sort of squeamislmess

about a person taking oaths that he does not know the meaning of.

my eye over them, am

noble, the great, the famous, the in short, the enlightened place,

the University of Oxford. The book

is now before me :

'

Parecbolte site

Excerpta e corpore StatiitoruM L'ni-

cersitatis Oxoniensis :' and a copy is,

I believe, presented to every under-

graduate at his matriculation, that he

may be fully aware of the laws that

he has sworn to obey. The Statutes

I find to be written in a Latin form

I ear.not say, in a dead language,

for it is of a kind verymuch resembling
the living, and of that description

vulgarly termed
'

Dog
'

Latin ;
so that

I, who never got further than

Eulropius, and whose acquaintance
with the language has become rusty
from want of use, can easily make out

a translation of the sentences. I find

that my son will have to sign the

Thirty-nine Articles, which, I dare

say, is all very proper ;
take the Oath

of Allegiance, which is quite right

and also, the Oath of Supremacy, ii

which he will have to say, that he

PETERLOO BROWN, does, 'from his

heart, abhor, detest, and abjure, as

impious and heretical, that damnable
doctrine and position that Princes,
excommunicated or deprived by the

POPE, or any authority of the See

of Rome, may be deposed or murdered

by their subjects, or any other what-

soever.' Now, although I may be

secretly of opinion that my lad might
as well swear to any Bosh, as all this

about the excommunicate Princes, yet I pass this over, and proceed to

the Statutes themselves.

I find that a great part of the book is about the keeping of terms
;

like the man in the play (is it llamle.t? though, probably, Othello?)

continually clothed in
'

an inky suit of black.' And, if he swears to

observe such a Statute as the

abovr, why, of course, the autho-

rities will see that he obeys it, an 1

dresses accordingly.
"
It is next ordered, that

'

Nobody shall follow that, absurd

and proud custom of walking in

boots in public.' (bisuper, till

dliKiirilii i/lu et fastnoso pub/ice in

iien'ts tiinLitliiiiil! more, d/jstincrc-

a'.iipi-lhiittir. I give you the very

words, Mr. Punch, lest you should

not believe me.) Now, where on
earth is the harm of my lad

wearing Wellingtons ? But I sup-

pose that every one in Oxford (I

do not know the place) wears the

'Oxford Shoes,' and that this

Statute has been inserted to keep

up what is, doubtless, the staple

trade of the city. For, of course,

the Statute is observed, or they
would not make the students

swear to obey it.

" '

Statutum est,' also, 'hat
'

Nobody shall wear the hair long
or in curls (in cajrillitio modus c.if,

nee eoncinnos, ant comam nimis

promissant alant). Now, Sir, my
son PETERLOO has been favoured

by Nature with a particularly

curly head of hair. I wish 1o

ask you, Do you think that this

misfortune, which it is evident

will shut him out from all the

NOBODY SHALL WEAR ANY OTHER
CLOTHES THAN THOSE OF A BLACK

Oil SUBFUSK HUE.

NOIIODY PHATL FOLLOW THAT
AND PROUD CUSTOM OF WALKIKO

BOOTS IN PUBLIC.

can be from no fault of his own,

the granting of various kinds of degrees, of congregations, convocations, sort ot t

dispensations, and all that sort of thing; and I then come under the Uxtor

head 'Tit XIV. DeVestitu ct Habitu Sckplatico'to the Statutes !
Science, and

that more immediately concern my son PETERLOO.
result of mv search.

And this is the

persons, but puts the sons of the ignoble i

but I am digressing !) I find
'

Statutum

I find that nobodv, unless he is a Peer's son (who may do what

lie likes, for you will find, Mr. Punch, that it is one of the great

beauties of our University system, that it allows no distinction of
'

and the noble on equal terms
;

o __^
\ est,' I hat

'

Nobody shall wear

any other clothes than those of a black, or
"
subfusk

"
colour' (colons

nigri aut lu/jfiiscf),
'

or imitate (in their dress) what is extravagant or

fast :' (that seems to be the meaning of the words 'fastum aid luxum ;'

but, as I said before, my Latin is rather rusty). Now, since this is

the rule, I W9uld ask how it is, Mr. Punch, that young BELLIXUII AM
GREY (my neighbour's son) should, at the end of every term, bring
home from Christ Church (where by the way, he is raining his father,

but that is no affair of mine!') suits of clothes of every colour but

black or 'subfusk' (not that I exactly know what colour that may be),

and remarkable solely for their extravagance and
'

fast-ness ?
'

I want

my lad to dress like a gentleman, but I don't always want to see him

putting in an appearance like an undertaker, or counter-skipper, or

I_<M1 U_> llVlll "V 3 , a ~ .,

privileges of the University ? It is a momentous question lor a father

to make and one which may interest the bosom friend of the present

Chancellor I mean MR. I beg his pardon, Da. DISRAELI. One thing

is plain : that the advertisements of
' Do you want luxurious hair .' can

be of no use in Oxford, and that bears'-grease must be at a discount.

And if my son PETERLOO should fail to observe any of the above

Statutes touching his personal appearance, or the giving himseii airs, he

v ill, when he is a graduate,
have to pay 6*. 8d. for each

offence (pcena 6s. et S</.

plectatur, tolies quoties), and

while he is an under-

graduate lie will, for such

offences, have to suffer cor-

poral punishment (pmia
corporali). Good gracious,
Mr. Punch, I have read that

the great NEWTON was
horsed when he was a

Cambridge undergraduate ;

but I thought that such a

degrading custom was either

confined to that University,
or had passed away with

the dark ages, and oil-lamps,

and Protection, and all that

sort of thing. Does not

Mother of

(for what I

know) the Aunt of Litera-

ture, and the Grandmother
of the Arts does not

Oxford, I repeat, keep up
with the progressive en-

lightenment of the age ? I J
almost repent that I have

entered PETERLOO there

(at St. Vitus' College), and
I tremble to think of the

effect that corporal punishment will have on him when he is become

a man. As an Eton boy it
(perhaps)

docs him good ;
but as a man !

I thought such disgrace only attached to the army. For, of course,

the corporal punishment cannot be inflicted only in the Statutes.
"
I then find that it is

'
Statutiim eat,' that if any one should happen

to introduce a new and unwonted style of dress, that the Yiec-

Chancellor and the Heads of the Colleges and Halls shall thereupon
hold deliberation and give their opinion ;

and that the Vioe-Chancellor

shall then forbid the cutters-out and the tailors, making these kind of

NOBODY SHALL \YE.\R THE HAIR LONG on IN"

CURLS.
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garments (Deiitde, Fice-Cancellarius sc' M surtoriljits rcstiums

liujasiiiodi restcs furijn- -late interdicaf) aud that the Heads

shall prohibit their scholars Irpm v, earing t hem
;
but that if the \

>

men, \\ith a morbid pertinacity (morii pertinicia), persist in clothing

themselves iu the aforesaid garments, the Yice-Chaucellor shall, after

i ins, expel them.
" The motherly care shown by Alma Mater that her sons should not

fall into scrapes by making Guys of themselves, is here very strongly

evidenced ;
aud I think it would be a profitable subject for inquiry, it

ME. Hi MI; \vould move for a return of the [lumber of times tliat the

Vice-Chancellor and the Heads of Houses have met, in accordance

with the above Si at ill e.

"The remainder of Til. XIV is taken up with the cut of the gowns,

ftc., but is as unlike a ladylike page of 1* 1'ollet (which MBS. BN N

takes in) as anything can be.

"The Statutes demanding attention in Tit. XV. are so numerous

that I will trouble yon wilh them iu another letter; but they ;

amusing that they'will repay perusal, aud your opinion upon them will

not only be highly valued by, but of the >su, to

"Dear M,: I'unrli,
"
Your constant reader,

" PETERLOO BBOWN."

SONG.-RIPEFORAJAIL.

RIPEFORAJAIL for an. income is burning,
RIPEFORAJAIL has no taste for clod-turning,
I! i n roKAJAiL has no funds for giu-spinniiig,

Yet RIPEFORAJAIL lias
" Green" gold for the winning ;

Come lend a kind car to a betting muff's tale.

While he tells you the craft of bold RIPEFOKAJAIL.

The EARL or BAREPUKSE, o'er Newmarket doth ride,

And views his colt win in the very las', stride,

Long odds for his net, and the Ring for his game,
Short whist for the wild, and the dice for the tame

;

But the TATTEHSALL gudgeons, and CHOCK pigeons pale,

Are less free to EABL BABEPUBSE than RIPEFORAJAIL.

RIPEFORAJAIL, when his carcase was light,

Used to sweat and to curry a thoroughbred bright,
And when "

grown'overweight
"
the Rents turned him abroad.

To pick winners, in print he each week pledged his word :

(ients who love "the blue ribbon," and sport the blue veil,

Became quite confidential with RIPEI'ORAJAIL.

RIPEFOKAJAIL to distinction is come,
J Ic's no longer a tout, but he owns a flash home ;

A fig for THE DAVIS and 'cute HARRY HILL !

They might lay the long odds, he lays longer odds still,

A baize board and counter, and weeds very stale,

Are the sole stock in trade of bold RIPEFORAJAIL.

The COCKBURN was steel, and the BETHEL was stone,
And PALMERSTON warned him he soon must be gone ;

Pierce and loud this last week was the curse and the cry
Of his victims when shutters alone met the eye ;

"With their Goodwood deposits lie gave them leg-bail,
And a cove at Boulogne looks like RIPEFOBAJAIL.

SPHERES OF REAL USEFULNESS.

THE subjoined advertisement relates to an exhibition, which is,

perhaps, somewhat interesting, and which might be rendered very
much so :

DIORAMA
OF CHRISTIAN MISSIONS, 32, Sloanc Street, will continue

open for a short time. Parents will find this a truly Christian exhibition for
their rhildriMi. Tahiti New Zealand The Maori Island of Tanna Death of
Captain Cook First Missionary House at Tahiti Cape CoastCastle Banyan Tree
Ash.uiti Missionary Tombs The Dungeon, and Koso Madiai.

What this exhibition wants, iu order that it may enlist the sym-
of those who are the must earnest promoters of Missionary

ise, is the addition of a few views of certain savage and heathen
regions, the conversion and civilisation of whose inhabitants are more
particularly important to the British public. The New Cut, Ratcliff

Highway, Eoundsditch, Whitcchapel, and the slums of Westminster,
afford fields for the operation oi preachers and philanthropists as

extensive, as remarkable, and as unknown as the Polynesian
Archipelago or the Cannibal Islands.

A PHOTOGRAPHIC PICTUKK.

Old Lady (who is not used to theae new-fanglednoti <na).
''

HI,, ,

flease, Sir.' don't, Sir.' Don't far goodness' sake Fire,

DIETETIC RULE OF CONDUCT-
he has had his dinner.

-Never ask a favour of a man until

WHAT IS A MILE?
WE think that the question of "What is a Mile?" a question

which promises to swallow up in interest the Eastern Question, and

all other questions which as yet remain unanswered should be settled

as soon as possible ; for, until it is settled, we shall never be. able to

arrive at a proper settlement of the Cab fares. This settlement is due
not only to the persons who ride in cabs but to those who drive

them, for there are so many varieties of a mile, and so many different

ways of measuring it, that it is impossible to say which is the right
one. For instance

If a young lady walks round the corner of the street in which she

lives, she comes home quite fatigued, and "is sure she has walked
more than a mile."

If a husband is dragged a little against lu's will to a certain street

where there happens to be a bonnet shop, though it is not more than

twenty yards, he is morally certain
"
he has been taken a mile out

of his way, if he has been taken an inch."

It is curious the number of miles a mother-in-law has walked when
she feels desirous, poor creature, of having a cab.

Besides, miles vary so much. A mistress's mile is generally very
different to a servant's a master's to a clerk's. Auctioneers' miles are

proverbially very short ones when they are describing a property as

being not more than
"
an omnibus distance from town,

'

or when
they are enlarging upon the merits of a Villa that is "onlyan easy
drive from a railway station." Travellers' miles, on the contrary, are

generally very long ones. You will hear a delicate youn ; man, who
just returned from a pedestrian tour, boast of having walked

his two thousand miles," just as if he had trailed a pedometer
behind him, and had measured every inch of the road. Panoramas

also, have a very elastic method of [stretching out a mile, which
cab-drivers would doubtlessly not object to adopt as their own.

particular standard of measurement. They talk very glibly of being
"
three miles long," whereas, if the distance came to be measured, it

would probably turn out to be like cabmen's distances generally not
more than half. There is another deficiency, too, that frequently occurs

with the mileage question. We have known a distance, that when a

party first went over it, was only four or five miles, become suddenly
increased to eight or ten at least, when the same party especially if

a dinner party had to go over it again on their way back. This diffi-

culty has been felt so strongly at times, that every one of the party has

preferred at thSt late hour stopping where he was, instead of

walking home all that distance. These unnecessary difficulties impcra-
rall for a speedy answer to the puzzling question, "What is a

Mile?
"

for hitherto the question has been passed over by our Police

, from one parish to another, like a pauper, for the want of

a settlement.
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ACCORDING TO ACT OF PARLIAMENT.
Lady.

" Your fare's Sixpence, I think ? Please to knock at the <><

Cabby.
"
i\ot if J knows it, Marm.Tltc JIact 'blcegcs me to take fiance a .Vile, but t/ clo.i't 'binge me to knock at a door."

A CABMAN'S PROTEST AGAINST THE HINJUSTICE
OF THE HACT.

. here 's a pretty time o 'day ! a precious haet indeed !

I in blest if, since I tuk the via the like I ever seed
ihe puld hacts they vos dreadful bad, and cut us all to bits
For justice from iust-asses a poor Cabman never gits
Though he may do the thing vot 's fair, the fare the thing vot 's shabbc
it s all the same ; the ugly beak is allus down on.Cab by '.

But look at this 'ere hact : my eye ! there 's fine and pris'n too !

I vonder vot the Parleymeiit is going next to do.
Just

s^'pose
a fare should leave a purse or pocket-book behind,And s pose, ven I gits to my stand, the book or purse I find

'

'i
11

]*

mine
' Jt >s werry true'*lt I don>t know it 's his'n

;

'

And there comes claws eleven, and claws a 'onest man to pris'n !

Then see the
"
rates

"
in Shcddle A, vy vot a shame it is

lo drag two fat uns near a mile, and only git a tiz !

Now s pose a twelve-stun fare comes up and takes me off the rankAnd makes me drive him, pretty sharp, from Smiffield to the Bank :

1 civ lly axes eighteenpence, and cheap, too, for the job-He sticks into me claws seventeen, and fines me forty bob !

Ye 're chaffed and jeered by every cove, by slaveys on a bus
ir werry watermen are now our masters top of usA
pp-hce chap may poke his dirty mug into my cab,'

And, it he says it isn't clean, my license he may grabAnd arterwards, if I but "use "
my own cab, I must nay

Says claws the third, a penalty of sixty bob a day ! ! !

Vy,
haven^t

Cabmen feelings ? Then vot right 'ave yott to gash
They aren't 'osscs, vich we know, all likes us for to 'lash em
It we are dray about all day from this to t'other station

r fares screw d down to sich a pint as 's werry near starwation,Our parson 1 liberty consarned, and bilked of all our prig-in-s1 m blowed if I dont drop the reins and bolt off to the dfgpngs

EXHIBITION OF POLITICAL INDUSTRY.

ic nouses are v ictona lower and all; and when we see what pro-

I

gress is being made with the Crystal Palace at Sydenham, we cannot
but think how desirable it is that those edifices, and, indeed, the whole
Parliamentary concern should have been got up by a Houses of Parlia-
ment Company. If that had been the case, the edifices would not only
IKUV been long since lighted, ventilated, and decorated, but the thing
would now be a paying property. Such it might easily have been ren-
dered by making the galleries larger, and admitting the public at so much
a head say playhouse prices which crowded audiences doubtless would
be willing to give, in order to hear the spouting. Besides, the Members
might have been required to pay for their seats, and the revelations
that have taken place this session before the Election Commuters
aftord sufficient assurance that they would have done , that hand-
somely.

Whiskey above Proof.

WE suppose that the principal objection of the Irish priesthood to
the ARCHBISHOP or DUBLIN'S Christian Evidences as a national school-
book, is, that if the pupils were allowed to have the truth of

Christianity proved to them, they would also want proof of everything
else that their Reverences tell them to believe.

em? THE ETIQUETTE OF SMOKING.

LIGHT your cigar first, and, after you have taken one or
1
two whiffs,

turn round, and inquire, most politely,
"
If smoking is disagreeable to

any one present ?
"

THE MOST UNPLEASANT MEETING. Having to meet a Bill.

^rffi^^r^^
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A CAROL ON CAROLINE CHISHOLM.

COME, all you British females of wealth and high degree,

Bestowing all your charity on lands beyond the sea,

I '11 point you out a pattern which a better plan will teach

Than that of sending Missioners to Tombuetoo to preach.

Converting of the Heathen's a very proper view,

By preaching true religion to Pagan and to Jew,
And bringing over Cannibals to Christian meat and bread,
Unless they catch your Parson first and eat him up instead.

But what 's more edifying to see, a pretty deal,

Is hearty British labourers partaking of a meal,'

U'it h wives, and lots of children, about their knees thatclimb.

And having tucked their platefuls in, get helped another time,

Beyond the roaring ocean ; beneatli the soil we tread.

You 've English men and women, well housed and clothed

and fed,
Who but for help and guidance to leave our crowded shores,

Would now be stealing, begging, or lie starving at our doors.

Who taught them self-reliance, and stirred them to combine,
And club their means together to get across the brine,

Instead of strikes, and mischief, and breaking of the law,

And wasting time in hearing incendiaries jaw ?

Who led their expeditions ? and under whose command

Through dangers and through hardships sought they the

promised land ?

A second MOSES, surely, it was who did it all,

It was a second MOSES in bonnet and in shawl.

By means of one good lady were all these wonders wrought,

By CAROLINE CHISHOLH'S energy, benevolence/and thought,
Instead of making here and there a convert of a Turk,
She has made idle multitudes turn fruitfully to work.

The ragged pauper crawling towards a parish grave
She roused directed to a home beyond the western wave

;

She smoothed his weary passage across the troubled deep,

With food, and air, and decencies of ship-room and of sleep.

There 's many a wife and mother will bless that lady's name,

Embracing a"fat infant who might else have drowned the

same,
A mother, yet no wife, compelled by poverty to sin,

And die in gaol or hospital of misery and gin.

The REVEBEND EBENEZER I 'd not deny his dues.

For saving Patagonians, and Bqsjesmcn, and Zooloos ;

But MRS. CHISHOLM'S mission is what I far prefer ;

For saving British natives I 'd give the palm to her.

And now that a subscription is opened and begun,
In order to acknowledge the good that she has done

Among that sort of natives the most important tribe;
Come down like handsome people, and handsomely subscribe.

OUR HONEYMOON.

TUESDAY-MAY 28, IS.
SHALL I ever forget the day ? As it comes round if I'm spared

for fifty years I 'm sure I shall always feel a chill, a p_ang
at the

thoughts of it. That dear, foolish creature, FRED ! As if being shot

could make it auy better ! And then the thought the horrid thought
would press itself piercing like a dagger to be sent into weeds in

one's very Honeymoon !

Of course, the whole house was raised. When JOSEPHINE heard me
scream, and came to the bedroom door, and found it locked, and
couldn't make me sensible to open it for I 'd the key in my hand,
and so had dropt it on the floor when I fell myself in a swoon
Of course, when JOSEPHINE could make nobody hear, she very soon

raised the house, and there were chambermaids and waiters at the door,
and they were breaking it open, when I came enough to myself to

prevent it !

"
It's all right. Ma'am," said JOSEPHINE. "Master's safe; not a

whit the worse, depend on't."
"
Safe !

_
Are you sure ?

"
"
Certain, Ma'am. 'Cause the landlord has given informalion to the

constables, and no doubt on it, he says, they'll all be in custody afore

they can shoot one another."
"
Shoot !

"
Well for the moment I did hate the creature as she

spoke the word
; speaking it with all the coolness in life death,

I might say.
I hastily slipped something on : went into our 'room. Had up the

landlord, the landlady ;
and it really was wonderful gave me for the

time quite a shock at human nature to see how little they were moved
in fact not mored at all by my wretchedness, my downright misery."
Oil," I thought, every other minute,

"
if I once get him home again !

"

And then the next moment, some horrid sight would come before me
and no one, no one to help or advise me. Yes. The landlady counselled
me to have a cup of tea, and the landlord advised me to make myself
comfortable.

"
Things o' the sort

"
he said

"
never come to nothing,

now-a-days. Besides, he 'd given the word to the constables and I

might make myself easy they'd all be locked up in a jiify."

VOL. XXV.

"
Could he tell me"I asked" the most likely road to take ?

"

"
Why, no," he said,

" some folks took one, some another. Some
liked the cliffs, some the Devil's Dyke ;

but as he'd sent all ways, why,

again he assured me, I had nothing to do but to make myself
comfortable."
And even as the horrid man said this, his more dreadful wife not

but what the woman meant well
; only I couldn't abide her for her

comp9sure at such a time the woman came to me stirring a cup of

tea with, as she said, just a spoonful 9f brandy in it to settle my spirits.

What a thought! I to take tea with brandy in it, and FREDERICK

perhaps at that moment
JOSEPHINE I'll do the girl so much justice at last was running to

and fro, upstairs and downstairs and putting the house, from one

end to the other, in a ferment. At last the landlady desired her to be

quiet, and not go about making noise enough to tear people out of their

beds. If all the world was gone out to be shot, that was no reason why
their house should be ruined !

Well, I won't attempt to describe the two hours I suffered ! How,
sometimes, I thought I'd have a horse and go galloping anywhere,

everywhere."
It 's all over. Ma'am ! "cried JOSEPHINE, running in.

"Over !

" and I saw death in the girl's face.
"
Over, Ma'am. They fired two shots, Ma'am two a-piece they

say, and"
"
Yes-yes"" And master"

"Killed!" I screamed.
'

"
No, Ma'am ! Quite the reverse !

"

(How I thanked the girl for the words, though where could she have

picked 'em up ?)" He has not killed his I mean the other gentleman ?
"
No, Ma'am, totally the contrary. Nobody's hit not so much as

winged, though what that means I can't say only I heard one of the

men say as much. But all of 'em in custody."" What now ? Why, what for ?
"

"Why, Ma'am, as I hear, for every one of the gentlemen to be

bound over to keep his peace for the rest of his born days ! And la !

bless me how ill you turn, Ma'am, and when it 's all over ?
"

" Not at all, JOSEPHINE. I'm very well, now : very well, indeed ;'
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and then rose my determination. Yes, I'd go home that very day.

"JOSEPHINE, pack up as much as you can. Your master shall go
home, I'll take care ot that directly.""

That's right, Ma'am. Now you've got him safe and sound
once more, you couldn't do better, Ma'am. And for Mil. TRUE-
PENNY "-

Well, his very name set me in a flame.
" ME. TRUEPENNY ! He

never crosses my threshold ! A very pretty friend indeed, to come and
lure a man a newly-married man "-

" Not married a month yet, quite, Ma'am," said JOSEPHINE,
"
which

makes it hard."
" And take him put, I may say, in cold blood

"

" Which makes it ten times wickeder," said JOSEPHINE.
" And butcher him like a lamb," said I.
"
Exactly like a lamb, Ma'am," cried the girl.

"
Only there is this

difference, Ma'am : you know master isn't a bit hurt.
"
That has nothing to do with it. He might have been killed, and

what would MK. TRUEPENNY have cared? No! I might have been
left a wretched widow !

"
" And much MK. TKUEPENNY woidd have helped you then, Ma'am,"

said the good girl."
No, he never crosses the Flitch never : and that I shall tell your

master. The foolish, dear fellow ! How I will scold him."
"
Do, Ma'am

;
he deserves it all. To go fighting and and after all,

do you know for a certainty what he went fighting about ?
"

"Folly, madness, of course," said I. "Jealous of "-
"
Weil, I thought so !

"
cried JOSEPHINE, with a strange knowing

look.
"
I thought as much. Jealous, and of you, too, above all folks !

And in your Honeymoon, too. Well, I 'm sure ; as if there wasn't
tune enough for that !

"

"I don't mean to say jealous ; not of me of course not. But the

fact is, he fired up at a rudeness, a liberty that
"

" You don't say so, Ma'am !

"
cried the girl.

"
La, and if you

please, how was that ?
"

"
Why, it was all folly all nonsense and he ought to have known

better
;
but there was a little flower-girl on the beach. What 's the

matter. JOSEPHINE ?
"

for I saw the creature look suddenly confused.

"Nothing. Ma'am only I I once saw that girl a gipsey-girl,
Ma'am with flowers, Ma'am ; yes, to be sure."

" Then you know her ?
"
I asked.

"
Can't say I know. Because one should hardly lower oneself to

know a creature of that sort. Only once, and perhaps twice, I 've had
a nosegay of her."

"
Welt, she would give a nosegay to me," said I.

"Just like 'em, Ma'am," replied JOSEPHINE.
"
Yes. She ran to me, and put a nosegay in my hand. And in that

nosegay, what, JOSEPHINE (and I watched her narrowly as I further

questioned) what do you think there was '?

"
" Law ! Who can answer for the gipsies," cried JOSEPHINE.
"
Well, then, therewas a letter a love-letter ; and that letter finding

its way to your master's hand"-
"
Oh, Ma'am ! Do forgive me ! Pray forgive me ! I couldn't help

it
;
but I see it all now. The gentleman mould write that letter was

not for yon !

"

"No? For whom then?"
"
If you please, Ma'am, and you'll not be angry, that letter" said

the bold creature
"
that letter was for me !

"
" For you ! And here has nearly been murder done here has your

master
"

But at the moment IB.ED ran into the room, and I was in his arms.

UNCOMFORTABLE POSITION OF MR. JONES DURING A
TABLE-TURNING EXPERIMENT.

N.B. MR. JONES'S skin is extremely sensitive ; he must not remove Ms
hands from the Table, and for 35 agonising minutes a wretched fly makesa promenade of Ida face.

THE MILESTONE TREADMILL.
How to find fit work for convicts work that shall at the same time

be serviceable to the Public, and shall not take the bread out of the
mouths of honest men is a question that nobody has yet answered.
1 rotound philosophers have sometimes got very near to the discovery
ot the quadrature of the circle, perpetual motion, the transmutation of
metals, the elixir of hie the crystallisation of carbon, the longitude,
ihey have almost succeeded; all but solved the problem ; when, just on
tlie verge of the accomplishment of the great work, they find all 1 heir
profound calculations upset by some petty, superficial obstacle which
they had overlooked. Precisely thus had we nearly attained to the
invention of a proper employment for convicted thieves : just so were
we confounded on the brink of success by a stumbling-block, which has

tripped us up and flung us back again heels over head, alighting,

however, on the former, as we always do.

A communication in the Civil Service Gazette states the case of a

letter-carrier, in the Derby district, who has to walk above 20 miles a day,
and deliver letters at eleven villages. This amount of walking exercise,

allowing 15 minutes for delivery at each village, and 25 minutes for

refreshment, the writer calculates to be 8 miles an hour for 2| hours.

It reads like an achievement of running a fabulous distance and picking

up an incredible number of stones with the mouth. That a man might
match himself to attempt such a feat of pedestrianism for a limited

period and high stakes is conceivable : but this one does it daily for 11*.

Of course he has sent in his resignation no free agent could continue
to do such work on such terms. Only eleven shillings for all this hard
labour !

Hard labour. These two words are brilliantly suggestive seem to

flash upon us the settlement of the convict employment question.
Hard labour-^-occupation toilsome and unremunerative

;
at the same

time useful : just the proper occupation for criminals. Rig out all our

rogues and thieves in blue and scarlet, turn them into postmen, and
give them six months, or upwards, of 8 miles an hour for several hours

daily letter-carrying. MERCURY in Windsor uniform
; messenger and

thief in one : on the turnpike treadmill 'tis a pretty idea, too, into the

bargain.
But here up starts the difficulty. It is peculiarly necessary that a

postman should, before all things, be honest. By this trifling obstacle

is the magnificently specious scheme of substituting Post Office

employment for the treadmill frustrated. The mounted police, and
other constabulary, might prevent the fellows from escaping, and keep
them in their routes

;
but could hardly hinder them from secreting

money and notes in stumps of trees, old walls, and other nooks and

comers, for concealment therein till the expiration of their sentences.

Whilst, however, there exists this objection to the employment of

rogues as postmen, there is nothing whatever to forbid them from

employing themselves in that capacity. Hence the frequent abstraction
of naif-sovereigns from letters ; taxing the detective acumen of

MR. SCULTHORPE.
We see that a bumpkin of a Post Office messenger was tried the

other day at the assizes for making away with letters. He was an

ignorant clown : and he destroyed them simply that he might not have
the trouble of delivering them. Alas for our economy ! Unfortunately
we can't give inadequate wages without being in danger of getting
cither a knave for our servant or a fool.

So we didn't quite set the Thames on fire
;

it won't do to make
letter-carriers of convicts : and as to the nuisance of having knaves
and fools amongst our postmen, there is evidently no help for that but
to raise the postmen's salaries.

Devotees in Cells.

MR. LUCAS, the other evening, made a reasonable speech in the
House. He complained that the principle of religious equality, in

English prisons, was not sufficiently observed with regard to Roman
Catholic prisoners. A fair ground of complaint ! By all means let

every llomanist convict enjoy his own conviction.
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AN ANSWER TO THE EASTERN QUESTON.
HIS question is, at last, effcc-

:uis\vercd. \V'e are glad
in announce that Ciin^iunii-

nople has jus/ ln'i ii iak* ////

!& (ituKVK and TKLBIN,

who, dead to the influence of

Hus,'au gold, refuse to sur-

render it, upon any terms, into

the hands of the BMPBBOB
NICHOLAS. They intend to

hold out as long as
they pos-

sibly can ; but all KuuHish sub-

jects
will be admitted to view

Us numerous beauties by apply-

ing at the Gallery of lllustra-

lion. in lie-cut Street.

No Russians need apply.

Walls have Tears.

A COMPLAINT against damp
houses has been recently made

by a letter-writer in the Times,

who says he has suffered

se\civly from wet walls. \Ve

are happy in suggesting an

efficient remedy by recom-

mending that the walls ot

tuses should be papered
with

Parliamentary speeches,

the usual dryness of which would, we are convinced, render any liule dampn.es

impossible. __^.

PASSPORTS IMPROVED.

THEEE was a talk of passports being issued with photographic portraits. Men
may not object to this plan, as they do not care so much for a little disfigurement.

but we doubt strongly if ladies will ever give their countenances to it. It is well

known that photographic portraits do not improve the beauty of any one. They
give the features of the human face divine," but without the slightest touch

of flattery. Worse than this, if there should be any little defect, the cruel metal

does not trouble itself in the least to conceal it, but has the vulgarity to render it m
all its staring obliquity or deformity. We have our fears, therefore, that this

very unfashionable system of portrait painting will never suit the ladies. It goes

upon the Antipodean theory of making the pretty faces appeir ugly, and the ugly
ones still uglier. We are confident that no lady who has any respect for herself,

or her husband, will face such an ordeal. Some other plan must be invented by the

police, or else there will be an end to all travelling on the part of our ladies.

Where is the woman who would care about going abroad, when she was liable

to be stopped at every minute, and forced to produce, for the amusement of some
coarse gensd'arme, an ugly photographic portrait of herself ? We propose, there-

fore, that the following system be adopted : Let M. BAUGNIET, or some other

artist as clever in taking portraits, be constantly in attendance at the passporl
office. He would strike off a likeness in a very short time such a likeness

as, delicately flattered, the lady herself would take a positive pleasure in pro-

ducing every time she was asked for it. It would be an elegant work of art

uhich the lady would like, probably, to preserve by her, and the possession o:

whicji would also materially enhance the pleasures of travelling. All the expenses
to be paid, of course, by the State for it would be a most ungracious action to

ask a lady to pay for her own portrait or else to be defrayed by the railways, or

steam-packets, of the country which the fair traveller intended to visit. The

companies would be amply repaid by the influx of passengers, besides having
the enviable privilege of claiming copies of all their female visitors. An ample

profit, even, might be realized by selling the lithographs, for a lady might be

allowed to claim as many copies of her likeness as she pleased, upon the under

standing that all copies, beyond the one which was gireu to her for the necessar;

police purposes of tiavelling, were to be paid for. A large revenue might br

derived from this branch of the passport system, for what lady would hesitate t

take a hundred copies of herself, if she was made extremely handsome ?

The Vegetarians in the North.

THE Vegetarians have been consuming a quantity of green stuff in public a

the Town Hall of Salford. We shall expect soon to hear of a variety of Extra

ordinary Feats performed by geniuses of the Vegetarian class, such as swallowing
turnips whole, demolishing spinach by the sieve, onions by the rope, and cabbage
by the cartload. We perceive that the Vegetarians have set themselves ii

opposition to everything like compromise ;
and a poor unfortunate who endeavoum

to meet the Vegetarians half way by k'ving on tapioca, was recently hooted down
and warned of the frightful consequences to be apprehended from the starch in the

tapioca, which might lead to stiffness of the joints, and a thousand other maladies

THE BATTLE OF SPITHEAD.

Or Co< n HANI: and the Court,

Sing I he glorious day's renown,
to Smthead did resort

All that London could send down ;

"Where they lodged the night before, is unknown
HIIOIII to sit, <ir sleep, or stand,

prices did comm
U ith the li mseless, streel mul strand

Thick were strewn.

Many a cockney was afloat,

Un;i i to ihc brine;
But no wind to speak of blew,
And the dr.y was bright ami line

;

It was ten of Thursday morn by the chime,
And no ripple curled In wrath,
As they steamed upon their path,
And sniU'ed old Niiru MI'S breath.

Oh, 'twas prime !

Old penny boats, new-brushed,
Till they looked quite smart and clean,

Their Urns plebeian pushed
More nobby ciaft Betwi en.

"
Give 'em eo'ke !

"
the captains cried ; and each one

Charged his furnace to the lips,

Till steamers, yachts,
and ships,

The. funnel's clouds eclipse
Dark and dun !

In vain ! in vain! in vain !

Ail attempts to keep 'em back ;

With a turu-a-head, again

They were right across the track

Underneath some first-rate's bows, or frigate's boom-

Spite of angry captain's hail,

And passengers grown pale,

When did Thames' steamers fail,

To find room ?

The well-bred yachting men
Much better did behave,

With six pounders and e'en ten
Their salute they duly gave,

And their burgees to the breeze did smartly fling

While Solent's shores repeat
The thunders of the fleet,

That HER MAJESTY to greet,

Loudly ring !

Till to the great relief

Of eyes and ears and nose,
At a signal from the chief

The salutes came to a close,

And we thought the firing over for the day;
While COBDEN and friend BRIGHT
Asked themselves

"
if such a sight

Of powder we 'd a right
To fire away?"

When sudden through the haze,
The foemen heave in sight,

And again those broadsides blaze

In the mimicry of fight

But yet, from out the cannon's harmless roar,

Speaks a warning true and deep,
Of the floating powers that sleep,

The curse of war to keep
From our shore !

The friends of peace may chide,
But not the less 'tis true,

There's a time our strength to hide,

And a time to show it, too ;

'Tis not always true economy to save

Then wherever ocean rolls,

From the equator to the Poles,

May our hearts of oak bear sail,

True and brave !

AN OBTUSE ANGLE ? Attempting to catch a perch with

a hook, but no bait.
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CAUTION TO TRAVELLERS DURING THE HOT WEATHER.
NEVER GO TO SLEEP WHILE YOU ARE HAVING YOUR HAIR CUT IN PAIUS, OR IT MAY BE CUT IN THE FIESI STYLE OF FASHION.

SPECIAL REVIEW OF THE FLEET.

(By a Distinct Observer.)

I HAD the advantage of inspecting the Review of the Fleet from a

peculiar point of view. Before me was an enormous volume of smoke,
which completely prevented me from seeing the vessels

;
it was, how-

ever, a volume in which I think I read something to the purpose.
There is, perhaps, hardly any mind wherein the tremendous roar of

1,076 guns, the smallest of which are 32 pounders, and the largest
throw 68 ft. shot and 84 ft. shells, would not excite some degree of

emotion of some sort.

The boom of each Brobdignagian piece of ordnance inspired me wilh
a sum in mental arithmetic, which the immediate thunder of another

explosion prevented me from carrying out with strict accuracy. The
problem, however, was simple enough. So much noise, so much guu-
powder, so much money. So much money ;

so much taxation. The
seene-K>f smoke chiefly was too sublime

;
the noise was too over-

whelming ; perhaps 1 had also drunk too much brandy and water : to
admit of my COCKERING myself inexact calculation; but I ciphered
roughly in a mental soliloquy, thus :

Bang ! There goes the Income Tax. Bang ! That's the Succession

Duty. Bang ! Bang ! That's the Stamp and Paper Duties. Bang !

Bang! Bang! There's the Assessed Taxes. Bom! the Malt Tax.

Pop! the Wine Duties. Pop-pop-pop! The rest of the Taxes on
Consumption.

All this money gone in fire and smoke ? Not so the greater part of

it, doubtless in national defence and Peace Assurance ; but is it not

just possible that a rather enthusiastic nation may get a little too fond
as it has been ere now of ; gunpowder and artillery; a little too

prone, if it does not take care no disparagement to Chobham Camps
and Spithead llcviews to amuse itself by playing at soldiers and
sailors.

Of course it is necessary, to a certain extent, to discharge small arms

and to fire broadsides at nothing. But yet,
"
amid the joy and the

uproar
"

of these imposing high jinks, it may be a useful exercise for

the mind of the spectator, if not too much clouded by powder smoke,
or other fumes, to count the cost of the cartridges, and compute the

dimensions of the hole which they blow in our pocket.

PARLIAMENTARY BULLETIN.

IT is useless to affect any further disguise with respect to the
condition of an Illustrious Body ;

or to the human certainty, almost,
of that melancholy event which nothing but some unlocked for

occurrence, or inconceivable change in the Constitution, can now
protract above a few days. The following Bulletin was issued'this

morning :

"St. Stephens, August IS, 1853.

Parliament has passed a very unfavourable night; for the most part in a state of

extreme prostration : dozing heavily at intervals, but now and then exhibiting symptoms
of restlessness. The distinguished patient is happily free from pain, and so completely
in possession of the mental faculties as to express a wish for Grouse : but the difficulty
of performing the vital functions increases

;
and the mind of the nation must be

prepared for the inevitable result.
"

ABERDKRH,
PALMKKSTOH,
J. KUSSKLL,
W. E. GLADSTONE."

"VVe cannot be expected to express much sorrow at the approaching

departure of 1he Imperial sufferer from the present Session of

existence, already protracted beyond the usual span; and, in fact,

will not pretend to ay that wre shall not consider it a very happy
release.

THE REVIEW AT SPITHEAD. It is wonderful that this affair was
not a sad mistake ; for there is no doubt that the Reviewers were all

at sea.

'

Signed



THE SHAM FIGHT AT SPITHEAD.

Boarder. "AH! IT'S ALL WEKRY WELL; BUT 0, JACK IP YOU HAD BEEN A ROOSHIAN!"

AUGUST 20, 1853.
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WHO SENDS ALL THE CONSCIENCE-MONEY ?

HERE is a question
we would ask the

reader: Did ever In;

witli a person
who had sent any"
conscience-money

"

lo the CHANCELLOR
OF Tin: KM !II:QUER?
We have met with

many curious people
in our life-time, but
we must say we
MVH came in contact
with an eccentric in-

dividual, wlio in-

dulged in any pecu-
I i;i rity half so strange
as the above. Wi-

de) not believe such
an individual exists.

If ever there was a

myth, we should say
thai, individual is

fairly entitled to call

himself one. He must
be the myth of all

myths; unless perchance it is the CHANCELLOR OP THE EXCHEQUER
himself, who sends all these conscience-moneys. \Ve have long
had a suspicion of this nature

; firstly, because we never see any
return of these numerous sums of money entered in the Quarter's
llevenne , and, secondly, because we believe he does it to decoy others
to do the same. If you notice, these conscientious offerings are gene-
rally made in favour of the income-tax. Now, the CHANCELLOR OF
THE EXCHEQUER knows very well that this tax is not a popular one.
He also knows that, on account of its unpopularity, there is a very
large class of HER MAJESTY'S subjects who particularly dislike paying
it. Give them but a chance of evading the payment, and they do not
in the least scruple availing themselves of it. We do not say whether
the practice, so pursued, is honest or not, but such is the fact ! The
CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER, therefore, hits every now and then
upon the

"
conscience-money

"
expedient in order to reproach every

man who has been a defaulter with Ihe fact of his non-payment. It is

only another way of saying to him,
"
Why don't you follow his example ?

Look at, A. B. ; what a noble-minded fellow he is ! By some accident he
has neglected to pay 50 for his share of the Income-Tax, and here, by
Jove, he has sent it ! Now, if you have any conscience, you will imme-
diately do the same."
We cannot say whether any one does send anything. A few

pounds may drop in occasionally, but we suspect tnat the majority
of the sums., sent in the name of A. B., or A. Y. Z., and the other

popular initials of the alphabet, are forwarded bv the CHANCELLOR
or TIIK EXCHEQUER himself. It is a financial dodge for inducing
reluctant tax-payers to do that as a matter of "conscience," which
they will not do as a pleasure.

THE END OF QUACKERY.
Airoxn the many novel systems of medicine for which the present

day is remarkable, there is one distinguished by a name that, at least,
sci ms very appropriate. It is called Coffinistn. This is candid. The
term, however, is so comprehensive, that it might with great correct-
ness, be applied to all manner of therapeutical schemes which deviate
from true medical science. There is one right method of treating
diseases, and there are many wrong ones ; to all whereof the denomi-
nat 1011 of Coffinism is justly applicable ; since it indicates, with
exactness, the

tendency
of each of them; every improper way of

attempting to cure people being a path which leads to the "bourne
from which no traveller returns :" in short, which terminates in the
elm box.

A Whisper in the Ear of Nicholas.

WE hope we have heard the last of the EMFEROR OP RUSSIA'S
urns, or Ultimata, just as you like to call it. We truM the

EMPEKOR will bear in mind the old Latin injunctiyn of
" Ne sutor

'I'llrn crepidam," which, for his own particular Imperial use, we be" to
alter into

" Ne sutor ultra Ultimatum."

CURE FOR A CUT. Buy a new suit of clothes.

SONGS OF THE MENDICANTS.

No. 2.-THE SONG OP THE DISTRESSED WEAVER.
WEARILY spins the web of life

;

Dismally London's streets 1 tread:
I've got at hoiin ,,t ive wife,
And two small children lying dead.

(.'Isii/i'.) I most indulge a quiet grin
1 shall feel better when I 'vc laughed;

My wife 's at home consuming gin,
While the children sleep with an opium draught.

If my wife and children you could s<

I'm sure you'd help me, irood Christians all;
Believe my wretched tale, and on me

In halfpence let your compassion fall.

(Aside.) If my wife and children you wish to meet,
As soon as she 's sober, you '11 mayhap

Find her in the adjoining street,
With the well-drugg'd infants on her lap.

A Weaver I 'ye always been by trade,
From the time when I was eight years old

;

But I 've been unfit for labour made,
By hunger, over-work, and cold.

(Aside.) Yes, I am a Weaver, I '11 stick to that ;

And my skill will often myself surprise,
When I think what precious yarns I spin,
And what wondrous webs I weave of lies.

To beg I 'm forbidden by the Act
;

But Providence will your charity bless,
If you'll purchase a small religious tract
From a pious Weaver in distress.

(Aside.) Hallo! how's this? I'm fairly caught f
A religious tract, I think I said

;

I Ve left them at home, and by JOVE, I 've brought
My stock of flash song-books out instead.

ME. PETEELOO BEOWN'S EXAMINATION OF
THE OXFOED STATUTES.

LETTER II.

"DEAH MR. PUNCH,"
IN my last letter to you, I mentioned a few of the Statutum

ests of
'
Tit. XIV.' of the Oxford Statutes ; and I now come to con-

sider
'

Tit. XV.' of the same amusing work, premising that I shall
confine my remarks to this Tit., as it would be a task of insufferable
weariness and one, I suppose, which like the discovery of the source
of the Nile, no philanthropist would ewer live to carry out to attempt
to explore the twenty-one Tits., which, with theacof>pendices branches,
run through that immense tract of paper intended tor the use of the
academic youth (in. usum juventutis academics). But I may remark,
en passant, as our

'

lively neighbours
'

say (I don't know French,
Mr. Punch, but I like to quote it occasionally, as it shows refinement
and education, and that you read the Morning Post, and all that sort
of thing) I may remark, that for the ViecvChancellor to drive
twenty-one of these Tits, in hand, and keep them well together, must
be no ordinary act of JEiru-km; and I think it would have added
greatly to the effect of the late Commemoration, if

they had put out
illustrated posters, that the new Chancellor, 'acknowledged by the
Press 19 be the premier jockey of the day, and without a Peer in the
\\ estminster Circle,' would make his

'

first public entrance into

Oxford, driving TWENTY-ONE TITS IN HAND !

'
after which would, of

course, follow
'

the performances in the Theatre/ with
'

the drolleries
of the Caucasian Clown,' and ' the laughable farce of The Phenomenon
in a Doctor's gown' I think something might have been made of that ;

but the hint may perhaps be taken against the next opportunity."
Tit. XV. treats 'lie moribus coxformandis ;

"
and itlirst orders that

all juniors should pay due respect to their seniors their seniors that

is, m academical rank, for age does not come before dignity in Oxford
the undergraduates to the BAi's, the B.A.'s to the M.A.'s, the MJL's

to the D.C.L.'s, and so on, according to the standing of the 'Man of
letters ;' (a phrase which evidently refers to those mysterious decima-
tions of the alphabet, which some people delight to put after then-

names). And the
'

due respect' is to be shown, firstly, by yielding up
the best scats, (locum, potiorem cedendo) which, they tell me, was done
in the theatre at the late Commemoration, by putting the under-
graduates in the gallery, the M.A.'s in the pit, and reserving the
boxes and dress circle for the

' Dons ' and the ladies
;
and secondly,

by giving the wall, and by capping, or, as the Statute more expressively
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says,
'

by uncovering the head at a proper distance,' (ad just-urn inter-

tdllitm caput aperiendo) though what this proper distance may be,

appears to be left to the taste of the capper, the rank of the cappee,
the force of the wind, the length of the arm, or any other directing
influence. Probably the distance is measured by the relative dignity
of the wearers of the cap, so that an undergraduate would have to

uncover himself as soon as the Vice-Chancellor came in sight ; and, in

the event of a dispute as to the proper distance, the matter would

probably be settled as they arrange similar differences of opinion
under the new Cab Act, airl would be brought before the Vice-

Chancellor's Court, who would, doubtless, order the distance to he

measured. At any rate, it appears that my son PETERLOO will have to

learn to keep his distance, and this inclines me to think favourably of

this Statute ; for I have always been of opinion (since I made money
by it)_

that there is nothing like being
' umblc '

to your superiors, and

snowing them all that respect which they desire, even if they don't

deserve. But I am glad that the Oxford authorities enforce this

Statute by wisely ordaining that those who neglect the proper marks
of respect, shall be punished with impositions, loss of terms, and the

setting down of their names in the Proctor's Black Book, (in Libra

N'ujro Prociiratonaa), which I have no doubt is the Bogy with which
the nurses of Alma Mater terrify and awe her refractory children.

But moreover, if they should still contumaciously persist in their

conduct, (' contumaces pentiteriiit), they shall be fined in addition, not
more than five pounds for each offence. It does not say what is done
with the money, but it probably goes towards purchasing a plaister for

wounded dignity. Now, Mr. Punch, as touching this healthy Statute,
I am rather curious to know how many undergraduates, B.A.'s, or

M.A.'s, were, during the late Commemoratioiij castigated by the
Proctors (Procitratoribus castiyentitr), or fined this five pounds, or had
their names put down in that terrible Black Book, or done anything
else to, for not capping at a proper distance, or yielding the wall to
DR. SAMUEL WARREN, p.C.L.,F.R.S., &c. &c., when they met that
talented author of The Lily and the Bee, (that sweet, thoughtful poem,
as MRS. BROWN calls it,) when he promenaded the High Street in all

the scarlet glories of his new D.C.L.-ship? For, if the Proctors'
Black Book be innocent of names branded therein for the dire offences

mentioned, of course there would not be such a Statute for matricu-

lating members to swear to obey.
"It is next ordered that nobody should wander idly about the city

or its suburbs, or be seen loitering about the streets, or the public
market-place ; (neque in Plateis, aut publico Foro, stantes out commo-
rantes conspiciantur,) just as though Oxford was always in a state of

insurrection, and it was feared that if groups of students lounged
in the streets, the Riot Act would have to be read, and the military
called out. But, on the whole, I admire this rule also

; for I know
that when young men hang about in front of attractive shop-

No OXE SHALL LOITER ABOUT THE STREETS on THE PDBLIC MAKKET-PLACE.

windows, the natural result is the running up of bills ; and my son
PETERLOO, has rather a pretty taste for jeweUery and pictures. I am
glad to think, therefore, that the authorities put a stop to these
expensive lounges, and even punish them 'pro arbitrio Vice-Cancellarii

vel Procuratorum.' But I cannot help thinking, Mr. Punch, how
greatly painters must draw on their own imaginations, when they
represent the High Street of Oxford as always enlivened by several of
these condemned groups : clearly an artistic license, as the authorities
would have immediately dispersed them, in accordance with their

Statute.
"
The next Statute that says nobody must frequent the houses of

the townspeople and the workshops ot artificers, without reasonable

cause, I pass over with the simple remark, that it would have been

-

I

l_-^ ITU
i i ;

NOBODY SHALL FHKQUENT WHEBE THE HERB NICOTIANA is SOLD.

better to have avoided the gratuitous insult that places respectable
houses in the same clause with others that are both shameless and
nameless

;
and I come to the next Statute, which says that Nobody

shall frequent the taverns, wine-shops, or places within the city and

University precincts, where wine, or any other liquor, or the herb

Nicqtiana or
'

Tobacco,' is commonly sold. (' Caupoms, jEnopoliis ac
domibus * * in quibus riniim, aut quivis alias potus, aut herba
Nicotiana sive Tobacco, ordinarie venditur, abstineant), and that the

townspeople who admit the students to such houses shall be heavily
fined, or punished with loss of custom for a certain time.

"
Bless me, Mr. Punch ! to think that I have smoked tobacco all

my life, and called it by its wrong name ! But, as SAM SUCK observes
of the Frenchman,

'

Blow'd if he didn't call a hat a shappo ! This comes
of his not speaking English !' so, I suppose, I fell into the mistake of

calling the herb Nicotiana by its vulgar name of Tobacco, from not

having had the advantage of an Oxford education. The Statute

speaks for itself. It entirely sets at rest those absurd reports that we
hear and read of the great consumption in Oxford of wines and
spirituous liquors, pale ale, and the herb Nicotiana; and when my
neighbour's son, BELLINGHA.M GREY, of Christchurch, has the polite-
ness to offer me a 'weed' (he does not call it a 'herb,' I observe, so

I suppose the plant has degenerated,) which he says he purchased at

CASTLE'S, or some other great stronghold for Oxford smokers; and
when he further entertains me with accounts of snug little under-

graduate dinners at the Star, or Mitre, and how from the effects of an
injudicious mixture of liquors the waiter's face came to be artistically
corked and otherwise taken liberties with; and when he narrates
other anecdotes of a like pleasant nature, I must suppose that he takes
me for a Marine, and tells his tales accordingly. For it is very evident
to all sensible persons, that when the authorities require the students
to swear not to do these things, and to receive certain punishments if

they do them, that they would be strict in enforcing the Statute, and
would not tamely suffer either thoughtless undergraduates to break
their oaths, or the unfortunate tavern and shop-keepers, and vendors

of^ the herb Nicotiana, to run a risk of fines and loss of custom.
Would they, Mr. Punch ? I should rayther think not, says

" Your Constant Reader, PETEULOO BROWN."

A BARE POSSIBILITY. The Russian Bear keeping the peace in

Europe for long.
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THE DOOM OF WESTMINSTER BEIDCI',.

THE Act has at length passed for the total destruction of V.

minster Bridge, :mil another bridge is to succeed, which, it' it is i

to succeed, si In- a unlike as possible to the existing bridge, which
en a complete failure. The career of this ln-id e has been

downward from toe first, and its continuance has beenaphei
similar ID that which is illustrated by th- old sa\iiiir tha' creaking
door hangs I -ing upon the hinges." UYstmiiistcr Bridge has been, as

long as \ve can remember,
"
noinL% go' 'and il lias been a

er o,'constant wonder I hat. it had never yd
"

Lr . inc." \\ e have never
on traversing it been able to look back upon it with the respect due

to"thebnd '-.irri'es us safe!) over," for we have always fell

that (he safely was due rather to good fortune than to any merit (he

bridge itself hail to rest upon.
\\eeannot. help feeling dclighlrd that an act of Parliament will at

last put this anhappyold bridge out of its misery, instead of sanctioning
the further infliction of the painful operations to -which it has been

subjected. The poor old bridse is no longer to be maimed and
mutilated, but it is to be with once and for ever. It has

already undergone the process of I repainting, by ha\inu: something
removed from its crown, and it has loin.' airo been able to boast of

nothing betterthan wooden legs, by tie ring it timbers to

stand upon, as \\ellas woou m of wood-work
for its old original balustrades. \\ e are delighted that the old

nuisance will not he suffered to die in its bed, or rather in the bed of
the river, into which it daily tiireateiied to tumble. Westminster

Bridge has, indeed, had a fair trial, for it has been tried by its piers,
and its condemnation has been the inevitable result, for its piers have

been, perhaps, the chief cause of its downfall.

at one another. Some of the officers on board were very attentive, and
if 1 want' d to marry a man in uniform, 1 would sooner ha\>.- th

:nil. They are fresher, and much pi.
> talk

to than the haiii think more of yon than the

68 dp. It was quite delightful to see them fly

to make >ou c doing llin M, as

\our dreadful child m \vmld faint at the idea of except at

Chobham, \ a\ e very decently. 1 should think it

Ol in.po-siblc for a woman to get to like a sailor pretty well, if

,v noiiody i .

About the sight I'self, my dear l/u i, \ou had belter a>k somebody
who understood it v nl, .icrhaps, for he was in the Jiull-

hieh behaved d'readfidlv ill, breaking the line, or some fearful sea-

water crime. Fiisi. when tin- ', | in her vellow yacht, the

ucre tired, and then there was a I- while she visited the

/>///,< if II fllii/ii/iiii, a monster of a ship with, .1 think they said, eleven

hundred and thirl .\-oiie guns, orl< ; ;et.hiug; but you must not

take: figures from me. Then we all went away in a sea-procession,
which was very pretty, the great ships in, long lines in the middle, hun-
dreds- of sti ids of Yachts following ina miscella-

neous crowd, the sun shining very brightly, and the si a as green as

giass. LADY DK GULES, like a. goose, fancied herself sea sick, which I
. e she would do if a glass of salt-water were set upon her dressing-

but we would not pity hrr, and she thought better of it. While
we were at lunch at which the officers behaved with great devotion, and
a disinterestedness remarkably unlike something you and 1 have seen

it seems that the fleet was cannonading an enemy, but I looked out of

window and could see nothing but smoke, so we stayed where we were.

OUR YOUNG LADY AT SPITHEAD.

Miss LAURA TREMAINE to her Sister, the Wife of AUGUSTUS

FLOPP, ESQ., M.P.
"Mi DEAREST LOUISA,

"
CERTAINLY, of all the unkind and churlish creatures that

ever lived, the House of Commons.contains the very worst specimens,
and, my dear, they are all alike, so there is no use in your making a
protest on behalf of your own Honourable Member. Not to take you to
the Spithead Review, and then 10 plead, as an apology, that there were
no ships for your accommodation ! And this is the omnipotent Par-

liament, that has only to say that coals shall not smoke, and they
instantly emit nothing but perfumed incense ; that cabmen shall not

cheat, and they at once become as polite as guardsmen (and a great deal

politer) ;
that candidates shall not bribe, and they immediately begin to

Eay
the voters who have opposed them, just to prevent the poor men

:om being unlawfully rewarded by their own friends. And yet this
wonderful Parliament pretends that it cannot find a ship or two to
take its own wives to see the Queen review the fleet ! The men
must think you are perfect geese, my dear Loo, to offer you such rub-

bishing excuses, it is very well for AUGUSTUS that he married you
and not me, as he was once inclined to do (he teas, so you need not

j

make a face), for you accept
'
the House '

as an excuse for everything, i

and are afraid to look at the newspaper in the morning to see what
hour Parliament rose, for fear you should discover that he could not
have been waiting for a division at three. And you believe, too. that
it is necessary for him to be full dressed for a debate, and that it

produces just the same effect upon him as champagne does upon ordi- '

nary men. O, LOUISA ! But you like it, I believe.
'Well, as 1 have not got an AUGUSTUS to tell me stories and leave

me at home, I went with LADY DE GULES and her sister to Portsmouth,
and every kind of care was taken of us. We went from the hotel
(where I hear they were demanding unheard-of prices from strangers,
and charging them live guineas for leave to pass the night on a hob,
with the run of the fender for a dressing-room), and some naval officers
whom LADY DE GULES ordered up for our service her brother, jou
know, is a Lord of Admiralty escorted us through the dockyard,
and had a boat waiting at the stairs to take us to a great steam-ship
lying in the harbour. Now, I should like to know why the wives of
Parliament could not have had this verv ship. There was plenty of
room, nothing could be nicer. We had an awning over us, and the
Gaptaiu ordered one of the cannons to be taken in, so that we had the
porthole for a window, and there we clustered, LADY DE GULES having
shawls and things put upon the cannon, and perching herself on the
top There were a few good people on board, but I rather think that
at the last moment, when the Admiralty authorities found that they
did not want the tickets, they flung them to the local folks, who came
on board very fussy and angular horrid men, all in black at ten in the
morning, and women covered with jewellery, which one of the little
middies said they bought cheap of the Jews m the High Street it did
look like it. However, they kept at a respectful distance, and sneered

I send you a sketch of it fiom memory. Entre nous, JI was not

quite unprofitably engaged. I do not know whether it will come to

anything, but just ask AUGUSTUS, from yourself, whether the Shropshire

branch of the LARTONBURY family is the right one, and if he knows
HENRY LARTONBURY. Swanby House, or Hall, or something, is, I

think, the family place, but I have some idea that my LARTONBURYS
don't live there. Until I know this, of course, I can say nothing, but

it is a strong case, and he can wait with great safety. Be sure you ask

AUGUSTUS, and write to me directly to LADY DE GULES'S.
" We came to town by a special train with lots of Members of

Parliament. I could not see AUGUSTUS, niy dear, but the others did

not look so unhappy at being without their wives as you pathetically
tell me he looked on leaving you. you silly LOUISA !

"
I hope I have given you a full account of the day's proceedings,

but the newspapers will tell you the rest one of the writers was in

the carriage with us I had no idea they were such nice clean people,
and he knew more than all the Members put together there, don't

look angry.
" Ever y0ur affectionate,

"
Gules Home, Saturday"

" LAURA."

"P.S. Be particular about the Shropshire branch, because there

are some Hereford LARTONBURYS who won't do at all, and who ought
to be made to change their name. Light hair, dark eyes, and a very
affected manner, but not a bad style."

The Fashionable Epidemic.

THERE is a curious epidemic flying about we hardly know what it

is but it attacks principally the highest and the middle classes. So

very contagious is it, and so certain in its effects, that, to our know-
ledge alone, no less than 5032 families, principally residing at the

West-end, have been ordered by their physicians to leave town

liatdji for
"
change of air."

SCKK.UIING. A term generally applied to refractory children, and
Adelphi farces !
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IMPORTANT MEETING OF SMOKE MAKERS.

IMMENSE cxciteir.enl, prevails among an important class of manufac-
turers those engaged in the manufacture of that atmospheric canopy,
the sable expanse of which extends over London and its environs,
serving the inhabitants of the whole metropolitan district as a parasol.
The cause of this commotion is the Smoke Nuisance Bill so called

;

against which a number of gentlemen, and others, professing the prin-

ciples of Free Carbon, met last night to protest, at the Holc-and-
Corner.

The chair having been taken by MR. SUTKINS, the business of the

meeting commenced with tiproar. Comparative silence having been
obtained,

MR. LOXGSIIAFT, brewer, rose to move a resolution, ihat the principle
of the Smoke Bill was at variance with the constitution of England.
At a time when London was much more smoky than it is now, it was
said that

"
Liberty is like the air we breathe." Could any atmosphere

be more salubrious than that air? Smoke possessed curative pro-
perties, especially in reference to hams

;
and the very essence of smoke

was applied for the cure of kippered salmon. He had sent some bottles
of smoke from his own brew-house to a celebrated German chemist,
who had written him a certificate in the form of a letter, to the effect
that he had analysed the smoke, and found it to consist principally of

carbon, which possessed antiseptic properties ; sulphurous and carbonic
acid gases : the former of which acted as a tonic, whilst the latter con-
stituted the enlivening element of bottled ale and stout, ginger beer
and soda water. The philosopher had accompanied this statement by
a declaration that he, for his part, liked the smoke as a perfume, and
would be glad to be supplied with a few more bottles of it for his per-
sonal use. Hitherto this beautiful smoke had been allowed to waste its
sweetness on the London air, which was now threatened with the de-
privation of that singular advantage. The loss cf the smoke would not
affect him individually much, as he lived some distance out of town
and could only indulge in a whiff now and then, when he went to his

place of business. He regarded the attack upon their chimneys as the
commencement of an invasion of their hearths

; and exhorted all who
meant to defend the latter to rally round the former. (Great
applause.)

ME. FUNNELL, Captain of a Thames steamer, seconded the resolution
In his situation he had good opportunities of hearing the expression of
public opinion about the Smoke Bill. People said if Parliament
objected to volumes of smoke, why did they publish so many Blue
Books ? If they wanted to preTent chimneys from puffing they shouldn't
have took off the Advertisement duty. What was the use of

emancipating Blacks abroad if they wasn't to enjoy freedom at home ?'

That was what the Public had to say about the matter. Tor his part
he looked on the separation of fire and smoke as a unnatural diworce.
Consume his own smoke ! Why they might as well ask him to consume
his own wife. Fire without smoke by-and-bye, he supposed, it would
be bread without butter. What ? he expected the next thing would be
your scientific legislators would bring in a bill for dividing thunder and
ligfitning. He called this here Smoke Bill the Kepeal of the Union.
A little smoke on the river was wholesome. A stream that had
Mich a lot of sewers flowing into it required fumigation. He had
heard passengers returning from Kew Gardens talk about plants there
that lived upon air. In course, the more substance there was in the
air the more nutritious it muat be both for wegetable and hanimal life.

Legislation was going too fast. Ease her ! stop her ! take a turn
astarn ! As to this tyrannical and arbitrary Bill of LORD PALMINSTER'S
for the consumption of smoke, he should give it every opposition : and
he hoped through their united efforts it would be brought to end in
that wery identical object it was directed agin. (Much cheering.)

Mil. COWL had the honour to belong to a branch of the medical pro-
fession. His practice was the cure of smoky chimneys. He protested
against a measure which would deprive him of his patients ;

and if the
Smoke Act was enforced he hoped at least he should receive

compensation.

MR. GENTLET was a producer of smoke. He supposed his interests

were affected by this measure, which required the producer to be also

the consumer, but did they call that political economy ? To be sure he
was not the proprietor of a chimney ;

but he possessed a nose : which
came to the same thing. The very occupation he pursued was that of

smoking. It was the employment of his life. It might not be a very
useful branch of industry : but it was an ornamental one. They knew

by the smoke that so gracefully curled from the end of his weed that a
Pickwick was near. They knew that a gent of fashionable exterior and
elegant manners was nigh likewise. If he was obliged to consume his

own smoke, how could he continue to diffuse fragrance in society?
He identified himself with the party of smokers ;

as he was a smoking
party himself. If smoke was such a nuisance, why did they make so
much the other day r.t the review at Spithead ? Let them put that

question in their pipe and, he would add, smoke it. Talking of pipes,
he would tell PALMERSTON that his idea cf a chimney consuming its

own smoke was a mere sham.

\The speaker resumed his seat amid great laughter, principallyfrom
himself, and the meeting terminated as it began, with clamour.
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A BIT OF SENTIMENT.
(Founded upon a Popular Sotiff.)

"
WELL, FRANK ! Tins DELIGHTFUL CAMP is NEARLY OYEK."

"
HM, HAW! YA-AS! AND IF YOU'LL ALLOW MB, I'LL TAKE A LAST FOND LOOK, AND A A LEAN UPON MY WHAT DI'E CALL IT.

AS THE SONG SAYS, AND A WIPE AWAY A TE AC !

"

THE BOUNCE OF A PISTOL.

SIR J. V. SHELLEY reads a circular in the House of Commons
summoning certain members to attend on a certain occasion for a
certain party purpose. The document bears the signature of C. H.
FKEWEN. It is couched in a spirit of low cunning, and tends to reflect

great discredit on its author.
MR. C. H. FREWEN writes to SIR J. V. SUM-LEY, demanding to

know from whom he had received this circular; a private letter

presumably given to him in breach of confidence.
SIR J. V. SHELLEY replies that the circular was a printed document,

and therefore not entitled to be considered private. Whereupon
MB. C. H. FREWEN (who dates his letters from Cold Overton Hall)
replies that, no matter for that, or in whatever way he got possessed
of it, the man who would read such a letter in such a way

" Can have uo pretensions to call himself a gentleman."

But stay. We do not say that all this is true. We only say that it

has appeared in the Times. For aught we know, the Times may be a
facetious contemporary, cracking jokes on the head of MR. FKEWEN, as
if it were a thick one. We do not mean to say that MR. FEEWKX made
such an ass of himself, as he did make, if his correspondence, as printed
in the Times, is genuine. But, however,

SIR J. V. SHELLEY always according to the Times, nmd rejoins
by desiring of MR. FREWEN that the whole of the correspondence
should be published, as the first letter had been, and declining to
answer any more letters. And then :

" Mil. FREWBN returns tliis letter unopened. SIR. J. SHELLEY ought to be aware
that MB. FREWEN cannot receive any mure communications from him except through
another pers-jn."

What does MR. FREWEN mean by this ? if the nonsense is his really ?

Surely not the old bluster, the obsolete bullying trick; Chalk Farm,

pistols and coffee for two, with cock pheasant also if required for the

satisfaction of a gentleman desiring a bellyfull for breakfast. Not an

invitation to fieht a duel; that ridiculous anachronism : the necessary con-

sequence of which in thfse days, to the principal fools concerned in it,

each of them, must be getting either shot, or imprisoned, or laughed at
;

most probably the latter. Shot by the other fool
; imprisoned if not

hanged for shooting him; or laughed at for neither having shot

him nor been shot by him ; but probably having simply exchanged
with him a blank pop ! If MR. FREWEN has indeed been such a

booby as it appears in the Times that he has, Mr. Punch can only say

that he would recommend him to change the designation of Cold

Overton to that of Clod Hall, and to assume the name, together with

the arms, of Bob Acres.

HOMOEOPATHY SUPERSEDED.

HERE is a gross libel or a fine satire :

EXTRAORDINARY ANTI-SURGICAL OPERATION.

MR. R. L

THE USE OP THE KNIFE UNNECESSARY.

MEDICAL HERBALIST, 15, I- STHFET,
ROXBURGH TERRACE, begs respectfully to intimate, that as a great many

Persons have been very desirous to wr the Serpent which he extracted altve later

from the breast of a lady labonriiiK nmlrr (.'niicer, ho will be most happy to s'.iow it to

those interested, any day from 10 to 12 o'clock, at his house, 15, 1 Street.

Edinburgh, 12IA August, 1853.

This is cither a libel upon somebody or other, glanced at under the

figure of the Serpent: or it is a satire on the gullibility of the

inhabitants of Edinburgh, from the Neics of wlr'ch city it is extracted.

The modern Athenians, with all their acuteness, are said to be rather

susceptible subjects for quackery.
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IMAGINARY PLAY-BILL.

WE observe that at one of the Metropolitan theatres an endeavour

has beeu made to dramatise The Times. We admit some curiosity to

know in what way the leading journal has been adapted to the purposes
of the Stage. During this hot weather it is of course impossible
for us to visit the theatre ;

but in the mean time we liave drawn upon
our melodramatic reminiscences, and have sketched what we suppose
must be the playbill of The Times. We are, however, opeu to convic-

tion, should our anticipations have been inadequate.

ACT ONE.

SCENE 1. Printing House Square, by moonlight. A policeman on

duty. Clank of the steampress heard amid the silence, and

distant plash of the river. Coronetted carriage driven hastily in.

Beautiful and fashionable lady, in opera costume, alights. Her

agitation. "He must be saved" She dashes hastily into the

building. Policeman saunters up and examines anus
on^ carriage,

and the next moment is recognised by the flunkey.
"
lla ! my

Lord" "Silence, my faithful JEEMES." Resumes his walk.

Lights seen along a passage mysterious lady is being conducted
to the EDITORIAL CHAMBER !

SCENE 2. The Strand. Meeting of two Reporters, one coming up
from the House of Commons, the other going down. "Likely
to sit?" "Another hour Irish row." "Bless those Irish!"

"Amen." They part exit Reporter to the House. The other

lights a cigar, and three ruffians spring out upon him. They have

long Macintosh coats, but beneath the disguise is seen the

glittering uniform of the Guards.
" You bring the wepawt of

LORD NAM.SY MACPAMBY'S Speech!" "I have." "Hand it

over." "With ///.// life only" They seize him, but he dashes his

cigar into the face of the first, and wrestles with the second, but

would be over-mastered by the third, when the latter is dashed to

the earth. Two run away, the last is prisoner.
"
But, who is my

preserver?" "Sir, I am but a mimble actor, but you were once

kyiinl (o me in a notice of my Clown in the Pantermine, and, believe

me, Sir, kyindness is like the gentle jew from eaven, which droppeth,

fyc." They drag the prisoner beneath a lamp. "THE RIGHT
HONOURABLE THE MARQUIS OP HAUGHTYCASTLE ! Ha, minion .'"
"
Nay, let him go my numble Friend. I know the game. A LADY'S

SECRET."

SCENE 3. Same as first. Beautiful woman comes out in tears. "He
was most courteous, but firm as the monumental adamant." She
enters the carriage, and throws herself sobbing on the cushion.

Policeman springs in after her, and seating himself opposite,
throws his bull's-eye full on her face. "My husband!" "Aye,
wrrrretched woman. Drive on, JEEMES." (In a voice of thunder.)" HOME !

"
(With intense irony,)

"
Ibarhome, Madam ; yours,

once loved COEONETTINA."

ACT TWO.

The House of Commons. Very full. Cries of "Order, order!"
Clamour increases, and no one can be heard. Fifty Members on
their legs, trying to speak. LORD JOHN RUSSELL springs upon
the table and gesticulates violently ;

but all that can be heard
from him, is

"
Obleege," and

"
Constitution." MR. DISRAELI

dashes his hand furiously upon the Green Box, which gives way,
and all his oranges roll out. Scramble and comic business.
LOUD NAMBY MACPAMBY

rises, dressed in the extreme of fashion,
and also extremely tipsy. Terrific cries of

"
Spoke, spoke !" The

Chairman of Committees falls on his knees and pleads for silence,
but sinks beneath the volley of blue books, votes, and bills,

instantly hurled at him from all the Members. Suddenly the
SPEAKER rushes in, seizes the mace, and lays about him on every
side. Members are knocked over one another. Tremendous
confusion ! Eights ! and Curtain.

ACT THREE.
The Editor's Ante-Chamber. Several of the Ministers waiting to

see him
;
some with glittering stars, blue ribbons, &c. A door

opens (centre), and an eminent Stockjobber is kicked into the
middle of the scene, and falls a huge Dag of sovereigns in each
hand. Bags burst, and the gold strews the stage. "/ offered
500,000 for leave to put in one article" Proud tribute to the

British Press. Porters sweep up the gold, and throw it out at

window, and the Stockjobber alter it. Enter LORD ASTERISK
dragging the beautiful lady.

" Ha ! you here, my lords ! But 'tit

well. She appealed to the
"
Times," and I have brought her hither."

Lady on her knees back hair down. "/ am innocent indeed I
am. innocent

" "I am Hot to be juped, Madam" "I swear it" "I
believe you not. Tour adorers, in disguiie, have been staining the

pure streets of our proud Metropolis with ruffianism. But in vain,

Madam." In vain,! Wretched me!" "Now by all that is

sulphureous" (he draws the sword usually worn by the British

aristocrat) "HOLD!! !" Awful appearance of the EDITOR.
" Mistaken nobleman ! She came but to sate her BROTHER, LORD
NAMBY MACPAMBY. He has spoken in the House to-night, and

knowing what a dreadfulfool he is, she wished his speech suppressed,
that your brother-in-law's idiotcy might not be published all over the

world."
" Her brother ! And those Guarasmen !

" " Her cousins."
" Ow ! ow ! ow ! Can yon forgive me, CORONETTINA ?

" "Am I
not your wife, dearest'?" The EDITOR, moved, tears up LORD
NAMBY MACPAMBY'S speech.

" One husk will not be missed amid
so much, chaff."

Affecting Denouement!

" OFF WITH HIS HEAD !"

LESSON FOR INNOCENT CABMEN.

SING a song of Sixpence,"A pocket-full !" says I.

Four-and-twenty farthings ?

That 's all my eye !

But my eye was opened
A summons he did seek ;

And wasn't that a pretty case

To bring before the Beak?

The Beak was on his judgment-seat
A lining swell coves money ;

And Punch was perch'd 'longside him,

Grinning precious funny.
FITZROY had, in the Commons,

. Been pickling us a rod ;

And off went the prison van,
And took me to Quod !

The Road in 1853.

THE days of the Highwaymen are over : but that need not be la-

mented by the admirers of the robbers of the good old times. The
Highwaymen have been succeeded by the Railwaymen.

THE FETALIST.

THE First Emperor left behind him a
" NAPOLEON Book of Fate."

The Second Emperor promises to enrich the history of France with a

". NAPOLEON Book of letes."

Too MUCH AND Too LITTLE. The man who believes too little may-
be safer than the man who believes too much ; but it is a question if,

through life, he knows half as much pleasure.

RUSSIAN IMPUDENCE. A celebrated Diplomatist who lisps a little,

being asked to define Russian Impudence, answered very significantly,

"Why, ith's beyond PBUTH!"
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RESOURCE FOR YOUNG LADIES.

HY should young ladies

in distress commit sui-

cide, or turn governesses
in genteel families, when

they might earn a decent

competence by penny-a-

lining? Can they? Why
yes, to be sure they
can. For example, here

is apiece of that work
as characteristic as

crochet :

"THE Moons. This morn-

ing, with the break of dawn,
the quick report of the rifle

would be beard on all the

moors of Scotland, and before

this sheet is in the hands of

onr readers, many thou-nnd
boxes of tiirds will have been

b^'Kcd by the keen sports-
men."

"Many thousand boxes
of birds," each box con-

taining several, will have
been

"
bagged by the

keen sportsmen ;

"
every

single uird almost out of

the several thousand bag-

ged on "the quick re-

port of the rifle." For,

you see, the rifle could not, except very rarely, kill two birds with one bullet : so

that a brace of grouse dropping to the
"
quick report of the rifle

" would be a rare

occurrence. Pop goes the rifle
;
down goes the bird, perhaps ;

but that is all, in

general. As the keenest sportsmen, however, sometimes miss, and rifle balls have

a longish range, the sporting on these moors must have been rather dangerous to

unfeathered birds as well as to game. Six shots might
"
achieve

;

"
but the

seventh, at least, would, in all probability, "deceive," as the British melodramatist

says in Der Freiieliiit:. But we are ourselves firing wide
of our mark, or digreeaing from the point : which ix that

the above paragraph, eopied from the ,S'//V////</ Jut/riml, is

evidently the production of a ladv. The, sex of the

writer is betrayed in (lie vagur- allusion to "the rifle."

A masculine scribe, with t!
1

: >-i in rc!erenee to

shooting that cannot be C\|HTIII| from the female mind,
would have been more specific, and would have told us
whether these wonderful Srolch rifles that, brought down
so many grouse were Mi. ''<' rifles or American revolvers.

A CIVIL CABMAN'S SAUCE.

A CABMAN was summoned before the LOBD MAYOK-
The report in the Tina's m:iy be found

For refusing to take in hi* carriage a I':

"Which to do lie was legally bound.

The cab of defendant, complainant averred,
That he saw, disengaged, on the stard

;

And to hire it proposed, but defendant demurred,
And declined to accord the demand.

But only to think, now, how gentle, how mild,
How pleasant a Cabman can be !

As he made the objection, he quietly smiled,
And observed that he wanted his Tea.

In the same airy strain and light jocular mood,
Which we cannot too highly admire,

Did the gentleman not, he
politely pursued,

That refreshment himself, too, require ?

But how shall we ever the sequel relate ?

This behaviour, so worthy of praise,

Procured it is really distressing to state

Twenty Shillings or else Fourteen Da}s !

EL VERDADERO DESCUBBJMIENTO D'lXIMAYA.

FOB, DON VELASQUEZ CKOCKER, UN INGENIO DE ESTA COETE.

THE manuscript of the following
"
True Discovery of Iximaya," by"

a wit of this court
"

(as the old Spanish dramatists would have said),

was brought to Mr. Punch's office, together with three pounds of

chocolate and a box of cigars, by an unknown hand. Mr. Punch

forgives the mixed jargon of the verses, being moved thereto by the

integrity of the chocolate and cigars, which were entirely Spanish ; but,
as his readers have not tasted of the one, or inhaled the fumes of the

other, he has employed three of the lest Spanish scholars in the

Foreign Office (placed at his disposal by LORD CLARENDON) to prepare
the annexed translations of his correspondent's most recondite

phrases.

SFNOII PUNCH, amigo mio ; cuyo sobremucho brio

Todo triste entado rio drives from out the heart of man !

JUDITH, cuyo cor a'iroso ofiende su esposo !

Y TOBIAS, tan jocoso, de los canes Grande Can !

Hear a singular narration of a long-lost Aztec nation
In a lonely situation dwelling on its ancient plan :

I alone have entered into its forbidden lands by dint o'

All the wit of MENDEZ PINTO, and the brass of JONATHAN.
In the town of Guatemala, sitting in the antesala

(That you know 's the tap-room parlour) of a queer old Spanish inn,
While the portly Mesoiiero platicante el dinero

De tan rico forastero through his appetite to win
Brought from out the meagre larder of his precious poor posada
A sa T irosa sazonada, mess of beans, in dripping fried ;

I was mindful of a greasy Padre, very fat and wheezy,
Who, with action free and easy, came and sat him by my side ;

Saying,
"
Senor por mi vida, if I share your slight comida,

It is not because I need a meal, but that I wish to show
Mi poquito de respeto por tan principal sujeto."" Tan al'able y discrete Padre I am glad to know :

You are welcome, father," said I ;

"
my repast, you see, is ready,

So, if you will bless the bread, I gladly will the half resign."
Thus we sat, some white wine sipping(

and the pan bendito dipping
In the unctuous beans and dripping, till I said, "O ! Padre mine,
Prithee tell me sin enganos why your old ciudadanos
Twixt two large and fierce volcanoes chose to build this lordly town ?*

The town stands between two volcanos : one of fire, the other of water.

TJno d'agua rebienta
;
un con llamas atormenta

El Pueblo
;
both have sent a raging torrent rolling down."

"Ah! amigo muy amado!" said the Padre; "ALVAKADO
Este lugar mas dichado chose betwixt each fatal spout,

Thinking that whene'er they brought or floods of fire or streams of

water
On the town from either quarter, one would put the other out."

Then I said,
"
I 've heard men say a town entitled Iximaya,

Never seen by white man, lay a few leagues off behind the hills.

Is it true, Sir ?
"

Said the Padre,
" Por los ojos de mi mad e.

Vino con los contos cuadre ! Talking, dry-lipped, nothing skills.

Bring us, quick, some Katafia and cigars, DOLOKES mia ;

Manana sera otro dia
;

all to-night we
'Ij merry be.

Yo estaba un chiquito (here he took a cigarrito)

Algo de lo pastorcitq, when its walls I chanced to see :

'Twas from yonder high Sierra's cloud-encircled su.Tr.mit
;
where a

Vagabunda negra perra, which I loved, had g9ne astray,

Sus csplandientes tejas, blancas como mis ovejas,

I could see and count the rejas, tho' 'twas twenty leagues away.
'

Struck by what the priest related, for a wh le I meditated

How to find if what he stated were the very truth, or no.

Then I said,
" You live so near it, that methinks

'ti_s
somewhat queer it

Is not better known down here."
"

It, Senor," said he,
"

is not so !

Por, sus gallos y gallinas, envueltos en basquiuas
Viven en profundas minas, lest they should be heard t9 crow."

Slily to DOLOKES winking, straight I left the Padie drinking,

And departed quickly, thinking,
"
I will make a journey there."

Soon I paid the Mesoiiero ; sought me out an Arriero,
Asked the road, and hired a pair o' steady mules and paid the fare.

Dificil y peregrino sc mostraba el camino ;

Nunca'Mulatero vino on that lonely road before ;

Por las selvas mas obscuras, y profundas espesuras,
Where the jaguar would be sure, as we appeared, to give a roar,

Por los montes y fuentes, y arroyas sin puentes.
Where the alligator spent his leisure hours, on we bore ;

Till the Mulatero dying, I was forced to leave him, lying
On the mountain after trying circulation to restore.

Then for want of preparation for my novel situation

I was threatened with starvation
;
ate the very clothes I wore ;

Comi yo de las albardas por el tanto Sol asadas ;

Cene de las almoliadas sodden in tlie streams I past ;

Till one day, desahiado, flaco, manco, fatigado,
I attained (A ! desdichado !) Iximaya's walls at last.

VOL. xxv.
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Kicos homhivs, bcllas damas, quc con frescas verdes rainas

Gobcrnaron blancas llamas, came to meet me at the gate,
En sn Irngua me liablaron, y mi garbo alabaron,

(Though I must have looked a rare one) led me in, in wondrous state
;

Took me (o the Casa Weal, where the King and Queen at tea, all

Joyful any white to see, allowed me there to
stop

and sup.

Quando dormir partiamos, El Key dijo,
" Te amamos

Antesque al lecho vamos, let us take a parting cup !

"

Karly the ensuing morning, I my person was adorning,
When without tin- slightest warning, some one came into my room.
Su semhlantc presumido, y su limpio ves ido

Con t oallas guarnecido, made me for a while presume
'Twas the barber come to shave me, curl, shampoo, perfume, and lave me

;

Hut an awful turn it gave me, when 1 saw he had a knife.

.Thought I,
"
If it 's not the barber, poor csta quo cstaba,

Some designs they sure must harbour 'gainst, my sad unhappy life."

Hombres de colossal talle metieron me en calle,

Saying to each other,
"
Shall he cheat the sun and stars and moon ?

.No ! but at the rich and costly shrine of HUETZILOPOZTLI
(That's the god they wonrhip mostly) he shall he a victim soon."
Y llevaron me entonces to the temple, for the dunces
Didn't know that more than once his life the stranger tried to beg.
But a condor o'er me flying, just as 1 was sadly lying
On the sacrificial stone and crying, let me catch him by the leg.
One priest held me by the paletot, but the condor soared in alto

Airc: wilh me till, pot falto de fucrzas, down he fell,

And I woke in the posada, where my reverend camaratla
At the self-same almohada I was holding tugged as well.

So if you should hear one day a little more of Iximaya,
In the speaker's ear just say a single verse of CALDERON,
''
In this world, so full of seeming, all the sons of men live dreaming ;

That their dreams are true still deeming.
' Y suenos suenos sou.'

"

" SENOR PUNCH, &c." My good friend Punch, whose superabundant pluck expels
every sad annoyance. &c., &c. JUDY, whose valorous hcait disturbs her spouse, and
tliou, O, jocose T..by ! of all other dogs, the grand dog (for the so-called Italian prince
was but a type of tbee).

'

.M. '.sonera, &c." The innkeeper considering how to win the silver of so rich a
stranger.

11

I'-sadn.'' An inn where you should, but cannot repose. IMCUS ft non lucendo." Comida." Dinner, otherwise a periphrasis for beans and dripping.

" Mi poquito, &c." My little modicum of respect for so principal a person,
"lino d'agua, &c." One bursts with water, the other torments the town with

(lames.
"
O, wondrous policy ! From North to South,
Austria and France shoot in each other's mouth."

"
I'.ste lugar." This delightful residence.

" Por los oj s, &c." By the eyes of my mother wine and talking go together.
' .M.mana. To-morrow will be another sort of day.
" Yo estaba, &c." I was a younker doing a little bit of the shepherd.
"
Vagabunda. &c." A vagabond black female dog.

"
Sus, &c." Its shining roofs,

white as my sheep.
"
Rejas." Windows

" Por los gallon, &c." For the cocks and hens, with their heads wrapped in cloaks,
live in cellars.

"
Dificil, &c." The road proved strange and difficult. No muleteer had travelled

it before.
"
Arroyas sin puentes, <tc." Rivers without bridges.

" Comi, &c." I dined on the saddles cooked by the heat of the sun. I supped upon
their cushions sodden. &c.

Kicos humhri's, Ac." Noblemen and beautiful ladies, who guided milk-white llamas
with fn-sli "Teen boughs.

'

Qnundo, &c." When we were going to bed the King said,
" We love thee," and

then followed in the language of th'= nursery rhyme,
" Let's take a cup," said GREEDY.

" \WiI sup before we go
"

" Su semblante, &c." His conceited look and white dress garnished with towels.
" Peor estA, &c." I nm out of the frying-pan into the fire.
"
Hombres, &c." Men of colossal figure put me into the street.

" Y llevaron, &c." And carried me off at once.
" Por faltn, &c." For want of strength.
" Y suefios, &c." Dreams are only dreams.

A Hit at Two Houses.

THERE is this difference between the great tragedian at the

Olympic and the great burlesque actor at the Princess's : That
whereas MR. ROBSON elevates burlesque into tragedy, MR. CHARLES
KUAN lowers tragedy into burlesque.

BEARISH IMPUDENCE.

THE seizure of the Principalities by the Russian bear was an act of

aggression which must be allowed to be unblushingly bear-faced.

PITY. We have a great pity for a man, who is ruining liimself, but

very little for the man who is ruined.

SABBATARIAN TEMPERANCE MEETING AT GLASGOW.

A NUMEROUS and highly in-

fluenced nieeting took place
last evening at Glasgow, to

protest, affair st the proposed
opening of the Crystal Palace
on Sundays, as being likely
to lead to that of other in-

structive exhibitions, tending
to seduce the people from
the spirituous observance of

the Sabbath.
It is notorious that the

sobriety of Scotland, gene-
rally, is particularly exempli-
fied in the statistics of

drunkenness at Glasgow.
The assembly of Sabbatarians
was held in the building ap-

propriately denominated the
National Temperance Hall.
There were about a thousand

persons present, though a

gentleman on the platform
declared that he saw twice as

many.
The chair having been

taken by a MR. M'GLASIIAN,
or GREGALACH we could

not, as he himself gave the

name, make out which the

proceedings commenced with
an inarticulate solemnity.
The Chairman (hen called

upon Miss SMASHER as we
understood. He meant, how-
ever,
Mn. MAXSWILL, deacon

bluvbraythren an', sesthers

(Hum /)
_

'

Sa mosport ant
. s zh' ohieck to ijrevcn'

/) Joost that. 'A shay, to preven' 'scration o' Shabbas.
IN a' ca' zhat 'scration o' Shabbas? Na' 'scration o'

aeration o
;

v_
By op'nin' CrLhlpalaceashunday.

Shabbas ? then sh'iike to ken wast ish. Not a
Scosh qucsh'n ? Zha 's an unco lee ! Mospor-
tan', Scosh quesh'n. Joost your ncebor's biggin
in a low! zha's a'. Infecsh'a spread like wild-
fire and brimson. Scotland catch't o' England
(Elech ! liecli ! and laughter). Open Crishpalace
open Brismusheum neiit open Nashgallery
open a' siccan places enst'tutes hawsosci-

ence aiblins leebraries whilk is waur. Gar
sinfuwretclies taktobuiks ! Sh' prospeck's awfu' !

Hop a' shall nev' livetosee sic oocksli'nes i'

Scotlum. Scosh a mol people. A molpeople an'

ar'leegious people. 'Stroy 'leegion shap zh'
varra base o' morality. 'Mortal BURNS

(Cheers}
Cotter's Saturday Night (Immense applatise)

Eh ? But open Crishpalace a Sun'ay and whosh's
become o' Cotter's Sunday morrin' ? Cotter's
a' richt noo a Sun' mor'n. A' richt ! Gin not
at kirk seekin' speeritchal cons'lation else-

whar. (Ifech, hech ! Imm-nm-m-m
/) Takkiii's

iiappie over his wee drappic in's amhameithin-
glenook. Bet' be dune zhat zhan glowriu at

peckturs, an' stotchies, an' stufF'dbirdies an'

beasties, forbye Iczzardancrawcadil deevles

objeeks o' nashistory an' artanshiensh, an' ither
warks o' darkness o'zh Shabb's. Scollan ev'

tollate sush 'scration o' Shablvish as zha^h ?

(Nerer,^ never!) Weel zhen ! mush lay protest
at zh' foot o' shrone. Temp'rate and 'shpeckful
protesh ! mush be temp'rate and shpeckful ! But
firmansteady. An' plain not be mishunstood.
Joost as 'a stan' the noo o' mahurdies joost as
'a shpeak zh' firm and speckf'l tcmp't anshteady
pro'st o' zh shober 'nabitantsh a Glassgie gains
'scration o' Shabbas. (Tremendous c/ieers.)
The speaker then proceeded to move a resolu-

tion, but found unfortunately that he could notsee
to read it. He was followed in speeches of a cha-
racter similar to the above, by BAILLIE M'BREE,
MR. SOTTIE M'QUAIGH, ME. PlXTSTOUPIE, Mil.

WILLIEWAUCHT, and the REV. MR. TODDIKWHOS-
KIE.

" We are nti fou'
" was then sung, and the

meeting separated at a late hour in a state of ex-
citement bordering on delirium tremens.
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A BATH AT BOULOGNE.
APPALLING POSITION OF ME. AND MBS. TOMPKINS, WHO HAD A JIB HORSE WHEN THE TIDE WAS COMING IN.

FUMIGATION OP THE THAMES.

TOBACCO fumes are unpleasan
1
to the majority of ladies. Never-

theless, we must protest against the prohibition of smoking abaft the
funnel on board Thames steamers. The other day we were ascending
the river iu one of these vessels, seated in that quarter of it, when a

youth, who was indulging in a Pickwick to the windward of us, was
caused to transfer himself and his enjoyment forwards. No sooner had
he gone away with his smoke, than our nostrils were assailed by the
vilest of odours; a breath from the open mouth of a sewer on the

opposite bank. This was just as we were passing the AHCHBISIIOP'S
I'ahice at Lambeth; and we could almost have imagined that
Dit. SUMNER had been at work purifying the Church, and had
rendered its abuses palpable to the olfactory sense ; in such great
indignation were our nostrils at the perfume emitted in the neigh-
bourhood of his Grace's premises. We wished our young friend back
a::;iin with his

"
weed," the fragrance of which we very much prefer to

that of metropolitan tributaries to the Thames : and until that stream
's somewhat dulcified, we should think that even ladies would approve
of universal fumigation on board its boats.

The Enemy.

THE question of Peace has been carried in Europe, tieni. con.

BBIGBT, feeling peacefully inclined, said lie should like all war-
questions to be met and decided by a similar enemy ; and, being asked
by COMTEK ""\Vhat enemy?" he eloquently replied,

"
h.-n-emine

contrailimile.

WHAT YOU MAY HEAR IN A BELL.

A CURIOUS old philosopher of our acquaintance says :

"
I can

always tell what kind of masters and servants there are in an establish-

ment by the way in which the bell is rung and answered. If the bell

is rung sharply, or snappishly, or at all loudly, I say to myself, You are

hard masters, impatient, intolerant, making no allowances, and always

expecting a thing to be done before it is even asked for, and my sus-

picions are generally verified by their ringing the bell a second time
more loudly than the first

;
and if the servants take a lorg time in an-

swering the bell, I say to myself, You are bad servants, either lazy,
or pampered, or

spoilt by too much indulgence, and evidently taking
but little interest in your master's wishes. It is a sure s ;gn that there
is not much peace or comfort to be met wjth in the house where the
master rings several times for everything he wants ; and where the
servants require the bell to be rung twice before they think of an-

swering it."

A Naval Blunderbuss.

WE are sorry to notice an anachronism in a popular review. We
mean the review at Spithead. A gun was used in the fleet, called

we cannot say christened the
"
NEI.SON Avenger." Now NELSON has

been sufficiently avenged ; if insufficiently honoured : whatever account
of vengeance may have been owing to him was settled at the time

;

though our debt of gratitude to him may be eternal. Posterity has no
revenge to take on Posterity : and a gun only meant to rake the rigging
of our enemies should not be so named as to rake up animosities with
our friends.
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FAREWELL TO THE CAMP.
A LYRIC FOR THE 20TH AUGUST, 1853.

(From COWPBR.)

UK Camp has de-

parted ! farewell

the parade,
Andtheearth-shaking
march of the stern

Colonnade :*

The bands play no

longer from manu-

script leaves,
Nor detectives prowl

stealthily watching
the thieves.

The City of War,
which immense fun
we're had in

Is fled like the palace
that flew with

ALADDIN;
And musketry's

crack, and artil-

lery's roar

Astonish the echoes
of Chobham no

The Lancer in scarlet, the Rifle in green,
And the Horse-guard in blue, have abandoned the scene

;

And we've witness'd the last of the blood-stirring frays
Where gallop'd in glory those terrible Greys.

* A Colonnade is that which consists of columns. The British Army consists thereof. Therefore

the British Army is a Colonnade. WAI,

No longer in toothsome libation is spilt
The Dew that is dear to the sons of the kilt ;

No longer falls plashing in pleasantness here,
The frothy cascade of the black British beer.

O ! Chobham Olympics, your games are all done,
The last close is wrestled, the last race is run,
The stone's "put" away, to the leap-frog there's truce,
And the ultimate caber is pitched to the deuce.

Rejoice in thy stable, thpu omnibus steed !

For thce the campaign-times were wiry indeed,_
No more shalt thou toil on that villanous road,"
With a cargo of snobs for thy heart-breaking load.

Weep, rascally drivers of ramshackle flics,

Adieu your extortions, your sauce, and your lies,

Farewell to that Station, the cheating point where
You 'vc so oft charged a pound for a two shilling fare.

Well, everything passes : a Camp like the rest,
But this ends while its novelty still has a zest;
And we're free to confess that we see with regret
The Flutters Hill's sun, like the Austcrl tz, set.

Here's a health to 1he officer liner or guard
Who with CAMBRIDGE and SEXTON has laboured so hard,
line's a health to his men, whose good looks and good

will

Did such excellent credit to messman and drill.

The object was good, and the object is gained,
Right sound is the teaching the tioops have obtained;
And we'll mark that M.P. for a short-sighted scamp
Who grudges one mil lor the Chobhamite Camp.

NUMBER ONE AND NUMBER Two. The first time a
woman marries it is generally to please another; but the
second time it is invariably to please herself.

THE INQUISITION AT MALTA.

HERE is a pretty dish that was to have been set before the QUEEN :

"
Whosoever, during the performance of the sacred functions or ceremonies of the.

Church of the coutitry, the Koman Catholic Apostolic Church, the maintenance and
protection of which, in its present portion, are secured by law, and guaranteed by the
British Crown, shall disturb the same with violence or with intent to profane, whether
within or without places appointed for public worship, shall be punished with imprison-
ment, from heven months to two years."

According to MR. I. BUTT this passage is contained in the 50th
Clause of the amended Maltese Criminal Code which has been coolly
sent to this country for the sanction of HER MAJESTY.
No doubt a person who should wantonly interrupt a congregation of

Mormouites, or even of dancing Dervishes, engaged in their devotions,
would deserve to be punished; of course, therefore, there is no com-
plaining of a law which avenges interference with Roman. Catholic rites

and ceremonies those rites and ceremonies not going quite so far as
the rite of cremation and the ceremony of an auto-da-fe.

It is also indubitable that the adherents 6f the Romish Church have
a perfect right to call their persuasion Catholic and Apostolic, or any-
thing else they please, and hold that assertion against all comers, by all

means : except, we will say, by means of fire and sword.
But to propose the recognition of the R9man Catholic Church, as

Apostolical, to the QUEEN or ENGLAND, is without reference to

polemics richly absurd : since HER MAJESTY holds her royal seat on
the very condition of constantly protesting right or wrong that the
Roman Catholic Church is no such thing.

If Mr. Punch were in Malta, writing under this same amended
criminal code, he would have to take care how he pointed out anyRoman Catholic absurdity. He is informed by MR. NEWDEGATE,

" That the 54th Clause declared it to he punishable to 'revile or otherwise insult or
ridicule any article of the Koman Catholic Church.' "

Now there are other varieties of ridicule than burlesque, caricature
horse-laughter, and making faces. There is the ridicule of the
rettitctto ad alisurdum. It is possible to place a proposition in a
ludicrous light by showing that if it is true, it is a truth which is

contrary to another truth. In Malta, therefore, subject to the above
clause, it would be dangerous to assert the impenetrability of matter,
or any other fact in the nature of things inconsistent with" any dogma
of the papal system : and if Mr. Punch were not to mind what he was
about, he might get himself into trouble in like manner with that other
buffoon, GALILEO.
However, MR. KINNAIRD lias procured the re-consideration of these

penal papistiealities ~: and Ministers will think twice before they advise
HER MAJESTY to stultify herself and sanction a Maltese Inquisition.

A HINT TO BELGRAVIA, TYBURN1A, CADOGANIA, &c. &c.

WE hint to noblemen and gentlemen of (Very) independent property,
before rushing out of tovm, that they should t liink of the numerous little

bills they leave behind them. They would not enjoy themselves any
the less if they discharged those little bills instead' of making their
tradesmen wait six long empty-pocketed months for them. The pro-
bability is, even, they would enjoy themselves all the more, knowing
that they had left a clear coast, behind them, where they could always
land with safety whenever they wanted to escape from foreign pirates,
and continental sharks, sea and land robbers. We beg, (merely
moved by a charitable motive to add to their pleasures,) to draw up
the following advertisement for them, on the plan of the one issued at

the end of the season by the Directors of the Coveut Garden Italian

Opera :

ALL persons having claims for the last season upon the RIGHT HONOURABLE
LORD TOM NODDY are requested, before he leaves for Baden-Baden, Honiburg,

Wieshaden, &c., where he is <in to take the usual annual course of rourje tt-noir anil [lie

minernl waters, to send in their accounts immediately, ami to apply oti Saturday, the
27th inst., when they will be p;iid in full, as the RIGHT HONOURABLE LORD TOM
NODDY has no desire to increase the ducal revenues of any German principality with
money that belongs properly to his creditors. 239, Belgrave Square."

Too Modest by Half.

MOST of the illuminations in honour of the Emperor's fete at Paris,
displayed the glittering initials, N. E. This was only telling half the
truth. It wanted the addition of R. 0. for the French nation clearly
to understand in whose honour the fete was given.

The Peaceful Mood.
(As gone tltrougU Inj a real Member of the Peace Society.)

I shall, and will, fight We shall, and will, fight
Thou shalt, and wilt, fight You, or ye, shall, and will, fight

He, or she, shall, and will, fight They shall and will fight.

\To be rcpeatfdas often as the probability of a Wvr springs up.

PLAIN UPON THE FACE OF IT. Many persons are led by their vices
as there are many who are led by their noses : but there are a far

greater number who follow both without any leading at all.

ANOTHER DIETETIC RULE OF CONDUCT. Never to send a servant
out on an errand after dinner, but always a little before. It is extra-

ordinary how very quick, in the latter case, he (or she) will return.
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,;:BAL STEIKB.

BREAKING-UP DAY AT WESTMINSTER.
111! Director -General
of the St. Stephen's
establishment, Mr.

Punch, proceeded,
in one cab, to West-
minster Hall, and,

desiring a chair to

be placed for him

upon the top of the

flight of steps at the

further end, com-
manded that the

gentlemen of the

Upper and Lower
Srhoolsshould forth-

with at lend him, for

the purpose of hear-

ing uis opinion of

their general and in-

dividual conduct,

preparatory to their

being dismissed for

the holidays. It is

needless to say that

his orders were in-

stantly complied
with, and that the

Westminster Boys
at once assembled
before him. The
only exception was
in the case of

MASTER SIBTHORP.
who sturdily refused
to come, and for

whom a policeman
was dispatched.
MASTER SIBTHORP

expended much abuse, and several quotations from the Eton Grammar,
upon the officer, but, was ultimately brought in, and placed within
convenient reach of Mr. I'ltiiclt's cane. Mr. Pu,ich then spoke as
follows :

" Mr BOYS,
"
You have, had a long half, but it is over, and I am glad to dis-

miss you for your vacation. The word vacation, SIBTHORP, is derived
from the Latin, and uri<:in;illy Mgnilii-s emptiness, for an illustration of
which I will refer you to the head of the gallant member for Lincoln,
or to the heads of those who can be such donkeys as to elect him.

My boys, I un, generally speaking, satisfied with your conduct during
the half.

"BOYS OP THE UPPER SCHOOL,
"
I rejoice to find a marked improvement in the way you treat

your themes. Your elocution is still open to amendment. I com-
mend your regular adherence to the beneficial habit of early rising. I
would caution you against quarrels amongst yourselves, arising from
the use of intemperate speech or inapt quotation (Masters DERBY and
OXFORD blushed) ;

and I would remind you that no social position
occupied by your papas and mammas exempts any of you from the
duties which are imposed upon others (Master WINCIIELSEA began to

cry). But, as a whole, you have pleased me this year, and I will add
that the politeness with which you behave to ladies who may look in

upon the establishment reflects great credit upon you, not unmcreased
by contrast (Sensation among the Lower School)."

ABERDEEN, you are leader of the school, and I could wish you to

display more energy. I applaud your love for a peaceful life, bnt
remember that there is one thing better than peace, and that is,

honour. In the map of Russia, which you have drawn, you have not
defined the boundaries strongly and well, and you do not seem to
know where Turkey begins and Russia ends. You will lose credit
unless you exert yourself."

MALMESBURY, your English is exceedingly bad. and your logic
very unsatisfactory. I understand (hat you are proud of your intimacy
with a French person, who at one time bore no good character. Take
care, sir. And be more guarded in your assertions as to what feats

you have accomplished, and of which 1 find few traces in the school
records.

"
LANSDOWNE, I give you much credit for having just exerted your-

self to put down the practice of smoking the rather, as you 'have
reached an age at which you are entitled to all due indulgence. You
are a very excellent member of the school, and I wish you regarded as
a model.

"
MONTEAGLE, you talk a great deal too much in school hours, and

are said to busy yourself in matters with which you have no concern.
You have been a lucky boy be an agreeable one.

" BOYS OF THE LOWER SCHOOL,
"

I am sorry to have had to expel so many of your number this

half, but I hope it will be a warning. Once for all, I will not permit
you, by gifts of money or beer, to induce your inferiors to misconduct
themselves for your gratification. 1 can use no adequate word of con-

tempt for the meanness which sought to shift the guilt upon servants.

In other respects I am tolerably satisfied with most of you. A good
deal of work has been done, but there is far too much talking in the

establishment, and you keep people out of their beds looking after you
at hours when you ought to be asleep. I hope to have different reports

it half.
"
RUSSELL, I am glad to see you the leader of the school. I was

pleased with your conduct to the Jew boys, whom I still intend to

place in the school. I am sorry you have done next to nothing in the

way of helping the education of those under you. However, as you have

given me a large promise of reform for next half, 1 shall say no more.
"
GLADSTONE, you deserve the highest praise for your proficiency in

arithmetic, and for your gentlemanly conduct. Some of your com-

panions hint that you talk rather too much. I do not impute this to

you, but you will consider for yourself whether the allegation is justified.
The way you have got through all duties is admirable.
"
CARDWELL, I shall give you a well-deserved navigation prize, so

you need not be quite so solemn.
"
STAFFORD, the painful exposure I was compelled to make of your

conduct would have prevented my referring to it again, but that I

understand you and some of your friends have been swaggering, and

declaring that you had escaped unpunished. I'cware, Sir, that I never

again hear your voic_e in the school, in which I only permit you to

remain because I believe that you were made the tool of bigger and
worse boys."

FIT/.UOY, I am sorry to see that you are not looking well. Take
care of yourself in the country, and be assured, my boy, that I shall

not forget the spirited way jn which you protected those poor women
from their husbands' brutality, or the very proper Lchastisement you
gave to the insolent cabman.

"
LUCAS, you are a foolish lad. Instead of enjoying the rational and

manly liberty of your companions, you cripple your mind with silly stories

and legends, and do not take your meals regularly. I hear, too, that

you are very ignorant of the history of Rome, which you appear to have
learned at second-hand from some monkish book in dog-Latin. You
are no credit to your class, Sir, and I believe I have told you before
that you are LUCAS, a tioii lucendo.

"
BROTHERTON, I applaud you for trying to get the school to bed by

midnight, but you want perseverance, and let yourself be put down by
any one who opposes you. If you are right and know it, never give

way. Be firm, or you will not carry your objects you cannot bolt a
door with a boiled carrot, as you, as a vegetarian, ought to know.

"
PALMERSTON, you are a very spirited, gentlemanly, thoroughly

English fellow, in whom I have the utmost confidence. All that you
have done this half has been excellent. I believe it would give every-
body pleasure to see you at the head of the school, and it rests with

yourself whether you will be so or not. Excelsior, my good boy. By
the way, I have of course nothing to do with your amusements, but I
observed vou gave MASTER COBDEN a tremendous back fall the other

day. It has shaken him a good deal, but he richly deserved it for the

sneaking way he came to the scratch.
"
SIBTHORP, as you say that you consider it an honour for me to no-

tice you, why do you not so conduct yourself that what is certainly an
honour to you may be a pleasure to me P (SIBTHORP burst into tears.)

There, don't cry, you know I am never seriously angry with you.

" BOYS ALL,
" You may now go into your respective schools, and wait

there until your monitors announce to you that vacation has begun."

The Land Screw Steam Company.
WE believe the General Screw Steam Shipping Companv is connected

with the Port of Southampton. It may not be generally known that

there exists another Screw Steam concern in connexion with that same

good town. We mean the South-Western Railway, which, particularly

by its arrangements respecting the Camp at Chobhani, and the Review
at Spithead, appears to have decidedly adopted the principle of the

Screw. .

A MAN WALKS A LADY BIDES.

A MAN should never object to exercise, for the gentleman is always
distinguished by his walk; but there is this excuse to be made for a

woman who takes but little exercise that the lady is immediately
known by her carriage.
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ME. PUNCH PAYS A FINAL VISIT TO THE CAMP, AND TAKES OFF HIS HAT TO A
BATHER GLORIOUS OLD RAG.

FIGHTING FREWEN AND SOBER SHELLEY.

THERE appeared a chance a few days ago, that certain Members of

Parliament would, instead of shooting the grouse, have the more
exciting sport of shooting one another. SIB JOHN SHELLEY very
properly refuses to be drawn into eit-ber a murder or a breach of the

peace ; and quietly refers Mil. FREWKN'S furious correspondence to

MESSRS. TYKRELL, PAINE, and LAYTON, who are, we presume, SIB
JOHN'S solicitors.

A "little quarrel" with a legal firm maybe less agreeable to one
whom we feur we must call Fighting FREWEN, than a personal
rencontre with the Member for Westminster. A fight with a forensic

antagonist in Westminster Hall is more formidable than a little

harmless pistol-popping at Chalk Farm; and the powder of a
barrister's wig is more dangerous to be set in agitation than the com-
mon gunpowder of commerce.

Poor FKEWEN is evidently much nettled at finding that SIB Joirx
SHELLEY won't fight, and in the desperate endeavour to stir up the

unwilling baronet, tries the old cab-driver's dodge of calling after him" No gentleman !

" We must say we cannot congratulate MR.
FREWEN upon having got the best of the matter in either spirit, taste,
or argument; for there is something more dignified in SIR JOHN
SHELLEY'S request to be "excused from answering any further letters,"
than in MR. FKEWEN'S coarse wind up of

"
Call yourself a gentleman !

"

A NEW LACTOMETER.

A GREAT philanthropist, and distinguished man of the world, has

invented a new Lactometer for testing the milk, of human kindness.

We believe it is exceedingly simple, and consists principally of a plain

sheet of paper not unlike, in size, a page torn out of a banker's

cheque-book, but having a Government Stamp in the corner of it. It

is the size of this stamp that determines the quantity of milk of human
kindness. The larger the stamp the greater the supply of milk. The
test rarely fails, excepting with lawyers, guardians, step-fathers, and

others, whose hardy natures are well known not to be largely imbued
with the S9ftening lacteal properties of human kindness. The phi-

lanthropist intends taking out a patent for his ingenious invention.

A GANGWAY JOKE.

MR. HAYTER, the Whipper-in, was supposed by the Members of

Parliament to be very unfortunate with his servants, for during the

past session,, he was always going about trying to get a House made.

A RAP FOB THE CZAR. A great deal of base gold coin is in cir-

culation, but the worst Sovereign that lias come before the public

lately is the EMPEROR or RUSSIA.
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PEDESTRIANISM VERY EXTRAORDINARY.

UK ll',ilrffkn,,i]>foti Chronicle contains

the following piira:_'raph, highly im-

poi' :es:

"Tun WOMAN'S WAI,*.- pede-
j

trian feat walking 1,<WO miles in 1.000 hours

at N'uih's Ark, Hart-ilel U) attract
. M,-!iti"ii, Kn-at numlH-rhof l>fO[ilt

-

h.-r. Mi'- has jH'ft.iiipli*li"l atj<<ut four-sixths

:iliilfiit of success."

It I: 'id with no less truth

than vulgarity, thai the walking of

womankind is all \\'AI.KKU. Too

generally, indeed, it resembles a

ion adopted by the inwct

tribes, except in being performed with
, eral, or without

all. All prai--e to the exception
to'this rule presented by MRS. ]>i s v
We have not ihe plea-sure of being

S&F.* ^HWBKM acquainted with either that lady or

\m MR. Di xx, but sure we are that she

makes her husband a happy man if the

health of his wife can make a man
happy; as of course it can or should:
whereas her illness at least make

very much the reverse. By exercise

in the open air is acquired that sound-
ness of condition, accompanied by
mental serenity and beauty of com-

plexion which can never result from

dancing in an atmosphere of carbonic acid the only purpose for which many,
many ladies use their legs. What MR. DUNN'S partner costs him for shoes, we
are sure he does not grudge, and he would be a fool if he did, for it is much
cheaper tha' she should walk him out a little leather than that she should stand
hir.i in a law quantity of medicine: to say nothing of the cabs and omnibuses
which are frequently required to travel a hundred yards or so by other wives.

BRITISH OBSEQUIES IN SPAIN.
IF you wish to save your Succession Duty, reform your Undertaker's Bills.

There is not lung to prevent you but the censure of the lowest vulgar the mob
that docs not think for iiself; a mob composed of quite as many well dressed

persons as ragamuffin*. Unfortunately, however, this populace may be able to

Hijuie as well as hoot yon ; and that power it will exercise if you do not conform
to its idiotisnis; one of which is, the addition of upholstery to ashes, and drapery
to dust.

It would therefore he a great boon to you being a wise man, and likewise an
executor or a legatee chained with an interment if your expenditure were subject
to be regulated by the subjoined ordinance:

" In conveying dead botlk's to the burial-ground every kind of pomp and publicity shall be
avoided."

They manage these matters better in Spain, you will say : for this is one of the
articles of a Royal decree that, has been issued at Madrid.
But it is also ordained in the same decree, that
" No church, chapel, nor any nthfi- sign of a temple or of public or private worship will be allowed

to be built in the aforesaid ct-mrt

Now, the aforesaid cemetery is the Protestant cemetery. And it is further
declared that

" All at-ts which can give any indication of the performance of any divine service whatever are

prohibited."

The above regulations will be found in a Parliamentary paper recently published,

containing official between GKNKKAL LEKSUNDI and LORD HOWDKN,
relative to the 1'mtcMant Cemetery aforesaid at Madrid. The noble Lord's reply
to the gallant officer will be found highly satisfactory, as conveying to the Spanisli

innent the assurance of that distinguished contempt for if, wliich is due to a
set of imbecile and miserable bigots uten ils of their priesthood.
One would really think that the clergy of Spain and almost all other Roman

Catholic countries were doing their very utmost to cam the crown of martyrdom
not, however, for themselves, but for their ecclesiastical brethren, together with
all the lay partisans of Popery in Protestant countries. They appear to be
trying as hard as they can to prove that the predominance of th ir religion is

inconsistent with ci\d freedom. The struggles, then, so perseveringly made, both
in and out of Parliament, to extend and establish an influence which, wherever it

prevails, is seen to issue in tyranny the most hateful; what can they be con-
i hut cndeauiiirs to spin cobwebs about, our liberties ? And have we nit

everj temptation tu sweep away the spiders? Resist it, however: resist it, MB.
l!i ii ; dou't crush the poor creatures, but destroy their webs.

TUB CONCEIT OF THE A\"ORLD." There isn't a mite" (says LAVATER),"
but what fancies itself the cheese."

"WE NEVER SELL OUR APPOINTMENTS."

(Dedicati-il, ici/houl / //" //niintirable Directors

of the East India Company.)

JOHN I>KI(,!1T is a pestilent fellow,

Always ready for making a

But of all hi.-s low bluster and l>cllow,

We East India Dire' : nu'ht.

Some appointments (we do not mind telling him)
\\ e do '-'he away imw and then.

But to go and accuse us of selling 'cm !

U hen we're all of ii-s
"
hon'rable men!

"

SIR JAMES HOGC; from his place in the House
Repelled Mil. BllK.in's imputation;

1 showed all his usual I

lu insisting on invest i.ation.

Such inquiry we \e made as \\e can, Sir,

And we 're ready to make it again,
To ask freely when parlie*. < 'ii'l answei

Proves clearly we 're
"

hou'ialil

In the first plac> our statutes declare

'Ihe sale of appointments illegal,

So of course to such sales none would dare

Directors to try and invei-le

T was done once but hat was by charity
The law on the ease threw its ken,

And the row that was made proved the rarity
Of such practice 'mong

"
hou'rable men."

City men we've our City connections

(In this there is no impropriety)
We've the social and private affections

Which belong to our grade in society.
If 1 lay a man "neath obligation,
Of course he'll oblige me again ;

But we never take remuneration
For we're all of us

"
hou'rable men."

If the daughter of one of our Board

(And such things have occurred in the body),

By winning the hand of a Lord
From Miss BLOGG become LADY TOM NODDY.

If young NODDIKS have writerships handed 'em,
And young BLOGGS Treasury clerkships what, then ?

Is BLOGG less, though JOHN BRIGHT may have branded

him,
One of twenty-four

"
hon'rable men ?

"

As we 're quite the commercial elite,

In the very first circles while moving,
If the dignified clergy we meet,
The occasion we 're right in improving.

What delight for the son of a bishop
To provide, by a stroke of the pen !

In return if a living he fish up
Why we 're both of us

"
hon rable men."

Even Cabinet Ministers often
Are proud to admit us as frierds,

In those social enjoyments which soften

Official hauteur, till it bends :

What pleasure to give one's cadetships
To a hard-worked First Loid and if then,

One's sons, now on half-pay, should get ships,
Does that prove us less "hon'rable men ?

"

As with other men's daughters and wives,
So with ours it is often a passion

(As th Bank or the Bn wery thrives),
To shine in the regions of fashion

;

For a chaperon countess's matronage,
Or a duchess's favouring ken,

A slice of one's Indian patronage,
Is no price among

"
hon'rable men."

Then let's hope that the scandal will never

Again with belief be received,
That lor Indian appointments we ever
Dream of such thing as

"
Value rccvived."

"Nought for nothing,
'
of old was the motto,

And appointments were tiafficked in then,
"All for nothing," is what we have got to

We twenty-four
"
hon'rable men."

VOL. xxv.
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OUR TOURIST IN PARIS.

No. 1.

TIP, philosophic tra-

veller leaves his

native country in

order to study the

manners of
"
our

volatile neigh
hours." At the

London Bridge
Station he finds a

crowd of excited

persons, evidently
bent on tha same

object. Everyman
lias a passport in

his breast-pocket,
and is encum-
bered with much
unnecessary lug-

gage, including
the plate-chest, so

indispensable to

the English gen-
tleman's toilet.

A foretaste of

foreign sights is

given by groups
of Frenchmen in

beards and mous-

tachios, wrapped
in furred gar-
ments of strange
fashion, and over-

come by nervousness at the varied dangers which they are about
to encounter. Your correspondent, with proper indifference, reads
Punch and the evening papers all the way to Dover. His companions
are two anxious Gauls, a boy and his tutor, and a party of exceedingly
gay appearance and manners, who has no uniform rule for the intro-
duction or suppression of his h's. He is perhaps a traveller in the
button or hook-and-eye line.

At Dover the tourist is turned out into the dark with his com-
panions, and finds himself in the power of a band of bravoes, who
share the luggage between them, thrust us, the helpless owners, into
narrow and filthy dungeons on wheels, and then, reckless of prayers
and menaces, hold a council upon our fate. We are at length hurried
off into deeper gloom, and the plash of the ocean awakens indefinable
apprehensions in the breasts of all. But we wrong the band they
arc honest as things go, and will take ransom. A shilling, under
pretence of an omnibus ride of a hundred yards, satisfies one ruffian

;

a second shilling stays the wrath of another, who in return mildly
slides your portmanteau down a board into the steamer. This vessel
is fuming in great excitement at everybody's confounded stupidity and
slowness.

' What on earth are you waiting for ?
"

it seems to say.How can
you possibly expect me to take the letters in time ? It 's

all very well for you, you know, but I 'm a public character, and have
got a reputation to keep up. Don't stand loitering there about those
things. Pitch 'em in anyhow. Hang the luggage. What 's luggage
to letters ? You have no idea how important the mail-service is. I
know I'm very passionate, and if you don't come at once I shall
scream.

All ! the last carpet-bag is in
;

the bell rings, the bad language
partially ceases, the mooring ropes are cast off, and the fussy old
animal is allowed to have her own way. The philosophic tourist finds
his companions of the train. The tutor is curled up under the tablem the cabin, which is full of sleepers, lying about in every direction
like great flies who have over-eaten themselves. The distinguished
foreigners have already become pale even at the tranquil heaving of
the harbour tide. The hook-and-eye man and the boy are smoking
infamous cheroots, drinking neat cognac, and making pointless jokes

brandy, curses the cheroot, and sits down in gloomy silence. The
youngster is jollier than ever, and chaffs lu's discomfited friend, whom
he pronounces in private an awful snob.

Meanwhile the swift steamship cuts through the hissing waves. A
south wind springs up, and we enjoy a pleasant variety of motion.
To the original regular dip and rise which tried so many, is now
added a jerking roll, occasionally amounting to a lurch.

"
Ah, del !

"

gasp the expiring Gauls.
"
Steward, steward !

"
yells HOOKS-AND-

EYES, as he flies across the deck seemingly by some supernatural

impulse, and clings convulsively to the lee bulwarks.
" And they

said we should have a good passage," complain half a dozen other
wretched beings, who make up a party to occupy the same position.
The philosopher and his young friend pace the cl> ck as well as they
can, and hold sweet conversation. The artless lad details his ancient

lineage, his past at Eton, his future at Oxford, and the Continental
tour which, illustrated by the mild wisdom of JENKINS, M.A., is to

fill up the interval between the two. These pleasant words make short

the voyage.
"
Mark, my youthful acquaintance," says the philosopher,

"mark the abject misery of these men. There are Britons among
them, but the first, the feeblest of them all are French. Rejoice,
therefore, for this malady is the Guardian Genius of our shores. Hero
are coast-defences more stubborn than Martcllo towers, more' terrible

than militia men, more vigilant even than a Channel fleet. Figure to

yourself an army of rcd-trowsered invaders in this state offering to
land on English shore, and bless the beneficent dispensations of nature.
And now, perhaps, you will do me the favour of whistling Jiule

Britannia. Thank you."

The lights of Calais become rapidly visible, the seas abate, the

groaning invalids recover their legs, the poor sick ladies come up from
;he cabin ;

we glide into smooth water listening to strange cries from
;he pier, and finally grate along the quay. We are welcomed to the

strand of France by douaniers in green with round caps, and policemen
in blue with cocked hats and yellow shoulder-belts. We must try to

admire and love these men, for as long as we remain, they arc fated to

be our constant companions. The dilapidated troop of travellers is

marched into a sort of condemned cell, wneiicc a detachment disappears
from time to time to undergo the examination of their passports and

luggage. Here comes the first need of the French tongue. The
miserable foreigners recover something of their importance, and the

Britons, proud of their exemption from the troubles of the sea, beginJ._/liljjl i 1 -ir 111 11ni a loud voice to the steward. We are outside the pier. Your to find that they are mortal. HOOKS-AND-EYES, emboldened by excessive
^respondent has no emotions. He sees the cliffs of Albion diminish draughts of brandy, which make him blink and walk unsteadily,

)ut a sigh a regret. He does not feel the poetry of the situation, becomes a public character by the wonderful volubility with which he
l-fft ffi/f/ 4-f\ n MKM+IJBUM>^ _,*._i- !._. 1-.T 31 I J._n__ *J_' _ J? V *

.. .( Jl i_n_'__'l_'|J._.i'l_ (-\tt] Clinic

some Continental

man can enjoy is to contemplate the misfortunes of others. Accordingly
lif viifc flio ci/il" T'Virt <->V.i !, I _ 1 'i i -r> i

ultimately settle into a train which
cheerfully spent, and we

ultimately starts. Sleep is
he visits the sick. The cabin has become a hospital a Pandemonium, rendered impossible by a tin box full of hot water laid at the bottom
J.o stay there is impossible, he returns to the deck. Alas! the furry of the carriage, which, though it certainly warms your feet, brings

re paying a bitter tribute to the ocean. The happier ancients your knees up to your chin, and at last amounts to an instrument of
could propitiate

_

JS EPTUXE with a horse. Kow-a-days he has a fancy ! torture.
lor human sacrifices, and will only be appeased by a portion of our- The chill of dawn penetrates through voluminous wrappings, and
selves. ilooKs-AND-EYj:s has lost his disposition to joke, regrets the the grey light, as it gradually strengthens, renders visible the dreary
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fare of the country anil the haiganl unshaven countenances of the

truellcrs. Our young friend, however, is as frcsli as a rose and as

airy as a lark.
"
Why, tin- sunrise is just like the sunrise in England,

only not so fine. My eye, look at those pigs ! what tremendous legs

they've got! That black one is just like a greyhound; he might go
for the Derby it he was in condition. Look, there 's a clod in wooden
shoes. Ah ! uoue of the labourer! in Leicestershire wear wooden
shoes. That 's what my governor said at the last election, when we licked

the, Freetraders so. Nothing like the British peasantry, their country's

pride, when once 1 forget how it goes on. \Vhy, they have not got

any hedges, just fancy. That isn't good farming, is it, MR. JENKINS ?
"

That Master of Arts, who, under happier circumstances, might have
here given a quotation from f'irgil's Uconjlcs, was meekly prostrate
beneath the vicissitudes of travel, and quite unable to reply. As we
stop at occasional stations \\e see groups of happy country people,
the women in jackets and while caps, the men in blouses, mounted in

open ears, and laughing and jabbering without end. Houses become
more frequent tall, slim, chilly-looking white structures, with Venetian
blinds outside each window. More careful cultivation marks the

proximity of a great market. Finally, we pass deep ditches, low
massive walls, not visible till you are close to them when you see how
enormous they are, a ragged suburb, aud we are in Paris. A fresh

searching of luggage, a light one this time, for butter, egga, and
cabbages, I believe, sets us free that is, as free as any one can be
out of dear Old England.
The philosophic traveller here makes one reflection. AVhat assurance

a man must have to bore the British public with the description of a

journey that every one has made, and knows as well as he does the
Greenwich Railway, or the route from Chelsea to the Bank !

occurring ;
and that simply by deterring the public, from running the

risk of them. To find a Railway Company demanding to insure their

property against his loss of life or limb, as a condition to taking him as

a passenger, is rather calculated to reduce a man to a sense of the

dreadful situation in which he must place himself by venturing on their

I line. If they persist in issuing this precautionary ticket, they might
as well, for consistency's sake, adorn their stations witli death's heads
and tombstone cherubim, and cover their platforms with black cloth.

ALARMING RAILWAY ACCIDENT.
N accident, the consequences
of which have proved more
serious than was at first an-

ticipated, has occurred on
the Laneaslu're and York-
shire Railway; the rails and

sleepers of which had, we
understand, been, for some
time previously, in an inse-

cure condition. The result

has been damages to the
amount of above 7,000,
incurred by the Company
at the .-Northern Circuit

Assizes for loss of life at-

tributed to that state of

things. As the sufferers

in this instance are di-

rectors, instead of stokers
or engineers, the calamity
will perhaps prove a salutary
lesson to them, by teaching
them to make better arrange-
ments for the safety of the

public. Many of the vic-

tims, we believe, have wives
and families, to whom,
however, it is not appre-

hended that their loss will prove unusually distressing.

FURTHER PAUTICTJLABS.

Since the accident, we are informed by our special contemporary,
the Morning Post, that the authorities of the Railway in question

" Have issued the following ticket, which passengers on their dangerous lino re
required to sign, and which we here give word tor wurd as it is printed and iysued by
these liberal directors:

" ' This ticket is issued by the Company and accepted by the holder, upon the
express understanding and agreement that the Company are not to bo in any waybeld
responsible to the holder, or his representatives, for the consequences of any accident,
however caused, which may happen to the holder white travelling in any of the
Company's vehicles, or being at any of the Company's Stations. It must bo exhibited
to the Company's officers whenever required, and any person using it other than the
person named herein will be liable to the same penalties as a passsenger who docs not
pay his fare.

1 "

We have no reason for supposing that the above agreement is a hoax
which has been palmed off upon our

contemporary,
or that it is a joke

at the expense of those unfortunate people who have been already put
to so much. On our mind there is no doubt of its authenticity. We
are sorry to say we do not think it calculated to answer its purpose ;

which is to insure the pockets of the Company against the con-
sequences of those awful accidents which arc inevitable on an unsafe
line. In the first place, we are of opinion that it would not hold good
in law. But even if it were legal, it would only tend to obviate the

pecuniary consequences of accidents, by preventing the accidents from

A FACT FOR "MURRAY."

London Cousin. "See them things, Bill ; them's what the swells in

Ancient Dayt put out their vceds with. Nobby move, wain 't it t
"

GREAT SUCCESS OF CLAIRVOYANCE.

IT is perfectly well known, and firmly believed by many of the

gullible, that some clairvoyants, by the mere inspection of a lock of

a patient's hair, are able to ascertain his complaint and also to pre-

scribe for it, without having acquired any knowledge of medicine. We
are informed by a person of quality, oil whom we can depend, that a

certain clairvoyant having had a portion of hair shown to him the

other day, instantly pronounced the individual it had belonged to a

lunatic, and recommended that the whole head should be shaved. The
declaration of the somnambulist was remarkably verified, and the

propriety of Ins advice demonstrated, by the fact, that the individual

who had owned the hair turned out to be a gentleman who had been

sending conscience money to tha CHANCELLOR of the EXCHEQUER
"
for omitted Income Tax.

A Present for Aberdeen.

THE Times correspondent writes that English sailors are dving,

poisoned by the miasma and mosquito bites at the mouth of the

Danube, blocked up by the atrocity of Russia. And what says
ABERDEEN ? Nothing. We have heard of such visitors as a flea m
one's ear ; now, by way of a memento of dying British tars, we wish

LORD ABERDEEN had just one mosquito in his night cap.

SEA SNIPS.

BATTLE steamers will, perhaps, in one sense of the word, be correctly

denominated Navy tailors, in consequence of cutting out men of war.
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' Oh ! ! Look'ee here, Sir, here's a warm long enough to last you
a fortnight."

OUR HONEYMOON.

WEDNESDAY-MAY 29, 18-.
"
Now, my dear FRED if I could only feel certain you were quite

ashamed of yourself, you don't know how comfortable I should be ?

Call yourself a Christian, and going out murdering people !

"
I couldn't

help saying as much : no, quite the reverse.
' But nobody's hurt," said EKED, laughing. "Besides, now we're

the best friends in the world."

"Well, men are creatures, to be sure! To make friendship over
bullets and gunpowder. And supposing you'd been killed? Now,
just to satisfy me, just for a moment suppose that ?

"

Whereupon, in his odd way, he stared in my face; and said he
thought the calamity would have mightily become me." And to have been made a widow for another person and that

person, one's own servant. But I have given JOSEPHINE warning"
"Nonsense!" said FEEDERICK, and I did stare. "Nonsense, my

darling," he repeated in his tender way; but I was not to be
persuaded."

Why, the creature was bold enough before. But with the thought
in her head that her master had been fighting a duel, and all about her,
she 'd be as conceited, the house wouldn't hold her. She goes: now,

1

it's no use talking, (A that I'm determined."
"And so Because a foolish young man not but what he 's a verv

good fellow will write letters to a silly girl""
Oh, never tell me ! He 'd never have sent letters and nosegays to

such a person, if she hadn't encouraged him."
' Ha ! that 's how you women help one another ! The man begins

the injury, and the sister-woman finishes it. No, LOTTY; you'll do
nothing of the sort. You '11 not part with JOSEPHINE

; and, more than
that, you '11 see young BLISS to-day. Who 'd have thought to fight the
brother of

"

"Th
T
e fiskerwoman? Well, it's very odd; I must say it's odd:
I do consent to see him, I know I shall only be laughed at."

'Do what's right, LOTIY; and then you may laugh with the
laughers.
Now there was such good sense in this, that what could I say ?

Why I didn t know
;
so I just put my arm about his neck.

^ Yes, my love, and you'll not crush poor TRUEPENNY"-7 d J " " M.U.H jj\j\ji . -

L,,, t
,

ask rae tllat
> FEED i that is % too much:

I hey 11 both be here to-day; and, come, I'll strike a bargain with
you, LOTTY P

" A bargain ?" said I. "Why what 's the use, FEED, when you alwaysthe best of it? Well, I'm in a foolish good temper, so what
is it r

;<

If you '11 receive young Buss
"

"%t is it really true that Miss Buss-the young lady with the
artiticial flies is going to be married ? lleally true ?

"

"
I 've told you, I hear next week. That fine young fellow we saw

at the church, he 's the man. When their honeymoon is over, I intend

to ask them, and young Buss, too, to The Flitch."
" Well P

"
said I, a little relenting.

" And now your bargain ?
"

" You '11 see young BLISS and TRUEPENNY they '11 be here to lunch

and we '11 start for home, by the first stage to-day, directly afterwards.

Is it a bargain P
"

"
It's two days earlier than we're looked for," said I.

"
Very well, let us stop out the time here," cried FRED.

" Not another hour. No ;
now 1 shall never be fully happy till I 'm

at home. I do verily believe, I shall go upon my knees and kiss the

door-step. So JOSEPHINE has but to bestir herself I only hope she '11

prove herself worthy of the confidence we place in her ; but it 's

a risk, FRED ; depend on it, 'tis a risk."

With this I ran away to my room, and made JOSEPHINE comfortable,

telling her that I thought her a most imprudent, if not a very culpable

young woman, to have nosegays and letters sent to her, and so to destroy
the peace of families for it was no use to tell me that she couldn't help
the gentleman sending them, that I couldn't believe ; but nevertheless

if, as I believed, she was truly sorry lor her conduct, I wouldn't have
the heart to throw her upon the wide, wide world

;
but would much

rather prefer to take her home with us, and if she continued to behave
herself to n-.ake her happy as the day was long. I said all this-

but I was sorry, really hurt to observe, that the young woman listened

to a good deal I said, like any stone. But then for gratitude, who 's

to expect it P

We soon had everything packed, and I returned to FRED. Was
ever anything so provoking ? Instead of MR. BLISS and that TRUE-
PENNY, came two letters of apology. MR. BLISS had received a
sudden call upon his attention that he must obey, but hoped to be
allowed to see FRED and

"
his charming partner" (and he 'd thought

nothing of making her a disconsolate widow !) some day at The
flitch. As for MR. TRUEPENNY, he declared to FRED that "he had
not the courage to meet his wife :

"
which I considered a very proper

compliment to my spirit. I scarcely thought the man had as much
remorse and proper feeling in him. And then he added "P. S. I
write this upon my knees, sending my contrition to your estimable

partner ;
with an earnest prayer that, at some distant day, I may be

permitted to approach her at her own fireside. Dinner is beyond my
ambition as above my deserts : but, I trust, that after due time and

penitence, I may hope to be called ta the tea-table. May hope still

lift up her azure eyes to muffins ?
"

"
I really don't see anything to laugh at," said I to FRED, who was

mightily amused as he read the letter. And to say the truth I was a

little vexed. Because I had made my mind up to show FRED how
forgivingly I cpuld behave and then to be disappointed of the oppor-

tunity was vexing.
However, we lunched alone

; paid the bill ;
and shall I ever forget

how I jumped into the carriage ? I seemed to have wings ! and away
we trundled homewards homewards,!

Home.

I fairly cried with happiness when I crossed the threshold. When I

dropt in my chair at my fireside, I felt like the happiest Queen upon
her throne. How beautiful, too, everything looked ! There seemed a

bloom, a brightness upon everything in the house ;
whilst the garden

was glowing, brimming with flowers
;

all of them nodding at me, as I

thought, a welcome.
What a house-warming we've had ! And I never can complain of the

smallness of the house after such a party ! A hundred and fifty, and
still plenty of room for Roger de Csverley. Mamma danced with TRUE-
PENNY who the foolish fellow! would go upon his knees on the

hearth, and drink a glass of champagne in honour, as he said, of the

household gods. We 've had merriment enough almost for a life ! I

begin to be afraid of so much happiness can it last ?

May 1, Twenty-ninth return of Wedding Day.

Thankful, grateful, for all blessings ! Happiness has continued ;

happiness the purest and best, for as dear, dear EKED says the

happiness was ever home-made.

British Black Slavery.

LOED PALMERSTON has furnished the Women of America with a
new answer to the Women of England. The American ladies say that

now the Smoke Nuisance Bill has passed, we cannot blame the States

for their Runaway Negro Act, inasmuch as we ourselves have made a
law to prevent the escape of the Blacks.

VERY LIKE A WHALE.

THE Yankee scheme for purchasing the fictitious title to the American
Fisheries from the pretended EARL OF STIRLING, comes out under the

auspices of an Ex-Secretary of State with the portentous name of

WALKEE !





THE GREAT BABBARIAN DRAGON THAT W]



iT UP "THE BROTHER OF THE MOON/' &c. &c. &c.
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GREAT CATCHES.

HETKER everybody has

bis price or not ; there are

some quite capable of selling

themselves, even by auc-
tion : as, lor one instance,
we should think, the author
of the subjoined advertise-

ment :

AS LEDGER CLERK,
Manager, and Correspnmli nt.

A gentleman, of close-sticking
business habits, who does nothing
by halves, whose references as to

character, &c., are first-rate, and
whose devotion to bis employers'
Interests ever has been unti

' now open to a RK-EN-
GAGEMENT. The advertiser Is

of ripe, vigorous, middle-ago, and
so undevlatingly systematic, as by
the restless force of example, to

be qualified to establish, in alt

around him, habits of perseve-
rance, self denial, and fapglng In-

dustry, such as could not fail to

tell wonderfully, as those habits

became more and more fully deve-

loped, on any set of people so orga-
nised. Clever men of business,

who, one and all, admire clever-

ness in others, and especially when
it makes to tbem its own peculiar
bow of the most profound obei-

sance, are most respectfully re-

quested to address their replies to

ALPHA DELTA, &c.
f
&c.

The gentleman so indus-

triously adhesive certainly
does not cry himself up by
halves ; and the glowing
language in which he des-

cribes his age as
"
ripe and

vigorous," might well be-

come some Yankee GEOEGE
ROBINS appraising an
UNCLE TOM. We can vi-

vidly imagine him putting
himself up, ringing the

changes on his ripeness and

vigour, first-rate references,

undeviatingly systematic
ways, close-sticking busi-

ness habits, and unbounded
devotion to his employers' interests : and ultimately, with his

" own

Eeculiar

bow of the most profound obeisance," respectfully knocking
imself down to the best bidder. We should like to buy him at our

terms in this manner, if we could afterwards dispose of him at his

own. But our friend blows his trumpet with rather too many flou-

rishes
; makes overmuch use of the figure hyperbole, to commend

himself for employment in those figures that Ledger Clerks are more
particularly concerned with.

In the same Times that contained the foregoing announcement,
appears also the following :

"MO SALARY REOUIRED. A yoong Gentleman (20 years of age),
' author of several works, wishes for a HOME. He is abeantiful reader and writer;

can write poetry, tales, essays, and anything literary, lie is possessed of pleasing
manners, kind disposition, and would do all in his power to make himself useful, and
contribute to the happiness of those with whom he may become associated. One of his
works sent for six stamps. Address REGINALD VILUKRS, &c., &c."

This is a performance on a similar instrument ; but it is the clarionet
to the comet-a-pistons. Only 20; a

"
beaut it'ul" reader and writer;

can write poetry, tales, essays, and "anything literary;" and is

already the
"
author of several works." Why, this is a second

" 0'iiiTTERTox the marvellous Boy,"

and we should say he had better take care that he does not so far

resemble
" The sleepless Soul that perished In his pride,"

as to go off, some day, in a fit of vanity and self-conceit.

We arc almost inclined to send him six stamps for one of his works,
in order that we may ascertain if it is worth a single rap.

Roebuck Himself Again.
Tin: Sheffield Indepeiicleitt announces that Mn. ROEBUCK'S health is

so much improved that he has accepted an invitation to the Cutlers'
feast. We are happy to hear it, and hope MR. ROEBUCK will do the
Cutlers the credit of playing a good knile and fork.

THE DECIMAL COINAGE.
The Chairman of the Committee to the Vulgar (fractional) Public.

Ala" Won't you Corns and lake 2'ea in the Arlwr 1"

THE Coinage Committee, which sat in the City,
At last have completed their labour,

And derive from the action intense satisfaction ;

We're sick of "CousNso "
and

" MAVOK !

"

But as it may be thought that we mean our
"
report"

For the special behoof of
"
the City,"

Half a page of the Times we'll condense into rhymes
To the air of a popular ditly.

So, though it s uphilly, give up all your silly

Ideas, which might suit your grand&thei
About shillings and pence, which are not common senic,
And take to the decimals rather !

As iu loyalty bound, we shall stick to the pound
'Twould be treason the

"
sovereign

"
to banish :

But all the half-crowns,
"
bobs," joeys," and "

Drowns,"
Into Royal Mint-sauce must evanish.

But we'll leave you the Florin, which cannot be foreign,
As every one lots of them handles.

And of these 'twill be found, ten will go to the pound,
1'or all the world like kitchen caudle-- !

Then, though it's uphilly, &c.

Still on decimals bent, we descend to the Cent

(Find its value yourself, if you're able),
Divide by ten still, and you'll come to the Mil
There, my friends, you've the whole of the table.

So we hope by next session, you'll be in possession
Of some sensible decimal money j

And pay all little bills in cents, florins, and mils,
Never mind if, at first, it seem funny.

But, though it's nphilly, &c.

Those who talk about "browns," and say "bulls" meaning crowns,
Perchance for

"
nicknames

"
may be roariu'

;

Recollect in a
"
mill" you've o{founding your fill,

And frequently plenty olttoomt'.

Now, Public ! tho slow that you're grateful to show
(If you are not a stingy, mean sinner),

The least you can do, is to just buckle to,
And give the Committee a dinner !

Then, though it's uphilly, &c.

THE BRITISH CONSULATE AT BOULOGNE.
(From our Travelling Contributor?)

THE British Consulate at Boulogne still
"
hangs out

"
over the

"
tinnery, leadery, and zincery," at the end of the port, as we have

ascertained by a recent visit. The ground floor is occupied by a sauce-

pan shop, while British diplomacy has taken the floor above, and the

frontage of the premises displays a rivalry of attraction between the
"

British Consular Office for Passports
"
and the

" Bazar ties Quatre
"

something or other, which the tinman adopts as the name of his

domicile.

We recognise no change in the arrangements since we noticed the
establishment two years ago, except that the individual who represents
British diplomacy has got a new cap, is rather more civil spoken than
he was, and the boy who runs to call him when he is in another room
is grown bigger than he used to be. This is all natural enough, and
so far unobjectionable, though we are not quite so well satisfied with a

rope that has been attached to one side of the staircase by way of

bannisters. On the day of our visit there was a consular torchon, or

diplomatic dishclout hanging to dry on the landing, which we thought
savoured of anything but dignity. The rope was well enough as far as

it went, and the Consul has given the public just rope enough to hang
itself, or rather to pull itself up by, m ascending the staircase. We
presume that all this homeliness is as much as the passport fees will

afford, and we can only regret, for the credit of British diplomacy,
that it is as much dignity as can be sustained upon the four-and-two-

pences that pour in on the establishment at Boulogne.

Physic for Brutes.

A HAIR of the dog that bit you is recommended as a cure for the

consequences of drunkenness
;
out when intoxication results in beating

women, the dog does not afford so proper a remedy as the cat.

WHO was the first
"
Gent

" on record ? The Lawyer, when he was
allowed by Act of Parliament to write after his name "

Gent, one, &c."
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SCENE-BUREAU OF THE CHIEFS OF THE DOUANES.
French Official.

" You HAVE PASSPORT ?"
|

Official.
" CHRISTIAX NOM?"

Engliih Gent.
"
NONG, Mossoo."

Official. "YOUR KAMI-:."

Gent.
" BELLEVILLE."

Gent. '"AERY!"

Official.
" PROFESSION ?

"

Gent. "BANKER!"

THE PLOUGHBOY'S DOOM !

THE stubble-headed Ploughboy
No more a-field shall stride,

Smock-l'rocked, with whip on shoulder,
The steer or steed to guide ;

At dawn, no more shall whistle
With early lark and thrush

;

No longer stalk the fallows.
The clods no longer crush.

In vacant rumination,
No more shall sit on gate ;

His shanks beneath him dangling
By hub-nailed highlows' weight.

That form of grace no longer
The hedgerows shall adorn,

His dab of bacon slicing

Upon his palm of horn.

The Boy smock, boots, and bacon,
And whip, must yield to Steam

;

His whistle must be "silent,
Whilst engines hiss and scream

;

For MECIII has in action
A new machine e'en now,

And says his apparatus
Will supersede the Plough.

'

A Bear Speculation.

THE Turkish question appears" to have subsided into
an affair of grease. The subjoined advertisement shows
what our Imperial friend has come to :

"DEAR FOR SALE. A Pine large RUSSIAN BEAR, very
-*-' tame. To be seen on board the Atalanta, CAPTAIN WESKNBKKU

;

lying in the West India Import Dock.

NICHOLAS has come to 1he West India Dock. Wo
suppose we shall soon have him Promoting ths Growth of
the Hair, in combination with essence of rose, violet, or

bergamot.

THE HEIGHT or ABSURDITY. A Vegetarian attending
a Cattle Show.

LEADING ARTICLE FOR OLD LADIES.

(On the proposed New Coinage.)

WE are, and always were, averse to change. We do not mean to

say that we have, or ever had, any objection to those coppers which
long custom has hallowed, and which have been consecrated to charity.

;

But when innovation would tamper with the coin of the realm, we. in
common with all HER MAJESTY'S loyal subjects, are necessitated to

rally round the SOVEREIGN, not only as such, but as represented by
monetary subordinates. And when we observe that one of the prin-
cipal features in the contemplated revolution is the abolition of the Half-
Crown, we cannot bnt consider the CROWN, and with the CROWN the
THRONE, and of course the CHURCH to be placed in jeopardy. In
short, we must record our emphatic protest against the proposed
Decimal Currency. It was under the old arrangement of pounds,
shillings, pence, and farthings, that the country attained to its present
pitch of glory and prosperity. That the Decimal system has been
adopted by foreigners is the very reason why we should persist in our
own. What is it that makes them so eager to take our money, if not
its acknowledged superiority to theirs ?

The democratic, indeed the levelling character of the decimal a<*ita-
tion is obvious from one remarkable fact, which, may, perhaps how-
ever, be new to our readers. It is notorious that the lower classes are
addicted to the use of slang or flash language, especially in connection
with pugilism. Now we have already had introduced a coin of foreign
denomination, but domestic orthography. We allude to the piece of
money termed a ttorin, a word which, as spelt by the populace as many
pt

them as can spell at all signilies the act of knocking or bcin-
knocked down. It is proposed that one of the new-fangled coins shall
bear the yet more vulgar appellation of a mil ; which in the same voca-
bulary signifies a fistic encounter.
From a Parliamentary Commission subservient to a Downing Street

gang, thus evidently deriving the nomenclature of their projected
coinage on the one hand from Continental Jews, Papists, and Infidels

;

and 011 the other from the BKUMMAGEM CHICKEN and the TinoN

SLASHER, what can we expect but the overthrow of all our ancient

institutions, unless the blow which they are about lo aim at all that

we hold tender, be parried by a determined exertion of the art of

self-defence ?

A REGULAR PUMP. An eminent teetotaller being requested bv "a
few of his admirers

"
to sit for his portrait, consented, on condition

that it should be taken in water-colours.

A REMINISCENCE OF CHOBHAM DELIGHTFUL EFFECTS
OF A CANNONADE.
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r or in-i <H \MHHr. .u"n:i: MM:
o'l -1.111 K IN T11K KVKXIXO.

MR. PETERLOO BROWN'S EXAMINATION OF THE

OXFORD STATUTES.
"
Dr.vn MB. PUNCH,

"
I venture but once again to trouble you

with a few remarks
;

I :..n looking forward to mj lad matriculating this next October,

I shall be ulad of your speedy advice a.- to whether I ought to send him

In a place where fie will have to swear to observe Statutes like those I

lioken of, and those I am now about to mention.

The next Statute after '1 "'<V is about the closing
of the College gates at

9 o'clock, and says,
that if circumstances
should call for it (si res

ltd i,nx/ nli-(\, the lle;i(N

of the Houses shall

then no round to each
chamber ( jicrlnx/rn/ix

i-ui.i culjiriili.i),

to see if their tenants

are there. This is a

delightful rule
; and, if

circumstances do not

call for the Heads to

make their rounds, it

only shows that the

Statute is.obeyed with-

out such supervision.

Early to bed, you know,
Mr. Punch, not only
leads to salubriousness
of body and purse, but

also conduces to wis-

dom of intellect
; and,

doubtless, much of the
success of the

'

Oxford

discipline
'

that we
hear so much about may be traced to this

'

early-closing movement.'
1 am triad to find that my sou PETERLOO will not have to carry out the

popular idea of a student, by burning
'

the midnight oil
'

which you
and I, as men of the world, know is a mere figure of speech, and only
leads to biliousness of body and cutting of morning chapels but that
he will have to be in bed by 9 o'clock, and, possibly, may be tucked up
by the Head of the College himself, attended, of course, by bedels and
'

holy pokers,' and all the paraphernalia of Collegiate grandeur. And,
Mi: I'm/fli, what an instructive subject 'Alma Mater putting her
children to bed

'

would be for _\lu. TENXIKL to turn into a cartoon for

the new Houses of Parliament ; where, in spite of the exertions of
Mns. I mean MR. BROTHERTON, the Members will waste the gas
and their health in keeping late hours a thing they were plainly never
allowed to do as long as they were at Oxford !

"The next Statute not only forbids the students to indulge in all games
that might be hurtful to them-
selves (ubstincant ab omni

: in. quo de /nr/!///ii

/iiti/r}, but also requires them to
abstain from every kind of game
or sport which might cause any
danger, injury,

_

or inconvenience
to others; as, for example, from
the hunting of wild beasts with

dogs of all kinds, with ferrets,

nets, or snares (ifI'M i/iiful n/i-

xf/iti ifiit, alt omni f/rni'i'r //w.v rt'l

r.n-1-ri/n. i:r nun iiliix
/
M ;-ii-i'tH,,i,

'uijiifin, n I iiii'niiiniii'liiiii crcutur:
ri-hi/i a ri'iuili, , cum
Ctiiiihiis afnueUHfHt //.wv/,, ri-

: rrtilius, nut plai/ix}. Oh,
Mi: Punch, docs Oxford still

keep the same position it held
in dark centuries ages ago, that
it is forced to in ike its matricula-

ting candidates swear to abstain
from the sports of a savage life,

which may be all verv wt'll for a N <>I">"Y Mr5T IMIUI.OB is BPOUTS WHICH

CORDON (.'I/MMIM;, but do not
*v CAUSE

UCBTOH^VO.NVE,!,
accord with the peaceful pursuits
of a cloistered student ? And what, I would ask, are the wild beasts
for which Oxford is famous? Are they of the same genus as those
wmeh

nwypnng neighbour BELLINGHAM GREY speaks "of? He tells
me that Oxford is infested with the varied species of the Ornithorhyncus

:!<-ast with n Jlill which usually lurk in dens to which" they
endeavour, by many allurements, lo entice their victims; and that, so

cunning arc they, that they will even steal within the College walls and

.a Student in his own private room, and cannot be got away
they have made him bleed freely, lie says, that there is no

way of capturing
'

;
. :>nd that they can only be kept off by

Degrees; but, that when
oner jou have found
ii eaiis to settle them,
their Kill immediately

drops off; and that they
are not seen again until

their bill has been curiously
renewed. I wonder that

the manager of the Zoo-

logical Gardens don't get
hold of specimens of this

\ery curious beast, the

Oxford Ornithorhyncus ;

more especially as they
seem to be so common.
I'.ut I suppose that their

difficulty of capture at

it stands in the way.
But, who knows, but what
we shall see them next

season among the
'

lions
'
of the Gardens, and eclipsing in interest even

the vivarium and the hippopotamus ?
"
But to return to the Statute. Though I think I smell a badger,

yet the word 'ferrets' seems to point at rats. But if, in their

humanity, the authorities discourage rat-hunting wlu'eh, of course,
must be an 'inconvenience* to the rat even if it cause him no

'danger or injury' why do they shut their eyes to the legions of

terriers, and other rat-killing dogs, that are openly possessed by the

members of the University? I am at a loss to know for what species
of wild beasts the 'snares and nets' are intended, unless the young
men poach for rabbits and hares. But as for fox-hunting, 1 shall

know now how far I may believe young BELLIM.II\M GKEY when
he says that he, and more than a score of

'

pinks
'

may be seen in a

morning, setting off from the Canterbury Gate of Christ Church ! And
as for the loo. and whist, and

' Van John
'
that he speaks of, not to

mention ecarte, and the money that changes bauds in one evening, why
I am sadly afraid that the young gentleman has been imposing upon my
credulity."

The Statute goes on to forbid the beys I beg pardon, the
' men !

'

from the use of hawksfor fowling,
and from the carrying of cross-bows
and

' Bombardarum '

(necnon ab
nui/ii apparatu et gestations Bom-
liardarum, et arcul/iilixtnrnai ; sine

ftiam (lei-ifi'iti-Hiii IIXH ml MMIMMMl).
Now, I am aware that, the old noble

sport of hawking is beinz revived,
because I take in The Yield (for,

of course, I look upon myself as a
'

country gentleman,' and do every-
thing that country gentlemen ought
to do), and in The Field I some-
times read about it

;
and I suppose

the Oxford gentlemen are assisting
in the revival. But, in the name
of wonder, Mr. Punch, what can be
meant by

' Bombardarum ?
' Has

it am thing to do with your Austrian
friend

' BOMBA ?
' Or does it mean

that the young men must not carry
about mortars for the discharge of

bombs, or battering-rams, or some
'

bombarding
'

implement
'
of that

ilk ?
' But no.

' Town and Gown '

disturbances can never need such
warlike preparations as these. I

suppose I must write to your
facetious contemporary Notes and
Qiiri-ii's, and ask what

' Bom-
bardarum

'

really does mean ; for

no Latin Dictionary that I have
access to is able to inform me. Really, Mr. Punch, my LORD CHAN-
CELLOR DERBY ought to publish either a translation of the Statutes
of his University or a dictionary of these

'

Oxford mixture
'

phrases,
'rniiino Aaglico Ijidine reddita:' for how can young men be expected
to obey Statutes which are made up of words of which the

meaning can only be conjectured ? And if, Mr. Punch, you take

up the cudgels for the Oxford Statutes, and tell me that they
are thus purposely framed, and after the fashion of the Statutes of
the country, J beg to observe that the scat of learning ought to
be stuffed with other stuff than that which fills the woolsack, and
that the framcrs of its laws should not be like the noble and versatile

KODODT MUST CARRY A CBO98-BOW, AXD
A UAWK FOB FOWLING.
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Lord of the Upper House, to whom we might say, in the words o
COLERIDGE :

" ' You can utter, with a solemn gegture,
Oracular sentences of deep no-meaninff,
Wear a quaint garment, make mysterious antics !

' *

"
The statutes next call upon the matriculating candidate to swea

that, he will kee > aloof from all rope dancers and actors, and from tin

strifes and shows of gladiators ! (Item quod, infra Unicersitaten
Oxoniemem aitl Pfii-fiac/i'm, iibsqve speciali reniri Vice-Cancetlarii, ne
Funam/iitli itfi- llislriuues, qui qiucsli'x i-in/.iii in Scenam pndfunt, nn
(iladiaturiim certamina site sjiectacula pcrmittantitr ; nee Acmlniii-i fix

(lem ii/lersint.) Good gracious, Mr. Punch! is this the nineteenth

century is Punch an institution ot our laud; have we got a Cann a

Chobham, and a Fleet at Spithead, or are we HIP VAN WINKLES in

an inverse degree, who Imye slept backwards into the past? My
brain is fairly muddled, Sir, with the thought that I am about to senc

my son PETEULOO to a place which I bad fondly imagined to be the
centre of all enlightenment, and which I now find retains the barbarities
of the darkest ages. 1 d;in't object to the rope-dancers and actors

although I might perhaps he inclined to ask why SHAKSPEARE,
and SUEEIDAN, and BULWER-LTTTTON should be condemned as im-

proper ;
and PLAUTUS, TERENCE, and JUVENAL decided to be the only

pure and proper dramatic guides of youth I don't object, I say, to

my lad going to see
the rope - dancing
and acting, but I do

decidedly object to

his even having a
chance of obtaining
'

the special per
mission of the Vice
Chancellor" to be

present at such de-

grading exhibitions

as the
'

sports of
the Gladiators.' I

shudder to think

(and so does MRS.
BROWN. Sir), that

my lad, who has
been so carefully
brought up, will

really
'

see before
him the Gladiator

lie, his manly iorm
all cover'd o'er with
wounds

;

'

and that
he will, perhaps (I
can assure you, Sir,
that MRS. BROWN
is obliged to have
recourse to her

smelling salts at
the bare thought of
such horrors) that
he will perhaps set
his own slave (or
scout) to fight f

NOBODY MUST HUNT WILD BEASTS.

his amusement, and, like those frightful Romans that he is obi ged to
read about, will be turning up his thumbs to give the dreadful signal
ior his wretched servant's deaih! I must really pause a moment to
recover my equanimity Yet a bright thought strikes me ! Perhaps,
alter all, Mr. Punch, these gladiatorial exhibitions are only intended
to assist the students in their classical pursuits, the mind bein- we
know ol ten more spei dily instructed through an appeal to the eve

this idea is supported by the words of the Statute that the
Students must not be present at such shows wil hout the special per-mission of the Vice-Chancellor. For, of course, if there are no gladia-
torial exhibitions in Oxford, the candidates for matriculation would not
be required to lake oaths about them.

''

It would fatigue both you and me, Mr. Punch (weakened as I feel by
S

n I I Q!
tFfetty' y,

ere :
J?

make more lenS' hy observations
Oxford Statutes; for the subject is so copious, that it would

take me some time to travel through all the Statutum ests, and stop at
each. Yet 1 think 1 have told you enough about them to enable youto give me your valuable opinion on the propriety and wisdom of
suffering my son PETEKLOO to etiter an university, to the privileges ofwhich he will only be admitted on the condition that he swears to ob-
serve all the foregoing Statutes, and a host of others, to the utmost
of his ower:

'

Sato ie'sws t -

,
, o e umos

of his power:
'

Sato ie'sws the Vice-Chancellor, as he gives the
young man a copy of the book which I have now been consideringSato te in matriculamUmternalis hodie relatum esse

, ,ub hac condition
nempe, ut omma Statuta, hoc hbro comprehensa, pro virili observes"

' "
Tragedy of Remorse." Act ii., Scene 1.

"But I will add one word in favour of a few more Statutes of this
'

Til. XV.' I am glad to see that, while my son will not be permitted
to draw a weapon upon another, or threaten him with a knife, dagger,
swoid, or other species of weapon (cultellvm, pugionem, yladium, out

aliquot aliud genus tell nut dislrinxerit, ant intentavertf, cum minis, <$r.),

yet, that he will be allowed to bear a bow and arrow for the sak'e of
honest recreation (qui honestte recreationis eautfareui r/',,/ sagitlis por-
taverint), and will not be suffered to ride in, or be the charioteer of,

any vehicle, unless he is permitted to do so by the Proctors or the
Heads of his College, on account of his infirm health, or some other
reasonable cause ( nisi cut propter intirmam taletudinem out rationabilem

aliquam causam licentia, ^r.). Ana yet, Mr. Punch, why does young
BKI.I.IXGHAM GKEY tell me tales of Traps, and Dog-carts and Tandems,
and Team? ? Have all their charioteers infirm health ? or has that

young gentleman, in this as in other things, been practising upon the
credulity of

"
Dear Mr. Punch,"

Your constant reader,
"PETEKLOO BROWN."

THE MONEY MARKET FOR INFANT MINDS.

HERE go the Funds, up, up,

^
And there go Consols, down, down,

Fluctuate backwards and forwards,
And then come around, round, round,

NICHOLAS cries,
"
No, no !

"

There's a fall in the Threc-per-Ceuts,
Aloft like rockets they go
The moment the CZAB relents.

Sing hey ! for the Bulls and Bears,
Aud ho ! for the Turkey Cocks,

Sing Bonds, and Scrip, and Shares,
Sing British and Foreign Stocks.

Sing Ninety-seven, Two, Three,
Smg Two-and-a-Half at Par,

And that 's the way s. d.

Depends upon Peace or War.

FLOWERS OF THE TOWZERY PLANT.
IN these days of steam we encounter a great deal of puffing, but

few probably have beheld the largest locomotive emit so extensive a
pun as the subjoined :

"Grand, Fortentous, anil Most Auspicious Event. Speedy and Imperative and
Peremptory Sale of thtj Entire Stock of Shawls, Mautles, and liobes, of

a firm that we will take the liberty of calling MESSRS. HOKES AND Co.
In the first

place, MESSRS. HOKES are to be cocgratulated on having
ntroduced a striking novelty into the English language the word
Portentous

; which, being big and indistinct, looms, as it were, at the
head of their advertisement, with a misty sublimity.

The nature of the impending event, denominated "fortentous" is
hus elucidated :

block and this, they are determined, must, will, nay shall be accomplished, as ttie
Uupalla will be ready fur Inspection in a le days."

This paragraph is a masterly composition the very perfection of the
nsmuatmg style. Sinking all personal interest, foregoing every con-
ideration of gain or lucre, renouncing every motive but that of
lean-ing the positive and absolute clearance of a quantity of stock
hat one grand object

"
might obviously be accomplished in a simple

and etlcctual manner by making a bonfire of the goods ; which, more-
ver, would probably be the best thing to do with them.
ihe conclusion of H. AND Co.'s PuiF at once invites criticism and

efies it

" But words are but words, after all, so H. & Co. will proceed to lay before the Public
ometlnugof a nviie tangible, nature. They pass on t> facts, and facts are stubborn

t tliey unhesitatingly affirm that the incontrovertible facts given in the
ed quotations of prices, only require ocular observation to establish their identity."

The stubbornness of H. AND Co.'s facts is only exceeded by their
cnuisitiveness ; and perhaps, indeed, the latter propensity may be con-
idered to have dictated their entire advertisement.

GENTILITY AT THE GOLD FIELDS. Refinement in Australia appearso be a gross anomaly : and the only use of polish relates to boots.
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OUR TOURIST IN PARIS. N . 2.

HEAR.THEV!
SPEAKlll'ii

ENCLIS

THE traveller whose philosophy has passed through these severe

trials, hungry, dirty, unshavcd, weary, almost querulous, hurls his bag-
gage and himself into a venerable and heavy hackney coach (such a one
as DR. JOHNSON might have hired to take MB*. TiiuALu to the play),
drawn by a pair of ragged grey ponies painfully over the rocky ways,
which people here have the face to call a pavement. Half-au-hour's

jolting brings him to the Hotel in the Rue de Richelieu, where he
demands a lodging.

" But yes, Monsieur can have a chamber, but

certainly," is the cheerful announcement of the concierge, a very pearl
among women, who advances from the lodge with a smile to welcome
the travel-stained, ill-favoured guest.

"
Behold the steward who will

make Monsieur know."
"
Give yourself the pain to mount, Monsieur,"

says a solemn official in a fur-cap, with a reverence. The traveller

wearily ascends hundreds of shiny, slippery steps, till he arrives at the
third floor, where he pauses out of breath. "Mount, mount always !

"

says the respectable conductor.
"
But Monsieur, behold us who are

arrived at tbe fourth. This is in fine enough, is it not ?
" "

But no,
Monsieur, pardon ;

it is necessary to mount always." The traveller's
hind legs are awfully done up ; nevertheless, allons ! we arrive at
another floor.

"
Behold, Monsieur," gaily says the steward, as he

opens the door of 299.

The first thing that strikes one is, that the last gentleman must have
been addicted to chewing garlic, and smoking very bad tobacco. The
windows, which appear not to have been opened for weeks, enable the
fastidious English nostrils to analyse these flavours with unerring
certainty. A litt le hall of entrance, furnished with a stove, a table,
and a bench which seems intended for the repose of exhausted creditors
before they make their unsuccessful appeal to milord, leads to an
apartment furnished both as bed-room and sitting-room, with great
taste and cheerfulness. The chairs are pretty in form, and covered
with maroon velvet. There is a walnut table, escritoire, and chest of
drawers. Over the chimney-piece of black marble is a mirror and a
clock. (There is not a room in Paris which does not boast a looking-
?lass and a clock or clocks, though the latter may not go.) In a recess
is a. bed, which turns out to be perfect. The last detail, however,
strikes the traveller with horror. He will be forced to wash with a
slop basin and a milk jug. What to do ? The official in the fur cap
listens with smiling courtesy to the expostulations of Monsieur, but
cannot comprehend his meaning:.
There are excellent baths in the Rue Vivienne. But in the chamber ?

Ah, good, they shall bring a hot bath to Monsieur at three francs. It

is still something else ? The English waiter shall mount to Monsieur.
A shower-bath, a hip-bath, or a sponging-bath he hath not seen, neither

can he conceive. Tnc philosopher straightway orders a hot bath, and
makes a note never to leave his country for the future without a

collapsible caoutchouc arrangement, which may so far make him inde-

pendent of the short-comings of continental civilisation. The res-

pectable steward retires, the hot bath arrives, painfully supplied with
water by a groaning gentleman in a blouse who evidently hates his

business, especially
in its higher walks. Perhaps he will be a member

of a Provisional Government some day, and pay society off for his

present griefs.
Under the potent influence of hot water the traveller gradually

returns to his usual serenity. The bravos of Dover, the exhibitions of

weakness on board the steamer, the bureaucratic tediousness of the

douaniers, the insolence of the police, the jolting over the pave, the

interminable flights of stairs, all fade from his memory as he simmers
into a happier and more tranquil world of thought. Mysterious
analogy to the miracles of culinary science ! His heart, so to speak,
stews into tenderness in like manner as the lobster, hideous and

savage, gradually is divested of his gross nature till he becomes the
delicate inmate of a Mayonnaise. Full of this pathetic thought the

sage reaps his chin, anoints his hair, makes an elaborate toilette, and
descends like JUPITER from Olympus to mingle with men of lower
earth. He returns with confidence the smiling salute of the concierge.

Ah, Madame ! you may now regard us ; we carry fair linen, and smell
of sweet odours : we are no longer a disgrace to Albion. An astound-

ing breakfast, and so to the Boulevards.
How much alike men are ! Here are a few more Leicester Squarers

than one sees in Regent Street. The gentlemen wear plaited trowsers
and broad-brimmed hats, and turn-down coDars ; women of the lower
class walk about in caps ; here and there is a blouse, and that is pretty
nearly all the difference to be seen. To what end should we describe

an ordinary Frenchman ? Have we not seen him ? have we not noted
him ? What child is ignorant of his unobtrusive costume, his panta-
loons full round his hips and covering all his boots, his pockets half

way down liis leg, his tight-waisted coat, his dubious linen, his not

dubious hands and face, his modest gait and diffident manner?
Know we not his hair grotesquely short or filthily long, his stubbly
moustache and beard, or imperial, or republican ; his high cheekbones,

voi. xxv.
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his eyebrows running up on each side ;
his vehement discourse, his

grimaces, his shrugs, his lively gestures ? Mark those three OS**** .

They are talking each as loud as he can on a different topic not

listening or listened to, yet perfectly happy and content. Would any

one but a Frenchman call such monkey-jabber conversation ami

'

They slacken their talk a little, to exhibit the national politeness.

A lady voung, charming, and dressed to perfection, though a little

more sumptuously than is usual with us for the promenade on toot,

must descend into the kennel (a little river) if these Messieurs will not

give place Ah, bah ! do not derange yourselves. JULES puts his

head under her bonnet, and perfumes her exquisite coiffure with tobacco

smoke Anou-iiK and HORACE exchange bon mots with a coarse

lau"h and the poor lady makes her escape as she may. Oh, French

politeness ! truly thou art a iliins of the past. The modern Gaul has

still the trick of taking oil' his hat; but the spirit of courtesy is

evaporated, leaving nothing but dregs behind.
.

Your correspondent leaves this last sentenee as he wrote it in MB
heat of indignation (if his temper is capable of heat) at what could not

have happened in England. Mindful, however, of the dani

drawing general conclusions from particular premises, he wishes to

limit his censure to French officials and French Boulevard /lammrs, the

only persons that have as yet shown themselves to deserve it, and who

may be unfavourable specimens of their countrymen. Certainly he has

met with an obliging good humour in waiters and shop-keepers, that

contrasts favourably with t.'ie, reserved and almost sullen air ol the

same classes in England. On the- other hand, carters and cabmen

seem brutally cruel to their cattle, and will drive over a foot passenger

(especially, perhaps, if an Englishman) without scruple. Who shall

correctly appreciate these thin

A LION RAMPANT MAD.
THAT troublesome quadruped the British Lion, generally supposed

defunct, turns out to have oeen Scotched not killed ; as he is now
roaring and bellowing more ridiculously than ever, in the character of

the Lion of North Britain or Scotch Lion. He is clamouring not only
for what he conceives to be his proper corner on the Royal flag, but

also, on behalf of his baronetage and some other connexions, for the
whole territory and fishing-grounds of the Royal Province of New
Scotland, as he calls it

;
that is to say, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick,

and the adjacent regions. We expect very soon to hear this foolish

old Lion roar for the moon, in a state of second cubhood. To humour
him, however, it might be advisable to depict him wherever he wishes
in that state of rampancy which he chooses to figure in, that is, in an
attitude of rampant absurdity.

Honours to Palmerston.
IT is determined that LORD PALMERSTON who goes in attendance

upon the QUEEN to Scotland shall have the freedom of Perth. Had
PAM had his own way, we take it, long ere this, he would have had the
freedom of Turkey.

THE HOUSE OF FAME.

DEDICATED, BY PERMISSION OF THE PRESIDENT AND COUNCIL, TO

THE BKITISH ASSOCIATION.

CLEAU and grey the day is dawning, free from each ill-omened warning,
And the sharp fresh air of morning blows upon our mountain wa\,

As o'er brcok and chasm springing, or up woody crag-sides swinging,
Showers of dew and blossom bringing down from each rich laden spray;

While the birds from tree and thicket greet us with a jocund lay,

Merrily our band advancing, towards the mountain's summit glancing,
Sees the early sunbeams dancing, on a dome of burnished flame,

\Vhere, with open doors entreating our approach, a cordial greeting

Angel voices seem repeating, singing, sloth and fear to shame,
"Hasten ! favoured mortals

;
hasten upward to the House of Fame !

"

Pausing now, in contemplation, I perceive that every nation,

From each calling, class, or station, sends its quota to our baud
;

Poets jostling grave logicians ;
botanists by politicians ;

Soldiers marching with physicians ; kings, with hermits close at hand
;

Miners, leronauts, and
divers, pass before me as I stand.

OWEN, with a fossil tusk or lemur strides along, and BUSK a

Jar has got of fresh Mollusca to sustain him in his toil ;

WILLIAMS, fond of vermicelli, has a nress of small Sabc'llte,

Serpulee, and Terabellre
;
FOWLER in his

"
mortal coil"

Thinks he has a force sufficient any obstacle to foil.

i ISCIN, with CHAMBERS walking, of striated rocks is talking;

CUMMINS up a glen goes stalking deer, wit h I JANPSF.KR painting liim ;

BROUGHAM here and there is tripping, up: the rocks for wild bees

skipping,
fn the brooks and fountains dipping ; gazing, till his eyes arc dim,'

( )n 1 lie Sun, as
"
Hydrostatics,'

"
Optics,"

"
I nsl inets," suit his whim.

While AHAGO drags his dying limbs with us, and, though still plying
All his much-loved arts, is sighing for his country's broken laws :

Happier HUMBOLDT'S mind in masses groups rocks, pebbles, trees, and

grosses.

Clouds, brooks, torrents, mountain passes ;
thence one grand conclusion

draws
;

From the greatest and the least of Nature's works the Common Cause
And purpose of them all divining.

"
Sages, in a well reclining,

Saw the stars at noon-day shining," ancient legends said ; but HIND
Marching on in contemplation, by mere force of calculation

Every wandering planet's station in the sunlit sky can find,

Gazing at them from the deep recesses of his mighty mind.

And as thus, with collimators, syphons, hydro-incubators,

Seismoscopes and insulators, stuffed birds, insects, ferns and grasses,

Microscopic preparations, tons of fire-new publications,

Trophies of departed nations, jars of new invented gases,

Lenses, crucibles, and gauges, all the hurried cortege passes ;

CLAUDKT, on tlie concourse gazing, as they come beneath the blazing

Sun, much dust around them raising, dips his brush iu solar flame ;

And so skilfully his art he plies, that 'ere the busy party
From before his eye can start, he manages the whole to frame

In one picture, as a fitting tribute to the House of Fame.
Now the glens and gorges clearing, and on steep bare slopes appearing,
Blither grows our baud at hearing, from the gazing crowd below,
Shouts of praise and gratulation : but our joy to consternation

Changes, on the observation that some men we do not know

j

Have crept up by other paths, and share our glory as we go.

And these interlopers blending thoughts of fame and pelf are vending
Various wares while they 're ascending. Fox the public fancy hits,

At so much per scratch revealing scratches on the walls and ceiling,

Made with infinite good feeling, by dead
herpes, bards, and wits,

To amuse an epileptic milliner between her fits.

REICHENBACII here runs up, saying he can see a marsh light playing
On the hill in open day ;

in swamps to sink above his knees

For his pains he is devoted. 'Mongst the rest, too, here, I noted

The unknown, but often quoted, author of the
"
Vestiges,"

Seeking for the geese that sprir.g from barnacles that grow on trees.

Here our path with doubts and dangers thick is set ;
for shabby

strangers,
Little better than bush-rangers, try our purses to retain :

Pupils these of PROUDHON'S teaching: CARLYLE runs amongst us

preaching
That we are but wind-bags, screeching flunkies, shams and shadows

vain:

CULLEN, WISEMAN, NEWMAN, tell us our true path is down again.

And a band, denominated Critics, of mere words created,

(Like the horses who were stated to be children of the wind)
Come to settle each pretension ;

but our best and wisest men shun

The oft proffered intervention of these blind guides of the blind
;

On we press, and leave quacks, critics, dreamers, schemers, all behind.

From the crowd some intervening pine-trees now our band are

screening,
Yet they shout, their praises meaning for the quacks we leave below.

We, with bated breath, slow creeping up the sharply rising steep, in
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Lillian lilr our course must keep in paths that faint and fainter grow
OnK I la of those who \\eul before, tin- track we ki"

For in crevice, nook, ami crannv peering, we
perceive

that many
Of our predecessors an) loads tliey liked not, here threw down.

l.nioi. \'s \vliole knightly armour, and the. ploughshare of the fanner

ll,\Mi'i>i:.N : SorniKi's carl\ drama of // til I'lil/'r : Cumins' crown :

if BlACiBTJBN's cutlass; Jo.VN or AHC'S plain

hodden gown ;

riii-li/ notion of the timi's diurnal motion;
: i'ssliUfr ion to his HoyalMaster's sway ;

,TKS' swords, exchanged for pens, ami

l>\

(\Vheii as force could not supplant his foes, he took a surer way) ;

al'ited weakness ; strewn about the mountain, lay.

9 we trample, iired by such a good example,
SOMI<- ol' our men |cave an ample share upon the llinty strand;
I'm \<IMI'S contrilitition is his taste for Devolution;
"BlOWXLL on the Constitution," tumbles from its author's hand;
DISK \KI.I Ilinu's away his projects to relieve the land;

lei fall a shower of statements that, the tractive power
miles an hour eaiuiol possibly exceed;

nniiiiition ([Hits, the due aeeeleriit ion

i ion liy mere ^nibbles to impede :

M{ I'n a I < A KK drops, and climbs with greater speed.
..all hillocks round us lying mark the spots where others, trying

I reugi h, .sank dyiii::. ere I lie summit, they could gain.

LUTHER'S love of toleration perished //'/" by congelation i

at, elevation turned NAPHU.ON'S seething brain ;

v. liirlwmd caught DESCAKTKS and swept him downward to the

plain.

And the day is well nigh ended, as against the steep extended,
Each by cacli in turn befriended, e: eli lo each for succour clings ;

While tie tempest, well nigh brushing us away sweeps down, ancLgUshing
J''rom 01 me riij-hin.tr mL'hiy rivers' snow-fed sp:

And the ava oar through far oil' glens and valleys rings ;

lint, a glimpse, sometimes espying, through the.clouds beneath us llyiug,

Of the plain all peaceful 1\ in-', of the paths by which we came,

Or, along the road before us, of the fane close hanging o'er us

itentothe llou-eof r'ame!"

away ;

\\ here the high celestial chorus greeting every one by
'0! lla-len,l;uoureil mortals! I lasteu to the Jl( _ ____ .....

upwards at a pace, meant for success, we i

each door and casement
; ruined are the lower halls

;

Not a word by us is spoken, seem- statues long so bro,

That of what, I hey were no token \el remains, and crumbling v

cring tablet, carved with long-forgot te::

Through these chambers sadi\ wending, and to oilier halls a-cendimr,
Newer thc> appc: tending slowly t

AIUSTOTI.K'S, PLATO'S pages, which, tin-ougli long succeeding ages,
O'er the minds of other sago, held so absolute a swai :

Panels, which APELLES nsed, with all the colours worn
\Vitty jests of PEKIANUK.K ; bulletins of AI.IA\MH
Sistems of ANAXIMAXDKK

;
fossil J'/i;-i,it,i,->,ilrn found

In the old Homeric strata
; speeches thai could once create a

New soul in a dyin chains a tyrant bot

Once loved arts and cherished customs ; moulder on the dusM
To I he h!-li>-r rooms approaching, still we iiud the new en
( In the old ; ihe Moderns

]
o oily on the Ancients' laud.

NIEBUHH'S stern .determination many an ancient, reputation
Tumbles from its lofty station ; HARIHH IN'S sacrilegious baud
Threaten-, \ irml : :- ce will let one ancient i

hewing our approach, and sircaii;

ppearing, mostly haste to give us wai :

ug, laurels won from XKWTO'N sli'.

ii \vv ///'.? to J
(

'AI;AI>AI ;

s homage to J es Tn.u'M
oudi on the topmost story now we stand, we knov,

at best be transitory ; brief our triumph is, though pro
I' or, lar down the mountain glancing, rais, that set for us, are dancing
(.In the rapidly advancing columns of a mighty crowd ;

As their leaders cheer them on we hear them shouting . long and
loud.

That, a.s ours was, so their race is; that their course our track defaces
;

Thai, they crave our hard-won places ; thrills us like a sudden Home ;

And Ihe high celestial chorus once a-ain descending o'ei'

old it would implore //\, sings, to urge them on, the same
Strain of

"
Hasten, favoured mortals ! Hasten to the House of Fame !

"

Nay, " i'vesao

Hurl from us. 0:1 our

Ids his wr

NEW AMERICAN MOVEMENT.

SOMEBODY writing from

Naples, about Music,
to a fashionable con-

temporary, says :

" I know, too, more than
half-a-dozen Americans who
have left their RO]C! cupidity
behind them, and are now in

Italy, living in small dirty
back rooms with a piano-
forte, practicing lol/eggivs,
with the intention of be-

coming singers of Italian

opera."

The development and
cultivation of music in
the soul of America
may, perhaps, tend to
arrest the, progress of

rilibusterism,and other

stratagems and spoils;
including the .spoliation
of black liberty: and to
render the airs which
JONATHAN sometimes
gives himself on the

fishery question for in-

stance -tolerable. But
it will in all probabi-
lity produce results yet
more extraordinary. A
go-ahead people will
not be content to stop

short at operas and concerts. Music will be utilized'; applied to political and
social pin-poses; employed to enhance the charms of eloquence, and adorn the
wisdom of statesmanship. 1'atriots will sing bravuras at caucus or in Congress
on behalf of freedom : and Presidents will express themselves in notes arranged to
form symphonies ;

whilst the foreign policy of the States will take the form of
overtures. The unseemly contests which sometimes occur in the Legislature will
be replaced by grand scenas

;
and the stump-orator that now is will become a

stump-warbler : whilst the mob will respond in chorus. American song will be
famous all the world over, and command immense engagements, being paid for as
no doubt it will be delivered through the nose.

<tf

A BISHOP IN DISTRESS.

IT is seldom that signals of distress are hoisted from
the

episcopal
bench

;
but the signals in question have

actually been hung out recently on behalf of the liisniii-

or DURHAM. One of the "friends of the Church" has
made the melancholy calculation that the good Bishop is

in such an impoverished state that, after making sundry
deductions, the poverty-stricken prelate has scarcely more
than seven thousand a year to live upon. Considering how
bishoprics go in the present day, we are astonished how the

prelacy of Durham can pay at the price, and how, in fact,
the bishop can manage to do it for the money.We shall probably be told next that it is a losing
concern, and that the occupant of the wretchedly seedy see
is about to give it up in consequence of his being

"
out of

pocket." We recommend the Bench of Bishops ti fraternise
with the cabmen in making one common stand against the

system of reduced fares to which both have been doomed
in obedience to the modern principles of economy. The
Bench may object to the association, but it is clear there
is some aflmity between the episcopal and the other class,
for the cabman can drive his horse, while both cabman and
bishop can drive a bargain.

A Mysterious Visitor.

AMONG the recent visitors to London we find notified
an extraordinarily dense fog. This

visitor, though some-
what obscure, created considerable sensation) and a sort
of general illumination was got up by the London shop-
keepers on the occasion. The fog arrived by the Thames,
and made so much of the short time of remaining that the
visitor was nearly all over Lonc'on in a very brief period.

Standing by their Orders.

FRENCHMEN having foreign orders arc, by a recent
decree, to be allowed henceforth to wear them. If the
French boot-maker in Regent Street should really wear all

the foreign orders he receives he will be papered from head
to foot, and it will be necessary for him to wear an addi-
tional placard requesting bill-stickers to beware, to prevent
them from mistaking him for a hoarding on which bills

may be exhibited.
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'GENTLE SUBSCRIBER! DID you EVER SEE TWO STUAXCE E.MM.IMIMK.V BREAKFASTING AT A TABLE D'HOTE ABROAD. WELL! ISN'T 3

II A CHEERFUL THING f

GREAT AND LITTLE SPORTSMEN.

TJR fashionable

contemporaries
have been amu-

sing their read-

ers with the

details of how
., many birds have

l|
been bagged by
my Lord This,
or the Honour-
able Captain
Tother; and, as

every class has
a peculiar inte-

rest attached to

it, we have been at some pains to collect the results of the sporting

season among a somewhat humble order of individuals. The best

accounts assure us that the DISHONOURABLE BILL SOAM.ES bagged no

less than twenty pocket-handkerchiefs in a few hours, and brought

down off a clothes' line everything within his reach. In the juvenile

sporting circles MASTER JONES bagged twenty blue-bottles off Ms own

pop-gun, and young SMITH had a splendid run after a butterfly with

a few young dogs of about his own age.

Zoological Gardens to Jarclin des Plantes.

THE following brief note has been forwarded by the Rhinoceros of

our Zoological Gardens to Cow, the Rhinoceros of the Jardin des

Plantes :

" DEAR Cow, The French papers say you 're the first rhinoceros

in Europe since the tune of the Romans. Gammon ! I 've been here

more than these two years. But then, as it 's only London, what

should Frenchmen know about it ?

"
Yours, from the bottom of my tank, R."

CHINA AND BACK-IN NO TIME!

THE Chinese revolution threatens to lead to other revolutions, not

only in England, but in Europe generally. As prognosticated by the

Times, tourists are making quite a rush to the Celestial Empire. The

CHUM-LI'S, CIIOO-HOONS, MAU-CH-BANKS, and other Belgravian man-

darins have already beat a precipitate retreat from Paris, Baden-Baden,
and such common-place places, and have arrived at their respective

mansions with a view to arrange passages to Pekin by the "tidal

trains." Valets are busy packing and directing port-mantchoos (oh !)

for the scene of the contentions of the MANTCIIOO dynasty, and the

youthful scions of Belgravia are already letting their tails grow in

anticipation of the tour. To these latter, Punch would whisper a

caution: they eat little dogs in China. "Chinese in six lessons,"
"
Chinese without a master," may now be seen placarded everywhere ;

while our old friend DR. BOWSING is busily engaged, and will shortly

publish a Pekin guide book, with dialogues for every possible occasion,

which will enable the reader to distinguish a Joss house from a

Pagoda, and to ask for a
"

little more bird's nest," in the most approved
accent. Those who are prevented by business or means from visiting

this new fashionable resort will doubtless become familiar with the

manners and customs of Pekin through the medium of panoramas, or

by becoming guests at the Feast of Lanterns and the flow of oil, as

held at the Surrey Zoological.

The Best Christian.

MR. COBDEN would be
"
sorry to see this country fighting for

Mohammedanism." So should we. But in fighting against NICHOLAS
of Russia for ABDUL-MEDJID of Turkey, we opine that we should

fight for considerablv the best Christian of the two. Who was the

better Samaritan ? The Russian who would have betrayed the victims

of Austria : or the Turk, who at the cannon's mouth protected them ?

FASHIONS TOR OCTOBER. Bonnets will be worn on the small of

the back.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
its representative keeps, or kept (for the police are

very tyrannical) a marine store shop uear Old Gravel
Laue.

about their "Ascents of Mont Blanc," you failed in
.

r tii
ti.ji ;

but even this remarkable feature in

the performance scarcely entitles you to publicity.

AM ESQUIRING MIND (Flnsbury) requests that we will

give him an historical sketch of PhilOftophy generally,

with biographies of its principal professors, and an
.is of their corresponding or contradicting tenets.

Hi- nlso wants to know what is r : * 111 ' I" 1

particularly desires answers to Ix'th I)

thin week. On thu first point we must reft-r him t"

any Kncyclopiedist, and on the second to any Chiro-

podist.

* ii. Turkey is certainly In Kuropc, but there is

also a Turkey in Asia. Thero are dmibtl<

turkeys iu America. But wo suspect tlmt M
baft been hoaxing you about the four Turk,

your sen nnl enquiry, about '' thu directest way for you
to he.-Miiiu a Member of Parliment

"
(usually spelt Par-

liament;, we reply that ymi had better commence by
an educational process, which you cannot take up ;it

too early a stage.

RODEKT HLOOOS. We never before met with the lines

you sent, commencing

To /*, or not to bf, that if the question.
Whether 'ti$ nobler, &c.

We agree with you in thinking that they are probably :

from some play. But perhaps some of our readers can
furnish the information.

AI.IIIXIA E. M. lias no reason to be " afraid" of our " sar-

castic speeches." We never make any. Besides, her

handwriting is very pretty, and we dare say con
with her face. lint in reference to her petition that we
will

"
manage to introduce her *o some nice, clever man,

ROSE AND MATILDA. Very jimch
ashamed of both of AFKKCTK.VATH EMMA. Your "Lines to My Little Bro-

ther (aged 2j), on his accidentally Sitting down upon
some .-'

'

; '
J

V' have point and \'t\
it interest for the general reader.

.Still wu hope yuur brother is better.

you. To write to two officers whom you do not

know, making them offers of marriage, might, under
certain circumstances, be defended. But to tie your
letters t-> the necks of two kittens, and to (ling the

inoffensive creatures in at the military party's windows,
was contrary to all etiquette. Pray abstain from such

dcniun>>trAtiuns, if you wnli us to think you ladies.

HKIK-AT-LAW. We arc afraid we cannot assist you in

tracing your relative. There wan, we think, a person
named Smith living either in Clapham or .Shoreditch

during tin- early part of the present century, and ym
might search the registries of the churches there. It

may aid you in identifying the party, if we add Unit 1m

was in the habit of smoking a good deal on Saturday
evenings. We shall be happy if our information

enables you to recover your estate and title.

their appearance before sending the game.

JUVKNIS. The epigram is by MABTIAL, and runs,

correctly, thus :

Spes primd facie largo factotum amicus,
Curia: p.r contra, nil desperandun gratis.

Which may be translated bu^ on second thoughts, we
invite our young classical friends to send us in their

translations of this very terse and sparkling epigram.
The name of the first and second best shall be given, as
also that of the worst, if he lets us know it.

with dark eyes, at least 400 a year, and a turn for JOSHUA R. We are not aware that the "
Finding the

music," we must pause. Is she sure she is in M
Our young men do not like their affections to be sported
with. Let her ask her own heart, write again, abstain
from sealing with a fourpenny bit, and spell

" intense"
with an "

s,'

1

not a "c."

AMOR VIRTUTIS is informed that we cannot tell him
where to get skeleton keys made.

Dead Body of Harold" has ever been made the

subject of a painting, but now you have suggested it,

we have no doubt that some artist will take the idea

CIIAELKV, having been thrown over by a young lady,
-. -ryUiing she has ever sent lain,

but finds a difficulty, fruiu the fact that, her papa
having been a pastrycook, her presents chiefly con-

of jam tarts, Albert rock, and the like, which
CIIARLKY has eaten long ago. The dilemma is new
and ile.licate, but if CHABLBV'S conscience is tender, lie

had better estimate the price of the articles, and en-
it to the old Pattypan, from whom Miss had

clearly no right to take them. But, as baa been clas-

sically said, Jams ate u.

ay. You may gi

ling. This applies to the line only. To become a

guardsman, call at the Junior United Service Club
any evening between six and nine, walk boldly into
tbe dining-room, and state your wish to any party who
iimy be dining together. The rest of the process you
will find very simple.

A BRIDB. Do not distress yourself. Very likely he loves

you sincerely, and his winking at the bridesmaid might
be mere accident the whisper was probably to tell her
how pretty you looked and the pressure of her hand
gratitude for her ready acknowledgment <>!' it. \.\>\\

the note may be explained; it was the address to which
she is to forward some present for7011. Never worry
yourself about trifles you have married him, and she
is cut out. Go on your tour rejoicing.

with thankfulness. We are always glad to be the .

vehicle for conveying such hints, and may mention J PmwsoPi.-Mattcr
that we have often wondered that neither (Sit Bla,, nor

; 2L?*g?J.K! * "IE*
is, no doubt, as you contend,
:e consciousness

;
but do not

the Vicar of WaktJMd has supplied subjects for pu^U this law to an absurdity If homogeneous self-

uainters antipathies come into conflict with inchoate rationalism.

NON MI KicoHixi, and numerous other correspondents are where will you draw the line between casuolity and
ieve the lady was born about the end MURPHY. We do not profess to be weatherwiso, but we

,,>orge the Second. But her a.:

is in the Court (tuide, and they had better apply to her ,. ,

personally. We do not profess to keep a Register and will not eat grass, waterfowl keep on the surface of

Office. the water, lish bite greedily, toads disappear, and sheep
and cattle seem remarkably calm and comfortable.
We can hardly tell you

" how to avert the consequences
of rain," but a good deal might be done by staying
within doors.

SACCY LIZZY. The best cosmetic is health. Rise early,
take exercise, read Punch, and be asleep before dark,
and you will not need "washes," which, as the Vicar of
Wakefield says, do no end of mischief. But If you must
use anything of the kind, a little cantharides and mus-

tard, rubbed into a paste with turpentine, laid on over

night, and the face washed with sulphuric acid in tho

morning, will probably produce an alteration. But,

Lizzy, on no account use it unless made up by a
chemist.

A YOUTHFUL ASPIBER. We happen, at this moment, to

want neither "poetry" nor "a boy as can black boots

and run errands," but should a vacancy occur In either

department we will bear you in mind. Yonr '
I

the Two Warrens" scarcely, do justice either to the

Blacking or the lilackwood one.

J. WHRKLKH BLASIIBY (or some such name). How can
we tell you where to get a hippopotamus? But we
could tell you where to get a writing master, who
would be a much better "

companion for year leisure

hours."

MUBIDORA. We need hardly say that we do recognise
the hand, and with pleasure. Your grace's secret is, of

course, perfectly sate with us, and we should write

privately, but have no right to disturb a lady's incog,
As your graco is pleased to prefer periwinkles we

causality? Hadn't you better shut up?
heliev.' that it has been observed, that before rain

ily high, dogs are unusually brisk and active ANXIOUS JEMIMA. There is no rule as to the number
of clergymen requisite at a wedding. One able-bodied
clerk in orders can do all that is necessary. The "as-
sisting" system is a ridiculous custom, introduced by
the Puseyites, by way of assimilating the ceremony to
that of Koine. At the same time, we admit that a
clergyman has a hard duty to perform iu managing

A MOTHER.-Your excuse is a common one, but it IB

your business to know that he is out. Respecting the
|

demand of your youngest son for cigar money and a
latch key, we think you perfectly juatinod in refusing SIGHT-SEES. You may walk into Buckingham Palace

some couples, and it is probably in these cases that be
'

i extra hands. Look at the announcements with
ea in your mind.

cither until he is eight years old. And though we
consider all coercion as objectionable, we cannot blame
you fur fastening the street door top-bolt, which is

above his reach, to prevent his going alone to Vauxhall
at halt-past eleven at night But beware of severity,
and talk to him of the beauty of virtue, and the social

advantages of subordination.

BACKFIN. Sturgeon abound in the Hampstead ponds,
but as they belong to the Lord of the Manor, Sir T. M.
Wilson, no one will fish for them. We have ourselves
taken salmon, in the New River, of from sixty to eighty
pounds, but the tall iron railings sadly interfere with
an artistic throw of the fly. We doubt whether the
fine trout you describe can be caught in Peerless Pool.
From oft" the terrace of the Houses of Parliament, now
that the session is over, anglers are seen hooking John
Doreys and smelts daily, but it is stated that the

fag ends of the members' cigars have given them a

cabbagy flavour.

whenever you please, and without any ticket. But
when you enter the rooms In which any of the Royal
Family are sitting, you should put out your cigar, and
politeness, if not loyalty, dictates your making some
complimentary remark on the elegance of the building.
If you have apples or other fruit in your pocket, you
may offer them to the younger Princes and Princesses

;

but we believe there is an objection to their R. H. ac-

cepting slices of cocoa-nut, or tony.

Wirr.i.vM P. We think the young lady was qnite justi-
fied in slamming the door in your face, and iu throwing
the geranium pots at you from the two-pair window ;

indeed, we do not see how any person calling herself a
lady could have acted otherwise.

PTTZZLED. We have so repeatedly explained that S. S.

V. P., ou a note of invitation, means " Write and Say
Vether you'll be Present," that we are tired of answer-

ing the inquiry.

must bow, but a good deal may be said for whelks. We A, Novini. Always happy to give any information on THBATBICHS (Ebury Street). We shall be happy to read

cannot, however, concur in your opinion of the music of
;

Rigolettn, which we must, with all deference, pronounce '

"stunning." Your enclosure shall be duly forwarded '.

to the Marquis.
ABCHTMEDES. Yes, logarithms and decimals mean the !

same thing, and to reduce decimals into the concrete
]

formula ut' logarithms, it is only necessary to extract
the cube root and take the middle term (of course

omitting fractions) until the tangents have for their
basis the sine of the complement. Any charity boy
could show you the process.

S. F. (Leeds). We are surprised at such ignorance in a
place of progress like Leeds. The Letters of Jtmius
were not written by any man, but by Lady Mary
Wortley Montague, who conveyed them to the press
through her friend John Evelyn, author of the poem
of Silver (on which Phillips founded his, of the

Splendid Shilling'), and she took the name of Junius as
a sort ofjoke, because at the time of writing them she
wore one of the Brutus crops introduced at the French
Revolution.

JACK ROBINSON. Rather, and before you could mention
your own name. But when you send us grouse, send
a leash, not a brace.

MAODOMALD PAUL says, that the family of Sklrwharralie
is Scotch, and its members have been worthy to rank

etiquette. If you are on the top of an omnibus, and
see a lady walking, to w om you are but slightly
known, call out "

111 !" and kiss your band to her in a
facetious manner. If she be of superior rank, it is

usual, though not necessary, to put your hat on the end
of your stick and spin it round, but discretion must be
your guide. True politeness is that which places every

|

one at ease.

ADA JANE. We suspect poor ADA JANE is in rather an
awkward position. We cannot see how she is to prevent ;

her cousin's marriage with the young nobleman to
whom ADA JANE herself has taken a liking. She )

might, certainly, go to the intended bride's mother, re- ;

present her own feelings, and ask her to give up the i

cousin's brilliant match such things are done on the

stage. But we doubt whether it would do in Belgravia.

all your thirty-four plays, and, having done so, to re-

commend them to such managers as they may best suit.

There will be no difficulty about money, but we shall
be happy to make any advance, you may require while
the plays are in rehearsal. One hundred guineas
an act is the lowest price paid at any Metropolitan
theatre.

SMACKAKJRR WOPPAJEK (Calcutta). We are much ob-

liged. The sketch of the Ayah running round the
compound after the Adjutant (bird), and the khan-
suma and the chuprassy pelting her with her own
tabeejes and banjoobunds, has been handed to one of
our artists, but we fear the nutcut will make but a
queer jummakur of it. So you have got your juwaub,
eli > Never mind, there are other young ladies in
India. Ask again.

Let ADA JAKB catch a young nobleman for herself, QUKRY. You are wrong. Sardanapalus is accented on
the middle syllable; Xante is a dissyllable ;

Chobbam
is pronounced Cobham

; theatre is accented on the a;
Phaeton, is sounded fee-a-ton; and Mr. Disraeli as
Mr. De Hisreelly. Attend to} these niceties if you
would be supposed to have lived in good society.

and we agree with Colonel Sibthorp in thinking they
argue rightly, that no man can, by self-measurement,
get a decent fit from a t;iil<>r.

with many of whom Scotia is most proud. Owing to W. W. and F. F. Your account of your ascent of
the unfortunate prejudices of past ages against treason, Primrose Hill is very exciting, but the feat has been
arson, cattle stealing, and the like, the family was '

j performed before. To be sure, we observe that, like

continually decimated by judicial interposition, but I some other gentlemen who just now write to the papers

there are plenty about.

KNRY E. (Walton). How can that be? The square of!
the half of any chord of a circle is cqunl to the product

j

of the sagittas of the opposite ares, that is, the segments J

of the diameter bisecting the chord, or the versed sines
of half tho opposite arcs. From this

.the .Jews argue, A Youso UOUSEKEBPER.-IU September pickle garlic,
parsnips, and spinach, and pour vinegar into each of

your marmalade pots, to prevent fermentation. Smear
the frames of your looking-glasses and pictures with
tar and treacle; and be careful that the pantry doora
and windows are left open at nights, as the autumn air
of tbe garden is cold for the cats. If you have beer
in the house, drink it.
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SAINT CABBIE!
THE French have their SAINT

FIACRE, who must be the

patron saint of hackney
coaches; why shouldn't the

English calendar boast, in the

like manner, of its
"
SAINT

CABBIE ?
" The sufferings of

that much injured creature

have been more than suffi-

cient lately to elevate him to

the honours of canonisation ;

and the weakness, the un-

complaining resignation, with

which he has borne those

sufferings, surely entitle him
to some public mark of our

gratitude? Has he fallen

from his high elevation of

eightpence or, rather, a shil-

ling down to sixpence, fallen

almost without a murmur
and is no popular testimonial

to be given him by way of

ointment to that fall? Has
he not endured the taunts of

vulgar minds without a re-

tort ? Has he not sat quietly
under the sarcasms of little

boys, and never once used his

wliip to drive them away?
Has he not been hunted from

stand to stand, worse than a wild beast, by the policemen ? And has

he not been compelled, which was adding insult to injury, to carry

himself and cab to the station-house (without being paid, mind you,

for the additional distance,) as often as the vindictive object was

to fine him ? These are broad daylight truths which we require no

turning on of the gas to recognise these are trials and triumphs of

temper wlu'ch are so manv proofs of martyrdom, scarcely to be sur-

passed by any you will find in
"
Fox's Book of Martyrs." We propose,

therefore, that some statue be erected in honour of SAINT CABBIE ;

and we think Scotland Yard, which lias been the scene where he has

been made to bleed so often for his injured cause, would be the fittest

spot for the erection. Designs for the statue should be thrown open
to public competition and sent in, for selection, to the Police Com-

missioners. For ourselves, we are anxious to contribute our small

mite to the worthy object, and beg, therefore, to suggest the following

appropriate design :

Let a wild horse the wildest that can be found in the Green lard-
be harnessed to the craziest cab that can be picked off a nocturnal

cab-stand; and on the top of that cab let poor Cabbie be fastened

a la Mazeppa. An aureol, made of dirty straw, should shine round his

head; his whip should be lying by his side, broken in two, and

suspended round his neck should be his badge of suffering, on which

should be marked the fatal word
"
Qd." On the box should be seated a

Member of Parliament (the conventional long cars of an M.P. might be

left out on this occasion), with the New Cab Act in his hand, driving
the poor Cabman to desperation. The motto on the panel might be

"FOR WHEEL AND WOE."
The above design, we are sure, would work up into a very magnificent

statue.

In the meantime we hope CARDINAL WISEMAN will exercise all his

influence with the POPE, or whoever may be the great almanac-maker
at Rome, to have SAINT CABBIE introduced by the side of SAINT
FIACKE in the Romish Calendar.

A Present from the Pope.

His Holiness says the Journal de Bmxelles has sent to the young
bridegroom the DUKE OF BRABANT, "a fragment of the wood of the

manger which formed the cradle of our Saviour." The POPE has a

constant supply of relics on hand to be bestowed on fitting persons and

fitting occasions. Enthrone Liberty in the Capitol, and the POPE, no

doubt, would send her a relie ; nothing less than
"
the Kiss of JUDAS ?

"

POOR SHAKSPERE!

THE fiddles arc once more at him. Again is SHAKSPERE to be

bow-strung. VERDI we learn from the Post is putting King Lear
and Hamlet to cat-gut. It is, moreover, whispered that Hamlet is

destined for the Princess's ;
Hamlet to be sung by MR. CHARLES

KEAN, who is expected to make a great hit in the solo of
" To be 01

not to be," in which he will accompany himself on the Jews'-harp.

REVIEW OF THE MEDICAL LINE.

A GRAND review of the Medical Staff of the Metropolis was held

yesterday by SURGEON-GENERAL Punch ; the officers and men of the

various parishes presenting themselves in professional rank and file.

The colours of the corps have become rather faded in consequenee of

exposure to foul air and exhalations. They are red, blue, and green,
in correspondence with night-lamps and shop-window bottles

; and are

emblazoned with the rames of various localities in which the force,

performing services of danger, has triumphed over cholera, typlius. and
other foes ;

as
"
Fig Tree Court,"

"
Puddle Dock,"

"
Twister's Alley,"

"
Paradise Row,"

" Mount Pleasant,"
"
Slumson's Rents,"

"
Grimes's

Mews," &c.

The troops went through the exercise of prescribing, compounding,

mixing, and the other evolutions of a sham fight with disease ; executing
their operations with great rapidity and precision. The mortar practice
was much admired.

The appearance of the officers and men was better than could have

been expected, considering the generally small amount of their pay.

JOHN CHINAMAN WEEPING OVER HIS TAIL.

A SHOE-LANE RALEIGH!

THE Morning Herald has a beautiful leader upon the QUEEN'S visit

to Dublin
;
a very beautiful bit of work, indeed. The Herald praises

with manly devotion the name of woman, and the name of mother.

But
" But when to both these there is added the title of our QUREX ! she may not only,

as in the days of RALEIGH, step on our cloaks, but our

What do you think ? Guess. Breasts ? No. Guess again. Hearts ?

Oh dear no
" but our coals .'

"

If the loyalty of the Herald continues regardless of expense fo

rise in this manner, the next climax may be thus

" Not only on our coats, but our WAISTCOATS 1
"

There, we trust, the loyalty of the Herald will, if only for the sake

of appearances, stop.

The Wrongs of Scotland.

is said by Scotch patriots is shamefully snubbed and

slighted by sister England. There are two Dukes to be made Knights
of the Thistle : and the Edinburgh Evening Post very pertinently asks,

Why should they not be created at Holyrood, on the soil.whereto the

thistle is indigenous ? Why not ? Honest SANCHO says,
"
Let every

tub stand on its own bottom." And in like manner, why not every
Scotch knight sit on his own Thistle ?
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REMARKABLE SELF-SACRIFICE.

Now that Parliament stands

prorogued, and the game
of all parties consists of

partridges and grouse, ihe

journals naturally supply
the place of political news
with wonderful shots, and
other marvellous items ol

sporting intelligence : as,

for instance, the follow-

ing paragraph which the

Mornini/ Post quotes from
the A artA British Daily
Mail:

" \i \v MODE OF CATCHING
WILI> DUCK. A farmer in Bute,
some time ago, having sown his

crop, set up a couple of harrows
in a field to dry, back to back,
i.e. with the iron spikes outward.
On making a round of his field

shortly afterwards, to his nst-
nishnient he found a wild duck
spitted on one of his harrows.
\\ hfther the creature in its llight
hi tin; ihu-k luui encountered the

spike of the harrow, or been
dashed against it liy a Kust "f

wind, no one can tell
; but the

truth of the story may be relied

upon, as our informant, the far-

mer himself, is a most respect-
able man, and an elder of the
Church."

IP Both respectable men and
elders of the Church are

capable now and then of indulging in a little toxophilite recreation; archery: shoot-

i ing with the old English weapon of ROBIN HOOD. The elder sometimes comes, or

! becomes, the ancient of the Church militant or old soldier, over us. The above
narrative may, perhaps, be regarded as a shaft of waggery aimed at the bull's eye
of faith. A correspondent, however, who is farther North than even the North
Bi-ilix/i lluihi Mail, assures us that it tolls the truth, though not the whole truth.

That a bird \vas spil t ed on one of the harrows in the manner described, is a positive
fact. But the additional circumstance should have been mentioned, that a couch-
fire hating: been made between the harrows, for the twofold purpose of burning the

weeds, and drying the implements the more effectually, the creature was found not

only spitted but roasted. It further remains to be stated, that the bird which was
so silly as to spit itself, or get spitted, in its blundering flight, was not a duck, but
a goose ;

which thus became its own cook. Last of all the coincidence deserves to

be.recorded, that the feathered simpleton, which, previously to the stupid act, had
just been feeding, probably in an adjoining garden, was discovered, with some
presentiment of its destiny, to have stuffed itself with sage and onions.

A CHAUNT.
BY A TEETOTALLER.

1 1 1 \T'E away, loathed Melancholy !

Friend* around again we see:
Banish care, and let 's be jolly,

Eating multins, drinking tea.

Hound the social board we 'E cluster,

(That which names from tea I mean),
And wash down the festive "buster"
With deep draughts of Black and Green.

What care we for Beer-kings' prices ?

Or I he bitters of I lie \ai ';

ADAM'S pale ale never rises,
There 's no strychnine, boys, in that !

What to us the size of bottles ?

1'int or quart, who cares a jot ?

While we to tea confine our throttles,
Ours will always be a Pot.

(Only mind lest
"
Fine Young Hyson"

He a synonyme for
"

.

And beware the aqueous poison
Which from filthy Thames doth flow.)

Jovial boys, come pass the Sally
Lunn, nor let the crumpet stand :

Round the jocund kettle rally,
And silence for its song demand.

Water from its dumpy level

Shall elevate each thirsty soul :

And if dull care approach our revel,

We '11 drown it in the sugar bowl.

Thus we '11 pass each festive season,
From all indigestion free :

And enjoy the feast of reason,

Coupled with the now of tea.

Walker !

WOMEN they so like matches of any sort have taken
to walking-matches. A Mas. DUNN, of Hartshill, is walk-

ing 1,000 miles in 1,000 hours. Another lady, one Miss
MEW, of Cateaton Street, has also offered to do the same
distance in the same time with this additional difficulty she
offers to walk in walnut-shells. Priends who know her
best back her at long odds.

AN AUSTRALIAN CLIPPER.

LIGHTING accidentally on an Australian paper, we were struck by
an advertisement of a steamer for sale at Sydney, which really seems
worth attention. It professes to be so complete in every department
that, if it should happen to go to pieces, there are ample arrangements on
board for building another vessel as a substitute. There is

"
a double

set 9f machinery;" and, in fact, there appears to be everything in

duplicate, so that, if the vessel should unhappily go down, there is a
counterpart on board to supply the defect.
We do not quite understand the mode by which this desirable state

of things has been effected, but we have long ceased to be surprised
at anything, and should not be astonished if we were to see the
announcement of a ship with a double set 9f officers, and even a
double supply of passengers, so that if anything happened to either
there would be sufficient substitutes at hand. Considering that the
announcement comes from a land in which the gold mama is at its

height, we cannot wonder at the duplicity of the speculation, since
double-dealing is thought nothing remarkable where all are thinking
of nothing but getting gold.

The Governesses in Despair.
"

1 >I-AR MR. PUNCH, The Chinese language will no doubt be added
to the already long list of acquirements necessary to a governess The
iiiivcrl isemeati are even now frightful to read. When, and how am I
to leani such words as will soon be expected of me? How am I to
alUml ai

journey to China in order to get the right pronunciation
3

Iam told everything is to be taught through the medium of the Chinese
our only chance seems to be to get the Pekin twang as fast as possible.

"
Yours truly, JULIA."

AN ABODE OF BLISS.

WE wish we were on visiting terms with the family, the heads of

which! have put into a Manchester contemporary the subjoined
advertisement :

TO PARENTS AND GUARDIANS. WANTED, in a family, a respect-
able YOUNG PERSON, as Seamstress and Upper Norse, and to make herself

useful. It is expected that a comfortable home, and the opportunity of improvement,
will be considered equivalent to her services for the first twelve mouths. Address,
M, 27, at the Printers'.

Were we in the habit of friendly intercourse with these nice people,

they would sometimes often, we should hope ask us to dinner. And
what a dinner it would be ! Moreover, if we stopped to sleep, what
luxurious accommodation would be provided for us in a house where
the comforts of home are considered equivalent to the services of a
Seamstress or Upper Nurse ! O the turtle ! O the venison ! the

superior descriptions of French and i i him: wine ! O the profundity
of bliss in sinking to slumber in au abyss of down ! But O the
victuals ! O the dinner ! in the first place if dinner can be de-

pended upon in an establishment wherein the cook most likely gets
no wages.

A Warning to Vegetarians.

ONE J. J. DAW alias, we presume, JACK JACK-DAW has been up
at Guildhall to profess himself a convert to the Jewish faith.

" He ia

not insane," says the medical authority;
"
but is a vegetarian." The

t rut h is, the cause of the poor man's conversion is simply this : he has
lived upon roots only, ana they have got into his head and taking great
interest there, have oecome Hebrew ones.
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THE GUILLOTINE IN CHINA.

(From our own. Correspondent.)

HE Chinese Revolu-
tion progresses in

,1 peculiar manner.

Heads are not fall-

ing, 'as was Oie case

in France, but tails

are with marvellous

rapidity in this Celes-

tial Keign of Terror,
the KOBKSPIERRKS of

which arc sending
mandarins by thou-

sands to the scaf-

__^ fold, to be deprived
s of those appendages.

The execution of one
of these dignitaries

l took place yesterday,
in conformity with

the following sen-

tence :

" DING DONG, Bro-
ther of the Moon, and
Chief Justice to the

Planets, having sat

in judgment with

great patience for the

greater part of an hour upon Ku LOXG, accused of narrow-mindedness and

villainous detestable obstinacy, in adhering pertinaciously to obsolete usages and

fashions, considers the said charge against the prisoner fully,
established and

hereby pronounces him to stand convicted of rascality, perversity, and pig-tailed

obstructiveness, which are evil principles, proceeding from the suggestions ot

demons and imps; seeing that these bad dispositions form the source whence the

pigtail springs, and whereby that horrible and ugly excrescence is nourished,

it would be desirable to eradicate them, in order that the absurd and ludicrous tail

might fall off in consequence. But as there are some 9bjects which arc not

possible, in the nature of things, and this is one of them, it is best not to attempt
to do what would prove impracticable ;

and therefore the case requires the decree

to.be different.

For which reason, the senlencc upon Ku LONG is declared to be that he shall,

with as much expedition as the necessary preparations admit of, he conducted by
the officers of justice to a scaffold, and having been placed thereon in a convenient

chair, shall have his pigtail severed from his head, both as a punishment to

himself, and a warning to others, to intimidate and deter them from making hogs of

themselves by wearing tails, like those of swine, but not. in the manner the pig
wears his tail in, but the reverse which makes it more preposterous. Respect
this

;
and chop Ku LONG'S tail off as soon as you can."

EVIL EYESIGHT.

SOME of our contemporaries appear to be labouring under a political jaundice, by
which distemper they are caused to sec everything through a blue or buff medium.
The Standard supplies a case in point, out of the Yorkshite Gazette ; in the sub-

joined portion of an account of some local festivities :

.
" Before late in the day not less than 1500 hadban 1500 had congregated together, and were engaged in at]

were the waltzes and polkas, &c., which were gracefullykinds of sports and games, and many

the great fplks be encouraged to relax, their exclusiveness,

either socially, or as proprietors of parks and picture

galleries, by representing them as doing so merely in a

spirit of baseness.

GREAT CURE AND SMALL PAY.

DID you ever hear of a clerical SERGEANT KITE ? Here

you have apparently that non-commissioned officer no

offence to the probably Tractarian author of the advertise-

ment following, taken from that highly religious paper,,

The Guardian:

pURATE WANTED, for a small country village in the dioccso

\J of Lichfield. Incumbent resident-, daily prayers; weekly Com-

munion; day, night, ud Sunday nclic>"ls; plenty of work of all kinds.

Salary 00, with a honse and gai-di-n. The Curate must be a sonnd

Churchman, with his heart in his work, and willing to obey orders. Hn
must have good health, be able to conduct a choral service, and to

preach (if necessary) three or four times a week. Direct P., under
cover to Ma. MASTERS, 33, Aldersgate Street, London.

This is aroll'onthe modern drum ecclesiastic SERGEANT
KITE beating up for recruits in the noble army of martyrs.
For the services above enumerated, many and arduous as

they are, appear to be services of danger, rather. The heart

which the Curate is expected to have in the work would be

soon worn out in it. It is to be feared that the good health

he is required to enjoy would not endure very long. In
an extremely brief space of time he would pray, preach,

teach, and chant himself to death. At least the sound
Churchman would speedily get out of condition ; grow as

phthisical and hectic as any hero of a
"
religious

"
novel.

With a salary of 90 a year, it may be anticipated that he

would go fast to the dogs, and make such an end as a

Curate might have made under^NEKO.
The Incumbent, however, in want of a Curate, may

perhaps be also in want of bread, or so poorly off in that

espect, as to be unable to offer the assistant for whom
ic advertises more than a share of his crust. But then he

ought to have mentioned this circumstance, that broken

meat might have been sent to him, and that steps might
iiave been taken to enable him to participate in the bounty
of the Society for Supplying Clergymen with Old Clothes.

This is the way in which one party looks at another, that other being a simple
merrymaking ! Motley is the only wear for a writer whose ideas are so party-
coloured. Cannot the superior classes cultivate kindly feelings with their neigh-
bours without being accused of inferior motives ? Such mean imputations ought
not to emanate from the forces who march under the banner of COLONEL SIBTHORP,
but with whom the Member for Lincoln will be ashamed to march through
Coventry, or at least, through thick and thin of this kind. The COLONEL,
who insists on the right of treating his constituents jovially, would repudiate with
scorn the charge of conuption, brought against him for dancing amongst them
around a Maypole ;

he would be highly indignant at being suspected of trying to
turn voters round by spinning their daughters in a waltz

;
of insidious designs in

tripping down the middle and up again, and, in doing hands across, of an under-
hand manrpuwe : he would be disgusted to find himself thought capable of any
trick below the double shuffle.!

The "new mode of treating" might, indeed, be advantageously "watched
by our Conservative friends" and imitated. To treat the people, by mixing with
them in courteous intercourse, would be wise of the aristocracy. But sorrily will

FANCY PORTRAIT OF THE EARL OF STIRLING

AND CANADA.

...-, .. illium Bradbury, of Ko. 13, Upper Wobum Place, in the Parish of St. Pancrai, and Frederick MulVtt Evani, of No. 7, Church How. Stoke Nrwinston. belli In the County of Middlesex. Primers, at Heir
in Lombard Street, in the Precinct ot W hitefriare, in the City of London, and Published by them at >'o. 85, Fleet Street, in the Parish of St. Bride's, in the City of London. SiTuaitiK , September UMfcleM

Vntnl by Willu
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THE CHELSEA GHOST.
ITU IN" the sound o

the pleasant bells o

St. Barnabas, am
within
o] /'"/tc/t docs no
know ho\v many
churches, chapels
literary and seien

tilic led lire-rooms

schools, and <hc
institutions mainly
intruded for the ex

orcising of igno

ranee, a Ghost has

just dared to show

itself, and hundreds
of fools h;

tend'd i's 1-

Pond Street is the

locality the name
is suggestive ofstag-
nation and green-
nessand h

been seen a terrible

apparition,
" A Tal.

Man with a Death-

like Face and Snowy
Garments Reaching
to his Feet." Allow-

ing for the poetry
which broke out in

snow, the description
serves wonderfully
for au Irish labourer

v, 1:0, having been desperately beaten in one of the religious ceremonies
of his nation, gets out of bed in the night-gown lent him by the

hospital. But we will believe the Ghost to be veritable, and to have
a mission. Let us see what it is.

First, a sturdy young
"
excavator

"
goes up-stairs into the ghostly

chamber, and being iii his cups, is the easier victim to the saucer eyes,
which tlame on him so hideously that he falls down in a lit.

Secondly, another "excavator" (if these poor spade men have been

disturbing the Ghost's earthly tenement in its grave, justice would
ha\v sent the remonstrating spectre to the surveyor's office, or the

contractor's counting-house) goes up-stairs, only to fall down in a fit

like his predecessor.

Thirdly, an older labourer comes honie, and being informed of the

affair, proceeds to enquire into it. Stricken down in horror, his fits

last, for hours.

The neighbourhood, now clustered in agitation round the haunted

house, clamours for the Police. Three gallant and well-grown officers,

uniformed, and belted, and braeelcted, and bludgeoned, march fearlessly
into the house, prepared to say

"
Come, cut it," or

"
Be off out of

that," to the grimmest phantom on the walk. In a few minutes the
lettered heroes rush out of the dwelling, their horror untold ; but a

policeman, paid a guinea a week (less deductions), must have seen

something remarkable when he declares, that"uutold gold" should
not induce him to stay in the place. And these legal authorities
actually counsel the householders to leave the dreadful house as soon
as possible.
The mission, you see, for which a supernatural visitor is sent from

(he world of spirits, prospers. Three labourers go into fits, and three

policemen are frightened out of their duty. Then doors bang all night,
and groans are heard, and a mob blocks up the street until five in the

morning. And Mr. Punch, who, as may often be seen in the streets,
is ready to tackle any ghost with that unhesitating club cf

his, goes
the next afternoon to Pond Street, and finds the assembly again in full

force, but not very reverent, and discussing the ghost's nature with
that, freedom of epithet characteristic of street conversationists.
J//-. Punch was very much shocked to hear the roar of laughter which
greeted a proposition, made by a gentleman in his shirt-sleeves and
with a short pipe, to the effect that if any one would "stand"
(.'//. Punch behoves he reports the right word) a vessel of malt liquor,
he would go into the house (which appears to have resembled that of

SAUL), and inflict upon the Ghost as to whose future destiny the
speaker's expressions showed that he had made up his mind a species
oi cast igation which certainly should be reserved for extreme eases.
A nil Mr. Punch further reports that all along the King's Road, and
near the Hospital, and even towards theatrical Brompton, many of
whose inhabitants have rejoiced to see

"
the Ghost walk," the popular

invitation was "Come on; let's go and see that blessed Ghost."

VOL. xxv.

Clearly, therefore, the supernatural visitor is fulfilling the important
mission for which only can we suppose he has been sent from an.it her

world.

When the clergy of the neighbourhood heard of the affair, they were

greatly moved. One of them, a young Barnabasian, threw down
the sweetest handful of charming artificial flowers, with which he was

making an altar-wreath for Sunday, rushed into the crowd, and al'er.

t innately, but earnestly, reproved his humbler brethren for putting
faith in such vulgar and impious folly. lie entered the haunted house,
walked all over it, and throwing up every window in tuni, addressed a

few words of gentle ridicule from each : and he ended by leading away
the whole assembly to his church, where he gave them some souml,
shrewd counsel, which will prnbahK spoil a Ghost's, market in that

([Darter for tome time. Others of the clergy, roused by the spectacle
in Pond Street, have been equally active ;

and perhaps after all, this

was the Ghost's real mission. lu this case "it is an honest ghost,
that let Punch tell ye."
The Roman Catholic priests of the vicinity, however, look at the

matter in another light, and regard the "Deathlike face" as tin-

editor of the Tablet does the Salettc miracle, where the Virgin
astonished the weak mind of the pig-boy and girl, and sent a MTV
proper me-sage to the French people not to swear. They say that the

Ghost is that of somebody who, not having paid up the priest s
"
dues,"

will haunt the neighbourhood until somebody else pays them for him.

The landlord of the house, who seems to have most reason to complain
of the apparition, intends to pay these "dues," and charge them in tin-

rent, unless the next tenant, likes to take the Ghost with the fixtures.

This is, Punch joyfully admits, an enlightened age, but its lights will,

sometimes, burn blue.

A CONSULTATION " IN ARTICULO."

DOCTORS, diplomatic doctors, mixers of the paper-pill,
Fuming, fussing, drafts discussing, o'er a dying nation,

Protocol-prescription-mongers, slow to cure, but strong to kill,

Spreading words, like blister-ointment, to allay an irritation.

CLAHENDOS, M.D., prescribcth sedatives and cooling potion ;

Le Locteur DROUYN DE L'HuYS to stimulants inclineth ;

ILofartzt BRUCK of vis naturae medicatrix hath a notion
;

Medicus AUPICK, looking wise, doth nothing, but defineth.

Wrangle, jangle, argol-bargol, still the Doctors diplomatic
But differ to agree again, and but agree to differ,

While the poor old Turk, their patient, groweth more and more asthmatic,
And his eye gets dim and dimmer, and his limbs wax stiff and stiffer.

While behind the patient's curtain, with cautious step, yet certain,
The AZRAKL who that poor old Turk hath threatened many a year

A Calmuc skull, with vulture claw, and waist like spider girt in

To choke death's rattle, and do battle for the body, doth appear.

The Doctors argue with him, and he patiently doth listen
}

He treateth them to reasons, and they treat him to replies ;

8ut the old Turk's eyeballs glaze, and the Calmuc eyeholes glisten ;

And while (he Doctors differ the presumptuous patient dies !

LOUIS NAPOLEON AT BOULOGNE.

IT is said that
"
the authorities

"
are making extensive preparations

or the reception of Louis NAPOLEON at Boulogne. As this is not his

irst visit, and as it is usual on occasions of great public ceremonials,
refer to "precedents," we may expect to find the "authorities"

earching their annals in order to discover how Louis NAPOLEON was
ormerly received. It is not necessary to go very far back in making
he inquiry, as it is as recent as 1840 that Louis NAPOLEON was
'

received
"
by the authorities of the place. On that occasion he was

net bv the National Guard, who.with great valour, fired a salute of

oadea muskets on the present Emperor and his handful of almost
lefenceless friends. No other carriage being in readiness, a bathing-
machine was provided for the reception of the Prince, who was
jonveyed, amid a detachment of soldiers, to the prison in the upper
own. The Imperial eagle, instead of being displayed on banners, was
present in person, and was removed by the "authorities" to the
abattoir.

Having reached this result of an inquiry into precedents, we wait

atiently for the official programme of the fetes which will take place
1 honour of the Emperor's visit to Boulogne. It is quite clear from
he events of the last four years that the watering place alluded to was,
n 1840, wholly unacquainted with the real sentiments of the French
ation. We must suppose that, in 1853, it comes much nearer the
nark.
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again to the plain Mrs., the moment they return to Baker Street.

But it is otherwise with the gentlemen, who, it is notorious, are more

easily led away by the vanities of this world than the ladies; thus, you
will meet with swarms of Rentiers in the shape of young gentlemen,

who have scarcely got sufficient to pay the expenses of their journey
home ;

with innumerable Hommes de Lettres, who have never had any-

thing to do with them, beyond writing a letter occasionallv, signed

"A Father of a Family," or "A Constant Reader," to the Editor of

the Times; with railways-full of artistes, who, if the truth were known,
are only hair-cutters,

or else the drawing-masters of some suburban

girl's-school ;
and with no small quantity of Banquiers, whom, if you

could see them only in their counting-houses at home, you wou'd find,

probably, behind the trellis-work of a suspicious Betting- Shop, or

else secreted in a dark back-parlour, with some six other Banquiers,
at the head of a

"
Mutual Loan and Investment Office

"
for the

benefit, of course, of the
"
Poor Man "

and not at all of themselves.

Beware, especially at the sea-side, and on your travels, of all

AuiuMKAi PROMOTIONS.

"Fresh, Marm ! 1 1 Why Trouts feeds on Insa, and the very flics

fancies they're alive. See how they hovers about 'em, just as if they was
now

a-siL-iiHiiiiiiy in the River." [VEBDICT Raythar Stale.

AUTUMNAL PROMOTIONS.
As the Autumn advances, certain promotions always take place,

which we never notice at any other period of the year. We beg to
record the following amongst those which have recently occuri ed :

MR. JONES, the veteran ballad-singer between the acts at the
Pavilion Theatre, promoted into SIGNOR JONESI,

"
the celebrated

tenor from HER MAJESTY'S Theatre," who is now delighting the gay
habitues of the different Libraries at Ramsgate, Margate, &c.
Miss Rows, whose favourite song of

"
Will you buy my Oysters,

Sir ?" has been sung no less than 300 times at the Grecian Saloon,
promoted into

"
MADLLE. ROEWE, the celebrated cantatrice, from the

Nobilities' Concerts," who is nightly encored tumultuously at the
different "Fairy Scenes" that at this time of the year generally en-
liven Gravesend about tea-time, and make of it quite a Fairy Home.
MR. O'MuLLiGAN, the celebrated Owl in Der Freischiitz, at the

Surrey, into HERR MEULIN, "the popular Shakspearian Clown from
AstleyV' who is now tumbling his way through the provinces to the
especial Shakspearian delight of the visitors of A! E. TUCK'S "unri-
valled troupe, and quadruple equestrian company."
MR. RODGERS, the forty-third pupil of MRS. SBARLE, and principal

waterer of the stage at Covent Garden, promoted at Brighton into
MONSIEUR ROGER, the admired teacher of dancing and calisthenics

at ALMACK.S'."
MR. NIGGERS, acknowledged to be the greatest villain that ever

appeared at the City of London and QUEEN'S Theatres, promoted, for
a six months' engagement at Leamington, into "Mil. STANLEY SMITH,
the leading light comedian of the Lyceum Theatre, under the tasteful
management of MADAME VESTRIS."
MR. BROWN, the

ricl; grocer of Finsbury Square, promoted, for the
short time he is travelling in France and Italy, into Milor BROWN.
ENSIGN HARRISON, who has just received his commission in the
Bucks Invmcibles," promoted, during his stay at Baden-Baden, to

the Captaincy of a crack regiment in HER MAJESTY'S line
MRS. SUTHERLAND, the stock-broker's wife, of Dalston, who is at

E
resent stopping at Ems with her seven unmarried daughters, promoted
y the landlord and waiters of the Hotel, where she is stopping, into I

-LADY SUTHERLAND, and the promotion gazetted accordingly in all the !

Journaux and Zeiturujen of the place. N.B. The promotion is not in
the least denied by MRS. SUTHERLAND, until she is presented with
the small amount" of Her Ladyship's bill, when she is very indig-

nant at the idea of being taken fur a Lady."
There are several other promotions that generally take place during

the Autumi by persons who are travelling. Shopmen aspire to the
rank of gentlemen; young gentlemen give themselves the air and
pretensions of noblemen ; ;md ladies do not mind to what high rank
they may be promoted, knowing well enough they must siuk down

THE ENGLISH HIPPOPOTAMUS, AT THE ZOOLOGICAL

GARDENS, TO THE FRENCH DITTO, AT THE "JARDIN
DES PLANTES."

"MpN CHER HIP., I have been reading the account of your glorious

reception at Paris. Don't you allow your simple head to be turned

by the homage you have been receiving. Look at me, and profit

by the ridiculous lesson.

"But a short time ago I was as great a favourite as you now are.

I was run after worse than a Nepaulese Ambassador though what
little lustre there was about me was all my own not a single diamond
shone in my ears ! and my nose (at present so snubbed) was uncon-
scious of the smallest precious stone ! No valuable Cachemire was
coiled round my head, that, in a moment of admiration, I could unroll

and lay at the feet of my fair worshippers. What little merit I possessed
consisted in my native ugliness ; and though I flatter myselt I am as

ugly now as I was then, still no one runs after me now.
" As it was with me so it will be with you. My word for it, your

nose will be similarly put out of joint by M. DUPIN, or some other

monstrosity. I was the rage, the fashionable lion of the day.
Thousands of ladies tore their dresses, and fought with their parasols,
to get a passing peep at me. They called me '

dear,'
'

duck,'
'

pet,"
and other fond terms of female endearment

;
and much they care about

me at present ! Casts were made of me in sponge-cake, and adorned
the pastrycooks' windows. You saw my portrait in the frontispiece
of every polka. No periodical was complete without my biography,
whilst my bulky proportions were multiplied in a thousand different

shapes, either in snuff-boxes, ink-stands, salt-cellars, butter-boats, or

else figured on ladies'-brooches. And where, I ask, am I now ? I hide

myself in the mud of my bath, with shame and indignation, when I think
of the base ingratitude of the public."

I cannot believe you are any uglier than I was. I will not pay you
so egregious a compliment. I will say you possess the same bountiful

share of recommendations. In that case I beseech you, mou cTier

animal, not to allow your brain to be affected by the popular incense
that at present is being burnt under your admired nostrils. It is ever

the fickle taste of Fashion to forget to-morrow the idols it is

worshipping to-day. Believe me, and I speak as one who is both a

hippopotamus and a brother, you will be as little run after, as little

cared about this time next year, as I now am. At present you are
un charmant hippopolame, the feted curiosity of the moment

;
wait

another twelvemonth, and they will say of you, as they do of me, that

you are nothing better than a great pig, or, worse still, they will call

"on probably, in their insulting vernacular,
' un gros cochon.' Ponder,

; wise, and don't grow ' oo conceited.
"
Such is the affectionate advice of

oe

"Man cher Hip, your old camarade die Nil,
" THE HIPPOPOTAMUS (of the Zoological Gardens).

"
P.S. Will you believe it, the fashionable world is now running,

'like mad,' after two little monkeys they call Aztecs? The ladles

actually kiss them ! It makes one sick merely to think of it."

Fearful Accident to a Great Civic Authority.

THE Times, in describing the late accident on the Great Northern

Railway, assures us, first, that the LORD MAYOR escaped with a

trilling injury, but on the next day informs us that his Lordship con-

tinues "to swallow with difficulty." As his Lordship was on his way
to the Cutlers' Feast, and as his Lordship's tenure of oitice ceases on
the 9th November, Punch does not see how the Times can rcconcila

its first with its second statement.
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MR. PUNCH IN CHINA.

' noli gohe-mouche is speaking of

Nanking or Peking,
And as each critic, wit, or professional

diner,

Explains Hi 1't choose but see

that the Mantchews
M ust soon be cut i rely driven from China,
And tliat. a high price on our Pekoe and

Jlyson
Must be the infallible end of the clatter,

Mr. J'ltiich, \vlio 's a strong gout for

Bouehong and Congou,
Determines to go and see what is the

matter.

It hoots not to say hotc he goes ; for

Id-day
Young and old, grave and gay, so affect

omotion,
Thai. I he press every hour produces a

shower

Of "
Rqnsh Notes of a Slide on (lie fireat Frozen Ocean,"

Or "A Midsummer's Ramble from Stamford to Stambol :"

Or "The Steppes of the Cossacks, by one who has walked in 'em ;"

And I 'm sure that whate'er Mr. Punch' it plans were,

\tthtft tourists coidd prosper, lie wouldn't be baulked in 'em.

Like the witches, perchance, lie might choose to advance,
And so order his coachman to bring out his brougham ;

( )r ask PHOEBUS to lead forth that spirited steed,

Which is furnished, in turn, by each Muse, with a groom :

But, however, we'll fancy him safely in OuaiM,
Or Qoantong, where, taking his place 'mid the great, he,

Like any philandering son of a mandarin,
Sits enjoying his opinn 'ate.

Rich and stately pagodas he lim.s on the road, as

He goes through the land, for the most part erected,

When the smallest house-tax on Gaul, Briton, or Saxon,
Would have stood not the least chance of being collected.

Wide eanals, dvkcs, and sluices he sees, too, whose uses

"U ere
applied

both to t rathe, to drairage, and tillage,

When a hard rain had undone boll) Paris and London,
To the mud they were made of restoring each village.

And they show him the pages of China's first sages,

Which were printed for sale in tie- towns of the Tartar;
When, with OS, scarce a spark of wit gleamed in one clerk,

And DE MONTFORT "
his mark

"
set to our Magna Charta.

They declare, too, that banking quite flourished in Nanking,
And that printed hank-notes were in vogue at the hour
Who) our yeomen and reeves exchanged bannocks for beeves,
And seldom bought, less than a shecp'sworth of flour.

And he learns their silk factories furnished phylacteries,
Ri.hes, hand!-, apestry too, in the jolly days
When our sires wore a quaint but light coat of blue paint,
With a few streaks of red upon high days and holidays:
And that long, long ''ere BACON and BUNGAY were taken
Unawares by the sudden blow up of their crucible,
Each Chinese tire-eater had found "vile saltpetre"
To the purpose of killing

"
tall fellows

"
reducible.

Then the more he enquires concerning their sires,
The greater the reason he sees to anticipate
That much of the mystery shrouding the history
Of Europe, the records of China will dissipate ;

For as old HOANG Ti built the wall, strong and high,
To check the lieree 1 Inns as it now checks the Tartars,
Not long after old HANNIBAL conquered at Canute,
And then wasted his time in his snug winter quarters ;

And as if China's sons had not driven those Huns
Into Europe by many a subsequent battle, a

Longer respite, I ween, for old Rome there had been,
Nor Europe so early had bowed to an ATTILA.
It is clear that a si raimer and far greater danger
Threatened Home when on Carthage her wrath she was wreaking;
And that CATO the Censor had shown greater sense, or

Discernment, by crying
"
Delenda est Peking !

"

But alas ! all these stories of China's old glories,
Mr. Punch plainly sees it is vain to recal,
Since the course of the nation in civilisation

Has for ages been typified best by its wall.

No more, like his sires, the Chinese aspires
In science and art to be making some new step ;

But the national skill, like a soldier on drill,

Keeps performing a kind of perpetual goose-step.
For the vast population, the hand cultivation

Of the still fertile country no longer suffices
;

Thon'_'h to drain swamps they toil, and to carry up soil

To the rocky hill sides, no inifrcqni-nt device is.

And, on /; tit to faint is,

.V he erics,
"
Nought i tilings a price !"

"
Hats and mice, and such snmll deer." snakes and puppies are all dear,

As helping to eke out. their pittance of rice.

\\lnlit thus his quick wit is on (heir antiquities

Busy as that of n I,\YU;I. or !'

Or, like that of ,\1
; id bullock,

Rice and tea, ^ ili

- prin^ up a great riot near, and 1

Army comes i, in its pride ;

Crying out as they go,
" U c are hostile to F6 !

"

They il:ng down lie every side,
And simr-h, in flu i es, nil BUDDHA'S images,
Whilst anew-tangled creed by their chiefs is propounded,
Which they call Christianity ; though, when Punch < dues to scan it, lie

Finds it is but COM rnrs his creed "worse confounded."

Now, in hamlet or city, all quarter or p
;

ty
To their long hated rulers the natives refuse;"

I'eaeuck's illumes" and
" Red buttons" are nought but lost muttons.

Whilst impatient his badges of serfdom to lose,
Each Chinese without fail parts his head from his fail,

And henceforth minds his A////v.v instead of his queues.
Mr. Punch whilst applauding their courage, and lauding t
Their natural wish their freedom
Still thinks that - with pro] i

et him a bi i <>' doctrine" to read 'em.

So he summons their leader, and says, "You indeed err,
It' MIU think that this triumph vour laliour will terminate ;

When the Manfc! ed, there still must be banished

Many faults which for a ires vou \e Mifl'-red to germinate,
Your own gross iiihum: ed vanity,
Whi< li 'em,

r'dit well, to subdue ;

As the ud Miaikas hail oft done before 'em.
Y'ou have broken your chains of to-day with small pains;
But hereafter, if courage and honesty you lack, you
AVill be conquered once more like your fathers of yore,

By the might of some vet to come KUTILAI or Hri, VKHTJ ;

For the hordes of the North are still r pe to burst forth,
As ul't in their tents tin rmi or rhymer
Tunes his harp in the pr. >rious davs,
\\ nen their sires MGI6 or TlMtm.
To conclude. If you 'd t hrive, you must earnestly strive

To rub out of men's n- of TENNYSON,
That

'

in Kiiiope one da.v beats a J-ear in Cathay/
And thereto Piii/r -111 his benisou."

HINT TO RAILWAY ROGUES..

THBRE is a certain arrangement which Railway Directors would do
well to adopt in the construction of their time-tables. It is one very
generally piv ..ng that class of tradesmen whom Railway
Companies, for the most part, resemble, generally, in their manner of

doing business, considered with reference to fairness and honesty. At
present, the hours of arrival and departure are given in the tables

t02ether with a simple disclaimer of the obligation to keep them. This

is like giving an I. 0. U., under protest of non-liability for the amount
;

a coarse and clumsy mode of shirking responsibility, and, what is

worse, an ineffectual one, being impracticable in law. A far preferable
device would be that of printing the hours in large letters with the

qualification of
" somewhere about

"
prefixed in very small. By this

expedient the appearance of contradicting an engagement would be

presented without the reality, and the comfort of security would
attend the advantage of swindling.

Rival Reaping-Machines.

AE hear a great deal about the merits of some rival reaping-

machines, but we know of nothing that can equal in the force of rivalry
those wonderful reaping-machines a barrister's tongue, and a phy-
sician's finger and thumb ; which are the means used by both in reaping
their tremendous harvests.

AN IMPERIAL SWEEP.

WE believe there is a species of long broom, called
"
a Turk's

Head." Now we should say, that the FMPEHOK OF RUSSIA would
soon make a clean sweep of the Mohammedan Church, impire and all,

if the tultan would but only put the
"
Turk's Head "

in his hands.
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: HOW COOL AND NICE THE FRENCH-POLISHED FLOORS ARE ; BUT-

UGH ! OH DEAR ! HOW HARD !

"

willing and able) their black merchandise

at the Havaiinah. The flag has at once been

typical of the profits of trade, and the final

! nothingness of all commercial things ;
i. <?.

a Death's Head and Cross-Bones embroidered

in white silk upon black satin ;
and duly

' blessed by HEK MAJESTY'S confessor. It is

J

said that HER MAJESTY, in admiration ot

I

Uncle Tom, offered a very handsome terti-

!
monial to MBS. BEECHER STOWE ; namely,

i a little black boy, wonderfully accomplished,

i as page. This /story, however, wants cou-

i Urination.

We keep the most interesting intelligence

for the last. HER MAJESTY has paid a visit

to the cemeteries of Norwood, Kensal Green,

and Highgate; and she is an excellent

artist was so much pleased with the kit,

that she made a sketch of the burial-grounds

with her own royal hand, and sent it off by

express to Madrid, accompanied by an auto-

graph letter to her queenly daughter, recom-

mending the sketch to be followed (with all

allowance for limited space) in the new

cemetery (when granted) to the Protestant

"nglish.

QUEEN CHRISTINA IN ENGLAND.

QUEEN DOWAGER CHRISTINA who has brightened our darkened land with the lustre of her

presence is sedulously studying all our London institutions, in order to do her best to take back

and naturalise copies thereof in Spain. She has already visited the Bank of England, anc

exhibited the most interesting astonishment on learning that the dividends were regularly paid

to the public creditor. At first she received the intelligence laughingly, as a bit of heavy

badinage, the best joke that the dull English could get up for her. However, the Governor o:

the Bank of England, having gravely assured HER. MAJESTY that the Bank regularly paid the

public creditor he moreover produced the books in testimony of the pleasing fact CHRISTINA
as an ex-queen and a lady, with a frank smile and a graceful curtsey, avowed her belief in the

singular custom. 4

CHRISTINA, though still handsome and by no means old, is nevertheless addicted to serious

meditation. It is said that, in token of her contempt of all worldly fopperies, she has worked more
than one flag for fast-sailing; vessels, trading to the coast of Africa, and landing (LuciFEB

AN OMNIBUSIAN SONG.

(After BAKEY CORNWALL.)

HIDE ! Who rides

In a 'bus that taketh twelve insides ?

All ! who is this lady line

That falls on this lap of mine ?

A lady is she,
As big as three.

I prefer her room to her company.

Smoke ! Who smokes
To the great annoyance of other iolks .

Ah! who is this snob so line ?

A gent, Sirs ! a gent !

He comes with the noxious scent

Of tobacco, beer, and wine :

Far better that lie

On the roof should be.

I prefer his room to his company.

COTTON AFLOAT.

THE Americans have made another magni-

ficent discovery of the use of cotton. Cotton

makes the best cordage for ships. It inns

freer, and ties tighter knots. (The knots

hitherto caused by cotton all I '<'!'' Toms can

bear witness to.) Cotton, moreover, makes

the best sails : for the Sovereign of the Seas,

Yankee craft, has sails as well as rigging ot

the fabric. What a slave-clipper might be

rkged bv the appropriate cottoii ! What a

(him* of life (and death) to walk the middle-

passage ;
to fly in and out of African hays and

creeks ! But one ceremony would be n

to make such a craft perfect. She ought to

be christened by the QUEEN DOWAGER or

SPAIN. As HER MAJESTY is about the richest

slaveholder, the very largest dealer in human

flesh, it would be very appropriate that she

should give a name to the kidnapping crai t .

We would suggest as a name The Chn

The slaver rigged with cotton, and the

Dowager Queen rigged with the spoils oi

slavery, would be worthy of one another.

How to Write the Biography of a

Woman.

AN impudent fellow says: "Show me al

the dresses a woman has wom in the course

of her life, and I will write her Biography

from them."
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PERVERSION OF A CLERGYMAN.

HE Advertisements
that are sent to some
of our contempora-
ries, must be altered

by them. Hero, for

iustauci1

, is a notifica-

tion, extracted from

nlii, Rutland,
uitd Stamford Mer-

cury, by which un-

principled journal it

has evidently been corrupted iu the grossest manner :

'rilE REVEREND RALPH WILLIAM LIONEL TOLLEMACHE
-a- having obtained ttie exclusive right of Shooting, Sporting, &c., over th>i whole of
the ilauor OI'CLIPSHAM (except Addati Wood;, and Lands bdlongin^ to J. M. PAOBT,
Esquire, in the Lordship of PiCKWOKi'H, iu the county of KutUnd, hopes that ali

qualified Persons will retrain from trespassing upitn the said Lands; as also upon
Lands in the Lordship of Soimi WITIIAM, over which he has the right of Shooting, i

&c., including Lands belonging to the lilue Dull Farm in the Parish of CA.yn.i-:

BYTUAH and the Hamlet of LOBTUORPK, in the county of Lincoln ; and iu the Parish
of TIIISTLIITUX, in. the county of Rutland

;
also on the lilue Point Faim in the Parish

of WYMUNDHAM, in the county of Leicester.
All Poactieis, &c , will be proceeded against with t/te utmost rigour of the law ; and

MB. TOLLEMACUE tierrby giuea notice, that he will pay to any Person who will give
such information as will lead to the conuu'ti'tn of any Person or Persons, for any breach
whatsoever of the Game Laws upon any of the aforementioned Lauds, the (turn of Ten
Shillings upon each such conviction.

South H'itlum, August 22, 1853.

Iu the above announcement should be made the following correc-
tions : For

"
Shooting, Sporting, &c.," read

"
Preaching, Praying,

&c. ;" for
"
Manor," read Parish

"
for

"
Persons," read Parsons ;"

for
"
County of Lincoln," read

"
JJiocess of Lincoln," &c. &c.

_
For "

All Poachers, &c., will be proceeded against with the utmost
rigour of ihe law," read

"
All Preachers will be proceeded against with

the utmost rigour of the Gospel
"

by
"
Poachers," understanding to

be meant unauthorised fanatics and disseminators of false doctrine.

Understand, also, that the hope expressed by MR. TOLLEMACUE, "that
all qualifi?d Parsons will refrain from trespassing," &c., means that he
does not wish other clergymen to interfere with his people. Lastly,
for "Conviction," read "Conversion;" for "for," from:" and for
"
Game,"

"
Divine." This is a quaint way of expressing himself on

the part of the REVEREND RALPH WILLIAM LIONEL TOLLEMACIIE;
but JOHN BUNYAN was quaint ; so was JOIIN WESLEY : so was
ROWLAND HILL why not MK. TOLLEMACIIE ?

It is too bad to represent a Minister as addicted to the sports of the

Field, when, in fact, he devotes himself to the labours of the Vineyard ;

as beating stubble and cover with retrievers of the canine species,
instead ol perambulating the highways and by-ways with Scripture
Readers ; and in place of converting criminals to rectitude, as con-

verting poachers into criminals.

The spiritual manor of the REVEREND Ma. TOLLEMACIIE includes
several districts

; but, anxious as he is to do the work of them himself,
it is not fair to call him a pluralist. His mild wish that his brethren
will refrain from trespassing on his ground, assures us that he has no
difficulty hi forgiving all his neighbours their trespasses.

gouty subjects, whose stomachs and tempers were alike impatient, had
assembled at tne house of the Railway Director to dim: at 7'I30. The
dinner was not announced till 815, albeit MESSRS. BUBB and (iuuuu,
with all the resources of MAGOG'S Coffee-House at command, had
made every effort to insure punctuality.
Hereupon the Railway Director, losing control over his feelings, in-

dignantly demanded what was the meiining of all this? adding, with

an oath, that he supposed the world to be m a conspiracy against him.

To which one of his guests, a little punchy man, who was wiser than

the rest, replied,
" You are quite right ;

but the reason why the world

has conspired against you is, because you and your association conspire

against the world to deceive and defraud it
;

fur you fix certain hours

in your time-tables, thereby engaging to keep them, and, not keeping
them, pretend that ym have only contracted to make every effort to

insure punctuality in keeping them. And this is all the reply you have

to make to the complaints of those whom you have choused. And so,

the world has combined to pay you in your own coin, in order that you
may feel how disagreeable it is to have people, from whom you expect

punctuality, not showing it
;
but instead of practising it, potting you

off with the excuse that they have made every effort to insure it. .,

MORAL.

Railway Companies arc servants of the public but if the Director

of any Railway Company were to be trea'ed by his own domestics and
tradesfolk with the same neglect and in:ittention that he and hU fellows

treat the public with, and were to have agreements and bargains made
with himself violated with the like impudence, he would be mightily
incensed and exasperated. And, instead of assuaging, it would only

aggravate his wrath to tell him that every effort had been made to

discharge those obligations to the fulfilment of which there had been

paid small regard, if any.

OCEAN MELODIES.

(Refined,from the original SBA-SoNGS,/or the use of the Yacht Clubs.)

The Wife wishes to go upon the Continent.

ADELINA has flirted not once, she declares,
Since you placed on her finger the ring that she wears ;

Since at gloomy ST. GEORGE'S your bride she became,
And you gave her an Opera-box marked with her name.

When I sailed in that yacht a whole fortnight with you,
Did I say I was bored (if I did it was true),
With my ALFRED for hours at ecarte I played,
And his meerschaum I lit, and his coffee I made.

"

When, the night we 'd a box at ST. JCLLIEN'S last bal,
And goodness knows why you deserted the salle,
I gave you a smile when you chose to appear,
Nor asked whom you knew on that horrid top tier.

Why won't you, dear AL, by mamma be advised ?

A wife who don't pout, AL, deserves to be prized
So to Constance and Rome ADELINA you'll take,
Or a nice piece of work that young person will make.

THE DISAPPOINTED DIRECTOR,
(A FABLE.)

Aw eminent Railway Director, having early business of importance,
ordered himself to be called at 6. He was not roused till 6'33. His
footman said he was very sorry;

he had overslept himself. But he

protested he had made every ellort to insure his getting up soon
'

enough.
The Railway Director rang for his hot water. It was lukewarm. '

The kettle had not been got to boil. However, the housemaid vowed
she had made every effort to insure its boiling.
The Director of Railways sat down to breakfast. He had to wait

five minutes for his egg : and then it was but half done. The egg had
not been thought of till just that moment, and then had to be sent
out for. Nevertheless the cook had, she declared, made every effort

to insure breakfast betimes.

Having swallowed his coffee, which was filthy, notwithstanding that
the servant had made every effort to insure its goodness, and devoured
his heavy roll, to insure whose lightness every

effort had been made by
the baker

;
the Railway Director called for his boots, which did not

shine, although every effort had been made to polish them. He then
took a cab, and arrived at his destination about a quarter of an hour
later than the time that should have been occupied by the journey ;

still, the driver averred stoutly that he had made every effort to get his
horse to go.
A large party of friends and colleagues, including several capitalists.

'

most of whom were great epicures and gluttons, and also dyspeptic and
.

A NUISANCE.
" MR. PUNCH, I should be very much obliged if you would put a

stop to a species of annovanee which I am continually subject to. I

allude to a system of
'

Notes and Queries,' which is becoming daily
more and more impertinently annoying. These questions are put to me
every morning through the medium of the newspapers, which I am
obliged to read, 'just to be in the world.' I am a poor student,
Sir, and have enough to do to answer questions of a very different

description to the following, viz
;
'Do you want luxuriant whiskers P

'

' Have you been to emporium ?
' 'Do you bruise your oats ?

'

&c. &c. And then if I take a walk, there is scarcely a street in

which I am not assailed by a pictorial Barmaid ejaculating
'

Sherry,
Sir ?

'

Do, Mr. Punch, allow me, through your columns, to answer
these impertinent questions once for all. I have not been and never
will go to emporium. My AMELIA doesn't care about whiskers,
and therefore / don't ; and as for bruising oats, and drinking sherry,
'

this my answer :

'
I don't keep horses, and when I want (and can

pay for) wine I'll ask for it.
"
I am, Mr. Punch, yours &c., Fiz."

"Non Tali Auxilio."

THE head of the Chinese rebellion is extremely indignant with the
conduct of the Comet who has lately been rushing about his dominions.
He has dispatched a near relation of the Moon's to arrest him in his

flight, and, wherever he may find him, instantly to cut off his tail.
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A NEW ZODIACAL LIGHT.

AT the recent Meeting of the British Association, PRO-

FESSOR GLIMM, of Finstcrberg, favoured Section A with the

outlines of his plan for the better arrangement of the signs

of the zodiac, which, as he truly remarked, -were in a very

unsatisfactory state, ;:nd not at all in accordance with the

spirit of the age.
" What occasion have we," he asked,

"
for

Libra, the Balance, when we have already the scales of the

Pisces?" He therefore proposes to remove Libra from its

control over the harvest month, audto substitute for it Virga,

which, as every school-boy knows, is the Latin for a threshing
machine in common use. As Aquarius conies under the pro-
visions of the New Cab Act, which declares that no water-

man shall be allowed on the stand, he is to retire on a pension,
and his berth is to be held over for FATHER MATHEW.
The weapons of Sagittarius, and his mode of conducting

j

the chase, have become quite obsolete, and can only excite

I

ridicule in an age which lias made so many improvements hi

!
fire-arms. He is therefore to share the nondurable retire-

ment '"of Aquarius, and his duties and emoluments are to

be divided amongst a troop of shooting stars. These last

have 'petitioned that Canis Venaticus (the hunting dog) ; may
be allowed to attend them, but their request cannot be com-

plied with until it has been ascertained that this celestial

pointer will refrain from worrying Taurus and Aries, and

barking at the] heels of Virgo. PROFESSOR GLIMM has also

persuaded some distinguished members of the Peace Society
to arbitrate between the Gemini, who have not been on

visiting terms for many years. By the intervention of these

gentlemen, it is hoped these discreditable squabbles will be

stopped, and Castor and Pollux will be once nioro seen in

company.

OUR TOURIST IN PARIS.-No. 3.

THE Englishman in Paris lives one of two lives
;
a life of

duty or a life of pleasure. In the former case he wanders

drearily through the Louvre and the Luxembourg; he makes
painful pilgrimages to churches, museums, and galleries, in

the hope of picking up a knowledge of Art. He devotes this

day to St. Denis, the next to Versailles, the third to St. Cloud.
He fills his catalogue and guide-books with annotations, and

perhaps spends a cheerful evening over a diary, in which des-

perate efforts are made to distinguish the styles of RUBENS
!

and TITIAN, and the eras of Notre Dame and the Saintc

Chapelle. In the latter case he frequents the Opera Comique,
the theatres, and the public balls : ne breakfasts in the Palais

Roval, and dines at PHILIPPE'S, and makes a regular prome-
nade in the Champs Elysees every afternoon. The well-

balanced mind of your correspondent seines the advantages of
both these systems. He devotes his morning to the cultivation
of his intellect, and the lest of the day to the gratification of
his tastes.

Behold him, then, after a conscientious study of the pic-
tures in the Louvre, prepared to refresh himself by an airing
in the Elysian fields. What a panorama of superb points of
view ! The Rue de la Paix, the Place and Column Vendpme,
the Attic Madeleine, the endless arcades of the Rue de Rivoli,
the imperial facade of the Tuileries, its classic gardens, the
noble opening of the Place de la Concorde, with its obelisk
and fountains, and the avenue ending with the sublime Arch
of the Star. Where else can such a group of beauties be
found ? No wonder the poor Parisians find London dull and
ugly ! But the less we talk about the appearance of our
dingy city the better

; we must forget Trafalgar Square and
its monuments, and console ourselves with our pavement, our
drainage, and our comfortable firesides.

The sun sliines cheerfully, the air is pure, and the philo-
sopher enters the Champs Elysees in a state of serene en-

joyment, proposing to study the manners of the great
i
nation. He observes an ancient man by the wayside in
iattered garments, who plays soft tunes on a bass trom-
bone. No one pays the least attention to this mild min-
strelsy. It is a perfect image of Wisdom talking in the
streets, and no man regarding her. Another poor creature
seated on the ground, grinds a feeble tootling organ amid
similar neglect. The French arc evidently not a musical people.
The observer passes on to a temple of Punch, at whose exhi-
bition (in reverence to the august original in England) he is

about to assist, when he is suddenly aroused to a sense of a
cruel disappointment. He might 'just as well be in Hyde
Park. It is the drive by the Serpentine over again. Why,

there 's OVERALLS, of the Blues. There's SWELLINGS SWELLINGS; you never

can go anywhere without seeing him. That was BOB HILTON, driving the

high-stepping grey horse. There goes TIIREADPAPER of the Foreign Office,

with his infant moustache, (what the deuce does he want with a moustache, I

should like to know?) There's old GRATINGS, who is such a bore at the

Club; there's CHARLEY MARTINGALE of the Plungers, with HOOKER (known
by his friends as the Bravo) in his wonderful tight trousers. But who isn't

here? Two men behind are talking about the Metropolitan Handicap and
GRUMBLER'S chance of the Derby. Really, really, this is too bad. The ancient

poet asks,
" What exile from his fatherland can leave himself behind ?

"

The question now is what man, by departure from his country, can hope to be
free from his countrymen ? It is intolerable. How is it possible to take notes

of Parisian manners when you arc seized upon by SWELLINGS SWELLINGS and
catechised about the prospects of the Haymarket Opera? You get rid of him

by informing him, in confidence, that it has been taken by MR. JOHN BRIGHT
for a scries of Bal Masques and Ballet entertainments," when up come the

Bravo and MARTINGALE, who want to know when PYTCHLEY'S stud is to be
sold. You profess a sulky ignorance of the subject, and try to get away, when
MARTINGALE enters upon a sketch of French character, which he holds very low,

chiefly on grounds of a sporting nature. Ever see such dogs ? ever see such
horses ? ever sec such riding and driving ? ever see such grooms and coachmen ?

You should go to one of their stecnle-chases and look at them tumbling about.

The last time, at La Marclie, white and red cap came pounding along fifty

miles an hour, and pulled up short at the brook to inquire for the bridge.

" Ou est le pout, Messieurs ? Mon Dieu, je rais penlre .' De grace, ou est le

pout?" and another man got with his horse on to the top of a bank, where
he stopped for a quarter-of-an-hour without being able to get off again, until
at last the crowd flicked the unfortunate animal with their pocket-handkerchiefs
into a state

9!' madness, when he jumped down, only it was on the wrong
side, and his rider gave up the adventure. MARTINGALE was also very severe
on the cavalry, whom he described as tailors mounted on bad cart-horses, and
unable to stand for a moment before British heavies.

HOOKER endorsed the criticisms of his friend, and called attention to the
avaliers who pranced up and down the drive. Certainly it was rather a
ludicrous contrast, both for men and cattle, with our exhibition in Rotten
Row. The horses were mostly weedy, leggy, tucked up brutes, all mane and
tail, and worth about two pound ten each. One ypung fellow, a tremendous

dandy, galloped up and down on a gray Arab-looking pony that an English
gentleman would nave put his little boy of twelve upon. The styles of riding
were various. There were the haute ecole men, who rode very long, and showed
^ll their saddle in front of them, and the Anglo-maniacs, who rode very short,
and showed all their saddle behind them. Some gentlemen seemed disposed
;o tie their legs together under their horse's belly ;

others projected them on
~:ach side of his chest like the cat-heads of a man-of-war. They all rode on the

airb, with a grasp of iron, holding the snaffle in the other hand, perpetually
nagging and spurring and hustling the wretched animals about, till they did
lot know what to be at. HOOKER'S honest Yorkshire heart swelled with
jitteruess all the time.

"
They oughtn't to be trusted out with a horse," he said.
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"
It 's a shame, by JOVE ! They drive like a butcher, and ride like a

chummy on a moke" (HooKXB meant to say, a sweep on a donkey ;
but

he always prefers idiomatic expressions, which add great vigour to his

discourse).
"
However, I won't be unjust to the Mossoos. They can

cook a good dinner, and no mistake. Come to-night, old fellow, and

dine with us in the Hue Montorgueil. There 's HAYCOCK of the

190th runm !-', ami we shall have some of CLICQUOT'S Champagne."
Good. \Ve will be there.

A MUSICAL PUMP.

A COMTOSEB, whom we cannot do less than call a Musical Pump,
so full is his head of crotchets and water has published three

watery sheets of music for the Pianoforte, respectively entitled "The
M orniHg M ist,"

" The Rainbow," and
" The Waterfall." Why should

he stop here r

1

why not thoroughly drain the subject ? why not fathom
it in all its depths, until he lias not left a

drop
of water that can be

sounded, or out of which any sound can be got, by any other composer F

In our liberality, we beg to suggest a few subjects for him.

THE SHOWER OF RAIN dedicated to the Lessee of Vauxhall, with
an illuminated frontispiece, showing a view of the

" Ten Thousand
additional Lamps," in water colours.

THE UMBRELLA GALOP, and PARASOL POLKA, dedicated to the fair

frequenters of the Horticultural and Botanical Gardens with a "fine

runnin;; accompaniment.
Tin; DELUG E humbly inscribed to LORD MAIDSTOXE.
TNI; MACKINTOSH MARCH with a view of Chobham Camp and a

beautiful waterproof wrapper.
'I'm; I'.ICKET OP WATER A composition for the milk-pail.
TH K OVERFLOW with a splendid engraving of the Surrey Zoological

( lanlru", showing the overflow caused by alittle I'OOLE. "Exceedingly
phij I'nl." Mitsii-iit Kniew.
THE CATS AND DOGS' SCHOTTISHE, as danced at all the Scottish

Ivies in I lolland Park, Cremorne, &c.
Anil when the subject of rain-water is fairly pumped out, there are

all the other atmospheric changes, of which our climate offers such a

tempting variety, and some of which must surely contain a few of the
elements of success. We scarcely know which are the most ridiculous

the titles that are given now-a-uays to new shirts, or the subjects
that are chosen, as the sources of inspiration, by our musical composers.

Extreme Conscientiousness.

Tin: 'Field newspaper prides itself in giving "No Reports of Prize

Fights." So conscientious is the paper in this particular, that it has
announced its determination in the event of the decimal coinage
lir.iim adopted to turn away every farthing, rather than derive a
pro tit Ironi a single mil.

CAUSE AND EFFECT. It is said that a cause is always followed by
effect, but this is not the case at all events at law, where a canse is too

frequently followed by
" No Effects."

LINKS ON THE BURIAL OF A BRITISH PROTESTANT
IN SPAIN.

NOT a knell gave out anv funeral note,
As his corpse to the sninglee we. hurried;

And below water-mark we had bare leave got
_

That our countryman's bones should be buried.

We buried him, dog-like, on that mean site,

The tide on the point of turning,
At l he wretched Spaniards' bigot spite
With contempt intensely burning. .

No nse in coffin enclosing his breast,
Nor in sheet nor in shroud that bound him !

1'or hi' lay where he scarce would remain long at rest,

\V it li the ocean washing round him.

None at all were the prayers we read
;

And we frit more of rage than sorrow,
As we thought on the brutes who insult us when dead,
And don't pay us alive what they borrow.

\Vr thought as we hollowed his shelly bed,
AIM i down his pebbly pillow,

Thai !ie, lub.-trrs would creep o'er his head,
And we with our fleets on the billow !

Listhtly they '11 tiilk of onr spirit as gone !

brayed them,
Yet \ir 've let the i iliis way go on,

Treating those very Britons who made them.

But half of our shameful job was done,
When the waves roareu the hour of retiring,

And we knew we the distance should have to run,
To divert a rabble admiring.

Sharply and quickly we laid him down,
'Mid the jeers of the monks, young and hoary,

And we said
(
unless Spain is compelled to atone,

All a humbug is Old England's glory !

THE LAWYERS ABROAD.

Oua latest advices inform of us of an extensive inundation of the

Rhine. It is impossible to get into a steamer without having
"
with

you MR. SERGEANT SOMEBODY," or finding a Judge
"
sitting in error"

by taking possession of the camp-stool we have for an instant quitted.

Every town in Switzerland has its proportion ot British Lawyers. Peru
the other day could boast of two justices besides its own ; and many a

legal luminary has been exploring the summits of the Jura, as an agree-
able change from his habitual contemplation of the summvmius. Equity
draftsmen instead of drawing conveyances have been glad to get con-

veyances to draw them ; and the common lawyer has forgotten every
other motion but locomotion, which, at this season of the year, is

almost a motion of course. The diligences nearly all over the

Continent are so unusually loaded, that there is scarcely a vacant

corner to be found in any one of them, but we cannot be surprised that

when so many lawyers are travelling by them they should be. rather

heavily charged.

THE CLOTH AND THE PLUSH.

IN SWIFT'S time a Chaplain was a mere clerical domestic ;
and some

Curates appear to be little better now. Did ever any one hear of an
ordained valet ? somebody wants to hear of such a servant, however,
to judge herefrom :

pURACY, with Title for Holy Orders, in the Diocese of Canterbury.^ Remuneration- board and lodging, and 20 per annum. For further particulars

apply to MB. CLEBC SMITH, Secretary to the Church of England Club, 36, Southampton
Street, Strand.

The above is taken from the Times. WTiat is the Curate expected to

undertake for 2U a year and his victuals ? The cure of Soles in the

sense of scraping them, perhaps with the additional duty of polishing

upper leathers. To answer the bell that rings for prayers, peradven-
ture and also that which rings for hot water. We should like to

know whether the employer of such a Curate returns him in his

Assessed Tax Paper, with a farther entry on his account under the

head of Hair Powder.

POLITICAL CAPITAL. The only capital most Irish Members have,
and even that is at a terrible discount.
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A CITY WITHOUT SMOKE !

'I'll AT a city can exist without Smoke,
we beg to refer our readers for the

proof of such a possibility to Mil.

BURFORD'S Panorama in Leicester

Square. There they will be able to

admire, in all its beauty and undented

cleanliness, the lovely City of Mexico.

You are standing on the top of the

( ir,;nd Cathedral, and, look in all direc-

1 ions as you will, you cannot see the

smallest wreath of smoke curling about

the place. Now, we should like to

see the curl taken out of London in a
similar manner. It may not look,

perhaps, so grand, so showy and glit-

tering as Mexico, but still it may, in

its new aspect, appear sufficiently

tempting to induce ME. BURFORD to

select it as the subject of some future

Panorama, The probability is, we
should not know it again as the same:

city, in which we are now, like so

many living chimneys, inhaling and

exhaling smoke all day long.
> The new

/.eulandcr, when he does view the

ruins of our sooty metropolis from

London Bridge, would be able to see

them at all events to greater advan-

tage then than he would if he were to

take his private view from one of the

parapets to-morrow. For our own
selves, we are most anxious to sec how
London would look without smoke

for, in the name of darkness, it looks

ugly enough with it.

SEVERE, BUT FLATTERING.

Reflective Cabman. "
Veil, it all 'us wos so ! The gmteekr the Party, the wosser the Fare !

"

" The Great Globe Itself."

MR. ALBERT SMITH alters his song
of

"
Galignanfs Messenger" to the

current events of the day. MR. "\V v i,i>

will have to follow his example, am!

keep a staff of colourmen co:

at work on his Model. Poland is

gone ! Turkey threatened ! and in the

Times of Saturday, we find

" Last week of Hindostan! "

And
" Jlont Blanc will close this Evening !

"

: ANOTHER INSULT FROM THE SAXON.

(From "The Nation.")

ANOTHER insult, hot and hissing, has been flung in the scar-seamed

face of Ireland from the Saxon ! And the Crystal Palace or, rather,

the Vitreous Dungeon for Ireland's liberties was the appointed scene

of the atrocity. Among the more sublimating objects was the vener-

able form of 'O'CoNNELL (in something harder than wax !) surrounded

by a crowd of his own finest peasantry."
That's O'CpNNEtx," said the QUEEN." And

very
like him," said PRINCE ALBERT. And with all respect

for his Royal Highness (tor, as we are slaves, we have learned to treat

the Saxon with respect !) with all resnect we ask, how he should pre-
sume to know it was like the deified lineaments of the sublime

Liberator ?
" And very like him !

"
said the Queen's husband ; but

patience is the badge of all our tribe, and we'll let that pass.
But the withering insult is now to be recorded

;
if it do not, as we

write it, turn our steel pen red-hot, and singe the paper into flames !

The DUKE OF WELLINGTON the second Duke the son of O'CoN-
NELL'S

"
stunted corporal

"
yes, Dux Secundus presumed to

"
buy

O'CONNELL and the peasantry !

"

Think of that, oh countrymen ! The DUKE OF WELLINGTON dared
to put his hand into his pocket, and to take out so much tax-wrung,
Saxon gold, and counting it piece by piece he laid it down as the

price of O'CONNELL !

What did he mean by that cowardly, atrocious, rcadv-money trans-

action ? Why, this : by purchasing O'CONNELL he intended to fling this

burning libel in the face of Ireland he wished to show it as his decided

opinion that O'CONNELL could be bought! !!
But the dav of reckoning with the Saxon will come. Meantime, if

we hug our chain, it is only to count and pay for the links !

LAW is looking up at Manchester
the Morning Herald ; to wit

A CLERK PAID IN KIND.

-to judge from a paragraph in

" MANCHESTER LIBERALISM. The following announcement has been posted on the

walls of the Manchester Law Library :
' An experienced clerk, who writes a

hand, is wanted by a respectable solicitor in Manchester. Salary 7.. per week, witlt

perquisites in the'shape of cast-off clothes. A pply to the librarian.'
"

Dull literalism would denounce the respectable solicitor who pro-

poses to pay an experienced clerk principally in cast-off clothes, as a

screw. Many a plodding fellow will expatiate on the unreasonableness

on the part of a legal gentleman who remunerates a clerk on this scale,

of being astonished that the said clerk should go seedy, or stretch

forth his hand and commit acts contrary to ordinances and statutes m
such case made and provided. It will occur to the stolid mind that

the offer of a stipend of old clothes is not likely to attract any clerk of

experience, beyond that of a Jew salesman. But the true man ot

figures, he who understands the language of Fancy, revelling in meta-

phor perceives at once that the proposition which seems so stingy is,

in fact, very liberal. He discerns that by cast-off clothes is meant a

share in the business, consisting in those suits, which though con-

siderably profitable, are not of sufficient importance to be attended to

bv the head of the establishment. It is pleasing to find the language

of poetry thus obtaining, in a
4
profession of winch the phraseology has

hitherto been so very unimaginative.

Washing Made Agreeable.

THERE is no washing, after all, like gold-washing. It is the kind of

washing that pays the best, and the only one that a gentleman can,

with credit, put his hands to.

Printed by William Bradlmrv of No. 13, Upper Wobum Place, in the
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A BIT OF HIS MIND.
Edward (to his Military Cousin).

" No ! I SHAN'T ! I SHAN'T GO AND SHOOT
BLACKBIRDS

;
AND I TELL YOU WHAT, MASTER CHARLEY, YOU DBAGOON SWELLS

WON'T HAVE QUITE SUCH A PULL UPON US CIVILIANS NOW, FOB WE ABE ALL
UOINU TO GROW BEARDS AND MoUSTACHIOS."

CLASSICALITIES FOR THE NEW COINAGE.

IN adopting the decimal coinage, it would be desirable to

alter as little as possible the existing nomenelature of the
'* ea-h. Tin 1 idea of the decimal maybe expressed by

'In 1 sl]L!'hte>! uf a term ill vernacular use to denote
a certain piece of money. By the change of a letter in the

word "Tanner," the sixpence might, nominally,
lie retirnnl

to the great bulk of the penple; whilst, by the conversion
alluded to, namely, into

'

Tenner," the new elements of its

constitution would be at the same time
signified.

The novel
word "

Mil," should be rejected ; and for it might be substi-

tuted the similarly sounding but more familiar name of
"
Bill,"

I he adoption of which may be recommended on the ground
of analogy, as the shilling has been already long stamped with
the popular diminutive of "Bob." If the somewhat fanciful

expression
"
Mil," or

"
Mill," is employed, the principle of

its derivation should be consistently carried out. The words
"
Winder," "Bender," "Twister," "Topper," and

"
Stunner

"

might be borrowed to designate money, which itself should

change its present correct appellation tor the more sportive
and appropriate title of Blunt. The mutation of "Florin"
into

''
Floorer

" would be obviously called for, and the crown
piece iniiiht be neatly styled a

"
Punisher," as being the well-

known amount of the fine for inebriety.
On all the coins emanating from the pugilistic mint, it

would be requisite that the Lion and the JJnicorn should be

lighting ;
and whilst V. 11. figured on one side of them, 1'. U.

should be stamped on the other, that it might in every respect
be characterised by the true ring.

PUNCH'S POTATO PROPHECY.

THE reader, who minds his Punch, of course remembers
what Punch prophesied in 1847 on the Irish potato rot. From
that very decay, Punch predicted regeneration .'

" The butcher, the baker,
The candle-stick maker,
AH jumped out of a rotten potato."

So runs the childish doggrel ; but Punch heard in that sham-
bling verse a musical promise; and hearing, foretold the

coming time when, from the very blight that smote the people
of Ireland through Ireland's potatos, there should be peace
and plenty for Ireland regenerate. And is it not so ? Answer
with one of your wildest roars, oh, Lion of Judah ! Is tit not
so reply and tenderly, cooingly, oh Dove of Galway !

DISRAELI'S COAT AND BADGE.
WAS a smarter old feller than I be e'er seen
In these bright brass buttons this new quoat of green ?

Why is it 1 'm rigged out so fine as this here ?

Why for sarvin' one master for full thirty year.

But wherefore should I be so proud o' my clothes,
And strut in 'em so, stickin' up my old nose ?

Do I think the prize-suit such an honour to wear ?

Shoo ! it baint for the raiment alone as I care.

'Tisn't that the mere valley and worth of the coat
"Pis the honour the present is meant to denote,
The respect I be held in, the height of esteem,
Which is far above all I could possible dream.

Why, what dost thee think, man? these things is no less
Thau a passpoort for wearers, a privileged dress,
I puts on this quoat on my back that was all

And they lets me walk in to the grand County Ball.

There was MEASTER DISRAELI, the friend o' the land,
He comes and he catches me hold by the hand," Come along," a sez,

" JOHN ;" up the room then we stumps,
Which occasioned some noise, as I didn't wear pumps.

To a Lord and a Lady of rank and degree,
'Mongst a whole kit of other fine folks he led me,
And he says to 'em, s 'ee,

"
I the honour ha' got

O 'troduciu' my friend to yer, MEASTER JOHN TTEOTT.
" He 's a noble, is JOHN, though he isn't a Peer,
I wun't say as how he 's the noblest that 's here ;

But an honest man JOHN is, and all on you know,
In course, what the poet calls him as is so.

" Look at this horny palm ! how became it like that,
So that on it he uses to slice bacon fat ?

Why by thirty years' toil and for whom, d'ye suppose ?

For a wife and five children ? not only for those

"
My lady, to earn his own bread warn't enow.

He yarned your meat as well, by the damp of ins brow ;

And your silks, and your satins, and jewels besides,
And the coaches you keeps, and the hosscs you rides.

\

"
Arter that, I be certain that you won't deny

MEASTER TROTT vour fair hand for a dance by and by.""
Such a trifle," she said,

"
I of course can't withhold."

" But for dancin'
"
I sez,

"
I 'm afeard I 'm too old."

" Oh ! we won't 'tempt the Poker, nor Valsa dew Tong,
And I'm sure we shall get very nicely along,"
Said my lady ; when straightways the music did play,
And to

"
Pop goes the Weasel" we capered away.

Her ladyship flew, amost, over the ground,
Which I could do nothin' but hammer and pound ;

But nobody laughed, fcr in course they thought how
Arkard they'd look suppose they was tryin' to plough.

When the dancin' was done unto supper we went,
And I feasted awav to my full heart's content,
On cake, chicken, lobster, swrets, aught I could find,
The fust time I ever ate all I'd a mind.

'Tis the bein' acknowledged, you see, like that 'ere,
Is what makes me feel proudish this clothin' to wear,
I should say

" Dash the buttons !

"
if that warn't the case,

And consider the quoat but a badge o' disgrace.

VOL. \xv.
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LUOX BARS OF MUSIC.
and exult in the time-honoured conviction that one Englishman can

thrash two Frenchmen. DOWLAS, attend to me, I am going to talk

about taste a word that ought to excite shame and anguish in jour
WE have often wished that we could surest anything that would mind. For a quarter of a century \ou have been smothering the

afford some scope for the unemployed ability of the artists of our W0rld with printed fabrics of fantastic and horrible ugliness. Millions

almost extinct KnirlWi ( (pcra. 1 1 err, in an advertisement out of
_

the upon millions of yards of these abominal ions have found their way
'l>pears to be something like an opening for one of them if the

j nto every nook and corner of the world. Remote tribes of wandering

foreign predilections of our superior classes have not starved them Tartars and the squaws of painted Choktaws have clad their bodies

all: and depraved their souls with your outrageous patterns. Bales

marked with the well-known D. (oh, how could you, MR. DOWLAS,
Sir P) have carried their baleful influence into the innocent populations
of the Peaceful Ocean. The least hideous of these productions are

those you have stolen (and spoiled) from the French, and if there is

ORfiAX.
WANTED, a respectable man to act as TURNKEY in a

('.unity Prison. One who understands music, can play the Organ, and fiin^ l"iss

would be pYeferied. Fur further particulars apply, post paid, to T. T. S., Post-oftice,

Bath.
. .--.-.

The popular air of "Still so gently o'er me stealing," will imme-
'

any improvement in your patterns of late years, it is entirely to be

diately suggest itself as one of the first airs that would be called
|

attributed to your piracy ofFrench designs.

; the musical turnkey, having been transposed so as to be sung . The fact is, that France has become the Mistress of Arts to the

in the bass, which
"
would be preferred." Any one who had personated world. If England lives in a fever of industry, she lives in a fever of

: T in t lie vernacular version of Fidelia would, however, be the invention. Every novelty we have is due to her restless creative spirit,

man for the situation; and it is pleasing to imaging such a respectable In arts, in letters, in philosophy, she scatters abroad new ideas with
vocalist leading the I 'rison Chorus at the head of real convicts. A

j

unsparing profusion; other nations, following with unequal steps,

pretty idea, too, is that of a Nightingale within four stone walls,
'

treasure up what falls, and claim it as their own. This exuberance of

beguiling the tedium of confinement with his "jugJug." Of course
fancy is only the result of the universal artistic feeling which seems to

the harmonious turnkey would enchant his incarcerated audience by
|

animate her citizens. You cannot go anywhere in Paris without
his performance of the Witch music of MATTHEW LOCKE. That he

being conscious of this. Every shop window is a picture. Look at

should also be an organist is a good notion ; phrenologists will admit that pastrycook's. A few pieces of china and half-a-dozen bon-bon
it to be judicious to play the organ of tune against that ot acquisi- boxes form a composition that is really charming. Is there any one
tiveness or theft, and all other human organs out of tune and dis-

. from Marlborough House could do it as well ? Only think of the tons
cordant with man's better nature. Talking of the organ, SEBASTIAN

[

Of three-cornered tarts and Bath buns that form the decoration of a
BACH would have been just the very turnkey in request, for he was a London confectioner's. And yet this pretty arrangement is due to the
master of that noble instrument ;

and the kind of piece which he most '

intuitive taste of the little scrubby ignorant daughter of the people
delighted in

performing
thereon was a Qvov-libet. who serves in the shop. 1 will not draw your attention to the quiet

It is to be hoped that the cultivation of music will be introduced at becoming style of her dress, br-cau.se you have often confessed to me
Newgate ;

and then, perhaps, we shall at last witness a genuine repre-
j

m private your admiration of Parisian toilettes, though in the presence
sentation of the Beggar's Opera-.

OUR TOURIST IN PARIS.-No. 4.

of MRS. D. you loudly all'ect to prefer the dowdy manner adopted by
that lady in common with the most part of her countrywomen. I will,

therefore, make no further mention of ladies' costume, only protesting
that, in my opinion, all Frenchwomen in their degree dress to perfec-

tion, and that an ugly bonnet is no certain proof of wisdom or

goodness as is generally supposed.

HEN, Sir, you selected me Turn to t he houses, and compare their gay ornate appearance with
from the crowd of emi- the dismal monotonous streets of London. Every one has its separate
nent persons who sob'- character. The portal is of sculptured stone, always decent and often
cited the honour of fur- of beautiful design. A little bit of carved cornice, a simple moulding
nishiug you with their

j

round the windows gives individuality i,nd interest to the upper part
impressions o_f

the without any of the astounding architectural eccentricities of Regent
Street. Enter, and you will find the furniture of even the humblerFrench metropolis, you

were good enough to

attribute to me an un-
common impartiality and

occupants varied, characteristic, and pretty. Where ornament is

attempted, it is well chosen and sparingly ml reduced. A beautiful

cabinet, a few small pictures, a group or two in bronze, some
serenity of mind.

"
That

] exquisite china quite a contrast to the overwhelming magnificence of

impartiality," you ob- English upholstery. I know, DOWLAS, you gave a carte blanche to
served with your usual JOBKIXS and SpN for your house in Mecklenburgh Square. Well,
force and felicity of Ian- well if the subject is a painful one we will not pursue it

; though I
must say that I think six copies of the pcacocky young woman in

"
will preserve

communications
guaga
your
from the onesidedness
that usually deforms a

traveller's views of a

fetters, called for some inscrutable reason the Greek Slave, rather too
much for two drawing-rooms (couldn't you send up a pair to the best

bed-room, and one to the butler's pantry ?) and I may also take this

.opportunity of informing JOBKIXS, JUNIOR, who does the "tasty"
foreign country. My business of his firm, that merely multiplying expensive tables and
modesty, Sir, (almost chairs, and daubing everything over with gold, though it may satis-

amounting to bashful- ,

factorily swell the bill, shows a miserable want of fancy and cleveiness

ness) is well known to in a decorator.
you, but, I will venture j jtc admit the soMt and consc icntiOusness of English work-
to say that you were man^ We buv a f^htiul table in Bond Street, and, behold, it will
correct in your estimate.

]ast fo/ evcr . The drawers in DOWLAS'S house are as delightful to

f J fhfd T y free
open and shut as they are horrible to look at. English boots will

outlast French boots, and English gloves French gloves. Whatever
nourished by

with

sup-

MR. DOWLAS of Meck-
lenburgh Square and the rose-coloured delusions which captivate

of the Foreign Office. The ft

city in company with MRS. 1

guide-book and a pocket map, and finds

latter wishes to introduce absolute government int<

ported by an army of five hundred thousand men and a censorship of
the press. THKBADFAPKB is of tender years his moustache is downy,

hardly visible without a glass ;
he will grown wiser with time,

but MR. DOWLAS, I very much fear, is beyond all cure.

D., you old humbug ! what do you mean by uttering your 'shallow

vulgar criticism on the greatest nation of Continental Europe ? You
know nothing of their history, except that they were beaten at the
battle of Waterloo

; you can't speak a word of their language ; you
can't read one of their newspapers ; you are supremely ignorant of
their character and institution*, and yet you treat them as a mob of

hairdressers, dancing masters, and cooks (and not good cooks either),

may have been the case years ago, it is a great mistake to suppose that
these articles are better now in Paris than in London. The great
difference is shortly this* our artists are tradesmen and their tradesmen
are artists. In all articles of simple usefulness we have an unquestion-
able superiority, but where something more than convenience or dura-

bility is required our designers seem quite helpless. A certain funeral
car will occur to many as an example of this truth, and, perhaps, by
malicious persons, will be taken to shew how much or how little is

to be expected from Goveniment Schools of Art.

The Tourist is aware that no one can walk about Paris without

seeing abundant evidences of the coarsest moral and social feeling,
and claims an infinitely higher position for his own countrymen and

countrywomen in this respect. He also recollects that he has already
ridiculed the di ess of Frenchmen, and sees that this may be supposed
inconsistent with a sweeping panegyric on French taste. But this is

* This is not intended tn apply to our puintfix who may veil be compared with those
of any country, but to the designers for manufactures.
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MI thai proves (lie rule. A 1'n

(Rons Se always wants to be conspicuous and picturesque, li

him. lie Lets himself up, us it'

I'm- llir stage, wMi \cl\et mid fur anil beard anil e, and

uista the resources of his inventive mind for new and still

tut combinations, \Vlnii he turns his al'eiition to the chase,

the result is Something worth serin::, and no mistake, as \\ill lie

plain!', seen hi ;

Hill lh. . ed liy the genuine

ilnpt our solid- I of masculine costume,
and, indeed, (!' :r-i -n. The advice of /'

to taertet \<, ,11 literaUj a] pl> to tb present day:

tliy I'.-ibit :i . MI buy,
(it Kniuly

I'.'i 'I, i man,
And tin \ in l

Are Hirst srit ct ai i that -"

The most august confirms

witli I id a\ve that his I 1. M Y, with that

ch characterises his fpal mind.]'
;

,eeial

eiiM>\ in I .oinlon, and had all his li\ cries ma.de in Savilli- How, with
which nnspeakabi] solen.n aLlusion 1 close this communication.

SPIRITED CONDUCT OF A PUBLIC COMPANY.
THE Greenwich Steamboats have recently Leon employed in the

important, but somewhat dangerous, service of destroying the various

piers, nt \\hieh they call for passengers. These absurd and useless
st rm-tures which are usually composed of three or four superannuated
barges, loosely connected by a twopenny cord

;
several flights of stairs,

leading up into the air and dim n agaii, on to the next pier and back
', or, indeed, am where but into the boats

;
a hut which com-

bines the accommodation of a watch-box with the cleanliness of a
pii.-st\e. ai.d a series of gangwajs which are inieiided to accommodate
themselves to the rising and falling of the tide, but which invariably
stick fastai the wrong end, ai d either carry the unfortunate traveller
some 20 feet above the wharf, or threaten to precipitate him down a
sort ill Montague iiusse into the water; these agglomerations of tar.

dirt, touchwood, and roj e-yarn, have so long encumbered and disfigured
the bank of the river that, the Directors of the Greenwich steamboats
have come to the resolution wliich their boats have been carrying
out.

The plan, on which the work of demolition is carried on, is as
follows: The captain drives the boat stem on to the pier, without
giving any order to reverse ! he engine's, and the immediate consequence

most, satisfactory collision. It is not true, however, that the
French, in despair at ever being able to effect a landing in London
over these piers, have bribed the Iiircctors to (h>t my these bulwarks
of the river. N or are the Directors following the example of the Scotch
Baronet, who has just pulled down a pier on his estate, because the
boats stopped at it on Sunday. The cases are quite different, for the
Scotch piers are only priva

1

e, or representative, and can be removed at

pleasure, whereas the London piers have persevered in their career of
uselessness for many ages, and can only be got rid of by violent measures.

PAT'S WELCOME TO THE HEAPING-MACHINE.
I 'M sick of the sickle, MI.I.I.V dear, and stooping so long and so low;
And it 's little grief it giv. , me, to gi\c the onld bother the

|

And when ai other harvest comes, bl the Saints! I'd \'.\

The money or am thing else that 'ml make a Raping-Machine of me !

I've raped in Scotland and England, and I've raped in the Lothians
three,

And I
'

.| the Irish I

. se/ I 'a- :

But as for Profit it 's sorrow the raping that ever 1 raped of

So, good luck to y.ni, Mr/mi. u MAC COKITACK, and 'i

MlSTIlKR 1

And good luck In \on, MISTIIM; HussKY 1 wish \cr Honours v.'cll;

the fields jc Ve fiiirl-

But it 's not been woi: i. .ling on, bedad, this many a i

And now the Horse takes the raping in hand, and pulls the

ug across the fields of wheat, oats, barley,
and 1 1;

for sowing, and thrashing, and raping, between
and l:elwi,\l,

iroth, it's my private opinion ye '11 have a machine for eating it

next !

But we'll throw i i -ale. MI.I.I.V, and go and try our luck
Onthr i In; far An amcs, where the' otter is billed

like a duck :

,
and drink, and clothes, MOLLY, and riches mid rank

to be won,
At the Anti w hat d'ye call the place, on t'other side of the sun ?

And there '11 be no land-agents, nor middlemen, nor Jews,
But ye 'II see me stoniii : lumps of gonld at the bct-"^iH\ Kan 'ri-'-os;
And there's uayther shooting of bailiffs, nor am such wicked fun,
In the land that lies beneath our feet, on t'other side of the sun.

And no more masses to pay for ! good day to ye, FATHER O' BLADD,
The last Confession from me, faiks, and the very last penny ye've had;
It 's little Yer Reverence leaves behind when ye clear away our sin,
As the prophet sez, ye purge our dross, and take precious care of the tin.

Yc 've a bandage on yer wi-ist, MOLLY ; that wrist with gems I '11 deck,
And a string oi nuggets, like millstones, I'll hang about yer neck,
And we '11 live in a snug retirement where our nearest neighbour '11 be
The EMPEKOR OF CHINA, who will sometimes look in to tea !

Och ! the world we're leaving, MOLLY, is a world of grief and care,
For even the pigs and potatoes are not the angels that once they were ;

But the world we 're going to, MOLLY, is where the giants of ould
Buried for want of a better bank their stocking-legs crammed with

gould!

It 's a world of wonders, MOLLY, a world without a peer ;

For what it has, and what it wants, we 've nothing like it here :

But of all its wondrous things, it seems the strangest thing to me
That there the labouring man 's the man gets first to the top o' the tree.

Sea-Side Intelligence.

A
ifiritHttte young lady writes up from Ramsgate to say :

"
In the

morning, my dear, we have a delivery of letters by the Post. In the
afternoon we have another delivery the delivery of husbands, brothers,

'', or beloved acquaintances, as the case may be, by the steam-

packet. In this manner, darling, we have a iffjY-delivcry twice a-day.
It would ill-become me to say which one I like best."

NECROMANCY FOR GENTS.

TABLE-RAPPING with Genu:ne Spirits every evening at the SHADES
Harmonic Free and Easy, in Scamp's Alley. A Medium in the Bar
but

"
goes

"
of whiskey, brandy, rum, or gin unlimited.

Test for Travellers.

IT is complained that there are no examinations at the Inns of

Court in town, whilst it is forgotten that t housauds of applicants for

admission are daily plncked at the hotels all over the country.

PURITANS IN REQUEST. The metropolis would be much more
pleasant if the Commissioners of Sewers had a proper number of dis-

scenters among them.
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DIVISION OF LABOUR.

Sportsman (in Standing Beans). "WHERE TO, sew, JACK?"

Jack. "WELL! LET'S SEE! I SHOULD JUST GO UP THE BEANS AGAIN, AND ACROSS THE TOP-END, BEAT DOWN THE OTHEE SIDE

AND BOUND BY THE BOTTOM; WHILE YOU 'liE THERE, GET OVER AND TRY OLD HAYCOCK'S STANDING OATS HE WON*! MIND

1 *LL STOP HERE AND MARK !

"

PRINCE ALBERT, THE CZAR, AND THE TURK.
" FOR Heaven's sake, gentlemen, don't nail the poor man's ears to

the pump !

"

Such was the benevolent exclamation of TYGER ROCHE (an Irish

fire-eater of the last century) when lie beheld, a certain attorney within
the walls of Dublin Jail. And the prayer was sufficient

;
for no sooner

was it uttered, than the hapless lawyer was in the clutches of invoked

persecutors, and hammer and nails hotly sought for.

Our friend the Spectator, oddly enough, is, for once, very like TYGER
ROCHE. He says

TAVERN EXPERIENCE.

I 'WENT to the sign of the Cat nnd Fiddle,

Whereat they did me grossly diddle :

I went to the Commercial Inn,
Where they well nigh stripped me to tho skin :

I went to the Manchester .Business House,
And equally there I found them chouse.

I went to the Coffee-Honse and Tavern,
Which turned out a regul-.r robbers' cavern :

I went to the Family Hotel,
And they pillaged and plundered me there as well :

I went to the Recreative ditto,

My Stars and Garters ! wasn't I bit oh !

The Spectator having made
"
the rough guess," reasons on it in his

own logical way, and concludes with these convincing words
" We do not I'lievr. that PKINCE ALBERT has so far forgotten Ins happy and exalted

duty, of which he has shown so just an appreciation, by oflicious meddling with affairs

which arc not his."

That the Spectator, (he Esquimaux of the Press for somehow he
always appeal s to Punch in a suit of sealskin, with a very blue nose,

j

prepared, if necessary, to harpoon the whale that shall supply his mid-

night oil that the cold Spectator should suggest such a charge against
j

PRINCE ALBERT merely to express a disbelief is, at least, a very
unnecessary trouble.

"
Don't nail the poor man's ears to the pump !

"
cries TYGER ROCHE.

"Don't believe PRINCE ALBERT an ally of NICHOLAS!" cries the

Spectator.

A SERIOUS QUESTION TO COLONEL SIBTHORP. Is the ghost of
Pond Street, Chelsea, the ghost of Protection ?

All my Eye and Beate Martin.

THE humbug of the Holy Eye-water at Salette has 'been recently

exposed very efficiently ;
but we are told the BISHOP OF GRENOBLE

has adopted it, because, to use a legal expression, it
"
runs with the

surplice." We can but express our astonishment that sucli eye-water
should be necessary to make a Bishop ('s) see.

A Petrified Luncheon.
"
MR. PUNCH, The periodical review of the uses and abuses of

English Hotels having commenced, I beg leave to state that there is a

small, unpretending hostelry at Matlock Baths, where the luncheon

(priccS*.) supplied is invariably made up of bits of loins of mutton,
and leavings of ribs of beef, all-in honour of the locality duly petrified.

Last week I managed to chip off and swallow a bit of a joint, and I

verily believe have been troubled with the stone ever since. (Price 2*. !)

"
Yours, VIATOR."
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A TRAP TO CATCH A MOONCALF.

\

HE Times, in a letter

from Grenoble,
I hat the Trappi
the neighbourhood of

La Salette are busy
in the, manufacture of

a beverage which, from
the writer's (!<

tion, seems to be

about identical \villi

that which is produced
by MKSSKS. SKAGER &
K\ \NS. U'e coii'jrani-

late the worthy monks

upon taking to honest

gin-spinning, which is

a much more laudable

occupation than weav-

ing toils to entangle

simpletons. \Ve should
think this order mu.si

be rather numerous in

the district in truest ion,

as surely all those

must have been regu-
lar Trappists, who
were concerned in

getting up the enormous hoax which has given it celebrity.

It seems that they have entrapped some gulls of the LUCAS tribe, who were
not iip to Trap: but we should have considered even that common marine fowl,
the Booby, too old a bird to be capable of being caught by chaff so extremely
palpable.

PEBBLES PICKED UP AT THE SEA-SHORE.

BY A SENTIMENTAL OLD TOUXG LADY.

OXK'S existence down here is divided between donkey-
riding and novel-reading pretty exercises for the mind
and body! It would be difficult to .say \iliich were the
slowest the donkeys or the novels. It's very strange, but
how extremely rare it is you come across a donkey or a
novel that's in the least moving !

^ outh writes its hopes upon the sand, and Age advances,
Like the 86O, and washes them all out.

\\ e raffle, and raffle our best all'eei like shillings
at the Library, and Man looks coldly on, and .smilingly"

Better luck. Miss, next time."
I am sure that the sand, with which Time has filled his

hour-glass, must have been picked up at a watering-place,
for nowhere else dues the time run on so slowly, or the
hours succeed one another with such provoking similarity.

It is very curious that thi' sea, which brings I lie colour
back to our cheeks, generally takes it from our ribbons!

It is the same with dispositions as with bonnets ; it is

not every one that can stand the sea-side.

Scandal is a rank weed which is generally found in

great profusion near the sea-coast.

A watering-place is a harbour of refuge, that we, poor
weak vessels, after having been tossed about for nine
months in the year, are obliged, during the other 1 1

put into for repairs.
I am frequently reminded, when I see a party about to

start in a pleasure boat, of the effect of a London season.

Every one is so gay and blooming, so full of health and
spirits at the starting, but how pale, dejected, dragged,
drenched, and fairly sickened they look, if you chance to
see them returning at the end of it !

SONG OF THE TRANSPLANTED SHAMROCK.
" ONK of the Royal servants brought with him to the train a sod of shamrock which

had been dug up in the grounds attached to the Viceregal Lodge. A porcelain pot
received the plant, which, as it had been obtained at the special request of HKR
MAJESTY, is probably destined to be transplanted to some of the Royal grounds, and
cultivated as a memento of a visit which will be long memorable in Ireland."
Dublin Daily Express.

ERIN mavourneen, torn up from thy green.

Lonely, withered, and drooped for a while,

Though planted in porcelain, and nursed by a Queen,
I was sick at the roots for my own pleasant isle ;

Where the winds came so gently to kiss me and love me,
There was tenderness e'en in the breath of the north ;

Where the kind clouds would fling their soft shadows above me,
When the hot sun of summer came scorchingly forth.

I pined for those tender grey eyes, whose black lashes
V eil a tear and a smile alike ready to start

;

I longed for the mirth, whose unquenchable flashes

Hold a struggle with gloom in the Irishman's heart.

White hands were about me, but not my own people's,
Kind hearts, too, but not the kind hearts I had known ;

The bells that I heard rang in Sassenach steeples,
And wanted the music I loved in my own.

An' I fancied they scorned me, the poor plant of Erin,
Them roses so gaudy, them thistles so tall;

An' I thought as they tossed their proud heads, it was sneerin'
At my poor lowly leaflets, wid no flower at all.

But by little and little 1 felt that about me
The soil gathered cheery, and kindly, and warm ;

And the illigant flowers that I thought meant to flout me
When I larnt what they said, sure they meant me no harm.

The hands I thought cold I found true in their tending,
The hearts 1 thought hard, sure, were soft at the core

;

So I opened my leaves w ith less fear of offending,
And the longer I knew I loved England the more.

For my Queen is a mistress that 's gentle and tender,
And oft my poor leaflet her bosom adorns ;

She says I 've my sweetness, if roses their splendour,
An' if I 've no blossoms, why, sure I 've no thorns.

MOTTO FOR THE LEADER or THE CHINESE REVOLUTION. Heads
I win, Tails you lose.

THE INSTITUTION OF OUR SPECTRE OF
CHELSEA.

THE following
"
Pastoral

"
has been published by an obscure indi-

vidual, who pretends to adopt a certain episcopal style.

To the Inhabitants of Chelsea, Brompton, Fulham, Kensington, and
the Neighbourhood, Health and Good Digestion.

Respectable and Intelligent, From the Apparition of GILES SCROG-
c;i.Ns of tuneful memory, to that of the Head of the Woolly Quadruped
which manifested itself to WILLIAM WHITE, there was no want of
spectral appearances sufficient to convince the enlightened British
Public of the existence of Ghosts. Not to mention the unfortunate
Miss BAILEY, who, after suspension by the cincture of her own
stocking, revisited an unprincipled CAPTAIN SMITH, nor to say more
than is necessary of the Ghost of Cock Lane, it may suffice to cite the
instance of the Hammersmith Ghost which, as is well known, appeared
to, and terrified a great many people. And now lately, in this very
place, which is not far from that, there has appeared a Ghost, which
has frightened multitudes ; as countless thousands among you are able
to testily.
But the incredulous insensible to the force of table rappings dis-

believing the prodigies of clairvoyance, and deriding the wonderful
visions of the Crystal who, in short, ascribe ah

1

the supernatural events
of the day, which are very numerous, to imagination or fraud, will
doubtless after a short time, by the lapse whereof the recollection of
the lact shall have been weakened, dispute or deny the truth of the
Chelsea Ghost, and attribute the authentic narrative thereof to the
incredible WALK

Lest, therefore, the memory of this so wonderful Apparition should
perish, and in order that, on the contrary, its fame may endure for

ages, we have decreed to erect a Spirituous Establishment, in the
immediate vicinity of the house wherein it took place, namely, in Pond
Street, Chelsea, to be called and known by the name and sign of the
Ghost and Goblet, which all are invited to frequent, and partake of the
refreshment of spirits.
Beneath the edifice to be reared under these auspices, there will be

provided a subteranean retreat, bearing the name of The Shades, in
farther allusion to the miracle which it is intended to commemorate.
A confraternity of the Glwst and Goblet has already been formed for

the purpose of celebrating with an appropriate banquet the approaching
Festival of Michaelmas. Additional Members may be enrolled at 6d.
per week each.

The following indulgences are promised to those who repair to the
Hostelry of the Ghost and Goblet with the usual dispositions :

Unlimited indulgence in Roast Goose, on the aforesaid Festival of
Michaelmas, which will also be the Anniversary of the Foundation,
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on condition of eating with 1he goose an optional quantity of mashed

turnip, in order to signify the demolition of that Lantern to which

profane scepticism would refer supernatural appearances.

Indulgence in brandy, gin, rum, Hollands, and whiskey; in su-

perior ale, porter, and stout; and in genuine foreign wines and

liqueurs to any extent, on condition of ringing the bell, or calling the

waiter, and repeating the proper order for the liquor as often as may
be requisite.

Indulgence in tea and shrimps.

Indulgence in tobacco for any term of hours ; the hostelry remaining

open.
Indulgence of the same duration in the amusement afforded by a

good dry skittle ground.

Indulgence above stairs in the exercise of dancing; on condition of

executing the proper movements to the tune of
"
Pop goes the Weasel"

or whatsoever other measure may be prescribed by popularity.
Indulgence in the delights of harmony in the Shades below : on con-

dition of expressing a desire for refreshment.
To secure the full benefit of these Indulgences it will be only neces-

sary, further, to pay for thorn
; and that this may the more conveniently

be done they will be supplied on the most liberal scale of charges.
In addition to the Skittle Ground, there will be provided a Bowling

Green, surrounded with a Ghost's Walk, adorned with Winking
Statues, Bleeding Pictures, and other objects of like nature calculated
to edify the faithful in such matters. In conclusion, Respectable anil

Intelligent, as touching liquor, we profess ourselves ever ready to

supply you
In Your Own Jugs, BRUMMAGEM. BKOMFTON.

Two of the most Extraordinary Occurrences of the Day The Appearances at Salette and Chelsea.

NEUTRALITY IN PLUSH.

THE wonders of steam at Manchester and other great manufacturing
towns are quite eclipsed by the triumph at which mechanical science
has arrived in an obscure locality. Witness this advertisement,
extracted from the Cambridge Chronicle of the 10th instant :

WANTED in a Clergyman's family in the country, a FOOTMAN, which
must also have a knowledge of Gardening. For particulars address X. Y.. Post

Office, Caxton.

The Footman which is wanted in a Clergyman's family, is, of course,
a Machine ; as the neuter pronoun, by the tenet of MURRAY, held of
course by every clergyman, is to be applied to animals and inanimate
things ;

and no known animal is capable of a Footman's place. The
Footman thus wanted might have been supposed to be a trivet, but
for the requisition that it shall have a knowledge of gardening. This
proves that it must be an Engine and in part a Garden Engine
endowed with intellectual faculties. That it is advertised for is suf-
ficient evidence that it exists.

_
Necessity is the mother of invention ; and the dearth of labour, com-

bined with the insolence, unthrift, and dishonesty of servants, has
compelled some clever mechanist to devise the sort of Footman which
is wanted by the clergyman ; and has been long in general request.
How such a domestic could have been constructed; how it was

possible to make a lackey that should not only clean boots and wait
at table, but dig, and prune, and plant, and exercise intelligence, more-
over, in these horticultural operations, it is difficult to conceive.
Imagination staggers at the idea of a Steam Flunkey. The ME. SMEE,
who resolves thought into electrical action, may suppose that galvan-
ism might have served to vivify the apparatus, and cause the fibres of
its artificial brain to quiver with those vibrations which constitute
perception, memory, and understanding. But if mind consists in
vibrations, the abilities of a SHAKSPERK are no great shakes

; there-
fore we cannot accept such a theory of the constitution of the Footman
which is wanted in a Clergyman's family.

The mysterious agency concerned in Table Turning, belief in which
has in some minds survived its refutation by FARADAY, we should
rather consider to be the animating principle ot this FRANKENSTEIN'S
Androides or ANDRE WOIDES, artificial ANDREW or automatic JOHN
THOMAS.
The female domestics in the family of the clergyman are, of course,

of a nature similar to that of the manservant which is wanted there,
since no housemaid or cook could stay in a house where a Footman
was kept referred to by the neuter pronoun, which, aud consequently
where the Footman was an Inanimate Thing.

A Fable for Mr. Commissioner Murphy.
ONCE upon a time, a lot of murphies ideal potat9es were put in

a pot together.
"
Now, boys

"
said one of the praties

"
as we '11 all

be in hot water all of a bilin' wobble as we may, for the credit of
ould Ireland don't let us split on one another."

The Main Stays of Science.

THE savans at Hull have lately been giving some very interesting
results of the trial of the strength of

"
stays." Surely this department

should have been left to a female committee, for the true strength of"
stays

"
can only be ascertained by experiments in very tight lacing.

A NEW TIDE 01' EMIGRATION.

GOLD has been discovered in Scotland. This discovery may work
perhaps a miracle. It may have the effect of sending all the Scotch-

men, who for years have left their native country,
"
bock again."

ANOTHER "HEIGHT OF IMPUDENCE." Naming a Railway Engine"
Safety."
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BRITISH ENTERPRISE.
N opulent Bill-sticker

has, we understand, made
oilers to the leader of the

6 !iism-i.'ent_
forces

to ruit of him, in the

event of his being made

Emperor, the ici.

wall of China. The sum
I has not trans-

pired, but. it is said to

ething ext ivmcly
munificent. It is the bill-

sticker's intention, as

soon as he obtains an im-

k, to i'oim a

persons who

spend large sums of

money e\ cry year in ad

merits, and to

i he entire length
of the wall with

bills and posters, a

price being, of

charged for tiros,

will be posted inside

than for those outside

the wall, wttere <:<

but few people will be able to see them. The bills will be in English, or

special I > translated into Chinese, at the option of the advertisers, in tl
OUVHUUIT ......^aietl HllO Llllliese, ,u o upuv. uuw iwi<iuv.

of China being thrown open to English commerce and t here is, at present, every

opening of such a fact it will be at once seen what
'

a desirable medium tor

advertisements" this national posting-station will be. So ia\
o.uably

is the scheme

entertained by some of our leading advertisers, that already have 12,000 miles ot

that part of the wall, which runs through the most densely populated districts

of the Empire, been bespoken at an enormous rental. Ihe company will be

announced in a few days, and it is expected that the shares will be quoted on

the 'Change at a heavy premium the very first day. _Mn. BERNAL OsBOBOT has

been heard to say, "that next to a celebrated Marquis s property, it will be trie

lar-rst hoarding in the world," and there is no doubt it will be. All our putting

tailors, pill-merchants, quack medicine-sellers, and Cambridge Sherry dealers, are

actively on the look-out. PROFESSOR LIEBIG'S testimonial in favour ot Uittcr Beei

is already printed in all the Chinese dialects, only waiting to be pasted up. We
shall keep our eye upon the wall.

DEAE ENTERTAINMENT FOR DEAR CREATURES.

"Mr DEAR PUNCH,
"
There is no doubt that the prodigious expenses of hotels are as I over

heard certain gentlemen say in a great measure owing to ns confounded women

We cause so many rooms to have to be kept up on
)

our account. Why can t we

as they further asked, witl

room, instead of requiring
the same question, and bci.. ... ~~ , -

out with Charles I would go into the coffee-room and not be confounded. &o tue

other dav when he took me to one of those iims which a letter I read in the lime

calls a "'Hotel of recreation," I insisted on our dining in the public room. Iher

were some gentlemen sitting there that we have since met in society, when the;

behaved in such a way that I couldn't think what they meant, until at last 1 iouni

that we were looked upon as improper people because I had been seen at dinner \.

the coffee-room of a tavern ! When I discovered this I felt confounded indeed

It seems that I have committed an offence against society, everybody is so cool tc

me and really, if it were not for the contempt I feel ior such slaves of custonr

and prejudice, and the support I derive from the knowledge that I have pleased

my husband, and saved us both money, I should be dreadfully grieved. But his

approb;
that

'

WOH'1 IHtlVU I 11U WUillli tlil-lU. &V/ J-Li i>uv vwjj.\^vy-i VWIAI. J. iMWJj" " ~~~j - .

"\~n~

that before we take all the credit for what is called in novels the
'

Self Sacnfic

of Woman' which is given us, we might as well immolate
a^

little of
our^conven

tionality on the altar of domestic happiness,

mind as your equally constant admirer,
"
Belyravia, Sept., 1853."

I am sure that JUDY is of the sam

'

FIDES.

Strikes to be Lauded.

WE are glad to see that the needlewomen have at last struck, and we wis

another class of the overworked and underpaid would follow their example, th

working clergy. Such a course would not be uncanonical. A bishop, to oe sure

is required to be
"
no striker." nor has he occasion to be one with his thousands

year; but the ease is very different with the curate who has only twenty pounds.

KING CHOLERA'S PROCESSION.

]"K<IM Russian steppe, from Persian saud,

1'rum mne-fringed No:\\a\ Bow,
From Kibe's and Kuh-r's peopled strand

I've skimmed the sea I've .-v, cpt I he land

Way for your lord !

Come deck my boardprepare my bed,
'

".it a march, that as 1

Above the dying and the <

All may make room !

From far I snuff t lie odom sweet

That I d<
:

>'t;
And whercsne'er I M

Courtiers and lie
rreet

Their King contest.

Well have yon done
;.

; art,

My subjc' i

In town H - port, and mart,

All's ready- after my own heart-
All to the graves !

What is my feast ? These babes forpined ;

ere their prime made old;

These sots, with strong drink bleared and blmd-

These herds of niiscv kind

Foul-mouthed and bold

These bodies, stunted, shrivelled, seared

\Vith the malaria's brent h :

In fatid dens and work-Imps res

From reeking sowers, drains uncleared,

Drinking in death.

What is my court ? These celkrs piled

With filth of many a year
These rooms with rotting damps defiled

These alleys where the sun ne'er smiled,

Darkling and drear !

These streets along the river's bank,

Below the rise of tide;
These hovels, set in stifling rank,

Sapped by the earth-damps green and dank
These cess-pools wide.

These yards, whose heaps of dust and bone

Breathe poison all around ;

These styes, whose swinish tenants grown
Half human, with their masters own

A common ground.

What are my perfumes ? Stink and stench

From slaughter-house and sewer ;

The oozing gas from opened trench, ;

The effluvia of the pools that drench

Court-yards impure.

What is my music ? Hard-wrung groans

From strong men stricken down ;

Women's and children's feebler moans,

And the slow death-bell's muffled tones

In every town.

Who are my lieges ? Those that rule

In Vestry and at Board
;

The Town-hall's glib and giddy fool,

The mob's most abject slave and tool,

Though called its lord.

He who with prate of Vested Eights
Old forms of wrong defends :

Who for pound-foolishness still ii

Wisdom, save penny-wisdom, slights ;

These are my friends.

The Industrious Cossacks*

WE don't wonder that some of our Manchester friends

should be content to see the Russian f9rces holding the

Principalities. Those who object to the idleness of a mili-

tary life must naturally admire an army of occupation.
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'

; ._ t*

MR. 'AERY BELVILLE, ON THE CONTINENT GENERALLY.

'Arry Bdrille. " YES ! I LIKE IT EXTREMELY. I LIKE THE Lazy ally SORT OF
FEELING. I LIKE SITTING AT THE DOOR OF A Caffff TO SMOKE MY ClGAR

;
AND

ABOVE ALL (onter noo) IT'S A GREAT COMFORT TO WEAR ONE'S BEARD WITHOUT
BEIK" LARFED AT !

"

OPINIONS OF OUR CONTEMPORARIES.
"THE Steppes of Russia are long dreary tracts, ex-

trcmely tedious and very difficult to get over, requiring the
greatest patience so as not to lose yourself in the midst of
their interminable flatness

; and, on my word, the same
thing may be said of the diplomatic steps of the same
country." Aberdeen.

"
Meeting one's constituents is sometimes as disagreeable

as meeting a bill; but still it must be done, for the form
of the thing, if it is only to save one's political credit."
Disraeli.

"
The fault is not so much in bribing, as in being found

out." 7r. li.
" The only balls England should fight her battles with

should be balls of cotton; the only shot, shot-silks'"

Bright.
"There are two kinds of M. P.'s; those who confine

themselves_ to merely representing the people, and those
who think it their duty also to represent their wrongs and
grievances." Roebuck.

"
If I had my way I would very soon make the Russians

leave the Danubian provinces. I should say to them very
plainly,

"
Sortez, Messieurs, voi/it la Porte ;

"
and, if they

didn't, I would soon make them." Palmersloit.
"
I wouldn't dine with a Custom House officer, not even

if he was to invite me, for I should be afraid lie would
always stop the bottle and never pass the wine." B,
Oliveim.
"Dentists stop vacancies in teeth by filling them up.

with gold, and really I know of no better plan for filling ur>

a vacancy in Parliament." Copjtock." What 's the use of my having a scat, if you will not
allow me to sit down upon it ?

"
Rothschild.

"The EMFEKOK NAPOLEON distinguished himself, it is

true, in taking a few capitals ;
but let me ask what capital

can stand in the way of Louis NAPOLEON without his

immediately taking it ? Such an Emperor is worth a,

fortune aye, several fortunes to France." Mn',,-
" The fact of the House sitting till so late an hour in.

the morning may, perhaps, account for there being so few
rising men in Parliament." Brotherton.

"Peace is the only commodity that, in a commercial

country like England, one can never pay too dearly for
;

but then you should purchase it always in the cheapest
market, and sell it in the dearest. But selling it is out of
the question, for it is my advice to keep the peace, and not
to sell it." Col/den.

SHORT AND SAPONACEOUS.

v\\\\
X
\N

.

MIE of Mr. PuncKs
contemporaries
have been circula-

ting, together with
other small change,
an account of a

plant, newly dis-

covered in Califor-

', nia by a Viennese.
; This plant, they

say,
"

is about a
foot in height, and
fades away in May,
revealing to the
astonished botanist

a ball of natural

soap, contained
within its stalk,
and superior to the

j

best brown Wind-
'

sor." They have

forgotten, how-

ever, to add sonic

particulars, which
Mr. Punch, in

his zeal for the i

public service, has taken pains to collect. He has ascertained that,
out of one hundred and twenty-nine persons who have read this '

paragraph, thirty-two have observed,
"

that thep ropertics of the
plant are evidently soap-orific ;

"
twenty-eight have opined

"
that,

when Nature planted it in California she must have had an eye
to the gold-washing ;

"
sixty have pronounced authoritatively,

"
that the discoverer of the plant ought at once to be made a

Companion of the Bath;" eight have expressed their surprise
"
that

it should have been discovered by a German, who could have had
but little previous knowledge of the article which it is said to pro-
duce

;

"
whilst the remaining person, an eminent boiler in the City,

who prides himself upon his French accent, remarked that,
"
tiny

might say it had been discovered by a German naturalist, but that, for

his part, he should always think it had been found out by a French
savon." Mr. Punch has further ascertained that, in the Californian

dialect of the language of flowers, this plant signifies
"
I w&sh my

hands of you !

"
and is employed by ladies to intimate their rejection

of an unwelcome suit.

THE CHELSEA GHOST.

THE lovers of the marvellous will be sorry to hear that the Chelsea
Ghost is a spirit raised by the penny-a-liners in the hope of raising
their own spirits by a few extra pence during the present dull season.

\Ve felt quite .sure that directly the police went in search of the appa-

rition, it would not appear to any. summons that might be served upon
it

; and when we were told that SEUGEANT SOMEBODY had walked

through the ghost, we were convinced the real fact must have been
that if there was a ghost at all, the police, instead of walking through

it, would have walk d into it. We felt perfectly satisfied that the

spectre must vanish before the inspector, and we are happy, for flic

sake of common sense, to find publicity given to the fact, that the

Chelsea Ghost lives only in the imagination of the unhappy paragraph-
mongers, who have been tempted to idealise a spirit for the purpose
of realising an extra glass of grog or some

"
other compound."

TOAST FOB, TAVERN LANDLORDS. The Cricketer, who always runs

up a score by his innings.
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PARIS.-No. 5.

IK, ITH that spirit of zealous

self-sacrifice which he-

comes his office, your Cor-

respondent has visited

the great masqucd ball

at the Opera, that ter-

minates the festivities

of the Carnival. He
was accompanied by
the rising diplomatist
GEORGE K 11 s i s i

CLARENCE PROTOCOL,
whose filmy whitechoker,
pink shirt, opal studs,
and shining boots were

truly an honour to his

is the resort of all the
"
swells." Of

course the blond children of Albion
muster strongly, and, indeed, rather

eclipse the native gentlemen with their

re hauteur and stately presence.
Some of the ladies are in ball dresses,
and hang on the arm of cavaliers

;
the

majority are in that mysterious enve-

lope which recals AUBEK'S charming
comic opera, and employ themselves
in puzzling, or, as they say, "in-

triguing," whatever acquaintances
they recognise. PROTOCOL is imme-

diately attacked by a tall black do-

mino, whose eves sparkle \\ itli a lustre

no maskam hide. She whispers some-

thing in his car which heightens his

colour, and is gone before he can Ac.-
r W",s mand an explanation. Now, bv the

country. At one o clock shadcs of i{MCUrfK &m\ S|K \\'AL-
his Brougham whirled TK1( (hcrc is ronilincc iu ,i ic nine-
us rapidly to the theatre.

;

tcenth centurv! PROTOCOL, you must

lli,|
streets were alive

]lractise the gl , i(ar and ]earn a conec.

with people Amasqued ,;,, ,- s( ,,,, n .,acs
"
an-angcd to suit a

ball is a fete for those
V(li(

.
(
,

()f ]nod(,ra(e compass." "My
dear fellow," replied tlie diplomatist,"
1 thought no one in the world knew

what that lovely creature (I'm sure

she 's lovely) told me. Just fancy if

she should turn out to he as noble

and rich as she is beautiful. IIey ?
"

Ah, PROTOCOL, as you say, just fancy !

Why, there she is again. MACHIAVEL
is off in a trice and pursues the fair,

who flies from him. The Contem-

plative One entertains himself with

hearing the adventures of young
TWEEDLES, who has just joined
the Lancers, and is away on a fort-

night's leave. The poor child was
induced to present a white domino
with about five pounds' worth of aucre

who can't go as

as for those who can.

lliotous groups in cos-

tume were exchanging
badinage with the crowd
and each other ;is thej

converged to the great

point of attraction. Flar-

ing gas-lights illuminated

the
we

street down which
turned out of the

Boulevard, and showed to

advantage two bearded
and cloaked warriors on

horseback, who looked
as if they might be part
of the entertainment.

More flaring gas-lights, de which he afterwards saw

picturesque mounted swordsmen the Brougham pulls up, and we alight amid the respectful congratu-
lations ot the officials. We mount the stairs iu company of masks, dominoes, and persons in ordinary

The theatre is open to the uttermost back wall, and, even
The orchestra is probably the noisiest in the world, but

evening dress, and pass into the Salle.

The effect is bewildering, overwhelming,
so, barely holds the multitude of dancers.
is nothing to the astounding din of the people. No words can descnbe the combination of the two.
As for the spectacle, several thousand lunatics, in the violent stage, capering and gesticulating under a

strong paroxysm of their malady, will present a faint picture of it. The madmen are all costumed,
and resent the appearance of a black coat in their terrific orgies. Probably it reminds them of the
medical gentlemen from whom thev have escaped. There is a sprinkling of Greeks, knights, nobles
of Louis TEH THIRTEENTH, shepherdesses, court ladies, and so forth; but the prevalent costume of

the men is the white and red of a Pierrot
;
of the ladies, the chemise and trowsers of a debardeur.

It is this division that makes the most clamour and has the greatest enjoyment of the fun. Groups
of the white figures with floured faces, tall hats, and streaming ribbons loll iu the boxes, and hold a

"chaffing" conversation with those below, which may be witty, but, at all events, is deafening. The
young ladies in the embroidered shirts, satin pantaloons, and trim hats, beneath which their hair
descends in long plaited tails, contribute at least their fair share to the uproar. But, besides, there are
other characters not so intelligible. One grotesque shape is composed entirely of seaweed, or wThat
looks like it; another is in rags, with carrots and turnips on his head; a third sports a chimney pot
as a head dress

;
a fourth is surmounted by a weathercock. There is no limit to the fantastic com-

binations thus arrived at, which are generally more odd than pleasant; and any enterprising individual
who should make his appearance in a very dirty shirt, a crownless hat, and a pair of pumps would,
probably, make rather a hit than otherwise.

It must he confessed, after the first half-hour, when the eye is more accustomed to the scene, and
the ear has begun to discriminate between the various noises, the refined taste of your Correspondent
(used to the assemblies of MONSIEUR JULLIEN) was very much outraged. The orchestra is simply
infamous, nothing being audible but sounding brass and the jangling cymbal; the house is foully dirty
and badly lighted. The company is shabbily dressed, and, apparently, includes many of the lowest
ruffians of Paris. On the other hand, there is immense enjoyment and fun, and the .dancing made
even your travelling sage open the eyes of astonishment.
The police, of course, are everywhere, and at the ordinary public balls interfere to moderate the

.antics of the dancers. But at the masqued balls they let things take their course ;
and the consequence

is, that each lady and gentleman, to the best of her or his ability, indidges in those variations on the
quadrille which are collectively objectionable. They are, in musical phrase, perfectly ad libitum, and
give scope for an exercise of fancy and agility, which would produce rather a sensation at ALMACKS.
Ihere was one couple, MOROK the Lion Tamer in red and hessians, and a debardeur in yellow trowsers
and a powdered peruke, who really were astounding. MOROK ended by carrying off nis friend on his
shoulders, to the great delight of a fat Pompier, who stood by in a brigh't brass helmet, exactly like a
small coalscuttle. w-
PROTOCOL leads the way to tt\efoyer, where a totally different scene presents itself. This saloon is

consecrated to persons in evening dress and dominoes, no costumed characters being admitted. This

vl , LI j \. l(t
"

/'V'""'^-', wiiiLii lit aiLti wttiuo oo,vi

like a butchers shop her resell to the Marchand, to his in-

onSaturday_mght;more finite disgust You k^ow>
,> com.

plained he,
"

it ain't the money I care

for, but it's sucn a liowwid baw to

be an object of widicule to a dem
Fwenchwoman. They widicule evewy
one, and wespect nothing. No wonder

they're always having wevolutions
and upsetting weligion, and all that

sort of thing. Let's make up a

supper party at the Cafe Anglais.
You know my cousin SWELLLINGS

SWELLINGS, and there 's DE FAULTRE,
who was in the 20th Black Guards, but
wesides in Pawis now plays ecarte

vewy well twemendous luck always
turning up the king. I hope PWOTOCOL
will come and bwing his Iwend."

Another look at the lunatics, who
are worse than ever. MOEOK and the

party in yellow satin trowsers excel

themselves. The Cherokees shake
their plumes and howl after a most
horrid sort. The Pierrots redouble
their

"
chaff," and make up in clamour

what they want in wit. The Carnival

is on its last legs, and does not spare
them. It is still alive, and kicking. A
few hours hence, and those pious per-
sons will be repenting of their sins on

cabbage and onions. Ah ! as the lad-cabbage and onions. Ah ! as the Jadv

with the camellias says, Qttelte belle

chose que la religion !

When Sardis revolted against CY-

RUS, a wise captive gave the angry
monarch this advice Send

among them to teach them to fiddle

and dance and love pleasure, and they
will never
trouble." I

more give you any
wonder if Paris would

revolt now against CYRUS.

Supper at the Maisoa Done. A
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little consomme with poached eggs, a.filet aux champignons, and a salad

with a bottle of Champagne. PROTOCOL'S acquaintance, it appears,

was the, blanckisseuse ot the Embassy, an exceedingly respectable per-

son of fifty The rising diplomatist seemed rather sore on the subject

of L Domino Ncir, which became the principal topic of conversation in

C9nsequence.
Of course, the secret she told him must have been about

his washing-bill.

The present opinion of the Sage is, that pleasure, and indeed things

in general, are vanity. Sals masquesi are noisy, dusty, and dull. People

ought not to pay, but be paid, for going to them. Monastic institutions

have charms lor a well-constituted mind. Literary pursuits are

laborious and not sufficiently remunerated. When Champagne is not

good, it has disagreeable eflects on your health the next day. Bring
me some Cognac and Eau tie Seltz. Oh dear, I wish I had cut the

supper.

FRENCH TIES AND DYNAS-TIES.

THE Grand Opera at Paris has just re-opened, after a perfect"
restoration

" made by order of the EMPEROR, who is more favourable
to a

"
restoration

"
in affairs of the drama than in affairs of politics.

The theatre has been gorgeously re-decorated and overlaid with a pro-
fusion of gold, which stands out in all the bold effrontery of gilt beneath
the blaze of a thousand gaslights. Even the members of the orchestra
are elaborately got up, and though not absolutely bound hand and foot

at the will of the EMPEROR, they are literally taken by the throat, for

they are compelled to appear in white neckcloths. Every instrumental
performer must become a member of the stiff-necked fraternity if he
wishes to be engaged at the Grand Opera ; and it matters little what
may be his reputation, or how illustrious may be the stock to which he

belongs, if he refuses to bind himself to the tie prescribed by the
French Government. Such is the pliancy with which all classes now
bow their necks to the ruling power, that we have not heard of one
instance in which the forced application of the starched cravat has
roused

any_ artist's choler. It is, however, feared that in a very heavy
and fatiguing opera the time of some of the pieces will have to be
changed, in order that the orchestra may get a few bars' rest to

adjust their neck-ties, which some of the tremendous crescendo move-
ments of MEYERBEER will be

likely to derange. We tremble to think
of the consequences of the

"
Blessing of the Poignards

"
on the cravats

of the poor fiddlers.

BEITISH REASONS FOB, BOULOGNE ADDRESS.

THE copy of an address of British residents at Boulogne lay for

signature as British residents were duly informed by the Impartial
at the library of MBS. MONEYDUE. We have been favoured with the

j

various reasons and subjoin a few the exquisite reasons that,

j
delighting and uplifting the British brain induced the British

residents and visitors to write themselves down the very humble and
much obliged servants of the EMPEROR or FRANCE.
MR. ALDERMAN GREENFAT signed

"
because he likes a strong

Government. He also likes success ;
there is

no^ getting on in this

world without it. Has always believed that the French were only to

be ruled with a rod of iron, ;md believed that Louis NAPOLEON was
the very man to keep that rod in pickle."
MR. SHADRACII SHEKELS, money scrivener, signed "because he

would always support legitimate government. Him as was strongest
was always most legitimate. As a conscientious Jew he didn't care

about France, having, of course, his serious thoughts fixed on settling

down in his old age in New Jerusalem. Didn't think much of Louis
NAPOLEON when once upon a time he come into the City of London
with his bills : wouldn't look at his paper at no price. But times is

changed. Would do his bill now if not at a very long date not only
with pleasure, but with great interest."

CAPTAIN PLANTAGENET SIMCOX (of the Stonehengc Yeomanry),
signed

"
because he liked PLUCK. And the EMPEROH had shown him-

self a clever fellow. He had proved to Europe that lie had head beside

pluck. Without pluck, who could have a stake in any country ?
"

PROFESSOR WOBBLES signed
"
because he considered His Imperial

Majesty to be one of PLUTASCH'S men. The EMPEROB had the true

heroic nose. It was a vulgar error that the world was governed by
heads: no; the noses carried it. Waterloo was won by a nose. The
nose is the natural sceptre. The EMPEKOK was born a natural."

JOHN STRAIGHT, Esq., (retired on his property) signed because "he
thought the EMPEROR so very much improved, having sown all his

wild oats. Was residing at Boulogne when Louis NAPOLEON landed,
and was bundled like a sack of sawdust into a cart and delivered at

the prison. But circumstances being changed, would now with the

greatest pleasure give in his adhesion to the Saviour and Protector
of France !

"

MRS. DEPUTY BOTOLPH would sign "because the dear EMPEROR
had asked herself and JEMIMA to the ball at the Tooleries ; besides, His

Majesty looked such a hero upon horseback."
Miss AGNES BOCHURCH signed

"
with a sense of gratitude to the

dear EMPRESS, who had brought in such a darling style of dressing the

hair." Miss A. B. was, when in Paris, once taken for the EMPBESS.

Second Thoughts.
IT was intended to inaugurate a statue of Louis NAPOLEON at

Lille, bearing the inscription'' To the Protector of Native Sugar."
It was, however, abandoned for re-consideration. It will probably be
amended as follows, and the statue inaugurated on the
December" To the Protector of Native Sugar of lead."

2nd of

A Joke that must be Pelt if it can't be Seen.

WE perceive that all Yilitary Hats are to be superseded in the
British Army by a "Felt Helmet." We trust this arrangement will

prevent everything but the helmet from being "felt" on the head
of the soldier.

THE FAT OF THE LAND AND LAMBETH.

ONE MR. RHODES, of Carlisle Street, Lambeth, is summoned before

the Lambeth Street Magistrate to answer for the what shall we call

it indiscretion (?) of boiling down putrid fat on his premises to the

prejudice of the health of his neighbours, causing thereby
"
nausea,

and even vomiting." MR. SECKER turns to the wisdom of Parliament

enshrined in the Nuisance Act, but found that

The words relating to any dwelling-house or building being found in a filthy and
unwholesome condition applied not, as he took it, to places where a trade or business

was carried on, but to common lodging-houses and places of that description, and the

other part ot the clause did not apply to the premises dtsc/'i'Ji'd."

That is, if you can make a trade 9f a nuisance, if you can
"
carry on a

business
"

by fat-melting, the evil to the jmblic is to be allowed be-

cause of the profit to the individual. You may turn a whole parish

sick, if you can turn the penny upon their
"
nausea and. vomiting."

EDITORIAL CANDOUR.

THE Morning Heraldhas recently made an approach to the prii;<

of abolishing the anonymous in newspaper writing, and has macle:

a sort of indirect disclosure of its editorship, by meeting the public
half-way in authorising an impression that lias long existed in the

minds of the community. The Herald of Tuesday, the 20th of Septem-
ber, after saying, "we have been favoured with the following letter,"

prints a communication beginning
"
My dear Mamma." It is clear

that to have made the avowal of its severally imputed editorship com-

plete, the letter should have commenced with the words, "My dear

Grandmamma."

The Russian Bear and the Turkey Cock.

WE have heard a good deal lately about the "position taken by
Turkey ;" and as the attitude assumed has been undoubtedly rather

warlike, we may come to the conclusion that the
"
position taken by

Turkey" is in fact standing on her drum-sticks.
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ALARMING ACCIDENT.
(l-'i-oi.i uitr Oirn Four-Mil-a-Liner.)

CHUCULOUS ESCAPE.
""Another of those

distressing acci-

dents which too
often lead to a

nakaohol]
trophc took 'place
on Wedn
evening 1-iM. A
parly of four ad-

venturous gentle-

men, who I;

I he Theatre Itoyal,

Drur.v I/tii'
1

.

a quiet dinner at.

icir club, proceeded to that edifice, and, under the duvet ion of a guide, actually penetrated
1 labyrinths '" the lowest box on the opposite side from that at which they entered.

Having achieved this feat, and feasted their eyes upon the scenery thus set before them.
e ol them announced his intention oi' attempting to get out of the theatre alone. His

-aons son-lit to dissuade him from this foolhardy exploit ; but, Unshed, it is supposed,with an extra hall-pint of St. Estephe, the traveller, a remarkably iine jonng man. to whom
his friends were not in the least attached, departed on the perilous enterprise. lie ascended

ren staircases, descended fourteen, and, having gone backwards and forwards through
twenty-two of tlie passages which come from no 1 lead to nothing, in thisW

\v' i i

constmct( '

1 ' building, he made the appalling discovery that he had lo<:
With the true Anglo-Saxon courage, lie continued to explore undauntedly, am!

period went down deep into the bowels of the earth, where, far above his head, he
sln'clU hear the t rMiipling of feet, and where, in the darkness, he stumbled upon .

ish objects which may have been either the skeletons of other lost travellers, or else
property busts and statnes. At length, overcome by terror and thirst, he rushed upwards,and continued to mount until he reached the dizzy height where the air was so intensely

1 as to smell of oranges and gingerbeer, and where, he states, he could distinctly hear
je voice of MB. GrsrAvrs MUOOKE recommending Miss FEATHERSTONE to go to a nunnery.His sufferings at this period were most acute, and his despairing efforts to open every door

ne saw were agonizing.
Retracing his steps, he explored every lonely passage, dusty avenue, and dark staircase in
im, and finally he conceived the daring resolution of setting the theatre on fire, in the hope

itance might thus be summoned, but was prevented by the want of material. At
one he says that he heard female voices, and immediately addressed to the speaker

imploring accents to which woman never listens unmoved; but his words were flung
to him bv the echoes with an injurious addition of something sounding like "Tipsy, I

ttppose Ai
last, fairly overcome, he sat down upon an extremely dirty couch, and resigned

r to liis late. How many dreadful hours thus passed he knows not, but on returning
iciousuess he found himself am .ng kind faces, and being carried over to the nearest

n ne was
subjected

to a course of restoratives, including alcohol and nicotine, and was
ally able to walk home with some straightness. It is hoped that this will be a warning,

I inasmuch as proper guides can always be obtained for a shilling, there is really no
excuse for running so terrible a risk as that of trying to leave the private boxes of Drurv
.Lane without assistance.

THE POPE'S POST OBIT.
IN the Giornale ii Roma, of the 25th ultimo, appears a document called the "Act of

Beatification ot FATHER JOHN of Britto, a Jesuit, who suffered martyrdom in 1693- so
that, alter the lapse of 160 years, His HOLINESS THE POPE has "beatified" the martyredJesuit made FATHER JOHN happy at last. The lloly See is reallv as dilatorv in beatifViuir
parties, or making them happy, as the High Court of ( hancery. The Church of Home treat!
Mints as some other churchmen treat bottles ot port-laying them down to acquire the right '

flavour, as well as bouquet, notwithstanding that the latter ought to have been already pos-
sessed by individuals who had died in the odour of sanctity. Miracles we believe are
necessary to canonization; no miracles, no Saintship: no niche in the calendar Our ultra-
montane friends tell us that miracles, "the apparition of LA SALETTE" for instance, are
rigidly investigated at Rome ; but it must be difficult to sift those which occurred above

>U years ago, unless the witnesses arc cross-examined by table-ranging', or some equivalentmeans of communicating with the defunct. However, the case . . JOHN may teach
those whom it may concern not to be disheartened by the delay of their beatification bv the
Koinan Pontiffs by showing them that though they may have had to wait more th'an a
century and a halt lor their beatitude, they "may be happy yet."

A Proverb at Fault.

PROVEUBIAI, philosophy will occasionally fail, and we need go no further for an instance

!!tv T i

know
",
maxlm a

f,
to the l>roRriety o'' "a long pull, a strong pull, and a pull all

-. lake six hearty coalheavers, and, putting between them a pot of porter, call upon^^^^^^^^1^^^ but pause before you invue

VESTED EIGHT.

TIII:KE'S strength in rock, to take the shock
Of wave, with naked brows;

There's pith in oak, to mock the stroke

_

< M' wind, with stubborn bouirh.s
;

I'-ii' '..hen -rev. wood, and where rock stood,
Wind blo\ wave ploughs.

I am not rock, I am not oak
;

\I\ root:, are Bhorl U .1 Mi-ht
;W 1th foes more grave than wind or wave

my lot to

(I Life 1 wage a strife

My inline Kn.ii r !

And still 1 stand, all through the land,
ryfoe;

The \
1 its law my word

I lie;,

On Boards of Health 1 glide by stealth,
All new lights out to blow.

'er I can
v'ie roast I rule:

My lingers fold all iey-cold

^
Round Charity and School;

from off thi sword I wrench
And make the blade my tool.

From high St. Paul's my vision falls

Upon a world of slaves :

That foul line rounds my kingdom's bounds
U [to intramural -M-.-IVPS

;

.-ill of smoke, that Heaven doth choke
'iis my black flag that waves !

As Kings of old, when they would hold
A Progress through the land,

Had hunting-seat or palace meet
Still ready at command:

So seats are mine, where lodgings fine
Garnished and swept do stand

'Tis where doth stream the foetid steam
From the bone-boiler's vat,

The knacker's yard, which penned and barred
Sends out its odours fat ;

The slaughter-vault, whence, ne'er at fault
Peereth the carrion rat.

In tanneries' stink, on cesspools' brink,
I sit and sleep and snulf

;

The fever's breath brings me no death,
I hold such terrors stuff

;

The odours flung from Smithfield dung
To me smell sweet enough.

I 've my own graves to take the slaves
Whom 'tis my mood to kill

;

The parish may the cost defray,
Full pits my pockets fill.

I 've gains allowed from shell and shroud
Each pauper brings his bill !

When of my field an inch I yield,
I yield it nothing loath j

The vacant spot is straight a plot
For Compensation's growth

That vigorous weed whose fruitful seed
I sow and harvest both.

While thus I rule., the good old school
Rebellious spirits tames :

My sway supports in camps and courts-
One shape of many names !

Who dares make fight 'gainst Vested Right ?
Who dares gainsay my claims P

Solution of Haunted Houses.

o i ) - ".B ""> "" " i'"" " A HAUNTED House is a tenement of anv
ween them a pot of porter, call upon number of ordinary stories, to which is added

"~?; but pause before you invite
Jan extraordinary one, in the form of a Ghost
I Story.
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THE GREAT MOUSTACHE MOVEMENT FAIR PLAY FOR

THE BAKER.

INFALLIBLE BUBBLES.

(To Mr. Punch.)

"Sin,
"Although yours is not a medical journal, I am sure

you will readily give insertion to a few lines, which may he

rendered, by means of yonr enormous circulation, instru-

mental in the preservation of thousands of lives. Cases of

recent occurrence have fearfully exemplified the fact

previously well enough established of the dependence of

Asiatic Cholera, in common with Typlms ancl other pestilences,

on the inhalation of the gaseous products of putrefactive

decomposition. These consist principally of sulphuretted

hydrogen ;
indeed that gas is, there can be no doubt, the

noxious agent. Now, Sir, I wish to direct public attention to

an infallible preventive of Cholera, and every other disease of

zymotic origin, which, in the form of an antidote against the

gas that occasions them, is presented to us by Homrcopathy.
You know that the cardinal doctrine of that science is that

similia similibus curantur ; like cures like. Well, Sir; there

is a gaseous compound analogous to, or like, sulphuretted

hydrogen : I mean seleniuretted hydrogen, also culled hydro-
selenic acid. The inhalation of a measure of atmospheric

air, otherwise pure, containing one part in ten biDions of tliis

gas, will secure any individual whatever against both Cholera,
and the whole class of affections resulting from the same cause.

"
Observe, only, that in order that the remedy may be

enabled to act all impediments to its operation must be

carefully removed. Sulphuretted hydrogen must cease to be

breathed. The drainage of the neighbourhood should be ren-

dered efficient ;
all the sewers should be flushed and trapped ;

all the cesspools stopped ;
all the graveyards closed ; all the

knackers' yards, bone-boilers', and catgut makers' establish-

ments and every other description of nuisance in the

neighbourhood abated.
" No other subsidiary conditions are requisite, except per-

sonal ablution, wholesome food, and abstinence from intoxi-

cating Quantities of gin, and other alcoholic fluids."
"
PESTLE."

SWEETS TO THE SWEET. Woman is a beautiful flower, that

can be told, in the dark even, by its (s)talk.

A NEW DEPARTMENT OF FLUNKEYISM.

ONE of our contemporaries the Observer not satisfied with regis-

tering the mere dinuer-givings, tli'je/fnei-s, migrations, and marriages of

the
"
upper classes," has just started a new department, to which the

rather alarming title of
"
Accidents in High Life

"
has been given.

We are henceforth, it seems, to be treated to the details of aristocratic

mishaps, and the public press is to inform us how LORD TOM NODDY
tumbled into a ditch while hunting, or what slips have been made by
LADY So-AND-So, We presume we may anticipate, under the thrilling

title of "Accidents in High Life," a few such paragraphs as the

following :

" We regret to hear of a rather uncomfortable casualty having
occurred to the young EARL OF SPOONBILL. His lordship, while riding
in Piccadilly, had the misfortune to run over a youug miscreant
who was carrying a basket of oranges. The young nobleman was
somewhat shaken by the concussion, which it is understood was

sufficiently violent to break the legs of the unhappy wretch who
was the cause of it

; but, as we ran by the side ot his lordship's

horse, to be able to give our readers the latest particulars of

his health, we did not wait to hear the fate of the degraded creature,
who is, we hope, by this time expiating in a jail the offence of

obstructing a thoroughfare and causing a temporary agitation to a

member of a noble family. Repeated inquiries at his lordship's area-

gale have satisfied us that there is no further cause for alarm. The
noble earl was attended by the family apothecary, who

"
exhibited

"
a

Sedlitz powder over night, and beef tea in the morning.

Glut of Money at the Museum.

A COMPLAINT has been made against the Trustees of the British

Museum, that they keep hoarded up several hundreds of duplicate
coins, which might be sold or otherwise advantageously disposed of.

It certainly does appear at first sight rather useless to keep several

hundred pieces of money of the same sort
;
but perhaps the Trustees

think it would not be prudent to leave themselves without one shil-

ling or penny, as the case may be, to rub against another.

THE AGE OP COMPLIMENTS.

EEMINGLY everybody
is getting

^

so very

polite to everybody else that it is begin-

ning to be almost impossible for two or

three persons to get together without a

meeting of two being got up to present
the third with a testimonial. If a steam-

boat goes on a rather lengthy voyage,
there is sure to be a party mustered to

pass flattering resolutions expressive of

confidence in the captain, although the

ship may have gone several hundred
miles out of its way, and there may have

been a variety of other disagreeable con-

tretemps.
The absurdity of testimonial - giving

has reached such a height, that we may
expect it to go still higher before it

finally topples over, and we shall not be

astonished to hear that two persons

riding together in a Hansom cab have

formed themselves into a meeting for

the purpose of presenting the driyer with a new lash to his whip, or

some other appropriate "testimonial." When we hear of votes of

thanks having been passed in favour of the commander of a steamer

across the Atlantic, we feel that the difficult navigation of the Thames
would warrant the presentation of a piece of plate say a toothpick

to the captains of the Penny Pink or the Halfpenny Bee, or the two-

penny Citizen. If steam-boat passengers are to come to compli-

mentary votes, what reason can there be why omnibus passengers
should not vote one of their body into the chair, and record a series

of resolutions in honour of the driver for his able and impartial eon-

duct on the driving seat, or the conductor for his uprightness on his

foot-board ?

THE STRIKE or THE DAY. The w;orst of all strikes is the strike of

Irish labourers which generally consists in beating their wives.
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THE ORGAN BOY'S APPEAL.
" WBTHINBTII POLICE COUBT, POLICEMAN X brought a paper of doggrel verses

to tike MAOISTBATE, which hail been thrust into bis bands, X said, by an Italian boy,
who ran away imim:<ti;it<-ly afterwards.

" The MAGISTKATIC, after perusing the lines, looked hard at X, and said he did not
think they were written by an Italian.

" X blushing, said, be thought the paper read in Court last week, and which
frightened so the old gentleman to whom it was addressed, was also not of Italian

origin."

O SIGNOB. BROTJERIP you are a wickid ole man
You wexis us little horgan boys whenever you can,
How dare you talk of Justice, and go for to seek
To pussicute us horgin boys, you senguinary Beek ?

Though you set in Vestminster surrounded by your crushers

Harrogint and habsolute like the Hortacrat of hall the llushers,
Yet there is a better vurld I'd have you for to know
Likewise a place vere the henimies of horgin-boys will go.

O you vickid HEROD without any pity
London vithout horgin boys vood be a dismal city !

Sweet SAINT CICILY who tirst taught horgin-pipes to blow
Softeu the heart of this Magistrit that haggerywates us so !

Good Italian gentlemen, fatherly and kind
Brings us over to London here our horgins for to grind ;

Sends us out vith little vitc mice and guinea pigs also
A popping of the Veasel and a Jumpiu of JIM CHOW.

And as us young horgin boys is grateful in our tarn
We gives to these kind gentlemen hall the money we earn,
Because that they vood vop us as wery wel we know
Unless we brought our hurnings back to them as loves us so.

O Ma. BRODERIP ! wery much I 'm surprise
Ven you take your valks abroad where can be your eyes ?

If a Beak had a heart then you'd compryend
Us pore little Horgin boys was the poor man's friend.

Don't you see the shildren in the droring rooms
Clapping of their little ands when they year our toons ?

On their mothers' bussums don't you see the babbies crow
And down to us dear horgin boys lots of apence throw ?

Don't you see the ousemaids (popty POLLIES and MARIES)
Ven ve bring our urdigurdis, smilin from the hairies ? '

Then they come out vith a slice o' cole puddn or a bit o' bacon or so
And give it us young horgin boys for lunch afore we go.

Have you ever seen the Hirish children sport
When our velcome music-box brings sunshine in the Court ?

To these little paupers who can never pay
Surely all gooa organ boys, for GOD'S love, will play.

Has for those proud gentlemen, like a serting B k
(Vich I von't be pussonal and therefore vil not speak)
That flings their parler-vinders hup ven ve begin to play
And cusses us and swears at us in such a wiolent way,

Instedd of their abewsing and calling hout Poleece
Let em send out JOUN to us vith sixpence or a shillin apiece.
Then like good young horgin boys avay from there we'll go
Blessing sweet &AINT CICILY that taught our pipes to blow.

PBISON DISCIPLINARIANS.
Who shall decide when jailors disagree 1

"

Extract from the Evidence taken before the last Parlia-
mentary Committee on the Subject of Prison Discipline.

CAPTAIN FONDLEPRIG'S Examination.

Q. 3491. Chairman. You have had considerable experience in the
treatment of felons and other prisoners, and have made prison discipline
the object of much consideration ?

A. 1 ha\e.

Q. 3492. Will you give the Committee your ideas of the mode in
which prisoners should be treated.
A. I recommend the utmost kindness and indulgence. The criminal

should excite our compassion, and we should do our utmost to alleviate
his sense of the punishment which society makes it necessary to inflict.
I would, on his arrival, ascertain, delicately of course, what had been

is previous lubits and tastes. If he could read, which I would
iscover by some little stratagem (such as placing a letter in his hand

and asking him what he made of the address, as it puzzled me, or some
other gentle device), I would cause amusing books to be placed, during

the night, in his cell, and secretly changed, so as not to put him under
obligation. If he could not read, poor fellow, I, or my wife, or my
daughter, should reud to him whenever he chose to ring for us, and I
would accord him Ihe indulgence of a pipe, if he wished it. To civilise

and lead him to the IVautit'ul, fresh (lowers should be placed in his

cell wo would, in naming it to him, call it his grot every morning,
and I would recommend the hanging his apartment with engravings
from the best masters, avoiding of course any subject likely to remind
him painfully of his incarceration. Music should be supplied, and I
have a plan for bringing all the Italian organists where 1 believe most
people wish they were, namely, within the walls of our gaols, to
soothe the minds of our captives. The bath should be recommended
to

;
but not forced upon him, and if he preferred a warm bath in his cell,

with Eau do Coloanu in the water. I should naturally order it. For
his health's sake, 1 should advise his adhering to the regular hours of

meals, but if he desired a glass of sherry and a sponge cake, or an ice

and \yafers,
or oysters and stout, between meals, it would be inhuman

to refuse it. The bill of fare should be brought to him each morning,
and any reasonable suggestions he might make for its alteration he
should see were attended to. If, which I do not anticipate, ho should,
despite this treatment, be insubordinate, I would, after long, patient,
and humble entreaty had been exhausted, threaten to withhold Tiis ice,
or withdraw his flowers, or, in a very bad case, I might refuse him Eau
de Cologne to his bath.

. 3493. If a prisoner were very rebellious, would you whip him ?

{The Witnessfainted, and was removed.

LIEUTENANT SKINNUM'S Examination.

Q. 3494. Chairman. You have had considerable experience in the
treatment of felons and other prisoners, and have made prison disci-

pline the object of much consideration ?

A. I have.

<j>.
3495. Will you give the Committee your ideas of the mode in

which prisoners should be treated P

A. Treated ! I 'd treat 'em, bless 'em. Shady side of a deuced good
bamboo 's the place for them. Confound them ! Why, if a fellow's
sent to jail, stands to reason he 's a scoundrel, and if he 's a scoundrel
treat him as such. It 's an insult to an honest man to leave a rogue
with a whole bone in his skin. My way 's short. Thrash a rascal
whenever you happen to be near him, and have a stick handy, which
I take care generally to have ; but a poker will do, or a crowbar, if

you 're in a hurry. The object of punishment is to prevent the offence

being repeated, and dash my buttons but a fellow -will think twice
before he commits an offence that gets him under my hands a
seeond time. Boys ? Why, boys are worse than men. A man steals,

perhaps, to feed his family ; but what does a blessed boy steal for ?

To buy tarts and gin, and i go to the penny theatre. I "take it out
of 'em, though. First I thrash 'em till there isn't a bit of their

system that can be called strictly comfortable. Next, I starve
'em till they 're as weak as rats. Then I give 'em work to dp
which they could hardly do if they were in the strongest health, and if

they drop down at it I lick 'em till they gt up again, and I refresh
their minds with pails of cold water into the bargain. That's the
right system. Ever kill them P Well, not often. Sometimes they die
out of spite, for these boys are very malicious and revengeful, and will
do anything to get an officer into trouble

; but I find the magistrates
baffle their malignity by taking no notice, and all goes on well. As for

insubordination, by Jove, they don't often try it with me, but an iron
collar, and a chain to hold it to the wall, a taste of the cat o' nine tails
after Morning and Evening Service, a sound kick whenever a jailor
happens to pass, and food placed before the rascal, but just ont
of his reach, for a few days, do wonders.

Q. 3 196. If a
prisoner

were very rebellions, would you whip him ?
Witness, (in a dreadful rage). Wliip him, Sir ! No, Sir ! Whipping's

too good for him, Sir ! I'd I'd I'd skin him alive, Sir that's what
I'd do with him, Sir.

[The witness, in his excitement, knocked over the short-hand writer
with a violent back-hander, and rushed out.

The Weapons of the Slave.

AT Wilkesbane, in Pennsylvania, two slave-hunters under the
Fugitive Slave Law did their best and worst to recapture a mulatto,
named K.EX. They placed handcuffs on him; but with these very
handcuffs, the man maddened by despair beat down and marked his
hunters. There is a moral in this, if America could understand it.

Well will it be if emancipation be granted before slavery, with its very
chains, shall knock down and mark the national slaveholders.

GENTLE READER ! If you have a remarkably strong constitution,
you may read the following ; but if not, we beg of you to pass it

over :
(

If a cigar makes a man ill, will a cheroot make a Man-ilia ?
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TIEE CROWN OF HUNGARY.

IT seems that the Royal Insignia of Hungary have lately been dug
out. of a hole in a very damaged condition. The Crown was cracked,

and the cloak of ST. STEPHEN, which, if it had been "made to

measure
"

for the Saint himself, must have been rather the worse for

wear, was so injured by damp that if ST. STEPHEN'S mantle should

fall on anybody else the result could only be rheumatism. The gar-

ment cannot, however, have been worth much, for if it was the cloak

that Hungarian royalty used to wear, it had long ago become trans-

parent, and might have been seen through very easily. We have not

heard how the rubbish came to be discovered; but as the cloak was

very seedy it may have sprung up, as anything of a seedy nature is apt
to do wheii buried in the ground, and thus given a clue to its own dis-

covery. Who got the Crown into the mess in which it was found is I

not a 'question very difficult of solution
;
but it is clear that those wlu

imputed its abstraction to M. KOSSUTH, were as much in the dark as

many of the acts and deeds of the Austrian Government. When a

Crown is dragged in the dirt and degraded, the probability is, that lie

whom the cap fits is the one whose head it ought to rest upon.

entirely to have overlooked the fact, that inasmuch as every innkeeper
is bound to keep open house, he is obviously obliged to take 11* many
people in as possible.

A WORD FOR THE HOTEL-KEEPERS.
EVERAL Correspondents

of the Times have
been writing thera-

i
-
KV%^J!SH HF; ^ - vu' selves int a sreat

rage lately, about
what they are

pleased to call the
"
Iniquity of our

present Hotel sys-
tem." They com-

plain,with awarmth
of expression which
is really very sea

sonable, that gc
where you will

throughout the

kingdom, you'll not

find an Inn which
is not inn-conveni-

ent to your per-

son, certainly, if

not to your purse.

Everywhere, they
say, you'll be

charged a good
price for bad ac-

commodation : and
the larger the es-

tablishment, the
smaller is your
chance of escaping

imposition. If you order a light dinner, you may be sure, never-

theless, you'll have to pay a heavy price for it. If wine be your
beverage, you'll be charged three and sixpence for a glass and a half of

Cape, served in a vinegar-cruet and called
"
a pint of Sherry :

"
or, if

you drink beer, you will get a jug of what it were a bitter raillery to call

bitter ale, and which, however nasty, you'll be charged a nice sum for.

So that, in either case, the process of selling these liquids may be said

invariably to include the purchaser. Your candles, too, they say,
which figure so highly as wax "

in the bill, will prove in the candle-
stick to be as bad a composition as the fourpence in the pound of a
fraudulent bankrupt : and whether lit or not, there's still the burning
shame that you 're to pay just the same for them. For "attendance,"
too, you are charged about as much as for a lawyer's : half-a-crown a
day being no uncommon item for the luxury of sometimes looking at a
waiter. And if you want a horse, you'll find there 's not one in the
stable but what's made a heavy charger.
Another of their complaints is, that in the fitting up of 9ur hotels

there is as much bad taste as in the -wines you cannot drink there.

For, while the second-class houses arc barely half-furnished, those
which are anomalously styled

"
first-rate

"
are as much over-done as

the victims who frequent them, all the rooms being crammed to every
corner with a lot of ugly furniture, for which nevertheless you've to

pay pretty handsomely.
In short, the British Innkeeper, as these writers represent him,

figures as a sort of human apteryx, who supports himself entirely by
the length of his bill.

Now, the correctness of these charges we admit as readily as we
dispute the landlords'. At the same time, we think there is an
evident excuse for, them; for the writers, m their vehemence, seem

MYSELF, AS I APPEARED ON PERUSING MY HOTEL BILL, HAVING STAYED
A NIGIIT IN BRIGHTON.

A LITTLE MONEY QUESTION.
DEAR PUNCH, DEAR,"
I want to ask

you
one little question. It is about

'defacing the coin.' I wish to ask whether my brother SEPTIMUS
is liable to be taken up? The foolish boy Las several waistcoats,
the buttons of which are made of coins. lie has one for cvery-day
use made with fourpenny pieces. He has another, the buttons of

which are made with naif-sovereigns. That is for Sunday wear, whilst
he has another for very grand occasions that is buttoned together with

two-sovereign pieces. He is with these absurd fancies quite a 'Man
made of Money,' and I know a young lady who calls him a

'

walking
chaiige for a ten-pound note.' It is very conceited of him to be sure,
and I am only afraid he will be taken up some day especially if he has
on at the time his great driving coat that has a long row of half-crowns

running down in front, and a couple of crown-pieces over the pockets
behind. Now I wish you to tell me, dear Punch, supposing he is taken

up, can they send him to prison, and cut his hair off, and make him eat

gruel for defacing the coin ? I am more frightened than I can tell you
about him.

"
Poor fellow ! It would be terrible to see two big policemen lay their

large hands on him, when he was out walking with his little sister,
and tear him away from my side, because he happened to be wearing
his grand pink shirt, with the studs made out of the tiniest threepenny
pieces. This talk about

'

defacing the coin
'
is all rubbish, for it strikes

me that if I give ten shillings for half-a-sovereign, I have a right to do
what I like with it to throw it in the fire even, if I choose ; but I am
fairly tired out of my life with such stuff !

"
I remain, my dearest Punch,'"

Your great friend and admirer,
"CLARA (at No. 10)."

"P.S. Supposing again I choose to wear a lucky coin round my
jcck that was given to me by JULIUS before he went to sea, I should
.ike to know what they would do with me ? I declare / would die

sooner than they should take it from me !

"

PUBLICANS AND PARSONS. Cathedral Chapters are compiled from
leaves taken out of Hotel-keepers' Books.

How7 TO BREATHE THE "FREE AIR" or AUSTRIA. Keep your
mouth shut !
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LE GRAND OPERA ENRHUME.
M. ILvLtvT, weary of compelling his orchestra to imitate the

tinkling of Bayaderes' armlets, or the solemn tramp of an army of

has, in his opera of the Nabob, now pn t he ( )|icra

jue, introduced a novel musical Hl'ect, upon which ,M,\ /'////<//, m
anticipation of its speedy transmission lo England
a word of comment. In the third act of the opera, I he libretto of

which, he it remarked, is from the pen of M. SrmuK, a chaise, con-

taining two of the principal characters, is upset at the door of a

tobacconist's shop in Wales. Of course, the occupants of the c

^sisted into the shop, where they sin? a duct with, as the French
papers .-ay, "A funny accompaniment of coughing and sneezing."
At this we arc told the whole novae

"
n-luta de rlre" and that "let

Ijrnidiahas les plus vives accueillirent ee joli morfeaa.'' If Mr. Punch
were not entirely free from all petty national jealousy, lie might,
perhaps, insinuate that M. IF.u.fcvY 'lias taken his idea from the
brilliant sternutations which the immortal tenor GRIMALDI was wont

.Immlcr, as the Morning 7W would say, upon his grand scena of
"

Tii'.

"
But he contents himself with M. IJALfevv's indirect

tribute of praise to that great artiste, and rejoices in the conviction
that the biilefioriturt of ilpoeeto Giiiseppe, now that they have received
the stamp ot 1'rench approval, will come into general acceptation
with us.

He expects that during the ensuing winter great pains will be taken
bo perforate the roofa and walls of our theatres, as managers \villfeel that

nger can succeed properly iu an air unless she stands in a draught,
lie expects also that his contemporaries will criticise the debut of a

new tenor after the following fashion :

" SIONOR INTOEDDATURA, who made his first appearance last night in the comic
opera of II Ontarro, has all the qualifications of a KPMI sin-.-r: viz. a line person, a
sweet and powerful voice, expressive and appropriate action, and a bid cold. He took
all his sternutations with the greatest ease, and in correct time, and in his grand aria
of ' Ah ! tit tradilricr,' the audience knew not whether to admire most, the great power
with which he gave the Ahchew sustaining the 'Ah 1

for some seconds, and then
uly pouring forth the 'Chew' In a volume of sound that UOPBEZ might have

i-n\i..,l -or the playful irony which h threw into his new and spiritual reading of
tlu- trwkojf. Ho was, however, but badly seconded by MADAME TESTACHIARA, who
was so nervous as to have no control over her organ whatever, so that the two pinches
of snuff which the prompter administered to her before she came on exploded at the
wrong time, and thus impaired the general effect of an otherwise fine performance."

One advantage, Mir. Punch perceives, will certainly result from the
TOUS prosecution of M. HiITT*a idea. It is that, whereas our

climate has hitherto been the bane, it will henceforth prove the
antidote of foreign singers. They will flock here in crowds to perfect
their education, nor will they be deterred from coming by a tear of

overstocking the market, as they will always feel sure that, there is

plenty of rheum for them in England. And even MR. SIMS REEVES.
when afflicted by the recurrence of his apparently hereditary cold, need
no longer disappoint the audience by withdrawing from them altogether,
but may favour them with

"
My lodging is on the cold ground

"
(a

song which will naturally afford great scope for a display of the new
ornaments), or with

" We '11 sound the gay Catarrh."

their suspicions looks that seem to say of every one on whom their

sharp, calculating -'!:
"

Well," 1 wonder hoVgneajrOI
and! wonder what harvest I shall get out of your gi We:

do not like this betting genus, with its whips and sw r
, and

thick-ruled trowscrs, into which a small fire-barred irate seems to have

been compressed, and < thick-lipped mouths, that are invari-

ably playing with a flower or a pieee of straw, or caressing the cud of

a pencil.

Now, this class of persons blocks up our public pavements. M-
i to pass by the Haymarkct, or .Icnnyn Street, or the purlieus of

tcr Square, about four or live o'clock, and you will lind that the

arteries of circulation arc tied up by those (hick coagulated knots of

betting men. The thorough "I \o" are com-

pelled to go into the mud of the i :led by the

refuse of th at. We wish the police would, until the entire

II d, sweep away I he oil'' ilo not see

why betting men should be >n the flag-

stones any more than applewomen, or even your openly-professed
beggar. The police might be worse engaged than in making them
" move on." In this instance we would have them not pay the

slightest respect to their
"

betters."

OBSTRUCTING THE PAVEMENT.

(

A POOH, applewoman is not allowed to loiter on the pavement.
The lithographic artist, who draws the reddest salmon and setting
suns OH the flagstones, is instantly told by the policeman to

"
walk his

chalks." The broken-down tradesman, with his white neckcloth, and
black gloves with the fingers peeping out of the tips, is not allowed to
lean against a door-post, and offer, in a melancholy attitude, his lucifer-
matches for sale. The same rigour is exercised towards the hundred-
bladcd Jew boy, the barefooted girl with her bunch of violets, and the
grinning Italian with his organ. Not one of them is allowed to mono-
polise the pavement, but is immediately commanded by the ferocious
policeman to

" move on." But there is a class of persons who are
permitted to remain still, where a child who is crying her apples"

three a penny
"

is not allowed even to loiter. 'Ihis class of persons
is not the most reputable class to come in contact with, nor the
pleasantes! even to look at It is the betting class. Pass a betting-
shop when you will, you are sure to find an immense crowd collected out-
side it.

There is no knowing what they talk about and we have not
the slightest wish to increase our knowledge but there they will
stand tor hours, running in and out of the shop, in the most feverish
state, exchanging memoranda in half-whispers, an 1 dot ting down incom-
prehensible figures in little clasp-books, which they hold up close to
their breasts, for fear

any
one slmuld see what they are inscribing in

t hem. They seem dreadfully afraid lest any one should peep over their
sh. .nlders, and discover the wonderful

"
odds

"
they arc penciling down.

v\ c have no particular love or partiality for this numerous class of
JiSR MAJESTY'S subjects. We do not like them, with their slangy
stable coats, their sporting hats knowingly cocked on one side, and

"THE BONES OF PAGANIM."
PARAORAPH with the above

startling heading has been

going the round of the

newspapers. It seems
that the bones of the

great violinist have been
turned into bones of con-

tention, by the priests
who have refused to bury
them. Several lawsuits
have taken place, and
there has been one appeal
to the Court of Nice,
which treated the matter
as a Nice question. This
court refused the request
of PAGANINI'S executors,

who were anxious to get
the bones buried; but
rather than submit to the

decree, without making
any further bones about
the matter, they appealed
to Genoa, which it seems
is somewhat over nice, for

it superseded Nice in

its decision. A further

appeal has, however, been
made to Turin, which
reversed the judgment of

Genoa, and a reference

to the Holy See is now spoken of. "There the matter rests," say
the papers, but where the bones will ultimately rest remains a

problem.

THAT VERY SMALL (POLITICAL) PARTY.

LORD JOHN RUSSELL, in his recent speech at Greenock, alluded
to the "absence of

party"
as a thing scarcely to be hoped, but

greatly to be desired. The word "
party

"
is so vague in its ordinary

! sense, that we should be glad to know the "party" to which LORD
'JOHN alludes. He may either mean "that party over the way, on
the other side of the House, or that

"
other party," or that

"
Irish

party," or that "troublesome little party" that is always asking incon-

jvenient questions, or some "party" that some other "party" is

always egging" on to annoy the Government. The only
"
party

"
to

which we are quite sure his Lordship did not refer is the Protectionist

party," for it would have been absurd to express a wish for the -.osence

of what has already ceased to be, and it would be even worse than

crushing a butterfly on a wheel, to call for the annihilation of a

nonentity.

Arms for Ireland.

THE QUEEN has suggested to the Irish the propriety of mending
their own clothes. Hitherto, when we have sent steel to Ireland, it

has been in the shape of swords and bayonets. QUEEN VICTORIA, how-
ever, a right royal housewife, presents sister HJBEKNIA with a packet
of needles.
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TRUE FEELING.
" My dearest Brother, confide in me. You are ill ?

"

"III, Jemima 1 Broken-hearted dyingI! For six months I've sought
Tier all my money gone in advertisements and inquiries ; but she is lost to

me far ever /
"

"She!"
" Yes ! The Woman who Starched that Collar l"

THE LANDLORDS' MEETING AT THE LONDON
COFFEE HOUSE.

SOME of our daily contemporaries have published an advertisement,
headed,

"
The TIMES versus ENGLISH HOTELS," and consisting of six

resolutions passed at a meeting of the principal Hotel-keepers of
Town and Country, held at the London Cofl'ee House, Ludgate Hill,
on the loth instant.

\\ hat end the public-house-keepers proposed to themselves in pub-
lishing those resolutions, it is not very easy to conceive. A mere
resolution that a newspaper, in criticising hotel prices, has abused the

liberty of the Press, will not persuade any reader of the paper to think
so. The worst tiling that has been, or could have been done to the
landlords by a newspaper, was the publication of their bills : do they
resolve this to be exceeding the bounds of just criticism ?

Unnecessary wax-lights, at 2*. a pair port and sherry fifty per cent,
above market price ; swipes calling itself ale, at 1*. per pot ; these and
all such items, if obviously extortionate, cannot be exhibited in any
other light by the simple resolution of the extortioners, even if that be
framed and glazed.

_

There is just one use which we may imagine these ostensible resolu-
tions to serve. Perhaps they are put forward by way of blind to the
real ones which were formed at this assembly of publicans. The
following, probably, arc those which the gentlemen actually con-
curred in :

Resolved, unanimously
I. That an agitation has been raised against hotel charges by the

Prqss, which, if unchecked, will perhaps result in the reduction of
Hinii, by terrifying some of us into diminishing our prices, and
necessitating the rest to follow their example.

II. That it is our interest to resist the attempt thus being made to

compel us, by intimidation, to moderate our bills.

III. That such resistance can be effectually maintained only by a
nrm combination amongst ourselves, based upon a determination" to
stand by each other, in the endeavour to perpetuate those exactions
which we now levy on the British Public

; but that by hanging closely
together, we may defy the Press, hold the public at our mercy, and
safely despise and disregard popular opinion.

IV. But that, in order to preserve this happy state of independence,
it is indispensably necessary to exclude most rigorously from the

Hotel-keeping business the pernicious principle of competition.

V. That every effort and exertion should therefore be made to induce

the Magistrates in town and country to persevere in their existing
excellent system of restricting tavern-licenses to certain parties;

thereby restraining that competition which would soon oblige us to

adjust our prices in conformity with the clamour of common sense.

VI. That a subscription be entered into in order to raise funds for

the further propitiation of the said Magistrates in our favour, by
bribing them additionally to persist in refusing licenses to any other

individuals than ourselves.

SHAMEFUL INTIMIDATION OF AN OLD
GENTLEMAN.

AT the Westminster Police Office, in the course of an organ-

grinding nuisance case, there was^ read, according to the reports, a

threatening letter ; which, as the following copy of it will show, was of a

very dangerous character. It was stated to have been addressed to
"
an aged invalid gentleman ;" who, we presume, had disobliged the

writers by growling at them and sending them away :

" SIONOR RUSSELL, You are one very great vicked ole man. You are one very
rechted miserable man. Why, you wil hart the pore horgan man that trys to get a
homiest living, for you have plenty yourself money ? Why you stop the poor horgan
man to get a little money ? You are a very ole feeble man, and cannot life much
longer. When you die where will your gulty sole go to ? You have no charity for the

poor horgan man; what charity will GOD have for you in the next world? What
mercy will he have for you? lie will be as hard to you in the next world as you are
to the poor man in this. You will go to purgatory and stop for ever and ever, if you
do not repent of your vickidnys, you brown breeched, blue coated, brite button ole

scarecrow
; now, in conclusion, three or four of us true sons of Italy have sworn by the

HOLY VIKGIN to make of you rite over upon the top of your own dore-steps one
fritefullest tomartyr.

"
Sined,

" ANTONIO G.
" GUILIO K.
" JUAN B."

The report further states that opposite the names were three

daggers ;
but from the theological views apparent on the face of the

document, we imagine that the daggers were merely the sort of index
which his Eminence CARDINAL WISEMAN is in the habit of prefixing !

to his signature.
MR. BitoDERir, we are told, read this letter, "which created much-

laughter." Of that convulsive affection, however, happily nobody died ; !

so that the communication was simply dangerous not actually fatal

to the hearers. To the original recipient, however, it seems to have
;

been productive of consequences seriously alarming, as it "had put i

him into such a state of bodily fear that he was nearly dead."

We have read of people who saw their own ghosts ;
which rather

frightened them. SIGNOR RUSSELL, perhaps, \\as in some degree
terrified by his own phantom, raised by the Italian organ-grinders the

apparition of himself iu brown breeches, blue coat, and brass buttons.

However, besides being thus exhibited as an "old scarecrow" to his.

own eyes, he had cause for apprehension in. one of the mysterious
menaces addressed to him. The threat of perpetual Purgatory, a
Protestant old gentleman might despise ; but that of martyrdom by
being made the frightfullest tomartyr upon the top of his own door

steps, is a substantial horror. It is suggestive of an idea dreadful

enough to make .him tremble over his bit of fish, and shudder in the

enjoyment of his mutton-chop the idea of being poundei and crushed

into a pulp, and ground by Popish organ-grinders to the consistence of

tomartyr sauce.

THEOCRACY OF RUSSIA.

THE Russians have been hitherto supposed to belong to the Greek

Church; but there now appears to be some doubt of this. It was

lately stated, in the foreign correspondence of some of our contem-

poraries, that after a recent review of his troops by PRINCE GORTS-

CHAKOFF, the General issued an order of the d:iy, in which he told the

nnny of occupation that they were called upon to annihilate Paganism,
deluding his address with "Long live the CZAR! Long live the

God of the RUSSIANS !

"
If PRINCE GOKTSCIIAKOFF is to be taken as a

correct exponent of Muscovite divinity, the religion of the Russians

must be identical with that of the YEZIDI, inasmuch as the latter, also,

are worshippers of the old gentleman denominated NICHOLAS.

"Fast" Literature.

A SPORTING "gent," who has courageously entered the "lists" at

several betting-houses, has lately purchased an elaborate work on

"Ethnology," in consequence of his having heard that it will give him
much information on the subject of

"
races."

A NEW MOTTO FOR RUSSIA. Bear and Overbear.

Willinm Hra.Ilmry of No. 13, Upper Wnliurn Placn, in the Parish of St. Pancras. imd Frederick Mullctt EVBIIJ, of No. 7, Cuurch How. Stoke Jfcwioeton. V>Mj in rbe Ciunty nf Mi Idlesex Printerm Lorobiiril Street, in the Precinct of WkUefriorii, in the City of Londgn.aud Published oylhem at iN'o. So, Fleet Street, in the I'adsh of St. ISrilc's, m tin: City ol
'

L j.ilj'i. -i.nuJu.iY, October 1, 1-., .
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OUR BEAUTIFUL FASHIONS OF THE
PRESENT DAY.

OUR beautiful fashions go on improving ! Like Buckingham Palace,

they arc constantly being altered, and never altered for the better.

U lint the \OUSaXLfafOM will be ultimately, there's no knotting.

Everything has been tried in the shape of (lowers, feathers, ornaments
on the top, and, in some instances, jiaint, that could possibly disliirure it.

Let these disfigurements only continue, and thej may have the

of Converting the human head into a kind of MKDISA'S, that will turn
into stone, all who look at it. ( hie of the latest absurdities is the wav
in which ladies wear their bonnets if it. can be, called wearing at all,

when it is falling, like a Capuchin's hood, right do:> their backs. It

thus forms a capital reeeplacle for collect ing any refuse or r.ilihisli that

may be dropt, or thrown, into it. \\'c kim . who found her

lionnel, when she col home, perfectly lilled with du.-i. It Was quite a
dust -liin in a small way and the luncheon, which was on the table at

the time, had to be sent away, as everything was spoilt by the dusty
that the lady had unconsciously shaken down upon it.

There was another lady whose husband is not so rich as he should

be, and who grumbles fearfully, poor fellow, at every new
has to jiay for- -who discovered lav i-'ui/u"i" to hi

1 as full as it could
hold ot orange-peel Some malicious little bo}s must have amused
themselves in walking behind her and pitching inioit every piece of

Orange-peel they found lying about. It was an amusing game of

piteh-in-the-hole to them. The consequence has been thai the lady,
who is extremely particular, especially when she lakes a new
like a new bonnet into her head, has iieeu compelled to throw away
her old bonnet, and to have a new one. The poor husband, who is

really to be pitied (husbands generally arel, has been ob.igcd, in order
to pay for the additional expense, to walk instead of riding, to give up

\ ing, and to cut oil' his luncheons all of which expenses came <mi

of his own pocket and not out of the housekeeping. The last time he
was seen he was so thiii that it was almost a microscopical effort to sec
him. But this absurd fashion, coupled with the other absurdity of

long dresses, has the one good ell'cct in keeping our streets clean, for the
low bonnets carry oil' all the superfluous dust, aud the long dresses carry
away all the superfluous mud.

It would be difficult to say which fashion, in point of cleanliness,
ranks the lowest. A classical friend of ours humorously declares
that he thinks the bonnets will soon be the lower of the two, and that
the ladies, for convenience' sake, will shortly be wearing them, tied on
to the end of their dresses. It will be relieving them, he funnily
ays, of a great draw-back and will have the further advantage of

keeping their dear heads cool. This classical friend also says that th

ladies, as viewed at present with their bonnets hanging behind them,

all. the eccentricities in the way of dress do not lie exclusively on the
side of the ladies.

We must not throw
every absurdity on their backs. The gentlemen

come in, also, J'or
a large snare of the ridiculous. Look at an elegant

I young gent of the present day! His hat you must confess is fault-
less. It combines every quality within its lovely chimney-pot form.
It has not only beauty of

shape, hut utility of purpose. The brim is

admirable. \ lady-bird can about settle on it, and that is all. There
is just sufficient, width to enable you to lift the hat with, and what
more do you want? As for keeping the sun off, it is not needed for
t hat purpose, for when is the sun ever seen in England ? and as for

keeping the rain oil', as it is a we.ll-ki.ovvn fact that no Englishman ever
veninres out of doors w it bout his umbrella, it cannot be needed for that

purpose anymore than for the sun. Then look at the shirt-collar!
It is a high linen wall, behind which the face is securely
protected from the sharp, cutting winds that arc continually flying

i our climate, like so many aerial guillotines. One's head would
infallibly be chopped off, cleaner than any head of asparagus, if it were
not for some such protection; and besides, we should not lind fault

with our young men if they do try to hide as much as they can of their
beautiful features. You may be sure they oidy do it out of charity to
the ladies ! The small ribbon that fences in this high wall of collar is,

likewise, most beautiful. It is almost an invisible fence that is planted
evidently more for omamcnt than use. The wall would look cold and
naked a kind of workhouse wall without it. We may say that every
part of the dress bespeaks a degree of taste that would win the adniira-

tion even of a savage. In fact, get a savage a greater savage, if you
C8H, than one who beats his wile; then select a Young Lady and a

^oung (ient in the present year's costumes; let the former be as

as you like let the latter be as green as you can find him :

then put them before your savage turn them gently round for five

minutes, and then ask him his candid opinion. We will wager our
next week's receipts no small wager, by the way that he will be

puzzled to say

look like female anthropophagi, or "monsters whose heads do grow
beneath their shoulders." However, we have only one hope that the
fashion, which seems to be dropping lower and lower every day, will

gradually drop off altogether, and then the marital cry will be "'it iff
if pau de Bonnets !

"
and Cranbourne Street will be ruined. But after

WHICH LOOKS THE MOST RIDICULOUS ?

"ENOUGH'S AS GOOD AS A FEAST."

AT the dejeuner given the other day to MR. G. V. BROOKEJ it was
stated by the manager of Drury Lane that after the morning per-
formance, which took place last week, the public-houses in the

neighbourhood of the theatre were crowded with people, who, after

seeing Othello, were refreshing themselves for the purpose of seeing
The Stranger in the evening. We admit that two tragedies in one day
must be rather warm work for the audience, as well as for the actors,
and we do not wonder at "refreshment" being found necessarv to
enable the public to go through with the day's labours. Some plays
are drier than others, and it would be a curious fact to ascertain how
much more washing down The Stranger would require than Othello. If
we were to attempt a calculation, we should say, that if SHAKSPEARE
took a bottle of sparkling Moselle, nothing short of a hogshead of heavy
would be needed to make KOTZEBUE go down at all glibly.

Another Ghost!

OF course we continue to receive reports of the appearance of other

ghosts. In the playhouse world, last week, it was reported that the

night watchman on duty at the Princess's was startled by the ghost of
^liii'Mli. Now, as the theatre does not open until the 10th the news
must be premature.

VOL. xxv.
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MANNERS AND CUSTOMS.

JJDER the rules issued by the

Treasury Commissioners with

respect to the appointment of

Custom House officials, it is

declared that persons nominated

to be searchers must be fully

acquainted with vulgar frac-

tions. There is no objection
to this kind of vulgarity as

one of their qualifications, but

we hope no necessity exists

that they should be guilty of

any other, and continue to be

rude and i"solent. Another
rule provides that no person
will be admitted to the service

who shall have committed an
offence against the revenue laws.

\\ hat then lias become of the

maxim "
Set a thief to catch a

thief?"

" THE PLAGUE WITHIN OUR GATES."
" THE Plague is at our doors !

"
the watchers cried amain :

At the shrill call England raised up her head :" Arm ! arm against the Hague !

"
the watchers cried again :

England turned round upon her lazy bed,
Folding her arms in dreamy drowsihead" Arm ! arm !

"
the watchers cried the watchers cried in vain !

England not stirring slept ; or if perchance one stirred,
'Twos bat to vent a muttered curse on those

Whose warning trumpet-call through folds of slumber heard,
Broke in upon the pleasure of repose,
With ugly thoughts of death and dying throes

So Echo's voice gave back the watchers' idle word.

As when a leaguering host, under the shroud of night,
Hath sapped a city's wall, and creeping in,

Mashes with sword and fire upon the sleepers' sight,
Who springing, drunk with fear and dazed with din,
Out of their beds, to grope for arms begin

Arms that should long ere then have been girt on for fight

So suddenly the Plague hath crept within our gate ;

With even such wild yell and hideous note
Of fear, we start from sleep, to find the choking weight

Of those blue, bony finsers on the throat
;

To meet those stony eyes that glare and gloat
On victims who, fore-armed, had struggled with their fate.

We run this way and that
; we cling to all fhat come

With nostrum or defence
;
and as we fall

We curse the watchers too, and ask,
"
Why were ye dumb ?

Why waked ye not the sleepers with your call ?

Why urged ye not the warriors to the wall ?
"

Meanwhile to the Plague's breath lives helplessly succumb.

And while he stalks abroad, on his triumphant way,
_
We fetter his allies ; his arms we hide :

Allies that till lie came had unmolested sway
To make within our walls these breachi s wide,
Through which pur grim and ghastly Foe did stride

;

Arms that for his right hand we have furbished many a day.

And now with bended knees, and heads bowed to the ground,
In sudden piety high Heaven we sue

To stay the Plague that still his mightiest strength has found
In what we have done ill or failed to do
Whose weapons we keep ever sharp and new"'

Some of whose champions bold we as our chiefs have crowned.

A Noted Impostor.

THE Russian note is not to be judged of so much by its contents, as
by its envelope not so much by what it says, as by what it attempts
to cover. If the note should prove a failure, the CZAR will have reason
to regret that he did not show his usual address on the occasion.

OUR TOURIST IN PARIS.-No. 6.

No Englishman can visit the Picture Galleries at the Louvre without

thinking of a building in London devoted to the same purpose, which
is neither very beautiful nor very convenient

;
and it is rat her 1 ompting

to enlarge on the despicable show the Trafalgar Square collection
makes beside the principal Continental ones. The equitable temper,
however, of your Correspondent leads him to suggest some reflections
which will mitigate that censure. The National Gallery was not built

by the luxurious sovereign of an impoverished people, or it might have
been larger and more splendid. No curse cleaves to its stones. The
pictures are not the fruit of rapine and confiscation, or the collection

might have been more extensive and valuable. As it is, it contains
less rubbish and more priceless gems than any gallery of its size in the

world; and no pillaged aristocracy, no humbled province, claims a
canvas there. Such considerations consoled him as he paced up the

gilded saloon of APOLLO to the square chamber which holds the

masterpieces of the collection. RAPHAEL, PAUL VERONESE, LKONARDO,
and TITIAN appear in all their glory; but the star of the room and
cynosure of neighbouring eyes, 13 MADAME SOULT'S MUIULLO the

Assumption of Mary. A crowd of devout admirers cluster always
round this great work and the artist who is employed in copying it.

It has the effect of a tender strain from one of MOZART'S masses, sweet
and sensous, yet not low. Ladies cannot but be charmed to see that
a saint can be so pretty, and turn with a shudder from dirty anchorites
and unshaven marhrs to gaze again and again at those' lovely eyes
and silky hair, and those elegant hands crossed so gracefully on her
bosom.

Certainly nothing can be more delightful than to sit on the central
ottoman (which by the way is a great deal more comfortable than those
backless rout seats that we wot of), and, shitting one's position from
time to time, study the various marvels of art that clothe the walls of
this saloon. Your Correspondent, like every English gentleman,
knows (or wishes to be thought to know) something about pictures,
but he is not minded to gratify you with the slang that is usually
thought necessary for the proper treatment of this subject. Wherefore
he will make no allusions to breadth, or chiaro-scuro, or texture, or bits
of colour. PAUL VERONESE'S Marriage at Cana is before him, fresh
and varied as a bouquet of flowers, and he wishes to enjoy it as lie

would digest his dinner, without giving technical reasons for the

process. He turns to a group of RAIMIAEL'S (I beg pardon, RAPAELLE'S),
and would not for the world spoil the pleasure they give him by
speculating on the Roman School and the artist's three manners, and
the influence of PIETRO PERUGINO or MICHAEL ANGELO on his style,
and so forth. These fine art critics are a cold-blooded set of fellows,
and look at a picture as an attorney does at a lease, to see if they
cannot pick a hole in it.

All this time the eyes of the enthusiast have been wandering to a
corner of the chamber where an artist is copying a small Rembrandt.
It is not the Rembrandt he is regarding, but the artist. How excessively
nice ! The most charming young lady perched on a pair of steps, like
a dear little bird in a tree. She bends over her work and draws her
head back, and scans the effect on one side and the other with, really,
the most irritating picturesqueness. She wears a blue robe just the
colour of her eyes, with a little ermine tippet, and when an ancient

dragon, who is reading a novel at the foot of the steps, in a cloak and
ugly bonnet, speaks to her, she laughs and shakes her blond c/ievelure,
and is so delightful altogether, that it is quite impossible to attend to
the pictures. Let us go into the long gallery where the students are
not so fascinating. Dirty, long-haired, and bearded men in blouses,
and females in seedy crumpled black, look up as we pass by from their
easels.

An English family runs past with the blue catalogues in their hands.
A precious bore the whole affair is to them. They must be quick,
there is no time to lose.

" What a lot of pictures ! Isn't that a funny
man with a beard ? How slippery the floor is ! RUBENS, ah, really.

Come, girls, we must get back to MEWREISE'S to lunch. There's the
Bose Arts, and the Museum of Artillery, and the Bois de Bullown ""
You should say Bulloyne, Pa " "

to be done before dinner."

A long vista of pictures ordered, as all galleries should be, chronolo-

gically. As you enter, mystical compositions, or rather appnrii ions of

draped anaels and saints gaze at you with sleepy eyes from firmaments
of gold. Their limbs are long and gaunt ;

their looks grimly devout,
and their heads are set awry on their shoulders. Is it credible that
there should be educated men in the present day who yearn after these

barbarisms, and have no sympathy with the struggles made by sub-

sequent artists to get free from their influence ? And that clergymen
should put up copies of the same in our churches, and almost anathe-
matise as heathens those who prefer better drawing ? This period is

the very winter of art, and the next is the spring, all life and freshness
aiid beauty. We cannot but here remember the young painters in

England who have borrowed a name, if not a principle, from the times
before RAPHAEL. Already their works have become the great point
of attraction in the Royal Academy; already they have reaped the
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success of enthusiastic praise, and the still rarer and more precious

success of rancorous abuse. What docs our friend OKTOLAX say mi

]OCt ?

AN lias a lively sense of every sort of pleasure. He orders a

dinner better than another man, and enjoys it- more; In: is a good
;, nil veil known as a first-rate wicket-keeper at L<

But only his intimate friends are aware how lie i literature

and ait, and how solid his acquirement! are in both. He is now

quietly auaKsinir the method employed by TITIAN in painting flesh

when he i nr Correspondent. "What do 1 think ol

Pre-Baphaelitism F 1 don't know what it means. Where are you to

find out? There was a pamphlet eeitainly with that title which

stnmiih recommended painting from Nature, lint there is nothing very-

new in thai. A I and very siek it makes one

of tli il wi!.r s, and sntin, and annum-, and platc-trlass and

ohina, and fruit and flowers, nod shin;. deer. 1 don't speak
of Imii pamphlet lias already

proved that the moderns in tliis lino arc very superior, because belief

imitators than the old. One notion ol' In nd to

novelty, thai a, painter should '.select nothing and reject nothing' in

Natan. Hut I don't understand what, he means by this. How ean

you avoid selecting and rejecting: 1 .suppose some things are JIM

than others, just as .
iliers. EBa

hiirdlv want a man lo shut his eyes to what gives him pleasure. If he

docs I ;, and must know that he 's wrong. It' not, he

mean that when you down to paint, the
subject you have

selected, yon ought to paint it as it is. If that is all his discovery, what,

is the use of making such a fuss about it ? Of course you ought, and

so every industrious student does, to the best: of his anility. But you
must, distinguish bet ween studies and pictures. The liret are merely

the second arc, or should be, poems. No one was more
aware of this than the landscape painter whom lie wm ships so de-

voutly, and who is generally thought to have pushed poetical treatment

of landscape! to an extreme.
"
But, perhaps, this writer does not tell us what we want to know,

and we must look for Prc-ltaphaclitisin in the pictures tin -n selves.

Most, of them are clever, and some of them show the very highest

ability; but this, of couise, is not the Pre-RapMielite part of the

work, and must be put out of sight. No new principle can produce
genius, though ^ find out the new principles. What then
remains ? Is there a quaintness of form and manner which reminds
one of the early Italian painters ? I think there was a good deal, and
still is some, but thev happily seem to be working themselves free from
a peculiar!) y w hich, to my mind, is neither more nor less than affectation.

Is it an extraordinary fancy for ugly people that seems occasionally to

possess them like an evil spirit ? If this is the new principle, the
sooner it is put down the better. There are quite enough fnghts in

the world without stereotyping them for the delectation of all time. Or
is it a toilsome elaboration of detail, which not one man out of a
thousand could ever see without a glass ? I confess, that even where
the minute objects themselves form the subject of the picture, this

painful execution is quite oppressive to me. I seem to be looking
through an inverted telescope, which gives everything a hard ou'line

that 1 never see in Nature myself, and never want to see
;
and further,

while there is an atmosphere, I don't believe anybody else can see.

But where tin's minute detail is merely accessory to the subject of the

picture, there I hold the system to be wrong and false in the strongest
sense. It is, of course, very catching to talk about imitating Nature

exactly, but one simple test will show that for dramatic or poetical

subjects it won't do. Dress up two models as carefully as you like,

put them into appropriate attitudes, take a calotype of the group, copy
it exactly ou t he canvas, call it llainlet and the Ghost, and then ask

yourself what notion it gives you of SHAKSPI-.KK. Imitation of Nature
is only an expedient. The end of Art is to please."

HOW TO PAY YOUR TAXES.
"Mi:

"
DIHEOT Taxation may be compensated for by cheapness;

but it is very painful. \\ lieu we arc compelled to pay a lot

at Once, v,e feel a pang which the disbursement, of twice a.-, much dis-

tributed over a longer period, in small additions to our expenditure,
not occasion. The latter case resembles the gradual extraction

of a single hair: the former is equivalent lo having a whole handful

torn right out. You know th.-.t you u,a\ lose a quantity of blood by
tVei]iieiit leeching, which, if air: once from your system,
would make u.u faint. 1 am still .suffering from the recent payment of

,1 taxes; and shall not, lose the horrible sensation for a week.

& to the Income-Tax it has the effect of a line: a regular pi

luenl. Couldn't these dieaoful penalties lie
j
aid by instalments? I

re I am almost determined the next time 1 am forced to undergo
one of them, to have myself put under the influence of chloroform. I
ha\c sometimes thought of brandy instead; but 1 have a generous

,:ess, which spirituous liquors arc apt to stimulate, and 1 am afraid

that if 1 wt re to pay my li.<- H I he stale I allude to, I -I

fling down a few guineas over the" amount a r.\ contribution,
une with enthusiastic devotion to my QUEEN and Country.

"
Yours, a severely plucked

"September 29, 1853."
" MICHAEEMAS Goc

"
P. 9. IF we have war, these taxes will become quite intolerable ;

and chloroform will be absolutely necessary."

THE CROWN OF ST. STEPHEN.

THE new-found crown of Hungary has been brought in great state

to Vienna, and \\ith like state returned again to Hungary. The reason
for this (we impart I he news to the reader as private and confidential)
was 15AKON LIONEL ROTHSCHILD, having examined the diadem,
refused to lend a single penny upon it. The real, original stones have
been taken out, but we understand the POPE has, in the handsomest
manner, proposed to supply other gems of far surpassing value

namely, no other than half-a-dozen of the pebbles that stoned
ST. STEPHEN himself. __^_

The Supporters of Austria.

THE arms of Austria are the eagle ; the double-headed eagle. When,
however, we thiuk of the paper currency of the house of Hapsburgh
currency issued only to be dishonoured the supporters of Austria
are surely not eagles, but as NOKES, the wag upon 'Change, says
kites.

OUR SHABBY COffTEMPOKABIES.

Wi: have a bone to pick with
our contemporaries. In

reporting the speech of

LORD PALMERSTON, at

Perth, they recorded a

passage in which the noble
Lord suggested that those
who saw and heard things
that were going wrong,
shoidd communicate them
to the public officer whose

duty it is to put them
right, which would be

conferring a great favour
on the man in

office^
as

well as doing a benefit of

magnitude to the country
at large. They represent
his Lordship as saying, in

continuation :

" There may be a p-est deal of chaff in that which is received but If in bushel of

chaff he shall find a pint of good corn, that bushel of chaff would be worth winnowing,
and he can turn that pint of corn to good purposes."

But why has that been omitted which followed of course, and by the

omission of which the above extract is made to conclude with abrupt-

ness to read, as it were, broken off, stumpy? What motive, but a

mean one, was there for suppressing what LOBD PALMEKSTON must

have gone on to say ? namely, that in communicating to Government

information respecting things that go wrong, mixed up with chaff, the

most essential services had been rendered to an applauding nation by
a popular periodical which modesty prevents Punch from more

distinctly alluding to.

CIVIC SIMPLICITY.

THE next Lord Mayor's Day is, we are told, to be celebrated with

touching simplicity. Gilt gingerbread has had its day ; and Bartholo-

mew Fair being abolished, the Lord Mayor's coach will follow the gilt

chant ieleers-in-trowsers and other gorgeous gingerbread. MR. ALDER-
\VIUE'S liveries are very simple, but very significant. Being a

lawyer, he has put characteristic facings on his profession, clothing his

coachman and footmen in suits of parchment with shoulder-knots of

ape. The effect is very handsome. The worthy Sheriff's motto,
Vincit aui patitur, is very happy, and is beautifully engrossed upon
the cuffs and collars. Vincit gut patitur. He conquers who suffers !

How often is it illustrated in law. He who wins, fays .'

SCOTCH INFLICTIONS. "Winter" say the papers "has already

set in with severity in Scotland." What is worse ; LOBD ABEBDEEN

has, months since, set in with severity in England.
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HOTEL DE PEN7QN \IILLE_
.

-

DUE FRIEND, 'ARRY BELVILLE, IS SO KNOCKED ALL OF A HEAP BY THE BEAUTY OF THE FOREIGN FISH

.GIRLS, THAT HE OFFERS HIS 'AND AND 'ART TO THE LOVELY PAULINE.

MILITARY REWARDS IN CHINA.

THE Chinese heroes who are now cutting off each other's tails and

mutilating each other's limbs, appear to realise a iar larger quantity of

kicks than halfpence by their warlike achievements. Even a successful

general seems to make but a sorry business of it, for the renowned
HiAKG-YuNG. after taking a bridge and a few other important positions,
was rewarded for his heroic exploits by

"
permission to wear a yellow

riding jacket." The poor fellow seems to nave been regularly jockied
by his Imperial master. Military rewards are evidently cheap in China,
lor

"
peacock's-feathers,"

"
strike-lights," and

"
pen-knives," are

enumerated as the articles of which the EMPEROR is most lavish to
his successful soldiers.

We wonder what our WELLINGTON would have said to a bunch of

cock's tails after Torres Vedras, by way of having so many feathers in

his cap ;
or a. box of lucifers as a light recognition of his services at

Waterloo. There must be a true relish for military glory among the
Chinese generals, if they are sufficiently

"
pleased by a feather

"
to

risk their lives in the hope of obtaining a bit of a peacock's tail on
which to plume themselves, and are prepared to cairy on "war to the
knife

"
with a pen-knife in prospect by way of acknowledgment. If a

more civilised commander were, after a brilliant achievement, to be
offered a pen-knife, he would probably use it to

"
cut his stick," and

leave the service for ever.

" Another and Another still Succeeds."

BYRON has informed us that
" Mont Blanc is the monarch of

mountains," but how are we to describe ALBERT SMITH, who seems
determined to make himself the

"
Monarch of Mont Blanc ?

"
It is

true that he could scarcely fix upon a higher point for the summit of
his ambition. If he has chosen that particular walk in life, though it

is laborious and slippery, we see no reason why he should not repeat
his "terrific ascent" as often as he feels disposed. If he should
continue to go

"
up, up, up

"
for another year, we shall begin to look

upon the ascent of Mont Blanc as ALBEKT "
SMITH'S work in general."

SIGNS MADE SYMBOLS.

REFORM of the extortionate

system of British Hotels

might be commenced with an
alteration of their nomencla-

ture, consisting in a judicious
allotment of nicknames. The
good old English signs of the

Dragon, the Lion, Red or

Black, and such like, should

be taken as examples of the

principle on which all those

places of plunder should be

designated. Those time-ho-

noured appellations are re-

commended not only by their

antiquity but by their can-

dour, and we would have

every extravagant Inn, that

is, almost every Inn in the

kingdom, that docs not rejoice in one of them, denoted and commonly
culled and known by a similar kind of title ; as, The Crocodile, The
Boa Constrictor, The Hyena, The Condor, The Wolf, The Ogre, in

order to signify that it is the den of a ravenous monster that subsists

by devouring travellers.

Credit at a Discount.

THERE was great consternation at the West End on the announce-
ment being made that the rate of discount had been raised in the Back

parlour cf SHADKACK AND Co. from fifty-five to sixty per cent.

Even tlu's amount of interest was insufficient to ensure the discount of

some very good paper for though the paper itself was certainly very

good, it was spoiled by some very bad names on the back of it. 9



WHAT EVERYBODY THINKS.
Young Palmers/on, \ QH CRIKEY ! WHAT A SCOTCH MULL OF A PRIME MINISTER !

"

a sharp clever uoy. J

[THAT MAY BE, BUI IT is NOT PBETTY TO SAY so. Puncn.

OCTOBER 8, 1853.] , No. 639.
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what superfluous. Nevertheless such a.document was got up and was
actual) > signed b\ 1 to

- IMS-

BODY, Miss ANNA MARIA SIMIIHOHY, MASTKK .). SOMKHOJIY, and a lot

of little SiMKIiODlK.s nr NOBODIES, who wo suppose had a family

meeting with I'apa or M,-111111111 in the chair, to appoint a deputation to

"goup"with tie pfeoe of flatulent flattery to the
"
BMPBEOB." \\'e

can excuse ' d hy a very venerable

Hi-, who read to tin: slrini N M'ULI-.IIX th.: \ery sa:-

that a '-ad to tin: n'al N\I. LZOS
"

fortj yean ago,
in th<:

iiialunty of her beauty" (v, hat a Ijeauty she must lie in lb.>5 if

she was full hlown in 1804); but we cannot understand what pretext
could lie for a few Kiiu-li-.li old uomru and children expressing their

lUi KMIKKOK."
Their"MajcM having been "washed, just

washed in a shower," WI.H ,1 as they approached the ,~-

Prefecture, and a vast crowd of umbrellas was all that could be

by tli : d mult it iidi'. Their was all tin- usual humbir,' of

receiving the kejs, \\ liicli I used, and would of COI

tu lit tlie lock, which in its turn would inevitably deel ne i i act, and
the Imperial cou|)le were then dragged about in the rain, under the

dripping* ft the fcMoous an 1 tlu-uiej-h the theatrical archi , one of

\vlin-h\\a- .I'tcr tin- ./. in reality a

[deioile or arch of canvas. No "
left the.

town than onr old fVi: be ;an to puff and blo.v through all

the streets, which he very rapidly cleared of all I usand

I
additional lights," sending the paper lanterns through the air on all

sides, and whisking away the CM loons, wind tantly
tinned into skipping : :ie delighted r/i/u/i,/x. Thus, like every-

thing else, the whole affair of the
"
EMPKKOK'S "

visit to Boulogne was

speedily blown over.

ECONOMY.

/ What are yo-

Child. " / am only cutting and contriving a Frock for tny Doll I
"

Mamma. "My dear child! What are you doing with my best Velvet

Dress?"

THE EMPEROR AT BOULOGNE.

(By our own Eye-Vitntss.)

BOULOGNE has for some weeks presented the miserable aspect of a
sort of daylight Vauxhall, or the

"
behind the scenes

"
portion of a

theatre at rehearsal time. The "EMPEROR" having been expected
nearly a month ago, the

"
authorities

" who had made him captive in
1840 determined to captivate him in 1853 by turning the town into a
series of

"
bowers of bliss

"
by the aid of at least 1000 scaffolding

poles and some millions of yards of evergreens. The
"
authorities,"

having formed themselves into a sort of committee of stage manage-
ment, proceeded to get up the scenery and properties

a month ago ; and
during that month, the equinoctial gales have been shifting the

scenery and distributing the properties in a most vague and impartial
manner. Several "triumphal arches" have been for the last

three weeks staggering in a sort of drunken state in the middle
of the principal thoroughfares. The festoons of

"
evergreens

"

have been helplessly hanging about in a condition which shows
that the immortality of their greenness is a mere myth,
for we never saw a collection of used-up tea-leaves looking so

thoroughly "done brown." as these long lines of deceased box,
dangling about in the blustering breath of BOREAS. The rain, as if

mistaking them for real "tea-leaves," and hoping to get still some
good out of them, has kept them in almost a perpetual soak, and the

pavements have been strewed with dying or dead asparagus in that

feathery state it assumes when the asparagus has all gone, and the
plants have taken it into their heads to put forth a rather graceful
but unprofitable luxuriance of green-stuff.
We must give every credit to the

"
getting tip

"
of the

" EMPEROR'S"
reception, for we certainly never saw so many

"
set scenes

"
employed

in a single act, and when we remember that the act was a mere farce,
the expense incurred seems still more remarkable.
The "properties" were also on the most elaborate scale, and the

pasteboard eagles were equal to any owl we ever saw in the palmiest
flays of Der Freischiitz. Immense "troops of auxiliaries" and"
supernumeraries

"
in military uniforms were engaged expressly for

the occasion, and as these had to be billeted on the inhabitants, there
were instances of a quiet English family or two having to entertain
a dragoon, while in one case the choice between a colonel, or two lien-

tenants, or four privates was offered to a quaker, who was residing
at Boulogne for retirement.

There could be no objection to any amount of obsequiousness in
which the Boulonnais themselves might indulge, but surely a

"
loyal

address" from the English to any sovereign but their own was some-

THE FREEBOOTER OF THE CASTLE.

AN Outlaw bold, I quarter hold in a goodly castle free,
Which I wot the Lord, of his own accord, would scarce allow to me.
And I scorn to sleep in the donjon keep ; but the room of state is mine,
And I work the beef of the fat old thief, and I tope the old rogue's wine.

For. sooth to say, upon his prey, I banquet as I will,
And hereby ye know that my Lord ako doth plunder, fleece, and pill,

He spoils and takes, yet no law breaks, the statute keeps within,
As a man may do tke traveller who doth shear to the very skin.

The lion's feed, through his own greed, the little jackal supplies,
So I make my boot of another's fruit, and feast on another's prize.

My eyes flash out, and for joy I shout, the wayfarer to view,
He is game, I ween, that mine Host so keen and his serfs for me pursue.

In glee 1 skip as I think they '11 strip him of all that his poke can hold,
As they hack with a will and a brandished bill and hew out the victim's

gold,
And screw and wring with a long long string, to squeeze out more and

more:
It pleases me so that I laugh Ho ho ! and hurl out a demon's roar ;

For I know to-night that luckless wight will at my mercy lie ;

I shall get the good of his sumptuous food and his red port wine so

high.
On him I '11 creep in slumber deep when he is bound for me !

Do ye know me now ? Do I neea avow that I am the TAVERN FLEA ?

A CASE OF CLEAN HANDS.
" WOULD you like to wash your hands, Sir ?

" "We would."
"
This

way, if you please, Sir." We follow, and are shown into a closet, and
allowed to introduce ourselves to soap, water, and towel. We are

about to depart for our dinner for we are at the Sun and Staylaee at

Richmond, or at the Crazier at Greenwich when we find, mounting
guard at the closet-door (with all

th,e
calm determination of a sentinel)

the chambermaid. She is upon duty there, for at least sixpence
for water, soap, and towel. For, at least, sixpence ; and you can see

by the calm energy of the woman's countenance that she has resolved

I
to have that tester, or like a true and acknowledged heroine of the

domestic drama, to perish in the attempt. But she has never yet been
known to perish, for she has always achieved her little sixpence !

Ha'porths of Philosophy.

THE only legitimate strike is the strike of the iron when it is hot.

A coward is generally a bully, for he who is chicken-hearted may
naturally be fowl-mouthed.

THE MOUSTACHE ! Working-men are about to adopt the moustache.

Consequently, all idlers in self-defence must shave.
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ANOTHER INSULT TO IRELAND !

(From the Nation.)

"
IT is repotted that the ever glorious JOHN

MITCHELL has escaped from the blood-red hands
of the sanguinary Saxon. And what has been
the reward offered for his apprehension ? Why
'2 or such lesser sum as may be determined

upon by the convicting magistrate !

'

Forty
shillings for that heroic martyr ! Oh, my
countrymen, docs not the brutal Times, every

day of its atrocious existence, offer more for a

strayed cur a wandering puppy-dog ? And
forty shillings (or less) for the hope of Erin !

"

It would seem that the Colonial Government
lias orders to treat Irish patriots as at rural

fairs and merry-niakings the master of cere-

monies treats pigs ; namely to grease well

their tails, that they may the more easily slip

out ot hand.

WEIGHT AND MEASURE.
"
Quite full, iffarm. Might hare sqooycd the Child in, but you're alout a Tiiv.nct and a

'arftoo larye."

Theatrical Act of Grace.

OUR theatrical readers will rejoice to know
that MR. CIIAKLES KEAN will re-opeu the

Princess's with an act of clemency. The play-

going world lamented to learn that MR. KEAN
in pursuance of a high, unflinching principle
had erased the QUEEN'S name from the

List, for having incautiously laughed at Free
MR. BRAID'S imitation of MR. KEAN. We are

happy to learn, however, that HER MAJESTY'S
name has been restored, intelligence to that

effect having, last week, been sent from the

Box-office to Balmoral.

MAHOGANY POSSESSED.

THERE is something in Table-moving and we imagined that
FARADAY had discovered what that was. At least we thought that if

he had not, the Deuce was in it ; and we were right but right in the
alternative. The phenomenon, according to the demonstration of two
Anglican divines, is produced by

"
Satanic Agency." The old broker of

souls is the man in possession of mahogany. The REV. N. S. GOD-
PREY, Incumbent of Wort ley, Leeds, and the REV. E. GILLSON, Curate
of Lyncombe and Widcombe, Bath, have respectively printed and pub-
lished evidence of this fact. Tlicy have witnessed the change of maho-
gany into Satan-wood. They have seen the tables talk with their legs
by knocking on the floor, and they give us dialogues which they have
held, personally, with these articles of furniture

; questions put and
genuine answers returned, with the stamp without which none are

genuine. From these answers they conclude that the leg of the table
is connected with a cloven foot.

The tables, indeed, candidly confessed to both of these clergymen
that, they were actuated by evil spirits, one of which described itself as
a lost soul, by the name of ALFRED BROWN, but appeared, by the testi-

mony of another, to have an alias. This rogue of a spirit asserted that
he could move the table without the hands of the experimenters ; which,
when tested, however, he could not do; and it certainly seems that

table-moving cannot be accomplished unless somebody else, besides the
devil, has a hand in it.

That
personage is familiarly denominated the Old Gentleman. His

table talk justifies his title to that appellation, by showing that he is

in his dotage. The demons that possess the tables contradict them-
selves on cross-examination in a way unparalleled by the stupidest liar

that ever stood in a witness box. The Baronet whose case broke
down the other day was a very adept in fiction, compared t9 the Father
of it speaking by tables. Besides it is very silly of him not the
Baronet but the other to disclose himself at all. If his great object
is to get people to come to him, he could do nothing more likely to
defeat it than to go to them, and thus convince the British Public of his
existence.

"
The Devil is an Ass

"
is now something more than the

title of a comedy.
The tables refused to move when the Bible was placed upon them

though one did lift its leg by trying very hard,
"
slowly and heavily

"

under the burden of a New Testament. But another was equally
restive beneath a slip of paper whereon was written the name of"
SATAN."

_
So it was under other names, not to be repeated here.

Now, all this is grossly inconsistent on the part of one who has always
been considered the very Prince of Plausibility.
However, both of the reverend gentlemen denounce all doubt

touching the correctness of their reference of these things to diabolical

agency, as profane scepticism ;
and under these circumstances we have

besought the advice of our venerated Rector, the REV. DR. DRYPORT;
who told us that he believed in no supernatural events whatever, the

acknowledgment of which was not required by the Thirty-Nine
Articles. He added that if he saw a table, moving without physical

agency, stopped, independently of simple weight, by the superposition
of a Bible, he should be disposed to let the volume remain where it

was, and apply himself to the study of its contents. If he had reason
to suppose that the devil was in the table, he should let him alone, and
have nothing to say to him unless he were sure he had the power to

cast him out of it.

We asked the Reverend Doctor what he thought of the following
extract from the pamphlet of MR. GILLSON.

"
I then asked,

' Where are SATAN'S head-quarters ? Are they in England ?' Thera
was a slight movement. ' Are they in France?' A violent movement. 'Are they
in Spain'?' Similar agitation. 'Are they at Rome?' The table literally seemed
frantic .... ' Uo you know the Pope ?

' The table was violently agitated."

DR. DRYPORT answered that he supposed the table must have been
one that had been used at Exeter Hall, and probably acted under
influence from that quarter of a mechanical nature. He should think

that one of the parties touching the table was a very zealous

Protestant.

We inquired if there would be auv harm in our trying if tables

would move by the imposition of our hands ? He replied that there

could be no doubt that they were moved by an imposition practised

by hand, but if we had any, there was no objection to our making the

experiment. We, therefore, chose twelve honest men, constituting,
in fact, a British jury, and got them to lay their hands on a substantial

dinner-table, which presently began to move. The following dialogue
ensued :

" Where are the head-quarters of despotism ? Are they in England ?
"

There was no movement. "Are they m France?" A violent move-
ment. "Are they in Austria?" A tremendous movement. "Are
they in Russia ?

" The table juirred and bounced, and tumbled from
side to side in such a manner that one might have imagined that a

quantity of brandy and water had been spilt upon it and made it

furiously drunk.
" Do you know OLD NICHOLAS ?

" The table capsized, went right
over

; completely upset.
After that, what question can there be about the

"
agency

"
con-

cerned in Table-moving? DR. DRYPORT, however, will have it that

MR. GODFREY and MR. GILLSON have not been having communication
with evil spirits, and that whatever those gentlemen may s;iy for

themselves, they are no conjurors.

" MANCHESTER is the portico of the great Temple of Peace."
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SIGNS OF THE TIMES.
LAST night an alarm-

"i took place
in Printing-house
Square. About live

hundred hotel-

is repre-
sented by then-

signs attacked
the Tii.m' ollire.

The I!]',]) r.ri.i,

swore "he'd toss

hole liiliu of

ir a pint. He
ought lo know

ding oframp-
steaks

;
and 5s. a

warn't too

niiicli for YIII."I

The ANGEL won-
dered that any
gentlemen who was
a gent could object
to wax-candles to

go to bed with.

The ANGEL abo-
minated com JIM ;

hoping she knew
what real light was.

The GOAT- IN -

BOOTS said kids,
other ways children, over nine, ought to be charged for as full-growd.
Some little gals was women at eight.
The CocK-AND-BoTTLE was above trumpeting anything. But how

could any gent expect a pint of port under three-and-six ?

At least a dozen BEARS growling their loudest said, seeing the
expense at which they sat, swore they couldn't ati'ord a sandwich under
a shilling.

The ADAM-AND-EVE never heard of such a thing as "a dressing-
room." Wandered what next ?

At this time the increased crowd of RED LIONS, WHITE BULLS.
BLACK HORSES, began to roar and bellow, and snort and neigh and
kick in the most appalling style. The hubbub becoming unendurable,
the Editor after due warning given by the publisher threw up the
window in the face of the mob, and fired a leading article over then-
heads. Upon this, the crowd quietly separated.

ANOTHER MONEY QUESTION.
"
DEAREST PUNCHY,"

I DON'T feel quite safc-^as I have a large money-bag, full of

lucky pieces,' every one of which is more or less disfigured, or defaced.
Some are bent, some are chipped or cut, some have holes bored through
them to enable any one to wear them round his neck, and every one
has something the matter with it. Now I have been all my life

collecting these lucky coins and I am sure there must be five or six
pounds' worth of them altogether at all events a great deal more than
I should like to have taken from me. Besides they all represent a
Ghana' against fits, against the small-pox, or some calamity or other ;

and it would be very hard if my
'

lucky pieces,' instead of bringing me
good-luck, were the cause of my lasting sorrow and ruin. Do you
think they could carry me to the Tower for having them in my pos-
session, or would they send me to New South Wa'es ? My aunt tells
me they are of no kind of value ; but that I will never believe, for
What was once a shilling must be always a shilling, though I should
not like to be dragged off to the Police-office in the event of my buyin<*
a paper of pins in order to test its value.

"
Yours, FANNY."

THE PAEOCHIAL MUDLARK.
A CHAUNT FOE CHURCHWARDENS AND OVERSEERS.

SET my arm-chair to the (able
; limid a light ami bring a I umlilrr,

;O be joyful while yuu V able: silence earh mil hankl'ul irrumblcr.
tf Clerk and UB

ailing and vocation;
I Let no peace-aud-quiet-breaker throw mi; into consternation.

\\ hat 's to be will .surely happen, bv no pains or care prevented;
All in vam is sewew trapping ;

e \\-.\.\ better be contented.
Wherefore vex your souls, your spirits why should you, my friends,

disqn
He that fidgets, frets, and worrits, gets no satisfaction by it.

Since we all are born to trouble, plagues, of course, must be expected,
lleiug only grass mil slubble, \\ h,tl of eleauliuess neglected

''

l.i\ i- and lei l:\e, i hat 's my motto; cat -lit -makers are our neighbours;
Knackers v\e uo right have got to stop from following their labours.

From the p of SMITH if somewhat reaches,
>''! by boiling flesh or hune.-, or giva\es lo feed the cani

SMITH should, like a Christian, \\ink
; put up with sneh a little trifle :

Hold his nostrils, if he think it needful the perfume to stille.

Churchyards also, that employ afford so many people unto,
\\ hy not let us still enjoy, thus doing as you Mould be dune to?
Hundreds prosper and grow wealthy with 'em underneath their noses,
.Living heart}, fat, and healthy, nearly to the age of MI.

Things of that sort to the senses now and then will grow unpleasant,
'ever that commences, take and do like me at pre

Smoke a pipe, whereby you '11 smother all the nuisance, and objection;
Better that than any other measure to prevent infection.

Don't go poking, don't go raking, into what T need not <

All the means from parties taking out of which their bread they butter,
Best to leave alone stagnation ; stir it, and we know the sequel,
That of all this agitation will the strongest posy equal.

'Tis
presumption

to depend on such precautions and defences ;

Who can calculate their end on any further than expenses P

From the lot that Man awaits we none of us can lift the curtain ;

And an increase of the rates is all we can consider certain.
.

Water will be rather queer sometimes ; the pump a churchyard handy :

Well, but then there 's little fear, suppose you mingle it with brandy.
So, here 's the present state of things and let us have no revolutions

Upsetting Emperors, Queens, and Kings; and our Parochial Insti-

tutions.

TREMENDOUS EFFECTS OF A KISS.

NICHOLAS and FRANCIS JOSEPH have met at Olmiitz ; met and affec-

tionately fraternised. For we are told that
"
loud applause followed

from the spectators as the Emperors publicly kissed each other : and
then the Court dinner followed, the two Emperors spending the

evening together in undisturbed privacy." But this scene (see last

Worthy Attention.

PUNCH, As there is a great deal doing at present in the
way of Kemoval of Nuisances, would it not be wefl to draw the
attention of the parties entrusted with this duty to all inquiries into
the authorship of JUNIUS,' than which a greater nuisance does not

TODDLES .

Echo Bight at Last.

.
IN a recent edict the Chinese Emperor asks indignantly,

" Where
Li KUTENANT-GENEEAL WAN-TING ?

" For the reply we beg to
refer his Imperial Majesty to our old friend Echo, who to the questionWhere is WAN-TING ?

"
will truly reply

"
Wanting

"

royal

Laureat, DOCTOE VON WATTZ :

"Snakes in their little nests agree,
And 'tis a pretty sight,

"When Emperors of the like kid-ney,
Do kiss left cheek and right."

But other, and deeper effects resulted from that Imperial smack!
And such a smack ! As though a red-hot poker should nave kissed a
barrel of gunpowder. For as cheeks were kissed
Poland writhed and groaned afresh !

Hungary clenched her red right hand, and renewed her silent vow !

Turkey, with a flourish of the sabre, set her teeth, and cried "Allah !

Bismallah !
"

Naples through KING BOMBA cried
"
Ancora ; kiss again !

"

And ABERDEEN, folding pacific hands, declared, "it was a sweet
sight unco' sweet to see sick mighty Potentates in sick aicmeety."
Punch meeting his friend BAHON SHEKELS at the COUNTESS

OF POLKHERLEGSOFF asked the philanthropic Hebrew ftis private

opinion of that salute. The Baron pathetically observed
"

it was a
sight worth a Jew's eye." And so it was ; even if the Jew had been
JUDAS.

A JOG FOB, BIRMINGHAM GAOL-

A CONVICT, perhaps, deserves to have his head shaved ; but it docs
not follow that his treatment should be altogether barbarous.
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THE MOUSTACHE MOVEMENT.

WIdpper. "WELL, I WEAR MINE BECAUSE IT SAVES TROUBLE, AXD is so VI:RY
'EALTHY."

Snapper. "HAH, WELL THERE AINT no 'UMBUG ABOUT ME; I WEAR MINE
BECAUSE THEY LOOKS 'ANSOM, AXD GOES DOWN WITH THE GALS."

GRAND SCENA FROM OBERON.
Enter from a Hotel, SIR Huou, without his Coat.

RECITATIVE.

YES, even clothes the pay must yield,
No carpet bag have I ;

The Paper be my bat le field

I 'in fleeced ! my battle cry.

AIR.

0, 'tis a monstrous sight to see
'

The charge of the British Hostelry,
Its plunderings over aghast \\v go,
With glances adding each long, long row !

One '& shocked as one glances ; we shiver all,

Though we shiver quite in vain

They have raised such a total, we, rampant, call

On the Landlord to explain.

Charge ten shillings for breakfast and bed !

Dinner reckoned at eight per head !

Are things raised again, though Protection 's no more ?

For your bills are as of yore !

I say, I 'm done ! Tea, two for one ?

l
r

our crumpets startle my father's son !

And my senses are whirled to the winds afar,

By your wax-lights, Al tendance, Et Catera.'

MOUIT, ye Knaves in the Public line,

Your swindles lie stark in the broad sunshine,
The guests whom you sheared ere you let them go
Have made all the world your extortion know !

Joy to the moderate hosts of France !

Custom waits upon wise finance
;

Joy to your honest Yankee men !

Their guests are all travelling back again.
There they go the shaved ones see,
Who are grumbling at British lloguery.

Take the bill the items pare,
Fill with cheap wine the nottle fair,

Strike off half 't will still be high
When we've won the victory !

THE HORSE-MARIXES. The poor horses that draw the

Bathing Machines.

AN AFFAIR WITH THE (KNIGHTSBRIDGE)
CAFFRES.

WE thought we had heard enough of the rows with the Caffres at
the Cape ;

but there have lately been some Caffres cutting the
oddest capers at Hyde Park Corner. It seems that a noble Caffre
chieftain has entered into an agreement for himself and a few of his
tribe to howl, leap, brandish tomahawks, and indulge in other out-
landish freaks, coming under the head of

"
native customs," for a year

and a half, during which period the hqwlings, tomahawkings, &c., are
to be the exclusive property of an individual who has speculated on the

appetite of the British public for yells and wild antics. Things were
jomg on pretty comfortably, with the exception of an occasional
"outbreak" which means the breaking-in by a Caffre of some
other Caffre's, or (somebody else's head when the chief was seized
with a generous desire to make a gratuitous exhibition of him-
self, and accordingly NKULOOCOOLO as the chief calls himself
took a turn in the Park on Thursday last with four of his fellow

countrymen.
The proprietor of the yells and native dances, fearful that the gilt

would be taken off the gingerbread complexions of the Caffres if then-
races were made familiar to the public in Hyde Park, sent a policeman
to take the

"
chief

"
into custody. NKULOOCOOLO, however, who seems

to take the thing coolly as well as
cavalierly or Caffrely refused to walk

in, but stood outside the door, rendering it hopeless that anybody
would pay half-a-crown to

"
walk up," when the chief was to be seen

alive, alive
"

for nothing at the threshold. The proprietor endea-
voured to push the chief inside, but the chief gave a counter-push, and
there seemed a probability of a war-whoop being got up at the expense
rather than for the benefit of the enterprising individual who had
engaged the whoopers. Upon this the chief was taken into custody and

Charged
with an assault, and with having desired the proprietor (in

Caffre) to "look out "an expression which, though not very alarming
in Lnghsh, seems to nave had in Caffre a very frightful effect on the
mind of the hearer. Perhaps, being familiar with the club exercise of

the Caffres, he might have reason to fear that their
"
native customs

"

would make them rather awkward customers.

The complainant was, however, most properly told by the Magistrate
that the Caffres cannot, by law, be restrained from going wherever they

please, though they may have agreed to whoop and yell, but their

whooping and yelling can only be enforced by civil process. If a

Caffre chooses to take a walk in the Park, or anywhere else, he has a

perfect right to do so, if he does not break the law by tomahawking
the public, or any other "native" eccentricity. The "proprietor"
seemed to feel himself rather aggrieved that he could not dispose of

the Caffrcs in any way he pleased, but it would be rather too absurd,
that the principle of slavery and absolute control over the person of a

human being should be recognised for the benefit of an individual who
has speculated in the attraction of savage yells and barbarian antics.

THE PARSON'S PARLIAMENT.

EVERT now and then we read in the papers an account of the Con-
vocation of Prelates and Clergy, at which, by general consent, nothing,
seems to be done, and nobody appears to be present. If this assembly,
which never assembles, and a body, which nobody troubles himself to

form, is supposed to represent the Church, we must admit that the

representation is as far as sinecurism is concerned a very faithful

one. The proceedings at the last meeting consisted of a rather dull

duett, between the Archbishop's commissioner and his Grace's regis-

trar. The latter in a lengthened solo gave the whole writ of prorogation
at full length, and tlie former chimed in at the conclusion with an
announcement that the business of the day was ended. The scene of

this melancholy farce is always the Jerusalem Chambers. It would'

perhaps give life to the scene if MR. COOK would lend from ASTLEY'S
a Jerusalem pony or two by way of affording a little fit companionship
to the commissioner and registrar, who must be rather sick of each

other, and might be glad to welcome a little congenial society. The
addition we have suggested might be sanctioned, under the plea that

the Viear of Bray would then have a representative.
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in Lomburd Street, in tUe Precinct of Whiwrriart, in the City of London, and Published by them at No. 85, Fleet Street, in the Parish of St. Bride
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OUR CITY ARTICLE.
TIE present financial crisis ap-

pears to demand from Mr. Punch
one of those .Money Articles with
which he lias stepped forward
in other times of difficulty, and
which have instantly restored

si ability and confidence. Kegard-
less, therefore, of his own per-
sonal comfort, he attended the.

Stock Market one day during the

past week.
Mr. Punch was struck by the

exceeding helplessness of the

gentlemen in whose hands is

the political thermometer, better

known as the Funds. They dis-

played an avidity in grasping
at the slightest hint, which \\as

only equalled by the hurry with
which they sprang away to do

something, before they compre-
hended the real bearing of the

information. Indeed, if these

gentlemen of the Stock Exchange
waited until they understood the

actual tendency of the events

upon which they deal, some of

them might wait long enough.
Mr. Punch casually remarked to a friend that

" ABEBDEEN was out this morning," and
there was* rush of fifty men eager to buy on account of the good news. Had they paused
to hear Mr. Punch add,

"
walking in Kensington Gardens," they might have spared their

trouble. Subsequently, the same gentleman was heard to say,
" Not so tight as it was."

Away hurried the correspondents of the papers, and told everybody that the tightness
of the market was disappearing. Mr. Punch merely alluded to his hat, which had been a

little uncomfortable until he had his hair cut.
"
Will open flatly," an observation Mr. Punch

simply applied to the Princess's Theatre, was construed into a prophecy of the state of the

Market next day, and business was done accordingly. But the greatest coup, and one for

which MR. GLADSTONE owes Mr. Punch a good turn, was the latter gentleman's saying, as he

left the Exchange, "Those new Stocks are the best, because they always keep up so well."

The new creations, for whose non-popularity the CHANCELLOR OP THE EXCHEQUER has been

much twitted bv financiers who do not know discount from premium, immediately sprang
into activity, and yet Mr. Punch's remark was simply apropos of his friend's wearing a

rather seedy tie round his neck. He hopes that Exchequer BILL, as the RIGHT HON.
WILLIAM is rather irreverently called in the

City,
will remember this good service next

time I/r. Punch hints that it is time the duty should come off paper.
While the news was favourable to Russia, the Bears were very elate, but as soon as

it was known that Punch had declared against ABERDEEN and for an English policy, the Bulls

exulted. SHAKSPERE was quoted at random, but usually wrongly. The jobbers were scarce,

owing to the Irish Brigade being out of the country. There was a rumour that a large

operator had come, but it turned out to be only a fat surgical practitioner who had mistaken

his way, and was, of course, exposed to the graceful jocularity of the House. A Bank
Director came on and made some practical jokes, from which it was surmised that the Bank
reserve was very small. Prices jumped about on every side, and so did little boys, whom
the beadle chased, declaring he would have them there at no price. Some of the speculators

appeared very uneasy, especially those who had a good way to go home, and thought it was

going to rain. Finally, Mr. Punch was informed that things closed with much firmness at

i'onr, but he believes this must apply to the gates.
Under all circumstances, Mr. Punch strongly advises holders to be neither rash nor fearful,

while sellers should abstain alike from temerity and timidity. All parties had better be

guided by circumstances, and not attempt to lay down Medo-Persian rules for themselves.
Let Prudence be their beacon, and Wisdom their chart. They will do well to watch the course
of events, but not to surmise that they understand them, while at the same time taking care
not to shut their eyes to contingencies. A thing may happen, or it may not, but the wise
man will discern the sians of the times. By following this advice, which Mr. Punch has

carefully framed upon the model of what is given by all the recognised financial authorities,
lie 1ms no doubt that through the shoals of the present crisis the Bark of Public Confidence

may be steered into the haven of prosperity.

THE IMPERTINENCE OF SCIENCE:

SOMEBODY has invented an instrument which he calls a Lunarium, and which is calculated
to look so very closely into the Moon's face, that the Moon's age exact to a quarter of an
hour may be discovered. Really this seems hardly fair towards the Moon, for it ought to

be remembered that
j "

Luna, Luna, Luna 's a lady
'

and no lady at least none of our acquaintance could stand against the force of an instrument
so powerfid as to detect every furrow, wrinkle, or even crease in her countenance. It is all

very well for the sons of science to be continually staring Luna in the face, through the
medium of powerful telescopes ; but having satisfied themselves of the

"
Moon's Age," they

might surely be satisfied without continually publishing the fact for the gratification of an
impertinent curiosity.

MODERN MYTHOLOGY.
ONE of our serious contemporaries, in re-

Cording a fashionable marriage, describes the
bride as "led to the hymenseal altar." The
nuptial rites were celebrated at St. George's.
Hanorer Square ; and we are further informed
that the REV. I!KHKY M. HUNTINGDON ofliciatcd.

We did not know that the priests of HYMEN
were styled Reverend, nor were we aware that

the divinity in question had any altar in

St. George's church.

WHAT THE "BRITISH GRENADIER" IS

INEVITABLY COMING TO.

SOME talk of ALEXANDER, and some of PERI-

CLES,
Of HECTOR and LYSAXDEB, and such old Guys

as these ;

But of all the horrid objects, the
"
wnst

"
I do

declare,
Is the Prusso-Russo-Belgo-Gallo-British Grena-

dier.

Integrity of Foreign Powers.

THE preservation of the integrity of the

Ottoman Empire is no doubt a very important
object; bnt a matter of no less consequence
is the restoration of the integrity of the Kingdom
of Spain, which it has lost in cheating its

creditors.

PATRIOTISM OP THE FIRST WATER.

MR. FRANCIS MAGUIRE talks of "patriots
of the purest water." Pity is it that such water
so seldom comes out of the Liffey.

VOL. xxv.
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PURVETOK^MAJESTI

\

Butcher Boy (who haahad a liberal education).
" PUB P0RVY-OR TO

HBR MADGISTT. OH ! JTHBS THAT 's A STATTT-EITB OP THE QUKEH,
THAT'S WOT THAT is."

ion.
" LAW !

"

OUR TOURIST IN PARIS.-No. 7.

know I hafe a fellow who says he doesn't like a good dinner. It's

generally humbug, and when it isn't that, it 's something worse. It

shows a want of humanity : he might just as well not like virtue, or be
indifferent about cleanliness. A good dinner is better than a bad

dinner, exactly as a good man is better than a bad man
;
and to be

without a taste, is as much a delect as to be without a heart. An.

ancient philosopher
"
(ORTOLAN is literary, and has read ATIIEXJEUS)

"
has denned man as a cooking animal, with great justice. Advance in

cookery accompanies advance in civilisation, and they doubtless will

both reach perfection at the same time. The culinary art ha-, a direct

effect in refining mankind ;
in the beautiful words of the Ltifi// '//

it is emollient to the manners; nor does it allow them to be rough."

(HiGSON, who has no Latin, here sneered visibly.)
"
After this notage

bisque aux ecrevisses, we feel our hearts expand in universal philanthropy.
Who would grovel amid lower dirt when he can nourish his essence

with stuff so ambrosial ?
"

"
Well, for my part," said honest MARTINGALE,

"
I don't care about

your French flummery it 's all to hide the taste of the meat. Give
me a steak of good English beef, you know what you're eating then.

Who knows what this patty h-,s inside it?"
" You old heathen," ex-

claimed the epicure wit h pit y,
"

eat therefore without inquiry ; you
should never work your intellect at the same time with your digestion,
or

you
will spoil the operation of both. Eat in silence, i'or it is good,

and thank the happy age and country which puts such delicate things
before its sons."

MARTINGALE grumbled about fellows worshipping a certain portion
of their physical constitution, but devoted himself ueverthrli^s to the

suspicious pate with great success. The enthusiasm of the less pre-

judiced part of the guests, amongst whom it of course to be reckoned

your open-minded Correspondent, was quickened by some foie yras,
and rose to the highest pitch over a salmi of woodcocks, which even
MARTINGALE admitted to be no end of good, although the best wood-
cocks in the world were to be shot on the governor's manors in Lin-

colnshire. PROTOCOL here drank the health of the chef in a glass of

CLIQUOT'S champagne amid general applause.
Your Correspondent is aware of the painful effect that would be pro-

duced on your readers, condemned to drag on a miserable existence on
the indigestible products of an English kitchen, if he were to enume-
rate and describe the dUh.es that completed the repast all light, savoury,
succulent, and nourishing. But why, he begs to ask, is it, that with

confessedly inferior materials a French artist can make up a dinner,
and a good one, where an Anglo Saxon eqok only furnishes instruments
of stomachic torture ? The feet is certain and the answer plain. A
Frenchman considers his occupation as an art and throws his soul into

it. Success is his ambition and, when achieved, his pride, and he

pleases himself when he pleases you. Compare his enlightened enthu-
siasm with the view MARIAR or SOOSAN takes of her metier. Think
of the impenetrable stupidity, the indolent unconscientiousness, the

complacent conceit, and the obstinacy which hardens the heartsIT would be a mistake for a person of taste to leave Paris without

dining at PHILIPPE'S, the great artist, who dwells in the Hue Mont- towards us of that matron and that maid, and by their hands infuses
orgued. There is the very highest authority (an Ex-Chancellor, a

| death into the pot. MAKIAR! O SOOSAN! be wise in time, learn
Bishop or two, and my friend JOLLYBOY) for stating that this house is

| your business, and be not slothful therein
;
listen to a voice of warning

by far the best in the city ;
and so. Sir, having

paper and my country in view, I accepted th'

the interests of your
e invitation of HARRY

from a foreign strand, lest the day arrive when Missus is compelled to
_.., _ ...f descend into the kitchen as Missuses used to do in times gone by, and

ORTOLAN himself no bad judge, to meet a small party there. There
| your empire over your employers be broken up once and for ever,

were old MARTINGALE and SHEFFIELD HIGSON, and DE COURCY of the The generous produce of a Burgundian autumn flamed in our glasses.
Embassy, a young Frenchman named MONSIEUR FREDERIC HDLOT, loosening the tongue and not blunting the wit. The effect was varied
PROTOCOL, DE FAULTEH, and your Correspondent.

j

and delightful. Old MAKTINGALE, who had been very hard on the
HULOT (a great ass) who dresses a I Anglais m a pantalon a la,

'

Lancers of the Guard, admitted that in a campaign the French cavl.y
gentlemem-rideres and rides a grey mare with very long legs in the ]n ight be awkward customers. DE FAULTER ceased his aimsio s to
Champs Elvsees, fastened on to MARTINGALE and gabbled away about the card-playing at the Cercle, and his C;,Y/ at Nonius's. ORTOLAN
le Liverpool Stipple Chase and MONSIEUR MASON, wanting to know :

showed that he could talk on other subjects than gastronomy, and
how much an English horse, pure blood would cost. He was to be DE COURCY was civil to SHEFFIELD HIGSON, who, on the oth-r'hantl,
showy and very quiet MARTINGALE rather bluntly told him he had abstained from enumerating his acquaintances among that aristocracy
better learn to ride, before he thought of buying a horse. DE FAULTER w;th whose utter worthlessness and degradation he was so much
invited your Correspondent to come and play ecarte at the Cercle some

impressed. Your Correspondent, who is always pleasant and equable,
evening. A very friendly nice fellow He was in some cavalry regi- was> if possjble, more so than usual, and in the intervals of his brilliant
ment, but sold out I forget why he left the Hag Perhaps it was too

sallies, added by acute observation to those stores of limpid wisdom,
noisy a club tor him SHEFFIELD HIGSON was holding forth, to the whence he periodically dispenses to your readers,
great disgust of DE COURCY, about the English constitution, main-

taining the universal corruption of the Church and aristocracy, and
looking forward to the time when MR. COBDEN should be at the head
of Foreign Affairs, and MR. BRIGHT at the War Office

;
the revenues

of the Church of England being divided pro raid among the schools of 1

Something in a Name after all.

. _ <>- --.,-.- VT s E see by the French papers, that an umbrella called The Mushroom
various

denominations.. To confess the truth, HIGSON spoils the effect
i,as been lately patented in Paris. We are not a-.varc what new pecu-

t his excellent political principles by the grossest toad-eating. He
]jar jty of construction its inventor has discovered, but we think the

never can speak without mentioning some lord as his intimate friend. hame i,e has selected is a highly appropriate one, and might with
JE LOURCY listened to his speculations in horror, and was quite exceeding fitness be applied, not to his alone, but to umbrellas gene-

to profess his own simple faith that the House of Peers and
rally. por as mushrooms naturally belong to that class of things which

juntry gentlemen had an exclusive right to the government, and
;are "hereto-day and gone to-morrow," we think their name may very

the devil was the first Whig. He could only turn away, and mutter
; pr3perly be used to designate so fugitive a possession as an umbrella,

something about an infernal snob. PROTOCOL was boring our host
with his views on the Zollverein. Altogether we were uncomfortable
together, and were all delighted when dinner was announced.
The huitrex r/n Murenne, those genuine treasures of the deep, had gaols has tended to corroborate the opinion, which is widely prevalent,

disappeared when ORTOLAN, filling a glass of old Grave, said, "Do you, that prison disciplinarians are apt to be what is vuKirly called "cranky."

CRANKS AND CROTCHETS. The introduction of crank labour into
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GRAND DRAMATIC APRES DEJEUNER.
INCE the practice of giving entertain-

ments to those who entertain the

public has been adopted l>y those who
pot up the recent Jfjeiiner to Mi;. ( I .

V. BUOOKE, it was determined by the

friends of Mn. SIKNTOK the great

interpreter of FlTZBALL to invite

thai gentleman to a grand Spanish
onion feast, whicli came otT at the

Cinder Cellars and Dust-hole of har-

mony, near the New Cut, Lambeth.
The room was bung with some of

the best specimens from the theatrical

gallery of MAKKS, and a magnificent

portrait of HICKS, as IvcaJtoe, picked
out with tinfoil, and filled in wi'h real

red satin, occupied the centre of the
wall over the seat of the Chairman.
This masterly work of art was appro-

priately supported on its right bv the

well-known engraving of Mu. ((.

ALMAB, as the KtagU of Ike Cross ;

and on its left by the highly finished

j of Mi:. CHOWTIIKK, as the
Fitnd of the Sepulchre. A group of

Pantomime characters faced the. door;
and an equestrian piece represent injr

"
Miss \\ OOLFORD in her favourite

act of The, Iteaper" formed a pendant over the chimney-piece.
The supper was of the choieeM kind, and embraced all the delicacies

of the scasnn that could he procured at the figure per head, \\hieh was
fixed at the moderate tariff of uinepeiicc, in order to embrace as many
lovers of ;,rt and onions as possible. The pitce de resistance was a
bit of the roast beef of old England, to which Irelar.d contributed her
national potato, while Scotland sent her broth, and Wales was repre-
sented by a magnificent Welch rabbit. Nor was the Continent behind-
hand in doing honour to the feast, for in peaceful proximity to the
onion of Spain, stood the roll of France, the sausage of Germany, a
flask of Lucca's luscious oil, and a few of the world-renowned sprouts
of Brussels. After the cloth and the crumbs had been removed,
the Chairman proposed the health of MR. STENTOK, who had made the
voice of the drama heard in the midst of the hoots of a threepenny
gallery, and who had fought more combats, assisted more defenceless
females, unmasked more villains, and danced more hornpipes than any
111:111 in Kumpe. '

When the applause had subsided, M R. STENTOR rose and modestly
alluded to his own proud posit ion. He expressed the highest reverence
for his art, and declared that he felt almost awe-stricken when he trod

ie boards that had been indented by the honoured heels of

HICKS, and looked upon the same sky-borders that had been shaken
by the screams of CARTLITCH. He, MR. STENTOR, had had the hcnonr
ot acting in the same company with those great men, and he must say
that he felt his bosom swell when he remembered that the great
CROWTHER had hung upon it u lien, as the tortured Khan, he
lamented his "lost childf;" and when he, MR. STENTOR, remem-
bered that that

"
child

" was no other than the illustrious HICKS, he,
MR. STENTOH, felt that he had indeed, in the words of the immortal
AMIIEHST (J. H.), been "in goodly company." He, MR. STENTOR,
would not hope to equal these great men, nor would he ask that the
mantle of any of them should tall upon him

;
but if either of them

should have an old coat, to spare, he did humbly ask that he might be
allowed to aspire to wear it.

MR. STBNTOR'S speech was received with the most enthusiastic
clatter of pint pots, which lasted for several minutes.
The Chairman then pronounced a most impressive eulogium on

\\ i n in COMB, which was received in solemn silence.
This was responded to by a SHAKSPERIAN jester and clown to the

rm!j, the friend and adviser of WIDDICOMS, who, among other advice,
advised him to sit still and say nothing.
The Chairman, in the course of the evening, observed that "the

drama could never be in a decline while it had the support of such
Ruga as those of his friend STENTOR."

After the health of MR. BIDDLES, of the Bower Saloon, who ac-
knowledged the compliment with a neat nod, the party broke up at a
late hour.

Further Particulars.
" A MEDIC.U, Breakfast has come to be almost a part of the regnlar proceeding* of

the British Association and the last meeting at Hull offend no exception
"

AtltfTimum.

We understand that the bill of fare included Senna Tea, Cream of
J artar, Bgar of Lead, Butter of Antimony. Saffron Cake, Rhubarb
lit, and Antimony Wine. Spatula; were laid for forty. Punch.

PROSPECTS OF A HAPPY PAIR OF EMPERORS.
a Duct.

Both.

Kick.
Fran.

Fran.

Nich.
Fro*.

Both.

Nich.
Fran.
Nick.

Fran.

Scih.

NICHOLAS FRANCIS.

("EUROPE'S
little Farm we'll keep,

J .And our little girls and boys,

|

Like little pigs or sheep,
I Serve, dare they make a noise !

The triais 1 '11 conduct;
The gaols I'll construct.

! In curbing bard and sage
I My lash will prove etlicient

;

j M\ halter, 1 '11 engage,
1

\\ ill quell the ill-conditioned.

Mow, slave, for back the knout!
Now, dog, the rope lor neck;

("And that's the way, no doubt,
\ To keep mankind in cheek.
K with an N, N with an (

),
() with a I', U with a T

;

And a R and an ( ) and ;i 1* and an E
K. N. O. U. T.

;

R. O. P. and E.
;

J"
A\ hen we've trampled down the Free,

\0h what jolly, glorious fun 't will be !

[Da Capo ad lib.

THE LORD MAYOR'S SHOW TOR 1853!

I' perfectly agree
with MR. ALDER-
MAN SIDNEY the

Lord Mayor elect

that the great
civic show of the
Ninth of Novem-
ber is a vital ele-

ment in our social

and commercial
life. WHITTING-
TON'S cat still

purrs encourag-
ingly down gene-
lations. WAL-
WORTH'S dagger
is a bright and
keen realty ; and
not the air-drawn
blade that the

utility - mongers
would make of it.

The influence of
the Lord Mayor's
Show is no doubt
felt in the remo-
test parts of this

island. The rumbling of the wheels of the state coach is heard in the
dreams of youthful sleepers a-bed, it may be, in garrets at the Land's
End. ALDERMAN SIDNEY feels all the poetry of this ; therefore the

City of London is safe in his enthusiastic keeping.
But MB. ALDERMAN SIDNEY if we may believe a very general

report proposes to endow the Show with a purpose of instruction.

He will inform outward bravery with an inward teaching. Thus, as a

prosperous tea-merchant, the new Lord Mayor will have a new state

coach built and ornamented as a magnificent tea-chest upon wheels
;

and will further have his coachman and footmen drest after the

approved fashion of TIEN-TE, in remote but no less sincere compli-
ment to Young China, vice Old China chipped, cracked, and falling
to pieces.

Who is the Miscreant that sent us the following P

As we know that the Russians require oleaginous food, is it not
possible that, after devouring Turkey, the Czar may take a fancy to

'Greece?" Should he do so, is it not probable that "GENUINE
RUSSIAN BEAR'S GREECE" will no longer be a fiction ?

RUSSIA IN LONDON.

IT is said that the agitation fbr ths constitution of a Greek empire
is the politic work of Russia. That if others supply the eloquence,
the Greek fire of talk it is Russia that stands the shot.
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THE HORRORS OF WAR.
First Newmarket Soy.

" AWFUL WORK. THIS, BILL. WE 'KB A COIN' TO WAS WITH HOOSIA !

"

Second Ditto. "WELL, WOT ODDS?"
Pint Ditto.

" WOT ODDS ? WHY, THERE WON'T BE NO HEHPEROR'S CUP NEXT YEAB, THAT 's ALL !

'

THE TRUMPET OF BATTLE.

WHEN the trumpet's call to arms shall in Turkey's quarrel sound,
On the field of Europe's war shall JOHN BULL be backward found ?

No, by GEOSGE ! to the fray like a war-steed let him bound,
Prepared to fall or conquer, with expensive laurels crowned.

Our heroes like water their blood abroad shall pour ;

Our money shall also be scattered as of yore :

We have done it oftentimes, and we '11 do it yet once more,
Even though we get worse off than we ever got before.

Should the nations draw the sword, it will be a grand affair
With " Now or Never Liberty !

"
for a cry to rend the air :

Sore loss, whichever way it goes, ourselves will have to bear,
But that we 've made our minds up to, and therefore need not care.

'Tis hard in others' quarrels to be forced to interpose,
But point me out the craven base that hesitation shows,
And I'll punch his wretched head and wring his despicable nose,
Forward ! no matter how we swell the debt the nation owes.

Let the sword leap from the scabbard while the frantic bugles bray,
Draw, England, draw the purse as well that must be flung away,
Charge ! and in charging never think how much you'll have to pay
To the Brave there will be time to talk of that another day !

The Dream of a Bagpipe.
THE EARL OP ABERDEEN, at the late Privy Council, looked verymuch pressed and flattened. It is said that, for some weeks past, the

noble Earl has suffered a nightly dream, in which he believes himself
turned to a bagpipe, with the EMPEKOK or RUSSIA, horned and tailed
playing upon him.

QUESTIONABLE ADVERTISEMENTS.
THE present mode of advertising seems to be by asking a question

and, from the general use of the process, we presume that the questioning

is^fouud to answer. Somebody asks us every day, "Who would be
without a dressing case ?

"
and another attempts to tickle our vanity

by addressing to us the inquiry,
" Do you keep livery servants ?

"
and

suggesting to us the eclat of an imaginary retinue. Another wants to

know,
"
Why pay more than sixteen shillings for your trowsers ?

"
a

question we hardly like to dwell upon, for it presents to our rr.ind the
still more interesting question,

"
Why pay anything at all, and why

not victimise your tailor ?
"

Talking of advertisements reminds us of one which daily offers to

dye our hair, including the whole head for a crown, and our whiskers
for

"
a shilling upwards." It would be important to know how far"

upwards
" we could have our whiskers dyed for that moderate sum,

as it would be awkward to have ; them a rich Prussian blue about the

jaw, a piebald in the middle, and a good old natural grey on the cheek-
bone. The same accommodating person, who promises to dye us

permanently for five shillings, offers, if we don't like the look of

ourselves when we've been regularly done, to give us our money back

again. This would be but a sorry compensation for one who had

exchanged the simplicity of nature. for the variegated hues of art, and
who, in the hope ot becoming once more the youthful beau, had qualified
himself for the part of the rain-bow. Before, standing the

"
hazard

of the dye," we, like RICHARD THE THIRD, had rather see "HASTINGS'S
head," or anybody else's head, a month after the operation.

Present to Mr. Gladstone.

A FEW days ago MR. GLADSTONE received, carefully packed in an
oaken box, and nicely enveloped in many folds of tissue paper, a
massive handsome silver poker. It bore on the squared end this inscrip-
tion :

"
Presented to stir the Minister to stir himself to enable the

country to stir a cheaper coal."
,



A TERRIBLE TURK.
"I will Fight! Ee Hit me First !"

OCTOBER 15, 1853.
1

[PuKCir, No. 640.
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THE INN-FLUENZA.
>E have had our

attention called

to a complaint
which, it seems,
has Ion? been pre-
valent through-
out the kingdom,
although but

little notice hi-

tnerto has pub-

licly been taken
of it. It threat-

uow, how-

ever, to bscome
as prolific a
source of corres-

pondence as the

Cholera ; and

scarcely a Times

passes, without

at least a column
of

"
Constant

Headers" on the

subject.
We are not

aware'if a specific name has as yet been found for it
;
but -we think

it may be best described, perhaps, as a sort of Inn-fluenza, although
it certainly in some degree resembles also a remittent fever, seeing that

the sufferers cunnot generally make progress without a remittance.

And it partakes still further of a febrile character, since it usually is

attended with irritation in the patient.
Of the symptoms which lead to it, perhaps the most painful is a

species of opthalmia, which commonly afflicts the patient with the most

distressing ocular delusions. He has been even known, under its in-

fluence, to declare that he can see only a pint of wine in a decanter, which
his attendants have assured him contains a bottle and candles, which
he similarly has been told are wax, he has frequently been found unable
to distinguish from composite. The sense of taste, too, it seems, is

similarly affected. When offered pale ale, the patient not unfrequently
will pronounce it to be swipes ; and in some cases he has actually
mistaken that for Cape, which is warranted, and even charged for, as

Madeira.
We trust that the urgency of this complaint being now admitted,

efficient means will be at once devised to stop it. There is little doubt,

we think, that the sufferers hitherto have bsen bled too freely, and
another course of treatment should be certainly adopted. We do not

generally advocate the use of the knife, but in this complaint decidedly,
wherever any person is attacked by the symptoms which may lead to

it, we do not know if we can well prescribe a surer remedy than

cutting.

RANDOM RECORDS OF A RUN THROUGH
CERTAIN CONTINENTAL COUNTRIES.

(By the Author of "All the Great Metropolises")

[We rather think the following letter has reached us by mistake,
and must have been intended for one of our morning contemporaries.
However, we print it. ED.]

LETTER XLIII.

WHILE I am on the Continent I feel quite different to what I do
when I am on an island. The sensation that if yon leave one country
you can immediately go into another, without, the intervention of what
LORD BYRON has so beautifully called the Blue Ocean, (although the
ocean or sea is not always blue, but often green) between the two
neighbourhoods, produces a curious effect upon my idiosyncrasy. At
the same time I must confess that this metaphysical feeling does not

apply to Paris, because that city is in the centre of a large country, and
it 1 wished to leave it (which at present I do not), I should have to
traverse a considerable extent of territory.

Yesterday I visited the Madelaine, which is a church, and stands
near the Boulevards, and the front looks towards the Place de la

Concorde, a locality which has also had various other names, which, if
I knew them, as I am "

free to confess
"

(as they say in a certain place
which I have already immortalised) I do not, would naturally suggest
to the mind a long train of instructive historical thoughts, although as
the Madelaine, if GALIGNANI'S Critide may be trusted, was not ouilt
until alter the principal events connected with the Place de la Concorde
had occurred, to remember them here would be a case of post hoc et

prompter hoc (I translate for the benefit of the fair sex" because you

are here you are prompted to think of that there,") and as I am
travelling to instruct myself anil my readers, I wish to wo\& persiflage.

Tin; Madi-laine is a building which has cost considerable sums of money, |

and it is a re'narUk nee that it is Greek in style though !

intended for Roman Catholi hut such are tin i and I

anachronisms which strike the intelligent, traveller. The facade, or

altar-piece, is painted in very briu'hi eolours, with mythological
allusions to the EMVEROH V\i'<>u..ox KUNM \KTK, an I other well-

.11 individuals. The ei; . \terior is somrthinir like that

of the Lieen-i i Viet nailers' Asvlum at Woking Buzzard, but 1 think

in m-iny respeets inferior to that worthy and laudable institution, of

which au Kiiilishman (I do not particularly refer t a t ,l>-:ited, (rifted,

and irascible correspondent) is so justly proud. I i five

minutes; service was not being performed, ;ami therew -s no person
elmreh but myself, but tills wag enouith to inspire me with the

utmost, contempt for the muTivr >lic creed,
and with pity for the blinded and -ned individuals who
indulge therein.

Th- (lav beiiiif fine, or as they say in France, ce est une beau journal,
I lounged along the Boulevards, and remarked that !m e was

line in every climate. I then went down the Hue de la Paix

you will observ., that I am now quite familiar with the old pirts of the

City of Paris and after some turnings came to the Cathedral of Notre
, which is certainly fine, although devoted to a false religion,

which, however, does not alter the architecture, and I hope I am too

candid not to draw the distinction between the external and the in-

ternal aspects of an edifice. To adopt a metaphor, the sign of a tavern

may be well painted, although the beer sold within may not b.; good:
but in saying this, I wish to be understood to speak generally and
not with reference to any particular establishment, far less to swell that

illiberal cry against hotel-keepers (many of whom are most worthy and
honourable men) which my antagonist whom it is my mission to

crush in Printing House Square continually raises.

B:it, revenions a nous moutions, ("to return to business") I was

greatly pleased, or shall I say amused, with a highly dramatic scene

i
which occurred in the course of my walk. I shall never forget it, and
it may take its place "in this distracted orb" (SHAKSPERE'S Hamlet)
beside that other joke, which, as I have already told my readers, wifl

throw me into paradoxes of laughter at any hour or time. Wake me
and tell me the house is on fire, assure me there is an earthquake, let

me hear that a printer's unpardonable carelessness has made a news-

paper under my charge say a reverend clergyman reached before

i
PRINCE ALBERT instead of preached before H.R.H., and that the

, Court refuses to receive my published apology ; still, if you tell me
the joke in question, 1 shall laugh. But Ithink the following dialogue
is as rich as the other, Arcades ambo, (the fair sex must excuse me if

I do not translate this). I saw a respectable gentleman's handkerchief

protruding from his coat pocket, and knowing the disagreeableness of

finding that humble but useful article missing, especially in the in-

fluenza period, I thought I would waive ceremony, and though unintro-

duced, suggest to him the advisability of a precautionary measure. So,
I touching my hat with some playfulness, I said,

"
Monsieur, voiti nonlez

\perdre votre parapluie." (I must not translate this, or the joke will be

lost.)" Ah !
"
he

replied, adding, after a pause,
" Bah !

"

But as he did not replace his handkerchief, I, who am not easily

daunted, returned to the attack.

"Mais, Monsieur, void n'attendez pas a mot." (Sir, you do not
attend to me.)"

Diable !
"

he exclaimed, impatiently. As I never permit any of

our own correspondents to use this word, I shall not break my own
laws by rendering it into the vernacular.

A compatriot of my own here came up, and with the sportiveness
allowable to intimacy, said,
"What's the row?"
I explained that I had given the French gentleman a caution as to

his parapluie, to which I pointed as sticking out of his pocket.
That's his mouchoir," said my friend, laughing heartily, as did the

gentleman when the mistake wai explained to him, and we all took off

our hats to one another. These little amenities cost nothing, but yet
'

may be bright oases on the orainary stream of the battle of life.

I must reserve until to-morrow my narrative of the taking of the

Bastille, which naturally occurred to me as I gazed upon the column in

the Place Vendome, and I shall probably offer some instructive

observations upon the literature and religion of the country in which
I now find myself. But I can truly say. England

"
(which includes

Scotland, ana also poor Ireland)
"
with all thv faults, my heart still turns

to thee," a thought which must comfort those countries during my
temporary absence.

The Steam Anmhilator.

IT is said that
"
Steam annihilates both Time and

Space."
It is a

thousand pities, for our comfort in railway travelling, that its annihi-

lating powers will sometimes extend, also, to human beings.
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THIS IS THE PROTECTION A PLAID AFFORDS TO THOSE WHO DO NOT
KNOW THE WAY TO CARRY IT.

TO THE NOBLE AIRL
AT THE HEAD OP HER MAJESTY'S GOVERNMENT.

(From a countryman of />.)

HEY, ABERDEEN, are ye wakin' yet,
And are pur drums a beatin' yet,

The journals lee,

Or f'ra' all we see,
The Russians arc not retreatiu' yet ?

Hey, ABERDEEN, arc ye writin' yet,
Jn hollow phrases debghtin' yet,

While on Danube's banks
Thac hostile ranks

Arc makin' ready for fightin' yet ?

Hey, ABERDEEN, are ye prosin' yet,
On your council sofas a dozin' yet,

To the old world's sneers,
And the new world's jeers,

Your country's honour exposin' yet ?

Hey, ABERDEEN, are ye twaddlin' yet,
And over yer red tape dawdliu' yet

About NICK'S good faith,

And his power, and baith,
To your weary colleagues a maudlin' 'yet ? .

Hey, ABERDEEN, are yc Premier yet,
"We must have some cleverer schemer yet,

Or the Russian cat

Whom yc love to pat,
Will be over to lick up her cream here yet.

" THE true art of dining consists in dining at

your country's expense." Young Stafford.

FESTIVITIES IN SOUTHWARK.
A SPLENDID banquet was yesterday given by MESSRS. PUE and

PHITT to their friends and connexions, to commemorate what may be
termed the coming of age of their establishment

; the extensive bone-

boiling and horse-slaughtering concern, and catgut manufactory,
situated in a densely populated part of the ab9ve district: which,
having now arrived at the standing of 30 years, is exempt from the

operation of the Nuisances Removal Act.
Dinner was served in a large shed on the premises, fitted up for the

occasion, having been decorated with much attention to taste, and
plentifully sprinkled with chloride of lime in equally judicious regard
to smell.

The usual loyal toasts having been dispensed with, and
" Our Noble

Selves" substituted in their place, the senior partner proposed the
toast of the evening. He said he was glad, in times like the present,
when alarmists were making such efforts to lead people by the nose
in a crusade against everybody who gave the slightest inconvenience
to that organ, to see himself, and his friend at the other extremity of
the table, surrounded by so numerous and respectable an assembly of
well-wishers. He was proud of the support of the strong miuds that

despised a squeamish agitation, and of the strong stomachs the two
always went together that asserted themselves in meeting to afford
that support in that place. The interest that he and his partner had the
honour of representing might be called one of the Institutions of South-
wark; and they prided themselves upon the fact that their premises
were, as a wag had observed, among the peculiar fetors of the locality.
The odour of profit was pleasant, in the opinion of a wise man, no
matter what the profit was made out of, and the surrounding district
was rich in effluvia, and he hoped no dainty legislation would ever
impoverish it. Bones were not boiled dogsmeat was not made-
catgut was not manufactured with lavender-water. But what was
called a perfume was often more unhealthy than the reverse. Flowers,
for instance, were considered by the faculty bad for a sick room

; and
on the other hand, what could be more wholesome than physic, and
what more nasty ? The salubrity of the atmosphere they were then
inhaling, was proved by the fact that himself and his family had been
breathing it for the last thirty years ; and that led him to the toast he
was about to propose. The establishment which they were met to
celebrate the prosperity of, had now completed the thirtieth year of its
existence It had, in fact, attained its majority, and was now no
longer under that control that an infant business of the same nature is

subject to. The monster nuisance, as it had been invidiously called,
was no longer amenable to the Nuisances Removal Act. The young

Giant was out of his nonage ;
and those who wished to grapple with

him must do it in the Court of Quarter Sessions where he defied them.
He would now then give them the young Giant's good health

; they
would drink, if they pleased, Perpetuity to the Premises, and Success
to Sulphuretted Hydrogen and Ammonia.
The toast was drunk with all the odours.

The other member of the firm briefly expressed Tris thanks for the

kind and enthusiastic manner in which the company had responded to

his worthy partner ; which, he declared, quite delighted his old bones.

After a series of other anti-sanitary toasts and sentiments, the com-

pany separated at a late hour in an excited state, having, as a facetious

gent Ionian remarked with a strong emphasis on the first syllable of the

epithet, partaken of an entertainment that was truly tump-i\ams.

THE ETRUSCAN PATTERN.

WE are informed that a communication of an interesting nature
has been made to the Tuscan Government in reference to the imprison-
ment of Miss CUNNINGHAMS for giving away a Bible and a Pilgrim's
Progress. Through the HON. MR, SCAKLETT, acting as Charge d'Affaires

in the temporary absence of SIR HENRY BHLWEK, LORD ABERDEEN
is said to have requested the opinion of the GRAND DUKE LEOPOLD
and his Cabinet respecting a measure of great importance in regard to

the principle of toleration, contemplated very seriously by HER
MAJESTY'S Ministers. The projected enactment which has thus been
submitted to the consideration of the Tuscan Sovereign and his

advisers is based on the principle whereon is also founded the article in

their penal code under which Miss CUNNINGIIAME has been incarce-

rated. It treats the attempt to convert any person from the State reli-

gion as a crime against the State, and inflicts imprisonment with hard
labour for that offence. Under its operation any Roman Catholic, con-
victed of making a present to a member of the Established Church of
a
"
Garden of the Soul" or a crucifix, will be tried for sedition and

CARDINAL WISEMAN will inevitably be sent to the treadmill.

A LEGAL QUERY FOR THE NEXT EXAMINATION.

WHAT is better than a right of way through the Park ?

A right of curds and whey at the Lodge gate.

THE BRITISH STENTOR. The most powerful voice in the country
is that of the man who can utter most money.
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THE PEACE SPECTACLE IN SCOTLAND.

LIVES are to be grown in Edinburgh. We
rejoice to lic.-n- (lie news. The Scotch
have always been distinguished for

meekness and (after breakfast) even

meal.v-moutliedness. They have, never-

theless, been shamefully libelled by
his! dry. The national spirit has been

designated the pfifntdnm genium Sco-

! No such thing. CALEDONIA
was ever mild as milk : in the time even
of AGKICOLA, it was well known that

butler would not melt in her month.
This meek, pacific quality of Scotland
has been wickedly disguised and libelled,

but COBBER and BRIGHT have resolved to vindicate the truth. Eagles
never did breed in Scotknd they were only doves, sucking-doves,
of a larger size. And as for the thistle, with that hostile, spiteful,

unbrothcrly motto, Nemo me impune lacessit, Scotland shall henceforth
assume as her floral type the simple

"
gowan fine."

-'< We are happy to learn that the peace festival will be celebrated with

appropriate beauty of imagery and plenteousncss ot fare. We have
gathered a few of the particulars ; and although we do not vouch for

the fullness of the description for the time will yet admit of many
improvements nevertheless the subjoined will be found a very fair

sketch of the approaching ceremony.
At day-break, Mons Meg will be fired; being loaded with a cotton-

ball, brought from Manchester by one of her Members, JOHN BRIGHT.
A procession forming at Holyrood House will proceed (weather
pernvtting) to the summit of Arthur's Seat. We give a few of the
more important characters in the pageant.

ME. COBDEN (crowned with corn) will lead a Bear in a string of

daisies; the Bear "crumpled" a little about the ears, and
muzzled with the finest bit of cotton twist.

MR. BRIGHT will lead a Turkey in chains of pork sausages !

A TRANSPORTED AUDIENCE.

A Banner (with a walnut-tree worked in worsted) home by MB.
GEORGE WILSON

; with the appropriate peaceful motto :

The oak gives place to the walnut-tree,
For more 'tis beat, the better it be 1

"

At the
public meeting, the LOUD PROVOST will on the part of the

City of Edinburgh decorate certain members of the Congress with
medals, bearing the effigies of a Goose a Calf a Bee. Anser, Fitulut
Apis regunt mundum : the Goose, the Calf, the Bee do (should) rule
the world Goose-pen, Calf-parchment, Bees'-wax.
At the banquet geese and sweetbreads and wax-candles will, in a

savoury and brilliant manner, further illustrate the uses and beauties
of ANSER, VITULUS, APIS.
For ourselves, we say, long flourish the olive-tree ! But is now the

precise season to plant it in the soil of Scotland ?

Courteous invitations have been sent to the EMPERORS OP RUSSIA
AND AUSTRIA, to be present either in their Imperial persons or by
ambassador. However, up to the time of our going to press, no answer
had been received

; and we thought it, perhaps, useless to wait for it.

" Woodman ! Spare that Joke."
A NEW Work has been recently published under the quaint title of
Ike Jioo/c of the Axe." We do not know whether it is an illustrated

volume, but the
"
Book of the Axe" would seem to have missed its

aim, unless the cuts on wood "
are numerous.

TRANSPORTATION, as a penalty for crime, has been abolished by law:
but transportation, by way of amusement, is still earned on, and
Mi;. HK.NRV KussKi.i. familiarly known as the original "maniac,"
he having obtained an injunction against a second-hand "maniac"
who had infringed a cop,: veiiig them "dancing, (lancing,

dancing, in the hall" has been causing some of his audience to be

literally transported with delL'ht by presenting them with 1'ive passages
to America. This is all very wefi, and very liberal, no ilou'jt, but a

passage to America may sometimes prove more free than \vel<

We recollect a recent instance of a quiet old gentleman from the

country having strolled into a theatre, where he found a
"
popular

vocalist
"
pumping away at the "Ship on l'"ire" with all his

lnngs,_
and

the old gentleman was about to quit the theatre ai of the

performance when he was suddenly seized, dragged on to the, stage,
exhibited to public view, and loudly cheered as the happy winner of
"
a free passage to America." To appear ungrateful for a boon wLich

seemed to be thought so enviable was impossible, and the poor old

gentleman was obliged to give his name and address on the spot, to

enter into arrangements for meeting the ship at Liverpool, and pledge
himself to au emigration which would separate n a capital

business, a devoted wife, and an affectionate family. Hie feelings of

that wife and family may be conceived when they found by the next

day's paper received by the early morning mail two hundred miles

iVoia London that the husband and father had so far forgotten the
ties of home and kindred as to have, become the subject of "a free

ure to America." It is true that, after a, frightful nightmare, in

which he heard a wild chorus of "Cheer, boys, cheer," interrupted by
moans of "Ha! 'tis the night watch 1

"
with, occasional shrieks of "I

am not mad ! I am not mad !

"
lie rose with a determination to

relinquish his precious prize, and resigned to some more appreciating
hands bis

"
free passage to America."

VERY GOOD OF THE POPE.

THE POPE, according to his frequent custom, has recently caused

prayers to be offered iu all Continental Catholic churches, for the
conversion of England. This is very good of him, though it may be

very unnecessary. The POPE declares sorrowingly that this England,"
once the island of the blessed," has been

"
lor a long while past

caught in the errors of heresy
" "

has fallen from the true belief,"
and is oppressed by

"
dark, false teaching, which keeps it from the

knowledge of the truth." All of which evils His Holiness prays may
be. put away from us, that we may all see the true light, wnicn is the
POPE'S eye all salute the true faith, which is the POPE'S toe. We
repeat, however, that we object not to the prayers of the POPE'S
Church ; but we do most vehemently object to the bolts and bars with
which such supulications are wont to be associated. For instance, we
have no objection that the DUKE OP TUSCANY should pray for the
conversion of Miss CUNNINGHAMS, but we do object and might
feel disposed to urge such objection from an iron mouth that the
GRAND DUKE should turn the lady from her free home to an Italian

dungeon. Let the DUKE pray as much as he will ; but only pray-
not prey.

RUSSIAN "MOUCHES" IN EDINBURGH.
THE daily papers tell us that
" The clouds of small black flies which were observed in many places of the island

about a fortnight or three weeks ag->, again presented themselves on Wednesday
morning iu the neighbourhood of Edinburgh."

These black flies have we understand upon good authority pre-
ceded MR. ELIHU BURRITT from Russia ; and are, indeed, only
another evidence of the magical influence of the harmonious black-
smith. These black flies were only two months ago wasps, Russian
wasps, encountered by ELIHU in the environs of St. Petersburgh. He
was on horseback, when his horse's foot sinking into a wasp's nest,
brought a cloud of the destructive insects about the head of the
traveller. Every wasp had his sting out when MR. BURRITT de-
livered himself of one of those marvellous orations which it had been
h ;s mission to deliver to the CZAR'S bondmen. In twenty minutes,
the eloquent peacemaker had talked every armed wasp into a harmless
small black fly. Thus, can there be any doubt that the peace orators of
the North will, in bike manner, talk the Russian army out of its

bayonets ?

Beady Wit.

THE Morning Herald says of MR. GLADSTONE'S Inverness speeches,
" The nail-blue-cholera-cnllapsed condition of his speeches I

"

Is not this ready wit ? Wit at the fingers' ends P
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THE MOUSTACHE MOVEMENT.
Aityuatus. "ARE you roxc OP MOCSTARCHERS, EMILY?"

Emily. YES! "I THINK THEY LOOK VERY WELL UPON SOME PEOPLE.

Augustus. "An! THEN THAT SETTLES THE POLXT. I SUAIL LET tuxis

MEETING OF THE RABBITS.

LAST week was held a meeting of certain rabbits in a box in the Zoological
Gardens. The meeting, it must be confessed, was not very numerous, but
extremely respectable.
MB. DOUBLES.MUT took the chair, and. briefly opened the proceedings. He said

that they would improve the happy accident' of their meeting into an enduring
advantage. He thought that the time had arrived for the whole nation of rabbits
to raise themselves in the scale of creation

; by cultivating a deeper trust and wider
confidence with the animal world about them. He must lament, while he confessed,
that he had been brought up in the fear and horror of foxes, weasels, stoats, pole-
cats, sparrow-hawks, and so forth. But for his part, he believed that the time was
come when the whole rabbit people might live in love and amity and perfect trust
with all around them. It was mean; it was amoral cowardice to distrust either
fox or weasel : they, poor things ! like illiterate rabbits, had been the victims of
ignorance and prejudice ;

but in these days, everybody might embrace everybody.
Yes, he felt his heart expand towards all created things, and

And the rest of the speech was cut short
;
for the boa-constrictor in whose

house the rabbits had met, and over whose coils they had hopped and run the
boa, m the twinkling of an eye, had ME. DOUBLESMUT in his jaws: and in two
minutes deposited body and bones in his throat.

A LUNDY FOOT LINGUIST.
TIIE promotion of talent is always gratifying, even when that talent is employed

on the side of opponents. MB. LUCAS deserves a reward, which we should like to
see him get, for haying lately distinguished himself. Among the Hibernian intel-

ijf'l"
06 ' the

,

othcr day> Jt was reported that, at a tenant-right, meeting, a DR.
1 KNIGHT having accused him of an act of treachery to the cause, the honourable
gentleman declared the doctor's statement to be an "unmitigated lie." MR.

Protestantism stops there. But it is precisely the limited
nature of the ability which he has displayed which entitles

him to preferment : and we are sure we speak the senti-

ment 3 of all moderate politicians when we say that DR.
NEWMAN'S "Catholic" University cannot do less than

appoint the Hon. Member Professor of the Vulgar Tongue.
We would also commend MR. LUCAS'S merits to the

attention of HER MAJESTY'S advisers. We might as well
have diplomatic relations with Rome, as with any other of
the absurd and semi-barbarous Governments to which we
send an envoy. Let those relations, then be established,
and our vituperative ex-friend despatched as ambassador to
the POPE. The only fear is that the salary which, of course,
would be attached to the appointment would stop his

mouth, or, at least, deprive Ins eloqv.ence of that only
quality which renders it remarkable that peculiar strength
of language without which it would be wholly unadorned.
That this would not much signify one way or the other
is not quite true. It is of some consequence to the com-
munity at large to be presented, from time to time, with
an example of the effects of popish bigotry on the human
feelings and intellect, as afforded by the unrestrained
rhetoric of MR. LUCAS.

THE OLD FLAG.

voice from sea to sea,
One thought from shore to shore,"
Peace if without disgrace still peace may be,

War, if we must have war !

"

Curs'd be the hand that draweth brand,
While swords with honour can be spared :

May the hand rot, which draweth not,
When honour bids tlie sword be bared.

Peace now for thirty years
With Plenty, hand in hand,

One olive-crowned, one crowned with harvest ears,
1 1 ave sat within our land,

Twin-sisters dear ! To keep them here,
What price would England grudge to pay ?

One price alone ! Were Honour gone,
How long would Peace and Plenty stay ?

Bring out Old England's flag,

Storm-rent from Waterloo !

Fling forth to the four winds the glorious rag,
And bear it England through.

Through vale, o'er hill, by forge and mill,
Past upland village, coastward town,

Up Scottish strath, o'er Irish rath.

Across Welsh hill and English down.

Salute it, young and old,
With God-speed on its way !

As it ne'er waved but o'er the free and bold

Pray Heaven it never may.
Still let its course to Fraud and Force

Strike terror from the air
;

Still let its sight to down-trod right

Bring hope upon despair.

HOW WE ARE OFF FOR SOAP!

IF any one asks us how we are off for soap it is pleasant
;o be able to answer the

question
in the most satisfactory

nanner. We happen to be extremely well off for soap, in

consequence of the kindness of some eccentric individuals

who are always sending us by post certain penn'orths of

specimens of saponaceous matter, with which they invite us
;o shave ourselves. We have lately received in a letter

a bit of something which we are tol'd will coyer our face

with
"
a lather like thick white paint, over which the razor

will glide ;

"
but as we don't want a razor to glide over our

)eard, we hesitate to try the experiment. The gratuitous

soap is accompanied by the prospectus of a perfume, which
'never becomes faint," and a preparation for the hair,

which makes it
"
soft and glossy for ever." We are quite

sure that the individual who sent the announcement to us
can have no notion of the disorderly haycock which does

luty on tlie top of our poll for a head of hair, or he would
icvcr undertake to render it "permanently," or even for

>ne moment "
soft and glossy."

rn.lhup; of \o n. l>urr \Vp!>nrn I'larr.in tlie I'arisli of fi, I'ancras, and Frederick Mullctt Kvans, of No. 7, Church Tlnw. Stoke Nt-wing'nn. ho-liin tbe County of Middlesex Printers,^ their
ie 1 teciiici of H liiteiriars, m tlie C;ty of Londtn aad Published oy them at No. S3, Fleet Street, in tlu- 1'arishof St. Bridt'sjin the City of London. SATUBDAT, October 15, 1S53.
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THE TWO DBOMIOS.

BULLY BOTTOM.
BULLY Bottom is, in truth, "translated" by MR. Pirei.rs. Translated

from matter-of-fact into poetic humour translated from tlie common-
place tradition of the playhouse to a thing subtly grotesque rarely,
and heroically whimsical. A bully Bottom of the old, allowed sort,
makes up his face even as the rustic wag of a horse-collar to goggle
and term ; and is us like to the sweet bully of PHELPS bears the same
relation in art to the Bottom of Sadler's Wells as the sign-post
portrait on the village green to a head, vital by a few marvellous dots
and touches of K ic i!ABB DOYLE. In these days we know of no such
translation ! Translate a starveling Welsh curate into a Bishop of

London, and PIIKI.PS'S translation of Bottom the weaver shall still

remain a work of liner art, and certaiidy to all humanising intents of

man-solacing humour of tar richer value. We have had, plentiful as
,

French eggs, translations of facile, delicate French, into clumsy, I

hobbling British
;
and now, as some amends, we have Bottom translated

by PHELPS from dull tradition into purest, airiest SiiAKsrERE.
Mu. PIIELPS has not painted, dabbed, we should say, the sweet

bully with the old player's old hare's-foot ; but has taken the finest

pencil, and, with a clean, sharp, fantastic touch, lias rendered Bottom
a living weaver a weaver whose brain is marvellously woven, knitted

up, with self-opinion.
Now this, we take to be the true, breathing notion of SHAKSPERE,

and this notion has entered the belief of the actor, and become a living

thing. Bottom is of conceit all-compact. Conceit flows in his veins-
is ever swelling, more or less, in his heart

;
covers him from scalp to

toes, like his skin. And it is this beautiful, this most profitable

i;nality this human coin, self-opinion, which, however cracked, and
thin, and base, maybe put off as the real thing by the unfailing heroism
of the uttcrer it is this conceit that saves Bottom from a world of
wonderment when he finds himself the Ionian dear, clipp'd by the

Queen of Faery. Bottom takes the love the doting of Titania as he
would take the commanded honey-bag of the red-lipped humble-bee as

something sweet and pleasant, but nought to rave about. He is forti-

fied by his conceit against any surprise of the most bountiful fortune :

self-opinion turns fairy treasures into rightful wages. And are there
not such Bottoms not writ upon the paper Athens of the poet ;

not

swaggering in a wood watered of ink-drops but such sweet bullies in
brick and mortar London Bottoms of Fortune, that for sport's sake

plays I'l'ck ? The ingenuous Bottom of the play has this distinction
from the Bottoms of the real, human world he, for the time, wears
his ass's head with a difference ; that is, he shows the honest length of
his ears, and does not, and cannot abate the show of a single hair. His
head is outwardlv all ass : there is with him no reservation soever.
MH. I'mai's has the fullest and the deepest sense of the asinine

qualities of Bottom from the beginning. For Bottom wants not the
ass's head to mark him ass : the ass is in Bottom's blood and brain;
1'itek merely fixes t lie. outward, vulgar type significant of the inward
creature. Whfia liottom in the first scene desires to be Wall, and
Mooiukiiu, and Linn, his conceit brays aloud, but bravs with unde-
veloped ears. But herein is the genius of our actor. T

(

he traditional

bully Bottom is a dull, stupid, mouthing ass, with no force save in his

dullness. Bottom, as played by Mil. PIIKI.PS, is an ass with a vehe-

mence, a will, a vigour in his conceit, but still an ass. Au ass that

fantastically kicks his heels to the right and left, but still ass. An HI
that has the most prolonged variations of his utterance nevertheless,
it is braying, and nothing better. And there is great variety in

braying. We never heard two asses bray alike. Listen it may be

the season of blossoming hawthorns and asses salute asses. In very
different tones, with very different cadence, will even ass make known
the ycaniing, the aspiration that is w ithin him. We speak not frivo-

lously, ignorant!}', on this llieme
;
for in our time we have heard very

many asses. And so return we to the Bottom of merry Islington to

the Golden Ass of Sadler's Wells.

That ass has opened the playhouse season of 18534 very musically
would we could think hopefully, and with prophetic promise. At present,

however, HH//UM is the master-spirit: and, in these days of (Iran

ponhnnet-mou, it is a little comforting not that we are given to the

line mood in things theatrical to know that, folks are found ready
to make jocund pilgrima'.'c to Sadler's U'clls, where a man with a real

vital love for his art has now for many seasons made his theatre a

.school
;

and more, has never wanted attentive, reverent, gratciul
scholars. In this, Mu. I'nr.i.rs has been a national school-master; and

far away Imm the sustaining, fructifying beams of the Court for

hitherto OUT Ki.i/.MUITII lias not visited our I'.i KRIDGI: has popularly
taught the lessons left to England by SIIAKSPEKE legacies everlasting

as her dill's.

As yet, HER MAJESTY has not journied to the Wells. But who
knows, how soon that

"
great fairv" may travel thither, to do grace

to bully Bottom ! If so, let. Mu. f'lir.u-s if he can still heighten his

manner on his awakening from that dream. Let him if lie can-
more subtly mingle wonderment with struggling reason, reason

wrestling with wonder to get the better of the mystery !

"
I have had a dreara past the wit of man to say what dream it truly was! Man

is but an ass if he G hout to expound ttiis div.'ini. Mi-thought I was there Is no
man can teli what! Mrthmi^ht I was, and niethouRht 1 had. The eye of man hath
not heard, the ear of man hath not seen, man's hand is not able to taste, his tongue to

conceive, nor his heart to report, what my dream was."

We do not think it in the wit or power of MR. PHELPS under any
newer inspiration, to give a deeper, finer meaning to this than he has
done. But, if HER MAJESTY command the play, as a loyal subject,
he will doubtless make the essay. In these words, Bottom as

rendered by the actor is taken awav from the ludicrous ; he is

elevated by the mystery that possesses him, and he affects our more
serious sympathies, whilst he forbids our laughter. One of the very,

very few precious things of the stage-yof this starved time is an Ass's

head, as worn by the manager of merrie Islington.
We hope, at least, the Hi I.I.N will command th:>.t head to be brought !

witli due solemnity t.o Windsor Castle. Let Bottom be made to

roar again before HER MAJESTY, the PRINCE, the heir-apparent, and all

the smaller childhood royalties. Let Bottom be confronted with the

picked of the Cabinet the elect of Privy Councillors. And as we
have Orders of Eagles and Elephants, why not the ingenuous out-

speaking significance, the Order of the Ass? As a timid beginniir--,

we have the Thistle wherefore not the Ass himself?
In which case, the Order established, the Bottom of Sadler's Wells

ought rightfully to be the Chancellor thereof.

SOMETHING IN A SIGN.

ROMEO would never have asked
" What 's in a name ?

"
if he had

but lived to take a tour in England, and become acquainted with the

nomenclature of some of our inns. To us there is hardly a sign in tin;

kingdom which is not thoroughly sign-ificant : and any traveller, we
should think, who has his mental eyes about him, may see at a glance
outside the way in which he will be taken in. Who, for instance,
would expect to enter the jaws, or doors, of a Lion without being
bitten, or to get away from an Kttgle without considerable bleeding?
A little matured, the Lamb becomes decidedly indicative of fleecing ;

while every Bear, we know, is naturally prone to squeeze as many as

he can lay his paws on. Roguery in the Fox is what everybody looks

for, and plucking and roasting are, of course, inseparable from a Goose

and Gridiron. Nor is the Blue Boar an exception to the rule, for it

most aptly symbolises your complexion when you leave it : and no

one, we should think, would enter a Green Man, when reminded on the

threshold of his verdancy in doing so.

Of all our signs, however, perhaps there is none more suggestive
than the !/"/////< MM A'//'//'//, which any one may see is merely a con-

traction for the far more significant Magpie and Slump Up.

The Hatchet.
" SHALL we never bury the hatchet ?

"
asks MR. COBDEN. And

Punch asks,
" How can the hatchet be buried, when the peacemakers

themselves so often throw it ?"
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IMPROVEMENTS OF LONDON VERSUS THE
IMPROVEMENTS OF PARIS.

OME attention having
been lately called to

the increasing magnifi-
cence of Paris, it is

due to the national taste

of this country to point
out the improvement s i

that have been lately
effected and are now
in progress in the
British Metropolis.
To begin with Buck-

ingham Palace ; and
indeed we may well

say to
"
begin

"
with

i

it, for we can scarcely

hope to see it finished. I

Standing in front of i

the Palace, we look

upon the enclosure of

the Park, and we feel

a national pride in

stating that there has
been an extensive ad-

dition to the valuable
collection of aquatic

birds which absorb so much of the attention and the bread-crumbs of the

bystanders. Every one is familiar with the fountain opposite the Palace, and the '

familiarity of the public had been accompanied by a contempt which was perfectly
'

natural. This fountain, formerly consisting of a stone ginger-beer bottle, standing
in a round pie dish, has been removed, the operation having served the double
purpose of improving a work of Art, and giving employment to one plumber, a ;

bricklayer, and a bricklayer's labourer for nearly a fortnight. This stroke of policy ;

combined the advancement of national taste with a propitiation of the working-
class, or, at least, of those members of it three in afl who were engaged in
the transmogrification of the ginger-beer bottle in a pie dish complete to the

present substitute, which, though highly effective, is exceedingly simple, and is, in

fact, nothing but a plug-hole.

Turning our back upon this subterranean squirt, which we are happy to do, we
walk up to the gates of the Palace, where taste and industry are at work in the
form ot a stone-mason, who is occupied in chipping the resemblance of a bunch of
PRINCE or WALES'S feathers on the stone-work to which the gates are appended.
When tiiis magnificent idea is realised on all the gate-posts, the spectator, looking |

from the iwrth, will have no less than six feathers in his eye a result that might be
looked for in vain in any other capital of Europe. Turning our gaze upwards to the

Palace, we are struck by the dazzling effect of several thousand pails of whitewash
which have been lavished on the front of the royal residence, while, for the sake of

contrast, the sides and back of the building have been left in all their pristine
dirtiness.

We will now proceed to the City, by Pall Mall
; and, on our way, we will stop

at the Ordnance Office where, as it is a public building, we will see what public
taste and public money have effected. The architect has, with a boldness amounting

'

to audacity, piled an extra attic on to each of the two wings, thus producing a i

wondrous novelty of effect by making the. sides of the building considerably higher
than the centre. Criticism might, perhaps, complain of a rather too free use of
the cowl and, indeed, of a rather startling variety of cowls in the treatment of
the chimney-pots. Passing eastwards, and shutting our eyes for obvious reasons
as we traverse Trafalgar ^guare, we turn round when we reach the Strand, and
eateli a glimpse of the pigtail of GEORGE THE THIRD forming a sort of parallax to
the Electric Clock, which is the star of the neighbourhood. The first remarkable
work of Art that greets us on our way is the wooden figure of a Mandarin, which
nods to us from the window of a tea-dealer's

;
and this curious specimen of sculp-

ture in wood is faced by a remarkable piece of carving in the form of a joint of cold
meat in the cook's shop opposite. Finding ourselves eventually in the City, we
pass the end of Farringdon Street, pausing for a moment at the Waithman
Monument, and thinking that the artist who gave his head to this block ought
to have his head given to another.
But we now approach the more ambitious improvements that hive been effected

in the City at an enormous cost, and we are struck with astonishment at the Isold
eftort that has been made by the architect of the Manchester Warehouse on the
right to destroy the effect of St. Paul's, by raising up an ordinary brick structure
to a considerable height above the roof of the Cathedral, and thus suggesting the
recollection of the frog and the ox in the fable, The architect of the Manchester
Warehouse, who is some unknown "bird," has endeavoured to swell himself out
to t lie dimensions of a WREX, and the result is, that though he may have damaged
the effect of St. Paul's, he has made his own paltry pile ridiculous by its

juxtaposition to the great metropolitan monument.
From the sketch we have given it will be seen that we cannot be charged with

dom nothing m the way of alteration to the Metropolis, but, on the contrary, we
are doing much that will give a lesson to Art by teaching what to avoid, or at
ail events, what would be better avoided.

HOW EPHRAIM SMTJG SPOKE AGAINST POLICE
AT THE VESTRY, AND DIDN'T PERSUADE
PEOPLE.

EPHRAIM SMUG \yas a trader snug,
A Quaker in faith and feeling,

Little given to heed distinctions of creed
In matters of worldly dealing,

And as sharp a blade in driving a trade
As lives between Bow and Ealing.

He 'd a horror of war, but he 'd sell the CZAR
Steel or powder for Turk or Tartar

;

The slave trade did hate, but would send a freight
'. )f handcuffs for African barter;

And though pious himself, would have furnished for pelf
The faggots to roast a martyr.

His stock in hand to suit each land,
Was various in assortment

;

In gains and grace he throve apace,
Till quite dignified grew his deportment ;

And he kept a strong box, with three patent locks,
And he knew what "

taking it short
"
meant.

Tin there came bad times, and long columns of crimes
Filled the files of the morning papers,

How cribs had been cracked, and tills ransacked,
And all sorts of burglarious capers,

Set forth without stint by all arts of print
To attract the gobemomhes and gapers.

But SMUG only jeered, as these stories appeared,
At the nervousness of each neighbour ;

Said it would be absurd, were cost incurred
In blunderbuss, pistol, and sabre ;

And when the Police 'twas resolved to increase,
He declaimed about waste of labour.

But the Vestry still, to guard shop and till,

Voted rates, spite of all objectors :

Laid in bars and bolts, and revolvers from COLT'S,
And a pack of canine protectors ;

While EPHRAIM SMUG called their fears humbug,
And snubbed the Police Inspectors !

He railed at the cost
;
counted up what was lost

In alarum, and dog, and detective ;

At the Vestry he got excessively hot,
And descended to invective,

Calling stories of plunder, mere editor's thunder
To make newspaper sales more active.

Quoth he :

"
Why spend our gains, in spring shutters

and chains,
Instead of in lawful traffic ?

''

Then of danger to peace, from dogs and police,
He gave a picture graphic ;

And on brotherly trust came out with a
"
bust

"

Of eloquence quite seraphic.

"And after all 's done, has anything gone ?
"

(Thus ran his peroration),
"Where's the highwavman grabbed, or the burglar nabbed,
For all your big police-station ?

Show a dog if yon can that has pinned his man !

1 pause for a demonstration."

Some this eloquence scorned, and wouldn't be warned
But some began to change feature ;

"The Policeman we pay three shillings a day,
And a dog is a hungry creature."-

When thus began a plain-spoken man
Not the least of a popular preacher :

"
Xow, it seems to my mind though no doubt 1 'm blind
Not to follow friend EPIIRAIM'S reason

That we 've not thrown away our policeman's pay,
If our pillows we take our ease on,

Without any dread of a chap 'ueath the bed,
With a knife to slit one's weason.

"
If our bars and our bolts, and revolvers from COLT'S,
Have been wasted because not wanted,

Had we been without guard neither bolted nor barred

Though we 'd spent less (for that is granted),
Shouldn't we have looked glum if a burglar had come,
And with our goods levanted ?
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I i|'|ir,il to the room, why mayn't we assume
That tlic very precautions we've taken

asi Krm; MM'S advice, may have been the price
At which we have saved our lj;.e

"
1 1 ear, hear !

"
cried the crowd. I'oliee were allowed

;

And the faith in EriiKAiM was shaken.

OUR TOURIST IN PARIS.-No. 8.

FRENCHMEN' are accustomed to boast, and with reason, that Paris

is the best si ranger's city in the world. If you were dropped from the

skies into the Place de la Piourse with nothiii- lie say, but

what urn stand upright in, in live minutes you might hav
i complete establishment. Under that archway you find

a IJrougham, which is at your service for t\\o francs an.hour, and a

tritle to the man. The turn-out is not of course dazzling, and the

coachman drives with a rein in each hand and his whip over his

shoulder; but equipages in general are not very stylish here, and the

whole thing is decent, clean, and comfortable. Your Tourist would not
undervalue the London Hansom; it. is an incomparable carriage of its

kind, and lias become a necessity for jomi^ men of fa Jiion like himself.

under the whip of one of the tremendously swell cabmen who ply in

those parts, is a perfectly unique pleasure. But you can't take your
wife or your sister with you in such a rampant vehicle; and if you"

feel the advantage of having a

ug a wonderful lamp about with

iient, not to say ungeutleman-
lantaneously command the services of

a slave at the moderate price of a franc per errand. In London, unless i

a man has an cstablishmciit of servants, or is staying at an hotel, he
must go his errands himself, or trust the questionable fidelity of a

crossing sweeper.
Having lured your carriage and servants, you can at once find a

lodging of any degree of pretension (ornamented with flve-and-forty

clocks, if you like, and as many looking glasses), where you take up
your abode without being bored for references. Here you can live as
in chambers in the Temple, only very much more comfortably, with
domestics always at hand yet never intruding, and free from that in-

tolerable surveillance that a London lodging-house keeper thinks it her

duty to keep on her patrons. As long as you pay your rent you may
keep your t>wn hours and select your own company. (Mils. P KK NS
I fear never reads your paper, Sir, or she could not fail to be of a
sweeter temper than she is

; but, on the chance of her seeing this

number, allow me to tell her that she is like a toad, both ugly and also

venomous, likewise a dragon, and in other respects objectionable, ,

while the curtains of her first-floor are a standing miracle, containing
as they do, in successive strata, vermin that nourished in the beginning)
of the present century. Moreover, I did not purchase that case of:

curious old Champagne brandy with any view to encourage her in

intemperance, which is disgusting in all, and especially in females.)
As you walk in the streets far from home you can satisfy any want,

however minute or unexpected, down to having your clothes brushed,
your boots cleaned (by the v.a>. Parisian boot-cleaning is an utter and
total failure), or even having your nails cut. This last: does not strike
an Englishman as much of a luxury ;

but we must remember that here
a paternal government has, in its tender care for home cutlery, decreed
that no Frenchman shall be able to purchase a decent knife, razor, or

pair of scissors, under about twice its value.

Your Correspondent, whose mcditat ivc mind leads him to trace causes
in their ell'ec.ts, attributes to this policy the length of beard and finger-
nails which distinguishes, if it does not adorn, all ranks here (he

i himself that the connexion between cutlery and cleanliness has

attainable luxury in London), you have your choice of Grand or Comic
llnera, Classical Drama, or Vaudeville, the only objection to which
is, that after once seeing careful and refined acting, you will rather

uuine effects" of the British stage, and may
possibly, on your return home, set down the favourite performers as
awkward sticks or impudent buffoons. As you goto bed, without the
fever that arises from a heavy dinner with beer, 1'ort, and Sherry, you
may reflect i hat you have not been bored fora single instant of tin-

day, and contrast with your own case the unutterable misery of the

stranger without friends or a club, who is condemned to pass his time
in London.
CHARLES MARTIXCAIX, Eso., having read tin ays it 'sail

humbug. Hi' lodges in Piccadilly (very cheap, onh L\M a \ ear, in-

cluding a servant's room,) goes to the Kag for breakfast, where he

meets his friends; reads the Muriilnii /W, has t game at Pyramid

Eool,

some Sherry and Selt/.cr water, and trocs hack to dress for the

"ark, where he sees his friends again. Then there is sure to be a
dinner parly, ami a ball or two afterwards, which he tops oil' with

Vauxhall, and perhaps a look in at the I lajmarkel as he goes home.
Or else he does the domestic, and takes a friend ma Brougham to
Richmond or Greenwich for dinner. What more can a fellow want to
amuse himself:' Let him goto Races, or the Horticultural, or the

era, or the Play, if he likes; and one thing he wants to say is, that

thinks Cn:u\\ n. no end of fun in a farce; and, as to buffoonery,
o\vs m\\\ ily do that on pa;

MAKTI.M. do yon mean, Sir
1

'

Well, it's very unfair to
run down native talent. And one other thing he'd a doosid deal
sooner have a tankard of club beer than the miserable thin

call Claret here. So he

OF THE CITY OF LONDON.
T the City Court of
Sewers accord-

ing to the Times
certain gentlemen
carrying on a nasty
business in St.

Mary Axe,
" Were summoned

upon the certificate of
the Medical Officer of

Health, stating that
there is upon these pre-
mises a large store of
bides and horns of
cattle tn an offensive

state, and the same is

likely to be prejudicial
to the h?altli of persons
whose habitations are
in the neighbourhood
of the same."

The cattle were
dead-but the hides

and horns were
alive. We shall be

excused further

details. But
' One of the defendants said, he bad been on the spot many years in constant

attendance on the business, and he had not, during the whole period, a moment's
illness. He believed that, so far fiom being prejudicial, the ammonia, which had been
represented as so offensive, had operated aa a preventive of the cholera in the vicinity
of the place in which the hides were deposited."

According to this gentleman, if putrefaction generates the bane, it

dressing-case.
You have the gayest promenades in the world, and if it i<uo,

abundance of cover with rat her more opportunity of amusing yourself
than there is in the Burlington Arcade, for there is always a bustle, and
everything you see is pretty, except the women. A few sous for a cup
of coffee or a glass of liqueur entitle you to spend your whole afternoon
in a cafe, ventilated and lighted to perfection, where you may read all
the journals, and amuse your leisure with the manly game of dominoes.
Compare this with the dingy, dirty, beer and tobacco-scented coffee-

hand." It is a constant wonder to me what unfortunate foreigners do
to fill up their afternoons in our smoky Babylon.
You dine as you like, economically o'r splendidly, without the terrors

ot indigestion before you; and after a cup of coffee (almost an un-

"A COMMISSIONER said, he really believed that it was the wish of some people to
make a private parlour of the City of London. (Laughter and cries of

'

Oh.'') He had
lived many years, and his father before him, in the midst of the matters complained
of, and a healthier family never existed than that which they had successively brought
up in the City. He wished that the gentlemen who were so nice were obliged to go
without meat for 12 months."

The family to which this individual belongs must be a curious one.
A naturalist would like to see it. What class of creatures can it be
that lives and thrives "in the midst of the matters complained of?"
Have they got any legs ? if so, how many, or is the structure of then-

bodies annular ? Do they change into anything, lie torpid, and then

change again into something else, with wings ? In that case do they
fly away, and where do they go to ? In any case, where do they expect
to go to ?

EXCESSIVE EXTRAVAGANCE. The ladies' bonnets are all "running
to waist."
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A CAPITAL IDEA FOE THE " EUGENIES."

Frederick.
" GOOD GRACIOUS, ANGELICA, YOU DON'T MEAN TO GO OUT

WITH YOUR HAIK IX THAT STYLE?"

Aiiyi-lim. "INDEED, SIR, I DO. IT'S EXTREMELY CLASSICAL, AND
TAKEN FROM THE '

IONIC.'
"

A LITERARY MILLIONAIRE.

NOBODY expects to hear of a Literary Millionaire in England, unless

it be the author of a Million of Facts, or a Million Nuts to Crack for

Christmas. In France, however, authors are more fortunate, for

SCMBE, the celebrated dramatist, has just purchased an estate, for

which he has given upw?.rds of ten thousand pounds sterling. Fancy
an English dramatist purchasing, or even succeeding to auy estate

whatever, except, perhaps, man's estate, though even this lie scarcely

ever seems to reach, for he seldom appears to arrive at years of

discretion.

We wonder that poor SCRIBE can feel secure in the enjoyment of

his purchase, without being under the apprehension that some English
translator or adapter will attempt to translate the property and

adapt it to his own use in some way or other. The French author has

been accustomed to have all his plots mercilessly seized, and why
should not his ground plots be subjected to the same piratical process ?

SCRIBE is the author of his own fortune, and we sha'l not be

astonished to find some of our British dramatists from mere habit-

attempting to appropriate the proceeds of his authorship, by claiming
a portion of the fortune he has realised. If some of our playwrights
should ever purchase estates, we may be sure they would be

"
copy "-

hold, inasmuch as nothing original not even an original lease could

be expected at their hands.

I stood against the novelties I didn't care at all

When the Frenchmen my existence were unable to recall
;

I knew it was all jealousy, and I, too great a fact,

To be rendered a nonentity by any Mossoo's act.

But it 's oh ! oh ! the English me depose,

And with the Great Ant-eater have put out my nose.

He is but an Edentate, while I 'm a Pachyderm ;

He has got a shaggy hide, while mine is smooth and firm
;

He can't tell how to walk, and he don't know how to swim,
And yet, the public overboard have thrown me for him.

'And it 's oh ! oh ! to think that my foes

Should get a Great Ant-eater to put out my nose.

He has scarcely got a month, and no teeth, but in their stead

A yard or two of tongue in his elongated head
;

Aiid why the fickle public should delight in such a beast,

Is a mystery that I cannot understand the least.

And it 's oh ! oh ! would any one suppose,
An Ant-eater could ever out of joint put my nose ?

I was growing up in Hippohood, the visitors to please,

And cutting my incisors, and increasing by degrees ;

And my milk-and-carrot diet I was quickly throwing by
And now they have compelled me to eat humble pie.

And it's oil ! oh ! what a thing I disclose 1

The American Ant-eater out of joint 's put my nose.

I 'd like my sharpest grinders in that Ant-eater to stick,

And leave his bushy tail for the dicky birds to pick ;

I 'd just like to shew him that I've got teetli to use,
That can crunch him into nothing whenever I chews.

And it 's oh ! oh ! that I could come to blows
With this beast that's so completely out of joint put my uose !

Or I wish that I could make myself a Fellow, d'ye see,

Of this Zoological So-ci-e-ty :

For then I'd send this Ant-eater back to his Ants,
Or to my French rival at the Jardin des Plantes.

But it 's oh ! no go : there 's no end to my woes
;

The American Ant-eater out of joint 's put my nose !

Signed, HIPPO >i< his mark.

Countersigned, SADI.

Knight of the Bath and Groom of the Chambers.

Given at my House in the Zoological Gardens,
this 15th day of October, 1853.

A HOWL FROM THE HIPPOPOTAMUS.
AIB "/'m a Broken-hearted Gardener."

I 'M a hippish Hippopotamus, and don't know what to do,
For the public is inconstant and a lickle one too ;

It smiled once upon me, and now I 'm quite forgot.

Neglected in my bath, and left to go to pot.
And it 's oh ! oh ! out of joint is my nose,
It's a nasty Ant-eater to whom eve'ry one goes.

He is my abhorrence, I think him quite a hum,
He 's worse than that Marine Vi-va-ri-um

;

He beats the Knowsley beasteses of the Derby dilly,

And makes the baby Elephant look small and silly.

And it 's oh ! oh ! pity my woes !

The American Ant-eater has put out my nose.

Words of Peace.
" THAT miserable miscreant !

"

These were the dulcet breathings of the
"
oaten stop

"
of the

;

Member for Edinburgh at the Peace gathering. "That miserable :

miscreant," said pacific MB. COWAN, "the DUKE or TUSCANY."

Well, we thought Peace proffered olives ; but here are offerings very
like bad eggs.
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TO TIGHT OR NOT TO FIGHT?
QUESTION.

THAT IS THE

Ull curiosity has beeu not merely on

tip-toe, but positively upon stilts lor

sonic moHllis past, Matching the no

of the hostile correspondence beUveen-
the (ircat liear anil llic little Turkey-
cock. The whole affair has been almost

bsurd ;is an "affair of honour;" and
if I he part ies eonernictl had been individuals

inste; !-. I he business would have

long ago been brought to a conclusion, by
being overwhelmed \vil h a storm of ridicule.

If any other notes than diplomatic notes
had passed on this occasion, there would
have ()ee.ii no end to the quizzing that the

proceeding would have elicited. If Russia
had been BKOWN and Turkey had been

JONES, if France had been SMITH and

England had beeu ROBINSON, if Austria had
been SNOOKS aud Prussia had been TOM KISS,
how ludicrous would have been the

"
note

"

as drawn up by SNOOKS, with the con-
currence of SMITH and ROBINSON, but

amended by JONES, and dissented from by BROWN, on a point of
personal dignity ! If ROBINSON and SMITH were required to give
their good offices, by deciding whether the note should be read m a
Browmau or in a Jonesian sense, and if SNOOKS were suspected of
secretly siding with BKOWN, while TOM KINS was supposed to be
shuffling out ot an alliance with SMITH aud ROBINSON from a secret
tear ot JONES, the whole world would go off, avec explosion, into a fit of
merriment at the trumpery pretensions of the parties involved, and the
utter insigniflcence of their quarrel.

Such, however, is the true complexion to which the thing must
come, it divested of the exaggerated dimensions which are given to it

by the interests that are unfortunately jeopardised. The quarrel would
be but a very common-place quarrel, after all, if it were not for the
unfortunate fact that JOHN BULL'S nose has somehow or other got
poked into the affair, and that he will probably have to pay through the
nose for the awkward position he occupies.

HOTEL AND TRAVELLING EXPENSES.
" MK. PUNCH, We have seen by the Times how extortionate hotel-

keepers can be occasionally. In order to add my testimony in the

matter, ami with a \ie\-.

looking over a tile of accounts which, fiom time to time, I have paid
OH. The following do for itself; it is a relic of

a tour made by my son 1o the Highlands of Scotland. The following
seems to have been incurred i-

. M. and *> A. M. next day -

Dinner (Kailbmse and haggis)
Ale

Whiskey (4 Mutchkins)
Supper (Finnan lladdies)

Toddy
Cigars

Mornin's

i. i.

1 (i

2
3
(. ::

14
3
2 a

'I am, Hi-,

168
i, yours, &c.,

"JOHN TOMKI

DID YOU EVER?
DID you ever know a strike which did not hit the workman harder

than the master ?

Did yon ever know a hotel-keeper, whose "wax" lights would bear
the test of a tallow-chandler ?

Did you ever know a Continental tourist who, if he unfortunately
happened to speak English, didn't everywhere discover he was charged
at least double for it ?

Did you ever find a "professional" win a game of billiards of you
without assigning your defeat entirely to his

"
flukes ?

"

Did you ever know a cockney take to boating without dressing
himself up a la T. P. COOKE ?

Did you ever meet a diner-out of sufficient strength of mind to ask
for

"
cabbage ?

"

Did you ever hear a loo-player confess to having won more than
just a shilling or two ?

"

Did you ever know a pic-nic go off without the awful apparition of
a
"
wops ?

"

Did you ever know a penny-a-liner who, in speaking of a fire, could
abstain from calling it

"
the devouring element "'

Did you ever find a Continental shopkeeper whose "prix fixe
"

might not be proved a lucus-a-non&aiitj ?

Did you ever start upon a railway journey without hearing the
immortal observation

" Now we're off ?
"

Did you ever know an
"
alarming sacrifice," which in practice did

not prove to be completely one of principle ?

Did you ever in your life hail a City-bound omnibus that wasn't
going "a'most directly

"
back to Bayswatcr ?

And as a iiiial clincher Did you ever know a cabman who, since
the new Act came in force, could by any eloquence be induced to give
you change for a shilling ?

"
MR. PUNCH, As there is some stir just now about the price of

victuals and conveyance, I hope you will say a word for us. I don't
eat no turtle, nor hares, nor grouse, nor partridges, nor pheasants, nor

pigeon pies, nor venison, nor prawns, nor grilled turkey, nor apricot
tarts, nor anything of that sort, which it quite makes one's mouth
water to read of in the Times nor I don't drink no foreign wines,
though I once tasted some wliich was pretty much like ink and water.

No, Sir. I likes my good old English beef, or bread and cheese, and my
pot of beer along with it, and I think they taste the sweeter when
they are not 'leavened with a sense of injustice,' as the late SIR
ROBERT used to say. But, to come to the point. I work hard all the
week '

from morn to noon, from noon to jewy eye,' as they say at the
Institution ; so me and my old woman and kids like a little turn round
on Sunday. Well, Sir, last Sunday was a week I went from my place in

Shoreditcn to London Bridge, and then on by the penny steamer to

Chelsea, and it cost no ends of money. Before starting on the boat I
met BILL SMITH, and the following was the little bill we run up :

Chelsea, Sept. 1853.

2 Pots Ale .

i Pint Gin
10 Pickwicks
9 Bottles of Pop for Kids
Biscuits for ditto .

*. d.

1 4
1

10
9
3

4 2

Getting into their Good Books.

MB. G. V. BROOKE has advertised his intention to establish, out of
the profits of his acting, a "Free Library for the People." We hope
that the nation, in accepting the

"
tragedian's

"
books, will not pledge

itself to adopt all his
"
readings."

"
I had nearly forgotten to mention that one Sunday afternoon I

paid 6d. for a 'bus to Regent's Park Zoological and fid. to come back
again without having seen anything. PBOFESSOE JELLY, of the

Institution, says the Vivarium is very interesting ; but I find that it is

only the aristocracy who are admitted on Sunday, the working-classes
it seems would do an injury to their soles by looking at the fish on that

day. BILL SMITH says he thinks if he might go to the Crystal Palace,
British Museum, &c., on the only day he can go, he shouldn't care
how much extortion was practised at the public-houses, for he wouldn't
use them.

"I am, Mr. Punch, yours, &c.,"
PAPEB-CAP."

A Music-Seller's Opinion of France.
"
I CAN generally tell, Sir, the state of public opinion by the songs I

sell. In 1830 I sold thousands of Parisennes, I don't sell one now ;

and I don't think we've been asked for a single Marseillaise for these
last three years. It is the same with Mounrpour la Patrieno one
cares for that now ; and as for Five Henri Quatre, not one copy has
left my shop, I should say, since the day when the DUCHESSE DE BEREI
was caught in a cupboard. The only song that is asked for at present
is Parfantpour la Si/rie, and we don t sell many of those. Ah ! Sir, it

is a bad sign when the people don't sing ! Many a revolution in France
has been caused by a song, and more than one throne has been upset
from the want of one !

"

Table Moving Extraordinary.

_

WE learn from a gentleman who is in the habit of moving in the
highest circles, that the Table Movement party has lately derived
great encouragement from the fact that the Table Rock has been
moved down the Niagara falls.

THE PAPAL CUE.

THE POPE has beeu ordered to play billiards lor his health. Judging
from the specimens he has hitherto manufactured, we doubt whether
his Holiness will ever make a good canon.
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to the applicants for publicans' licenses for music and dancing-
Wherein
"After expressing his own desire, and that of his colleague1

', to do all in their

power to promote a national taste for music by granting music licenses. In. r:intioned

such applicants as should be fortunate enough to obtain them, not to attempt to open
penny or twopenny concert rooms, lest by so doing they should attract the customers

of, and injure the draught of liquor in the neighbouring public-houses. He warned
them that if they were so ill-advised as to build and fit up spacious and well-vent il.ttt-.l

music saloons for the accommodation of the public, and to repay themselves by taking
money at the doors, instead of by an increased sale of beer and gin, ami so ' create a

monopoly in their own favour,' they must recollect that they did so '

entirely at their

own risk,' that is, at the risk of having their concert rooms closed by the 'licensing
Magistrates on the next licensing day."

Now, in the Middlesex Magistrates, as represented by MR. POWNALI.,
and not in them only, but in the whole unpaid Bench, might the

British sculptor find models for household gods to embellish pot-house;

withal. Their worshipful forms might be carved to stand as chimney
ornaments, or to stride in the character of the

jolly divinity upon
barrels over tap-room doors. The "fair round belly with good capon
lined," of the worthy justice would exceedingly well become that

! situation; for the national organ of music which the magistracy wish
'

to cultivate appears to be a barrel-organ. No stout, no song ; no beer,
no ballad; no porter, no piano; no heavy, no harp; no fuddle, no
fiddle

;
are the maxims which regulate their philharmonic ordinances.

I No gin, no glee, is their decree
;
no go, and no chorus. Thsrefore the

mantelpiece of ever}' Jerry-shop ought to be embellished with thc'ir

statuettes, and so ought that of every big brewer and gin-spinner,
their private connexions, consulting whose vested interests under the

.

urcteiice of a regard to public duty, they violate the very essential

.principle of Free Trade, in order to prevent the compe'itors of their

I friends from
"
creating a monopoly in their own favour."

THE MODERN LANGUAGES TAUGHT IN ONE LESSON !

German Professor (on
" la Perche ") to Italian ditto below.

" BE STEADIER,
BILL, WILL T.ER, OR I 'M SLOWED IF I DON'T COME DOWN !

"

LARES AND PENATES FOR THE POTHOUSE.
HIGH Art in British Sculpture is out of the question except as, i:

-

the case of the DUKE or YORK'S image and that of NEISOS. wrier. *ne

figure is placed on the top of a tall column. Tnis is in mosr instances

by far the best place for it
;
tne generality of our statues being objects

of such a nature as to render it advisable that their view should
borrow the very largest amount of enchantment that can be lent thereto

by distance.

The Sublime in plastic Art is hopelessly unattainable by JOIIN BULL:
he has never yet been able to manage to pass the boundary which
separates it from the Ridiculous. We had better stick to the latter,
wherein we excel. To be sure, it may be doubted whether any pro-
duction of the native chisel, meant for fun, could be more funny than
the forms of pigtail, of wig, of military uniform and official costume,
which that instrument is seriously employed to dignify. But why
continue to adorn our churches and public buildings with monuments
of gallant officers accoutred for parade, of bishops in confirmation

costume, and of half-nude unshapely statesmen with cropped whiskers,
iu the dishabille of a loose sheet, apparently draped, in an uncom-
fortable manner, to undergo the operation of shaving? These things
do not excite the feelings which they are meant to address some of

them, on the contrary, instead of warming the imagination, suggest a
very unpleasant idea of catching cold.

But then, when British Sculpture attempts a tobacconist's High-
lander, or a Gog or Magog, it succeeds admirably, and there is a

special direction in which it once promised to do wonders
;
that of

bass-relief on the exterior of brown jugs. Here was native talent

forming a channel for itself, in which perhaps it had better run freely,
exercising originality,, than labour with imitative and simious toil at the
manufacture of ideal Art-Alepots.
On Art-Alcpots, however, of a humorous and comical design, and

kindred subjects, the British sculptor might work with immense
success. We have abandoned the Greek and Roman mythology
(modern as well as ancient) for the most part, but we have still a sort
of Temple of BACCHUS ; the Gin Shops and the Public-houses. To
the decoration of these the British sculptor could direct his abilities

right profitably.

At a recent meeting of the Middlesex Magistrates according to the
Times the chairman of the Bench, MR. POWNALL, delivered an oration

LIBEL ON THE PRINCE OF WALES.
SUNDAY paper, which affects to

consider itself t he organ of the

Court, has fallen into a lihel

through its excessive propensity
to flunkeyism. The following is

the libellous paragraph :

" THK PBINCE OF WALKS AND THE
SHOPMAN, During one of the latr

lioyal visits to the Dublin Fxhibition
the Koyal children wandered about in

the toy section of the building, while
and PltiNCK Ai.nuiT werethe QI'KKN

in other departments. The PKINCK
OK WALES showed a precocious tact

in striking a bargain. He asked the

price of an elaborate specimen ot

carving in bog-oak. The shopman in

attendance, quite overwhelmed with
the unexpected honour, answered dis-

tractedly,
" a shilling" the true price,

being about fifteen shillings. The
Prince, with a promptitude worthy
the future ruler of a great commercial
nation, closed with the bargain at once,
laid down hia shilling, and walked oft"

with his prize. This little incident
will probably make the fortune of
the exhibitor, who is constantly sur-

rounded by groups of the curious, and
preserves the shilling under a glass

vase, only to be shown to the most favoured of the customers."

While transferring the above paragraph to our columns, we beg to

protest against its truth, and to express our contempt for the awkward
fiunkeyism which endeavours to compliment the heir to the throne by
imputing to him an act of what an American would call "smartness,"
and an Englishman would designate dishonesty. The imputation

j

thrown upon the little PKIKCE is that he took advantage of a shopman's
mistake to obtain for a shilling what was worth fifteen, and this K
clumsily described as a feat "worthy the future ruler of a great
commercial nation." What great commercial principle is comprised in

the act which has thus falsely, as we believe, been attributed to the
PKINCE we are at a loss to perceive ; but, if our contemporary carrii s

on its commercial concerns in the spirit it seems so much to admire,
we should decline having any dealings with it

"
in any shape or way

"

whatever.
We should like to know what the proprietors of the paper would say

if a "smart" news-boy were to cuter the office, asking the price
of a quire of the journal, and on being told sixpence by mistake, he
were to throw down that sum, and seizing up some ten shillings-worth
of property, were to hurry away with it. Such an

"
incident

" would
more probably become the subject of a police charge than of a puffing

paragraph.

AN IMPOSING SIGHT. The tight of your Bill at nine-tenths at

least of our
"
first-raie

"
Hotels.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC "GLIMPSES OF THE MOON."

warn

ROFESSOB PHILLIPS,
tlian whom E.sin-

MION Was nut :> .

ut admirer of

the moon, has suc-
\ in inducing

her, not merely to sit

for her portrait, but
to paint it.

When
His great bright eye,

most silently

Up to the moon is ca^f,"

we may be sure that

PARSONS AND DOCTORS.

MANY surgeons, doubtless, remarked an absurd letter from a clergyman which appeared the
other day in ihr '/'/(/'.*, recommending charcoal in combination with brandy and opium as
a cure for cholera. One of them, dating his letter from Bloomsbury Square, has fortunately
written an answer to that communication, pointing out that the quantity of the last-named

drug prescribed by the parson would amount to 10 or 12 grams every half-hour ; and of course

destroy the patient. This clergyman, no doubt, is a well-meaning person, but he should
confine himself to pointing the way to Heaven, recollecting that the opposite place is paved
with good intentions. Possibly he overstated the quantity of opium, by what may be called
a clerical error

;
a proper dose of it is well known to be beneficial in the complaint in question :

brandy is also found useful : and to these two ingredients of the mixture we should be

disposed to ascribe any favourable result of its administration. The third is probably inert;
otherwise it would be a convenient medicine, as anybody, in case of need, might munch
cinders.

Clergymen, in fheir anxiety to do good, are top often accustomed to add the treatment of
bodies to the cure of souls. In order to minister to patients as well as penitents, they
oughl In possess the gift of healing, and that having ceased to be supernatural!? imparted.
they had better acquire it in the ordinary manner, by attending the hospitals. Some add
houKpopathy to what the rubric prescribes in the VisitatMn of the Sick, and by so

doing do the least harm that it is possible to do by empiricism ;
as the swallowers 9f

Inch- globules at least die of their diseases: but we would advise even the homoeopathic
divines to stick to theological mysticism, and not deal in

"
riddles

"
which will generally

be
"

affairs of death."

raciously

Shelookethdownonhim,''

since she allows him
to carry away so

iniiiiysul'leiieil in

of her charms. Tor
other men she exists

only in apogee or in

perigee, but he pos-
,-. her also ill ef-

figy, and eau con-

template her at his

leisure, when her face

is "gone from the

gaze" of ordinary
mortals. Neverthe-

less he intends, with a liberality that does him honour, to make his fellow men partners of

his good fortune, and has therefore entrusted her relative, and namesake, the late eminent

printseller of Thrcadneedlc Street, with the preparation of engravings from the aforesaid

photographs. Punch is happy to present the world with a prospectus of these engravings,
which are three in number. The nrst depicts her as she appeared on her

"
conjunction with

JUPITER." She is attired in her bridal dress, a robe of white aerophane, spangled with stars
;

JUPITER is just stepping forward to
" endow her with his

ring^ ;

"
and CHARLES'S WAIN waits

in the background to convey t lie happy couple to their destination. The second picture is

evidently meant to be a companion to the first, for in it she is represented on the wane
}
whilst

the celestial BOOTES, who nas been holding the horses' heads, is once more putting the

ribbons into the hand of CHARLES.
In the last plate of the series, the

"
expression of her features," (as was said of the young

lady who wore a wreath of roses) is
"
more thoughtful than before," and we scarcely need

to bo told by the accompanying letterpress, that she has just been reading in the afternoon's

Sun an account of the difficulties by which her beloved brother, the Emperor of China, is

surrounded.
Great hopes were at first entertained that she would allow a fourth plate to be executed,

displaying her as she appeared when
"
the cow jumped over the moon ; but she steadfastly

refuses her assent to this proposition, alleging, with much reason, that, whilst only the

learned few could trace in the legend of this saltatory performance an allusion to the mystical

fellowship of the Egyptian APIS with Isis, the lunar deity, the many would treat it as irreve-

rently as did the little dog who is said to have
"
laughed at such sport ;

" and that, although
the dish may on that occasion have run away with the spoon, the plate thus executed
would find no spoon spooney enough to elope with it.

POETRY FOR THE PEACE
CONFKHENCE.

To preach a bully pe.

Would 1 il'Mi a suit df drab,

With a will' -I a. broad-brimmed hat,

Ami '])!( jwb?
Oh no ! my friends, not I;
I 'd buckle sword on thigh ;

And also a pair of pistols wear,
And keep my powder dry.

Of small avail are words

Alone, with headstrong foes ;

But they go for much when they are such
in lie maint-.ined by blows.

So, if .

\Vilh brawlers in the

At the word to be gone they won't move on,

Till he his truncheon shows.

With despots if we plead

By diplomatic no

Best speeds our pen when we show most men
In bine and scarlet <

Most regimsnta of the brave,
Most fleets upon tin 1

Let the style be bland, but strong the hand

That begs them to be!

To charm vindictive rage
In warlike rival's bn

It is well to preach in the softest speech
If at peace we wish to rest.

But ami meanwhile! enlist!

Draw gauntlet upon wrist
;

And in friendly grasp he soon may clasp,
And shake your doubled fist.

A RAILWAY DOG.

THE papers contained the other day an ac-

count of an eccentric- dog, who, it seems, is in

the habit of frequenting the railways, and travel-

ling about the country from station to station

in company with different engine-drivers.

Surely this must be a very unhappy dog, who
is afflicted, with a suicidal turn, and whose
instinct directs him to the railways as the

surest mode of terminating his existence.

We should like some philosopher to take the

matter in hand, and ascertain whether the dog is

a sad dog, a reckless dog, or a mad dog, that

is thus risking the shortening of his dog-days

by pursuing such a line of life, or rather such a

line of death, as a line of railway.

Eagles at a Discount.

FRANCE has lately superseded the jolly old

Gallic Cock, and mounted the Eagle on the dung-
hill of national vanity. Eagles nave, however,
fallen terribly low in France, and they are being

publicly exhibited in every variety of form and
: substance, from the Spread Eagle cut in paper,
at three sous, to the Eagle ready to seize on its

I prey, carved in gilt wood, at one or two Napo-
1

Icons. It is quite true that the French have

I found their master not at all earlier than they
wanted him ; and we can't help recognising
the wisdom of substituting the Eagle for the

;

Egalite humbug that was, for a time, permitted
to predominate.

The Tune Changed.

FOE the first day B.ICHABD COBDEN was

supreme at the Peace Congress : the bagpipers

played nothing but Oh Richard, oh man noi!
On the second day, however, after old ADMIKAL
NAPIETI had fired.' off his speech, nothing was
heard but Charlie is my Dai I'uig.
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STRUGGLE."

speculations about the
"
Coming

Man "
have amused us for some years ;

but expectation having been tired out

bv waiting for the "man," who, though
al \vays "Coming, coming, coming!"
never came, a new dodge has been

started, and we are now called upon
in a pamphlet, price 6d. to prepare for

the Coming Struggle." According to

the author of this rather lucrative specu-
lation the world is very shortly to DC at

an end, and indeed, it seems that we
may as well make arrangements for ter-

minating all business transactions in

1866, for after that the Millennium is

to commence, when pecuniary affairs

are to be a matter of total indifference.

If the author of the
"
Coming Struggle

"

is to be believed and between 100,000
and 200,000 copies of his

"
speculation

"

appear to have been sold, which looks

as if some people put faith in his an-

nouncements we may expect most of

the public companies to begin winding
themselves up, and the Insurance offices

especially should already begin to refuse

insurances on healthy lives, for after

1866 no policy will be payable.
Such is the credulity of the age, that

the author of the "Coming Struggle"
will, probably, realise by this sixpenny"
spec.," a very nice little competency.

We would advise him, however, not to carry the experiment too far, or he will invest in paper and

print all that he has made : and he has already shown symptoms of a tendency to over-do the thing

by bringing out a 'Supplement to the Coming Struggle," price also &cl. Sequels are never successful,
and having finished off the world comfortably in his first book, we think him injudicious to try the

experiment of another. Poor MDKPHY made a hit with one
"

H'eather Almanack" and, if he had left

the thing alone, he might have preserved his reputation as a prophet,' but when, unfortunately, he
risked another shot and predicted a

"
coldest day," on which the thermometer was at GO in the

shade, there was an end to his
"
Weather Almanack" as a source of income. We advise the "Coming

Struggle" gentleman to be warned in time' and not to speculate in "supplements," or
"
sequels,"

but 1o go altogether on a new tack if he wishes to "put money in his purse," which is probably the

chief aim of his
"
philosophy." .

A EOYAL "LUNCH" PREVENTED.
IT must be a relief, indeed, to HEB MAJESTY to get away to Scotland, where in the retirement of

Balmoral she is at least free from the importunities of that sort of loyalty which deprives her of the

common comforts of a private individual. Provincial Mayors are perhaps the greatest pests that

Royalty has to encounter; and the Preston Corporation seems to have made itself a fearful bore on
the return of the QUEEN from Scotland. No sooner was it understood that HER MAJESTY would stop
at Preston fifteen minutes to take luncheon, than the Town Clerk issued a circular to all the members
of the Corporation, calh'ng on them to meet for the purpose of deciding how the fifteen minutes HER
MAJESTY had . allowed herself for refreshment could be consumed by some municipal twaddle, of

which Royalty was to be made the recipient. Instead of the QUEEN being suffered to take her
hurried basin of mock-turtle at the station, she was to be bothered with calf's head, in the shape of the

Mayor, and a dish of hash was to be set .before her in the form of an adulatory address from the

authorities.

It is indeed hard that Royalty cannot get a quarter of an hour free for luncheon on a long journey,
but

is^ compelled to give up every minute of spare tune to the swallowing of a quantity of unwholesome
stuff in the way of flattery from the authorities. We admire a loyal address when circumstances
render it appropriate and convenient

;
but to intercept HER MAJESTY at every resting point on her

way, and subject her to the fatigue of listening to and answering a mass of commonplace rubbish
from the mouth of a Mayor, is no less impertinent on the part of the authorities, than it must be

annoying to the Sovereign. We are quite sure that the QUEEN would prefer a sandwich to a puff,
and a glass of sherry to all the milk-and-water in the world notwithstanding all the sugar that the
authoritiss might put into it.

HOW BRITANNIA SALUTES HER BABIES !

BRITANNIA like a most careful mother expends a world of powder on her babies. A week ago she
flourished the powder-puff regardless of expense; and regardless of noise. Her three youngest royal
babies the PRINCESS LOUISA, aged five years ;

the PRINCE ARTHUR, aged three ; and the dear little

poppet PRINCE LEOPOLD, aged not one were all of them brought down from the nursery at Osborne,
and with their nurses embarked on board the Fairy to cross to Portsmouth, on their way to Windsor
Castle, to be smothered with kisses by one of the best of mammas, and one of the tendcrest of fathers.

Well, the precious babies passing through Spithead
"
were saluted by the Blenheim, by the garrison,

and by the Victory, flag-ship ;

"
and this was ordered by GRANNAM BRITANNIA, who, we think, by

such smoke and pother rather exposes her dotage than shows her affection. Why should the"
adamantine lips

"
of sixty-eight pounders salute those little babies ? LOUISA, being five years old,

may be a little seasoned to the custom; and ARTHUR (as 'godson to the DUKE) may have a

prec9cious taste for gunpowder ; but
consider the tender months of baby
LEOPOLD ! A suckling, and saluted
with a smack of thunder.
Poor little heart ! No doubt GRANNY

BRITANNIA means the noise as an evi-

dence of her love
; but. we needs must

think it a proof of her foolishness.
Dear little rose-buds ! Why not go
to be kissed at' Windsor in "all their
innocent freshness ? Why should they
be forwarded to their parents, new too
from Scotland, smelling of gunpowder
in which is so much brimstone ?

OUR TRAVELLING CONTRIBUTOR,
AFTER A SEVERE ATTACK OF

IWA'-FLUENZA.

Retaliation.

PHOTOGRAPHY, it was erroneously

stated, had enabled forgers to commit
frauds upon the Bank of England. Had
it been true, the retribution would
have been just. The Bank issues light

sovereigns why not repay it with

Light five-pound notes ?

How TO MULL PORTE. Ask LORD
ABERDEEN.

Pr r trd by W.liiam Bradbury, of No. 13, Upper Wobnrn Place. In the Parish of St. Pnncras, mi Ft- oetlckMnllelt Evans, of No. 7, Church R- w. Stoke Wnrinfrton. both In the County of Middlesex. Printer*, st the
Office laLiuitmrit Slreet,m the Precinct o( Wuitelriaro, in die C.ty of Loudun, and PubliaUed by them at .No. , Fleet street, in tliel'an h at St. Bride's, in the City of London. SATURDAY, October 22 ,1353.
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EXIT G. V. BROOKE.-ENTER TOM BARRY.

Ss
HAT MR. BROOKE
according to the in-

formation benignaiitly

supplied to a be-

nighted public by
his manager has re-

stored Drury Lam- to

its former grandeur
as a Temple of the

Drama, is a grand
fact. Having restored

the Temple, and made
his exit en route

for California enter

TOM BARRY "
the

Deathless Clown."
MR. E. T. SMITH like a modest

(lower unconscious of his own n

has culled in
"
a wise discretion, the

result of a deliberative council in

science." And the wisdom of his dis-

cretion shows itself in astounding re-

sults, i'or instance, he has the
youthful

HERNANDEZ, who is, in himself,
"
the

very constellation in the hippodramatic

hemisphere." Next, he nas EATON
STONE ; and he

"
confronts in a mar-

vellous manner, the wild horse of the

prairies
"

that animal being at the

S'esent

hour rampant and loose under

rury Lane stage. Next, there is

ARTHUR BARNES, "the champion of
all the world

" who throws "ninety-one summersaults in succession ;" a living anatomical
illustration of the truth that one good turn deserves another. TOM BARRY,

"
the deathless

Clown his name and fame are enough." The Undying One ! Immortal WILLIAM over
the portico, and the Deathless BARRY in the saw dust !

It is expected that the Deathless BARRY will, 'ere his engagement concludes, be regaled
with a complimentary supper of several yards of property sausages. Among other

expected toasts, is
" The Memory of JOSEPH GRIMALDI," which, it is believed, will be

responded to by his kte dresser, a veteran of the good old school. On this festive occasion,
the horses of the company deathless Barbs ! will have an extra feed of beans.

He is proportionally
The lot'tv form is we

THE GOD OF THE RUSSIANS.

GOD of the Russians ! who is he ?

A great and bulky deity :

He stands some six feet two, or three.

,uj stout :

well filled out
Of the Controller of the Knout.

He ranks among the Di Maioret,
And in despotic power he glories ;

He once was worshipped by the Tories.

Hi 1

banquets on celestial fare,
1 1 is Nectar 's Clicquot, potion rare !

And his Ambrosia's caviare.

As to the Russian God's costume,
It is a cocked hat and a plume,
If so to speak we may presume :

Likewise, a military stock ;

Belt, sword, and coat a tail or frock :

He stands in jack-boots like a rock.

Yet any thinker might suppose
He 'd wear a different sort of clothes,
More ancient classical than those.

J'or this same God of Russia seeks
To be the God, too, of the Greeks.
Then why does he sport coat and breeks ?

Old NICHOLAS should wear the loose
Kobe that once clad the form of ZEUS,
That is the garnw nt for the DEUCE.

Britannia's Safety Belt.

CONSIDERING how much England is indebted
for its safety to the magic belt of water that
runs round it, every Englishman, when speaking
of St. George's Channel, ought, in true nautical

fervour, to ejaculate :

"
Bless its old CHOPS !

"

THE "VOW OF POVERTY."
SOME Benedictine monks, with a strange mixture of the secular and

the spiritual in their affections, presented themselves a few days ago as
claimants to vote for Members of Parliament. Though they profess to

entirely de-vote themselves to the Church, they do not wish to be
de-voted or deprived of votes for the county of Northumberland. But
the best of the joke rather a solemn piece of mockery, by the bye
was the fact of their appearing in the character of persons having taken"
a vow of poverty," to claim their right to certain properly, in respect

pi
which they contended that they ought to have the electoral franchise.

The contradictory and anomalous position in which they stood led to
i
a cross-examination of the claimants, in the course ot which some

: peculiar views as to the effect of a
" vow of poverty" were elicited.

The result seems to be, that a Benedictine monk may be a man of

property, though he has taken a vow of poverty, and that, in the words
of one of the professional men engaged on the occasion,

"
so far as

respects property the law of poverty has no effect whatever."
The Benedictine monk was a good deal pressed, and in spite of the

ingenuity appropriate to his "order" he was driven into a corner,
from which he could not escape except upon the prong of a fork which
the professional gentleman kept continually presented to the Benedictine
monk, for the latter to fall upon. When told that,

"
in making the

vow ofpoverty, lie says he has no property whatever," the "monk" could
only reply "We must have property or we could not exist:" so that
we are justified in asking what is the meaning of a vow of poverty,
if it can be taken by a man of property who, on the strength of that

property, lays claim to a vote for the county ? The witness when pressed
admitted,

" We all have property
"

all we who have made a vow of

poverty, or an abnegation of property but the way we manage it is

tliis :

" We have what is called a
'

pcculium,' which is a separate thing
from the vow of poverty." It is convenient, certainly, to be able to be
poor and rich at the same time, and to combine all the temporal
advantages of property with the spiritual advantages of poverty. The
peculium

"
is,

of course, elastic, and there is no particular place for

drawing the line in the banker's book. A vow of poverty which
admits of a "peculium

"
in the shape of a private fortune is like a vow

of tca-totahsm, which allows of a
' ?

peculium
"

in the form of a private
gin-bottle.

VOL. XXV.

INFECTION GLEBE.

EVERYBODY knows that an intramural churchyard has a tendency to

enlarge itself not in area, but in perpendicularity. It is in every
sense a rising concern, and it swells like an investment at compound
interest. The attraction of mortality increases in a ratio multiplying
with the increase of the mass and what is there to prevent so deadly
a nuisance from being immediately abolished ? Hear the BISHOP or
LONDON in his evidence given before the Lords' Committee on the Great
Extramural Cemetery Bill opposed by the LORD BISHOP:

"
I wish, in very few words, to explain that, when the bill was first printed, the

clergy were much alarmed. They saw that it would iirerfere with the establishment
of parochial burial grounds, and they objected more particularly to the small amount
of compensation (Ve. which the company intended to pay, viz., Is. 8d. for the open
ground, and 2*. 6d. for the brick graves and vaults.''

In the country it is a common tiling to see sheep grazing in church-

yards, but in London, by the account of the Bishop, the same pastures
afford food to the shepherds. To the eye of chemists who are ghost-
seers for ghost and gas

"
are all one reckonings, save the phrase is a

little variations
" what a picture is presented by a metropolitan

incumbent pra.\ ing at his reading desk against pestilence with the cause
of it steaming up all around him in the shape of sulphuretted hydrogen,
for the generation of which he is

principally responsible ! By all means
give the intramural clergy compensation for the loss they may sustain

by extramural cemeteries, though the poor innkeepers did not get any
when their businesses were destroyed by the railroads. Let them be

compensated even at the Bishop's estimate, which lie says he
"
prevailed

upon Mn. CORFIELD "
to adopt, viz., 2*. 6d. for the open ground and

6V. 6^?. for the brick graves. Canterbury Registrars and fat pluralisms
will cut up one of these days sufficiently well to supply the needful : in

the mean time let the convives of the earthworm feed without the walls.

THE BRIDLE ROADS.

WE see a book advertised under the title of
"
The Bridle Roads of

Spain." We know very little about Spain, but can inform our fair

readers (we mean the ladies) that the Great Bridal Roads of England
are : St. George's, Hanover Square, and Gretna Green.
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Golden. "WHO HAS THE DONKEY'S EARS, NOW?"

[Mr. Punch answers the question.

OUR TOURIST IN PARIS.-No. 9.

Mr dear fellow-countrymen who throng the theatres, the eafh, and
the promenades of this gay city, may form very different opinions of

its inhabitants and institutions
;
but on one point, I believe, they are

all agreed ; that, in common with the rest of the Continent, it is over-

ridden with bureaus and bureaucracy. Every third man is an employe,
a soldier, or a policeman. You cannot have a warm bath, without

taking a ticket from a lady at a desk, nor indulge in a mild polka,
without being watched by a man in a cocked hat. If you change your
hotel, instant information must be sent to the Prefecture

;
if you want

to send a telegraphic message to England, it must first receive the
sanction of the Minister of Police

;
if you enter Paris from a country

walk, with a great- coat on your arm, you will be pounced upon and
searched at the Barriere. All this is disgusting to honest JOHN BULL,
and he curses it with great force of language.

"
Thank goodness !

"

says he, "at all events, we are free from this miserable drilling,
and marshalling, and boarding-school discipline." in England we
certainly are.

Occasionally the London newspapers take the opportunity of an"
illustrious foreigner's" visit, to contrast pur liberty and their thraldom.

us alone.
"
His Highness, or Majesty, as the case may be, will ride for

hours in our Metropolis without seeing a soldier or (especially if

there 's a row) a policeman." Blessed independence ! but the contrast
is much more striking, because more disagreeable to a wretched
Englishman, born to freedom, who finds himself in a mess on the Con-
tinent a contingency which happens to one out of every dozen
tourists. Those confounded passports form the monster grievance.
Accordingly from

July
to November, not a week passes but some

victim writes to complain that he is in confinement at Marseilles or

Como, or somewhere or another, because his passport is lost or not ex

regie. Old JOLLYBOY, I recollect, wrote a tremendous letter to the
< ontaining a column and a half of his adventures. It ought to

have produced a reconsideration of the whole passport system, but it

didn't. Those foreign governments are so dense !

And now little BOMBAZINE (who is
"
reading for the bar," like every

young fellow about town that, is not in the army) conies to your Cor-

respondent, and complains of a grievance which throws all the foreign
misdemeanours into the shade. He went to the English Embassy to

get his passport signed, and the man there could, not speak English !

.Now, by JOVE, HARRY is right, and it is too bad ! Here are we every
day ridiculing or cursing the villanous antiquated machinery of pass-

ports. We all know, and are never tired of repeating, that it works
for the persecution of helpless timid travellers and the protection of

brazen and ingenious criminals. (JOSEPH MAZZINI entered Italy a few
months ago in the petticoats and' front

"
of an old woman, the police-

men taking off their hats and paying compliments, while a poor
English consumptive parson in search of health was marched off

between two chasseurs as if he had been a pickpocket.) We complain
reasonably enough that we travel everywhere scattering our livres

sterling, making the fortunes of innkeepers, creating watering places,

supporting eutire branches of commerce, fostering capital cities, every-
where cheated, pitied, and laughed at, and yet foreign governments
have not the sense to encourage such lucrative and harmless visitors,
but do everything they can to prohibit our free locomotion. They are

great asses, are they not ? Call them all the names you like, and now
believe, if you can, that an English establishment abroad is worse than
them all. Our ambassador, as I understand from a diplomatic friend,
receives a very tolerable income from his country by way of wages and
compensation for exile, and yet cannot afford to keep a man in his

office capable of communicating with the multitude of Britons who
do not speak French.

We recollect a certain circular issued from the foreign office at

Washington, which invited the United States' consuls aad ambassadors
to employ native Americans and none others in their offices. And
quite right. It is bad enough to have to deal with foreigners about our

passports where it is absolutely necessary, but when we go to our own
Embassy we hope to meet with, if not the personnel at least the language
and plain good sense of the Anglo-Saxon. We might expect to meet also

there a disposition to smooth instead of aggravating the nuisances of the

passport system, and, behold, we find an official with all the Trench
bureaucratic humbug, and without a knowledge of our tongue. How
such a monstrous absurdity could have arisen passes one's under-

standing. Good heavens ! why every hotel, every cafe, every shop, nay
every superior police office, contains one or more persons who speak
English, and the English Embassy is the only establishment without
one. Why don't some of those young swells come down from their
room and do the passport business ? Do they think it

" low ?
" But

hear HENRY BOMBAZINE.
" You know MRS. TOODLEHAM, my Aunt, is given to reading the

papers in connexion with the prophecies, and has just got hold of a

very entertaining book on those subjects called 'The Battle of Arma-
geddon,' which has determined her to come to England at once with
me. It 's by one of those immensely knowing parties, you see, who tell

you about the end of the world, give
'

tips
'

in fact
'

on future events/
like the Derby prophets in Bell's Life. 'Well, he says, that Russia is

going to invade Jerusalem, and the English fleet is to sail into the

Dead Sea no the United States' fleet is to sail into the Caspian
no hang it ! I never can recollect the names of places at all events,

there's to be an awful shindy somewhere, and England is the only safe

place to go to. So I went to the Embassy to get the old lady's name
put on my passport, and, as I said, the fellow couldn't speak a word of

English. I tried him with French
"

(you should hear dear HENRY'S
Fmich),

"
and could hardly make him understand then. He wanted first

to see her passport, but, bless you, she hasn't got any. I don't suppose
she ever had one, and at all events, if she had, must have lost it years

I ago. You know she came over to see LOTJIS PHILIPPE crowned, and
liked the place so much she has stayed ever since. And when I told

!
him that, and offered references to bankers, and so forth mind you,
he's not over civil in his manner, I suppose because he can't make

anything by the job he opened his eves till the eyebrows went right

away into the hair of his head, and flatly refused. Savvy vous, Mossoo'
said he,

'

savvy vous que c'est mn< affaire fres serioose. Une affaire serioose
'

those were his very words. What do you think of that, because a

poor old woman wants to get back to her native country out of the

way of the battle of Armageddon ? By JOVE, I know what I '11 do. I '11

write to the Times."

No, no, HARRY my boy, we '11 do better for yon than that. I '11

send your history to Mr. Punch. He is great and good, my friend, and
will sec you righted if anybody can.

Agricultural Improvements.

THE old proverb informs us, that "a reformed rake makes the best

hubaad ;" but, according to MECHI, it is "your reformed plough that

makes the best husbandman."

THE OATMEAL PHILOSOPHY.
"
There is a mean in all things."
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DRAT THE EASTERN QUESTION !

Tu my Son PCM n.

'I HERE now
;
Punch .'

Drat this nasty
stupid good-for-

nothing Eastern

Question. I am
sick and

sorry
of

hearing it talked

of, din, din, din,
but her, bother, bo-

ther, every day,
and all day long.
1 )ral. I lie Russians
and Turks both,
our 's barbarians
and the other 's sa-

vages. I wouldn't

give a fig for

either of 'em ; the
Russians are just
as bad as the

Turks, and the
Turks every bit

as bad as the Russians, there isn't a pin to choose between 'em, six
of one and half-a-dozen of tlie other. The Turks commit double
and treble bigamy, and the Russians drink train oil

;
the Russians

are beaten with the knout, and the Turks with the bastinado, and
deserve to be, botli alike. Oh, I know all about it, although I am
only an old woman ! and what 's the whole tp-do about but a parcel
of nonsense, ambassadors niggling with their diplomatic notes, and
quibbling backwards and forwards because an i wasn't dotted on
one side and a t crossed on the other. Hity tity ! I 've no patience
with 'em. Of course, if our bounden duty 'is to interfere, we must;
but it's a great plague, and sickness in the land, and raining cats
and dogs, and bread up and meat up, and how much higher they '11

fo
goodness knows, but it will be beyond everything if there should

e a war. Drat it ! we can't help pestilence and famine, but it's din-

own doings if we acM war. Not that I'm for MR. COBDEN and your
'No Soldiers' people that want to do away with the army and
navy, and leave their sisters and mothers to invasion. Drat them,
too I despise such dirty drabs. But I do think it's such annoyance
to be drawn in and forced to fight when you've no heart in the
quarrel. What a pity it is \ve can't leave 'era alone and let 'cm
fight it out. Neither of 'cm is our fellow Christians, Turks being
Mahometans, and Russians Greek, which is as bad as Latin

; and what
I should like would be to see them left to themselves and eat each
other up, like the Irish cats poor things ! Drat the ultimatums,
drat the Phosphorus which is always causing a combustion drat 1 he
Dardanelles which I am sure they must be some forward hussejs drat
the whole business, it 's altogether a bad job from beginning to end,
if there is to be any end, which if the scrimmage goes on I'm afraid
will be the end of everything. Drat it all 1 say ! I wish I had a
good large broom, and power to sweep both your SULTAN and your
EMPEROR, and all their forces into the Red Sea, or Black Sea, or any
sea deep enough to drown 'em out of the way, interfering, by their

nasty trumpery tiffs and tantrums, with progress and civilisation, and
arts and sciences, and the Crystal Palace at Svdrnham, and the comfort
and happiness of everybody, to say nothing of a poor old lady hie me.

"
Your affectionate."

The Common, October, 1853." " MOTHER GOOSE."

Great Theatrical Strike.

IT is reported that MR. CHARLES KEAN the actor has struck for an
advance of salary from MB. CHARLES KF.AN the manager. MR. CHAKLES
KEAN refuses to advance another shilling to MR. CHARLES KEAN,
actor, desiring him to act his worst. It is believed that, the actor has
taken the manager at his word. We deplore all strikes; especially
one like the above, in which the public are the greater sufferers. When
bad's the best, what must the worst be ?

THE FASHIONABLE STK1K.E AMONGST THE LOWEST CLASSES.

A BRUTE of a Husband is one who fancies, when he marries, that
he is at perfect liberty to treat his wife as if she were no better than
a street-door, on which there was nailed the polite request :

"
Please

to Ring and Knock."

BEWARE THE BEAR. Let ABD-UL-MEDJID and NICHOLAS make it

up. it possible but not embrace. The SULTAN must not trust himself
to the hug.

Tin; i-ixi; OLD ENGLISH INNKEEPER.
Am Sufficiently Obvious.

I'LL sing j'ni a new song on a theme much stirred of late,

Of a line old English innkeeper, grown rather out of date,
Who keeps up hi-, establishment in almost princely state,
And don t t'ur^c: to charge you there at quite a princely rate,

Like a iine old English Innkeeper, one of the olden time.

His house, you 're told, is lilted up
"
rczardless of expense,"

Although one hall' is obsolete, and t'other make-pretence;
Exploded old four-poster-., built in (ii-'iiii.i: nn: Si i OND'S reign,
Muck rve mnfk-l uille iii, >ham ire-jails for champagne:

At this fine old English Innkeeper's, one of the olden time.

The swipes he <!nr.\.s is sour enough to turn a navvy pale,
Tho' by a hitler raillery hi: calls it bitter ale;
And tho' perhaps you don't see half a waiter all the day,
I'or

"
atlcnd.'inee

''

quite as much as fora lawyer's you must pay
To this tine old English Inidceeper, one of the olden time.

Then if to wine your tastes incline some home-made Cape you'll get,
Served up in ;i like a vinegar-cruet,
As a

"
bottle of Madeira" this will in the bill be set,

And however nasty it may be a nice sum you 're in debt
To the line old English Innkeeper, one of the olden time.

And it have a private room,
And use a

|

,, \-hghts" (with a muttony perfume),
I'or which you'll pay a crown a day, and 'tis a burning shame
Thai whetl-. lit or not they 're charged for just the same

By this rare old English Innkeeper, one of the olden time.

But soon these fine old Innkeepers will find their race is run,
For men are up and doing, and no longer will be done :

And shortly -we a good hotel,
Where we may be admitted, and not taken in as well,

As we were by our old Innkeeper, one of the fleecing time.

THE STARVED-OUT COMMISSION OF SEWERS.

raom is a' i- unfortunate Commissioners of Sewers,
who are said to be standing still with their hands in their pockets, and
who reply that they are obliged to stand still because they have nothing
in i heir pockets but their hands. It is true their hands seem to get
very deeply into i lie public pocket occasionally, but however large the
sum that may be extracted, the cry of the Commissioners is

" We have
no funds." If a neighbourhood, thirsty for a good, wholesome fall

of water, applies to the Commissioners, their answer is
" We can't

stand a drnm." Their song is always to one tune, and that is the
tune of

"
I've no Money."

"
I 've no money I so you see

Nothing cnn be done by me;
I own it to my sorrow;

I!nt It' I were rich, you'd see
Wonders would be done by rae;

So call again to-morrow."

The fact is that the Commissioners of Sewers have such grand ideas
that execution is impossible. The imagination of the Commissioners
riots in such a sea of sullage, that nothing short of an arched ava-
lanche of refuse water presents itself to the minds of the functionaries
who will not stoop to anything short of an aqueduct, and consequently
have souls above the making of a common useful drain. Everything
must be on such a scale of grandeur, that unless London can be
altogether excavated a few serviceable pipes cannot be laid down. We
are quite willing to admit the difficulties of the position of the Com-
missioners with all the sewage of London on their hands, and some
people feel naturally tempted to throw mud upon those who are in a
degree responsible for getting rid of it. The Chairman, however,
seems to take the affair with a sort of philosophic good nature,' as if

he felt himself somewhat in the position of a glass bottle or a plaster
bust perched on an eminence for everybody to take a shy at him.

Art in the City.

WHY not if Temple Bar must be removed why not to mark and
preserve the sacred boundary of the City, bring bodily Goo and
MAGOG from Guildhall to either side of Ffect Street ? They would
only make two ugly statues the more : and in so large and such a city,
what are two ?

A HINT KOR THE CONSUMERS OP COAL. The most cheerful kind
of fuel : Keeping up a constant fire of jokes.
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MIGHT IS RIGHT.
Van Driver.

"
I DOX'T KNOW NOIIIUN ABOUT NO RIGHT SIDES, NOR WRONG SIDES. You

GET OUT 01? THE WAY, IF YEH DON'T WANT TO BE MADE A WAFEU OP !

"

\_Where are the Police ?

THE FALLACY OF EXTERNALS.
IN the Times' report of the final meeting of the Peace Conference at Edinburgh, it is

remarked that
" MESSES. GOBDEN and BRIGHT were the great lions of the evening."

Apparently it is probable that they were
; although some may consider them to have been

figuring as lambs rather than lions : but then the lamb is not the only creature typical
of passive endurance. Appearances, however, are not realities, and the reporter, in inferring
the animal from the integument, made a mistake which has occurred before. MR. BRIGHT
and MR. COBDEN were going about in lions' skins

; but, as those who had just heard them
might have perceived,ithey were.not exactly lions.

THE CRY OF THE BRITISH HUSBAND." Do you bruise your wife yet ?
"

THE ARMS OF ENGLAND,
AS IMPROVED BY THE [PEACE SOCIETY.

OF the poor old British Lion
The sentence has gone forth,

Since BRIGHT has lifted up his heels

Against him in the North.
Thru lei him vail the tufted tail

He once so proudly bore.
When coarsely vain of might and mane,
He guarded England's shore.

Be the soldier brute in council mute,
Nor more sound war's alarms ;

Let him yield his place to a milder race

In Britain's coat of arms.
For the lion is a dangerous beast,
And so 's the unicorn

;

The one has teeth and talons,
And the other hoofs and horn.

So in a crack from Britain's back
Let 's tear the coat she has on,

And in its place our 'scutcheon grace
With Peace's proper blazon :

Gules we'll eschew that bloody hue !

With drab the field arrange ;

But or and argent we '11 retain,

As sovereigns and small change.

Nor lion for supporter,
Nor unicorn shall stand,

But a spaniel mendiant, and a hare

Funkant, on either hand
;

In the first and fourth, where erst were

charged
Lions passant guardant three,

There three hares bollant to the world,
Shall Britain's symbol be.

In the second, that was or

In double tressure counter/lowered
Where r/ules, in times gone by,
The Scotch lion rampant towered

In honour of great COWAN,
And his Embro' fellows true,

In a tressure of Scotch thistles,

An ass pran$ant you^shall view.

In the third, that once showed azure,

The harp of Ireland, or

Since we'll not stand such vanities

As music any more,
We mean to blazon, argent,
A ledger, proper, blank

As typical of squared accounts,
And a balance at the bank.

"
Dieu et man Droit," we will withdraw,
The phrase is simple gammon ;

For
"
Dieu

"
read *. d., since who

Should be our God but MAMMON ?

And as for Droit, you know 'tis Might
Not Right that wins the game

So
"

. d. et NON Hn.it
"

shall be
The motto we'll proclaim !

,

The Sarcophagus "of Art.

IT is said that LORD OSSLOW has revoked
the bequest that he had made of his collection

of pictures by the Old Masters to the National

Gallery. His reason for taking this step, we
understand, is, that the report of the Select

Committee on that Institution has convinced

him that he had better bequeath his pictures,

together with his body, to the earth, to bo
buried at once.

POLITICAL TABLE TURNING.

TABLE Turning, as practised by political

parties, consists in turning statistical tables

to account.
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MARRIAGE IN "MEDIOCRE" LIFE.

O.\K lit' our fashionable con-

lemiiorarie.s, of which
there are now three (in-

cluding i

!
- ./'/-

verfinfr, which
"
goes in"

upon the aristocratic

dodge), contained the
other day the account
of a marriage of a Re-
verend Baronet with a

young lady, whose name
is not given, but who it

said to be
"
related to

the EARL OF II

This scientific nobleman

may have numerous dis-

tant relations, who, on
the strength of his title

and his telescope, would
like to be looked upon
as near relations, and
therefore the bride may
or may not be a very
close connection of the
Earl. At all events, the

persons inserting the
advertisement in the fa-

shionable paper, do not seem to have felt themselves justified in. heading the

paragraph with the usual words,
"
Marriage in High Life." It was most probably

a sort of middle-class matrimonial connection ; though in these days it is hard to

say where high life ends and mediocrity begins. The couple seem to have hrrn
"
carriage people," at all events ;

for as the vehicle probably a
"
neat

fly

"
with

post horses approached the bridge, the assembled multitude raised such
'

vocife-

rations," says the penny-a-liner,
"
as to make the welkin ring." We should like

to see the bell attached to the Welkin, and the Welkin itself in which the phe-
nomenon of

"
ringing

" was produced by the shouts of the multitude.

On reaching the village the vehicle proceeded through a triumphal arch, orna-

mented with a lamp." We beg leave to say that we nave the honour of passing
under a triumphal arch that which bears the Wellington Statue twice a day,
and we do so without any feeling of undue vanity, notwithstanding the fact that

it is also
"
ornamented with a lamp," and indeed with two for there is one on

each side of it. The penny-a-liner adds that
"
on reaching their residence the

bride and bridegroom briefly, but feelingly, returned thanks to the inhabitants."

What a pity that we have not had a lull report of the speeches. Where was

GURNEY, the short-hand writer; where was SHEREB, and
what had become of MORTON ?

The next time that a marriage in "mediocre" life is

celebrated we trust that a stall' of stenographists will be in

attendance to take down the "speeches" of the bride and
bridegroom, as they pass

from the neat fly, gig, or clarence
to the inn or hotel they may have chosen for their mel-
liluuar abode.

THE TIGHT BLOCKADE.
1 K t hat old Bear in Boots, the CZAK,
Will drag old England into war,
Our fleet shall sail to Turkey's aid,
And we'll try the operation of a tight blockade.

We '11 close each port, along the shore
Of this confounded Bear and Bore
And if we can't his realm invade.
U'e '11 shut up all his harbours with a tight blockade.

les and tallow we'll confine
\\ illi sundry vessels of the line

;

hi corn, too, we shall stop his trade:

'T will be under the restriction of a tight blockade.

For all his troops, for all his hordes,
For all tlieir lances and their swords,
To change his tune he may be made,
By a steady perseverance in a tight blockade.

If out of that he tried to dash
An-! oh that he may be so rash !

We'd pound him into marmalade.
What a happy termination of the tight blockade !

No matter if old NICK we drub,
Though we debar ourselves of grub,
Which might to Britain he conveyed.
But that Russian corn will lie beneath a tight blockade.

Each blow we deal at him will fall

Upon ourselves, both great and small
;

But Honour's call must be obeyed,
And alas ! it only can be by a tight blockade.

Would we could with the demon close ;

Like DUNSTAN, seize him by the nose ;

Old NICHOLAS would soon be laid,

And there wouldn't be occasion for the tight blockade.

A SPORTING REGIMENT.
SOME Yeomanry heroes, whose head-quarters are at the

"
Spotted

Cow," in York, have been called together by a circular, of which the

following is a copy, to have a day's hunting, on Monday the 31st.

"
Spotted Cow Inn, Walmgate Bar, York, 18th Octitlvr, 1853.

"
SIB, Through the kindness of our Captain (Loan VISCOUNT Dow.vp,), a day's

hunt, or coursing, at Sessay (to the members of his Troop only), is given, which is

proposed to take phice on Monday, the last day of this month. It is also proposed to

have a little drill each should attend with his smord and belt. Be so kind as say if

you can procure a dog . An early answer is earnestly requf.stiid. Further particulars
will be gladly given, on application to me, or Coup. SMITH.

* I am, Sir, yours, truly, ^
"GEo. SMITH."

It is desirable, we admit, that the yeomanry should be indulged in a

day's hunting, which may practise them in the art of pursuing au

enemy, who in war-time would be fair game. We are somewhat
puzzled by the proposition to mix up "a little drill

"
with the day's

sporting, unless the "dogs of war are to hunt in couples two
abreast. We fear there will be some difficulty in blending the hunts-
man and the warrior

;
nor can we comprehend the idea of a sporting

military gent running after a fox with his sword and belt," taking
close order" at the heels of Reynard, or practising the goose-step by-

way of
"
a little drill

"
previous to the starting of the game. The

passage in the circular which asks every trooper to
"
be so kind as to

say" if he "can procure a dog," is suggestive of an awful assemblage of

mongrels, and destructive to all our ideas of
"
sport."

We can fancy the canine Babel that would be the consequence if the
brutes should happen to "give tongue." If everybody is so kind as
to procure a dog," there would inevitably be a regiment of dogs as well
as a regiment of soldiers

; there can be no objection to a vast assem-
blage of dogs at any given point for a given period, but when the dogs
have had their day, we would ask in a spirit of much misgiving, what
is to become of these dogs when the drill is at an end ? We can only
say that we should be sorry to eat a sausage within five miles of the
place where that troop had been assembled, until at least a month
after they should be disbanded, and their dogs should have disappeared.

PIUS PINGUIS.

THAT the POPE should have been ordered to play billiards to coun-
teract obesity, is a circumstance suggestive of certain natural remarks.
A person who fasts as often as the Roman Pontiff must fast, and yet
gets fat, is a wonder

;
and perhaps the plumpness of Pius, attained

principally on red herrings, will be -cited one of these days as a
miraculous circumstance. IALSTAIT lost his voice "by holloaing and
singing of anthems

;

"
but in the meanwhile he gained flesh, as his

Holiness appears to have also done in a similar course of exercise.

Many prelates are oily enough ;
but the unction of the present Bishop

of Rome is peculiar. The Pontifical chair has often been said to be
filled, but now it is full, and no mistake. Perfidy, ,the Papists say,
never approached the see of PETER

; however that may be, it certainly
will be difficult to circumvent its existing occupant,.as his bulk will
baffle any attempt to get round him. Many of the Holy Father's
predecessors have been deep, but he is broad also.

We should have preferred rackets to billiards as a cure for the Papal
corpulence, if we thought the POPE could stand the rackets, as he will
have to do, whether he can or not, as soon as the state of Europe

'is NAPOLEON to withdraw the French troops from Rome:
and that will prove the most effectual proceeding for tie reduction of
his greatness.

News for the Peace Congress.
THE Submarine and European Tekgraph pulsates with these glad

tidings :

" Six new steam-vessels, after the model of the Ifamleon, are on the stocks, and will
be launched about the end of 1854."

Our own correspondent informs us that two of these vessels in

gratitude to the peace-makerswill be called The Bright and The
Ctllllll'K.

JESUIT'S BARK. This Bark is a small, black, pirate-looking craft,
that has fastened itself on, by some hook or other, to PETER'S Boat.
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SPURIOUS IMITATION.

UNMITIGATED EFFRONTERY OF MESSRS. BROWN AND SMITH.

ASTONISHING AND GENEROUS EXERTION BY
CATHEDRAL CLERGYMEN.

THE newspapers are continually making remarks of a painful nature

on the conduct of Deans and Chapters. It is pleasing to encounter
an opportunity of commenting in a more affectionate spirit on the

behaviour of one of those reverend fraternities. Tliat pleasure is

afforded us by the Morning Post wherein, under the heading of
"
Divine Service for the Militia," we read that
" The necessity of providing some means by which the Militia, in a body, conlcl

attend Divine Service on Sunday, and the difficulty of this being secured by the

ordinary church accommodation available in Exeter, induced, we understand, the Lord
Lieutenant of the county to make an application last week to the Cathedral authorities,

su^'esting that an extra service on Sunday in that spacious building would meet the
wishes of his lordship."

Now, when we consider the average scale on which Deans and

Chapters are remunerated iu relation to their average services, and

when, our reflections guided by the llule of Three, we inquire how
much, at that rate, an extra service of such a description is worth, we
find the sum considerable. A prebend's sermon is perhaps, as to its

abstract merit, inestimable : a pearl beyond any price : but even its

actual cost may be computed at a high figure. Such a discourse,

gratuitously addressed to a regiment of soldiers, may be regarded as

a donation to them of something handsome per head.
To ask a Cathedral establishment, then, for an extra service, is

asking it for not a little : to perform such a service is to do a munificent
action. Therefore it is highly gratifying to peruse the statement

following :

"
Notwithstanding, however, the difficulties which intervened, we believe it was the

earnest desire of the authorities at the Cathedral to meet as far as possible the urgency
of the case, a desire which was manifested by the promptitude with which they acted
on the suggestions made by the Lord Lieutenant. An extra service was fixed, ex-

clusively for the Militia, at half-past eight on Sunday morning, when the whole body
of officers and men assembled within the sacred bit Uling, tbe choir being densely
filled from the organ screen to the altar rails, and such as could not obtain admis-
sion being within hearing in the side aisles. Prayers were read by the REVEREND
CHANCELLOR HARINOTON, who also preached an impressive and appropriate sermon."

Besides, it is announced that on Sunday next, and for the two Sun-

days following, indeed until the Militia are dismissed, the same
service will be performed at the same hour. It should be added, that

the only Canons in residence were the REV. CHANCELLOR HARINGTON
and the VEN. AKCHDEACON MOORE STEVENS, and that the Chancellor

being also Chaplain to the troops,
"
had, in addition to his duties at

the Cathedral, to provide extra services for both barracks." The rev-

erend gentleman who has been performing so many extra services,

might almost be supposed to be called Canon of Exeter by a mistake
in pronunciation ;

his proper title being Canon of Extra. At all events

he ought not to be styled a Canon in Ordinary, for he is an Extraor-

dinary Canon ; and iu making this observation, if anybody thinks that

we intend a mere play upon woids, he is mistaken ; for what we chiefly
wish is to call attention to a fact. That a prebend should occasionally

preach and read prayers of a Sunday a few more times than he is

obliged to do, may hereafter come to be regarded as not so very ex-

traordinary a sacrifice of that oliura which is enjoyed cum dignitate by
the dignified Clergy. The circumstance, at least, will perhaps not be

thought so extraordinary as to constitute a special case for penny-a-
lining.

NASAL INTELLIGENCE.

ONE of
"
our own Correspondents," speaking of the EMPEROR'S late

reception at Lille, remarks, as it appears to us, a rather curious pheno-
menon.

"
At about nine o'clock," he says,

" The EMI-KROR and EMPRESS drove to the theatre, where there was a most loyal

reception ; and, hut that the wet clothes and the soaking umbrellas gave out the odours

peculiar to wet coats, the scene would have been splendid."

How the odours of wet clothes could possibly have prevented the

splendour of the scene, we confess we are rather at a loss to imagine.
For ourselves, we certainly should as soon dream of hearing a sight as

of smelling one. That there exists a certain connection between the

visual and olfactory organs we don't pretend to dispute. In the ab-

sence of profounder proof we do remember an
"
eye-snuff," which they

who were up to it of course took nasally. At the same time we cannot
well see how the sense of seeing can be interfered with by the nose,
unless indeed it be a preternaturally long one.

A CHAUNT FOR THE CHOUSED.
DINE ? who'd dine

At eight shillings a head, or even nine,
With the heaviest price for the lightest wine ?

Ah ! that house I know too well,
'Tis your

"
first-class

"
Hotel :

Sad
"
Tales of my Landlord

"
there they tell.

Far better for me
To order tea,

And go dinnerless at that hostelry.

Sleep ? who 'd sleep
Where a standing army their quarters keep,
And in countless legions upon you creep ?

Ah ! whose form is that I see,

A flea! Sirs, a flea!

He cometh to sup off me.
Far better, say I,

On the sofa to lie
;

I prefer his room to his company.

Stay ? who 'd stay
To be bitten and fleeced in this wholesale way,
And live at the rate of a fortune a day ?

Ah ! who '11 expose their crimes r

The Times, Sirs, the Times,
The waiter his fee declines ;

Tell the landlord from me
Him further I'll see,

Ere again I'll be fleeced at his hostelry.

HE CAME SMILED AND SAID NOTHING ! Such is Mr.
short-hand report of the interview granted by the EARL or CLAREN-
DON to the Finsbury deputation on the Easteni question.
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JAMES'S POWDER, AM) HIS SQUIB.

.^SSSEfcl' " Mr-
n '' *ne Virginian slave-

holders, true to the kind of

logic which one- expects
from LEGBHBS, have made
live attempts to burn down
the house of the Knglish

consul, Mi;. (!. I
1

. I!.. I

as a reply to some objections
urged by that gentleman to

negro slavery. It a]

before Mi;.

JAMES attained that world-

wide celebrity which has

;;laeed him at the

summit of I'ln^lish liter

(we arc sure he will be (lu-

be concocted a
"

squib
"

fflt the slave-owning
s\slem. The missi!,

so silently and harm!
h Kivrii-.li air 1 hi

eema to have listened

to it, but the case appears to

<ii'_"hted on American
ground, aud to have been

ired up by the fortu-

nate finder as evidence

against the pyrotechnician
and historiographer. Mil. JAMES receives liis appointment and goes
to Virginia, the squib is produced, and excites the fierce rage of the

man-stealcrs, who, as lias been said, make live attempts to burn down
the great novelist's house. \Vhether, lining as cowardly as MBS.
STOWE has taught us to regard them, the conspirators made their

efforts in the night, and being scared by the noise made by the dis-

tinguished author in snuffing his candle, the click being mistaken for

the cocking of a rifle, or whether, in the frantic tipsiness which, the
authoress of Uncle Tom tells us, accompanies their social orgies, they
endeavoxired to set fire to a stone wall, or to the Life and Times of
Louis XIV., or any other impracticable mass, we are not informed

perhaps cowardice aud clumsiness were united, as in every other effort

in defence of slavery. Anyhow, MB. JAMES'S property had, at the last

advices, escaped the vengeance of those who, brutalised by slave-

owning, can hardly think much of arson. Meantime, we have been

YACHT SIGNALS.

Mn. I't \( ii ha, \<ry useful little book,
<i, wiili tin , i on its cover, and

i of mneh use
to him in !' I' to keep it until the yachting
season begins again, when li. -, li\de, and "the
Island

"
generally, with the p

> in nautical, as in

all other exereisrs. That tl preeiate the Value

of the book. Mi\ 1'i'nrh subjoins a pauv taken at random. Loungers
on shore little know what is mi 9 which

we perpetually being run up from the 5 'i,iheOllaf
1 1 the other prcit which they talk so

learnedly. Perhaps this extract ma a them :

3V

steamship Washington, which reached Cowes on Friday night,
bringing mails to the 8th, aud it was instantly forwarded to us by a

special train on the South Western line. We hasten to give it.

THE SLAVE-OWNERS.

Epigram I/if G. P. R. JAMES, Historiographer to the Queen, author" of
"Darnley," "lie L'Orme,"

"
The Giosy," "The Life and Timesj_xt* rvvvff. j-^o jj iv/ **> J. o u t*/o^j J. /to

j_/y
o iwvfi

of Louis t/u; Fourteenth"
"
Tales of the Passions," tfc. frc.

Surely these men must have very black hearts
To treat the poor blacks in this way ;

Rather than suffer such Ifrrible smarts,
I wonder they don't run away. G. P. R. J.

Silhjv.t.

JEW.

lorn.

Sci

Cmjiu 1

!!.

Number
to be

aa.

1828.

117.-,.

1174.

Mi . ,-i^-e.

1099.

2318.

2349.

2350.

2351.

3284.

3384.

..000. I'd make

l^uick. for AI...FKN..V , I..>.-r> is making
:s play, aud telling iiulul falsehoods about his Irish

..n. Et flu Pier Hotel. Sec Mm, and do the
i titn" lir I l.mcagler.

Same, with aciiliti'.ii;. \o j.i.'linvs, Hiiiid, but a little had wine
don't matter, as J 've twine cou&try bnres coming to stay
with iin'.

Tin-, w.m't do. F'i I.T in Devonshire estate

ini-unib.-iv<l, ami a rlmmvry Mil!.

itul. Send out wnnl to him that his

tavern..! v. ants him <.n shuiv, and wi. "11 L;.. nn t-"> O
We'reoutof. Roush will d ... . nham.

a Tuesday business. I am in-

ven' ...u, hut ynit had better come off,

J

and bring her a do#, or a bracelet, or something. I think
VAXK has sold you.

My. Is in Mich a uad temper. Send oft" some Trcneh novels.
New number i.ot r<.m< ', tin- friiN ar. v.ilii, and we shall have a
mutiny. Pray see abonr ::i[)h to town if necessary.

The parson's, is first-rate. So pretty. 1 have proposed, and she
has taken till tiffin-time to consider.

(Same, with addition). Has been asking your Aunt about me,
ami has given me a flower.

(Same, with additicn). Fly, old fellow, and find out for me what,
in the language of flowers, is meant by double heart's ease.

(Same, with addition). All tip. Your Annt let ont about FAITHT
.MONIUOMBRY, and that's what double heart's ease meant.
Order supper. I shan't stay on board.

Was I, last night? Signal if I did anything very absurd.
WALTER bets that I offered the bishop a cigar.

We are all coming to, in the morning, including CATHBRnnc.
Verbum sop. No more signals to-night.

Plato, G-og, and Magog.
Ma. JONES told the Liverymen the oilier day, that if PLATO were to

revisit the earth to project a new Republic, he would take the theory
of the Corporation of the City of London as his model. Perhaps so.
He would have seen that the theory in question leads to a practical
harmony exhibited in an affection, of united minds, amounting to t he
very love of the turtle.

PECCADILLOS OF BEA1-.S.

TITE unpaid li.igistracy, so called, have been accused of licensing
public-houses on an arbitrary principle, but it is tolerably certain that

they do not grant any preference without a sufficient consideration.

Unpaid, perhaps these gentlemen ought not to be denominated; for

everybody knows that they pay themselves by the job.

SHE WILL BE A MARTYR.
A LETTER from France says that Miss CTJNNINGHAME on receiving

the order for her release from prison; positively refused to go. untQ
she was literally turned out. The invitations of the officials to her to
"come out of that," were altogether idle; and indeed it is quite
evident that the lady felt how completely her pretensions to martyrdoni
had been cut short by her premature release. Miss CUNNINGHAME in
fact proved herself a perfect "Buffalo gal" in her indisposition to"
come out," until a due amount of solicitation had been addressed

to her.

1'or our own parts, had we been the British officials emplojed to

negociate for her release, and she had shown a stubborn disposition to

cling to her prison bars, we should have allowed her to remain, and
ride as rusty as the bars themselves. We never could see what right
she had to scatter Itali.'m BUNVANS all over the boot of Italy, and
put her own foot in it. We admit tlie severity of the punishment and
the propriety of getting her out of her prison, though as a general rule
it must be laid down, that those who enter a foreign country for the

purpose of disturbing its harmony, must expect now and then to have
to take a few bars rest.

I>OT A DOTTBT or IT. Of all the "tricks upon travellers" which
are practised at our Hotels, by all accounts decidedly the most deceitful
are the Bottle-tricks.

A Nautical Queen.

Tim QUEEN OF SPAIN lias become decidedly nautical. In honour
of her own birth-day she has ordered three screw frigates to be built

in Spanish dockyards ; regretting that the screws must be constructed
abroad. Surely this is unnecessary ; remembering the effect of Spanish
bonds, Spain has been especially eminent for her enormous screw-

power.

MARRIAGES AS WRITTEN IS THE POLICE COURT.

CONSIDERING the way in which your brute of a husband is in the
habit of trcatiug his wife, it would be as well, for the classicalities of
low life, to alter the name of HYMEN into FLORA (Floor-her).
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RURAL SELF-DENIAL CLUBS.

THE laudable custom adopted by agricultural societies

of rewarding labourers for living and rearing families upon
ten shillings a week, might be carried further out. Mutual

improvement associations should be established among
the rustics, for the purpose of cultivating abstinence by
means of emulation. Country gentlemen would formerly

encourage eating-matches among the peasantry : the re-

verse of this gross practice should be adopted now : and

clodhopper should be pitted against clodhopper to do the

greatest amount of work on the smallest quantity of bread

and water in a given time. The clowns should also be

stimulated to compete on holidays, particularly at those of

Christmas, when the weather especially affords the requisite

conditions, by trying which can continue longest sitting
in the cold without any fire, and which can disnense to

the greatest extent with clothes and bedding. By these

wholesome exercises they will be trained to contentment
with the very smallest possible participation in the fruits

of that earth "which they cultivate, so as to leave the larger
share to the gentry who subsist by their industry, to be

expended in all manner of comfort, pleasure, splendour,
and magnificence. Thus, as happiness is attainable in

either of two ways one consisting in the satisfaction,

the other in the conquest of our desires they would
make themselves happy by the former method, and their

labourers by the latter.

A WAKE IN THE MINING DISTRICTS.

J'moimer Ann, "HAS THEE FOWGHTEN, BILL ?"

Bill.
" NOOAH !

"

J'moimer Ann. " THEN GET THEE FOWGHTEN, AND COOM WUM.
HIS'N DONE BY POWER O'CLOCK !

"
DADDY GOT

WINCHESTER SOUP.j

PANTROPHEON ! What does SOYEK mean by that 'f

All-Nourisher the Guide to Getting Tat
But in that Book of Cookery, I '11 be bound,
There 's one receipt, at least, that won't be found
Debtor's Consomme : Take a bit of beef,
Or mutton to make rations for a thief.

Then boil, remove the liquor from the pot,

Neat, pure, and simple serve it cold or hot.

On such good fare doth Winchester regale .

The debtor rotting iu her model jail.

THE HUNGARIAN DIET.

HUNGER, they say, is the best sauce ; and this may
account perhaps for the reason why hungry people are

generally so impertinent.

SINGING-BOYS MINUS SEVENPENCE AT ST. PAUL'S.

PARSON Rook ! Why Rook ? What has Parson to do with Rook ?

a child might ask, puzzled by that nursery collocation of bird and
clerical gentleman. Both black ? Then why not Chimney Sweep
Rook ? Undertaker Rook ? The explanation is too superficial to

satisfy even the infant mind.

Now, when we consider that the Dean and Canons of St. Paul's

have, as we are credibly informed, stopped the scyenpence a week the

penny a day heretofore from time immemorial allowed the, little

chorister children for pocket-money, we are induced to pursue some

interesting inquiries :

Who took away the poor boys' stipends? Who has taken their

lollipops out of their months ? Who robbed them of their penny tarts ?

Who keeps cathedral stalls and ruins apple-stalls ? may be enumerated
as some of those questions which we are disposed to propound.
But we also revert to the chilli's interrogation why Parson Rook ?

and we find we can answer it in a highly satisfactory manner.
Be it premised, that the reason assigned for this mulct of the

acolytes is that by the proceeds thereof the washing of their surplices

may be paid for. They are to wear fine linen, but not to fare

sumptuously every day -. that mode of life is reserved for the port-
vinous appropriators of their cake money. Vainly has the tax been
taken off soap, seeing that the Dean and Chapter of St. Paul's are so

ill off for it. But the article is an important one to close shavers.

Therefore the choristers are docked of their allowance, and the loud-

voiced anthem will blend with the secular stri-in, "I've no Money."
We now come to inquire what has happened to render the

ecclesiastical corporation of St. Paul's unable any longer to stand

ioap. What has necessitated the demand for the sevenpences of the

children to defray their surplice-washing ? whereof the ordinary cost

would be fourpence by the tariff of our laundress.

This has happened : the relinquishment, on the part of that reverend

society, of the twopenees formerly taken at the doors of their church ;

which having been extorted from them by popular indignation, they

now, we suppose, indemnify themselves by a sevenpenny confiscation,

at the expense of the little vocalists.

And thus we arrive at a perception of the connection between
Parson and Rook ;

for these men are Parsons : and we discover that

they possess au anatomical organ in common with that bird, and with

other birds that consume the fruits of the earth. The existence of

that organ is revealed by its symptoms of suffering. The Dean and

Chapter of St. Paul's, in withdrawing the sevenpences, show that the

loss of the twopenees STICKS IN THEIR GIZZARDS.

The Pope's Game.

ENGLAND little suspected the game that the POPE has been playing.

It turns out to be billiards.

His Holiness no doubt has his cue given him by one of the astutest

Members of the College of Cardinals.

His aim, no doubt, is the old traditional one to put the globe into

his pocket.

Good Old English Pastime.

THE Elizabethan age delighted in bear-baiting ;
and it seems not

improbable that the feign of VICTORIA will witness a similar amuse-

ment. A formidable Russian bear has broken loose in the Danubian

Principalities, and a large number of British bulldogs have been

already collected to worry him, unless he speedily retreats into his den.

A MISTAKEN MEASURE.

A STRIKE is generally supposed to be another name for a Bushel.

It is, however, a Sack, which certain workmen are so infatuated as to

give themselves.
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AIL IS VANITY.
/>,-(/,. /./-. "TillKK, NOW, HOW VERT PROVOKING ! I 'VE LEFT THE PRAYEB-

BOOKS AT HOME !

"

Maria. "WELL, DEAR, SEVER MIND; BUT DO TELL ME, is nr BIIXXKT STRAIGHT?"

THE LOVER'S FAREWELL TO PALE ALE.

FARKWKI.L, my bright, my brisk, my Talc,
I cannot say, my Sweet,

For thou art Bitter, oh, my Ale !

With Hups I trust replete.

Henceforth tliou art estranged from me ;

And dost thou ask me whv ?

Thou wilt not suit my low degree,
Since thou hast got so high.

It w;is not wise to raise thee so,
Tis what thou wilt not bear:

Better, hadst thou been brought more low,
And made "

not Pale but Fair."

Go, travel o'er the Ocean brine,
To grace some Nabob's cup ;

Thy figure will not do for mine,
So I must give thee up.

With chamqmile the gobltt fill,

The cold infusion pour,
I '11 quaff the dose, the draught I '11 swill,
And sigh for thee no more !

LITERATURE AT LOW WATER MARK.

A BOOK with the odd title of
" A History of the Foa/i/ainx

of Europe" has recently appeared. The subject cannot,

possibly be a dry one, but (without wishing to tlirow cold
water on the author) we are bound to say that we have
no particular thirst for the knowledge he undertakes to

impart. We fear that amid the Fountains of Europe
our own Metropolitan fountains must cut as sorry a figure
in history as they do in Trafalgar Square. We feel some
curiosity to know what an author can possibly say about
the Charing Cross fountain, and whether he is satisfied

with merely a glance at it which is the case with every
one who sees it or whether he traces its biography from
the cistern to the slop-basin, the cradle to the grave. The
historian of the Fountains of Europe prefaces his work
with an essay on raising the water, but we are inclined to
think he would have a far more numerous body of readers
if he could offer a few hints on the possibility of raising
the wind.

SHAVING BY MACHINERY.

WE have tried every kind of shave at every variety of price, from
the shilling operation of the West End to that most frightful of

tortures, "an easy shave for a halfpenny," in the New Cut, Lambeth.
U e have been shaved by a drunkard, under whose "effacing fingers"
we, have felt our heard bristling up with fear, "like quills upon the
fretful porcupine," and we have been shaved by an aged individual
with the palsy, who has made sudden darts at us with the razor, and
ultimately triumphed over the difficulties that stared him in the face-
that is to say, in our own face with a

"
bloodless victory." We have

been shaved by a woman in Scotland
; by an apprentice in Shoreditch

;

by a sailor on board ship in a storm
; by ourselves in the dark ; by a

schoolfellow, for fun
;
and by young beginners, f9r practice. In fact,

re have shown a sort of reckless audacity in getting rid of our beard,
that would have justified our enemies in saying that we have evinced a
wondrous amount of bold-faced effrontery. But, notwithstanding all

these perils which flesh is heir to, in having the hair removed from the
flesh, we should be, afraid to patronise, or give our countenance to, a
certain new invention which is described in the following newspaper
paragraph :

" SHAVING BY MACHINERY. MR. WILLIAM JOHNSON, of North Shields, Joiner, has
invented a shaving machine. This machine is of singular construction, and contains
very qualification necessary for the process. In appearance it is not unlike an old-
fasliimred arm-chair. Hut the most unique, feature in the whole affair is the arrange-ment lit' the raznr blades, which are fixed longitudinally on cylinders, from three to
six inches in length, four on each cylinder, at an angle of (it) degrees, with flue camel-
hair brushes between; for yon are lathered and shaved at one and the same time, the
lather being slipped from the interior of ttie cylinders, which are hollow The machine
is put. in motion by the weight of th patient, the seat gradually giving way beneath,
and sinking with him until he roaches the ground, when the operation is completed.The seat, rising immediately it is released from his weight, is ready to commence
ag*in without anv preparation. A musical-box, of MR. JOHNSON'S construction, ami
canahln of performing a great variety of airs, is appended to the machine, and can
be attached or detached according to the pleasure of the person underg -ing the opera-
tion, so that you may be shaved to any tune you please t Experiments (says the
Galfjhead Observer) have been tried and found satisfactory. Durham Advertiser.

We must confess, that, however ingenious this machine may be, we
should feel very much in the same situation as the gentleman who \\ ,:

deposited in the barrel of spikes before we took our seat amidst the

cylinders, with our face among a lot of razors,
"
four on each cylinder."

As the cylinders are
"
fixed, there can be no allowance for an extra

amount of cheek, an exuberance of lip, or protuberance of nose
; but

when the
"
patient

"
as he is very properly called is once in for the

operation, he must take his chance as to the relative position of his
features and the fixed razors, nor must he think of being "nice to a

shaving." When the "patient" takes his seat off goes the machine,
set in motion by his weight, and stoppage seems to be out of the

question until
"
he reaches the ground, when the operation is com-

pleted." No wonder that the patient should sink under an operation
of such very alarming gravity, by the law of which he comes to the
floor with a degree of force commensurate to the weight of his own
body. The seat, having released itself from its burden by shooting the
"
patient

"
on to the floor, is ready for another victim.

VVe should hardly like t o be operated upon by a single razor with our
chair trembling beneath us

; but to find ourselves amidst a
"
forest of

blades
"

four on each cylinder with our seat giving way under us,
would be a position so frightful that it is one we hardly venture to con-

template.
A shabby attempt appears to have been made to gloss over the more

alarming features of this infernal shaving machine, or guillotine, by
setting it to music. We hope the airs played by the box spoken o'f

are appropriate ; and we should suggest the March in Blue Beard as

peculiarly fitted to a machine reminding one of beards and blood, of

soap and scimitars.

Not Cheap, but Extremely Nasty.

CONSIDERING the tremendous sums we pay every year for drainage
of the metropolis, we must say that it is a luxury for the enjoyment of
which we have, in every sense, but smelling most especially, to pay
largely through the nose.

VOL. xxv.
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MEMORIAL TO BELLOT.

ONE noble heart the more hath Ocean stilled,
A heart that throbbed with brave humanity

And generous fortitude, which nothing chilled
But the grim water of the i'rozeu sea :

Down to the deep, in doing well, went he.

No son of England yet shall that be said,
Such kindred with the Hero as we claim ?

For we all mourn a Brother in the Dead,
Although from France he drew his birth and name ;

Honour to France, increased by BELLOI'S fame.

Shall that fame have no other monument
Than pile of toppling ice-crags for a tomb,

A frostwork chantry, where, through cleft and rent,
The north wind sings his dirge, and sunless gloom
The Northern Lights are cressets to illume ?

He died for England so did one who might
Like him have perished, yet not so have died

;

And when his spirit wakened into light,

NELSON, perhaps, was first that welcome cried,

Remembering what like fate his youth defied.

But had the floe ingulfed that fearless boy
Chasing the sea-bear on its faithless track ;

Our more than HECTOR for lie saved our Troy
It then had been our heavy doom to lack :

And Valour, unrenowned, had gone to wrack.

Not so with him in glorious fight who fell,
For fellow-man, with elemental foes.

They for their native land who die, die well
;

But better yet, more notably than those,
Died he who sank amid the Arctic snows.

His country was his kind in noblest strife,
Whose victors only suffer did he fall

;

Thus did this gallant Tar lay down his life :

.Rest his brave soul with such good sailors all,
Beneath the Flag of their HIGH ADMIRAL !

The Way of Temperance.
"
EDUCATION "

(says the Times)
"

is the half-way house to Tempe-
rance. But, judging from the ignorant way in which many of our
rabid advocates of Teetotalism act and talk, we should say it was a
house that very few of them ever stopped at.

CENTRALIZATION. The Commissioners of Sewers are decidedly in
lavour ot this plan, for their drains are so admirably managed that
every man s nose, merely by passing one, is immediately made the
(s)centre of it.

THE CLAIMS OF SCOTLAND.

To HER MAIST GRACIOUS MAJESTY VICTORIA, by descent frae the

STUARTS, o' North Britain, England and Ireland, QUEEN, Defender

of the Presbyterian Faith, 8fC.

The Humble Petition o' the Undenigna!, Inhabitants o' the Prin-

cipal Part tf HER MAJESTY'S Dominions ca'd Scoi />/,>'/

HUMBLY
That your Petitioners, leal subjecks o' Your MAJESTY, are

muckle and sairly fasht and vexed wi' unco' grievances, o
1

wliilk the
maist considerable an' intolerable is the degradation, an' dislocation,
an' deposition o' the Scottish Lion.
That forbye the wrang, an' scaith, an' indignity dune to the

Scottish Lion, an' the ither indignities, an' scaiths, an' wrangs, wlulk
Your MAJESTY'S Petitioners hae set forth, an' enumerated, an' recited
to Your MAJESTY'S Ministers, there are a whcen niair wliilk they wad,
wi' a' humility, skirl intill Your MAJESTY'S lug.

That, i/ii/tri/iiix, an' in the first place, the mither tongue o' Great
Britain, Your MAJESTY'S niither tonsrur, is erroneously, an' mistakenly,
an' vernacularly, an' vulgarly misca'd the QUEEN'S English ; whereas
the English tongue is just a brogue, an' a corruption, an' a patois, an'
a dialeck o' the Scotch. And, as Your MAJESTY kens, the hail biggin
o' Your MAJESTY'S language was the wark o' LINDLEY MURRAY, o'

wham the varra name, ilka gowk can tell, belangs to Scotland.
Your Petitioners, therefore, beseech Your MAJESTY that the language

o' Scotland, an" the provinces thereuntill united under the sceptre o'

Your MAJESTY, whilk has heretofore been, as aforesaid, misca'd Your
MAJESTY'S English, may henceforth be rightly, an' truly, an' eorreckly
denominate the QuEEN's<8cotch. An' furthermair, that Your MAJESTY

,

will be graciously pleased to direck that the orthography an* etymology
o' a' Britain be just adapted, an* accommodated, an' reconciled to
Scottish institutions an' laws o' grammar ;

whilk dunna convene wi'

|

thae o' England, let alane just Suntax an' Prosody.
Yoar MAJESTY'S Petitioners do also pray that Your MAIST GRACIOUS

MAJESTY will be graciously pleased to command, an' decree, an* ordain
that the term Anglo-Saxon race shall nae langer be applied to the

population o' these Islands, rnair especially not to emigrants from
Great Britain to ither kintras, the maist o' wham are Scotch, that gang

(

awa' and diuna come bock again. And that Your MAJESTY will, by
virtue o' your Royal prerogative, settle and determine that the tribe
an' race, until the noo entitled Anglo-Saxon, shall from this time forth
be specified an' distinguished by the title o' Scoto-Saxon instead.
Likewise your Petitioners do entreat Your MAJESTY that the com-

munications o' Your MAJESTY'S douce and honest liege subjecks shall

nae mair be denoted by the appellation o' Plain English, but shall, wi'
fit an' due regard to justice an' propriety o' diction, be designated as
Braid Scotch.
Your Petitioners lastly humbly request Your MAJESTY that, gin

Your MAJESTY shall be rnindit to hae a decimal coinage, ye wad be sae

gude as to order an' provide that there shall be aue braw bright
glitterin bit chinkie amang the coppers to be ca'd a bawbee.

And your Petitioners as in duty bound will ever bray, $-c.

THE GOOSE CLUBS.
OUR eyes are again edified by the announcement so familiar to us at

this seison "A GOOSE CLUB HELD IIERE." We really should like

to have a set of the rules of one or more of these Clubs, for we are

puzzled to think what amount of goosedom can be a qualification for

membership. Surely the Peace Society people must be honorary
members for life of every Goose-Club in the kingdom, if merit lias its

reward, and admittance to a Goose-Club is to be obtained by personal
gooseishness, or a corresponding amount of quackery. We have heard
that the manager of a certain highly patronised theatre has consulted
his solicitor upon the advertisement of a Goose-Club near Oxford Street,
with the view of ascertaining whether the word goose is meant to

apply to himself in a libellous manner. The legal sage not being pre-
pared, the Goose question is in abeyance.

REVIEWING.

THE review of a young girl's life is frequently like any other review

moke, and noise, with here and there a red coat seena quantity of smoke
through it.

BAD NEWS FOR THE PEACE SOCIETY.

ALTHOUGH we have lost the Hero of a Hundred Fights we are

promised a Sovereign of a thousand mils.

A PAPER WAR. Some monarchs fight for gold ; but the CZAR and
the SULTAN are at war about notes.
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LETTERS FROM THE BOSPHORUS.
MR. WILLIAM TAYLOR, of Her Majesty's Bomb, the Thunder, to Mus. WILLIAM

TAYLOR of II ','/,/,/,>,/
II nil.

ELL, u see, POLLY, vc

wos a getting sicker

and sicker of Ijin' in

Besicker Bay, \vcu ve

got our sailin' borders,
ami here I:;.

has we could drive to

hcli) the Muzzl>
And a rummer lot than
them Mux/.li hims, hi

never sot hies on. l''or

has soon has hever we
cum'd to a hanker, a

feller called a Capstan
Bashy, wich is all as

one as our Port liad-

iniral, earns on borcl

to pay his respex to

ouroapting. And, hin-

stead of sayin
' How

air yer, old Boy r" or
'

Tip us yer daddies

my buck,' as a g<

man would, he makes
a hob and stix his

groat beerd out, and lie sen, sex he
'

: :n.' Yell, in coorse you
J

ll
7i i i 1 1 1 * i-i- i j i if _. i *

_

and sez, quite cheerful like,
'

l,iek 'em Sally
'

\vicli wos taint a mouse with tellin

the Turk to lick 'em hisself. An then wun can't be hungry with the poor
hignoraut fellers as nose, no better than to call their hone hemperor a Paddyshaw,
when he k'.int a Ilirishman. nor his n; -MIAW. And their primeer, who is

wun WRETCHED I'ASIU.'K, they ealls a (iraud Whcr/.y, and all their chief hossifers

they calls Agurs, so you see they've crate rume for himprovemeut in the names

they gives peepul. llo\vs\imever their hall werry liot for fltin just now, and goes
about braggin theyr has braye has ROOSTUM, who was a grate cock of the walk
in these parts formerly. Their reglar harmy they calls Nishan, wich I spose is

the short for hammunishan, as ] hear their werry strong in the hartillery line.

But they puts most faith in a lot of hold women called High Ma'ams, which
is their parsons, and a parcel of yung tellers called Softers, wich ansers to hour
Hoxford coves, and hevcr so many of these High Ma'ams and Softers air goin to

jine the army, and fite for their profit, as they sez, from wich I conclude they gets

good pay. And if theyr honely harf as plucky as our Chaplin, they may purtcct
the Golden Home, as they calls this place, werry well. But has for us, our fear

is that if they thrashes the Hooshans, the Kooshans wont come here, an then
we shant get no fitin. Howsumdever we kepes up our spirits, and opes for the

best, so no more at present from your luvin husband,

__ "B. TAILOK."

rORTUNE-TELLERS TOR NATIONS.

WHAT the /.'.//,,7,,/ / y;// fievieu in a highly superior article on
" Church Parties"

rails the
"
Prophetic Press," is now in a state of violent eruption. The volcano

in labour, however, brings forth only the bottle of smoke. \ou can hardly take

up your morning paper without being invited, in the advertising columns,by
some half-dozen several expositors, to take so many new walks into futurity. The
Overthrow of the Papacy, the Destruction of the Ottoman Empire, the Battle
of Armageddon, the Millennium, demand your attention together with the last

novel, and SOYEK'S Pantrophcon. and the Propriety of Legalising Marriage with a
Wife's Sister. It is a remarkable circumstance that the gentlemen who announce
these awful things, so calculated to wean the soul from all earthly solicitudes, do
not omit to affix prices to their productions. Like common Gipsies, these reve-
rend Roman; require their hands to be crossed with silver. This shows that whilst

they direct the attention of others to future certainties, they give no small share
of their own to the main chance. On that account we hesitate to compare
them to MOTHER SIMPTOX, who was an eld woman, or to NIXON, who was an
idiot. Otherwise we should regard them as common asses, pretending to rank
with the ass of BALAAM.

French. Italian, German, without a Master, are studies not very generally
successful; and the language of prophecy must he rather more difficult, inde-

pendently of proper direction. Those u ho are inclined to entertain the idea that
i\lit. STIGGINS and MR. CIIADBAND are illuminated expositors of DANIEL and the

Apocalypse had bettor pay a visit io MR. W VLB'S Great Globe, to acquire, if

possible, some enlargement of the views of the world and the destinies of the
human race. The patrons of the

"
Prophetic Press

"
will find it best to await that

explanation of prophecy which is afforded by its fulfilment; but they will have
to wait a long time for any such thing in reference to the commentaries of
CHADBAUD and STIGGINS.

To infer the future from the past, however, is to pro-

Ehesy
with some security. At all crises of the world's

istory have Cn\hiiAM>s and STIGGINSES applied their

prophetic wisdom to the question of the day. At all

those times they have made money and mistakes. On
all similar occasions iii future will they, in precisely the

same manner, succeed, and fail.

DOLOURS OF ST. DUNSTAN'S IN THE WEST.
VE citizens of London, who some filial pity I

For all her noble monument to our appeal:
Leave meaner things, the s: nl of

QZAB,
And think of perils nrarrr home tin' fate of Temple !;

\la,l lev 'Hers ;li:i^r I In OUT vcncra'ile gate
The ( ,11 here mouaielts proud are told :

wait :

To make mon ms and car,
The revolutionary < >n n with Temple Bar !

"

I tilitarians, stern and oo!d, who anrue, like the g-

That ev'n tliinvr i

lie I hi nk yii \\ h: ni. will be in tim<s of civil jar :

Where shall we stick our rebels' heads if we. 'vc no 'I cmpk-

And if our relies, one by one, are thus to disappear,
What shall it narrow lanes to tempt a visit here '*.

IHw l.iMik and paie will be their cheek, when pilgrims from
afar

Shall pace Fleet Street, with pious feet, and see no Temple
Bar!

The doom of SmithfieUaMricet 's seated ; gone is its ancient

And soon the pomp of LORD MAYOK'*S]>OW may vanish into

air :

Blackfriar's Bridge, pure Puddle Dock, the Monument,
and, all !

Ev'n GOG and MAGOG are not safe then save poor Temple
Bar. _

A PEACEFUL SOLICITOR.

A GuiLDFORD and guileless solicitor
"
and a Member <3f

the Peace Society," denounces all war as un-Christian.

War at no price ! He says, the soldier disobeys the law
of Christianity by killing a man. How about the attorney ?

Does he obey the Christian law by helping to lock a man
up ? As Christians, should we not pe of charity and

forgiveness all compact ? Does the solicitor make out his

bilfof costs according to the behest of the Prince of Peace P

Would our solicitor act in a cause of action for unprovoked
and brutal assault ? Hardly, if he denounces

"
the

soldier's bloody calling
" on every occasion. What is

war but an action? NICHOLAS v. ABDUL-MJEDJiD. The
Cossack attacks the Turk, and the Turk, whipping out
his scimetar, shaves off the Cossack's head. What is this

but an action the Cossack, for the first assault, paying
righteous costs ?

Now, if the enemy were to march to Guildford, would
"A Solicitor and a Member of the Peace Society" open
his door to the intruders, saying

"
Enter ye, who are

heavy laden with ball-cartridge ?
"

Does our Solicitor give advice gratis against going to

law; even as benevolent doctors give advice against
disease P_

Music, Malt, and Hops.
MESSRS. BASS AND Co., the teetotallers will be glad to

hear, have published a circular in the name ot the Burton
Pale Ale Brewers, announcing the intention of raising the

price of their beer by (w. per cask. This concert among
the Brewers, with a BASS for leader, exhibits some novelties

in harmony. The Bass rises instead of descending in the

scale of price, and by thus increasing in height, will,

strange to say, reach up to Double Bass. One more step
will raise it to Treble Bass: but that will be a contra-

diction in terms, and absolutely ridiculous.

A SOPORIFIC. Why is the practice of praising children

like opium ? Because it 's Laudanum.
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THE BEARD AND MOUSTACHE MOVEMENT.
Railway Guard. "Now, MA'AM, is THIS YOUK LUGGAGE?"

Old Lady (who concludes she is attacked by Brigands'). "On YES ! GENTLEMEN, IT'S MINE. TAKE IT TAKE ALL I HAVE; BUT

SPAKE, OH SPARE OUR LIVES'! !

"

DR. CAKTWELL'S INCOME-TAX MADE EASY.

DR. CANTWELL by appointment of the POPE, LORD BISHOP or
MEATII has written a letter to MR. POLLARD URQUHART, M.P., to

inquire how far he, the said DE. CANTWELL, is liable to the Income-

Tax, inasmuch as he appears to be prohibited, by the Ecclesiastical

Titles' Act, from returning himself under Schedule D as the recipient
of any income by ths title of BISHOP OP MEATII. MR. URQUHAKT,
who seems to be the MAWWOUM to the CANTWELL, answers, that he
is rejoiced at any incident that has tended to make more manifest the

absurdity of the Ecclesiastical Titles' Act
;
but that he is "unable to

propound any solution of the difficulty, and, indeed, thinks it would
require a very wise man to do so." In that opinion he may be correct ;

nevertheless the problem is very obviously soluble to Punch.
All that DK. CANTWELL who declares himself "unwilling even to

appear to resist any law, however unjust and oppressive
"

all that
titular BISHOP CANTWELL has to do is simply to return himself as

being in the receipt of an income in this country derived from an office

which he holds under a foreign power. What may be the denomination
of that office he need not state, unless he would wish to contribute to
HER MAJESTY'S Exchequer the fine of a hundred pounds, in addition
to the lesser penalty of sevenpence in the pound.

It is not everybody that Punch would take the trouble of teaching
how to place himself under Schedule D

;
b".t really DR. CANTWELL

appears so very anxious to pay his Income-Tax conscientiously, that
Mr. Punch cannot deny himself the pleasure of assisting the right
reverend gentleman in the discharge of that agreeable duty.

Synonymous Slang.
THE opinions of a certain eminent member of the Peace Society

respecting the British Lion are calculated to render the phrase" Honour Bright," equivalent in popular estimation to
"
Hookey

Walker."

THE DYE OF GUILT.

THE Kentucky Legislature have resolved
" That the keeper of the Penitentiary shall procure a suitable chymical dye, snch

as will stain the skin perfectly black, so thit it cannot be lemoved, until time shall

wear it away, and Nature furnish a new cuticle or surface."

When the dye is obtained, the nose of each male convict is to be

painted thoroughly black
;
the paint t9 be renewed until about to be

restored to the world, when the convict shall be restored to society
with a clean nose. We hardly perceive the moral and social use of

this nose-dyeing ;
it may also be difficult to obtain the dye of sufficient

blackness. In which case Punch advises Kentucky to apply to Mus.
STOWE for the use of her ink-bottle : for that lady has dyed not only
the noses, but the whole faces of the LEGREES with such well-merited

blackness, that Nature must find them not only new skins, but new

hearts, ere they can show even tolerably white again.

AN ARMY OF RESERVE.

THE foreign correspondent of the Times announces that the Porte

has issued an address,
"

calling on those troops whose courage may
fail them to avow the fact without hesitation, so that they may be em-

ployed at a distance from the scene of combat." For our own parts,
flavin"* more of the civil than the military in our composition, we
should expect the invitation to be rather generally responded to, as

the scenery of a combat is of that kind with reference to which
"
distance lends enchantment to the view." If the majority of the

troops of the Porte should make a
"
candid avowal

"
of their desire to

remain at a respectful distance from the scene of action, the whole
all'uir might become

"
void for remoteness

"
as the lawyers expressively

have it.

AN ARCH IMPOSTOR. Temple Bar.



A CAUTION TO IMPERIAL BIRDS OF PREY.

J/r. Bull (to hi, French Friend). "THERE, I DON'T THINK HE'LL WORRY THE TURKEYS ANY MORE.'

NOVFMHER 5, 1S53.1
fPuscn, No. 643.
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THE PRIDE OF KACLAND.

(A slight liberty taken with the
"
JSride of Abydos."')

Until he riMil .\1. MICKY'S English sketches, he was ignorant, and he
boldly allirms that niiuiy others an: ignorant, too, of such common facts

as that English gentlemen hire post captains i,i tin- Kojal Navy to :-ail

their yachls ;
i

!
. :ch hospital is a retreat for old soldiers ; ami

, tliat the late DUKE OF WELLINGTON, when COLONKI, WKLI.KSLKY, wasKNOW ye the Inn where the
(; l)Vt

.nl , )r .,;,. Il(
, r;d ()f | lldUi jj,. has ^looted one / entitled

lil1ri " "w ,

Sin JOHN HULL a Paris," for its masterly exposure of British foibles.
Well emblem the given

, twiu be seut to translated by li

Tll ,,,|,. Ul , , , h;ts , im ,i,.
,, r;,a ]irt)

., Tt .^ m K,,.,,,,),, ;illi

, .

e emem e given
, twiu be seut to translated by liis little brother at Dr.. SWIMIAM'S,who are done neathita Tll ,,,|,. Ul , , , h;ts , im ,i,.

,, r;,a irt) ., Tt .^ m K,,.,,,,), ;illi i,

to l ' () it justice. J)K. S. says the boy's Knulish is remarkably pure
and idiomatic . Thc aatho/ is tll(

, wc ii.k]lown I[ IITOLYTE CANARD,
,ilnl u/li/ll SQ SUCCC3sful and wi , wrotn thc noble apo^y for

now maddening
Times .'

un,Where, ttw MTVO , on

plate \UMCU OCK as

Now fleecin 'the tourist ','"'
"u '

;S;u ' n '

h "' Frllruary. wl c" gave such umbrage to the present

"Jl ; despicable (Jovernment.
"

1 walk myself on the Boulevart. All thc world regards me in
:;
ug. And for what ? It is true that 1 have- the insular air, at one

Know ye I hi; shams of that ''""' respectable and ferocious. 1 carry the Ion,' ,-r<liity;t<; tin: searlet

ill-mana"cd house waistcoat, the pantaloon of nankeen, and the umbrella, peculiar to the
1 Where the host ever bows,

sons of Albion. JOHN, my jockey, follows me clad in the traditional

and the bills ever costume which recalls the courses of Derby and Newmarket. U'ith

chouse onc 'lalu' '"' holds
'

the Times,' this journal so powerful with which the

Where the'
"
wax-lights

" '

gentlemens
'

voyage everywhere. With the other he retains my
that don't half illumine bottledog, charming little beast, who testifies a lively desire to eat the

your room calves of the passengers. -By what it seems, he recognises his hereditary

Give a muttonish rather
,

enemies.

than waxy perfume ;
* suu

J spring gilds with his young rays the boughs of the noble

Where, although you don't trees that \&e a scarf ' "r(1(
'u v'yct norder this so delicious pro-

see half a waiter all menade. These good Parisians, veritable children of light and heat,

daV) sit at tables outside the Collie r,i |'; tris and the Coffee ot the Cardinal,

For "attendance" as much and> refreshed by floods of sugar-and-water, play the national game of
dominoes. Cigars, fabricated of a tobacco denied to our steril soiL

regale the nostrils with their astonishing perfume. Young and
beautiful ladies, dressed with an extreme elegance, attract upon them-
selves admiring regards. Crowds of nurses lead children with heads
of angel, and hear all in blushing the compliments of soldiers in a red

pantaloon. In effect there is not but the braves who merit the belles."
All respires gaiety, and however I feelmy heart moved by a profound

sadness. Rhum and gin drunk at long draughts in the English manner
fail of their effect and inspire me with but a lugubrious gaiety. I am
exiled from all I love. I remember my youth spent among the solitary
thickets of Brompton and of Bethnal, and the savage mountains of
Middlesex. I miss the sport, the box, the chase with guns, the com-
bats of dogs and cocks. I long for my native land, its porter-beer, its

rosbif, its eternal mists, and its polismens. I have gained the spleen."
Fatal and mysterious malady, which on the banks of the Thames

produces effects so desolating! It is to thee that we owe those

as a lawyer's you pay.
And find even then there 's an extra for

"
Boots :"

Nor the porters in asking for liquids are mutes ;

Where your "bottle of Sherry" (Cape, under disguise,)

Scarce equals the vinegar-cruet in size,

And analysation completely defies

Where the sofas are soft as yourself if you dine

At eight shillings a head perchance even nine,
With the heaviest price for the lightest of wine ?

Tis the English Hotel : and 'tis twenty to one

That, where'er you may enter it, brown you '11 be done.

For more than e'en Punch in a volume could tell,

Are the shams they serve there, and the victims they sell.

OUrt TOURIST IN PARIS.-No. 10.
numerous suicides of which the frightful details encumber our journals,
a veritable black page in the history of England. I hear on all sides
a confused mixture of strange voices, and the bizarre accents of the
French tongue. It is an affair of Babel. I am struck with a vertigo." When JULES DE PREMARAY, writer of the first force, visited Albion,

examines the matter of which they are made up. A little foreignAe * oppressed by a similar melancholy. He sighoJ for something

politics, Paris scandal, theatrical criticism, and a chapter of a vile novel, i

f Fr
?
ncl1

'
,

a
-

wo
^
d

,
eve"-

(
.
Suddenly an ass began to bray, A labonM

Fancy taking up the Times and finding, instead of three solid leading
' **""> exclaimed he with joy envotla un. gut parle franfau.' He

< T . . ..- <** i- * knew his brother and was glad. It is not long before I receive an

;<. , nnint imnn wlnVli an T5Wli<ihman r>an Hwpll with nridp

it fcthehfch2h^WS^ffiTle>nCe?be more

impressed with this than when he turns over the French journals and

articles, a portion of Jack Sheppard, The Mysteries of the Court of
new lls

,

ro
.

lcr

St. James's, the debates cut down to an analysis, and no home or foreign j^S^
C '

r ir m-i j- j-

correspondence ! The change would hardly be made agreeable to him I

l meet LORD JONES who comes from selling Miladi according to the

by the fact that the milk-an3-water or poisonous contributions that did usage a little severe ot the English fe4 and has the air of being

appear were guaranteed by the name of the author of each, and that its Phased to find himself again a boy With him is his son SIR JONES

only polemics were waged by some individual SMITH, to nomine, against
nPle

!f
e
\> ^

ho h^ completed his studies at the ancient college of

some individual BROW! of another paper. Yet this precaution ag>inst
Cambridge. I know them amidst the crowd bv their stiffness, their

libel is recommended by a public person (I was nearly saving a J^k(ra' thelr
,

enormoiis white cravats their hats with narrow

statesman), who is
"
by way of being

1'
a patriot, but wants to have a

borders ' reP.se
,

d
,

n the backs of their heads, [t must be confessed

monopoly of influence and vituperation in his own hands. However, our compatriots have not the elegant tournure and mien full of

it is happily not of the least consequence what that disinterested
distinction earned by the grand nation

politician wants, for he certainly will not get it, as we cannot afford to , ^ J make my compliments to Milord, a movement of the crowd

part with our Fourth Estate just yet, and suspect the motives of any
de

.

n
je

?
s
T
omethmg ot interest. We advance, followed always by the

nnp whn aHvisp n<s tr> Hr> faithful JOHN. I see a sight which recalls the innocent games of myunt \vuu (luvisco no i/u uu au. _.
,

*-*. , , .,| . . ., . . .,
" .... ,

*

The Tourist makes these reflections with a little bitterness as he sits country Two cocks combatted with indomitable fury. Iheir eyes

in a cafe waiting for breakfast. A beautiful lady, with a ravishing little sparkled like ardent coals. 1hey leaped by force of wings and tore

cap on the back of her head, is sitting at the receipt of custom. Two themselves with beak and claw. It was a spectacle to make fear, a

or three smart waiters with long clean aprons are bustling about in
strife to death ! At length one fell The other, victor but bleeding,

attendance on an elderly benevolent looking gentleman, with an impe-
Counted on the corpse and chaunted his hymn of triumph. My eyes

diment in his French, who has ultimately succeeded in ordering a wet themselves with tears.

chop de mutton and une bottel de Stout de Dublin, solacing himself
I

Wagram, Mareugo, Austerlitz, said, with brusquerie, a soldier

meanwhile with Galignam's Messenger. Through a door is seen whp observed my emotion.

another saloon, where bearded men are drinking tait suere and liqueurs.
The sage waiting for his chocolate turns again to the journals, and

gratifies himself by picking out the places where THEOPHILE or
ALI-HONSE or EUGENE pitches into the English. What a useful thing
it is to see ourselves as others see us ! We find out so much that we
were ignorant of. Your Tourist candidly confesses that he had no
notion of the wickedness and absurdity of his countrymen, or even of

' '

Waterloo,' I proudly answered.
'"

BLUCUER, SIR LOWE,' rejoined he, with dignity."
I bite my lips."

Adieu, thou dreary Files !

EVERT one admits that Westminster Bridge is tumbling to pieces,
their manners and customs, or the very localities of the country, until and yet, strange to say, the evil report of the structure isScarcely to
he read them, detailed, in thc pleasing pages of French feuilletonists, be credited, for there is the weakest possible foundation to go upon.
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WOMEN'S EIGHTS-MEN'S NOSES.
execute his purpose if the family should be disturbed. JACK SHEPPART>

himself, or any other romantic ruffian, would start back with terror at

have I

the subject of Christianity. Peace, love, and Humility dissolved
"
in a

|
Qj parents lying with an infant between them, the entire domestic trio

grand row." The ladies could not convince LLOYD GARRISON ; and

so one of their male champions pulled his nose ! This is truly the

argumentum ad hominem. A man's skull may be so dense that not even

female arguments piercingly delivered may penetrate to his brain ;
but

if arguments be too subtle, there is still the convincing thumb and

finger. Missing a man's conviction, the next noblest appeal to his

reason is, unquestionably, to pull his nose ! We hear that a pair of

silver gauntlets have been presented by the Christian ladies to their

champion who pulled the nose of the stout GARRISON. Indeed, he

pulled it so vigorously, it was at first thought he had quite carried it.

BURGLARY AND BRONCHITIS PREVENTED.

wearing the frightful appendage invented by MR. JEFFREYS, we arc

convinced that the panic-stricken miscreant would shrink out of the
"
Chamber of Horrors," and proceed to give himself up to justice at

the nearest Police Station. We are convinced that a Respirator
would be as effectual in, frightening away burglars as a blunderbuss,

or, rather, as an air-gun, to which, from its effect on the breathing, the

instrument may be aptly compared.

ACCORDING to the ingenious MR. JEFFREYS, nobody should be with-
out a respirator in his hand to clap on his own mouth by way of

extinguisher to an incipient cough, or to pop on any unfortunate child
who exhibits a tendency to choke. The respirator seems to be of two
kinds ; the one simply oral, which is calculated to cheek equally the
wheeze of asthma or the whistle of age, and the other, ori-nasal,

adapted to nose and mouth, so as to make it impossible either to
sneeze or to snore.

According to the assertion of the inventor the Respirator is, in fact,
a warm climate for five and sixpence ;

a portable Madeira that may be

always put to the mouth like an inexhaustible bottle, at the mere price
of the wine. Many gentlemen and ladies seem to have been starting
for warmer latitudes one individual seems to have been on the top
of the 'bus bound, via

Paddingtqn, for Barbadoes, when, somebody
having recommended him a Respirator, he descended from the knife-
board of a City Atlas, rushed into a shop, where he laid out a few
shillings, and became the fortunate possessor of a warm climate, to be
put, on or laken off ad libitum.

But perhaps the most valuable feature of the Respirator has been
hitherto overlooked, for it is as a defence against Burglary rather than
Bronchitis, that it will obtain the highest, renown. Let any family
go to bed wearing Respirators, and we defy the boldest burglar to

THE FAST MEN OF EDINBURGH.
LORD PALMERSTON through his secretary has administered a very

wholesome rebuke to certain of the Presbytery of Edinburgh yearning,
hungering for a fast, lo stay the scourge of the Clmlera. His Lordship
suggests instead of fasting, washing. Eat your daily bread, says his

Lordship, only take plenty of soap with it. Attend to your own
dinner-table, as usual, only see that those places
" Which are inhabited by the poorest classes, and which, from the nature of things,

must most need purification and improvement, may be fre ud from tliost- causes and
source* of contagion which, if allowed to rnruam, will infallibly breed pestilence, and
be fruitful in death, in spite of all th prayers and fastings of a united but inactive
nation. When man lias done his utmost for his own safety, then is the time to invoke
the blessing of Heaven to give effect to his exertions."

Surely, this is very true. Prayers, however, earnest, will not sweeten
a common sewer. Folks who fast for a long day will hardly do as
much to remove the causes of Cholera, as even folks with brooms.
An empty belly is scarcely so efficacious for the removal of disease as
a clean Wynd. Whitewashed walls are surely quite as good, if not

better, than lank jaws, pale with mortification. All Edinburgh wants
a sweet clean shirt next a clean skin not a shirt of penitential bristles,

clothing (with hairy piety) a dirty hide. First do your best says
PALMERSTON aud then ask a blessing on it. For the days of miracles
are over. The deadly reek of sewers is not to be turned into airs from
Heaven, though the most pious MALACHI MALAGROWTHER shall, for
a long day and night, go without his porridge for it !

When you have worked, then it is good to ask a blessing on the
labour. But hands first and then knees.

A Lost Letter.

AN advertisement has appeared in the Tiipes, headed
"
Wanted, Left

off Clothing !" and directing the possessors of such articles to apply
to

" MR. 'A.KED." Looking to the character of the want expressed,
one would imagine that by some typographical error the initial letter of
the gentleman's name had been omitted.

AN UNERRING BILLIARD PLAYER.

How can the POPE get anybody to play billiards with him, unless he
gets a Protestant, or a heathen f Who else would expect to have any
chance with Infallibility ?

Rather too Nice.

A STRICT business man of our acquaintance is so extremely parti-
cular in all his transactions, that since the new Act came in force, he
never has been known to pay a compliment, without insisting upon
taking a stamped receipt.
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THE GOD HYMEN TO THE DEMI-GOD PUNCH.
"
Saffron Hill, Olympus. Prid. Id. Oct.

ELL BELOVED, joyful

to see you SwaaB
Mo dtcisos orbe Sritannos,

as a friend near me says

returning or relapsing into

Paganism. So my altar,
'
the altar of HYMEN,' is at

last erected in your places

of worship, is it P I had

doubted whether the news,
could be true ;

but I now
read the statement so re-

peatedly in the Mor/ii/i^

Herald, who asserts herself

to be the only exponent of

religion (and Irish gram-

mar), that 1 doubt no longer.

The 'Hymeneal ceremony'

is constantly performed by
your priests so I read.

OLYMPUS rejoices we all

rejoice. My father, APOLLO,
has composed a capital song
hi honour of your conver-

sion ;
and my respected

mother, UHANIA, is making

a new star, which will be hung out in a few nights in commemora-

tion of the same. But, Well-beloved, there is a good saying ty

PEHIANDEK of Corinth,
' Prius intellige et demde ad opus accede

The
'

Hymeneal Ceremonies
'

ought to be pertormed accurately and

properly, if at all, or JUNO (between ourselves, a stuck-up party) will

show little favour to the nuptials. Instruct your priests and officials

Well-beloved, and let us gods shortly read in the Homing Herald, that

you are not content with foolishly applying Pagan phrases to Christian

facts, but that you are consistent. Something like the following, eh i

(>< Yours very faithfully, HYMEN."

for by Mr. Punch having kindly undertaken to supply the jokes for the

day On arriving in Park Lane, the house of LORD 1 ITZMARLISOSPIKK

was found tastefully adorned with leaves and flowers, and the rooms

with tapestry. ROSA, being asked by LORD JULIUS who she was,

replied, in a lirm voice,
"
Ubi ta CAIUS, ibi eijo CAIA,' and immediately

: bound the door-posts with woollen fillets, supplied by MADAME
1

CRINOLINE, of Bond Street. She was lifted over the threshold touched

fire and water a wax lucifcr and some Eait de Cologne doing the

; symbolic duty the nuptial song, written by M. OBMACH, and com-

Cd by M. COSTA, was sung; LOUD JULIUS scattered nuts (best

;elona, from SIIADRACK'S) among the boys ;
and then several

matrons, who had bem married but once (the HON. MHS. JONES,

the HON. Mus. BROWN, and the, HON. MRS. ROBINSON), singing all the

way, conducted the happy bride to the nuptial bower, which was erected

in the hall, and revered with flowers. Young women sang outside the

house until midnight, when they were ordered off by the 1 once Ihe
1

second enterl miinir.it , the Nepotia, will be given this day We should

add that the ceremony was impressively performed \>-

REV. PONTIFEX MAXIMUS, assisted oy the HARUSPEX BOBBUS

MONTGOMERIENSIS.

MAERIAGE RITES IN HIGH LIFE.

(From the Morning Herald.')

THE long talked of espousals of LORD JULIUS FITZMAHLINGSPIKE

and the lovely and accomplished ROSA AUGUSTA, youngest daughter ot

his Grace the DUKE OB Borrs, have at length come off. Some delay

was occasioned by the gentlemen of the long robe, but the Spowalia

having been finally perused and settled by the eminent hamster C-HBY-

SOSTOM SILVERTONGUE, Q. C., were engrossed on the Legitima Tabellte,

and were sealed on WODEN'S day last LORD JULIUS took the oppor-

tunity of presenting his betrothed with a splendid Annulus Pronubus

of diamonds alternating with emeralds, expressly manufactured by
the

talented jewellers, RUNT and HOSKELL. There was a difficulty m nxing

the marriage day, there being so many unlucky days, and Atn, in this

month's kalendar, and Salii and the Parentaha festivals approaching.

But yesterday having been selected, the lovely bride was dressed

in a long white robe bordered with purple fringe, or embroidered

ribbons (we could hardly say which), bound with a girdle ot wool,

and tied, of course, with the tune-honoured Nodus Herculeus.

Her face was covered with a flame-coloured veil, denoting modesty,

and her beautiful hair having been divided into six locks with the

point of a spear (kindly lent from the New Zealand Museum),
was crowned with flowers supplied from a well-known bouquetiere

in Covent Garden. Her shoes were of the same colour as her veil.

The auspices had been duly consulted, and a very fine hog having

been sacrificed to JUNO (the animal was supplied from the long-
1 established styes of MESSRS. CHITTERLINGS AND Co.), the omens from

its inside were pronounced very favourable. We must not omit to

record a ban, mot of the bride, which shows that she possesses all the

!
wit for which her spirituel family has been so long celebrated^

On
I the question at the espousals being put to her,

"
Anspondes? she

instantly replied, with an arch smile,
"
Spondeo, sed nometi meumnon

est ANNE." The marriage ceremony was performed at the house of the
'

DUKE OF BOPPS, but in the evening the bride was conducted to her

husband's damns. Three boys, whose parents were alive, attended her,

two holding her by the arms, and one flourishing a link, which we

regret was made the subject of ribald remark by the other boys in the

street. The maid-servants followed with distaff, spindle, and wool, and

a boy from the Lowther Arcade bore the playthings the crepundialm

\

the family with which it is to be hoped ROSA will be blessed. The

boys let off more than usually good sales et couvicia, which is accounted

PLAYHOUSE PEGS.

HE Morning Post, by a Cor-

respondent, begs to call the

earnest attention of an emotional

public to the use and abuse of a

wooden peg at the Princess's

Theatre, for the accommoda-

tion of a lady's bonnet." That

bonnets are the source of a

multitude of evils is a truth

that every married man will not,

for a moment, hesitate to avouch ;

however HENRY or AUGUSTUS
not yet married may hypocriti-

cally venture to dispute. Now
a bonnet at the Princess's

Thatre according to the Post

correspondent carries with it

a peculiar worth : namely, price

sixpence. On the 25th instant at half-past 9, the dress-circle ofthe

Princess's
"
less than half-full," a lady was required to give up her bonnet.

Well and good. That bonnet was hungupon a peg. As bonnets are now

worn, a bonnet, for that matter, might be hung upon nothing. When
the bonnet was reclaimed, the complaining gentleman proftered W..

which was
"
indignantly rejected. Nothing less than sixpence could

betaken:" which being given, the gentleman remarks commercially
"
that 60. per evening is too heavy a rate to exact for the use of a

Pe

y no means. At least, not at the Princess's Theatre : there, the

whole management is a management of pegs. What is poor BYRON

made of, but a peg a mere peg whereon to hang the fine clothes ol a

Sardanapalui? Plays, as mere plays, are not to be thought of ; but pegs

pegs that will hold any number of fine suits, any weight of canvas.

In fact, the peg is the play.

To return to the bonnet peg, it may be advisable tor good housewives

visiting the Princess's to follow the advice of Miss MARTINEAU to

travellers. She says : Fail not to take a few gimblets ; they serve on

board ship admirably for pegs. Perhaps the manager of the Princess s

will make it known in future bills whether ladies with bonnets visiting

his theatre may be permitted to bring their own gimblets.

A Devouring Flame.

THREE removes, it is said, are as bad as a fire ;
but a fire is not so

bad as an extravagant woman, by many removes. The one simply

burns you out of house, but the other, if she is your wife, burns you
out of both house and home ;

and then again, you may put out the

former, but, as long as you have a place to live in, you have no chance

of putting out the latter.

AWFUL CALAMITY IN BASS'S BREWERY.

LAST week ten thousand barrels of ale (just advanced 6. per barrel)

in BASS'S brewery were turned sour by the thunder of the Times.

SCANDAL-MONGERS should take timely war ang from the Chinese

Rebellion, before the same law is enforced in E igland as m China : the

summary punishment being instantly inflicted on every person who is

convicted of being a tale-bearer.

A SOVEREIGN REMEDY (for Bankrupts and Insolvents). Paying

twenty shillings in the Pound.
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THE MOUSTACHE MOVEMENT.
Railway Official (tcakiny Old Gent from a sweet sleep). "TICKETS, PLEASE!"

EVERY CONVICT HIS OWN CHESTERFIELD.

MB. JOHN MiiCHEi/^-by the astute and graceful
manner with which he resigned his

"
comparative liberty,

"'

revoking his
"
parole of honour

"
displayed a politeness-

that would have charmed LORD CHESTERFIELD, and a

casuistry that would have ravished IGNATIUS LOYOLA.
Determined upon escaping from bondage (for which we
say the smallest blame to him) he nevertheless resolved

to" escape like a gentleman. He would resign his
"
com-

parative liberty" gracefully, as a bride resigns her hand

he would revoke his parole smilingly, as a high-bred card-

player would revoke at whist. He enters the police-

office walks into the magistrate's room gives him a

bit of paper.
"
What's this ?

"
asks the magistrate.

"That's to signify," says JOHN MITCHEL, "that you may
chain me lock me up."

"
May I, indeed !

"
cried the

magistrate. "You, may," answers the magnanimous
patriot; who, disdaining to take the least advantage,
bolts from the court, jumps on a horse ready saddled for

the work, and gallops his hardest.

We have heard of splitting a hair
;
but never before

was word of man parole of honour broken with siich<

nicety. The flaw is so delicate, it is hard to say where-

it begins or ends. In future, perhaps, when an Irish con-

vict gentleman waits upon an Australian magistrate, to

surrender, on paper, his "comparative liberty," the magis-

trate, before perusing the document, will take the precau-
tion of shutting the office-door.

The Milky Way in Lancashire.

MANY of the farmers about Preston are giving their cows

apples, in consequence of that fruit being more plentiful,

and so much cheaper, than potatoes. We wonder whether

this difference of diet produces any difference in the

milking; and whether a cow, so fed, instead of yielding

so many pints of milk, gives now so many bottles of cider;

or whether it was a combination of both a sort of milk-

cider ? In the cause of temperance, we pause for a reply.

CALEDONIAN FIDDLI;-E-DEE. The irritation of the

Scotch agitators may be only skin-deep, but the disorder

nevertheless may prove contagious.

PAYING CULPIUTS THROUGH THE NOSE.

see that

is goin

old Kentucky
ahead the

practice of humanity to-

wards an unfortunate and

degraded class of beings.
Witness the New York
Journal of Commerce,
which contains the sub-

joined paragraph :

" MARKING CONVICTS. A re-
solution has been introduced
into the Kentucky Legislature,
which provides

' that the keeper
of the Penitentiary shall pro-
cure a suitable chyniical tiye,
such as shall stain the cuticle
or outer surface of the skin

perfectly black, so that it cann.it
be washed off, or in any way
removed until time shall wear
it away, and Nature furnish a
new cuticle orsurlace; and that
with this dye he shall have the
nose of each male

not of painting the lilv. That equal justice might lay hold of the

nigger's nose, it would be necessary to resort to a converse expedient,

and colour the African proboscis white. But for this purpose nothing

could be used but a mere pigment ;
for Chemistry does not supply any

substance which would have the effect of bleaching, even temporarily,

the blackamoor's skin. If that science could afford such a cosmetic, it

would emancipate several millions of persons in America, who are

deprived of their liberty and their rights as men for no other crime

than their complexion, but who might obtain their freedom as easily as

insolvent debtors if they could pnly manage to procure some sort ot

wash by which they might be whitewashed.

A THEATRICAL TITLES' BILL WANTED.

WE have had an Ecclesiastical Titles' Bill to prevent things from

being called by any but their right names ;
and we are now about to

suggest the passing of a Theatrical Titles' Bill, with the view of putting

a stop to an assumption of certain high-sounding styles and dignities m
the dramatic world, which are becoming offensive to the common sense

of our countrymen.
"
His Eminence," as applied to CARDINAL Wis

MAN, may be ridiculous enough, but it is even still more absurd, w
visurped as it is, by a number of so-called "eminent tragedians.

<i
'

. i
! ..111 T 1 i.1, * J n .-. 11 r\f

when it shall be discontinued
for the purpose of permitting

Nature to restore the frnture to its original hue preparatory to the second advent
of its owner into the world.'

"

There is scarcely a theatrical hole or corner in London that does not

objectionable titles are conferred on the partiesvi/jv (ji njiiuijJ-u niiito til \j ijjuiiji ^^u. vsu.ui ...
-i -\r T

consent; and we feel convinced that our honest friend MR. . 1 01

COOIEK the comic representative of Henry the Eighth, and

original Bumps in Turning the Tables can never have given Ins adhe-

It has long been the reproach ofAmerica that she has one law for
|

sion
,
to tlle

. bigotry and superstition of Exoter Hall whose concert

the blacks, and another for the whites. This is in one sense the case
in Kentucky ;

but ther? the advantage is on the side of the blacks. It
is quite obvious that the project for staining the noses of malefactors
black would not be feasible in the case of negroes: at least, in that

case, it would be a scheme analogous to that of gilding refined gold, if

conductors have advertised him as the "eminent tragedian.''

nOffice m

Hunting Fixtures.

BARON ROTHSCHILD'S Hounds will meet on the Banks of the Danube*

Prinrers'.at (Ueir

"--1

j . . .jj ri _

"?' "' N? ". u"11" ?b m rl <*. in the Parish of St.Pancras. and Frederick Mnllett E.an., of No. 7. Church Kow.Stoke Newinjton. bolh in the Count, of Middlesex, Prinrers'.at t

et, mine Precinct of Whitetrari, m the City of London, and Published hythemat .No., Fleet Street, in the 1'arUh of St. Uride',m the City ol London.-SiTt;ai),iT, Soiember 5, 11
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CRUEL TREATMENT OF THE POOR AND LOWLY.
I/THOUGH we arc aware
that, the contemplated
evil will be perpetrated
too late for the interfe-

rence of Punch : never

theless, for the sake of

future coachmen and

footmen of future

Lord Mayors, we must

indignantly protect

against the cruelty
exercised by Loun
MAYOR SIDNEY on his

hapless vassals! Will

it be believed that

with the City corpora-
tion in artii'iiln ninrtix

the Lord Mayor's
coachman and foot men
are for the tirst time

to be
"
in rich Genoa

velvet !

" The colour

a beautiful gunpowder
'.Teen, "with a scarlet

bordering of the same
material !

" There are

moreover to be hundreds of yards of "massive gold lace," the pattern continuous

sprigs of the, tea-plant ! "Gorgeous aiguillettes of unusual length" (according to

the ears of the corporation) "terminating with rich bullion balls ;

" an improvement
that might have been reserved for any future Lord Pawnbroker. "In addition to

the rich bullion wings on the shoulders "the left arm will hear the family crest.

Only think of JEAMES with wings! How beautifully docs the notion illustrate

MILTON !

" So dear to Heav'n is humble May'ralty,
That when a SIDNKY 's found incen-ly so

A thousand liveried angels Incqney him!"

Besides the wings, the gorgeous creatures will carry SIDNEY'S arms and crest,

"a porcupine with six mullions !

" The porcupine lias quills of real gold no other

quills being used in the SIDNEY ledger. In addition to this, the hats of coachmrn
and footmen will be constructed in the form of magnificent tea-pots; made of solid

silver, thickly gilt.

All this is very splendid ; but what is to become of the poor men, their year
of jdory out ? Two of the footmen after only tnins on their wings gave signs

of incipient insanity ; declaring they
"

felt themselves all over cherubims and

no mistake." If, in November, 1854, three of these winged flunkies be found

B:rfectly
sane, LORD SIDNEY may be thankful. In the meanwhile, can he ever pats

cdlam, without a tender feeling for the future destiny of his footmen and

coachman ?

Certain civic enthusiasts glorify LORD SIDNEY for the grandeur that seems to be

intended as a fine defiancelike a gilt h'9n of the Corporation Commission. The
cause for which SIDNEY bleeds in his tailor's bill is, no doubt, a cause very dear to

aldermen and councilmen
;
and it is expected that, emulating his Lordship, they

will on the present ninth as it may be the last show die gloriously ; dying like

dolphins in surpassing colours.

Meanwhile, we trust that a watchful eye will be kept upon the angelic footmen
and archangelic coachman. What have they done, poor fellows !

NOBLE CONDUCT OF MESSES. COBDEN AND BRIGHT.

HA VIM; recently had a slight corvine plucking with MR. COBDEN and
MR. BRIGHT, Mr. Punch has the more pleasure in bearing testimony to their

noble conduct, in reference to the strike disturbances at Wigan.
As soon as MR. COBDEN was informed of these painful outbreaks, he laid aside a

pamphlet which he is writing, to prove that Russia never went to war with

anybody, and he hurried off to MR. BRIGHT. He found the latter busily arranging
the library which has recently been presented to him for his anti-Corn Law
exertions; and that gentleman, hastily daslvng down a fine copy of

"
Boxiana,"

which he was reading with great zest, got into his friend's carriage."
I think," said MR. COBDEN, with one of his frank smiles,

"
that we, who have

shown that, everything can be arranged by diplomacy, have assailed everybody
for not settling differences by arbitration, and have so often vaunted the superiority
of the cultivated town operative over the agricultural dolt, would hardly like to

be accused of allowing thousands of our own disciples to rise in riot close to our
own doors, without interfering and arguing with them."

"
By Jove ! I mean verily," said MR. BRIGHT, nearly smashing the carriage

window in his energy,
"
I should like any dastard to say that I sneaked ouf of

such an affray."
The missionaries of peace and political economy went pleasantly on, reached

Wigan, l'iul t he-military st-nt away, and convoked the populace. MR. COBDEN then

WplMncil'to the rioters that a question of wages was not to be settled by violence,
anil invited them to a peaceful discussion ; and MR. BRIGHT, in the kindest

manner, offered to fight anybody who was irrational. Their

appeals were successful, and after three hours ot
,

talk, MESSRS. C. & B. went off to ihe
employers

with

proposals, enforcing them by sr.und argument. They were

accepted, and the whole population have returned to work.

Mr. 1'iiiich has not often the happiness of agreeing with

the Mnriiiny Herald, but is bound to express his gratitude
to that, journal for having called his attention to the

above noble and courageous conduct of MESSRS. COBDEN
and BRIGHT, who have now shown that they arc not. mere

empty theorists and platform spouters, but honest, con-

sistent friends of peace.

HANOVER IN BRONZE.

THE House of Hanover doe.s not, shine very mueh in

bronze. All our statues of the departed greatness of that

House are, marvellously little. The best point ofQ
THE TIIIHD is his pigtail; whilst his son, GzoBGB THE
Foi HTII, looks and sits his s'e d in Trafalgar Square like

an over-fed ostler above his business. The DIM <>F

YORK a monument at which every insolvent touches hit

hat in sympathetic reverenci is, however, to come down.

This we' learn to be decided upon in the very :

quarters a troth whispered at the fireplaces of the Clubs.

PRINCE ALBERT is to have a statue in Hyde Park : and the

men who propose the monument (not that they can want

bronze) arc to have placed at. their disposal, as old metal,

the whole of the Y9rk Pillar and Hoyal effigies. Thus the

DUKE OF YORK will duly go to the melting-pot, the only
manner in which there is any chance of his liquidating the

debts he has left behind him.

Presentation of a New Breast-Pin on the

5th of November.

ABERDEEN VERSUS PALMERSTON.

IT is the fashion at all the Clubs to allude to LORD
ABERDEEN always as

"
the injudicious Bottle-holder of the

Porte."

BITTER FOR BURTON. For raising the price of Bitter

Ale, the Brewers thereof allege, a* one reason, the dearness

of Hops. What has that to do with it ?

VOL. XXV.
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guarantees
"

for the peace of Europe ;
and peace at any price will be

cheaper than ever.

Prince. ABH.RDEEN deplores war. He said at the Council on Tuesday,
when MoLK.swoKTii talked about national honour, and shedding blood,

aud all that he said : It, is better to have your nose pulled, than your
nose cut off. Now England has certainly had its nose pulled

King. But has not lost au inch, of it. The nose is quite as good as

ever, and then
Prince. Down, Pompey ! How wild the dogs are !

King And then, with war, what throne is safe? Hungary Italy

|

Rome Naples
i'i-i,/ce. The dogs are very wild !

King. And as I've said, man cher, Saxe-Coburg and Saxe-Gothi.

Therefore, win not. let Russia keep the Provinces, and
Prince. Here come BRABANT and I'I.ANDEHS.

King. Mark! (His Majexli/ fires; bird falls. The DUKE OP BRA-
BANT and COUST OP PLANDEKS joiti).

MRS. BUNDLE GOES TO SEE THE GREAT AMERICAN
ANT-EA'lER.

Mrs. B. (loquitur).
" WELL ! IF I 'D HA' KNOWN I SHOULD HA' GOT

SOROOGED INTO A SANDWICH IN THIS WAY, I'D HAVE SKEN THE HANT-
HEATEB AT 'ANOVKR FUST!"

[And MRS. BUNDLE can't yet a sight of the novelty after all.

SPORTING AT WINDSOR.
" His ROYAL HIGHNESS PRINCE ALBERT, and the KING OK THK BELGIANS went

out shooting yesterday, attended [at a respectful, distancel by COLONEL FLINT."

Court Circular.

King. To continue, man cher, onr talk of yesterday. Why not let

Russia have Moldavia and
Prince. Mark ! [Fires, and pheasantfulls. ~\

King. And Wallachia? You will perceive that Austria, who by the

way, has been shamefully libelled by your press ; you will perceive,

ALBERT, that

Prince. Mark again ! [Bothfire, and both MMt/|
King. Austria requires peace. In fact, the interests of humanity

deuand peace. Prance wants peace, Belgium wants peace, Saxe-

Coburg wants peace ; and Saxe-Gotha wants peace !

Prince. How wild the dogs are this morning ! To be sure, Saxe-

Gotha.

King. And England for I am more than half an Englishman, my
dear ALBERT England wants peace. Think of your debt. Eight
hundred millions ! A. sum enough to strike the house of ROTHSCHILD
flat into gold-leaf. Eight hundred millions, man 'cher, and Europe in a

blaze. How do you know your eight hundred wouldn't be doubled ?

Prince. Twice eight 's sixteen.

King. Exactly. I saw a passage in the papers about some wild
Indians who fire golden balls. Why, doesn't England always fire

golden balls ? Load with lead and iron
;
and don't taxes turn 'em

gold?
Prince. ABERDEEN the respectable says the same.

King. ABERDEEN'S a great statesman. That is, he's great in his

respectability. And the English I know the noble islanders the

English are so devoted to a respectable Minister, that they 'd rather
be half-ruined by respectability than saved ai d served by anything
that 's brilliant. They fear brilliancy, as it is said JAMES THE FIRST
winced at a drawn sword.

1'rince. To be sure, PALMERSTON
King. A firebrand, mon cher: but now excellently disposed of.

However, for the peace of Europe
Prince. Mark! [Fires; birdfalls.']

Kiny (to dotfS). Down charge ! But for the peace of Europe PAM
is capitally placed It is all right to have a firebrand in the Home
Office, so long as you keep a Wet Blanket in the first place of the

Treasury.
Prince. Peace is certainly to be desired. You have not seen my

picture an allegory of Peace?

King. 1 have. showed it me yesterday. My dear ALBEKT,
do let me have a copy

-
nay two copies, by your own hand ; one for

Austria, one for Russia; they will be delighted. Such "material

The above is faithfully translated from the German, a language iu

which the distinguished sportsmen always shoot. COLONEL PLINT
does not know a word of German.

IN EAST AND NOttTll.

Two sisters stand by Stamboul's sunny waters,

Two sisters sit where Arctic ice-winds rave

Hands clasped, the first watch a fleet's crew at quarters ;

Hands clasped, the second weep beside a grave.

The same two sisters
; long upon each other,

Stern have they frowned across their Channel sea :

But now all rivalries and hates they smother,

And sit thus, hand in hand laid lovingly.

Why, sisters, rest ye thus at peace together,

Your ancient feuds and factions all laid by ?

Why smile you in that purple Asian weather ?

Why weep you 'iieath that leaden Polar sky ?

" Two causes, stranger, hold us thus united

Both fit to make true friends of noble foes :

In the bright East we stand to see wrong righted,

In the black North, a hero's eyes we close.

"
Those battle flags that side by side are swelling

Speak of brute force defied, of law maintained,

Those funeral flags that side by side are trailing,

Speak both of loss endured and triumph gained.

'' Yon banded fleet to all the nations teaches

He that dolh wrong his wrong shall sore abye ;

The icy monument of BELLOT preaches

How nobly love can live, how grandly faith can die.

"
Are not these lessons worthy of the giving ?

To give them is 't not well we use our might ?

Then leave us to our gladness and our grieving,

Under the Eastern sun, beneath the Polar night."

CHINESE HUMANITY.

THE Chinese Imperial general offered to his soldiers two dollars a

head the head duly cut off of the enemy. Well, ths enemy not

forthcoming, the gallant soldiers took off the heads of their friends.

The heads becoming cumbrous from their number, the general declared

that he would be sufficiently satisfli-d with the instalment of ears.

Whereupon the gallant Chinese accosted the villagers, men and women,
in Shaksperian ut'eranjc "Lend us your ears," and they granted
the loan as security for their head.

Epitaph on a Plucked Man.

Ills Pluckings sore long time he bore,
But PALEY was in vain

;

At length, disgusted, he took and "cussed" it,

And didn't try again.
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A CLOSE CONTRIVANCE AT WINCHESTER!

LD Winchester a?

most people know, and
the rest may have
heard has a noble

Cathedral. But what
is the noblest Cathe-

dral in I he possession

of an ignoble el

A temple inhabited by
owls and bats in-

fested with rats and
mice

; stupid, crawl-

ing, disagreeable and
voracious creatures.

Winchester Cathedral, how-

ever, rejoices under the U'nard-

ianship of a body of divines of

whom it, may fearlessly be asserted

that they neither hoot r.or squeak,
noi fly on any wings but thuse

ot ievotion, nor offend the ex-

ternal senses, nor nibble to any
that is onoapitnlar.

Some Chapters the excellent

DEAN OF WUJCHESTEB is st riekeu

in year, and for the present
:i',

renient of the affairs of the

Cathedral, renown and honour are probably due altogether to his subordina

some lazy indifferent. Chapters, content them:elves with keeping- thi

buildinirs bei[neathed to them liy the great churchmen of the .Middle Aires in I

repair. 'I'his ma\, indeed, include ornam ntal restorations. But here 'hey si p.

Aver ess, these prebendal slolhs do nothing \vha* ever to improve their

cathedrals, by alterations and embellishments in accordance with the leelmgs and

wants <if the a '.re.

Slnggisb indifference like this is not to
|ie

cast in the teeth of those high-mmded
and liberal clergymen, the Chapter of Winchester. We are informed that they
have lately enriched the interior of that majestic edifice with additional features

which, whilst subservient to utility, have, at the same time, the high rcsthetical

merit of embods ing, or symbolising the canonical spirit, of the nineteenth century.

Double rows of iron 'hurdles, surmoun'cd bv chewux-de-fnte, have been placed

by these magnanimous dignitaries across the aisles of the Cathedral.

We are sorry to say that a correspondent, writing from Winchester, is so

disrespectful as to suggest a motive for the erection of these barriers of a nature

unclerical, if not unworthy. He supposes that the reveiend gentry of the Close

have taken to sport ing, and as neither custom, nor the agriculturists to whom the

meadows belong, would allow them to ride steeplechases in the valley of the Itchen,

they have set up
"
bullfinchers

"
within their own bounds, in order to prosecute

the chase of the steeple within the church.

PUNCH THE ONLY RECOGNISED PROMOTER OF LITERATURE.

A WHOLESOME caution has just been administered to self-styled Literary Institu-

tions, which claim exemption from Poor Rate by the assumption of a title which

they do not carry out. At the Bath Quarter Sessions a set of persons calling

tl.einsclves the Bath Literary and Scientific Institution, had the effronti-ry to

make a claim to freedom from taxation; and on the question being put to one
of the witnesses

"
Is Punch taken in at the Institution?" the reply was in the

negative. This of course settled the point as to the Spciety being one for the

advancement of literature
;
and the Sessions instantly decided against the claim.

We hope Literary Societies in general will take a note of this important decision,
which la:s it down, on legal authority, that the taking in of Punch is satisfactory
evidence of an intention to promote literature. The Bath chaps who sought
exemption on insufficient grounds, have received a lesson which we trust will

not be lost on those who fail to "mind their Punch" and who fancy themselves

promoters of literature without qualifying themselves by that test which is now
recognised by a legal tribunal as decisive, and will, we hope, find its way into

"
the

Books "
as soon as possible.

The City Coaxing the Crown.

THOSE renowned gourmands, the Corporation of the City of London, have got up
a new dish, in the hope that it may prove a

"
pretty dish to set before the QUEEN ;"

adulation dished up as a sort of curry or attempt at currying of favour with an
illustrious Prince. By their proposal to erect a statue to PRINCE ALBERT during
his lifetime, they will not, however, succeed in the scheme of cajoling the Crown
to interfere between their corruptions and reform

;
and the meal they propose

for the acceptance of His Royal Highness will prove a mess. They had better

relinquish their endeavours to add lustre to the reputation of the Prince, and
transfer their attention to his boots.

A LETTER AND AN ANSWER.
The PRESBYTERS to PALMERSTON.

THE Plague has come among us,

Miserable sinners !

Fear and remorse have stung us,
Miserable sinners !

We ask'the Stale to lix a (lay,

Whereon all men may fast and pray,
That Heaven will please to turn away
The PI gue that works us sore dismay.

Miserable sinners !

PALMEUSTON In thr 1'nr.snvTERs.

The Plague that comes among you,
Misriable HUB)

To effort bath it strung you?
Mis. Table sinners !

You ask that all . h ml.! fast, and pray;
Better all wake and work, I s;

Sloth and Bupineness put B

Thut so the 1'lau'iie may cease to slay ;

Miserable sinners !

For Plagues like other evils,

Miserable sinn

Are GOD'S and net the Devil's,
M iserable sinners !

Scourges they are, but in a hand
Whieh love and pity d > command

;

And when the h -es do fal'.

'Tis where t hey 'r n.-i of all,

Miseiablu sinners!

Look round about your city,

Miserable sinners !

Arouse to shame and pily.

Miserable sinners !

Pray : but use bru-li and limewah pail ;

Fast: but feed those fo wan' who fail;
Bow down, gude town, to ask for grace,
But bow with cleaner hands and face,

Miseiable sinners!

All Time GOD'S Law hath spoken,
Miserable sinners !

That Law may not be broken,
Miserable sinners !

But he that breaks it must endure
The penalty which works the cure.

To us, for GOD'S great laws transgressed,
Is d'jomsmau Pestilence addressed,

Miserable sinners !

We cannot juggle Heaven,
Miserable sinners !

With one day out of seven,
Miserable sinners !

Shall any force of fasts atone
For yeai s of duty left undone ?

How expiate with prayer or psalm,
Deaf ear, blind eye, and folded palm ?

Miserable sinners !

Let us be np and stirring,
Miserable sinners !

'Mongst ignorant and errimr,
Miserable sinners !

Sloth and self-seeking from us cast,

Believing this the fittest, fast,

For of all prayers prayed 'neath the sun
There is no prayer like work well done,

Miserable sinners !

Golden Bullets.

LAST week news arrived from S-nta F6 of a tribe of
warlike Indians, who use "Golden Bullets." Since then
MR. WYLD of the Great Globe has been daily beset by
gentlemen from the M'nories and Houndsditch, for maps
of the exact locality COLONEL ISRAEL is at this moment
raising a company of the Jewish persuasion, to be called

the Rag Fair Rangers.
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to have been unable to proceed further with
their disgusting operation. I found them in a
state of considerable exhaustion among the

refuse stuff, and there can be no doubt that the

condition in which they are living is highly in-

jurious to the health moral as well as physical
and likely to exercise a most contaminating

influence on the surrounding atmosphere.

In pursuance of this report Mr. Punch feels it

his duty to order the removal of the nuisance

within a reasonable time, for the parties have
been so frequently warned that there is little

hone they will of themselves proceed to abate the

evils that have so long been matter of public not o-

riety. Mr. Punch intends proceeding to inspect
other departments of the great City of London
Corporation Nuisance, and to persevere until a

clean bill of health can be presented.

INGENIOUS PROTECTION AGAINST MIDGES-A VALUABLE HINT TO

SKETCHERS FROM NATURE.

A REGULAR NUISANCE.

ARISTOCRACY AND ITS ANTIPODES.

IF the Legislative Council of New South

I

Wales are enabled to effect their proposal for the

creation of an hereditary Peerage in that colony,
it will be necessary to assign armorial

bearings
! to the new noblemen. This will be no very difli-

cult matter ; respect being had to the origin of

the chief families that will be comprised in that

aristocracy. For example, here is the blazon of a

coat that might be borne bv the name of SIKES,
elevated to the Dukedom of Norfolk Island.

Gules, on a cross ermine, between four hand-

cuffs, or, a jemmy of the field. Crest, out of a

window shutter i-ert a hand, sable, grasping a

centre-bit proper.
The above coat will readily be seen to indicate

that the founder of the bearer's family had been

transported for burglary accompanied by violence.

The latter feature of his achievements is denoted

by the sanguinary colour of the Held, and of the

implement depicted on the centre of the scut-
'

cheon. By the number of the handcuffs are sig-

nified two convictions. The cross alludes to

crossing the herring-pond, and the ermii;e indi-

cates the judicial sentence by which the voyage
was prescribed. The crest speaks for itself; the

use of the term sable is an allowable liberty, as

being necessary to represent the probable s ate

of the member to which it is applied, considered

in relation to soap and water. The family motto

might be, Mortuus vivo, which would be a neat

paraphrase of
" Death Recorded."

The horse, the sheep, the pig, and other cattle

for stealing which the forefathers of the en

nobled parties were relegated would furnish

abundance ol animal forms for the purposes of

heraldic symbolism. To these might be added
the magpie, the stoat, the weasel, and other crea-

tures that are the emblems of theft and larceny.

Though, for the matter of that, the more ancient

|

devices of eagle?, dragons, griffins, lions, and tke

like beasts and birds of prey, would do quite suf-

ficiently well to glorify exploits of plunder and

ME. PUNCH has long ago been appointed, by and under his own act, Inspector-General of
j rapine ;

nor could any motto for the member of a

Nuisances, and he may certainly take credit for the removal of a great many nuisances long j Botany Bay nobility be more suitable than some

before the legislature gave its attention to the subject. I of tho e very professions of ancestral principle,

Mr. Punch has lately been engaged in the inspection of the great City of London

Corporation Nuisance, and refers to the annexed report for the result of his observations :

REPORT.

My attention was first drawn to the Corporation

which are the glory of certain high pedi ;rces

among ourselves. "Thou shal -\vant ere I want,"
for instance, would precisely suit the descendant

of a footpad. A convict who had become a pros-

perous gentleman, after having completed Ins

surrounding the locality, and by a very general rumour that an offensive body, in a most
j

=cntence of transportation for seven years, could

alarming state of corruption, was lying within the precincts of the City of London.
|

not have left a happier legend to his posterity,

I accordingly proceeded to visit the spot, where a lamentable scene presented itself. I
j

than
"
I bide my time." Moreover, wl

found some four-and-twenty individuals huddled, or, rather, closeted together, in one room,
surrounded by a quantity of refuse vegetable and animal matter (apparently composed of

pine-apple and venison), the effluvium Irom which was of the most deleterious character.

On examining further, I found a large quantity of thick fluid, in the midst of which were
several portions of a glutinous green turtley material, and over the surface a sort of coating
had formed, which
settled on the top

;ht almost be cut with a knife so thick was the matter that had
of the stagnant liquid. This deleterious wash had been placed in

vessels resembling soup-tureens, and was no doubt intended for removal, a great deal of it

having been already got rid of by the persons assembled in the room, who appear, however,

than "I bide my time." Moreover, when it is

considered that the foundation of not a few

a-nong our own great houses was cither fraud or

force, it cannot be asserted that a Peerage of

New South Wales would not rest to a consider-

able extent on a like basis with the British no-

bility. So that, when you come to think it, there

may not be so very much difference, after all,

between those who came in with the Conqueror,
and those who went out in the convict ship.
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THE SHERIFFS' DINNERS AT NEWGATE.
UK Sessions of the Central Crim-
inal Court have lost luneli of their

all ruction eg eciallj t.i a i

Old Bail y Bar, i-oinc of

arc dreadfully open-mou'hcd In

the cutting down of the dinner^

1) jjiveu In llit: Si. i'i ill's, il

that the learned ,li

have not :^ \et had ;>ny dinner at,

all in Hit: City, lint nave

obliged to lie Mitit-lied \vith a

ra'l er MibManliid "li.neh," by
of substitute. The two

Shrrill's hau- hern a!

and one of them M R, \.

lia-s jirovided a meiil to which
lie has invited only ihe. Alii.

on the rota instead of Ihe whole

body ; upon which SIIEKUT WIUE
fearing test his brother Ahl;

:honlds'.arve, lias ,- lulled an oppo-
sition table. In the mean time
the, Judges have been making a

re, luiich wilh One Sheriff and

dining with neither. There being,

however, two lunches a day, and
two opposition dinners, we should

be glad to know how the worthy Chaplain of Newgate performs his

elaborate duly of partaking of every meal, which he must neeepsarily

do, in order to avoid giving offence to either of the opposition Sheriffs.

The reverend ordinary will have the extraordinary task of disposing of

two lunches and two dinners in four-and-twenty hours an accomplish-
ment that calls to mind the old familial feat of the leg of mutton and

trimmings.
The name of "ordinary" is most appropriately given to the worthy 1

Chaplain, who by virtue of his office is present at the ordinary at

one, the other ordinary at five, and again at the two extra-ordinaries

occasioned by the division between the two Sheriffs. It appears that

in the midst of all this superabundance the learned Judges, "huffed"
at having received their invitations from one Sheriff instead of two,

j

have preferred going dinuerless
; wisely, however, hesitating to abandon

themselves to hopeless hunger, they have made a compromise with;
their dignity by condescending to

"
lunch

"
at the table of SHERIFF

WALLIS.
We confess we should be gkd to see the practice of Old Bailey |

dinners getting abandoned altogether, so that, the old sarcasm as to
j"

wretches hanging that Judges may dine," may for ever lose its
'

traditional point, as it lias long ago lost
its_ practical application. !

There is something unpleasantly anomalous in the substitution ofi

the table-napkin for the ermine before quitting the Court, and it is not

a pleasant reflection, that the prisoners having been awarded their

deseits, the Judges will, under the same roof, proceed to take their

dinners.

PLATO'S REPUBLIC PERFECT.

TUB City 's the Model Republic of PLATO,
As like a> potato ea:i be. in

\,

ui o e jjDin ,i.l i' would he a pity
If tli oa did not distinguish the Ci

In PLATO'S liepnhlie, all good things eonmiiihrj;,
That servo to tli .irinkiiii? and dining,

to mingle
\Viih tiie elatttT of plates, and the wine ^la.->:.es' j:.

l'.i, i
I ..in .

Who
;nd with myrtle,

Suekiu;-,' up inspiration irilc.

That Poet- whose aim Is i -v en
Next day s>ii;gs the prais; s of what, In: h::s eaten,
U'hieii by \. ( ,'orporation
As t

; ."count of the jolliiieatkni.

At ei.u'hiy u\r, i ', this son of AH.
ember, the Son^ of t he Swallow

;

II:. lioukselier's eounier encumbers,
But his friends iu the City buy up all his numbers.

HOW EUROPE MAY JiE SAVED !

A KECIPE, from a Neapolitan pen, authorized by KING BOJLBA, of

Naples !

Take the English people, strip 'em, rob 'em. kick 'era out of

England, making of 'em even as the Hebrews dealers in hare-skins
and old clothes! \Vhen tliis is done, take London, and turn it topsy-
turvy, ruinous like Jerusalem ! Let the English House of Commons
sit by the waters of the Danube and weep ;

and let English Bishops
sell maccaroni, and English merchants vend water-melons to the Laz-
zaroni of Naples! Then Europe will be safe. When Hie House of
Hanover is placed upon a cinder-heap of Mount Vesuvius, then may
Europe, in the depths of her tranquillity, sweetly rejoice !

"

And the KING OF NAPLES read the foregoing, and said "Let it be
forthwith printed, and let BRITANNIA forthwith prepare herself to

become a Jewess." Only to think the British Lion a Lion of Judah !

The White Horse of Hanover, a Jerusalem Pony !

THE JUDGES' CHAMBERS.

On such a row, such a rumpus and a bobbery,
Everything and every one quite in the dark ;

No one knows the order of the Summonses,
Fixed to be heard by MR. BAEON PARKE :

Tearing, swearing,
For dignity not caring,

Common lawyers, clerks of all sorts, down to office drudge.
Never was a rougher set of noisy individuals,

Hanging round the chamber doors to go before the Judge.

New Comic Song to be Sung at the Cave of Harmony.
(Respectfully dedicated to the author of

" The Newcomet.")

ME. PUNCH sings.

OUR future Premier, laughing free, I've got my eye upon,
I think you'll all agree with me his name is P-LM-BSTON.
And by his side sits sleepily a lord in Scotland bred ;

I think you'll all agree with me that he were best in bed.

Chorus by the Nation.

O yes, we all agree with you that he were best in bed.

Some Lights that want Snuffing Out.

A NEW religious book is now being advertised under the illuminating
title of

"
The Lamp and the Lantern, a Light for the Tent and the

Traveller." If our Exeter Hall friends are in want of quaint titles,
we beg leave to suggest

"
The Bull's Eye and the Dip," or

"
The

PRICE and the P< LMER," or "The Long Four and the Short Six," or" The Kitchen and the Composite."

A French Feast of the Poets.

BERANGER the poet is, we are told by the paragraph-mongers, con-

tinually receiving presents of jam from his enthusiastic countrymen.
We regret to say that our own poets meet with no such sweets,
and frequently pass a life of unmitigated bitters. Instead of presents I

of jam (now let the reader prepare to be knocked down by a fearful
blow to his common sense) we repeat instead of presents of jam our
poets too often meet with a gelid indifference -jam and gelid: <

the reader see what we are aiming at ?

What is Man?
THE Quarterly makes answer,
"
Chemically speaking, a man is 45 Ibs. of carbon and nitrogen diffused through 51

pailfuls of water."

This must be wrong. If no hemp, how do vou get your Russian ?

If no wood, how do you get your Austrian ? If no red-tape, how
does Downing Street get her Englishmen ?

A PAIRY WISH.

On, that the million million million billions of seeds of corn rotting
on the Danube were "corned" into gunpowder, and swallowed by
NICHOLAS. Having no bowels, how could it hurt him ?

A CON FROM THE SHAKSPEAKIAN CLOWN.

Q. WHEN Othello killed Desdemona, was he thinking of his Wife ?

A. No his (s)Mother.

THE GREAT EASTERN QUESTION (at all political dinners). "Is there
any Turkey left ?"
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CRUEL KING COAL.

CHUEL KINO COAL over London town
Evermore year by year doth reign ;

He is diht in a ricli and goodly gown,
And he sporteth a monstrous golden chain.

CRUEL KING COAL doth his greatness air
In a fh-ninsf coach of state reclined

;

And before him the Mace and Sword they bear,
And the little boys run and shout behind.

How did it happen to this KING COAL
That he came to be called by the name of Cruel ?

'Twas because the old tyrant cribbed and stole,
By his cunning contrivance, poor men's fuel.

Cruel KING COAL and his merry men,
Twenty and five fat rogues were they,

Cabbaged fourpence a chaldron first, then ten,
And a penny to boot made poor folks pay.

Measuring that which they never mete,
Making good losses themselves should stand,

And rebuilding here and there a street,
Were the pretexts alleged by the worthy band.

Even the load that a donkey draws,
These fellows do tax, and tithe, and toll,

Twenty miles around London Town ; by laws

Through Parliament slipped by sly KING COAL.

Picking and filching, this cruel King
First on all coals that were sea-borne preyed ;

Next upon such as canal did bring,
Then on those by Q.u EEN'S highway and rail conveyed.

Twenty fair miles as the road did wind,
He levied the tax in time gone:by ;

But the Commons his art contrftfcd to blind,
And the distance is now as crow doth flv.

Drawback His Majesty granteth not

Twenty good tons on a weight below ;

And the boiling of every humble pot
The old fellow doth render the dearer so.

Cruel KING COAL doth feed and stuff,
Revel and riot in each man's scuttle

;

Eat and drink when he 's more than full enough,
Cram, guzzle, and gorge, and swill, and guttle.

Cruel KING COAL shall we suffer more
To blow himself out by extortion dire ?

Shall we let him continue to starve the poor
By the tax that he takes from their bit of fire ?

MRS. JANE GIMLET TO MRS. JUDITH PUNCH.
"
Yeast Lain, Grinnidge, seckund November, hating/iftethre.

'

MEDDAM,
"HASKIN parding for the libbaty hime takin, I opes u will

use yer influenzer with yer liusbanil, wich its wot hcvery lorful marred
oman ort to ave tho they d9 say lie use u shameful in piiblick, but avc
no dout he gets his clippins at onie, and get him to print my letter

wich I here some vartuous pussons wants us to ave a day of fastin
an hcwinilliashuu, as a purwentive to the colleiher, tho my husb;m
boo is a plane man, in respek of bein a carpingter by trade, but can
rede an rite, did see in the papeis that the workin classes ort to ave a

plane and modderit dveit in these times. Now Meddam I ham a pore
oman

;
with siks children an a hu^ban not over strong on account of

workin twelve hours a day en wun mele, an hime sure hevcr sins 1 Idl'

REVEREND SLOCUM SMITH'S were 1 lived coke at fiften pund a yere,
tee and shewgar fund an all parkisites, ceptiu follerhera alloud, I ave
never none wot it is to be without a happetite, wich if hany one thinks
it a ble^siu, Ide giv em mine hany day and thankful too, lor a lofe of
bred. Likeaways would JON. Likcaways would our siks children,
wich I ave ad twelve, but siks on em dide, as the doctor sed of my
asthma, tho I carnt see ow that cood a been, as I never wos asmatic,
but think their deths was caused by the bad hare in our place, and the
smells, an hem nussed so low, an put to slepe on Daffy for twelve,
hours wen I wos out a charin at hatccn pence a day an my kcpe wicli
:f u ever wants any charin done, I can aye the best of karacters. An
its hall werry well for them as as their cup of tee an their but turd
;ottes bifor their hup in the moruin, an their cold shiken an briled
jones at breakfast, and a bit o cake an a glass o jellee atween breakfast
an lunch, an a lunch of ot mete and pertaties, wich it is called the
:hildren's dinner, but the parents jines in it, an a ^ack o suffin between
uuch an dinner, just to kepe hoff the siukin from their pore weke
stommicks, an a dinner of thre coarses an a dissurt, an toste an muffins
it tee, an maybe a little kneegus or sperrits at bed time to kepe it

mil down, and then a crust o bred in their bed rooms lest they shood
"eel faint in the nite hits werry well for them to fast, if they likes it,
or they've plenty of food to fall bak on, and wood honely go to their
wittles fresher nex day, like sum I wuns lived with but wontc name,
as made hup in Heester tor wot they didnt hete in Lent. But if we
wos to fast, hose lives is little better than a perpetiwal fast, I clonte
hink the hempty stummicks of our pore littel babes would ever cum
,0 again. An has for hewmilliashun, if Missus REVEREND SLOCUM
SMITH coold honely go hout a charin for a month, and be put upon by
ervants, (as I wos wuns the hequal hof,) an be snubbed by Missusses,
n sumtimes ave her litel earnins stood hover from Saturday nite till

Monday mornin, or longer wich it haint oncommon, an not a bit of
red in the house, nor nothin to spout, she wooldunt want no more
umilliashun. An has for fastin bein a Christian hact, I no as JON
n me an our siks children, have been a fastin hever so long aa
onte feel no better Christens for that, but quite the coutrairy wich
any one as will try it long will find the same. So I do ope Meddam,
:iat ure busban will tell them as wants to fast, an thinks they'll be
IB better for it to give their soup or fluities (wotever they be) to
us as donte want to fast no more, and would be more in charity with
our speshus, if we wosn't halways so huncomn.on hungry. I
am with 'umbel c'ooty to ure husband, wieh he looked as brisk as
ever wen I see ini last,

"Your hobedt. chare'oman,
"JANE GIMLET."

The Bottle.

I CAN assure you," says A. softly and persuasively,
"
there is not

L entire headache in the whole bottle." "Not an entire headache
erhaps, answers B., knowingly,

"
for all the headaches in it may be

uitting ones."

A MORAL PHENOMENON. A Barrister returning his Fee.
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TOO FASTIDIOUS.

SCENK. A Tavern.

Waittr. "'An, SIR? YESSIB ? DON'T TAKK ANYTHING WITH TOUR
'An, DO YOU, SIB?"

Gentleman. "YS, I DO; I TAKE THE LETTER H!" [Waiter faints.

PALMERSTON'S NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.
SINCE LORD PALMERSTON said, in his speech at Perth, that he was

always happy to receive suggestions, and to read the correspondence
that individuals might favour him with, he has been overwhelmed with
letters upon all imaginable and unimaginable subjects. The conse-
quence is he has been obliged to employ three additional secretaries,
who are engaged night and day answering the stupid questions that
are put to him. The following may be relied upon as a fair sample of
the nonsensical inquiries he is favoured with :

LATAKIA. You are right. There is no doubt that there is a little settlement to be fmind
in All Ports -but this does not apply to the Sublime Porte; for in spite o>' all the
slinking and stir, lug it has lately received, I cannot see the amjille.it hope ut' a
settleme t.

ROSA MATILDA. You ask me, ray young lady, what is the best ink for writing love-
letfers with ? I am sorry I c;inimt ini'orm \ <ui. ;is it is now many years ago. in con-
sequence of the graver cares of office, aince I have b:iiul ned the loollsh practice.

THKSPIS. It is more tliau I can toll you what kind of MROOKB has caused Dniry Lane
to overflow every night. I have not been to the theatre this season, anil so I'tvinnoi
inform you whether the BHOOKK in questin w*s deep, or merely a shallow 11: KI\
or a roaring HIIOOKK, or in fact what particular kind of BKOII'KK it -as; I u' Irom
all the reports I have heard, some of whieh li^ive been very loud, I suould hardly say
it was " the murmuring BHOOKK."

DEBBF.TT. I cannot tell you LOUD BROUGHAM'S habitual residence; but, looking at his
troiiMTs, I .should say it was generally on tliu o'li.-r si,!,' <.f the Tueed.

OUR WHO IS FOND or DIOOIKO FOB HOOTS. I should say, from your folinli question,
that tli" place' where you dig most must be a garden ful'l of simples. How can I say
whether *'

toggery
"

is derived from the Latin word tgnt Or wheth- r CLYTEM-
NK.STKA, when she was on the point of stabbing her son, exclaim,..!

'

.-In /,' ./, Or
T a cross-examination is so called, because it generally bus the effect of

making a person
' cross?" I wonder yon art- not nsh:aned of yourself put:in;; such

insi|ii t | ([nos'ions to one of HF.K MA.IKSTY'S Ministers.
JomufALMT. LORD I'AI.MKKSTOX is extremely sorrv he cannot ^ ve the

name of the "Old Woman who lived in a shoe'," and Iw dadbta YJT> -n-.n-lv in his
own mind if any old woman ever chose sneh a cm-ions locality for a lmliit:i ini.

Perhaps tad this is merely thrown out as a conjecture it may refer to Mus <; \MI',
of the Hominy llmild, and who lives in Shoe Lane; but then'the song should run," There was an old woman, who lived in shoe Lane," and unfortunately it doesn't.

rtiRisT. The apple of discord was doubtlessly, ray dear, a crab-apple ;
but U

is beyond mo to say whether VENUS, in accepting it, was a naughty-culturist ;
but I

c'iin only say, from my own experience, that it is not tile tirst tini.: hy many that
Paris has been the cause of throwing the apple of discord witness the Spanish
Marriage.

"
ivr Tt; QuoguK." It would ill become me, in my position, to offer any opinion upon
the conduct of a fellow-colletgue, so you must excuse me if I decline answering your
ini|uiry whether LORU AUKBUKEN!* not " the injudicious bottle-holder of the Porte."
J should be sorry to accept a compliment at the expense of a man whom I so highly
but never mind the rest.

FIDDLE-DK-UEE.--I will write to Loitu WKSTMOKELAND at the earliest opportunity to

inquire whether he is composing variations on the tune of "flip Gael the Weasel,"
but I doubt it extremely. Your other question of whether a man who gives his
iiiiml to a violin can be a clever ambassador, I decline an^w -

.

'THAT'S THE \Vjy THE MONEY GOBS." You ask me why I don't know the reason

why
"
tin

"
should be the vnlgar synonym tor money. It defies my jMiwurs of il i vitia-

tion to tell you, nnteM U originated Irom the, fact of the purges winch are thrown
away upon the stage, and which generally contain from ten thousand ducati to a
hundred thousand pounds, being always filled with pieces of tin. Hence probably
the synonym.

')XB WHO DAJUILKI IN INK. I do not mind telling you In confidence that LORD
Itiiui;uHill is mil the Kdit'.r of the Family ll'.ratd.

\ VII-TIM TO -i HE KAST WIND. The best plan, my dear young lady, for keeping the
chaps off your lips is to wear a respirator.

THE HIGH-METTLED RAZOR.
'
tltruny'd with gazn-s, the sports are bfgun." C. Dir.uix.

SINCE of course we want razors when manhood 's begun,
Lest profusion of beard should our faces o'errun,
A thousand strange methods are found every year,
And .MKCIII ami lv>i" il our young ear.

\\ licit we next, like a vain beau, direct that our crest,

Silver-moHflted, should be on the handle impressed,
:i hair iii our downy estate,

The lliuh--\!<:tlk'il Ka/.or tirsl ranks among plat c.

The next ten years turn out, and we need not now blush,
To be caught when we 're soaping our beard wiih a brush ;

For we lutce one at loii^lli, and we need not say nuy,
Should any one ak if we shave every day.
While alike born for scrapes in our fife's daily course,

Always sure to come through with a cut, if not worse
;W lien we 're barely shaved down just to what Fashion saith,

The High-Mettled Razor now bores us to death.

Grown rusty, used up, and turned dull as a spud,
Notched, blunted, and, always when used, drawing blood ;

'

While, knowing his past deeds, his misdeeds we trace,

Tell,
"
this notch cut my finger, and this cut my face ;

"

And what dangers we 've run, we could quickly count o'er,
As we wasted our time, and our temper, and gore ;

When the shaving doth gall, and the steel our chins goad,
The High-Mettled Kazor 's put out of the road.

At length they 've improved it, before 'tis too late,
And MECHI and RODGERS must bend to their fate,
And barbers will soon have to work the tread-mill,
If their razors are brouaht to a daily stand still.

For now, with its works nearly hid from our view,
In the very same chair in which we must sit too,
While a music-box plays like a musical elf,

The High-Mettled Kazor doth shave ut ittelf!

WHYS FOR THE WISE.

WHY cannot a "Constant ReaJer" write a letter to a newspaper
without an allusion to its

"
widely circulated columns ?

"

Why can a young gentleman nsver take to yachting without

strengthening his language with
"
fo'ksle

"
expletives ?

Why at a dinner party is it never thought permissible to call for

cabbage except by its genteel synonym of
"
greens ?

"

Why does a cabman consider he degrades nimself by acting civilly ?

Why in a lodging house can you never get your shaving-water with-
out ringing twice for it ?

Why do people with the smallest rooms invariably give the largest
parties ?

Wliy cannot musical critics speak of a voice without puzzling every-
body by calling it an

"
organ P

"

Why do fashionable people consider they lose caste by writing
lerihlyP
Uhy cannot a husband get home late from a dinner-party without

assuring his wife he was "the first to leave?"
And why cannot a wife inflict a "

charring-day
"
upon her husband

without the additional torture of a cold leg of mutton ?

GREAT THEATRICAL STRIKE. A Combat of Six at the Victoria.
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LORD SID-NEE'S SHOW.
The Ardent J/mer, CniNG-BANG-BuNG, at present residing among the island Barbarians, writes to the Star of his Brain, LoLLUM

daughter of HANGO JOWDOB, wealthy merchant of Tseen-ki, with a wart on his nose.

"MOOKLIGHT ON THE WATERS OF MY SoUL,
"
Adoring your silver slipper with its buckle of emeralds,

profoundly respecting the gilded toad which lies before vour cerulean
door in the light of a scraper, nay, venerating the marble slab that
forms the threshold of the house where lives the angelic daughter of
HANGO JOWDOB with the wart on his nose, I send you this
illuminated rescript. Honour it.

"Yesterday, O LOLLTJM, was a festival among these barbarians, and
the Chief Magistrate of their chief city went in procession to swear
oaths, and. to hid other

judges
to devour sea-tortoises with him. A

scribe named Punch, and altogether the wisest and comeliest man I
have ever seen (excepting HANGO JOWDOB, with the wart on his nose,
who will probably read this) gave me a seat in his mansion, whicli
overlookcth the highway. By CON-FTJ-ZEE, LOLLUM, but these
barbarians have something in them, after all. Their Chief Magistrate
is a vendor of teas, and the array was got up to remind the spec-
tators of the Flowery Land whence cometh the fragrant leaf; in

short, it was a gorgeous advertisement of his profession.

be charitable, and to pity rather than ridicule the benighted heathens,
who have not a pagoda in their land, save a miserable one in some
gardens they call Q Yesterday they exhibited strange mockeries of
our Chinese forms; but still the goodwill was there, and we will not
mock them in return, but try to teach them better.

"
There were shields with faces, as of moons and devils, and dragon-

banners, with bells, and other imitations of us ; but the artistic design
and the classical execution were wanting, my LOLLUM. The Chief

Magistrate himself rode in a carriage formed like a gigantic tea-pot;
and bel'oie and behind him came standards, on which were emblazoned
the prices of his goods. Two huge idols, worshipped by the Fathers
of the City, with costly orgies, were borne along, with Chinese adorn-
ments ; and numerous other devices reminded me of the land where
dwelleth the lovely daughter of HANGO JOWDOB with the wart on his

nose.

"They are all traders, these barbarians, and one of the ancestors of

this Magistrate, whose name is Siu-NKE, was a great layer of bricks, as

I gather, for he is often spoken of, by public-house orators, as
'

SiD-NEE on the Scaffold.'
"
LOLLIJM of my Soul ! Light breaking in at the Chink of my

Heart ! Violet of my Nostrils ! Pickled Duck of my Affections ! Water-

lily floating on the waves of my Life ! Whitest Egg in the Nest of my
Brain ! I worship your image, and I kiss the rice-paper which enfolds

the eyelash you gave me at parting. When shall your eyes sparkle
into mine, and set all the fireworks of my soul fizzing, and banging,
and sparkling ? Eleven millions of highly polished compliments to the

respectable HANGO JOWDOB with the wart on his nose.
"
Signed in England, the day after the Feast of the LORD SiD-NEE,

Mare of London.

DIRECTIONS FOR SHAVING THE LADIES. Use plenty of soft soap
use it unsparingly to their faces and it's wonderful how clean you'll
shave them. A Linendruper 's Assistantfrom Howellanjames.

MISTAKEN BENEVOLENCE. Throwing Early Purl to Swine. .,
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Policeman. "Now, MUM! WHAT'S THE MATTER?"

Injured Female. " IP YOU PLEASE, MISTKR I WANT TO GIVE MY WKETCH OF A
'USEAND IN CHAHdK. HE'S ALWAYS A KNOCKINU OF ME DOWN AND A BTAIII'IN

1

ON ME !

"

JUSTICE TO SCOTLAND.
AX UNPUBLISHED POKH BT BURNS."

(Communicated by thr Edinburgh Xorifti/ for Promoting Civil!e>ttic,n

in l-.'f

MICKI.E yenks the keckle doup,
An' a' unsicker girns the grail h,

For war and wac ! the eiowdies loup
O'er joiik an' Italian, braw an' bnith.

Where ance the coggie hirpled fair,

And blithesome poortith loomed the loof, 1

There 's nae a biirnie giglet rare
But blaws in ilka jinking coof.

The routhie bield that gars the gear
Is gane where glint the pawky ecu,

And aye the stound is birkin lear

U'hcre sconuered yowies wheeped yestreen.
The crecshic rax wi' skelpin' kaes
Nae mair the liowdic bicker "hangs,

Nor weanies in their wee bit claes
(Hour light as lamiuies wi' their s:\ngs.

Yet leeze me on my bonnie byke !

My drappic aiblins blinks Hie noo,
An' leesonie luve has lapt 1 he dyke

it hcrin' just a wee bit fon.

And SCOTIA ! while thy rantin' lunt

Is mirk and nioop with cowans tine,

1 '11 stowlins pit my unco brunt,
An' deck my duds for auld lang syne.

PAYING SHOT BEFORE BATTLE.

THE New Prussian Gazette of Berlin says :

" Several Turkish and Wallachian merchants Imve arrived here (o

pny their debts. Tliis r;tM- several times occurred during the wars of

Turkey with a Kuropean power. Turks have come and paid their debts
at the risk of their lives in crossing through the enemy's camp."

When this paragraph was read upon 'Change, a melan-

choly, wan-looking man said with a sigh,
"
I don't wish any

harm to Her Catholic Majesty's Ministers ; but I do wisu

that, if only to relieve us of our bonds, certain Spaniards
would, just for the occasion, become Mahometans."
Certainly NAKVAEX in a fez would create a sensation in

the City.

THE KING OF THE CITY.

SOME new lights have been thrown on the position of the LORD
MAYOR by the evidence given before the Corporation Commission
which is now sitting. The LORD MAYOR seems to be a mixture of

degradation and dignity a species of civic Centaur a kind of neither
one thing nor the other, or rather a sort of both a combination of the

flunkey and the potentate, which it would be difficult to analyse. At
the Mansion House dinner he is a Monarch, but at the Coronation

banquet he is a Butler, in virtue of which menial occupation he takes a

golden tankard home to clean, and then claiming it as a perquisite, he
never brings it back again. U'hy the LORD MAYOR should appropriate
a bit of the plate because he is acting as Butler, is as much a mystery
to us, as it would be if the man we paid to wait when we give a dinner-

party were to walk oft' with our best piece of plate our sugar-tongs,
which are real, all the rest being electro under the paltry subterfuge
of its being a

"
perquisite." We can only say that if the LORD MAYOR

were to be stopped on his way from the Coronation banquet with the

golden tankard in his pocket or under his arm, it would require nothing
short of the production of the original charter, to satisfy the police that
he had lawful possession of the property.

It appears also that the LOUD MAYOR is a Privy Councillor, but is

so completely cut in that capacity that he is never summoned to
all end, and the probability is, that if his Lordship were to present
himself for admission he would have the door shut m his face by the
"
proper oftjcers."

It is, however, inconvenient that those dignities
should nominally attach to an individual who is not permitted to use

them, and we can only compliment those who have held the office of
LORD MAYOR on their good sense in not bringing on an unseemly alter-

cation with the royal porters and door-keepers, by attempting to "get
in" when a Privy Council is sitting. There is no doubt that if "his

Lordship
"
were to force a passage up into the Council Chamber, and

at tempt to take his scat at the Board, there would be a general cry of

"torn him out "from the Cabinet Members. The absurdity of 'the

situation is so apparent, and the incongruity of the LORD MAYOR at
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the Privy Council is so striking, that nobody 'can doubt the propriety
of abolishing a nominal position, which only subjects its holder to
ridicule.

The only real power that is still exercised by the LORD MAYOR is the

right of shutting up Temple Bar when the Sovereign is expected ;
but

since the side bar lias been rented by a loyal hair-dresser, who would
assuredly let the monarch through his shop if any serious obstacle were
to be offered by the civic authorities it is high time that even this dim
branch of the civic prerogative were lopped off by the axe of Improve-
ment, that judicious woodsman, who spares nothing superfluous.

"REVENONS A NOS MOUTONS."

THE French, in a great victory over the Arabs, "have captured 4,000
sheep." What will they do with these 4,000 prisoners of war ? Will
they drive them to market, and sell them for what they will fetch, or
will they turn them into gigots and cotelettes ? Will they preserve
their fleeces as trophies, and hang them up in the Invalidcs ? What
will they do with the tallow ? Will they melt it into candles, and send
them as altar-offerings to the POPE to solicit his blessing on their

Algerian campaigns ? These questions are difficult to answer, and in

the meantime the poor sheep, recollecting the deeds of BUGEAUD and
PELISSIER, must tremble in their skins every time they see the steel of
the Frenchmen. For ourselves, we believe the lives of the 4,000 sheep
will be spared by the French, out of their noble anxiety to prove to

Europe that warfare can be carried on in Algeria without butchery.

Mute Eloquence.
SOMEBODY has brought out a collection of the "Songs of Scotland

without Words" In order to render the thing completely agreeable,
we would propose that the songs without words should be set to bag-

pipes without sound, and sung by performers without voices.
,
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THE DEMON OF THE CUPBOARD.
1

:ui inflated aspect, bestriding the loaf in a military uniform and a pair
of jack-boots. So that now, in almost all families, when any strange
noise is heard about the house, it is customary to refer the disturbance
to the CZAR in the cupboard.

WITHIN the last few months mysterious noises have been repeatedly
beard in the- cupboards of HER MAJESTY'S subjects throughout the
kingdom. These have been, in most instances, at first supposed to be
occasioned by mice and rats, as they consisted in scrapings, scratching,
and blockings, such as are made by those animals. But in many cases
wherein the noises were the most violent, cheese contained in the cup-
board was found untouched

;
so that it was necessary to seek some other

explanation of the acoustic phenomena.
The circumstances of table rapping obviously suggested that the

sounds were caused by spirits ; and several powerful mediums were
consulted, independently, with respect to this point. The answers to
all inquiries obtained through these channels agreed in the fact that the
cupboards were haunted

; and also coincided in the further information
that the name of their obstreperous inhabitant was NICHOLAS

This startling declaration apparently rendered the character of the
author ot the disturbances no longer doubtful, and was considered by
serious clergymen a conclusive proof that they resulted from

"
Satanic

Agency."
However, to subsequent interrogatories, as to whether the "NICHO-

LAS who scratched in the cupboards was the same as that persona-e
generally known as

"
Old Scratch," the reply was uniformly in the

negative ; and the cupboard-haunting NICHOLAS was described as not
that old one but

"
the other."

Several defunct NICHOLASES were then named, and the question was
put with regard to each in succession, whether he was the one alluded
to; but m every case it was declared that the individual mentioned
was not the scratching NICHOLAS.
At last in a kind of jocose despair was put the inquiry, whether

the NICHOLAS was the EMPEROR OP RUSSIA. When, to the amaze-
ment ot all the hearers, the response distinctly rapped out was "

Yes !

"
A clue was thus obtained for ulterior investigation, by which it was

elicited that the CZAR NICHOLAS was in the cupboards by force of his
operation on the loat, of which, by his nefarious proceedings, prompted
by ambition, pride, and

rapacity, he had raised the price to everybodythe nation The knocking and scratching indicated rage and" fury
combined with irritation and vexation on account of having got into'a
scrspc.

. 7% sort of "Equity ^hich seems involved in one individual vermin
infesting so many .cupboards at the same time, is declared to be a
mystery, the solution of which is referred to the abstruser laws of

smerism. By the assistance of the mediums we learn that NICHOLAS
has remarkable faculties of a spiritual kind, which he partakes of as
the limb participates m the nature of the parent bodv. Hence indeed :

he is adored as the deity of the Russians
; just as his ancient namesake

is honoured for his burning throne."
Since the above particulars were communicated, it has been positivelyaverred by ladies venerable for their years and other persons of the

soundest judgment as well as the highest respectability, tli-it, on coin-
to their cupboards kite at night to cut a slice of bread and butter, they

3 beeu terrified by the miniature apparition of a gigantic figure with

A BISHOP ON "THINGS SOLID."
THE BISHOP OP OXFORD AND OIL-CTJM-HOHEY made a beautiful

speech at the Mansion House in lavour of the ALBERT Memorial.
Never did tongue talk more silverly for bronze. Neverihcless. there is

a passage in the episcopal harangue (let us not forget to observe, it is
I reported of the Bishop that in his guilelessness he is wholly unaware
'of the road from Oxford to Lambeth) a passage relating to "things
solid

"
that somewhat puzzles us. SAMVKL OF OXFORD observed (and

MK. SAMUEL CASTER HALL, who, he said, "represented the artists,"
smiled and applauded the words) that

" It is of the very nature of things solid that, instead of being born) alonfr upon the
' of tin- stream of timi;, they sink gradually ihum beneath it* wters; and, there-

Ion-, with regard to this jjreat fact and a great fact I hold it to have he.'n -if anymemorial is to be raisc-.l :u all, 1 think it should be raisi- the memory
of its Krea'iiesa holds its true place in the impressiuu of those by whom it was
witnessed."

Because, if PRINCE ALBERT has not a monument in bronze to remind
the short memory of human nature that there was once a Crystal
Palace in Hyde Park, the recollection of that great fact, beluga "tiling
solid," will gradually sink down into the waters of oblivion. Just as,
doubtless, we should have forgotten Waterloo and its results, if certain
ladies of England had not set up a statue of WELLINGTON act ins
ACHILLES in Hyde Park. Well, we have a notion that the best and
most enduring monument to the memory of the fleeting Crystal Palace
in the Park will be provided by the enduring glory, even at the present

crowning Sydenham Hill.

We have the greatest admiration of the intellectual subtleties of the
BISHOP OP OXFORD. Like an olive, his nature secretes its own oil.

Nevertheless, we should have liked to hear other bishops upon "things
solid." Where was the BISHOP OF LONDON ? Is it possible that any
churchman cau speak upon better authority, from deeper experience of
things solid," than the teacher of Fulham? Why, theu, was the

chief power of illustration of the" solids
"
of this life merely required

of SAMUEL OF OXON ? Moreover, PRINCE ALBERT is, it 'seems, to
have the statue : and among the alto-reliefs will, doubtless, be CHALLIS
reading his patent of baronetcy.
The thing is decided upon. So, gentlemen, unbutton your pockets

and down with the pounds the
"
things solid," if we mistake not,

BISHOP op OXFORD.

TWO PORTRAITS OF THE CZAR.
IN the well-known Lettersfrom the Baltic, NICHOLAS is thus drawn

in pen and ink :

_

' His face is strictly Grecian-forehead and nose is one grand line
;
the eyes finely

lined, large, open, and blue, with a calmness, a oldness, a fiwziii" di"iiity which can
equally quell an insurrection, daunt an assassin, or paralyse a petitioner: the mouth
regular, teeth, fine, chin prominent, with dark moustache ami small whisker; but not
a sympathy in his face ! His mouth sometimes smiled, his eyes never."

JIM Punch, having studied the Czar in his works, is disposed to put
forth another sketch

;
as thus

His face is strictly all cheek : forehead and nose one grand round,
about curve

; the eyes large, open, round, and expressive as a cannon's
mouth

; cannon that can quell an insurrection, or slaughter innocence
;

the mouth curved and significant as a scimitar; teeth large and promi-
nent as chevaux-de-frise

; the face altogether a national death-warrant.
1 he mouth, like scimitar steel, sometimes glistens the eyes never. .

Mutual Wrongs,
" WE have no Windsor "says, very mournfully, the EARL OF

-LGLiNTOUN '

no Buckingham Palace, no St. James's, no Kensington,
no Hampton Court."

'Mr. Punch begs to mingle his tears wiih the tears of the no'.ile Earl,Mr Punch the while lamenting as an Englishman that" We have no
cockaleekie no liaggis 110 singed sheep's-head no bagpipes !

"

Grumbling for Farmers.
Tii3 late fine weather has enabled us to get the wheat into the

ground, which the previous rains threatened to prevent. Agricultural
prospects thus present a hopeful appearance ; but then, by reason of
the extent of land sown, a great many fields must be i'u a state of
scedmess.

LADIES' MOUTHS. An old beau says: "A Lady's mouth never
looks so beautiful as when she is pronouncing the word '

Yes.'
"
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THE LAST PROCLAMATION.

E, NICHOLAS THE FIIIST, Em-
and Autocrat of all

the Kussias, and King of all

Good Fellows, prod:
Th;il .we, have been insulted

by the Turk, whose stony
heart we have on the bend-
dril knees of our Christian

spirit supplicated, hut to no

purpose.
\\ c have, as becomes a

Christian autocrat, submitted
!<i have our dearly-beloved
Ambassador, I'KIXCE Mr.vs-

UIIKOKF, publicly h

doed in the streets of Cou-

inople.
\Ve have allowed OMAR

I'.U-MA to pull the nose of

our d
GOKMCOAKOFF.

\Ve have by a meekness
and endurance impa,
in I lie House Of ROMANOP*

d, sull'ereil, cut r

rolled ourselves in the

dust, to appease and mollify
(lie cannibal spirit of the

Turk.
1'iit all in vain. He is

stiff-necked, and not to be
turned. We, therefore, pro-

pose to in .roll wii.h our

sacred soldiers to Constantinople, and there and then (Grace having been duly wu'd by the

Patriarch of our Holy Church) to eat the accursed SULTAN
_

ABDUL-MEDJID 'ttive, and

WITHOUT SALT ! [Herefolloics a pious invocationfor a blessing on the Imperial intention.

CHEAP LIGHTNING-POSTACK.

TIII: formation of a New General Electric Tele-

ny is contemplated by Mr. /'/////.

To Mipersede and cut out all existing Lleririe

Nothing can In: clearer tn the retlecli

than thai a shock o!' elect ricity is, ol itself,

one of the cheapest commodities that ('

iced.

ing is more notorious tlmn the fact that
an electric shoe i to ihe wire of an

about as deai- an article as
anv in the in

The extenl of t,he cirr* a shock
of electricity does not. add to its cost Tli

r incurs no travelling expenses.
\el.

]

ii'iie shillin--' ) which
"

in Trouble," who v.ivicd to
'

as to the. '

that he was a&kcvl to pay foi ile ine.--.aLrc
"

Is I, rith answer, to b irn:-.iiittrd

from miles from town to the
neighbour!'

1 1' there is any one (-peculation peciriarly cal-

culated to pay on the principle of larjre sales

. at low prices, it is manifestly an Electric

Telegraph.
In preference, therefore, to any Austrian or

Spanish loin, in which enterprising parties may
be <i ' risk their capital, .I/;-. Punch
invites t hem to join him with tneir two or three

1 millions in his proposed New Electric Telegraph
Company ; unless the present Companies,
awakened by the fear of competition with Punch

\ fy Co., should reduce their prices immediately.

JUSTICE FOR LONDON.
ONE of the features in the LOED MATCH'S Show of the other day was

a figure of
"
JUSTICE, in a Car drawn by Six Horses." Singularly

enoush, the six horses showed a disposition to pull different ways, and
the leaders on each side were as obstinate in trying to upset JUSTICE
as a couple of Old Bailey barristers. It was rather a bold measure to

introduce JUSTICE officially into any part of the proceedings on LORD
MAYOR'S Day, for if the goddess were present among the Corporation

;ffii

whom to select the potentate.
It. might have been remarked the other day, that the civic idea of

Justice differs from all the ordinary notions of the character, for the

JUSTICE of the Corporation of London as seen in the procession,
instead of being blindfold, wore a bandage over the forehead in such a

way as not to interfere with her sight, or prevent her from having both
her eves open to her own interest. Her scales were rather gigantic,
but she did not carry them in her hand, and they seemed to be emble-
matical of nothing but the balance she keeps hung up, as it were,
without being accounted for. Poor JUSTICE seemed to be frightfully
shaken by the treatment she experienced in the City ; and, after the

fatigues of the day were at an end, was heard to say that she had not a

leg to stand upon. If a representation of Justice for the City had really
been needed for the LORD MAYOR'S Show, how much better it would
have been to have mounted the Corporation Commissioners on the Car,
and have displayed them to the world as the real emblems of that
Justice which the City is likely to experience, when the present dis-

closures of civic corruption have produced their legitimate consequence.

Severe Test of Table-Moving.
OF all Tables we should think the Tables of figures in BHADSHAW'S

Guide would be the most difficult to movefor we only know from our
own painful experience that, whenever we wish to find' out a particular
spot, we never can get the Tables to move in the direction we want
to go to !

GIOVENETTI CHE FAIT'. A simple-minded Correspondent asks us
the meaning of an Alderman who has not passed the chair, and is

desirous of knowing whether the Alderman so situated has been unable
to get past the chair by reason of his obesity.

THE AGRICULTURAL INQUISITION.

HERE'S Government again at we wi' moor new fangled whims and fancies,
A callin' on us vor to gie a statement of our circumstances

;

Now, zince we 'ye got to undergoo this delicate investigation,
0' coorse, my friends, our best we '11 do to furnish every information.

We be to zay what land we got how many acres under tillage

They seeks to find that out for what? not' surely with intent' to pillage.
They wants the number of our stock, which ifwe wonders why they axes,
At any rate we knows full well it can't be to lay on moor taxes.

We'm to put down in blaok-on-white, our cows, and pigs, and ship,
and bosses

;

Which them as don't know how to write I s'pose must do by means o'

crosses :

Our wheat, our barley, wuts, and rye, our beans, our hay, and straw
moreover,

Our mangold-wurzel, turmuts, ay, and taters, sainfoin, too, and clover.

P'raps we shall likewise ha' to state the number of our ploughs and
harrows,

Wheel carriages, both small and great, from carts and waggons down
to barrows,

Machines that to the farm belongs, our clod crushers and scarifiers,
And all our forks, and rakes, and prongs, according as the ease requires.

Our poultry booked they may expect returns o' turkeys and gallanies,
Along o' lists made out correct o' liantanis, Dorkins. Cochin Chaneys,
And geese and ducks, and pigeons ; nay, may be they'll want a inventory,
Including all the eggs they lay ; a pretty joke and "likely story !

How 'twas the project fust arose of sncakin in behind the curtain,
By gettin of us to expose our secrets. 1 consider certain

;

"Tis Popery in the Government that, wishes for to get possession
Of our affairs ;

for which intent they tries to bring us to confession.

We very soon shall find, I fear, the country in a sad condition,
'Tis the beginning, all this here, I take it, of the Inquisition,
You '11 shortly see the fagots blaze, unless you stand resolved and steady ;

There 's the New Forest, anyways, directed to be cut already.

THE AUSTBALIAN ROUTE. This route, since the discovery of
gold, must be the Hoot of Evil.
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P nee Alb-rt.
" SAVE ME, DEAR PUNCH, FROM THESE MOST RIDICULOUS FRIENDS."

'

FLUSHING A SEWER.-A CITIZEN'S DREAM.

I SNOBED in slumber comatose,

Soaked, stuffed, and gorged too full by far
;

Across my red and bulbous nose

QUEEN MAB then drove her tiny car ;

Whereon I clambered precipices,
And tumbled headlong down abysses,
And roamed among strange edifices,

Till I at last saw Temple Bar.

Yes there was Temple Bar, no doubt,
Of that I felt completely sure ;

Yet there was something strange about
The gateway mystic and obscure

A character and meaning double
;

And from foul puddles, signs of trouble,
Whilst gas around began to bubble,

It formed the mouth of some great sewer.

Then, in the visions of the night,
Behold a Broom the kennel brushed,

And a Voice cried.
"
'T will be all right

Ere long !

"
and then the Voice was hushed ;

And then I heard a sullen mutter,
A sort of grumbling in the gutter ;

And after that, the same Voice utter

These words :

" THE SEWEB MUST BE FLUSHED."

AV'licn lo ! a noise of dismal
j

Grunts, groans, and squeaks ot wild despair,
The anguish of a thousand sties,

With frightful discord rent the air :

And straightway, in the dreamy juggle,

Approaching waters seemed to struggle,

Gurgle, and dash, and splash, and guggle,
And through the portal burst and tear !

Ah ! what a cataract'of slush

And monstrous mud was there to see.

Like noisome soup appeared to gush
The sizy torrent, now set free ;

And in the mess lurched figures bloated,

With fat heads, whose dull eyes still gloated
On morsels that around them floated

Of callipash and callipee.

The Sword, the Cap, the Mace, the Chain,

Regalia of the Civic Crown,
Disgorged by that enormous drain,

Tangled and hitched with robe and gown,
With acts, and deeds, and charter-scrolls

Of fees and metage, dues and tolls

On corn, fruit, oysters, salt, and coal,
Came rolling, rumbling, tumbling down.

Pie Poudre, Leet and Baron Court,
With Swanhoppers no more to hop,

Those dark and dirty billows' sport,

Together hurled, went squash, and flop !

And one who stemmed, till Hope's last glimmer,
The slab surge that did round him simmer,
The Water Bailiff sturdy swimmer ;

He too was swamped amid the slop.

Wilh sirloins, haunches, all these things
Were mashed

;
with jelly, ice, and cream,

Chantilly biscuits, legs and wings
Of game and poultry, and the stream

Bore salmon, turbot, hash, and curry,
Goblet and flagon, hurry-skurry,

My brain was bursting with the worry
And then I started from my dream !

THE RESULTS OF STEIKISG. It is as strange as it is lamentable
that strikes should so commonly end in broken heads, since the moment
the men have once struck there is a stoppage of the mill.

NOT FAB OUT. A cynical old Cockney of our acquaintance says
he considers the moustache movement, to be only a new way the young
fellows have got into of giving themselves 'airs.
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K 1 \"G LEOPOLD REPORTS PROGRESS.

HE KING OF THE BELGIANS opened his

Chambers lust week, and it is to be regretted
that KIM; Li.nroi.n's excellent speech lias

been so incorrectly translated by the

London newspapers. No wonder that LOUD
CLARENDON complains of the inadequate
way in which the journalists render his

despatches. An English dramatic author,
hurried i.i his rapine, could hardly have

adapted a French speech more clumsily
than it has boon done lor our papers. \Ve

subjoin a literal t ruushit iou :

"
GENTLEMEN,"

I am charmed to meet you
When we separated, you were so kind as to

express your entire satisfaction with the

marriage I told you I had then in view for

my son, the DUKE OF BRABANT. I need not
inform you that the match has since come
off, because I do not suppose you will easily

forget the portentous '//>) disturb-

&uce we made about it. But you will be

happy to hear that I have taken M \uv
HKNMETTA OF AUSTRIA and her husband
over to England, and that our charming
friend and relative QUEEN Yit

was quite pleased with the bride, and considers BRABANT a fortunate

young fellow.
"

It is, I hope, unnecessary for me to say that it was not merely, or

chiefly, to introduce a young wife to a young matron that 1 endured
the perilous voyage from Ostend to Portsmouth. You will do your
King more justice.

"
Allied with the House of Austria, I found in that marriage the

strongest reason why my voice should be heard in England at a

conjuncture (crise) when Austria needed an advocate there. But this

is not all. You know how long and how sedulously I have laboured
to get the EMPEROR NICHOLAS to accredit an ambassador from Russia
to Belgium. His Majesty has, for years, disdained my request with
Northern haughtiness (jierte), but, either for reasons of mine or his

own, he has at last accorded the favour. Since that boon, it is well
known to you that Russia has had only to ask and to have in Belgium.
I was therefore doubly bound to undertake my English mission, charged
as I was with the interests of Austria and of Russia.
"
That the Prince Consort of England and myself retired into the

shooting field together for the Sovereign of England has a certain

straightforwardness (droitsre) which makes it difficult to urge diplo-
matic considerations in her hearing you may have learned. If I
alluded to the danger which might accrue to Saxe Gotha in the event
of Russia, Austria, and Prussia not regarding its princes as their

friends, I am sure the august sportsman to whom I addressed such a

speculation will not have listened to me in vain. The friends of MARY
HENRIETTA and of our newly-arrived ambassador have no reason to be
dissatisfied with the effect I produced.
"I may therefore felicitate you, Gentlemen, and myself, on the

perfect concord which exists between Russia, Austria, Saxe Gotha, and
Belgium, and I am glad to add that the aged and accomplished prime
minister of England, the good ABERDEEN, fully concurs in the
sentiments of those four powers.

"
Details of your own finance and other topics affecting yourselves

will be supplied by my Ministers, but I could not refrain from
personally informing you of the quadruple alliance which I, and our
charming MARY HENRIETTA, have done so much to cement, and which
I trust you will remember should we ask for any little addition to the
estimates.

"That the blessing of, &c."

red-wattled turkey gobbling at and goading a poor, harmless, innocent
bear ! We shall next have the Christian dove pecking out the eyes of

the twin-headed eagle.

THE "GOD OF RUSSIA."

NICHOLAS is the acknowledged deity of the Muscovites. A god
standing six feet four in his sacred stockings. The manner in which
he recruits his army to carry on his Holy Wars is very celestial.
Sometimes he causes his angelic Cossacks to surround a boys' school
and carry off the scholars, promoting them from the birch to the knout.
In one particular case two boys, one 12 and the other 14, were carried
away, their old grandmother of 85 raising her hands, doubtless in

prayer for the God of Russia. Who can doubt the Christianity of an
Emperor, who is at once the heart and soul of such a system ? Poor
fellow ! In his last proclamation he says

" He has been goaded into
war by the PORTE." Goaded is the word. Only think of the nasty

THE INNKEEPER RHYMER.
Now that every British Innkeeper clearly holds himself privileged

(

to take as many people in continually as his house will Iml.l, ii !

come a question of quite national importance how most effectually to
check their chousing. In our position of V :,\\ to the

Nation, we have of course been nationally consulted in the. mutter, and
we therefore feel called upon we mean of course
the nation our opinion on the sui

It being generally admitted, by everybody but, themselves, that the

present system of our Innkeepers has become, like a baby, quite a crying
BBC, we think it. may most properly be dealt with in the cradle:

and we would therefore have our . prepared t'orthe

flrccii ats them. \Ve arc sure that by judicious treatment a
wholesome horror of hotels miid sed upon 'he infant

mind. \Ve would have the landlord take the place of the, infantine
" Old I'l'i'.'y," and figure in our fairy talcs as the terrible old Ogrr, who
lives upon the unsuspecting travellers who come to him: while in all the

juvenile edit mns of our Natural History he might be represented as a
species, only known in Knirlaud, of the (l,-i/i>/iiii-ii,"-/uix, or Beast with a
mil. Instead of the deeds of mythic

"
Forty Thieves," onr nursemaids

should recount the rogueries of an inn; and, instead of threatening a
"
dark room" by way of penal settlement for the fractious, they in )'

might condemn them to a
"
private

"
one at an hotel, lit with nominal

wax candles at kdf-a-erown an inch.
"

liffurm yot't- iMtidloriTs Bills"
should be, of course, an early round-hand copy, and the first thing in

the spelling-book a spell against extortion. In short, no means should
be spared to represent an hotel as a sort of inhumane mantrap, which it

is impossible to get out of without considerable bleeding.
The same wholesome warning might be given through the medium

of those senseless lyrics whicli are known to us, collectively, as our

Nursery Rhymes. We have long had a contempt for these unmeaning
Humpty-Ditmiiliis, and have long considered them a national disgrace.

They were an insult to our cradlehood, and are still continually an

annoyance to our maturer ears. The proverbial wisdom of our ances-
tors is but little shown, we think, in having handed them down to us.
It is humiliating to think that in this era of enlightenment, this present
March or, we should rather say, November of Intellect, such nonsense
can be tolerated. Any well-regulated baby must, we are persuaded,
feel itself disgraced by it.

In the position we hold as national benefactors, we have long been
anxious to reform these truly "nonsense verses," and we are resolved
that when our stereotyped

" want of space
"
no longer afflicts us, we

will
"
seriously incline our pen to an attempt at their amendment.

Meanwhile, upon a subject so suggestive as the present, we can't resist

throwing a little reason in. the rhymes ; and we reel we shall be doing
the infant state some service by printing, as a specimen, our Innkeeper
Rhymer.

AIR. "
Hushaby Baby."

Chouse away, innkeeper, while you 've the chance,
For you'll very soon drive all the tourists to France :

A crown for a breakfast eight shillings for lunch

Pay him his bill, and expose him in Punch.

AIR. " Ride a Cock-horse"

Dine at the Cross off steak tough as horse,
And charged at the rate of a crown for a course ;

With bills ever high, and bows ever low,
You shall have chousing wherever you go.

All. "
Sing a Sang of Sixpence."

Sing a song of fleecing :

A pocket full of gold
In four-and-twenty hours

Will be quite cleaned out, I 'm told.

Would you stay a fortnight,
A fortune you must bring,

For while they serve you like a Commoner,
They charge you like a King.

Two shillings for a cup of tea,
And sixpence more tor

"
honey ;

"

And however light your dinner be,
A heavy sum of money.

Half-a-crown for wax-lights,
Tallowy in smell :

So wherever you [re admitted,
You are taken in as well.

FOLLOWING THE FASHION. The French start the Fashions, and the
English follow them.
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MATERIALS FOR A MUSEUM OF CITY ANTIQUITIES

THE ALBERT STATUE MOVEMENT.

TJ^I MEETING
oli

}

10 Principal metropolitan Statues took place yesterday morning at Exeter
iall. lime was when such an assemblage would have been locked upon as rather an extra-
ordinary event

; but recent manifestations have prepared the public mind for the phenomena
f statue moving and statue talking : and this convention of sculptures created more inieresl

than astonishment. I he object of its attendants was to take into consideration the proposal
for the increase of ihcir number by the addition thereto of a monument to His Royal HighnessPRINCE ALBERT.

The STATUE OF FERGUS MAC IVOR from the shop-front of MR. SANDERSON, tobacconist-
having been voted into the chair, stated the purpose of the gathering. Of course the
costume of the PRINCE s statue would be determined with reference to the associations

Ualmpral;
and he should hail the introduction of the illustrious new member to the

clan ilie only question was, where to place the Statue? For his part he should have
much pleasure ru affording it a site by vacating his own post at the door, and retiring into
tlie sliop.
The STATUE OF GEORGE THE THIRD would willingly resign to the new comer a position

which was painfully conspicuous, and withdraw
into an obscurity where a pigtail would cease to
attract perpetual derision.
The STATUE OP GEORGE THE FOURTH, equally

with the effigy of his Royal Parent, would be
glad to abdicate in favour of the Statue of the
PRINCE CONSORT. He was nervously sensible of

constituting, together with his quadruped, some-
thin? very unlike one of the Elgin Marbles. It,

would delight him to dismount, and let the
PRINCE get up instead.
KING CHARLES THE FIRST'S STATUE at

Charing Cross said, perhaps the taste of the
Committee would determine that His ROYAL
HIGHNESS should get up behind.
The DUKE OF YORK'S STATUE felt th.it there

were peculiar reasons why, if any site were relin-

quished in favour of the intended testimonial, it

snpuld be his own. The country owed some-
thing, anyhow, to PRINCE ALBERT ; but whatever
PRINCE ALBERT owed the country, he paid his

debts, and his representative would not be ex-

pos''d to continual banter on that score.
The STATUE of the GREAT DUKE, from BUR-

TON'S Arch, said that he had the honour to

represent FIELD-MARSHAL THE DUKE OF WEL-
LINGTON. FIELD-MARSHAL THE DUKE or WEL-
LINGTON had been awarded by the country a
Statue during his life. The same tribute was
about to be paid to FIELD-MARSHAL PRINCE
ALBERT. The Statue of FIELD-MARSHAL THE
DUKE had nothing to say to any estimate the

country might think fit to form of the compara-
tive necessity for a Statue of FIELD-MARSH vi,

THE PRINCE. But that point being settled, the

proper place for the Statue would be parallel to
his (the Statue of the DUKE'S) own. His own
was the top of the arch on one side of the mad,
and PRINCE ALBERT'S might be that of the gate-
way on the other.

NELSON'S STATUE considered that the sugges-
tion of the Statue of the Noble DUKE was
founded on the notion that the monument to
PRINCE ALBERT was intended to commemorate
the Great Exhibition. In that case the gnteway
at H.vde Park Corner certainly would be the
fittest place for it

;
near enough to the scene of

the triumph, and alongside of the memorial to
the Hero of Waterloo. But, to speak straight-
forwardly, the fact was, that the scheme of a
Statue to the PRINCE was a device of the Cor-
poration of London to ingratiate themselves at

! Court. The Statue was meant to be a propitia-
tory concern to conciliate the protection of

Royalty for the City and the proper situation
for it would be over Temple Bar, to serve as a
Palladium to that edifice and the interests there-
with connected.
GOG and MAGOG, rising together, loudly ex-

pressed their approbation of this view
;

the

adoption of which would tend to secure them-
selves in their own places, which they wished to
retain as long as they were able, like all others

holding comfortable situations in Guildhall.

A motion embodying the concurrence of-the

meeting in the opinion that the Statue of PRINCE
ALBERT should surmount Temple Bar was then
put and carried unanimously, when, after the
usual vote of thanks, the meeting broke up, and
the molten and graven images departed to their

respective sites.

Sheriffs' Officers Superseded.
WE hear that an ingenious mechanic at

Ipswich has invented a machine to perform per-
petual motion, which is described as "self-acting
after being put in motion by a screw." So is

a bailiff who acts on a usurer's writ. We
wonder if the Ipswich automaton would arrest !

an insolvent ?

MOTTO FOB THE ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH."
Between you, me, and the Post."
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CLOWNS OF THE NEW SCHOOL.

OMF.IIODY said that it takes a wise man to make a fool.

national ledger in the Audit Ollice, or waits upon the tides, or

overhauls the travelling' baskets o!
-

returning jonng ladies, near the
Custom House, Stairs. Anon, the mysteries of the streets of London

_. are laid open to us with a minuteness which neither A-\i<n>r.rs nor

This stands to reason, like the parallel proposition, that .Mil. I'J-.TO. (.'INMM.IIAM has ever attempted. But our author is not

it. takes a man to make a beast of himself
;
for it' any- confined to the trotloir ; trades whose followers look jealously on the

body is rendered eil her beast or fool by bis own act, he
! census-paper, and by no means affectionatelyOHthe income-tax return

cannot have been either the one or the other previously, are thrown open, and to him everybody reveals his business instead of

But, running counter to the proverb, fools now endea- telling the prying ritcr to go about his own. He equally- shines in his

vour to make wise men, and the Clown on portraiture of political life, and not a senator, hereditary or acci-

eombincs the teacher with the tumbler ; is didactic and dental, spiritual or temporal, escapee his eye. The next, time LORD
funny; intermingles philosophy with antics, and moral- NAAS has to hunt for MK. KKOCIT, he may be spared the scandal of

i makes faces by turns. The play-going public airing himself eleven times, in vain, upon the m die Reform

erhaps admire I his conjunction of light and shale Club; and the next time the nation is looking out for a Premier, it need

with motley; if so, its taste will be catered for by enter- not, for lack of an address, select LORD ABERDEEN instead of,I/A Punch.

prising managers. In the preparation of the Panto- The voluble aet nary of the assurance otlicc, the drab-bn I white-

mimes for Christmas, the Clowns should be got to haired banker, the smart stockbroker and (lie smarting stockjobber,
rehearse their parts carefully, with a view to the correct the parelnneni -visaged eliambcr-counsel, and the bold-eyed champion
delivery of those discourses which will constitute the at the Old Bailey, the dowa .fair, the guardsman of the

serious portion of their business. When the Clown club, the virtuous and self-denying author in his ANHKI.W MAKVKI,
throws off his great head, and his regal vestments, or chambers, the post-office clerk, and all the men of letters (ha! ha!)
doublet and trunk hose, and rushes to the foot-lights, of St.. Martiu'.s-le-Graud, the sour bachelor of the Albany, and the

he utters an exclamation and propounds an interrogatory, gentle Benedick of St. .lohn's \Vooil, and the other mu-iads who
Tradition requires thus much; but Fashion will de- help to make London, from HEII (liuciurs MA.IESTY down to

maud more. He will have to expand and amplify the no, Punch is merciful are all designated here. In short, inapplicable
old forms of words whose brevity has hitherto been as is the word to the biggest as well as the best book of our acquaint-

sufficiently instructive as well as amusing, so as auce, the Post Office Directory not only contains all that we want to

to elucidate the fulness of their significance. For know, but precise information as to at least a couple of millions of

example : Having been transformed from Emperor to /any, MR. people whom except as readers, in which capacity they exist already
MERRYMAN, at the tap of the Fairy's wand, jumps out of his robes, and

\

we sincerely hope that we never shah" know,

appears in his diversified and proper colours, lie turns his toes in, ; ,, ,. , .
, , .,appears in his diversified and proper colours. Jie turns Ins toes in, :

and runs up to one of the stage boxes. He there stoops forwards, I

resting his hands on his knees, grins, squints, rolls his eyes, thrusts
his tongue out, and pulling himself by the ears, draws it back again.
He then composes his flake-white and vermilion countenance, and
utters the following soliloquy :

" On this spot of earth, at this moment of time, between the past
and the future, that is to say, HERE, an aggregation of human
entities, animal creatures endowed with reason and conscience, a
multitude of Objects that constitute You in relation to the One
Individual Subject, Myself : in a word, WE, exist in a state of conscious

Being, of self-cognisant perceptivity and ratiocinativity ; in short,
AHE !

"In what condition, mental or bodily, of .suffering or enjoyment, of
weal or woe, of riches or poverty, of health or disease, of seriousness
or levity, of gravity or mirth, of appetite or satiety, of wakefulness or

somnolence, more briefly, How, in respect to the state of conscious

being, self-cognisant perceptivity and ratiocinativity, exist, or AUK,
that multitude of Objects wlu'ch in relation to my Individual Selfhood,
constitute You ?

" To condense my meaning into the fewest words by which it is

capable of being conBned, I would remark that,* Here We Are !

" And to that momentous observation, allow me to add the profound
inquiry," How Are You ?

"

So saying, the Clown flings a summerset, and proceeds to pick
pockets, swallow sausages, and burn himself with the hot poker,
varying these practical pleasantries with dissertations on morals and
metaphysics.

THE POST OFFICE LONDON DIRECTORY FOR 1854.

WE have perused this volume with considerable pleasure. We
observe that it contains two thousand four hundred and ten pages,
most of them comprising three columns of closely printed matter, and
but that we found it impossible to take the book up, we have no doubt
we should have found it equally impossible to lay it down. As a
literary composition it is really remarkable, for the tone which the
author takes up at the beginning is preserved to the very end, and the
same unflaggingness, if we may oe permitted the word, which on page
1 introduces us, with a PALMERSTONIAN janntiuess, to MR. ABBOTT'S
coffee-house in theWhitechapel Road, conducts us, with a GLADSTONIAN
tenacity of purpose, to MR. WILLIAM YOUNG, the accidental secretary
of deaths, on page 2288. But do not let us be misunderstood. There
is no monotony of treatment. We are successively presented with a
series of tableaux, or rather tables, of life, of a perpetually varying
character. We first find "our warmest welcome at an inn," and
Green Dragons, Blue Lions, Essex Serpents, and White Horses, spit,
roar, hiss, and neigh before us in all the frightful friendliness of

provincial hospitality. Then we are shown official circles, and there is

no mistaking the individual who is delineated, whether he lounges
and reads the Morning Post in the Treasury, sternly overhauls the

The following extract gives a good idea of the author's style :

" Smith John, Hairdresser, 24, Skinner Street, Clerkcnwell.
Smith .John, Hiile uinl Skin s.-tl. MIIIUI, lit-mi .ndsi-y Skin Market.
Smith John, Lamp (lliiss Wmvhoiisi', -J.",, st cuttri- Street.
Smith John, Leatherseller, 31, Hanover Place, Claphani I:

Smith John, l.ivery Stables anil Van Proprietor, '20, Little. 1'ortland Street.
Smitli Ji'hn, l.o.lyin^ House, 11, Prvonshiiv Street, Queen s

Smith John, Luke's JTml, !'. H. 25, Mercer Street, Lone Acre-.

Smith John, Oilman, 8, Ward's Place, Hoxton Old Town."

Reform in the City.

AUREADT, reform has been felt in Guildhall. At the LORD MAYOR'S
state dinner, the eighty waiters employed to change plates and pour
out for the Corporation had, every one of them, a whole half-pint of
beer ! This allowance was pre-arranged by way of test, and for future

guidance. One Alderman is worth, at least, four waiters. Hence, at
all future banquets, every Alderman will have allowed him a whole
quart of beer, and beer of the bitterest into the bargain.

A FEARFUL STRIKE. Talking of Strikes, we hope the EMPEROR OP
RUSSIA will not take it into his head to strike the balance of Europe.
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SONGS OF THE GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
ADAPTED BY A LATE PRESIDENT.

AIR. "
fi lite Airta the Wind can Slaw."

A" the airts the wind can blaw,
I dearly like the west,

For there Silurian beds abound,
The beds that I lo'e best ;

There's limestone blue, and sandstor.e !oo,'
Wi' slate and shale between.

And deep below, the coarse grits go,
Wi' purple slates and green.

There 's trilobites in Bala bed,
Productas in coal shale,

There 's mony a fish in Auld, Auld Red,
Wi' heterocercal tail

;

There 's no a Mezozoie rock
Hauds trilobites within,

There 's mony a Pdlaeozoic block
Whar trilobites are seen.

'4:<
~=̂ =^

WAITING FOE THE CARRIAGE.
Charlie. "Tins WILL BE A STUPID AFFAIR, GEORGY."

Georgy.
" On ! YES ONLY A WHITE FROCK AND BLACK MITTEN PARTY VERY

i iti- I
" r f\i i TBLOW!"

[Old Nurse wonders what next.

COBDEN ON EVIL SPIRITS.
MR. COBDEN has written another of those pithy letters

on great principles that some day will make a very
charming little volume of Cobikniana. He is solicited to
give his opinion on the best mode of

"
Opening the trade

in spirits;"'"
The .best way," replies sasacioiis RICHARD,

"
of

dealing with the monopoly of spirits is to abstain from
drinking them, which for upwards of twenty years I have
done." Spirits make felons, lunatics, and suicides, says
MR. COBDEN. Hence, the Bol tie might surmount N cwwi'f <;

and Bedlam. MB. COBDEN does not drink spirits ; but,
moderately, he drinks wine wine that cheereth the heart
of man ? Will he, then, do his best that the masses of his

countrymen n.ay take a glass with him ? The wine-growers
of France want to sell us pure, cheap, healthy wine wine
that would soon destroy burning gin, inflammatory brandy
France needs iron, England claret. Will MR. 'COBDEN,
if only as an apostle of peace, help us, that we may ex-
change British metal for Gallic grape? We should like
to drive the English "pig" into the French vineyard.

NOTHING- -A NEW DEFINITION. That portion of a ladv's
head on which her bonnet rests.

IMAGINARY CONVERSATION.

{Without the least foundation)

Mr. Punch. CAPTAIN LEICESTER VERNON, you will be good enough
to answer a few questions.

The Captain. Sir, I shall be happy to do so.
T
l
P nch - You are> CAPTAIN

. I believe, the adapter of the drama
called Ihe Lancers, performing at MR. CHARLES KEAN'S theatre ?

The Captain. I am.
Mr. Punch. You are also the member for Chatham ?
The Captain. I am.
Mr. Punch. You intend to take your seat in the next Parliament and

do your duty by your constituents and the nation ?

The Captain. Such is my desire.
Mr. Punch And the aspiration does you credit. Some very important

questions wdl come before the Legislature during the approachin<*
Session.

The Captain. Ah ! They always say that always.Mr Punch. And rightly, Sir. But in the next Session we are pro-
mised measures whose importance is indisputable. In the first place
CAPTAIN, there is the Reform Bill. To vote rightly I will not say
speak sensibly upon its clauses, some information is necessary to a
member of Parliament. Favour me with a sketch of the history o!
popular representation, of the

principles on which you consider it should
be based, and ot the arguments for and against extension of the
suirrage.
The Captain. Really a a
Mr. Punch. Ah ! You have not studied the subject. Well. We are

to have a measure for the better distribution of the revenues of the
Church ot England. Pray what is the amount of those revenues, and
upon what tenure are they held ?

The Captain, Amount. Tenure. Reallv a a
Mr. Punch. Ah ! you have not studied the subject. Non. omnia pos-sumus omnes. Well-we are to have a revision of the criminal law.

Wlir.t do you consider the principal defects of the present system, and
what remedies would you adopt with regard to old, as distinct from
juvenile offenders?

The Captain. Distinction. Come well why a if that is a
Mr. Punch. Ah! v ou uave not studied the subject Well The

question of Colonial Administration is to be raised, and the compara-
tive advantages of central and of local self-government will be discussed
\v ill you sketch the working of each system in our colonies, di-
tmgnjsning those to which constitutions have been granted and will
you point out the defects of both the existing systems ?

Ihe Captain. Why a if you come to foreign parts why a

"/'
Punch. Ah ! You have not studied the subject. Well We

sliall nave to consider a most important topic, partly legal partly
social; I mean the doctrine of partnership, and of limited liability on
the wise treatment of which depends the welfare of myriads of our
population. What is your theory of partnership ?

The Captain. Really as to topics of that head a a
Mr. Punch. Ah ! You have not studied the subject. Then Sir with

every one of the great questions of the next Parliament unstudied by
you why do I find you wasting your time in translating French plays
lor MB. CHABLES KEAN. Is he getting up your Parliamentary infor-
mation tor you ? (THE CAPTAIN bursts into tears.) There, there I
only gave you a hint, and there are three mouths to the meeting of
1 arhament. If you distinguish yourself there, I shall have nothiii" to
say to The Lancers ; but if not

[TiiE CAPTAIN rushes off to buy MILL, BENTUAM, HALLAM.
DE LOLUE, BLACKSTONE, fyc. cj-c.

Curious Association of Ideas.
'

LORD MAYOR SIDNEY never can say "Incongruous." Let him trv
as be will, he never can make it anything but

"
Incongouus

"
For

instance, with regard to his absurd procession, he confessed it was "an
m-Congouus mixture."

intew.attln*'
ivember 19, ISi;
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Lady.
"
No, I "VE NOTHING FOR YOU. Yon ALWAYS ASK ME EVERY

TIME I CROSS."

Boy.
"
YES, AND EVERY TIME YOU CROSSES, YOO ALLUS GIVES ME

NOTHINK !

"

COURTESY AND CONTROVERSY.
IN a kindly and reasonable letter to the Times, the REV. J. M. CAPES,

a Roman Catholic clergyman, recommends controversialists, both those

of his own creed, and Protestants, to conduct their discussions with

moderation and decency. This excellent advice, we are sure, will

be followed by all di>putants of either sect who are arguing for truth.

DR. GUMMING approves of it. So doubtless will DR. NEWMAN. Nay,

perhaps one, or two, or even three more, on each side, will adopt the

judicious and amiable suggestion of MR. CAPES.
But as the object of the great majority of polemics is not truth but

triumph, the probability is that they will not confine themselves to

unadorned logic, but like a sort of candidates at the theological

hustings, will continue to bandy aspersions, as heretofore, and cover

one another with all the ridicule they can, each with I he view of bring-

ing his adversary into contempt and odium with the British Public.

Moreover, there is a stake at issue no offence either to Rome or

Geneva
; liberty of thought, speech, and writing ; freedom, political

and social. The question is, whether Britons shall be subjugated to a

priesthood and a foreign^ power and not only that, but whether, by

he esteems most holy. But, not to dwell on this point, how, we may
ask, if a dogma is absurd, is it possible to convince a man that it is so
without at the same time convincing him that he is a fool for believing
it ? To use a rather West British form of speech, we are sure that any
wise man who differs from MR, CAPES would be much obliged to that
reverend gentleman for proving to him that, in respect of that difference,
he was a fool.

THE BARRISTERS OF ENGLAND !

THE Barristers of England, how hungrily they stand
Aliout the Hull of Westminster, with wig, and eown, and band ;

With brief bag full of dummies and fee book full of oughts,
Result of the establishment of the New County Courts.

The Barristers of England, how listlessly they sit,

Expending on each other a small amount of wit
;

Without the opportunity of doing something worse.

By talking nonsense at the cost of some poor client's purse.

The Barristers of England, how when they get a cause,

They (some of them) will disregard all gentlemanly laws ;

And bullying the witnesses upon (lie adverse side,

Will do their very utmost the honest truth to hide.

The Barristers of England, how with tatigfroid sublime,

They undertake to advocate two causes at one time;
And when tlie.y find it is a thing impossible to do,

They throw one client overboard, but take the fees of two.

The Barristers of England, how rarely they refuse,
The party they appear against with eoarsene-s to abuse;
Feeling a noble consciousness no punishment can reach

The vulgar ribaldry they call the
"
privilege of speech."

The Barristers of England, how often they degrade
An honourable calling to a pettifogging trade,
And show how very slight the lines of separation are,
Between the cabman's license, and the

"
licence of the Bar."

The Barristers of England, how, if they owe a grudge,
They try with insolence to goad a poor Assistant-Judge ;

Ana after having bullied him, their bold imposture clench

By talking of their high respect for the Judicial Bench.

The Barristers of England, how sad it is to feel

That rant will pass for energy, and bluster goes for zeal ;

But 'tis a consolation that 'mid their ranks there are

Sufficient gentlemen to save the credit of the Bar.

DONE BROWN AGAIN.

"MR. PUNCH, WHEN will Sivilians learn to hold their assinine

tongs about millitary affairs, I should like to know ? Just read this.

It is in your preshous Times this morning.
' The Indian Sepoys are very fair troops.'

"
Now, Sir, I ask you, is such blazing ignoranse to be tollerated ?

. . . .
,

I have served in India, Sir, and the Seapoys are all the brownest beggars
receiving the religion of Rome, we may not engage ourselves to accept you ever saw. Mahoggany's a fool to them. And yet the Times
the institutions of Naples. Which question it is not likely that pretends to tell officers and gentlemen their duty. By showing wich
Britons will discuss dispassionately ; and moderation may be inculcated up will oblige, Mr, Punch,
to those who are at issue upon it with about as much hope as gentle-
ness and forbearance may be preached to the belligerents in Moldo-
AVallachia.

MR. CAPES complains of
"
a certain class of objects

"
of Roman

Catholic faith and affection being
" made the subjects of scorn, ridicule,

and reviling." Very bad taste this on the part of Protestant buffoons.

'Pall Mall."

"Your Obedient Servant,

"A CAVALRY OFFICER."

Nesselrode Pudding.
But since, if the objects alluded to are worthy of reverence, any insult TAKE as much gammon as will lie in the compass of a diplomatic
that may be offered to them can hurt nobody but the scoffer, surely . circle : and mince along with butter, sugar, and pigeons' milk in equal
such bad taste ought not to annoy MR. CAPES further than by exciting

| quantities. Add olives, well bruised, in sufficient proportion to flavour :

in his mind a painful anxiety for the fate of those who are guilty of it.
j

and when thoroughly incorporated, mix the whole with puff paste and
Let MR. CAPES consider what manner of persons those are who are flummery made into a mess. Mould in a twisted shape, and plunge

vexed by having their persuasions derided. They are not those who into hot water, where allow it to bubble, the longer the better. Turn
believe that two and two make four ; no, but those who believe that it out when thoroughly done, and serve cool with Sauce a la Tartufe.
two and two make something else. They are those who believe what
MR. CAPES believes ; and those who believe themselves to be Kings or

Deities.

Alluding to a particular tenet, which to Protestants appears contrary
to common sense, MR. CAPES says

" Let not such doctrine be made the subject for jes'ing, scoffing, contemptuous
sneers, or those still more revolting attempts at convincing us that we are fools, which
the followers of Exeter Hail occasionally adopt."

It seems strange that the attempt to convince MR. CAPES that he is

a fool should be still more revolting to him than the derision of what

MUNICIPAL LABOURS.

THAT popular work,
"
The Stoniach and Its Difficulties," gives the

most accurate notion of the exertions which have been made by the

Corporation of London.

OVERFLOWING WITH EXTRAVAGANCE. A good November Fog is

the cause of poor authors being extremely extravagant, for it forces

them to burn
"
the midnight oil

"
at noonday.

VOL. xxv.
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THE CITY INQUISITION.
MONG the numerous

poiuts which have struck

Mr. Punch in pei using
the evidence taken bcl'oic

the invaluable Commis-
sion wliich is daily forging
the ha'chet destined to

hew down that rotten old

tree the Corporation, and
scatter its owls and bats,

is the remarkably miscel-

laneous character of the

information with which
the witnesses favour the

Commissioners. Any gen-
tleman who is passing
and chooses to step in,

is politely asked by the

Chairman whether he

happens to know any-

thing about the City ;
to

which, with equal off-

hamlcdness, he replies,

"Well, yes,"
or "Well,

no," as the case may be,
and then his evidence is

taken. While Mr. Punch
was waiting to make
SHERIFF WALLIS happy
by telling him that he

approved of that Sheriff's

conduct in refusing to

contribute to the SIDNEY Spectacle, he heard something of this kind.

T MB. MoNTMOttENCi JONES : Do I know much about the City ? Well, no, not much, but I

shall be happy to tell you anything that occurs to me. I have to go to the City sometimes
on money matters. Live there ? No, I should think not. Who lives there but porters,

junior partners, and warehouse cats? I live in Regent Street. Eat I don't despise the

City. I think there are some good points about it. The things in the shops are much
better than the "West End things and so far cheaper, but as to actual price it 's about the

same. You 're cheated in the City because around is so dear, and at the West End because
the tradesmen must pay for those gaudy, gilded, ginshop-lookiug fronts. But the City men
are sharper, and insist on a better article we believe anything a tradesmen tells us. If you
will cleanse away the LORD MAYORS and Fleet Ditches, and a few things of that kind

; keep
out those PICKFOKD'S vans and other monster abominations, so that one's cab may not be

smashed every time one passes through Temple Bar
;
widen the thoroughfares, and prevent

people from dining at one o'clock, so that one smells dinner before one has well flushed
breakfast I think that the welfare of the City would be materially promoted. I may
mention, too, that I have seen some very pretty girls in St. Paul's Churchyard, and not so

badly dressed as you might expect, but the poor things get jostled so dreadfully by the City
fellows, who rush, about like JEAMESES on an errand, that they always look frightened. I
think the Police, that make the cabs go slowly past churches, might be told to keep these
fellows at a decent walk when going near ladies. Take a note of that suggestion for your
Report.
MR. SUFFEET DE PERISTYLE : I am an architect. 0, yes. I have taken much interest in

the City ;
and sometimes, while shaving, I have mentally sketched out plans for improving it.

Will Instate any? With pleasure; and as my principal plan has relation to the Corporation,
it is the more desirable for you to hear it. I am for dealing boldly with the City. Lst
us begin at Temple Bar, which I would not remove. Take down the whole of the houses
on both sides of Fleet, Street and Ludgate Hill, and clear the space to the Thames. Embank
the Thames. Oa the left si ie of Fleet Street, erect a splendid series of halls, cloisters, and
habitations, reaching from Temple Bar to St. Paul's. Throw King's College, the London
University, Merchant Tailor's, the Blue Coat School, and the Charterhouse into these, and
re-endow them, and pay all expenses by confiscating the Corporation estates, and, if necessary,
the private property of the Aldermen. Let the right hand side of Fleet Street be a beautiful

meadow, with fountains and statues, to the Thames. Preserve Mr. Punch's, of course, but
rebuild it in alabaster, and make it the feature of the scene. Take down St. Paul's and
re-construct it in white marble, which will wash, and clear away in its rear an area of a
quarter of a mile, to be paved with mosaic. (The Commission, fairly aghast and out of tireulli,
cause the witness to ie removed.)
> MR. GRUBB: I keep the accounts in a City house, as my father did before me, and 1

1

hope my son will alter me. 1 do not .desire to sie any alteration in the Corporation, in the
City, or anywhere. I was very happy on my tall black stool for forty years, and now they 've

'

jpulled a house down in their precious improvements, and the sun falls right in my eyes, and
I have been obliged to move the desk at which my father took his seat in 1789. Time of the
1 rench Revolution ? I dare say it was

;
I don't take much heed of politics, especially since

BILLY PITT. You've nobody like him now. I saw his funeral in Keberwerry, 1806 -yes,
I saw that last year, but it was not equal to BILLY PITT'S. If yon '11 take my advice you '11

let well alone; but oi coarse
you won't. I don't know what the world's coming to -the

Youngsters in our house are taking to moustarshiars, and a young radical of sixteen declares
he can t exist without his shower-bath. Little enough such brats washed themselves in my
times a dip in the New River once a month, or so, satisfied them, and somehow we .managed
i.-atalgar and Waterloo without your boards of health, and missionaries in sewers, or whatever
you call them. Once more, I say, let well alone.

PRINCE PUNCH TO PRINCE

ALBERT.

ILLUSTRIOUS and excellent brother,
Don't consider me rude or unkind,

If, as from one Prince to another,
I give \ou a bit of my mind

And I do so with all the more roundness,
As your conduct amongst us has shown

A propriety, judgment, and soundness

Of taste, not surpassed by my own.

You've respected JOHN Bun's little oddities,
Never trod on the old fellow's corns ;

Chose his pictures and statues commodities
Wherein his own blunders he mourns.

And if you're a leetle, more German
In these than I'd have, \ ou what is 't

Beyond what a critic may term an
Educational bias or twist ?

On the summer house, walls, in your garden,
Of II. A.'s., fr, sco-painters you've made ;

A demand which some of them won't pardon
Since good drawing's required for the trade.

You've roused to new life t lie Society
Of Arts, which had grown mighty flat

;

And the Army to you, with propriety,
Attributes the famed ALBERT hat.

WVn the zeal for the Great Exhibition
Down to zero seemed likely to drop,

Mavors Provincial, at your requisition,
Of a sudden showed souls above shop.

Inspired up they went, like sky-rockets,
At the call of a Patriot Prince

Nay, more, put their hands in their pockets
To a tune ne'er before known nor since.

Foundation stones, past calculation,

Workmanlike, you have laid, true and square
And a curiously dinner-rid nation
Has still found you a saint in the chair.

Goodness knows what ineffable dinners,
What drinks deleterious you've borne,

What prosing from long-winded sinners

You ve endured with a patience unworn !

You have never pressed forward unbidden
;

When called on you 've never shown shame
Not paraded, nor prudishly hidden

Your person, your purse, or your name ;

You 've lent no man occasion to call you
Intruder, im.riguer, or tool

;

Even I 've not had often to haul you
O'er the coals, or to take you to school.

All this, my dear PRINCE, gives me boldness

Which, an reste, our positions allow

For ahint (which you 'II not charge to coldness,
After all I have written just now) :

Which is to put down certain flunkies,
Who by flati.'ry your favour would earn,

Pelting praise at your head, as at monkeys
Tars throw stones to get nuts in return.

My LORD MAYOR may beplaster his liveries

With vlvet and gingerbread gold;

Though all, w'jat he 'd perhaps call
"
dis-

kiveries,"
Are bursting from every fold :

He may perch up a J USTICE from Astley's

Atop of a property car,
Not less fit tor the dav, or less ghastly 's

Her rouge, than frauds corporate arc.

He may summon his friends to swill turtle,

And gulp ven'son, like pigs in a stye;
Line the Mansion Houe staircase with 'uyrtle
And laurel the Sphynx can tell why ;

He may bow to the Bench of Exchequer,
Have Ministers sit at his board

;

Civic barges no farther from wreck are,

GOG and MAGOG no less shall be floored.
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The hands that prepare your ovation,

My clear PKINCK, ought at least to be clean ;

Not the hands of a doomed Corporation,
Fouled with all that is veual and mean :

Thru- 's the smut of the poor man's coals there,
Whereof tithe they 've unrighteously taken ;

Then: 's the flour of the poor man's rolls there,

And the grease of the poor roan's bacon.

Then silence your civic applauders,
Lit I belter men cease from applause

He who tribute accepts of marauders,
Is held to be pledged to their cat.

Let no Corporate magnates of London
An honour presume to award :

Their own needs, till ill-doings be undone,
Little honour to spare can afford !

POSTAL ECONOMY AT GLASGOW.
SCOTCHMEN are famous for their economical disposition. Here is

a remarkable instance of Scotch economy :

"LETTER CARKIEKS-AN APPEAL.
" To the Editor of the Glasgow Herald.

" DEAR SIR, We feel, with you, indignant at the scurvy treatment we have received
at the hands cl' the London nuthorituis, in referrtice lo our Pi> . think we
on-lit ti> ukc the mutter in the meantime iu our own bunds, so tar as coucerus the
Carriers.

"Wo all confess they are hadly paid, and a highly deserving clans of public servants.
"We tin Trim.' jimpusi- to all the merchants in this district to co-o|if rat',' with u and
form a connnitti'f. to ^ive a practical expression to our feel in ut* for the men, by raiti'iiK

a fund to give them at least 4s. per week txtra to their present low salaries, and a suit
o! fnTiifnrtHhle uniform.

" UV calculate that a very small weekly sum from a tenth part of the merchants here
would pliu-e the mm for one year in a comfortable position, and be the meaus more
fully of calling jmblic attention and indignation to the subject.

" If the ahove schema MHV. .,! ; ir, ths district, it nitwit t be extended to others.
"We fihull bo glad to receive c< niinunicHtim s on tliis proposal, and shall consider

otirsi'lvi's richly paid for any trouble we have taken in the matter, if it be the means
of placing the Letter Carriers in comparative comfort.

" We are, dear Sir, yours very tntly,
" WILSON & MATBSSOS, 58, Candleriggs."

It is much cheaper for a merchant to contribute a small weekly sum
towards giving his letter carrier a proper salary, than it is to be out of

pocket through having letters ot importance, some containing re-

mittances, mislaid or stolen, because the man is not paid enough to

induce a competent and honest, person to undertake the situation.

This example of Scotch prudence, therefore, is one that deserves
to be followed by the generous commercial public, indeed by the public
at, large, of England : if HER MAJESTY'S upper servants at Downing
Street cannot be induced to allot a fair proportion qt wages to HEB
MAJESTY'S under servants in connexion with St. Martin's le-Grand.

But it would really be almost a saving if the Government were to

give the postmen a reasonable hire. When MERCURY the messenger
turns MERCURY the thief, and, tempted by want, steals balf-a-sovereign,
marked by MR. SCULTHORPE, out of the letter he is intrusted with,

getting himself, by that act, into the dock at the Assizes, and thence
into penal servitude, he costs the country, from first to last, more than
would have sufficed to maintain several honest MERCURIES during the
same time in blue and scarlet and respectability.
That the proposaj, alike judicious and handsome, for making up for

Government's stinginess to the letter carriers by private liberality,
al.ould have emanated from MESSRS. \Vn.soN AND MATHESON of

Glasgow, is a fact that adds a frather to the cap of Scotland, and if

acted upon by their countrymen, will render it impossible any longer
to withhold the position on the Koyal Standard, which is claimed by
that sagacious and noble animal the Scottish Lion.

CURE FOR SMOKY CHILDREN.

"MY DEAR MR. PUNCH,

"My son HENRY who promised to be such a good young
man has, I am sorry to say, acquired that Mas' ii of smoking
tobacco, in which he indulges from morning till night : neb a pity at

his lime of life ! for he is not of age yet. In the Times the other day
I saw a letter about the Smoke Nuisance, proposing to cure it by

' yen
firqucnt feeding in small quantities, and a reward for no smoke.' Do
you think, now, it would be possible to break HKNRY of srnoking by
continually temp' ing him with little bits ot'.something very nice to cat ''.

the worst of it is that filthy practice has quite spoiled his taste for cake
and tart. Reward for no smoke, I have offered in vain. 1 should In

so much obliged to >ou, Mr. J'unrh, if you could suggest any plan by
which 1 could manage to wean my chilil from his cigars by fre-jiii

n
1

feeding in small quantities ; indeed, indeed, it would be quite a

charity to .< A MoTHER

*,* The frequent feeding in small quantities might, in all probability,
be accomplished ca k. An occasional udae) i

(

'

devilled, so

much the better; , .'jiie now and then; I'rtini time to time a

: an anchovy toast uln latei in the evening, perhaps,
a poached egg, a \Vclsh labbit, or a few scalloped oysters : these and
siuiil.-f delicacies substituted for pastry, would most likely yery much
simplify the ditliculty of Belting HtNRY to take small quantities of food

at snort intervals. But experience unfortunately |<io\cs that such a

system of diet is not generally accompanied, on the part of young men,

by a disuontii" Miioking ; vt hi M it is almost alwajs attended
with an excessive conMimption of malt liquor. I' i NCII.

The Post-Office Directory.

THE companion volume to the above elegant publication is the
" Almanack aes 25,000 Addresses," puhli-hed at Paris. We do not
know who is the Editor of that interesting volume, in which may be
found some of the greatest names in French literature and science, but
we should say that no one would be better qualified for the task than
the BRITISH DKAMA, as no one, as our stage can testify, can possibly
be acquainted wilh a greater number of French cribs.

BLIND CHARITY.

THE CZAR'S ITERATION.

THE EMPEROR OF RUSSIA'S lying manifesto concludes with a quo-
tation from a PSALM. This is only fresh proof that old NICHOLAS can

quote Scripture for his purpose.

THE MOST CURIOUS THING. A. woman not being curious!

Infallibility at King's College.

THE Council of King's College have dismissed PKOFFSSOR MATTOCK
from his lectureships, because those theologians disapprove of his

views on a question which is left open by their common Church. The
point in dispute was not settled at the first Council of Nice ; but it

has now been decided by a modern Council of Nice Men.

IAS AB HOSTE DOCERI.

A LEADING journal says that the CZAR, in calculating upon crushing

Turkey, "reckoned without his host." Rather, we should say, he

reckoned upon his host; but a few more defeats, and NICHOLAS will

be diiven to the solitary reckoning in question, and be unable to dis-

charge the shot.

THE DEARKESS OF BREAD. A Political Baker attributes tl is to

the war in Turkey, for he says
"

it is all owing to the rise in the

(y)East."

THE LAST JOB FOR THE CITY. Having tolled every'thing else that

they can, the civic body have now only to toll tLeir own knell.
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PLAIN FARE AT THE PALACE.

THK Court Circular informed us the other day
that

"
there was no addition to the Royal dinner

yesterday." We should not have had the im-

pertinence to speculate on the bill of fare at the

Palace, had we not been, as it were, invited to

the subject by the Court Newsman, who tells

! us that there was
"
no addition to tne Royal

dinner." We can only compliment those who
have the arrangement of the Palace provisions

! on their frugality, which in these dajs of dear

I provisions is a virtue that all housekeepers would
do well to imitate.

If there was
"
no addition to the Royal

I dinner," it is clear that the Royal Family must,
: on the day in question, have been eating cold

or at most hashed the "joint
"
of the day pre-

vious. We confess we do not like the idea of

the younger branches being deprived of any of

those little luxuries so dear to juvenile as well

as to
"
other lips and other hearts ;" and, there-

fore, in the event of any future announcement
of

" no addition to the Royal dinner," we should

be ?lad to read the extra intimation
"
but there

was a pudding in the nursery."

Matter Tom (to Old Lady who is very nervous about fire).
" IT 's ALL BIGHT, GRANMA !

CAKDLE IS OUT. I 'M ONLY SMOKING MY USUAL WEED !

"

The Price of Coals Accounted for.

IT is usual with small tradesmen to increase

!he weight of coals by sprinkling cold water

upon them ; but in the City the reason why coals

come so heavy is owing to the City dews falling

upon them for twenty miles round London.

When these dews are collected, it is found that

the difference, which, of course, weighs upon the

price, amounts, in the course of the year, to many
hundred thousands of pounds !

WHERE ARE THE RUSSIANS?
HAT has become of the

Russians, of whom
80,000 were said to

have passed the Pruth,
while 2-1,000 is the

greatest number that

has been yet accounted
for. People are be-

ginning to suspect that

the Russian Army in

the Principalities is

like the Russian Army
at ASTLEY'S having
a considerable force

behind some imaginary
hills, and tunning
round and round by
the back of the stage
to give an appearance

of numbers. We all know that theatrical population progresses more rapidly
than any other kind of population; and if our census shows that we double
ourselves in fourteen years, a dramatic census will show that a theatrical population

if well marshalled by the stage manager will double itself in less than five

minutes. These considerations, however, do not help us in our difficulty, when
we ask what, has become of some 40,000 or 50,000 Russians that are wholly

__ i _ J ^i n i*r. 1 jii p ,1 11 i i .> .1 i i
*

into which the Russians have either been smashed, chopped or beaten. Perhaps
the most plausible way of accounting for the slaughter of the thousands of Russians
whose remains are nowhere to be found is by the very natural supposition that

they were but giants of the imagination, manufactured before they were slain by
some literary TOM THUMB, who is "doing the foreign correspondence" of some
London journal in his lodgings at Lambeth.

A Cup Too Much.

WE understand that PRINCE ALBERT has nothing whatever to do with the
movement got up by the (late) LOHD MAYOR, and indeed His ROYAL HIGHNESS
has as much distaste for the baneful cup of adulation as he has for

"
the poisoned

CHALLIS."

AN ALARMING DISCOVERY.

SOMEBODY is advertising every day an instrument

warranted to
"
frighten but not kill

"
the public in general.

The terrific instrument is no less than a Gong, which for

40 shillings will frighten a thief, will
"
appal a burglar

"

for 60 shulings, and for the comparatively small matter

of four pounds will
"
alarm the country." We hope the

Government will at once put a prohibitory duty on these

gongs, for it will be an awful state of things if anybody

may have it in his power to frighten the isle from its pro-

priety for eighty shillings. Unless something is imme-

diately done to check the danger that threatens us, there

is no doubt that
"
Bang goes the Gong

"
will become as

great a nuisance as
"
Pop goes the Weasel."

Turtle in Ecstasies.

ACCOUNTS from Honduras represent the turtle in the

Bay as exhibiting symptoms of extraordinary excitement ;

flapping their iins, paddling about with unwonted rapidity,

lifting themselves on end and dancing and jumping out

of the water; in short, realising the most vivid idea of

lively turtle. These symptoms of hilarity among the

furnishers of green fat have been referred to the antici-

pation of the extinction of the City of London Corporation,

and consequent discontinuance of the LORD MAYOR'S

dinners.

THE GORTSCHAKOFF JACKET.

THE uniform of PRINCE GORTSCHAKOFF has not been

described. We believe the principal article of it is a
"
cut-away."

Protection for the Sloe.

EVERYBODY is for reducing the duty on French wines,

except certain wine-merchants. As importers, the interests

of those gentlemen could hardly be affected by the reduc-

tion ; but perhaps they do not look on port and import as

exactly the same thing.

THE OLDEST ANCHORITE. Hope.
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REMARKABLE

his having devoured his own children

TRIBUTE OF SIDEREAL APPROBATION
TO MR. HIND.

UR old Friend Mir
HIND having intro-

duced another new
planet, (the ninth dis-

covered hy him) to the

notice of mortals, (In:

announcement was re-

ceived by all the aide-

real b' dies with the

greatest satisfaction,

and indeed so greatly
increased the pertur-
bations under which
some of them habitu-

ally labour, that ZAD-
KIKL has been com-

pelled to publish a

supplement to his Al-

manack, audio predict
the arrival of the Greek

kaleuds, the destruc-

tion of the Thames by
fire, and, simultane-

ously with these events,
theextinctionol Punch.

SATURN, in particular,
who considers that the

calumnious report of

its origin, in our ignorance of the

during the past week will ever be injured in after life by this generally malignant

planet.

Many of the stars, moreover, feeling that something was due to MR. HIND
for his persevering efforts on their behalf, resolved to call a public meeting to con-

sider the best means of expressing their gratitude. The PLEIADES, as occupying
the centre of the universe, kindly offered their rooms for the purpose; and

MEROPE, whose marriage with a mortal caused her to lose half her brightness,
and brought upon her frequent snubbings from her sisters, brightened up again on

perceiving that her hauglity relatives were disposed to patronise one of her

husband's race. The meeting was numerously attended, but excuses were received

from some of the more distant stars, who alleged that if they travelled at the rate of

12,000,000 of miles per minute they could not arrive untd 4,000 years after the

meeting had broken up. The GREAT BEAK pleaded illness as an excuse for non-

attendance ;
and it was whispered that mortification at the ill success of PRINCE

GonTscuAKOPJf had brought on a fit of the gout. Many of the NEBUL.S arrived

from a great distance, and were accommodated with seats in the Strangers'

Gallery ;
but we regretted to observe that their uncouth forms laid them open to

the siDy remarks of CAPRICORN, who certainly cannot boast of his own personal

attractions, and of JUPITER'S satellites, who, though they are bound to amuse their

master, should have known better than to insult foreigners. In the Reporters'

Gallery the GEMINI attended for the Herald and Standard, but could only muster
one pen between them; TAURUS appeared for the Conservative weeklies, and
Sunns (ToBY is en rapport with SIRIUS, and always howls when he sees him,)

kindly undertook to report for Punch.

After an absurd attempt on the part of a clique to thrust the sun of our system
into the chair, ALCYONE, who is at present the centre of gravity round which the

whole universe revolves, was selected for that important office, and immediately
called upon "her excellent friend MERCURY," for the first and only resolution.

The facundus nepos ATLANTIS thus adjured, in a speech replete with eloquence,
moved,

"
That this meeting, viewing with extreme displeasure the practice of

associating the newly discovered sidereal bodies with the names of persons who
have had no share in the discovery, proposes to call the nine planets, discovered

by MR. HIND, by the common name of HIND'S Night Lights, as a small mark of

the grateful feelings entertained for that astronomer throughout the sidereal

system." This resolution, having been briefly seconded by ALDEBABAN, was put
and carried unanimously ; and, after the customary vote of thanks to ALCYONE,
the stars returned to their orbits; but not until the nine planets aforesaid,

who, dressed in white, had been seated in a row on the platform, had induced
POLLUX to take round a castor, and make a collection for their support. We
ought also to state that the well-known Music or THE SPHERES was in attendance,
and gave great satisfaction by its performance of

"
Vaga Luna,"

"
Oft in the Stilly

Night,"
"
Rise Gentle Moon," and other airs set 'for "Voices of the Night."

When MERCURY alluded to the disappearance of two stars from the constellations

HERCULES and LYRA the^e celestial voices sang "The Light of Other Days"
with much taste. Indeed, the taste for singing which SIIAKSPERE ascribed to the

stars is iu no way diminished, for the whole meeting, on breaking up, joined very
nicely in

" We won't go home till morning,
Till daylight doth appear."

A GREAT ANCHOVY CASE.
" BURGESS AND SON," whose name will go down to

posterity in a cruet-stand, have lately been throwing their

fish-sauce into Chancery, and an equity jn u dis-

cussing the essence of anchovies with a gusto quite remark-

able. The barristers e.ngaged in the matter have d<i"

verified the fact, that little fish are sweet, for tbe anchovies
have of course vie.lded some pretty little firs to pretty
little juniors. MKSSKS. CAMPBELL itml M<I<>KK were on
one side, while MR. BACON and Mil. NKL.SON represented
the anchovies on the other side, and counsel pushed about
the anchovy bottle from the Court below to the Court
a'xive, with a determination to bring the sauce of liunciKss

to the very fountain of equity. The great anchovy r

been already before the Vice Chancellor and the Lords

Justices, but whether the parties will carry their
"
S;IURC"

up to the Lords is at present dependent probably on how
they may be "advised" by learned counsel to go on ex-

pending money in litigation, or
"

if not why not," or
" how

otherwise."

DANUBIAN HOMICIDE.

HOSTS on the Danube's banks are felled

To please one man's ambitious whim ;

And yet there is no inquest held,
No Hue-and-Cry raised after him.

His likeness, true, the shops expose;
His hair, Iris eyes, are in the News, ";

And every Constant Reader knows
How high he stands without his shoes.

But how he sleeps, of what partakes,
In food and drink, from day to day,

What casual remarks he makes,
The newspapers omit to say.

We know that he persists in lies

Of quite an inconsistent kind,
But not that any chaplain tries

To rectify his frame of mind.

For wholesale murder does not meet
Tbe doom that waits the single crime,

The exaltation in tbe street,
The carrion-crows, or grave of lime.

The head with an Imperial crown '

To deck its slant or flattened top,
Will never, DONOVAN, come down
Among its fellows in thy shop.

Where, in King William Street, the Strand,
Thy window shows to public view

The culprits of the red right hand,
Whom hemp and MB. CALCKAPT slew.

BISHOP and WILLIAMS, BURKE and HARE,
COURVOISIER that fiend in plush

At whom the people come to stare,
With THUETELL, GREENACEE, and RUSH.

Cautious Overmuch.

A GENTLEMAN named BODDY appears, from the police
reports of last week, to have very properly rescued his

daughter (a silly young lady who left her own for a"
Servant's Home '

) from the clutches of the Papist per-
verters who are so constantly busied in destroying the hap-

piness
of families. The magistrate seems to nave doubted

his power, but. could he not have dealt with the reverend
revivalists as Boddy-snatchers ? Surely a surplus letter

ought not to have prevented the precise punishment the

culprits deserved.

A Calico Calembourg.
Mr. Cobden. WHY are the selfish agitators among the

operatives like the works of a clock out of order ?

Mr. Bright. Because they insist upon striking, without

regard to the position of the hands.

Mr. Cobden. You are quite right, my dear BRIGHT.
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Mr. Crasher. I have no objection, Sir, to your laughing at my learned

friend, in fact I do so myself ten times a day.
Mr. Slasher.

"
All fools have still an itching to deride."

Mr. Crasher. If the Court stands that, of course I can.

Mr. Slasher. The Court is sitting.
Mr. Crasher. Is it ?

Mr. Slasher. Of course it is.

Mr. Crasher. Ah!
Mr. Slasher. Ah too, if you come to that.

[The Judge joins in the repartees, which are protracted so long thaC
MR. GUBBINS takes off his shoe, and sicears that unless hix

sentence is passed he mil "
shy it

"
(to use his objectionable

expression)
"
at the old mi's nob." lie is condemned to three

months' imprisonment, and the next case is called.

SCENE.-A LONELY SQUARE.
Time. MIDNIGHT.

Timid Swell (loq).
" TAKE MY MONET, TAKE MT WATCH, TAKE EVEWY-

THING; BUT PWAT SPARE ur COLLARS I
"

THE PRICE OF A LORD MAYOR'S GOWN.
EVERY "

family man "
will appreciate the annoyance of being

called on frequently for
"
a new gown ;" but the most expensive

j

milliner's bill would be a mere song to a moderate tune compared
with the cost of a

" new gown
"

for the LORD MAYOR OF LONDON.
In the evidence before the City Corporation Commission we find it

stated by MK. ACLAND, that
" There is an amount of seven guineas paid for a violet gown for the LOUD MAYOR.

In another instance there is an item of 17 lor the Luru MAYOR'S silk violet gown.
On the occasion of the I 'UKB OF Wni.uxuTOX'8 funeral, there is a sum of 72 for the
LORD MAYOR'S silk gown."

We cannot pretend to understand either the necessity for such an
extensive stock of gowns as the LOUD MAYOR seems to possess, or for
such a frightful fluctuation in the price of one and the same article.

We know of no system of arithmetic or rule of three by which we are
to get a solution of the question: "If a LORD MAYOR'S gown cost

7 at one time, and 17 at another time, why is it to cost 72 at a
subsequent period?" We can only say that as 7 is not to 17, so
cannot be 72 by any rule or principle whatever.

DIDDLESEX SESSIONS.

(Before MR. SERJEANT EVES, Assistant-Judge)

JOSEPH GUBBINS, alias CRABB, alias BLOOMFIELD, alias the Grinner,
was charged with stealing a pewter pot, value one shilling, from
the rails of a house in Millbank Street. MR. SLASHER prosecuted, and
MK. CRASHER defended the prisoner. The case was distinctly proved.

The Judge. Now, JOE, have you anything to say ?

MR. CRASHER objected to the prisoner being addressed as JOE. He
firmly believed, upon his sacred honour, that such a misdescription
vitiated the whole proceedings. At all events he called on the Judge
to take a note of the point.

The Judge. I shan't. Stuff and nonsense. The objection is not
worth twopence.
Mr. Crasher. It's worth fourpence at least, but it is quite in

keeping with all that goes on here that a Judge should not know the
value of a Joe.

The Judge. That 'a slang, and though a Counsel ought to be slangy,
a Judge ought not.

Mr. Crasher. I am quite prepared to hear the independence of the
Bar assailed, and the freedom of speech, which every authority from
HELIOGABALUS down to BLACKSTONE declares the right of an advocate,
stigmatized as slang. But it will not prevent my doing my duty.
_** J*d0. Do your duty. Who stops you ? Do your duty.Who's HELIOGABALUS, and what's HELIOGABALUS to do w'ith JOSEPH
GUBBINS ? This is the way the time of the Court is wasted.
Mr. Crasher. As the Court concedes the point, and calls the prisoner

by his name, I shall not pursue the argument.
The Judge. You may do as you like.

Mr. Crasher. I know I may.
The Judge. I 'm glad you know it.

Mr. Crasher. I 'm glad you are pleased.
The Judge. Very well.

Mr. Crasher. Very well.
The Judge. JOSEPH GUBBINS, you have been very properly found

guilty of stealing a pot I mean you will be in a moment eh gentle-
men ? (Jury nod.) Of course. You have been found guilty of stealing
a pot. Now pot-stealing is a crime which is injurious to the public
weal
Mr. Slasher. And public-house.
The Judge. Ha ! ha ! very good. I laugh, you see, MR. CRASHER,

to show that I am undisturbed in my temper.

THE CLEVER CLOWN NUISANCE,
SOME very pleasing

horsemanship at

Drury Lane is being
marred by some
very obnoxious ass-

manship on the part
of sundry clowns

engaged, we sup-
pose, for the pur-
pose of marking the
contrast between
the stupidity of

bipeds, and the sa-

gacity of quadru-
peds. We have no
objection to the old

Astleyan Clown,
who is continually

wanting to know
what he shall

"
go-

for to fetch for to

bring for to carry,"
but we must protest against the modern school of buffoons who, under the
ambitious title of

"
SHAKSPERIAN jesters," or some other pseudonyme,.

inflict their dull platitudes on an impatient audience. Directly a clown,
becomes too fat to tumble, or too stupid to play the fool in the

ordinary way, he adopts the name of
"
SHAKSPERIAN "

and bores the
public witli long lectures, which he fancies may be received as instruc-

tive, because they happen to be the very opposite of entertaining just
as it a man ceasing to be an amusing fool must of necessity become a-

philosopher.
The

"
clown to the ring

"
is, in fact, becoming a perfect nuisance :

and we only wonder that the horses do not become low-spirited by
contrast with those dreadfully dull dogs who wear the motley, ft
would be quite refreshing to meet with a good old conventional clown,
of former times, who would not be above asking WIDDICOMB "if his

^WIDDJCOMB'S) mother is aware of his (WIDDICOMB'S) absence from,
home ;" or making any other of those rare old imbecile remarks which
used to set us in a roar in our days of infancy. A philosophic clown,
to the ring is, in fact, an anomaly; for every one admits the idle

absurdity of
"
Reasoning in a Circle."

A GOOD GROUND FOR A BAD JOKE. Why is a lodging on 'the
ground floor a degradation ? Because it's a-basement !
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AN ALBANY FOR THE MILLION.

O the health of

towns, moral and

physical, it is uiii-

versally a

that one indispen-
sable condition is

the abolition of

Slums. But then

what is to become
oftheiSlu.nmitcs?

The low neigh-
bourhoods may be

done away with,
but there is no

doing away with

the low neigh-
bours ;

who can-

not be disposed of

by fire and water
and poison, almi.j

with the bugs and
rats and other

vermin that run

upon four, or

more, legs. Be-

sides, in spite of

all appearances to

the contrary, it is

certain that they
arehuman beings;
so that we can-

not, consistently
either with Chris-

tianity or common law, get rid of them exactly as if they were
black beetles. And if routed out of their courts and alleys, they will

crawl or lie about the streets, or, making themselves still more

unpleasant, die under our noses.

It therefore becomes necessary to provide them with proper abodes.

Suburban kennels and pigsties will not do. as it is necessary that they
should reside near enough to their work. Model Lodging Houses,
therefore, well supplied with water, and arranged in all other respects
with reference to the prevention of effluvia, have been suggested

instead, as intramural habitations for the inferior classes. To these

the only objection is their name.
The gentlemen who inhabit a certain double TOW of buildings con-

tiguous to and parallel with the Burlington Arcade would be, most of

them, disgusted, if those edifices were spoken of as Model Lodging
Houses.
But there is good reason to believe that not only have the lower

clashes the same number of members in an anatomical if not in a

parliamentary sense as the higher, hut that they are really endowed
with essentially even the same passions and feelings. Among other

sentiments it has been ascertained that they possess those of pride and

ranity, which are not only exasperated by scorn and contumely as

when they are called the scum of the earth, the riff-raff, and the rabble

but also by contemptuous patronage : by all sorts of badges, whether
metallic or verbal. There is something of the latter sort of badge in

the term "Model Lodging Houses." The expression is low : suggests
an invidious distinction of caste : a state ot degradation descending
almost to pauperism.
To meet this objection it is proposed to erect a building containin

little suites of small apartments, adapted to the requirements am
circumstances of the poorer portion of the people, iooe called "The
Industrious Albany ;

"
industrious for the sake of distinction ; or, il

a more explanatory title shall be preferred,
"
Cheap Chambers."

Ventilation and Warmth combined with Comfort and Cleanliness are

to preside over the interior arrangements, and the external proportions
are to be regulated by architectural taste, whilst the rent will be fixed

at the most economical figure. Investments of capital in this promising

speculation, to any amount, may be paid into the Office, 85, Fleet
Street.

To the Press Generally.

THE EMPEROR NICHOLAS wisnes an erratum corrected in the next
edition of our dictionaries. He begs to say that he has discovered that
an Ottoman is not a thing upon which you easily and comfortably place
your foot.

PROGRESS OF SCIENCE. A Scientific Hair-dresser at the West-End
is about to favour the ladies with the discovery of a wonderful new
Pommade, which, he guarantees,

"
will prevent the bonnet falling off

the head."

"THE UPHOLSTERER, TO THE MONUMENT."

WE see, in the reports of the City Commission, that there is a

situation with the above singular title. We wonder, in the name of

everything that 's wonderful, what are the duties of this curious func-

tionary ? What is there to hang, excepting the birdcage witli^
the

dingy canary, belonging to the iiorler, at. the entrance dcor? Then;

may be a few play-bills, also, and some steamboat ]ilaca .; docs "the

Upholsterer" go every morning to hung these outside the railings?

What is the furniture" thai is inside the Monument: and where is it

sUwed away ? Or is the
"
Upholsterer

"
engaged to keep the flutes of

the columns clean ? Or is it his particular duty to rub up the 1'ano

rama of London that is viewed from its summit': There is no oilier

picture that we arc acquainted with, belonging to the Monument,

excepting the picture of London's busy t raffle across London Bridge,
md surely this is a picture be\ond the

"
I 'pholslercrV reach 'r One,

would imagine from the fact of the Monument haling an
"

I jihols-

terer," that there were chairs, tables, four-post bedsteads, curtains,

and a regular houseful of furniture locked up inside it. We shall pay
a visit to the Monument the tirst fine, day there i

away with ns an inventory of the furniture. In the. meantime, we
should like to be informed of the amount of salary < rer,"

who has to look after a place that contains no Upholstery.

PERSPICUITY OF RED TAPE.

IN reply to a reouest for information where 1o get the I'.lue Hooks

which arc granted to Mechanics' Institutions, "A I':

CTAKY," writing 1o the Times, says that he received the following

official directions
;
that is to say, lie was told

To make application at tlio proper season to tire clerk of the commit'-

appointed pursuant to tlic n>port of the- Hi.use of Commons ou Parliamentary papers,
ordered to be printed on the 7th of July last."

This the
"
PROVINCIAL SECRETARY " wants translated for the benefit

of himself and other country gentlemen. The passage may be con-

strued thus :

At certain times of the year, and between certain hours, which will

be appointed hereafter but are not fixed yet, apply to somebody who
will perhaps be the clerk of a committee which does not at present
exist but will, one of these days, in conformity with a report of the

House of Commons on Parliamentary Papers, which was ordered to be

printed
on the 7th of July last, be constituted, if that report shall ever

be acted on.

The translation is rather longer than the original ;
but if brevity is

required to be the soul of official advice, the answer might simply have

been
"
Arrangements have not been made," to which, if any further

explanation were necessary, might have been added,
" And when they

will be, Heaven only knows."

"Salad for the Solitary."

WE see there is a book advertised under the above curious title.

We can hardly make out what it can be, but should say at random,
that the translation of it into plain English must be as follows :

SALAD FOR TILE SOLITARY. Let-us alone.

THE DIGNITY OF TRADE.

WE were going to say that the fact of a noble Lord haying passed
the Bankruptcy Court the other day as a horse-dealer, gives strong

confirmation to the saying that we are a nation of shop-keepers. But

perhaps a horse-bazaar or repository cannot be properly called a shop :

and though the horse may be taken over a bar, that noble animal

cannot very well be handed across a counter ; thus, whatever leaps the

noble lord in question may have taken, it is clear that it would be

incorrect to call him a counter-jumper. His case, however, certainly

tends to show that we are a highly mercantile community, since it

exhibits a member of one of our principal families as a dealer in horse-

flesh. But the fact is, that business is practised by the aristocracy in

general to a very considerable extent. Not only do some of them
trade in boroughs, but also in rabbits, together with hares, pheasants,

and partridges, inasmuch as they sell game. They are not ashamed of

this, cither: for they will converse about shooting, and not one of

them ever calls on the other to sink the shop. Indeed, to sink the

shop, would be to sink the Island, and swamp the whole concern

conducted by ABERDEEN and Co.

CONFUSION OF AUTOCRATIC NOTIONS.

NICHOLAS expressed a pious hope that he might never be confounded.

By the thrashing which he has had from the Turks, we should think he

must have been disappointed.
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ST. CROSS STINGO, OTHERWISE KNOWN AS

GUILDFORD DEMI X ALE.

AT a time when certain parties
are raising the price of their

Ales, which were previously
sold at rates considerably

higher than such as would
have been fairly remunera-

tive, the Public, and espe-

cially pedestrian travellers,
will be interested to learn

that a light and wholesome
BEER may be obtained upon
the lowest possible terms
as it will be delivered to all

applicants at the mere cost

of a visit to the Dr,r6T,
Porter's Lodge, ST. CROSS
HOSPITAL. This SUPERIOR
BEVERAGE is brewed from

pure Malt and Hops, ac-

cording to a Homoeopathic
Improvement on the original

Receipt handed down from
the ancient Masters of ST.

CROSS, and is produced in

such high perfection by the

present Master, the EARL
OP GUILDFOKD, that while
the smallest quantity will

suffice the most inveterate

toper, the largest might be imbibed conscientiously by the strictest

votary of Total Abstinence. The remarkably low charge for which
this Ale is offered to the consumer is owing to the liberality of the
Founders and Benefactors of the Institution ; who bequeathed capital
to a large amount on trust for the gratuitous supply of the genuine
article to wayfarers. In Horns of Half-a-Piut each, at the rate of One
Measure per Diem. To be Drunk on the Premises.

THEATRICAL NOVELTIES.

IN consequence of the success of The Lancers at the Princess's

those same Lancers being only another version of The Discarded Son at

the Adelphi the following attractive novelties are in rehearsal, and.

will be speedily produced :

'" THB BLOWER OF NUBBLES' being anew translation of The Game of Specultrttmr,
acted so many hundred nights at the I.ycenm Theatre. Mercadet, or the Bubble- Blower

(with new bubbles to be blown expressly on this occasion), by ME. CHARLES KEAN.
"'THK FAMILY OK THK WHYTB CIIOKKUS' being a completely new version of The

Serious Family, which was so popular a season or two a^o at the Haymarket Thratrc.
The part of the Reverend Amiiiadab Whyle Choker, by Mi:. CHARLES KKAN, in lieu ot

MR. BUCKSTONE.
"'THK MOUNTEBANK 'being an improved reading of Belpheffor, as performed br

MB. WEBSTER at the Adelphi Theatre. Thf Mountebank (so long as the public viX
tolerate

it')
will be played by MR. CHAKLKS KKAN.

'"THE TOWER OF HAMMER-ANLI-NKSLK' beinff The Tower nf Nesle, as generally
performed at the Surrey Theatre, but retranslated and considerably improved, witlv

new causes and effects, and a long dissertation by MR. CHAKLKR KKAN, given away OK
the play-bill, as to the period and costume of the drama, and a list of the bodies thrown
into the Seine.

"'TuE CARPENTER ON THE ROAD TO Rms' being a very superior translation of
a Piece, acted for many years nndvr almost a similar title, at the Victoria Theatre,
MR. HICKS'S favourite part of The Carpenter by MR. CHARLES KEAN.
" New versions of Pizarro, The Stranger, and The Maul and t'te Magpie have also,

been accepted, and will be produced with all the care for which the Princess's is.

distinguished."

Great hopes are entertained upon the production of the above pieces
-

and there can be no doubt that, having been successful at so many
theatres before, they will be successful again. There can be no
fear as to the acting, when the principal parts will be performed by
Mu. CHARLES KEAN himself.

was
of the

THE BAR AND THE LIBERTY OF THE SUBJECT.
A FEW days ago a case was called on in one of the "Superior"

Courts, when an application was made to put it off because MR. BODKIN
could not attend. One of the judges asked with very natural surprise,"
Is not the man in prison ?

"
upon which the counsel of the

" man in

prison
"
got up, and admitted such to be the fact

; but added that he,
the "man in prison," was his (the counsel's) client, and that lie (the

counsel) was perfectly willing "to accommodate MR. BODKIN." The
accommodation of MR. BODKIN was, no doubt, desirable in its way ;

but, as the accommodation of a prison is not always agreeable, we are
(1 to agree with the learned judge, who thought it rather

awkward not to say, hard upon "the man in prison" to have his
case adjourned for the convenience of counsel.
We are disposed to sympathise with the unfortunate who

deprived of his liberty, not by his prison's bars, but by a portion c.
Bar of England, which often piovcs harder and more difficult to
contend against than the most inflexible iron. Nevertheless he,
of course, cannot complain, as although he was shut up in a jail, his
own counsel who represented him in a free and open court was

"
per-

fectly satisfied," and most anxious to "accommodate MR. BODKIN."
If the accommodation could have been mutual if, for example, the
prison

"
accommodation "

and the counsel's "accommodation" could
have been in some way equalised we might have seen more justice in
the arrangement than either ourselves, or the learned judge who
expressed his surprise on the occasion, have been able to discover.
We must all admire the extreme spirit of accommodation that prevails
among many of "the gentlemen" of the Bar who though they bully
each others clients and witnesses, waste the money of suitors by
neglecting to attend to their briefs, and even occasionally suffer the
postponement of the case of an unfortunate captive are nevertheless
always ready to fraternise with their

"
learned friends," and make any

concessions to each other, of which their clients have to bear the
penalty.

MACBETH MURDERING DUNCAN BEHIND THE SCENES.

Shall Ladies Have Votes?

''CERTAINLY," replies a strong-minded woman of our acquaintance
Is woman made only to sew on buttons? And if she is, you have

no right to turn away the Needle from the Poll
"

To SEVERAL HUSBANDS AND VARIOUS FATHERS. How TO MAKE
HOME HAPPY. Keep out of it.

Crockery of the London Clay.

a
THE Registrar General tells us, in his report of last week, that"
London is situated in a basin." We are not informed what sort of

a basin we are living in, but it appears to us to be something between
a pudding-basin and a slop-basin judging from the mud and

"
slush

"

it generally contains. Whatever may be the accurate name for the
utensil in which we are located, we can only say that it is a basin of
which we should be glad to be able to wash our bauds.

THE POWER OP EVIL. A Power of Attorney.

uTSuKs'S V '?
?
,

P
"?;

b
5
S '- ?a

Sthe City of London, and fu ? " M "m E "' of No- "" Cllurcl1 Kow- S"*e *e.inon. !>" i "" County of Middle. Printer.. .. thrti-
them K No. 86. Fleet Street, to the Parish of St. BridcVm the Citj oi Ixjndon.-SjTuiioii .Norembcr iii, Hjj.
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THE BONNET-MAKER'S DREAM.

A REAL SCOTTISH GRIEVANCE.
BECAUSE we think that the Scotch Lion is quite as comfortable in

the place which custom has assigned him as he would be in any other
;

because we consider that Scotland will do quite well enough without a

separate Secretary of State
; because we are of opinion that Edinburgh

should be content to rank as the second city in the empire; because
we are not of opinion that the dictionary of DR. JOHNSON ought, to
the vexation of the author's manes, to be remodelled on a broad Scotch

!

basis
; because, in short, we are not disposed to treat the imaginary

I wrongs of Scotchmen otherwise than with our usual levity, we are not,
therefore, disposed to regard their well-founded complaints with any
other feeling than our occasional seriousness. Now we have we
cannot say the pleasure to announce, for the announcement is one
which we are grieved in having to make we have the pleasure, such as
it is, of pointing out, aud calling attention to, with the view of causing
to be redressed, A RI-AL SCOTTISH GRIEVANCE.
The Scottish grievance which we thus proclaim to be real is one

which, we may say, should be framed and glazed. For it comes before
us in the sha;:e of a lithograph dedicated to us in conjunction with a

daily paper of spine eminence representing the Glasgow General Post
Office; a building of two stories in height, interjacent between MR.
RUTHERFORD'S cigar and snuff establishment, and the shop of
MK. KUFF, clockmaker

;
a portion of the party-wall of which last

named editice is exposed, hy reason of a very shameful circumstance,
reflecting the discredit of gross negligence and injustice on the Govern-
ment, and, indeed, the Legislature.
That injurious and disgraceful circumstance shall be stated in an

extract from a speech by SIR ARCHIBALD ALISON, which is printed
beneath the plate :

" The revenue from the Post Office in Glasgow has increased, in t"n years, from

they were compelled to leave it for two years and a half without a roof, in the mean
while taki"g no steps to erect a new offire. The result is, that for the greatest com-
mercial city in Scotland we have no cavalry barracks, no defences of any description,
a Post Office without a roof, and yet, with an amount of wealth that may prove a

tempting prize to an invader."

We will not say much about the Cavalry Barracks. Drunkenness, we
know, prevails to a great extent at Glasgow ; and if the people there

drunk, as not to be controllable

:y do require dragoons to repress

, __ no doubt a shame that Glasgow
should have no barracks for cavalry. But that the Glasgow Post
Office wants a roof, is a substantial inconvenience aud injury, a just
cause of complaint, a matter for strong and sober remonstrance

;
for

remonstrance as strong and as sober as Glasgow can make. A
roofless house is disgraceful enough considered as indicating insolvency,
but it is much more disgraceful when its rooflessness is the result of

injustice. To expatiate on the prime necessity of secresy and security
in such a building as a post office, would be to insult the understanding
of our readers

;
and we feel that some apology is due for hinting that,

of all the works of masonry, that is the very edifice which ought most
carefully to be tiled in. It is, therefore, with all our power that we
would trumpet if with a penny tiumpet, though, in fact, ours is a

threepenny trumpet the lack of a roof to the Glasgow Post Office as
a real Scottish grievance ;

and a very great one, particu'arly as com-
pared to the others alleged by Scottish agitators. We may add that
we sympathize the more cordially with the parties aggrieved, inasmuch
as we of course regard the condition of the Post Office at Glasgow
as fraught with prejudice and peril to the general cause of letters.

Aberdeen for China.

AN English Ambassador is needed for Canton. We beg fo propose
2<y>(X) to 47,000; and, recollect, Glasgow is a city containing nearly 4"","ii

inhabitants, li.'ini; second in importance to London alone. Well, the Government , . .- "--- -,
Brat bought a building f..rti,,. i>,,st offire, for the Bake of economy, so ruinous that went to the Chinese, the noble Earl beuig very like a tea-chest;
they were soon after obliged to take off the two upper stories and'having done that, namely, vamish without, and lead within.

.

the EARL OF ABERDEEN Such a selection would be a great com pli-
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MODEL RAILWAY MEETING.

ATUBDAY last a General
Annual Special Quar-
terly Meeting of the

London and Sputh-
Northern Railway
Company was held

at the Company's
Offices. The meeting
had been convened lo

hear a report on the

propriety of amalga-
mating the under-

taking with that of the

Great East And By
Eastern Railway, for

which junction, nego-
tiations have been for

some time in progress.
The HON. ROILING
STOCK, ALP., Chair-

man of the former

Company, presided.
The room was
crowded with share-

holders, and eleven

fights took place
before business was
commenced.

The CHAIRMAN
briefly explained the

object of t he meeting,
and reminded those

before him' that they were msn of business come to discuss a question of business, and he

expressed a hope that nothing but business would be talked, as the riotous displays which
had now become common on such occasions were not only degrading in themselves, but

tended to shake the pubic confidence in a body which could so conduct itself. (Applause,
and an old hatflung at the Chairman?)
The SECRETARY then rose to read the report, but not one word was audible, shouts

ol" We know!" "Shut up!" "All humbug!"
" Gammon and spinach!" drowning his

Toice. He perseverei in du nb show, however, until a volley of baked taturs, nearly all

hot, supplied by a vendor who had been smuggled into the room by a shareholder, made
him not only desist, but come round with an offer to fight the parties who were thus

emphatically protesting.
rMa. BUFFER tlien rawed that the report be adopted. (Hideous yells.) Well, if it were

objected to, let the reasons be advanced, and don't let fellows stand there, he added, with
soms irritation, howling like fools. (Renewed yelling?)
MR. DE GRADIENT seconded the motion, and would also be happy to be the previous

speaker's second, if necessary.
MR. SHUNT said that the Chairman was a Nass, the directors were umbugs, and he had

no term of decision he meant derision strong enough for the secretary, engineer, and

superintendent of the traffic. The whole lot were revolutionary aristocratic donothings and
sneaks. (Cries of

"
That's about it !

" " Put that in your minutes ! ")
The CHAIRMAN said that in his private capacity he despised the taunts of the last speaker

too much to condescend to notice them. But as Chairman of that meeting, and representing
its dignity, he felt it his duty to say that of all the offensive rapscallions whose ridiculous

gabble was ever permitted to contaminate the ears of gentlemen, MR. SHUNT was at once the
most audacious and the most contemptible. He had no desire to be severe, but this state-

ment was the mildest version in which he could clothe the truth. He should now put the
motion. (Cries of

"
Yes, you'd better !

" "
Down,, down!" and mare volleys of baked, (alters.)

MR. FITZPISTON roie to protest. Not a word had been heard of the report, and yet they
were to be asked to adopt it. (Loud applause.)
The CHAIRMAN : And whose fault's that? If the meeting had not made such an un-

businesslike row, they would have heard it all.

A SHAREHOLDER : It was a dodge of the Secretary's, who read low in order not to be
heard.

Tne SECRETARY (in, a dreadful rage) : If I read low I hit high. Will the honourable share-
holder come round here and try ?

The SHAREHOLDER : No, you are our menial servant, and it 's your duty to wait on your
masters. (Fillies of applause and taturs.)

_The Secretary was here restrained, with some difficulty, by the Chairman, from taking off

his coat and chastising the meeting. During the discussion, quarrelling was going on in all

parts_of the room. At length, the Secretary being appeased into only caricaturing his

enemies, upon his blotting paper, instead of beating them, the Chairman again rose, aud pat
the motion.
MR. SHUNT leaped upon the table, and, taking a sight at the Chair, moved as an amendment,

that the report be pitched out of window, and the Directors after it. (Applause.)A DIRECTOR (terrified) : Police !

At this word the fury of the meeting became terrific. Cries of
"
Thai 's the way share-

holders are bulliel!" "No crushers here!" and other indignant expressions broke forth;
and for three-quarters of an hour, though various speakers tried to be heard, nothing
resulted but gesticulation. At last the meeting, bein; hoarse, permitted a few words from
_The CHAIRMAN, who explained that this question had been already discussed forty-two

times, and each time with similar excitement.
In the meantime another company was pushing
on the same scheme, and would, by reason of the

delay, take the wind out of their sails. (Cries

of
' AU your fault !

" "
Swindling the share-

holders!" "Directors ought to be kicked!" fyc.)

He would once more move, that the report be

adopted, as nobody would state any objections.

(Vociferous cries and yells "No, no!" "Down
with them!"

"
Twenty-Jive percent, or nothing!"" Nc democrats!" "No exclusives!" "Bravo

ROUSE !

" and so on.)
The CHAIRMAN then called for a show of

hands, when everybody clenched his fist and
shook it furiously at him. The Chairman, with
a smile of triumph, declared the motion unani-

mously carried, and then, with the Secretary
and the books, made a bolt through a side-door,

j

before the meeting could rush in upon them,
and prtvent the success of this ruse. The meet-

j

ing Ijroke the windows, chairs, and lamps, and
were then dispersed by the police.

Yet, with such centres of organisation, fault

is found with the working of the Railway sys-
tem. There 's something wrong.

PUNCH'S PRIZE JOKE SHOW.
BY way of counteracting the attraction of the

Prize Cattle Show, which we think fosters a
' rather questionable taste for looking upon "fatty
deposits," we propose to institute a Prize Joke

Show, and we hope that the produce of the

pen of wit, will be more satisfactory than the

contents of all the pens in the Bazaar of Baker
: Street. We candidly invite competition; and
though anything in the shape of "animal matter"
will be rejected from a contest in which all the
matter should be as spirituel as possible, we

' can only say that Punch will be happy to see
1

any of the farfamed Suffolk Punches if, in this
"
keen encounter of our wits," they have the

courage to show themselves.
As a specimen of the style of Joke that will

be admissible into the contemplated Prize Show,
we have the pleasure to

"
flick off

"
the follow-

ing:
If I want a statue of myself, why should I

be foolish to present a sculptor with the marble
for the work? Answer. Because if I did, he
would be sure to chisel me out of it.

THE MOUSTACHE AND BEARD
QUESTION.

" MR. PUNCH, I have been, I may say from

my birth leastwise since I could stand upon a

stool a barber. I 've brought up a large family

(and a'n nnrried again) upon shaving. To be
clean shaved was the prerogative of a Briton.

And now there is a movement for German
beards and Cossack moustachios, which, if per-

mitted, farewell to the British Constitution.

When we look like Roossian slaves and Austrian

panders, we shall feel and act like 'em. Any-

ways, if beards come in, barbers must go out, in

which case I ask for 'demnification.

"Yours, &c.

"SlBTHOKP SUDS.

"The COLONEL (my parent was a Lincoln

voter and barber) is my godfather ;
which

happened when the COLONEL used to go, I 'm

told, with as clean a face as any in the county."

Doctor Wiseman.

ON his departure from Golden Square, the

subjoined no'ice, written in the DOCTOR'S own
hand, was affixed outside his door

" Gone to

Rome; will be back for mass in Westminster

Abbey."
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THE BRIGHT CITY.

THE EAKL or SHAFTESBTJRY has volunteered an epistle eulogistic
of Manchester.

"
Thoroughfares are opened "says the noble lord

"
courts and alleys cleansed drains and sewers constructed," &c. &c.

Nothing, according to the noble lord, will soon be wanting to

Manchester to make it emphatically the Bright City; nothing but as

Punch opines a little public spirit. "The Turk may go hang so that

he buys our goods."
"
Liberty in its highest sense, is the liberty to

buy and sell." "The worst worldly evil js a bad shilling." A few of

these maxims do certainly still delile the moral atmosphere of Man-
chester, cleansed as the air inhaled may be Irom the reek of cesspools.
MR. B RIGHT'S hat, though covering a large, cool head, is never: neless

not big enough to extinguish the turban of Turkey.
"
Great spirits

"

sajs JEAN PAUL "are buried under golden mountains." In like

manner, sympathy with a noble cause may be stifled in cotton-bags.

" All round my neck I venrs the shirt collar,
All round the neck for a twelvemonth and a day ;

And if any one should ax you the reason vy I vears it;

So, tell 'em "cause it's now the fashionable vay."

SOMETHING ..OUTRAGEOUS.
" MR. PUNCH, SIR,

"What next? Have you read the servile inscription on
Marlborough House Gates ?

" ' The public Is respectfully informed, that admission is to be procured,' &c.
" '

Respectfully informed,' Mr. Punch ! Hitv-tity ! Well. This
is something ! Respectfully ! And this is by a "body of officials, and
stuck on a house which is the property of a Royal Prince ! The
brewers and bakers and candlestick-makers are respectfully informed.
Tag, rag, and bobtail are respectfully informed. The swinish multitude
is respectfully informed by its own servants that it may see something
it has paid for. I cannot trust myself to write. Times are changed^
Mr. Punch, or officials are strangely altered from -what they were in

"Yours respectfully (!)
"
Hampton Court. AN OLD OFFICIAL."

TAKEN FOR GRANTED.

WE doubt whether the Great Metropolis can parallel the following
choice specimen of composition, which we find in the Morning Adver-
tiser of the 10th :

A S GOOD HOUSEMAID, in a small Family, where a Footman is kept,J I who is a good needlewoman, who can attend on a lady, vril* a goad character. DirectA B., &c., Brompton.

We have seen footmen who were justly proud of their "pins," but
never yet saw a footman who was a good needlewoman. But we quite
approve of the advertiser's caution. Being a

"
good

"
housemaid, she

will serve nobody but "a lady with a good character." This is very
proper, and in consideration of the virtuous principle displayed, one
can forgive the author's Random Recollections of LINDLEY MURRAY.

FLIRTING. (By an old Hand at it.) Flirting is a most amusing
game. It is true there is nothing gained bv it, but then there is

nothing staked. In fact you may call it,
"
playing at cards for love."

THE SONG OF THE CITY REMEMBRANCER.
" Sweet Remembrancer !

Now, good digestion wait on appetite,
And health on both." Successful Tragedy.

TNI: City Remembrancer's post I hold.
An office that "s sacred, because 'tis old ;

1 repel, I deny the assertion base
That there isn't no use in that 'ere place !

So you want to know what I 've got to do ?

And, Imperance, what odds is that to you?
But inquiry we court, as we 've always done,
And I scorn all concealment, myself, for one.

I am only an image, you think, like Goo,
Whereas 1 the LOUD MAYOR'S memory jog,
And the Aldermen also, in banquet met,
I remind of the duties which some forget.

His Lordship, for instance, perhaps I see
Is getting on slow with his eallipee;
And a slight squeeze of lemon I then suggest,
\\ ith a dash ol cayenne to impart a zest.

''

.My Lord eh, my Lord !

"
says I. "why, look there !

You 're a spiling your dinner, I 'do declare !

*Tis of haunch ihal you 're eating ;
and don't you know

Currant jelly should" always with venison go ?,

"
Mr. Alderman, bless me ! you faint and droop,

As if you could hardly get through your soup.
Glass of punch, Sir, of course, with the work you 've got,
You have surely been absent, Sir, have you not ?

"
Dear me, Mr. Deputy look, Sir, look !

Excuse me
;
but you I must e;ill to book:

*

Allow me to push you the boat across,
You are eating that bird, Sir, without bread-sauce !

" Here 's capon, mind, gentlemen ; here 's black cock ;

This wine, recollect, is peculiar hock :

This is peacock that 's cygnet, yon gent before,
If you think you could manage a little more.

" Not feel quite the thing, don't your Lordship, eh ?

Hallo ! bring the brandy, you Sir, this way.
Now, my Lord, a smiill glass just a toothful. No ?

Well then, come, try the least drop of Curacoa."

But I 'ye other duties, which I discharge
In warily steering the Civic Barge
Through St. Stephen's storms, whirlpools, rocks, and shoals,
Safe and sound, with a cargo we '11 say of coals.

That MAJOR BENIOW what ow OWSKI, he
Not half a Remembrancer ain't, to me

;

And I gets a small pittance for all this here,
Which is under a couple of thousand a year.

" LEFT-OFF CLOTHES FOR THE COLONIES."

THE "
old clothes

"
fraternity are advertising very briskly for left-

off clothes for the Colonies, with a view, no doubt, to a sort of Holy-
well Street aristocracy that some people are desirous of establishing in
Australia. Considering the many scamps that have attained to wealth
at the

"
diggins," and knowing the slavish precedence that is always

accorded to the possessors ot gold, we may anticipate a peerage of

regular "roughs, should an
"
Upper Chamber" be established at the

Antipodes. The old clothes movement, in taking a colonial direction,
shows a sympathy with the contemplated exportations of aristocratic
distinctions to the New World, at a time when the Old World is exhi-

biting a tendency to throw aside its old worn-out habits. Among the
"left -off clothes," we presume it will be a good speculation to include
a few

"
coats of arms, for the use of the Antipodean aristocracy.

The Englishman's Castle.
" THE Englishman's House (says the Proverb) is his Castle ;

"
and

so it is, but then it is a castle which is subject to many attacks (such
as the House Tax, Poor Tax, &c. &c.), and which requires for its

defence no end of shot. The expenses of its support are fearful so
much so, that frequently is the castle swallowed up in its keep.

A REFLECTION (By MECHI). It is not the sharpest blades that
are always the truest steel.
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THE REMONSTRANCE.
London Merchant.

"
WHY, WHAT is THE uss OF YOUR BEING IN A RESPECTABLE

HOUSE OF BUSINESS IF YOU PROCEED IN THIS ABSURD, VULGAR MANNER ? Now,
TAKE MY WORD FOR IT, UNLESS YOU MEND VERY CONSIDERABLY, YOU WILL GO
ON FROM BAD TO WORSE. Y6U WILL BECOME A PETTY HUCKSTER; FROM THAT
TOU WILL, IN ALL PROBABILITY, GET TO EE A MERE COMMON COUNCILMAN

;

THEN AN ALDERMAN ; WHEN, AFTER A COURSE OF GLUTTONY AND TOM-FOOLERY,
PAINFUL TO THINK OF, YOU WILL MAKE A RIDICULOUS TERMINATION TO YOUR
CONTEMPTIBLE CAREER BY ACTUALLY BECOMING A LOED MAYOR !

"

A MIDDLESEX BALLAD.
AIB. " And sJiatt TI-.ELAWNKY die ?

"

A BAIZE board and a crafty 'and,

And a racing print or two
;

Didn't we once just understand,
The sporting gents to do P

And 'ave they fixed the where and when,
And shall the system die ?

Then 'alf a thousand betting men
Will know the reason why.

And shall they
scorn MEB, MATH, and

"
BEN,"

And shall the system die ?

There 's 'alf a thousand in our trade

Who '11 know the reason why.

Out spake FLASH BILLY, blithe and bold,
A horse-shoe pin wore he :

"
Deposits on a race to 'old

Shall we no more be free ?

When we could grasp them in our 'and,
The system used to pay ;

For when rum tidings reached the Strand,
'Twas

'

Shutters up away !

' "

And shall they scorn MEG, MATH, and "BfiN," &c.

A plague upon St. Stephen's wall,
Where not one cove stood true

;

We'll make that PALMERSTON look small,
Tor working this 'ere screw :

The Turf you 'ave betrayed, as 'ow
You swear 'er lists shall die

;

But 'alf a thousand betting men
Will know tlie reason why.

And shall they scorn MEG, MATH, and
"
BEN," &c.

Great Politeness to Nicholas.

OUR own ships have waited, whilst the Russian frisate

Aurora has occupied a Portsmouth dock. We have supplied
NICHOLAS with the work of shipwrights and the stores of our

Dockyard. This is Christiaulike, and according to the

ABERDEEN policy expressed by the Premier at the Mansion
House. It is said the Noble Earl, in the excess of his

benevolence, would if he might even go further: not only

furnishing the EMPEROR'S frigate with English stores, but

with English sailors.

THE CITY CORPORATION. If this Corporation is com-

pared to PLATO'S Republic, .it can only be as "a KNIFE,
FORK, and PLAT(C)O" one.

THE ROYAL EXCHANGE CLOCK.

IT is a common saying in the City and elsewhere that "Time is

money," and we cannot wonder at the existence of the maxim, when
we look at the cost of the represent ative of time at the Royal Exchange

no less than 2605 Os. 8d. -having been paid for the Exchange
Clock. This sum is at the rate of about 217 per hour, taking the

clock to consist of the usual number of hours, or nearly 40 per minute,
if we make a calculation rather more minute.
The cost of the Clock is made up of a variety of items, which, for the

enlightenment of the public, we subjoin.
s. d.

thought that bells and clocks were to be heard rather than seen
;
and

that a clock, like the costermonger's horse, n.ight be excused for being
a "rum un to look at," if it's being a "good un to go" could be relied

upon. The approval of PROFESSOR AIRKY may be very satisfactory

as far as it goes, but until we can look upon the loss of 2605 0*. Srf.

as an airy nothing, we can hardly reconcile ourselves to the facts

we have called attention to.

Clock .

Alterations
Bells and Chimes
Alterations

Recasting
Befitting .

700
224 18 6
615 17 4
290
650
124 4 10

2605 8

It must be inferred from this, that after the Clock had been pur-
chased for 700, it resembled the donkey

" what wouldn't go," and as

there was nobody to cry
" Gee Wo!" with the expenditure, 224 18*. M.

was sunk in alterations. As if the Clock itself was not sufficiently

costly, it was proposed to convert it into a toy by having bells and
chimes attached to it, which have already caused an outlay to the tune
of upwards of One Thousand Pounds a very pretty tune, no doubt,
but hitherto the only tune to which the Bells and Chimes have con-

tributed, for they cannot be got into play anyhow. The Common
Council, however, will not admit there has been anything wrong in the

matter, because
"
PROFESSOR AIIIEY declares the bells and clock the

most beautiful specimens of workmanship ever seen." We should have

NEWS FROM THE THEATRE OF WAR.

OUR latest news from the Theatre of War is from Astley's Theatre,
where the War with Russia is being carried on with unflagging energy.
Last night, the Russians had entrenched themselves in a strong position
iii front of the enemy, and the Russian General, WIDDICOMB, turned the

right wing a wrong one having been turned by the negligence of a

scene-shifter. The enemy were in position at nine o'clock, and a

French officer made towards a standard, which he eventually carried.

On Saturday afternoon a body of Russian soldiers received their pay
from the treasury, which is understood to be amply supplied,
lu the evening the battle was resumed with great vigour ;

but both

|

parties eventually laid down their arms. The Russians w;ere much

harassed, and set fire to Moscow in several places with bits of tow-

steeped in spirits of wine. The city burnt with great fury for nearly
an entire minute, when it was terminated by a decisive blow from the

;
mouth of the master carpenter.

A POLITICAL PROBLEM SOLVED.

WHY are diplomatic papers called Circular notes ? They are called

Circular, because they frequently arrive at no Uefinite end. ,



A NEW CHIME FOR BOW BELLS.

DON'T TURN AGAIN, WHITTINGTON ;

DON'T BE LOUD MAYOR OF LONDON.
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HEADING THE (DRAMATIC) STARS.

TIE other day we
read an account of a

few complimentary
words having been

spoken by the EM-
PEROR OF RUSSIA
to a French Opera
dancer, from which
some Gobemouche
had drawn the in-

ference that there

would be no war
between Russia und
France. Upon a
similar authority we
might announce that

there is no possibi-

lity of any collision

between 1 ranee and

England. At one of

the performances of
" TOM " MATTHEWS
as English Clown,

during his engage-
ment in Paris, the

Emperor Louis NA-
POLEON was seen to

applaud. It might
also be inferred that

the British Government stood pledged to support the Constitutional

cause in Italy, because COSTA is a Sardinian, and is usually employed
to preside at the piano when a concert is given at the Palace.

OUR TOURIST IN PARIS.-No. 11.

"On, I say !

"
says old MARTINGALE, bursting in upon the Tourist's

morning meal,
"
I saw such a stunning play last night. Don't mind

my weed, eh ? I am not much of a playgoer myself, you know. Youiii *-*t -r ft \* -rr i Ml 1. 1 1 i

chink
" was overcharged ; but the honest bourgeoisie drowned all dis-

content with obstreperous applause. They haa uo doubt whatever
that Lais was quite as bad as she was represented.

Before the audienes had well dried their tears by a promenade in the

foyer, they were all laughing themselves into fits over a comic piece
which certainly was very funny about the children of Albion. A
partypf French pleasure-seekers find themselves in the full-flavoured

and highly-coloured atmosphere of London, and enter an hutrl kept by
a lady in a straw hat and Highland kilt. (The fashions of dear old

England have, apparently, varied somewhat since the wanderer left

her shores.) To every demand for victual or drink made by the
famished travellers, the short-petticoated lady replies that it is im-

possible, purceque c'esi Sonday. And the whole party come forward to

sin,' in the pleasant manner of French vaudevilles,
"

C'est Sonday,
Sondeiy, Sunday," &c., and make everybody laugh very much. Certainly
it was a perfectly good-natured joke, and after they had lashed them-
selves in the drama we could not complain of being tickled in the farce.

A nice old gentleman who occupied the r.ext stall to the Tourist,
and availed himself of Monsieur's lorgnette, asked whether we love to

ridicule Frenchmen in a like manner on our stage; and, being answered
in the negative, seemed disposed to congratulate him>clf that his

countrymen were free from ridiculous customs, follies and vices.

"Pardon, my dear Sir: behold all the difference. Your writers are

spiritual and ingenious, but they want one thing conscientiou

They care little tor truth and justice if they can only say a good thing.
The piece which has diverted us both so much supposes an audience as

ignorant of us and of our manners as if we were Tartars or Japanese.
A sketch so coarse and unfaithful could not be presented to even the
least instructed play-goers of London. Forty years ago, I confess,

when we had no intercourse with your charming Paris, they would
have received it with delight at the first theatre of the King. But now
they know too much ; and any of our writers who should set himself
to laugh at the grand nation without careful and candid observation of

them in their own country, would be only making himself ridiculous.

Now the more a traveller becomes familiar with the people among
whom he lives, the less occasion he finds to smile at their peculiarities.
He discovers good sense where at first he

only
saw eccentricity, and

the material for mockery crumbles away when he attempts to grasp it.

And hence it arises, my dear Sir, that almost the only sure way to
raise a laugh in England against your witty compatriots is to carry out
and improve their ignorant caricatures of us."

"Monsieur, it is impossible to say anything more true or more
profound. Permit me to hope that, as the two sisters recognise each
other's noble traits, they will never smile to deride, but only in
admiration."

night was a fizzer, and no mistake
;
and a fellow sung no end of a good

song in it," continued the dramatic enthusiast, jingling half-a-dozen

sovereigns in his two hands in time to the tune he hummed,
"
Chink

chink, chink chink, toodle urn turn ti, chink chink, chink chink, tootle

urn turn ti. Clipping, by Jove
;

all about women not caring for love,
or hops, and that kind of thing, but only for tin. How it must have
riled them. I believe it 's quite true, and yet I don't know either.

Some of one sort, and some of another, I suppose.""
Oh, I can't tell you the plot. It 's a young fellow who goes away

from home, the reprobate, and falls into what is called
'

bad company,'
and one of the bad company pretends to be spooney on him, and it 's

all very jolly at first. He swells about and spends a tremendous lot of

tin, in the same way that TOM HILTON and fellows of that sort are

doing now. Horses, and dinners, and champagne, and jewellery;
nothing is too good for him. And then, to mend matters, he takes to

play, and of course is extensively legged by others of the bad company,
and is ruined, in short. He tries to hold on by borrowing of old

Shizty-per-Shent, just like fellows we know in town
;
and he comes to

grief, and the mercenary female cuts him when she finds it out
;
and

it 's very affecting. Everybody cried all round the house ; and, upon
my word, I couldn't help doing a little in that way myself. Now,
mind you go and see it. I intend to go every night till I know that

song by heart." And he went away, warbling
" Chink chink, chink

chink,' and smacking the sovereigns in h's pocket.
More difficult critics than MARTINGALE had spoken well of the last

of that chain of dramas in which Lais is made the heroine, and the bad
or good side of her character is the point of interest. The Tourist,
therefore, willingly installed himself with his double-barrel in a
fauteuil d'orchestre, and was forced to acknowledge the admirable con-
structive skill with which French dramatists ply their craft. No
wonder our practical fellow-countrymen are tempted to carry off such

capital ready-made articles, instead of being at the pains of hatching
their own clumsy originals. Equally admirable was the acting for

ease, gaiety, and power. At the pathetic parts the audience wept
freely, as my friend had said. There was no shame or reserve. One
old fellow, with a cropped head and great grizzled beard, was quite
inconsolable. He mopped his face with a red cotton handkerchief, and
sobbed as if his heart would break. The severe moial of the piece
seemed to displease certain ladies in beautiful bonnets, who mur-
mured disapprobation. The satire conveyed by the piquant

"
chink

RUSSIAN REVOLUTIONISTS.
THE Russians are not commonly supposed to be revolutionists,

though the slaves of a sanguinary Autocrat are just as bad as Red
Republicans. However, it appears that they have embraced that
revolution in naval warfare which is destjned to result from the adop-
tion of COLT'S Revolver. Armed with this instrument, these tools of
absolutism are likely, in effect, to prove the most destructive levellers ;

flooring their antagonists right and left. Should those antagonists
ever be British Tars, it will be a great disgrace to the Admiralty if

]

the QUEEN'S sailors have no better weapons than the superseded old

pistol and common cutlass wherewith to encounter the crew of NICHO-
LAS. It is to be hoped that they will be supplied, without delay, with
arms that will place them on an equality with whatsoever foe they

I

may be called upon to conquer; so that they may defy old NICHOLAS
and all his crew, and repel all the other assaults of the enemy, i

Tricks, but not Honours.

LORD MAYOR SIDNEY, in presiding the other day at a meeting of
those

very
common people, the Common Council, expressed himself

excessively "anxious for the honour of the Corporation." We are

delighted to have it in pur power to relieve LORD SIDNEY from further

solicitude, by entreating him to cease from all anxiety for
"
the

honour" of the Corporation, as we can assure him that the alleged
cause of his anxiety does not exist.

THE DANGERS OF INFANCY.

THE two serpents that HERCULES strangled in his cradle were a
couple of bottles of DAFFY'S ELIXIR and GODFREI'S CORDIAL. If he
hadn't killed them, they would have killed him.

THE OLDEST LAWYER.

WE see announced the
"
Death of the Oldest Lawyer." Hour old

he was, we cannot say but we always thought
"
The Oldest Lawyer

"

was what is properly called
" THE NICK, or TIME."
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WHERE IGNORANCE IS BLISS, ETC.

A DONKEY AND A MAYOR.
PLUTARCH delighted in parallels -. Punch takes pleasure in the like

intellectual exercise. Our friend of the Notes and Queries speaks of a
"
vast quantity of donkeys

"
at Malvern (lor at that favoured place

donkeys are measured by the peck and bushel). And amongst these

donkeys was, until lately, a very superior ass named, for certain

achievements performed in the cause of the late QUEEN ADELAIDE,
the "Royal Moses." It seems that the good QUEEN was wont to be

carried on the back of Moses at the time simply Moses, and no more
to the summit of the thymy hills of Malvern ; Moses, no doubt,

inwardly rejoiced and comforted by a knowledge, or at least suspicion,
of the preciousness of the burden (for he carried 100,000 per annum)
that honoured him : for even asses have shrewd instincts in the

presence of the Royal and the great. Well, HER MAJESTY being
about to leave Malvern, rewards the old woman whose property Moses
is : at the same time, with her wonted benevolence, inquiring if she
could do any further service, likely, in this world of nice distinctions,
to give in return for the many rides on Moses the old woman a
lift. After a while, pondering the matter, the old woman said"
Please your BLESSED MAJESTY, give a name to my donkey." Now,

as the animal was an ass upon four legs, there was no precedent for

bestowing upon him a baronetcy or even a knighthood . he could not
be called SIR MOSES ASINUS, BART. neither dubbed simply SIR
MOSES. Otherwise, in the latter ease, we doubt not the good-natured
QUEEN, calling ior a bulrush from the ponds of Malvern, the donkey
sagaciously going upon his knees, would have been melodiously com-
manded to

"
Rise, SIR MOSES." The four legs, however, stood"in the

way of such an honour. Therefore, QUEEN ADELAIDE, looking bene-

volently upon the donkey, said "Henceforth, be known to all men as
the ROYAL MOSES." A peck of beans would, probably have been
quite as acceptable as the regal prefix ; nevertheless, the ass like the
ass of Peter Bet!

" the ass, with motion dull,

Turn'd, on the pivot of his skull,
His long left ear!"

The dignity was thus loyally acknowledged by the ennobled donkey,
and QUEEN ADELAIDE departed. And the glory of the Royal Moses
grew exceeding bright. Everybody would ride him. "That roan
shall be my throne," cries Ifotxpiir. "For that Moses I proposes,"
cried every Cockney visitor. What was the result ? No ass could
bear to be so put upon. The ass died : but it is said has left several

'

sons behind him; one and all called, even as the sire, "The Royal
Moses." But tlus is a miserable imposture an ignorant, wretched
ambition. Asses assuredly asses on four legs have no hereditary
titles. There can lie but one Royal Moses the sons are simply
donkevs, and no more.
And London supplies a parallel with Malvern. Once upon a time

(for at a critical moment she proved herself a shrewd, worldly-wise
old woman) to inquire her opinions upon the conduct of our MAYOR,
scll-burtlieued with the crystal glory of a gracious PRINCE. We have
received her answer, and duly give it :

" To MR. PUNCH, The owner of the Royal Moses as was, of ;

QUEEN ADELAIDE of blessed memory [i/tis is writfor me hy the Parish
;

Clerk], presents her duty to Mr. Punch, and searching her own bosom
'

for what was there when she was emboldened to ask a favour of HER
MAJESTY

"
The owner of the Royal Moses as was (his sons are like him, as

beans are like beans) thinks the MARE as will trot about with the !

PRINCE, only (iocs it that he may copying of me say,
'

Please your I

Rojal Highness to give a name to my donkey, or mare, as the case :

may be.'
" And this, Mr. Punch, is my belief, judging from the secrets of my ;

own breast. And am
"
Your Humble and Dutiful Servant," The owner of the Royal Moses," Her X mark.""

P.S. Donkeys always on hand."

"Thus, the old dame of Malvern, divining aright, our CHAI.LTS may
ask, or hint "Please your Royal Highness, give a handle to my
challice."

OBITUARY A LITTLE IN ADVANCE.
DIED the other day, by Act of Parliament, that time-honoured old

nuisance, the City of London : very sincerely execrated by all who
knew it, its civic brethren alone perhaps cxeepted. Though sudden
at last, its death, by no means, was an unexpected one: for in the

public estimation it was known that the deceased had long been
sinking. Among the causes which chiefly led to its dissolution, we
believe especial prominence must be given to its findness for good
living. Its favourite dish perhaps was turtle soup, of which its con-

sumption was habitually enormous. We believe it has been even
known to devour as many as four hundred quarts at a single dinner.

Gluttony, however, was not its only failing. Its love of
"
good

things
"
was by no means confined to those of the dinner-table : for

its appetite for venison was more than equalled by its thirst for wealth.
We might enumerate many acts of extortion by which its existence
was rendered infamous. The blackest of these however was. we
think, its coal-tax

;
of which its imposition was regarded as such, in

more than one sense of the substantive, being justly complained of, as
a burning shame, by all who suffered from it.

Another failing of the deceased was its utter want of taste in

everything but what had emanated from the kitchen. Of this the

strongest instance was its strenuous upholding of Temple Bar: an
ugly structure, but for the keeping up of which people had to pay
pretty handsomely. Nor was its sense of smell loss impaired, ap-
parently, than that of taste : as was shown especially by the strange
degree of fondness it evinced for Smithfield Market, although that

place was continually in bud odour.

Throughout its existence, the deceased was extremely subject to
fits - of indiscretion which it is thought materially impaired its con-
stitution. Perhaps the most distressing of these was that which
annually recurred on the 9th of November, when it experienced for
hours a congestion of its arteries, which seriously impeded its vital

circulation. In some of its later paroxysms, the deceased so far forgot
itself as to betray a slight attention to the Arts, to which it previously
had maintained the most complete indifference except, indeed, to
that which we now see daily advertised as the

"
Art of Dining."

It is expected that the funeral will take place in the middle of next
week, when the LORD MAYOR of course will officiate as Chief Mourner.
Service will be performed by one of the Sheriffs, whose officers hays
long discharged that duty. We are not aware that any monument will
be erected to the deceased, though a column to its memory will

probably be placed in the pages of our contemporaries.

Temple-Bar must be Removed.
THE past week affords another argument for the removal of Temple-

Bar. On Tuesday last, a distinguished Alderman having to go west,
was stopped by the fog at Temple-Bar. Fog and alderman were both
so thick, it was impossible that both could go through together. We
have not heard how the dilemma was settled.

there was a Mayor. Now, this Mayor would take upon himself the
burden of the reputation of a Ro\ al Prince ; would carry it at public
meetings ;

would
especially

insist' on trotting with it into Hyde Park?
And for what purpose ? We Punch have written to the old woman
at Malvern, the owner of the dead Royal Moses, to inquire of her

THE PRESENT FASHION OP BONNETS. A lady dresses first, and
then puts on her bonnet. The bonnet is, now, completely an

"
after-

thought."

GTEAT THEATRICAL EVENT. The last week has produced art

entirely new translator !
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THE FRENCH " FUSION " AT FROHSDORl1

.

HE papers an-

nounced the
other day in "se-
cond editions,"

by "submarine
and electric tele-

;>," the im-

portant tact that

the DUKE DE
NEMOI. its IKII!

called on the

COUNT DE CHAM-
HI uu) at Frohs-
dorf ;" and a sub-

ut commu-
nication brought
the equally im-

portant intelli-

gence that the
PIIINCE DK CIIAMBOKD had since returned the pall. How it, can signify to Europe
in general, or to England in particular, to be told that these two princes are now on
Tinting terms is a puzzle to us, who look upon the affair with as much unconcern
as we should have felt at the intimation that JONES had been to ROBFJISON'S, and
that RoiiiNSGN had returned JONKS'S card. \Ve suppose, IKUH-UT, thai ;

telegraph will speedily be put into requisition to communicate the progress oi

the fusion through all its stages, from the lirst interchange of the eomentiona
pasteboard, to the final drawing up of a family conipac'. \Vc shall i \peet to meet
with such passages as the following in the columns of our contemporaries before
the end of the month :

"
By Submarine and Electric Telegraph. The COUNT r>E CIIAMBORD asked the

DUKE DE NEMOUBS to breakfast this morning, and the DTK i: DK NEMOURS returnee
the compliment by inviting the PKINCK DE CIIAMUOKD to tea in the afternoon."

"
Jiy Special Courier from Vienna. The representative of the elder branch oi

the House of Bourbon has offered a cigar to the representative of the Orleans family,
who has acknowledged the courtesy by presenting his illustrious relative with afusee
to light his Havannah.

"
Latestfrom Frohsdprf. The COUNT DE CHAMBOKD and the DUKE DE NEMOTTRS

are now, at near midnight, drinking grog together. The elder branch poured in
the water

;
the younger branch has added the spirits ; each of the royal personages

acted as spoon, and after a stirring interview of several seconds, the fusion may be
considered to have been complete."

SHOCKING LOW CHURCH !

IT is proposed by certain well-meaning persons, to erect ragged churches on

purpose only for the poor, the wretched, and the ragged. Probably a church oi

this sort will be built in the district of ST. GILES
;
to be dedicated, however,

in honour of ST. JAMES, the patron saint, whatever his square may think, oi

ill-dressed church-goers. We are getting on in matters of this kind. We are

making a sort of railway progress. I5y and by we shall have churches for different
sets of people ; first, second, and third class churches. They will be churches of
different orders, not only architectural but social. Perhaps the third class won't
be covered in, and in that case it might be constructed on the simplest model of a
Greek Temple ; the rather, as the whole arrangement would certainly look

i somewhat pagan.
Matters being thus in train rather on the broad gauge line, with an inferior

! terminus, some may say the adoption of steam-organs might be suggested,
1

together with the substitution of locomotives for clergymen, as soon as scientific

improvement shall enable us to construct such engines, capable of performing their
duties mechanically.
The Ragged Churches, we suppose, will be built of ragstqne ; the pulpit-cushion,

the altar-cloth, will be all rags. The clergy will officiate in tatters ;
so as to pre-

clude the possibility of any surplice controversy, by rendering it impossible to tell

what kind of vestments they have on. The church will be ragged, the parson
ragged, the congregation ragged all ragged together. Perhaps, abo, the doctrine

ought, in a manner, to be ragged too; for, suppose the Church Triumphant to

correspond to the Church Militant, and it would be requisite to preach a Ragged
Heaven. And though there is one place for the poor and another for the ricn in

this worlJ, it will be well for the rich if there is not one place for themselves and
another for the poor in the next.

How to Prolong the Life of a Secret.

j

IP a secret is a little weak, and looks as if it was likely to die, there is nothing for

i recovering it equal to a cup of tea but then the tea must be administered by
!
the hand of a lady, rather advanced in years. After a cup or so, the secret will

|

imbibe fresh strength, and will be good for, at least, another ten years. N.B. This

remedy has never been known to fail, more especially if there happen to be two or
three elderly ladies present, and they take good care, at the time the secret is

recovering, to give the poor thing plenty of circulation.

THE AUTOCRAT'S ANTHEM.
FOR Law and Ruth, and Faith and Truth,

With my jackboot's heel I '11 spurn 'cm!

acks, o'er the Prutli,

infvndar in

Hot with blood-drouth from North and South,
Let my grim lielil-battcrics thunder

('horn-" from each inm mouth,
In n ' 'ui'und !

\o laurels grow in Russian snow,
Southwards I must look to earn 'cm,

By cheat ing friend and robbing foe
\IIH

con.) adar in a 'rnmn !

Itich .lass;,'- plain I want for grain,
Bucharest I want for plunder;

I 'vc, knouts for all \vlio dare complain
l/i >J i "wftiudarf

What treaties make for me. I take,
\Vli:i in- make, 1 burn 'cm;

I burrow viiiciv I cannot break
Non cinifiii/i/:/,' hi ./-A/-

With half the \ "Iral rest,
T'other hail" in active blunder

which serves me best)
In 'f'/nrauai nun

ly rights has showed ;

Who to ridicule dares turn 'em 'f

I but chum debts most clearly owed'

A new crusade 1 preach to aid

Christian!* by vile Turks kept under,
U horn 1 'd cum .aouade
Ja i/ii-rntiiii nun <

PETER, THE GHKAT lift words of weight
(All of ROMAN /OFF raw learn 'cm),

Foreshadowing Russia's glorious fate
;

(Nuii niifuiiilnr in eelernum!)
Which is to be Suzerain in fee,

O'er all Europe's tracts, that sunder
The Baltic from the Euxiuc Sea

(In (eternum non confundar /)

Me it doth irk, to see the Turk,
(Abiet max in infernmii .')

Set himself against this Holy Work
(Non confundar in, ecternum /)

Check with a lath a torrent's wrath,
If it sweep you off what wonder r

1

Such is the Turk who'd stop my path
In aternum non confundar !

Finland is ours ; Denmark our powers,
Or has learnt, or soon shall learn 'em ;

Poland beneath our Eagle cowers,
(Non confundar in fptemum !)

The Euxine's eates are Russian straits ;

(Thanks to English heads so dunder)

By us choked up the Danube waits

In atcrnum non confundar !

Who checks my course ? Use fraud and force

Bribe 'em beat 'em brand 'em burn 'em !

The Russian's God knows no remorse,

(Non confundar in ceiernum !)

Forth with the sword, the knout, the cord,

Han?, and scourge, and hew asunder !

With rites like these while I'm adored
In tetemum non confundar !

A House Made of Paper.
WE read in Household Words an account of a house

sent over to Australia, which was made, chimney-pots and
all, entirely of paper. This is not the first establishment
of the kind that nas been so constructed, for looking at

Austria, who never has any money, and is always begging
or money, may we not say that the House of Hapsburgn
wouldn't be standing at the present moment, if it wasnH
or paper ?

MODERN PHILOSOPHY. The Gammon of BACON.
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THE STORY OF A PORTRAIT.

THE FIKST SITTING. FINISHED. EXHIBITED.

MRS. JANE GIMLET ON "STRIKES."
"
Yeast Lane, Grinnidge, twenieseckundiiowemlierhatinjiftethre.

"HONNERD MlSTUR PUNCH,
"UMBLT thankin u for putt in of my last in b!ak an witc,

wich it were red in cur lane an give grate satisfakshun, i make so

bold as trubbel u wuas more. In coorse, SUIT, the prise of coles
cant be unbeknown to u, wich alone in this bitter wether is bad enuf,

speshully to.wun like me as takes in a litel washin wicli i will he appy
to get up yours at a shillin a-dozzen, ceptin shirts an tabul linen, an
have a good dryin ground an no washin powders, wich is a destruction
to fine fronts, used, but am in consekeus very subjick to goiu out in
the dryin ground without my bonnet, an ave the plumbago an Asiatiek

panes in my hips worry bad. To such as me dero coles is bad enuf,
but wen they cum upon the quartern lofe at ninepensliapeny, dins at

hatepens, wich may seme a lite matter, but is not, and all other things
risin too for cumpany's sake, it makes me wunder how JON an me an
our siks shall hever get hover our merry Krismas and appy new yere,
and the frost an starvashuu an all the hot her complemens of the
season. An so the hother hevcnin as me an JON an our siks was all in
bed afore our husiwal time, a goin to try if we could dreme of a warm
fire an a bit of supper wieh as dromes mostly goes by contrairies we
wos worry like to do, I scz to JON sez I, Wot make's coles so dere?
Is it the LORD MAKE a frt iierin of his nest by taxin of em, an callin
it his dooly? ]fwun of his dootics is taxin pore peepul's coles I
wunder wot the others is, I scz, or air the Turks an Rooshans a goin
to file by steme ? I srz, not that i thort so, but i wanted to cheer up
JON who were temmil cast down, poor feller !

"No, sez JON, ithaint, Colliers have struk work and coles is riz
accordm. Then, i sez, its a burnin shame an i wont abear it. It, haint
no ways strange that Turks an Rooshans who air heathens born should
squabhel an fite, an raise the price o' bred for they air savages an
tis their natur so,' as DOCTOR WOTSISNAME srz in the him, but that
sum of our hone pore peepul as avc shared the bred of afllikshun with
bus, wen their worn't too much to share neither, an nose wot our

t be, should go an raise the price of coles upon hus, is

r. But, sez JON, colliers ave sti'trk for wages an u canf

sufferins must

agin all nat ur.

blame them for that. Indede I do JON, sez I, an I spoke hup for I

j

new JON an his mates wos thinkin of a strike. Indede 'I do, Wot
; good did strikes hever do the pore !

J Tisnt honely in coles JON as
I strikes is goin on, but in hother trades, and in hall on em tis the men arid
their wives an children an not the masters as suffers. If the masters
wanted the men wt-rry much as they wood if trade wos brisk they
wood ave riz wages without a strike, but hoffen an hoffen a strike

helps masters to get rid 'of men they dont want, but wouldn't like to
turn hoff. Strikes makes coles dere, arfd likewise .heverything helse-

as the men gives hover makih. But who gets tiie hextra priee^of the
coles and the factory goods ? Why the masters that larf at the pore fules
of men that air takin bred hout of their famlies mouths and hout of
hour mouths too, to put it hinto theirn. But the men, JON, gets
not hin by a strike, but time to lounge about publieks, an spend their

}itel savins an spout their close an things, an drors on their club till

they brakes it, and praps jines a riot an brakes the winders or the lor,
an so gets then-selves into prizzen, an their families into that ouse of

bondage the workus. An here I could speke no more for cryin, but
woke our siks wich cried too, sprshully litel TOMEE, our hel'dest, as
ave a broken chilblane, and air frakshus, an so we cried hour-selves to

slepp, an 1 ope u will print this letter that peepul may see were a strike
falls hardest, and take warnin, tho it be from ure umbel chareoman

"JANE GIMLET."

"Good" of the Gibbet.

^
A jMisEiiATii.E Creature stole a watch under the gibbet at the late

j

hanging^ ALDEKMIN HujirnERy, on the Bench, said "You earne
out to witness the execution of a fellow-creature, but it does not appear
to have done you any good." How odd ! Certainly, no good : lor the

;
thief, with his hand upon the watch, only thought of time, the hangman

; vainly preaching eternity.

WHEN ! When a woman listens to you, she is criticising you.
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w.

' PLEASE MARM, YER BONNET 's COMIN' OFF ! PITCH us A COPPER FOR
TELLING YER."

SCENES AT THE JUDGES' CHAMBERS.

THE "
grandeur of the law," however obvious it may be

when represented by ermine (at a guinea a yard) and horsehair
(at lii'tccu .shillings a pound) in Westminster Hall, is certainly
not very adequately supported at the Judges' Chambers. These
judicial tenements are situated in the vicinity of Cliflbrd's

Inn, and are, every afternoon, the rendezvous of much of the
riff-raff of the attorneys' offices for any seedy clerk is consi-

dered qualified to
"
go before the Judge

"
at Chambers.

Even the Judge himself appears to adapt his costume to his

company, for the scarlet roue is usually superseded by the

paletot,
and those who see dignity in the full-bottomed, wig

look for it in vain in the brown scratch or the napless gossa-
mer. The whole affair has the aspect of a crowd just rushed
out of Holywell Street, or preparing to make an excursion
to the Minories an idea to which the abundance of Caucasian
noses lends encouragement.

AN IMPORTANT NOTE AND QUERY.
ACCORDING to the return moved for by Mil. HUME, we find

that, including Porters, and Gentlemen to Great Seal, Sealer
and Deputy Sealer, Chfiffwax and Deputy Chaffwax. (what
on earth is a Deputy Chaffwax ? ? ? ) Clerk of the Hanaper,
and Deputy Clerk of the Hanaper, Ushers. Heralds, Garter

Kings at Arms, Purse-bearers, Marshals, Lord Chancellors,

Engrossing Clerks, Attorney-Generals, stamps, taxes, and
other equally necessary and indispensable persons, places, and
things the making of a Baron is done for the trifling charge
n! 1 1 Jo. Thanks to MR. HUME, we are put in possession of

this Hume-orous document. But the most important ques-
tion to an Englishman remains unsolved

; and MR. BULL
requests us to make inquiries, whether it will cost him this

great sum before he can make his appearance at the Royal
table on Christmas Day next, as a Baron of Beef ?

A TALLETRANDISM. The worst form of borrower is he who
borrows with the intention of repaying, for you know he
intends to borrow again.

VISIT OF THE THAMES AND MEDWAY

ROYAL COMMISSIONERS ON THE CITY.

THE inhabitants of Parliament Street were lately thrown into a

state of great excitement by the appearance of a lady and gentleman,
who came out of one of the lanes leading from the river, and asked

every one whom they met to show them where the Royal Commis-
sioners were sitting. The gentleman, who rather surlily informed the

too curious crowd that he was FATHER THAMES, was attired in a

quaint and singular garb. "All round his head" he wore, not merely
a green willow," but a profusion of reeds, rallies, and osiers, whilst

his feet and legs were thickly coated with mud and sand, which
made one of the bystanders (a Common Councilman on his way to

the Commissioners) observe, that "the stranger's lower extremities

were most in need of the hosiers." His waist was garnished by a quantity
of bricks, beams, planks, and piles, strung round him without any regard
to order or symmetry, and

; by their bulk and weight, greatly impeding
his progress. He carried his well-known urn under his arm, like an opera
hat ; but, on passing a window in which RANSOME'S Patent Filters were

exposed for sale, he looked wistfully at them, and observed to his com-

panion, that he should like to swop the urn against one. A Kentish
farmer (one of a deputation who had been explaining to the Home
Secretary the connection between the Bank Charter and; the disease in

the hops) recognised in the lady an old friend named MEDWAY, who is

in the habit of staying on his estate for some months in every year.
She had dressed her head with wild-flowers of every hue her gown
was a blue watered silk

;
and from her waist hung, by way ot chatelaine,

a string of locks. A number of keys graced her companion's girdle,

but we are unable to say if his quays belonged to her locks.

Upon the introduction of these illustrious characters to the Royal
Commissioners, the usual question

" Have vou anything to say about
the Corporation?" was put to them, and FATHER THAMES at once

gave his evidence, in his usual flowing style :

" Had for many years been committed to the care of the Corporation,
but had received at their hands nothing but ill treatment. Remem-
bered that many aquatic plants once adorned the whole course of his

stream. Had been told by worthy MASTER CAMDEN that those curious

botanists, DR. PLUKENET and MR. DOODY, found on the Thames

at Westminster, bitter cresses, the three-cornered bulrush, the water
reed grass with an oat-like pannicle, and a great pond-weed with

pellucid leaves. Believed that the same locality could not now produce
a reed worth a rush. Remembered that salmon, lampreys, mullet,
and other fish, used to ascend his stream above Westminster, until

the Corporation suffered that stream to be polluted by various
abominations. Never saw any fish now, excepting those which
were thrown in, dead, by the clerk of the markets. Had heard of
Whitebait

;
but had never seen any. Believed them to be no fish

;

but a composition of lard, flour, and gold-beaters' skin. Had some
Swans still, but they never sang how. Did not think any one would
listen to them if they did, as

'

The Song of the Turtle
' had superior

attractions. Remembered to have heard three of them singing
' Water parted from the Sea,' to MR. POPE, one evening, at Twick-
enham. On another occasion, had heard TAYLOR, the Water Poet,
trying to teach them

' A Boat, a Boat unto the Ferry.' Believed they
ceased to sing when the City gave up its poet laureate. Thought
there should be Writers to the Cygnet in London, as well as in Edin-

burgh, but they must not write in Scotch, as the swans would sing no
Scotch song, except, perhaps,

" Wha "11 buy Caller Herrin ?
" Had not

seen a Naiad for many years, and thought the last had emigrated to
Ball's Pond, and set up as a clear starcher. Had been much reduced
in size by these and other troubles, but regretted to say the Corporation
had taken advantage of his diminished channel to build upon his sides.

Had been accused of shifting his bed. So would the Corporation, if

their bed had been filled with mud and shingle. Thought they should
have kept his bed cleaner. Would like to alter the old proverb, for

their benefit, and wished that
'
as they had made his bed, so they might

lie in it.'
"

FATHER THAMES having concluded his evidence, his sister MEDWAY
was about to offer her statement of grievances, when an usher an-
nounced that the WATER BAILIFF was coming up stairs. Upon
which the two rivers, with fear and perturbation in their counte-

nances, scuttled out of a side door in dread of meeting that terrible

functionary.

A Bad Spec.

NEWS has arrived that
"
the Russians had invested Giurgevo, but

were not strong enough to attack." We can only say. that the
"
investment

"
must have been rather an unprofitable affair.

VOL. xxv. BB
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THE EXCHANGE CHIMES.
B. PUNCH is happy to announce

that the difficulties which have

so long prevented the Royal
Exchange Chimes from being

completed have been removed,
and that the following airs,

appropriate to the present con-

dition of City politics, will im-

mediately be heard from the

G HUSHAM tower. The con-

tractor gives hopes that the

new year will be played in

by them.

The Days of other

Mayors.
AIR. " The Light of other Days."

THE days of other Mayors have

faded,
And Aldermen are past ;

The Cit who hopes to do as

///'// did,
Is hoping much too fast.

For London dooms the clique
to ruin.

She '11 mind her own affairs ;

And the Mansion House see
no renewing

The days of other Mayors.

Those Gresham Chimes.

AIR. "
Evening Bells."

THOSE GRESHAM Chimes, those GRESHAM Chimes !

They take us back to TUDOR times,
When Merchant Princes felt no shame
To bear a civic magnate's name.

That name has sunk below disdain,
No GRESHAM dons the civic chain,
A Merchant Prince as soon would wear
The garb of Beadle as of Mayor.

But Mayors and such will soon be gone,
A new regime is coming on

;

We '11 hope to hear, in better times,
Some GRESHAM hailed by GRESHAM Chimes.

The Curfew.
AIR." The Curfew tollt the knell ofparting day:'

THE Curfew tolls the knell of those whose day
Is done those greedy

"
creatures on our lee"

Woe to the burly phalanx so aufait
At hiding calhpash and callipee.

E'en GOG himself looks lively with affright,
And MAGOG scarce his spike-stuck weapon holds

;

r or CORNEWALL LEWIS sits, prepared to write,
And PATTESON an awful scroll unfolds.

Lament of Lord Mayor's Day.
AIR." Woodpecker,"

I KNEW by the smile that derisively curled
On the PATTESON lip, that my downfall was near,When he said,

"
I can't see ihe least use in the world

Of that gew-gaw procession you mount every year
"

My half-hearted advocate feebly replied,
About

wantonly sapping the customs of yore
But 1 said, "If there's peace to be found in Cheapside,

1 shau t be disturbing it many times more."

What do the

The people want gardens,
Townsfolk look

palely,
Not if they 're rich,
Then they come out to me,
Or with me take a bed, .

But in close London dwellings,
How do they draw breath ?

Bless'd if I know,

Bells say?

Says the bells of St. Martin's.

Says the bells of Old Bailey.
Says the bells of Shoreditch.

Says the bells of Chel-sea.

Says the bells of Hampstead.
Says the bells of St. Helen's.
Says the bells of St. Faith.

Says the Great Bell of Bow.

PENAL DANCING FOE THE PROTECTION
OF WOMEN.

IN a quadrille composed, we think, by the ingenious M. JULLIEN
a lively and diverting effect is produced by the cracking of a whip,
which forms an accompaniment of the tune which the company are

supposed to dance to.

WILLIAM CURTIS, a tailor, according to the Police Reports, was
j
brought the other day before the LORD MAYOR, at the Mansion
House, for having cruelly beaten and attempted to murder his wife ;

who stated on evidence which was corroborated by a policeman that
he ripped up her stays with a penknife, took the bone out of them,
and neat her with the bone till it broke in three pieces ;

then beat her
with her hair-brush, dragged her out of bed, tried to strangle her,
and beat her again with ;i hirge square-cut stick declaring that if she
dared to call put for assistance he would dance upon her body.

^

The quadrille above-mentioned supplies a hint in regard to MR.
CURTIS'S notion of a dance. MR. WILLIAM CURTIS is an uneducated
man. He has not been taught how to behave himself to the gentler
sex. He wants a little instruction in deportment, to which dancing
should be added, as his ideas concerning that accomplishment are

evidently barbarous. MR. CURTIS ehould have been sent to MR. CAL-
CRAFT'S Dancing Academy, and there have been taught to dance with
fettered heels to the smack of the lash resounding on his own bare
back.

The LORD MAYOR consigned MR. CURTIS to Holloway Prison and
hard labour for six months, to give him, as his Lordship said, an

opportunity for reflection and repentance. But the dancing lessons

two, or even three, perhaps, would not have been too many were
wanting to render the reflection profitable and the repentance sincere.

They would have given him an opportunity for reflecting on the nature
of stripes and blows, and for repenting of having inflicted such injuries
on a woman.
Another tailor, JAMES WRIGHT, also brought before the LORD

MAYOR on the same day for the like offence, had hit his wife twice on
the head with a sleeveboard, cutting open her skull in three places,
had struck her with his fist in the face, and continued to knock her
about for three or four minutes. At the Thames Police Office, likewise
on the same day, JAMES CROPLEY, a Lancashire collier, was charged
with committing an assault upon his wife, which consisted in felling
her to the earth by dealing her a blow in the face with a heavy stick
that knocked her nose flat. Six months' imprisonment and hard labour

only, were the sentences on these gentlemen also. No blame to the
MAYOR or the Magistrate. The law at present unfortunately does not

empower them to enter such savages at the School of Correction for
the extra of penal dancing.

Since these cases, others of similar atrocity have occurred, and
continue to occur so frequently as to suggest the existence of a down-
right mania for wife-heating. In other forms of mania the whip has

happily been disused
;
but it is the only cure for this. There is clearly

no other help. Cure ? preventive we should rather say. Dastards
with the fear of the scourge before their eyes have ceased to assail

the Royal person, and would very soon begin to respect that of the
mere female i-ubject. Thus the possibility of being whipped would
restrain them from rendering themselves liable to whipping ;

a con-
sideration which quite conquers the repugnance one feels at the thought
of lashing a human being if such a phrase can be applied to a brute.

Whipcord, therefore, would never, probably, have to whistle, or thong
to crack, to the howl of any such ruffian after all : but, it occasion
were given for such music, we must say our ears would not be too
delicate to bear it.

The present HOME SECRETARY is evidently determined to keep his

department in order, and may doubtless be depended upon for making
Home tolerable to a poor woman, in as far as he can, by warranting her
such protection as a cat-o' -nine-tails can afford against the ferocity of
a brutal husband.

That 's the Way the Money Goes.

A LAW-SUIT has lately been reported in all the papers, with the

appropriate heading of "MONEY versus MONEY." Considering that
law is generally the madness of many for the gain of the few namely
the lawyers we think Money against Money would be a good title to
almost every cause that is tried.

THE LORDSHIP OF LONDON.

THE pageant of the
" LORD OF MISRULE " was one of the zanyisms

of the middle ages. The thing, if not the name, still survives in the
LORD MAYOR'S Show.

A DECIDED FOOL. The man is a fool who, when asked for his
andid opinion, gives it.
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THE SCOTCH PEERAGE IN PERIL.

GOTLAND, having begun
to complainofits wrongs,
seems in danger of being
inundated liy in'

showers of

We cannot be surprised
that Scut land should

itch to ha\e her injuries
redressed ; and we ha\e

now another to add to

the loir.: catalogue ot

complaints that have

recently issimd from the

North Britishers. The

following paragraph
from the Spectator

ot

last week brings to light

a new calamity :

" The floor of the picture

gallery in Holyr i
:

become sn rotten mill nil-life,

that when PtfnMMnttt '

elect a repivM'niiimc. ihf

greatest riiiitiim is

to prevent disaster. The
Commissioner!) of Woods and
Forests are about to provide
the proper remedy of a new
oar."

It is evident from the above account, that there is something very
rotten in

the foundation which the Scotch Peers have to rest upon. It would seem that

when tin; Scotch lairds assemble to elect a, representative, they are obb'ged to "tread

softly," not because theirs is "hallowed ground," but because it. is crumbling
like the rottcuest specimen of a Pierage which the banks of the Thames, with

its tottering tiers of worn-out barges, could furnish. We can imagine the heavy
Scotch Peers proceeding to an election with such caution, as to be compelled to

avoid every hole in the floor, lest any of them should inadvertently put their foot

in it. We shall not be surprised to hear, some day, that when the members had
assembled on the floor of the house for the despatch of business, they went com-

pletely through with it.

THE "FUSION" OF THE BEEKBUNG COUSINS.

(From our Eotherhithe Correspondent.)

"
I HASTEN to inform you of an event, which, if the estimate of the actors them-

selves is to be taken, will cause the utmost excitement throughout this country
and the Continent. On this subject your readers will be judges in a petty

locality small things seem large and the preternatural importance which is here

given to it may deceive me into false calculations.
"
You, like the rest of the world, are well aware that a feud of no ordinary

virulence has subsisted between the elder and younger branches of the house
of BEERBUNG, which so long supplied all the Publicans (and a good many of the

sinners) to this locality, and indeed dictated to the magistrates of Limehouse, and
defied the authorities of the Commercial Docks. You remember that when LEWIS
BEKKBUNG lost his licence, and the

'

King's Head* was shut up, things went on any-
how in the parish ; everybody opened public-houses, keeping the shutters down
Sunday and week-day alike, and at last we hardly knew whether our heads were
on our shoulders or not. Then the military came in, and we got on better; and,

subsequently, the other LEWIS BEERBUSG (who was given to oysters) and his

brother, CHARLES DICKS, had the
'

King's Head' again. DICKS took in preachers,
and cheated in his measures, and at last ran off to Scotland ;

and then the house
was let to a third LEWIS, who was son to the first LEWIS BEERBUNG'S younger
brother, a very bad fellow, of whom JACK KETCH had the hist accounts. The
BKF.KHUNGS were always a queer set, and this third LEWIS, though a clever fellow,
could not keep the house (which he had named the

'

Pear and Umbrella '), but
had to run for it, and was made bankrupt under the name of SMITU. Then the
whole affair was altered : a committee was appointed to manage the house, which
had a new sign, the 'Three Jolly Colours:' and since that the chairman has
kicked out the rest, of the managers, and has got the licence transferred to himself.

The house is now the
'

Bee and Bavonet,' and seems to be carried on to the
satisfaction of the neighbourhood. V ery good order is kept ; the chairman, who
was formerly in the Ham, and, indeed, sausage line, has married a very nice woman,
and tries to keep friends with the most respectable people about. Indeed, his

behaviour to a rich and rascally tallow-monger who has been trespassing on the
land of some poor neighbours, and stealing their turkey, has sent up UNLIMITED
Loo, as he 's called, in the estimation of all decent folks. Anyhow, he has got
the house which was the

'

King's Head,' and, while he gives Imperial measures,
will keep it.

"
But as the BEEHBUNGS are irrevocably kicked out of the house, they comfort

themselves by squabbling with one another, and talking as if the question was
which had a right to the fixtures. SMITH, the bankrupt, is dead, but has left a

lot of sons, not bad fellows, but with very little brains among them. And there

is a cousin of theirV, who at
present

calls himself SHAM-
MI I am told is a real bore to any one who has to

spend the evening with him), and he comes from tl.

MUtr.Nos, and claims to be the head of

illy. SIUMIUIKK and SMITH'S boys have hitherto

dafrgen drawn, and making everybody la

their absurd i|uarrek Sn \\i r.oiu. has settled iust outside

the parish, and is always sticking up placards, some of

thrni \er> profane, almsi'ig Loo, or anybody who happened
for the ton 'King's Iliad.' lie In

:Icd Frowsy Wharf, ami behaves as stuck-up as if

the palish belonged to him ; sees people with his hat on;
and has got. miraculous !

which he says Mill never dry oil' his head,

he is cracked. The SMITH boys used to make all

i him, and call him
'

F\i n,' and, when then

had the house, they used to stone any one who went to

see him.

"But somehow, SIIAMHOKE and the SMITHS have made
it up. Why, nobody knows; but it is thought that tin'

tallow-monger has been at them, and has promised to

stand something handsome if they will unite to bring

actions of trespass against Loo. However, be t!

<t week do\\ n comes one of SMITH'S sons who
eabs himself (for the\ ha\eall aliitfi-xt KM:K MOOUK to

\\ barf, in his'hcs! clothes, and all being an

knocks three knocks- no more nor less at SH.SMIKUU.'S

front door. He would not knock two knocks, for fear of

being thought a postman; and SH AM IUJHE would not let

him knock four, because that would be coming the swell

too much. SIIA.MI over the blind (which
had crochet lilies on itj, but of course MOORE pretended
not to see him. Tin; muid opened the door, and MOORE
asked if Mi: SflAHBOBB was in.

' What name, Sir?' says
the girl. But SIIAMBORE had bolted through the back

parlour, and was standing on the stairs.
' What do I see ?

'

he shouts out.
' Come in by all means ;

' and he comes
down exactly four stairs no more and waits for the other.

MOORE will not take off his hat until the door is shut, for

fear the neighbours should think he 's nobody, but he

hangs it on a peg, and makes SUAMBORE a bow.
" '

I am glad to call on the head of my family," says

MOORE, kicking out his leg behind, and making the girl

laugh. SHAMBORE makes him say it again, pretending to

be deaf. Then they shake hands, and the girl is sent out

for beer, and they sit down and drink bad luck to UNLI-
MITED Loo, and may he soon lose his licence. And it seems

they have arranged that, if they can kick Loo out, and

Mt the house, SHAMBORE'S to keep it for the good of the

family, until a boy a son of MOORE'S elder brother is

old enough to take the licence ; and, to prevent danger, if

SIIAMBORE'S wife dies he is not to marry again. The

precious couple sat a long time, and MOORE brought in

MRS. M9OSE, and they all grew as thick as thieves ; and
when going away, MOORE, who was tipsy, said he had made
a bridge, or was going over the bridge, or something which
could not quite be understood. Meantime, Loo has told

the police to keep a sharp look-out on the cousins, and it

will be wiry times for them if they are laid hold of."

Two Great Questions.

THERE are two great questions which at present address

themselves to the political mind, and they are both in

! connexion with wages. Without entering into the merits

of either, we may say that in England the great question is,

"How wages are? and in Turkey,
" How wages war ?"

LOVE IN LOW LIFE.

WHETHER much love prevails on both sides between
husband and wife among the inferior classes, properly so

called, of this country, may be questioned, but there is

no doubt that the wives, at least, are much smitten.

THE POllTE IN BOTTLE.

IF Turkey can be enabled to hold her own a few years

longer, she will, there are good reasons for hoping, arrive

at a high state of civilization. There is little doubt that

the Ottoman Porte will improve by keeping.

FOOD FOR IMPROVEMENT. A certain Mare in London
must be rather badly off ; for its chief present nourishment
is chaff.
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SHARP'S THE WORD.
I'LL TAKE SOME HARICOT MUTTON, AND EBNice Old Gent (loquitur).

" UM !

-HAVE TOD ANT A.SPARA
"

Waiter (like thunder).
" "Anico AN' 'GRASS !

"

FASHION AND INFLUENZA.
" THAT fairy form muffled in shawls, FANNY ! why ?

"What sorrow hath swoln and beclouded thine eye ?
.

What can have occasioned the tint of the rose

To abandon that cheek for the end of that nose ?

"
Strange ornament, strip of mere flannel, to deck

That swanlike, that snowy, that statuesque neck !
:

Why sit o'er the fender in such an odd trim,
With handkerchief stanching those red orbs that swim ?

"

"
For shabc, HELRY ! dolt you bake ful so of be ;

You bulkey, preteldil that you diddlet see

The state I ab ill ; do you wait to be told ?

You bust low I 've got a host troublesub cold."

"
But how did vou catch it, love ? where did you go ?

"
"

I cai't thilk, I cal't tell at all, I dol't low."" You don't think damp feet may have brought it about ?
"

"
Lo, I 've worl Ildia rubber shoes whel I 'vs beel out."

"
I think I can tell what has caused a catarrh

Those charms to disfigure, those accents to mar ;

The bonnet, my FANNY, was meant for the head,
But FANNY wears hers "twixt the shoulders instead."

" Oh HELRY ! aid yet it bust surely be oled
Lot clothid the head is the way to catch cold,
Aid followilg Fashiul is what, I suppose,
Bakes be look such al object aid talk through the doze."

Russian Honesty.
THERE is a rigid sense of honesty in the Russian army.

Lately, a sergeant-major was flogged for stealing beyond his

rauk. There is a graduated right of theft throughout all

Russia. Thus, while a mere master-shipwright may steal

some cartloads of oak, a Lord of the Admiralty may pocket
a whole seventy-four. The god of Russia is not, in fact,

NICHOLAS, but MERCURY.

ST. CECILIA AND ST. HELEN.

TOUCHING the subjoined newspaper advertisement :

rjRGANIST. A VACANCY IN THE APPOINTMENT of ORGANIST^ for the parish of St. Helen, Bishopsgate, London, having been created by the death
of Dr. Bexfield, candidates for the office are requested to forward their letters of

application and testimonials on or before the 23rd day of November instant, addressed
to ME. CHCRCHWAKPHN- KICHARDSON, 2, Great St. Helen's, London, by whom all

inquiries as to the duties and salary will be answered.

Mr. Punch begs to ask MR. CHURCHWARDEN RICHARDSON a question.
Would CECILIA PUNCH be eligible for the vacant situation of organist
to St. Helen's parish ? For Mr. Punch has heard that it is the practice
of many vestries to exclude female candidates from competition for the

organist's office. Need CECILIA apply ? Has it been, by the parochial
powers,

"
Resolved, that female candidates be excluded."

CECILIA would be thankful to be spared the anxiety and trouble of

making an application, in doubt whether or not it has been predestined
to be fruitless. One would think that the church of a female saint

would aamit a female musician or can it be that ST. HELEN would
have closed her doors against her sainted sister, the namesake of Mist
Punch, herself?

To multiply, not to diminish, the means of honourable maintenance
for women ought to be the object of all Churchwardens and Vestries

;

as it certainly is the interest ot all rate-payers.

A Whipping Recorder.

Ma. SAMUEL WARREN, Recorder of Hull, loves to season his sen-
tences with plenty of whipcord. This propensity of SAMUEL'S has
been significantly rebuked by LORD PALMERSTON, who has remitted
whippings and shortened terms of imprisonment. We understand
that the judicial poet of The lily and the Bee will in self-justification

forthwith produce another poem, to be called The Cat and her Tails.

A DIRTY BUSINESS.

THE Magistrates of the City of London can scarcely be expected
to come out of the present Commission with clean hands, after having
fingered every ton of coals within a circuit of twenty miles. -

HJ !

Nurse Abrd . "DID IT WANT A BIT o' TURKEY, THEN?"

A FERTILITY WELL-GROUNDED. Periodicals are the dead leaves
that fertilise the soil of Literature.
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THE MANCHESTER SCHOOL OF POETRY.
VERY pleasing advertise-

ment appeared lately
in

the Manchester Adver-

tiser, an advert i

which all who are in-

terested in literature

will be glad to see. Here
it is :

WANTED,
A POET.

A tradesman who wlaheB
to advertise his wares exten-

sively, wants a Gentleman
who can Write Advertising
Poetical Effusions with fa-

cility. Apply by letter, con-

taining specimens of poetry,
to A 8, at the Printer's.

Though poorJOHNSON
or GOLDSMITH would
have been glad of such

an offer, some conceited

brethren of the goose-

quill may look with con-

tempt at the idea of the

application of poetry to

the advertisement of wares. Why not apply poetry to the advertisement of wares

as well as apply Art to their construction? Is not Art-crockery considered a great

thing ? and what is your School of Design for, but to supply us with Art-clothes

and Art-furniture ;
so that in good time we shall have Art-velvets, Art-cottons, Art-

muslius, Art-silks, and Art-satins, for Art-waistcoats, Art-shirt-fronts, Art-frocks,

Art-slips, Art-gowns ;
likewise Art-chairs and Art-tables, Art-fenders, Art-fire-irons,

Art-pots and Art-kettles, Art-coalscuttles, Art-paper for walls, Art-bell-pulls,

Art-pump-handles, Art bedsteads, and Art-washhand basins? The spirit ot the

age requires that Art shall be turned to practical account. He that would prosper

by the poetical Art must utilise it. One way to do so, as good as any other, would

be to sing the praises of candlesticks, for instance, or knives and forks, or haber-

dashery, or any other description of goods ;
what not ? Poets have quite exhausted

their old stock of subjects ; they want a new stock, and that of a linendraper woulc

be as good as any. The lines

heavenly Muse ! the vast assortment sing,
Of JACKSON, JOHNSON, WILKINSON and KING,

for example, might serve for the commencement, and indicate the argument ol

a modem Epic of the Manchester School. The place of the hero in the poerr

would of course be supplied by a power-loom. But the "poetical effusions
'

required as per advertisement woum necessarily be lyrical. Here an abundance

of themes opens up to the bard. Suppose that the wares which the poet is engagec
to advertise are stuffs. It will not follow that his verses should be stuff too

Leaving doggrel to the minstrel of MOSES, he might aim at a really sentimenta

treatment of his subject. He might, with the view of calling public attention

to a silk, write something of this sort :

LINES TO ISABEL.

I SAW thee dancing in the hall
;

The beauteous robe that draped thy form
Had just the free and flowing fall

Of some old statue's ; but, too warm,
Too glowing were that eye and check,
To let thy shape of loveliness

Like marble seem, though rarest Greek,
For all that chaste and graceful dress !

** At 16*. 6d., A. Superior Article and Striking Novelty. Now Selling Off a
a Tremendous Sacrifice. JACKSON AND Co., &c.

The foregoing is merely an attempt to show what might be done in this line, 01

sort of lines. It is no easy job, as a judicious ancient observes, to do common
themes to a T.

Perhaps it is strange, however, that a Manchester tradesman should have t

advertise for a poet. Is there no young man in his establishment that turns down
his collars and grows his hair in ringlets, and has joined the moustache-movement
that would answer his purpose ? In most large businesses there are such young
men, who let off their poetical steam in effusions to the moon, &c., and mcrel;
waste it. Many of these poor young fellows are snubbed and ridiculed, and thu
have their self-regard which is always sensitive irritated and mortified, till they
are driven to all manner of reckless and evil courses ; whereas, by the useful direc

tion of their talent, rendering it subservient to the purposes of the shop, they
would be enabled to fulfil the aspirations that are in them with credit to themselve

and with advantage to their employers : provided they would pay that attention ti

their grammatical studies, which is necessary to the composition of decent verses

even on the subject of a merino or a ducape.

THE REAL AITD THE IDEAL. There is as much difference between the real an<

the ideal, as there is between a castle in Ayrshire and a castle in the Air.

THE EXPENSE OF MAKING A BARON.

THOSE who accept dignities arc usually expected to pay
or them; but, perhaps, if a man has

'

greatness thrust

ipon him "
in the form of a title, it would be rather hard

o make him pay t-120 for an
"
honour

"
of which he was

not solicitous. Before a man can be "dubbed" a knight
IB must "dub up" some 2(X)

;
but it seems to cost

ictween 400 and 500 to make a baron. Last year LOUD
riT/.ROY SOMERSET was changed into LORD RAGLAN a
lonversion which, though it might have been managed as

asily and as cheaply as the pantomime triek of S< >- s \ i>-Si

ifiiTiriirih HAJU.EQUIN, or PANTALOOIC, or CLOW.V
eems, added upwards of 400 to the annual item of civil

uontingencies. It is very "civil," no doubt, to make a

3ommpner into a peer, but when the
"
contingency

"
arrives,

we think the recipient of the, honour ought to be civilly

expected to pay for it. Perhaps, however, I lie better

course would be to do it cheap, and we should hardly think

he dignity of the peerage can he sustained by Mich charges
is we find making up the sum total of the cost of a

3arony.
The Clerk of the Hanaper, or Hamper, gets 24 13. 4rf. ;

>ut why the title of Baron should be hampered with such
an expense it is difficult to guess, unless it is that the

newly-made peer is expected to "wet" his dignity with a,

ew dozen of something drinkable. Deputy Hamper by
virtue, possibly, of some bottled beer gets a guinea ;

and
the

"
porter to the Great Seal

"
has another guinea ; but,

whether the word
"
porter

"
applies to some officers, or to

some beer for the LORD CHANCELLOR'S department, we
lave no means 9f knowing. The sealing of the patent is

costly affair, including
"
Sealer, 1 2s. Grf.

; Deputy
ditto, 10s. 6d.

;
Chaff Wax, 1 2*. M. ; deputy ditto,

10*. &d.
;

" from which we can only infer that, while two
officers are employed in the act of sealing, two other officers

are standing by and
"
chaffing" the operation.

The "Royal Household" receives 104 6>. lOrf. for a

jollification, no doubt; though we suspect that this act

jf High Life below Stairs in tne Palace is entirely without
the sanction of Royalty. Our old friend

"
Garter

"
comes

in for 20, which is moderate, considering how invariably
the recipients of dignities are tied by the leg by Garter's

stringent requirements. The bill winds up with one guinea
for the engrossing clerk, who engrosses very little pf the

profit but a great deal of the trouble, for he was obliged
to engross the warrant and find the parchment.

It costs in all 420 to make a Peer ; and if every
Member of the Peerage is worth what he costs, it is easy
to estimate the value of the Upper House of Parliament.

Our own opinion is, that the Lords would be quite as

precious without the preliminary outlay incurred in their

manufacture : but if something is to be paid on the occa-

sion, we think the money might be better employed than

by melting it in chaff, or any other kind of wax, and

liquidating it in
"
porter," or Hampers of any description

whatever.

A Tap on a Tub.

THE Morning Advertiser, speaking of Louis NAPOLEON'S
new tariff reforms, says that he has effected them,

"
deaf

to the bowlings of the iron-masters and the scowling* of the

coal-owners." One would not deprive the EMPEROR of

one iota of his merit, but we have a
" random recollection

"

that a "scowl" is a thing to see, rather than to hear.

We do think that our friends the Licensed Victuallers are

entitled to demand better grammar for their money. Our
JEAMES would not have so written.

Coronach on the Scotch Lion.

OCH hone-a-rie ! och hone-a-rie !

The Scottish Lion lies fu' sair :

Gude faith, he's tauld sae mony a lee,

We never can believe him mair !

THE IIOLE-IN'ESS OT RAGS.

THE best material for the proposed
"
Ragged Churches

"

seems to be Papier-mache, a material which is now applied
to building purposes, and which proves how the useful and
beautiful may even arise out of rags.
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THE TURTLE BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION
FOB

THE RELIEF OF DESTITUTE ALDERMEN.

WE are glad to inform our

readers that a Society,

with the above benevolent

motive, is in the course of

formation. We need not

say that, in the state of

extreme destitution to

which the poor Aldermen
are likely, in another year,

to be reduced, such a so-

ciety, like every other so-

ciety that has hitherto

been started, will supply
a great vacuum. The use

of Turtle to an Alderman
has become a sort of

second nature
;
and when,

by circumstances over

which unlike the City
Funds he has had no

control, he is deprived of

that great humanising and

aldermanising necessity,

we need not say that a

very great vacuum will be

created in his stomach.

It is to fill that vacuum
which, if filled by the Al-

derman's own resources,
would cause a vacuum in

his pocket as great as the

one that already exists in

his mind that a few cha-

ritable individuals have joined together in sympathy and guineas to

relieve the wants of a large luxurious class of their fellow-countrymen.

Until the prospectus, in due satin paper and gilt-edge form, is issued,

we beg to dot down a few of the principal features of this benevolent

association :

PRINCE ALBERT is to be President of this new charity, if he will

only accept it, in return for the statue which the Aldermen have been

trying to get up in his honour, in the hope that they may be repre-

sented on the pedestal in some humble capacity either as hanging on

to his Royal Highness's coat-tails, or else kissing his princely boots.

Committees will be appointed to visit the different Wards, and some

of the highest ladies in the land have been most eager in applying for

this charitable oifice.

Aldermen who have passed the chair will be allowed their three

basins of Turtle a week. Those, who have not yet coins to that awful

pass, will only receive their one basin, of the usual size of those which

a person pays five shillings for at BIRCH'S.
On the 9th of November the anniversary of the grand LORD MAYOR s

Day the whole body of Aldermen are to be allowed, in addition to

their Turtle, a small glass of iced Punch.
A select number, also, will be taken in rotation, and given a ride in

glass-coaches, that will be directed to follow the precise route that

the LORD MAYOR'S procession was in the habit of taking every
memorable 9th of November. Pocket handkerchiefs will be provided

gratuitously, to stem the grief of such Aldermen for whom the sight

may be too much.
Negotiations are in treaty for the Mansion Hxrase, which will be

unoccupied as soon as the City Corporation has died its unnatural death.

It is expected to be vacant in a year. A better locality could not pos-

sibly be chosen, on account of the number of pleasant associations

that are connected with that building, which was so proverbially

hospitable with other people's money.
Tkise Aldermen who are prevented, by illness or modesty, from

applying at the Mansion House, will be relieved at their own mansions.

All Aldermen will be expected to bring their own basins and spoons.

Any Alderman convicted of bringing up his basin to be filled a

second time on the same day, will be denied any further relief for an
entire twelvemonth.
The tickets, under any circumstances, are not to be sold

;
but it is

hoped, in the event of the expected success of the Association, that

measures will be taken to add venison to the Turtle.

Further
particulars

will be shortly published, with a list of the

bankers and houses where subscriptions are to be paid, and where the

smallest contributions, in the way of turtle or venison, will be thank-

fully received.

A smaller Charity will also be established at least the attempt will

be made in connection with the parent one. Its object will be to

relieve the Common Conncilmen with Mock Turtle.

It is a source of great consolation, to think that these poor miserable

creatures, when they are turned out of their comfortable quarters, will

not be totally unprovided for in their old age. Ruin, it is true, is staring

them in the face; but still their few declining years may be rendered

comparatively happy, by their being still supplied with those comforts

which the custom of a whole life has turned into nothing less than

positive wants. To prove we bear no malice towards those who are

fallen, we wish every success to these
" TURTLE SOUP KITCHENS FOR

DESTITUTE ALDERMEN;" and, as soon as the casseroles are got into

boiling order, we are ready to pay our first subscription.

SHORTCOMING OF THE CITY.

THE City of London is not quite PLATO'S Model Republic. It has

not completely realized its idea of corporate perfection. Not per-

mitting the subjects of its jurisdiction to measure or to carry their own
commodities, it has established corn, coal, fruit, and oyster-meters,

and fellowship-porters, whom it obliges them to employ on terms pre-

scribed bv itself. But it does not carry out the principle of preventing
individuals from managing their own affairs, by prohibiting them from

doing anything whatever for themselves, which it is possible that

somebody else may do for them. It has not established Civic Barbers,

empowered to shave all men who reside within its precincts, whether

willing or unwilling to submit their chins to those officers, and it does.-

not deny anybody the right of shaving himself.

" THERE THAT WAS A PORTRAIT or MY MOTHER'S FATHER, PAINTED

BY LE SANGE, IN 1802."
" LA ! WHAT GUYS OUR GRANDFATHERS MADE OF THEMSELVES !

"

Corporate Asylums.

THE prisons of the City seem, in general, to have been better

conducted than any other of its institutions. May this fact be

accounted for on the supposition that roguery has an instinctive

tendency to provide for itself ?

WHAT BEST CONSORTS WITH THE CONSORT'S DIGNITY.

Tire best monument on which, at present, (and may it he "at present
"

for many years to come ! ) to inscribe PRINCE ALBERT'S abilities and

amiabilities, is to be found in the columns of the Newspapers.
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AN INJUDICIOUS PATRIOT.

E read among the

speeches deli-

vered at the late

Polish Anniver-

sary Meeting, one
which was made by
a foreign gentle-

man, introduced
as a friend of

M. MAZZINI, uud
which concluded
thus :

" Revolution was
called disorder. It

might be so, but the

only way to finish

with disorder was to

make revolution.

(Cheers.) Therefore
it was that he wished
for revolution, though
its permanent success

involved the sad ne-

cessity of the guillo-
tine. (Great cheering.)

These daring
words were ut-

tered, not in the

slummish purlieus of the Square of Leicester, but at the splendid
Rooms of that of Hanover. How proud and glad we ought to feel of

our freedom of utterance, considering that at a place ot fashionable

resort, in an aristocratic neighbourhood, an individual is permitted to

speak 9ut thus : declaring himself boldly on the side of revolution and
the guillotine !

Nevertheless, for the cause of European liberty, it is a pity that this

gentleman had not either had his mouth stopped by the spontaneous
action of the muscles which serve to close that orifice, or shut up by
cries of

"
No, no !

"
substituted for the

"
great cheering

"
which

greeted his avowal in regard to revolutionism and decapitation. The
use and applause of such language must estrange all friends of freedom

except those who are mad. The exiles that indulge in it ought not.

perhaps, to be deprived of an asylum, but they ought to be restricted

to one in which they can be looked after. It is bad enough when
patriots are consigned to the halter by despots, but it is worse when,
having rope given them, they use it to hang themselves. The
EMPEROBS OF RUSSIA and AUSTRIA are much obliged to those who
talk like this foreign gentleman. The revolution contemplated by
M. MAZKINI is another thing, we hope, than that which is advocated

by his indiscreet friend, and to
" make "

which will, in truth, be a

certain
"
way to finish with disorder."

TABLE TURNING AND TRUE PIETY.

A CLERGYMAN, the REV. R. W. DIBDIN, M.A., has pnhlished a

Lecture recently delivered by him at the Music Hall, Store Street,

upon Table Turning, which he ascribes to
"
Satanic Agency," animad-

verting on all who differ with him on the subject ; among others, on
ourselves. Referring to this periodical he is pleased to say,

"
I will only remark that it is conspicuous (like the Times newspaper, which it

echoes), for its consistent enmity to true piety ; its advocacy of Sabbath desecration in

the Sydenham Exhibition, and the Sunday delivery of letters by the Post Office. And
I very much wonder that religious people support it s they do."

If any newspaper discusses the questions of the day generally in a

spirit of common sense, and this periodical treats them in the same

spirit, there must be a general coincidence of opinion between this

Eeriodical

and that newspaper, which MR. DIBDIN may call an eclio if

e pleases. But he has no right to term Punch a consistent enemy to

true piety, because we do not admit that a Christian is bound to keep
Sunday as a Jew is obliged to observe Saturday. And his wonder that

religious people support Punch as they do may be abated by the con-

sideration that religion is not, in all people, allied with superstition, or
with cant and hypocrisy. Religion Punch has always held, and hopes
to hold, inviolate

; but the pretence of it, whether designed to restrict

his liberty, or impose upon his understanding, he has ever denounced
and ever will denounce. Withhold from the child the letter of the
sick

parent ; deny the fagged artizan his breath of fresh air and half-

holyday once a week, under a religious pretext, and Punch will protest

you a Pharisee, and tell you that you might as well forbid him to

extricate an ox, or a MR. DIBDIN, from a pit into which he might
happen to tumble on the Sabbath day. And if lies or delusions are

propounded to his credence, tales, whether of table-talking or picture-

winking, Punch will not be hindered from laughing at them by the
circumstance that they are preached beneath the cover of religion.

Punch never knowingly admits anything into his pages that could

shock the feelings of religious people. For that reason he forbears to

quote from Mil. DIBDIN'S pamphlet an assertion that MR. UIBDIN

professes to quote from the devil ;
a piece of blasphemy too frightfully

shocking to lie repeated. The following, however, may be cited as

specimens of the answers elicited by the Rev. gentleman and a \lit. B.

from a small, square, three-legged table on castors, by laying their

hands on it :

1

1. If there he a Oon, strike three with the leg next the fire-place. That leg was

raised, and struck thrice.

V. If there he a devil, strike so many times with this leg. It did so.
"

3. If the POVK Ixi tin: head of the Church, strike, ic. It did so.
"

4. If MARTIX LrniKI; \v;H a i; 1 111:111, ^trike. Xr. - N" reply.
" 5. I

' was a good man, strike, &c. It did so.
"

6. It' So. : 'id limn, strike, &c. Itdidso.
"

7. If JKSI-S CinusT he come in the tlesh, strike, &c. It did so.
"

8. If salvation lie. of faith and works, strike, Ac. It did so.
"

9. If salvation be by faith alone, strike, Ac. It ili

"10. If l)ii. Ai mi.u be a good man, strike, &c. No reply.
"11. in >K. A' 'Mil. LI be turned Ehreoenborgeon, strike, &c. It did so.
"

12. 1 1 i he a g.rai nnin, strike, &c. It did so (very quickly).
"

13. If MK. TI>S-NA be a good man, stop moving. It continued moving.
"

14. Strike (lie day of the month It struek twenty-eight.
" 15. Strike the hour. It struck seven and a gentle lift of the leg. [It was

half-past seven].
"

Hi. If it be. right to go to a Snciiiian Chapel, ntrike, &c. It did so.
'

17. If it he ri;;ht In go to th- theatre, strike, &c.- It -

"
1*. Say how many years it in since HKK MA.IRSTY came to the throne.

" No one present knew the date of her accession. I may here say, that I asked
several questions on this principle, upon facts with which none ,,f us wen- ac/juainted.

"
It struck sixteen.

" None of us could tell whether this was right or not, and, therefore, one, of the party
left the room to fetch an almanack, and when we had got the almanack we found that it

was right.''

Other ages were given by the table, according to I he Reverend expe-
rimentpr

;
it also stopped when the Bible was placed upon it, like the

similarly possessed moveablcs of MESSRS. GODFREY and GILLSON. At
least so he would have us believe, or be accounted altogether unbe-

lieving. For he declares of Table Turning, that

" Those who have not witnessed its wonders, and dishnlicvo (or attempt to explain

away) the statements of those who have, must be passed by as impracticable subjects,

acting precisely on the principle, of the infldel HUMR, who, because he never saw a

miracle, would have us infer that no one else ever did."

This is precisely the style in which Roman Catholic priests argue in

behalf of miraculous images, and if MR. DIBDIN did not profess a vast

abhorrence of Popery, he might be imagined to be one of the clerical

correspondents of the Tablet. In another place he says,
" If any one doubts my veracity, or questions the possibility of my senses being correct

witnesses in such a case I have nothing to reply to that person. Such an one put*
himself out of the reach of argument; and by such incredulity makes it impossible to

prove anything to him."

We are called upon to admit the infallibility of MB,. DIBDIN|S senses,
as well as his good faith, although we have the opposing testimony

of

F \RADAY, and although, whilst Table Turning is, as MR. DIBDIN him-

self says, practised daily by tens of thousands, there has been no one

satisfactory exhibition of the wonder in public. Punch has tried Table and
Hat Turning. The hat and the table gave signs of beginning to turn ;

which ceased, not at his command to stop, but on his reminding the

rest of the party that they were not to push.
PROFESSOR

MB. DIBDIN,
attainments , - -

two a's. He has also, as above, SOCINIUS for SOCINUS, and for Swe-

j

denborgian, Swedenborgeon. Perhaps he has derived his orthography
from tables, which he mentions as having been found to spell badly ;

indeed, trustworthy as tables are esteemed in matters of arithmetic,

they have never been accounted authorities in regard to spelling.
But MR. DIBDIN is not to be laughed at although he may himself

hold up other people to something less innocent than ridicule. He
observes that

" It may seem very wise and great to laugh down a weak brother; bat surely it is

neither kind nor brotherly."

Nevertheless, it is not easy to repress a risible emotion when we
picture to ourselves a party of weak brethren sitting round a table to

see if they can get the devil into it. MR. DIBDIN says it is necessary
to keep the hands on the table. Does the evil spirit, then, flow out of

the fingers' ends into the mahogany ? and does MR. DIBDIN think that

he has acted as the devil's conductor ? We shall next have Calvinistic

clergymen making pump-handles work, and turning mangles to the

same account as tables, by Satanic action.

However, it is certain that the dreadful nonsense in the book before

us was rapped out either by the devil, or by MR. DIBDIN, or his

friends. If we had any doubt on the subject, we should give them the

benefit of the doubt
;
but we are afraid that none can be reasonably

entertained.

IMPROVEMENT AT GUILDHALL.

WHATEVER may be said against the Corporation of London, it may
be truly said of that great body, that it is a-Goe for reform.
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THE REASON OF PRISON EXPENDITURE.

TUB following paragraph occurs in the Preston
Guardian :

"TiiK COST OF CRIME. The RRVKIIEND ME. CT.AY. the Chaplain
of the Preston House of Correction, estimates tiie loss caused to
the public by fifteen pickpockets, whose careers be lias traced,
inchiilin- the value of the property stolen, expenses of prosecution,
and maintenance ill gaol, at 26,500."

How many schoolmasters might have been had for

the money which fifteen pickpockets have cost the
nation ? and how many more than fifteen boys might
those schoolmasters have prevented from becoming
pickpockets ? and how much larger a sum than 26,500
would have thereby been saved ?

Why cannot this great saving of money to say
nothing of vice and misery be effected ?

Simply because Papists and Protestants, High Church,.
Low Church, and Dissenters, cannot agree as to which
of them shall have the privilege of preoccupying the-

minds of street-children with ideas about which bishops
and doctors diil'er !

GENUINE SENTIMENT.
' A PENNY FOR TOUR THOUGHTS."

'DEAREST, I'M DISGUSTED WITH MY BONNET !'

Love.

(A Prose Definition by MOSES' Pott.)

LOVE comes from Courtship, and Courtship is a
suit that is not made in a day. It is the slow result"

of several measures, and these measures cannot be
taken top carefully ;

but Love at first sight is a readv-

made suit that is entered into at once, and for which,
as the result frequently proves, neither party was in the
least fitted.

SHOCK TO RUSSIAN CREDIT. There has been a hard
run on the Batiks of the Danube. It is said to have
been owing to a panic in the Russian army.

THE RACE OF MAN. It is your favourite that

generally wins on the
"
course of true love."

HUMAN COPYING MACHINES.

EVERYBODY says the law has gone to ruin, and if this is the case, we
can only say that the law has gone where it has brought so many

or in other words, that the lawyers have followed their clients. The
"
profession

" must certainly be at a low ebb when it is reduced to the

degradation of issuing such advertisements as the following, which has
been sent up to us by several Correspondents, who have cut it out from
a Birmingham newspaper.

WANTED, immediately, in a Country Solicitor's Office, .1 WRITING
CLEKK. lie must understand Abstracting, Engrossing, and Accounts. Salary

about 13s. a week. Unexceptionable references must be given. Apply to
,

Solicitor,'.Birmingham.

We have been fold that
"
necessity has no law

;

"
but it would seem

that the law is reduced to the last stage of necessity, or it would never
offer such beggarly terms as those specified above to the very meanest
of its myrmidons.

"
Thirteen shillings a week "

is about one-third
of the pay of a journeyman carpenter, and less than a third of what
may be earned by many of those who are out "on strike" for higher
wages. The poor wretch who is offered thirteen shillings a week must,
it seems, understand

"
abstracting ;

"
but we should fear that he might

try his abilities in endeavouring to "abstract" something from the
cash-box of his principal. It is evident that the lawyers, having been
curtailed of their power to fleece the public, are determined to take it

out of their unfortunate clerks, and if blood can be got out of a stone,
an attorney is just the man to perform the operation.

A MUFF DROPPED, by a young Lady, on Wednesday last, in the Regent'sd 1'ark, between the Botanical and Zoological Gardens. It is rather rich in appear-
ance, bnt extremely heavy; has very long hair, and nothing whatever inside. Any
one, falling in with tin: above, is perfectly welcome to the acquisition, as the Muff
became stich a dead weight, cohtinmilly banging about, and wanting to be carried
everywhere, that the Young Lady, not being able to henr it any longer, was really
compelled to drop it. The Muff may be known at any time by its baying red hair,and answering to the name of CHARLES.

Town and Country.

IF, by any remote accident, the Russians were to take Constantinople,
it would be a curious realization (says young BAKER STREET) of the
Ituss in Urbe."

SCOTLAND HUMILIATED.

TUESDAY the 39th of November, 1853, was celebrated as a day of

humiliation iu Edinburgh; and the humiliation consisted in making
the day as much, like a Scotch Sunday, as possible. Recollecting as

we do : 1st, That there is more drunkenness in Scotland than anywhere
else in the United Kingdom ; 2ndly, That there is more drunkenness
on Sunday in Scotland than on any other day ; and-, 3rdly, That the

day of humiliation was a close resemblance .to a. Scotch Sunday; we
may draw the inference that: the

"
humiliation

"
must have been com-

plete. We have -no doubt the number of those that were either moved
by the spirit, or kept from the power of moving by the spirit, must
have beea enormous, on the occasion alluded to.

ORIGINAL SKETCH BY MR. PUNCH'S LrrrLE EOT.

Add this to your Dictionaries.

CORPORATION. Noun. Derived from corps, Fr.,
"
deceased body,"

oraiio,\a.t.,
"
speaking," and ration, Eng., "victuals," and means a

moribund body, good for nothing but feeding and spouting.

EXCESSIVE MILDNESS OP TIIE SEASON. A Hansom Cabman took

Sixpence for his fare, the other day, without saying a single word.

>Tm'",l liy William Brdbury, of No. 13. Upper Wotnrn Plare. In the 7>nri.h of St. Pan*n>., and Frederick Mullet! Evans, of No. 1, Church Kow, Stake PJiwinRi
Office IB Lombard itrcet.ui the Preciuct of WhMelriar!, in tlie City of Lonlon, and Published by them at No. M, Fleet Street.ta tie 1'ariJi of St. BridcVin tue Citr of Londou.-SAnaAi,liecmber"lOj 1S53*

njrton, both in the County of Middlesex, Printers, at tbeitr
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"A STATUE TO ALBERT."

(A M,l'j>!y after MOOEE.)

"A STATUE to ALBERT," said CHALLJS enchanted,"
I '11 start in the City ; the thought is divine."

Tin: thought was conceived, and he now only wanted
The ear of the public to it to incline.

He wrote a few letters to people to bore them,
And ask them to second his fawning intei.t ;

But so coldly the public appeared to ignore them,
Thai he saw they too plainly perceived what he meant.

"Oh how," cried SAM WILBERFORCE,
"
think of enshrining

The PRINCE by himself ? the proposal is dim
;

But with it the Great Exhibition entwining,
We '11 get in adroitly a stalue of him."

The bargain was struck, and the project to dish up
They flew to a meeting, the plan to propound ;"
Adieu," whispered CHALLIS,

"
you "re not the first bishop

Who 's kept his position by shifting his ground."

" DO YOU BELIEVE IX THIS TABLE TALKING, MATILDA, THAT THERE 's SUCH

A l-'l'SS ABOUT?"

"On DEAR No ! WHY, THE OTHER KVI-.MM; A TABLE WAS ASKED HOW
OLD I WAS, AND IT BAITED OUT FORTY ! RIDICULOUS ;

WHEN I' M
THUKE-AND-TWKNTT TILL NEXT MARCH !

"

AGRICULTURAL BRUISERS.

THRASHING, bruising and milling are now carried to such

perfection by machinery that every housekeeper may thriii-li

his own establishment, every father of a family may do his

o\yn bruising, and every man may have the luxury of a prival c

mill on his own premises. At the recent Cattle Show, our

attention was invited to a
"
compact hand mill," calculated to

do an immense amount of bruising, and to give a regular

good dressing at the same time to a certain quantity of flour.

The newspapers are continually asking us whether we bruise

our oats, and intimating that if we vigorously assault our
corn it will serve us as well again, from which we infer that

every blow administered to our oats will be the me:nis <>l"

an extra blow-out to our cattle. We wish our agricultural
friends would tell us whether the bruising system would be

applicable to anything else beside corn, and whether we may
sately. in addition to bruising our oats, give occasionally
a black eye to a potatoe P

A NOM DE GUERRE. The French papers talk of ABERDEEN,
NOT apropos of the Turkish Question, as the

"
ci-Dirau jeune

A PLAN FOR THE SIMPLIFICATION OF
PUBLIC ORATORY.

MR. PUNCH, who has suffered so much from the inordinate long-

windedness of our public orators in general, and of our senators in

particular, that he can thoroughly appreciate the misery which it must
have inflicted upon the nation, has, of his own free mot ion and consent,

meditated and devised a scheme, by which the nation will be released

from the pain of hearing, and our public men from the labour of

uttering speeches ;
whilst the former will still have the conviction that

its representatives are taking pains to express its sentiments, and the

latter will still have their vanii.y gratified by the belief that they are

making a sensation. Mr. Punch has read in the works of MESSRS.
Hue and GABET (two missionaries, in whom the humour of RABELAIS
is combined with the kindly fervour of LAS CASAS) that the Lamas in

Thibet who have more prayers to recite than they can get through in

a day, without suspending their ordinary avocations are in the habit of

employing what they call Tchu Kor, or turning prayers. These are

large but light cylinders of wood, placed on an axle, and inscribed with

a great number of prayers in Thibetian characters. The devout Lama
gives the Tchu Kor a push, which sets it in motion for a considerable

period, during which tie goes about his secular business, and leaves

the performance of his religious exercises to this pious whirligig.

IfMr. Punch were acquainted with the Lamas, he would suggest
to them that by the help of a little simple machinery and the aid of a

turnspit dog, they might prolong their prayers for a period quite

beyond the strength of their own ingenious but imperfect instrument.

But as it is, he contents himself with recommending that Tchu Kor,
or talking cylinders, shall be introduced into the House of Commons
without delay. So many of the speeches made in that assembly have
no sort of interest for it or for the public, and are dictated only by the

desire of the Members to acquit themselves of a duty to their consti-

tuents, that they might as well not be uttered at all. And as no

speech is supposed to influence a division, or gain over a vote, whilst

many give rise to much bad blood, and to endless misunderstandings,

prevarications, rejoinders, and recriminations, it would be as well that

so fertile a source of mischief should at once be dried up ;
and that if

Members must talk, they should do so only through the medium of

the Tchu Kor.
Each Member might have his peculiar cylinder, surmounted by a

bust of himself, and carved from that tree, whose properties were most
in accordance with the characteristics of his oratory or his politics,

Thus the cylinders of LORD BROUGHAM and MR. DISRAELI, that

pungent couple, might be carved from the prickly pear: those of

MR. NEWDEGATE and MR. HENLEY from the sloe
;
that of MR. HUME,

the Senior of the House, from the elder
j
that of SIR ROBERT INGLIS,

from the cherry, as he is the BOB chert of the high Tories; that

of MR. BRIGHT, from the aspen; that of MR. BHOTHERTON, the

Vegetarian, from a large turnip ;
that of MR. LUCAS, from the bramble ;

that of MR. COBDEN, from the (good) service tree; and that of LORD
PA.LMERSTON, the universal favourite, from the poplar. (Oh !)

The members might attend to turn their own cylinders, or the
"
Turner of the House of Commons "

(for the duties of the Speaker
would be at an end) might go round and set in motion the cylinders of

those whose opinions he wished to circulate. The Irish members

might be gratified, yet without any
hindrance to public business, by

the simultaneous gyrations of all their cylinders ; a number of others,

inscribed with the words Hear ! Hear ! or Question ! might always
be kept going ;

and if any honourable gentlemen chose to inscribe on
their Tchu Kor words descriptive of cock-crowing or braying, they

might make fowls or donkeys of themselves without hurting the

feelings of others. In short Mr. Punch is so interested in his scheme,
and so anxious for its development, that he pledges himself to have

Toby in readiness to turn LORD JOHN RUSSELL'S Tchu Kor, on the

very first night that the scheme shall come into operation.

CONSERVATIVES IN ILL ODOUR.

IN whatever sense of the word the Corporation of London has
conserved the Thames, it has not made that river a conserve of roses.

VOL. xxv. c c
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CORPORATION TABLE TALK.

HE serious importance of

Tuble Talking has been

recognised by the City of

London Corporation Com-
mission, who have ex-

amined, as a witness, one
of the Mansion House
tables. The answers which

they obtained by its means
are important, as bearing
on the question of Alder-
m.'mic agency.
No sooner had the Com-

missioners placed their

hands on the tabli' 1h;m
it began to move, evidently
not from any involuntary
muscular action, for to

whatever extent those

p-entlemen pushed their

inquiries, they did not

push the table.

The following interrog-
atories were then put to

the table, which rapped
out the corresponding
replies in the usual man-

ner by striking with one of its leys, once for the affirmative, and twice for the

negative, or giving the floor a knock at, each of the several letters required to form
a word, as the Chairman ran his pencil over the Alphabet :

1. How old are you ? The table rapped so many times that the Commissioners
were tired, and directed it to stop, which it did.

2. Are you older than the oldest inhabitant ? Yes.
3. Did you know WALWOETH ? Intimately.
4. Was WHITTINGTON a man or a myth ? Both.

5. Was he LORD MAYOR or LONDON P Yes.
fi. Three times ? Yes.

7. Used he aud the Aldermen to dine together ? Some-
times.

-%8. What was the principal delicacy at their banquets ?

Kapped out
"
Ox."

9. Was it rousted? Yes.

39. Whole? Yes.

it. With a pudding in its belly ? Yes.
12. Was there venison

pasty ? Yes.
18. Did a Member of the Corporation ever eat a whole

one ? Yes.
14. Name the individual ? Spelt

"
GOG."

15. Was he an Alderman ? Yes.
16. Who was MAGOG ? Happed "Mace."
17. Do you mean that he was Maoebearer ? Yes.
IS. For what was he celebrated ? Drink.
19. How much would he imbibe at a sitting? Ans

wered
"
Hogsheads."

20. Of iced punch? No. Of ale? Yes. Of canary?
Yes. Of Malvoisie P Yes. Of each? Yes.

21. Were statues erected to GOG and MAGOG to com-
memorate their exploits ? Yes. In eating and diinking ?

Yes.

22. Are you in suffering? Yes.
23. _From the effects of overloading ? Yes. From

Gout ? Yes. In one of your legs ? Yes. Can you move
that leg? No.

21. Does the recollection of what you have had to bear
disgust you ? The table heaved violently.

25. Does conscience torment you P Yes.
2(5. On account of the charities which you have served

to consume? Yes.

27. Have you often groaned under your burdens ? Yes.
28. Give the number of tureens of real turtle which

you have borne in your time. Rapped to the number
of twenty thousand, and was continuing, when the time
having arrived for the adjournment of the sitting, the
examination of the table was postponed to another day.

FACTS FOR COCKNEY NATURALISTS.
SETTERS are a kind of dog kept exclusively in poultry-yards, for the

purpose of assisting the hens in the work of incubation.
There are curious couples to be met with in the natural as well as

in the social world. Thus Rooks and Pigeons are almost always found
in company; while the Oyster but rarely appears without a Swallow.
The habits of the London rabbit (specimens of which may be ob-

tained at any poulterers) are extremelj curious, and interesting to the
naturalist. Though wild at times, it is easily domesticated, and will
eat from the hand as well as from the pie-dish. It frequents in the

day-time the tops of water-tubs and the bottoms of areas : while at

night it is generally found on the tiles. When pleased, the animal
makes a soft purring noise

; but at night its cries are loud and piercing,
and seriously disturb the neighbourhood which it infests. Its ears

partake rather of the
"
crop

"
order than the

"
lop," and unlike the

country species, it has a long tail. Unlike that species also, it is said,
in lodgings especially, to be omnivorous.

Salmon of large size may be caught pretty freely in the Serpentine
nearly all the year round with a hook.
The author of "Nosology" asserts that human beings are distin-

guished chiefly by the nose
;
and the remark may be extended to the

inferior creation, for there is scarcely a creature but has some promi-
nent feature for the naturalist to lay hold of. Thus you may always
know a woodcock, like an inn-keeper, by the length of his bill, while a

woodpecker more nearly resembles an apothecary, from its keeping
bark continually on tap. In the same way, too, cocks arc distinguished
by their combs, and foxes by their brushes.

It is a singular fact that country cats have generally not half the
appetite of London ones. The voracity of these latter animals is

indeed prodigious ;
and hardly less surprising is the variety of their

diet. We have ourselves repeatedly known instances, where in a single
night the cat has been discovered to have eaten about a pound of beef-
steak, and more than three quarters of a leg of mutton

; and we are
informed by a scientific friend of ours, who lives hi lodgings, that he
has even met with cases well authenticated by his landlady, where in
less than a week her cat has consumed half a caddy of his tea, as well
as an entire bottle of his brandy.

Something like Leather.

VJUSSIAN HIDES WELL TANN'ED. By OMAR PACHA & CO.,-** Tanners to the SUBLIME PORTE, Moldo-Wallachiu.

CENTRALIZATION IN THE CITY.

WHATEVER may be the nature of the thinking principle of man, there
is no doubt that the soul of business, Punctuality, is material. This
psychological truth has been judiciously recognised in the practical
philosophy of the City of London, which has devised a method of
insuring the virtue in question, based on a profound conviction of its
IT atcrialitv. Of Committees for General Purposes, MR. THOMAS
ROGERS, in evidence before the Corporation Commission, stated that

" In order to induce Members to attend punctually the Chairman waits five minutes
At tlw expiration of that time In- .Irops his hammer, and then all who are present have
a right to dine with the Committee, but all who come after the five minutes are excluded
from the dinner."

No doubt the attendance is generally full at the commencement of
the proceedings as well as after the subsequent repast. But in ease
the majority of the members are behind time, do the minority eat up
the dinner provided for the whole number ? Should the persons present
at the fall of the hammer amount to just thirteen, does the popular
superstition, that objects to a baker's dozen at the mahogany, prevent
them from sitting down to table in a party of that number ? If so.
does one gentleman retire, or is one more taken in from the excluded
set, and is the fortunate, or unfortunate, individual selected by lot ?

These are questions that suggest themselves to most thinking minds,
though they did not occur to those of the Commissioners."

Domine Dirige Nos
"
ought no longer to be the civic motto. Con-

sidering their characteristic principle of managing matters by appealing
to the centre of the human system, the stomach, a better motto for the
Corporation would be

" Media tutissimus ibis."

An Imaginary Conversation.

PUNCH and ALDERMAN CHALLIS.

Punch. Well, my Ex-LouD MAYOR, is PEINCE ALBERT to have a
statue ?

Alderman C. Ah ! that he shall, please the pigs !

Punch. You mean to say, if it please the Aldermen.
rCiiALLis retires chap-fallen.

EUROPEAN CONCORD. We are happy to announce the Definite
Concert of the Four Great Powers. Perhaps it ought rather to be
called a Quartet ; but that does not much signify : nobody need care
what the coalition is named, if it results in harmony. |
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LEGAL CURIOSITY.

R. PUNCH has been unjustly ac-

cused of heing hostile to the Law-
yers. He rriiuiliMrs tlie charge;
and, in proof of his regard for a
class whom he firmly believes not to
be much blacker than tS.

painted, he subjoins a specimen of
an honest attorney's bill. Mr. Punch
offers it to the profession as a

model, and is convinced that if bills

ot i i^ts were framed on its prin-
ciple, he should hear less of strikes
in the higher Court* that whole-
some striking by

which an attorney
is abated, and the roll lightened.

In ilir. Comfy Court, 1 JIGGER
and that of Common > v.

Honesty. J SQUASH.

ATTORNEY'S CHARGES.
JANUARY 1. Attending plaintiff

JitiUKR, who stated that he was a
Vestryman of Man.lt -lump, and that
in the, course of a rtehrttts upon Hun-
garian politics, which naturally arose
(nit of a paving ami lighting qni-s-
ti'-n, tin- <!etendniit S,'i'Asn, also a

Ve-trymnn, had railed him a higno-
rant hupstart, Intimating, most nnjnstifinMy, that IIP, SIJTASH, would sooner

thft opinion of a juckass upon the point at issue than that of the plaintiff.

Informing JIGGKR that he had better mind his shop and net mind SQUASH. No charge.

FEBRUARY 10. JIGGER calling and desiring to restate his grievances, which
hiid rankled in his mind, taking down an almanack and pointing out to him
that the u-onth, which contained twenty-eight days only, was much too short

t.t listni to such nonsense, and advising him to go about his business,
and also attend to it No charge.

MARCH 12. Attending JIGGER, who came in the evening with a paper, in

which he said he had put his case in the strongest possible light. Convinced
him that he had not, by burning his paper in my naphtha lamp, and recom-

mending him to go home and take his wil'e to the play ... No charge.

Ari:iL 19. Perusing the first page of a letter from JIGOKR, in which he

again stated his wrongs, and entered at some length into the Hungarian
question, and the suspected levities of MRS. SQUASH, the defendant's wife, and

putting the said letter into the fire No charge.

MAY 24. lining at the Derby, and JIGGER coming up very tipsy, and insisting
on entering into his affairs between the races, attending Policeman A 172, and

instructing him to move JIGGER No charge.

JUNK 29. Attending JIGGKR, who came in great glee to tell me that he had
served a County Court summons on SQUASH, when I apprised him of my opinion
that he was a great blockhead, but as he dissented from this view of the case,

taking instructions to conduct the case for him, and subsequently writing to

SQUASH to tell him to give me a look in No charge

JULY 1. Attending SQUASH, and telling him that I hated to see a couple of

neighbours and fellow parishioners squabbling and scandalising one another,
and that they must meet and make it up; when SQUASH entered at considerable

It'].!,'!]] into the Hungarian question, and also gave me some anecdotes of

JIGGER'S rascality, and his daughter JEMIMA'S vulgarity. He consented to

withdraw the jackass, but adhered to the hignorant hupstart . . No charge.

AUGUST 3, Having previously procured adjournments of the summons, my
clerk's attendance to get JIGGER out of the way on a fool's errand, so that

when the cause was called on there was no plaintiff, and the matter dropped.
No charge

SEPTEMBER 4. Attending JIGGKR, who Lad been talking to some jackanapes
of a lawyer's clerk, and had been told that the County Conrt summons might
be resuscitated by a Bill of Revivor in Chancery, which he wanted me
to file, and instructing JIGGER, as a preliminary, to go and kick his new
adviser No charge,

OCTOBER 11. Attending SQUASH, who complained that my client was taking
the law into his own hands, and throwing dead kittens, with insulting inscrip-
tions affixed to their necks, into his, SQUASH'S, shop, with intent to injure him
in liis trade of a sausage maker. To mollify SQUASH, ordering 3 Ibs. of sausages;
and N.l'.

, presented same to my clerk, not having much faith in the defendant's

zoological knowledge .*...........
Paid for sausages . ..26

NOVEMBER 5. Attending JIGGER, who insisted on my coming to the window
to see a Guy, which he had prepared in the likeness of SQUASH, and which he
was causing his sons and apprentices to carry about, with a song containing

pointed satire upon the Houses of Austria and of SQUASH . . . No charge.

DECEMBER 24. Being out In the evening, ordering some spirits for my own
Christmas festivity, and accidentally seeing SQUASH and his wife, instructing
them to meet me in ten minutes in the parlour of the Jolly Snobs, and fetching
Jii;<iKit and his wife to the same place; addressing the parties on their folly,

and insisting on their all joining in a friendly bowl of Christmas Punch, to

which proposition they ultimately assented: SQUASH, in broken accents, de-

claring that, in his heart, he preferred JIGOEU to Lost) PAI.MKRSTON (or real

political knowledge, and JIGGER avowing that some gentleman, of whom he
had read in thu Sunday papers, called HARIBT^DUS, was an unjust party com-

pared to SQUASH. Left them shaking hands, and the women crying over one
another No charge.

Bowl of Punch 60

PALMERSTON PERPLEXED.
IF the energetic Home Secretary had only mentioned to us confi-

dentially of course that he contemplated inviting everybody who <
j

.'iu

use a pen every goose, in fact, possessed of a quill to write to him
on the subject ot any and every grievance, we should have dissuaded
him from the too adventurous act. The daily, and indi ed hourly
contents of our letter-box would, if set before his Lordship, have
convinced him, that ;he corrector of public abuses will find himself

continually buried under a Mont Blanc of foolscap, and enveloped in a

mist of envelopes. LORD I'ALMKKSTON will have less labour (brown

upon him by his official post, than the Penny Post will consign him to

CMTJ' hour of the day. 8

We, however, remind his Lordship to lay down a rule excluding all

anonymous letters from the muiiher of those to which he. is ready to

give attention. Already one enormous hoax has been plajcd ti| on him
l,\ a wag, who, under the signature of

"
OHSKKVKI;," has made a com-

plaint against the City Police of "charging the public with drawn
swords

"
on Lord Mayor's Day, and turning I he Poultry into a sort of

IVierloo. The Home Secret an lia.s already demanded an explanation
from the civic authorities

;
but it has turned out that the horses hieh

rode over the people belonged to a mare's nest, while the only charge

upon the public by the City Police is a ehan-'o of so much in the pound
by way of rate, which is, no doubt, rather a heavy one. We certainly

acquit the police of the massacre imputed to them by LOUD PALMER-
STON'S anonymous friend, who seems to have a little of the assassin in

his own composition, for he does his utmost to murder, by a stab in

the dark, the characters of those whom he is too cowardly to assail in

a straightforward manner.

NICHOLAS'S DREAM.
I WANDERED in a rosy dream,
Where Danube's waters pour ;

And there I saw the Crescent gleam
Upon the farther shore.

When lo ! it seemed to pale and wane,
And through the sky go down ;

Athwart the flood I leaped amain,
And clutched a Turkish Crown.

Oh ! trust not visions, when, to HI,
Ambition they incline ;

That Crescent bright its horns will fill,

Whilst I shall draw in mine !

CURIOSITIES OF THE CATTLE SHOW.

THE annual aggregation of "fatty deposits," at the Bazaar in

Baker Street, has just taken place as usual. It is, perhaps, as well
that the exhibition should be of brief duration ; for, in these days of
"
nuisance removal," we are not sure that the overfed beasts might

not have been regarded as so many accumulations of offensive matter,
and ordered to be got rid of accordingly.
The yearly gathering of agriculturists is, of course, the signal f9r the

circulation of all sorts of puffing hand-bills setting forth the virtues
of some new inventions for puzzling the weak agricultural mind, and
making a demand on the agricultural pocket. We fancy we see a
little turn for irony in one of the announcements put into our hand,
which invited our "particular attention" to an article called the
"
Farmer's Friend," which has proved

"
an efficacious cure of fret and

cholic." If the fanners have not yet left off fretting, here is a friend

indeed; and it is to be had as low as ]*. 8d. a bottle. We should

suspect that the proposed antidote to
"
fret and cholic

"
among the

farmers would be found, if analysed, to contain a good share of

alcohol. Among the "drinks for cattle
"

advertised at the Bazaar, we
find one of a rather startling description, which is recommended "

for

the disease called Hoven Blown Blasted Fog sickness
"

a malady
which we hope neither man nor beast is likely to be afflicted with.

Total Bill of Costs for the year .076
Tiiis it my Bill,

BOLT UPRIGHT, Attorney.

The Religion of the Heels.

WE cultivate sacred music ;
but until recently, from a remote period

of antiquity, we have had no sacred dancing. A gentleman, however,
has just brought out an

"
Evangcline Waltz," wnieh he advertises in

conjunction with a "Flirtation Polka." The gentleman probably con-
ceives himself to have a

"
mission

"
to diffuse the Evangel of CUPID by

the instrumentality of capers.

USE AND ABUSE. The Cab and the Driver.'
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WHAT A SHAME!
Young Lady (inclining to Embonpoint). "I SHALL WANT HIM AGAIN THIS AFTERNOON FROM Two TO FOUR."

THE HERO OF A HUNDRED HURDLES.

Two gallant officers,
a Lieutenant and a Captain of the Fusileers,

hare lately been running a flat race and a hurdle race against each

other. The -amusement was manly enough, and quite unobjectionable ;

though.there is something at
(
the first glance rather odd in the idea of

two British officers competing which can run the fastest, when we
recollect that never to run is the usual practice of pur soldiers. We
are quite sure that the competitors on this occasion will never use

their running powers in the field of action, except in pursuit of an

enemy. The races were well contested ;
the flat race being won

by the Lieutenant, who ." beat his opponent by three feet," which
seems rather unfair, as no man ought to be allowed more than two feet

to compete in a running match. In the hurdle race the Lieutenant
commenced well against' the Captain, but was unable to run him

through having unfortunately slipped in taking the fifth hurdle. The
incident is suggestive of a little parody on the favourite military

song of
"March! March!"

Jump, jump ! Captain and Subaltern,

Why, my lads, do you not tighten your girdles ?

Jump, jump ! make a fair start of it
;

There goes the Subaltern over the hurdles !

Comrades shall many a day tell of the horrid way
(E'en the bare thought makes the life-blood to curdle)

How the poor Subaltern as his luck took a turn
Pitched on his head ere he reached the fifth hurdle.

Jump, jump, &c. &c.

The Best Way of Making Way is to Take it.

SOME persons have such a taking way with them that
"

if you give
them an inch, they will take an ell." Now we should say the Russians
had this same grasping manner about them, and if the Turks had
yielded to them a single inch, by this time they would have taken the
Dardan-elles.

THE GREAT REFORMER OP THE AGE To-morrow.

THE PRINCE, THE PIGS, AND THE PARASITES.

WE think we have at last found a koy to the flvmkeyism of those
citizens who are desirous of getting up an ALISERT Testimonial. The
recurrence of the Smithfield Club Cattle Show has presented the
Prince Consort again before us in the character of a prizeholder by
virtue of a wonderful pen of pigs, which proves His Royal High-
uess's continued devotion to porcine development. We all know the

effect of a fellow feeling, and we are satisfied that the
"
greasy citi-

zens
" must entertain a natural sympathy with those precious feats of

princely care which excite so much admiration in Baker Street. The
Aldermanic mind would easily find an excuse for gratitude, in the fact

that PRINCE ALBERT seeks to give importance to the pig ;
and they

would infer that he who would aggrandise the ordinary pig would not
desire to make little of the London Alderman. For our own parts,
without wishing to .draw a nic.e distinction, we can appreciate the

views of His Royal Highness, and though he may continue to fatten

pigs for many years to come, we should not attribute to him any desire

to see the London Corporation fattening on the spoils it has so long
been allowed to appropriate.

TASKING A BISHOP'S FACE.
'

Ix the course of a speech delivered the other day at Southampton,
the BISHOP OF OXFORD is reported to have remarked that
" There should be Dishops over the Clergy who would weep when they wept, and

rejoice when they were glad."

Under existing circumstances that would be a difficult arrangement.
What with poor curates weeping on their 70 or 80 annual pittances,
and rich pluralists rejoicing at the same time in their several thousands
a year, a Ifehop, in order to sympathize with both, would have to weep
with one side of his face and smile with the other.

THE HAPPIEST HUSBAND UNDER THE StTN.

ADAM had one great advantage over all other married couples an
advantage whicli has been lost to us with Paradise HE HAD NO
MOTHER-IN-LAW ! ! !



ABERDEEN SMOKING THE PIPE OF PEACE.

DECEMBER 17, 1853.] [PUNCH, No. C43.
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THE TROUSER MIND.
HIS kind of mind struts

about, in fanciful costumes.
It Haunts in vagaries, and
is always masquerading
its betters. It is a mind
of colours, but colours
without any union, or har-

monious combination

giving one the notion of
an Irish rainbow, in which
all the hues had quar-
relled, and resolved to live

apart. Nothing is too
broad for it, like a Palais

Royal farce. Its legs are
scored like a leg of pork

only the scoring is fear-

ful in length, so that

nothing can wipe it out,
like the debts a young
man runs up at college.
It is lined all over like a

zebra, and as the zebra is

the animal that is next
to the donkey, the descrip-
tion may be said to fit it

like a second skin. There
is about such a mind the emptiness of vanity coupled with all its noise
not unlike the noise which coppers make when they jingle in an

empty pocket. Everything about it is brassy and loud in fact it is a

perfect oplricleide of loudness that is always in full blow. It gives
you the headache to look at the owner of such a mind. Better
to be right in the middle of the orchestra than sit next to such
a mind at the theatre; the one is the soft murmur of Midsummer
silence compared to the Cochin-China cock-crowing of the other.
It never whispers, but bawls, like the waiter at a cook-shop.
The mind bellows, like the poor fellows outside RICHARDSON'S show

and the greater the bellowing the poorer the entertainment, gene-
rally, within. Its presence is a continual jar a jar of sour and
offensive things, like one of GOLDNEK'S preserves. How it swaggers !

One would imagine the whole street belonged to it. It cannot
sneeze like other people, but makes ten times more noise than any
sneeze demands. It coughs to give notice of its arrival at any place it

bangs the door to give notice of its departure. Its insolence insists upon
the best of everything the seat nearest the fire, the best, bedroom, the
best cuts at dinner, and the best attention from everybody. It always
takes the wall it never gives way to anybody, not even to a lady. If
she wants more room, let her go into the mud ! It keeps its hat on in

the presence of its superiors ; but this is done more from ignorance
than bravado, for it never suspects for a moment that it has any supe-
riors. It stops contentedly in the middle of the room, arranges its two
locks of japanned hair, that descend like two pitcher-handles on each
side of its stony face ; opens its legs, and admires its trousers with an
air of the most supreme satisfaction. The Trouser Mind rarely looks

upward. The head is to it a matter of very secondary importance,
excepting as being a block that carries so much hair. Its thoughts are
all downward

;
and if a person is introduced to it, the first survey is

always to his boots and trousers. It measures mankind by its nether
garments. The other half of the body is quite superfluous. In fact,
the human body would, in the opinion of the Trouser Mind, be greatly
improved, if it could be so contrived as to wear two pairs of trousers
one above and one below and each pair to be totally different. In
the upper regions, a thunderstorm of a pattern in the lower, an
earthquake.

A Confounded Bully.

DID NICHOLAS mean, say, ye schoolmen so clever,
To entreat he might not be confounded for ever ;

Or, did he intend, with presumption unbounded,
To prefer a request to be never confounded ?

The former supposed to have been his petition,
There is hope for him yet in unfeigned contrition

;

The latter 's past praying for merely delusion :

Old NICK has already been put to confusion.

PROPOSALS FOR A NEW ART OF PUFFING.

IT has long been felt that all the old arts of puffing have been

exhausted, and the consequence is that some of the most renowned
masters of the arts formerly in vogue have retired from a field in which
nothing more can be gathered. The poet has departed from the Mart
of MOSES, and the Muses that once hung round the brilliant jet of
WAKREN have deserted those extensive premises in the Strand where

every blacking-bottle used to be, as it were, a jet of the Fount of Castaly.

The harp that once iu WARREN'S Mart
The soul of Musie shed,

Now mutely lies in \V.MI KEN'S cart,
Or under \\ M;I:I s'.s bed.

So sleeps the source of MOSES' lays,
So ROWLANDS' puffs are o'er

;

And heads once wreathed in poets' bays
Are thumped for rhymes no more.

No more by stanzas, songs, and odes,
WAKREN his blacking sells ;

Thi? van alone the carman loads,
The name of WAKREN tells.

Thus MOSES' muse so seldom wakes ;

The only sign she gives
Is when some silly rhymes she makes,
To show that still she lives.

Poetic puffing having been blown to its utmost extent until the over-
inflated windbag has burst and colLpsed, the oratorical style of puffing
having departed with the late lamented GEOIIGE ROBINS, and the
narrative or anecdotical order of puffing having been abandoned by
ROWLAND AND SON, of scented memory, nothing remains but to invent
a novelty. Acknowledging, as we do, that

"
there is nothing new

under the sun," we sit down on a day when there is no sun to be seen,
and on a misty morning in December we ask ourselves whether some-
thing new under a fog may not be perceptible. From the huge cauldron
of pea-soup, which is emblemed in the London atmosphere, we fancy
we discern something, and a new art of puffing is revealed to us in the

shape of a Proposal to combine the Commercial with the Comic, and
to establish on the ruins of WARREN'S fitful lyre and MOSES' muse's
measures a system of comic puffing, containing ajoke in every announce-
ment. In order to show how the thing may be done, we give gratis

a few specimens. We will begin with a few jokes for Royal
Tradesmen.

1st. The QUEEN'S shoemaker may advertise himself as
"
purveyor

of shoes to the whole of HER MAJESTY'S foot," and he may also add
that

"
the good footing on which Royalty stands with the people iu

this country is entirely due to &c. &c., who makes the QUEEN'S snoes,
and who sells highlows, &c. &c. &c."

2nd. The QUEEN'S glover may announce that "the affection enter-
tained by the whole nation for the Royal Kids is entirely due to the
fact that HER MAJESTY buys all her gloves of &c. &c."

3rd. The QUEEN'S perfumer may ask conundrumically : "Why is

Royalty in such excellent odour in England ? Because all the scents
used in the palace are purchased at &c. &c."

4th._The QUEEN'S hairdresser may with a disregard to orthography
which "'is allowable in a perruquier and a punster^ hazard the remark"
that the true secret of the grace and beauty which adorn the hair to

the throne is to be found in the fact that HER MAJESTY'S hair owes
its attractiveness to the hand of Nature and the pomade sold only
by &c. &c. &c."

We could multiply instances over and over again. But as our
object is to suggest a new mine of wealth to those literary men of our

day who look to the art of puffing as a mode of obtaining an occasional
blow out, we shall not proceed to forestall them in their labours, and
take out of their mouths one morsel of that bread which, to the utter
consternation of the poet, is now selling at elevenpence the quartern.

A CITY PROVERB.

(To be imbibed whilst eating Turtle.')

"
SPAKE the BIRCH (in Cornhill), and you '11 spoil the Alderman."

THE MARCH OF INTELLECT. Everybody walking into everybody else !

An Old Lamp and a New One.

THE scheme of the ARCHBISHOP OF PAEIS for instituting a fete
under the name of fete des Ecoles, 1 o promote learning in connexion
with

faith,
is a happy one. Everybody will agree in the sentiment

expressed in his pastoral, that
"
Religion and Science are the two lamps

which enlighten the world." And if by religion he means Popery, it

may be permitted to congratulate him that, happily for the hvjnan race,
one of the lights which he alludes to has put out the other's burning.

AN IMPROVEMENT. The Russian army boasts of a PRINCE SUBSET.
We think it would be an improvement, and only a just compliment to
the aggressive spirit of the Russians, to call him PRINCE DISTURBEY.
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PROPHETS IN THE PARLOUR GYPSIES IN THE
KITCHEN.

stir up civil broth in Portugal; tre.aehf.ry and conspiracies (Hmmgtt
the priesthood art directed agaiitvt the QUKKN and Government of that

country."

Already, the poor QUEEN or POBTUGAL sleeps in the

tomb of tlie BKAGANZAS
;
but even RAPHAEL cannot be

HEN SUSAN, maid-of all- always infallible ;
not even for half-a-crown !

work in the regular and! April is big with events; or rather with one event

respectable family of I that must swallow up every other. MRS. POTTS is a play-

MK. POTTS small City- ! goer, and with the sensibility of her sex, would "ten to

man, witb ambition under [one rather see the Corticait brothers than Hamlet."

his waisteoat to be some !
Therefore she reads the subjoined -with corresponding

day considerably bigger
when the aforesaid

illiterate and super-
stitious SCSAN, wishing
to better herself (a

vanity that is uncon-

sciously shared with her

even by MR. and Mus.
POTTS themselves)
gives

perturbation.
' Scandal or death awaits one renowned in the theatrical world."

This is in April ! Perhaps on the first of April ? It

cannot be BARRY, the deathless Clown, who shall be
snatched from us ? If, then, it should be the the the
" renowned "

but no ! we will not, we caxnot think of

it ! Ha ! ha ! ha ! Sardanapalus is himself again !

MAY is full of danger as of hawthorn. VVnat can the

ready ear . to
| loyal MRS. POTTS think of this ?

EGLANTINE PRIGDUCK, MAES Iia8tcns , ,-, mnt to app ,y tlie tol
.ch to tlle tMin of evil lie

gypsey from .Dames Or has previously laid. The. highest power in the Ian* i. vrinwttly nffiictetl.

It is the earnest pmycr of HAIMIAKL, that the direful influence ot

SATUKN on the ascending degree and radical place of the luminaries
in our beloved Sovereign's horoscope may be averted."

Norwood EGLANTINE
dealing in husbands of

every variety and at the

shortest notice and,
to the

wallet certain silver spoons, afterwards identified by MR. POTTS his own initials

lovingly intertwining with the initials of MRS. POTTS, with the family crest of a

rampant lion licking his tongue at posterity indubitably marking them as his

property
When, we say, SUSAN weeps and knocks her knees together, in a paroxysm

of terror before the worthy and respected MR. SIXMUNCE and the indomitable

EGLANTINE looks callously innocent, calling all the stars to witness that "the gal

giv her the spoons as her own goods and nobody's else's"
When SUSAN is confronted with this alleged fact the respectable part of society

of which Mr. and MRS. POTTS are such very distinguished members, shakes its head,
and wonders how ignorance at eight pounds a year, tea and sugar included, can
be such a fool as to believe in a gypsey ! However, the benevolent MR.
SIXMUNCE commits EGLANTINE to Tothm-Fields, and with one of those paternal
remonstrances that have won for him the proud designation of the Father of

the Bench dismisses the grateful SUSAN to her kitchen, MR. and MRS. POTTS,
with a sudden benevolence, which causes them some after astonishment and

self-congratulation on their goodness, consenting to give the creature another

trial.

Now at the very time that SUSAN was opening her homely hand, that gypsey
EGLANTINE might read in its hard page tlie marriage lines of the hopeful maiden

(who is to give sixpence at most for the glad tidings; the spoons being purely
an after-thought of the gypsey's own) at the very time MKS. POTTS in her parlour
is reading Raphael's Prophetic Messenger; for the which she the educated,
finished MRS. POTTS; for was she not beautifully finished at Athens House,
Wandsworth ? for the which she has, in the best faith and best current silver,

disbursed two-and-sixpence ! Ignorance crieth out in the streets, and everybody
gives ear to her. Our Messenger has, to be sure, a more winning introduction than
even the smiles and musical cajolery of EGLANTINE PRIGDUCK. For it has a
beautiful picture in which the events of 1854 are brought out in bold red, and
blue, and orange-tawney. Louis NAPOLEON is engaged chatting with BRITANNIA

(who is aiking him to run across and take a cup of tea in London, the British
Lion at her side manifesting no objection whatever) the while a very hairy savage
has a dagger upraised at the EMPEROR'S back, and is evidently screwing himself up
to "the sticking place." There are mourning-coaches going to "take up" at

Windsor Castle, with other graphic amenities significant of what must happen in

the year 1854. And for this the enlightened MRS. POTTS (that gypsey is stifl with
SUSAN in the kitchen) has given two-and-sixpencc ;

and that too with the mighty
resolution of getting her good half-crown's worth out of it. Well, MRS. POTTS
begins with January, turning very pale as she learns this fact :

" Tlie square of VKNUS and SATURN denotes severe afflir.t'im to a lady of the. highest rank. The
tranquillity of France is disturbed: much excitement reigns in 1'aris, Lyons, Toulouse, and Home.
Turkey and the regions of the Tigris and Euphrates are sorely afflicted."

This lady whoever she may be has vrry sore afflictions throughout the
twelvemonth ; but then RAPHAEL must earn his half-crown's worth.

In February, MRS. POTTS is informed (and thinks with a shiver of little

WILHELMINA who has not yet had the scarlet fever) hi February :

" MARS retrogrades to the opposition of the Moon in the radix of the PRINCESS ALICE, and indicates a

liability to feverish complaint or accident."

MRS. POTTS has conjugal fears for the health of POTTS, and resolves to insist upon
gutta percha soles. In March

"The retrogradation of MAPS in Vinno in opposition to VBXPK. also retrogade in PISCES, will

But this is nothing.
" The highest power

"
is continually

giving ear to the pro- threatened; a prediction that, in the days of Qu BEN Buss,
phetao gypsey, gives her , woui,j_we doubt not have helped RAPHAEL to the highest
at the same time an

'gibbet . Again RAPHAEL turns the penny upon "our beloved
opportunity to draw into

Sovercign . Iu June lie savs_
her Maelstrom pocket or

"
I DARK NOT fully enter into ALT. the important significations of these

positions and configurations. / pray tltnt the hilth of OIIT.

belot-ed Sovereign may be preserved, in which I am assured her subjects
will universally join."

(Do we not behold BAPILAEL on his bended knees,"
sincerely praying," with the half-crown in his mouth ?)

In July, however, our prophet makes merchandize of the

QUEEN'S children.

" Saturn transits the place of the Sun in the nativity of the

PRINCESS HKLKNA, producing a tendency to disease in the chest, &c., at

the end of June and begi ning of July. The 7th mid 8th are ti-il days
for the PRIXCE OF WALKS, and tlie 19th for the riu.xcE ARTHUR.
Their attendants should carefully avoid accident."

These would have made very
"

evil
days

"
for our

prophet ; evil as pillory and cart-whip could have shaped
them. But we live in liberal times, and the Astrologer

may turn his half-crown upon the probable diseased chest

of the little PRINCESS HELENA, and the threatened dangers
of PRINCES ALBERT and ARTHUR !

MBS. POTTS reads in August that "the KING OF NAPLES
should beware of female intrigue, poison, or the assassin

;

"

and controlling her emotion turns over to September,
where she learns among other not impossible events that
"
great cruelty is displayed towards soti/e female about the

27th." MRS. POTTS thinks October a little slow.
"
Public

writers and scientific men are unsuccessful :

"
and what of

that ?
"
The fine arts prosper !

"
Bother the fine arts :

and straightway MRS. POTTS passes to November, when

" Much excitement reigns throughout the land
;
the long talked ot

invading army mav, under these influences, make its appearance, and
ere many months ' the wolf will come' "

With the intuitive calculation of woman, MRS. POTTS
wonders where on earth she and POTTS are to sleep, if the

Russians which, of course, is meant by the wolf is

quartered upon 'em ?

But this is nothing to what is threatened in December.
MRS. POTTS continues to read with very naturally

increasing fear and amazrment. Fear for HER MAJESTY
the QUEEN, and amazement at things in general !

' Heaven

preserve !" cries the prophet in ominous tones
"
Heaven

preserve the health of our Sovereign, and also of her

people !

"
ending with the new version of a Dead March,

set after this fashion :

" Dark and gloomy clouds hover over us ;
and I regret to add that

during the year 18)5 the significations are still fearfully evil. I cannot

at present discover one ray of hope."

What? Not for half-a-crown? Suppose, then, we
make it three-and-sixpence !

Now, whilst the POTTSKS continue to read the Prophetic

Raphael (it is the vagabond's
"

thirty-fourth year ") in
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the parlour should they wonder at, should they punish poor SUSAN
with the gypsey in the kitchen?

Take care oli, yc masters :nul mistresses! of the half-crowns, and
in good time the spoous will take cure of themselves.

A GOOD HATER OF BLUE-STOCKINGS.

"!F anything could inc ,1 reme horror of Blue-Stockings, it

ami eonsci|uently all the organs, must, if it accomplishes as much as it

attempts, be equal to II .MH^.'S. I'.i i innv K.S'S, U MILK'S, UDVMM'S,
BELLINI'S, DOM/KTII'S; indeed to thi II the great conn

put together. She must be a sort of musical SiiAK.sn.RK than whom
nobody else ever sucecdcd in giving illustrations of Plirenology, or the

philosophy, of human nature.

To illustrate the whole of
Phrenology by Music in one evening must

be impossible. The shortest \vaj to do it would be by means of a

symphony, consisting of no les-, than thirty-live movements, if we are
to consider the ".Love and

"
Alimentivenass

" M established

organs. The latter of tin lie elucidated, musically, by the

introduction of
"
Thr A'/., Beef (if Old Entj/and ;

"
for the former, just

now, the best notion would, perhaps, be the liusnian N hem
turned into nfityur, to MtMiifv l'iti\ci: (ion-ism AKOJT'S troops saving

-t as possible from OMAR PACHA. But a series of per-
formances would be required by the extensive nature of the subject;
for any one organ, taken in all its combinations, might be played upon

of the organs are sti-ccplible enough of

musical treatment :

"
1 'hi lop re >_;< nil ivcm v-," or the instinct of pa

1

and maternal affection, ally of tin- latter, has its melody
intba : in the mir uinu' therefrom,

>vrer from : The
[ILTOK (wh iadvj

might prod it would have to lie judi-
cious of the bagpipes. "Acqiii. .; the jingling of

money, which might bo, expressed by meana of the triangles, intro-

ducing the appro i
if

"
AY'// TO iiriitly n'rr >ae stealing."

"
Sclf-

n
"
would blow its own trumpet, : the want of it being

would be the terrible suspicion "I cannot divest myself of that every 5

Blue-Stocking drinks. 1 fancy that the only person she pavs her 5 ',
f

"
'T'

devoirs to-and those only in secret-is OLD TOM ; and that It is as
d

,

by transition to a,ninoey.

much as she can do to keep her lips away from him. The suspicion is a

very ungallant one, but I cannot help imagining that when two Blue-

Stockings get together, they do love a good soaking. In fact, who
was the goddess who iirst gave her countenance to Gin F PAULAS, to

and her very origin was the result of a drunken frolic, for arebe sure
we not

splittin

told that s 1

':'to tin' world during
>,o\v P.VLLAS is the cor

one of

patroness of all

Blue-Stockings ; and as a public-house is to this day called, in honour
of her, a

"
Gin Pallas," it is not very unreasonable to suppose that her

'

are addicted to the same terrible practice ! It is sad, indeed,
to think and I only hope it is not true that the Tree of Knowledge
should, with elderly ladies, be a Juniper Tree." Anon.

PHRENOLOGICAL ORGAN MUSIC.

HE Philharmonic
Concerts are tole-

rably good ; those
of the Sacred Har-
monic Society are

pretty fair, but

"
Destract-veness

"
could be

"
might come out in the
in a violoncello accompa-

nimeiit.
"
Cautiousness," slow and sure, would sneak iuagcM

A lively allegretto would represent "\Vit." The music of Masonry
would supply some hints for "Construct ivcneis." Then; are organs,
however, which may rather puzzle a composer. No h mea-

that, one can well imagine would give any idea of "Form "or
"
Size," and

"
Locality" would seem to be quite out of the musical

way.
Sins. HAMILTON informs the public, that she will lecture on living

heads from the audience, assisted by the celebrated MRS. CARTER.
"
the JENNY LIND of Scotland." Hence, it seems that the music will

be, partly at least, vocal. It may be surmised that MRS. HAMILTON'S
lecture consists principally of recitative, wliich would be more
suitable than an aria, a bravura, a canzonet, or a part iii a duet,

statement of anatomical and physiological facts. MRS. CARTEK,
we are told, will sing Scotch, English, and Irish songs. There is an
Irish song called

"
Donnybrook Fair," wliich alludes strongly to the

shillelagh, and may therefore be conceived to be very pcitinent to

bumps. England, doubtless, has ballads adapted to various organs
besides the grinding ;

and in addition to
"
John Andersen my Jo" and

many other songs of the affective faculties, there is a particular Scotch
song that might be very useful to a lecturer on Phrenology. MRS.
HAMILTON, in lecturing on living heads, may be obliged to describe the

upper story of some gentleman as being similar in its build to that of

there is isical
^ate '^USH - Any. unpleasant feeling, or objection on his part

entertainmentnow'*
e^ a sta ement> m'g be 'quelled by MRS. CARTER immediately

on, w ic , | Whether Phrenology is made any clearer or not by MRS. HAMILTON'Srealses the

object it aims at

must beat every
other quite out of
the field. A lady,
MRS. HAMILTON,
under the title of

j

musical illustrations of it, we dare say that those illustrations are

anyhow very well worth hearing.

Tine Feeders.

performances, de-
scribed by her as

"Phrenology illus-

trated by Music."
The shallow punster will of course remark that he imagined that the

der the title ol JT appears that the Sheriffs of London are fined from 500 to 600,
1 ractical Phreuo- ; the guise of a subscription to the LORD MAYOR'S Dinner. Now

legist, pro ses, this is a tolerable fork-out, for any one who can stand it, even it

by advertisement, destined to the promotion of a high object, but considering what kind
to

^
give public of purpose it is actually squandered on, we must call it a knife-and-

Ibrk-out that is quite intolerable.

THE CZAR'S CHECK.
THE EMPEROR OF RUSSIA has drawn his monev out of the Bank of

GA.LL and SPURZHEIM; except that the phrenological organ of tune
might, perhaps, sing for itself. However, HANDEL may be considered
to have illustrated the organ of Veneration in his Oratorios; WEBER
that of Marvellousuess in his Der Freischiitz and Ob.ron ; BEETHOVEN
that of Ideality and the organs of the other sentiments proper to man,
in combination with those of the reflective faculties, in his symphonies
and sonatas ; BELLINI and DONIZETTI the organs of Adhesiveness and
Amaiiveuess. Rossi N i might also be adduced as an illustrator of

Gaiety or M irthfulness, and Imitation, or the dramatic organ. But
MRS. HAMILTON'S music, whicli is to illustrate Phrenology at I

PRETTY LITTLE THOUGHT. The Squirrel jumps from branch to

branch, the Flirt from beau to beau.

A REAL SCOTTISH GRIEVANCE. LORD ABERDEEN.

KNOWLEDGE. The Offspring of Thought, but much oftcnsr an
Adopted C.
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"^^~

"A BURST WITH THE HARRIERS IN THE WEST."
"I AX YER PABDON FOR STOPPING OF YE, SlR, BUT COULD YE LEND ME A GlRTH ? MlNE *S A BROKEN."

MRS. JANE GIMLET ON "CRUELTY TO WIVES."
"
Yeast Lane, Grinnidge, Ilaitltedesemlurhatinctfiftethre.

"HONNXTRD MlSTUR PUNCH,
"
Heerin from them as nose u, tliat u wos allus a stikler for

wimmins rites, i use no serrymony in a dressiu of u wuiis more, on
beharf of my seks, as may well be called a fare seks to distinguish hit

from yum, as is allus tretiu own so unfarely. For SUIT, feeinul flesh

an blud c;uite abear no longsr the way in wich husbaus is a goin on,
not that I speke of JON, wich is a good cretur, tho in respek of bein a

man, he cante help aggrawatin sumtimes, but have never liff his hand

upon me, an nose better than to try it on agin wun as can scrub ten

ilores a day, or git up a wekes \vosh for a large famly in fore an twenty
hours. But sum of my nayhors as air not blcsst with a good sperrit and
constant maniwal heksersise, do get put upon terribul, an hiine sure

if u could see the pore creeturs a shoin of cche huther their oouds
an brooses, for hall the wurld like hold soldiers after a battel, an
here wun ou em 'sain, 'My man give me this' here gashly oond
on my cheke bone with a smoothiu liiren, last WensJay wos a
weke

;

'

an hanuther, tellin ow her JIM tuke an run a bradorle into

her sholder, an swore hede skru her to the wall; an a thurd hex-

plainin ow her husban cum home drunk wen she wos aslepe, an tride

to pitch her out of winder (wich she live up three pair o stares) an sed
hede thro her litel wuns a top of her, and ood a done it too, honely her

naybors cum in an purwenled him, just as she wos amost spent with
screechin an prayin, an hangin on by her highlids ; if u cood see an
here all this an more too, as I sees an heres hevery day.ude fele urc
blud a bilin in ure wanes fit to bleeeh ure werry skin. An then wots
our remihydie ?

'

Lor,' I sez to NANCY JONES, the huther day, wen I

see her cummin doun the lain with a blak hi, and her gownd tore, an
hever so much of her bak hare torn hout by the rutes, wich her BILL
had held hisself on by it, wile lie punched her ed,

'

Lor' I sez 'NANCY,
if JON pull my hare so, od rabhit it, hide polecee him.'

'

Donte tell,'
sez she

'

wot's the gude of poleecin of im ? Poleece wood pet him
siks moneths an ard labor, an hoos to purwide for me an litel JAK, an
HOSE JULEENEH, an HAGONES, an SOFIEB, wile liese enjoying of hisself in

Eri/.zcn

? He do kepe us now, and -wede better liv and be bete, than
ecp hole bones an git no brtd.'
" An she do speke no more than the plane trulhe, Surr. Poleecin of

a husban punishes the wife and not im. .
Prizzen gives im a wanner

rufe over, his ed than he ad afore
; prizzen fare cums more .roglar than

his hone, an cante be no planer nor harder nor scantier t'uan wot he ave

leff ; prizzen rcggulashuns kepes im clener an elthier an cumfurtabeller

than he cood be in hour corts an bailies, an if prizzen labour

wos from siks in the mornin till siks in the hevenin, its honely wot
hese bin hused to. But the wife of his buzzum, as ave bin harf

murdered by him, have to slave and drive to kepe bred in the

mouths of his children (an sav NANCY JONES,
'

if it wosn't for the chil-

dren, Idc ave give im back his ring at the werry fust nok he giv

me '), an must wurk arder than hany HUNCLE TOM as ever wos, or

go to the workus, wich few peepul can abide, an hall this she must do
in the hexpektashun of seein of im out agin, an of the preshus hidiu

she '11 git at their next appy ineelin. An so many a pore creetur

newer peeches on the man as is a killin of her, lest she shood bring
herself to dounrite starvashun. But, Surr, if husbands wos to get
as good as they gave, an have a preshus good hidin witli a catoninetales

hevery time they bete their wives, praps the smart of their own flesh

wood teche em not to make huther peepul suffer, and if they wos

flogged nere their one homes, the other brutes as node em, and as is

nat orally kowherdly, would kepe their hands off their wives wen they
sede wot theid get by betin of em. An so I ope ule try to bring about

corprul's punishment for such offences, wich i suppose it is so called

becos the corprals does the noggin in the harmy, and hoblidge your
" Humbel chareoman,

"JANE GIMLET."

The Livery of the City of London.

AFTER the very conspicuous manner in which the City Corporation
has been busying itself in the matter of PRINCE ALBERT'S Statue, the

Livery of the City of London should be immediately altered to that

which is usually worn at Court. As the Aldermen and others do not

mind appearing before the public as flunkeys of PRINCE ALBERT, the

least they can do is to wear His Royal Highness's livery.

THREE THINGS MODERN YOUNG MEN CULTIVATE. The acquaint-

ance of a voung lady with plenty of money shirt collars as high as a

garden wall and a moustache.

l'i Intel by William Bradbury, of No. 13, UpperWoburn Pine*, in the I'arinh of St. FancrftB.and Frederick Mullett Evans, of No. 7, Church Hr w. Stoke Newington. both in the County of Middlesex, Printer*, at

Office in Ltmbard Slrett, in the Precinct of Whitculin, m tlie C tj of London, and Fubliihed bj them K No.S.l'leet Street, In tnc FariBk of St. Bride's, in the City of London. Sxionoiv, l>ecrmber I/,

their
1853.
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NEGLECTED SCOTLAND.
A SENSIBLE SCOTCHMAN writing from

Haddington to the Timrs,

says that
"
the real griev-

ances of Scotland are not

her insulted Lions, nor her
deserted Holyrood," but
lie in

"
her ill-paved, worse-

lighted and undraiued mar-

ket-towns, and in the in-

curable apathy of the inha-

bitants to sanitary reform."
This gentleman says that,

on Tuesday last, at a uncl-

ing of the inhabitants of

Haddington. it was pro-

posed to adopt the drain-

age clauses of the New Po-
lice Act. After an earnest

and solemn appeal from
their parish minister im-

ploring them "to unite wilh
heart and hand in bringing
the influences of pure air

and water to bear on the

wretched homes of their

poorer brethren," followed

by an awful warning from a

medical officer of the town,
"the householders (many
of them wealthy men)

"
re-

jected, by a majority of ten

to one, a bill for their as-

sessment, in order to have
their streets and houses

cleansed, at the rate of lOrf.

in the pound.
A week previously, the

SCOTCHMAN states, the

Haddingtonians had de-

voted a day to fasting and
humiliation in the hope that the pestilence might be averted from them.

Fasting involves self-denial. The Haddington fasters cannot deny themselves
to the amount of 10</. in the pound. They cannot fliug that teupence into the

gutter, to sweep it, although the gutter is poisoning their poor neighbours, and
miiv poison themselves too.

Christians are supposed to wash their faces when they fast. Whether the

Haddington housekeepers accompany their fasting with any ablution may be

doubted, since they refuse to pay 10</. in the pound for washing the ;r town.
By preference, for cheapness sake, they would rather perhaps fast in sackcloth
and ashes

;
but as all sackcloth is now used up in sacks, whilst ashes are carted

away for manure, their fasting possibly consists m wearing their usual clothes, and

sitting still in their usual filth, and doing nothing. Whether they abstain from

anything else from haggis or sheep's head, or collops, or whiskey-toddy in

addition to abstinence from wholesome exertion we do not know.
As to the Scotch Lion playing second fiddle in the Royal Arms, he may bless

the sometime DUKE OF AEGYLK and his stars, and be contented to have any
place there to fiddle in at all. By all heraldic right he ougjit to be ousted altogether,
and his place should be occupied by the more appropriate emblem of a Pig; a

whining, grunting, odoriferous Hog Rampant, sprawling in the filth of towns.

GAM LA GAROTTE.

OUB. friend and contemporary the Sunday Times (whose zeal for the spread o*

Democracy, for the non-suppression of Betting Houses, and for the purification of
the Turf and the Church, we gladly recognise), in commenting upon an excellent
article in which the daily Times dissuades the charitable from encouraging street

mendicancy, has the following startling remarks :

"While on this part of the subject, wo would suggest the impolicy of withholding from the

metropolitan mendicants, whether impostor* or not, the scanty means of support. . . . We would
counsel the old ladies and gentlemen not to hold their htintU, lest the sturdy vagabond, who now
contents himself with extracting pence from their humanity by whining, thould take to strangling
them in the dark streets, as some members of the fraternity have' lately done in Manchester."

Really, Mr. Punch, who believes that in his time he has done no bad service to
the cause of real Democracy (by which he means a system for the benefit of
the many and not of the few), begs to say that these utterances by the "Champion
of Democracy." are more worthy of one of the ruined clients of the Sunday Times,
the Betting House Keepers (who may now be properly termed vagabonds), than
of a respectable journalist with his faculties in 9rdcr. 'Threatening decent people
with strangulation because they decline to assist imposture, is rather a strong
argument. Luckily, there be things called Policemen.

[PUNCH AND HIS PIPPINS.

THE "
immediate apple of our eye

"
is an American

apple, which we happen to have in our eye at the present
moment. It is not an apple of discord, but an apple which
comes home to our very heart's core with its assurances

uf friendship. A Correspondent, who signs himself "THE
AMERICAN ENTHUSIAST, has allowed his enthusiasm to

take the very sensible turn of a present of apples to Punch,
who, while receiving it, proceeds to cut it up ; and, like

some critics, shows his taste by making mince-meat of it.

We have perused the whole of the apples with great satis-

faction, and though we might find a spot here and there.

the blemish is only on the surface ;
for when we descend

a little lower than skin deep, we find the apple quite

worthy of the appellation of the American Prince of

Pippins, which we hereby confer on it.

Interest for Prince Albert's Statue.

GIVE PRINCE AI.HEHT a Statue ''

Yes, certainlv, at the

proper time
; may it not arrive for a thousand years !

But when it does arrive, up with the Statue ; a Statue
which shall have been merited by a highly useful life,

whereof the promotion of the cosmopolitan fair in Hyde
Park will have been one only ainonu I lie remarkable acts.

In the mean time, that the memorial may be worthy of the

hero, put, the money already subscribed towards it out to

increase and accumulate
; by which means, in addition to

the interest which our descendants will take in the work,
we shall also transmit to them compound interest that will

help to pay for it.

A CASE OF REAL DISTRESS.

Political Ins and Outs.

EVERYBODY thought LORD PALMERSTON a thorough-going
Reformer, but since lie has left the Cabinet it would appear
from the Times that his Lordship refused to remain in,

because he is an out-and-out Tory.

A COLLECTIVE BEING. A Tax gatherer.

VOL. xxv. DD
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HARD DEALING WITH A HAWKER.

NOW, all men, that Falconry is no longer a

British pastime, but Hacking continues to

be practised, though, like Shooting, it is

not lawful without a license, and in that

case is punishable by a swinging fine. The
Sussex and Kent Mail contains a distressing

illustration, of this fact
;
wliich we subjoin :

"TUNBRIDGE WELLS. PETTY SESSION,
Nov. 12.

"He/ore J. DBASE, ESQ.

" HAWKISO WITHOUT A LICENSE. MICHAEL DERI.EY
was brought up in custody, charged with selling mats
without a license. The accused did not deny the

charge, but contended that he had a right to do so, as

lie manufactured the articles himself. He had done

the same thing in hundreds of towns, and had never

before been interrupted ;
he had his mother and brother

to support, both of whom were deaf and dumb.

"Ms. DEANE inquired if the prisoner had been

cautioned, and on receiving a reply in the affirmative

(from P. C. MORGAN) intimated that he could not allou- the statement of the prisoner

to influence his decision. The tradesmen of the town, as well as persons taking
out licenses for hawking, must be protected, and he (the prisoner) must pay a fine of

10, or go to prison for seven days.
" The prisoner requested MK. DEANE to inform him under what Act he was com-

mitted.
' Mit. DEANE declined to give the information.
" The Clerk to the prisoner You can find that out when you get to gaol."

Is there any mistake here ? Was it for stealing mats that the prisoner
was committed instead of being sent to gaol for selling them ? If not,

does there exist a law so atrocious as to warrant his committal ? if

there is no such law, breathes there such a magistrate as Ma. DEANE ?

And does MR. DEANE continue to hold a place on the Bench ?

The poor man appears to have had a judge, as well as a mother and

a brother, afflicted with deafness, if not dumb. MR. DEANE was deaf

to his appeal for mercy, and dumb when challenged to justify his

punishment. We cannot say, we hope that DERLEY obtained the in-

formation which he was so kindly informed that he might seek for in

gaol. If no Act existed to warrant his incarceration, he would have a

legal remedy for what morally, at any rate, was a false imprisonment.

.
DEBATE ON THE HUDSON QUESTION.

(JBy slight Anticipation)

IMPERIAL PARLIAMENT Monday, 13th February, 1854.

HOUSE OF LORDS.

THEIR Lordships met at 5, but rose immediately, in order to afford

various Peers an opportunity of hearing what was going on elsewhere.

HOUSE OP COMMONS.

Petitions having been presented, notices of motion given, and
questions disposed of,

Ma. ROEBUCK rose to bring on the motion which he had placed on
the book. He said he should be very short (A laugh.). He could not

express his loathing and contempt for ths vulgar and brutal ribaldry
which could find matter for a grin in a man's appearance. He should
be temperate, as all the world knew he always was (Hear, hear), and
should merely read to the House an extract from a document to which
the Hon. Member for Sunderland had sworn, and which that Hon.
Member had placed on record in a Court of Justice, in which MR.
HUDSON (Order) What was the use of the servile pedantry that
adhered to rotten forms ? (Order.) Well, in which the honourable
very honourable right honouraole would that do ? Member swore
that he had expended certain moneys, or used other means, in bribing
and corrupting members of the legislature to favour railway schemes
in which lie was interested. Conceiving that a legislator who could

bring such a charge against his fellows was utterly unfit to sit among
them, he should without the least personal feeling move that MR.
GEORGE HUDSON be expelled the House of Commons (Hear, hear).
Ma. HENRY DRUMMOND seconded the motion, but only for the

purpose of saying that he perfectly believed every word to which MR.
HUDSON had sworn (Hear, hear). He had last session given Lords
and Commons, aye, and Ministers and Knights of the Garter too, his

opinion of the extent to which, corruption was carried in these days,
and he reiterated his assertions. Still, though offences were to came,
woe to them by whom they came, and therefore he should support
MR. ROEBUCK.
The SPKAKER having put the motion,
LORD JOHN RUSSELL, as leader of that House, said that he should

make very few remarks on a very painful subject. He had carefully
looked into Ma?na Charta, and also into the Bill of Rights, and was
inclined to believe that neither made any provision for the case of a

railway director who should endeavour to promote steam-traffic by
unlawful means. So far they were in the dark. But it was desirable,

nay, necessary, to consider rather the spirit of the cons'.itution than its

exact letter, and he thought that if the House would refer the matter

to a Select Committee, they might attain their object. The instruction

to that Committee would be to inquire, first, whether steam carriages

were known in the days of KING JOHN, and if not, whether any portion
of Magna Charta appeared to bear on the case. Next, he thought, the

Committee might inquire whether, at the Revolution, steam travelling
nad been invented, and how far the Bill of Rights might have con-

;emplated wrongful Railway Bills. On receiving the report the House
would determine on its next step. (Hear.) He moved an amendment
in accordance with his suggestion.
Ma. DISRAELI was the last person to infuse into a question any

dement not patently consanguineous with it
; but, with all deference

;o the noble Lord, he must respectfully inquire whether the noble

Lord's suggestion did not tend to the implicit stultification of the

House. Why, the noble Lord asked the Committee what he had

already told them himself, and did not ask that which it was momentous
to register ; namely, whether in the chancery archives a damnatory
record had been deposited. (Hear, hear.)

COLONEL SIBTHORP said that the noble Lord professed a great deal

of virtue, which was all humbug. Facilis descensus Averni. He believed

all Ministers to be knaves, especially when they most pretended to

decency. Timeo Danaos et dona ferentes. He should leave the House

(laughter) but before he went, he would just say that if the noble

Lord, instead of wallowing in turtle and champagne (laughter), would
introduce wise measures, he should be supported by wise men, himself

amongst the rest. Judex damnatur cum nocens absotvitur.

MR. G. H. MOORE said that had Ma. HUDSON been an Irish Member
he would have been expelled long ago, but such was the beastly
bitterness of England towards his, MR. MOORE'S, unhappy countrymen
that, as Ma. HUDSON usually sat near the Irish Members, he was
allowed to remain there in the hopes that he might contaminate the

high and pure morality which they had learned from their beloved

priests, and which shed a holy and blessed light around their path,
to the utter discomfiture of the bigoted, blatant, and blasphemous
Protestants.

MR. LUCAS confirmed MR. MOOKE'S statement as to the virtues of

the Irish, and the wickedness of the English, and made an animated

attack upon the Church of England, adding an affecting history of the

persecutions to which Catholics were exposed in Protestant countries.

MR. DUFFY, MR. SCULL v, CAPTAIN MAGAN, and other Irish Members

having dilated upon this branch of the subject for about two hours,

L'.RD PALMERSTON suggested he hoped that as a a an Irish

proprietor, he might be permitted to offer a hint to Irish gentlemen

(laughter and cheers), that they were a little departing from the points
which perhaps offered themselves most prominently ;

at any rate a a

so it seemed to him. (Hear.) Perhaps it might be advantageous
on the present occasion to a a sink the POPE. (Great uproar on

the Irish bench.} Of course he meant nothing oti'ensive to His a a

Holiness. (Laughter} Honourable gentlemen had certainly travelled

very far, but, they seemed to have avoided Hudson's Bay. (Shouts of

laughter and cheers.) He thought, really, that as the Hon. Member
for Sunderland was present, he might be asked whether he had

anything to say for himself. English gentlemen were not in the habit

of acting harshly or inconsiderately. (Loud cheers)

AN IRISH MSXRKB. (indignantly). "Are Irish?"

LORD PALMERSTON (laughing).
"
Qui capit illefacit, you know."

There were then calls for

Ma. HUDSON, who rose and said,
"My position is noways pleasant,

and I shall not intrude long upon the ouse. In the first place I

never said, exactually, that I had bribed members of the legislature,

but only that I had applied shares in a way calculated to promote
the interests of a certain company. What I 've said, I 've sworn
to ; and what I 've sworn to, I stick to, of course. I don't see

anything to be ashamed of in what I have done
;
but people differ on

these points, and every man has a right to his own opinion. The
ouse can do as it likes. But one thing I do mean to say, and that is, )

that if the ouse has a bad opinion of me, I 've a precious bad opinion !

of a good many people in the ouse, and out of it too. What was I ?

A provincial shopkeeper, who was lucky enough to make a deal of

money. Very well. Did I court Dukes, and Markisses, and M.P.'s,
and orficers in the Guards, and dowagers, and debbytarntes, and all

that ? Not I. They courted me. They came to my ouse, and ate

my dinners, and nattered my family, because I'd got a load of money,
no matter how

;
and because some of 'em thought they'd get a slice,

the others wanted me to put 'em up to dodges to get money for them-

selves. Same in this ouse. I couldn't come in here, when I was rich,

as the right hon. gentleman in the cheer has seen and knows, but a

mob of young aristocrats, aye and old ones too, all gathered round my
white waistcoat, and were all fawning and affable, and jocose like.

Now, see how they keep away ;
and if I run against them, some cut

me, some o-ily nod. Is it because I'm worse than I was ? No, only
because I'm worse off. My golden sunshine brought out the vermin,
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and now that 's gone they're SOHC too. You may expel mo, hut you
can't niiil.. i, when t hud my big ouse which the French
have taken, how Lords, and 1'arnels, and Guardsmen, and the Hort
NCI I'.lrss. and their females, crawled and cringed and fawned to the

rich Yorkshire linenilrapcr. And if I frit right, as I don't doubt to do,

I shall haw 'em round me again. Money does the trick in England,
and il N despicable cant to say it don't. I am in the ands of the ouse."

The Hon. Member's address caused considerable sensation, especially

ttg certain strangers in the privileged galleries. Mk. HENRI
DKUMMOND was observed to rub his hands with much, enjoyment.
LOUD JOHN Id ssi.i.i.'s amendment was negatived without a division.

Mu. UOKUUCK'S motion was then carried, and, on the motion of

MB. WILSON, a new writ was ordered for Sunderland, vacant by the

expulsion of Mil. GEORGE HUDSON.

THE FASHIONABLE ZOOLOGICAL STAR.

\\~K are sorry to see that the Zoological Gardens have lately got
into the

"
Star system." Not content with a good working company

of bears and monkeys, they must have particular "Stars" to bring the

million in. Some time ago it was a hippopotamus, who made all

London run after him. Then there was the baby elephant, who was
a source of great interest to mothers. After them followed a chim-

panzee, and a serpent-charmer, and a whole forest-full of humming-
birds, and we cannot recollect what else. All of them, however, were
great attractions in their way ;

in fact, it may be said that the animals

lately have completely taken the shine out of the actors. As the

theatres have gradually become more empty the Zoological Gardens
have perceptibly become more crowded. What actor, recently, has
had anything like the success that for a whole season ran panting,

pushing and squeezing after the Hippopotamus? It was a fight of

parasols to get near him it was a joy greater than that of a new gown
to have teen him ! What is the reason of this strange preference ? Is

it because the public prefer Nature to Art? or is it because the

actors speak, and the animals do not ?

However, the "Star system" is not likely to be so ruinous here as

at most places of entertainment. We need not say that the Zoological
Stars receive no salaries, beyond their board and lodging; and they
are not likely to ruin their managers with salaries like those. They
are paid regularly every day at the usual feeding hour, and we have
not heard of an instance of any animal, no matter how popular he may
have been, having struck for more beans, or refusing to make his

appearance unless he had a double allowance of paunches.
The latest "Star" at this establishment is the Giant Ant-Eater that

is to say, if you can call him a Star at all, for, with a tail like his, he is

much more like a comet. It is indeed a tail ! so long is it, that you
imagine it must have been originally published in four-and-twenty
numbers, and that they are here all bound up together. And a pretty
thick volume it makes too ! DANIEL O'CONNELL'S

"
tail

" must have
been a wisp of straw compared to it. It hangs like a small willow
tree only instead of being green, it is a dark badger colour, and, in

texture, resembles some of the long brushes we have seen made of

Indian grass. It is as flexible as a party-politician, for it can be turned
at will to any side. What is the use of such a tail it would be difficult

to say, though as far as that goes, you might as well ask what was the
use of a lady's bonnet, for the one is not worn more at the back than
the other. When the Ant-Eater lies down to sleep, he throws this

voluminous tail, like a Scotch plaid, round him, and we have no doubt
it keeps him very warm. So, you see, it is of some use after all ; and,
for what we know, as he comes from a very warm climate, the Ant-
Eatev may use hjs tail in the summer to fan himself with. We are told

that he is met with in the plains of the Brazils ; but, from his habit of

spreading his thick hedge of a tail all over his body, we should say that
he was much pl'tcner found in the Bush. In fact, it is a complete furs-

bush extending out nearly to the same length as his body. He is a
curious animal, take him altogether. In shape he reminds you some-
what of a German pig, which is not the most elegant object a person
can meet with on a long day's journey ; only a German pig would be
an English greyhound in symmetry by the side of him. The Ant-Eater
is as nairy as a goat, and all along the ridge of his neck he carries a

long frill of hair that stands upright, short and thick, like a long plate-
brush turned upside down. Then the hair falls down his front legs,

taking the form of a pair of black top-boots. These front legs look at

first like hoofs, for the nails, the length of which any woman of spirit
would envy, are turned underneath, and the noise he makes in walking
upon them sounds exactly as if he had got clogs on. His snout, also,
is extremely peculiar, being admirably adapted, from its length and
narrowness, for getting the marrow out of a marrow-bone. It is longer
than any cucumber reared by a penny-a-liner, only gradually tapering
towards the end, in which is enclosed the tongue, to which it seems to

act as a sort of case.

This case is made of bone
; and, really, when the tongue issues

from it, it looks like some very fine surgical instrument that had shot
out of its case upon a spring being touched. We hardly know what to

compare
the snout to, unless it is a very long and thin strawberry

i pottle, that some wicked boys have been tying over his mouth. This

strawberry pottle is his only feature, for his eyes aie so small that they
are rather cjelet holes ihaii eyes; but then, in its great bounty it. more
than ba!anee.s, and leaves a large surplus over, for the miserable

poverty of his other features. \\ e know of no other animal that could
be so easily led by the nose. As for his coat, the hair on it takes
various colours. \ou remark a long stripe of red running by the side

of a long stripe of black or yellow. The colours, on his breast par-

ticnlarly, are as distinct, and the, lines as sharply marked, as the

different-coloured grains you see arranged in a seedsman's window.
The poor animal looks remarkably stupid, but happy. Hep wanders
about his cage in a very inquiring manner, looking for his blessed

ants, whom he cannot tind anywhere, and making with his claws the
noise of a French peasant walking in wooden shoes. He leads a very
fashionable life, being up generally all night, and deeping all day.
There his accomplishments seem to begin and end; for he does not
sii g, nor bray, nor bark, nor low, nor whistle, nor make any noise

whatever, except the one with his toe-nails, which must he particularly

disagreeable during the night to the poor Chimpanzee who lives in the
next cage to him. We tried very hard to dive into the Ant Eater's

thoughts ; but, with all our diving, could not bring up any satisfactory

proof whether the beast was aware of the great popularity he had
suddenly rushed into. Like BYKON, we suppose he awoke one morning,
and found himself famous. Let him not be too conceited, for

"
Stars"

rise and fall at the Zoological just as quickly as at other places.

"MISSUS HAS SENT SOME NEW-LAID ANTS 1 EGGS FOR THE MUMMY-COUUII-
AGUE JEWBEATEB." [Myrmecophaya Jubata. Anglice: Ant-Eater.

Shameful Deafness and Defective Hearing.

THE late delivery of letters, and the illegal retention of books and

prints by the authorities of the Post Office, have occasioned many
remonstrances to be addressed to those officials, but without effect.

The reason probably will be found in a new proverb, which it has
become nectary to substitute for an old one. Instead of saying Deaf
as the Post, it is now usual to say, Deaf as the Postmaster-General.

PALMAM QCI M.EKTJIT.

IT used to be generally supposed that LORD PALMEHSTON had suf-

ficient effrontery and self possession for the entire Cabinet, but circum-
stances have shown that he is the most retiring member of the
Government.

TUB COMING MAN. Reform BILL. Lard John Russell.
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EXPOSTULATION WITH PALMERSTON.
OK PALMERSTON ! why hast thou fled

Precisely when wanted the most ?

"What could put it into thy head
.1 ust now to abandon thy post ?

Why run from the vessel away
That needs thee to weather the storm ?

I cannot believe, what they say,
'Tis because thou dislikest Reform.

Resigning, too, suddenly, when
Thou wast doing thy business so well !

In the language of certain young men,
It seems like a regular sell.

Thine office in thus flinging down
At this most particular nick

Of Time, thou resemblest the Clown'
In a mischievous Pantomime trick.

l?ut play out the part of buffoon,
And show thyself only in jest ;

Return to help old PANTALOON,
And HABLF.QUIN JOHN, and the rest.

Return, or the Grand Christmas Piece
Will prove an unlucky affair

;

And COLUMBINE help to release,
Now clutched in the gripe of the Bear.

Aias ! by that Bear hangs a tail,

1 fear me, for all we are told,

Which, lifting obscurity's veil,

A very short time will unfold.

Meantime let the Ministers weep,
Of such a supporter bereft,

Until they their handkerchiefs steep,

Crying,
"
PALMEHSTON'S taken and left !

'

A Brush Wanted.

VEKY OBLIGING.

Mary.
" OH ! IF YOU PLKASE, THE YOUNO LADIES WANT YOU TO PLAY A POLKA."

Organ-man. "An, Miss! MINE is A SEBIOUS ORGAN; BUT I SHALL PLAY A
PSALM Qclcx, IF YOU SHALL LIKE."

A SPIRITED young lady, in service in a very genteel family,
remarks,

"
I should be sorry to reduce English sailors to a

menial situation, but I own I should like to hear that our
gallant fellows in the Black Sea had been scouring the Steppes."

THE FOOTPRINTS OF TIME. Crow's-feet.

CLERGYMEN IN THE FARCE OF "TURNING THE
TABLES."

TABLE Turning seems to be turning the heads of Ihc parsons, and
Spirit Rapping is likely to give a rap to certain Reverends which they
will not speedily 'recover from. We confess to some experience in the
practise of Spirit Rapping in connection with Tables, but the spirits
employed in rapping have always been in tumblers of one kind or another.
We have frequently suspected Satanic agency in some portions of our
furniture, particularly in a

quantity of cheap stuff which we purchased
at a furniture mart, and which is scarcely worth the rap we have
bestowed on it. "We are in possession of a round table which is

subject to fits of groaning and creaking, with an occasional tendency
to the splitting of its sides, as if in very mockery of merriment. "We
must confess that the refractory table has been occasionally a good
deal put upon.
The Clerical Table Turners seem to imagine that the Satanic agency

is confined to a particular kind of furniture, but our own opinion is',

that we are just as likely to find the "old gentleman" in the chair as
in any other portion of our moveables. We do not see why the presence
of the evil one should be confined to the work of the cabinet-maker or
the carpenter, and indeed there are several articles of hardware which
appear to be liable to visitations from invisible beings. Onr own stock
of crockery is undoubtedly exposed to such contingencies, for we now
and then find an amount of breakage which, if our servants are to be
believed, has not been done by any earthly agency.

An Exemplary Elephant.
THE performance of the Elephant that stands upon its head at

Astley's is very seasonable. It represents the Balance of Power,
which we wish LORD ABERDEEN could preserve in Europe as cleverly
as the sagacious quadruped contrives to do on another theatre.

THE HEIGHT OF ABSURDITY.-
day shirt collars are worn.

-The height at which in the present

THE RUSSIAN NAVAL VICTORY.
Giles (a great politician).

" HEY ! DANG IT ! TUKKS BE DONE THIS
TOIMB

; 'STEAD o' BJI'S TAK'N UM, UM'S TAK'N uii."

A LIVING SVFEHIORITY. Woman has this great advantage over
Man she proves her will in her lifetime, whilst Man is obliged to wait
till lie is dead. I



ABERDEEN ON DUTY.
Ab-n. "

I SHAN'T INTERFERE TELL THEY CALL MURDER !

"

DECEMBER 24, 1853.] No. 650.
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SURE SYMPTOMS OF CHRISTMAS.

(By a Surly Old Bachelor.}

UNCH, I know Christmas is coming
from certain well-known symptoms
that never fail to present themselves
at this time of the year :

Because my landlady is so ex-

tremely civil to me, and brings me
my shaving-water the moment I

ring for it.

Because I have not had to com-

plain for two weeks about my boots,
and the coalscuttle is generally

pretty full of coals.

Because the breakfast is laid be-

fore 1 am up, and when I ask for

toast with my tea in the evening,
the kitchen are has not once been
out.

Because the impudent news-boy
has been much earlier with the news-

paper than usual.

Because, wherever I have called,

I haven't had cold meat for dinner

for ever so long for two weeks at

least.

Because I cannot get my bills in

from my tradesmen they smile,
and scrape their feet in their vile

saw-dust, and murmur something about
"
any time will do, Sir," and

present me with French plum and bonbon-boxes, and fancy I have

nothing better to do than to lay in a plantation of Christmas trees.

Because the crossing-sweeper takes his hat off to me every time

I pass.
Because the Beadle has been wonderfully profuse with his cocked

hat, and the pew-opener, within the last fortnight, has nearly curtseyed
me to death.

Because, wherever I have called, I have found all the servants

smiling most unnaturally, and bringing me things I didn't want.

Because my little nephews have been so very affectionate to me
lately.

Because my little nieces have run up to me, and kissed me in a way
that was more nattering than agreeable, and I have had my great coat

and hat and umbrella and goloshes trailed off me before I have had

time to inquire whether my brother (he is only a clerk) was at home.

Because I have been bothered out of my life with so many inquiries

about that "distressing cough" of mine, and have been recommended
so many wonderful remedies that were sure to cure it, which remedies,
if I haa only taken one half of them, I shouldn't be alive at the present
moment.
Because the Waits wake me up at night, paying me the discordant

compliment of playing opposite my window longer than anybody else's.

And because but I think I have said enough of these symptoms,
which luckily "come but once a year." After all, I don't know-
perhaps they are not so disagreeable, for the attentions one receives at

this period are as flattering to one's vanity as
they

are conducive to

one's comfort. The worst is, one knows they all spring out of a

Christmas Box and these boxes, as I have learnt to my cost, are not

to be had so cheaply as bandboxes. The enjoyment would be all the

more enjoyable, if one hadn't to pay so dearly for it. During the

Christmas month, my outgoings invariably exceed my incomings ;

otherwise, I like it well enough, and shouldn't mind if the whole year
were composed of nothing but Christmas months.

A Fit Punishment.

OUR Aldermen are such neglectful conservators of the river Thames,
that we propose they should be compelled to bathe in it regularly
once a day, until some great improvement has been effected in its

inodorous management.

ARCTIC MONOMANIA.

THOSE who send navigators to discover the North-west Passage
remind us of Hamlet, although he described himself as only mad North-
uorth-west.

PHYSIC JOB. ALL EUROPE.

POLITICAL convulsions will not yield to chloroform they are to be
cured by reform only.

THE RETORT COURTEOUS. The Retort that rectifies an error, and
does it in the most refined spirit.

DUE BOTTLE-HOLDER.

So, PALMERSTON 's out ! and the cannie Scotch Peer
Whom he cuts, is in haste to be first with the story,

And, to poison our PAM in the popular ear,
Proclaims that for years our old friend 's been a Tory.

But Punch is afraid that another Scotch mull
Is marking the course of the friend of ST. NICHOLAS

;

For the good MR. BULL is by no means so dull
As not to perceive that the charge is ridiculous.

What ! PALMERSTON, Liberty's champion in need,
Who confronted oppressors with England's broad aigis,

And haughtily ordered the despots to read
On its blazon, the duties that Lords owe to Lieges.

Who has fluttered, not pigeons (like us, dear LORD A.,
Who all

"
pigeon-livered, lack gall" to sustain us)

But Eagles, Spread, Double, Keel, Black, White, and Grey,
And cried

"
kennel !

"
to Kings with his Civis Romania.

Whose name gives the sign for a chorus of groans,
Where, crowned and anointed things gibber in ermine,

And, where slaves crawl and slaver the footsteps of thrones,
Sends them off to their holes, as the light does night vermin.

It really won't do. To your patron, the CZAR,
When the now forming file of the newspapers comes, he

Will laugh out in scorn with a royal
" Ha ! ha !

To think ABERDEEN was so helplessly clumsy."

So, call him what you, for about forty years,
Were 3. Tory or aught that comes into your noddle,

One only regrets that in these days one hears
Of so very few Tories who 're built on his model.

He remembers the service by PALMERSTON done
Since he took the portfolio, but yesterday hawked about ;

How, shoulder to wheel, he went through at a run.
The work that all others had dawdled and talked about.

The grind for
"
six moons "

to the wife-beating brute ;

The foot on the dens where turf-gamblers would cozen ;

The foul furnace throats made to swallow their soot ;

The yet fouler channel yards closed by the dozen.

The lecture your Lordship's Scotch friends would not print,
Who against Sabbath-breaking so tipsily hiccup ;

And the scourge he was knotting, by way of a hint
To bid ruffians reflect before taking the stick up.

All this, my dear Lord, in our tablet 's enrolled
;

And we'd very respectfully say to your Lordship,
That the tales of your organs had better be told
To those worthies, the resident soldiers on board ship.

:

For all the Scotch Lords who e'er blessed DUKE ARGYLL,
Pouring out all their spleen by the gallon Scotch measure,

Could not poison JOHN BULL from his jolly frank smile,
When he says, "Punch, here 's PAM !

" wAPunch says,
"
JOHN,

with pleasure."

[And they drink LORD PALMEKSTON'S health.

An Extreme Test.

IF you wish to ascertain the temper of a young lady, look at her

nails, and the tips of her gloves. If they are jagged and much bitten,

you may be sure she is peevish, irritable, quarrelsome, and too ready to

show her teeth at the smallest provocation. This is an infallible test

that every ill-tempered young lady carries at her finger's-ends. Do not

attempt to kiss such a young lady under the mistletoe.

PROBLEM JOB. THE ROYAL INSTITUTION.

CAN no chemist tell us how to obtain a solution of the Eastern

difficulty ?

HOW TO SEE THE TEETH OP A BEAUTIFUL YOUNG LADY.

PRAISE her rival before her face, and you may depend upon it, she
will soon show her teeth.

EQUESTRIAN ENTERTAINMENT. The green-room of Drnry Lane, all

the time the horsea were there, was turned into a
"
Salle a Manger."
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REFINEMENT ON THE RANK.1

Accomplished Cabman. "WILLIAM, VOOLT-VOO AQUA?'

AN AMERICAN JOKE EXPLAINED.

WE don't understand American institutions that "s a fact. We
don't understand the American Press ; which is one of the greatest of

those institutions. Deficient in the sense of irony, we take the playful

abandonment the jocose mystification of the American newspapers
as simple statement. Hence multitudes of dull worthy people among
us will receive the New York Tribune's account of the reception of the

runaway convict, MITCHELL, at New York as a prosaic and authentic

narrative of that event. Had GREENACRE, by some chance, escaped
the gallows, they will be inclined to think, he too would have been
hailed with enthusiasm and acclamation, as an accession to the worth
and manhood of American citizenship. For MITCHELL resembled the

other chiefly in the circumstance of not having been hanged. He was
no mere political non-conformist and unsuccessful opponent of the

existing order of things, vulgarly and technically termed a rebel. He
was a traitor in the vilest sense of the word : a malignant hater of the

QUEEN and the country : the sort of traitor that mediaeval justice

contemplated when it sentenced the criminal so called to be hanged,
drawn, and quartered. He was a sanguinary cruel caitiff; a dogged
miscreant who not only preached pike massacres, but yelled and raved
for sulphuric acid, which he would have had rascals to squirt into

soldiers' eyes. Those, therefore, who are not up to American drollery
will naturally be scandalised by the seemingly sympathetic description,

given by the New York Tribune, of the advent of such a fellow amongst
the freest and most enlightened people on earth. Says our facetious

contemporary :

" As the Pn iMthtug came up the river, she was boarded by MESSRS. MEAGHER and
WILLIAM MITCHELL, the brother of the patriot. The meeting between these friends
in norro\v nd persecution was affecting in the extreme. Tears of joy were Khed on
both Hides."

Tears which scalded the cheeks down which they flowed; being
vitriolic. Without this comment which would have spoiled the

gravity of the burlesque the Tribune proceeds :

" On nearing the wharf, the news of MR. MITCHELL'S arrival spread like wildfire,
and ships and piers were literally swarming witli the immense throng who crowded to

give him a freeman's welcome."

No doubt this is the naked truth. There are, unfortunately, a great

many scoundrels and ruffians in New York who have an ardent admi
ration fora fellow scoundrel and ruffian. It is unnecessary that a New
York journal should explain that these vagabonds are not Americans.
But that explanation is requisite for our stolid readers, whom we will

presently tell who the wretches really were. An individual of the

noble and generous American nation would as soon think of hugging a

rattle-snake or a copper-head, as of taking to his bosom the venomous
and vitriol-squirting MITCHELL.
As Mil. MITCHELL and his companions proceeded to their destina-

tion which, notwithstanding the impulsive nature of American moral

feeling, was not the nearest pump he experienced various honours,
which the waggish reporter of his triumph enumerates with whimsical

exaggeration particularising "roar ot artillery," "dense mass of

human beings," the carriages that bore them, being
"
followed by the

throng," his way resembling "the march of a conqueror" not by any
means such a march as that of a man who is drummed out of his

regiment. His friends, the funny journalist avers,
"
were almost ready

to take him from the vehicle, and carry him upon their shoulders," and
he was "

surrounded by a large number of the citizen-soldiery and
NAXCHAN'S band." Among these troops were the

"
Irish Rifles,"

whose weapon, of course, is the vitriol squirt the
" MITCHELL Guard,"

the
" MEAGHER Grenadiers," with

"
Cabbage Garden," probably, em-

blazoned on their colours ;
and sundry other regiments and guards,

which it was superfluous to infoim the New Yorkers were ragged
and black.

Here lies the point of the whole joke. Misled by a parcel of Uncle-

Tom-foolery, we are apt to regard the coloured population of the States

as an oppressed race. They are, indeed, shunned and disliked ;
but

that is entirely by reason of their incorrigible villainy. They won't

work, but they will squat on an estate, and if compelled to clear off and
make room for industrious whites, they shoot the owner of the property
from behind a hedge. Rescued from starvation consequent on their

uuthrift and laziness, they turn and curse the benefactor who feeds

them. Such were they who shouted welcome to MITCHELL ;*and only
think how secure a people must feel in their republican liberty to

permit a mob of savages to indulge in such a demonstration ! This
base and brutal multitude did not contain one American citizen. Their
bands are stated to have played Irish melodies,

"
Star Spangled

Banner,"
"
Yankee Doodle," and other national airs. No, no. The

ragamuffins hated the stars as well as the stripes too much ; and they
no more played "Yankee Doodle" than MITCHELL sang "Rule
Britannia. Their music may have included Irish melodies ; but their

other national airs were limited to the class comprising
"
Lacy Neal

"

and "Ole Dan Tucker." They were an assemblage of oaious, mise-

rable, ugly, degraded brutes, connecting links between mankind and
the monkey. There was not a single Anglo-Saxon in the whole lot..

In short, they were all NIGGEKS.

CHARITY FOR CHURCHMEN.
TO friend the BISHOP OF LONDON has pub-
lished a circular urging his clergy to exert

themselves to recruit the failing finances of

the Society for Promoting the Employment
of Additional Curates in Populous Places.

Very good ; let all the other bishops issue

similar injunctions ;
and perhaps they will

not forget to point out that a great many
additional curates might be provided for

populous places out of the excess of income

enjoyed by pluralisms,
who are the incumbents

of places, some of which are comparatively
uninhabited. Their Lordships might, by

example "as well as precept, urge their over-paid clergy to exert them-
selves for the required object, by pulling out a large amount of their

superfluous revenues, if they can possiblv stand so much exertion.

Perhaps it would be as well to try the effect of this exhortation on
the clergy first, and appeal to the kity, if necessary, afterwards.

The Real Reason.

LORD PALMERSTON has resigned. Speculation is rife as to the cause.

We are in a position to state confidently, that his retirement is owing
neither to the Eastern question, nor the Reform Bill, but to the despair
of the active Home Secretary at the deluge of letters which he Tias

drawn down by his offer made at Perth to listen to everybody's griev-

ances, and consider everybody's suggestions an undertaking which he
has lound himself so utterly unable to redeem, that he has determined
on withdrawing altogether from the attempt.

JOKE POR THE STOCK-EXCHANGE. Instead of asking
" How goes

the Enemy ?
"

for
" What 's o'Clock ?

" we now ask,
" How goes the

EMPEROR OF RUSSIA ?
"
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THE ALDERMAN'S HOPE.
STAND PRINCE AT.HKKT H Slntuo it then mavn't be hard
To induce him to stand, by and by, for a Ward ;

Thoro ain't any lor, as I knows on, agin it,

And there 's nothing, as I see, preposterous in it.

The wery next year pop him into the Chair,
And have the, ('HINGE CONSORT himself tur I/mm MAYOK,
With an out-and-out Show on the ninth of November
Of the PRINCE or WALES thai, too, 's the birthday, remember.

What a sight ! to behold it all London would trudge
The RECORDER presenting the PRINCE to the JUDGE,
Uelatiug liis history, birth, education,
And how he has always behaved in lu's station.

His ll'y'l Highness to see, his official robes drest in,
A eonntin' tin hobnails oh how intercstin' !

The ItttuMota .W "* \\ould set forth the whole story,
With a beautiful cut of the PRINCE in his glory.

Only fancy the feast at Guildhall 't would be splendid,
And then what if the LADY MAY'RESS condescended
To honour the spread and to give circulation

To the Loving Cup kissed to her liege Corporation !

Why there we should witness whilst we was a-dining
The Mace and the Sceptre in friendship combining,
Bound together with garlands of laurel and myrtle ;

What a comfort to view as we sucked up the turtle !

Because we should hail in that union a token
Of a tie to be never undone, cut, or broken

;

And a pledge that, as long as the Crown stands unshaken.
From Reform London City shall save its fat bacon.

Man Loves with a Saving Clause.

AN Old Maid, who confesses to thirty-five, says :

"
She doesn't

believe not a bit of it in the nonsense that men talk about breaking
their hearts ! It's her firm belief there never was a man yet who broke
his heart or if (here was, that he broke it as a lobster breaks one of
his claws, another one shooting up very quickly in its place."

THE DEMON OP THE MONEY-MAEKET.

ANY success gained by the Russians over the Turks causes a fall of
the funds of course ; because the CZAH'S invasion of the Principalities
is in fact a mere Bear Speculation.

A MAT CHRISTMAS BOX.

THERE is .a little book caEed "What Shall I Do with my Money?"Had not the author better send a copy of it to the Registrar of the
Prerogative Court of Canterbury ?

THE GOOD OLD DKINKING DATS. When every Jack had his Gill.

A VOICE 1'ROM THE OMNIBUS-BOX.
"Mi:. I'IM ii SIR,"

\\ nil ii is well known you ain't no friend to 'bus drivers in

L'luiral but as the friend of unianity our conductor says as ow yon may
be rote to on a subjec wieh hevery man as works a 'bus on the Kinsin-
ton line ave somcthink to say to. Now the frost as set in its ard lines

for our 'osses and nosayln wen \nnn- In '_T| ihro a jiiniey along of that

ere blessed Ide I'ar Corner ill and the Gore wich it is the artbreakinest
bit o' road anyweres onto' London and osses lyin about this week in

all direckshuns, like the .stage at llashleys arter the battle o Waterloo,
and hinsides as sticks to their places and wont get hont no not to walk
a hinch and the poor 'usscs a learin their arts out wieh it goes to a
man's art, to use the wip to an oss as is doin its best, and conductcrs

hup and down like adekins hevery ininit, and city-gents hawful cross
and no wonder tied to time all as one as a 'bus. And all the while
there's that ere byootiful bit o' road thiough the I 'ark. -ravel

and no ills and we mustn't turn oui o' the mad into the Park no not if

our osses died for it and why uot, I'd like to know ';

Why aeos we're 'bus-drivers and its a buss and the osses is buss
osses and the riders ain't people as keeps their oarridgcs, wieh we amt
haristercratical enuft' for the I'arks ns is public propity and kep up
houter rates and taxes wicli who pays them I know well eimff, and

keeps them 'ere parties in the green livries so uncommon snug and
pleasant not to spoke o' the crushers. N'ow wot a city i-enl us rides

reglar with me says is this 'ere ain't the publiok convenience nothink
and cruelty to hanimals wirh we drivers is pulled up pn m slurp if we
works an 'oss with a collar-gall, a speedy-cut or anythini, like that 'ere

and its forty shillin in no time. I'd a rote this to Loun I'AI.MF.KSTON

wicli he said hanybody was to rite heverythink as was rung to im and
e'd see justice done wich it aint now 1 know not by a jolly lot but he's

out and so I rites to you instead opin you'll excuse i he libbcrty and
speke to the Guvment leastways Sin WILLIAM MoLBSWOKTH as is a
friend o' the people wich is well beknown, to ave the Park hopened to

public carridges that is 'busses, for the cabbies can rite lor themselves.

So no more at present from your umbel servant,

JOHN BKOAD.
i Ih-i'-fr Nn. II Ari/irirl; ///,.. thrive year

and timer pulled up want.)

A Wash Wanted by G-overnment.

TENDEBS will be received at the Office of the First Lord of the

Treasury, or the Office of the Foreign Secretary, for COSMETICS to

Improve the COMPLEXION of EASTEHN APFAIES.

By Order of their Lordships,
Downing Street, 22rf Dec., 1853. R. E. D. TATB.

THE GYMNASTICS OF BRIBERY.

THE power of lifting a chair depends entirely upon the way in which
you take hold of it : and so it is with a seat m Parliament perfectly
hopeless to think of picking one up, unless you can command a good
purchase.

I

"Who's dat a-Knocking at de Door?"

ALFRED DE MUSSET'S proverb tells us very positively that
"
Ilfaut

gu'une Porte soil ouverte, oufermee." The EMPEROR NICHOLAS seems
to be of the same opinion, and he is now trying with all his might and
main, both on land and water, to have the Porte shut up as quick as

he can. We hope he will only succeed in having the Porte slammed in
his face.

A, CHILDISH CONUNDRUM FOR LITTTE CHILDREN.

Q. Of what wood should a Christmas Tree be composed ?

A, Of Box, and so make it a Christmas-Box Tree.

CHEISTMAS WAITS for "The Good Time Coming, Boys," only
we suppose that, like us, Christmas must "

wait a little longer."

WORDS ! WORDS ! WOHDS ! Long words, like long dresses, fre-

quently hide something wrong about the understanding.

THE OLDEST NOTE or INTERROGATION. A note, asking you if you
are engaged on Christmas Day ?

EXPEDIENCE. Women dislike talkative men: they know how it's

done.

A LAZY HORSE. The Pegasus of Genius seldom stirs without the

spur of necessity.
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TERRIFIC SITUATION!
HEROINE OF DOMESTIC DRAMA PURSUED BY THE UNPRINCIPLED VILLIAN is

ABOUT TO CAST HERSELF HEADLONG FROM A TREMENDOUS PRECIPICE !

LIFE AND DEATH ASSURANCE.

AMONG our Provident Institutions are Life Assurance
Societies for Parents, which are Death Assurance Societies

for Children. They are otherwise called Coffin Clubs. They
engage to find the money for the colm : the subscriber,, father

or mother, finds the occupant for it by murder.
The Grand Jury at the Liverpool Assizes has expressed its

opinion that the temptation thus afforded should be destroyed

by law. That might be done, perhaps, by prohibiting the club
from paying anybody on account of a death but the undertaker.
But what need of such clubs at all ?

Such clubs are necessary to protect the poor from being
ruined by a heavy expense. But why the heavy expense

''

When I have shuffled off this mortal coil what does it want,
except to be put reverently underground ? Cannot that be
done for a very small sum of money ? Why is it not done on
reasonable terms ? Simply because the mode of doing it is

not reasonable. Its performance is attended with a useless

sacrifice of furniture necessitated by the tyranny of custom
to show what is falsely termed "proper respect." Proper

respect is affectionate memory not furniture.

Should I want
"
proper respect

"
to be shown to my leg,

if I had the misfortune to lose it, by having it enclosed in an
ornamental box, and deposited in a subterranean apartment,
with a large expenditure in wages, coach-hire, silk, and crape,
and feathers extracted from the tail of a great bird ? If the

leg is not to be treated with such
"
proper respect," why is

the trunk ?

The rich show
"
proper respect

"
by means of ostrich feathers

and such like. The poor are obliged to follow their lead as

far as they can and farther. Hence Coffin Clubs whence
infanticide.

Superior Classes, every nail that you drive to show "
proper

respect," is an incentive to child-murder.

Theory and Practice.

CARDINAL WISEMAN, in his interview with the POPE,
promised his Holiness, that in a few years there would not
be a single heretic in England. Of cpurse this is only

"
theor-

heretically speaking," but we are afraid the CARDINAL will find

the practice quite another thing.

THE HOME OF THE BRITISH DRAMA. A French Crib.

THE WAITS TO THE CZAR.

WORD of Peace ! on Earth first spoken nigh two thousand years ago,
Art thou at this moment broken ? and who dares belie thee so ?

'Tis a tyrant, cruel, scheming, whose ambition takes the field

In the very name, blaspheming, which that message then revealed.

Frost and snow, keen Christmas weather, and the biting winter wind,
Bid us lovingly together huddle closely, all mankind

;

Blood is on flic Danube freezing ; wounds are agonized with cold,

Only for the take of pleasing one proud felon uncontrolled.

All good souls are now beseeching blessings on their fellow man,
But one savage, overreaching, brutal despot, thousands ban.
On the field of battle lying, torn and mangled for his whim,
Hear we not the tortured dying call down curses upon him ?

Nations now like kindly neighbours should, as round the Yule log,
close.

Must we take to guns and sabres ? Will the tyrant make us foes ?

Hear the wounded writhing under Cossack hoofs and lances then,
Gracious Heaven ! and may the thunder of our cannon roar Amen !

Originality.

ORIGINALITY (says GOETHE) provokes originality ; and we must say,
that at Billingsgate, and in the House of Commons, the provocation
sometimes is exceedingly strong. The smallest provocation we know
of the kind is in the British drama

;
in fact so small is it, that we

doubt if it amounts to any provocation at all. We only wish some
one would provoke somebody else to write an original play, by writing
one first himself.

THE GOLDEN AGE

RURAL SIMPLICITY.

A COUNTRYLegal Gentleman. " HM ! NOT A BAD GLASS OF PORT FOR
OP LIFE. Youth is the season for active

j

INN."

exertion; and all those who emigrate to the Diggings ought to be Hoots. "NOA, ZDR, I THINKS THEY MEAKES THUR OWN WINE HERE.
Minors.

[

I KKJW THEY BREE-EWS."
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IN A VERY BAD WAY.
"
WHY, YOU SEEM QUITE WRETCHED, FRANK !

"

"
WKIVIII:]', MY EOT ! AH, YOU MAT IMAGINE How WETCHED I AM, WHEN I

TELL YOU I DON'T EVEN CAIIE HOW MY TWOWSEKS ARE MADE!"

THE CAB QUESTION IN A NEW LIGHT.

DIRTY carriage wretched horse,
Driver insolent and coarse ;

Prompt with rullianly air

To extort a double fare.

If your rights you would maintain,
And to Magistrate complain,
I'.uliicd by a Counsel brought
TII abuse you in the Court,
Yor the dirty business paid
I'.y the union of the trade,
\V ho (Mil penalties all'onl

I'Yom results of
j'rcqiient

fraud
( icntle Public, if you 'd slum
I 'illy nuisances in one,
Write it down on memory's slab,"
Never take a London Cab !

"

Gentle Public, come with me,
And another picture see.

Handsome carriage deeeut horse
I (river neither rude nor coarse

;

1'or the same as Cabman's fare,

Prompt to take you anywhere.
If appearance you 'd maintain,
There 's no reason to complain ;

To your door the Clarence brought,
1'it to drive you, e'en to Court.
Gentle Public, tell me why
Don't yon patronise a ITy ?

Church Cannons.

A DR. CHURCH has invented some pieces of artillery
whieh load at the breech

;
and two of them have been tried

at Woolwich with perfect success. In these days, when
ecclesiastical authority is so greatly at a discount, we are

glad to recognise a CHURCH whose cannons are a hit. We
believe that these cannons cost much less than the average
of cathedral dignitaries.

CHRISTMAS PRESENCE.

Presence of Matter. In the Court of Common Council.
Presence of Mind. In Punch's Almanack!

THE HANWELL COOKERY BOOK.
So much progress has been made in that humane treatment of insane

persons, which allows them to follow their ordinary callings and

pursuits, that nearly all the in-door work of many lunatic asylums is

HOW performed by the patients.
Tims at Hanwell there are lunatic gardeners who keep their

parterres and greenhouses in a most rational state of order and neat-

ness, and we have not heard that the cracked violinist, to whose music
bis poor companions are allowed to dance, is in the habit of mixing up"
Pop goes the Weasel

"
with the Dead March in Saul, or committing

any similar instrumental vagary, as many might expect. Encouraged
by the success of the gardening, washing, ironing, tailoring, and other

experiments, the Directors of this noble establishment have recently
attempted to extend this employment of the insane to the higher branches
of household economy including the great mystery of the kitchen.
But insane cookery, to judge of the specimens of the Hanwell cuisine

which are now before us, does not seem likely to turn out so well as the

simpler arts to which the presence, of the wits does not, appear absolutely
indispensable. It is to be feared that the digestions of the inmates
of the asylum might be seriously impaired by such dishes as the

following :

Sovjjlet a la Bombardino.

Take three-quarters of a pound of Dorking lime, two ounces of the
best saltpetre, and a coffee-cup full of tin tacks. Beat well together
with a wnisk, bake for seven minutes and a quarter; add a few horse-

chestnuts, a handful of cow's hair, and a gill of lemon juice. If the
cook be a dissenter, or have secretly married the butler, the lemon
juice may be omitted.

Apoplectic Jelly.

Take four hundred kangaroo's eggs, and when the water is hot
simmer gently, stirring in dandelion leaves one by one : strain all

through a thin deal board, and set it by in a pint basin to cool. This
will keep for any length of time (if Dn. CONOLLY is not allowed to look

at it), and will serve as a vegetable for sick people or young children
If not sweet enough, add some indigo and a pound of steel-filings.

Oltenitza Pudding.

Take some old Russia duck and shred it in a slew-pan with as much
water as you can pour in without putting the fire put. When the
feathers are loose pluck them out carefully, and mince with forced
meat for garnish. Put in half a tablespoonful of salt, a bunch of

chopped straw, and a little grated pumice-stone, then add the rice.

Sweeten to your taste, dress with your garnish, and serve in a napkin.
A few tea-leaves sprinkled over, will make it look inore_ inviting. If

anybody comes into the kitchen while the stew-pan is on the fire, put
it under the table.

Methuselah Fritters.

Have some castor-oil boib'ng, slice three large heads of mangel-
wurzel, and put them in your castor-oil till quite crisp. Trv them
with your finger. If done enough they will Burn you. Add three

oysters, a nutmeg, a teacupful of brown sugar, and a capsicum. If

more flavour is wanted, you may add a tablespoonful of Bath brick.

Serve up hot on a gridiron. If for a second course, tripe may be sub-
stituted for the mangel-wurzel, but oil of vitriol is preferable.

Croquettes a la Conolly.

Steal a marrow-bone from which the marrow has been taken out,
and burn it till charred. Then scrape it into a butter-boat, with two
spring onions minced, an oyster-shell, and a quarter of a pound of dry
glue. Put up in shapes, and let it stand till it is mouldy. Have some
treacle cold, and when it boils, dip your croquettes in it one after

another, and serve up in the middle of next week. If made with
marine glue they require more care, but will eat all the crisper. The
yolks of two shop-eggs may be added, but this is a matter of taste, and
unless the eggs are very stale they will give your croquettes too nutty
a flavour. Some roll the croquettes in the ashes, but this is not to be

recommended, unless where there are foreigners at table and a man-
servant is kept.

VOL. XXV. EE
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SERJEANT ADAMS ON A KNOTTY POINT.

MR. SERJEANT ADAMS
occasionally makes sen-

sible remarks. In the

course of the other day,
for instance, alluding to

some misrepresentation
of his opinions

on the

system of flogging, which
had got abroad, he is

reported to have said

that

" He had for years watched
the progress ot" that system,
and had had ample opportu-
nities of doing so, on account

of so many children tried he-

fore him
;
and he had so fre-

quently found that the com-
mencement ofa child'scriminal

history was with three days'

Imprisonmentand a whipping,
and after that beglming the

child so constantly came back
to tliis court, that his mind

quite revolted from passing a

wnu'nce involving whipping
at all."

"Give a young thief

a whipping, and have
done with him," is a

very common prescription of Common Sense for the cure of

juvenile delinquency. Common Sense, however, sometimes jumps to

conclusions which are not verified. Common Sense uttered pre-

dictions concerning gas and steam, which have not come to pass.

And the views of ^Common Sense concerning discipline for youthful
offenders are perhaps rather too summary.

" Give the young thief a

whipping" very good. The thing is done with small expenditure ot

time and material. It does not take many minutes : it is attended only
with a slight wear of whipcord : ccst you a farthing, as MR. PEPVS
would have said : and a certain laceration of human integument, cost

you absolutely nothing. You lose nothing whatever in raw material.

Therefore inflict the whipping on the young thief. And have done

with him ? Ah !

"
If it were done, when 'tis done, then 'twere well

it were done quickly." But it appears that you won't have done with

him. On the cpntrary, after that beginning, the child constantly
comes back io this court, as ASSISTANT-JUDGE ADAMS says. After all,

is it not manifest even to Common Sense if Common Sense will exert

itself that to attempt, the reformation of a child and for what else

would you punish a child ? by whipping him, is really beginning at

the wrong end? The application of the scourge belongs to the

operative part the surgery of the treatment of criminals ;
and

operations should be resorted to only when all other remedies have

failed. Primarily, the whip lacerates the skin
;
but the laceration is

succeeded by hardening of the part that was lacerated ;
but not only by

that : by the induration, also, of any amount of heart that the patient

may previously have been endowed with. After such a beginning, no
wonder that he comes back to this court or that. No : the lash is a

valuable applicat ion, so is lunar caustic, so is lapis infcrnalis, or the actual

cautery itself. But reserve it for desperate casts. Resort to it only
in those of subjects that have lost all sensibility to every other appeal.

Keep stripes for the ruffian who savagely maltreats his wife; for the

hopeless prute, for the irreclaimable blackguard. And administer

them to him in such a dose that he will not readily come back to any
court to have it repeated. But a little whipping is a dangerous tiling.

It degrades and brutalises without subduing. You must lash a human
being like a hound if you want to conquer him as you would conquer a

hound and it surely would be rather too severe to carry flagellation
to that extent with juvenile offenders. It is not fair, moreover, to use
the rod till you have first tried the schoolmaster.

Very Unseasonable Intelligence.

ONE of
" Our own Correspondents," speaking of the recent disaster

at Sinope, rather startles us with the announcement that
"
Turkey for the present is unquestionably worsted."

If this be literally the fact, we only hope our country friends will

postpone their usual hampers until Turkey is itself again.

SEASONABLE INCONSISTEXCE.

A JOVIAL young printer of our acquaintance Laving declared the
other evening that he had left off work, was found under the misletoe
a little later most busily employed in pnnting kisses.

TJNEVENHANDED JUSTICE.

OUR old friend, SIB PETER LAURIE, in his recent modest letter

to the Times upon the legal (as well indeed as social, moral, and in

fact universal) worth and excellence of our Aldermen, marks with a

special note of admiration the gratifying fact, that the number of

acquittals from our City Police Courts i'alls considerably below the

usual percentage, Recollecting SIR PETER'S old propensity for
"
put-

ting down," we are in some degree prepared to find that such a

fact as this should be a matter of rejoicing with him. SIR PETER

clearly holds that the proof, of the trial is in the finding guilty, and he

has, doubtless, but a low opinion of those judicial courts where mercy
is allowed to "season justice." 'The rigour of the law

"
is clearly

no unmeaning phrase in SIR PETER LAURIE'S eyes : indeed, we almost

doubt if Judex damnatur cum innocens absohitur be not in reality his

lirsi h'gal maxim.
Whatever SIR PETER'S 'present faults may be, there is no denying

fluit he has rid himself of an old one. "We cannot certainly accuse

him of tenacity of opinion, when he shows himself so evidently prone
to conviction.

CLERICAL TABLE-TURNERS 'AND SPIRIT-RAPPERS.

LEHICAL gentlemen are going about the

country, giving entertainments, and

making exhibitions of themselves, in

connection with table-turning, spirit-rap-

ping, and other freaks of furniture. The
usual places of amusement, such as the

concert-rooms and lecture-theatres are

being occupied by clergymen, who admit

the public at fixed prices to hear, but un-

fortunately not to see, the wonders on
which they expatiate. By way of EXTRA
ATTRACTION yoH THE HOLIDAYS we re-

commend any one of the Reverend
Mountebanks to go the whole hog,

_

or

rather the whole ma-hog-any, by taking
some establishment suited to scenes in

the circle, and giving an entertainment,
with a programme something resembling
the following :

THEATRE ROYAL ANYWHERE.
General combination of Table-turning talent. By a happy concur-

rence of fortuitous events, the REVKREND SAMPSON SPOONEY, the

REVEREND MEALY MOUTHPIECE, and the REVEREND JABEZ JAWBONE
are now in London together, and will have the honour of appearing in

conjunction with the

Most Splendid Stud of Highly-Trained Tables.

Tor a few evenings, during Christmas, SAMPSON SPOONEY in his

rapid act of horsemanship on the

WILD TABLE OF THE NEW CUT.

This astounding table will dash through an open window, spin round
for a quarter of an hour, and conclude its wonderful performance by
leaping out of the circle, with the REVEREND SAMPSON SPOONEY hang-
ing on to its castors.

To be followed by the

REVEREND MEALY MOUTHPIECE AS THE COURIER OP EXETEE HALL,

On six dining-tables in full gallop, all of which will take an astound-

ing leap over each other's backs
;
and conclude by throwing a succes-

sion of somersets over a sideboard.
In the course of the evening, the

REVEREND JABEZ JAWBONE, IN THE HAUTE ECOLE,

will introduce his

Favorite and Highly-Trained Table "Rosewood,"
which will dance the Valse a Deux Temps, go round the circle on three

legs and terminate its graceful evolutions by a marvellous display of

sommersaults.
The entertainments will finish with a pleasing act by MASTERS

J\WBONE and SPOONEY, the celebrated juvenile prodigies, on a pair of

card-tables. The intervals of the performances will be filled up by the

solemn mummeries of the celebrated clerical buffoon, the REVEKEND
TIMOTHY TWIST, assisted by a Deathless Clown from Drury Lane, and
other available talent.

" UNE BONNE BOUCHE." When a young lady says her heart is in

her mouth. (Hem .' Hem !)
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CATCHING PEOPLE'S EYES.

COMPASSIONATING the exceeding difficulty to which advertisers seem
to be reduced, at this period of the year (when, as there are, of ci

no Christmas bills coining in, one's wives and children ought to be
reminded to make onslaughts upon the marital and paternal pu:
Mr. Punch has kindly prepared, and hereby places at the dispc.
the mercantile interest, a variety of advertisement heading
to attract the eye. Any person using any of them will enclose S;H

of his wares (carriage free, or porterage paid), to No. 85, Elect St i

A THING OF BEAUTY IS A JOY FOR EVER, an exquisite remark
which would have derived additional force fnmi the fact, if it had ever 1>

that the Poet KBITS, on the day be penned it had tasted the delicious Dairyfed Pork,
sold by &c.

WILL MR. DISRAELI TAKE OFFICE ? is a question asked by many,
and answered by many others, according to ttieir political views. But there

would be no question at all, whether, if the article were placed before him,
MB. DllMKX, whoso taste is unrivalled, would take our Potted Bloaters, price One
Shilling, aud to be had only, &c.

rrilE RUSSIAN FLEET HAS SUNK in the estimation of Europe since
L ADUIBAL BOTCIIAMOHI' refused to victual it with our pressed Beef. Surely

this uill raise tho Beef in the regard of all true Britons, who have only to apply
at No. tic.

LORD JOHN RUSSELL HAS HAD A FIT. To bo sure he has, and
yon may have a tit too, if you will have the good sense to clothe yourself, as his

Lordship does, at the establishment of SMOUCH Brothers, Tailors, &c. &c.

HUSBANDS
! BEAT YOUR WIVES, that is, if you can, in the struggle

t<> m:ike home happy. You will have the best chance of succeeding, by presenting
them with scrubbing brushes, tooth brushes, nail brushes, hair brushes!, liottlu In

blacking brushes, bounet brushes, paiut brushes, and other domestic comforts, from
BRISTLES AUD Co., at &c.

THE CHURCH IS IN DANGER ! No, not while her Ministers do their

duty. But those who go to church, this weather, arc in great danger of catching
severe colds uuK .ss they we;ir Furs, and these can be best obtained at &c.

"VTURDER ! This very objectionable practice will never be persevered in
J- -M by any person who will peruse the new and startling Novel of the " Tlnderbox
and the Tombstone," now publishing in TBASH'S Weekly Miscellany, price
One Penny.

YOU DID IT ! I SAW YOU. And seeing you made me do it, and
I will never again omit to do it every Saturday night of my life, Ma'am. "Do

It do what?" Can you ask? Buy Tallow Candles at DIPPS'S, Tottenham Court
Read, &c.

THE LOVELY YOUNG LAVINIA ONCE HAD FRIENDS.and would
have preserved them to this day, if, when she had them to dinner she bad

abstained from giving them deleterious compounds, which made them drop her

acquaintance, and had caused them to drink the Sparkling Pale Ale, sold by &c.

THE TIMES NEWSPAPER HAS STOPPED Yes, and we hope it

will continue to stop the mouth of many an impudent pretender, especially any
one, should he arise, who should pretend that Buooixs's Patent Warming Pans are
not one-third cheaper, two-thirds handier, three-thirds neater, and four-thirds lighter
than any other. To be had at &c.

YOUR
WIFE HAS BOLTED. She has indeed bolted the front door,

thinking that you are not coming home to-night. But you will return, and the

poor thing will be roused from her first sleep, and have to come down in the cold to let

you in, for as for waking that EMMA, you might as well try to arouse LOBD ABERDEEN
to a sense of the honour of England. Why, then, not save your wife's health by
furnishing your door with one of TUHBLKB AND Co.'a Latch Locks? To be seen iu
action at <&c.

GREAT
FIRE IN THE PALACE. " And a very good one, too," as

HER MAJESTY was graciously pleased to remark, desiring H. K. H. the PBINCE
OF WALES to let the poker alone, as with Coals at two pounds a ton, he must not be
extravagant. Matrons ot England, learn a lesson of economy from tile first Lady of
the Land, and show that yon have done so by ordering your Coals at SLATES ASD
COMPANY, Whiteash Wharf.

rPHE THAMES IS FROZEN OVER. When this announcement is made,
J. the next thing will be that an OR will be roasted whole on the ice. Without ap-
proving a proceeding which is rather silly and usually a failure, WOBBLES AXD Co.
must say, that their Patent Itoasting Jacks (price Eleven and Eightpencc) will per-
form the feat, if any invention can, and, in the meantime, will roast anything else, from
a Plover to fi IMg.

MEYER GO TO A THEATRE, at least not without one of WINDL-M'S
-L" Air Cushions, which afford so luxurious a seat that you will be able to enjoy
mo-it performances, and almost to endure tho deathless Clown without much
annoyance.

]\|R. HARRISON AINSWORTH IS QUITE WELL. This ciratm-
-- stance will gratify that gentleman's myriad admirers, and their satisfaction

will be complete when they are informed that, not only MR. A IXSWORTH'S masterly
works, but those of all other writers of celebrity, are bound by VELLUM AND TOOLRY,
corner of Bobchurch Lane, upon the most reasonable terms, and with, the greatest
expedition.

A CLERGYMAN IIUNO, with protracted admiration, over a M.S. ( ,f the
eleventh century, found in the lioiileijui Library at Oxford, and at last remarked,

I never saw such beautiful illumination, except," added th- Itrven n<l (ientteman,
with that adherence t-t truth R" hnn< nriibly chnnu-tt-nstic ot the cloth, "except by
means of tin; hint-fuliginous Percolating Adumbrellnnt Lamps, which, by the way,

i vi' may now be pnx-nred, Wholt snle and Id-tail, <>f all dealers, and also at the

Manufactory at Walworth."

ANEW PLAY BY SIIAKSPERE, if now produced, would probably be
called "slow" by one writer, "ill < by a second .and as "not in

ii<-e. with t! f time," by a thud. M'-n- reverent judges ui.nld say that It con-
in- tin-- <;<>1<I. that tli. n- \MMV mil i.rms in it. nxl the Springs of action were
;-- rlV-ct w-irking. Any one who should apply the above unfavourable opinion

to BANK'S Watches (warrnnti-il) would libel tOOM masterpieces, but the terms of

ition, which we have said would be used towards SIIAKHPKBK, exactly characterise
tbe Watches sold by BUNK at &c.

HAS TAKKN POISON . .ut of the London Atmosphere,i so fur as his admirable Smoke Prevention Act enables his Lordship t" do. Eager
to second his Lordship in promoting the purity of the metropolis, MKSSRS. BOKAX
AND (.'<>. respectfully recommend their White Curdy Soft \Viudsor AntigrimeopolU
Soap, in packets of One and Sixpence, to be procured, &c.

A TRUMPET WITH A COLD.

mmorophone is a wonderful

instrument, and Mn. SOMMER
ouglit to have the benefit of every

publicity for his .that a

certain defect remarked in its

utterance the other night, during
the. frost, occurred, not, as was
surmised, from any deficiency of

understanding between himself

and it,

"
but entirely through tho

severity of \\w, veatker, which,"
MR. SOMMER adds, "as all musi-
cians well know, has a most de-

trimental effect on all brass in-

struments (particularly such as

mine)." It thus appears that the

alleged misunderstanding between
MB. SOMMER and his instrument
was a mere cpolness on the part of

the latter only. The notes seem
to have been partially frozen in;
and if, during the subsequent thaw,
any of them came out again, as

in a memorable instance, perhaps
MB. SOMMER will state the cir-

cumstance. Possibly, as the Som-
merophone had got a cold, it would
have completed its solo later in the

evening in question, if its proprie-
tor had given it a basin of gruel
and put it into hot water before

goins to bed. We have no doubt of the truth of that gentleman's
assertion as regards most brass instruments; but he is mistaken in

extending it to all. It has not been observed in the House of

Commons that cold weather particularly affects the tone of the POPE'S
Brass Band.
We knew that vocalists were liable 'to colds, and other contin-

gencies of climate ;
but this is the first time we ever heard of a

musical instrument being subject to fits of indisposition. If apologies
are henceforth to be accepted for trumpets, ophecleides, and other

brazen instruments, as well as for tenors and sopranos, we shall

be constantly troubled with excuses on behalf of some capricious
trombone seized suddenly with an affection of the windpipe, and, in the

trombone, the pipe through which the wind is conveyed is of a some-
what delicate texture. The Professor threatens that his next per-
formance shall be accompanied by a full orchestra ; but if it should

happen that all the brazen instruments are suffering from bronchial

or any other affection of their tubes, the result will be far from

agreeable.

Fifty Thousand Cures

OF drowsiness, dejection, dolour, dulness, depression, ennui, ill-humour,

indigestion (mental) from political or other reading, loss of temper, low

spirits, melancholy, moroseness, mental anxiety (as,
for instance, on a

railway journey), sulks, stupefaction (by a debate in Common Council),

sleepiness, spleen, general used-upishness, and many other complaints,
have already been effected by the use of Punch's Almanack, which is

Sold by Everybody, and bought by the rest. The int.mt may take it

as well as the adult, as it is warranted free from all impurity, and
contains nothing hurtful to the weakest mental stomach.

ANYTHING BUT AN ALDERMAN'S MOTTO. "Dinner forget."
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A HINT TO THE ELEPHANTINE PROFESSOR AT ASTLEY'S.

CHRISTMAS WAITS EXTRAORDINARY.

(From our own Repm-ter.)

THERE are some remarkable additions to the usual Waits this year,

which the papers have uniformly neglected to notice. As Corrector-

General of the Press, it devolves on Mr. Punch of course to supply the

omission. Half a moment's reflection will, he thinks, convince any of

his readers who would be styled
"
intelligent," that

There "s the EARL OP ABERDEEN Waiting for the protracted war
which will result most probably from his protracted peace policy.

There are the Rotten Boroughs Waiting for the expected Reform
Bill which is to put them in good odour.

There are the Inhabitants of London (and twenty miles about it)

Waiting for the extinction of that truly burning shame, the Uitv

Coal-Tax.
There are the Keepers of the Betting-shops Waiting to evade the

recent Act which apparently lias shut them up.
There are the Women of England Waiting for a law that will

effectually protect them against brutal assaults.

There are the English Tourists Waiting for hotels where they may
cuter without being let in.

There 's mauy an English Operative Waiting to find that his strike

is in the end a heavy blow to him.
There 's many an English Curate Waiting to find that his income

will exceed a London footman's.
Tbere are the Readers at the Museum Waiting for the end of the

world, or that of the catalogue.
There

'
the Corporation of London Waiting to be crushed by the

Commission which is now sitting on them.
There's the Emperor of Russia Waiting for the spring which will

enable him to jump into Turkey.
And finally, There 's Mr. Punch himself Waiting very pleasantly on

The Universe with his Twenty-fifth Volume.

WHAT is THE WORLD LIKE? Why, the.world is like a stubble-field
in which the greatest geese generally pick up most of the golden

grains.

MISSISSIPPI BREAKING HER BONDS.

BIND the woolly-haired slave, tarred with Nature's own briibh,

With base manacles load him
;
with vile shackles crush,

He has no right to kick off his fetters, not he,

But Bonds didn't ought to encumber the Free !

Let Europe's old monarchies labour and groan
Urneath the hard burden and weight of a Loan !

To be sure, though, Spain has had the courage to get

The directest way out of the irons of debt.

Cut 'em through that's the plan as you
'd sever a stick-

It don't take but one stroke, and 'tis done smooth and slick ;

Hurl the bits off to
fly

on the wild winds afar !

Unless you keep one just to light a cigar.

for they are but paper is paper to bind

The young Eagle to Earth, when to' soar he's a mind ?

He will snap the weak chain the first instant he springs
With the sun in his eye and the steam in his wings.

Loss of credit ! what's that to the souls who rely

On themselves, and the hiss of the world can defy ?

What is debt? Don't the talented EMEHSON say

We have got other debts, besides money, to pay ?

We reckon those other debts due first to fall,

The cash debt 's the one which we'll pay last of all
;

That's the genuine rule by which true Genius goes
In settling the endless account which it owes.

From the glorious fact, that our bonds we have bust,

Let mankind learn the lesson of thorough self-trust,

Though our sister States credit may cease to obtain,

And ao mortal will trust Mississippi again !

A THOUGHT PICKED OUT OF THE COAL-SCUTTLE. Vices are like

coals the more they are screened, the more the larger ones show.
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AHODK of Bliss (An), 113
Affair with the (Knightsbridgo) Cadres
(An), 154

Age of Compliments (The), 138
Agricultural Bruisers, 245
Agricultural Inquisition, 207
Alarming Accident, 137

Alarming Discnverv (An), 218
Alarming Railway Accident, 96
Albert Suit ue Movement (The), 212
Alderman'* Hope (The), 263
All my Eye and Beate Martin, 131
American Joke Explained (An), 262
Another and Another Still Succeeds, 148
AnuthiT Ghost, 145
Another Insult to Ireland, 37, 1.V2

Another Insult from the, Saxon, 124
Another Irish Grievance, 12
Another Money Question, 153
Another liupmre with France, 12

Albany for the Million (An <,
22:t

Aristocracy and its Antipodes. 198
Arms of England (The), 178
Australian Clipper (An), 113
Autocrat's Anthem (An), 233
BAD Be*-r with a Good Name, 54
Bar and the Liberty of Conscience (The),m
Barristers of England (The), 215
Battle of Spithead (The), 73
Best Christian (The), 108
Betting House Deputation (The), 62
Big Brother of Mercy (A), 30

BUhop in Distress (A), 107

Bishop on "
Things Solid "

(A), 20G
Bones of Paganini (The), 143
Bore at the British Museum, 19
Bounce of a Pistol (The), 83

Breaking-up Day, 89

Bricks, 43

Bright City (A), 227
Britannia's Safety Belt, 176
British Consulate at Boulogne (The), 101
British Obsequies in Spain, 93
British Reasons for Boulogne Address, 136
Bully Bottom, 165

Burglary and Bronchitis Prevented, 192
CABMAX, and his Good and Evil Report, 54
Cabman and his Pint of Stout (A Fable), 60
Cabman's Best Friend (The), 40
Cabman's Protest against the Hinjustice

of the Hact (A), 70
Cab Question in a New Light (The), 265
Calico Calembonrg (A), 221
Canvas Towns, 3
Carol on Caroline Chisholm (A), 71
Carving his Way to Iniquity, 42
Case of Clean Hands (AJ, 151

Catching People's Eyes, 267
Chagrin for Old Commodores, 29
Character in a Blue-hag, 4

Charity for Churchmen, 262
Channt(A), 113
(.'haunt for the Choused (A), 183
Cheap Lightning Postage, 207
Chelsea Ghost (The), 115, 134
China and Hack in no Time, 108
Choking in the Army, 13
Christmas Waits Extraordinary, 268
City coaxing the Crown (The), 197
City Inquisition (The), 216
City without Smoke (A), 124
Civic

Simplicity, 147
Civil Cabman's Sauce (A), 81
Civil (very civil) War at Chobham, 3
Claims of Scotland (The), 186
Classicalities of the Coinage, 125
Clergymen in the Farce of "Turning the

Tables," 256

Clerical Table-Turners and Spirit-Rappers,
2i>7

Clever Clown Nuisance (The), 222
Close Contrivance at Winchester (A), 197
Cloth mid the 1'lusli (The), 123
Clowns of tliH New School, 213

Coagulated Horde (A), 53
Col.den nn i-.vil Spirits, 214

Coming Struggle (The), 174
Confounded Bully (A), 251
Consultation " in articulo," 115
Cool Dog (A), 53

Corporation Table Talk, 246
Cotton Afloat, 118

Courtesy and Controversy, 215
Crown of Hungary (Tin-) 14:i

Crown of St. Stephen (The), 147
Cruel King Coal, 202
Crnel treatment of the Poor and Lowly, 195

Crystal Nunneries, 3
Cure for a Cut, 77
Cure for Smoky Children, 217
Cure for the Conscience-Money Mania, 50
Curiosities of the Cat'le Show, 247
Curious association of Ideas, 214
DANUBIAN Homicide, 221

Daughter of the Camp (A), 27
Dear Entertainment for Dear Creatures,
in

Debate on the Hudson Question, 254
Decimal Coinage, 101
Demon of the Cupboard (The), 206
Determined Duellist (A), 32
Did you Ever ? 171
Diddlesex Sessions (The), 222

Dignity of Trade (The), 223

Disappointed Director, a Fable (The), 121
Discounter's Dirge (The), 40
Disraeli's Coat and Badge, 125
Dolours of St. Dunstan's, 187
Domestic Results of the Camp, 20
Done Brown Again, 216

Donkey and a Mayor (A). 232
Doom of Westminster Bridge (The), 79
Dr. Cantwell's Income-Tax made Easy, 188
Drat the Eastern Question, 177
Dream of a Bagpipe (The), 158

Dye of Guilt (The), 188
EAGLKB at a Discount, 173
Earl King (The), 31
Ecclesiastical Auction Mart (The), 20
Editorial Candour, 136
Elections with Accompaniments, 21

Emperor at Boulogne (The), 151

Enemy (The), 91

English Hippopotamus to the French Ditto

(The), 116

Enterprising Undertakers, 17
El Verdadero Descubrimiento D'lximaya.
81

Etruscan Pattern (The), 162

Every Convict his own Chesterfield, 194
Evil Eyesight, 114

Exchange Chimes (The), 236
Exit Brooke Enter Barry, 176

Expense of Making a Baron (The), 241
FACTS for Cocknev Naturalists, 246

Fallacy of Externals (The), 178
Faiewell to the Camp, 92
Fashi .11 and Influenza, 238
Fashionable F.pidemic (The), 79
Fashionable Zoological Star (The), 265
" Fast "

Literature, 144
Fast Men of Edinburgh (Thel, 192
Fat of the Land and Lambeth, I'M
Festivities in Southwark, 102

Fighting Frewen and Sober Shelley, 90
Fine Old English Innkeeper (The), 177

Flourishing Business (A), 20

Flowers of the Towzery Plant, 104

Flushing a Sewer (A Citizen's Dream), 208
Fortune Tellers for Nations, 187
Freebooter of the Castle (The), 151

French Feast of the Poets ( A), Ml
French " Fusion

"
(The), 233

French Ties and Dynas-ties, 136
Friends of Cabmaiiity, 59

Fumigation of the Thames, 91
Further particulars, 157
Fusion of the Beerbung Cousins (The), 237
GAME in the East (The), 50
Gare la Garotte, 253
Gardens without a Waterpot, 9
Cod Hymen to tin- Demi-God Punch (The)
193

Ood of Russia (The), 211
Cod of the Russians (The), 176
Gold Found in England, 33
Good Hater of Blue Stockings (A), 253
Goose Clubs (The), 186
Grand Dramatic Apres Dejeuner, 157
Crand Scena from Oberon, 154
Great and Little Sportsmen, 108
Great Anchovy Case (A), 221
Great Cab Reform (The), 17
Great Catches, 101

Great Chobham Campaign, 47
Great Cure and Small Pay, 114
" Great Globe Itseli

"
(The), 124

Great Indian Fact (The), 7
Great Jew Meeting, 48
Growl from the Scottish I.ion (A), 63
Guillotine in China (The), 114
H AN. A 11: in Bronze, 195
Hanwell Cookery Book (The), 265
Hard Dealing with a Hawker, 254
Hardest of all Swearing (The), 4

Ha'porths of Philosophy, 151

Hat-Moving Trick (The), 34

Help to Jewish Emancipation (A), 22
Heroes of a Hundred Showers, 47

High Mettled Razor (TheX03
Hint from the Gallery (A), 10
Hint to Belgravia, Tyburnia, &c. <A), 9*
Hint to Railway Rogues, 117
Hints for a New Edition of the Dramatists,
43

Hit at Two Houses (A), 82

Homoeopathy Superseded, 83
Hotel and Travelling Expenses, 171
House of Fame (The), 106
How Are we off for Soap ? 164
How Britannia Salutes her Bahles, 174
How Ephraim Smug spoke against Police

at the Vestry, and didn't persuade
People, 166

How Europe may be Saved, 201
How to Pay yonr Taxes, 147
How to See the Teeth of a Beautiful Young
Lady, 261

How to Write the Biography of a Woman,
118

Howl from the Hippopotamus (A), 168
IMAGINARY Conversation, 214

Imaginary Playbill, 84

Impertinence of Science (The), 155

Important Meeting of Smoke-Makers, 80

ItnpoitHtit Note and Query (An), '235

Improvements of London v. the Improve-
ments of Paris, 166

:.d North, 196
Infallible Bubbles. 1:J8

n Glelw, 176
Infinitesimal Logic, 22

Injudicious Patriot (An), 243
Inn-Fluenza (The), 161

Innkeeper Rhymer (The), 211

Inquisition at Malta (The), 92

Inspection ofCavalry by Genera Punch, IS

Institution of Our Spectre of Chelsea (The),
131

Iron Bars of Music, 126
.1 AMF.S'S Powder and his Squib, 1KI
Jke at the 1'nblic Expense (A), 37
Joke of the Session f'l

Joke that must be Felt (A). 136

Jolly Old Waterman (The), 49

.), 201
Justice for London, 207
Justice to Scotland, 206
KKNII.WOBTH Church and Kenilworth

Cattle. i;r

Kensington Bus-men (The), 62

Key to a Ditliculty (A), 38

Key to the Russian Question (The), IT

King Cholera's Procession, 133

King Leopold Reports Progress, 211

King of the City (The), 205
LAMENT of the Portsmouth Slopseller

(The), 51
Landlords' Meeting (The), 144
Larvie of the City of I.on. Ion. 167
Last Proclamation (The), 207
Last of the Paupers (The), 47
Lares and Penates for the Pothouse, 172
Law on its Last Legs, 23

Lawyers Abroad (The), 123
Le Grand Opera Enrhnme, 143

Leading Articles for Old Ladies, 102
Left-off Clothes for the Colonies, 227

1

nriosity, 247
Letter and an Answer (A), 197
Letters from the Bosphorus, 187
Libel on the Prince of Wales, 172
Life and Death Assurance, 264

Likely Jofce (A), 33
Lines on the Burial of a Protestant in

Spain, 123
Lion Kampant Mad, 106
List of Indexes (A), 8
Literature at Low Water Mark, 1S5

Literary Millionaire (A), 168
Little Money Question (A), 112
Lord Mayor's Miow for 1853 (The), 157
Lord Sidnee's Show, 204
Louis Napoleon at Boulogne, 115
Lover's Farewell to Pale Ale (The), 185
Love's Labour Lost at Limerick, 63
! .un.lv Foot Linguist (A), 164
MAI> Cabman's Fare of Sixpence (The), 47

Mahogany Possessed. 152
Manchester School of Poetry (The), 241
Market and Tmde Report, 42

Marriage in "Mediocre" Life, 181
Martin in Jack's Gown, 49
Meat for Mawworms, 8
Meeting of the Rabbits, 164
Middlesex Ballad (A), 228
Milestone Treadmill (The), 72

Military Intelligence, 89

Milky Way in Lancashire (The), 194

Mississippi breaking her Bonds, 268
Model Railway Meeting, 226
Modern Mythology, 165

Money-Market for Infant Minds (The), 104

Mornington's Challenge, 39
Moustache and Beard Movement (The),

J2o
Mr. Peterloo Bnwn's Examination of the
Oxford Statutes, 68, 77

Mr. Punch in China, 117
Mr. Punch in Dublin, 1

Mrs. Jane Gimlet to Mrs. Judith Punch,
202, 23 i, 254

Mrs. Magnall's Historical Questions, 10

Music, Malt, and Hops, 187

Music-Seller's Opinion of France (A), 171
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Musical Pump (A), 123
Muff Dropped (A), 244
NAVAL Intelligence, 182

Neglected Scotland, 253
Nesselrode Pudding, 215

Neutrality in Plush, 133
New American Movement, 107
New Cab Act (The), 28, 53
New Chapter in the Uomance of King
Arthur (A), 58

New Department of Fluukeyism (A), 138
New Lactometer (A), 90
New Turn lu the Temperance Movement

(A), a
New Zodiacal Light (A), 122
Nnws from the Theatre of War, 228
Nicholas's Dream, 247
Noble Conduct of Cobden and Bright, 195

Nuisance (A), 121

Nuts for Notes and Queries, 38
OBITUARY a Little in Advance, 232

Obstructing the Pavement, 143
Ocean Melodies, 121

Old Flag (The), 164
Old Lamp and a New One (An), 251

Oldest Chancery Suit in the World (The),
S3

Omnibtisian Song (An), 113

Opinions of our Contemporaries, 134

Originality, 264

Organ Boy's Appeal (The) 141
Our Ancient Nicholas, 38
Our Beautiful Fashions of the Present

Day, 145
Our flottle Holder, 261
Our City Article, 155
Our Honeymoon, 8, 11,31, 41, c.

Our Meteorological Keport, 29
Our Muddy Metropolis, 53
Our Quarter's Account, 21
Our Rupture with Russia, 14

Our .Shabby Contemporaries, 147

Our Tourist in Paris, 94, 105, 122, 12C, &c.
Our Young Lady at Spilhead, 79
PAI.MKRSTO.S'H Notices to Coriespoudeuts,
203

I'almerslon Perplexed, 217

Pupa to his Heir, 23

Parliamentary Bulletin, 74
Parochial Mudlarks, 153
Parsons and Doctors, 173
Parson's Parliament (The), 164

Passports improved, 73
Pat's Welcome to the Reaping-Machine,127
Paying Culprits through the Nose, 194

Paying Shot before Bat tie, '20j

)
Pax Vnbiscuni, 43
Peace Spectacle in Scotland (The), 1G3
Peaceful Solicitor (A), 187

Pebbles picked up at the Sea-side, 132

Pedcstrianism at St. Stephen's, 42
IViJestrianism very Extraordinary, 93
Penal Dancing for the Protection of

W.) i, 2I10-

Perspicuity of lied Tape (The), 223
Perversion of a Clergyman, 121

Petition from the Medical Profession, 60

Philosophy Teaching by Conmndruins, 43

Photographic Glimpses of the Moon, 173

Phrenological Organ Music, 253
Pius Pin-uis. 161

Plaguit within our Gates (The), 140
Plain Fare at the Palnco, 2IS
Plan of Simplification (A), 245

Plato, Gog and Magog, 183
Plato's Republic Perfect, 2J1

Playhouse Pegs, PJ3

Ploughboy's Doom, 102

Poetry for the. Peace Conference, 173
Poisonous Puff<, 39
Potman and the Prn'tor (The), 37
Poor Shakspere, 112

Pope's Post Obit (The), 137

Popular Laurie Ballad (The), 67
Post Office London Directory (The), 213
Postal Economy at Glasgow, 217

Price of a Lord Mayor's Gown, 222
Pride of England (the), 191

Prince, Pigs, and Parasites, 248
Prince Punch ti Prince Albert, 216
Prison Disciplinarians, 141

Prophets in ihe Parlour, 252

Proposals for a New Art of Puffing, 251
' Provided Always," 2

Public's Address to his Cabman (The), 41
Punch at a Hoyal Christening, 13

Punch and his Pippins, 2o3
Punch the only recognised Promoter of

Literature, 197

Punch's Potato Prophecy, 125

QUKKN Christina in England, 118

Questionable Advertisements, 158
RAILWAY Dog (A), 173
Handom Records of a Hun through certain

Continental Countries, itil

Reading the (Dramatic) Stars, 231
Real Reason (The), 262
Real Scottish Grievance (A), 225
Real Smoke Nuisance (The), 62

Ke-christening of the Kosphorns (The), 27

Recovery from the Cabman's Strike, 59

Regular Nuisance (A), 198
Remarkable Self-Sacrifice, 113

Itemarkable Tribute of Siderial Approba
lion, 221

Resource for Young Ladies, 81
Return to Duty (The), 64
" Revenons a nos Moutons," 205
Review of the Medical Line, 112
Roues of Sharon for Australia, 53

Royal Exchange Clock (The), 228

Royal Lunch Prevented (A), 174
Rural Sell-Denial Clubs, 1S1

Russian Impudence, 84
Russian " Mouches" in Parliament, 163
Russian Reasons, 19
Russian Revolutionists, 231
SABBATARIAN Meeting at Glasgow, 82
Saint Cabbie! 112
" Salad for the Solitary," 223

Sapphics of the Cabstand, 42
Scenes at the J ndgea' Chambers, 235
Scotch Peerage in Peril (The), 23?
Scotland Humiliated, 244
Seamstress that won't Starve (A), 14

Serjeant Adams on a Knotty Point, 2CO
Shall Ladies have Votes? 224
Shaimful Intimidation of an Old Gentle-
man, 141

Shaving by Machinery, 185
She will be a Martyr, 'l83

Sheriff's Dinners at Newgate (The), 201

Slicking Language, 67

Shocking Low Church, 234
Shoe Lane Raleigh (A), 112
Short and Saponaceous, lit!

Shortcoming in the City, 242
Soldier's Dream (The), H
Sit^ns made Symbols, 148
Signs of the Times, 153
Sinii a Song of Sixpence, 8!

Singing-Hoys minus, tevenponcc at St.
Paul s, 184

Something in a Sign, 165

Something outrageous, 227

Song of the city Remembrancer (The), 9;

Song of the Transplanted Shamrock, HI
Song Rip,. fnmjail, (I!)

Songs of the Ideological So,-iety, 214

Songs of the Mendicants, 48, 77
St. Cecilia and St. Helen, 238
St. Cross Stingo, 221
St. Luke's and St. Stephen's, 61

S| htl Review ol'lhi! Fleet, 71

Spirited conduct of Mr. Charles Keau, 1 1

Spiritual Manifestations, 13

Sporting at Windsor, llllj

Sporting Regiment (A), 181
Stanzas to Erin, IS
Statue to Albert (A), 245
Strike of the \Vi\vs of England, 60
Striking Circumstances, b'7

Summer Promotion-*, 116
"Sure Derbyites," 21

Sure Symptoms of ChrUtmafl, 201
TABi.E-TuKNiNii and True Piety, 243
Tailor Assassin (The), G4
Taken for Granted, 227

Talleyrandism (A), 235

Tap on a Tub (A), 241

Tasking a Bishop's Face, 248
Tavern Experience, 131
Tea-Table Talk, 10.

Tea total Movement (The;, 112

That Very Small (Political; Party, 113
Theatrical Novelties, 22 1

Thoughts ou the Savage Lions of London,

Tight Blockade (The), 181
To Correspondents, 111
To Fight or not to Fight, 171
To Professor Faraday, 22
To the Noble Aid, 102

Trap to catch a Mooncalf (A), 1.T2

Tremendous Effects of ,t Ki<s, 153

Tricks, hut not Honours, 2111

Trouser Mind (The), 251

Trumpet of Battle (The), 158

Trumpet with a Cold (A ). 266
Turtle Benevolent Association (The), 212
Two Portraits of the Czar, 206
U.xriiOTKCTKu Female in Want of a Cab

(The), 57
Unevenhauded Justice 266
"
Upholsterer to the Monument" (The), 223

VKUKTAKIANS in the North, 73

Very Good of the Pope, Kilt

Vested Right, 137
Visit of the Thames and Medway to the
Royal i 'ominissioners, 2:'>.~

"Vow of Poverty" (The), 176
WAITS to the Czar (The), 2tit

Walker, 113
Wanted, a Nobleman ! 61

Warning to Vegetarians (A), 113
Wash Wauled (A), 263
Waste of Sympathy (A), 49
" We never Sell Our Appointments," 93
What can the Police be About? M
What I Saw, Heard, and Thought, at

Chobham, 32
What is a Cabman's Mile, 32, 69
What is Man? 201
Wliatistho House of Keys y III

What yon may Hear in a I;HI, '.H

V\'hciv are the Russians y 218

Whi.skey above Proof, 70

Whisper in the Karof Nic.hoUs (A\ 77
Who sends all the Conscience-Money ? 77

Whys for the Wise, 21 o
Wild Flowers from Canada, 33
Winchester Soup, 184
Witn'-ss on an Kleejion Committee (A), 7

Womau'.s Elevation League (They, r,2

Women's Rights Men's Noses, 11*2

Wonders of the Deep, (17
' Woodman ! .Spare tliat Joke," 163
Words of Peace, 168
Words! words! words! 263
Yacht Signals, 183

iv.is.t, FKiNrEtu,,WfliiGrtUir.i.
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